john1701a’s
Personal Log Book

I purchased a Classic Prius (hybrid-electric, fuel-efficient, super-ultra-low-emission vehicle)
back on 9/9/2000 and drove it in Minnesota until I replaced it on 10/23/2003 with an Iconic
Prius (which was even cleaner and more efficient). Then on 5/26/2009, I upgraded to a 2010
Prius (for amazing efficiency). Following that on 2/29/2012, I got my first plug-in model
(pushing MPG significantly higher). The big upgrade happened 4/01/2017, when I replaced
the PHV with a Prime, trading 11 miles of EV driving for 25. This book documents those
personal thoughts & experiences.
From: 2-25-2011 to 1-25-2014
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2-25-2011

Certified 40 MPG. Ford's new automatic Focus got an official EPA estimate of 40
MPG highway. Needless to say, the GM supporters aren't happy about this latest news in
the non-hybrid market. The automatic Cruze only gets a 37 MPG highway
estimate. Manual transmissions don't provide much for bragging rights. And you know
how much pride is involved with the estimates. It's why the city estimates are totally
disregarded. The 26 MPG for Cruze and 28 MPG for Focus aren't really anything to be
proud of. That drags down the combined estimate quite a bit, especially since city
accounts for 55% of the value. But with gas prices surging, it's no surprise traditional
"economy" vehicles are still getting lots of attention. Comparing them to favorably to
guzzlers is easy.

2-25-2011

Might Not. When an article has this for a title, "Plug-in Prius might not warrant extra
cost", isn't in reasonable to expect some type of mention of price? There wasn't anything
beyond the usual 3 hours to recharge, 62 MPH limit, contrast to Volt, and then some
MPG numbers. The complaint was only getting 47.1 MPG during the week of the
blizzard driving in North Dakota. Supposedly, that's 3 MPG less than the EPA estimate
for the no-plug model. Not having any idea how much MPG for any vehicle drops
during extremes like that is typical for consumers, but for a supposed journalist... no
way... especially for an article apparently making comparisons. I'd be thrilled to get
MPG that high dredging through heavy snow. He made it sound as though plug-in
vehicles offer no benefit during the Winter.

2-25-2011

Another Perspective. I don't mention Leaf much, simply because neither Nissan nor the
enthusiasts try to greenwash. There's no attempt to spin it as an all-purpose vehicle. It's
a niche which will serve you extremely well if it fits your needs. They know the typical
household will have another vehicle available anyway. The honest perspective has kept
them out of the spotlight. There's no controversy. They were even upfront about the
impact of Winter a long time ago, well before rollout... quite unlike Volt. Anywho, at
some point it was inevitable that a few owners would begin to knock the plug-in
Prius. Sure enough, I stumbled across this on the big Leaf forum this morning: "I drive
56 miles round-trip to work and do not have the option to charge there. For me, the PHV
Prius would offer literally nothing over the current model." Don't you just love reading
absolutes like that? Remember my back commute with a PHV last Summer? The drive
was 54.3 miles. The displayed average from that round-trip was 73.0 MPG. How is that
"literally nothing" over my 2010? It sure looks like a 20 MPG improvement to me.
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2-26-2011

Hype Aftermath. The change Volt is currently experiencing has been witnessed before,
but never as dramatic. I remember other debuts. The much hyped Two-Mode quickly
fell apart shortly after rollout. Expectations didn't meet what actually got
delivered. Others hybrids, like Accord & Aura, were flops pretty much
immediately. The clone approach Insight took left many wondering for awhile. But that
ultimately saw a big drop in interest too. The unique approach CR-Z took was
fascinating. It was a terrible hybrid but looks like it could become a popular traditional
vehicle instead. Then there are those in the middle, like Camry & Fusion. Sales are ok,
but could be much better... and very well could pick up later. Time is needed for their
story to unfold. Prius was a mega-hit from the beginning. The 6 to 9 month waiting list
for the first 2 years confirmed that. The second-generation model made that
overwhelming clear. Mainstream volume for a profit sure made the industry finally take
notice. Now, there's Volt. Its price is way too high. Efficiency doesn't meet
expectations. Enthusiasts have lost their daily blog. Initial sales are slower than
hoped. The rollout is off to a rough start.

2-26-2011

Real-World Data. We got a little bit for Volt today. The owner summarized his
experience with: "My first trip to the gas station in two months. The efficiency tally is
980 electric miles at 2.43 miles per/kWh and 250 miles at 32.5 mpg." His location is the
San Francisco Bay area, so that most definitely isn't what you'd expect for Winter
efficiency. Driving only 615 miles per month isn't exactly representative of typical
distance either. Not knowing how much electricity was actually consumed (including
charging losses) as well as how often it was plugged in makes the report less informative,
but at least it is real-world data rather than hype. Makes you wonder what kind of sales a
Volt with a smaller battery capacity could attract. That depleted efficiency isn't even
remotely close to the 50 MPG that I witnessed while driving the PHV.

2-26-2011

Oil Change. I experienced a happenstance with the previous oil change. Rather than a
random light tap of the filter-wrench causing it just grasp the filter-housing, it turned out
to be a precision hit. The thing slipped on entirely, an absolutely perfect fit. The metal
tool was now tightly bonded to part of the car itself. It looked permanent too. So much
so, I worried about not being able to get it off. Oops! Well, upon inspecting the situation
for this oil change, I discovered the convenience of already having it on and no chance of
it (apparently ever) slipping loose. The tool is small, weighs very little, and rests just a
half-inch from the threads with almost no length increase. Most of the filter itself is
internal anyway. In other words, my slip appears to be a discovery I feel comfortable
suggesting now... with that specific tool, of course. I could imagine others not fitting that
tight. So, I'm leaving it on. As for the cost, it was a little bit higher this time... not too
bad though: $34.22
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2-27-2011

Consumers Comment. The enthusiasts for Volt had something to lose, so responses
were understandable. Some would take comments as constructive, others with
indifference. A few took it personally. Select individuals responded with hostility. It
became quite predicable over time. What we haven't known is how consumers in general
would respond. Well, we're finding out now... from a diverse crowd, some who don't like
any kind of hybrid. The comments came from an article written about Volt. It stated the
price as $32,780. Leaving out both the destination charge and the tax-credit is rather
blatant misleading. The mention of 35 miles for range without any disclaimer
whatsoever is greenwashing, since it's common knowledge now that EV is reduced
greatly during the winter. Anywho, the comments posted were surprisingly cruel. There
were many insults questioning the intelligence of anyone who would ever consider any
vehicle with a plug. There were countless misconceptions being spread. There was only
a single comment (among the 51 total) which applauded GM for the effort, but with the
downplay spin. That all sure makes a person wonder how the next year will play out...
especially with the increase in choices coming.

2-27-2011

Dealer Gouging. The consequences of "too little, too slowly" are beginning to surface
for Volt. It's really unfortunate watching this part play out. Those in support of the
rollout approach will call this growing problem as unforeseen. Those of us who have
already been through it just shake our heads in disbelief that advice pointing out the risk
wasn't taken seriously. With all the build-up hype, such slow rollout and to only select
regions was a recipe for trouble. Demand would be high and supply would be
low. Dealers take advantage of that situation... and they have been... especially knowing
that people are willing to fly in from another state for the purchase opportunity. Toyota
forced dealers to charge only MSRP and would only ship a Prius to a consumer who
placed an order online. That meant the fastest possible delivery to a particular person at a
particular price. The direct approach worked well, putting the dealer in the position of a
quick (though slim) profit without having to deal with anything beyond prepping the
vehicle and broking the sale. Too bad GM decided to just ship unsold vehicles like this,
especially in 2011... a time when online purchases are common & safe. Remember the
state of the internet back in 2000 when I placed my Prius order? It was something few
businesses had yet to try. I had a dial-up connection back then. Yet, it worked out
fantastic.

2-27-2011

Outdated Spin. That seems to be the greenwash spin emerging as most common
now. The advertising of only highway efficiency estimates is a major contributor to the
problem. It gives the perception of the MPG gap between hybrids & traditionals being
closed. But in reality a compact Focus SFE delivering 28 MPG city doesn't even
remotely compete with the 51 MPG city from the midsize Prius. They leave out that
detail though. They also never mention smog-related emissions. Then after getting your
attention, the focus is almost always directed to plug-ins. That results in quoting range
statistics. Price simply isn't a consideration when it comes to "innovation"
judgment. The effort to keep a technology affordable is totally disregarded. They don't
want to acknowledge what it means for a technology to mature. Think about the
PHV. There won't be an early adopter phase. It will be ready for mainstream sales right
away. The plug-in feature will be just an option, much like any other package
choice. You won't even need to have a charger installed. Just an everyday 120-volt
connection will work fine. It's an extremely realistic approach. Yet, the antagonists are
already trying to spin that as a bad thing, calling it outdated.
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2-28-2011

New Tires. Now I understand why I didn't notice the faster stealth speed with the 2010
at first. It must be slower until new tires break in, because that's certainly what I'm
seeing now. What I'm not seeing though is a MPG hit. In fact, it appears as though
efficiency is immediately higher! I wasn't expecting that. What I am expecting is a little
bit of grief from my Prius owning friends for not having replaced the factory tires with
the very best I could find online. I followed my gut about what specifications would be
considered a nice balance. These are fairly common too; easy to get is a plus. Traction
& Tread should be improved. Reports of real-world experiences are scarce still, since
most 2010 owners haven't driven enough to need replacement yet. So, it's going to be a
discovery process. And in my case, knowing Winter driving is typically the worst in
March, it was time... despite last's week snow storm not posing any problem. Why push
it? The data I collect will be helpful to others. Snow will likely come, providing
firsthand observation opportunities right away, rather than having to wait until next
Winter. Anywho, I ended up getting Goodyear Assurance Fuel-Max tires. They are the
same size, but should last considerably longer than the 35,000 miles from the
originals. They are warranted for 65,000. The treadwear rating is 580. The maximum
cold PSI is 51. The price I paid for the tires, installation, and disposal of the old ones was
$489.79 (including tax).

2-28-2011

PHV Longevity. Assuming the design of the plug-in Prius currently being tested
resembles the mainstream rollout model... Ever take a moment to consider the advantage
of having separate HV & EV battery-packs? The EV pack will always be used first,
since there's no EV button on the PHV. That means those kWh will provide the MPG
boost, leaving the HV pack untouched until afterward. Imagine how many miles the HV
pack won't provide kWh for as a result. That could work out to something like 3500 to
5000 less annually than a no-plug Prius. Many years later when the EV pack is starting
to show some age, the HV pack will still be going strong. That could contribute to
unusually high resale values and a heck of a nice upgrade platform.

2-28-2011

Harsh Review. It's intriguing to read a review of a review, especially when it's from a
major Detroit publication being critical of Consumer Reports. This verdict about Volt
wasn't exactly well received: "When you are looking at purely dollars and cents, it
doesn't really make a lot of sense. The Volt isn't particularly efficient as an electric
vehicle and it's not particularly good as a gas vehicle either in terms of fuel
economy." Neither was the comment provided afterward: "This is going to be a tough
sell to the average consumer." Getting confirmation of what I've been saying all along
sure is vindicating. The 25 to 27 miles they observed during their Winter testing was
deemed a compromise. Remember all the hype saying that would never happen, how EV
range would always be 40 miles? GM delivered a vehicle they want to sell, not one they
need to sell. That's an ugly reality we've dealt with before. There's nothing wrong with
offering both types. But when choice is limited to just something well out of the price
range of mainstream buyers, harsh or not, that's a genuine problem.
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2-28-2011

Almost Gone. It's truly bizarre watching that daily blog for Volt essentially... die. The
frequent energetic exchanges which gave it a distinct draw is gone. Many of those
regular posters have vanished. That drama of this transformation is pretty
traumatic. You wonder what led up to it. For the former owner of that website to
suddenly... well, jump ship... is something that's extremely difficult to dismiss as an "it
was time to move on" type decision. I could imagine scaling back for awhile, hoping
others would contribute more. But to stop cold, that's not easy to avoid speculating
about... especially 3 months after driving a Volt daily. To think all those heated debates
of the past are now history. It's almost all gone. Whatever emerges in its place will be
quite different. Much will be left behind and not worth reanimating. The lesson learned
is that hype can lead to disenchantment... which this situation now appears to be.

3-01-2011

Disaster Time. What a mess! Today started out with Toyota news from Europe. The
Prius+ will indeed offer seating for 7. It will use a lithium battery-pack, located in the
front dashboard area. How about that? Then came the oil-price climb. It broke $100 per
barrel again, but this time stayed there at closing. Needless to say, focus is on fuel
efficiency more than ever now. That's not good timing for the news which followed...
Volt sales. For the month of February, only 281 were sold. You can imagine how
defensive of a position the enthusiasts took... only to discover there was little
response. Without that daily blog, attention for Volt has faded. It's already being
dismissed by many as too expensive. It clearly doesn't target middle-market. And it's not
what the mainstream needs. There isn't a no-plug counterpart either. If all this isn't of a
disaster in the the making, what other bad news could be considered acceptable? There
isn't time available for uncertainty anymore. Goals must be made clear. What is GM's
stance? Will they just sell lots of Malibu & Cruze instead?

3-01-2011

12.9 kWh. Seeing that same 10.4 kWh quoted as the per-charge consumption for Volt is
becoming a rather maddening situation. Going by only what the car uses for driving
totally disregards charging losses. That extra 2.5 kWh not accounted for each time the
car is plugged will add up to quite a bit of electricity over time. Of course, we've seen a
number of owners simply not mention electricity at all. They focus on that "gallons
saved" value, which is obviously not the same as gallons consumed. Sadly, the hype is
being replaced with greenwashing... misrepresentation by providing only certain
information, rather than everything you actually need to know... leading you to assume
incorrectly. The value we've seen quoted by review articles is 12.9 kWh for a full
recharge. Interesting, that's less than an owner report the other day who observed 13.29
kWh at 40°F. He used the same Kill-A-Watt device for measuring consumption as I
would. Knowing all this makes it quite clear that only sighting 10.4 kWh for usage is
misleading, at best.
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3-01-2011

Living In The Past. No, I don't mean those who resist change and prefer the old-school
aesthetics. It's those still pushing promises of the past which didn't come to be...
specifically, the hype points for Volt. In some people's mind, they were
delivered. Reading comments like this "allows it to drive 40 miles on battery power
alone" and this "averaging a fuel-economy of 50 mpg" make me wonder just how
desperate some have become. The EPA estimate made it clear neither goal was
met. Owners reports and media articles make that overwhelmingly clear. Yet, we are
still seeing quotes like that routinely. It's disingenuous, at best. I suppose living in the
past is easier than facing reality. But then again, getting the next generation developed
and rolled out would be a whole lot with the support of enthusiasts rather than downplay
of expectations. Oh well. Sales indicate need more than anything else anyway.

3-02-2011

Expectations. In Japan, that battle for the top-seller position seemed to be a big
unknown for February sales. Turns out, Prius beat Fit by a healthy margin just based on
initial estimates. Here in the United States, there were 13,539 purchases of Prius. The
other major players were cars like Camry & Corolla. Toyota sold more of them than the
GM counterparts by a wide margin; however, GM did show a far better standing then in
the past. So, now we can talk about the future... which I attempted to do on that now
daily blog struggling for attention: Watching sales of Aura & Cobalt slip away was an
obvious sign of trouble. That middle-market where, high-volume & business-sustaining
purchases come from, went shopping elsewhere. It's good to see a turn-around, where
Malibu & Cruze have become those mainstream sales. The situation begs the question
more than ever now. Why didn't Volt design target that middle-market? We all knew
gas prices would rise again and there were countless warnings about not having much
time available. We've seen 928 sales total for the first 3 months. What should the
expectation be for the next 3 months? What about the 6 months following them?

3-02-2011

The Question. That daily blog for Volt was founded by an extremely dedicated
supporter. He made strong contacts with GM executives and was able to procure
privileged opportunities along the way as a result. It was obvious his desire for the
website was to draws lots of attention. So, his openness to outside opinion (like that from
me) was greatly appreciated. That flushed out details which otherwise would not have
surfaced. Unfortunately, that detail came with the consequence of missing expectations
for many. Whatever the case for his particular recent choice of selling the website, the
purpose of the new owners is far from clear. We had heard very little and there most
certainly wasn't anything resembling a mission statement. This morning seemed to take
that next step, with them asking this in context of February sales: "So where does the Volt
fare in all of this?" I'm curious as heck what the responses will be and who they will
come from. With $4 gas pretty much inevitable in the next few months, it's not like the
competition isn't preparing to capitalize on the opportunity.
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3-02-2011

Lexus CT Hybrid. I saw a television commercial for the CT400h several times
today. It resembles a luxury model Matrix using a refined version of the hybrid system
in Prius. MPG is 42 combined (43 city, 40 highway). Price is $29,999. Initial comments
are that it is a nice balance, offering a better drive experience at a reasonable price. This
newest hybrid is available now. And with the price of oil continuing to climb, it could
turn out to be very good timing. With the hybrid system so mature now, misconceptions
are no longer trouble as they were in the past. Seeing $4 gas again should make it clear
the promoting of 30 MPG as "fuel efficient" doesn't make sense. What do consumers
really want? What do they need?

3-03-2011

The Answer. What's left of that daily blog, the big GM forum, and a Detroit publication
all provided the answer yesterday. Each response was the same. Status of Volt is being
downplayed, claiming it will become the industry giant... just give it time. In other
words, the price & efficiency can no longer be avoided. There's simply too much realworld data now to continue hopes for better soon. The old motto of "game changer" and
sales pitch of "range anxiety" have vanished, no longer mentioned by those who had
exclaimed them relentlessly in the past. They don't want to acknowledge the competition
either. Comparisons are now always to the no-plug Prius. I saw the price of gas
yesterday jump from $3.39 in morning to $3.54 in the evening. That concern of "too
little, too slowly" has become all too real of a problem. No one wants to talk about sales
expectations anymore.

3-03-2011

February Sales. In Japan, Prius regained the top-seller position with 19,110 sales. (Fit
slipped to the number two position with 16,876, traditional & hybrid combined.) In the
United States, it's back to the norm again with 13,539 for Prius. That goal prior to the
Toyota conspiracy remains elusive. It's not too far away though. 15,000 per month for
an annual total of 180,000 is fairly realistic, now that gas prices are soaring and this
generation is well established. The 258 sales total for Two-Mode (all 5 models
combined) speaks for itself. The new Mercedes ML450, which also offers a Two-Mode
system, didn't sell at all... bringing the grand total for the year to just 1. Other notable
hybrids were: Honda Insight 1,722; Ford Fusion 1,379; Honda CR-Z 1,091; Lexus
RX450h 999; Toyota Camry 993; Ford Escape 795; Toyota Highlander 707. The rest
have uncertain market influence due to sales being even less. Diesel (non-hybrid) is
supposedly drawing more interest. But with the most popular model (VW Jetta TDI)
selling only 3,404 last month, that doesn't exactly indicate much market
growth. Meanwhile, there's Volt with a grand total for the entire 3 months of sales
availability coming to just 928. Needless to say, sales over the next few months will be
very interesting.
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3-04-2011

40 from 8. Volt tried too hard to be an EV. We saw that early on, when it was argued
that the engine would almost never be used... as if it was there only for
emergencies. Then came the technical detail which claimed 8 kWh of electricity to travel
40 miles. Whether or not such an efficiency accomplishment could be achieved didn't
matter, due to the complete disregard for cabin comfort. It should have been obvious
how much of a capacity reduction that heater would cause. Clearly, it wasn't... as we can
plainly see by all the range fallout disappointment. To make matters worse, now we find
out the heater itself isn't all that impressive. Ugh. Just think of what will happen this
Summer, when owners discover themselves hesitating to turn on the heater late in the
evening for warmth long after the sun has set. As hybrid owners, we don't give it a
second thought... since there's plenty of waste heat from the engine readily available. In
a Volt, no such luck. That comfort is a battery penalty. To further complicate matters,
how much of the electricity consumed by preconditioning do you think will be reported
by owners? Using the car's heater while still plugged in should count as fuel
consumed. I'm betting most will exclude that from their efficiency claims.

3-04-2011

Disenchantment. He announced the decision to move on and vanished. It has been over
2 weeks without a peep from him. This was the owner of that daily blog for Volt. He
devoted 4 years to the website, became the voice for that technology, then suddenly
disappeared. The sale of the website was a complete surprise to us. The transition to the
new owners was horribly painful too. You got the impression they had no clue how to do
any updates. The blog kept breaking in bizarre ways, things we had never seen
before. Suspicion has been growing ever since. He got quiet shortly after driving a Volt
daily. Being a person I held in respect for being honest & forthcoming, that change in
attitude gave me reason to believe something was wrong. It would be interesting later to
find out someone is owned an apology for misunderstanding what happened. But based
on the evidence available, it's easy to see a piece of the puzzle is missing. And sadly, that
appears to be expectations not having been met. I could imagine the hope for 40 miles
replaced with the reality of 25 being quite disappointing. For me, that would be like the
PHV ending up costing quite a bit more than expected. Of course, Volt also has a price
problem. Sadly, it has trouble with engine-efficiency too. There's plenty to lead to
disenchantment of a leader. We've seen that before with other efficiency technologies
not delivering as hyped, so it's not unreasonable to suspect it has happened again.

3-05-2011

Electricity Cost. The number of new Volt articles not including any reference to
electricity cost is increasing. This morning provided a great example: "He leases his for
$350 a month but figures he's saving about $100 a month in gas so his true cost he says
is $250 a month." Gas is being displaced by another fuel. Electricity isn't free. So how
can the "true" make no mention of it? Leaving out vital information like that is
greenwashing. It's frustrating to see such attempts grow too. As the price of gas
continues to rise, expect more. As the unfulfilled goals continue to reveal their
consequences, expect more. As people discover how long it will take to deliver
improvement, expect more. The design choice of such heavy dependence on electricity
is turning out to be a very expensive mistake. Fallout in the form of misleading &
downplaying is what we'll increasingly have to deal with. It's really unfortunate the way
things turned out.
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3-05-2011

Cordless Prius. Never really caring for the term "no-plug" but not having any better
alternative to distinguish the current Prius from the PHV model, that's what I used. I
figured sometime along the line a more meaningful label would emerge. Well, it finally
did. And upon seeing it used a number of times in a variety of context, I'm quite happy
to embrace it. That new identifier is "cordless". Yes, it seems like an evolutionary step
in reverse, but everyone immediately knows what that represents. There is no question of
which Prius is being discussed. The meaning is clear. Now it's a matter of seeing if the
term sticks. There's always a possibility something else comes about from observation of
PHV usage or how the efficiency is addressed or... You get the idea. Gotta start
somewhere and "cordless" certainly seems like an excellent idea.

3-05-2011

Power EV. Hints of Spring are beginning to emerge. Engine coolant is staying hotter
longer. I'm finding myself taking advantage of the EV button more often. It took until
last Fall for me to discover the WHITE zone on the Eco-Meter was available for electric
acceleration when EV-mode is engaged. I had been driving the 2010 just like the 2004
prior to that, but having the benefit of the Eco-Meter displaying the GREEN zone for
stealth driving (electric-only up to 46 MPH). It simply hadn't crossed my mind that more
power would be available for EV, until driving the PHV model. That made it
overwhelmingly clear how much more power the 60 kW traction-motor could
deliver. Part of the late discovery was not realizing the threshold was 155°F for the
coolant. That's easy to be under and was all too common my first Winter. This time I
knew though. And now that it's warm enough to easily stay above that temperature
threshold, I've been pushing the EV button in situations which previously hadn't crossed
my mind too. Today, it was while waiting at the stoplight of a small country town. With
so little traffic, why not accelerate below the 24 MPH speed threshold? The light turned
green. A car pulled up behind me. Darn! Oh well. I decided to just accelerate like
usual, allowing EV to automatically disengage upon exceeded the WHITE zone. To my
surprise, it didn't. Whoa! I had just assumed RED (the power zone) wasn't available for
EV. Turns out, it is! Sweet!!!

3-06-2011

Blog Purpose, fire. The reactive instead of proactive difference emerged early on, then
grew. They became less and less receptive to constructive discussion. Over time, that
daily blog for Volt transformed into a venue for just cheerleading. Posts were in
response to GM decisions, rather than contributing to them. Each goal not met resulted
in more and more defending. They were observers and their support effort was to make
outside opinion unwelcome. How is that productive? When rollout of Volt began, things
got strange. Then the website with the blog was sold. Since then, we've heard almost
nothing from the new owners. What would be the purpose of the blog? Finally, I got
tired of waiting. It was time to poke them with a stick. After all, I am proactive. Let's
see how they react. By my good fortune, the latest topic just happened to be titled:
"Putting out fires, stoking new flames." It was about the actual fire a parts supplier
recently suffered from. But of course, the posts wandered off-topic, then stopped all
together. I stoked it.
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3-06-2011

Blog Purpose, poke. This is what I posted: A blog title with both literal & metaphoric
meaning, gotta like that. It is intriguing to observe the discovery process for Volt. Many
design decisions were made years ago and only now the payoffs & pitfalls are being
learned. The biggest consequence appears to be with the choice of engine. Rather than
following through with the original plan for developing one specifically to compliment
Volt, an off-the-shelf engine was used instead. That came with the obvious benefit of
lower-cost and higher-reliability, but recently an obvious shortcoming from that
emerged... the need for heat. Many hybrids have the advantage of using an engine highly
optimized for efficiency. A by-product of it running is heat, which will ultimately result
in being able to save electricity from the battery-pack for boosting MPG instead. Volt
tries hard to avoid using the engine, sacrificing EV range as a result. That wouldn't have
been as much of a problem if a more efficient engine were used instead. After all, we
know the "mechanical" drive can be engaged at speeds as slow as 30 MPH. So, it's not
like there was a power availability concern. But that would have wrecked the "purity"
marketing for Volt. Ironically, the happened anyway due to the need for heat. So... is it
the heat, the engine shortcoming, or the need for improved efficiency... that are the cause
of fire & flames?

3-06-2011

Blog Purpose, responses. The response of one particular individual was to be absolute
furious with me, declaring my post "unjustified and unwelcome". Of course, he made no
effort whatsoever to actually address the engine issue. So, does that count as reactive or
avoidance? I'm done with that kind of nonsense. If enthusiasts are willing to become
supporters, finally taking a stance for what Volt should become, great! If they are going
to do nothing but make excuses for the extremely expensive design (which makes a
number of sacrifices for power instead of delivering a nice balance), then Volt is really in
trouble. Owner endorsement is a very important part of growth following initial
rollout. Of course, many of the enthusiasts aren't buying one anyway... so, much of what
consumers have to base decisions upon is vague & misleading responses. That means I
just push... and did, with this: What is the purpose of the blog now? It is really for Volt
cheerleading only? Or will the next step (acknowledgement) be taken to make Volt a
vehicle for the mainstream?

3-07-2011

Snow Driving. We got 2 inches of snow this evening. It's still cold enough that the road
doesn't melt it away, so I got my chance to try out the new tires. Cornering was great,
exactly what you'd hope for. Acceleration into traffic from a dead stop, always an
interesting predicament regardless of vehicle type, was so good you'd forget there were
ever any complaints about all-season tires. The factory ones wear out too soon. Owners
are obviously getting caught by bad timing, where there's plenty of tread left for dry-road
driving... but with snow, they're going to trigger the traction-control quite a bit. So, I can
contribute my observations to the few owners currently trying these (Goodyear
Assurance Fuel-Max). It's nice having the option of decent high-efficiency tires that
offer treadwear (580) and traction (A) without being too terribly expensive ($105) or
hard to find.
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3-07-2011

Losing Touch. If you ever question your priorities, look no further than this example:
"Volt draws buyers into a showroom, while Prius is dedicated to the militant greenie who
wants a statement car. Greenies are most definitely not mainstream no matter what they
may think." It's hard to believe any die-hard GM supporter would still say that. Many
years ago, sure. But now, where gas is destined to hit $4 per gallon again, it doesn't
make any sense. Of course, the thread topic was about Volt's future and I did point out
the "halo" situation. Who would have thought someone on that big GM forum would
actually confirm it! Here's how I replied: If you honestly believe that, you're in for quite
a bit of disappointment. First, selling other vehicles rather than Volt itself totally misses
the point... as well as CAFE requirements. Second, the market for Prius is ordinary
families looking for a practical & affordable car which is cleaner and uses less gas...
those who would otherwise purchase a Camry or Corolla.

3-08-2011

3 Million Sold. Toyota just exceeded that milestone for hybrid sales worldwide. 2.5
million of them were Prius. The rest were the dozen or so other variety available. It's
fascinating there are so many now and still growing. In fact, this announcement came
with the news that Prius-V production has begun. Next month, domestic sales of it will
begin. Talking about a short time to wait from reveal to delivery! It's nice to see the use
of the technology expand. Even if there are models which don't draw many consumers,
you keep trying until another winning combination emerges. If nothing else, it proves the
flexibility of the design. That sure should keep the competition thinking. There's little
time to wait between rollouts too. We've seen 2 new models recently for Europe, the
Prius+ and a Yaris-based hybrid using HSD. Prius-C is on the way too. And of course,
the plug-in model. With gas prices climbing, the timing certainly is right for increased
choices like this. Remember the goal Toyota set prior to the automotive market
trouble? They were aiming for 1 million hybrid sales annually. Though delayed
somewhat, that's still a realistic plan.

3-08-2011

Being Proactive, part 1. This provides a great example of an opportunity to be
proactive: "...the European Volt and Ampera will include a Hold mode, that lets drivers
switch to petrol power at will, without the battery being drained, a feature not available
in U.S. versions." It was stated during the Geneva showing, an interesting twist on the
"extending" ability. People here bought into the GM marketing of "no gas" promotion
early on. From the quote, you get the impression GM felt trapped by that but it was way
too late to change here. It's really unfortunate enthusiasts took a reactive stance. It was
extremely frustrating hearing them claim they had no to power to influence change, even
though the Prius owners repeatedly pointed out they did. Now come the consequences of
those choices.
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3-08-2011

Being Proactive, part 2. Here's what I posted: Imagine what such a feature would have
done for Volt here. It would solidify the fact that Volt is a hybrid, consequently
wrecking the current market approach, but would have extended the range (pun intended)
of the EV ability by offsetting cabin warming. Makes you wonder what the resulting
overall MPG would be then. You'd have more EV available, but you'd be using an
inefficient engine with a ULEV emission-rating to accomplish that. Hmm? Who's going
to bet that GM will change their stance in the US in the next year or so? Most consumers
see the engine and call it a hybrid anyway. So, what's the point of EREV marketing
anymore? Heck, even Toyota has recently changed from consumer feedback (something
this blog should have taken advantage of for Volt prior to rollout) by adding back the EV
button to the PHV model.

3-08-2011

Honda 15. Very little was revealed today, but it's better than nothing. After all, some
automakers try to avoid the "over-promise, under deliver" problem. Anywho, Honda
revealed the layout of an Accord fitted with a hybrid system and a plug. The batterypack was a 6 kWh lithium-ion powering a 120 kW electric-motor. It will supposedly
deliver up to 15 miles of electric-only driving. The gas-engine will be a 2-liter 4-cylinder
Atkinson-cycle connected to their CVT hybrid system. Not much else was said about
it. The system appears to be two independent propulsion devices, rather than blending of
any sort with a power-split device. That should make things interesting. The variety of
choices coming are really going to confuse consumers. Will it come down to the
consideration of a minimum capacity/range and a maximum price?

3-08-2011

Intense Topic. No, it's not being proactive. The enthusiasts on the blog have clearly
given up, resorting to just cheerleading (reacting); there still hasn't been a purpose stated
either. The enthusiasts on the big GM forum are quite different. Volt has a major
problem... price. They acknowledge it, but there is much disagreement about what to
do. That's an intense topic now. The need to have something to compete directly with
Prius is really stirring emotion. Since Volt is far too expensive for middle-market and
gas is rapidly climbing to $4, nothing to compete with is trouble, for some. For others,
it's how to quickly reduce the price for Volt. What can be done to accomplish that
without diminishing the image already built? Cutting $10,000 is not going to go
unnoticed. Compromise is inevitable and no one wants to give up anything. Then there's
the confusion about current inventory. In the mist of those arguments, I posted:
"Demand is very strange right now. There are claims of a huge order backlog, yet
Autotrader has 248 listed as available for immediate purchase. How can that be?" That,
along with a number of other posts, quickly got deleted by the moderator. Good thing I
hadn't posted anything else. That prediction of fighting from within is coming
true. They're getting quite concerned about the changes to come.
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3-09-2011

More Price Arguing? On that daily blog, apparently not. My post resulted in a few
negative votes, but they all were cancelled out by midday. What does that indicate? I
responded to someone else's comment pointing out what Lutz had said all those years ago
and what he would say now, seeing the fallout of not having delivered on that original
goal. Maybe they are finally starting to see the important. You think? Whatever the
case, you know how I can only resist so long before chiming in: The "nicely under
$30,000" goal made a lot of sense. For all those years prior to stating that, it was price
that was always a major priority for consumers. What would make a plug-in any
different? Getting ultra-high efficiency is great, but simply is not realistic for those who
cannot afford the vehicle itself. This is why things got ugly as the price expectations
raised and the efficiency expectations fell. Missing the goal hurt sales potential, now
there's that scramble to get back on track.

3-09-2011

Even More Intense. Throughout the day, the topic of Volt's price intensified. A big
Detroit publication attempted to relieve the pressure by pointing out the effort underway
to increase production dramatically over the next year (from 10,000 to 120,000) with the
hope making it profitable within 3 years. There was only an implication of lower price,
nothing actually stated. It gave the impression that ample supply would just naturally
provide that... the continued claim is limited supply causing trouble currently. But that
still doesn't make any sense. The number of Volt listed for immediate sale has grown to
268, with almost all priced between $41,000 and $44,695. How could that be possible if
customers are supposed waiting for delivery? Availability is in the markets most likely
to draw the highest sales. With so much unspoken for, that would imply those regions
are saturated already. Needless to say, something is wrong.

3-09-2011

Not A Hybrid. You'd think they'd learn from history. Simply saying "not the same" is
far more effective than attempting to dismiss entirely. With Volt, it was always the
argument of not being a hybrid at all, rather than just a different type. In reality, it's a
plug-in hybrid. Consumers will see the engine and wonder how it could possibly be
argued as a EV, without even needing to know the technical details. However, we
actually have them. Turns out, the system charges the battery-pack while driving...
something the enthusiasts fiercely claimed it would never do... because that would be yet
another thing to support it being a hybrid rather than an electric. The latest revelation
came from an owner observing it firsthand with a ScanGauge. He noted that once the
pack was depleted, the engine would run for roughly 2 minutes at about 2200 RPM then
another 4 minutes or so at around 1500 RPM... followed by a switch back to driving with
the engine off for a minute. Then the cycle would repeat again. That certainly sounds
like a hybrid, taking advantage of having both engine & motor available.
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3-09-2011

Battery Location. Saying it was in front in the dashboard area for Prius-V with the
lithium battery-pack was a bit vague. But then again, an unveiling is intended to leave
you wondering a bit anyway. Drawing you in is the point. We didn't have to wait long
for detail either. Photos of it are available already. The location of the battery-pack is
the center-console, that area between the driver and passenger seats. You know, where
the cupholders are. Well, they're still there. But underneath is quite different. Instead of
a storage area, there are cells. It's so well-concealed, you would even realize anything
had changed... if it wasn't for the rather obvious third row of seats. That's why the
battery-pack was relocated. It was to make room for extra passengers. I think this
approach is very exciting. It proves there is room available for additional capacity,
something the Volt enthusiasts argued wasn't possible.

3-10-2011

Wild Day. You don't expect so much to still be happening with Volt, but that is indeed
the case. In the hypocritical nature rhetoric we are slowly getting use to hearing, the talk
of a second model for has begun. It's coming from enthusiasts those who don't want to
give up the "will out accelerate most sedans" bragging rights but recognize the urgent
need to reduce price. So, they suggest exactly what I had in the past. But rather than
resulting in an accusation of trying to undermine Volt by making it appear more like
Prius, they simply pretend none of that is a concern... even though they themselves said it
to me based on the very same need years ago. Figures. Slow to notice what the markets
really needs verses what they want is nothing new. Makes you wonder if they had doubts
about the production increase hype yesterday. Turns out, that article which spread the
rumor was "inaccurate" about the intent for Volt. Hmm? Of course, decisions from
above shouldn't be taken to seriously anyway. With so many executives coming &
going, the goals for Volt continue to change, as do the automaker itself... today of which
provided yet another example. It was announced that GM's CFO for only 1 year would
be stepping down now. Geez! Talking about instability at the top. The saga goes
on. Don't be surprised when the next wild day arrives.

3-10-2011

Valuable Feedback. Getting to hear one of the 15 early rollout Volt testers discuss those
experiences with a bunch of Prius owners was fascinating. Quite a number of poor
design choices were made along the way. So even with a genuine effort to deliver a welltuned system, there were still many goals not being met. Trying to look past that mess,
many good suggestions were provided for GM and the other automakers. The first
should be obvious. It's the mindset of the market itself. Any post-sale activity is still
considered bad and carries a heavy stigma. There's no such thing as "software upgrade"
yet, even though that is a well-established practice for computers. In the automotive
world, any type of revision like that still gets the "recall" label and is considered a fix
rather than an enhancement. That really impairs the rollout of new technology. It
prevents post-sale opportunities as well. The industry worries about certification &
warranty problems any update could pose too. That limits thinking to the old-school
catering of creature-comforts, winning out over design improvements. Imagine interface
upgrades. Ever consider a more-informative screen for the experienced hybrid driver,
perhaps something with greater detail for those who have outgrown the basics? Or what
about an algorithm tweak to squeeze out another MPG under certain conditions? Heck,
what about navigation-system updates? Feedback like this will take years to
implement. It's unfortunate the automotive players involved are horribly slow & resistant
to change.
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3-10-2011

Highway MPG. The greenwashing is really getting bad. Today, it was an article with
this for a title: "Conventional gas-powered cars starting to match hybrids in fuel
efficiency." No mention of CITY efficiency was ever made. Nor was there anything
about emissions. It was just one HIGHWAY reference after another and another... The
effort to mislead is terrible. They simply leave out information, telling you only about
what they want you to know. You'd think they would at least stop generalizing about
hybrids at this point. But some just plain don't want anything to do with a success like
Prius. Heck, even the upcoming larger model "V" must be stirring fear at this
point. With a combined estimate of 40 MPG (that's 42 city and 38 highway), it is clearly
not a match for the current traditional favorite only delivers 33 combined (28c, 42h). But
if they only ever mention the HIGHWAY value, you might believe otherwise.

3-11-2011

True Disaster. Today provided one heck of a wake-up call, a major does of reality. The
petty bickering over the "need" for a guzzler and how much patience we should endure
pales in comparison... not even close... a bitter reminder of how messed up some
priorities have become. The 8.9 magnitude earthquake and tsunami that followed created
the biggest natural disaster in Japan's recorded history. The speed & scale of the
destruction was mind-boggling. And with that happening in highly populated areas, the
video footage captured was history documented for centuries to come. It will be difficult
to ever forget the loss of life and damage to property. Gone. Dealing with the mess will
take an extraordinary long time too, even if there isn't any radiation fallout. Sadly, that
could be a reality. True life news like this should encourage people to step back and
consider how dangerous our choices can be. It probably won't though. The obsession
with pride and short-term gain is quite compelling.

3-12-2011

Growing Divide. The approach to advertising Volt has been to denigrate electric-only
vehicles. That's rather odd, since it prevents product diversity and more clearly draws the
line between hybrid & traditional. The manual transmission Cruze Eco has emboldened
the traditional supporters too. They focus entirely on the HIGHWAY estimate,
dismissing real-world data and spinning the value for CITY. I still can't believe one even
made this comment: "When city mileage is up around 28-30 mpg, you have people's
attention, that can see savings." Obviously, some fell for the greenwashing effort a few
years ago. Needless to say, I had to sound off, taking a little bit of a shame approach to
make the point stick: HIGHWAY is a steady cruise at a high speed. CITY means not
HIGHWAY. In other words, everything else... including the daily commute. Seeing 30
MPG labeled as acceptable shows how far we've lowered our standards and how little we
care about reducing emissions & consumption. When the competition delivers a cordless
50 MPG and +75 MPG with a plug, shouldn't there be concern rather than excuses?
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3-12-2011

Confusing Choices. A few Volt enthusiasts still attempt to differentiate "EREV" from
being a plug-in hybrid... yet fail to ever explain why? It's amazing to see so much effort
being put into something which consumers won't really care about. Ask yourself about
the transmission in your car. Do you actually understand the detail of what components
interact and when? Or are you instead interested in cost, reliability, sound, feel, and
efficiency? Whatever. Their efforts give them some pride, making it a little bit easier
accept the inevitable later. This time EREV label was brought up, I posted: But what
does EREV actually mean? Notice how much Volt and the plug-in Two-Mode have in
common. To add to the mess, automakers are expanding their own choices being offered
by introducing even greater variety. Consumers are already confused about hybrids. A
recent survey pointed out that some didn't realize a hybrid could run using only an
electric motor. Others thought hybrids didn't have any tailpipe emissions at all. Then
there's the belief of needing to plug in. A few still presume range is limited. That
greenwashing fear of having to replace the battery-pack later persists for some as
well. Hearing about the surprise discoveries from Volt & Leaf enthusiasts points out that
even the better informed fall into the trap of over-generalizing and assuming. Do you
really think arbitrary speed, power, and range limits will overcome the basics, like
price? Consumers are becoming aware of the influence outside-temperature and traveltime have on capacity expectations. What benefit is there for a marketing term like
"EREV" when the typical consumer will see it as a plug-in hybrid anyway? After all, it
has an engine.

3-12-2011

Too Little, Too Slowly. The arguments are winding down. They've run out of
excuses. For Volt to be more than just a "halo" vehicle, it has to become part of the
mainstream. In other words, it must replace other vehicles. Waiting for the next
generation design is what enthusiasts chant now. That's the too slow part. Looking at the
number of Volt currently available for immediate purchase on AutoTrader, I see the
number has grown to 315. What the heck? If the entire production was already spoken
for and demand is at the mercy of limited supply, how can that be? It doesn't make any
sense. Why aren't they sold already? That's the too little part. GM delivered a vehicle
that's very expensive with an engine no more efficient than a traditional vehicle. Why
didn't they stick to the original price and MPG goals? Is that why so many on the project
left prior to rollout? The Prius supporters are aware of what mainstream buyers have for
priorities... and await the fallout coming from others as the realization that Volt doesn't
fulfill them becomes apparent. Autoshow excitement differs quite a bit from signing the
dotted line.
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3-13-2011

Blog Persistence. It certainly seemed to drag on for quite a long time. The supporters of
GM on their big forum simply assumed I wanted anything they endorsed to fail, not even
bothering to read what was actually posted. None of the other automaker supporters
were making "game changer" claims or declaring to be "vastly superior". It was only
them. And with reasoning so weak, it was hard to believe they'd continue to be so
narrow-minded about Volt. They absolutely refused to acknowledge any similarities to
how expectation & delivery resembled the history of Two-Mode. So, I persisted...
documenting much of what was said & done in these blogs. Now, those concerns
pointed out are being validated. It's an unfortunate reality. We watched the "over
promise, under deliver" play out, yet again. As that sinks in, we have to consider the
fallout. Last year's smear campaign got ugly. But that's what happens when the
underdog gets desperate. Trying for a more practical outcome, the most sensible
approach would be to offer a second model of Volt, one adapted to match mainstream
consumers. The current model could become the "special edition".

3-14-2011

Real-World Data. It's quite a bit of entertainment reading MPG reports for Volt. From
the handful of enthusiasts who actually bought one, you get the "no gas" attitude. In
other words, this is the new version of smug. They pretend there's no such thing as the
PHV or that any other automaker will be offering a plug-in hybrid. On the opposite
extreme, there are owners reporting efficiency of their extended drives... road trips away
from a plug, taking advantage of the high-speed blended efficiency. One was a simple
225-mile drive, starting with a full charge. The displayed result was 48.9
MPG. Hmm? I can get that from a cordless Prius. Another was a trip from the south of
California to the north and back, entirely without ever plugging in. The battery-pack was
depleted from the start too. The average displayed was 36.9 MPG. Huh? That's just
traditional vehicle efficiency. With reports like that, it certainly makes you curious to
hear what ordinary day-to-day driving brings over long spans of time.

3-15-2011

New Avatar. I got a new one for the big GM forum. Remember all those years ago
when I first started posting there? I got treated just like everyone else... through the first
100 posts. They had no idea I owned a Prius. Then without changing what I had been
saying, in fact I even reposted some of the older comments, they abruptly changed their
attitude on the 101st post... when I went from no avatar to one showing a Prius. The
open-mindedness instantly vanished. Well, now with the prospects for both Volt and
Two-Mode looking more distant than ever, I figured it was a good time to change. After
all, this is when newbies are heard most... when there is no clear future
anymore. Anywho, a few weeks ago, I got out of the Prius with it still on. There in the
dark, I saw the back end crusted over with a thick layer of muck. That nasty late-winter
salt & sand mess actually looked quite captivating. Almost completely colorless, yet
emphasized by the contour of the raised lettering on the metal license-plate... something
which is now discontinued and will soon become flat plastic. It was a moment to
remember. I didn't have camera handy though. Just my phone would have to do. And it
did, that surprise opportunity worked out so well, it has become my new avatar... one
which clearly explains my userid, but doesn't make it obvious you're looking at a
Prius. See... photo album 166
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3-16-2011

Prius Shortage. All of a sudden, we are hearing about rapidly shrinking inventories of
Prius at dealers. The upcoming even higher prices of gas combined with the stillunfolding disaster in Japan appears to have pushed those who had been debating a
purchase. I bet the fact that Winter is finally ending contributes to the rush too. This
could ultimately represent opportunity we hadn't anticipated. Something way out of the
ordinary like this could bump Prius so far into mainstream acceptance that those would
continue to misrepresent it could end up just looking silly. You know how some still
attempt to point out extreme examples, hoping you'll assume that's the norm. They're
intentionally vague too, hoping you won't ever check detail. But in this situation, where
demand seems to be rapidly growing, attempts to greenwash like that are easily
dismissed. After all, sales are the measure of progress. That's how a technology earns
merit.

3-17-2011

Polarized. On one end, you've got the fierce defenders of Volt denying claims of the
past were ever made and intentionally misleading about Prius. On the other end, you've
got those who are saying a lower-cost, lower-range model is exactly what they need. The
growing polarization is remarkable. After all this time, the enthusiasts still cannot agree
among themselves about purpose. Heck, yesterday someone extolled Volt with: "Slap a
sticker on the back window that makes a dig at the Prius." I asked what would it say...
and got nothing in return. Was the history of smug remembered? What about all that
stop-gap nonsense? Then of course, there's the current problem of EV selfdeprecation. Jabs like that do more harm than good. It's compounds the mixed messages
we already get about Volt. There is no obvious purpose, as there is with Prius... which
has clearly become the replacement for middle-market traditional vehicles.

3-17-2011

Dealing With Backlash. There's quite a bit of upset over the recent publication of realworld driving observations for Volt. All the "best of" award praise, which came before
rollout, is tarnished by that data. On that daily blog still struggling to redefine itself, I
posted the following in response: Isn't it ironic how the same can be said about Volt's
past too? But back then, it was the enthusiasts doing the misleading. As much as some
of us tried to point out the issue of reduced range in the winter, it was always looked
upon as an attempt to undermine... even though the true purpose was to keep discussions
constructive. You have to admit, the hype got out of hand. No one wanted to address the
impact of heater use, until now. No one wanted to acknowledge the inefficiencies of
energy conversion either. Now, there's the MPG discrepancy to deal with. As much as
we tried to point out detail showing how unrealistic the after-depletion efficiency
expectations were, it was always responded to with resistance. We tried to point out
production & sales history too, where Two-Mode struggled with problems many here
absolutely insisted would never happen with Volt. And now that those very concerns
have indeed surfaced, how should they be dealt with? What begs the question still is how
Volt should be promoted. It's clearly a plug-in hybrid due to having a gas engine. Will
the EV claim be laid to rest so other issues can finally get the attention they
deserve? Why is there so much comparing to cordless hybrids still? Shouldn't focus on
the ones planned to offer plugs instead?
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3-17-2011

Change. When expectations are not made, what you can expect is this: "Shooting the
messenger doesn’t change anything. The influence of a technology has always been
measured by sales. If few are purchased, not much difference is made." That's what I
posted today in response to the trophy mentality. After all these years, that's mindset
remains a problem. To be a game-changer, the market must embrace that new
technology. If all they do is give it praise but continue to buy the older anyway, what
was achieved? They don't like when I point out change isn't happening the way they
boasted it would. So in the case of Volt following the same history as Two-Mode, very
little needs to be said anymore. The status of game-player is difficult to deny. Actions
speak louder than words anyway.

3-18-2011

Intentional Misleading. Remember 6 months ago, when GM changed the range
expectation for Volt from "40 miles" to "25 to 50 miles"? The claim was that the only
possible way an owner could ever see that 25 was driving aggressively in the cold going
uphill. Turns out, everyday driving by ordinary people experience 25. Was that
intentional misleading? We know enthusiasts find an extreme example, then repeat it
over and over again without providing any detail. Is that intentional misleading? Think
about how many examples of this there have been about Prius... efficiency, price,
outdated info, assumptions, generalizations, etc. Then there's the problem of
backpedaling. Remember how GM stated 60,000 production capacity for Volt would be
available for the second year to meet demand, if needed. Then they dropped it to just
30,000. So, later when it was announced 45,000 would be produced, the appearance was
an increase. But in reality it's still lower than the original quantity. Would that be
intentional misleading? The situation unfolding now is very frustrating. But then again,
you can tell something is amiss simply by having to ask if there is intentional
misleading. Well things go well, there's no need to question choices & actions.

3-19-2011

Measuring MPG. Despite the forecast for lower oil demand worldwide due to the
disaster in Japan, the price didn't got down. It's still a little bit above $100 per
barrel. That's putting more pressure than ever on the measure of
efficiency. Unfortunately, the reality here is the use of MPG rather than
gallons/100miles. One is a relative measure, the other exact. That leaves much
opportunity for greenwashing. To complicate matters, we now have to deal with new
excuses now. Since Volt is extremely heavy for its size (3,781 pounds), we have to
endure the "great MPG for its weight" nonsense rather than address results. Enthusiasts
argued intensely against offering a smaller engine and smaller battery-pack, only now
coming to realize that weight was a factor they had completely overlooked. So now, they
are doing everything they can to defend that previous decision. I really don't what to put
up with the counter-productive spin anymore... The weight excuse is getting old. It
totally disregards actual electricity & gas consumption. Shouldn't the measure of
efficiency benefit be compared to other vehicles in the same class? After all, isn't that the
point of the technology? Fuel per Distance is the proper method to gauge outcome.
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3-19-2011

Acceleration? It's nice getting to respond to the everyday, new owner questions. I tend
to resist though, offering the participation opportunity to the yearlings
instead. Otherwise, those owners celebrating their first anniversary tend leave the
forum. After all, when they discover how mainstream Prius has become, there doesn't
seem much reason to do stuff for it online anymore. Anywho, the question of how to
accelerate comes up often. The best efficiency is counter-intuitive to what's actually
needed. Many just assume the slowest acceleration possible is the best... but then wonder
why others get better results. I chimed in this time... The most common situation I
encounter is the benefit from brisk acceleration. That's when you have a choice, when no
one is in front of you. Briefly taking advantage of the engine's more efficient operating
level (a quick jump to no higher than 3500 RPM) allows you to actually drive a little
faster than most traffic. That provides a moment of battery charging as well as the
opportunity for the engine to shut off sooner than with slower acceleration. Overall, the
outcome of that situation is higher MPG while at the same time not having to baby the
car or impair traffic behind you.

3-19-2011

Luxury? The downplay certainly is becoming a pain. This example really caught my
attention: "The Volt, like the Prius or any luxury car, is a luxury purchase. It's bought
for fun, or prestige, or convenience, or to show off wealth. There is nothing wrong with
that, it's no different than designer clothes, a fancy stereo, etc..." They pretend ordinary
people aren't purchasing Prius to replace their ordinary traditional vehicle. A quick
inspection of any local grocery or retail store here in Minnesota easily contradicts that
claim. That's why the veteran supporters of Prius have become so passionate. We see
how ordinary the purchasers have become. Anywho, I posted this on that thread spinning
the current production situation: We see the difference between Volt expectations prior
to rollout and now. We pointed out the "over promise, under deliver" history and warned
about the "too little, too slowly" concern. That effort ended up getting us labeled as
"trolls". Turns out though, we were correct. Now there are discussions about those very
things that had previously been dismissed as attempts to undermine. That in itself is
frustrating. Continued misleading about Prius makes it worse. How can a vehicle with a
mainstream price (a base under $24k) and mainstream sales (routinely in the top-20) be
labeled as a "luxury" purchase? It's as absurd as still labeling a notebook computer that
way. Volt will become competitive with the release of the second generation. In the
meantime, what benefit is there by misrepresenting both the cordless & plug-in models of
Prius? Isn't the technology in Volt good enough to speak for itself? Why not just focus
on the real-world data instead? In the end, isn't that what will contribute to higher
production anyway?
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3-19-2011

Constructive? I sure hope my post today on the big GM forum will be taken that
way. Not showing a photo of a Prius anymore for my avatar and responding to newer
members could make quite a difference, especially now that we are no longer dealing
with the hype of Volt. Being realistic should be easier. We'll see. This was the
comment: "I could drive a Volt and never purchase any gas, I live five miles from work
and rarely stray farther than 15 miles from home." And my response... Unfortunately,
like many, you've been misled. Volt can dramatically reduce consumption, but that "no
gas" belief is absolutely not true. Even if you could somehow totally avoid ever
triggering the engine to run for heat during the winter and never travel outside of the EV
range available, the engine will still run briefly from time to time for routine
upkeep. Doing the math, taking high-speed driving, Heater & A/C use, and a few longer
trips into consideration, the standard annual travel distance of 15,000 will easily consume
a lot more gas than people assume. The question now is how much. After all, the topic
of price reduction is a hot one. Determining the worth of the current high premium
depends heavily upon knowing what real-world consumption actually is.

3-19-2011

Superior? Sometimes, you just need a good laugh. I was at the coffee shop, sitting next
to two women talking. A muscle car pulled up to the drive-thru. The driver was revving
the engine, making it roar to draw attention to his supposedly superior vehicle. It did
too. The women looked over and started making comments about his manhood. That
intrigued me. I was compelled to continue listening, quite curious what they'd say
next. The expected size-compensation & insecurity justifications were mentioned. They
poked fun at his expense, rather than being impressed as he had hoped. Exactly the
opposite outcome as anticipated is what keeps me intrigued about new hybrids. We've
seen that several times now. This was just a moment playing out on the small scale. In a
minute, it would be over... but not before I chimed in. As he pulled forward, I interjected
their conversation with this: "Isn't it ironic how that guy in the muscle car is following a
Prius?" They found that extremely amusing.

3-20-2011

That Never Happened. It's unbelievable how easy certain things are to deny. And
when it comes to hybrids, we have plenty of examples. There's an abundance with
Volt. We fought that hype for years. Remember those goals originally set, then later
abandoned? The supporters claim none of it ever happened. Never having to deal with
that hype would have been amazing... all those "vastly superior" arguments just a bad
dream. Fortunately, the forums & blogs are filled with so much proof that the nightmare
was real, it's not even worth the effort replying anymore. After all, we know so much
about the realities of Volt now, the hype has been left behind in the past... along with the
blind hope. Imagine if Volt really did have a price around $30,000 with at least a
SULEV emission-rating and offered 50 MPG after depletion without requiring premium
gas. Someday it might, not yet though. Back when the claims were made, they didn't
make any sense. Remember the often asked question: If 50 MPG really was possible,
why not offer a model with a smaller battery-pack to reduce price? Not being able to
answer that should have made the problem obvious to see. I suppose they will say that
never happened either.
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3-21-2011

Altima-Hybrid Sighting. Believe it or not, after all this time, I had never actually
spotted one on the road until today. What would you even look for? I had no idea what
Nissan used for hybrid badging. I would somehow have notice a difference from
traditional Altima cars. With only a total of 6,710 sold last year, they aren't exactly
abundant. Anywho, I finally did see one. There really wasn't much to notice. It was just
another FULL hybrid on the road. That's the point, after all. They aren't suppose to
stand out. In fact, Prius wouldn't have garnished so much attention in the past if it wasn't
for it being the only midsize hatchback available. But now that the other automakers are
beginning to flaunt larger hatchbacks & wagons, it's starting to blend into the crowd...
again. Much like the Classic did all those years ago... simply ahead of it's time. Makes
you wonder how long it will be until I spot the first Leaf around here. Nissan definitely
wanted to make it get noticed.

3-21-2011

Over-Confidence. Sadly, there is the very real problem of over-confidence. As the
cold-world era progressed, parents & teachers here were heavily encouraged to provide
positive feedback for the children... rather than being constructive. It was an approach
with consequences difficult to see, until now. The push you get from losing a
competition was gone. That regret to feed future effort had been removed. Without
incentive like that, there was less reason to try harder the next time... so the children
don't. Then they grow up to become adults. Turns out some are complacent, not well
prepared for the challenges they face. Hearing all that being said on the radio this
morning made me understand particular Volt enthusiasts better. It made more sense now
why they simply assumed the design would be "vastly superior" even though there was
no evidence to support that belief. Always being told you are a winner makes you think
you will always win. Turns out, second place is far more bittersweet than they ever
imagined. A technology with future potential is no where near as one already
demonstrating its benefits in an affordable high-volume design.

3-22-2011

Extreme Winter Driving. I certainly got my wish to test out the new tires fulfilled this
morning. Whoa! The driving was horrible. We got a bunch of snow dropped onto a
layer of slushy ice. It was mess. There was an accident every mile. By the time I saw
the seventh, it was time to get off the highway and take the back streets the rest of the
way to work instead. That meant lots of deep & heavy snow to drive through, but far less
likelihood of sudden stops like I had just been dealing with. The variety was better
anyway. After all, I could have just stayed at home and worked from there like half the
team. But this was my opportunity to gain firsthand knowledge of how well the "A"
rated traction on the new LRR (low rolling resistance) all-season tires really behaved in
nasty conditions. It turned out to be a rewardable experience. Now I can quite
confidently endorse them. Traction was great, even driving in that extreme.
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3-23-2011

Game-Changer, part 1. The situation with Volt becomes increasingly clear each
day. Owners wanting to reach out with real-world data are emerging, helping to fight
enthusiasts still attempting to mislead. It's quite interesting to see. The calm is
contrasted by lashing out. Those extremes now make intent so much easier to identify
intent than the vague in the past. And officially, Volt really is a game changer... but
rather than becoming the new standard, it's becoming the representative of what not to
deliver... hence the scramble now for the next generation. Anywho, it was a welcoming
sight seeing some objective contributions on the big Prius forum from a Volt owner. I
responded with: All the "vastly superior" and "obsolete" nonsense was really getting out
of hand. Some enthusiasts would insult the poster and Prius itself, then totally disregard
any information that was contributed. It became a nightmare when pointing out
efficiency factors, like the effects heater use would have an winter capacity. That
dragged on for years too... until rollout finally began and we got confirmation of being
right all along. Now, we can call Volt a "game player" and finally move on. I look
forward to constructive discussion. More Volt owners are interested in it becoming a
mainstream success rather than just having bragging rights for a niche.

3-23-2011

Game-Changer, part 2. Not all is well. The smug thrives in a few particular
individuals still. One such person loves to call any outside opinion the work of a troll
attempting to prove Prius is better. And of course, his definition of "better" is nothing
but aspects of performances... acceleration, speed, power. The idea that sales make a
difference is beyond his scope. It's all about engineering, not actually selling a vehicle
mainstream consumers. So naturally, any mention of price is simply replied to with
irrelevant comments. Thankfully, those red herrings are so far off-topic at this point, the
attempt to change focus is rather obvious. Anywho, I commented to the original poster's
price question rather than even acknowledge his nonsense: There's still a massive gap
between Cruze & Volt. Nothing available isn't a choice. If GM would have followed
their original plan of a Volt for the masses, a second high-end model would be
fine. They didn't though. The lowest price is too far beyond what the mainstream can
afford.

3-24-2011

Game-Changer, part 3. It got nasty. But coming from the very worst remaining on the
daily blog for Volt, it wasn't a big deal. The new owner can see the insults are a
desperate act, rather than something beneficial. So, I have no doubt some moderating
will bring it to an end. In the meantime, I couldn't resist a post to his absurdity: For
years, I asked who the market for Volt was. Instead of a constructive answer, there were
often childish replies just like that. Now the price of oil is $105.47 and the opportunity to
influence the configuration of Volt to reach mainstream consumers has been lost. We
must now wait several more years for an affordable model which could have been pushed
for back when the market question was asked. In the meantime, we're stuck with a model
that's nice but way too expensive for high-volume sales. It makes you wonder how other
goals will be achieved. Improving both engine emissions & efficiency will almost
certainly increase cost. Do you really think personal insults are helpful in any regard?
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3-24-2011

Game-Changer, part 4. That post made no difference. In fact, someone even asked if
he even reads the posts and if there's any attempt to accept reality. Remember, this
specific person was the one who absolutely insisted right up until the bitter end that Volt
had potential to deliver 60 MPG after the battery was depleted. So, that conjecture about
if replies were just instinctive reactions was warranted. I appreciate others noticing and
pointing out observations like that. Needless to say, I contributed one more time: Why
do you think the question of who the market was for Volt was asked so many times? It
was because we saw this very situation coming. The persistent message of immediately
being a vehicle for middle-market never made sense. The admirable goal of "nicely
under $30,000" didn't match up with the expensive configuration being pursued. And for
the title of "game changer" to be exclaimed prior to rollout then replaced with "first
adopters" afterward, the downplay is difficult to deny. Sorry, but the "over promise,
under deliver" should have been taken seriously... and shooting the messenger doesn't do
any good. Tell GM what's needed this time. Don't just accept the ambiguous remarks by
executives again.

3-24-2011

Game-Changer, part 5. This final effort to point out the true competition was probably
in vain. The Volt enthusiasts had always thought of the opposition as Prius, despite the
market question being asked countless times. But I tried anyway. It's too bad they never
noticed just how strong of a hold traditional vehicles actually have. I know many are
angered by Prius owner stirring their little corner of the world. But reality is, gas prices
are rising and the solution for most is to produce more efficient non-hybrid vehicles...
because it's so much easier and more profitable... which doesn't change the
game. Regardless, I tried anyway: Haven't you noticed what else is happening, both
with GM and some other automakers? They are continuing to push traditional vehicles,
leaving plug-in hybrids as a niche rather than targeting the mainstream. The 7-speed
dual-clutch automatic transmission now in the works is confirmation of that. It serves as
a grim reality reminder of the resistance to change. Why allow that to continue? Why
not push back? Why accept the fact that the Volt delivered was not the one promised?

3-25-2011

Game-Changer, part 6. With some many insults to choose from, I picked this as my
favorite: "Get a friggin clue." At this point, it's just like with diesel and Two-Mode
supporters... they simply refuse to acknowledge the big picture. That's why I like that
quote. It supports the "can't see the forest" saying quite well. Irony is good confirmation
of a situation sometimes. Anywho, my "you're on your own" words were: Are you
really so blinded by Prius that you can't see the current effort underway for traditional
vehicles to capitalize on high gas prices? Step back to consider the big picture. The
7SDC and BAS designs from GM should make that effort obvious. Their push to deliver
better MPG offers a higher efficiency solution much easier for the mainstream to
embrace. Those consumers won't care that those technologies won't be able support a
plug-in option later. They want something to deal with expensive gas now. Continuing
to make delay excuses and shoot the messenger is counter-productive, it keeps Volt as a
niche rather than aiming it at middle-market. This thread is about jobs being a
priority. What do you think they are going to be producing? It will be businesssustaining high-volume sales vehicles... the traditional type, not plug-in hybrids.
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3-25-2011

Game-Changer, part 7. Nothing constructive followed. That daily blog has once
offered the opportunity to influence outcome, direct access to executives on the project
and a large following of members. They allowed that to slip by though... observing
history, rather than participating. Oh well. Relentless use of the EREV marketing label
without any clear definition of what it actually meant was an early warning sign of what
was to come. The downplay and endless excuses is clear evidence of trouble now. Of
course, evading discussion of goals prior to rollout had already set that stage. It's history
repeating, again. Speaking of history, my favorite excuses have been with reference to
the original model Prius. To think that some Volt enthusiasts continue to pretend GM
doesn't have any experience whatsoever gained from EV1, Two-Mode, or BAS is
outrageous. To propose that the market situation now is as it was then is absurd. The
"runs deep" motto must be in reference to their state of denial.

3-26-2011

Game-Changer, part 8. The underlying source of many of those problems from the
enthusiasts is that they are enthusiasts. Not reaching out to the mainstream to address
their needs means many assumptions... quite of few of which were just plain wrong,
something they some still haven't accepted yet. After all, the desire to have something
"better" is a fundamental urge difficult to resist... hence asking for goals so often. What
does "better" actually mean? To them, it was improved performance so impressive
consumers will be glad to pay the premium for it. In reality, people are looking for an
emissions & efficiency improvement instead, without exceeding the usual mainstream
price. They wanted nothing to do with a vehicle offering performance aspects which
were just average... which is odd, since EV driving in itself is so appealing even at just a
4-cylinder traditional vehicle level of power. Whatever. We now know quite clearly
Volt isn't the game-changer it was promoted to be.

3-26-2011

Game-Changer, part 9. As a closing thought, I cannot resist sharing this summary of
Volt that was published a few days ago. It's from one of those reviews the enthusiasts
have been up in arms about. The don't like the criticism and still don't understand how
publications can say such things about the vehicle they are so pleased with. It's a matter
of perspective. They are thrilled about the vehicle and simply don't care that it's only a
niche. To them, it's totally worth it. To those writing the reviews, Volt doesn't represent
what their readers (mainstream buyers) have expressed for purchase priorities. That
mismatch is a very real problem. It highlights the challenges GM faced prior to the
bankruptcy and continue to still. But in the words of that review, it was put this
way: "The story of the overtouted and undersold Volt is just one example of how General
Motors continues to struggle. How did so much go so wrong for this once-great
company? The answer lies in misplaced priorities, miscalculations, and unfocused
vision."
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3-27-2011

Reality Check. With the price of oil now at $105.40 per barrel, how realistic is it to
expect the price of gas to ever go down? We are already past that threshold everyone
worried about. Many are still intensely fighting change though, doing everything they
can to at least slow so it. Progress being impaired by those resisting it is nothing
new. That's an unfortunate reality. We still get excuses, lots of them. Everything you
can imagine is used as justification to avoid embracing what needs to be done. Then
you've got the opposite extreme to deal with at the same time, where a supposed solution
is made available but it doesn't actually meet requirements. That's the problem with
Volt. The priority of price was simply abandoned. This plug-in hybrid was configured
for the automotive enthusiast, not an everyday person just looking for something to
replace their current mainstream midsize sedan with. Are we supposed to accept that?

3-27-2011

Old-School Thinking. Remember the size & power resistance of the past? There were
fierce debates about SUVs being safer and how they'd have more of a dependency benefit
if they guzzled less. Turns out, both were proven false. Automakers know this, but still
refuse to acknowledge it. Instead, we now have smaller SUVs and a plug-in hybrid that
already looks outdated. Those old-school approaches are working for the moment. They
will become a barrier at some point. There is a "tech" generation emerging. Age isn't
part of its identification either. Some consumers are simply drawn to the new... asking
why you wouldn't want more than just an engine. To them, it doesn't make sense not
taking advantage of motors & batteries at this point... especially since they have already
proven to be reliable & affordable. The catch is, those same consumers are well
informed due to their interest in new technology. Clever marketing won't overcome
efficiency & price shortcomings. With such a variety of hybrids on the way, the
influence to the mainstream will be similar to that of smart phones. Abilities will become
apparent surprisingly quick... things that were never part of old-school thinking.

3-27-2011

Restarting Production. Everything came to a screeching halt in Japan when that
colossal wall of water breeched so far inland the resulting damage was on a scale the
world had never witnessed. Being an industrial first-world nation, the effects of the
disaster were immediately felt around the world. With respect to the automotive
industry, vehicle & supply production was stopped... and has remained that way ever
since. The plan now is to restart, but it will be limited to only Toyota and only 3 of their
hybrids: Prius, HS250h, and CT400h. All else is still on hold. Here in the United States,
there are worries of supply shortages. Delays with Prius inventory were especially
becoming a concern. Being incredibly practical in these circumstances, it's easy to see
how realistic it is expecting strong demand for it. Unfortunately, the bigger "V" model
will have to wait in the meantime. Oh well. At least it is already designed to later
support a plug-in option. Next year's rollout of the PHV should help move the industry
forward on a number of fronts as a result. Tomorrow is the first day in that hopeful
future, when production restarts.
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3-28-2011

$3.59 Gas. It's already more expensive in other areas of the country. We only saw the
jump here today. It had fallen to $3.39, then suddenly shot up. With oil staying over
$100 per barrel for awhile now, it was only a matter of time before higher prices hit the
refineries then the pumps. After all, nothing bad has been said about Toyota's production
restart. Focus exclusively on a select few hybrids makes sense. They should be a
priority. That's becoming an expectation. It's ironic how supporters of Volt claim
Toyota isn't doing anything with Prius... despite evidence like this to the contrary. We
see the PHV in the hands of ordinary consumers collecting data to help refine the final
product for release. We see both a larger & smaller model of Prius on the way. We see
upcoming lithium battery-packs. Can't they see the benefit from having these targeted
directly at the mainstream with the next year? Gas is already expensive. Time is up.

3-29-2011

Better. They are really laying on the smug thick now. In that daily blog for Volt, we are
seeing more of the jealousy & ignorance remarks, along wit quotes like this: "They know
the Volt is a much better car. End of story." It makes you wonder what happened to the
founder. None of them are making any effort to share real-world data like he did. Why
not? Since I haven't posted anything there for days, that influence is gone. But as you
could imagine, the pressure of not being affordable is building. There are plenty of other
sources now stressing that point. What's really irritating though are the hypocritical
complaints. What goes around really does come back around. Too bad the choice was
made to favor bragging rights, rather than just acknowledge the needs of the
mainstream. What really makes a product better... something consumers desire or
something they will actually purchase?

3-30-2011

Reduce Oil Importing. There was a decade-plan announced by President Obama
today. He wants to oil imports reduced one-third by 2021 through the increase of
domestic production, use of natural-gas & biofuels, and better fuel-efficiency. That final
approach-point is obviously my favorite. In fact, expanding Prius into a line of dedicated
vehicles along with a plug-in option could achieve that goal if each automaker offered
something similar. We've heard ambition about energy independence from many
presidents of the past. None have faced permanent gas-price increases like this before,
nor had a world economy so interlinked. The current crisis in Japan emphasizes the need
for a cooperative effort all too well. It also further supports the "too little, too slowly"
concern. Think about how long a vehicle remains in service. How can that reduction be
achieved if we don't begin a swift large-scale move toward it right away?
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3-30-2011

Disservice. Seeing oil dependency draw attention again is a welcome change. Of
course, that's coming from consumers in general. The attitude lately from many GM
supporters has been that of delay. In fact, turns out two of the really intense Volt
enthusiasts downplaying the situation just happen to be Two-Mode owners. That
explains a lot. They are already well aware of the acceptance problems that come from a
technology being far too expensive. The outcome is reinforcement of it being a niche...
which they simply haven't cared about. One particular Volt owner does though. Yes,
this is the same one attempting to contribute to constructive discussion on the big Prius
forum. He expressed concerned today, saying it was a major disservice to Volt
emphasizing activities done to squeeze out more EV. He sees the importance "Just Drive
It!" has for mainstream appeal. Unfortunately, his audience are the same enthusiasts who
deliberately go out of their way to make Volt different... those who absolutely insist
EREV is superior, rather than just accepting it to be a plug-in hybrid variant. The
approach is counter-productive, which he summarized by stating: "This is very very bad
in my opinion... very nearsighted."

3-31-2011

30-Month High. It's official. The price of a barrel of oil has entered record territory
again. Only this time, it looks more like a permanent situation rather than a temporary
spike. With so much turmoil in a variety of oil-providing nations now, instability of the
entire market is finally being taken seriously. It simply is too much of a risk expecting
lower prices anymore. Observing vehicles on the highway and parked in lots, you see get
a clear message of guzzler abandonment. The cost to keep their tank full isn't worth it
and the age of those "good for the economy" purchases are now old enough to need
replacement. Pain at the pump is difficult to justify after awhile. Interesting has
definitely shifted to much smaller SUVs and ordinary sedans. New hybrids are on the
way. That should stir even more interest in efficiency over speed & power. It's about
time. Of course, we always knew it would take high gas prices like this to motivate.

4-01-2011

More Downplay. The price of gas has tripled. The misconceptions have been
debunked. The industry has shifted from fighting hybrids to embracing them. Even pure
electric vehicles are now available. Despite that, we're suppose to consider the slow pace
of Volt sales acceptable. The hype of being a game-changer is long gone. Those same
enthusiasts who mocked the plug-in model of Prius, giving the configuration an "anemic"
label, now face having that very same word used to describe Volt's market
penetration. Having to tolerate their downplay really is a pain. Adding spin to what
expectations were all along makes the situation worse. Thankfully, I can refer back to
the logs that documented events as they unfolded. They tell an entirely different story
than references back to history long after it has passed, since key detail is often forgotten
& omitted when looking back. Of course, the best way to combat it is to simply hold
them to their own standard. Remember how they judged Prius progress? They claimed
sales had to reach a minimum of 60,000 per year before it could be considered anything
more than just a niche. That's 5,000 per month... which is significantly more than just the
608 for March.
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4-02-2011

Trolling. I hadn't posted anything on that Volt daily blog for an entire week. So, it
didn't surprise me at all that a troublemaker finally dropped some bait. He started by
insulting Prius then moved on to me. The attempt to provoke a personal attack, giving a
reason to call me a troll clearly didn't work. It was quite obvious I wasn't the
instigator. Most there have become familiar with his attention-drawing tactics. They just
ignore them. I usually do too. And my responses are never personal. Exactly like with
Two-Mode on the big GM forum all those years ago, it's the same old questions being
asked and the same old needs being pointed out. I did find it intriguing how he twisted
my main question though, asking "What is the market for this car?" instead. It got me to
respond with this: Interesting spin. The question was actually WHO not what. The
answer is car enthusiasts. Mainstream consumers await a next generation model, one
configured for Cruze/Malibu buyers who are less interested in speed & power and place a
much higher priority on price.

4-02-2011

March Sales. Prius did very well here, selling 18,605 for the month. That was to be
expected from the disaster in Japan combined with the recent rise in gas prices. Cruze
did well too, with 18,018 sold. Of course, that's a far cry from both Corolla & Camry
which each exceeded 30,000. But it shows a clear trend away from those monster-size
vehicles of the past (with the exception of pickups actually used for work & utility
purposes). That also should stir a little worry about Cruze stealing some sales away from
Volt. With only 608 of that plug-in sold in March, it's not exactly meeting expectations
prior to rollout. This was the first month of sales for the new Lexus CT200h. With 2,199
purchases of that hybrid, it's off to a good start. To everyone's surprise, Insight is now
drawing consumer interest again. Honda sold 2,872 of them. Sales of most all the other
hybrids are up statistically, but the overall quantity is disappointing. Selling efficiency
choices is quite a challenge... even when the are affordable.

4-03-2011

$4 Gas. It has arrived in some places already. With oil currently at $108.63, the
expectation of gas staying at $3.59 here much longer isn't realistic. With pain at the
pump growing, it certainly looks like Toyota is well positioned. With the newest hybrid
selling well, a bigger Prius on the way, and one offering a plug to follow, the choices are
expanding while still remaining affordable. A compact model later will be a nice
addition too. Ford, Hyundai, and Honda will continue their hybrid & plug efforts aimed
at mainstream buyers too. Where does that leave GM? The second-generation BAS
called "eAssist" is just a mild hybrid with a price target which still hasn't been
revealed. And with Volt rapidly becoming a niche, that means Cruze will be the highvolume offering. The other automakers are really uncertain, especially Nissan &
Chrysler. Seeing more of a diesel push from VW is a big unknown. With the most
efficient compact gas cars less to purchase and less to fill the tank, the MPG similar to
TDI doesn't provide a strong incentive for diesel. For me personally, I'm patiently
waiting for a PHV next year. Observing the MPG it provides throughout each season
should be fascinating. The taste of 80 MPG last Summer sure was exciting.
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4-04-2011

Who? The spin is getting old. The excuses are getting thin. Supposedly, the answer to
the "Who is the market for Volt?" question is they're the same consumers who buy
Prius. Whatever. This is nothing new. Attention is simply shifted over to the next
generation. I responded to the rhetoric following that question on the big GM forum with
this: Lacking any detail certainly is one way of avoiding "over promise, under
deliver". But we know that I wasn't looking for a vague sales pitch. We also know that
the original plan of targeting Cruze & Malibu buyers was abandoned when the price
priority wandered. If there's going to be a variant from Buick offered, it will be thought
of as an upscale plug-in hybrid rather than the one from Chevy. Something still needs to
be offered in the Cruze/Malibu price range too. What I'd like to know is who the Volt
target is now... and of course, how will the second-generation model fit into the picture
later.

4-05-2011

Success or Failure? That's the question being asked on the big Prius forum. Remember
the "too little, too slowly" concern? With gas now $3.79 per gallon here and already
higher in other parts of the country, time is up. Though, one particular Volt owner didn't
think so: "I certainly didn't expect it to hit the ground running ready to replace every
other car on the road and be the perfect fit for all drivers." That's spoken like a true
supporter, one willing to vote with his wallet but totally of what had happened prior to
rollout, what consumer needs actually are, and how convoluted acceptance can be. Oh
well. No better time to learn than the present: All the hype certainly did. It was heavily
promoted as a game-changer immediately upon rollout. Now, we're seeing lots of
downplay to just "early adopter" status instead from the enthusiasts remaining, those who
haven't become disenchanted. New owners who hadn't been involved during the hype
typically aren't aware of that history, hence such a different perspective. Reality is, the
point of Volt was to be a mainstream choice when $4 gas returned and that goal wasn't
achieved. It failed. Round 2 could be a success. But in the meantime, the GM buyers
are flocking to Cruze instead. That sure looks like missed opportunity.

4-06-2011

One Millionth Prius. This is quite a milestone to achieve. Here in the United States, we
hit the million mark until yesterday. (Last October, the official sales tally was 2,000,000
Prius worldwide.) Looking back, it was quite a journey. I had no idea when I bought my
Classic there would be so many misconceptions and so much focus on guzzling. But
then again, gas was less than $1 and we weren't actively fighting any wars in oilproducing nations. When I upgraded to the Iconic model, things went from bad to
worse. The monster-size vehicles had taken over and there was an intense anti-hybrid
campaign underway. Following that struggle came the 2010 upgrade. We were in the
midst of bankruptcy recoveries and a smear campaign. What a mess. Fortunately,
throughout all of that, Prius remained true to the effort to reduce both emissions &
consumption in a reliable way at an affordable price. We get a model with a plug next
year, taking yet another step forward with Prius. I can't wait!
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4-06-2011

Price Exclusion. That's what the Volt verses Prius argument as has come to, which was
made overwhelmingly clear today. There were two roads tests published, from two
different sources. One was just plain cruel to Prius, mocking it as noisy, cheap, and
rough in contrast to Volt. Heated comments flooded in pointing out the obvious price
exclusion... which is a drastic difference... something not to be so easily dismissed. It's
really too bad the writer didn't bother to do some research. His experience simply came
from a rental Prius. Imagine comparing the new Lexus CT200h instead. Despite having
a $29,995 sticker price, the Lexus ride experience is much nicer. The tradeoff is being
less efficient; however, it's combined 42 MPG is still a combined 5 MPG higher than
Volt. Of course, no mention of the plug-in model Prius shows imbalance anyway. The
price difference isn't just the cost of the battery-pack. GM knew it couldn't compete
directly with Toyota. That's why they designed for such dissimilar appeal. The second
publication simply just glossed over the high price by sprinkling random praise
distraction throughout. What is the purpose of Volt? Their average from Volt was 79.94
MPG. Remember how I got 84 MPG with the PHV? Also, let's not forget the larger
interior Prius provides. Needless to say, the price arguments fell on deaf ears there. The
bias in some reviews is awful. That's why actual sales are so important. No other
measure indicates true demand.

4-06-2011

Statistical Misleading. We've seen quite a bit of that over the years. By quoting a
percentage rather than an actual quantity, it's very easy to mislead. People just assume
greater size as a result. Taking that the next step further is what we saw today. The
monthly advance from 281 to 608 was labeled as a "sales surge", being a "remarkable
increase", where there was a "double in volume". In reality, that 608 for March is far
below the 5,000 per month minimum for a mainstream vehicle and even off target for
GM's own initial rollout target of 769 monthly for the first 13 months. April results
should be interesting. With gas so expensive, sales being lost to traditional compact cars
is becoming a reality the enthusiasts hadn't anticipated... despite being warned countless
times it could happen and being called a "troll" for the effort. Knowing that makes the
attitude now easier to understand.

4-07-2011

85 MPH. The unforeseen consequences of raising the speed limit should be obvious at
this point. Arguments about travel between long distances in open country seem
reasonable, until you do the math to reveal that it only saves a few minutes of
travel. Yet, that's exactly what the state of Texas is planning to do anyway. How many
studies must their be to show that gas is wasted the faster you drive? Of course, telling
that to an oil-producing state is as silly as arguing with Detroit that their highly-profitable
SUVs aren't as safe as a regular sedan. To make matters worse, people end up driving
faster elsewhere too. Highways with slower limits have them for a reason, the heavier
traffic and frequent ramps make faster speed dangerous. It becomes even more of a
factor when snow & ice is taken into account. We've already seen heavy emphasis on
highway MPG. Now, it's highway speed too. This is a good example of our market
taking steps in the wrong direction. Of course, a plug-in Prius is better equipped for
efficiency with that type of travel than Volt. The power-split device offers the best of
both worlds.
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4-08-2011

Follow Up? It's rare that a constructive question about Prius is posted on the big GM
forum. Today though, we got this: "Why has Toyota not followed up on the Prius
success?" Much of the understanding comes from seeing the big picture, a trait not
shared by those who come from an environment where short-term gain and trophies are
the basis of business. It's very much a clash of cultures, something the bankruptcy
trouble should have rectified... but apparently didn't. Anywho, this was my reply to the
question: It became apparent early on that a dedicated vehicle would draw far more
interest than sharing a traditional body. So, focus was shifted over to cost-reduction
instead... which is exactly the path GM is now following, right? Toyota now has a
variety of hybrid configurations to work with, spanning from 1.5 to 3.5 liter engines with
front, rear, and all-wheel drive. Each continue to see efficiency improvements too. The
next year will bring about the first of new vehicles to benefit from the diversity effort.
Isn't that the same thing GM wants from Volt? The platform is designed to take
advantage of a plug too. We've also seen lithium battery-packs in the usual location as
well as modules designed to fit between the seats in front, providing a variety of choices
for consumers. The intent is to push the mainstream away from traditional vehicles
quickly. Prior to the earthquake disaster, the goal had been to produce & sell 1 million
annually by the end of next year.

4-08-2011

$113.21 Per Barrel. That was the highest the price of oil reached today. $112.79 is
what it closed at. Unlike the price jump back in August 2008, this time it appears that
going down anytime soon isn't realistic. Go Prius! What else is there to say? How long
will consumers wait for a solution to their guzzler? I'm seeing a surprising number of
new Ford Fiestas on the road now. With the negative reviews of it here last year, that
certainly wouldn't have been an expectation... even at $4 per gallon for gas. This is why
waiting for the next generation of Volt doesn't make any sense. It's unfortunate the
design assumed a lot more time would be available. The choice of easier to embrace
efficiency choices will grow over the next year, including other plug-in hybrids.

4-09-2011

$3.89 Now. Seeing that here already was an unpleasant surprise, especially when I had a
long driving trip this weekend. Fortunately, when I got to my destination, it was still
$3.69. The reality of $4 gas returning is no longer a question of if or when anymore. In
fact, it appears as though that inevitable expense could help stimulate the economy. I'm
seeing a lot more new sub-compact cars on the road now. Some people are taking the
situation seriously. That certainly should make the sales of Prius strong. My trip was a
good endorsement for Prius too. Getting 50 MPG with this generation is surprisingly
simple. The question which remains is: How will Volt do in this situation? This is a
good time to still be in the "early adopter" phase. This was why there was a concern
about "too little, too slowly".
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4-10-2011

Naive Owners. It looks like that's the only way to describe their stance. We've had a
couple of them join Volt discussions on the big Prius forum. Each sounds the
same. They hadn't paid any attention to the hype prior to rollout. They just wanted to
buy a plug-in hybrid, supporting the effort toward electrification. Sadly, that means
neither vehicle price nor emissions from the electricity source are a concern to them. In
fact, they wonder why we make such a big deal out of both topics. From their point of
view, rollout speed is fine and the next generation will deliver the goals GM had
supposedly already promised. Market penetration and competition don't seem to be a
factor for them either. The worry from this is finding out they detail they don't know
about the vehicle they purchased. We've been pointing out operational behavior some
were totally unaware of.

4-11-2011

Advanced Technology. The day started with that vague reference and went down from
there. Volt enthusiasts are the few who still seek bragging rights, a growing difference
from Volt supporters who seek constructive dialog. That divide makes things
interesting. The balance of motor & engine by Prius is what has made it a strong choice
for middle-market. Those consumers have priorities based on need. Endorsements for
the current model of Volt focus on want instead. It's why there is such a stir coming from
within the GM ranks. It may be why yet another executive from the development team
just resigned. It certainly looks like increased disagreement about what the next
generation should deliver. That still looks like the reason the founder of that daily blog
has vanished. Heck, we didn't even get a clear understanding this morning of what
"advanced" actually means. What is its purpose?

4-11-2011

Disappointment. Reading this makes you wonder about motive: "...the PHV Prius is
gonna disappoint in terms of mpg, performance and handling, when it is
released." Toyota is shooting for the middle, where high-volume sales come from. We
now know that Volt, the initial model anyway, is aimed at a different audience. Yet, we
have the emergence of antagonists telling a different story. They draw attention to
bragging rights, something those buying Prius couldn't care less about anyway. After all,
with Prius so abundant now, it's difficult to claim they aren't a mainstream
vehicle. Anywho, I posted this in response on the big Prius forum: Who is the market
for Volt? I asked that question continuously during the hype and still do now... because
it clearly isn't the same as Prius. Do they really think middle-market wants electric-only
drive under absolutely every possible condition? Purchase priorities certainly don't show
that. Look at the quantity of Camry & Corolla sold each month. They offer a nice
balance, not heavy emphasis on any particular aspect. They're practical, affordable,
reliable...
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4-12-2011

Balance. Few just plain don't want to recognize the choices management & engineers
face when it comes to balancing factors of cost & performance. That was all too clear
from the "Test drive a Volt and you will agree!" nonsense I had to deal with yesterday. It
followed a comment telling me to "stuff it" when I pointed out the game-changing
purpose. It's doubtful the message will ever come across, but I continue to try
anyway: You're a car enthusiast. Agreeing that your priorities match that of mainstream
consumers isn't going to happen. Middle-Market wants a balance of price, size,
efficiency, and conveniences, in addition to doing their part to reduce
emissions. Performance is one of many criteria and most definitely not on top as many
enthusiasts would like. This is why focus has shifted to the second
generation. Replacing traditional vehicles takes far more than just heavy emphasis on
electric drive.

4-12-2011

Antagonists. These are individuals who intentionally stir trouble. Yesterday's test-drive
provoke included: "So much for your mighty Prius". Taunting like that isn't always so
blatant, but the intent certainly is. We've seen this behavior countless times before. It
occurs after a competing technology is rolled out and it turns out to be
uncompetitive. Enthusiasts become antagonists. Telling them apart from someone like a
Prius supporter is simple. Does the technology achieve all the required goals? If person
focuses on those goals in balance rather than focusing entirely on a certain aspects, odds
are they are attempting to be objective. Constructive discussion doesn't come from
dismissing a goal. For Volt, the biggest goal disregarded is price. For diesel, it was
always emission-rating. For traditional vehicles, it has become city efficiency. Each of
the antagonists do what they can to draw attention elsewhere. Often, the easiest way is to
simply insult the competition... which we are seeing more and more of now as Prius
acceptance continues to expand.

4-12-2011

PHV Reports. It's too bad more of them aren't readily available. Fortunately, the latest
data shared was from cold weather driving. The temperature was 22°F, which is warm
compared to what I routinely encounter during Winter in Minnesota, but nonetheless is
still a very good representation of Fall & Spring here and what many call Winter
elsewhere. His overall average after 3 trips, for a total of 142.9 miles, came to an
observed result of 62 MPG. That's remarkable for cold season efficiency! The first drive
was 10.2 miles of errand running around town. Only once did the engine start up and
only briefly for hard acceleration. The second drive was 104 miles, with 2 of them in EV
and the rest on the highway at 70 MPH. The third drive was 28.7 miles, which delivered
an unexpected 14.3 miles worth of gas-free driving. Given reports like that and the hope
for a price mainstream consumers can embrace, the potential for high-volume sales
quickly still stand. Gotta like that.
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4-14-2011

Playing The Game. It's sad when you read this: "GM keeps the competition happy with
product and strategy leaks." It was posted on the big GM forum on a thread claiming
development of the second-generation Volt is on track. This is the same nonsense we
heard before. Consumers hear something so ambiguous, it allows their assumptions to
run wild... leading to hype with a complete disconnect from reality. That exclusion of
detail has been trouble in the past. In fact, we are dealing with some of the
disenchantment now. The most obvious is the abrupt change of website ownership for
that Volt daily blog. Talking about a dramatic sudden change as a result of learning
about missing detail. Anywho, I responded with this: Not really. Even being vague
doesn't overcome the OPUD reputation anymore. We have several examples of that from
Volt now. The bigger concern is "too little, too slowly". Goals intended for 2010 are
now waiting for the next-gen model. $4 gas is already here. Even if consumers don't buy
from a competitor, they'll still buy something to replace their guzzler. In other words,
opportunity for Volt will be lost to sales of Cruze & Malibu.

4-14-2011

Need & Awards. Volt is accumulating them. Of course, there really isn't much
competition this year... since only new offerings are eligible. But from an engineering
point of view, there isn't any reason it shouldn't earn some anyway. The catch is the
reason why. Supposedly, Volt is the first ever "EREV" vehicle... even though that
definition still remains quite ambiguous. It's the same old semantics spin we've seen in
the past with other technologies. They are showing the same trophy-mentality we've
worried about for years too. Remember the purity marketing? Rather than address
business criteria, focus is entirely on the engineer perspective. GM delivered what they
wanted to sell, not what was actually needed. Sales will suffer as a result. Enthusiasts
don't care though. They simply re-declare this as an "early adopter" stage rather than
stick with the "game changer" it was promised to be. I just point out the need for
business-sustaining profit by delivering the best balance of performance for a target cost.

4-14-2011

Purpose. We are finally getting a consistent answer to that long-time question of who
for Volt. The market is EV enthusiasts, not mainstream consumers as hyped prior to
rollout. Next question is what. I've asked about purpose, pointing out the business
criteria. It fell on deaf ears. None of the audiences discussing Volt wants to address the
topic. It's simply deferred to the second generation currently under
development. Waiting 4 more years for the solution promised to be available already
seems all but certain now. They still belittle Prius, yet refuse to acknowledge the purpose
it serves. A recent review of the PHV model called it a "value-added version", pointing
out the benefits of offering a plug while still being affordable. Clearly, that is not what
the current Volt will achieve. It's purpose now just appears to be an early-adopter
platform to build a reputation for helping middle-market consider their second generation
purchase. In other words, this is why they so easily dismiss sales. Delay of high-volume
production is not an issue with a purpose like that.
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4-15-2011

Halo Vehicle. With so many still chanting "drill baby drill", getting serious about oil
dependency and preserving our environment is a tremendous challenge. To make matters
worse, the awards are helping to reinforce the trophy-mentality. Prius didn't become
popular that way. It was from consumer endorsements. Everyday people embraced the
hybrid. That "halo" effect was really just remark by the GM after they came to realize
their "stop gap" campaign didn't work. In other words, they claimed the success of
Toyota came from the image Prius portrayed rather than purchases of Prius itself. And
still believing that, the approach to Volt was formulated. It wouldn't have to be anything
beyond a niche to improve the reputation of the automaker. Mainstream sales could
come later... thus the problem now. The intense resistance to Prius comes from the fear
of losing attention. Image is the idea of being better, not necessarily offering what a
consumer actually needs.

4-15-2011

Calculating Value. How will consumers decide what to purchase among the variety of
choices that will be available next year? The circumstances of owning a pure EV
requires careful consideration based on range much more so than price. Cordless hybrids
are fairly straight forward, nothing very complicated about determining their value, since
MPG is relatively consistent. Plug-In hybrids are an entirely different matter though. Of
course, the Volt enthusiasts still continue to compare to traditional vehicles rather than
other plug-in hybrids. If you routinely drive either very short distances or very long
ones, it's easier to see the cost-benefit of the PHV over Volt. Compared to a plug-in
based upon the ASSIST hybrid design rather than FULL, that's going to be
confusing. Too many variables complicate matters. The same is true for PHV and Volt
when daily-driving is within the median. So how will consumers decide? Do you think
they'll crunch numbers? There isn't a generalized basis for calculating efficiency. The
demands of work & home vary too much. What criteria must be satisfied to result in
high-volume purchases?

4-15-2011

History Repeating. It's happening again, just like we saw with TwoMode. Expectations were set for rollout. Then as rollout approached, focus shifted over
to the next generation design. In other words, it was an attempt to draw attention away
from the shortcomings being discovered. That was followed by disappointing sales
numbers, well under expectations. With Volt now available in the highest demand
markets, we are hearing about dealer stock ready for immediate purchase. No wait
list? How can that be? Many of us feel the high price is to blame, the priority we
stressed as most important and got ridiculed for our trouble. Two-Mode definitely had a
price problem. Why bother when other far less expensive choices are available? Who
decided price shouldn't be a high priority? What was the reasoning behind the decision
to accept lower engine efficiency in favor of power instead? Will consumer accept such
a long delay before an improved version is rolled out? How will marketing be handled in
the meantime? What if the improvements still don't meet competitive or regulation
criteria?
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4-15-2011

Thermal Efficiency. The question of "what's next?" gets asked on a regular basis. How
could Toyota make the next Prius even better? Some ideas are obvious, like weight
reduction. Others aren't so obvious. In fact, some are quite hidden and rarely
appreciated. The biggest problem for a hybrid that strives to keep the engine off as much
as possible is what to do about emissions when the system is cold? Think about those
few brief seconds when the plug-in model Prius uses the engine to provide a more
efficient means of power during acceleration. Heck, that same situation applies to the
cordless model too. How do you heat up the emissions system quickly, especially when
trying to avoid losing so much of the energy through the tailpipe? How can that better be
retained? How can more heat be created with less fuel? How can it be done without
increasing cost or risking reliability? There are many design issues to address. But to
our delight, progress continues to be made. With the first Prius engine, thermal
efficiency was 37%. The new engine in the 2010 bumped it to 38%. Two new concepts
currently being tested have yielded 42.4% and 43.7% for thermal efficiency. The first
was accomplished by lengthening the piston stroke and altering the intake-port &
ignition-system along with friction reduction. The second was much the same, but uses
lean-burn turbo-charging rather than direct-injection. The target is 45% for the next
generation. The result will be even higher MPG whenever the engine is run. Gotta like
that.

4-15-2011

$109.66 Per Barrel. The price of oil dropped a little last week and has been steadily
rising ever since. Driving season hasn't started yet. The national average for gas is $3.83
per gallon now. The expectation for a $4 average is quite realistic at this point. It's
above that in several major markets already. How will this influence driving & purchase
habits? There isn't any talk of $5 gas. Everyone knows $4 is the threshold for
change. We saw the affect it had last time, when it was only a temporary situation. This
time the expectation is for drops to be temporary, where $4 becomes the norm
instead. Considering how long a vehicle lasts, it would be naive to hope for less over the
years to come. Does that mean significant hybrid growth or simply the shift from SUV
guzzling to compact-car guzzling? After all, combined MPG in the low 30's is not what
we should be calling "efficient".

4-16-2011

Volt Road Trip. You can see the storm brewing. An automotive publication recently
drove a Volt and a plug-in Prius from lower Michigan to the upper-peninsula and
back. It was a 600-mile road trip, with the only recharge at the beginning and the
temperature at 45 F degrees. The test was to find out just how far a Volt actually could
travel before running out of gas and then what would happen when it did. The engine cut
out at 326 miles then limped along progressively slower and slower using reserve
electricity from the battery-pack to drive a little further. When it stopped entirely, they
pushed the Volt to the side of the road and the PHV became a rescue vehicle to get gas
for it. As you can imagine, the Volt enthusiasts are not at all pleased about that. I'm
curious what will follow. Will we be told what that plug-in Prius delivered for overall
MPG on the same trip? That Volt only delivered an overall average of 36 MPG. I see
this as pointing out how those with longer distant commutes will favor Prius (either plug
or cordless) instead. Engine efficiency from Volt is clearly not a competitive trait.
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4-17-2011

Early Stages. How much more of this Volt downplay can we tolerate? It's bad enough
when they call Prius outdated or antiquated as a sad attempt to avoid admitting it was
actually ahead of it's time. But to constantly deal with stuff like this is really annoying:
"The Volt is in the early stages of market acceptance much like how the Gen-I (Prius)
was when first released." Coming from a Volt owner on the big Prius forum who
admitted he hadn't paid much attention to the market prior to his purchase, there's no
reason to take his own comment too seriously. But how many times much the history be
pointed out before it's clear that the situation isn't the same now? This was my response
this time: No, not even remotely close. Read the blogs from back then. The market was
very, very different. There were a ton of misconceptions to deal with and every other
automaker except Honda was fighting against hybrids. Guzzling was an American way
of life. Oil dependency wasn't a concern. Emissions were dismissed as a non-issue.

4-17-2011

Production & Supply. What we are witnessing now with Volt fits a pattern remarkably
close to Two-Mode history. The thread on the big Prius forum discussing whether or not
Volt will be a failure or success has reached 41 pages without agreement. We certainly
get a lot of spin. Preventing a conclusion from being drawn was the key. Remember
how that same thing was done with Prius all those years ago with the "up to the chore"
debates? Antagonists just kept interjecting off-topic clutter to distract &
confuse. Needless to say, I saw that coming and circumvented with this today: Prior to
rollout, a few of us asked over and over and over again what the goals were. That way,
we could avoid the endless debates afterward. It all came down to sales. Demand would
be so strong, there would be no question of success. That didn't happen. Failure loomed
immediately from enthusiasts disappointed with the price. Remember how GM selected
the rollout locations so they could serve the highest demand markets first? They claimed
a huge wait-list; what happened to it? How come Volt are now available on (some)
dealer's lots for immediate purchase? How is this any different from what we saw with
Two-Mode, which also won praise and many awards upon rollout? It too had a
prohibitively high price and very low initial sales, despite so much hype during
development.

4-18-2011

Production Expectations. Remember a little over 3 months ago? The CEO of GM
stated his expectation for 2011 production of Volt to top 25,000. It was the comment
made right after the reveal of the Prius v. The mainstream minimum of 60,000 per year
(5,000 per month) was boasted about relentlessly for second year expectations. Then talk
began of doubling that. Then we dropped to 25,000. Now it's just 10,000. With such a
slow start, despite so much hype, what will drive such a dramatic increase? What should
the expectation be? It sure will be nice when things settle down. This transition is a bit
on the tormenting side. I wonder how long it will take? Perhaps the results of this
month's sales will help. Sadly, this comes at a time when the Japanese are
struggling. The disaster there is expected to impair production until about
September. What does that mean for automakers here? Could the reduced competition
be helpful?
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4-19-2011

More Snow. A few days ago, waking up to the discovery of almost 3 inches of snow
blanketing my Prius wasn't exactly what I was expecting so late in the
year. Unfortunately, the season called "Spring" has been rather elusive. Of course, it did
provide another opportunity for me to drive through fresh, heavy, wet snow with the new
tires. This morning emphasized that reality of a lingering Winter even further. The
green grass was coated with a surprisingly thick later of new snow. Fortunately, this time
the roads had already melted it. I sure hope that was the final snow. More is most
definitely not what I've been looking forward to.

4-19-2011

Green Claims. With the approach of Earth Day comes crazy stories about green
successes & failures. My favorite today was on the radio. It was a report about the
success of Prius. Supposedly it's totally the result of people wanting to make a
statement. The unique look is the sole reason for that purchase. Never once throughout
the entire story was it mentioned that Prius gets the best MPG than any other choice, by
an large margin. There was nothing said about the practical nature of Prius being a
hatchback or complaints about lost truck space from the hybrid sedans either. But the
worst of all was the omission of Insight, currently the second-best selling hybrid
here. To the typical consumer, it looks pretty much exactly like a Prius. How come there
was nothing at all said about it?

4-19-2011

One Million. Toyota have recently celebrated the sale of its millionth Prius hybrid
vehicle, marking an incredibly important and significant milestone for a concept
originally believed to be somewhat ahead of its time. That sums up the situation
now. There's a lot of Prius here. There's another million elsewhere in the world
too. Debates about viability are long over. Acceptance as a mainstream vehicle is
complete. Next comes expansion of the technology into new dedicated vehicles while
also increasing efficiency through the use of larger-capacity battery-packs and a
plug. It's difficult to predict how consumers will respond. One thing we do know is that
high gas prices will compel them to take action. Not having an affordable high-volume
choice available is a big concern. With 10 to 12 million new vehicles purchase in the
United States alone each year, it sure would be nice seeing a big chunk of that hybrids in
the not-too-distant future.

4-20-2011

eAssist Price? Despite all the attention, price is still a major unknown. Sound
familiar? We now have detail for the upcoming version of Malibu using this hybrid
system. With a 2.4 liter 4-cylinder gas-engine and a 15 kW electric-motor power by a
0.5 kWh 115-volt battery-pack, the efficiency estimate expected is 26 MPG city and 38
MPG highway. The history of hybrids has made it extremely clear how important price
is when it comes to competing, especially when there's a popular traditional counterpart
available. If this vehicle is expected to fill the void Volt isn't able to fill, sales is the
eAssist Malibu (second-generation BAS) are going to be really important. How much do
you think people will be willing to pay for what's expected to be a combined 4 MPG
increase in efficiency.
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4-21-2011

Plug-In Registration. It began this evening. Toyota is now providing the opportunity
for you to express your interest in purchasing their newest technology. In this case, it
was registering for a PHV model. Reports of doing exactly that started trickling in. I
jumped on the chance. 11 years ago, I registered the same way... for that very first Prius
available here. 3 years later, I was waiting for delivery of the next. 5.5 years later,
waiting again. Just moments ago, the wait officially began yet again. And since I live in
the Midwest, looks like delivery will include a road trip to a coast where rollout
begins. It's been an exciting journey, totally worth the wait! There's much to keep me
busy in the meantime. Good thing too, I know the anticipation will get quite intense
later... when they send you an email stating it's time to choose options and specify a
dealer.

4-21-2011

User-Guide. The first edition for the 2010-2011 model is now available. Not wanting to
just revise the Iconic (2004-2009) User-Guide for the newest generation Prius, time was
taken to come up with an entirely new approach. That process took way longer than
expected, but it certainly was a good experience getting deeply engrossed with what this
design has to offer... especially knowing it will be offered as a plug-in. Hopefully, it
does an even better job of helping out newbies and enticing those just curious about Prius
to pursue more. This version puts the focus on photos. That should make organization &
understanding easier for everyone. With such a variety of topics to cover and such a
diverse audience, illustrations tend to convey the message better than words. Anywho,
here's the first edition, with the expectation of my revisions to come... User-Guide

4-21-2011

1000-Mile Fillups. That's an interesting & strange topic to praise Volt for. Yet, that's
what was started today. A quick search online revealed a video of a Prius owner with an
aftermarket plug-in upgrade driving over 1,000 miles before refilling the tank 4 years
ago. And just yesterday, another owner reported 1,146.7 miles since his last fillup. The
intent of the topic was to emphasis uniqueness of Volt, much like the EREV marketing
label. Problem is, it's not unique. In fact, that could become a common expectation for
some plug-in hybrid owners. For my particular driving with the PHV, it's likely going to
be every 750 miles, since I drive about 20,000 miles annually. Those who drive less will
see more. Whatever the case, they weren't happy seeing real-world data from Prius
upgrades. It's too bad bragging-rights continue to hamper the effort to promote plug-in
hybrids. Of course, I do still clearly remember the repeated claims of only 37 gallons per
year. Filling up the 9-gallon tank every 1,000 miles sure is going to consume a lot more
gas than that.
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4-22-2011

Earth Day Attacks. The price of gas is around $4 everywhere in the country
now. Here, it jumped from $3.77 to $3.95 overnight. Time is up! Coincidentally, today
just happens to be exactly 6 months after the EPA estimates for Volt were finalized. That
ended the hype. It was real-world data from that point. Sales & MPG would tell the
story, not hope. Today is Earth Day. No new thread on the daily blog for Volt sure was
an unexpected surprise. Nothing! What the heck? No more propaganda, despite the
opportunity. Whoa! So... what do you think happened? The first post of the day on the
old thread was intentional greenwashing about Prius. This was posted: "FYI, because the
(plug-in) Prius can never know when the engine will have to engage because of a hard
acceleration, it has to start the engine whenever the car is turned on to avoid a cold start,
which would produce a lot of pollution." That has been proven false several times. Even
video was provided to show that. It's that same old absolute being pushed. He simply
didn't care. Just keep repeating incorrect information until people believe it. Ugh! So...
when I called him on it, the attacks quickly shifted from Prius to me. Despite the
interjection from a regular poster to point out that my remarks are "positively civil" in
compared to others, a cry to ban me was shouted out and personal info about me from
online searches was posted. They were blatant attempts to discredit, embarrass, and
offend. Since I don't respond with anything personal, sticking to facts, all that was
ignored and just replied to with this: Resorting to a personal attack rather than simply
acknowledge the benefit of having a second more affordable model of Volt. That's pretty
sad. Happy Earth Day!

4-22-2011

Forgetting Goals. A big part of the problem we currently face is how far from the
product delivered is from the need and what was originally hyped. Vindication of the
vaporware claim is so overwhelming, none of the enthusiasts want to address anything in
the past. That's how the divergence comes about. Those disenchanted become
antagonists, seeking out opportunities to provoke & mislead. It's what happens when
hoped is crushed. We saw this occur in the past with both Two-Mode and BAS. So,
expecting it from Volt was quite realistic. The opposite extreme is those few who seek
the same alliance I attempted to establish 4 years ago. They desire constructive
discussion to find ways of dealing with the somewhat daunting list of
shortcomings. After all, cooperation could help the second-generation design reach the
intended mainstream consumers the first could not. They become supporters. These are
the few who see the plug-in Prius as an aide to help bring about an end to the true
enemy... traditional vehicles. Unfortunately, forgetting goals by lashing out at those who
never lost focus is what we witnessed on this particular Earth Day.
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4-22-2011

Keeping Focus. It's not like there haven't been many attempts. Today, I asked this in
response to the warm-up misleading: "The reason for the engine starting just prior to EV
depletion is to deliver a PZEV emission rating. How will Volt accomplish
that?" Overwhelmed with emotion still, I don't expect much cooperation. But watching
intentional misleading is difficult to not respond. Fortunately, it's great evidence of how
truly desperate a few have become. The one who posted all that personal info about me
was the same individual who believed sincerely Volt would deliver 60 MPG after
depletion... right up until that historic day exactly 5 months ago. Getting over that type
of disappointment isn't easy. Finding someone to blame is a textbook response... and I
am a very big target. That's ok though. It allows others to speak out, knowing I'll get
blamed regardless of reason anyway. I have a good sense of humor about the
situation. Owners wanting the technology to succeed will eventually drown out the
antagonists. That requires keeping focus on goals, not personal attacks.

4-22-2011

Looking Back. Remember the craze for Hummer? It was astonishing just how bad that
greenwashing actually got. To think that so much effort was expended to defend a
monster-sized guzzler. It's amazing how resistance to change plays out. At least now,
we're instead dealing with an overpriced plug-in with an engine in need of
improvement. Unfortunately, time isn't available. $4 gas has already returned. What
does that mean for mainstream consumers, those middle-market buyers hoping to
purchase an affordable high-efficiency vehicle? How much cost-reduction can be
achieved in just a few years? Will the revisions divide supporters like we've seen in the
past with other significant generation differences? Who will even set goals now that such
many of the primary decision-makers have left? Looking back doesn't seem to teach us
much... or does it?

4-23-2011

Obsolete. Fallout from Earth Day was a bit odd. Volt got almost no attention. Being so
expensive, instant dismissal from discussions is common... even among GM supporters...
the very same attitude we saw with Two-Mode. Anywho, the bashing of Prius is their
favorite attention-getter. I homed in on this one from the big GM forum: "Even if you
despise the Volt for making your Prius obsolete, and therefore refuse to acknowledge
that." The response to that during last year's Earth Day would have been very different
from yesterday's. We know more and much has changed since then: Since
acknowledgement of purchase price isn't happening, we see refusal going both ways. As
for obsolete, what does that actually mean? GM is about to rollout eAssist, a design
offering abilities similar to the ASSIST hybrid first available back in the late 90's. What
is that? It looks absolutely ancient in comparison. And what about the ECO model
Cruze? The engine-only design puts in the relic category. Looks like not acknowledging
the big picture. We've had an extremely difficult time in the past getting anyone to state
goals. The fear is that setting the bar too low would allow actual competition and take
away bragging rights. Is the thread topic of "1,000 miles between fillups" the emergence
of a new baseline for high-efficiency expectations?
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4-23-2011

Can't Afford It. As anticipated, the personal attacks continued. After all, they have
nothing better to do anymore. Other vehicles are getting autoshow attention
now. Anywho, this was the latest attempt to belittle me and the few who agree with my
purpose: "They just can't afford it. So of course they will rationalize a purchase of a
lesser car." This seemed a fitting conclusion to that nonsense... How many times has
this question been asked: WHO IS THE MARKET FOR VOLT? What would my being
able to afford one have to do with the price mainstream consumer need anyway? For that
matter, how many former posters here left when they discovered it was priced beyond the
reach of middle-market buyers? This one is too expensive to endorse for the
masses. There's nothing at all wrong with a high-end configuration, but the one currently
available doesn't meet the expectations for delivery in late 2010. Now gas is $4 per
gallon and the focus has shifted to the next generation design. This is what the "too little,
too slowly" concern was all about. Making it affordable is one of many requirements not
met yet. Shoot the messenger all you want. Enjoy what this Volt offers. The model that
will replace vehicles like Malibu & Cruze awaits still. Rather than being game-changer,
Volt has is a game-player.

4-24-2011

Game Changer. In a way, it actually is. Those vaporware claims were first made
knowing the automaker's history of the ever-changing stories. Without well defined
intent (goals), it's easy to just deliver whatever you want. That's the situation we face
now. The purpose was fulfilled as far as the remaining enthusiasts are concerned; others
left in disappointment. But rather than just moving on to everyday accounts of driving
efficiency and a steady flow of newbies, there's lots of excuses. All the talk of the nextgeneration model fits the pattern... when something isn't accepted, move on to another
idea instead. It's quite maddening... and sadly, was predicted. Fortunately, the moving &
changing is will proceed. This craziness now are the final ruminants of broken
expectations. Phew! Getting serious about what's actually needed shouldn't take
long. With gas now at $4, hype cannot persist the way it did. Remember gas for less
than $2 per gallon exactly 2 years ago? Intriguing how things change, isn't it?

4-24-2011

Seeing What You Want. There was a wonderful example of that this morning. I had
posted a comment on the big GM forum comparing Cruze to Volt. The response back
was someone who had taken great offense to my denigration of GM in favor of the Asian
competitors. He even listed out information detailing what Cruze was so much of a
better choice than Corolla, Civic, or Sentra. Huh? Talking about seeing what you
want! I was pointing out the different choices GM offered, he interpreted it as something
totally unrelated. It's what I deal with routinely. What they see isn't what I actually
post. That's how I can tell much of this nonsense is drawing to a close now. We've
already seen how Cruze sales have skyrocketed lately and Volt sales continue to
flounder. It clearly shows the enemy is still the traditional vehicle, not other plug-in
hybrids. GM is suffering from the same struggle they did prior to the bankruptcy...
internal competition.
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4-24-2011

$112.92 Per Barrel. With the price of oil that high now, it's no surprise anyone pointing
out anything Volt doesn't address automatically gets labeled as a supporter of
Prius. What people pay at the pump is a big concern, a topic frequently talked about at
work and among friends & family. The rise in the popularity of smaller cars is difficult
to not notice anymore. A quick observation of any street or parking lot reveals a
dramatic shift in priorities since before the first time we saw $4 gas. Undermining
progress is just a memory of the past. There aren't disputes about the viability of hybrids
anymore. The problem is now a matter of delivering something for the masses, a
platform with priorities balanced well enough to rapidly replace traditional
vehicles. Without that choice available, consumers simply just downsize to less efficient
compacts & sub-compacts instead. Remember, the automakers still need to make a profit
too.

4-25-2011

Not Listening. I wondered how long it would take until the spin got so bad intent would
get lost. It was on a dedicated Volt forum where I don't ever participate that enthusiast
attitude got so out of hand, you could tell they simply are not listening
anymore. Someone brought up concerns about being affordable. It was like a pack of
carnivores devouring a fresh kill. They pounced with the vastly superior nonsense, then
declared the poster to be a troll. The only seemingly constructive comments anymore are
comparisons of EV driving range. But that's really a red herring, since battery capacity
has nothing to do with the propulsion system. It's mostly just the belittling now, like: "I
don't know why Toyota is bothering. The Volt could use some more AER. Why would
anyone bother getting a car with one-third less?" Fortunately, mainstream consumers
aren't interested in bragging rights. They want a balance of priorities, something
practical at a decent price. Fortunately, that's what the business will eventually demand
too. Being competitive means actually selling something in high-volume for a
sustainable profit. I bet the stockholders will be listening.
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4-26-2011

Abandoned. Remember the diesel fanatics? Their intent seemed sensible, at first. But
as Prius advanced and gained marketshare, their preferred technology actually slipped
backward... unable to compete as efficiency expectations increased and emission
requirements tightened. Their desperation ended up becoming so blatant, those curious
about diesel simply abandoned them. Diesel has remained a niche here ever
since. Taking a look at Two-Mode, that heavily hyped technology didn't go
anywhere. Sales are still so far below expectations, no one even wants to talk about it
anymore. Volt is heading in that same direction. The downplay is so bad, the enthusiasts
refuse to discuss goals. They evade the market question too. So many aspects of the
design promised for 2010 didn't materialize, even that most devoted supporter (the
founder of the daily blog) vanished. It's quite bizarre for such a well known & respected
person to simply walk away like that. There's a mess to deal with now. The reality of
seeing so many new small cars on the road now is one heck of a wake-up call. That's
exactly what was meant by "too little, too slowly". Just imagine if GM had actually been
attentive to engine-efficiency and price-containment. Priorities were clearly
elsewhere. Focus was instead on performance and time was assumed to be
plentiful. Mainstream consumers, those who will otherwise by a Malibu/Camry or
Cruze/Corolla, want a competitive choice. Ford is hoping to capitalize on the
opportunity, especially with Toyota currently crippled by multiple disasters. Ford is
working hard to reduce costs and expand options. What will GM do to compete? It
makes you wonder if supporters will later feel abandoned. Sales lost to traditional
vehicles or other automakers isn't what was hoped for.

4-27-2011

Fizzle. The passing of Earth Day sure had an effect on Volt attention. With oil now at
$113.43 per barrel, consumers are concerned about what may come a few years down the
road. They want something to buy now. That puts Prius is a wonderful position. Too
bad the multiple disasters in Japan are impairing production capacity. Oddly though,
even greater emphasis may be placed on hybrids as a result. The reality of limited
resources could actually become an opportunity to scale-back traditional models faster
than originally planned. Needless to say, the old Volt hype has become
meaningless. The fizzle of what remains are the final cries of enthusiast
disappointment. Who would have thought that pointing out the minimum 40-mile EV
range, the 50 MPG after depletion, the immediate high-demand sales, the "nicely under
$30,000" price, and the green emission-rating would have come up so far from reality
that the vehicle actually delivered that it isn't even disputed as coming up short? The
November 2010 deadline arrived, validating the vaporware claims. Hopefully, this ends
up becoming an opportunity too. With the first generation of Volt missing so many
goals, it may actually be considerably easier to deliver a second-generation profoundly
different to achieve the required improvements.
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4-28-2011

Succeeding. How many times have goals been asked for? Each and every request is
disregarded, either ignored entirely or the response off-topic. This has been going on for
a very, very long time. That's how you avoid failure, simply never declare any
milestones to achieve. Without any way to measure progress, you can claim whatever
status you want. It continued today. This statement was made: "Volt will succeed". I
asked what that actually meant, suggesting replacement of traditional
production. Nothing. This is not a pass/fail situation. The merit of a hybrid is based
upon a variety of factors, each taken into consideration to come up with an overall
grade. Seeing that the need Volt attempted to fulfill wasn't attained, it's tempting to give
it a "F" for a grade. But since at least some of the homework was turned in, a "D" grade
is more realistic. Of course with all the hype for that promised date, we were led to
believe an "A" was easily achievable. That certainly didn't happen. Even a "B" would
have been nice... in other words, something competitive. Instead, it's just platform with
potential which may or may not be built upon years from now. Is that success?

4-28-2011

New Audiences. The high price of gas is obviously attracting new audiences. But it's
not just readers. Writers unfamiliar with automotive topics are getting involved now
too. But how a so-called reporter could mess up information this bad is beyond me: "The
Prius gets up to 55 mph on the highway and 44 mpg in the city." We see the mix up of
"mph" and "mpg" abbreviations all the time, but where the heck did those numeric values
come from? Neither one is even remotely correct. What could have been the source for
errors so extreme? The actual estimates of 48 highway and 51 city are so different,
there's no excuse. This is an excellent example of not taking what you read at face
value. Always confirm. Because sometimes, the writer has absolutely no idea what they
are writing.

4-28-2011

Sonata-Hybrid. The first delivery on a dealers lot has been spotted. The person posting
in a new thread about the offering now available from Hyundai even included 4 photos as
proof. The window-sticker photo was what captured my interest. This ASSIST hybrid
comes fairly well loaded standard, for $26,780 (included destination fee). The EPA
estimate is 35 MPG city and 40 MPG highway. That's quite an improvement over the 6speed automatic with the same size engine, which is estimated at 22 MPG city and 35
MPG highway. It's not as good as what the newest FULL hybrids that size offer, but the
price certainly is competitive. In other words, when eAssist finally hits the market, its
price most definitely will be an important factor. Of course with gas prices and the
abrupt shift to much smaller vehicles, predictions of what types of hybrids... especially
when there's an option of a plug... is pretty much impossible. Consumer behavior
influenced by emotion makes things very interesting. Long story, it's intriguing to see
this particular hybrid since it's the first to use a Lithium Polymer battery.
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4-29-2011

Here Now. Yup, $4 gas has arrived in my area. Of course, it says $3.999 on the
sign. But that 9/10ths of a cent is silly at this point. With the price of oil closing for the
week at $113.93 per barrel, the increase in wallet pain was inevitable. Remember all talk
of temporarily lowering or eliminating gas-taxes to relieve the pressure on consumers
back when $4 happened last time? Everyone just assumed it was a price spike. Not
having even started the driving season yet (heck, we got a trace amount of snow
yesterday morning), the expectation for a $4 minimum throughout the entire Summer is
looking quite realistic. In fact, there's no reason to expect significantly lower prices ever
again. The United States is now experiencing conditions other countries would dream
about. Many have been paying more than $4 per gallon for a very long time. Our
guzzling days are over.

4-29-2011

Not Mainstream. There are well known antagonists on the big Prius forum. It's no big
deal. Their stance is usually pretty easy to see, even for newbies. So trouble rarely stirs
from their posts. In fact, it would be nice to think of them as devil's advocates. But that
only works if posts remain constructive. Usually, they are. Today, this example of not
even trying emerged: "Mainstream consumers don't even drive a hybrid." With Prius
regularly in the top-seller list here, how could it not be considered a mainstream
vehicle? Asking what they believe the criteria is falls on deaf ears. The diversity of the
owner posts alone should make it clear a wide variety of people are purchasing Prius. If
sales rate isn't how mainstream acceptance is measured, what is it? I'm amazed to see
how new Ford Fiestas are popping up everywhere. Don't they see change? Is acceptance
that difficult? Haven't they noticed there aren't misconceptions about hybrids
anymore? Perhaps the price of gas will provide a dose of reality for those in denial
here. Over in Japan, Prius achieved the monthly #1 sales position 20 times! What isn't
mainstream about that?

4-30-2011

Constructive Posts, part 1. Yes, I realize it is futile and will remain that way for
awhile. But it would be nice to get a feeling how long it will take before reality sinks in
for Volt enthusiasts. How long will gas need to be $4 for the realization that an
affordable plug-in option needs to be offered? Unfortunately, it's currently this nonsense:
"Just when it seemed like we might have an actual conversation you start dismissing
anything which is said as vague." and "Why not just come out and refuse to accept
anything we might say?" That sounds reasonable, but is really just pandering. There's no
substance. I replied with: There's been nothing quantitative provided. What was there to
accept? I remember the previous expectations... 40-mile EV range... 50 MPG after
depletion... nicely under $30,000... green emission rating (PZEV)... by November 2010...
all easily measured. Now that everyone better understands the technology and the market
situation, a new set of more realistic expectations can be set. Instead, it's refusal to
provide anything measureable. Heck, even the plug-in Prius has clear expectations. The
hope is for a $5,000 premium, a solid 75 MPG average overall, and 50 MPG after
depletion. Why is that so hard for Volt enthusiasts now? Did they really get burned so
bad by "over promise, under deliver" already that they avoid discussing any design detail
anymore? I’ll continue to ask who the market for Volt is and what the goals are.
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4-30-2011

Constructive Posts, part 2. I continue to believe the attitude turn-around will eventually
come from within. There will be some Volt owners wanting a configuration that's
actually affordable. They will be the ones who drown out the continued denial. In other
words, we'll get actual detail from them rather than vague comments. How is anything
ambiguous any help? It's why I concluded the recent exchange of posts with this: "I'll
continue to ask who the market for Volt is and what the goals are." What the true cause
of the turn-around will be isn't likely to ever be known, nor will it matter. The upcoming
PHV will obviously make the point of balancing priorities clear. But what about the
plug-ins from Hyundai & Ford on the way? What about the growing popularity of Cruze
& Fiesta? How about the message from low sales of Volt itself? As for me, I've
registered for an early PHV purchase opportunity and have my ScanGauge & Kill-AWatt meters ready.

4-30-2011

Only Luxury Hybrid. It's bad enough seeing the 360-horsepower hybrid commercial
constantly. Infiniti certainly went on an advertisement blitz for the new M35h. After all,
with a base of $54,575 and an estimate of 32 MPG, it certainly isn't competitive with the
new Lexus CT200h on price or efficiency. That leaves speed & power as the
focus. Oddly though, Ford continues to advertise the Lincoln MKZ as the only luxury
hybrid offering 40 MPG. Huh? It's estimate is 41-city, 36-highway for a combined value
of 39 MPG. How can they totally ignore CT200h's 43-city, 40-highway, 42combined? That doesn't make any sense. Yet, the television commercial I see on a
regular basis claims MKZ is the only one.

4-30-2011

One Year Ago. I actually had to check the publish date on the article I was
reading. Sure enough, it was indeed from today. I'd swear it was from one year
ago. The misinformation in favor of Volt and the misrepresentation of Prius was
astounding. But with the mention of the closing ceremony of the New York Auto Show
including Volt, I knew this was a very recent attempt to greenwash. Ugh. The price for
Volt was listed as "$30,000-plus". How is that even the slightest bit honest for a car with
a base price of over $40,000? What really irritated me though was the "40 mile" range
mentioned 4 times. Knowing that the EPA estimate is 35 miles and the range observed
by owners during the Winter was 25 miles, how can the intent of the writer be taken
seriously? That 40 is misleading to matter how you look at it. The clincher though was
this not-so-obvious attempt: "...the 1.4-liter engine that's used in the Volt has only one
purpose, keeping the battery charged." It's little bits of incorrect information like that
which get referred back to later in online discussions as credible. Stuff like that is
planted so one year later when the competition joins in, consumers will make
assumptions and draw misinformed conclusions.
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5-01-2011

Catch Up. The twist coming from Detroit now is that people don't properly understand
the EREV architecture and the European & Japanese automakers are scrambling to catch
up. That was the conclusion in an article published a few days ago. I waited to comment
until getting to read responses about it from others. Interestingly, not a single post
included reasoning to explain what actually makes the architecture better. I particularly
liked this statement about the plug-in Prius from the article: "However, it offers only a
13-mile range on pure electricity, and that is as long as the driver doesn't engage more
than 75% of the power, at which point the gasoline engine kicks in." Notice the belittle
attempt based on battery-pack capacity? That has absolutely nothing to do with the
propulsion system itself. It's a red herring. As for power, where the heck did that
percentage value come from? And even when the engine "kicks in", that doesn't actually
mean it's consuming any gas. Sometimes, it just spins to balance the carrier RPM within
the PSD. True, that does equate to a bit of an efficiency penalty. However, the 60 kW
electric-motor can easily supply enough horsepower to propel the vehicle by itself even
at 70 MPH. So, the goal of significant gas consumption reduction is still achieved. What
is there to catch up?

5-01-2011

Propaganda. From another Detroit reporter today, we got this: "You've seen the Chevy
Volt in the news for the last three years, hearing about the battery that gets you more
than 50 miles before taking a single slurp of gas." How about that for a opening
sentence? This type of misrepresentation even stirs the Volt owners to speak out. Sadly
though, some of the speaking was claiming no one who reads that would ever take it
seriously. Another one of the outspoken Prius owners jumped into the discussion by
pointing out how this has been going on for years, providing a link to that daily blog as
proof. It's really unfortunate so much of the information supplied from GM itself
contributed to assumptions rather than provide clarification. They liked that though. It
kept the attention on Volt and allowed speculation to feed unrealistic expectations. So
now, some actually believe the claims... without anything to actually support it. No
research. Of course, that is what separates reporters from journalists. The hype died, but
some of the propaganda still live on.

5-02-2011

Winter Still. Oh, for crying out loud. What the heck! How many times must I wake up
to discover the temperature is just barely above freezing and see trace amount of snow
falling? It's suppose to be Spring now! April was nasty. But for May to be like this, I'm
not too happy. This is when I plan weekend escapes with the bike on a scenic country
trail and look forward to a day warm enough to take a kayak out on a local lake. Instead,
I actually have partial blocking on the lower-grille of the Prius. Ugh. It's like Winter
will never end this year. Still cold isn't fun. Opening the roof to feel fresh warm air
while I drive is just a memory. Living this far north certainly is trying on a year like
this. Thankfully, it usually means looking forward to a comfortable Summer rather than
getting roasted like some in the south. We'll see. You never know what to expect
anymore.
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5-02-2011

Damage Control, questions. We're about to see a shift from downplay to damage
control. April sales will be out soon. Rumors have been that sales will actually be less
than in March, due in part to GM's decision to provide demo-models to dealers rather
than fulfill consumer requests. Remember, even Lutz admitted this generation was
mostly just a "halo" vehicle. We'll find out soon enough. My guess is that productionrate still falls well under the 2,000 per month that was promised in January. Anywho, I
didn't say any of that on the thread in the big GM forum gloating about American
technology dominance. I simply asked these three questions: Who is the market for
Volt? What are the goals for Volt? What about the market not wanting a plug?

5-02-2011

Damage Control, answers. The automatic assumption to questions about Volt is you
are in favor of Prius and are just looking for ways to undermine. Talking about
paranoid. It's makes you wonder how others wanting high-efficiency systems and the
option of a plug will be treated, later when more choices are available. Anywho, one of
the responses was so bad I have to share it here: "The point of the Volt is that people can
drastic reduce their gasoline usage on a weekly basis, even to the point that some are
getting in excess of 500mpg with the Volt. That is something that the current and future
Prius can only dream of. And please, do not bring up modded Prii into this discussion, it
just shows how desperate you are to make a case that the Prius is still better than the
Volt." Even GM won't go as far as claiming 500. Heck, their recent press-release
celebrated owners averaging 1,000 miles per tank. That works out to about 125
MPG. And since when has anyone been claiming superiority of Prius? The goal has
always been to get automakers to offer affordable, well balanced choices. Some of us
aren't interested in bragging rights. We just want something viable to replace traditional
vehicles with.

5-02-2011

Damage Control, desperation. It never ceases to amaze me how difficult it is to have a
constructive discussion about hybrids. Brand loyalty is so blinding, some just plain
cannot understand why anyone owning another automaker's vehicle would ever want to
help them. They don't see traditional vehicles as a problem. They don't see how difficult
it is to get people to accept change. They don't see how late it already is to introduce new
solution approaches. That's why we are about to experience a shift to damage
control. Downplay doesn't work with this much purchase data and gas already at
$4. Waiting for the next generation design of Volt a few years from now is too late. Of
course, it does explain why GM would want to focus more on image through demo
models. When owners endorse a product, the desire to purchase comes much sooner than
an automaker touting a technology of the future. Remember that history with Prius?
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5-03-2011

No Fallout. What a strange day. 493 was the total sales count for Volt in April. That's
way less than what was expected. It certainly put the 573 sales of Leaf in a nice
position. Virtually nothing was said about production-rate or the 300 deliveries to GM
dealers for demos. So much of this situation matches what happened with Two-Mode,
it's best to just keep quiet at this point... which is exactly what we saw today. Of course,
it could have something to do with Cruze sales. 25,160 of them, to be precise. The
popularity of that traditional vehicle is drawing all the attention away from Volt. Heck, I
didn't even mention the 12,477 sales for Prius. Many are discovering that hybrid really is
an ally after all, helping to pave a way for a plug-in from GM... rather than undermine
success as the enthusiasts feared. Long story short, there isn't one. No spin. No
hype. Nothing. The message from those supporting Volt now is just to be patient. That
sure beats dealing with the emotion normally associated with a disappointing outcome.

5-03-2011

Forgetting. It was no surprise to anyone that a GM fan took last month's sales results as
an opportunity to gloat about surpassing Toyota. Of course, some of us do still
remember how the quantity game got GM into trouble in the past. Anywho, Cruze did
indeed outsell Corolla by 945. So, there is a nod of achievement to acknowledge
regardless of the circumstances. Though, I will be somewhat of a pain by pointing out
that Camry quite a bit better with 30,443. Regardless of how anyone wants to look at the
current situation, the ultimate problem of oil-dependency must be deal with. The 6-speed
automatic Cruze ECO only delivering an EPA combined estimate of 30 MPG certainly
doesn't. It's very much a big picture problem. Consider the entire fleet. I pointed out
this to the gloater today: Forgetting about the other competition, eh? What about the
kind coming from within GM itself? The popularity of Cruze creates a major sales
challenge for Volt.

5-04-2011

Truck Inventories. With the clear trend of consumers shifting from guzzling trucks to
sipping cars, GM certainly is becoming a popular topic of deliberation. They currently
have an inventory of over 275,000 trucks. That's about a 111-day supply... which is a
really big problem when considering the fact that good deals on used ones are showing
up as a result of so many downsizing to small cars. Market saturation of trucks meant the
loss of profit for GM last time gas hit $4, since that was their core product
then. Fortunately now, they have a product-line striving to be diverse. Of course, we
know cars like Cruze & Malibu aren't as profitable as the big trucks. It's an interesting
situation that is expected to amplify as the driving season begins and inventories from
Japan run out. Even the so-called compact SUV is falling out of favor. 2011 marks the
end of the guzzler era.
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5-05-2011

Cruze, not Volt. The traditional car is selling a such a dramatic rate, the plug-in is
barely getting any attention anymore. This was especially clear today following the
announcement of first-quarter profits and the recall of all Cruze built so far for this
market. In terms numbers, GM reported $3.2 Billion in profit with $1.5 Billion of it onetime gains and 150,000 vehicles recalled. The U.S. Treasury will not be selling its stake
in GM (that's 26 percent of the shares) until their stock prices go up. Currently, its $1
less than what the government originally paid. Needless to say, all the attention is away
from Volt. In fact, the only talk of it at the moment is coming from enthusiasts defending
the low volume by claiming those plans increase to 25,000 for the year were nothing
more than a misunderstanding... despite nothing being presented to actually support
that. A simple online search reveals a wide variety of sources all pointing out the change
of intent from 10,000. Even the "too expensive" and payback-analysis articles for Volt
have dwindled to nothing. Focus is on Cruze now, how GM is finally offering a
competitive traditional economy vehicle.

5-06-2011

Rollout Perspective. It's perplexing to have someone question your claim when they
admit to not having paid attention until recently. That's been happening a lot lately with
Volt. There are people who simply heard about a plug-in coming from GM and not
anything else; they just knew it would be available in late 2010. Nothing else. They
never heard any of the hype or were aware of any of the goals not achieved. When
rollout began, they tuned into discussions about it... bewildered why certain individuals
are unwilling to give GM a chance. As far as they're concerned, the perspective is one of
rollout to early adopters. None of the past promises, market needs, or engineering
challenges are acknowledged. It's just an automaker offering something new & exciting
for consumers with an expectation of significant improvement to come soon. Not
wanting to play yet another round of this game that's been going on for years (building
what they want to sell, not what they need to), I responded with this: Some can see the
entire forest. Some don't look beyond their tree. Some nurture a special seedling. Some
hope for growth opportunity. Some understand forces of nature. Some take action to
prevent harm. Some destroy their own environment. Which are you?

5-07-2011

Only MPG. It's becoming a big problem. Report after report from Volt owners excludes
mention of electricity consumption. All we get is distance & gallons. The omission of
kWh usage is blatant greenwashing. Having reports of how frequently they plug in
would be informative too. But that hasn't happened either. In fact, there's been many
posts on the dedicated Volt forum pointing out opportunities where an owner was
allowed to plug-in at a business during the day. How are we suppose to understand the
efficiency from such random information? Heck, most don't include ownership duration
either. Someone driving the standard 1,250 miles per month (15,000 miles annually) will
clearly use more gas if only plugging in each night than someone taking twice as long to
drive that same distance and plugging in every opportunity they have. Unfortunately,
there's no way to know any of that if all that's ever reported is only MPG.
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5-08-2011

Will It Last? Gas prices shot up the same time as the disasters in Japan. It was also the
end season (both Winter and the autoshows) as well a peak for turmoil in some oilsupplying nations. That put vehicles offering higher efficiency in a good position. Cruze
was best situated for that... but it's a compact and city MPG is much lower than the heavy
touted highway MPG. If the trends continues, it would mark the end of the giants. Large
trucks cannot remain at a large surplus in that type of market. Unsold inventory takes
away from profit. Will it last? The answer to that would result in a shift of
production. Most automakers have already made that decision. GM is a hold out, hoping
something will happen in the meantime... like Volt becomes that Prius killer than had
often gloated about. Important factors like price and seating space have not been a high
priority though. That's why the current spin is being documented so much. It's a
changing story which some are hoping for a miraculous ending.

5-08-2011

Expectations. Who knows what the spin will be with Volt next year. Each time some
off-putting measure of merit comes up now, the enthusiasts just change focus
anyway. Timing should be interesting. Availability of Volt nationwide won't be fully
established until very close to the same time PHV sales begin in initial rollout
states. Since the plug-in model shares much of what's already in the current model, the
expectation is that Toyota will be prepared to deliver more than GM has with Volt...
despite the disasters and multiple-market rollout. That should make sales results quite
revealing. I'm hoping to be among those initial deliveries too. So, I'll be able to answer
questions about real-world efficiency expectations right away. I wonder how much that
data will differ from the configuration currently being tested. Hmm? Rapid acceptance
is expected regardless of reports. We know consumers have been looking for an
affordable option to boost MPG... and we have already seen results from how attention to
need differs significantly from expectations based upon hype.

5-10-2011

Hopelessness. The national average for gas hit $4. There was a strange rumor based on
a confusing language translation about upcoming plug-in options for Prius. A variety of
new hybrids are on the way from several automakers. Leaf is getting way more attention
than GM had anticipated. Needless to say, the last of the Volt enthusiasts are getting
quite desperate. It's a good thing there are so few now. Most have either disappeared
entirely, from either disenchantment or falling into their own criteria trap. Some have
turned into supporters, taking a more realistic view upon what the next steps should
be. A few are still fighting hopelessness. Today provided a perfect example of how hype
can set expectations way too high: "The first generation Volt may be $40,000 but the
second generation Volt might be $25,000. The electric only range may be 25-50 miles
however when the next generation comes out it might be 35-70 miles electric only. Also
the CS mode may only get you 40 MPG right now but maybe with the next generation it
might get you 60 MPG."
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5-10-2011

Prius v Photos. I had the privilege of seeing this upcoming new wagon version of Prius
today. They allowed me to go nuts with the digital camera... and I certainly did. Over
700 photos are now awaiting my sorting & selection. It was very exciting to see that
bigger model. The taller cargo area and the sliding rear seats certainly added to the
capacity convenience Prius is already known for. You get even more seating & cargo
room. What I take pleasure in is seeing the continuous refinements. Toyota is clearly
pushing further with mainstream penetration, reaching out to even more consumers with
another affordable middle-market choice. This larger Prius should appeal to those
looking for that extra size beyond what the current one offers. The vertical rear window
is quite a difference too, no split and the wiper isn't visible. It's a nice balance of
features. I obviously like the fact that the design will so easily accommodate a
plug. There's no question whether that will be available later on. A nice surprise was
seeing that the cargo cover pulls out in both directions, allowing it to expand when the
adjustable back seats are slid forward. Now, it's just a matter of waiting the 3 to 4
months it will take for rollout to begin here.

5-11-2011

Optima-Hybrid. Yet another hybrid to enter the market is the Kia Optima. The price
was announced today, it will be $26,500 with a $750 destination fee. Deliveries are
expected in June for U.S. dealers. Like the Sonata-Hybrid from Hyundai, it will use a 2.4
liter 4-cylinder engine and is expected to get an estimate of 37 MPG combined
(35c/40h). The design is an ASSIST, the type of hybrid integrating a single small electric
motor with an automatic transmission. The Fusion-Hybrid is a FULL type, which is why
it gets a MPG estimate of 41 city and 36 highway instead (39 combined). Using two
electric motors, with the traction one substantially larger than in an ASSIST, is why the
efficiency numbers are so different. The upcoming Prius v is expected to deliver 42 city
and 38 highway, for a combined 40 MPG. Anywho, the Optima will also deliver
electric-only drive up to 62 MPH. Kia calls this a "full parallel system", which is quite
misleading since it lacks a second motor and power-split device... essential components
to actually be a FULL hybrid. That's why hybrids like Prius are often referred to a the
"power split" type... since there's no way a system without a PSD can do easily provide
the same flexibility. But regardless of semantics, it's nice to see the affordable choices
expand.

5-11-2011

Online Comments. Observing the online comments about Volt as its rollout advances
should give some interesting insight into what the plug-in market consists of. The
extreme enthusiasts, now becoming antagonists, posting stuff like this: "Just another
anti-EV/Volt/Leaf site hell bent on portraying only the numbers that meet their own
twisted agenda." Then there's the opposite extreme, owners withholding comment and
simply posting real-world data: "Duration = 30 days; Electric Consumption = 24 kWhr/100 miles; Electric Miles = 868; Gas Miles = 234; Total Miles = 1,102; Percentage
on Electric = 79". In the middle, there's the curious reader asking questions like this: "So
with the Volt, is GM trying to provide the masses with an affordable fuel efficient vehicle
or just a niche hybrid with the statement like: Hey, look at me, I made something that's
more interesting than the Prius!!!" Reading each of those from the same article really
makes you think. How will comments change as the year progresses?
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5-13-2011

Propaganda Articles. The article was titled: "Range runs short for special edition Prius
plug-in". It went downhill from there. The greenwashing was appalling. The most
deliberate example was: "The Volt can travel up to 50 miles in battery-only mode
before..." It was followed by: "But the Prius plug-in is limited to a mere 13 miles
before..." With the EPA rating for Volt at 35 miles and owners routinely observing low
to mid 40's in favorable conditions, how is stating 50 even the slightest bit
constructive? It's possible, but hardly what's implied. Notice how the use of the words
"limited" and "mere" and the lack of any adjectives for the other show a clear bias. That's
sad, but not at all a surprise anymore... especially with "short" in the title. And if you
guessed that the depleted MPG was mentioned for Prius but not Volt, you understand the
irritation articles like that present. The exclusion of information like that doesn't allow
readers to decide for themselves. That's why it's propaganda. You are told what to like
without having all the facts.

5-13-2011

Friday The 13th. This was a very strange day. It marked the end of an entire week
without anything controversial on that daily blog for Volt. It has become just high-level
information articles... no more bold claims... nothing about specific expectations
anymore. That source of misleading is gone now. It did indeed fade away. The big GM
forum has too, at least in terms of Volt greenwash anyway. The final nail in the coffin
there came as from the accusation of well-documented claims of the past being declared
outright lies. There is a dedicated Volt forum still, but that doesn't draw
attention. Debates don't happen there and the audience is very small. In other words,
niche status is now a reality. By pushing the "early adopter" mindset, that idea of being a
mainstream vehicle has become something of the future... rather than what they had hope
for already. Strange how it all played out, eh?

5-14-2011

Not Enough. Yesterday marked a big day for Prius; rollout of the new "v" model began
in Japan. That bigger wagon (known there as "alpha") already has over 25,000 orders
waiting to be filled there. Toyota reassured those in the United States that their lack of
supply won't interfere with the rollout schedule here. Unfortunately, that will likely
result in long delivery waits, but at least some will get one right away. Needless to say,
that certainly emphasizes the situation... having affordable choices available for middlemarket. This is exactly what the "too little, too slowly" concern was meant to
address. When Volt was promoted as mainstream solution for 2010, the expectation was
that's what would actually be delivered. Enough is when oil dependency, efficiency
requirements, and emission needs are all addressed. $4 gas is here. Consumers are
shopping for a better vehicle now.
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5-14-2011

Looking Back. Evading questions about goals made it obvious that denial of the
situation later was inevitable. They'd simply dismiss hype leading up to rollout and claim
promises made were fulfilled. Looking back doesn't accomplish much; it just emphasizes
the need to specify the who's & what's. Without a clear purpose, don't expect
comprehensive results. Fortunately, those of us supporting efforts like Prius understood
the importance of price and the balance of priorities from the very beginning. So the
current fallout for Volt isn't a surprise in any way... especially since we saw the same
happen with Two-Mode. Looking forward means pointing out that fallout to influence a
change in approach. We are seeing strong demand for Cruze now and GM is planning to
deliver Sonic later this year. Those are competitors from within. Combine that pressure
with that from the other automakers, who already acknowledge price as a high priority,
the forecast doesn't look good.

5-14-2011

Lithium Production. The battery-pack for the new Prius (wagon) comes in two
varieties. One is NiMH, very much like what's in the current Prius (hatchback). There
are 18,000 orders in Japan awaiting delivery of it. That one is less expensive and comes
standard on the basic model. The more expensive model provides a third row of
seats. To accommodate the extra space, a lithium battery-pack is used instead and is
placed between the two front seats. That model also offers the resin dual-sunroof. There
are already 7,000 orders in Japan for that. With production expected to be 1,000 per
month, it's going take awhile to fill those orders. Hopefully though, that will make PHV
rollout (the plug-in model I'll be getting) easier. Producing that type of rechargeable
affordably with automotive-grade reliability at higher volumes isn't established yet. This
initial rate of 1,000 per month is a good start... as well as being a clearly defined goal.

5-15-2011

Losing Weight. Analogies are fun to scrutinize. They're similar to the aspect of my
career when I design & debug software. The approach depends heavily on what the users
actually need to achieve, not necessarily what they want. Today it was an analogy
comparing Volt arguments to losing weight, claiming it really doesn't matter since the
outcome is the same anyway. I pointed out the analysis difference between an individual
(vehicle) and the entire population (market), attempting to emphasize the overall effect of
limited choice: Consider the big picture. If a consumer doesn't purchase a Volt, they'll
likely choose a Cruze instead. If a consumer doesn't purchase a plug-in Prius, they'll
choose another Prius instead. The current cordless gets about 15 mpg more than
Cruze. The compact concept could deliver 20 mpg more. The v model will get 5 to 10
mpg better than Cruze and will offer a much bigger interior. In other words, GM will
have to sell quite a few Volt to offset the impact Cruze will have just to match the overall
efficiency of the Prius family.
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5-15-2011

Still Going!? It's rather amusing when someone on the big Prius forum is surprised to
discover that thread questioning the success or failure of Volt still going... since many
have already dismissed it as too expensive, just a niche, or not measuring up to the
hype. It's like beating a dead horse. What's the point? I summed it up with this: We
saw the same over-promise, under-deliver problem with Two-Mode, enduring years of
unrealistic hype and ending up with technology that didn't fulfill mainstream
requirements. But back then, gas was still cheap and monster-size guzzlers were
patriotic. The situation is different now, same mainstream requirements however gas is
expensive and consumers are flocking to compact & sub-compact traditional vehicles for
better efficiency. Since some flat out deny past expectations for Two-Mode and are now
beginning to do the same with Volt, it makes sense pointing out the issues. Do we really
want to watch Volt just be a halo vehicle to help sell traditional vehicles rather than force
it to become what middle-market expected all along?

5-16-2011

Forgotten Purpose. Confirming that something isn't meeting expectations is as simple
as not getting an answer when asking the question of purpose. We've seen that evasion in
the past... but this time it's really bad. Volt is approaching the six-month mark and talk of
rollout expansion about to begin. That adds even more pressure to the already thorny
situation. They spin what you say attempting to distract attention and at the same time
have a double-standard about when the measure of merit is appropriate. It won't change
need though. Regardless of what they claim, a mainstream solution is still needed. We
knew the intent of Volt was for 2010. Now, it is supposedly just an "early adopter"
technology which will mature as the years progress. None of the supporters seem to
remember claims of "leap frogging" the success of Prius anymore. That purpose of
becoming a top-selling vehicle has been conveniently forgotten.

5-17-2011

Traditional Greenwashing. We haven't actually seen much of that lately. It was
inevitable though. When price of gas becomes a popular water-cooler discussion topic,
the fear of change bring out the worst in some... making hybrids a target. Today was an
especially notable day for that too. It was exactly one year ago today when the very last
Hummer was produced by GM. So it seemed rather fitting to stumble across a
publication intentionally misrepresenting in a cost-comparison analysis. A blogging
website brought attention to this act of greenwashing. It gave the impression of a
traditional vehicle being competitive. Looking closely though, the avoidance of $4 gas
became obvious. The only prices quoted were $3.52 and $5.00 per gallon. How bizarre
is that? But the true devil was in the detail. The Hyundai Elantra didn't come with either
an automatic transmission or A/C on the model being compared. What excuse is there
for leaving off $3,450 worth equipment that the other vehicles come with
standard? Then of course, there's the usual ignoring of emission-rating. Makes you
wonder who the analysis was intended for, eh?
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5-17-2011

Vehicle Love, business. We are hearing lots of testimonials from Volt owners
now. There are many praising their love for the vehicle... exactly as you'd hope from an
enthusiast. Most of the comments in response share a common theme... no interest in the
business. Success for them is with respect to the drive experience, not the potential to
appeal to mainstream purchase priorities. So, they continue struggling to figure out how
anyone could have a different measure of merit. In fact, many just dismiss any reasoning
as just an attempt to so favor for a competitor. In other words, they hope middle-market
will experience a paradigm shift. With $4 gas, it would seem like there's potential for
that... if there wasn't any competition. Yes, the "vastly superior" claims are returning. I
guess some people call that love.

5-17-2011

Vehicle Love, questions. Seeing that "trophy mentally" come back meant keeping
things simple. My entire post was just two questions. I wanted to address the
fundamentals... hoping to actually get some type of acknowledgement about need. I
started by asking: "Who is the market for Volt?" When Volt was originally revealed, it
was portrayed as the successor to traditional technology. It would appeal to the same
consumers showing interest in Prius, being fundamentally better while still
competitive. Clearly, that's not what was delivered. So, I asked hoping for some type of
a direct answer. The other question was: "What is the purpose of Volt?" Seeing how
much Volt has become a proved-we-could-do-it vehicle, rather than a runaway sales hit
as hyped, it makes sense asking. After all, what happens now that it was
proven? Needless to say, I didn't get response with respect to mainstream buyers or
business profit. Perhaps they are blinded by love.

5-18-2011

Vehicle Love, feedback. Among the barrage of detestable replies, there was actually
one decent enough for attention. The person took the time to explain the benefits Volt
had to offer. He totally ignored the possibility of any other plug-in hybrid, of
course. But at least someone made an effort. So, I posted this in response: Thank you
for the constructive feedback. It's pretty obvious the others simply aren't interested in the
needs of middle-market. Taking a good look upon what people are currently buying, it
should be quite clear that priorities are different. Next question. We know that early
adopters love their vehicles. As time proceeds, what do you think will become the
selling feature? Remember, the competition is other traditional vehicles. That praised
trait of electric-only driving will be available from variety of plug-in hybrids, each from
an automaker ultimately trying to replace their own production with a more efficient
design.

5-20-2011

Vehicle Love, assumptions. Since that feedback the other day was basically just the
reciting of advertisement information in the context of "if I owned a Volt", there wasn't
much actual love. We've seen that many times in the past, where enthusiasm didn't go as
far as the desire to actually purchase. Anywho, it became evident that there wasn't an
understanding of how the plug-in Prius operates. He just believed the "superior" claims
from others. Making assumptions like that is quite common without real-world data
available. I can't wait until that can be provided on a regular basis. Technical detail is
often doesn't take in account the complexities of real-world driving, which contributes to
misleading information. What happens to the love when an error is
discovered? Assuming has consequences.
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5-20-2011

Vehicle Love, understanding. It finally came down to an owner declaring this as Volt's
purpose: "To be the most advanced car in the world." That was followed by: "Since you
seem to be car-as-appliance oriented, I doubt you'll ever understand that." The belittling
attitude like that from niche supporters is typical. They get so hung up in the
engineering, they end up disregarding the requirements of business. That lack of balance
should be obvious. Yet, it rarely gets attention. That's why many discussion forums
often just end up a venue for cheerleading. I posted this loving comment in response: I
understand quite well the difference between what the mainstream needs and what
enthusiasts want. Vehicles like Cruze & Malibu are also considered appliancelike. They are the business-sustaining product, sold in high volume to middle-market
consumers. Those high-volume sales are how I define success. Some here have a totally
different idea of what it means to succeed, hence the big-picture questions. What will
replace Cruze & Malibu production years from now?

5-21-2011

Vehicle Love, expectations. They're growing frustrated from hearing about low sales
numbers, which are clearly below expectations. So this morning when I saw a post on
the daily blog for Volt declaring victory for all the trophies and the disappearance of the
so-call trolls, I was happy to point out the reason they left was that OPUD (over promise,
under deliver) had been confirmed... so there was no reason to stay. On the big GM
forum, this question was asked: "How many years did it take for the Prius to reach
"mainstream" status?" I pointed out: For mainstream (5,000 per month), it took 3 years
here... despite heavy promotion of guzzlers at the time, an intense anti-hybrid campaign,
a ton of misconceptions, and cheap gas. With respect to 2011 expectations... guzzlers are
vanishing, hybrids have become a normal offering, there aren't misconceptions anymore,
gas is expensive, and GM already has an extensive history with motors & batteries, not
the case for Toyota back in 2000. For Volt to become the business-sustaining vehicle it
was intended to be, sales much at least reach that minimum volume criteria for
mainstream. To be the game-changer that had been hoped, it must be in the top-seller
list. In other words, the love must be spread a whole lot more still.

5-21-2011

Vehicle Love, hype. Having almost 4 years of hype prior to rollout is drastic difference
between Volt and Prius the enthusiasts turned antagonists continue to omit when insisting
Volt should be given the same amount of time to reach mainstream sales. There was no
hype whatsoever for Prius prior to rollout. All it got was a brief mention a few months
earlier on Earth Day. That was it. Then when rollout began, it went almost entirely
unnoticed. You couldn't get one from a dealer for the following 1.5 years. It was order
online only, directly from Toyota's corporate website. Back then, the internet was quite
primitive and dial-up access was all most people had. Fast forwarding to 2010, we were
continuously getting reports about 60,000 not being enough and the need to double
it. Now in 2011, the United States will only be getting 45,000 of that production with
2,500 of them exclusively for demo models. The other 15,000 will be exports as an Opel
Ampera variant to Europe. The hype certainly didn't give that impression of what would
happen. No love there.
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5-21-2011

Vehicle Love, need. The biggest problem all along has been acknowledgement of
need. The consumers in middle-market make purchase decisions based upon need. The
enthusiasts, who sometimes brashly express their vehicle love, allow want heavily
influence their choice instead. It's a fundamental difference, doomed to become the topic
of intense debate. And sure enough, it was... prior to rollout. Now, we are in the phase
of love, where that bliss of the new experience is making need extremely difficult for
some to see. The enthusiasts praise performance to such a degree, they expect those
endorsements to serve as justification to spend more than what is actually needed. They
are in for quite a surprise. The outright dismissal of a plug-in Prius won't be anywhere
near as easy later. Ford, Hyundai, Honda, and possibly Kia & VW all would like to join
in too... all targeting middle-market, the very consumers Volt will be a challenge to
appeal to. Balance of priorities is important. That find that out soon enough. There will
also be some PHV owners who will be more than happy to point out that their short
commute doesn't justify such a large battery-capacity or that their routine driving benefits
greatly from the efficiency after depletion. What is your need?

5-22-2011

Vehicle Love, premium. We may have actually made some progress! I got this as a
reply: "That's your market, people who are willing to pay for a superior product. Is that
so hard to understand? There's a huge swath of the US population who can afford
it." My reply was this: That is exactly the answer I expected from the "love" thread. It's
easy to understand that kind of love too. Volt really isn't seeking to replace Cruze &
Malibu as it had been previously promoted. You, as some owners have, point out that it's
worth paying extra for. Describing the market as a "huge swath" doesn't actually tell us
anything though, nor does it address the product gap between Cruze & Volt. Is that so
hard to understand? Will the love vanish if GM alters Volt to make a cost-competitive
model to address that gap? Or will GM remain true to the "superior" approach, always
requiring a premium to be paid?

5-22-2011

Vehicle Love, competing. With the price of oil currently at $100 per barrel and the
average price of gas just under $4 per gallon, not planning to be competitive is a bit
odd. If Volt is being positioned as a premium plug-in, what will the other choices
be? Since BAS will use a 15 kW electric-motor, that could be used to make a midsize
like Malibu and a compact like Cruze more efficient... taking sales away from plug-in
vehicles. That ASSIST technology cannot be augmented like a FULL hybrid either. In
fact, it doesn't take much to see the potential of the upcoming larger Prius. It's designed
to support the weight of two adults in the cargo area. Using that for plug-in battery
capacity instead is a no-brainer. And with the PHV delivering 50 MPG after depletion,
that appeal should be obvious. The enthusiasts think that if they can somehow convince
an outspoken person like myself that Volt is "the only real game in town", others will
automatically follow despite it not being cost-competitive with the upcoming mainstream
choices from other automakers.
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5-23-2011

Vehicle Love, blindness. That "only game" mindset is blinding some from seeing what's
close. It's the reverse of the usual forest problem, where instead they can't see the trees
directly in front of them. A select few dislike Toyota to such an extreme, they just
assume anything that doesn't cast Volt in the best of light must be an attack against
GM. Witnessing the reaction still amazes me. Today, it got to the point where several
shocking examples of "smug" where posted in retaliation of an assumed attack. You try
to point out the product gap in the middle and get that for your trouble. Oh
well. Perhaps it could be that the larger Prius now appears to have an official efficiency
rating: 44 city, 40 highway, and 42 combined. Perhaps it could be the aftermarket largecapacity plug-in upgrades for Prius getting more attention. Perhaps they are worried
about sales after all. Isn't love a difficult thing to interpret?

5-24-2011

Vehicle Love, patterns. Ultimately, a lesson learned from asking those questions is to
discover what's different this time. We've seen this pattern of love before. The best
example is still Two-Mode. It was heavily hyped long before release, then ended up
falling short on several goals. The outcome was much as we see it now with Volt, a
pattern very easy to match. The enthusiasts downplayed the expensive price, the overall
efficiency, and the intended sales. It was a mess. Hope still lingers for the second
generation to fulfill the original goals, but most who had previously loved have now
moved on. Even the arguments about what was best have changed. Now we wonder
what GM will do about the obvious product gap and watch the competition roll out their
own solutions. Question is, what's the problem they are trying to solve? After all, you
won't find love if you don't understand your own needs.

5-24-2011

Vehicle Love, communication. That's the most important aspect of love. Though with
vehicles, it makes GM appear to be a target of all the other competition. In reality, it's
really just because they announce things so far in advance and in such a vague way that
hype builds up expectations which cannot be achieved. It's why they have the "over
promise, under deliver" reputation and the big Detroit automaker (Ford) doesn't. Sounds
just like the way people vary. Which is more likely to create a lasting love? The hope is
the communication will finally settle down. What do those superiority claims
accomplish anyway? Do you want to buy a vehicle associated with automaker delivering
something better or actually purchase that better vehicle? This is why I wanted to know
if Volt is a halo or not. Will it be offered in a configuration cost-competitive will the
plug-in Prius? If so, how will the purists react? Are sales truly the goal or bragging
rights? Why pursue the love? See how important communication is?

5-24-2011

Phew! It's over, I hope. We're approaching the six-month mark for Volt sales. That
daily blog has shrunk to just a tiny fraction of what it had been. The big GM forum has
moved on to discrediting the competition rather than hyping Volt. I'm optimistic there
isn't anything hype-related left to write. Documenting history as it unfolds is fascinating,
since reactions are often quite unpredictable. You never know what will end up being the
big issue of attention. Looking back is never the same as the uncertainty of whiles it's
happening either. Detail is often forgotten and spinning the outcome of consumer
decisions doesn't work well. Hype dies as sales progress. Excuses get old. Real-World
data confirms. Getting back to just telling about Prius experiences sounds far more
appealing to me. But then again, the journey itself is the adventure.
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5-25-2011

Summing It Up. I'll start with this quote: "Haters gonna hate, won't stop 'em. But who
cares, they said it would never happen." Who are those people and what does it
represent? That's why I kept asking for Volt goals over the years. Without any
deliverables clearly stated, how could we know the intent was achieved? In other words,
they could say anything they wanted to afterward... which is exactly what they're doing
now. This example from the most extreme Volt antagonists speaks for itself: "Ain't
nothin' smug about it.... fact is the Volt's in a whole 'nother universe compared to your
beloved crapbox." What I like about nonsense like that is how they eventually reveal
incorrect assumptions about Prius. Finding out they don't actually understand how the
system operates explains a lot about their attitude. But what fascinates more than
anything is the approach the media takes. They're all over the place and quite often
convey incorrect information. Like this definition of Volt I came across yesterday "The
engine is serial; meaning it is used merely to recharge the batteries, never to drive the
wheels directly. In this respect, the engine is considered range extending." We know the
never part isn't true. Some owners are now even taking advantage of that efficiency
opportunity invoking mountain-mode on the highway despite having EV range still
available. Makes you wonder what the typical consumer will make of all these mixed
messages, eh?

5-30-2011

5 Days Later. Watching Volt emerge as a "game player" rather than the "game
changer" it was hyped to be certainly has been interesting. A new television commercial
promoting Nissan's Leaf poked fun at Volt, ever so briefly showing one at a gas station
getting the tank refilled. The usual GM fans chimed in on the big GM forum. One even
pulled Prius into the mix and called me out personally with mainstream spin, despite the
fact that I hadn't participated on that thread or anywhere on the forum for 5 days. It was
the usual "need someone to blame" situation when things don't go as anticipated. There
is obvious worry about how upcoming results of the first six months of sales will be
interpreted. Selling far fewer than bragged about is humbling. But having to share that
"new tech" stage with Leaf really stings. Adding to the urgency for something to help
Volt stand out is the reality that the plug-in Prius will draw consumer attention too. The
enthusiasts clearly didn't understand the market, despite having consumer priorities &
need pointed out countless times.
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5-30-2011

Advertisements. When I did finally respond, it was to those actually attempting to be
constructive: It's nice to see a few voices of reason speaking out against the usual
propaganda. Negative advertising against Leaf in favor of Volt will harm GM's own
effort with the Cruze EV currently being tested. The new BAS system about to be
released completely contradicts all the "stop gap" claims we heard from GM in the
past. And the continuously changing messages about Two-Mode leave everyone
guessing. Reality is, some Volt owners are embracing the hybrid aspect of the system,
intentionally taking advantage of the engine by engaging Mountain-Mode to preserve EV
range. They speculate about its benefit for heating during the winter too. The purist
attitude doesn't make sense when we get "1,000 miles per tank" reports
anyway. Ultimately, efficiency is balanced among many purchase decision factors, not
suddenly the highest priority. That's why Leaf and the upcoming plug-in Prius are
sighted as Volt rivals. Their designs don't postpone cost-reduction to a future
generation. Affordable pricing was acknowledged as a need, rather than justifying an
"it's worth it" premium. How much do advertisements really sway sales? They certainly
influence opinion. But we've all seen the big difference between comments made at
autoshows verses comments made about a vehicle purchase. It's the endorsements which
come from an owners who share something in common with the potential buyer that
really count... not paid promotion.

5-30-2011

Pleasant Distraction. Not caring much anymore about the humbling of Volt or yet
another cancellation of a plug-in Two-Mode vehicle, I really did move on. The desire to
better capture Prius in action on video compelled me to experiment with a new type of
camera. It worked so well, I wish that full setup had been available last Summer when I
had the PHV. Capturing that posed quite a challenge. Now, it's a matter of using a
special suction-cup mount & tripod, along with this an extreme wide-angle lens on a
second camera. By strategically covering the dashboard for optimum lighting (to prevent
picking up refresh flicker from the display), I'm now able to capture both screen
information and what's happening on the road in high-definition at the same time. Then
using video-editing software, I can combined the two. Although a complete render using
my notebook computer takes about 12 hours and recording the video itself still poses
complications (like traffic issues and bugs hitting the windshield directly in front of the
camera), I ended up with two exciting videos to share online. Next is figuring out how to
do that, since the files are very large.

6-01-2011

Classic Recall. It was quite unusual hearing about a "recall" of the 2001-2003 model
Prius today. But then again, the idea of a recall being a bad thing is a modern
development. Many years ago, it was part of the process to keep consumers safe... not a
conspiracy cover-up. If a defect was discovered, an update would be performed at the
automaker's expense. It was good for their reputation and it provided nice extra income
for the service workers. But now, the media has sensationalized the "recall" to make it
sound like any type of update is necessary to prevent imminent death. That's really
sad. Anywho, only a single minor accident was reported. It has to do with the nuts
connecting the steering. Over time, they can loosen. That will be fixed by replacing the
nuts with better ones. It's nice never having heard of the situation prior to this, not even a
peep on the forums. So, it's not a huge problem we've been dealing with and that action
will be taken despite how long it has been.
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Prius C. Purchase choices still seem to be expanding. Despite the disasters, we had a
glimpse of hope today. The smaller concept model of Prius was caught on "film"
recently. We know nothing about the hybrid system, but it very well could bring back
the previous 1.4 liter engine found in all but the current generation. Why not? After all,
the Classic Prius was that size anyway. Needless to say, there was quite a bit of
excitement online from seeing the camouflaged model being tested. It had a front similar
to what we are currently familiar with and a back reminding you of Matrix. Of course,
with the hidden parts uncertain and the visible parts possibly taken from existing parts,
there's no way to really know. Odds are, it was hand assembled to test out a variety of
things. So, we'll just have to wait. But at least we know that effort is still underway.

6-01-2011

3-Cylinders, 8-Speeds. It sounds like Ford really is going to offer a vehicle here using a
3-cylinder engine connected to an 8-speed automatic transmission. No detail was
provided on the anticipated efficiency though. It's just expected to be the most frugal of
the fleet. Price should be interesting. Any system with that much gearing won't be
cheap. The complexity makes you wonder about warranty cost too. This is definitely a
step in a counter-productive direction. It will keep some from taking a closer look at
hybrids. It likely is taking some resources away from hybrid advancement as
well. Pushing traditional technology to squeeze out better efficiency doesn't seem
sensible in a time when battery & motor technology is taking the step from cordless to
plug-in. Fortunately, Ford does seem to still be on-track for delivering their nextgeneration hybrid in 2012 here. So, we can probably just look at this is product
diversity... as long as it doesn't end up stealing away customers who would have
otherwise considered a hybrid.

6-02-2011

Losing Sales. These are strange times. People are waving the flag, celebrating how
much sales of American vehicles have risen. Have they really forgotten the disasters
over in Japan? Production is impaired, which is clearly limiting their inventory available
here. So, of course there's a shift. Nonetheless, seeing Cruze & Focus sell at very high
volumes (22,711 & 22,303) is something to recognize... regardless of the
circumstances. It clearly indicates an increase in interest for better efficiency. Will that
trend continue? Will consumers find overall averages in the low to mid 30's
acceptable? The 40 MPG highway looks good in an advertisement, but typically doesn't
play out that well for real-world driving. Meanwhile, there's Volt offering tremendously
higher efficiency but at an ultra-high price. The 481 sold last month didn't at all measure
up to GM's promise back in March to increase production for May either. In other
words, GM is losing Volt sales to Cruze.
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Outcome Spin. None of the nonsense coming from the most stubborn Volt enthusiasts is
having much of an influence anymore. The reason is that hype doesn't work once realworld data is available. We have the numbers, so there's no reason to speculate. That
means they try to spin the outcome instead. This is specifically why I pushed so hard for
goals prior to rollout. With them, there's no way to deny the results. They knew that...
which is why the question of goals was evaded each time it was asked. In other words,
we get this gibberish now: "The GM engineers completely nailed the drive train." Then
when you call shenanigans, this is the reply from another enthusiast: "It's called
continuous improvement." The few of them still being disingenuous try to help each
other out. Fortunately, their spin falls on deaf ears... only heard by the few documenting
the outcome following the 6-month mark. And yes, that daily blog has shrunk to almost
an article source with random comments rather than the information source it has once
been. Even the founder is long gone. Anywho, this was my response: And that's called
downplay... quite a contrast to what was expected a year ago. Remember how it was all
going to be delivered by November 2010? Again, it's nice that progress has been made,
but the "too little, too slowly" is clearly playing out now. Good reviews like this should
be complimented by strong demand.

6-03-2011

Open Minds. Since newbies aren't familiar with the antagonists or their agenda, it's easy
to get them to share their thoughts. This includes some Volt owners on the big Prius
forum. Their open minds allow for constructive questions & feedback. On that longrunning "success of failure" thread about Volt, I summed up the situation with this: All
the goals set for 2010 clearly did not get achieved. That's the measure in question. Volt
owners here understand what they bought and are happy with the currently available
model... but also recognize what the next model will be striving to deliver. Reality is,
Volt loses a lot of sales to Cruze. There were 47 Cruze purchased for every 1 Volt in
May. So no matter what the spin is about inventory or demand, the opportunity to
capitalize on high gas prices for product advancement is being lost. This a situation the
auto task-force was worried about when the expressed the "too little, too slowly"
concern. The reason for asking to failure or success question is help better understand
the situation now being faced. The label itself doesn't matter when the true effort is to
change production. What needs to be done to shift sales from traditional to plug-in?

6-04-2011

Still Trying. The attempts to capture both the view in front of the Prius and all the
action on the display in HD from two different cameras at the same time has presented
quite a number of challenges. The vibration and constantly shifting lighting conditions
has made the effort exhausting. The scenery video is difficult to align and keep in that
position... not to mention the problems with bugs, rain, dust, and lens flare. The video
from both screens, one with a refresh rate not well suited for cameras and the other
brighter, reflect outside light. So, that's been a bit of a nightmare to deal with. But now,
I have 4 complete round-trips and 1 shorter run captured. Don't ask how many failed
attempts there were. Running out of memory, the battery dying, a camera slipping out of
place, the sun totally washing out a display, complications rendering on the computer
afterward, not to mention traffic, have all contributed to the need to rest now. I sure am
glad I did it though. Trying the same in the past holding a larger & older camera and
trying to secure a tripod was even harder, limiting that content to just a few brief
moments from long ago. With this footage, I'll have a solid basis of comparison
available for use with the PHV model next year. Perhaps I'll even be able to get some
winter video. I almost did once, but ran into even more trouble than I did recently.
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6-05-2011

Remembering The Past. The ever-changing story with Volt is very much like we've
seen with other "efficiency" technologies from GM. So, there's good reason to document
what's said along the way. The most fundamental was the intent to deliver 60,000 the
second year if there's strong demand. Supposedly, there is. But now it looks like our
market will only get 45,000 next year. But then again, the current sales & price do make
many suspicious what the demand truly is. After all, that "Freedom Drive" is very much
just a publicity stunt looking back at it 11 months later. We suspected it was a distraction
to prevent revealing the engine-only MPG shortcoming. Now, we know it. One of my
favorite quotes from a die-hard Volt enthusiast fiercely against Prius back in late 2009
was: "Series hybrids tend to do a little better in the city and slightly worse on the freeway
than parallels." That didn't make any sense, there was no data to support the claim, and
it contradicted GM's own statements from Two-Mode promotion. Now, we know the
true situation. Using direct-drive is more efficient, not the extra conversion series
hybrids require. Of course, that leads to the other quote from that same post in 2009:
"Once a parallel tries to act like a series, then it's no contest." He knew Prius already
did. He knew the plug-in model would take advantage of that ability. He knew it was
only a matter of time before proof would become available to expose his
misleading. Remembering the past explains a lot about the trepidation we are witnessing
now.

6-06-2011

Today's Commute. I was running late this morning. The temperature & humidity were
way higher than usual... a well deserved break from the recent cold. The Prius loved
it. The average was 66.9 MPG, despite the 70 MPH travel half the way (16.5 miles). On
the return trip, I took the 55 MPH route, since traffic was so heavy. The steady pace it
offers is nicer drive, scenic too. And at 93°F outside, it was well worth the efficiency
sacrifice for comfort. MPG dropped to 60.2 by the time I had pulled into the
garage. Nasty, eh? Just kidding! Those new LRR (Low Rolling Resistance) tires are
broken-in now and seem to like the heat as well. The average for the tank (using E10 for
fuel) is currently 56.8 MPG after 370 miles. No complaints here. Sure glad there's no
hint of snow anymore. Winter dragged on and on and on this year.

6-07-2011

Blazing Hot. You know when the morning commute is 81°F that the drive home later
will really be a scorcher. Sure enough, seeing 97°F when pulling out of the "cool"
parking ramp meant the A/C most definitely would be needed. And within moments, I
watched the influence of road-heat push that thermometer up to 100°F. To make matters
worse, I was cruising at 65 MPH into a headwind that was gusting beyond 40 MPH at
times. It was truly amazing not seeing the MPG drop below 50. Talking about a hybrid
designed for a wide variety of driving conditions. We rarely get that hot here. But it
does happen from time to time. So the electric A/C comes in rather handy. What's
routine here are temperatures below 0°F each year. For that, you're better off extracting
heat from the engine running rather than using electricity. Overall, it's more efficient. I
look forward to witnessing that firsthand with the PHV at some point. But right now, I'm
enjoying the warm months. Time to put the kayaks up on the Prius.
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Video - First Drive. This was my very first drive attempt to capture scenery & display
video from my 2010 Prius. Little did I know my late start that particular day, with clouds
rolling in and the sun just having dipped below the horizon, provided the perfect lighting
conditions. Differences between the roads outside and the refresh-rate of the screen part
of the display present exposure challenges. Reflection of light itself can too. Then of
course, there's issues with that wide of a lens as well as unexpected detail that gets picked
up when filming in HD. The ultimate goal was to capture all the action a Prius driver
normally observes, then speed it up 500% for more entertaining yet informative
playback. It worked out really nice. You can see the video on YouTube, just follow this.

6-07-2011

Video - Night Drive. This was my second attempt to capture all the activity a Prius
driver sees, but this time using 2 separate HD cameras. With all the difficulties light
from outside causes, the decision was to try it at night. I had no idea what it would take
to synchronize 2 individual videos or how nice an overlay would look after scaling &
cropping. And of course, there's always the challenge of screen-flicker if too dark or
washout of detail if too bright. It ended up working extremely well, though the rendering
of the final file took almost 12 hours. I especially like how the new GoPro camera could
be mounted to the windshield upside-down with a suction-cup mount in exactly the
position needed, allowing me avoid both dashboard-vibration and lens-bend. You can
see it here.

6-07-2011

Video - Sunset Drive. This Prius video capture was my first attempt with 2 cameras
during daylight hours. I really got lucky with this particular drive too. The sunset just
happened to be a colorful, turning a deep pink as I began the return part of my round-trip
drive. You can see the colored sky especially well near the ending of that
drive. However, if you look close, you can also spot the smear of the bug I hit on the
way back. Fortunately, it's on the far right of the scene. That could have been much
worse. This time, I placed a small piece of cardboard above screen to help prevent
moments of bright light from shining in. That worked well, but was obvious that filming
in bright sunlight was going to pose a lot more of a challenge than I had
anticipated. Fortunately, it was already dark this time... though that's hard to see based
upon how well the scenery camera compensated. Notice everyone's headlights are
on. Anywho, to see the video, here's the link.
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Video - Evening Drive. This particular drive with the Prius presented a number of
problems, but not extreme enough to prevent from keeping. It started with the setting sun
shining through the windows, hitting both the screen & speedometer parts of the display
directly. The repeated glares were annoying, but brief enough to not be a problem. It
does look strange though, since the outside scenery doesn't really provide a good
indication of the conditions during those moments. The drive proceeded well, all through
town and back without any trouble. Even the amusing turns in the parking lot worked
out nice. But then, it started to rain. What does rain look like to an HD camera just
inches away from the windshield? What would the wiper look like at 500% the normal
speed? What if the current sprinkle turned into a downpour? I pressed on, hoping for the
best and just randomly activating the wiper. At that point, I noticed one of the cameras
had broken loose. But rather than vibration problems, it was just leaning. I wondered
what effect that could have. Will viewers of the video end up leaning to compensate or
get a bit sick from the exaggerated road slant? Well, at least it provide a little insight to
the complexities of filming all that... see.

6-07-2011

Video - Afternoon Drive. This was the result of my Prius drive in bright sunlight. I
wanted to capture a blue sky and all the green of the trees outside. That meant almost
covering up the display entirely, preventing most all the light from shining in... leaving a
tunnel open for me to see the speedometer. That worked fairly well. It was just about
perfect. But the placement of the camera allowed for some vibration and bending of the
image. Capture of the outside scenery looks fantastic... despite picking up some vivid
reflection from the black fabric covering the dashboard. It's too bad the zoom on that
camera got messed up this time. Something always goes wrong with that many variables
at play. Fortunately, the consequence of that was just the hood of the Prius showing
where I normally place the display overlay anyway. It was a nice drive and the average
was 62.4 MPG at the halfway point. The return trip dropped that to 55.8 MPG... an
outcome certainly worthy of noting on video.

6-08-2011

Accord Plug-In. We finally got some detail. This will be Honda's first hybrid system
using two electric-motors. Prior to this, there was only one, which was too small to do
anything more than just temporarily provide engine-assistance. This is eight times more
powerful (120 kW) with a top speed of 62 mph. The battery pack is nice size too, 6 kWh
offering from 10 to 15 miles of EV driving. How it fits in the trunk remains a
mystery. That's a heck of a lot of capacity to squish into the back of a sedan. The system
itself is still not well known either. But with the offering of a direct-drive mode, it's easy
to deduce that clutches are used to achieve operational states rather than just splitting
power as Toyota, Ford, and GM does with their FULL hybrids. In other words, it seems
to be an ASSIST type with another electric-motor added on. In the end, it comes down to
the efficiency & emissions along with how much it cost to achieve that.
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eAssist. The price was revealed today. The Buick LaCrosse model offering this secondgeneration version of BAS will have a sticker-price of $29,960 (plus $860
destination). That's the same price as the traditional 6-cylinder model. So from a
competitive point-of-view, it would seem GM set price as a major priority. The
efficiency itself is a head-scratcher though. Strictly from a weight perspective, the 25
city and 37 highway MPG estimates are clearly better than the current full-size sedans
available. But that's still very much a guzzler. Delivering around 30 MPG overall isn't
exactly what we need to reduce oil dependency. It makes you wonder what consumers
will think, especially with the majority of hybrids striving for 40 MPG now. What is the
market-share of that size vehicle anyway? A big problem with Two-Mode was dropping
sales of the traditional model of Yukon & Tahoe. Consumers began downsizing. Does
GM plan on offering eAssist in a smaller vehicle, like Malibu or Cruze? If so, when?

6-09-2011

Hybrid Only C-Max. It's official, Ford decided not to offer a traditional variant of CMax for this market. It will be available as a cordless model and a plug-in. In other
words, the engine-only 7-seat model already selling well in Europe won't be made
available here... and that's what really upset some people today. Yes, these are the very
same people who go on and on about GM being competitive, yet never mention
hybrids. The short-sightedness is quite shocking sometimes. Can't they see what's
coming next year? Here is my contribution to the topic thread about this on the big GM
forum: The catch is, that vehicle needs to be a hybrid... like Prius v, which is already
available with seating for 7 in Japan. Doing that in wagon format like C-Max means
moving the battery-pack to another location, since the usual spot is where the extra seats
go. Toyota accomplished this by using a lithium battery for the higher-occupancy
model. Since that type of battery is smaller, it can be placed between the front seats
instead. Ford sees how easy it would be to bring that model to the United States and
knows it will be recognized as exclusively hybrid. It's not worth sacrificing that
competitive opportunity.

6-10-2011

Useless To Me. This was a great example of the kind of assumptions people make:
"Cars like the plug-in Prius that have a large battery and can only hit 62 before the ICE
kicks in are useless to me and probably most others with a mostly highway commute
every day." It makes you wonder how purchase decisions will be made for plug-in
vehicles. Will people actually look at speed & range that simplistically, believing there's
no benefit whatsoever beyond those numbers? Anti-Hybrid campaigns of the past were
that rudimentary. They thrive on the way people often just jump to conclusions without
any research. Anywho, I hope this doesn't get too bad. Antagonists intentionally
exacerbate situations like this. My reply was this: That's a misconception. The gas
engine doesn't necessarily run at speeds faster than 100 km/h (62.1 mph). It spins to
balance out the RPM of the power-carriers within the PSD (Power-Split Device) without
consuming fuel. Think about it. How much horsepower is actually needed to maintain a
cruising speed of 70 mph? The 60 kW (80 hp) electric motor can easily handle
that. True, there is a bit of efficiency loss even with no-compression spinning (valves
open). But the end result is still well in excess of 100 MPG anyway.
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No Substance. You can tell the end is near. Desperate calls for attention is all we're
getting now, claims with no substance. This one today was great: "LOL, what a
smashing "success" this car is! Prius must be running scared!" Yup, that was from a
Volt enthusiast... the type with no intention to purchase, just an interest in bragging
rights. It was quite predictable the situation would come to this. We saw it before with
Two-Mode. Before that, it was belittling Prius as a "stop gap". Neither resulted in any
competitive though. Hype is easy to see now. Promises too good to be true have proven
exactly that. Does it mean the next stage is constructive discussion? That's highly
unlikely, even from an engineering perspective... especially with so much to address, like
over 100 different rechargeable battery chemistries using lithium now. And from a
business perspective, forget it. Enthusiasm rarely comes from high-volume
production. Enthusiasts focus on niche products, things that stand out... not what's
common. I ended responding to that substance-lacking post with this: Scared of
what? Sales are the measure of consumer acceptance. The choice they make with their
wallet is how "success" is determined.

6-10-2011

Video - PHV Climb & Acceleration. Back in August 2010, I had some opportunities to
get behind the wheel of a PHV model (plug-in) Prius. Little did I know my few random
bits of video footage would be referred back to later on like this. Had I known, lots more
would have been filmed. Oh well. In this, you can see how I effortlessly climbed up the
residential hill using only electricity. Then after getting out of the neighborhood, I
dropped the pedal all the way to the floor to see what the system would do when hard
acceleration was needed. The gas engine joined to help, then shut off when going down
the hill afterward. I later discovered climbing from a dead stop to 40 MPH up that same
hill could be done with only electricity; just don't drop the pedal like I did in this clip.

6-11-2011

Real-World Data, doubt. We've seen this countless times in the past. When a
competing technology begins to reveal shortcomings, those in support of it begin to raise
doubt about the leader it attempted to dethrone. Today, it was with this: "I don't think
this is correct." He already knew it was. He had denied other information in the past
too. The best example is how the PHV model Prius doesn't start the engine until only
about 1.5 miles of EV range remains. Until then, there's no reason to pre-warm the
emissions system. All your suburb driving will typically be electric-only. But no matter
how many examples are provided to show that, he continues to raise doubt it could ever
be possible. That's the way online posting in daily blogs is setup. Information quickly
gets lost in the clutter and cannot be easily found or referred back to like threads in a
forum, which is what contributes to lots of posts each day. Watch for it. Those not
wanting to be constructive intentionally avoid detail. Repeated vague responses are a
dead giveaway they are hiding from real-world data.
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Real-World Data, purity. We know that enthusiasts obsess over points of design which
appear impressive on-paper, but sometimes don't deliver. That's the value of real-world
data. It reveals what's worthy of praise and what was just hype. Ford announced C-Max
would be offered as hybrid-only in the United States, no traditional counterpart as they
have in Europe. That led to this from one of the few remaining Volt enthusiasts on what's
left of that daily blog: "If I were a Volt, I would be very happy with a competitor that can
only do 62 MPH before having to burn gasoline." Seeing that there are now at least 4
automakers focusing on the 100 km/h (62.1 mph) as a maximum without the engine
spinning (though not necessarily consuming fuel at faster speeds), that inconsistency
makes you wonder what the difference really is from actual driving experiences. I
responded with this: If you were a mainstream consumer, you'd be more interested in the
outcome rather than a purity point. Avoiding use of the engine at all costs is a waste.
Heck, even some Volt owners are now pointing out the benefit of Mountain-Mode. They
intentionally fire up the engine early, to preserve some EV capacity for later. And the
benefit from using the engine for heat in the winter should be obvious. In the words of a
good friend: "It does not make sense for a hybrid to drive with only half the powertrain."
Haven't you noticed GM's thousand-miles-per-tank promoting recently? Volt still uses
gas. What's wrong with acknowledging 125 to 150 MPG averages? True, that gives the
appearance of being bad since it falls way short of the 230 MPG promotions of the past...
but get over it already. Geez! Appealing to mainstream consumers means focus on their
priorities, not what enthusiasts like to boast about. Remember, most people don't
understand how a transmission works anyway. They are only aware of how much they
routinely pump into the tank.

6-11-2011

Real-World Data, missing. So, where is it? Just like with Two-Mode, silence has come
from most owners of Volt. With so many voices prior to rollout, it's not like you'd think
the first buyers wouldn't be internet users. After all, there are features of Volt that both
interface with computers and smart-phones. Very little real-world data is actually
available. So whether or not those current thousand-miles-per-tank measures turn out to
be representative of mainstream consumers too, missing information slows progress.
Knowing less means more hesitation about purchases. That's actually good for the other
automakers, who are just now beginning production of lithium-based batteries. But it
certainly doesn't match the hyped expectations prior to rollout. There are many
unknowns. Not having data available shouldn't be one of them.

6-11-2011

Real-World Data, reality. What will end up being the sales draw for plug-in vehicles?
How much of a factor will price be? What do consumers need & want for higher
efficiency? And of course, how will the variance between EPA estimates and real-world
data influence the purchase decision? Waiting to hear from owners about their actual
experiences could be what's currently holding back sales of Volt. Reality can be quite
different from advertisement claims. And with so much money involved, making a
mistake can be costly. So, does that mean there will be a delay for all plug-in vehicles?
Prius already has a strong positive reputation built up. Offering a plug to boost MPG
makes anticipating outcome much easier than a new approach like the so-called rangeextender. The plug-in Prius will charge just fine using a standard household outlet too.
What's realistic? How much change are consumers willing to embrace... and pay for?
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Real-World Data, worth. Those in favor of Volt round range expectations for Prius
down to 10 miles and still continue to claim 40 for Volt. The lack of real-world data
makes that easier to do. It's not constructive. We know the EPA only gave an estimate of
35 and that Winter causes much lower distances. Those same troublemakers spin stories
about the plug-in Prius expected to cost very close to Volt, yet having nothing to support
that. Claims are just vague misleading hearsay comments. It's quite disturbing to think
some casual readers will actually believe those posts without doing anything to actually
verify their validity. Fortunately, that just earns support online and at the coffee shop.
Consumers researching a purchase don't cheer with the crowd as they would do in a
forum. Determining how much a vehicle is worth requires real-world data to justify the
price. It's been that way for an entire decade already with hybrids. Buying a vehicle
requires much more than just a "fun to drive" or an "it's worth it" endorsement. After all,
how often do you hear simplistic arguments like that in favor of popular vehicles like
Camry or Corolla anyway?

6-11-2011

Real-World Data, next. What are consumers truly waiting for? The migration from
SUV to midsize & compact cars was uneventful and certainly didn't follow any type of
pattern. It just happened. You look around now and wonder where all those monster-size
guzzlers went. Then you have to ask, "What's next?" The resulting real-world data from
new hybrids and plug-in options will play a major role in that. Many purchase decisions
are based upon observation. Seeing an owner effortlessly exceed 75 MPG is quite
compelling in itself, without even needing to point out the ability for some drives to be
without the engine ever starting. Affordability has been the most significant argument
point for hybrids in the past. Regardless of efficiency, if the sticker-price is out of reach,
many consumers simply aren't interested. Knowing that, it was always a source of
bewilderment how GM would choose to disregard that fact. Whatever the case,
marketing cannot overcome the impression real-world data makes.

6-11-2011

Real-World Data, upcoming. Next year will bring a variety of choices. Prius has a huge
advantage, since the plug will expand upon what's already available. It's fairly simple to
imagine the benefit a plug will offer. The current electric abilities will be enhanced.
You'll get more power and be able to travel greater distances using electricity. The
approach is something consumers should understand. If not, many automakers will
struggle since adding electric-only to hybrids will be common for many. How that's
achieved will vary quite a bit though. But like most mainstream considerations, it all
boils down to how much you'll get for a competitive price. Niche vehicles (low-volume
production) don't face that particular problem. But they aren't intended to become the
next standard for the automaker either. Ultimately, it's the real-world data resulting from
each upcoming vehicle that determines its fate. No amount of hype can overcome the
necessities of the masses.
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Video - PHV Night Cruise. This late night cruise on the highway with the PHV model
(plug-in) Prius shows how seamless the blending of electric-only and engine-assist
operation can be. Watch the video closely as the engine stops running and the MPG
average continues to rise. The car-shaped symbol in the middle of the "Hybrid System
Indicator" screen of the dashboard display illuminates with an "EV" inside when the gasengine is off. You can see that transition both at the beginning & end of the video. It's a
paradigm-shift to witness such high-efficiency being achieved so easily like this. Think
of the potential for change this offers. I was quite excited to discover this footage came
out so well. Though just 1 minute and 21 seconds long, it captures some informative
driving moments.

6-12-2011

New Owners. It's a regular occurrence to see an introduction posted by a new Prius
owner, almost a daily event. The dedicated forum has 77,333 members as of this
morning. That puts an interesting perspective on the big GM forum (54,800 members)
and the dedicated Volt forum (6,699 members). Needless to say, new Volt owners have
been joining the big GM forum for a bigger audience. Strange thing is though, they don't
post introductory threads or even share any driving data. They all tend to do the same
thing... belittle parallel hybrids, ignore the plug-in Prius, and promote Volt as "fun to
drive". It's patterns like that which catch my attention. Anywho, I responded to yet
another one of those with this: It's astonishing how nearly every Volt owner avoids
discussion of the plug-in model of Prius. They imply no change is coming. The test-drive
experience is really going be as a surprise to them, as well as consumers. They won't be
expecting the all-electric drive through the suburbs to be so different from what's
currently available. Do you honestly think consumers switching from a Camry or Corolla
are looking for a "fun to drive" experience and are willing to pay a significant premium
for it?

6-12-2011

Video - PHV First Commute. This brief clip was from my first commute with the PHV
model (plug-in) Prius. It shows that drive just as I pull away from the first stoplight. The
following two blocks along with the ramp were all uphill. You can see how effortless it
was to accelerate to 50 mph using only electricity, despite the incline. That "EV" symbol
in the center of the efficiency screen indicates whether engine is on or off. When lots of
power is needed, the engine will run. While cruising on the highway, the engine will stop
entirely when going 100 km/h (62.1 mph) or slower. When faster, the engine will spin
and consume fuel as needed, in an extremely efficient state that results in very high
MPG. Driving around the suburbs, the engine will typically not be used. Watch it and
dream of the day it becomes common to see sequences it shows.
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6-15-2011

Changing Times. Yesterday brought the news of one month into the rollout of Prius v in
Japan (that new larger wagon model) resulting in over 52,000 orders there. Combine that
with the price of oil slowly dropping, it makes the dwindling attention for Volt even more
understandable. It also helps to emphasize the disconnect between enthusiast hype and
actual mainstream consumer purchases. Add to that, there's talk of the EV button for
PHV again. Yes, this is something Volt doesn't actually offer. It's a driver-selectable
option allowing you to specify when to engage HV mode... which means you can delay
when EV is used. For me, that would mean the usual 50 MPG on the 70 mph highway
portion of my commute followed by EV the remainder of the trip. This is something that
had been much discussed, but Toyota wanted real-world data to determine benefits with
respect to how consumers would actually use it. In other words, we're seeing change
from hype to practical.

6-16-2011

Price Considerations. Watching oil dip below $95 per barrel and the expectation of
$3.49 per gallon gas sure is thought provoking. It puts certain extremely expensive
choices in a very non-competitive stance. What do you do when the "boil a frog"
situation sets in? Consumers become use to seeing $4 gas from time to time and just learn
to deal with that, rather than embracing change. This is what the "too little, too slowly"
concern addressed. You can lose opportunity by not being prepared when opportunity
presents itself. There will be a variety of choices available next year, some placing a high
priority on price. That "who is the market" question was an effort to point out what
mainstream consumers are likely to purchase. We've heard far to many enthusiasts claims
stating "it's worth it" countered by reviews stating "too bad it's so expensive". Being
affordable has been the key to high-volume sales for decades. Why would adding a plug
make that any different?

6-17-2011

Video - Scenic Commute (to & from). Continued improvement with the filming of the
2010 Prius as I drive encouraged me to attempt the capture of a commute to & from
work. Driving at the the sun in both directions meant new lighting challenges in addition
to the usual video-related difficulties. Setup for the display camera worked well, no
external light problems anymore. Reflection from the dashboard illuminated the
windshield at times, affecting the outside view. But a new camera mount I have on order
should help with that. It's lots of trial & error, including afterward with the rendering
process. Fortunately, the content itself is great. 71.1 MPG for the leisurely commute
taking the scenic route to work that nice summer morning. 58.8 MPG on the commute
back home. It's all here and here for you to see.

6-18-2011

Headlight Bulb. I had to replace a headlight bulb (driver side). I'm not sure why it died.
That just happens sometimes. A front parking light died in my Iconic model. That was a
time consuming process to replace, though cheap. Those lights are only $1. This one
wasn't. And the high temperatures from such a bright light requires that you avoid oil
from your skin from making contact on the glass. So, I wasn't really looking forward to
this effort. But with all the rain recently, it was in my best interest to replace it right
away. $33.34 later, I was holding the box for with new one in my hand. To my delight,
access to the bulb was no big deal. I could just reach in with my hand and twist to
remove. Within just a minute, I was done!
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6-18-2011

No Resistance. Finding out this next build of PHV model Prius will offer an EV button
to allow drivers to choose when EV driving should occur combined with the increased
recharge ability makes for interesting new circumstances... so much so, the Volt
enthusiasts didn't show any resistance when this newest plug-in revision for was called
second-generation. September is when the packages & pricing will be announced. I'm
quite content with waiting now. The thought of it taking a year from the time I signed up
for a priority-purchase and a year-and-a-half from when I last drove a PHV was rather
trying on the patience. Like all the other generations I've waited on delivery for, this one
will be very rewarding. Dealing with fallout from hype & misconceptions this year
makes a delay worthwhile. Consumers had made far too many assumptions. GM needs to
decide how to proceed anyway. That sure make for a different situation than in the past.
We're not fighting a hope anymore. This is reality.

6-19-2011

How Hybrids Work. Turns out, some surprising sources don't have any idea how
hybrids actually work. The most shocking examples come from comments from general
media & automotive articles. There aren't disputes about efficiency. It's a matter of being
clueless to how it's achieved. Some simply assume the entire gain is from the engine
shutting off at stoplights and regen from braking. The thought of continuously changing
energy flow isn't even considered. Sadly, even website dedicated to vehicle education got
the design of Prius wrong. And of course, we have intentional misleading on the big GM
forum contributing to overall confusion. Needless to say, this lack of proper
understanding is undermining efforts to promote Volt. Isn't it ironic how my push for
detail in the past would have helped them now? Remember how vague things were about
its operation just a year ago? That's coming back to haunt enthusiasts now. They
shrugged that off as being unnecessary and really just an effort to undermine Volt. Their
warning to prepare was dismissed. Consequences of that choice are now emerging.

6-20-2011

Size Matters. Remember a purchase deterrent of the original hybrids that had absolutely
nothing to do with efficiency? It was the fact that the back seats didn't fold down. Prius
overcame that, by offering a dramatic increase in cargo-carrying potential. Civic didn't.
That was a contributing factor to fewer purchases or why sales increased, depending
upon your perspective. Whatever the case, that's what we are seeing again now. This time
though, it's legroom in back and passenger capacity. And you guessed it, a certain plug-in
hybrid is now getting that type of attention. People are beginning to notice aspects of the
vehicle beyond just impressive MPG and the expensive price. It's those more practical
criteria which Prius does well, yet rarely gets acknowledgement about in reviews... until
recently. The upcoming larger model is really pushing that point as a highly desired
characteristic for consumers. Time will tell. Sales begin this Fall.
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6-21-2011

Video Downloads. Each of those 7 new Prius drive & commute videos can now be
downloaded. Unfortunately, the highest quality master files cannot be shared in that way,
since the size of each is enormous... ranging from 165 to 670 MB. Of course, files of that
magnitude don't playback well on portable devices anyway. You cannot view resolution
that high either. Fortunately, I've been able to render much smaller versions that still look
fairly good as a download for a handheld. It's nice having something realistic enough to
view on a smart-phone and even bluetooth to someone on-the-fly. Too bad I didn't have
such conveniences back when Prius was quite new, a decade ago. Of course, we are only
at the dawn of plug-in availability. So, it's not like there isn't lots of opportunity still
awaiting.

6-22-2011

Volt Fallout. Documenting day to day detail is no longer necessary... since nothing
related to Volt seems to hold any attention anymore. The talk of significantly lower
prices within just a few years falls on deaf ears now... since no one can explain how that
will actually be achieved. Arguments of it being competitive due to the tax-credits
doesn't interest anyone... since we all know that money comes from taxpayers who
expect more than just a niche. Comparative analysis reports ask why the plug-in Prius
was excluded... since it doesn't make any sense comparing the cordless model with such a
drastic price difference. Discussion of engine-efficiency or emission-rating has become a
taboo topic... since even the average consumer knows GM has quite a bit of work to do
just to catch up. Marketing jargon hasn't been accepted by the media... since the
consumption of gas by the engine makes it undeniably a hybrid. Excuses about low sales
has been exhausted... since the we clearly see how the numbers don't come anywhere
near close to the hype. Needless to say, those topics have been written about to ad
nauseam... since that was the point. Documenting this past as it unfolds is important. So
when we look back later, we'll remember what contributed to the fallout.

6-22-2011

Window Mount. I continued to experiment with the filming of drives with the Prius.
Capturing video in bright, sunny conditions while driving at 70 mph presented challenges
I really struggled with. Fortunately, it looks to be easier to deal with from this latest
attempt. The success with the suction-cup mount for my very small display camera led
me to give a much larger double suction-cup mount a try. Turns out, I still had minor
issues with vibration. Fortunately, there's absolutely no concern about the attachment
itself. In fact, it's surprisingly difficult to remove afterward when pulling on it. And
willing to try the absurd, I attached a bar-mount to the end my other suction-cup mount to
create a stabilizer for the arm holding the much larger camera for exterior capture. That
triple connection to the window seems to do the trick, though the car itself still vibrates.
But the 500% playback speed should overcome what remains for distortion that can be
seen from HD viewing. It's all quite easy to attach too. Next is to try a polarizing filter.
Stay tuned for new footage.
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6-23-2011

Smoooooth. The newest non-hybrid efficiency vehicles depend upon transmissions with
additional gears and different ratios. That's leading to discussions about sound, feel, and
performance lag. I get a kick out of how outdated all of that is, how it became a non-issue
a decade ago as Prius owners racked up miles on their planetary (split-power) device
used in place of a shifting transmission with many gears. Oh well. Better late than never,
I guess. My response was a reply to a Volt owner joining the discussion on the big GM
forum with this: "Funny, my Volt exhibits none of these problems. Electric drive is the
future." I posted: It's good to hear others finally saying that... after 11 years of car
enthusiasts not understanding those claims from Prius owners. In fact, even the
automotive magazines ragged on the smoooooooothness of the drive, spinning it as if no
gears shifting was a bad thing. Only now, they are recognizing the potential. Of course,
many of those "fun to drive" commentaries didn't acknowledge the reason why. We do
hear about the high-torque immediately available from electricity. But the benefit of
having a traction motor connected to the wheels by a PSD is totally overlooked,
including the feel. Adding gears (and complexity) to transmissions of traditional vehicles
for the sake of squeezing out a few more MPG is counter-productive, wasting resources
and delaying the acceptance of hybrids on a grand scale.

6-24-2011

Tastes Like Chicken. One of the big automotive magazines published a first-drive report
of their experience behind the wheel of a manual-transmission Chevy Cruze ECO. They
summed up the efficiency part with this: "We, of course, drove the Eco like we'd stolen it
and still managed 29 mpg overall in 600 miles of driving." On the big GM forum, I
asked: So, if you bought an automatic instead and did drive it without aggression, you'd
get what? 33? 34? 35? That's setting the efficiency bar really low, especially for a car
with noticeably less legroom in back than a regular Prius and quite a bit less than the
upcoming bigger model... which offers a combined MPG estimate of 42. Acceptance of
lower efficiency standards will harm Volt. People will settle with Cruze for half the price.
Becoming complacent about oil dependency and simply accepting the higher price of gas
is the "boil a frog" situation playing out before our eyes. People simply adapt to paying
more rather than actually doing something to deal with the problem. It tastes like chicken
to me, having driven nearly 220,000 miles with 3 different generations of Prius. Rather
than embrace change, there's still denial about need. Frog legs for dinner.

6-25-2011

Plug-Only. Doesn't it all come down to wanting to know what the strategy is? That plugin with a sticker-price of $30,000 delivering 40 miles of unconditional EV range and 50
MPG after depletion didn't happen by the end of 2010 as hyped. So, now we have to
attempt to have constructive discussions asking what the cordless solution will be from
GM... now knowing that Volt will sell at a premium for many years to come. Will we see
an eAssist model of Chevy Cruze someday? The system only uses a 15 kW electric
motor, but that extra horsepower would be more effective in a Cruze ECO which is 800
pounds lighter than the Buick LaCrosse. Cost is a big issue though, especially with a
system that's clearly not as capable as Prius using a 60 kW electric motor and a powersplit device. And let's not forget that Ford will be offering C-Max. Other automakers are
promoting their attempt to fill that middle-market offering too. Why does GM, especially
with stock prices under buyback expectations, have to be so uncertain about what the
next steps will be. Volt being a plug-only approach begs the question of what their other
vehicles will become.
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6-26-2011

Affordable Plug-Ins. Any attempt to discuss efficiency inevitably ends up including
Prius, even if an owner isn't participating. That obviously angers those on competitors
forums, especially when an owner finally does chime in. Those in favor of traditional
vehicles attempt to disregard hybrids, especially plug-in configurations. It's becoming
increasingly more difficult though. The rise & fall of gas prices combined with the overpromise under-deliver of Volt makes for a very confusing market... about to be saturated
with a variety of very different choices. Consumer opinion seems to be playing a larger
role than in the past too. People are relying on commentary contributions from owners.
Online access enables feedback opportunity more than ever now and the sharing of realworld experiences is a powerful influence. What to believe or even what questions to ask
is a problem though. So, it's pretty easy seeing consumers sticking to the basics with the
initial plug-in offerings. A fundamental Toyota will be striving to deliver with the PHV
model (plug-in) Prius is making it affordable. Allowing time to refine the design for both
better operation and lower cost was good reason not to rush to market. This Fall, we'll
find out details of what will be rolled out. Being within reach of middle-market budgets
is a very big deal... for both consumer & business, since high-volume production is a
benefit to all.

6-26-2011

$91 Per Barrel. That's what the price of oil closed at this week. It had been slowly
dropping for the last few weeks. The government even decided to release a large portion
of the emergency reserves as a result. That all contributed to seeing the price of gas here
settle in at $3.39 per gallon. The expectation now is for those prices to remain relatively
stable throughout the driving season. The temporary sales boom Detroit enjoyed from
those higher prices combined with the effect of the disasters in Japan seems to be coming
to an end. As the Summer inventory sells out without any need for clearance sales, the
start of new model-year production in the next few months should make for a very
interesting market situation. What will become popular then? I suspect interest in
downsizing to subcompacts to fall apart. Compacts should remain strong sellers. Midsize
vehicles will continue to take away from the monster-size guzzler market. In other words,
the outlook remains very good for the v model of Prius. With such a large interior,
affordably priced, and delivering over 40 MPG, it should be popular here like the rollout
for it has been in Japan... especially considering the situation with oil & gas.
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6-26-2011

Reality Check. What influence does advertising only highway MPG really have? Do
consumers just disregard the city & combined estimates? Do they understand that all
those estimates are generalized values, not necessarily representative of what you should
actually expect? And what about enthusiasts bragging about the most efficient model that
only seldom gets purchased? Then there's price, which is totally acceptable to be
dependent upon taxpayer funding for plug-ins and absolutely critical for economy
vehicles. Notice how mixed the messages are, how easy it is to become confused about
purpose... and that's without even mentioning emission-rating. How do we know the
price of gas will even get people to purchase a more efficient vehicle? What if they just
find a way to drive less instead? Embracing hybrids has always been difficult due to so
many fighting against their acceptance. What will it take for significant change? Think
about how many were uncertain about a Prius purchase, then jumped at the opportunity
immediately following a test-drive. Even when a vehicle fits all their criteria, some still
feel uncomfortable about taking that final step. It makes selling a vehicle which isn't as
affordable or as efficient even more difficult. The reality check is to think about all that
and consider how long it will truly take to make the production of traditional vehicles an
exception rather than the norm.

6-27-2011

56.2 MPG. The study of that as a fleet average for 2025 presented by the White House
last week sure has some in an uproar now. To me, looks like a vote of no-confidence
from some backing GM, indicating neither Two-Mode nor Volt are actually up to the
chore. Knowing that Ford & Toyota are already striving to deliver profitable, highvolume, plug-in hybrids that won't require huge premium doesn't seem to be a huge
problem for them. In fact, it should only take a generation for price to become a wash...
giving it plenty of time to migrate down to even more affordable vehicles. Heck, smaller
vehicles will be able to achieve that MPG even without a plug. Combined with the 75
MPG the PHV model Prius will easily achieve next year, offsetting a 28 MPG hybrid
"guzzler" for those who truly need 4WD and towing ability isn't a big deal. But sadly,
those opposing this are horribly vague about what level should actually be set and are
simply trying to stir fear about cost.

6-28-2011

Bad Review. That's putting it mildly. It was CNN who stepped up to sound off about the
"vastly superior" nonsense a few still proclaim about Volt. Being an overpriced plug-in
isn't what consumers want. They don't want a system that reverts to ordinary traditional
efficiency after depletion either. The review pointed out the business shortcomings as
well, emphasizing how well positioned the plug-in Prius will be instead. I was
exceedingly curious what the responses to all that would be... especially with this as the
closely remarks: "Everybody should be glad that General Motors and the rest of Detroit
have recovered from the recession. But an excess of praise in the wrong places doesn't
help anyone." Turns out, the enthusiasts didn't want to even acknowledge the review was
published. It's like the sales numbers, they simply don't want to talk about them anymore.
The hype is gone. Reality is setting in. The problem of "over promise, under deliver" has
become quite difficult to deny. A plug-in hybrid designed to appeal to mainstream
consumers isn't what excites enthusiasts. They've learned that lesson the hard way.
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6-29-2011

Optima-Hybrid. Looks like Kia understands what buyers from middle-market will
actually be drawn to. For $26,500 plus $750 destination, you get a 34 kW electric motor
capable of sustaining a cruising speed of 62 mph without assistance from the 2.4 liter gas
engine. That sure puts some perspective on the 60 kW electric motor the plug-in Prius
will be using. Anywho, the system is estimated to deliver 35 MPG city and 40 MPG
highway. That's an obvious increase over the 24/34 the current 2.0 liter traditional model
delivers. Since it's an ASSIST hybrid, how much electric-only driving the 1.4 kW
lithium-polymer battery will deliver remains a mystery. It's likely a passive recharging
system, quite different from the persistent design FULL hybrid provide... especially if the
A/C isn't electric. But then again, offering a plug is realistic with this size motor.
Whatever the future, this current effort to deliver a noticeable efficiency improvement
while still being priced in the mid-20's is good step in the right direction. Let's hope this
sells well so the next comes quickly.

6-30-2011

Expiring Tomorrow. The highly treasured HOV stickers in California are about to
expire. They helped promote sales of Prius. But ultimately, they would become counterproductive for a vehicle with mainstream aspirations. So, only a limited number of them
were ever offered and all of those received will expire tomorrow. It's an interesting
milestone, especially since states like mine (Minnesota) never offered them yet sales
were strong anyway. Antagonists claimed they were the sole reason for Prius sales.
Arguing that was futile, since constructive discussion wasn't possible with them. Now,
they have nothing to argue anymore anyway. Of course, that was a perk without direct
cost to taxpayers. Credits for the purchase of plug-ins are quite different. Fortunately,
they too will expire. The point with any incentive is to provide an easier new technology
rollout. If production & sales volume is mainstream after expiration, mission
accomplished. If that wasn't even achieved while the incentive was available, there's
reason for concern. With Prius, there's nothing to be concerned about.

7-01-2011

Video - Fast Commute (to). This is my highway route, the faster commute option with
my 2010 Prius. Efficiency is lower due to the speed, but 62.6 MPG is hardly anything to
complain about... especially on such a beautiful summer morning. The larger & heavier
HD video camera still presents a few challenges to overcome, most obvious is the
vibration. Dealing with reflected light is much improved though, thanks to a polarizing
filter. Needless to say, I'm quite pleased with the results from the travel at 70 MPH.
You'll likely find it interesting to see that particular commute.

7-01-2011

Video - Fast Commute (from). Commuting back home from work with the 2010 Prius
on that beautiful summer day, I swapped out my HD camera for scenery with another for
comparison. The weight of it combined with the front placement of the tripod mount
(rather than centered) made the vibration even worse. Video capable of capturing every
little detail isn't always the best choice. Regardless, capture of the hybrid information is
working well and it certainly is nice seeing 55.8 MPG after more than half of the drive on
the highway at 70 MPH. It was a memorable moment I'm glad I was able to capture. Not
having footage like this in the past to share made convincing others that doing little to
achieve such great efficiency really was possible.
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7-01-2011

Sonata-Hybrid. Saw my first today. It was at work. I parked, got out of the Prius, and
was surprised to see what was across the aisle. It was the "Blue Drive" emblem on the
side that caught my eye. With so many other Sonata's on the road, it would have been
easy to overlook without that. I walked around to the back to make sure I was really
looking at what I thought. Sure enough, there was a "Hybrid" emblem. Sweet! This is an
unexpected turn of events for those still in favor of improving traditional vehicle
efficiency rather than embracing hybrid technology. Why are some so against motors &
batteries? Is change that scary? It will be intriguing to find out how rollout proceeds.
What will those reviewing this newest hybrid expect? What are consumers hoping for?
With such a wide variety of hybrid designs, it's difficult to even guess. We know Prius
strike a great balance of priorities. Will this hybrid too? Efficiency is lower and it doesn't
offer the convenience of a hatchback. But the price is right.

7-01-2011

New Toyotas. To no ones surprise, we're seeing lots of spin about "dropping sales" as if
that marketshare has been lost forever... even though we all know the disasters in Japan
had a profound impact on production. You can't sell what you don't have. Yet, the
competition will argue otherwise. Regardless of that nonsense, progress continues. Prius
v is on the way. There has been a rumor about the C model being all-wheel drive. And of
course, the PHV model will really build upon efficiency choices. Then there's the nonhybrid plug-ins. We still expect an EV version of the Rav4 resulting from Toyota's
partnership with Tesla. On their own, the iQ model of Scion will be an EV as well.
Combine that with the next generation Camry for next year, it sure looks like any
judgment based solely upon recent events doesn't mean much. After all, this is when
Summer clearance sales take place anyway. Toyota certainly isn't going to get stuck with
excess inventory this year. Watch for what happens this Fall, when things begin to return
to "normal". Antagonists will discover the market has changed.

7-01-2011

June Sales. The effect of those disasters in Japan are clearly being felt still. Watching
inventory shortages play out is rather creepy. Some dealer lots are completely bare.
Fortunately, there are some sales, but the pickings are slim. Prius was way down, to just
4,340 sold here during the month. Insight was the next most popular hybrid with 1,021.
Surprisingly, the CR-Z was close behind with 966. Interestingly, there were 1,708 Leaf
delivered & sold. That put Volt in a very awkward position, with only 561. No one really
knows what that means anymore. It's quite obvious though that opportunity is being
missed. Cruze has sales of 24,896. That overshadowed everything else, becoming the
top-selling car. So it should be quite clear far more GM customers place affordable
pricing as a higher priority than ultra-high efficiency. Remember the craziness of the
"Freedom Drive" publicity stunt that happened a year ago? The Volt enthusiasts certainly
weren't expecting a status like this the following July. We all now patiently await the
arrival of the new larger and the plug-in models of Prius.
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7-01-2011

1 Year Later. I bumped the "Freedom Drive" thread on the big Prius forum with this
today: As this publicity stunt gone bad fades from memory and all the hype dies down,
the reality of sales is beginning to emerge. The expensive plug-in that was delivered,
which reverts to traditional vehicle efficiency after depletion, isn't taking the market by
storm as it was hoped to. In fact, their own traditional compact is instead. The public
stock our government was hoping to sell back is still valued at less than what we paid for
it. Accepting that loss would officially qualify it as a bailout... and without any
competitive high-efficiency technology to show for it. Heavy dependence on taxpayer
funding (credits) for the sales of Volt further stress that point. Waiting and hoping for the
best isn't exactly a sound plan. Showing patience works if there's something realistic to
be delivered. But all is quiet now. No more 1776-miles drives. No more 230 MPG
advertising campaigns. Even the spin about low sales has subsided. What should we
expect from GM now?

7-02-2011

Uncertain Demand. It certainly looks like all Prius purchases are all sold orders now.
That means deliveries to dealers are already claimed, not available for immediate sales.
When I drove by the local Toyota dealership here, there were only trunks & minivans in
back. No more Prius, Corolla, Camry... or any car to speak of in normal status. Supply is
sparse. So, what does that mean for demand? Are consumers buying from other
automakers or just patiently waiting for inventory to return back to normal? With the
price of gas bouncing up & down, what level of priority is fuel-efficiency now? In the
truck market, they still don't seem to care. But then again, pickups are typically used for
utility as they were designed. It was using monster-size SUVs for daily commuting that
was the problem. Now with all the SUV downsizing, they are losing their appeal. Cars
are returning to popularity to some degree. How much is uncertain. Time is what will
ultimately reveal demand. The rollout of the new Prius models should be well timed for
that... a fortunate break for a Japanese automaker struggling from infrastructure damage.
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7-02-2011

What Happened. It's fascinating to read a comment like this from a long-time Prius
supporter: "Really? I didn't know this. Wow." It was in response to a comment about what
happened on the website dedicated to Volt. I provided this background information:
Knowing details of that past provided a clue of what to expect upon rollout, especially
with the extreme denial we saw from die-hard enthusiasts when direct-drive info was
leaked. It was quite obvious there would be downplay coming. 1,776 miles of driving a
Volt, yet never revealing the very information many people were begging for, was a
major clue things were starting to go wrong. Why in the world wouldn't they share MPG
data? Next came price... which horrified some and disenchanted others. It was a serious
blow to a vehicle technology which had been hyped all along as a mainstream choice for
consumers in late 2010. Upon rollout, a major change came from a non-GM source. It
was an abrupt shift in stance from the founder of that daily blog for Volt. He worked
intensely for 4 years to establish a website to support the rollout effort, then suddenly
became quiet. Strangeness in his reporting of real-world data was the first clue. Nothing
reported during the blizzards at the end of the year where he lived added to the mystery.
That was a golden opportunity to endorse Volt performance in hostile driving conditions.
Instead, we didn't hear a peep. Then came the announcement of the website being sold.
Something was amiss. Now all this time later, we know things aren't going as hoped. So,
taking a look back at how GM & Volt got into this mess should help us better understand
what is to come. In the meantime, I'm scrambling to document every little detail of
cordless Prius real-world data (including video) so I can share extensive comparison info
later when I get my PHV. Don't expect my 11-year effort to abruptly come to an end. I
plan on kicking gas for many years to come.

7-02-2011

So Far Ahead. The same video camera I've been using for the display captures in the
Prius was attached to my helmet today, continuously snapping photos every 10 seconds
for my entire bike trip. It was a beautiful day out on that secluded trail out in the country.
There were a few others out enjoying the unusually cooperative weather. Sure enough, at
a rest stop someone asked about the camera. Based on the brief feedback I was getting
while in motion, I figured that would happen the moment I stopped. They wanted to
know all about it. But then when I finished providing answers about the camera, they
turned to asking about me with, "Have you always been into the new technologies?" My
response was, "Well, I've been driving Prius for almost 11 years now." The next question
which immediately followed caught me by surprised, "How can Toyota be so far ahead
of the American automakers?" That certainly caught me off guard! The reply to that was
pointing out how the business cultures differed, how one invested heavily into the longterm well being and the other focused almost entirely on quarterly profits. There was no
argument about that difference. It was just a sad reality being confirmed. The questioning
then turned to asking how they'd finally offer something competitive. I had no idea
wearing a helmet-cam could so easily turn into a discussion about hybrids.
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7-03-2011

Waiting List. More and more, some are beginning to wonder if there really was a
quantified list of any sort for Volt. Claims of demand from GM were always quite vague,
stressing interest but without any specific connection to orders. Realistically, it doesn't
matter. That time and those expectations have passed. Now we are trying to figure out
how things will proceed from here. I interjected this into today's discussion: We already
knew that each expressing interest would not result directly in a sale. Much of that was
easy to confirm too, simply because the counts came about prior to the reveal of the price
and the estimated MPG values. The real-world data disappointment (Winter efficiency)
following rollout obviously didn't help either. GM would deliver Volt for demo models
and to dealers requesting some for selling. There wasn't any priority order program as
Toyota had done in the past and is planning to again. That lack of effort to match wanting
consumers to available inventory has helped to confirm things aren't a rosy as they've
been portrayed.

7-04-2011

Lost Touch. Reading this comment, you can't help to think the person has completely
lost touch with the current market: "I have a 1997 geo metro. Still gets 42mpg... There is
NOTHING amazing about the pious mileage. It is AVERAGE for a smaller car. Consider
that in the mid 80's honda and VW had cars that would get 55 mpg, which easily bests
the prius." That Metro is a tiny car with a 3-cylinder engine. Think of the safety features
it lacks with respect to a modern vehicle, not to mention how much dirtier it is compared
to the PZEV emission-rating from Prius. And since when is Prius small, especially
compared to Metro? Of course, if your perspective is solely based upon 80's technology
knowledge and late 90's vehicle experience, it's quite easy to not take you seriously.
Some other source of credibility source needs to be provided. Heck, for all we know that
MPG quoted was nothing but a brief random sampling rather than an on-going average.
After all, it is all too common for ideal-condition efficiency to be reported and the harsh
reality of real-world driving to be overlooked. Also, notice how the fact that those 80's
vehicles being both diesel and manual transmissions wasn't mentioned. Excluding detail
like that is a common technique for those attempting to undermine the progress of
hybrids like Prius... or simply clueless about what it actually provides.

7-05-2011

Prius History. It really makes you stop and wonder when you encounter someone who
has only admired hybrids from afar. Young and likely building up lots of debt was the
person like that I had a conversation with today. I was actually just casually looking at
the selection of computers, wondering what the new back-to-school selection would end
up bringing. She asked why I needed even more power than what was there. I mentioned
the overnight video rendering. That quickly led to the topic of Prius. She started asking
lots of questions when I pointed out having driven them for almost 11 years now. It
hadn't crossed my mind how much of a history resource I had become, nor did I realize
how interested someone would be about that long ago past. Now that there's no debate
anymore about the future of hybrid, that curiosity to make sense. Prius clearly isn't the
fad antagonists had once tried to portray it as.
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7-06-2011

Video - Afternoon Drive 2. This is the best yet; my first attempt to capture the 2010
Prius in action with 2 GoPro cameras went well. It was a beautiful day, so experimenting
with a wider angle lens than in the past made for a good morning... which ended up early
afternoon by the time all the trial & error was complete. The GoPro deals with vibration
much better than regular HD video cameras, even when played back at 1080p with fast
moving scenery. I'm quite pleased with that setup. Anywho, the drive itself through outer
most reach of the suburbs was an efficient one, as you can see. The resulting 54.6 MPG
speaks for itself.

7-06-2011

19,429 Sold. The sales results from Japan were unexpectedly late; however, they
certainly were worth waiting for. To be specific, it was finding out that 19,429 Prius were
sold in June there. With so many vehicles destroyed and the infrastructure so impaired
over there, a hybrid like Prius is quite a sensible purchase. It's nice to see Toyota being
able to fulfill the demand, even if it does mean us having less here as a result... especially
when demand is high without any government incentives available. In the end, the
technology will come out even stronger as a result. So, we'll all benefit. Think about what
they have to do for production. Combine that with all the new vehicles on the way, the
situation certainly isn't business as usual anymore. Imagine that plant in Mississippi
resuming construction someday. Recovering from industry fallout then dealing with
disaster sure makes you wonder what historians will think of these times. The start of
plug-in purchases by mainstream consumers is already marked with significant events.

7-06-2011

Diesel Niche. Remember how there were such high expectations for diesel years ago?
The strong but small following of supporters didn't grow. New consumers weren't drawn
into the online world of enthusiasm. It basically just fizzled away. The same thing has
been happening with Volt lately. We have watched that huge daily blog go from lively
posting to almost nothing. Activity has shifted over to a forum, but posts are surprisingly
limited considering the abundance of driving experiences there are now to share. It's
much like the "EREV" marketing label. Few beyond the enthusiasts use the term, so it's
not a worthwhile means of drawing interest. Some argue Volt is an EV with the hope of
attracting attention. Others embrace the reality of it being a hybrid (due to the directdrive and the fact that it has an engine which consumes roughly a tank of gas every 1,000
miles) with the hope of enticement. But with all the mixed messages, the odds of it
becoming a niche are all too real. Middle-Market consumers needs something to
embrace.

7-07-2011

Air Dam. Remember the concerns about driving through snow with Volt and numerous
the complaints about routinely scraping due to the air dam in front being so low? That
has grown into a genuine problem. A permanent change would compromise efficiency.
GM depends upon the improved aerodynamics that column of plastic provides. Without
it, overall fleet efficiency will drop. Two-Mode hybrids use the same trick, but
fortunately those vehicles high enough to avoid scraping. Volt isn't though. Cruze isn't
either. Seeing the MPG estimates from the EPA rise as a result of this isn't what the
automaker wants. So, the current compromise is to have dealers provide the modification
for any owner who complains about scraping. Interestingly, even the shorter plastic
doesn't provide as high of a clearance as Prius. I'm quite curious what comments posted
online will be about this situation. It's difficult to guess what the reactions will be.
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7-07-2011

Mitsubishi EV. The upcoming electric-only vehicle coming from Mitsubishi got an EPA
equivalent rating of 126 MPGe. That's quite a bit higher than the 99 MPGe for Leaf and
the 93 MPGe for Volt. The base price without destination will be just $27,990. In other
words, it goes without saying that this news today gave everyone reason for pause.
Needless spin is inevitable. But the peaceful moment to think in the meantime is nice. 62
miles for estimated range is shorter than Leaf's 73 but more than the anticipated 50 for
the iQ. Who will buy it? What will it be used for? When will it be considered more than
just a niche? Next year is definitely sizing up to be an interesting one.

7-08-2011

Strange Commercial. We've all seen them. You know, where there's no clue as to what
is actually being advertised. This one really caught me off guard though. Two guys
holding a strange conversation in the office ended up going for a gelato run in a vibrant
red 2011 Prius. What the heck was this television commercial for? There were comments
about monetary exchanges of the past, then parking meters. They ended up finding a tight
spot, one which appeared to difficult for the driver to squeeze into. However, he didn't
have to. The Prius parallel parked itself. I had no it would end up being an advertisement
for that special Prius feature. Who would have thought Toyota would continue to
promote the diversity of technology at this particular time of market struggle? It does
make sense. Automakers can't depend on old school practices anymore and Toyota is
well ahead of others with respect to new choices.

7-08-2011

Changing Times. Watching truck sales remain strong as gas prices drop makes you
wonder. A lot can change surprisingly quick though. The excess inventory is now
becoming a big problem, similar to the mess contributing to financial difficulty in the
past. Gas is going up again. And we just found out that fleet averages actually fell (got
worse). An interesting new twist is the reveal of Sonata-Hybrid sale information; there
were 1,422 purchased last month. That sure puts some enlightening perspective on the 76
Silverado and 61 Tahoe hybrids; Two-Mode certainly isn't making much of a difference
despite strong truck sales in June. With economy trouble still, market change an
expectation now. In fact, this time is long overdue. Question now is what consumers will
accept.

7-09-2011

What's Next? Now that the website dedicated to Volt has lost just about all of its blog
attention and the forum there has only sparse participation, it's time to ask what's next.
Looking at the big GM forum, that's a mess. There isn't any clear support there for any
GM technology anymore. In fact, many of the efficiency related threads are actually
about the competition instead. Ford seems to possess much potential, but how that will
play out is anyone's guess. Honda & Nissan are big uncertainties. Interestingly, the first
hybrid from Korea is off to a promising start. Then there's VW, coming from the land of
diesel, its really hard to take any of the ever-changing hybrid concepts seriously.
Eventually, each of the automakers will finally offer something relatively competitive.
But how long will that take? An answer to the "what's next" question specifically for next
year leaves you with a selection of new vehicle & technology introductions... making you
wonder how deep each will strive to appeal to mainstream consumers. Needless to say,
we face a new frontier filled with lots of traditional buyers who already have very
particular purchase priorities. Perhaps we should be asking "how much" change they are
willing to accept.
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7-10-2011

Gas-Free Misleading. Now that real-world data is available for Volt, next comes the
misleading. This statistic posted a few days ago has stirred that problem: "About twothirds of the more than 2 million miles driven by Volt owners to date have been powered
by domestically produced electricity". No mention was made about how many gallons of
gas or how many kWh of electricity were actually consumed. It's just a vague statistic.
Emissions from electricity creation can be dirtier than gas combustion, especially if coal
was the source. Then, there's the reality that most of the data came from warm-weather
driving. Of course, that statistic does overwhelming support the fact that Volt is not an
EV. But then again, other plug-in hybrids won't be reporting data that way anyway, since
combining gas & electricity can be better for reaching optimum efficiency. What would
you report for a PHV owner sustaining 100 MPG on the highway at 70 mph? Statistics
without data shouldn't be taken at face value. Does the early-adopter outcome represent
what mainstream owners would experience or are they exploiting efficiency
opportunities? Always dig for detail.

7-11-2011

Production Recovery. The word from Toyota today was that production will have
recovered back to normal levels in September. That sure is a relief. What an odd
situation, for dealer's lots to be so empty. Inventory has been so limited, it makes you
wonder how a salesperson could continue to earn enough commission to pay their bills.
It's quite an unusual situation to have to deal with. Such extraordinary circumstances like
that sure are an odd twist in history. To think that Toyota, Honda, and Nissan all got hit
really hard and Detroit was somewhat able to exploit the opportunity. True, GM really
blew it with Volt inventory. But Cruze was able to rise to the occasion. And let's not
forget Sonata from Korea, which is selling well in both traditional & hybrid models. Of
course, the forecast now is that more Prius will be purchased here this year than last. The
schedule for the rollout of the wagon model wasn't effected by the disasters either. Who
would have ever predicted the influence an earthquake, tsunami, and resulting
infrastructure damage would and wouldn't have on the automotive industry.
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7-12-2011

Dealing With Trolls. This became an intriguing discussion on the big Prius forum. How
do you deal with intentional undermining efforts, especially from those who thrive on
attention? They spread FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt) and misinformation... which can
result in lots of time being wasted and confusion among new members. Needless to say,
there was a wide range of suggestions, as well as the background I was able to provide...
Ironically, I got involved on that daily blog for Volt to dispel the misinformation. They
got really angry too, not the slightest bit happy that someone with so much real-world
data was setting the record straight. But the webmaster knew it kept them honest and the
banter generated lots of traffic. So, I wasn't ever banned. Of course, always being polite
and resisting the temptation to follow their red-herrings really help... being was a quite
challenge. Personally, I was truly amazed so much cheerleading could take place with so
little actual design information to support the claims. In the end, that hype was proven
unworthy of the attention it got and they've been cautious about what they say to repeat it
from happening again. So, I feel like I came out ahead, having learned quite a bit about
Volt through observation of the design as it progressed. From a troll point of view, they
dropped far more bait than I ever bit at. Their FUD harmed their own credibility, despite
me being the outsider. It's a roll-reversal usually overlooked due to newbies assuming
veteran members would never attempt such a thing. To my delight, the moderators on the
big GM forum actually turned on those doing that, since it was bringing down the
reputation of the website as a whole. Long story short, neither banning nor ignoring
works for some. There has to be a variety of approaches working in concert with each
other all at the same time... a multi-front anti-FUD effort. Turns out, that's a good
participation opportunity for newbies anyway. They get a chance to sound off and
contribute their experiences.

7-12-2011

Diesel Cruze. The rumors are growing. A publication based in Detroit put it this way:
"The new Cruze could get 50 mpg on the highway, beating the pants off something like a
Prius." Talking about hyping up expectations! How is that realistic? Of course, another
Detroit publication implied the 50 was an average, not just highway. City is much lower.
But that information was conveniently missing. Prius delivers 50 MPG on the highway
and even better in the city. I witness it firsthand everyday. Heck, I have even captured &
shared video of that. But how will the Cruze achieve the same? The diesel model already
available outside the United States doesn't. How will this one be different, especially with
the smog-related emission requirements? There's no contest which is cleaner or which
will provide a better overall average. Yet, GM is planning this anyway. Diesel fuel is
more expensive. The engine adds to vehicle cost & weight too. Also, some systems
require a urea tank for emission cleansing. Do you think Ford will ever bring any if its
diesel vehicles to the United States?

7-13-2011

Debunking Myths, range. Now that Volt is available, lists of misconceptions are
popping up. They're quite strange though. It makes you wonder where those myths really
come from. Nonetheless, they are rather interesting to consider. But then again, they
could be used as a red-herring. So, beware. Anywho, at the top of this particularly
entertaining list was range. Supposedly, some people are concerned about it only being
able to drive for 40 miles. How anyone could think that after the battery is deleted you'd
be stuck is rather bizarre. Of course, all the promotion proclaiming Volt an EV could
have unintended consequences of people assuming incorrectly.
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7-13-2011

Debunking Myths, temperature. This one actually makes a little bit of sense. Extreme
cold & hot are known to affect battery performance. But fear that you'll be unable to start
the vehicle during the dead of Winter or peak of Summer is rather pushing it. Maybe
people haven't ever noticed how temperature affects efficiency of their own traditional
vehicle each season. Having never considered a situation before could lead to some
uncertainty. But when it comes to common sense, you have to wonder if an automaker
would ever risk the liability of selling a vehicle like that. When has there ever been a
reliability issue of that nature? Why would this be any different?

7-13-2011

Debunking Myths, modes. Supposedly, Volt has 5 distinct modes and Prius only has 2.
I had absolutely no idea what the heck this article was claiming. The author literally just
made up what he thought could be described as operational behaviors. It was just plain
weird. How could there only be 2 for Prius, especially since there are 3 mode buttons on
the dashboard and another for when none of them are engaged. The frequently changing
power-flow on the Energy Monitor should have been a clue too. In other words, this was
a prime example of a red herring, where you get distracted by something that really
doesn't equate to anything. I saw it as a rather transparent attempt to make Volt appear
superior.

7-13-2011

Debunking Myths, engine. By the time I got to this point in the article, I wondered what
the true purpose of it was. Mentioning the need to plug in not being necessary again
didn't make sense. It was a repeat of the first myth, just pointing out a second time that
there was an engine available to provide power after the battery-pack had been depleted.
This make me wonder why I've even spending time documenting this. Perhaps it will be
the first of many examples straining to keep attention on Volt. After all, other plug-in
hybrids will offer the very same ability... though some will offer greater flexibility than
others.

7-13-2011

Debunking Myths, expensive. Now we get to the real content, where the true colors
came out. This was the justification for the price: "Being in a segment all by itself, the
Volt has no equal." It's that same old vastly superior nonsense, dismissing affordably in
favor of solving this supposed problem from other EVs: "...contributing to range anxiety
and resulting in inferior levels of convenience." It's hard to believe that's the spin we get
now. Makes you wonder what the approach will be next year, when the other plug-in
hybrids come to market. What will be the justification for a much higher price be then?

7-13-2011

Debunking Myths, forced. I should have stopped, this seems to be a waste of time at
this point. Supposedly some people believe GM was forced by the government to create
Volt. This is the first I've ever heard anyone mention that. Had CAFE standards been
addressed back then, perhaps. But back in early 2007, it was the huge success of Prius
and the push from Tesla that got GM concerned. Maybe we can even give some credit to
Ford for continuing to invest in their battery research & develop as a contributing factor
too. Whatever the case, we always knew Volt was an enthusiast driven venture. Had it
been government or business, the outcome would have been much more in line with
high-volume production & sales.
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7-13-2011

Debunking Myths, others. The benefit from continuing seemed illusive at this point and
jumping ahead to read the comments confirmed the futility. Mixed messages over the
years about Volt and those attempting to undermine Prius appear to have confused
readers to such a degree that even articles which address that become confusing. These
turned out to be anything but actual myths. Remember misconceptions of the past? They
all repeated over and over again, even when the audience differed. It all comes down to
the basics in the end. Consumers will purchase a vehicle offering a nice balance of
features at a reasonable price... which is what the mainstream market is all about. Hybrids
are so common now, they've already proven realistic. What myth can survive with all that
real-world driving taking place?

7-14-2011

Debunking Myths, trolls. After a day of ponder, this is the myth I'm going to point out.
Some people think there's a natural progression toward efficiency improvements. I've
heard this countless times in the past: "Let the automakers work out the kinks, then I'll
consider buying one." Trouble is, how will they actually know when that's been
accomplished? We've got those people called trolls, individuals who intentionally
undermine progress by claiming those kinks still exist. They create & feed myths. Does
the typical consumer realize there are individuals like that? How would they even know
the difference between someone trying to help and someone trying to hinder? The key is
to be aware of their existence. Watch for them, don't just assume all is done for the
greater good.

7-14-2011

Shop for a Volt, buy a Cruze. With a title like that, it doesn't take much to suspect a
financial publication published the article rather than an automotive enthusiast media
source. Sure enough, Fortune stepped up to point out what should have been obvious. In
fact, they stated it so well, here's the what was at the heart of the report: "Customers that
drooled over the Corvette eventually bought an Impala or another Chevy model.
Customers who admire Volt for its engineering cleverness are choosing the Cruze or
Malibu. In other words: GM's marketing for Volt is working to a T." As you can imagine,
reading that doesn't make the enthusiasts happy. Needless to say, my measure of merit...
sales ...is shared by a growing number of others. Remember the concern?

7-15-2011

Trouble Ahead. The downplay of expectations for Volt continues. Supposedly, the
technology was intended to better position GM for the future and high-volume sales of
Cruze now has been the plan all along. In the meantime, the plug-in model Prius is an
"underwhelming" attempt to deliver an EV. Supposedly, it was never the goal for Toyota
to deliver an affordable plug-in design that significantly boosts efficiency. From that, it's
pretty easy to tell how desperate the situation has become. You can only do so much to
distract from disappointing sales. It would be one thing to simply be quiet & patient. But
it's entirely another to dismiss the importance price and be so dependent upon taxpayer
funding, especially with the way our economy & deficit is... all while disparaging Toyota
and pleading for supporters to see the error in their ways by embracing "range extending"
instead. That doesn't exactly endorse any particular goal, it's just more of the same
trophy-mentality we've seen for years. That spells trouble ahead unless something
changes.
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7-16-2011

After Rollout. Both Two-Mode & Volt were heavily promoted as "game changer"
technologies while being developed, then experienced very low sales after rollout began.
Both had attention quickly shifted to the next-generation design and the current one
downplayed. Now combine that with very strong sales of Cruze and the growing interest
for having GM offer a model with eAssist, it should be easy to see the trouble ahead.
Volt is slipping further and further away from the middle-market vehicle that we were
told would be delivered. Neither production nor price resemble the typical mainstream
offering. How will that be overcome, especially with GM's own offerings competing
against it? Notice how Ford doesn't place emphasis on rollout or penetration anywhere
near as much as GM. Claims that it's just spin in defense of Toyota don't hold. A great
deal of importance was place on Volt, but the battery-range, engine-efficiency, and
emission-rating didn't meet their own goals. So, have aspects of business expectations not
fall into place afterward shouldn't be much of a surprise. That may sound cold & harsh,
but it a whole lot easier to set new more realistic goals than just claiming its "vastly
superior".

7-17-2011

When It Goes Bad. Sales of Cruze, Leaf and the new hybrid Sonata are likely
influencing the attitude of Volt enthusiasts more than any care to admit. But Prius makes
for a much better target. It is well known and popular enough to provide a source for
spinning FUD. Owner experiences can be used to feed stereotypes & misconceptions too.
All that works great for distracting from very real problems, especially the lack of
purpose agreement. Still not having any clear goals stated contributes to many
assumptions. It was assumed Volt would take the market by storm. The assumption now
is that will simply happen next year instead. Demand & Affordability are supposedly just
a factor of limited production and a misunderstanding of ownership costs. Explanation
without question or consideration of competition become acceptable. This is what
happens when it goes bad. What's realistic at this point?

7-18-2011

Old-School Misleading. That still happens. This morning, it was an article asking:
"Which Is Better?" Naturally, there was no mention whatsoever about emissions. It was
just a rant about price and extremely vague references about what a hybrid actually is. Of
course, there was a particular quote that really caught my attention: "The fact of the
matter, though, is that if I get a Prius, I wouldn't be taking advantage of its hybrid
abilities all that much. My trips would be too long, and its electric capacity is really
better suited for short trips or stop-and-go traffic." Ask yourself if the person was
intentionally being dishonest or just totally clueless. Whatever the case, they did mislead.
There is indeed a benefit for long trips too. Two days ago was my errand-running day,
including 2 highway trips. I drove 153.5 miles total. That hot & humid day required use
of the A/C the entire time. The end result was a displayed average of 56.7 MPG. Being so
wrong about hybrid efficiency isn't acceptable anymore. There's no excuse for this oldschool nonsense of assumptions. Too much real-world data is available now.
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7-18-2011

Bold Claims. Today's topic on the daily blog for Volt was about GM's upcoming small
traditional car, Sonic. That was rather odd. But when you've got a webhost paid to
provide something new each day and there's nothing available for Volt, that's what
happens. However, I caught him making a bold claim and called him on it. This was his
response: "It is a pure guess, so please don’t think much of it. We will wait till the EPA
says something definitive." This was the claim: "It could well be at 44 mpg or so, and
almost knocking on the back door of Prius mpg." Notice the abrupt change of stance,
immediate downplay. I knew he didn't have anything beyond just highway hype to even
say such a thing. We saw the very same nonsense with Volt claims of the past. Perhaps
he learned from that "nothing to actually support the belief" problem. After all, what nonhybrid design could allow a 2,900 pound vehicle to achieve such huge efficiency
improvement? Here's was I specifically asked: Please explain what that 44 represents.
Prius delivers a combined estimate of 50. The upcoming smaller model, similar to Sonic,
is anticipated to deliver around 55. Cruze ECO 1.4 auto currently 31. Also, let's not
forget about emission rating.

7-19-2011

EREV Definition. The distinguishing design feature of Volt, making it unique from any
of the other plug-in hybrids coming to market, was never using any direct thrust from the
engine to propel the vehicle. This aspect of purity was how the "EREV" (ExtendedRange Electric Vehicle) was to be identified. Turns out, that isn't actually how Volt
ended up. It does indeed use direct-drive at times. The definition doesn't fit. Enthusiasts
have lost that marketing opportunity. Needless to say, this has really upset them.
Justifying the higher price is becoming increasingly difficult with standout terminology.
Focus will be even more on battery-pack capacity and real-world efficiency now. Some
of us really like that.

7-20-2011

119 F Degrees. Yesterday, we hit the all-time hottest conditions ever recorded in
Minnesota. It wasn't what the thermometer itself said, it was the end result when
combined with humidity. The dewpoint was measured 82 here. That pushed heat-index to
119°F here. In the extreme of Minnesota, it was 88 and 134°F. Sure glad I wasn't there! I
was quite thankful the electric A/C works so well too. The combustion engine likes that
humidity, so efficiency stayed at 55 MPG. Today, I paid closer attention to detail rather
than just drive home quickly. The ScanGauge told me the air-intake temperature was
119°F. Though no where near as bad as yesterday, since the storm causing it had long
passed, that particular number caught my attention. It's actually above what the emissions
system needs to allow the engine to remain off while driving. Talking about effortless EV
driving conditions!

7-20-2011

PHV Excitement. It's building intensity as time proceeds. In one month, the priority
ordering opportunity will end. One month after that, we'll get details about packages to
be offered and quite possibly get the opportunity to lock into an actual order then. That's
very exciting... especially for me! I can't wait!! The hope is to be among the first to take
delivery. Of course, with the registration tally already at 29,000, that could be a problem
if even just half expressing interest now follow through with a purchase. Only 16,000 are
currently planned for the initial rollout markets. I'll be providing lots of real-world data,
photos, and video to stir excitement even more. 2012 is shaping up to be one that I'm
really looking forward to.
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7-21-2011

Competition From Within. A comment like this from a Volt supporter definitely called
for a feedback: "The Cruze is doing great. I’m seeing more on the road along with
Malibu and other sedans." It's the competition from within most seem to overlook. I'm
quite curious how they expect mainstream interest to shift from those vehicles now
growing in popularity. This is what I posted: Strong success in the traditional market is
an example of what was meant by the "too little, too slowly" concern. To progress
forward, new technology must be purchased. With sales of Cruze & Malibu dramatically
higher, penetration of Volt is actually impaired. That's competition from within, an
unintended consequence of GM's return to profitably. Of course, some saw that coming
and continue to be concerned. eAssist is yet another pressure Volt will have to deal with.
Popularity of that, especially being priced so much more affordable, will support the
lowering of MPG expectations we've seen as a result of hitting $4 gas. What will compel
consumers to switch buying preference from Cruze & Malibu to Volt?

7-21-2011

Statistic Value. It's rather fascinating looking back at Volt expectations in contrast to
what actually happened. Today, this statistic was brought up: "Electric, two-thirds of the
time; gasoline mode, one-third of the time." Two years ago when the 230-MPG campaign
imploded, there was an effort by enthusiasts to support that with quantitative measure
instead. It seemed sincere, until you looked at the actual detail. I reminded them of that in
response: Remember those optimistic estimates of the past? Over and over and over
again it was posted that the typical owner would consume 37 gallons over the course of
the year driving 11,390 miles total. 50 MPG was the expectation for efficiency after
depletion back then. That would result in just 16% engine usage overall. That's quite
different from the 33% owners are experiencing. Most of their data doesn't include winter
driving either, which will push the engine percentage higher. Driving more miles
annually will too. Fortunately, statistics like that don't mean much anyway. What
consumers really want to know is how many gallons & kWh will actually be used...
especially since the other plug-in hybrids will take advantage of blended mode prior to
reaching the depletion point.

7-21-2011

31,000 Registrations. That's the tally now. Sometime in early Fall, each will have an
opportunity to place an actual order for a PHV model Prius. With the registration process
for Leaf, the percentage of orders which actually translated into was 48. What will it be
for Prius, a hybrid with a strong reputation already? This particular rollout will be
especially exciting too, since it bumps hybrid acceptance up to a whole new level. The
goal has been to offer a battery-capacity well balanced with affordability. That way,
reaching & sustaining high-volume sales will be realistic within a short amount of time.
There's no need to wait for next-generation designs... as we've seen from several other
hybrid systems. In short, it appears that the PHV is already off to a good start.
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7-22-2011

Increased Production. I saw another Sonata-hybrid. It made me wonder how many are
actually available. Is Hyundai able to significantly increase supply if demand grows?
Supposedly, that's what GM just did for Volt. It was no surprise though that the actual
quantity wasn't revealed. The capacity was simply stated as "triple" what it had been.
What will Ford do for their upcoming new hybrid? For that matter, what will it take for
interest from Prius v and the PHV before Toyota will be able to respond with big
numbers? It's substantial quantity that's needed for change. Being able to take advantage
of market opportunity speeds up the transition away from traditional vehicles. That's
dependent upon increased production.

7-22-2011

Product Void. The desire for GM to again hold the title of biggest automaker in the
world means drawing a lot of attention to themselves. The recently released sales results
certainly did that! Oddly, that's actually helping matter a little now. That price/efficiency
difference between Cruze & Volt is becoming a huge source of frustration for both sides.
Those on the traditional keep pushing the highway-only estimate for the ECO model of
Cruze in addition to pointing out a diesel model will be available in 2013. Talk of a
model offering eAssist continues too. Those on the plug-in side push the "it's worth it"
mentality, depending heavily on the current taxpayer funding and hoping for a miracle
breakthrough to dramatically drops prices before it expires. They continue to downplay
the MPG following depletion too. So within GM, there are those extreme sides and
nothing in the middle. Either you buy a traditional 35 MPG vehicle or one offering +100
MPG that's dependent upon a plug. Not having anything in between won't be good for
business. How will GM be competitive with such lack of diversity... and when will
supporters finally realize this?

7-22-2011

Cordless Prius. Use of that term for Prius is beginning to cause a stir. Certain
individuals just plain don't like it. Yes, it's the antagonists. Cordless has always
represented a variant of a product that didn't need a cord for operation. Obviously, even
the plug-in Prius won't. But then again, neither does an EV. However, both use a plug for
recharging. In other words, cordless actually indicates that a plug option is available.
People understand that. In fact, some are even amused by that classification category.
Here's how I stated my stance on the issue: The term "cordless" clearly distinguishes the
no-plug model as different from the plug-in model. Argue semantics all you want, it
won't change the reality that it is still an effective identifier. The computer industry is
loaded with labels just like that, not quite fitting the original intent but very useful
nonetheless. Heck, even Volt has that. The term "EREV" was intended to identify an EV
with an on-board recharger. Turns out, Volt is really a hybrid, so the definition no longer
fits. It has morphed from a technology term to a brand label. So, it's still useful.

7-23-2011

Stirring The Pot. I got quite a kick out of reading this from a Volt owner today: "Not
that I am one to stir the pot. At the Plug-in conference, interest in the PIP was pretty
weak compared to the Volt." That's actually fairly weak spin, and obviously he was
stirring. Since so many people already know Prius, the PIP (plug-in Prius) isn't much of a
curiosity. The plug simply enhances the electric abilities already available. In fact, few
questions to that effect could end up being a great endorsement for it. Toyota doesn't
want the purchase decision to be a big deal. The plug should ultimately be thought of as a
simple package option. The uniquenesses of Volt will obviously draw a crowd, much like
any other show-car does. That doesn't mean it will draw a lot of sales though.
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7-23-2011

Enthusiasts Reviews. When has a publication of reviews for enthusiasts ever liked a
mainstream family car? All throughout Prius history, it's been the same old thing. They
highlight Prius simply for the sake of drawing attention to themselves. Just look for a
review of Camry or Accord or Fusion or Malibu. They don't care. Those are just
transportation for the ordinary. Niche vehicles are what they're interested in. So, it's no
surprise we're seeing more and more glowing reviews for Volt... contrasted to Prius...
which is just another transport vehicle, but for the age of expensive gas and concern for
the environment. To be an enthusiast, you basically cannot praise a vehicle so common it
is seen frequently during your daily comment. In fact, what's the point of reviewing a
vehicle already familiar to so many?

7-24-2011

New Hype. Some certainly are trying to stir the pot again. From the Volt perspective, it's
the continued misleading about Prius. The most blatant example is the troublemaker who
continues to claim: "in the winter months here in PA they are getting 26 mpg" when
comparing to Volt. That's a gross generalization based upon a single data-point. We all
know owners average around 40 during the coldest months. Heck, I get better than that
here in Minnesota. From the Cruze perspective, it's the misleading about efficiency
expectations. The manual transmission ECO model of Cruze can deliver 42 MPG on the
highway. But who do you know that only drives highway miles and prefers to always
shift gears themselves? Of course now, the upcoming diesel model has raised the
bragging rights to 50 MPG. There's nothing to actually support the claim, nor does it take
into account the smog-related emissions increase. Nonetheless, it feeds new hype. Prius
averages 50 MPG. Prius delivers a PZEV emission rating. Prius will offer a plug to boost
MPG even higher. That's not hype, it's reality. And they dislike that so much, they are
willing to mislead about it.

7-24-2011

Misconceptions, Assumptions, Unaware. We're seeing a lot of newbies now, so many
it's easy to see interest is rapidly increasing for all efficiency technologies. This brings
about the same old questions we've been answering for years on the big forum for Prius.
The difference now is they're getting asked elsewhere too. Turns out, those other forums
aren't well prepared for that. Strangely incorrect answers are provided. Some are so
obscure, they go unchallenged. I wonder where the heck those incorrect ideas came from
and how long those providing the responses actually believed that. It explains why
they've argued so intensely in the past. Not understanding how the technology actually
works would obviously lead them to the wrong conclusion. It's getting worse now
though. Adding a plug to the already confusing hybrid choices definitely complicates
matters. Many simply regurgitate propaganda points without any thought of detail, regard
for price, or acknowledgement of business need. Consumers get hurt when
misconceptions, assumptions, and lack of awareness are allowed to carry on.
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7-25-2011

Revisit. We finally heard from the founder of that daily blog for Volt. It's been over 5
months since leaving it in the hands of new owners. Things have changed quite a bit
since then. He stated it this way: "I am so glad the Volt is a true reality and how the days
of negativity are behind us." The Volt originally promoted certainly isn't what got rolled
out and the negativity came from all the hype of unrealistic promises. So, I'd obviously
state it differently. Anywho, his commute changed to just 6 miles each way... which
would have made him a great champion for a more affordable Volt with a shorter range.
It's too bad the previous obsession from enthusiasts allowed priorities to get so out of
touch with mainstream consumer needs. Oh well. It's rather ironic his situation now
would provide such a nice endorsement for the plug-in Prius.

7-26-2011

First Drive. A diesel model of Cruze for the United States has been officially confirmed,
for 2013. It's been available in almost every other market since 2008. Why so long of a
delay still? An automotive publication got to test-drive that model destined for here. The
report published today got us all wondering though. They averaged 26.7 MPG from a
week of mixed driving. What the heck? That's worse than the gas model. Where the heck
did the hype of being so much better come from? Even if the results really will somehow
be better, why bother? Diesel is more expensive (both vehicle & fuel), dirtier, and noisier
than the gas counterpart. And how in the world is that going to compete as an
"efficiency" leader when you've got plug-in Prius driving around easily exceeding 75
MPG? This is so much of a disappointment for those who were stirring hype, it really has
me curious how diesel enthusiasts will respond. It certainly isn't what they were
expecting for a first drive report.

7-27-2011

MPG Fallout. Anyone who's taken the matter of fuel consumption seriously is well
aware of how misleading the MPG value can be... and how often those wanting to
undermine take advantage of that reality. It informs about efficiency, but makes no
reference to the quantity of fuel actually used to travel a distance. This is why most of the
rest of the world doesn't use MPG as their measure. That's been a problem for ages, but
hybrids made it worse. But now with the introduction of plug-ins, it confuses matters to
such a degree that references to MPG are losing their former draw. If you drive only to
the depletion point and rarely use the engine, the resulting MPG can exceed 1000. The
value loses its meaning quick then... becoming a number bragged about rather than an
expectation... as well as a source of disappoint for new owners hoping to achieve the
same thing. In other words, the fallout has begun. Did you know the difference between
500 MPG and 1000 MPG for 100 miles of travel is just 0.1 gallon?
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7-28-2011

World's First EREV. For 3 years, enthusiasts argued that Volt was vastly superior since
thrust was never directly provided by the engine, it was a pure only-electric propulsion
design. That was how they defined EREV, clearly stating electric power exclusivity was
required. Then they discovered Volt used direct-drive. It destroyed their key
differentiator. Volt would be known as a plug-in hybrid from then on. They didn't like
that at all. Many attempts over the following year were made to change the definition,
claiming arbitrary limits rather than actual operational behavior aspects. Fisker didn't
accept any of that spin. The automaker delivered a Karma to the very first customer
today. With two 201 horsepower electric-motors, it clearly doesn't ever need any power
from the engine for thrust. It truly doesn't ever provide direct-drive. There's no physical
connection, quite unlike Volt. So, the press release started with this: "The Fisker Karma
is the world’s first extended range EV". Do you think this will finally get them to
consider acknowledge details of consumption rather than claiming superiority through
the use of labels?

7-28-2011

4-Cylinder Explorer. Supposedly, it "blows away the competition". I was fascinated to
see that the list provided mentioned Highlander first, yet excluded the hybrid model.
When confronting the poster about the obvious omission, he claimed the discussion was
only about non-hybrid vehicles. No where in any of the messages on the thread had the
word hybrid in it until mine though. He was clearly upset by the information I provided
too. This new Ford Explorer featuring a 4-cylinder engine was tuned for efficiency;
however, only the highway MPG was worth highlighting. It was 28. City was just 20.
That clearly isn't as good as Highlander's 28 for both highway & city from the hybrid
model. This traditional Explorer can only tow 2,000 pounds, quite a shortcoming
compared to the industry standard of 3,500 pounds... which the hybrid does indeed
deliver. The hybrid is 4WD as well, not stepping down to front-wheel drive like
traditional for the sake of efficiency. Ultimately, consumers will decide the worth of this
new "ECO" design. The act of accepting such a large vehicle with only a 4-cylinder
engine was a topic of nightmares in the past, marking the end of an era if the day should
ever come. Perhaps it will draw more consumers to hybrid models now.

7-29-2011

Fear Rant. The lively discussion on the big GM forum about upcoming CAFE standards
resulted in this: "This isn't about increasing mileage standards, as much as it's about
FORCING people into other means of transportation. Legislating people out of their
cars. Basically it's the first step towards outlawing vehicles." The rant got quite a bit
worse from there, turning into political complaints and questioning the morality of those
writing regulations. Fear like that is nothing new. I still remember someone 11 years ago
freaking out that the introduction of hybrids would force her from having a large SUV
into a tiny compact car. There was no reason for a reaction like that back then and there
certainly isn't now. Not understanding what the technologies offers is a big part of the
problem. Fear makes people jump to conclusions. Ironically, this was the advice given at
the end of the rant: "It's sad that so many people lack an education or intelligence to see
the truth."
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7-29-2011

Rant Response. Tired of the nonsense, I pounced on them with this: How ironic that the
advice given was not taken by the same person... Jumping to conclusions like that shows
the lack of understanding about what hybrids have to offer. Don't just look at the first few
choices available and assume all will resemble that. Remember, the new batteries just
coming to market will raise the level of possibilities. And to those since attempting to
raise doubt about carbon emissions, the rest of us know that's just a red herring at this
point. Your lack of concern for smog-related emissions and oil-dependency is something
your children will really appreciate later when they have to clean up the mess you left for
them.

7-29-2011

New Definition. The spin revolving around EREV doesn't phase me for a second. We've
dealt with semantic arguments countless times over the previous decade. It mostly ends
up distracting from purpose. Fortunately, their going in circles means they'll end up back
in the same place anyway. Today's nonsense was a continuation of what Fisker stirred. I
reiterated: The goals are still the same, regardless of terminology. The technology must
be affordable to the masses, delivering both reduced emissions & consumption. The
CAFE announcements coming today emphasize that point. Bragging rights won't bring
down fleet averages. Only high-volume sales can achieve that.

7-29-2011

Production Rate. That was the topic of discussion on that daily blog for Volt. There
were the usual comparisons to Prius over a decade ago, as if nothing that happened since
then was relevant. And of course, we got the usual flag-waving propaganda, claiming
you're not American if you support anything overseas... even if benefit comes to our own
citizens as a result. They hated reading this: "Opportunity is being missed. Sales are
being lost to other choices, like Cruze." I was rather curious what spin that would bring
about. In the end, I summarized my observations of that day's posts with by responding to
this: "It is your repeated visits here, primarily intended to disrupt the flow of
conversation…" I don't think the comments will sink in for awhile, but they still could
contribute to the upcoming wake-up call when the PHV hits the market: This topic of
production can only be discussed if it is in a cheerleading fashion? We wouldn’t want to
upset the balance by addressing business need, right? One size does not fit all and time is
not in abundance. Two-Mode was also too expensive and has struggled to deliver
improvement. eAssist is now being positioned to fill some of the void Volt has left,
potentially taking away even more sales. Unless you want to discuss changes another
model of Volt needs to embrace to expand market, what is the point of the technology?

7-29-2011

Price Drops. I ended up posting a follow-up, since this particular comment afterward
was thought provoking: "If they currently make more money selling a Cruze than a
VOLT, then selling more Cruzes actually increases the likelihood that VOLT pricing will
drop sooner rather than later. Think about it…" These were my thoughts on that: They
haven't been receptive to discussion of that nature, and I would very much like to know
how a Volt priced for middle-market would be configured. Business logic unfortunately
isn't logical either. Market pressure often pushes in directions that aren't sensible like that
likelihood above. eAssist continues to be invested in too. Seeing it offered on Cruze isn't
that much of a jump, especially with it already targeted for Malibu.
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7-30-2011

CAFE Standards. This topic is always one of great debate. However, yesterday's
announcement of milestone requirements leading to a final average of 54.5 MPG by 2025
was almost unanimously agreed upon. VW was who had the strongest opinion against it,
because diesel will not carry an equivalent value anymore. A gallon of diesel will be
counted the same way as a gallon of gas. The other source of resistance came from those
concerned about the reduction of fuel taxes collected to fund highway & bridge
improvements, since consumers will be consuming less. Consumers should save
approximately $1.7 trillion overall. This could result in roughly 484,000 jobs being
created too. The important bit of information often overlooked by many, including
myself, is the fact that CAFE estimates are different from the MPG values provided by
the EPA. Those for CAFE are higher, high enough in fact that the upcoming larger Prius
may meet the 2025 level already.

7-31-2011

BMW i3. It's the disingenuous nature of some Volt enthusiasts that get me, specifically
the ones more interested in bragging rights than providing a vehicle for the masses. These
are the same who mislead about Prius. After all, the awards they seek are only won by
engineering achievement, not business-sustaining sales. Anywho, as time progresses,
they struggle more to draw attention. So, the situation will naturally work itself out
anyway. Today, it was details on the plug-in BMW that was recently revealed in
Germany. It poked fun at Volt like Fisker recently, pointing out how it was a true rangeextender. That "no mechanical connection to the wheels" bragging in the past sure is
coming back to haunt now. Who knew they'd end up regretting their own promotion
efforts so soon? To further emphasize design differences, the 90-mile range and 600cc
engine were highlighted. That's more than double the battery capacity and less than half
the extender size. Needless to say, I'm quite curious what others have to say about this
and am rather pleased how announcements like this continue to reinforce how
mainstream Prius is becoming.

7-31-2011

PHV Misleading. Some of it is intentional, incorrect & outdated information
intentionally spread. The rest is innocent, assumptions based upon untrustworthy sources.
It's that second group which worries me... since the outcome is harmful. When newbies
don't check what they think is a fact, it contributes to the misleading. They unknowingly
pass along what those attempting to undermine provided. This is what we saw in the past
with Prius and is now what we are seeing with the PHV (plug-in) model. By far the most
common misleading "fact" is that the electric-motor in the PHV will respond exactly the
same way it does in the cordless model. They want people to believe the upgrade is
nothing but Toyota offering a larger battery-pack. They fear me pointing out how much
more power is actually available from the same 60 kW source when attached to a better
battery with a system allowing at higher tolerances. In other words, they really don't want
to accept the reality that the competition actually did plan that far in advance and is
under-utilizing their current generation until cost come down enough to offer an
affordable choice. I know because I've driven a PHV already. Heck, I even have video
showing how much more electric power is available.
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8-01-2011

Price Misleading. A current Prius owner interested in Volt started a thread on the Volt
forum, asking for feedback from previous Prius owners now driving a Volt. He wanted to
know the reasons for their switch and was at a loss why so many negative comments are
posted on the big Prius forum. The first reply came from one of the biggest
troublemakers, one interested solely in engineering with no regard to business need. That
was followed by the usual price comparisons, where the most expensive model of Prius is
compared to the least expensive model of Volt with the $7,500 tax credit. We know that
the selective portrayal of price is extremely misleading. Yet, they still do it anyway. And
in this economy with national debt beyond anything we've ever experienced before, how
is such heavy dependence on taxpayer funding realistic? To make matters worse, none
actually want to discuss the PHV model. They know Toyota has went to great lengths to
configure an affordable plug-in hybrid. Focus is directed to the electric-only purity of
Volt, disregarding the times the engine does actually run, to justify the price well out of
reach for middle-market.

8-02-2011

Blatant Misleading. On the big GM forum, they've pretty much given up. Attempts
continue on that daily blog for Volt though. This morning, I discovered this: "The Volt
planetary gearset is a vastly better setup which shares nothing with the Toyota and Ford
setups" concluding with this: "At this point it's moot because the HSD setup is too
expensive and doesn't scale." To still see such blatant misleading. You'd think they'd
learn by now that merit is earned, not promoted by deception. My posted response to that
was: It never ceases to amaze how certain individuals still attempt to mislead like that. A
simple fact-check confirms both HSD claims are false. A quick search online shows a
selection of new Prius available for $24,480. How that can be claimed as "too expensive"
when it contradicts that real-world pricing? As for the scaling claim, that's an incredible
act of denial pretending the 3.5 liter 6-cylinder engine, 3500-pound towing-capacity,
4WD hybrid model of Highlander doesn't exist. We also know that the hybrid system will
fit in a smaller vehicle too, since Prius started that way. Clearly, it scales. With respect to
the vastly claim, I'm amused how "vastly superior" has become "vastly better". Perhaps
reality is setting in that the current system in Volt does not address business need well.
Ironically, it's the one that's too expensive. It will indeed scale, but that point is moot if a
configuration competitively priced isn't delivered.

8-02-2011

Understanding Vastness. Some of the nonsense I have to tolerant is truly unfounded.
No matter how much proof they have that they are wrong, some continue their attempts
to mislead anyway. Of course, he could just be in denial. After all, that happened last
year when the direct-drive aspect of Volt was revealed. His response to my vastly better
comment was: "If you don't understand the vastness of the difference, you’ll experience it
when your PIP has to start the engine when you drive up the ramp out of the parking
garage because the traction motor doesn't have sufficient mechanical advantage to
provide adequate power on its own." Having already pointed out that's not true, I used
the opportunity to point out the information yet again. After all, it's not like he didn't
expect it: I have already done that with the plug-in Prius. The engine did *NOT* start. It
didn't start when I climbed the steep neighborhood hill from a dead stop at the bottom to
40 mph either. I was also able to accelerate up hill on a highway ramp to 50 mph before
the engine started. 60 kW is more powerful of an electric motor than you care to admit.
Why not just focus on outcome instead… kWh & gallons consumed… production &
sales volume…
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8-02-2011

July Sales. The celebrating among GM supporters is troubling, since the 500 million
shares the United States Treasury purchased for $33 per share are now only worth $27.05
each. That's a huge loss for taxpayers. They continue to cheer for Cruze popularity too,
arguing that impaired production from the Japan automakers doesn't contribute to that at
all. The count was indeed impressive nonetheless. With 24,648 purchased, that does
indeed make it a top-seller for the month. Though, only 19 percent were actually the
much bragged about ECO model. As for Prius, the selling of 7,907 here is a headscratcher, since we have no idea how many were actually available. Camry did well with
27,016. The 17,577 for Corolla wasn't too bad either. It's all rather bit mysterious still...
especially with gas so expensive and the other hybrids really struggling for sales. Volt is
just clearing out 2011 inventory at this point. There are roughly 100 left to sell.
Combining that with the 125 used within GM itself and the 550 at dealers as demo
models, the grand total comes to 3,975. Who knows how the rest of the year will play
out. The new larger Prius rollout, the new hybrid Camry rollout, and details about the
upcoming plug-in Prius should shake things up. I'm looking forward to that.

8-03-2011

Upcoming Sales. 7,907 Prius were purchased here and 24,220 in Japan last month (the
top-selling vehicle there). The topic of discussion on the daily blog for Volt was: "After a
necessarily slow July, Chevrolet Volt sales poised to significantly increase." I wanted to
know what that actually meant, but refrained from posting anything until midnight. There
were 84 posts by then. I was happy to point out: Notice how everyone avoided the topic
itself. There's lots of excuses, distractions, and exaggerations about previous sales, but
nothing about what to expect from the production increase. What does "poised" actually
mean? Obviously, last year's expectations clearly didn't get met and hopes following
rollout were horribly vague. So, what's realistic now that the hype has been replaced with
real-world data? In other words, what sales counts would be acceptable for August,
September, and October?

8-04-2011

Sales Expectations. It didn't take long for the spin to begin. Some hope you haven't been
paying close attention, allowing them to establish new expectations without being held to
anything previously stated. Yesterday, it was mention of the "the 32-mpg Chevrolet
Equinox", which is totally misleading since the combined MPG is 26 and city just 22.
Needless to say, I'm tired of this lowering of what to expect. Here's what I had to say
about sales: 60,000 per year has been the standard Prius has been held to for mainstream
status over the past decade. Volt enthusiasts stated over and over again that same sales
quantity would be achieved in the second year. They have also repeatedly mocked
Toyota for only planning to deliver 16,000 of the plug-in Prius the first year here,
disregarding overall production. In other words, the precedent has been well established
to measure market success for each market individually. So based on that criteria
provided by Volt enthusiasts, the 45,000 available next year will not meet that sales
objective. For Volt to be the "game changer" it was hyped to be, sales must grow to a
self-sustaining level prior to the tax-credit expiring. Otherwise, sales will plummet as
soon as that taxpayer funding ends. Put it this way. All along the need has been to deliver
a plug-in vehicle configured for middle-market, achieving high-volume sales quickly to
allow the discontinuation of traditional vehicle production. How long are we going to
have to wait for that to happen?
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8-04-2011

Economy Plummet. The stock-market here took a nasty dive, 500 points in a single day.
The price of oil followed, dropping to a surprising $86 per barrel. All that was a reaction
to the deficit deal... which was obviously far from ideal. No new revenue spells trouble.
Recovery will take longer than anyone wants. Business & Consumers will remain
hesitant to take investment risks. What that means for the automotive industry is anyone's
guess, especially since interest in fuel-efficiency continues to grow. Some seem to think
the subcompact market will take off, mostly due to the inexpensive price... and the fact
that 40 MPG has been heavily advertised as efficient. That certainly sets up a nice
situation for both the new larger Prius and the plug-in model. Those choices will still be
within affordable reach, selling themselves based on size & mpg rather than needing "it's
worth it" justification. Next years is becoming a year of change, when we witness
decisions being made which will clearly market the end of guzzling dinosaurs.

8-05-2011

Hybrid Dashboard. Watching Two-Mode struggle to survive should be a great
educational example, something for Volt enthusiasts to carefully study. Instead, they
totally ignore it. This is why I get so worked up about claims from anyone supporting
GM. How can such a failed effort be so easily disregarded? After all, it has gone so bad,
investment in eAssist (BAS) continues to strive to fill in the gap Two-Mode could not.
Sales for Yukon, Escalade, Tahoe, Silverado, Sierra in July were respectively: 46, 40, 29,
26, 11. That's hardly Prius killing technology it had originally been promoted to be. In
fact, it hasn't proven to be scalable either. There still isn't one will a smaller engine
offered, after all these years. 185 sales of Highlander was more than all those others
combined. And the 652 for Escape certainly emphasize that point. The most impression
though was Sonata. That new hybrid saw 4,177 sales in July. That was second only to
Prius at 7,907. The hybrid in third place was the Lexus CT200h at 1,552. The others
haven't given much of a clue what to expect either way, they just sell in modest quantity
for now. For some perspective, looking at the 931 sales of Leaf should give moment for
pause. What does that indicate? I see it as a sign that plug-in hybrids priced for middlemarket possess great potential.

8-06-2011

Business vs. Engineering. This continues to be a problem. Of course, it didn't surprise
me at all to read this today: "The request was for questions she could answer. She's not in
sales or marketing. She's not an executive. She's an engineer." We've dealt with that
countless times over the past decade already. He's the latest attempt: That's been a
fundamental problem with Volt from the very beginning... heavy emphasis on
engineering with almost total disregard for business (high-volume profitable sales).
Remember the audience, many of whom struggled understanding the difference between
want & need in the past. Lack of balance like that will kill a well-engineered vehicle.
We've seen that already with Two-Mode. The priority of price was neglected in favor of
things like power instead. Volt most definitely could have strived for an affordable
design instead, allowing for an increase in power & range as battery technology
improves. How an engineer can answer a "poised" question is mysterious. That's very
much an aspect of business. From engineers, we look to them for improvements (cost,
efficiency, implementation, etc) of the technology itself.
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8-07-2011

Scalable. The twisting of definitions is nothing new; however, it's like changing rules of
the game while you're playing. This is why the push for stating goals was always so
important in the past. Quantifying expectations makes it very difficult to change promises
later... when you discover things are going as planned. Anywho, the reference to
"scalable" in the past was always with respect to attaching the same transmission design
to a different motor & engine size. This became a very big deal for Two-Mode, since the
rollout began with 8-cylinder engines but was always intended to support the 6 and 4
variety too. All the components within would connect & interact the same way, size
would simply be smaller... hence scaling. The latest twist on this was to claim "scalable"
actually meant the ability to fit the same hybrid system into a different vehicle. In other
words, it would just be an expansion of production via rebranding (a practice the
bankruptcy plan stated GM must discontinue). Needless to say, I didn't buy that for a
second. It did though bring up something that hadn't ever been pointed out, probably
because proof was so readily available. It was the ability to support different batterypacks. We know for a fact Prius can do this from all the current aftermarket offerings as
well as the upcoming factory plug-in. In other words, scaling can be motor, engine, and
battery size. Now that's scalable.

8-08-2011

Reminders. Starting the week seeing this as the very first post on the new thread makes
you wonder: "Well, that just proves GM was on the right track with the extended range
model and the naysayers can go back to their cave." I reminded them of those details
actually in dispute; the claims were that GM could deliver a 40-mile range, 50-mpg
depleted vehicle for under $30,000 by the end of 2010. Why bother at this point? Volt
enthusiasts struggle for bragging rights, rather than just finally settle on calling it a plugin hybrid and focus on specs & results instead. Sure enough, another claim of EREV
superiority followed ending with this: "...the Prius is way behind the curve now." Again,
such vague statements don't tell us anything. It's just primal chest-pounding and
cheerleading now. Instead of getting reports on consumption, we get a niche with
attitude. So much for the mainstream vehicle that was promised.

8-08-2011

635 Points. Last week ended with a 500-point drop in our stock-market. This week
started with the day closing 635 points below that. Ouch! Among the world economy
problems that already were on people's minds, the credit-rating downgrade of the United
States combined with worries of both Spain & Italy having serious financial trouble
really stirred concern. In fact, the price of oil fell all the way to $77 at one point. All this
really stresses the point of offering an affordable plug-in. This is why I always liked
Prius, since it placed such a high priority on price. Finding that balance for middlemarket isn't easy and it's truly amazing that such a configuration would attract so much
attention. After all, Prius is not known for the usual "performance" traits. Acceleration is
simply in the middle, as is handling. It's the emissions & efficiency which drew interest
over the years. And with so much financial uncertainly nowadays, that will continue to
draw even more.
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8-09-2011

Plug-In Hybrids. My favorite line today was the claim that Toyota was "rushing out an
inferior item to get into the market". Isn't it ironic how that's exactly what happened with
Volt. By the time it was rolled out, discussions had shifted over to what the next
generation will offer... like improved MPG after depletion, cleaner emissions, and a
lower price. Even more ironically, all of those issues have already been addressed by
Toyota prior to rollout. At this point, they've basically just given up rational claims.
Argument points avoid those shortcomings. So, it shouldn't be much of a surprise that the
enthusiasts of Volt are focusing on EV comparisons instead now. Heck, even
MotorTrend did that with their newest review. The 37 MPG they averaged after depletion
on their 1,250-mile road trip was simply just a mention, buried within all the information
about plugging in. The hybrid aspect of the design is treated as a footnote, something so
distant from all the other upcoming hybrids offering a plug that it's portrayed as being in
a unique category. But with such a wide variety of choices on the way from many
automakers, that approach won't last long. Comparing battery-capacity, motor-size, and
engine-efficiency will quickly become the norm. It is has both a plug and an engine, it's a
plug-in hybrid. No amount of semantic spin will get around that reality.

8-10-2011

Elegant Alternative. I found this particular review summary enthralling: "Despite a few
weaknesses and a substantial price tag, the Volt’s extended-range electric vehicle
technology would appear to be the most elegant alternative yet to the conventional
automobile." What does that actually mean for mainstream consumers? Volt clearly isn't
targeted at middle-market. The price & power priorities resemble a niche, not the next
standard... hence being an alternative. It's really unfortunate so little emphasis was placed
on making a more flexible platform. Heavy dependence on a battery-pack due to having
such an inefficient engine makes offering an affordable model unrealistic. The lightweight components within Toyota's hybrid engine, which operates with an AtkinsonMiller pumping cycle rather than the usual Otto, is the key. GM choose to just use their
stock engine from Cruze instead. That cost-saving measure is hardly elegant. Making the
engine more efficient later will increase vehicle cost. Starting with such a large battery
was a fundamental flaw. Remember how the "40-mile range" was heavily promoted?
That transformed to "25 to 50 miles" when the realities of real-world driving were finally
acknowledged. So much for being elegant.

8-11-2011

Invisible Technology. Two neighbors jumped in my Prius yesterday evening. They
hadn't ever been in a Prius before, but had seen mine countless times sitting there in the
driveway. The spontaneous carpool it would save them the trouble of driving to the same
meeting. So, they took me up on the offer. Neither had any idea how it worked, nor were
they interested in details. It simply worked. The 50 MPG average displayed on the screen
was good enough for them. I didn't even bother to point out our cruise along the suburb
road at 45 mph was without the engine. That electric-only reference wasn't necessary. It
was the outcome they focused on. I wonder if that will be the situation with the plug-in
next year. Can I simplify my endorsement to just pointing out how I plug in every night
and the result is around 80 MPG for my typical commute? Will they ask about electricity
consumption and understand an answer provided in kWh quantity? The point is to make
the technology invisible... taken for granted... because it simply works. After all, very
few consumers actually understand how an automatic transmission operates.
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Rollout Approach. This first year of plug-in vehicles being offered has been an odd one
so far. We've got the EV misconceptions hampering Leaf and all the hype of EREV
deflating Volt. Of course, expectations really weren't that high for the first year anyway.
But determining consumer reaction is extremely difficult and misjudging isn't good for
business. Rollout approach for the upcoming PHV model of Prius will be to initially limit
availability to the strongest markets and the strongest supporters... with the hope that
those particular consumers help to promote by sharing of personal experiences... rather
than just crunch numbers like we are seeing now from others, since they have no basis of
comparison available. After all, Prius is the only plug-in with a hybrid counterpart. That
means expectations could easily be based on assumptions. Toyota would prefer realworld data being passed by word-of-mouth instead. It's an approach proven effective.
Owners endorsements are a powerful source of promotion.

8-13-2011

Base Price. The argument against hybrids most often used by antagonists is to compare
the base price of a traditional vehicle to the hybrid model. That in itself is misleading,
since the typical purchase is a mid-grade model. What really becomes a problem though
is when they intentionally disregard a hybrid like Prius because it doesn't have a
traditional counterpart or misrepresent it by comparing to a vehicle in a lower class.
Many of the arguments end up being revealed as red herrings, intentional diversions from
the actual topic of concern. This has been quite apparent with Volt... hence all the extra
attention since rollout. The matter is actually very simple. Being affordable means
offering a base in the price range already well accepted for middle-market. If average
annual driving distance is 15,000 miles, that works out to $100 per month for gas driving
a cordless Prius at $4 per gallon. Switching to a plug-in model, you probably drop that
monthly gas expense to about $65, plus the cost of electricity. For a Volt, it would be
around $40, plus even more electricity. In other words, justifying a huge premium for the
sake of reducing emissions & oil-dependency is a tough sale if the price itself is well out
of range of what the consumer normally expects to pay. But if the base price is similar to
other vehicles in the same class, that's an entirely different matter. This is why that
"nicely under $30,000" target was deemed so important.

8-13-2011

Battery Expectations. It makes you think when a first-time smart-phone owner is
shocked to discover the need to routinely plug in every night. Prior to owning one, they
just had a simple cell-phone that could go 5 days between charges. Surfing the internet,
checking weather, sending email, watching video, and other things like that simply
weren't possible. Those power-consuming features are new. They add an unanticipated
dimension to the phone-carrying experience. Plugging in daily becomes a habit you don't
give a second thought to, following that initial discovery. That's the way plug-in hybrids
will become. The benefit you gain will just naturally make the effort a no-brainer. Size of
the battery itself won't be given much thought afterward either. You'll just purchase the
vehicle for a competitive price, then observe the outcome without any solid expectations.
Consumers generally have no idea what the mAh rating of phone battery or the kWh
capacity of a hybrid battery will provide for their own particular usage experience.
Adding a plug to Prius will boost efficiency. To what extent would a consumer expect
that boost to be? After all, it only takes a few observations behind the wheel of a PHV to
realize EV range doesn't actually represent anything with respect to the resulting MPG.
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MPG Reporting. This topic is difficult enough when comparing traditional vehicles to
cordless hybrids, since many consumers don't actually know what their current vehicle
actually averages nor are they aware of all the factors which influence efficiency. Adding
a plug really confuses matters. Some Volt owners are now suggesting they report
efficiency before & after depletion separately. Knowing the engine runs for warm-up in
the winter, regardless of charge-level, makes even that approach misleading even for Volt
itself. So for comparing to other plug-in hybrids, forget it. Operational differences are too
great for the typical person to follow anyway. MPG is how decisions will emanate. Look
no further than the highway-only advertisements for confirmation of that. With respect to
electricity use, the standard will be what has been assumed for quite some time now...
most owners will recharge to full-capacity overnight. Those wanting detail will seek
gallon & kWh data. For the rest, overall MPG will be it.

8-13-2011

Production PHV. The reveal is expected September 15, during the big autoshow in
Frankfurt, Germany. That's only a little more than a month from now. Current detail is
still just speculation. But it's not long to wait anyway. Finding out more then should
make for a very exciting event. The biggest unknown is price. Not much can be said
about that until then. MPG is entirely different though. I achieved an average of 84 MPG
from driving 316 miles with a PHV over several days with several charges. That seems to
fit nicely with the 80'ish others have also observed. Of course, none of those early models
offered an EV button. Allowing you to delay depletion should boost efficiency even
higher, if used wisely. Many of us have also pointed out the importance of having kWh
consumption information. Enhancements to the display is a realistic expectation; new
data deserves new presentation. Where the plug will ultimately be located is subject to
uncertainty still too. After all, Nissan and GM chose different locations. No standard for
placement has been agreed upon yet, especially with respect to steering-wheel side.
Heck, we still don't know the battery-pack arrangement or even the final usable capacity.
The 600 currently in use around the world could end up being so outdated, this model
may be considered the next generation design. Whatever the case, you can start marking
off the days on your calendar. We're getting close to finding out details for production.

8-14-2011

Approach. I especially like reading this today: "Many Prius Chatters might not want to
recognize it, but there are a lot of people that don't care about Hybrids, EV's or vehicle
efficiency." Despite the current member count there of an impressive 79,195 overall, the
active member count of 3,552 isn't exactly representative of the Prius owning population
anyway. Nonetheless, it was still an opportunity to remind about purpose & goals with:
That's where the appreciation for Toyota's approach comes from. They expend quite a bit
of effort restraining the technology, by keeping price & power targeted squarely at
middle-market. True, the body chosen for Prius still stands out, but that's simply jumping
on the hatchback bandwagon long before everyone else. It's an extremely practical shape.
Other bodies & configurations are available too. Look at how much consideration was
put into the battery-pack capacity for the upcoming PHV model. We know more is
possible due to the aftermarket offerings. But that would stray away from (affordable &
profitable) high-volume production & sales. The point is to deliver a technology capable
of realistically replacing everyday vehicles like Corolla & Camry. That's a whole lot
more difficult than delivering an expensive trophy-winning niche. The "don't care"
audience is quite a challenge to appeal too, yet Toyota continues to strive for their
purchase.
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Young Graduates. Ever consider their perspective? Those who just finished high-school
are especially influenced by the change of times. The college graduates have a
heightened awareness of this too, even if they weren't affected as intensely. In both cases,
they enter a world where the technology isn't a "decade away" as the rest of us grew up
with. Having a phone with internet access is normal, in fact an expectation. Seeing a
vehicle plugged in will soon be like that too. After all, many won't be buying a new
vehicle right away. So, there is a very high probability that they'll consider the purchase
of a plug-in quite serious. Why wouldn't they? The misconceptions we had to deal with
are gone. Expensive gas is a reality. And these hard economic times hit graduates hard...
since there are very few jobs available for them. Just imagine the influence that will have
on their purchase decisions... especially when it comes to a vehicle. The age of carefree
guzzling are long gone, a wasteful past they did not participate in... and now, couldn't
even afford to.

8-15-2011

Smaller Pack. It's becoming increasingly more difficult to dodge certain questions about
design. Today, it was asking about battery-pack size on a blog topic from the previous
week featuring a new supply contract for GM. All along, the claim was that Volt couldn't
use a pack any smaller than the one now used due to power constraints. That never made
any sense. One half that size was being tested for plug-in Two-Mode vehicles
considerably larger. This was the perfect opportunity to call them on that fact. We all
know a configuration like that for Volt, though better priced, gives a competitive edge to
Prius. That's because the system in Prius is much more efficient and cleaner when
depending upon the engine for power. It would wreck their bragging rights too. Of
course, this new contract tends to imply more is at play than we've been told anyway.
What size? How many? When?

8-15-2011

Price Emotion. A brief article published in a newspaper today started with this: "Interest
in buying the $39,995 plug-in car is starting to taper off..." It's easy to imagine how
quickly and the intensity of the emotion that followed. Whether or not there was a change
in interest didn't matter, it was the price which got people responding. The more
expensive Cadillac model, called Converj, was just reapproved for production in 2 years
too. Those in support of GM just "get the wheels on the road" feel price will naturally
come down over time anyway, so no need to take steps to make Volt competitive until
the next generation design. Others are furious that GM is letting middle-market
opportunity slip away into a niche. Price has very much become a polarizing issue. It's
not pretty. Pressure is building too. Everyone knows the production reveal of the plug-in
Prius is just a month from now. Keeping attention on Volt will be more difficult
following that... since its design placed a high priority on price. And in a struggling
economy like this, that makes a well-balanced offering much more appealing.
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8-16-2011

Charging Stations. Convenience stores and big-box stores have been tossing around the
idea of offering charging stations for customers of plug-in vehicles. That doesn't make
sense. For that to be a practical draw, the driver would have to stay there much more than
the typical 10 to 20 minutes. Who's going to shop for longer? The expense of installing
charging stations for so little in return seems a waste. Other businesses could be entirely
different though. It's quite common for a coffee shop visit to last over an hour. At a
restaurant, staying an hour and a half is no big deal. For places like that, the installation
would be much easier to justify. Heck, most people spend well over two hours at movie
theaters. Then, it's no big deal. That makes you wonder about Toyota's capacity choice
for the PHV. From a station, you can fully recharge the battery-pack in an hour and a
half. That's a great example of thinking ahead, seriously considering what will be realistic
for infrastructure.

8-17-2011

Campaign Promises. Remember way back in 2000? Governor Bush promised to keep
gas prices low as president. I wondered how the heck he would accomplish such a feat.
And of course, he wasn't able to. The executive office really doesn't have much power
over that, other than additional subsidizing... which clearly we don't have money for. So,
how is Congresswoman Bachmann going to deliver on the promise she just made as
president to get the price of gas down below to $2 per gallon? What kind of terrible
objective is that anyway? Wouldn't that just encourage guzzling and contribute to
increased smog-related pollution? Let's not forget that hybrids like Prius deliver cleaner
emission-ratings too. Investing in technology to reduce consumption makes a whole lot
more sense than cheap gas now and leaving a mess for our children to deal to with later.

8-18-2011

Oil & Tires. I brought my Prius into the dealer for a tire-rotation and basic inspection. It
was $21.66 for that visit. The first 10,000 miles on these tires (Goodyear Assurance FuelMax) have proven themselves worthy of recommending to others. Then back at home, I
changed the oil. On such a beautiful Summer day, it was turning out to be a good one.
Though, the good actually began the night before. The synthetic 0W-20 oil is now
available in 5-quart jugs. That makes it about $1.50 less per quart. So, the final cost was
$29.87 for this particular oil-change. Fortunately, I still haven't had any trouble with the
plastic door underneath to access the oil pan & filter. Some owners have had that plastic
joint crack over time. It sure is nice how clean that keeps everything underneath. The oilwrench is still holding tight to the canister too. I love how easy that makes removal. The
next oil-change won't be until early next year. The interval is every 10,000 miles.
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Market Bumps. Anyone who thought economic recovery would occur in just a year or
two clearly hadn't studied history. Even with dedication, it still takes a painfully long
time. Unfortunately, we're far from anything you'd call dedicated. In fact, there is still a
lot of political & business fighting about what approach to take. That being said, there
was never a concern about the market seriously dropping again. The thought was it
would remain nearly flat (very little growth) for a long time. It didn't happen that way.
We've been seeing major ups & downs lately. It's becoming a bumpy ride. I saw GM
stock drop to $23.51 per share this morning. That's so far below the $33.00 value at the
IPO late last year, that it's totally unrealistic to expect a swing to profit anytime soon. It
makes you wonder how automakers will use the cash they have available. Seeing the
inventory at Toyota low still adds to the uncertainty. How much of that has to do with
model-year switchover? How much is still the result of those disasters in Japan? What
about the price of gas, currently $3.69 here? The days of selling lots of high-profit
vehicles are long gone.

8-19-2011

Wrong Direction. All those years ago, way back at the start of 2007, we were introduced
to Volt. This was the vehicle proclaimed to "leap frog" the emission & efficiency leader
then, Prius. That obviously didn't happen. Mainstream purchases are still very much led
by Prius. GM seems to have given up the effort to compete too. The automaker's latest
decision is to offer a more expensive model. The Converj concept will become the
Cadillac ELR. Talking about a move in the wrong direction... or is it? This could be the
excuse needed all along to finally reconfigure Volt to actually be competitive. After all,
that was suppose to be the intent of the Chevy branding from the beginning. Clearly, the
hype steered development in the wrong direction. This could get Volt back on track. That
obsession will power and a ride superior to mainstream vehicles, yet remaining
mainstream priced, wasn't realistic. This is what explains why leadership kept changing
along the way. Enthusiasts absolutely refused to state goals, deep down knowing they
had actually been led astray... but neither wanting to admit it, nor stand up and push for
what had been originally promised. In the end though, that may come anyway... just
several more years later than they had anticipated.

8-19-2011

Assumed Experts. It was nice to hear NPR pointing out what some of us have been
struggling to deal with for awhile now. Comments to articles can sometimes be trouble.
People just assume answers to questions are responded to by experts. Unfortunately,
that's far from reality in some cases. That other day, I stumbled across this example:
"Does this Prius insist upon burning gas just simply to warm up the engine after you fire
it up?" The model of Prius being discussed was the plug-in. The response wasn't even
remotely close to what actually happens. The person said yes, then went into a detailed
explanation of how the engine turns over most of the time and needs warm oil to keep
everything from wearing or causing drag. What the heck! That was just plain bizarre. The
0W-20 synthetic oil most definitely doesn't need any heat to lubricate and the engine
doesn't actually spin often. On that round-trip I made for breakfast to the drive-thru, it
said 0 RPM on my aftermarket gauge the entire time. The engine never moved, despite
driving for over 15 minutes up & down hills through the suburbs at 45 mph. It was all
electricity, no gas burned. That assumed expert was either totally clueless or intentionally
trying to mislead. Unfortunately, readers of the comment section won't be aware of that.
They'll just think what was posted was a fact.
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Wait-List. With great interest, I've been watching the thread this was posted in: "All of
this talk you've read about interest in the Volt *waning* is nothing more than protected
speech (i.e. political hogwash). Currently, there are over 50,000 buyers on the Volt
waiting list, and many of those have been waiting for a Volt for nearly a year." Those
were the first two sentences, which got even the members on that Volt forum concerned.
The response expressing that the best was this: "I'd really like to believe that number.
Where does it come from? If its not based on reality then it only serves to fan the intense
flames of vitriol that Volt haters spew." The answer was very disappointing. It was that
unofficial, unsponsored enthusiast wait-list created quite a few years ago, back when Volt
expectations were an under $30,000 price, efficiency 50 MPG after depletion, and an
unconditional EV range of 40 miles. That was also back when Volt looked quite
different. People had no way to remove their name. So as details were revealed, the list
only grew larger. There was no commitment to buy and GM clearly stated they would not
honor it. In other words, it was nothing but a vague survey. The original poster didn't
know that though. It was just assumed to genuine and a source to refer naysayers to. To
my surprise, someone actually set him straight too, with this: "Let's stop believing our
own BS and helping the Volt bashers."

8-21-2011

Motive. Isn't it amazing how some people hear but don't actually listen? No matter how
much you attempt to focus on goals, once they see you post something favorable about a
competitor's design, they stop listening. I saw that constantly with Volt prior to rollout.
Afterward, it's been even worse... since speculation then has been replaced with facts
now. Concern about gas prices and the migration to smaller traditional vehicles rather
than embracing their alternative was valid. In other words, both the "over promise, under
deliver" and the "too little, too slowly" have been confirmed. To make matters worse,
there's pressure from the current $22.16 stock price. The situation isn't pretty. Everything
said at this point sounds like "Prius" to the Volt enthusiasts. It's just like the Two-Mode
enthusiasts of the past... and the ASSIST hybrids... and the diesels. Rather than just
sighting efficiency, emission, and price objectively, it turns into a credibility attack.
Geez! Why can't they see the success of Cruze and the upcoming plans for Sonic are the
sales they should be concerned about? An automaker seeking profit with resources
already spread thin won't be able to deliver a next-generation design for years. Shouldn't
there at least be an effort to clearly state goals and push to make sure they are achieved?

8-21-2011

Efficiency Standards. We are now in a world of shared economies & markets. That
isolation of the past is gone. Unfortunately, the mindset isn't. There was a lot of push
back in the United States for raising CAFE requirements. As a result, they were eased up
a bit and exclusions were allowed. That's not the case over in Japan. They are looking
toward more stringent efficiency standards... sooner, higher, and across the entire fleet.
That translates to strong support for the new Prius family right away. So, whether or not
they become top-sellers here is secondary. Odds are though, having a variety of choices
available should make "Prius" quite popular. A year from now, it looks like we'll have
the 50 MPG hatchback, a 40 MPG wagon, a 55 MPG compact, and a +75 MPG plug-in.
How that along with the new standards affects the rest of the industry should be very
interesting. I'd suspect a lot new announcements from the other automakers. After all,
those offerings from Toyota won't have traditional counterparts. High-Volume sales of
them would certainly change the game.
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Purity. It is quite astonishing how far some will take bragging rights. They attempt to
spin history for the sake of painting a better history, rather than just facing facts. But then
again, bragging usually involves some degree of embellishment anyway. I grow tired of
that. But on a nice day while out biking or rollerblading, my mind searches for ways to
respond to that nonsense in a polite & thoughtful manner. Today, it was in response to
poking at the choice of maximum "EV" speed for the plug-in Prius and claims of its
design being an afterthought. It's quite clear how Toyota carefully considered consumer
requirements rather than simply just cater to their desires. But certain individuals totally
disregard that to focus on emotional appeal instead. My retort to the speed taunt was:
Beyond that doesn't mean any gas is actually consumed. It simply means the engine spins
to balance power-carrier speed. This has been part of the design since way back in 2003,
awaiting better batteries and cost-reductions in the meantime. Does the engineering
tradeoff for a higher tolerance (speed & power at increased cost & weight) support the
business need? Ironically, reasoning used in support of direct-drive asks the same
question. Stating goals is very important when addressing issues like this. Diminishing
returns don't always justify the argument for purity.

8-22-2011

Toyota & Ford Hybrid Trucks. A joint effort between Toyota & Ford to develop rearwheel drive hybrid pickups and large SUVs was announced today. These will be the true
workhorses, towing well in excess of 3,500 pounds. GM attempted to pursue that market
with Two-Mode, but didn't attract many sales. Price is a major problem in that area.
Competing directly with traditional diesel is quite a challenge for that particular market.
And with the upcoming CAFE requirements coming, action to deliver something better
(high-volume & profitable) has finally come. Online reaction from GM supporters was
acknowledgement of poor sales with price to blame. No argument came from the rest of
us, who have been saying that all along. Of course, this same concern holds true for Volt
as well. Rugged & Affordable is something combined resources from the two automakers
will be better able to deliver. It's very different from the passenger vehicles currently
offered as hybrids.

8-22-2011

Fanboy Website. Based upon the UK testing-cycle, the plug-in Prius will achieve about
a 107 MPGe rating converted to US. That was high enough to stir lots of emotion from
those on the daily blog for Volt... which sadly has become a "fanboy" website, where
constructive discussion has been lost to cheerleading. It put the moderator in an awkward
position, finally called out to set policies about participation. That's long overdue. What
is the purpose there? Don't they want a better Volt to emerge? Or is it really the website
just to support whatever is available for purchase? I waited until 11pm that evening
before finally posting anything about today's topic, the PHV model Prius: It's been
interesting reading all the posts, patiently waiting until everyone else has had an
opportunity to chime in before responding. The need is clear, consumers are looking for
an affordable solution offering significant improvement to emissions & efficiency. The
want of EV purity doesn't actually ever get mentioned by anyone other than enthusiasts.
Mainstream consumers, those middle-market buyers of popular vehicles like Camry &
Corolla, don't even list it as a priority. That photo showing 233 MPG while driving at 70
mph was taken by me behind the wheel of a plug-in Prius. The 992 RPM on the gauge
indicates the engine was indeed spinning at that speed, but it also reveals how remarkably
efficient the system can be from the boost the plug-in system provides... which fulfills the
purpose, so well, it explains the posts today.
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All Gone. Any last hope of constructive discussion vanished today. The new Camry was
revealed, including an upgraded hybrid model. With an estimate of 41 MPG combined
and a $25,900 base price, arguing against such a traditional looking vehicle offering 200
hp has become quite a challenge. So much so, it pushed the Volt enthusiasts already in a
stir about the upcoming 3 new models of Prius on the way, over the edge. The volume of
vague claims and superior bragging grew substantially. It's sad to think the situation
came to that. From the perspective of a newbie looking for helpful information
researching a purchase, forget finding it on that daily blog. It's all gone. With uncertainty
of purpose there still, 8 months after the ownership transfer, it's a surprise hopeful
participation held on that long. Volt clearly missed the target market. Meanwhile, the rest
of the industry strives to attract those mainstream consumers with their own new hybrids.
This time last year, I yearned for the day that hype would finally disappear entirely.
Today marked that event. Reality has come crashing down. Too little. Too slowly.

8-24-2011

No Data. The only real aspect of "uncertainty" left for the Volt enthusiasts to exploit is
Winter efficiency, since only a handful of owners purchases took place before Spring
arrived this year. Sure enough, that was precisely was surfaced as the daily topic today.
Posts were the same old nothing as in the past. When there's no data available, they just
dismiss & wander. There really isn't anything remaining to discuss anymore. Without
real-world data available, what is there? I pointed out that reality yesterday. The response
was a link to a website providing a summary from owners and a rude attitude snapping:
"How much more detail do you need?" I couldn't believe that was even attempted.
There's no gallon or kWh information. Nothing about plug-in frequency. There weren't
even ownership duration dates. It was nothing be EV miles, Total miles, and MPG
values. The spreadsheet was so vague, what was shown could have just as easily been a
list of aftermarket Prius conversion results. You know how this is going to lead to an
intolerant double-standard next year, where those same enthusiasts accepting of vague
from Volt now will be absolutely demanding of detail about the plug-in Prius then. Of
course, I have a feeling they'll end up regretting it. Ask yourself what mainstream
consumer priorities are for a plug-in purchase. What are they really hoping to get? What
does the plug-in Prius deliver?

8-25-2011

Competing with PHV. The plug-in Prius was designed to be a package upgrade from the
cordless model, to boost efficiency. Storage in the cargo area will only differ by not
having hidden space available below the false floor and providing a tire-repair kit rather
than a temporary-spare. MPG while using the engine after depletion will be very similar.
Seating will be the same. Options will be the same. Exterior will be the same. With a
price targeted directly at middle-market consumers, appeal for the mainstream should be
very high. How in the world will a plug-in hybrid like Volt compete with so much higher
of a sticker-price? Other automakers want to offer plug-in choices of their own as well.
Primary focus in the interest of "being green" is MPG. That number is the draw, featured
dominantly in most advertisements for traditional vehicles anyway. Competing with PHV
will be a challenge with so much support already established. The 160 models used for
collecting real-world data in the United States alone have some unlikely customers
interested in a purchase even before rollout. The other 440 elsewhere in the world will
very likely have done the same. Those extended driving opportunities provided far more
than any dealer-demo would. There's the anticipation of the final production model being
more refined as well. I'm very excited... and so glad those hoping to compete are now
showing trepidation about the upcoming reveal in a few weeks.
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Favorable Calculations. This is a great example of the devil being in the details. Today
a Volt owner setup a "cost calculator" to help people compare monthly costs of operating
a Volt to other vehicles. The very first problem I encountered was it didn't provide either
zero-percent or non-financing options. It defaulted to 6 years at 3 percent. It also
depended upon the tax-credit to balance out to the default compare vehicle, one which
only delivered 25 MPG. At that point, I had already determined the creator hadn't really
considered all the situations. Curious, looking further at the remaining parameters, I saw
the daily miles was 86 and the charges per day was 2. Where in the world did those
values come from and how does that even remotely represent a typical driver? Of course,
seeing the price of gas listed as just $3.50 wasn't a reflection upon future expectations
either. Needless to say, I plugged in realistic Prius numbers... $25,000 for price, 0.01 for
financing, 36 months for payments, $3.85 for gas, 40 miles for daily driving, 1 charge per
day... and got a result showing $187 less per month for Prius with the Volt getting a full
tax-credit... without, Prius was $395 less per month. Changing numbers to $30,000 and
75 MPG to roughly represent the plug-in, favor was $61 for Prius with credit. Changing
price to $32,500 and eliminating that credit for both, it was $195 in favor of Prius. Going
back to the cordless Prius to compare 30 & 50 miles daily, the results were $190 & $194
respectively... in favor of Prius. In other words, no matter what I entered, Prius always
came out the better buy. Gotta like that!

8-27-2011

Concern Confirmed. Discussions increasingly focus on price. Mainstream success of a
plug-in depends upon it being affordable... and everyone is finally acknowledging that
reality. The enthusiasts of Volt, those specifically who had previously deemed the
$40,000 price "worth it" previously, now claim the much needed cost-reduction will
come in a few years. Each denies the concern about time & quantity was ever hyped to be
fulfilled by the end of 2010. Instead, these certain individuals now show concern of their
own by claiming the choice of a smaller battery-pack and fewer features is a terrible
business risk. Offering such an option isn't necessary. To them, there is still plenty of
time and consumers will embrace the next generation design overwhelming more than
anything from competing automakers. That concern for "too little, too slowly" is still just
an attempt to undermine Volt in their minds. We disagree. We see it being confirmed
already. Sales in the months to come will fortify that. This configuration of Volt was
supposed to be a high-volume seller. It's turning out to be a favorite niche.

8-27-2011

Vindication. It's so tempting to call out those troublemakers often quoted here by name.
Refraining by just posting their statements is enough in the end. After all, we've been
through this several times in the past already. It started with ASSIST hybrids. Then came
diesel. Then it was Two-Mode. Then it was ASSIST hybrids again, but with cost a much
higher priority. Then it was so-call "clean" diesel. Each failed to deliver the efficiency
promised. Most fell short of a clean emission rating as well. So this round with the first
plug-in hybrid isn't really anything new. Goals weren't meant. This is simply the fallout
of that we are witnessing now. Efforts to spin outcome just delays the inevitable. In other
words, admitting sales are not what they anticipated. That's vindicating... which verifies
those original goals (efficiency, emissions, and affordability) must still be delivered.
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8-27-2011

Plug-In Expectations. Whether there are official goals stated or just vague promises,
there are expectations. Efficiency for a plug-in hybrid is that it operates as a hybrid after
depletion. Reverting to traditional MPG following the end of plug supplied electricity
means heavy dependency on plugging in. Delivering improved MPG afterward makes the
plug-in hybrid a much easier purchase decision. Being affordable has always been a
fundamental for hybrids. Why would that be any different for a plug-in hybrid? Justifying
a higher price-point is as futile as convincing the typical consumer that a luxury vehicle
is a better buy that a mainstream vehicle. They understand the difference, but purchase a
mainstream vehicle anyway. As for "range" of EV, that will likely be looked upon the
same way as storage capacity has been for portable devices. People know having more
would be nice, but choose a balance with price instead of favoring the maximum
available. Lastly, not having to purchase & install a charging-station is an expectation
often overlooked.

8-28-2011

Plug-In Hybrids. The approach of portraying Volt as an EV has resulted in a growing
number of owner complaints. They couldn't see the backfire hitting so hard, so quickly.
In other words, the "40 mile EV range" has become a source of misunderstandings. They
brought this upon themselves, by refusing to acknowledge the reality that Volt is a plugin hybrid. Much like cordless hybrids, there are different types. So, it's not like
consumers wouldn't consider resulting efficiency anyway. But they wanted to market it
as the engine only being an emergency backup instead. That seemed an effective way to
downplay the shortcomings of both its efficiency and emissions shortcomings compared
to the PHV model Prius. However, reading media reviews and posted comments, that's
not the case. People see Volt as a plug-in hybrid. Measure of worth will be against the
other upcoming plug-in hybrids, not pure electric-only vehicles like Leaf.

8-28-2011

PHV Misleading. Until recently, the source of undermining was the competition...
especially from Volt enthusiasts, hence them getting so much more attention than other
plug-in hopefuls. That's changing. I read this today in a long article pointing out shopping
considerations for EVs and plug-in hybrids: "People who drive more than 13 to 15 miles
a day might be better off buying a conventional hybrid or fuel-efficient gas-powered car
and saving the premium they would pay for the plug-in and the expense of a home
charging station." That paragraph started with a "be careful" statement. It mislead by
implying people will have to purchase a charger too. That's absolutely not true. A benefit
of the smaller capacity for the PHV model Prius was that using a standard household
outlet would be practical for recharging. In other words, without a charging station, it
will only take 3 hours. No extra expense required. And even if you do routinely drive
further, you'll still see a significant MPG improvement anyway.
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8-28-2011

Too Few Miles. Remember comments in the past from those who don't drive much?
Justifying a "hybrid premium" was difficult for those who drive well under half the
average annual distance here. PHV changes that. Short trips will go from being the least
efficient to the most. Propulsion will primarily come from plug supplied electricity.
They'll be the ones reporting routine results in excess of 100 MPG. Too few miles will
see the greatest return. That's a paradigm shift. Worth of hybrid technologies will have to
be re-evaluated. Those who doubted the potential will vanish, of course. Proof of the
FULL hybrid design supporting the next logical step in electrification will be
overwhelmingly abundant. It was the flexibility of the system (hence the "full" label) that
was argued as a wise approach for the mainstream. Offering a variety of battery-packs in
addition to the plug being optional provides high-volume production opportunity while
keeping the business risk low. Those who drive only a few miles to those who drive
many will have choices available. Watch for designs that are stuck in a "one size fits all"
dilemma. Those are the ones about to face growth challenges as automakers face MPG
improvement mandates.

8-29-2011

Resurrected Threads. A new pattern is emerging among Prius newbies. It sure would be
interesting to find out why this is happening now too. Perhaps interest in the plug-in is
drawing in an entirely new audience. Whatever the cause, the resulting big-picture effect
is still uncertain. They are posting to threads on the big Prius forum which have been
dead for many, many years. It's rather bizarre seeing something long since forgotten
suddenly getting attention again. Newer members will respond to it as if it is recent,
somewhat confused by the nature of the topic in some cases too... like the affect of
ethanol on a Prius. Way back in 2005, it's easy to understand how that question was a hot
discussion topic. All this time later, we've long since known the answer is it's a nonissue... but the newbie didn't. Those responding to the post that resurrected the long
forgotten thread sometimes treat it as if the question was brand new, happy to respond
since they have an answer... which sometimes isn't actually correct. It gets confusing,
especially when multiple generations of Prius are involved. Having so much history now
makes the search feature a mixed blessing. We now have to be even more attentive.

8-30-2011

Tomorrow. It's the last day of August. That ends the final month for Volt sales without
production details known about the PHV. The increased volume from retooling should
have bumped up purchase quantity. An intense wave of defense will follow if that isn't
what actually happened, due to the upcoming pressure of PHV. All the time up to now
was opportunity to take advantage of not from having any plug-in hybrid competition. It's
yet another example of how "too little, too slowly" really was something to be concerned
about. With the new plug-in model of Prius about to draw consumer attention, there is
reason for Volt enthusiasts to worry. Volt didn't capture the market by storm as it had
been hyped. Cruze ended up doing that instead. Soon there will be a Prius which middlemarket will easily understand the benefits of. By plugging it in, MPG will be boosted.
How high is an obvious question that's difficult to provide a clear answer for. But
recognizing how a plug will improve efficiency is no big deal. After all, it's an
improvement countless people have already suggested. How many Volt do you think
were purchase in August? What amount would indicate strong interest at this point?
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8-31-2011

How It Fares. I was quite curious what was actually meant from this statement: "It will
be interesting to see how the upcoming Prius plug-in hybrid fares against the Volt and
Leaf." Hopefully, I get something informative in response to my reply: What is the
criteria? We already know that affordability was given a much higher priority than Volt.
We already know that both engine efficiency & emissions are better than Volt. Overall
efficiency is the combination of gallons & kWh based upon real-world data. Actual
consumer consumption results differ from estimates, especially when it comes to plugins. So the upcoming reveal won't provide that information. Sales are the ultimate
measure of success, since the purpose of the technology is to become the mainstream
replacement of traditional vehicles. Leaf competition does pose a challenge for gauging
interest. It's easy to imagine that being a popular option for 2-car households, where the
other vehicle is used for the more demanding travel. So it doesn't reach as wide of a
market as the potential for Prius. Of course, there is always the measure of perception.
The quantity & intensity of negative spin from the competition could provide a good
indication of how worried they are after getting detail about the production model of
PHV.

9-01-2011

Terribly Wrong. That's the way one observer described Volt sales, after finding out only
302 were sold in August. With 550 produced the second half of July, you'd think the
number would be higher. Whatever the case, it sure sets up September to be an
interesting one. This was my take on the situation: Two-Mode hype died shortly after
rollout began, when shortcomings of expectations became apparent. Sales sputtered along
following that. Sound familiar? 2,400 Volt were produced in August. Supposedly, there
are many consumers waiting for delivery still. If true, we should see that entire inventory
accounted for in the next month's sales results. With only 3,172 purchased so far this
year, that would represent the massive increase enthusiasts have been claiming would
finally happen. That doesn't seem likely, especially with 21,807 sales of Cruze in August.
Coincidently, details of the production model plug-in Prius will be revealed in just 2
weeks. Think about the impact that will make. If nothing else, it should stir quite a
response from those holding out for a miracle from Volt.

9-02-2011

Aftermath. It looks like August was the month where the general perception of Volt
turned unfavorable. Those attentive to detail, looking beyond the outrageous price, saw
that GM was scrambling to improve engine efficiency & emissions. The choice to
abandon a specialized engine and use the same basic one as Cruze was obviously a rush
to meet the originally promised delivery date without contributing to an even higher price
or risking reliability. There's fallout from earlier marketing too; that anticipated 40-mile
range clearly didn't address the realities of winter. Most of that is just enthusiast
bickering though. What really matters is sales. They've been underwhelming. And now as
availability expands from the highest demand markets to the rest of the country,
envisioning an aftermath where Volt has become a niche due to the popularity of Cruze
and the Prius is quite easy. There are a few die-hard enthusiasts still believing this
particular model of Volt is about to take the market by storm though, as with this rather
ironic example: "So .. tell me .. what other company is building anything that come close
to the Volt.. it's been a year.. the Volt is all alone.. and you think GM is doing something
wrong? GM is working on gen two while all others are scrambling to get something out
to compete with gen 1. I think GM has done the best of any company.. they didn't rush the
Volt out.. they did it right."
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9-03-2011

Realistic Outlook. The upcoming plug-in market is filled with uncertainty. Supply is too
low to determine how much interest there actually is. We know that GM will sell every
Volt it makes, simply because there's enough initial rollout demand in each state and the
discounted prices from each of the over 3,000 demo model will attract buyers. But all
that relies heavily upon tax-credit availability. In the meantime, the plug-in Prius will be
entering the game. Toyota already has a well established reputation with it. In fact, the
only thing new design aspect is the plug itself. The fact that the electricity will enhance
EV abilities currently available is easy to understand. So, it's quite likely that even initial
sales will include more than just enthusiasts. The strongest market for Prius isn't here
either. In Japan, it's the top-selling vehicle. Prius supporters are expecting Volt to fade
into the background as Toyota & Nissan lead the way with Ford & Hyundai making
plans to join in. Clearly, Volt wasn't the overnight success leap-frogging technology it
was hyped to be. What is a realistic outlook for it? Being competitive means some type
of compromise to deliver a lower price. After all, carrying double the cost of the most
popular traditional vehicle won't easily allow it to replace mainstream production &
sales.

9-03-2011

Oil & Gas. The price of a barrel of oil closed at $86.45 this week. It's been in the upper80's for quite some time now. That's where it has seemed to settle, in this time of much
uncertainty. That has put the price of gas during the holiday weekend at $3.89 per gallon.
Interestingly, none of that seems to be getting much attention anymore. The "boil a frog"
effect has been confirmed. People simply get use to dealing with higher prices. What
happens with oil & gas is so far out of their control, they just accept it. The result has
been a migration to smaller vehicles. The larger guzzlers of the past are becoming an
astonishing part of our history. Future generations will be shocked how much those were
pushed as the best choice for American consumers. Ages ago, that was easier to
understand. But to fight hybrids a decade after their introduction didn't make any sense.
In this time of portable electronics being so common, why would technology to improve
efficiency through the use of a battery still be resisted so intensely? The plug-in hybrids
will tip the balance. Seeing a model of Prius routinely deliver +75 MPG will draw
attention back to the concerns of oil & gas dependency and consumption.

9-04-2011

Engineering Tradeoff. Delivering a vehicle for mainstream consumers with the intent of
high-volume profitable sales means a careful balance of design. Simply producing more
won't address shortcomings beyond lowering price. If the engineering choices didn't
fulfill business need, you're stuck with something uncompetitive. Tradeoffs are a normal
part of the process. Many aspects of design, like speed, power, size, cost, weight,
efficiency, reliability, etc., are common decision factors. Altering one usually means one
of more changes as a result. This is why vehicles differ so much. Adding a plug further
complicates matters. Finding a balance is a challenge. This was the hope for Volt by
enthusiasts, even though the "vastly superior" mindset clearly didn't address need. Only
now are they seeing the consequences of that. For example, that purity of EV propulsion
sacrifices efficiency after battery depletion. Using direct-drive instead increases
efficiency, but that breaks the aspect of purity. The sacrifice also reveals itself when
running the heater in winter. What's so wrong with a tradeoff? After all, the very nature
of a hybrid is the flexibility to seek out a balance.
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9-04-2011

8-Speed Transmission. By adding 3 more gears, Dodge will be able to increase
efficiency of their automatic Charger highway MPG from 27 to 31 and the city MPG
from 18 to 19. Adding complexity to a transmission already more complicated than a
hybrid for so little of a gain is truly amazing. But that's the desperation of keeping
traditional vehicles from dying... especially guzzlers like that. Of course, even with a
combined estimate of 23 MPG, how much demand will there really be for it? I suspect
more and more of the old-school muscle cars will end up becoming even more of a niche.
Heck, there's even worry that the sleek sport look of Cadillac ELR could potentially draw
sales away from Corvette. Times are definitely changing... but not without resistance.
What other attempts to keep classics alive will materialize? How much will people be
willing to pay for that? When will the market tip in favor of electric motors and fewer
gears?

9-05-2011

Halo Effect. There's pretty much unanimous agreement that this is what Volt is currently
achieving. When even the enthusiasts don't argue that Volt works as enticement for the
sales of other GM vehicles rather than being the vehicle of choice itself, there isn't much
more to say. The topic of discussion of when this will change is emerging, when the
purpose of traditional vehicle replacement will actually take place. I stated the situation
this way: Think about the dealer/salesperson perspective, having a demo model available
but none in inventory. Why bother with a Volt sale, knowing the customer will pester
them for months while waiting for delivery? It's so much easier to sell a Cruze, a wide
variety available for immediate purchase. And what if the financing for the much more
expensive Volt doesn't actually come through? Think about waiting for months, then not
getting loan approval. All that effort for nothing. This is very much the "halo" effect that
GM wanted all along. They claimed that's what Prius did for Toyota, but refused to
acknowledge how many Prius were actually being sold. Way back in 2004 when the antihybrid campaigning got really bad, worldwide annual sales had already exceeded
120,000. When will Volt reach that, especially knowing GM is also pushing eAssist at
the same time?

9-07-2011

At This Point. A variety of new plug-in concepts have already been revealed, in advance
of the big autoshow kickoff in Europe next week. Each takes a different approach, in part
due to patent restrictions. They'll offer different motor sizes & batteries too. The most
unexpected has been one from Volvo, where they'll actually be taking the long-ago
abandoned thru-the-road approach. These reveals tend to imply the automakers are now
paying much closer attention to the growing interest in plug-in offerings. Adding an
electric-motor as an independent propulsion device with no connection whatsoever to the
engine or transmission especially emphasizes that. Put another way, we can say at this
point promotion has already shifted to battery-pack capacity and electric-motor power.
How else would consumers distinguish differences? For example, that Volvo will have
70 horsepower available for electric-only driving; the plug-in Prius will have 80. Both are
plenty for maintaining a cruise on the highway. More is overkill, only used for heavy
acceleration. The kWh capacity is even easier to understand; it represents the electriconly potential (with the understanding that range itself will vary greatly). More can be
better, but even a small pack will still deliver a significant efficiency improvement.
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9-08-2011

Cylinder Deactivation. It has been limited to larger engines. The more cylinders
available, the less noticeable it was deactivating some. With 8, only running with 4 easily
balanced out load on the camshaft with little negative effect while cruising. With 6, it
took extra cushioning to prevent heavy vibration and sound-proofing to keep the noise
from getting too harsh. With only 4 total, cutting 2 meant stroke issues. Either the pistonposition was up or down, nothing in between as with 6 or 8. Today's announcement from
VW stated they have figured out how to overcome those issues of only having 2 pistons
providing power. It's seems to be clever solution for a problem with an alternative
already available. Using a hybrid design like Prius, you're better off simply shutting off
the engine entirely. Why bother with the complexity of splitting valve control when
stopping all engine combustion is even more efficient?

9-08-2011

Energy Politics. This has always been a hot topic. But in the past when gas was much
less expensive, the disingenuous nature of claims was easier to slip by. Now, we have
presidential candidates drawing attention the topic... beyond just the "Drill, Baby, Drill"
cheering of the past. Some want to exploit all the non-renewable resources we have
available. Others simply promise lower gas prices in responsible manner. Both disregard
the future, placing short-term gain over long-term sustainability, and don't address the
many benefits of reducing consumption. We have even been told continued consumption
at this level will help increase jobs. Huh? What about the jobs we've been talking about
in support of new automotive opportunities and renewable energy technologies? Of
course, we still hear from climate-change skeptics too... despite the record flooding &
drought conditions lately. It's quite absurd and obviously not being taken seriously. Good
sound business investment in the future now means no need to scramble later. Why isn't
that part of the energy politics debate?

9-09-2011

Saving Gas. Putting efficiency in terms of "saving" gas has always been misleading,
since the quantity differs dramatically depending on the type of vehicle you compare the
consumption to. In terms of stating a factor makes the situation even worse. Today, it was
"5 to 10 times less". I questioned why the person was comparing Volt to the cordless
model of Prius. He revised his claim to "3 to 5 times less". I asked how that was possible,
knowing how heavily GM has promoted the "1,000 miles per tank" observations they've
made from owners so far. That works out about 0.74 gallons of gas consumed per 100
miles. Over the same distance, the cordless Prius consumes 2.0 gallons. So even without
going any further, you can already see how flawed his original claim was. And that's not
even taking Winter efficiency into account, since most owners didn't take delivery until
Spring. Anywho, assuming the +75 MPG expectation for PHV (based on my 80 MPG
observation, as well as several others in the early data-collection program), that would
equate to 1.33 gallons... which means Volt isn't even saving 2 times less. In other words,
don't just accept quoted numbers without researching the detail. This shows some are
quite willing to make claims that simply cannot be validated.
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9-10-2011

11-Year Anniversary. It was yesterday for me. Having driven a Prius for 11 years now
boggles the mind. It seems like just yesterday when I was impatiently awaiting delivery
of that first one. Certain individuals on the big GM forum despise having someone with
so much real-world exposure always striving for constructive discussion. They want
cheerleading, anything else is unwelcome. My response to their nonsense was this: It all
comes back to the same old question, Who is the market for Volt? There will be
increasing hybrid choices to choose from as the price of gas continues to squeeze
incomes and those new CAFE requirements approach. The new smaller Prius will be
priced in the low 20's with a little bit higher MPG than the current model. The plug-in
Prius will offer absolutely amazing efficiency for those with short commutes, a
significant MPG boost for those with longer commutes, and deliver standard Prius MPG
following depletion. In other words, these offerings target the mainstream directly, in
terms very easy to understand. Replacing traditional vehicles is the point. Talk of the next
generation Volt indicates interest in the technology, but highlights that how the current
generation doesn't address the needs of middle-market. High-Volume profitable sales
won't be achieved from continuing with vague comments and relative measure. It other
words, the "it's worth it" and "best in class" arguments only work with enthusiasts. The
typical consumer wants clear numbers... like price, gallons, kWh, and emission-rating.

9-10-2011

Thermal Details. An argument Volt enthusiasts like now is to push the Winter
operational uncertainties of the PHV model Prius, since those details haven't been
officially released yet. That makes it very hypocritical refusing to discuss them about
Volt still, yet they do anyway. Prior to rollout, mentioning that topic labeling you as a
troll trying to make Volt fail. Now, they simply pretend EV purity has been achieved...
even though we know that's far from the truth. In reality, both vehicles are hybrids. Prius
is highly optimized for thermal efficiency; otherwise, delivering the PZEV emissionrating would still be the challenge Volt continues to face. The added benefit of such
attention to smog-related emissions is having hot coolant readily available for warming
passengers... and the battery-pack. Anywho, the official thermal detail released from GM
is that the engine in Volt will run until the coolant temperature reaches 150°F (65°C)
whenever the outside temperature is 25°F (-4°C) or colder... which is quite normal in
Minnesota. In fact, we can go weeks at a time without the temperature ever getting that
warm. Once reaching the threshold, the engine will remain off until coolant temperature
drops to 104°F (40°C). For the cordless Prius, that threshold is 114°F (45.5°C). But the
Prius system is heavily insolated, so it's really a matter of how long that lasts while
swooshing through the cold Winter air. Prius will run the engine enough to get the
temperature back to 114°F 45.5(°C). Volt will run the engine until the temperature climbs
back to 150°F (65°C). See how quickly comparisons get confusing? Prius will run the
engine more often, but for shorter intervals. Volt will run the engine longer, but less
often. Of course, the engine in Prius is more efficient and it frequently takes advantage of
direct-drive. This is why insisted on knowing gallons & kWh actually consumed is so
important. How else would you properly compare them?
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9-11-2011

Long Wait, part 1. On a thread discussing the merits of offering tax incentives to plugin vehicles, this question was posed: "And ask yourself, why, WHY did it take so friggin'
long for an answer to the Toyota Prius." It's a sensible thing to ask from anyone without
knowing the history of what led up to this point. I provided: No need, we've known that
answer to the plug delay for a long time now. Electricity has been dirty and used nonrenewable sources. Shifting over to a plug-in prior to the switchover to better electricity
wouldn't actually solve any problems. In fact, it could have made them even worse. And
why would any automaker sabotage the battery market by offering a plug-in before
capacity, cost, and reliability reached a reasonably competitive level? It's only now that
lithium chemistry has achieved that. While Toyota waited, they refined their hybrid
system to easily accommodate the upgrade and get consumers use to the idea in the
meantime. So by the time production begins, many of the aspects of rollout would have
already been heavily tested and responded to. It's a good business approach for delivering
a vehicle capable of high-volume profit sales shortly following rollout. Consumers won't
be waiting for a next generation design like a certain other plug-in hybrid.

9-11-2011

Long Wait, part 2. Deeper reading into the discussion at hand, this sentence hit me after
having already replied: "One of the biggest car companies in the world, IN THE
WORLD, said they couldn't do it. The sad truth is, they didn't want to." So, I followed up
with: I think I misinterpreted the rest of the post, not realizing that the "biggest" referred
to the collapsed GM business. Some of us wrote off their insincere and ever-changing
promises many years ago, waiting until they actually delivered something rather than
award merit based on announcements. Now GM is attempting to recover their business,
but still disregarding actual need. Cruze obviously isn't a solution. Neither is eAssist.
Volt is over-engineered, missing middle-market consumers entirely. What a mess. As it
stands now, they still don't have an answer to Prius either. There is nothing targeted for a
mid-20's price offering a significant improvement to emissions & efficiency without
being dependent upon a plug. In the meantime, Toyota's 2012 line-up will offer several
choices... Prius, Prius-V, Prius-C, and Camry-Hybrid. Sadly, the summary of the
situation with Volt still stands. GM delivered a vehicle they wanted to build, not one they
needed to. It sure is going to be one heck of a wake-up call for them when plug-in Prius
sales begin.

9-11-2011

Long Wait, part 3. Remember the first publicized plug-in Prius? The prototype was a
previous generation model which used dual NiMH battery-packs. That extra power
allowed for the 100 km/h (62.1 mph) electric-only drive speed and provided a means of
collecting real-world data. Unfortunately, there were patents & lawsuits preventing that
research from actually being implemented. People seem to forget those bits of history. Of
course, there are some who pretend that never happened too. There's also the spin that
Toyota claimed it wasn't possible to use lithium in a plug-in. In reality, they twisted what
was said about lithium not being cost-effective and the point about low yields. Production
in other industries has helped to work out issues with the latter, but cost is very much still
a problem. Fortunately, that wait for the reduction is buffered by the tax-credit
available... which should help establish strong demand... which should contribute to
lower prices. The catch is it must happen quickly. We should not wait long once rollout
begins. Taking too long to ramp up production following rollout could cause consumers
to lose interest.
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9-12-2011

Long Wait, part 4. It's almost over. As a result of the reveal time being so close, there's
been a strange calm. Those claiming Volt superiority aren't certain what to expect from
Toyota. Late in the evening, as morning hit Europe, news from Frankfort started to come
out. It was our first taste of the production model plug-in Prius. In a video, we could quite
clearly see that it would indeed come with a HV/EV toggle button, allowing you to delay
when electric-only depletion occurs. That's something Volt doesn't offer. I'll certainly be
taking advantage of that for some of my travel and winter warm-up when a plug isn't
available. The other new button was one called "EV City". It's basically the electric-mode
equivalent of a power-button. We also briefly saw that the battery will be composed of 4
sub-packs rather than 3 as with the data-collection models. The false floor will be flush
too. Not much else is known yet, but it won't be long before we get the rest of the details.

9-13-2011

Long Wait, part 5. Details are emerging now. The big matter at the moment is battery
detail. Rather than the 5.2 kWh size we saw earlier, it will be 4.4 kWh. That's without a
range change. Being lower capacity means smaller size & weight. Cost will be less too.
The current NiMH battery-pack is 1.3 kWh and weighs 42 kg. This one is obviously
physically bigger, but the weight is only 80 kg. That's an increase of 84 pounds. As a
result, overall vehicle weight increases only 89 pounds. There isn't a spare tire anymore,
but with it such a common size that isn't much of an issue using a repair kit for
emergencies. The false floor has battery cells underneath now instead. Since it remains
flush (just like the cordless model), you'll still get all the full cargo area for packing lots
of stuff into. For me, that means transporting a 3-wheel recumbent bicycle from time to
time. And yes, this pack will qualify for the tax-credit too, not that it will be a
determining purchase factor. Overall price was a high priority in the design.

9-14-2011

Long Wait, part 6. The morning after the press reveal leaves us with fewer questions,
but certainly not answers to everything. Price is the big one, obviously. There was a
strange measure expressed as 14.5 miles EV at 53 mph. That gave the impression of it
being the marketing maximum. Driving faster with the engine motionless is possible, but
you won't get 14.5 miles from that. It takes more energy to drive faster, especially
beyond the 100 km/h threshold since the engine will spin then. 53 mph is 85 km/h, which
is likely a common top city speed in Europe. So, expressed in those terms of travel make
sense. For America, we likely won't get all our detail until the reveal here in midNovember. Another bit of European information was an overall efficiency rating of 2.2
L/100 km. That's 134.5 mpg is in imperial gallon, which is 1.2 times larger then a US
gallon. Also, keep in mind that they use different measurement methods. We were
provided with photos too. The charge-port will in back, same location as the gas filler
hole but on the passenger side. Prius itself will be receiving a mid-cycle refresh. A
variety of bits in front will see cosmetic changes, the rear lights will change, and there
will be new tire rims. There will be an improved multi-information display too.
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9-14-2011

Long Wait, part 7. The biggest unexpected news today was that there would be an Expo
this weekend in San Francisco featuring the what appears to be the North American
configuration of the 2012 plug-in Prius. That would certainly provide a few more bits of
detail. I highly doubt those attending will find out pricing information then, but it's
already becoming apparent there will be packages to choose from. There will be a new
"Touch Pro" navigation system and a "GreenEdge" high-efficiency audio system. So, it
seems a safe assumption there will be one package offering them and one not. Other
goodies were listed in the "New Prius Family" press release, all likely candidates for a
premium offering. On the unofficial side, rumor has been that the equivalency rating for
the PHV here will be around 111 MPGe. That's more than just a little bit higher than the
94 MPGe for Volt, so you can imagine trouble on the way from that. My favorite quote
about the situation came from the an automotive blog that only occasionally features
topics about hybrids was this: "The mileage may be on the low side, but on a value per
buck basis, this thing is going to eat the Volt." That goes to show how MPG alone is not
compelling enough to be competitive. It takes a good balance of features.

9-15-2011

Long Wait, part 8. Ongoing economic struggle combined with a major green
government venture-capital failure today sure is bringing price to the forefront. Even the
most staunch of Volt supporters on that daily blog stated this: "My guess is the Gen I Volt
will be the best Volt made. Gen II will shift downscale to compete on price better with the
Prius/Fusion while the ELR will slot in above the Volt as the premium EREV." In other
words, everyone is finally in agreement about need and that's a discreet admission to
being in error about priorities. Without knowing the price of PHV yet, they recognize
how heavily it weighed on Toyota's design decisions... and see how much more
appealing that makes it for mainstream consumers. I find that somewhat relieving. But
when sales of PHV shoot past those of Volt, then what? It would be terrible if the hype
started all over again.

9-15-2011

Long Wait, part 9. No one had pointed out what now seems to be evident. Prius has
always had an electric-only mode, yet Toyota never called it that. In fact, they didn't call
it anything. So 11 years ago when that topic came up for the very first time ever in
America, while a friend of mine in Japan was sharing her drive experience with the first I
just had, the word "stealth" emerged to describe driving with the engine off. The term
was born. Who knew that all over a decade later we'd still be using it! And now it appears
as though the term is relevant for the PHV model Prius as well. In the current thread
discussing why 53 mph is listed as a maximum, I interjected this thought: Let's not forget
about the way EV for Prius has been depicted in the past. 24 mph has been the official
threshold noted, but we all know the engine RPM will remain at 0 all the way up to 46
mph. In other words, that mode we call *STEALTH* could still be alive and well in the
plug-in model too. So for PHV operation during depletion, it would be from 54 to 62
mph.
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Long Wait, part 10. As we've grown to expect from Toyota, they really delivered. We
got pretty much every other detail today, including price! The response from Volt
enthusiasts was uncanny. They're celebrating, claiming the price difference is negligible.
That's either deep denial or lying by omission. True the advanced package for the plug-in
Prius has a MSRP very close to the base model of Volt, but that totally ignores the reality
that there is a base model plug-in Prius available too. That has a MSRP or $32,000.
Subtract the $2,500 tax-credit it is eligible for and you get... drum roll please... a price
"nicely under $30,000". Toyota did indeed achieve that goal. They also achieved an ATPZEV emission rating. And since the official weight is just 123 pounds more than the
cordless Prius, it will also get an estimated of 49 MPG combined. The more confusing
aspect is there will not be a MPGe rating for pure EV, only a combined, since it is a
"blended" plug-in hybrid. That value will be 87, which is considerably higher than Volt's
combined 60. The final bit of good news is the specifications for the North American
version state an EV capacity of 15 miles with a top electric-only speed of 62.1 MPH (100
km/h). So, no stealth, just EV all the way up to that single threshold. Lastly, it's important
to note that the base model offers quite an impressive array of features standard,
including a screen with navigation and backup camera along with a new enhanced multiinformation display.

9-16-2011

Charging At Work. To my surprise, I was able to confirm the rumor I heard last night. It
was too good to be true. There were two brand new charging-stations in the lot where I
park at work. Whoa! When I inquired about them, the man in charge said there will be a
reserve system available in a few weeks. I'll be able to sign up to use one. They'll
eventually charge for the charging, but if I had the need right away it would initially be
free. Darn! That's not going to happen. But next Spring certainly will be something to
look forward to. As anticipated, that's when the plug-in Prius deliveries will begin. I'm
hoping to be among the first owners. Who do you think will be charging up there in the
meantime? How much demand will there be once supply goes to a steady flow to dealers
nationwide? When I drove the PHV last Summer, my commute result there was 166
MPG. This model will be a little bit more efficient and offer a little bit more "range"
capacity. Charging up for the trip home would be just as impressive. Sweet! By the way,
just down the road from there is where the electricity comes from. The source is natural
gas. Coal is just a dirty memory now.
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Dead Weight. A reminder of what has drawn consumers to Prius up to this point was
needed in response to this comment: "The Volt has more torque and will not start the ICE
under heavy acceleration. Zooming up to speed and sliding silently down the highway is
one of my favorite things about the Volt." That clearly appeals to a want. Not that there's
anything wrong with that. But enthusiasts have a hard time accepting mainstream traits,
everyday needs rather than traits of desire. But that certainly doesn't make it a purchase
priority for middle-market. After all, that's why there are upper-market vehicles. This was
my reply to that owner: Having the engine shut off when not needed has always been a
major draw to Prius. The plug raises the speed threshold from 46 to 62 and noticeably
increases electric-only power. That is what will help sell it, not fulfilling an enthusiast
desire for purity. Remember, some of the consumers who previously decided against
getting a Prius used the "dead weight" argument. That business reality influenced the
decision to keep motor & battery size from being too big, which in turned helped to keep
price lower. Other consumers were disappointed with short-trip efficiency, which the
plug-in model dramatically improves. The point is to replace traditional vehicle
production with something that significantly reduces both emissions & consumption.
That makes it essential to offer a balance of priorities. Driving in EV through the suburbs
balances well with a steady cruise on the highway at 70 mph in HV.

9-18-2011

Stripped Down. It's easy to see why certain rollout decisions are made, after having
already observed 3 distinct Prius generations being rolled out. But for those who only
witnessed the 2010, the business logic seems odd. Taking so many factors in account isn't
easy. The effort sometimes fails miserably anyway. Market conditions and competition
reaction can be quite unpredictable. But for the most part, the market for Prius is well
identified. That should help a lot for PHV introduction. But we'll still get comments like
this until initial rollout is well underway: "I wish they gave the option of a more stripped
down model (no nav and no heated seats) that hopefully would be significantly cheaper.
But... those in CA or other states that can get HOV stickers for the PHV might snap them
up anyway." This is why focus for Volt was always set on the second year. Reasons for
purchase are easier to see at that point. I provided this insight: Initial demand will do
stripping, of supply. Later on when availability no longer requires waiting on a list and
sales are steady, it's easy to envision a base model not so well loaded. I'm happy to see
the multi-front approach. 2 very different packages for the plug-in along with the cordless
packages is a heck of a lot more choice than is offered for Volt. And the fact that the US,
Japan, and Europe all get rollout at the same time will help progress acceptance faster. It
all contributes to increased production sooner. Remember that cordless sales will still be
the biggest aspect of mainstream penetration for quite some time. The plug-in model will
be paving the way for greater opportunity later.
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PHV Price. Making assumptions is all too common when it comes to hybrids. In fact,
some still believe Prius must routinely be plugged in. So encountering comments like this
has been expected: "I admit also being very surprised at the price. I was really expecting
it to be around $27,000 or so, then add tax breaks to make it closer to $25,000." It
certainly would have been nice to avoid such beliefs. But how do you get the word out to
someone not even discussing the topic until after the fact? I asked: What gave that
impression? Those early PHV data-collecting models were packaged with features
placing it somewhere between package 3 & 4. Adding the anticipated $5,000 premium
for the plug prior to tax-credit would have priced it around $30,750. Even the spin
coming for Volt enthusiasts claim $30,000 was the hope. I don't understand how some
thought price would be quite a bit lower. Lithium battery production is no where near
high enough to support prices equal to the cordless model immediately upon rollout.
Could it have been the initial price of Leaf without the cold-weather package that mislead
expectations? It's MSRP is for the 2012 is $35,200. Exchanging its larger batterycapacity with a gas-engine and a second electric-motor couldn't possibly have dropped
the price all the way down to $27,000.

9-18-2011

PHV Generations. The topic of "generations" is so subjective, it's almost better just
calling them "iterations" instead. Whatever your perspective, there are already 3 distinct
"configurations" of plug-in Prius to point out. Each got the label of PHV from Toyota
upon its reveal. So, I'm certainly going to call them a generation. Consider the detail.
What would constitute a major change, enough to call it more than simply a refresh? I
primarily focus on battery-pack improvements, specifically the internal cell configuration
and the overall power available. That's why the Original & Classic cordless models are
different generations as far as I've always been concerned. Here's the information for
each of the plug-in models so far: Cordless Gen-2 (2004-2009) was host for PHV Gen-1,
which used two 1.3 kWh NiMH battery-packs and a 50 kW traction motor. Cordless
Gen-3 (2010-2012) was host for PHV Gen-2, which used one 5.2 kWh Li-Ion battery
with three sub-packs and a 60 kW traction motor. PHV Gen-3 is what we will be able to
purchase, which uses one 4.4 kWh Li-Ion battery with four sub-packs and a 60 kWh
traction motor. Note that each model had their own set of user-interface screens as well.

9-19-2011

PHV Comparisons. We got what could be considered the first published comparison
review today, now that the debut weekend has concluded and it's time to get back to
business. This was its title: "Will Toyota's new Prius unplug Chevrolet Volt sales?" I was
quite curious what the article had to say. It seemed reasonable too, at first. Then came the
mention of EV capacity. Volt's was quoted as 25 more than the 15 from Prius. Huh? 35
minus 15 is not 25. Ok. Whatever. But upon further reading, nothing else was mentioned
about Volt. The article abruptly shifted entirely over to a Prius cordless verses Prius plugin comparison. Huh? It compared the cordless base of $23,520 to the plug-in base of
$32,000 with crude back-of-a-napkin calculations. Huh? Wasn't the article suppose to be
about Volt sales? And since when are the two bases even close to offering the same
options? The plug-in comes with many more comforts & conveniences standard, like a
multi-display featuring navigation and a backup-camera. The cordless base certainly
doesn't include that. Needless to say, it was a terribly written article which wandered way
off topic. Heck, it didn't even mention why people would want to use electricity rather
than gas... emissions?
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PHV Features. Looking at the production information provided for the PHV model
Prius, it appears the components of the propulsion system are all the same with the
exception of the battery-pack. Of course, we already knew the electric-motor was
underutilized. The big question was how would the next step in electrification be
implemented, especially with regard to how that plug-in would be packaged. Turns out,
we'll initially get 2 offerings. That standard features are pretty nice too. What I hadn't
thought of is that we'll be getting illumination for the charge-part. Apparently, there's
some type of light to help when you're plugging in at night or the darkness of a garage.
Inside, there are lots of goodies. Besides the improved VF (vacuum florescent) display
for all the drive data & info and the touch-trace display for steering-wheel buttons, there's
also a LCD screen for the audio, climate, bluetooth, and navigation. That means it is
clearly a step up from the non-navigation models of the regular Prius. It comes with
remote Air-Conditioning too, though you won't get the Entune interface for smart-phones
that the advanced model will offer. The advanced model will also offer an updateable
navigation system (since it will be HDD based instead of DVD) as well as a new powerconserving speaker & amplifier sound-system. Other prominent features for the advanced
model is DRCC (dynamic radar cruise control) and SofTex (synthetic leather) heated
seats. The driver also gets 8-way adjustable with lumbar support. And finally, the
advanced will be the first America model providing HUD (heads up display), where
information like speed & mode will be projected onto the windshield. At the reveal, I
think I heard them mention the advanced will also offer DRL (daytime running lights) in
LED format. That would complement the LED headlights nicely.

9-22-2011

PHV Thoughts. The silence has been rather bizarre. There is a sense of "What now?",
knowing that the plug-in Prius did indeed meet its design goals. My thoughts have been
on next year, not too terribly concerned about the inevitable outburst coming. Simply
driving one through my usual weekly activities should be quite enlightening. The
resulting real-world data will speak volumes. That nonsense of the past won't stand a
chance when compared to the reality of what was actually delivered. True, a plug-in for
the common man/woman isn't sexy. But the MPG boost it provides will draw interest.
This first battery-pack delivering 15-miles of capacity will seem undersized for some.
But then again, how is that any different from the one delivered over a decade ago for the
cordless model? That has become so common, it is now typical for most hybrids intended
for high-volume sales. Anywho, this is what I posted on the big GM forum when I
noticed an antagonist attempting to end the silence by provoking those like me who often
post about competitive designs: Dependency on tax-credits and disregard for the choice
of a model much lower priced makes the comparison topic a non-starter. Remember that
question asked countless times before rollout... Who is the market for Volt? Of course,
the goal of "nicely under $30,000" was indeed achieved for PIP. So, there really isn’t that
to discuss anymore. Question answered. Uncertainty resolved.
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PHV Reality. Certain individuals are having an extremely difficult time accepting the
reality of the situation. In other words, we see a few Volt enthusiasts still absolutely
insisting the only proper comparison with a plug-in Prius is against the advanced model
using the tax-credit. They don't want to acknowledge price of the standard model without
depending on taxpayer funding. That's too close to what they were hoping for with Volt
but didn't end up getting. So naturally, the response has been quite resentful toward me.
My attention to business need spoiled there desire for a high-performance plug-in trophy.
I can handle that. But when a newbie suggest those same priorities, they are greeted with
accusations of being a troll. Talking about making someone feel unwelcome. This was
what I interjected into one such discussion: Since the market for PIP is primarily
mainstream consumers, the choice of a model well loaded with advanced goodies is a
bonus. It's the standard model to focus on, which itself includes a number of features
beyond that of the base regular model. Remember, the goal of Prius is to replace
traditional vehicle production. That means high-volume profitable sales, not a halo. The
fact that other vehicles can draw attention for specific traits doesn't change the reality that
mainstream consumers prefer a balance of purchase priorities, including price.

9-23-2011

PHV Market-Friendly. It should be obvious. The design is intended to become
commonplace, an everyday vehicle, part of the routine scenery as you drive. Someone
today described it as a cheeseburger, in contrast to Volt being filet mignon. I thought that
was a great analogy. Oddly, I don't even get any resistance anymore pointing out how the
Volt we see now will become a Cadillac model so the Chevy model can become more
competitive. That's progress. The enthusiasts are showing a hint of understanding how
truly important it is to deliver what the market actually needs, rather than what they want.
Otherwise, business sustaining profit isn't realistic. You can't expect the specialty models
to deliver that. But embracing the common is quite a challenge for the enthusiast.
Cheeseburgers aren't their focus. My response to the analogy was: It nicely points out
how market-friendly Prius is. In other words, the market for Volt is clearly not those who
would otherwise purchase a Cruze or Malibu. These buyers are looking for something
nicer and are happy to pay for it. The typical everyday shopper simply isn't even looking
for gourmet. They are not vehicle enthusiasts. They have a budget and would like
something significantly cleaner and more efficient. Their priorities don't include paying a
massive premium well beyond their usual purchase price, regardless of performance
traits.
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$79.85 Per Barrel. That's the lowest price for oil in quite some time. It has put gas
consumption in the United States now near a 10-year record low. The economy is
struggling. The propaganda leading people to believe SUVs are safer is long gone.
There's nothing to justify guzzling anymore. $3.49 per gallon really was the tipping
point, despite the experts claiming gas would have to be much higher before this
happened. Even the sales of pickups are beginning to show there market peak is over. So,
what does that mean for hybrids? No one knows in the short run. With so many
automakers scrambling to squeeze out a few more MPG from traditional vehicles, the
investment in motors & batteries isn't considered a major effort yet. In fact, even Toyota's
upcoming family of Prius hasn't influenced the mindset of the majority... yet. It's clearly
coming though. When the short run ends in a few years, everyone will look back at the
cordless models of FULL hybrids as a baseline expectation. The catch now is most still
haven't realized the potential. Seeing how easy it is to offer a plug and how much that
plug boosts efficiency is far from common knowledge. It's going to take quite a number
of us providing real-world data before that gets taken seriously. But by the time it does,
those days of $2.99 per gallon for gas will be long ago memories. Remember a decade
ago when the price was less than a dollar?

9-24-2011

Twist & Spin. How many times have those supporting Volt quoted the same old dailydriving statistic? That particular survey is now 8 years old and only took a very small
sampling of drivers into account. Yet, we still hear that as the most prevalent reason for
the size of its battery-pack. And that's despite the reality of having shifted from total
miles driven per day to just commute distance. That was long before the effort to offer
charging-stations at work began too. Anywho, it continues to be the same old twisting
and spinning we've seen before. They're obviously stalling, hoping market favor will shift
in the meantime. But with this economy, focus entirely on "it's worth it" claims and a
doubtful statistic isn't a good plan. So, I responded with this in the now long-running
debate thread on the big GM forum: ENGINEERING has been beaten to death already.
BUSINESS is the topic at hand now. Sales are the focus. It's others absolutely refuse to
discuss and debate that. Call the lack of economic concern marketing. That won't change
the reality that the choice of motor & battery size was a BUSINESS related decision. If
the masses don't want to call production outcome meaningful, they'll just discover the
consequences the hard way. Remember, Volt was configured based on BUSINESS
decisions too. That means they are subject to change in response to consumer reaction of
the current offering.
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Planning Ahead. There are some Prius owners who see the PHV as a golden
opportunity. They already had an Iconic model, so there wasn't much of an excuse to
upgrade yet. Being able to plug-in changes that. Some are already thinking about how
this will affect their commute. Like me, some have a variety of routes to choose from.
Having a button to toggle between EV and HV modes provides flexibility, allowing you
decide when to take advantage of that extra capacity. Reading about the effort to have
"ChargePoint" stations installed at 2,200 parking ramps across the country really pushes
the idea of recharging while at work. Seeing two of those stations installed where I park
has peaked my attention. Of course, with an anticipated usage charge of $0.50 per hour, it
would actually be cheaper to use gas instead. Then there's the issue of recharging during
peak hours. But then again, the electricity here comes from natural gas. And the point at
this stage is to promote the technology, not go for the optimum approach yet. My
commute is simple too, though just a little beyond the 15-mile range estimate. Here's
what I posted on the thread discussing what others are planning: My plan is easy. On
those days when I'll have the charging-station at the ramp reserved, I'll take the scenic
route... which only has a top speed of 55. So, almost all EV driving, both directions. For
others, it's a jump onto a 70 mph highway just a few blocks from my house in HV. Then
after 9 miles of that follows about 7 miles of 55 or slower... perfect for half EV there and
half on the way back.

9-25-2011

Contributing Authors. This happens often, where a website publishes a review someone
else wrote for some other news source. When we encounter that, it's quite common to see
the intended readers were from a different background. Having different interests means
what was pointed out was stated in different ways. The different point of view stirs the
pot, resulting in someone getting upset when words like "misleading" are used to
describe what was written. The publisher enjoys that, since it causes lots of comment
posting. I find the lack of constructive approach disturbing. Today provided a great
example. The misleading part was Volt being described as never using the engine to
directly provide power to the wheels, which we know isn't true. But rather than get into
the details of when & how, the enthusiasts simply downplayed the importance by
claiming the intended audience wouldn't understand that anyway. Of course, then it begs
the question of why it was mentioned in the first place. Anywho, what I got on them
about that article was a fact listed was incorrect. After all, who would be willing to argue
against incorrect information? Turns out, they will. Even if there's a fact that's wrong,
some just simply don't want to read anything but cheerleading. I immediately got
negative votes for pointing out that the 98 horsepower stated for Prius was only the
engine value, that power from the electric-motor was excluded entirely. 134 was the
combined value. But that's too close to the 149 value for Volt, especially when you take
into account Volt weighing 739 pounds more. Needless to say, when an author
contributes to another website, pay close attention.
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Deja Vu. A member on the big Prius forum posted what is quickly becoming apparent to
those of us who remember the past. A decade ago, Toyota offered a hybrid for the
common person. Enthusiasts revolted, clearly not happy that a vehicle intended for the
mainstream was getting so much attention. Only their limited quantity vehicles are
suppose to do that, not something which potentially could become part of the crowd.
Having a vehicle intended to be produced in high-volume for middle-market price was
against their fundamental beliefs. So, they fought it everyway they could. We saw
attempts to undermine in so many different forms, it was remarkable Prius survived. That
became a strong confirmation of its value. The nonsense we had to put up with back then
was truly amazing. There was an antagonist to contradict each and every thing
worthwhile. I became intrigued & amused. How could they act so desperate? Well, we
now get to watch that whole process play out all over again. Of course, this time we
already know the answer for that desperation. The plug-in Prius is the right balance of
improvement & affordability. We'll watch it become mainstream too, just like the regular
model did all those years ago.

9-25-2011

Lukewarm Reception. Speaking of deja vu, I got a kick out of reading this today on the
big GM forum: "I have been reading the 'reception' at PriusChat - for both the Prius v
and the Prius phev - and your superlative efforts to counter the *not even* lukewarm
reception over there for the phevs." He was expected an overwhelming embrace, some
type of awe-inspiring instant acceptance... which makes sense, if you make a lot of
assumptions. But we've seen this before. Reaction isn't what you'd expect. I pointed out:
That's when knowing an audience is so important. They reacted the very same way when
the 2010 was introduced. Already having purchased and grown accustom to the older
model makes embracing the new one awkward. So, you really can't gauge reception on
them alone. It's the consumers who have been waiting for an even greater efficiency
improvement, especially for short-trips, that will show the excitement... but not until after
real-world data becomes available.

9-26-2011

Most Bang For Your Buck. I wondered how long it would be until an article focused on
"most bang" would be published. From the opposite extreme, for years we had to tolerate
praise for Two-Mode raising guzzler efficiency from mid-teen's to low-20's. That did
indeed result in a significant reduction of consumption per vehicle. But overall, so few
were actually sold that the impact was negligible at best. It's that opposite extreme being
focused upon now, consumption of the masses. On the high-end of efficiency, there is a
reality called "diminishing returns". That's where spending more returns proportionally
less. In other words, just as this article stated about large plug-in packs, they: "are
underutilized when the battery capacity is larger than needed for a typical trip". This is
why Toyota ended up delivering a 15-mile capacity. That entire pack will often be used,
allowing for maximum return with a price minimized to appeal to an extremely wide base
of consumers. It will only cost taxpayers a third as much (compared to Volt) to provide a
credit incentive to each purchaser too. That's a big deal for a government trying to cut
expenses to control a growing deficit. And with an end result of bumping up efficiency
beyond 75 MPG for all those who purchased that plug-in hybrid with a modest capacity,
the overall impact will be anything but modest.
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Prius Evolution. We know the ability to drive 100 km/h using only electricity has been
available since 2003. But until recently, doing that would have been extremely expensive
and not all that efficient. Switching the battery over from NiMH to Li-Ion and adding a
plug makes a big difference. The catch was and still is, a major priority has always been
to deliver a vehicle for the masses. Looking at the information we have so far about the
PHV model, the intent to produce in high-volume is overwhelmingly clear. True, price is
still a bit higher than that will currently allow, but the industry appears poised to deliver
affordable lithium batteries. That leaves us with a design ready to take advantage. In
other words, the system is setup to allow the battery switch without needing to change
much else. That leaves some scratching their heads though, surprised to discover so much
untapped potential has existed for so many years already. They weren't expecting such an
easy next-step evolution approach. These were my plug-in observations I posted today: I
suspect the kW/hp values we've seen matching the current battery output are correct.
That means the traction motor is still being underutilized without the engine also
contributing electricity. There are 4 sub-packs within. I get the impression they behave
like the current battery we have now, but offer much greater overall capacity and I bet
they can tolerate the burden of sustained depletion better. They should make thermal
management easier too. Software monitoring operating temperature could swap them in
& out much like servers do to keep memory from getting too hot.

9-29-2011

Underwhelming Hybrid. Seeing 36 MPG highway advertised for the new Buick
LaCrosse with eAssist (generation 2 of BAS) may be enough to catch attention with a 30second television commercial, but the 25 MPG city listed in the fine print doesn't exactly
scream efficient... neither does the 29 MPG combined. With estimates like that, it sure
makes you think underwhelming. Looking at the interior space available for passengers,
it's not much more than what Prius v offers. The cargo room for v is more than double
what LaCrosse offers, a massive difference. The official MPG estimates for v are now
available too. They are 40 highway, 44 city, and 42 combined. That begs the question of
what consumers expect from a hybrid. With a $26,400 base, the price of v is so much
less, it will be a compelling draw.. obvious competition, yet that aspect still hasn't been
acknowledged. Having a base price of $30,820 for LaCrosse means it must compete on
other merits. But then again, some of the efficiency from v being lower than the regular
model Prius comes from offering a nicer ride. So, that aspect of of competing has been
addressed too. What are consumers wanting to consume less really looking for?
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Hybrid Market. It's the final day of September and monthly statistics will soon be
available. The variety of articles published and threads created on a variety of forums all
discussing Volt sales have fallen by the wayside... knowing price is simply way out of
reach for the typical consumer and reliance on tax-credits is unrealistic. Now, it's looking
at the overall hybrid market. With gas at $3.49 per gallon and the economy struggling,
we're back seeing marketshare of just 2 percent with half of them being Prius. In other
words, the concern of "too little, too slowly" applies to the other hybrids as well. We
knew automakers would continue to improve traditional vehicles, each now offering
some type of ECO model. That means a struggle to compete. For Prius, the result will be
a larger more refined offering from the v model and a smaller more efficient while also
less expensive offering from the c model. So even without the plug-in, there's a clear
effort to diversify from Toyota underway while others are still just introducing their first.
Of course, the perspective of marketshare we hear about always disregards what's
happening in Japan, where Prius is the top-selling vehicle. It doesn't take into account the
new hybrid Camry either. Needless to say, the pressure is on. Change is required.
Resistance to it is a very real problem. Too bad consumers don't put any worth in the
SULEV and PZEV emission ratings.

10-01-2011

Clueless Comments. Sometimes it's scary to read comments people post on all-audience
general-news websites. Articles about hybrids attract a ton of them. The misconceptions
run amuck. Propaganda is abundant. Then there's the regurgitating of assumptions where
clearly no research was done, like... battery replacement & cost... dead-weight on the
highway... they are all tiny, slow, and dangerous... a traditional compact will deliver
equal efficiency... those systems are all more complex than an automatic transmission...
the price of gas will never climb any higher... diesel is just as clean & efficient... owners
never get anywhere near what the EPA estimates state... owners only purchased a hybrid
for green privileges or to make a statement... hybrids are really just glorified golf carts...
that aerodynamics make them look ugly (despite the fact that sport cars share similar
angles)... that the lack of shifting and subdued engine is a shortcoming (despite the fact
that luxury vehicles strive for the same thing)... and so on. Obviously, people respond to
instinct more than insight. Fortunately, there are quite a few owners now contributing
comments to dispute the insanity.

10-02-2011

Product Diversity. Over the past few days, there has been a discussion going on about
product diversity. Those on the big GM forum don't feel the massive efficiency gap
between Cruze in the 30's for MPG and Volt with a 35-mile plug capacity is a problem.
In fact, they insist GM has their business well covered without any other offering. No 50
MPG cordless vehicle is needed, despite other automakers currently striving for that. No
plug-in with a smaller capacity is needed either, despite other automakers already
planning that. Battery price will just miraculously come down to a competitive &
profitable level in just a few years. How would that help only GM and none of the other
automakers? And what the heck will they sell to those who won't have a place available
to plug in? From a vehicle cost perspective, how could they simply ignore the $30,000
level? To say nothing is needed in that price range is very risky. They teach the necessity
of product diversity in basic economics. Hasn't anyone in that group of enthusiasts taken
business classes? Are they all engineers only? Even the daily blog for Volt is more openminded about the benefits of variety. Oh well. Their response isn't much of a surprise
knowing the pressure awaiting from the Septembers sales results which will be revealed
tomorrow.
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Diminishing Returns. Have you ever actually looked at the number detail? Using the
EPA standard monthly travel distance of 1250 miles, the resulting consumption for
vehicles offering MPG of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 respectively is: 25.0, 12.5, 8.3, 6.3, 5.0
gallons of gas. Notice how each incremental MPG step up results in a much smaller
improvement? That's what is referred to a diminishing return. You get less for more
effort. Finding the point of maximum benefit returned is the goal. Why offer a higher
MPG if little is to be gained from it? Adding a plug complicates matters some, but it still
works out in a similar fashion. Finding that tipping point is the challenge. That difference
between 50 & 100 is 12.5 gallons. So if the electricity used to achieve the boost was both
clean & free, that would be the overall difference. Doubling the boost to 200 only results
in 6.2 fewer gallons... for an entire month. See the problem? Double again all the way to
400 gives only a 3.175 savings. It becomes harder and harder to offset the actual
emissions & cost of the electricity, not to mention the massive expense of that much
battery-pack capacity to achieve the efficiency... especially if your daily driving doesn't
match the standard monthly travel distance. Adding the penalty resulting from commute
congestion and winter heating further complicates matters. This is why there is so much
arguing between GM and Toyota supporters. Each claims they have a better solution for
the masses, based on the numbers they choose to focus on.

10-02-2011

Volt Fallout. Concern is growing. Volt count should be high. Tomorrow's reveal of sales
aren't anticipated to be good though, despite the fact that the increased production
starting in mid-July should have arrived at dealers with plenty of time to fill orders before
the month's end. Even some outspoken enthusiasts have vanished. That's not a good sign.
Others who remain have become insulting & dismissive. Sound familiar? We've
witnessed ills like this before, several times in fact. Two-Mode is among the biggest,
failing to meet sales expectations by quite a bit nearing the end of its first year of sales.
But this time is worse. There is genuine worry that so few purchases of Volt will harm
the entire plug-in market. This particularly expensive vehicle has drawn a lot of attention.
Not living up to its own "game changer" expectations could cause consumers to lose
hope. There are consequences to propaganda letdown. Disappointment contributes to
misconceptions. Those still wanting traditional vehicles to thrive could take advantage
undermining opportunities that emerge. Hope is fragile. Patience is limited. Promises are
broken. The next few months will be crucial. If there is fallout, it's going to be up to those
taking early PHV delivery to share their experiences to help us overcome that. RealWorld data can be a powerful influence, but it takes strong sales too.

10-03-2011

Renewable Surprises. It was one heck of a Monday for me. I finally discovered what the
heck was going on at the parking ramp where I park for work. They had been installed
large metal tubes spanning across most of the length & height of the ramp side. Turns
out, the ramp just happens to be extremely well positioned for solar... which is exactly
what they're taking advantage of now. I've never seen an array that massive. It's quite
remarkable. What a great way of using & promoting renewable energy. That didn't end
up being the only surprise of the day either. I took the back way home. Out on that
remote highway is a massive wind-turbine. I've never seen one that larger before. The
blades are very thin, giving it the appearance of a new approach to how they can be built.
Advancements like that are nice. The area it's located just happened to be the picturesque
setting where I have already taken Prius photos. Being able to go back to that same
location with that now in the background will be great. That renewable source is quite a
sight. Of course, nothing tops discovering both in the same day. Surprise!
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Sales So Far. I'm quite curious what Volt enthusiasts will have to say now that the count
for last month has been revealed. Their disappointment is undeniable. How it will affect
the rest of the plug-in market is far from certain though. I suspect the "vastly superior"
engineering smug will finally begin to fade. Business reality tends to do that. Finding out
the hard way that consumers priorities don't support the approach which was taken is a
bitter pill to swallow. Needless to say, I attempted to limit my response to mostly
numbers, hoping to get feedback from others as a result: 550 were delivered to dealers for
use as demo models and 2,870 sold through July. 2,395 were produced and 302 sold in
August. 2,367 were produced and 723 sold in September. The total sales for the year so
far is 3,895. Something doesn't add up. Inventory in transit and the remaining being used
as demos would mean next month's sales should be triple that of last month. Think that
will happen? That's required for the goal of 10,000 for the year which GM has repeatedly
claimed would be achieved.

10-04-2011

Plug-In Potential. The limited perspective of only paying attention to the America
market has blinded some Volt enthusiasts from seeing how popular Prius is in Japan, they
just see flat sales here and traditional vehicles outselling it still. Also, here in America
where we are obsessed with power and are far less concerned about oil consumption,
we're seeing an increase in truck sales now that the price of gas is dropping. All that
makes it easy to overlook what's happening with Camry. The new hybrid offers a 141horsepower traction motor. That's quite a bit more potential for electric propulsion than
Prius offers. Just think what would happen if you added a plug to that system. They don't.
They have only focused on the plug-in Prius, which has been optimized for maximum
efficiency at a competitive price. The business benefit of product diversity would lend
itself well to the choice of additional power. Unfortunately, they don't see that. Being so
focused on the moment here, one particularly nasty antagonist called the plug-in a
"carryover" from the regular model, rather than acknowledge the reality that Toyota
actually planned ahead. That's the spin we have to deal with... as the message finally
sinks in about potential.

10-04-2011

Final Desperation. I've always liked Fusion hybrid, because Ford was so attentive to the
purchase priorities for middle-market and they took the the FULL approach. It's a system
which is cost-competitive that really does deliver clean & efficient results. The design
itself has proven reliable too. Obviously, I favor Prius due to it being even more efficient
and the convenience of being a hatchback is fantastic. But then there's the hybrid Camry,
which is a direct competitor to Fusion. You get a little more room for seating, a lot less
for cargo, but the power is greater. A variety of offerings is good. Ford's advertising is
not. Their new television commercial for the hybrid Fusion stresses the advantage it has
over the hybrid Camry, 10 MPG more in the city. They announcer makes a big deal of it
too. If that would have aired a year ago, there would be nothing to say. The advantage
was legitimate. That's not the case anymore. The comparison was to the 2011 model, not
the 2012... which has already been delivered to some dealers on the West Coast. The
2012 is the second generation Camry hybrid. City MPG increases from 31 to 43. That's
clearly better than Fusion hybrid. Highway is too, Camry improved from 35 to 39. Fusion
gets 36. It's sad that there's this final act of desperation to quickly sell more Fords before
the awareness of a newer version from Toyota become common knowledge. Oh well.
Ford will be delivering C-Max next year anyway.
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10-05-2011

The Silence. No, that's not a reference to "Doctor Who". It's what we're hearing about
Volt sales now... absolutely nothing. That was a hot discussion topic just a week ago.
Countless venues spanning a variety of demographs all had something to say about their
expectations for the month of September. With production increased significantly,
enthusiasts knew at least double what actually happened was needed and they were
hoping for triple. The very same situation played out with Two-Mode. There aren't any
excuses left anymore and an unavoidable milestone is rapidly approaching. Supporters
don't want to say anything about October. The fear is obvious. Another month without a
major increase in sales will make achieving the year-end goal extraordinarily difficult...
and they are well aware how this first full Winter will result in a lot of negative attention
placed on how much the heater reduces EV range... something they'd like to keep silent.

10-06-2011

More eAssist. Talking about rollout at a snail's pace. Rather than "too little, too slowly"
being a concern, it is now a very real problem. Hearing that Volt's next generation will
indeed take 4 more years was bad enough. Now, the next model of eAssist won't be
delivered until next year sometime. It will be a Malibu. The following year will be
Equinox & Terrain. Wasn't the point of BAS to be inexpensive and quick to rollout? And
what about Cruze getting it? Needless to say, I had much to say about the comparisons to
FULL hybrids being posted on the big GM forum in response to finding out the eAssist
schedule today: Reality is, eAssist isn't as revolutionary as it needs to be. The 36 MPG
highway estimate for LaCrosse & Regal sounds impressive until you consider the 25
MPG city and 29 MPG combined estimate values. The combined MPG for Fusion hybrid
is 39 and Camry hybrid 41. So, it really boils down to getting what you pay for. That
begs the question of how much are people willing to pay? Perspective is changing about
what "efficient" really means. 30 MPG is still guzzling with respect to the price of gas
and concerns about dependency & environment. There's the continued advancement of
hybrids too. The upcoming new smaller model of Prius coming this spring will cost less
and be more efficient. Getting MPG in the mid 50's for a price in the low 20's will really
appeal to those looking beyond just a modest efficiency bump. For those looking for lots
more but still wanting price within the usual realm of middle-market vehicles, a few
plug-ins will become available. Finally, let's not forget that the definition of FULL hybrid
isn't just the having the ability to move on electric power alone. It must also have the
ability to both generate & consumer electricity on-the-fly. The ASSIST hybrid type
doesn't have either a second motor available or a way of splitting power, preventing it
from being as flexible... hence, not full. Fewer efficiency opportunities means lower
MPG, which is clearly what the estimates reflect.
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10-06-2011

Assist Bewilderment. Belief that GM's simple ASSIST hybrid system will compete well
directly against Toyota's FULL hybrid system is astonishing. Who is the market for it?
This particular claim really got my attention: "I've said it before, and I'll say it again:
eAssist has hit a cost/benefit sweet spot. For the price, it does a whole lot for efficiency.
By comparison, Prius-level "full hybrids" and their ability to move on electric power
alone start to look like an expensive parlor trick." Notice how vague comments like that
can be. Anywho, my reply was: Reality is, eAssist isn't as revolutionary as it needs to be.
The 36 MPG highway estimate for LaCrosse & Regal sounds impressive until you
consider the 25 MPG city and 29 MPG combined estimate values. The combined MPG
for Fusion hybrid is 39 and Camry hybrid 41. So, it really boils down to getting what you
pay for. That begs the question of how much are people willing to pay? Perspective is
changing about what "efficient" really means. 30 MPG is still guzzling with respect to
the price of gas and concerns about dependency & environment. There's the continued
advancement of hybrids too. The upcoming new smaller model of Prius coming this
spring will cost less and be more efficient. Getting MPG in the mid 50's for a price in the
low 20's will really appeal to those looking for more than just a modest efficiency bump.
For those looking for more but wanting price within the usual realm of middle-market
vehicles, the plug-ins will be available.

10-06-2011

Subsidizing Smaller Packs. A new university study was recently published. It stated
taxpayer money used for plug-in hybrids would be better spent by reaching more people.
In other words, the first 200,000 buyers of Volt each receiving $7,500 in credits won't
have as large of a consumption reducing impact as 600,000 receiving $2,500 for Prius
would. Unfortunately, the way the funding is provided, only 200,000 is available for
Prius... despite the fact that the total money spent would be far less... only a third that of
Volt. So, why not offer that same amount of money but to 600,000 buyers? Reaching
more consumers will have a greater impact. After all, if they don't purchase a Volt, they'll
end up purchasing something like a Cruze. Look at it this way: 200,000 Volt plus
400,000 Cruze will end up consuming more gas than 600,000 plug-in Prius. Fewer plugins on the road will have less of an impact shifting the market over to electricity use as
well. Remember, each new vehicle will stay in service for roughly 10 years. Promoting
electricity sources which are cleaner & renewable starts with establishing demand.
Plugging in your car each night most definitely raises awareness & support. More people
doing it will help that happen sooner. Isn't that a good use of subsidies?

10-07-2011

Halo Declared, part 1. Many years ago, the label of "halo" was used by GM to describe
Prius. It was meant as a put down, intended to portray Prius as a draw to dealers but not
the vehicle actually purchased when the consumer got there. A few Volt enthusiasts have
attempted to redefine that label... now that it applies to Volt... saying sales for it could be
strong and still have that label. Thankfully, the president of GM hasn't attempted such
spin. In fact, he has been rather forthcoming lately. I particularly liked these two quotes:
"Pretending we'll be OK if we sell trucks in the Midwest and South?" and "It's scary,
looking back on it. You can't be a successful automaker selling bad products to people
and thinking you can get away with it." In that same interview, he pointed out how
people will see Volt then gravitate to Cruze. It's no longer downplay. The technology in
Volt is now looked upon as long-term strategy. Those missed goals of November 2010
are now history and the "vastly superior" claims along with it. Low sales squashed the
hype. Phew! This is the beginning of a more realistic outlook.
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Halo Declared, part 2. The "halo" news wasn't exactly well received by everyone. A
few still like shooting the messenger and pretending the $32,000 base price for the Prius
plug-in will somehow never actually be available. I reminded those antagonists of the
past and how it applies to the situation now: This is precisely why I asked for goals to be
stated last year. Having the president of GM say Volt technology will now only play a
small role is quite a change from what had been expected. The hope was to quickly
exceed Prius sales, becoming the dominant player in high-efficiency & clean-emissions.
Instead, we get a halo, a vehicle drawing in new consumers who end up purchasing
something other than Volt. His comment about "decades of excuses" still hasn't been
recognized by some yet. Comparing Volt sales to that of Prius when it was first rolled out
is a great example. It completely disregards the current situation. 42,522 Prius were
purchased in September alone, US & Japan sales combined. Some want those who
convey that information to go away. How will burying your head in the sand actually
help? And even if you ignore the competition entirely, watching GM's own Cruze rise in
popularity and eAssist become the technology GM pushes instead shouldn't simply be
accepted. What do you want to happen with Volt over the next 2 years? The high price is
a major deterrent. Will the suggestion of a lower cost model continue to be dismissed?
When the tax-credit expires, then what? The sales forecast keeps it a niche. Wasn't the
point of Volt to replace traditional production, to be offered in high-volume? How will
Volt fit into GM's product line? Why are enthusiasts & owners still hesitant about stating
goals?

10-08-2011

Halo Declared, part 3. There is some surprise & disbelief from GM having admitted to
Volt being a "halo" vehicle. We all know sales haven't met expectations. Drawing out
doubt wouldn't have helped anyone. The "wait & see" statements only harm credibility in
the end. Bringing those to a stop is a good move. As an automaker trying to rebuild
reputation, being upfront is an excellent way of earning trust. I'm certainly pleased with
the declaration decision. Hype of the past was allowed to thrive because GM didn't speak
up. Now that they did, perhaps a more constructive approach will be possible. Enthusiasts
certainly weren't receptive to the idea of a shorter range Volt in the past. But now that a
Cadillac model is being positioned to take the place of the current configuration, a new
model Volt could be configured to actually be competitive as a mainstream offering
rather than be stifled as a niche. Remaining unchanged would prevent it from being taken
seriously in the same category as the plug-in Prius... which is clearly configured to appeal
to the middle-market. The base price of $32,000 is within reach of mainstream
consumers. The MPG boost provided by the plug is easy to understand too; this will
make selling it much easier than a vehicle without any real promotion issues... the
electric motor simply gets used more than in the regular model.
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Halo Declared, part 4. The CEO of GM has a different take on the situation, clearly
stated in this morning's paper. His focus for Volt is on cost reductions. The expectation is
that savings will start to occur about a year from now, when the production ramp up rate
rises to 60,000 annual. Nothing "halo" related was mention. He just pointed out Sonic,
Cruze, Cruze ECO, Cruise diesel, and Malibu with eAssist as efficiency choices available
for GM customers. Volt is simply another offering as far as he's concerned. Not losing
money is his focus. Of course, then he went on to discuss charging infrastructure: "I grew
up in Minnesota. I don't know if you all have been in Minnesota in the winter, but you
pull up to a parking spot, you can plug in and heat your engine block so it doesn't freeze
up." I responded to that with: I live in Minnesota and have absolutely no idea how he
could make such a claim. There aren't any outlets here. I've been looking. Snow
removable is a major problem. Plows push snow exactly where an outlet would be
located. One reason charging-stations are expensive is because they must take this
routine impact exposure into account. Large metal poles buried in heavy concrete
foundations are required for their support & protect against this. Of course, even if you
need have an old-school 120-volt outlet available, would you really use your own
personal cord to access it? And where would you place it to avoid water damage, since it
gets warm when in use?

10-10-2011

Halo Declared, part 5. The differencing factor between a "halo" vehicle and regular
offerings is the latter is what actually provides business-sustaining profit. A niche won't
accomplish that, only high-volume does for a large automaker. Unfortunately, meeting
that level of acceptance has become quite a challenge... hence the label. Back when
enthusiasts were expecting a Volt around $30,000 that delivered an unconditional 40mile then 50 MPG afterward, there was reason to be hopeful. Of course, for those of
considered trolls, they didn't understand our doubt. They just assumed it was some type
of vendetta against GM being able to deliver anything. After all, the production vehicle
looks absolutely nothing like the concept they so heavily promoted, which required an
abrupt redoubling of effort to gain attention quickly lost by such an unexpected change...
not good for a vehicle destined to be a halo until the next generation. Needless to say, the
price, range, and efficiency all came up short for the 2011 model. The much anticipated
PZEV emission-rating for the 2012 never materialized either, as well as the ability to use
E85. With so many disappointments, it's easy to understand why the die-hard are on the
defensive now. And that's without even taking the plug-in Prius into account.
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10-11-2011

Broken Halo. This is very interesting timing. Remember the Prius smear campaign in
early 2010, when there was a huge uproar about reliability? The only thing ever found
was a braking transition exposure. There was a sensation of the car surging forward if
you smacked into a large pothole while breaking really hard. It was caused by the friction
brakes taking full control as the regenerative portion disengaged. The duration for that
was roughly 700 milliseconds. Toyota provided a software update to reduce it to roughly
200 milliseconds. It was a situation blown way out of proportion. We know that because
the design had been that way for many years, yet it became a huge safety issue all of a
sudden... right when Toyota's reputation had been called into question. Suspicious. You
bet. Anywho, a thread on the Volt forum was started today, with a few owners all
reporting the very same thing. What do you think will happen with GM? They've
downplayed many of the expectations up to this point. Not to be cynical or cliché, but
now that the shoe is on the other foot... which some would call karma. Needless to say,
I've very curious how this particular dilemma is going to play out. It's a great opportunity
for earning trust; however, it could become a PR disaster if not addressed now that
owners are pointing it out.

10-12-2011

October Expectations. We have the expectation that orders for the plug-in Prius will
begin sometime next week. There were over 42,000 people who expressed interest on the
priority registration website. That should make things quite interesting... and a nice
distraction, considering how crazy the situation has been from Volt recently. The
expectation for sales in October was summed up this way by GM's president: "So, our
availability of the Volt this month will be close to 4,000 units." Naturally, some of us
immediately wondered how that could be, if the production-rate is still at 2,500 per
month. It doesn't add up if Volt is really selling as quickly as they can be produced.
Whatever the case, that quantity is profoundly higher than September's best-ever monthly
sales of 723. Obviously, GM would like to draw attention away from the plug-in Prius.
So, it's entirely possible that inventory was staged to provide high inventory at a time
when it really counts. Needless to say, this particular month is one that will be considered
significant in the early history of plug-in vehicles. After all, it's not like Nissan is going
to remain quiet now that over 15,000 Leaf have been sold worldwide.

10-12-2011

Range Anxiety. After all these years of hearing how Volt is so superior to everything
else, today an EV model of Spark was announced. What the heck? Of course, it was
obvious from the start how short-sighted that anti-EV promotion was. We even knew
about an EV model of Cruze being tested for markets outside the United States. It never
really made any sense intentionally cutting off business opportunity like that. But then
again, all the "40 mile" range campaigning turned out to be counter-productive too. And a
great example of self-undermining was the "gas free" driving motto, which never was an
accurate description for Volt. GM is very much an automaker sending mixed messages
still. Anywho, it will only be available in California and is planned to be such lowvolume (around 2,000 per year) that it will be difficult to call it anything but a niche. So,
most people will only know Spark from its traditional counterpart.
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10-12-2011

Brand Labeling. We keep hearing how much potential "Voltec" will demonstrate years
from now and how outdated "HSD" already is. Yet when confronted with a request for
detail, those individuals attempt to divert attention rather than provide a response. The
GM supporters have been are trying to portray Toyota's approach for offering a plug-in
hybrid as a dead end, inferring that it's impossible to ever increase motor power or
battery capacity. How sad is that? It's no different from the vague anti-hybrid efforts of
the past. They claim something can never be done but do everything in their power to
avoid any actual discussion why they believe that. So rather than technology labeling,
using words like "obsolete" to describe a status, we are now getting brand labeling to
declare superiority.

10-12-2011

Driving Appeal. Many automakers use the "fun to drive" appeal for advertising, but
rarely ever describe what that actually means. Though, there are television commercials
still which demonstrate the totally unrealistic sliding sideways ability. Isn't that
something you want to avoid doing? Anywho, thinking about the plug-in Prius, what's
the one big complaint that CVT type vehicles get? It's the fact that you don't get any
noticeable feedback when accelerating hard. In a traditional automatic, you get an
impossible to miss downshift thump. But with a gearless vehicle, nothing. However, the
plug-in Prius is different. You can be surprisingly generous with the pedal up to about 50
mph in EV, smooth & quiet. Speeding up beyond that will start the engine if your foot is
too generous. And of course, if you drop the pedal to the floor, it will start sooner. Seems
to me, drivers will like that sudden roar of an engine coming to life. Isn't that the kind of
feedback you'd want from a request for aggressive acceleration?

10-13-2011

Denying The Past. As time progresses and goals become unrealized, rather than
accepting the situation, we get denial of them ever being an expectation. Price, range,
efficiency, emission-rating... you get the idea. It's been quite a rollercoaster ride for Volt
enthusiasts... lots of ups & downs. I could imagine how frustrating that would be,
especially with Prius remaining so well on track. Wanting to forget all that is the obvious
reaction. Oddly, denying the past could actually be a good thing though. Without any
resistance, it certainly makes moving on much easier. However, there is one legacy item
remaining still. It's the definition of EREV. They coined it to make the design standout as
superior. Unfortunately, the production vehicle didn't actually fit what they had defined.
Attempts are now being made to alter that meaning. So rather than deny, we get spin.
Whatever the case, it ends the same anyway. Consumers see the vehicle for what it does,
sometimes completely unaware of what enthusiasts hoped it would do.
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10-14-2011

Electric Attitude. My first encounter with a television commercial for the electric-only
Mitsubishi vehicle was last night. Formally called MiEV, now it's just "i". The highlight
of was seeing $21,625 stated as the price. In fine print there was: "MSRP of $29,125 less
federal tax incentive of $7,500". They clearly addressed the price concern. No other
detail was provided though. Driving range and charging time have become the two other
big concerns for electric-only vehicles, for consumers. For business, you can add the
concern about competition from the tiny gas-only vehicles. This is why I like the
approach Toyota has been taking. A plug-in hybrid providing a modest battery-pack size
while still providing outstanding MPG afterward is a "best of both worlds" configuration.
Offer it competitively priced, you've got the formula for mainstream appeal. With an
overall driving range of around 500 miles and a charging time of just 3 hours using a
standard household outlet, why wouldn't that attract consumers? With both plug-in
hybrid and electric-only choices on the way from Ford, watching the market attempt to
draw interest from middle-market certainly is going to make 2012 a year to remember.
The attitude toward using electricity for transportation is changing. What will be
embraced by the masses is now the question.

10-14-2011

Energy Policy. The presidential election games are well underway. Energy policy is a
political pawn. That's nothing new. It's been the topic of debate for decades. The thing
that's different now are the choices we have available. Simply opening up more land &
water for the purpose of extracting non-renewable resources which result in carbon &
smog emissions makes no sense. Yet, when they say it will create jobs, people listen.
Unfortunately, the people don't hear those pointing out alternatives will create jobs too. A
plug-in hybrid will use less gas and the electricity can come from clean & renewable
sources. Instead, one of the leading republicans is vowing to eliminate subsidies for them
and their EPA regulation support. How is that a good thing? Now that we have these
choices, what in the world will our children think of us for even considering such a
destructive path? Progress doesn't come from just doing more of what we had done in the
past.

10-15-2011

Dropping Temperatures. It was 46°F this morning. Summer is long gone. In a few
weeks, the reality of snow will become apparent. Efficiency is obviously dropping.
Staying above 50 MPG is hard enough with warm-up taking longer. Combine that with
winter-formula fuel, you get a taste of what's to come. True, Prius is way more efficient
than basically everything else out there when it comes to dealing with cold extremes, but
the transition from hot Summer days is a noticeable contrast. Fall can be quite pleasant. I
actually enjoy the seasonal change, despite the routine denial of each already having
ended. I'll admit, acceptance is always a bit of a tussle. Dropping temperatures leave a
lasting impression. The ritual occurs each year. Ultimately, it really does give you
something to look forward to. This Winter could be a very long one though. The wait for
delivery of my plug-in Prius will make it seem like forever. Spring will be a momentous
occasion. As things begin to thaw, I'll be discovering more about what a plug added to
the system has to offer.
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10-15-2011

On-Paper verses Real-World. New hybrid offerings are stirring new interest. We are
getting people without any hybrid background trying to figure out how the various
designs actually work. That leads to lots of assumptions. It's way too easy to oversimplify driving conditions. Some routine situations are entirely overlooked too. To
complicate matters, many are unfamiliar with the abilities & limitations of both electricmotors and batteries. You end up repeatedly having to point out their on-paper
calculations don't work out that way in real-world situations... and these are typically
people who are sincerely trying to learn how it works. Just think of the trouble which
comes from those not wanting to be constructive... like some Volt enthusiasts last year
dismissing impact use of the heater would have. It's quite a challenge to achieve some
type of usual understanding. Heck, most people don't even know what the MPG is that
their current vehicle actually delivers. Fortunately, the upcoming plug-in Prius should
appeal to the typical consumer, even if they know very little about hybrids. Only a basic
understanding followed by a test-drive using EV is all it will take to entice. Still being
relatively affordable and not requiring anything beyond a common household outlet will
make the purchase decision a compelling one. Seeing the real-world data, that resulting
MPG displayed on the dashboard, is what will finalize the deal. That's something the
competition will have more of a struggle with. Their differences will be harder to justify
due to them being more extreme. You get a very well-rounded design from Prius.

10-16-2011

Economic Realities, incentive. This was the first report we got of a dealer not wanting
to sell Volt. It's the chicken or egg situation. GM wants them to right away. Some dealers
would prefer to wait. Knowing the thread on the big GM forum would bring about
business verses engineering arguments again, I quickly interjected these economic
realities: There's a market for Volt. It's just not middle-market, where most businesssustaining profit comes from. Being a niche vehicle is fine, as long as the system itself
wasn't intended to be a mainstream technology. We've been through this before with
Two-Mode. Now look at the sales. Spread across 5 different models (Silverado, Yukon,
Escalade, Sierra, Tahoe), only 113 were sold in September. That brought the total for the
year to 2,463. The technology clearly hasn't attracted the masses. Purchases of Volt are
following that same pattern, a first year that didn't match rollout hype. Second year
expectations were where enthusiasts placed their bets. 60,000 was the anticipated
production for this market. (Opel would produce the inventory for Europe, some
components supplied by Detroit, but counted independently of the US.) It changed to
15,000 of the 60,000 being allocated for Europe. So even without regard to whether or
not there is consumer demand, what is the incentive for dealers to even bother with Volt,
knowing much more readily available profitable and easy-to-service vehicles can be sold
instead?
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Economic Realities, design. The most touted aspect of Two-Mode design was the fact
that all components were squeezed into a traditional transmission housing. Ironically, that
ended up being a shortcoming. It limited the size of the electric-motors within. This
contributed to the speed & power limitation. So rather than the rapid product expansion
this was supposed to accommodate, GM was stuck having to heavily redesign. For
smaller vehicles, the housing restriction was abandoned entirely. There are still many
power-carriers & clutches, but more flexibility was available as a result. Unfortunately,
this made it even more expensive and didn't improve the hybrid efficiency much. Both
motors can still be used in tandem. The engine can be separated entirely from the rest of
the system for EV only propulsion. If you haven't guessed at this point, this is what is
now in Volt. That's why it is so critical for high-volume sales. Lower prices from
economies-of-scale won't be possible without widespread acceptance. This must be
accomplished before the tax-credits expire. More economic (affordable) plug-in choices
from the competition will make that quite a challenge.

10-16-2011

Economic Realities, competition. It's fascinating to read about some of the offerings
that will be coming from startup & luxury automakers. They can affordable to pursue
exotic designs. Their business is low-volume & high-price, not anything like the
mainstream. An automaker like Toyota can still diversify by offering something exotic,
but the bulk of their business comes from middle-market... which is why economic
realities are so vital of a design consideration. Prius embraces that approach. Being able
to offer a plug and larger capacity battery was already taken into account. The affordable
model can be augmented without any need to change the propulsion system itself. It will
become a package choice, not an entirely separate vehicle. That makes meeting supplier,
dealer, and consumer needs much easier to affordably fulfill. It reduces risk on several
dimensions too. The competition knows this. In fact, Ford will be taking a very similar
approach. Hyundai would like to as well. We hear about Honda & VW wanting to offer
plug-in hybrids. Nissan will soon be debuting their entirely new system, which inevitably
have some type of plug option already considered. Times are changing. Some will
succeed. Other will have reality come crashing down upon them.

10-17-2011

Economic Realities, enthusiasts. In the past, there had been a big problem GM created
for itself. It was a reputation we hoped wouldn't carry forward with Volt. Unfortunately,
it did indeed. The "over promise, under deliver" is all too clear now. Though, this time
did take on a bit of twist. GM was intentionally vague about goals. We'd hear them say
they were targeting 50 MPG after depletion and $30,000 for a price and a 40-mile
unconditional range, but you could never really nail it down to a specific when.
Enthusiasts assumed that would all happen by November 2010, since that's the delivery
date which had been touted for years. There was no need to question changes at the
executive level or competitor efforts. That was when "doubters" and "haters" would be
proven wrong, period. Then of course when the deadline came and those goals weren't
met, the enthusiasts changed to "it's worth it" and "the next generation". The economic
realities never made any sense. If Volt really did deliver 50 MPG after depletion, why in
the world not offer a model with a much smaller battery to lower cost? Why not also
offer a model without a plug? It would be a great way to spread the technology and ramp
up production quickly, in addition to earning profit from something other automakers
couldn't offer. None of the enthusiasts could ever answer those questions. Price didn't
make sense either. As for the "40 mile" promoting, they were in deep denial about that.
Heater use has always been a major obstacle for electric-only travel.
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Economic Realities, disenchantment. There are some enthusiasts long gone, nothing
but a distant memory. These were die-hard shocked to learn how much Volt would
actually be priced, who abruptly abandoned their effort to back it. There are also others
who only recently left, most likely after finding out how much less the plug-in Prius
would be. It's odd having those who posted so many terse posts simply disappear. They
become such a thorn in your side for arguing in a unconstructive manner. Then one day,
the realization of their oversight hits them. It's the disenchantment long-term supporters
of hybrids had witnessed and tried to warn about. Two-Mode is still the best example of
that. It was very much an economic reality crashing down on those who had hoped for a
pricing miracle. They truly didn't think it would be so expensive. Even the owner of that
daily blog vanished. These changes are what lead to the next step. We proceed without
the disenchanted, recruiting new interest along the way... those who understand the
importance of balancing engineering with business costs.

10-17-2011

Economic Realities, antagonists. These are particular individuals who intentionally
undermined online discussions. They'd spread misleading & incorrect information to
make Volt look favorable. It was madding to watch them such blatant attempts to harm
Prius. They'd post extreme examples, making them appear to represent the typical owner
experience. And when it came to Volt expectations, they'd do things like conveniently
omit the affects of Winter. It happened over and over again, so you knew they simply had
no interest in being constructive. This is what fed the hype. It got people hoping for
unrealistic results. Fortunately, the economic aspect couldn't be avoided. No matter how
much spin we got from other purchase priorities, that one about price hit so hard some
gave up their efforts. Some even abandoned participation online entirely. What we have
left now is an attitude of delay and selective data. That's much easier to deal with, though
still a problem when it comes to the specific economic reality of sales. They prefer to
think of that slowness as steady growth without consequence.

10-17-2011

Sunset Photos. It had been a long time since capturing any moments with the 2010 Prius,
none were with a sunset background either. So when the final few minutes of daylight
started to peak through the storm clouds exiting the area, I saw a golden opportunity
emerging... quite literally. As the sky was transforming from gray to shades of yellow &
orange, I was racing down the highway attempting to get one of my favorite openhorizon locations. I made it in the nick of time. There I was, with an advanced digital
camera capable of taking great low-light photos without the need for a tripod. The clouds
totally cooperated too. The surprise of being able to seize the variety of color was
fantastic, right place at the right time with the right equipment. I really lucked out this
time. See what I mean... photo album 167
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Grille Blocked. The low 40's are now a regular occurrence for the morning commute,
temperature that is. Low 50's is the resulting efficiency, when you spend $1 for foam
pipe-insulation and take 30-minutes to install it... which is what I did last night. Taking a
few MPG hit during warm-up is easily avoided when you block the lower-grille entirely
on this generation Prius, once the first frost arrives. That also helps retain heat for those
occasions when you get stuck in heavy commute traffic slowed down by nasty Winter
weather. The engine doesn't need to run as often or as much with that big reduction of air
flowing through the engine compartment. There's still a little, since I leave the uppergrille open. But it looks so nice on the lower and such a simple thing to do. Why not? I'm
certainly not waiting until the temperature drops well below freezing before asking that
question. Do it now when it's still relatively comfortable and everything is clean & dry.
The situation will be quite different in a few weeks, here in Minnesota.

10-18-2011

Prius C. It doesn't appear to be a mere concept anymore. The first of the production
model detail (in Japanese, of course) was published as a leak today... beside the obvious,
an image showing what it looked like. That detail was engine size. My gut reaction upon
first hearing about a smaller model coming out was that the former 1.5 liter engine for
Prius would come back. It seemed a perfect fit for this new vehicle similar in dimensions
to the Classic model. The power & weight would make for a nice match. And that does
indeed appear to be the case. There's no word on efficiency estimates from our testing
cycle, but the 89.4 MPG number popped up again from measurement standard used in
Japan. That's enough of a bump from the 83.3 MPG with the current model to make
expectations of a value here in the mid-50's realistic. Price is still a big unknown. But
each little bit of information does help to build a picture without hype... because we know
the kind of mess that can contribute to.

10-20-2011

How Many? When? Watching the market unfold has been wild. Very few choices are
actually planned. It will take years to deliver them too. But the need is clear. Efficiency is
drawing attention. That's really frustrating some. Without Hummer as a target anymore,
all the other dirty guzzlers are falling out of grace. Rather than being politically
motivated, the reasons for embracing higher MPG are difficult to argue against. It's no
longer an issue of if standards should be raising, it's now a matter of amount. We're
seeing the downsize of vehicles take place. Parking lots once flooded with monster-sized
vehicles are becoming speckled with cars much smaller than Prius. The odd part is those
don't get anywhere near the MPG. Just think when the PHV comes out, offering double
the efficiency of the average vehicle. Spotting it will be quite a challenge though. That
will be "stealth" at it's best. Then at some point, people will start asking when those plugins will actually start appearing... totally unaware that there are already some of the Prius
right there in that very parking lot are indeed them. It's just a matter of time now.
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Cost Debates, penalty. This type of misleading is becoming quite common: "The Prius
Plug-in has an estimated 14 miles of electric range, and driving it requires care. Lead
foots will be penalized with the engine kicking on..." Notice how the 15-mile estimate
was reduced to 14. They just do it without any explanation why. That's the first reason to
question intent. The second is how the use engine is portrayed as a penalty. It's a
misconception rapidly growing in popularity. Since when is that a bad thing? The whole
point of a hybrid is to use electric-motors to increase the efficiency of the engine. Being
able to take advantage of opportunities to drive without it running at all has always been
part of the Prius design. Adding a plug simply increases the opportunity benefit. The
engine use will become less frequent. Why is it considered a penalty to run for a brief
time, like during hard acceleration? You still get what was intended, a significant MPG
boost.

10-21-2011

Cost Debates, criteria. The priorities of consumer & business are still overshadowed by
the trophy mentality. All these years later, the criteria to fulfill mainstream needs
continue to be evaded. Reality is, that's not exciting to discuss. So, forget about
constructive debate. Unrealistic expectations and the reciting of campaign slogans is all
we seem to get. It's become so generic, reiterating their arguments is rather pointless. We
await real-world data instead... not the vague totals either. They don't tell you anything...
especially when they exclude vital information like when ownership began and how often
they plug in. Not addressing criteria prevents progress, allowing for the delay of outcome
analysis... like sales and efficiency expectations.

10-21-2011

Cost Debates, no data. The reports posted often provide basic vehicle introduction
information and show nothing more than summary graphs. The data itself is absent. That
of course is followed by enthusiast sentiment filled with exaggeration. It's quite sad.
They're making the decision for you, providing a conclusion without sharing enough
facts for you to make your own determination. Then of course if you are a Prius owner
like me planning to purchase a plug-in model, interjecting anything about Volt not
portraying it in a cheerleading manner, your credibility is questioned. They shot the
messenger rather than addressing the data itself. Fortunately, I'm not alone. Some of the
GM supporters are saying the same thing. It's more fun to debate with me though,
especially since cost is something I've repeatedly identified as a high purchase priority.

10-21-2011

Cost Debates, reports. It's nice finally getting attention for efficiency. The car
magazines a decade ago simply dismissed hybrids outright. Later, they became a source
of publicity. Now, who knows? The focus is cost. Some look at cost-to-own. Others
looks at cost-to-drive. All make lots of assumptions. Fortunately, some of that is
changing. Of that still leaves much to be desired. Volt is still quoted to offer a 40-mile
range, even though the rating is 35. Prius is still quoted as 14, even though the production
rates at 15. I saw a video just yesterday from a test-drive displayed 15.9 miles of EV
available. So combine that with the ability for the Prius owner to choose when to use EV
and the Volt owners inability until shortly before depletion, estimates become confusing
even without recognizing the effect of Winter. Need to say, the cost reports really stir
debate posts.
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Cost Debates, who? Attempts to mischaracterize Prius are abundant. We got this today:
"I really don't know what person, that is looking for a plug-in car, would choose a PIP
over a Volt." It's amazing how often the enthusiasts try to avoid the ultimate question:
Someone who considers cost of OWNERSHIP rather than just cost to OPERATE. The
goal is to deliver a business-sustaining profitable vehicle which offers a significant
emission & efficiency improvement. That base price of $32,000 before the tax-credit
does indeed hit the target for middle-market buyers... who are not looking for a pure EV
experience. So even when the engine comes on at 70 mph, they're going to be pleased
seeing the +200 MPG delivered while using plug-supplied electricity. So what if this first
model comes with a smaller battery-pack. It's affordable and sized nicely for taking
advantage of charging-stations available at malls, coffee shops, and restaurants. It's a
really good buy for those who only have a short commute too. For those who drive more,
the plug-in is still going to provide MPG well above the usual 50 from the regular model.
Who is the market for Volt?

10-21-2011

Cost Debates, hybrid. It's difficult to imagine the enthusiasts disregarding so much. Yet,
they do... to the extent of not recognizing goals... which follow-up to the the previous
post resulted in: "Sorry to beat a dead horse, but I just don't get the PIP." Refusing to
acknowledge the reality that Volt is a hybrid too is a big part of the problem. Having an
engine and utilizing direct-drive make it an act of denial calling it an EV. Yet, they try. I
wouldn't, nor would I want to... as I stated about the plug-in Prius: That's because it is a
hybrid, not an EV. True, you will get electric-only drive experience through the suburbs.
But the point is to significantly reduce emissions & consumption, not eliminate gas usage
entirely. Of course, isn't that the point of Volt too? It doesn't make sense carrying around
an engine, then sacrificing electricity for heating and hard-acceleration. The EV/HV
button allows the driver to take advantage of those opportunities. Remember, the use of
electricity is also consumption. Overall efficiency is the goal for consumers. Replacing
traditional production is the goal for automakers. Battery capacity and motor power can
increase over time, as well as engine size shrinking, but it defeats the purpose if that
cannot be offered affordably.

10-22-2011

Cost Debates, greenwashing. You know there's trouble when everything you post is
responded to as spin. They make it appear as though you're twisting facts, especially if
you introduce new information for clarification. Having run out of constructive
discussion points usually leads to greenwashing like that. Another great example is the
changing of definitions. I try really hard to prevent that, qualifying terms like "middlemarket" with samples of the car owners I'm actually addressing. Yesterday, I referred to
them as buyers of Cruze/Corolla or Malibu/Camry. The response was that there's no such
thing as an "average consumer". The antagonists use this for exaggeration, making it
seem as though you are claiming an extreme when in reality that's exactly what they're
doing. They are quick to dismiss, saying things like "why bother", rather than
acknowledge that mainstream success is based upon a variety of factors. They'll use
adjectives like "anemic" and "hassle" and "weak" to describe the technology. And
references to operation itself will almost always be vague. Watch out for that
greenwashing.
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Cost Debates, efficiency. It never ceases to amaze me the extent to which some with
attempt to dismiss. This today was a prime example: "The average consumer doesn't care
about efficiency. It's irrelevant. Whenever you see the efficiency argument you know
there is some Toyota enthusiast making the only argument they have left." Rather than
saying it's not important, he just dismissed it outright... in addition to taking advantage of
the confusion around what average means. To think with all the MPG television
commercials we now see... quite unlike the past... someone would actually try to
convince you that the people seeing it really don't care. All the automakers are promoting
efficiency now too. But what do you expect coming from a Volt owner who clearly
resents the plug-in Prius? Anywho, this was my reply to that: Haven't been reading
comments on the big GM forum, eh? There are concerns about how Cruze is dominating
efficiency interest, cutting into Volt sales. There's a big concern about such heavy
dependency on the tax-credit too. Placing blame on Toyota enthusiasts won't change that.
Middle-Market consumers care about those aspects listed, but not to the level claimed.
That's why "middle" describes them. That's where high-volume sales come from. They
are the ones who provide business-sustaining profit.

10-23-2011

It's an EV, right? This was the article's title: "Cruising about town on 0.0 gallons of
gasoline". And this was what immediately followed: "man with new electric car enjoys
ignoring high price of gas". Then it wasn't until reaching the final quarter of what was
written you were finally told this: "But unlike some electric cars [he] researched that can
travel only as far as a full charge will allow, the Volt has a gas-powered generator that
will power up and recharge the battery when levels drop too low." Of course, there was a
photo of the cord plugged in above that. Naturally, having a 40-mile range was
mentioned twice. Disregard for the 35-mile estimate from the EPA. So, the complete
absent of MPG from the engine was no surprise. It was portrayed as an EV with an
engine only for long-trips and emergencies. And despite the report coming from
Colorado, there was no nothing about the effects of cold. Just think what the aftermarket
providers will do when they get their hands on a PHV. They already offer battery
augmentations much bigger than what the plug-in Prius offers. Oh well. Though
misleading, at least introduction articles like bring attention to the fact that plug-in
vehicles are becoming available.

10-23-2011

What should we expect? Once upon a time, there was hope that Volt would be an ally in
the effort to rollout plug-in vehicles. Help establishing charging-stations and debunking
misconceptions would benefit everyone. Unfortunately, cooperation amongst competing
automakers... even with an entirely a new class of vehicle... was considered suspicious,
then later deemed an effort to undermine. The "vastly superior" claims emerged as a
result. From that point on, mention of vehicle-cost and engine-efficiency were labeled as
efforts to show preference for Prius. Following that came the outcome downplay,
especially with regard to sale expectations. Goals are evaded. References are vague.
Attitudes are dismissive. Far too many have forgotten the lessons of the past, allowing
the same mistakes caused by want verses need to occur again. What does that mean for
next year, as other plug-in vehicles become available? There are both efficiency-standard
and tax-credit deadlines approaching. What should we expect from both automakers &
consumers?
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First Prius v Sold. Today it finally happened. Coincidently, today just happens to be the
8th anniversary since the purchase of my 2004 Prius. That's when I got to experience my
first upgrade. I wonder how many others will be doing the same now. At some point,
current owners will need a replacement anyway and trade-in values continue to remain
high. There are those who wanted a larger vehicle too, skipping over the current one if it
wasn't as comfortable or could haul as much cargo. We'll see how perspectives change as
a result. Offering a second choice this way has never been done before. I'm very curious
what the reaction will be, especially since there's an efficiency difference... lower, yet
still better than pretty much everything else out there. It's just a matter a stopping by the
dealer now. With national availability right away, I can start scanning the roads with the
hope of that first sighting not being too far away. Actual inventory available isn't known.
But I suspect the first shipments will get gobbled up quickly. We're not sure how sales
results will be reported either. It could be that all Prius variants are lumped together at
first. This is definitely new territory for the market... starting with the first known Prius v
sold in the United States today.

10-25-2011

Nissan Plans. By the end of 2016, Nissan-Renault is hoping for cumulative sales of 1.5
million zero-emission vehicles worldwide. That was an unexpected statement from the
CEO to read in a press release today. It's quite an effort to undertake. There's an all new
(their own design, not leasing rights from Toyota) hybrid along with a plug-in hybrid on
the way too. Imagine what that's going to do for the automotive-grade lithium battery
industry. That quantity of vehicles is far from the niche we've been dealing with from
GM. Will the push be successful? Who knows. But the commitment is commendable.
You've got to admire the aggressive approach. There's still the worry about affordability
though. Nissan plans should help with the overall effort to shift attention to electricity use
in vehicles, if nothing else. The reality that some simply haven't had any interest in
hybrids until now is somewhat disheartening... until you discover they no longer carry
any misconceptions about them. That makes getting them to take another look, now that
plugs are becoming an option, much easier.

10-26-2011

Marketing Spin. The promoting of "gas free" driving for Volt is long gone. Now, it's
taking a closer long at what they now tell us, as a friend recently pointed out: "In
summary, the graphs tell the same Volt marketing story. Volt's primary power source is
electricity yet it's performance is measured with gasoline (engine) usage." Prius doesn't
play games like that. It's an affordably priced hybrid offering progressively better
efficiency with each generation. There's no effort to promote it as an EV. We all know
that ability is available, but it's not an expectation... it's just a benefit from the design. I
contributed: The title of the market campaign has been "Gallons Saved". We've seen that
before. It was a different technology, but was promoted the same way... to end our
dependent on oil. It too used electricity instead of gas. But rather than transport the
electricity as is, it was converted to hydrogen. Remember fuel-cells? There was no regard
to how much electricity was actually being used. They just pointed out the efficiency
improvements from each generation of stack. The gas equivalency was horrible. So, they
simply didn't mention that in the advertising. How's that different from the current
"energy efficiency" reports just showing a rate, not listing the amount of kWh actually
consumed? Instead, there's a "gallons saved" value.
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Diesel Conquest. After all these years, apparently, "Diesels are still just getting started."
It's that statistical spin, where sales percentages look more impressive than actual
quantity. Hybrids are only now looking into implementing approaches like turbo &
direct-inject to increase thermal efficiency. Diesels have already done that. Hybrids are
just beginning to take advantage of plug-supplied electricity. Engine-Only diesels never
will. In the end, it was this gloating that eventually got me: "Hybrids peaked in 2007." I
sounded off with: Spin and be vague all you want, but it won't conceal the reality that
Prius is currently the top-selling vehicle in Japan and its annual total here for 2011 will
be second only to 2007. And back then, there was a tax-credit still available. Let's not
forget the tsunami either; it caused serious inventory shortages. We also know that some
consumers have been waiting to purchase the larger model of Prius, which sales of just
began a few days ago. Some are obviously waiting for the plug-in model too. Looking
specifically at the numbers here, all diesel sales combined come to 73,777 for the first 9
months of the year. Prius alone easily exceeds that with 93,243. Prius is cleaner and more
efficient too. The potential in the other hybrids is slowly being discovered as well. What's
to come for diesel? It cannot significantly boost MPG by adding battery-capacity and a
plug like some hybrids.

10-27-2011

Hidden Upgrade. A friend of mine opened up a new can of worms with: "Since the Volt
is a two-mode car..." We've known for years that GM was going to introduce both a
front-wheel drive variant of Two-Mode as well as a plug-in. But providing such
disappointing efficiency from the hybrid side, anything with battery-capacity smaller
than what Volt offers would show the shortcomings. So, the design was modified to what
we now have available. It actually makes sense, though even more expensive. I had some
fun with that: Them's fightin' wurds! GM has carefully avoided ever referring to the
propulsion system design in Volt as the next generation Two-Mode. That would wreck
their promoting it as an EV. Enthusiasts praise GM for being so amazingly transparent
throughout the development process... even though the information about having directdrive and the MPG after depletion were withheld until right before rollout began. That
knowledge makes Volt a plug-in hybrid, not an EV.

10-28-2011

Do They Care? Comments like this are growing old: "PIP is not EV for 15 miles, it is
blended electric and gas." The attitude is because people won't care when the engine
runs. They'll just be interesting how much it ultimately consumes, just like they do now.
The Volt owner who said that went on to post the following a few messages later on a
different thread: "11,000 miles on less than 90 gallons of gas, and my electric bill has
gone up $10-15 a month." His own comment supported blending. His own experiences
confirmed Volt wasn't an EV either. And that's just warm-weather data. My retort was:
Volt uses its engine for warming in the winter, regardless of charge-level. And remember
the footage of me driving the plug-in Prius at 70 mph getting over 200 MPG? I could
point out my errand running in the suburbs never starting the engine too, but what's the
point? Reality is that purity/complexity semantics fall on deaf ears; consumers simply
don't care. Only enthusiasts give attention to detail like that. We've seen quite a few
arguments of the past about a variety of different technologies play out that same way.
Understanding audience is very important. The typical mainstream buyer has no idea
how an automatic transmission works anyway, or even the differences between hybrids
for that matter. (We still have plenty of examples of salespeople not knowing how
hybrids work too.) So the best you'll likely be able to get them to consider is plugging in
every night trades electricity for much higher MPG.
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Forcing Perspective. We've been getting a lot like this lately: "Won't the plug-in Prius
EV-only range also drop in the winter, or are you claiming it is immune?" Some of this
may be backlash from the strangely ambiguous CEO comment about Ampera (the
equivalent to Volt in Europe) getting a "hold" button but Volt here not. Supposedly, there
is some environmental regulation preventing it. But that makes no sense, since the plugin Prius here will. Of course, they like bringing situations to extremes. There's never
immunity. It's really a factor of efficiency. And in this case, it's better to use the byproduct of heat from the engine running than get it exclusively from electricity. They
keep trying though. That "gas free" perspective is still being forced by a few. Two
months from now, when the real cold arrives, that should change. In the meantime: Have
you noticed how the comments (including your own) attempt to force Prius into an EV
perspective? We need balance, not an extreme. Prius is a hybrid. It doesn't sacrifice
efficiency opportunity just for the sake of electric purity. Why is accepting that penalty
regarded as a good thing? There is no immunity, even with Volt. However, with Prius we
have a system already well designed for engine heat conservation. Adding a plug &
capacity enhances that. Eliminating that represents a loss. You'll see a big boost in MPG,
less of an impact since EV-only isn't the goal.

10-30-2011

Technology Staging. The cost-to-drive comparisons fell apart quickly. They ended up
becoming engineering arguments, again. But this time, pointing out the 105 kW electricmotor used in the new Camry hybrid really threw the Prius antagonists for a loop. I got
this sarcastic post in response: "You are probably right. Toyota, I think, sees how much
trouble they are in due to Voltec and are moving in that direction with their own version
so as not to fall behind." The Volt supporters are slowly accepting the realities of
business... but can't help to always interject some type of superiority mention anyway. I
followed with this: The HSD design all along has had electric-only driving in mind. We
saw the 100 km/h (62.1 mph) electric-only speed way back with the previous generation
using NiMH packs. It hasn't been cost-effective until recently to take advantage of that
though. Lithium still isn't quite their yet either. Prius started with a 30 kW motor. It
changed to 33. Then 50. Now 60. The kWh capacity of the battery has increased along
the way too. Spin whatever you want about Toyota fears of falling behind, but it's a
whole lot easier bumping up kW & kWh than reducing it. In reality, Toyota has a more
diverse offering available than GM. The new Camry hybrid is undeniable evidence of
that. Imagine that more powerful system inside the new larger Prius, one that could easily
support a larger plug-in pack. As already pointed out, advances to HSD have been
implemented in other Toyota vehicles prior to being available in Prius. That past of
staging has proven effective. Why not continue with that, especially considering market
need. After all, the goal is to take advantage of efficiency opportunities. That's what
hybrids do.
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Worse In Winter. With the new larger Prius rollout commencing at the start of what
appears to be a nasty Winter brewing, the Prius supporters are beginning to worry about
he same lack of reporter research we saw when the Iconic model made its debut. The
proposed solution is creating a smart-sticky in the forum to direct the curious to that
resource for the information those reports lack. This was my chime in to that: The
concern will become more and more of an issue as less and less informed consumers buy
"Prius hybrids". (Hmm, there's an interesting new phrase.) Fortunately, some of us have
been attentive enough already to be collecting data for perspective. Mine has been for
comparisons to the previous generations and will soon be to the plug-in model. Things
like slower travel speeds and accident delays seem to get forgotten entirely. So it would
seem as though real-world data is the only way to express expectations, because it
accounts for all those factors. Even that's a challenge though, since most people don't
actually know the MPG of their current vehicle for each season. Winter is world's
different in Minnesota than it is in many other parts of the country too. We get extreme
cold, which is quite different from the massive quantities of snow and routine ice other
warmer northern regions have to deal with. Sadly, we've got the new problem of people
not understanding how misleading MPG is. That system of measure doesn't inform you
of how many gallons of gas were actually consumed, nor does it provide anything with
reference to electricity consumption.

10-30-2011

Discussing Goals. Having a long discussion with an engineer who knew very little about
Prius but a lot about Volt, I was intrigued. He got worked up about goals too: "Without
goals how would people know what to implement?" Yet, I couldn't get him to actually
state anything related to business or even a technical detail. So, I just climbed up on the
soapbox: There's more than one way to achieve the same outcome. That's the rub. Volt
supporters get in a big huff about EV purity as an advantage over PIP, yet won't actually
state that zero gallons is a goal. They just vaguely imply it. So what if the engine in PIP
fires up briefly during hard-acceleration and that you only get 200 MPG when traveling
at 70 mph. Isn't the point to significantly reduce gas consumption, not eliminate it
entirely? Reality is, winter has started to make its presence known. Volt owners who
enjoyed 40's for EV range in the summer are now seeing it drop into the 20's. Their
engine starts up whenever the outside temperature is 25°F (-4°C) or colder, regardless of
charge-level. After generating the needed warmth of 150°F (65°C), the engine will
remain off until coolant temperature drops to 104°F (40°C). Then it starts up again. Zero
gas consumption is basically impossible then. So, what is the goal? How many times
must factors like price, gas & electricity consumption, emission rating be asked about?
Knowing them prevents any reason to have to continuously justify approach. Focus can
be on outcome instead. 4 years from now when the tax-credit is just a memory, what is
the expected production & sales volume? Is the goal to exceed that of the current popular
vehicles? If so, which ones? We know that Toyota is pursuing a Prius family, offering a
variety of choices for middle-market. That means price options in the 20's. The intent is
to surpass Camry, becoming a mainstream leader. Gas consumption starting at 40 MPG
and climbing beyond 75 is already quite clear. Even electricity usage is obvious. The
target of 1.5 hours from level-2 nicely encourages business contributing to the building of
recharging infrastructure. The support of the PZEV emission rating is undeniable.
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10-31-2011

Horsepower Wars, part 1. That trophy mentality of the past led to that mess with
traditional vehicles. Acceleration speed and towing capacity kept increasing, until they
got so far beyond what consumers actually needed that they became nothing but
something to brag about. Need was grossly exceeded by want. We're starting to see that
again with hybrids (including those with plugs). This quote early this morning made that
clear: "As soon as electrified vehicles start out-performing gas only cars in 0 to 60 mph
times, you won't be able to stop people from buying them." The speed of Prius v and the
towing of Camry serve the need well. Very few actually require more than that. But with
the efficiency of hybrids varying so much, appealing to emotion can be more effective
promotion than reasoning with logic. It would be intriguing to watch hybrids captivate
consumers on such a primitive level though. Since even a horsepower war would
ultimately succumb to the realities of efficiency. The reports of real-world MPG still
draw more attention than fractions of a second on a stopwatch. It begs that ultimate
question: Who is the market for Volt? Sales results for the month of October will shed
some more light on that. Those with orders submitted for the plug-in Prius will be
speaking up too, highlighting what their priorities were for that choice. Want to bet
horsepower was just a factor, not a major draw?

10-31-2011

Horsepower Wars, part 2. This is the tipping point. With sales results being revealed
tomorrow, it wasn't any surprise that enthusiasts were not receptive to constructive
discussion. A huge increase for October is required to stand a chance at making the goal
for the year. Coming up way short will look really bad, pushing Volt into the niche
category rather than advancing as the mainstream game-changer it had been hyped to be.
But then again, pushing horsepower never make sense for middle-market. Those are the
same buyers now downsizing to smaller and much less powerful vehicles due to high fuel
bills. Shifting the expense over to a new vehicle payments wouldn't improve that
situation. How would they justify that want? Horsepower beyond what they already have
(which is likely overkill) certainly isn't a need. The plug-in Prius basically just improves
efficiencies & emissions without changing much else. That makes it very easy to appeal
to the same middle-market consumers the regular Prius has targeted. They'll clearly
understand what the plug & battery upgrade delivers. So, again, I responded the same
predictable way: Who is the market for Volt? Malibu/Camry and Cruze/Corolla buyers
don't place acceleration high on their purchase priorities. For Volt sales to hit mainstream
volume, it must appeal to middle-market buyers.
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11-01-2011

October Sales. This was the month for Volt sales to seriously increase... or else. Well,
that didn't happen. Of course, the spin is already that the percentage difference was
"large" and that sales were better than Leaf. 2,228 were produced in October. 1,108 were
sold. That only brings the total sales for the year to 5,003. How is the goal of 10,000 by
year end going to happen? It's a massive challenge at this point. Merit is measured by
how the technology replaces traditional production. Volt is proving far from the gamechanger it was hyped to be. The reality of becoming a game player instead isn't
comforting to the Volt enthusiasts. Those vastly superior claims of the past aren't exactly
living up to expectations. Meanwhile, the 11,008 sales of Prius here sure are pleasing.
That's stable, enough to show the Spring disasters are a fading memory rather than an ongoing nightmare. Of course, we have no idea yet how many sales have been delayed by
the wait for the new larger model and the plug-in model. We'll find out though. The next
6 months should be quite revealing. We'll get the answer to the "Who?" question. For
Volt, it's looking more and more like early-adopter, tech-type buyers. For Prius, is has
been and should continue to be ordinary middle-market buyers.

11-01-2011

Traditional Sales. The remarkable attention GM gained from having a new top-seller
really stirred the industry. All those years of basically having abandoned the compact-car
market, being able to sell so many gave reason for pause. But not only were they
competing with the other automakers, they were competing with themselves. Suddenly
there was Cruze. At just half the price of Volt, it provided quite a challenge. Enthusiasts
certainly didn't like that reality. Consumers were drawn to Cruze instead. There was a
catch though. Only the manual transmission delivered MPG over 40. To make matters
worse, that was highway only. For city driving, MPG was 28. With the most efficient
model getting a combined estimate of 33, that reality got noticed. The result was
consumers just buying the regular model instead. Not the ECO either, their choice was
just the ordinary traditional. But with a combined estimate of 30 MPG, a second look at
Corolla would eventually happen... especially with Toyota having finally recovered from
the disasters last Spring. Needless to say, the top spot was lost. Cruze sales for October
were 14,295. Corolla sales for October were 16,244.
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11-01-2011

Whatever It Takes. Fallout from missing sales expectations is inevitable. It usually
comes in the form of extremely vague claims and hostility toward anyone attempting to
clarify. That's not going to stop me though. The situation ultimately boils down to "show
me the data" in the end anyway. And at this point, they can't keep up the nonsense for too
much longer. Think this makes any difference: Lots of assumptions &
oversimplifications lead people to believe any effort to explain is really an endorsement
for the competition. That's sad. It's especially bad when those simply disregard price for
the sake of bragging rights. And that's all too common. Anywho, the engine in Prius uses
the Atkinson-Miller pumping cycle (rather than Otto) and operates at high compression
(13:1 ratio) with direct ignition (and VVT). So, it's not the common design most people
are familiar with. The power-split device it's attached to allows the engine to spin at a
slower rate than usual and provides the ability for rapid brief usage. In other words, the
thought that there is mode-switching is a popular misconception. The setup enables the
system to take advantage of efficiency opportunities which only last a few seconds. It
also accommodates electric-motor operation that often surprises those who thought they
understood Prius well, but in reality had guessed incorrectly. With the current electriconly threshold of 46 mph in the regular Prius, speeds above that cause the stationary
engine to begin spinning. 992 RPM is a common sight, since little power is needed to just
maintain cruising. When that happens, the efficiency stays above 100 MPG. With the
upcoming plug-in Prius, that electric-only threshold increases to 62 mph and the
efficiency rises to above 200 MPG. So even though you won't experience pure EV
driving at 70 mph, the additional of plug-supplied electricity and a high-capacity battery
significantly boosts efficiency. Isn't that the point?

11-02-2011

Winter Reality. To distract from sales, discussions quickly turned to the reality of
Winter. In other words, some Volt enthusiasts are not facing that reality: "You drive on
battery for 40 miles, then the gas powered electric generator kicks in..." So even though
the EPA estimate states 35 miles in an attempt to represent an average, they continue to
tell you only about the warm weather performance. Being selective about what's told is
called cherry picking. I've been fighting to have Winter included for years. Changing the
topic and shooting the messenger has been the strategy in the past. Now, they'll instead
volunteer extreme examples though, like -25°F. The hope is no one will ask anything
ordinary, like just below 20°F... which routinely shows on my thermometer throughout
the cold season. That's a typical temperature here. It does get quite a bit cold, but not a
whole lot warmer. It couldn't. Winter Carnival ice-craving would melt otherwise.
Commuting with temperatures in the teens simply never gets addressed. So, I keep
asking. They all know some owners will encounter that soon, but somehow hope they'll
be able to avoid dealing with the EV range reduction that it brings.
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11-03-2011

Sales Chaos. Looking through the posting mess yesterday sure makes a person wonder.
The comment I posted that upset was: "Sales goals have been set and repeatedly
confirmed." The near future is intriguing. Ford announced the price for the electric-only
model of Focus. It will be $39,200 with a 23 kWh battery-pack. That's higher than
expected. But with Nissan planning production increases and pointing out how Leaf
owners are finding the 100-mile rating of their EV acceptable, similar intent from Ford
puts pressure on Volt. It further enforces the position of game-player, rather than gamechanger... which wouldn't have been so bad had it not been for all the superiority claims.
The real winner or winners will be easy to identify. That's whatever becomes a top-seller.
Arguing about niche quantity doesn't accomplish much. But the Volt enthusiasts sure are
celebrating their 1,108 to 849 victory over Leaf for October. The mainstream minimum is
5,000 per month. Roughly triple that is needed to even stand a chance at making the top10 list. Perspective on the situation isn't happening though. Small traditional cars are
gaining in popularity in the meantime. The plug-in Prius is approaching too.

11-03-2011

Endless Spin. Sorting through the confusing mess is quite a challenge. When? Who?
How many? Volt gets poked the most since its story has changed the most... and
continues to. Even asking purpose gives mixed responses... all quite vague. With other
choices on the way, what does that mean? Sometimes Volt is promoted as an EV.
Sometimes Volt is promoted as the most efficient hybrid. Price is still disregarded as a
priority. In fact, that's really becoming a problem. A few have taken to flat out lying,
claiming Prius also had a tax-credit available during its early rollout years. When in
reality, there was nothing but a small deduction (about $300 returned to the typical
owner) for the first 5.5 years here. On the lesser extreme, we keep hearing antagonist
claims that the base model of plug-in Prius will never actually be available. There's lots
of Volt downplay with winter performance already too. And that's just EV range
reduction. No one is willing to discuss the MPG hit to the gas engine. When an enthusiast
doesn't like the question, they just say that's already been addressed and change the topic.
In other words, ambiguity is becoming the key... even the CEO of GM is unclear, simply
saying Volt "has been a home run" and that sales are on track for next year. Those
original goals have vanished, especially the part about being the greenest choice
available. Makes you wonder how the competition will be promoted, eh?

11-03-2011

Cheerleading. It gets really annoying, since it's so unproductive. Anything that causes
ripples, like wanting information, is considered negative. In the situation with Volt,
anything with potential to interfere with the little momentum it has is quickly dealt with.
In my case, I get this: "For some reason only you seem to get the hate? Hmm I wonder
why." The term hate means not positive. If you're not cheerleading, you're posts are
consider negative & harmful. That's what happens when sales aren't as good as planned.
Anywho, my response was the following: That's because my questions are ordinary, the
same thing mainstream consumers will ask. Spin would be pointing out an extreme. That
wasn't. I don't want to know about -25°F conditions. I want to know what the typical
commutes will be like during the usual temperatures in the north. It's reasonable wanting
to know about routine conditions in snow-covered states. Show me real-world data from
daily driving when it's 10 to 15 degrees below freezing, a very normal day for many of
us.
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11-04-2011

Technology Advances. When there's competition & loyalty involved, don't always
expect the open & honest approach. We're certainly see that play out with Volt. It's called
an EV, but promoted as a hybrid. We get lots of references to MPG. The enthusiasts love
pointing out fuel usage in terms of gallons. The quantity of electricity isn't mentioned.
When confronted by a request for kWh consumption information, the response is to just
shrug it off with a comment about owners recharging during off-peak hours using
electricity that would otherwise be wasted. Yet, on the Volt forum there are more and
more posts about owners finding charging-stations, then taking advantage of the
opportunity to recharge during the day. To further add to the insincere promotion, none
even want to touch the idea of a plug-in Prius offering a battery-pack similar in size to
Volt. Then there's the reality that Toyota is pursuing thermal efficiency advances for their
next generation hybrid engine, with two concepts already that look promising. All that
makes understanding technology advances very confusing. I can't imagine what the
typical consumer thinks when attempting to research the choices. What's really important
to them?

11-04-2011

$94.26 Per Barrel. The price for oil is remaining above $90. This is the second week in a
row it closed so high. The 80's seem to be long gone. The result is the price of gas
bouncing between $3.45 and $3.55 here. For diesel, it's been between $4.04 and $4.09
per gallon. There is an obvious appeal growing for smaller vehicles. Their growth rate is
so fast, the guzzlers aren't getting much attention anymore. There seems to be a quiet
shift toward accepting public charging-stations too. They're just popping up around town
with little fanfare or resistance. It's just thought of as something that would inevitable
happen... initially, anyway. Once people start routinely seeing those parking spots filled,
we may here something. My guess is the shift to electricity will be subtle. That makes the
configuration of the upcoming Prius perfectly timed. It's a modest sized battery-pack
offering an efficiency improvement so large, there should be little misunderstanding
about intent. Understanding the technology shouldn't be that big of a deal either. The
plug simply enhances the design already well accepted. The hardest part about promoted
it could be convincing people that charging using nothing but a household outlet is all
that's actually needed.

11-05-2011

Ironic Claims. I find it quite vindicating when antagonists say the very opposite of what
the situation actually is. Today was: "HSD is a dying technology with an inferior
configuration. GM patented the preferred approach." Substitute SERIES hybrid for the
technology and Toyota for the automaker. Ironically, I was even able to use their own
quote to conclude my response too: That's a pretty weak sales pitch. Considering what
others have claimed as appealing, it has become difficult to deny that the plug-in model is
carefully being avoided. Those who have already driven it are well aware of how much
more the electric motor is used. That smooth & quiet will be quite a draw. Volt
supporters are well aware of that... and fear how much less it costs to obtain. What you
call "dying" is what Prius supporters call "maturing". Being able to take the existing
model and basically just add capacity plus a plug offers a tremendous amount of sales
potential right away. Another thing being avoided are the goals for last year. They've
been downplayed to the point of setting an expectation for the second generation instead.
Originally, it was all about sales. That's how Volt was going to be a game changer. Now
it's about what the technology will eventually offer. That would be like me talking up the
2016 Prius and just saying the current plug-in does what was just stated a few posts back
about Volt: "It proves the technology works and shows promise."
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11-05-2011

Conveniently Forgetting. You know the debates have become futile when references to
disprove downplay are articles written after the downplay already began. The veterans
doing that are conveniently forgetting the history you attempt to point out. Those who
didn't begin paying attention to Volt until shortly before rollout simply have no idea.
Goals currently being discussed have been in place for over a year now, making it quite a
challenge to convince others how much they've changed... or that they ever were
different. They basically just claim whatever they want. My favorite is how some
absolutely insist the plug-in Prius is really just an "afterthought" by Toyota to make
something quick to compete with Volt. That's so easy to disprove, it's almost a red
herring. We all know that years before the latest generation was even revealed, there
were already organizations pushing both automakers & politicians to support plug-in
hybrids... using aftermarket conversions of Prius as their example of how simple that can
be. Toyota itself had their own tests with NiMH years back too. So, claims that the
design was never intended to support a better battery when it finally became affordably
available are nothing but spin. Those of us who haven't forgotten know that all too well.
This is what happens when things don't go as planned, especially following a bankruptcy
and the struggle to recover after having lost the executives & developers who stated those
original goals. It's another example of what happens when "over promise, under deliver"
becomes a reality.

11-06-2011

Vastly Superior. It just won't die, despite how incredibly vague claims continue to be:
"The 'leap frogging' of Prius happened already. Voltec is vastly superior to the Synergy
system in the Prius. It was always about leap-frogging in terms of technology. Voltec is
the future." What the heck is Voltec? There is nothing to explain what actually makes it
superior. This is what I ended up posting: Realistically, it doesn't matter what the
development and executives of the past actually said. They're long gone anyway. But I
can still point out that there was far more information available for Volt from the daily
blog than there ever was on the forum here. So, it's better for all to just focus on sales &
expectations going forward. After all, I'm tired of comparisons to the past, where Prius
did not have a credit available for the first 5.5 years it was available here and guzzlers
were still all the rage. As for the plug-in model Prius being an afterthought, that just plain
is not true. The very first year of Prius actually came with a plug. But back then, using Dcell format NiMH batteries was far from practical for automotive plugging, so it was
dropped the following year. The plug didn't reemerge until the end of the second
generation's lifecycle. By then, the prismatic format was well proven. But even with the
addition of a second pack, capacity was still too limited to be compelling. The
aftermarket providers of much larger Li-Ion packs had already confirmed that. The 62.1
mph (100 km/h) electric-only threshold got a shakeout in the meantime and plans were
well underway to exploit that with the next generation, once a pack could be affordably
offered. That brings us to now, where enhancing the current EV abilities using a plug
makes perfect sense. Consumers won't have any trouble understanding how or what the
benefits will be. It's a design able to grow as battery technology advances... as each
previous Prius already has.
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11-07-2011

Real-World Data. It's the same thing over and over again. We get reports from Volt
owners stating how much gas they've been using, but no mention about electricity
quantity. The kWh consumed isn't included. This evening's example was 100 gallons
from driving 12,540 miles. When vital information like that is missing, it's really
frustrating. Simple things, like frequency of plugging, not being known reduces the value
of that real-world data. Sadly, most owners don't mention when they took possession of
the vehicle either. In general though, it does confirm that repeated past estimate of only
consuming 37 gallons for 11,390 miles of driving were way off. So, there should be a
strong desire to find out what the true situation is. Unfortunately, an online database
growing with the same exclusion problem. All 164 vehicles only list calculated values...
EV miles, Total Miles, EV%, MPG, MPGe, and MPGcs. That's it. Neither gas gallons
nor electricity kWh are available. Lacking that detail, what do those numbers tell you?
They vary so much, how will people looking at just those summaries interpret
expectations? Since that real-world data also lacks duration, even an overall average isn't
realistic due to seasonal efficiency fluctuation. Don't they see how being so vague is
going to become a big problem when the plug-in Prius data is reported? In short, it's quite
a mess.

11-07-2011

40,640 Sold. Prius was the top-seller in Japan again. The 29,632 sold in October easily
reinforced the leading position, keeping it there for 5 consecutive months. The prior
purchase streak was at least 20 months straight, ending in February this year. Sadly, some
of that detail is hard to come by... since the news is almost entirely in Japanese. I believe
it was the Honda Fit which dethroned Prius in the meantime. With the larger model Prius
now available and the smaller coming, sales should hold strong. Adding a plug-in model
to the mix adds an entirely new dimension to the situation. When plugging in becomes
recognized as a possibility beyond just a niche... from seeing charging-stations appear at
local venues... people will seek affordable choices. Thankfully, keeping price with-in
reach of the mainstream has always been a priority for all Prius. Next year certainly is
going to be a pivotal one for the market. The price of gas is slowly climbing to $100 per
barrel again and hybrids are well proven at this point. Even the mindset of technology
acceptance has changed. Remember all those years ago when there was concern about
having a display? Now, not having newer interfaces available makes the dashboard
appear outdated... so 20th Century. Judging by the sales numbers in Japan, embracing the
21st sure doesn't seem to be an issue. Now if we can only get beyond the 11,008 sales
here. That's not bad for a monthly total, but more would be nice.
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11-09-2011

Inferior Fear. We got another real-world data report. Same thing, only gas consumed
was mentioned. This time, it was 12,400 miles traveled using 100 gallons of gas. That's
remarkably close to the other. This owner didn't include electricity consumption either.
Like we've seen all too many times already, those owners simply dismiss the relevancy of
it. So, tonight I read through that entire thread that started the most recent upset. The
provoking there to get someone to question Volt's superiority was shocking. They crave
the opportunity to gloat by dropping bait, then accuse anyone who responds of being a
troll. That's sad; however, I made an fascinating observation as a result of their nonsense.
I was going to post it too, but decided why provide them with any insight. So, it just gets
noted here, to share with a more receptive audience: I'm more intrigued than ever. When
the message wasn't liked, the original response was to shoot the messenger. Now, there's
a growing effort to disparage competing technology. Each is becoming a rather obvious
attempt to prevent the message itself from being repeated again. In other words, the realworld data is intentionally being avoided. Not wanting details to actually reveal
shortcomings, we get posts about "huge flaws inherent in the Prius". It's quite fascinating
how Volt enthusiasts undermine a thread about Volt performance. Should I mention the
fear of inferior emission-rating, inferior depleted efficiency, or inferior price? Who is the
market for Volt?

11-10-2011

The Challenge. We know it's sales. But getting acknowledgement on the big GM forum
is the ultimate exercise is dealing with the realities of business, especially in our
floundering economy. My soapbox sermon was this today: You hope for a thread where
there's an honest exchange of information? That's going to be a challenge. We have some
here recommending the ignore feature and some are pointing out how others have their
head in the sand. It can't be both. The same goes for market. Either Volt was configured
to appeal to the middle or it wasn't. Make up your minds! Who is the market for Volt?
That question keeps getting asked over and over again. We keep getting "it's worth it"
comments as an answer. That isn't how mainstream consumers purchase vehicles. Look
at the cars listed in the top-20 here for last month: Accord, Camry, Altima, Sonata,
Fusion, Corolla, Civic, Cruze, Jetta, and Focus. Consider their prices and drive quality.
They all do an excellent job of appealing to the middle. With Volt's base price currently
near $40k, its target clearly isn't middle-market. With PIP's base price set at $32k, the
middle-market intent is difficult to deny. And of course, no matter how many times I
point out the nicer ride PIP offers, most here conveniently forget that. There will be realworld data shared for PIP. It will point out how much of a MPG boost the plug provides,
not how far it will travel in EV. The electric-only driving in the suburbs is a side benefit,
an extension of what's already available as a full hybrid.
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11-10-2011

Getting Colder. It was in the upper 30's for today commute, both directions. Next week
could easily be in the 20's. All it takes is snow covering the ground for the temperature to
drop and stay there. This is fairly typical for late Fall weather here in Minnesota. The
leaves are gone. It's now windy & gloomy. Having the grille blocked already is a plus.
The lights for aren't hung on the house yet though. That recognition of Christmas
approaching doesn't get acknowledged until after Thanksgiving has passed, despite the
unpleasant conditions for climbing up on a ladder. Once going through the seasonal
acclamation, it's not so bad. That transition is the problem. From the Prius point of view,
it's when MPG drops below 50. That marks the end of warm weather and the start of
heated seats. Every year is quite refreshing. I enjoy the change. Having a car that makes
the seasons so much easier to bare is nice. I couldn't imagine being stuck in heavy
commute traffic slowed by snow without a hybrid like Prius. Constant running of an
engine would be maddening. All that waste. Instead, I just sit there in silence for minutes
at a time before the engine briefly fires up again to do some battery recharging while
heating coolant to keep me warm.

11-10-2011

Dual-Clutch. There was an interesting article published today about dual-clutch issues.
This was supposed to be the magic solution for traditional vehicles, boosting efficiency
by 10-percent going from a 4-speed transmission to 6-speeds. The catch is, it requires a
dual-clutch to achieve that... which owners have been complaining about. The technology
works fine (though complex & expensive); however, it feels unnatural. Ford has sent out
service bulletins to provide "smoother acceleration, reduced hesitation, better low-speed
drivability, and improved shift scheduling". But it was too late for Consumer Reports,
who dropped the Fiesta & Focus ratings as a result. Chrysler has put their own dualclutch rollout plans on hold in response to this as well. That's what happens when
tradeoffs are made. In this case, owners weren't happy with the attempt to improve
efficiency.

11-10-2011

The Wait. I'm actually enjoying it. 4th time is the charm, eh? Back in January 2000, I
started my first wait. That was a "boldly going" experience, totally worth every minute of
anticipation. I still remember that beautiful September day of delivery. Oddly, the April
to October wait back in 2003 was more surreal. Prius was no longer a dream of
technology advances, it was a well proven approach for being green & efficient. Then in
2009, that next opportunity to upgrade came at a time when Prius had already become
part of the mainstream. So, the wait from January to May was basically just icing on the
cake. Now comes the plug. That I've been waiting decades for, since back when my late
father fueled my interest in cars (pun intended). Having driven an early model PHV back
in August 2010, I already know how much the hybrid system is enhanced. That it will
have very strong appeal... so much so, I really don't want to miss any of the excitement
build up. No rush. This is the history we'll all want to remember.
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11-11-2011

Engineering Arguments. They are starting to make me crazy. Thank goodness that's
about to fade. Volt will no longer be car of the year, since a new year is about to begin.
Makes you wonder what vehicle will get awarded that title. Not that it matters, since
business goals outweigh trophies. Sales are difficult to ignore. A particular few certainly
try though. Today, it was the argument that Volt was "better" than Prius. Of course, I
couldn't resist the chance to point out how vague "better" was... emphasizing how
engineering merit is not the same as consumer need: The "better" referred to by
acceleration and fastest EV speed is an aspect of appeal to enthusiasts, not a priority of
the mainstream. The "better" referred to by the use of less gas doesn't take into account
electricity consumption or overall emissions. The "better" referred to by sales is what
reflects the progress of actual change; bragging rights don't mean much if few ever own
them.

11-11-2011

Priority Ordering. We got the official word from Toyota today. We'll be able to submit
priority orders for our plug-in Prius next week. It's the second step, confirming interest in
an actual purchase. The first was simply adding your name to a notify database with your
choice of dealer. Now you specify the package & color as well as provide a $500 deposit.
That will set us on the path to delivery... the long wait. It puts us in front of dealer orders,
hence priority. I like the opportunity, but at this point can easily demonstrate patience.
Getting a new car in the dead of Minnesota Winter wouldn't exactly be the ideal. But by
the time Spring arrives, I'd be yearning for the plug. Hopefully, it will happen sometime
just before that. We'll see.

11-12-2011

Video: Suburb Drive. There's finally a new video to share. It was a remarkably beautiful
late-Fall day and the last time I'd likely see 55°F for a very long time. The sun was
shining brightly, creating an incredible sight as it illuminated the wispy clouds across the
blue sky. That's a nightmare situation for filming video from inside a vehicle though. I
still haven't quite figured out how make a polarizing-filter with a GoPro camera. But in
the meantime, I've improved the mounting arrangement to make it setup easier. There's
no more vibration from the scenery camera anymore either. Being such an inviting
opportunity to play outside anyway, I setup for a full-scale test. Who knew the
circumstances would work out so well that I'd end up sharing the footage captured. True,
there's more refinement needed still. But I'm getting better at the process, including the
rendering of the video afterward. The drive itself was to the usual destination, that same
coffee shop. But this time, I took a suburb route. The fastest speed limit encountered is
just 45 mph and there are plenty of stoplights along the way. That means the battery-pack
will end up down to 2 bars, regardless of how I drive. Fortunately, that's an excellent
real-world situation to show, especially when the end result is 61.7 MPG after 15.6 miles.
The drive ended with the battery-pack at 6 bars too. And yes, if you look closely just
before I get into town, that white car I followed was indeed a Sonata hybrid... my first
ever spotted on the road just happened to be when I was filming. With a bit more work, it
looks like I'll be able to prevent light from hitting the speedometer cluster and find a way
to use a filter to prevent windshield glare. Each attempt gets me closer. By the time I get
my PHV, lots of practice would have established a nice collection of videos for
comparison... drives
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11-13-2011

$98.99 Oil. The price climb continues. Gas is $3.15 and diesel $4.15 per gallon. That's a
huge difference. With the holidays approaching, don't expect that to change either. It's a
fact of life now. We've grown accustom to being above $3. Of course, how $4 will make
diesel a compelling choice instead of gas hybrids is anyone's guess. Yet, GM is still
planning to introduce them. I can't wait for comparisons to the plug-in Prius. Averaging
over 75 MPG will sure make people think twice about 40 MPG from diesel. That pergallon cost easily washes out the premium for the plug. Time will tell.

11-14-2011

Camry-Hybrid Arrival. Delivery to dealers has begun. This represents the start of the
second generation for Camry hybrids. Of course, that rollout designator doesn't actually
reflect the advancement of the technology itself... just the vehicle it is available in. That's
why the vague label arguments of the past made no sense. They only recognized a single
vehicle, not staggered upgrades spread throughout a variety of hybrids. Anywho, the 41
MPG combined sure is nice. Seeing a $1,150 decrease in price for the LE model is even
better. It is an odd directional step in favor of product diversity though. The emissionrating for the hybrid is supposedly the same as that of the traditional. Toyota's choice to
favor power & speed rather than optimize for emissions, yet still deliver better efficiency
than the competition, shows a serious investment in the technology. Giving consumers
options like that is how older technologies are phased out. Let them choose. And now
that availability has begun, they will.

11-15-2011

Favorable Reviews? Each review of Volt includes the usual reference to speed & power.
Most just barely touch the aspect of efficiency. None actually address the topic of
emissions, avoiding coal obviously. In fact, the comment "it still uses gas" seems to be
popping up more often now. What I'm pleased to see is how the basics are finally getting
acknowledged. Whether or not there is a place for a fifth person to sit has fallen by the
wayside. It's the 2 extra inches of legroom in back that Prius offers that people are now
pointing out. Practical is winning out over bragging rights. Gotta like that! Anywho, a
long review from a GM supporter who has often battled against me concluded his sharing
of a test-drive experience with this: "All GM really needs to do is to find a way to work
the price down on the car without resorting to the de-contenting demon. The Volt pretty
much renders the Prius obsolete." Don't you love how simplistic that was put, along with
the usual smug? Needless to say, I carefully worded my response, hoping for something
constructive in return: Nice write up... until that gotcha at the end. Choice of motor &
battery size in Prius was for optimum balance of price & performance. Since GM instead
decided to favor performance, what do you think they'll do to get the price down? For
that matter, how much does price need to come down?

11-15-2011

Prius C. A little bit of detail was revealed today in Tokyo, including photos. It's a nice
looking little brother to the current Prius. There isn't any efficiency information available
for us yet, but we now know that a 1.5 liter gas engine will be used in combination with a
45 kW electric motor. That makes it like a Classic model, but more efficient and more
powerful. It's obviously more practical too, since it is a hatchback rather than a sedan.
Price hasn't been stated yet, but this compact model is obviously less than the base of the
midsize. Weight is said to be 596 pounds less, so that will definitely contribute to recordsetting MPG without a plug. We'll find out more early next year, as this model of Prius is
shown in Detroit and as sales of it begin in Japan. By the way, they'll be calling it "Aqua"
there.
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11-16-2011

Lots of Bragging. The voice of enthusiasts & owners are drowning out what's actually
needed. That's a bad sign. Then when there is an attempt to respond to need, we get
comments like this: "You seem to think that GM's goal was to flip a switch and make
millions of Voltec cars. They said it's the future, but the future isn't built in a day. It takes
time." That misrepresentation is a great example of how downplay actually occurs. They
attempt to distract from the actual numbers stated in the past. Some of us still remember
though. We are quite happy to point out detail... and the lack of: That's a gross
exaggeration. There's a very real need to exceed the mainstream sales minimum in our
market of 60,000 annually. Why? It's because the tax-credit will be expiring. Reaching a
business-sustaining level (lower price, higher volume, and profitable) within just a few
years is the expectation. Remember all the hype about Volt quickly becoming a topseller? That means achieving 120,000 annually here. To continue with statements like
this, "The Volt is real and exceeds all expectations.", won't change the reality of GM's
own production and the competition within. Bragging about being better than other
automakers won't either; that's just a distraction. I did like your question of, "Isn't that
efficient enough?", since the statistic provided was quite arbitrary, with no reference to
diminishing returns or vehicle size. Consumer purchase decisions will address that,
whenever the future does finally arrive.

11-17-2011

Video: Suburb Drive 2. Ready to order my plug-in Prius online, I prepared for a coffee
run in the meantime. Looking at the thermometer changed that though. It was only 18°F,
quite a change from the unseasonably warm weather 5 days earlier. It was a beautiful
sunny morning, I was yearning to test out the polarizing-filter augmentation, and I had
the time available. So, that's what I did. Of course, I'd also be finding out what happens
with my video setup when the defroster is required. I drove the same route, but with even
worse lighting conditions this time. What was captured turned out great. But even better,
the real-world data itself revealed nearly identical efficiency... despite it being so much
colder. 51.6 MPG certainly isn't the efficiency you'd expect. Of course, it takes me more
than 2 minutes to setup all the equipment. So, the system isn't ice cold when I start. The
coolant temperature reaches the needed 103°F minimum while I'm still calibrating the
camera for the speedometer cluster, allowing the engine to shut off. But then again, the
drive is over 30 minutes long and warm-up is more efficient when the vehicle is moving.
Ultimately, it's probably a wash. Though, that's still informative to know regardless...
drives
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11-17-2011

Plug-In Order Day. It finally arrived. Wow! There are many online at this very moment
who are expressing their apprehension about the process. There is uncertainty about what
the dealer must do to process the request and doubt that there will be enough available.
After all, with over 42,000 expressing interest by signing up for the priority ordering
opportunity, it does make you wonder how many will be allocated for this initial
disbursement. Only 16,000 to 17,000 are expected to be available in this market next
year. Could an early sell out actually happen? That would be intriguing. I can't imagine
so many preferring the online purchase approach though. Traditional ordering from a
dealer still seems more likely. Watching those result in long delivery waits is more
realistic. After all, how many consumers have ever interacted with a plug-in vehicle
before? Even the plug itself is an unknown for most. Anywho, it's been fascinating
watching the posts appear. So many waiting for the moment to push a submit button.
Here's what my input was to the craze: This is my 4th time doing this now... 2000, 2003,
2009, 2011. It's very exciting being on the verge of another memorable moment in life.
My late father would have found it very fulfilling to share the experience. He was the one
who introduced me to the worlds of cars all those decades ago. Thanks Dad! 30 minutes
to go.

11-17-2011

Order Submitted. What can I say? I was a very exciting experience. Of course, it took
me 4 times longer than everyone else... since I was taking the time to graphically capture
each & every moment of the ordering process. After all, it's not everyday you get to
participate in a moment of history like that. Anywho, I ended up with confirmation
number 640. That's an impressive count considering it really only took people a few
minutes to submit, receive, then confirm an order online. Next comes the painfully long
wait. The order itself isn't a placeholder in line either. It's just to reserve a car for you.
Early 2012 is all the final notice I got said. That's good enough for me. The next few
months include 3 major holidays, so it will go be somewhat quickly anyway.

11-17-2011

Charging Losses. Thankfully, we're seeing awareness of kWh values from automakers
now. That's the quantity of electricity consumed by a plug-in vehicle. Reporting only gas
used by a hybrid with a plug makes no sense. Ignoring a fuel isn't the slightest bit
constructive either. Yet, that information was conveniently excluded by many.
Unfortunately, those who are now beginning to include it don't take all the electricity
consumed into account. There are losses caused by converting household AC electricity
into DC for battery storage. One new owner genuinely attempting to be helpful stated the
situation this way: "I can confirm that using a 'Kill-A-Watt' meter to measure the power
to charge the battery is - pretty consistently - by a factor of 1.35 higher than what the
2012 Volt display shows what was used for a trip." In other words, when using the entire
10.4 kWh of electricity available from the battery, about 14.0 kWh is actually provided
by the cord. That's 3.6 kWh never mentioned. It's quite a bit higher than the 12.9 kWh
originally predicted too. Charging losses are something we need to raise awareness about,
to hopefully prevent a new misconception from emerging.
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11-18-2011

One-Year Anniversary. There's not much to say at this point. The concern about "too
little, too slowly" came about due to how slow change in the automotive industry had
been prior to then. Combine that with the struggle GM was having with Two-Mode, there
was good reason to push. After all, even at the time of bankruptcy we could see Volt
heading the same direction. It would work, but be far too expensive. Sure enough, a year
later and that's the number one complaint... even with such a generous tax-credit. The
anniversary today is that it's been one year since the IPO. The offering of public stock
was supported by the federal government purchasing 500 million shares. It was an
attempt to provide the automaker with lots of cash, but not be considered a loan or
bailout... since they could later be sold back. If all went well, taxpayers would make a
modest profit in return. Instead, the stock price plummeted from $33 to just $21.68 each.
That's quite a loss. To make matters worse, there's still a huge void between their most
efficient traditional vehicle and Volt. That's missed opportunity the competition will take
advantage of. In other words, the concern was validated. What happens now?

11-19-2011

Video: Snowy Suburb. The first snow of the year fell 2 days later. That meant driving
that same suburb route, yet again. This time though, I had a wet windshield to deal with,
the flakes were still falling, it was quickly getting dark, and rough road surface presented
a new source of vibration to deal with. Talking about a challenge... not to mention the
driving itself. Watch the road as I near the water tower. It's shining, glazed ice. All
worked out well... even the resulting efficiency. 51.9 MPG from 15.6 miles of real-world
Prius driving in Minnesota. The video captures what I see routinely during the warmer
days of Winter, as Fall fades away and when Spring finally arrives. See it here... winter

11-19-2011

Endless Ranting. It really does come to an end. Both on the big GM forum and the daily
blog, the "over promise" rants are all but completely gone. There's nothing left to dispute
the "under deliver" outcome anymore. Some will refer back to revised plans as if none
existed prior to them, but the attempt to divert attention away from actual need is easy to
see... so are the claims they make up about the competition. In other words, shaking out
the shortcomings of Volt prior to the rollout of PHV has been quite informative. Getting
practice dealing with their twisting of so-called facts helps too. We'll still get lots of
being vague and quoting extremes, no matter how well prepared. It's human nature to
deny when goals begin to slip. It always comes down to sales in the end.
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11-20-2011

Had Someone. Don't you love how someone will state a what-if, pretending it didn't
actually happen? Well, I saw exactly that today: "Look at it this way, had someone a
decade ago predicted that we'd see every automaker scrambling to make electric or
electric-assist cars we'd have laughed, especially as gas was so cheap." It's quite
frustrating how history gets distorted like that. This was my response: That's exactly what
happened, the forums & blogs confirm it. Later in 2004, the efficiency technology was
labeled as just a "stop gap" and still laughed at. Finally, when GM changed attitude and
rolled out something, it was expensive and only available on the largest vehicles. Years
later when it was scaled down, the technology was still expensive and relied upon a plug.
Now, GM has its own "stop gap" to make up for the price-drop wait in the meantime. We
knew it was coming. Peak oil (high price spikes and loss of market stability) happened
exactly as predicted a decade ago. Sadly, the obsession with speed & power continues to
misguide efforts. Business need comes secondary to engineering praise. There isn't a
product for the mainstream, those middle-market consumers who purchase vehicles like
Malibu & Cruze based on a balance of priorities, including a heavy consideration of
price. With Toyota about to debut a 55 MPG model of Prius priced around $20,000
without needing a plug, the automaker scramble is easy to see at this point. Adding
capacity to take advantage of plugging in is easy to see too. The catch is actually having
something available to sell. One size does not fit all. How much longer will it take for the
technology to offer a variety of affordable choices?

11-20-2011

Video: Winter Afternoon. The next day, the sun came out and all the fresh snow
quickly began to melt away. It was a very good representation of Spring here, making it a
excellent example of what I'll be comparing to when I get my plug-in Prius early next
year. So, I went for a drive along the same country highway from many of my earlier
videos, back when it was much warmer. Efficiency wasn't as good with so much colder
of a temperature. The end result after 17.8 miles was 52.2 MPG. I certainly have nothing
to complain about from efficiency like that, but it's hardly representative of the Winter
driving I experience routinely in Minnesota. It's probably familiar to those not living as
far north though. Watch this... winter

11-21-2011

Wow. This comment seems innocent enough, at face value anyway: "The Volt is a great
car. I'm getting by on less than 3 gallons of gasoline per month. 11,000 miles at 29.8
gallons to date." The problem is, it's more of the same nonsense again. Only one of the
two fuels used were actually mentioned. Needless to say, I couldn't let that go. After all,
the comment was made on a blog celebrating Volt awards. All they really just wanted to
gloat. I wanted to keep them honest and remind them of purpose. It's not celebrate being
a halo. How do you think that turned out? Here's what I asked: Do you have an idea how
much electricity was consumed? Knowing how often you plug in, if the pack is totally
depleted, and when ownership began is helpful information too.
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11-22-2011

Wake-Up Call. They're not happy with me. Reality is rapidly crashing down. The first
year is just about over and the second presents a variety of new challenges, namely
competition. I pointed out: Volt enthusiasts should enjoy the engineering merit their
vehicle of choice has earned. But that praise needs come to an end as the first year
completes. That means turning attention to business objectives. It's time to become
supporters. For those who actually purchased one, they too should receive
acknowledgement. However, they already have a reputation for only sharing information
about gas consumption. Disregarding electricity consumption could easily be considered
greenwashing. That's not a good approach with the ultimate goal being sales. With the
plug-in market so volatile in the first place, not being open when sharing owner
experiences is a terrible choice. People should be informed about how often the vehicle is
plugged in and how much it takes to charge it. They want to know how many kWh it
took to travel that distance reported, not just gallons.

11-23-2011

Business Reality, trouble. The title of the article caused quite a stir: "Hybrid-like fuel
efficiency for a non-hybrid-like price." These were the thoughts I posted on the big GM
forum: GM has so many issues at this point, it's hard to know where to begin. They
renamed their second-generation BAS system to eAssist, so it wouldn't be associated
with hybrids anymore. Then what do they do shortly before the reveal? They rename it
again to ECO. No wonder so many of their supporters confuse facts. It's really hard to
follow history with changes like that. To make matters worse, they abandon the "not a
hybrid" approach itself by comparing their system to 4 other hybrids. The comparisons
themselves are total greenwashing too. Listing only the competition's highways estimate
is called cherry-picking. That intentional exclusion of both city & combined estimates is
just plain wrong. Then of course, the entire purpose of that approach was missed. Having
a goal of being significantly less expensive would offset the less effective hybrid system.
Well, that didn't happen. 26 city and 38 highway for $25,995 isn't enough to compete
with Camry's 43 city and 39 highway for $26,660. Also, note how the press release made
no mention whatsoever about emissions.

11-23-2011

Business Reality, agreement. It's quite odd when the majority actually agree with you.
This was the quote which I selected to respond to: "My hope was they would price it only
slightly higher than the regular model." The priority of price continues to remain near the
top. My contribution to that was: With only a modest price premium, that could have
given it the competitive edge many had been hoping for. Instead, it's going to be a
struggle to point out detail differences. It also leaves a large efficiency product gap.
eAssist doesn't fill the void. 31 MPG for a combined estimate is far too distance from
Volt's efficiency. There's nothing in between from GM. Other automakers are working to
offer something in that zone though. Handing over sales to the competition isn't exactly a
good business plan. Longer term will be an issue too. You get a hint of that from the
press release. GM only listed engine horsepower, not the overall combined. Pointing out
that Camry uses an 105 kW electric motor and Malibu only a 11 kW makes the
difference overwhelmingly clear. So, they didn't. With such a small electric motor, not
much more can be squeezed out of it.
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11-24-2011

Order Expectations. What would you expect from the priority ordering opportunity?
How many people do you know that would place a deposit to purchase a car online
without ever having driven it? That's an extremely difficult perspective to consider. In
2013 when the plug-in model of Prius starts showing up in dealer inventory, the simple
matter of selecting that package option will make sales dramatically either. It's a brilliant
approach. The enhancement of EV driving from a higher capacity battery and a plug is a
very easy concept to understand. The benefit is obvious. It's basically just a matter of
price consideration. You don't even have to bother a level-2 charger. An ordinary
household outlet will do the job in just 3 hours. In other words, I'm thinking order
expectations won't have any reflection on demand once regular shipments begin... or
when real-world data begins to stir excitement.

11-25-2011

Full Year's Data. There's been a battle going for a few days now on the big GM forum.
It started with my asking for electricity consumption data, since all that had been
provided was gas consumption data. Questioning the only trophy Volt enthusiasts have
left to flaunt isn't exactly inviting a constructive discussion. Needless to say, it was a
repeat of the same nonsense of the past... with one important exception. Now that there's
a website collecting owner data, they have something new to spin. Of course, it doesn't
include kWh data either. For that matter, gallons also aren't available. All we are
presented with is MPG and Mile values. Not knowing how often owners actually plug in
or for how long is a big deal, yet carelessly excluded. Anywho, since some of distances
logged are in excess of 12,000 miles now, an effort has begun to portray that as a full
year of data. In reality, the database only has a single entry for April. So, there's really
only 6 months of data... all from warm-season driving. The intentional disregard for coldseason results is blatant greenwashing... and you know they'll become hypocritical next
year about this, claiming that's exactly what PIP owners are doing... despite the fact that
it's exactly what they're doing now. Fortunately, the typical mainstream consumer waits
for the first full year to pass anyway. So, not much damage should come from their
deception.

11-26-2011

Worst Enemy. For one particular automaker, the worst enemy is itself. Resulting selfinflicted wounds are what continuously draw the attention. Others stay surprisingly quiet.
Just the one seems to step on its own efforts. Ugh! Anywho, this was the summary I
provided about that problem today: Sadly, GM has a reputation for ever-changing plans.
When they finally decided to endorse hybrids rather than fighting them with their "stop
gap" campaign, we kept hearing different intentions for Two-Mode. They couldn't make
up their mind how it would be configured & implemented. I started my more extensive
blogging in part to keep track of the frequent changes. Recently, we've been seeing the
same thing again with both eAssist & Volt. To make matters even more confusing, weak
Volt sales have stirred executive talk about a more affordable version being offered. But
to keep the reputation of Volt intact, it would be rolled out as a Cruze instead. Now,
there's the mess with post-accident fires. Having such a difficult to access battery-pack is
going to complicate matters. Watching the shoot-the-messenger & conspiracy-theory
responses to that in addition to the cold-season efficiency drop evasion, you can see
trouble brewing. Those enthusiasts didn't bother studying history, despite countless
warnings about market problems of the past. To think that warranty claims later could
make the mess even more complex, it makes you wonder how the heck GM will become
competitive.
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11-26-2011

Predictions. I see the plug-in option for Prius becoming more common due to price
dropping and market acceptance. At the same, I see energy density increasing, which will
result in modest capacity gains... kind of like the the efficiency improvements of the past
we've already seen from Prius. The next generation will simply offer more at the same
price. I don't see the demand for sacrificing storage to deliver a significant capacity
increase. That large area above the false floor for cargo is a major sales draw. Prius is
well known for being practical, not just being clean & efficient. There's the issue of
timing too. The tax-credit already has an expiration date. Government budget shortfalls
could make it come sooner. This approach already takes that into consideration. The goal
is to achieve high-volume sales to meet CAFE regulations as well as reduce our demand
on fossil fuels. It's a challenge balancing time & priorities. PIP strives to deliver.

11-26-2011

Cycle Life. How many full discharge cycles are actually available? That's always been a
concern with lithium batteries, not just their initial cost. The plug-in Prius uses a different
chemistry than Volt & Leaf. It doesn't use the pack exclusively for hard acceleration or
high-speed cruising either. Volt is the only with liquid cooling, Leaf & Prius use air. So
right from the start, there isn't a way to do direct comparisons. All will lose capacity over
time, we know that part for certain. How much is the question. With Leaf, range is
reduced and there's nothing you can do about it. With Volt, dependency on the engine
will grow. With the plug-in Prius, you'll basically just get more of the same hybrid
efficiency. However, the school of thought is that won't happen as quickly for Prius due
to the lower power threshold... the very thing Volt enthusiasts have been mocking. Not
working the battery as hard should extend its life, something already well proven with the
approach prior to introducing a plug.

11-27-2011

Sales Curiosity. Now that Chevrolet dealers are allowed to sell their Volt demo models,
the expectation is that there will be a large surge in sales for the month... since demand is
supposedly well above supply. Curious to find out what the potential could be, I did some
searching online to see if inventory data was available. Sure enough, it was. Gotta like
the internet. Anywho, it's a really big deal that GM boosts the purchase rate and keeps it
up. There are 3,066 dealers. Each will need to sell at least 1 Volt per month to meet the
sales goal next year. Of the 35 dealers in the metro area where I live (Twin Cities), 24 of
them provided online access. From searching each: One dealer had 7. One had 5. Two
had 4. Six had 3. Four had 2. Nine had 1. One had 0. That came to a total to 55 Volt
available immediate purchase within a 50-mile radius. Each of the other 11 dealers likely
had at least 1 available as well. That makes me more curious than ever. Too bad I hadn't
thought of searching earlier.
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11-28-2011

Wait For It. The other shoe is about to drop. The worry has been market damage. It
happened with diesel back decades back. Attempts to offer it to mainstream consumers
went horribly bad... from a business point of view, that is; our air-quality was spared.
People wanted nothing to do with them after the terrible experiences they had. Their
return to the market has been impaired due to that ever since. So, the fear about plug-in
introduction is not without good reason to be concerned. It hasn't been going well up to
this point either. Leaf hasn't stirred that much attention, but it is somewhat comforting
seeing efforts to squash misconceptions taken seriously. In other words, there haven't
been excuses as we've seen from Volt. Each month's sales comes with some type of
expectation spin, supposedly a justifiable change from what was said just a few weeks
earlier. That can't happen for November though. All the excuses have already been
exhausted. We've been waiting for a huge spike in sales, proof that the first year is over
and that promise of game-changing has begun. We'll know in a few days.

11-29-2011

New Hype. Attempts continue to be made about the next generation Volt in desperation
to draw attention away from the current struggle and the upcoming plug-in Prius. This
quote provides wonderful evidence of that: "And by 2015 the Volt will come down in
price as well, probably $5 - 7k while having improved range, probably 60 - 80 miles."
That's even worse than the original 40-mile, 50 MPG, $30,000 hype for the first
generation. Just think what it things would be like if improvement that significant were
actually possible in such a short amount of time. The purchase of a plug-in Prius would
be a no-brainer. It clearly reinforces the need for a second model of Volt, one that can
compete with respect to price as a purchase priority.

11-30-2011

Under The Seat. Ever wonder where the battery-pack would be placed in the smaller
model of Prius? Having less horizontal floor space available, it makes sense offering
more vertical. After all, that was a strength with the Classic model, which was a sedan
rather than a hatchback. I was amazed how much that trunk could hold due to the height.
It was actually better for cargo storage than my Taurus as a result. Anywho, to do that,
removing the false floor would be required... along with a relocation of the battery-pack.
Sure enough, it ended up exactly where I had pointed out there was opportunity... under
the back seat. Seeing that in a video Toyota just released was quite satisfying. People will
really be surprised when they look in back, wondering where the heck the battery-pack
could be with so much room available for cargo.
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11-30-2011

Plug-In Cruze. There was an executive slip recently, much like the outrageous claims of
direct-drive for Volt before that was finally confirmed. There hasn't been any outright
denial, just lots of chatter online from GM supporters. Remember Two-Mode? It was
intended to squash the technology in Prius. That obviously didn't happen. It was
extremely expensive and very complex, not as efficient as hyped either. That complexity
did lend it to an easy step for offering a plug though. Since it had clutches built-in already
to disconnect the gas-engine entirely from the electric-motors, the repeated reveals of
prototypes which did exactly that while also taking advantage of added battery-capacity
made it an obvious next step... for the uniformed. Fundamentally though, the engineering
details revealed system had a shortcoming. It was designed to fit within the confines of a
traditional automatic-transmission housing. That limited motor size & power. Top
electric-only speed was demonstrated at just 50 mph. To overcome that, Volt was born.
Eliminating that restriction allowed for greater flexibility. Of course, that increased
system cost even more. It left those prototypes with an uncertain future too. But now with
GM desperate to offer something potentially competitive with the plug-in Prius, they've
been brought back from the dead. Cruze is the potential candidate for the technology,
saving the reputation of Volt by not converting it instead. Perhaps that is why GM never
wanted to offer a hatchback model of Cruze in this market.

12-01-2011

Predictions. In a few hours, we'll find out what actually happened in November. Those
certain sales would boom have become dead silent. The hope for the required minimum
doubling is long gone. It's rather grim of an outlook at this point; to what degree is the
question now... especially since we haven't heard from new owners. There should have
been lots of them. Needless to say, I'm really looking forward to drawing the first year to
a close. The enthusiasts said it should be disregarded, that it's the second year which
really matters. Ok, so be it. I posted the following on both the big Prius and big GM
forum to bump the October sales threads back to active to stir interest prior to the
numbers reveal: November sales will be revealed today. Place your bets. With GM
allowing demo models to sold, the inventory available was higher than it has ever been.
2,500 are needed to be on target for the year.

12-01-2011

Ouch! The official tally is in. It's quite a bit lower than hoped. Volt supporters are now in
a very difficult position. How can they respond without sounding defensive? Only 1,139
were sold. 2,029 produced and demo models become available for purchase. Yet, only 31
more than the month before were sold. That's not good, no matter how you spin it... and
believe me, they'll try. Up to this point, there were ways of dragging out expectations.
After all, no competition means no direct comparisons. With Toyota delivery
approaching and Ford, Hyundai, Honda stirring interest, the attention Volt had is no
longer exclusive. Even GM itself is toying with the idea of another plug-in hybrid. That
could me even more of a struggle for sales. What's certain is that pain will linger for a
while. Expect the enthusiasts to be in damage-control mode.
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12-02-2011

Niche Market. It's good to hear from the sincere every now and then. Today, it was with
this dose of reality to those hell bent on keeping an optimistic outlook on Volt sales: "In
1st Qtr the Prius PHV will begin arriving. That's just more competition in this tiny niche
market." I added to that: The niche is a plug-in that reverts to traditional efficiency after
depletion, which is what Volt does. Prius PHV still delivers the best hybrid efficiency,
which has already proven to have mainstream appeal. Offering increased capacity and a
plug is just a package upgrade. That expands upon the well understood design, rather
than being fundamentally new. It's a formula for much easier acceptance. In other words,
what happens next year for Volt sales will independent of Prius... because they aren't in
the same market. The differences are now much clearer to see. This is why the question
of "Who is the market for Volt?" was asked so many times prior to rollout and all
throughout 2011.

12-02-2011

Positive Spin. It can be quite aggregating dealing with stuff like this: "On the other hand,
the first year Prius sales in the US were 5,600 and that turned out pretty good!" The
antagonists attempt to put a positive spin on the information they provide, not giving any
clue that they are really greenwashing. In this case, the person was a well-informed Volt
owner who intentionally left out a vital bit of detail. The first year of Prius sales was
actually just 4.5 months long. Deliveries began in mid-August of 2000. You get the
impression the first year was a full one though. Some call that lying by omission. I
simply point out how the omission leads you to assume incorrectly.

12-03-2011

Halo Explained. This set of comments from a post today really got me going: "The
purpose of a halo car is to bring people into a dealership. The Volt does that." and "The
Volt has changed GM's image for the better. It has taken the green laurel away from
Toyota." and "It's all a pathetic display and it should sicken anyone who is a fan of
technological advancement." Who could resist that? Since the claim is spin anyway, I
provided: That never fit Prius. When it was given the "halo" label, consumers were
already buying Prius in high-volume... double the mainstream minimum of 5,000 per
month in this market. The rate actually tripled at one point, but then dropped when the
industry tanked. Thankfully, it's climbed back up to that again. Volt was promoted as
being a big seller. Then shortly before rollout, the price and depleted efficiency stirred
lots of downplay... transforming it to a "halo" instead. Focus shifted over to the next
generation and those who had anticipated an easy break into the top-seller list
mysteriously vanished. Now, we have new enthusiasts & owners to deal with, those who
weren't part of that past. How does one respond to that? I say, keeping such advancement
out of the hands of mainstream consumers is sickening. It's fine to offer a choices, but
nothing to replace the sale of traditional vehicles for many years to come is pathetic.
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12-04-2011

What's Left? The downplay & delay is amazing. It keeps going and going. This
morning, it was this about the plug-in Prius: "A lot is left to be seen." You'd think at some
point, they'd realize there are so few unknowns remaining that it's time to move on. It's
not like other approaches aren't available. Anywho: How much is actually left? Even if
you dismiss all the results of early model testing, we know a ton from the current model
of Prius already. The extra 123 pounds from the plug-in upgrade are barely going to
affect the depleted efficiency. It's the same electric motor, but with a draw of 38 kW from
the pack instead of 27 kW. There's roughly 3 kWh more electricity available too. Attempt
to raise doubt all you want. Not much time is left before the real-world data starts
flowing in. Years ago, it became quite clear the 40 miles of EV then 50 MPG afterward
for nicely under $30,000 wasn't going to happen. So, the label of vaporware was
dropped. It was obvious, no need to debate anymore. Now, we're getting owners &
enthusiasts calling Volt a halo. These are the same ones who claim Volt will outsell the
plug-in Prius. Clearly, they haven't thought through the situation. As stated earlier: "The
purpose of a halo car is to bring people into a dealership." That means consumers
coming in to look at Volt will likely just purchase a Cruze or Malibu instead. So, if the
plug-in from Toyota is also called a halo, that means the consumer will end up buying a
regular Prius or Prius V or Prius C or hybrid Camry... all of which are cleaner and more
efficient than the non-halo choices from GM. It's a lose-lose situation. Yet, that's the
labeled used anyway. Go figure.

12-04-2011

Only Enthusiasts. Sometimes, debates with those attempting to mislead can be quite
productive. It can help determine what priorities should be. After all, some
misconceptions come from them. This was the recent fonder I've been dealing with: "You
cannot drive it like a normal car and NOT engage the gas engine, not unless you want to
totally aggravate everyone else around you." Which I responded with: That's simply not
true... and now I'm so looking forward to taking advantage of my video capture setup and
YouTube to put an end to this. The denial & desperation of a certain few for the sake of
bragging rights is even worse than the usual greenwashing hybrids normally have to deal
with. I drove through the suburbs effortlessly with an early model, without the engine
ever starting. There was no impairment of traffic flow. I moved along with everyone else,
but only with electricity. It will be fascinating to get responses from that footage... though
it will be somewhat pointless. Purity isn't an objective, it's just a side benefit of the design
to significantly reduce emissions & consumption. Only enthusiasts make such a big deal
out of using the engine for a few seconds.
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12-05-2011

TPS Data. Coming from someone who typically posts constructive messages, but owns a
Volt and belittles Prius any chance he gets, it's intriguing to read a comment like this:
"Every article I've read has indicated that with the PIP anything from 33% - 50% throttle
engages the engine (depends on various factors, it seems)." Knowing that he only
mentioned gas consumption in the past and still has no intention of tracking electricity
use, I wasn't sure what to make of the selective data approach. It's difficult to have a
discussion with someone not interested in the big picture, but well informed about certain
particulars. I thought I'd give it a shot anyway. First, keep in mind that throttle & pedal
positions aren't directly connected as they are with traditional vehicles. Pushing harder
doesn't usually result in engine RPM increasing. Also, note that throttle sensitivity can be
altered by the touch of a button. That's what the POWER, ECO, EV, and NORMAL
modes provide. They alter how much or how little play is available electronically.
Anywho, I went for a drive, watching what numbers appeared for TPS (throttle position
sensor) data. These are my observations from the 2010 Prius: 15 TPS = engine
motionless (0 to 45 mph), 17 TPS = engine warm-up idle, 20-24 TPS = typical driving
with engine, 26-31 TPS = suburb acceleration and hill climbing, 33-37 TPS = highway
merge acceleration, 82 TPS = full throttle (5200 RPM engine). And of course, while
cruising on the highway the TPS value varies quite a bit; you'll see it ranging from 16 to
29 typically.

12-05-2011

Twist of Fate. I liked like question posed today: "But, is a larger battery capacity always
the most logical choice? Carrying around more capacity than you would typically use is
a waste of energy (like filling up your trunk with a load of bricks that you never take
out)." I call that situation a twist of fate. That sometimes happens when those hoping to
mislead don't take the big picture into consideration. Engineering is often a matter of
balance, trading one advantage for another. Not understanding that spells trouble... as
we've seen all too clearly with Volt... which of all things, now helps to provide some
perspective on the the market... that opposite extreme that only had been theoretical in
the past. Anywho, this was how I answered: For a decade, that "dead weight" argument
was used against Prius. It was a misconception frequently exploited by those trying to
undermine the progress of hybrids. That was very frustrating. Ironically, we can now use
it against them. Pointing out how the plug-in model is only 123 pounds heavier than the
regular is a strength we can exploit. Funny how the table turns like that.

12-05-2011

Single Digits. It's getting colder. This evening was the first time I saw the temperature
drop to single digits this Winter. That contributes to the MPG average dropping below
50. Strangely, I may never see it above that ever again with this Prius. The plug-in will
hopefully arrive as the final snow of season falls. That means I'll experience the Spring
thaw pushing MPG well beyond anything I've ever witnessed. What a great way to
discover the detail of what a plug offers for everyday driving. I can't wait. But in the
meantime, the temperatures continue to drop. It's going to get much, much colder before
it even begins to feels like 50 MPG weather again. Ugh!
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12-06-2011

Setting Traps. Over and over again, we hear GM supporters point out that they don't go
to Prius forums to stir trouble. That's true. What they actually do instead is set traps on
their own forum, then wait for someone to bite. And since the definition of "troll" only
pertains to outsiders, the veteran posters on the inside are assumed not to be a source of
trouble. It gets pretty nasty too. They ask the same questions over time. If you don't
respond, they accuse you of ignoring them. If you do respond, they accuse you of being
repetitive. It's a no-win situation. They'll also drop red-herrings to provoke. Some are
quite inane, like the claim that plug-in Prius owners will cause accidents from
accelerating extremely slow staying in EV mode. In reality, there's plenty of horsepower
available for suburb driving with only electricity. But they give the impression you'll
somehow get stuck in EV, making it seem as though the engine won't automatically join
in if needed. Then they abruptly change approach to the opposite extreme, claiming the
engine will start if you do anything more than feather the pedal. I find that revealing... a
sign they're growing desperate. Not having an affordable model of Volt is really
beginning to hurt. So, they take out their frustration on Prius supporters... by setting traps.
I have to wonder what lurkers think of those exchanges.

12-07-2011

34,164 Sold. That's the official outcome for November sales in Japan. Whoa! That's
pretty sweet... and quite devastating to those trying to make it seem as though consumers
are losing interest in Prius. To think that this level of acceptance was once considered
impossible to achieve. Remember those "stop gap" claims, insisting Prius was just a fade
and would be replaced by fuel-cells in 2010? The outlook certainly has changed over the
years... for antagonists, anyway. For those who always saw the progressive steps Prius
would take, it pretty much looks like the plan is moving along fine... despite some crazy
unexpected events along the way. I have to smile when I think about how much effort
was expended to market Volt as an EV rather than a hybrid. What was supposed to be the
benefit of that? Isn't the result supposed to be selling lots of them?

12-07-2011

EV-City. Sometimes the information needed isn't readily available. It takes a little bit to
round up material required to squash greenwashing. That's why some of us jump on the
opportunity antagonists present. They provide us with points they claim to be weaknesses
in advance. We prepare responses prior to the typical consumer even thinking of it. This
time, it was that nonsense about acceleration speed using only EV. They kept claiming
the design couldn't support the absolute of no engine whatsoever. We kept pointing out it
was a red herring. That's still true... here anyway. But in Europe, there are a few major
cities were restricted emission-zones exist. To enter them, drivers must pay a fee. That
charge works as a deterrent to discourage heavy traffic there. EV are exempt. Prius is a
hybrid though... or so we thought. Turns out, that button only available on the European
model transforms Prius into an EV. In other words, when that mode is engaged, the
engine will stay off no matter how hard you push the pedal. Supposedly, the engine will
even remain off when you exceed the 100 km/h (62.1 mph) speed threshold. Interesting,
eh? That really screws up their greenwashing effort. Heck, it even makes a mess of the
EREV marketing. Leave it to Toyota to cleverly sneak in that ability and leave it for us to
stumble upon later. That's under promise, over deliver.
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12-07-2011

Dead Weight. The misconception is long since gone. You don't hear ordinary online
comments about the battery becoming "dead weight" while traveling on the highway
anymore. It's probably due to the fact that people now understand how hybrids recharge
themselves. So, they either know that electricity will always be available or they've
noticed the highway efficiency estimate is way higher than traditional vehicles can
deliver. Despite that, some greenwashers still attempt to undermine. Here's what I read
today: "Not everyone knows that a hybrid gets WORSE MILEAGE on the highway
compared to the exact same vehicle non-hybrid due to the extra weight of the unused
battery pack while at highway speed." Does that make any sense, especially knowing
direct comparisons to Camry & Fusion hybrids are so easy to make. Amusingly, that was
on a discussion about fuel-cells. When it comes to efficiency, Prius always slips into the
conversation... and always seems to upset someone. I got a kick out of how that comment
was casually slipped in, using a matter-of-fact manner with the hope it would simply be
accepted. That didn't work. I'm going to enjoy later pointing out how the weight itself
isn't even significant. For the plug-in Prius, that extra capacity only adds 123 pounds to a
vehicle that isn't out of the ordinary for its size anyway.

12-08-2011

Worst Enemy. How to you defeat an idea? An opponent without a body is what
Klingons consider their worst enemy. There's no way to actually kill it. This is what we
saw with Volt sales hype. The hope overshadowed reality to such a degree, the car itself
really didn't matter. Heck, it even changed dramatically halfway through the design
process. The end result was a vehicle that fell well short of several goals. Yet, the idea
survived. It was the hope for a plug that did it. All those years of listening to praise for
Prius. All those years of hearing about the mistakes of EV1. All those years of wanting
some type of relief from pain at the pump. Something needed to be done about our
passion for guzzling. T he build-up of hype for Volt was the answer. It's that group-think
problem, where the crowd loses touch with purpose. Now the reality of sales is upon
them. They face a situation which they themselves are to blame.

12-08-2011

Hindsight, part 1. Sometimes, it's simply not worth even responding. When the market
finally gets to see the long-awaited vehicle, enthusiast claims are typically abandoned
anyway. Hype is often based on assumptions and hope from vague comments. They don't
actually study history. Most usually focus solely on engineering as well, totally
disregarding the aspects of business... many of which are extremely unpredictable and
have major consequences. The recent fire scare is something enthusiasts hadn't ever
considered. Too bad they didn't pay attention the pedal scare Toyota had to deal with less
than 2 years ago. Not learning from that experience makes it tough for them now. Lack of
detail and unclear goals make the reality of hindsight difficult to avoid. They don't
understand need until its too late, looking back after the plan has begun to unravel.
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12-08-2011

Hindsight, part 2. In this case, I did respond. After several years of buildup, with lots of
resistance to diversity suggestions followed by a year of weak sales, it was hindsight. I
was reaffirming what had been the situation all along: Remember all those suggestions to
offer a second model? The avoidance of putting all your eggs in one basket is a good
approach even if nothing goes wrong. After all, the one-size-fits all situation doesn't
promote high-volume sales anyway. It wasn't an attempt to promote the competition, no
matter how much that may have seemed. It was advice to help deal with our fickle
market. In hindsight, that should be easier to see now. Just think if that second model
with a smaller capacity battery-pack was now available. Consumers would have been
compelled to consider it rather than just avoiding a plug-in purchase altogether.

12-09-2011

Single-Digit Commutes. It figures that the first day of the cold season when the
temperature dropped to single digits would just happen to be the morning that I'd have to
do the commute twice. My mother needed to be taken in for a check-up downtown. With
her foot wrapped up in bandages and strapped up with a plastic cast, she needed to lay
across the seat in back. I was amused. It hadn't ever crossed my mind that such a need
would be impossible in a Volt (since it has bucket seats in back, due to the large batterypack). Anywho, the doctor appointment went well. Driving her back home in that cold
reminded me that the ECO button in the 2010 allows heater use with the engine off much
longer than with the Iconic model. That's always nice when trying to get out of the cities
before the system is toasty hot. Dropping her off at her house then meant driving all the
way back downtown to work. Thankfully, despite the cold, the resulting MPG still easily
exceeded 50... barely, though. I can't wait to have to do the same type of running around
with the plug-in. Perhaps they'll even have charging-stations at the destination.

12-10-2011

High-Speed EV. Here's the title of a 477-page document recently published which I'm
very much looking forward to reading: "Don't Believe the Hype - Analyzing the Cost &
Potential of Fuel-Efficiency Technology". There certainly is a lot of hype nowadays. The
most obvious is the push that EV purity is the best choice. This comes from enthusiasts.
Automakers themselves are sending a very different message. Toyota, Ford, and Hyundai
have set EV limits at 100 km/h (62.1 mph) and repeatedly pointed out that is overall
more efficient. Electricity alone is wasteful at high speeds when there's a combustion
engine also available. The most recent endorsement for the "62 limit" came from Honda.
The plug-in Accord being tested uses a 120 kW electric-motor. That's more powerful
than the one in Volt, yet its EV threshold is 100 km/h. And speaking of Volt, that highspeed inefficiency is why you'll find it cruises at on the highway after depletion using the
blended approach. In other words, the purity really does just come down to hype. EV is
only a small portion of the cost equation anyway. So, don't get swept into believing the
best choice is to carry the dead weight of an unused gas engine.
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12-10-2011

Reputation Defending. It's interesting to discover that some of those stubborn Volt
troublemakers of the past were just defending its reputation. You read questions from
them now as owners finding out they had no idea what they you meant years ago when
you attempted to convey that very information. They argued you were there as a Prius
owner. The idea you were really trying to constructively show support for plug-in
vehicles was absurd. Why would someone with interest in another automaker ever want
to help? Well now, they are figuring it out. The plunge in electric-only range caused by
the onset of cold temperature certainly is providing the wakeup call they've needed all
along. Naturally, they'll never admit what you said was actually correct. In fact, they'll
claim you "meant" something else. That's what happens. They learn the hard way and
you just have to be thankful they finally see the light.

12-11-2011

Thread Revival. It was a nearly 2 year old thread, a fascinating experience to read again.
Looking back at what was said by those GM supporters, it's easy to see how the hype was
able to persist. Price was the dominating theme. There were many who had hoped the
price was going to be much lower than it ended up. A few were on the mark though,
sadly drown out by other hopes & expectations... like depleted mpg and quantity
available. The topic wondered off onto rare earth metals too. The point now is to consider
what should be learned from all that and set realistic expectations. What will 2012 bring?
A variety of plug-in vehicles will be available, each with a different set of goals, but all
with the same ultimate purpose of traditional production replacement resulting in highvolume profitable sales not dependent upon government incentives. Turns out GM did
indeed hand over sales to the competition too. The assumption that statement often brings
is Prius being purchased instead of Volt. In reality, the competing force was from
within... other offerings from the same automaker. Cruze, Malibu, Impala, Sonic, and
Equinox were much popular sellers. When will that change? How will that change? What
about outside competition? With respect to the thread, there certainly wasn't an
agreement on answers to questions like that.

12-11-2011

Delivery Long Ago. It's hard to believe nearly 9 years have already gone by. The
memory of picking up my friend's Blue Moon Classic Prius is still so vivid. Since that
experience will closely resemble what I'm going to be doing for myself in a few months,
I thought hunting down those long-ago photos would be fun. Those were the good old
days, before the anti-hybrid campaigning got out of hand. Now, that's in the past too.
Next is getting my plug-in Prius. I ordered it through the same dealer as before from the
same salesperson, Dianne, who's been absolutely wonderful over the years. It's a rare find
having someone so willing to help with the new owner/purchase experience to that
extent. All the details worked out over the phone & email. Then after some paper signing
and money transfer, the new Prius gets put on a truck for transport. In both cases, from
warm California to cold Minnesota. That means the car stays clean for only a few
minutes after driving away. But it's all yours, with very little effort. I documented that
previous experience with photos. Notice how horribly dirty my Green Classic Prius was
compared to the brand new Blue Moon. That was an exciting, memorable moment from
many years ago... photo album 168
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12-12-2011

Labels. There is a growing obsession with labels. Rather than drawing conclusions with
a statement, as we dealt with in the past, it is now labeling. I suspect that comes from not
being able to conclude. When they know they cannot win the war, they go for a battle
victory instead. And as you could guess, there's far more of that now. With production of
the plug-in Prius only 6 weeks away and a disappointing first year of Volt sales
concluding in 2 weeks, the only response left is to direction attention to the competition...
by attacking the messenger, of course. Though in vain, I pointed that out with this: If
someone doesn't like or understand something, it gets labeled as spin. If you answer a
question, it gets labeled as being repetitive. If you don't answer a question, it gets labeled
as ignoring. If the information provided isn't absolutely precise, it gets labeled as
meaning something else later. If you respond to a claim about design, it gets labeled as a
claim about implementation. If you address price, it gets labeled as support for the
competition. If you point out market need, it gets labeled as not needed yet. Seeing
responses such as that on a regular basis now indicates constructive effort is lost and
we've moved on to the next stage. There's no going back either, since goals were always
so vague and labels contribute to false hope. In other words, like it or not, we're going to
see things much different in 2012.

12-13-2011

In The End. Curiosity, what can be learned from the experience? I wanted to know.
What happens when facts are routinely cherry-picked, when they just disregard what you
say and state it actually meant something else instead? On a forum where only
cheerleading is expected, can anything worthwhile come from a thread devoted to a
competing vehicle? How do they react when you present new information? There were
many questions, none of which I actually expected to ever get straight answers from.
Yes, this was thread about the upcoming plug-in Prius on the big GM forum. They
weren't the slightest bit constructive either. For over a week, the nonsense persisted. Volt
offers superior technology in every way, supposedly... because things like price, depleted
efficiency, and emissions don't count. Whatever. Their effort was make it appear that
Toyota was now scrambling to catch up and any evidence to the contrary is just spin. The
excuses & dismissals they come up with are mind-boggling, so shallow it's hard to
believe they'd even try to mention anything that easy to disprove. Needless to say, it was
a great way to conclude the first year of Volt rollout. They know sales are way below
expectation. They know GM is investing heavily in eAssist. They know there is still
strong support for traditional vehicles. I summarized my observations from that thread
with this: In the end, it is still quite fascinating that Volt supporters feel threatened by any
plug-in hybrid with a smaller capacity battery, including a scaled down version of Volt
itself.
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12-14-2011

Stating Goals. It always comes down to the basics. If you don't know what they are, how
can you determine success? Remember all those years ago, that "up to the chore" saga?
It's hard to believe so much drama could go on for so long. It did though, for about 1.5
years a single discussion thread persisted... and was very, very active. Back then, it was a
question about hybrids. Ultimately, the answer was yes. Much was learned from that
experience. The aspect overwhelming clear is that antagonists will use red herrings to
discredit. Recently, that didn't work though. They relentlessly attempted to discredit the
plug-in Prius. When that didn't work, they turned to my credibility instead... by asking
questions unrelated to success. Then, they attacked when I chose not to bite. I stuck to
purpose. They claimed Toyota was now scrambling to catch up and "fell short of the
mark", but never bothered to explain what that actually meant. They avoid stating goals.
After all, you can't be held accountable if you never promised anything in the first place.
The just declare failure by dodging detail.

12-15-2011

Late Claim. The newest trend emerging from the Volt forums & blogs is that both
Toyota & Ford are "late to the game". How is that possible? The plug-in market is still
very much an unknown. Have you seen a charging-station? What about the different
charging speeds? A claim of late would make sense if production volume reflected a
shift, but that hasn't happened yet. Next year is when it begins. Toyota will be producing
the plug-in Prius starting the end of January... with the intent to deliver that volume. Next
Fall it will be Ford joining it. How can they be considered late? Heck, even Honda is
working offering a two-motor plug-in. Of course, what difference does the label of late
make anyway? The 600 early models Toyota used for data-collection came from ordinary
consumers driving them in the real-world. Doesn't that count for anything? It's all just a
mind game at this point. They claim what they want and disregard what they don't. They
know sales are the ultimate gauge of market acceptance, not any of their word spin.

12-15-2011

C-Max Pondering. There's a specification-sheet now available for Ford's upcoming new
hybrid. The plug-in model is 304 pounds more than the regular. Both use lithium-ion
batteries. The pack for the plug-in reduces cargo space by 10.9 cubic feet. The tank in the
plug-in holds a half gallon more gas. The plug-in is a tenth of an inch shorter in height.
The engine & motors are the same. Pretty much everything else is the same too. Size
compares closely to Prius v. The kWh capacity of the pack hasn't been revealed yet. It's
believed to be closer to Volt than it is Prius. But we have no idea how "range" is actually
measured or how consumers will perceive those efficiency numbers. We do know that
larger means more expensive though. Consumers understand that particular number. It's
quite reasonable to expect MSRP to be several thousand more than the plug-in Prius. But
how much more? For that matter, how many do they expect to sell of each the first year?
Needless to say, there are many unknowns still. Ford left us with more to ponder about
C-Max than we had anticipated. But with the hybrid not coming out to early Summer and
the plug-in sometime in the Fall, there's lot of waiting still. Marketing is all about giving
tidbits here & there. Of course, some automakers provide actual information... others
feed hype.
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12-16-2011

Nothing Changed. The spin has been coming from those trying to force a plug-in hybrid
into the definition of a pure EV. Way back in 2003, the speed threshold of 100 km/h
(62.1 mph) became part of the Prius design. It meant for speeds faster, the engine would
be in motion but only consuming gas when extra power was needed. At speeds slower,
the engine could be stopped entirely to allow exclusive electric-motor operation. But to
be practical, affordable high-capacity batteries would be needed. They are only now
becoming available. Intentionally excluding engine use defeats the benefits of being a
hybrid too, especially when the quantity of electricity available is so limited. That's why
the initial rollout of the EV-CITY feature is limited to Europe, where some major cities
have already established low-emission zones. We don't have that in the United States yet,
nor are there any plans for restriction like that. Even with the feature, nothing has
changed. Prius is a hybrid. The plug replaces GALLONS with KWH. It doesn't eliminate.
That absolute was never a goal.

12-16-2011

Lessons Learned, sales. Hearing comments in defense of Volt as the first sales year
comes to a close has been very interesting. The few enthusiasts still obsessive about
absolutes consider anything not favorable offensive. To make matters worse, the parallels
to Two-Mode are no longer predictions. They've become confirmed through real-world
experiences. Thankfully, the arguing has peaked. Some Volt owners have grown quiet.
Others are beginning to share their data... all of it too, not just gallons anymore. Remarks
about opportunity-recharging are popping up as well. They had been hesitant about
revealing that in the past, since it makes plug-ins with smaller battery capacity (like
Prius) more appealing. Unfortunately, the topic of market-penetration and creditdependency continues to be dismissed in favor of "superior" engineering. So discussing
strategies for dealing with advanced topics, like significantly increased electrical
resistance from lithium batteries when the temperature is below freezing, don't stand a
chance yet. The few chest-pounders who remain stick to basic sound-byte-like quotes,
selective examples rather than acknowledge typical driving. Thank goodness the lesson
I've learned is their lack of substance doesn't keep attention of those researching a
purchase for long. What do you think they've learned?

12-17-2011

Lessons Learned, scoring. The cliché most fitting to this situation is the "moving of goal
posts". All throughout the development of Two-Mode, intentions were to start with the
most thirsty of the guzzlers then scale it down to smaller vehicles later. But as rollout
progressed and sales floundered, denial of that intent emerged. They even changed what
scaling meant. In other words, the ball was kicked so short, they altered how points were
scored while the game was being played. We've seen something very similar from Volt.
The first model was intended to take the market by storm, becoming a quick top-seller.
But when rollout began, the supposed strong demand mysteriously vanished. Abruptly
new owners were called "early adopters" instead, with the hope of concealing the reality
of the first generation design not meeting the market need. This is why those cheerleaders
of the past continue to be so vague about goals now. Fortunately, others are
acknowledging shortcomings with the hope that being supportive will bring about the
change easier. Unfortunately, they are still buying traditional vehicles in the meantime.
Thankfully, if the plug-in Prius doesn't satisfy the needs of some consumers, they'll just
purchase a model without a plug instead.
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12-17-2011

Lessons Learned, questions. The latest debate thread provided a wealth of argument
points, all recently acknowledged, all nicely contained within a single searchable
location. That could come in handy. It's like having their greenwashing handbook readily
available for quick reference. There were many opportunities provided to learn in
advance of the plug-in Prius rollout what their claims will be... practice lessons. Then
when owners begin driving them, we'll know what detail to be collecting right away.
There are many aspects of operation people will want to know more about, after finding
out what the GALLONS and KWH data is from real-world driving. Asking those
questions is how you know they're getting serious about a purchase decision. Having
answers for them right away is really helpful. Ironically, the situation was reversed prior
to Volt rollout. Do you think there's been a lesson learned from not having prepared,
despite already knowing what the questions would be?

12-17-2011

Full Recharging, misconception. As first-time purchase decisions about plug-ins are
considered, lots of assumptions make it easy to draw incorrect conclusions. When that
become a trend, a misconception will emerge. The shared common false belief can be
quite harmful to new markets. So, there's genuine concern. Real-World data is the best
way to prevent that. Not only did a Volt owner address this directly today, he also
provided his own example: "Like today I went to work, came home and we had errands
to run. I plugged/unplugged the Volt at least 4 or 5 different times today for a total of
66.9mi @ 16.6kwh." Until recently, the only recharging ever addressed in cost-analysis
reports has been overnight. None really wanted to deal with the reality of charging during
the day. They'd just consider all hours while the sun is still shining "peak" time, even
though that's really only during the late afternoon through early evening. Then there's
some like me who are fortunate enough to actually have access to solar... which
obviously is only effective when the sun is shining. Until many, many more examples are
available, this too is subject to becoming a misconception. However, hearing reports of
plugging in for short visits while running errands is a start... especially from those with
larger battery-packs which take several hours for full recharging.

12-17-2011

Full Recharging, debunking. This is what I posted in response to that Volt owner,
hoping others will sound off with their misconception debunking information too:
Believing you have to fully recharge every time you plug in does confuse the purchase
decision. People tend to get hung up on doing things only one way. Keeping
misconceptions from flourishing is something Toyota is really good at. With GM, it's
unfortunate the quantity of electricity actually consumed had been excluded from their
promotion & reports. Lack of detail is very much an enemy of change. kWh values now
being provided like that help to overcome the perception. That's good to finally see.
(Thanks for your data.) Fortunately for us, PIP only takes 1.5 hours to fully recharge with
typical (240-volt) public charging-station anyway. So even if the pack is totally depleted,
a visit to the mall, movie theater, restaurant, or coffee shop will cover it entirely anyway.
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12-17-2011

Great News. Reading the following this morning definitely qualified as great news: "The
PiP HV mode fuel economy on the JC08 test is better (31.6km/L) than normal Prius
(30.4km/L)." Those Japan testing results got me really curious when we'd find out the
official estimates from the testing here. My reply was: I was hoping more power coming
from the inverter combined with the ability to capture more energy from regen when
braking would offset the 123-pound increase. Finding out that it actually results in an
efficiency gain is fantastic! That certainly wrecks the "dead weight" arguments against
Toyota's choice of battery-pack size. Of course, I didn't notice a difference with the early
model. But now, I'm looking forward to getting mine more than ever. Having such an
abundance of real-world data to compare to, including video, firsthand witnessing how
the production plug-in delivers after depletion will be fantastic. Expectations are high and
Toyota has repeatedly delivered well in the past.

12-17-2011

Astute Observation. Here's what I believe will be the final straw: efficiency rating.
When we finally look at the numbers in detail, that will tell the complete story. Catch is,
they aren't available here yet. However, a friend made an astute observation based on the
numbers from Japan. Based on the JC08 test-cycle there (which is similar to our EPA city
measurement here), the electricity consumption for PiP is rated at 114 Wh/km and Leaf
at 124. Here in the US, the city rating for Leaf is 32 kWh/100mi and Volt is 36. See what
he noticed? If Leaf is more efficient than Volt and PiP is more efficient than Leaf, that
must mean PiP is more efficient than Volt in the city using electricity. On the highway
using gas, there's no contest; PiP is clearly more efficient there than Volt. That's easy to
deduce even with an official rating yet. What I hoping will result from this will be the
end to their "superior" claims. We want high-volume sales, not halo celebrating.

12-18-2011

Bragging. It's the superiority complex that keeps the debate from ending. They were
amazed anyone would even attempt such a discussion. Volt was better than Prius, period.
It went on in various threads since getting the sales results from November. That's when
they truly knew Volt was in trouble. Of course, the reaction was to call anyone showing
favor for a plug-in offering anything less a 40-mile range and not delivering pure EV in
all speeds "pathetic". It was portrayed to the degree of astonishment, with responses
posted just minutes after your reply. They'd pounce, simply claim you didn't answer a
question or refused to acknowledge some information. It was all a setup. They know a
word hasn't been coined to describe their desperate spin. The definition of troll doesn't
quite fit. What do you do when someone from the outside is polite and remains on the
topic of that thread? They attempted unrealistic comparisons and drew conclusions. So
much for being constructive. Basically, you just stick with the thread until it is finally
closed. It is intriguing to see what they try to interject. In this case, it was constant
bragging. Back many years ago, those same people called that smug.
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12-19-2011

One Year Later. The founder of the daily blog for Volt shared his story today, after a
complete year of ownership. It was stated this way: "Thus far I have put on 8,635 miles
and used a paltry 36.6 gallons of gas with a lifetime fuel efficiency of 237 miles per
gallon." Notice the absence of plug information? There was nothing whatsoever
mentioned about electricity consumption. At this point, that exclusion becomes
greenwashing. You can't just exclude a fuel like that. Imagine the uproar there would be
if Prius owners attempted the same thing. Though, it would actually be rather tempting to
do that. They couldn't complain; it would be hypocritical for them to do so... since that's
exactly what we are seeing some Volt owners do now. It's intentional too, because
they've already been told how misleading that is. Oh well. When they finally face the
reality of that choice, it will be too late. As for the ownership experience itself, that
followed the "it's worth it" theme we've heard all year. What I get a kick out of though is
that his commute changed to just 6 miles round trip beginning in April. Just think how
well a plug-in Prius would have fulfilled that need.

12-20-2011

Saab Bankruptcy. Remember how Saab was part of GM prior to its bankruptcy. Well,
now Saab is having its own... and I patiently waited for a topic like this on the daily blog
for Volt before saying what hadn't been said yet. In this case, it was with respect to the
data I've been collecting about dealer inventory. Over the past 3 weeks, the 25 local
Chevrolet dealers who provide available vehicle information online (there are 35 total
within a 50-mile radius) have listed over 60 Volt. Seeing only counts going up and down
by just one and about two-thirds with several in stock, that certainly contradictions the
under-supply claim and long wait-listed we've been hearing about. The data doesn't
appear to agree and this we the very first time I pointed it out to them. That had be quite
curious what the reaction will be. I predict they won't say anything, choosing to wait until
the monthly totals are revealed instead. With the potential for last minute purchase to be
able to collect the tax-credit right away rather than waiting until 2013, you'd think that
inventory would quickly vanish.

12-21-2011

Less Gas. The ongoing problem with promotion of Volt has been the "less gas" cheering.
If you don't acknowledge that, don't expect anything but trouble from the enthusiasts.
You cannot even attempt to point out other priorities without also rubbing their ego. The
trophy-mentality has become really bad, exactly as we first saw and worried about years
ago. They even use the same words to describe the situation... superior technology,
anemic power, pathetic design. It's smug taken to the next level. Today provided a great
example of that. An owner finished his first tank of gas, something obviously worthy of
attention for Volt. But the way it was portrayed was terrible... no mention of electricity
consumed and claiming the reaction from the competition is jealousy. Funny part is,
someone else asked for kWh information, not me. When rollout began, few knew what I
was asking for and why? They just assumed it was some effort to undermine Volt. Now,
supporters are beginning to realize what's important when it comes to the promotion of a
plug-in vehicles. It's not just using less gas.
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12-22-2011

Uncertainty Factor. Assumptions are abundant when it comes to plug-in vehicles. If you
own a Prius, no matter what you say about Volt, it sounds condescending. After all, a
GM supporter should know more than someone who purchased a Toyota. So, how does
one even bring up a topic? I certainly tried a variety of approaches to get information
flowing in both directions. It worked too, but not as painlessly as one would hope. With
every approach imaginable, it was shot the messenger. Don't actually acknowledge the
message. Well it turns out, some were listening after all... those who hadn't ever
considered what was said. They were genuinely uncertain. Pride gets in the way though,
so there won't be an admission of misunderstanding. But the nature of the post
themselves change. No more jumping to conclusions. No more speculation. No more fear
of intent. The real-world data & experiences being shared, so outcome differs now. It's
far from truly constructive, since what's posted is quite selective. But progress is usually
in small steps anyway.

12-22-2011

Argument Points. It has been interesting to find out what the argument points are, now
that sales of Volt have been taking place for a year and PiP deliveries are nearing. The
hype is long gone. Realities of operational differences are coming to light... some with
very emotional responses. What do you do when an argument point falls apart? That has
played out to a surprising level with the drop of EV range due to heater use in the Winter.
It's hard to believe some wouldn't acknowledge the real-world data until just recently.
That's an interesting lesson learned. Another is the obsession of some with EV purity.
Finding out about the CITY feature Prius supports debunks their claims. It also blurs the
line of what is considered an EV vehicle. The "all speeds" argument gets very confusing
when 0 to 60 acceleration increases to times beyond 15 seconds. Originally, the focus
was on MPH alone. But now true electric-only vehicles (no engine) that slow are
emerging. Then there's the plug-in hybrid with much higher capacity than PiP. How
exactly are the categories defined with so many varying factors? Needless to say, the
focus on GALLONS and KWH consumption combined with the usual purchase priorities
(like vehicle size & price) are ultimately what comparisons will be based upon.

12-23-2011

Plug-In Choices. The one-size-fits-all approach is what I ultimately find the most
frustrating. Since there's only a single configuration available from GM, measure against
the competition is always with that mindset. We already know the larger version of Prius
can support a plug, since it shares the same engine, motor, and battery-pack as the regular
Prius. However, it has a larger cargo area. That means it could be possible to offer more
capacity as a plug-in. Yet, that is consistently ignored. So, no matter how many times I
point out Camry hybrid already provides a more powerful system, none of the Volt
enthusiasts ever want to acknowledge the reality of that system also offering a plug...
especially if it is to be used in a sleek/sport body rather than a family sedan. We got a
teaser the other day from Toyota of an upcoming "plug-in hybrid concept" referred to as:
NS4. The idea of that actually happening became even harder to deny. Adding choices
shows commitment to plug-in hybrids... something quite valuable in the pursuit of
mainstream appeal.
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12-23-2011

Final 60 MPG. I have a feeling this morning's unusually warm December commute,
which contributed to a displayed result over 60 MPG, will be the last I'll ever see with the
2010 Prius. Being 10 degrees above freezing likely won't happen again. It's over. That
comes with mixed feelings. Capturing the final moment with a camera would make it
easier to accept, but I wasn't prepared for that. The reality of Winter will push MPG all
the way down to the low 40's soon. The plug-in will hopefully arrive before Spring does.
Of course, we could see temperatures near freezing then. But mid-to-late March is quite
unpredictable. Lots of snow can keep it from warming much higher. The cold lingers.
MPG stays down until the snow vanishes. Then it climbs way up, breaching 60 barriers.
However, with a plug, who knows what the MPG will be. Waiting to find out sure will
make the Winter seem like forever.

12-24-2011

Cost Reduction. It gets tiring hearing claims that GM doesn't need to, since Toyota
never did... knowing that isn't true. Toyota routinely stated goals along the way. Back in
late 2003 when rollout of the newest Prius began, we were told the annual selling rate for
the end of 2005 would reach 300,000. And sure enough, it did. In late 2007, we were told
the rate for late 2012 would reach 1,000,000. Even with the 2008 collapse and the 2011
disasters, that goal may indeed be reached anyway. The goal we were told about in 2007
was heavy focus on cost reduction for the next generation model. The percentage was
stated, it was 30 percent for hybrid components... which was meet. Making Prius more
profitable has an obvious benefit with a goal beyond 2012 to offer even more hybrids and
fewer traditional vehicles. This is why there is legitimate reason to be frustrated with
Volt. We have no clue what the intentions are. The only things we actually do get are
ambiguous and end up falling into the "over promise, under deliver" category.

12-26-2011

New Prius. Sales of the new version have begun in Japan. This one expected to be an
instant hit, since it is even more efficient and has a lower price... perfect for further
penetration into the efficiency market. The expectation there is 12,000 per month. That
should be fairly realistic too, since the regular version is the top-seller. I particularly like
this one since it is the proper size comparison to Volt. The long-time misrepresentation
always irritated me, since Prius midsize offered 2 inches more legroom in back and a
lager cargo area. This compact version of Prius is the better match. It also screws up the
antagonist comparisons, since MPG is higher. Price for the base model in Japan is 1.69
million yen (that's $21,669 at current exchange rates). The package may differ here.
Prices are usually a big lower too. We'll see. Anything in the low 20's is compelling. I
can't wait to see the first here... especially right next to the big wagon version. In roughly
3 months, I'll be getting my plug-in. The Prius family has become a reality.
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Marketing EREV. The fallout is underway. We see this term coined to label Volt as
superior to plug-in hybrids not being used much anymore. They did themselves, it was
self-defeating to focus on gas consumption exclusively. It doesn't make sense for an EV.
But that's what happens when implementation falls short of expectation. Anywho, a
discussion today of inefficiencies lead to this sound-off from me: Blending can offer the
best of both worlds, intentionally avoiding it never made any sense. It was pretty much
just a marketing gimmick to appear more advanced. In reality, advancement comes from
tweaks to the components & software. There's optimization & cost-reduction Toyota has
embraced that GM hasn't even addressed yet. For example, Toyota's use of sub-packs is
likely a big contributing factor to how the battery can be air-cooled rather than requiring
a fluid. To accomplish that, there's the obvious need to monitor individual temperatures
and adjust draw on-the-fly. That sophistication takes time to develop & refine. Simply
using one big pack instead is effective, but crude & expensive. With so much price spin
and the omission of electricity usage from owner reports, it will take awhile still for
consumers to realize the "superior" technology isn't what it first seems. The impression is
that using electricity as much as possible is the best choice... which isn't always the
case... hence the marketing approach for EREV losing effectiveness.

12-27-2011

The Real Thing. Arguing in favor of lithium-based batteries is nothing new. Focus on
the latest & greatest in favor of mature technology is a very real problem though. People
rarely buy the showcase vehicle at autoshows. Their purchases are for the tired & true
instead. When in comes to hybrids, many of us would like the plug-in to become
common quickly. But that's not realistic. Getting a mainstream consumer to abandon
engine-only requires the choice to include very little price difference. So even though the
older NiMH is larger and hold less energy, it is less expensive. It's extremely well proven
too. That's why I felt quite passionate about posting this today, in response to a claim that
Toyota isn't trying by sticking with NiMH for most of their no-plug hybrids: It would
seem that way if you focus only on the biggest tree in the forest. Looking at the other
trees, you'll see that Toyota has pushed NiMH to the point of being so robust &
affordable that replacement of traditional vehicles on the grand scale is becoming
realistic. None of this halo nonsense. It's the real thing, actually phasing out vehicles
which don't take advantage of motors & batteries to improve emissions & efficiency.

12-27-2011

It's a Hybrid. With such heavy emphasis on gas usage by Volt, it's a difficult argument
claiming the typical consumer will think of it as an anything other than being a hybrid
with a plug. Still no quantitative definition of EREV after all this time reinforces that
well. Engineers know each design has tradeoffs. Marketing doesn't care; they are more
interested in attracting attention. It all boils down to sales in the end regardless. Approach
differences will draw consumers into showrooms. Too high of a price makes it easy to
choose something else instead. There's always going to be something better anyway.
That's why some people don't even bother with consideration of luxury brands. There's a
balance of priorities... which is what hybrids have been all about, for the most part. Prius
always strived to appeal to a balance, not trading off too much with any particular aspect
of design. That's why gas usage alone isn't a wise way to promote. People will want to
know about electricity usage too, something Volt owners have held back from sharing.
Why? It's a hybrid.
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12-28-2011

In A Few Days. We all knew that sales would be an uphill battle the moment the MSRP
was announced back in July 2010. Some accepted that reality by switching to the "early
adopter" mindset instead. Others started the "it's worth it" campaigning. The line had
been clearly drawn. Then the numbers actually hitting the road didn't take the market by
storm as hoped. Claims of supply shortages and long wait-lists didn't add up. Even the
online sources for available inventory were disputed. Excuses were plentiful. It became
far from clear. Thankfully, all that will be moot in a few days. We are on the verge of the
first year concluding. The second will be different. Sales expectations are much higher.
Volt is well known and available nationwide. And the competition is helping to push the
acceptance of plugging in hybrids.

12-28-2011

Electric Cars, definition. There was a strange article published the other day. Coming
from Detroit, my interest was peaked. What were "electric" cars? Sure enough, both Volt
and the plug-in Prius were included. Apparently, anything with a plug is now "electric"
and anything without is a "gas or diesel powered" vehicle. The identification of "hybrid"
has vanished entirely, as far as the writer was concerned. Turns out, a few readers on the
forum shared that perspective. Knowing how the EREV marketing has fallen apart and
how Volt is struggling for recognition, this was an unexpected twist. The desire for an
plug-in ally was what started it all. Unfortunately, the enthusiasts chose to declare "vastly
superior" rather than sharing the crusade against traditional vehicles. Could that now be
changing?

12-28-2011

Electric Cars, bottom line. This is how the situation was summed up: "The bottom line
on electric cars is this... they will NOT make a dent in the market over a standard car
with a 4-cylinder internal combustion engine." I responded to the individual points as
follows: Are you sure people still want a sedan from the 20th, especially those
downsizing from a SUV? Aerodynamic benefit comes from a tempered slope in front and
practical cargo from a raised roof in back. Calling that a "tree hugger" look doesn't mean
much in an era when guzzling is no longer realistic. Where did the all-condition 300+
mile necessity come from? Why wouldn't a 200-mile capacity work fine for all but longdistance travel? Recharging in less than a half hour is far from a proven requirement. We
know that people spend 1.5 hours at restaurants and coffee shops. Would hanging out
there while recharging be far more acceptable than waiting at a fueling location? After
all, when you're on the road you need to stop for food & drink anyway. As for doing 0-60
in less than 8 seconds, that can't be taken seriously. 10 seconds has been overwhelming
confirmed as plenty fast. Slower vehicles have not been causing accidents or delays. Of
course, what I find intriguing is that you didn't list price as a priority. Why not?

12-29-2011

Electric Cars, judgment. They all know the dreaded day is rapidly approaching. Those
first-year excuses don't hold any weight in the second. Of course, even the original Volt
goals for year-two have been abandoned. Expectations from 2010 now seem like a distant
memory with the plug-in Prius so close to arrival. Even for me, just 3 months away
makes that long-await future about to become reality. Last week I had a chat with the
person overseeing the charging-stations at the parking ramp to work. He too was among
those who see any vehicle with a plug as electric. GM supporters certainly won't like that.
But it should soften the blow for the few still hoping to take the market by storm. The
outcome will be judgment of Volt as a "game player" rather than the "game changer" it
was hyped to be.
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Don't Worry. Winter has been unusually warm so far. That makes me happy. The
budget for sanding & salting is limited and I certainly don't want it to be all used up right
when my plug-in Prius arrives. Much colder temperatures are inevitable... and they will
make the reality of the season difficult to deny. Oddly, some are already working to keep
the misconceptions in check. It's so strange having been attacked as a troll pointing out
the EV range of Volt will routinely drop below 30 and now reading an owner from
Detroit post the following: "Range per charge can easily get below 25 miles in cold
weather." The advice was not to worry, just keep the temporary situation in stride. Too
bad that wasn't taken seriously before. They kept hearing something different from what I
actually said. My effort to keep the effect of heating demand from being misrepresented
was treated as a deliberate attempt to undermine. Ugh! At least they've finally learned
that wasn't the case, that I truly was being constructive.

12-29-2011

Wake Up. The old argument of want verses need took on a strange new twist today.
Knowing that Prius is the top-selling vehicle in Japan already... and that Toyota expects
the new smaller version to sell at a rate of 12,000 per month there... and that 60,000
orders are already pending there... the antagonists simply dismiss that market entirely.
That of course is silly, since economies-of-scale benefit (lower cost for higher volume)
apply whether we acknowledge the other market or not. Production is currently all over
there anyway. Anywho, the twist was: "Americans don't buy what we need, we buy what
we want." That's clearly not true anymore. Between $4 gas and the horribly slow
economic recovery, many mainstream consumers have changed priorities. I was happy to
provide the wakeup call, making it quite clear that times are different and the Volt he
intensely defended over the years doesn't fit the purchase demands of this market: Look
around. Where did all SUVs go? They certainly aren't being used for daily commuting
anymore. Change is happening. The mainstream is shifting to need. They no longer have
the budget for want. The small vehicles they wouldn't have been caught dead it is now
their newest purchase. Wake up.

12-30-2011

High MSRP. This provided an opportunity to inject some numbers: "It's been a great
decision, saving us about $400/month in gas." The idea of number-crunching is scary,
since it's so easy to mislead. But if the point is to simply point out that there's more than
meets the eye (over-simplification), what the heck. So: A dose of perspective would be to
compare a 50 mpg compact hybrid. A 4-year loan at 5% for $23,000 would be monthly
payments of $530. Adding 1,000 miles for gas at $3.50 per gallon would be $70.
Comparing that to a 4-year loan at 5% for $40,000 minus an instant rebate of $7,500
would be monthly payments of $748. The cost of gas & electricity would obviously be a
lot cheaper than the hybrid, but let's not forget the roughly $1,200 for those purchasing a
240-volt charger with installation. You can obviously extend the loan for lower
payments, but that would apply to both vehicles. That's true for a trade-in as well. The
point is to look closely at the big picture. There are enticing alternatives for those unable
to make a large loan commitment, which sadly includes a large chunk of the market here.
The tax-credit dependency is a very real problem too. Selling large quantities of vehicle
with a high MSRP is quite a challenge, even if it is extremely efficient.
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12-30-2011

Bad Analogy. He kept bringing it up, saying it applied well for Volt. I couldn't help but
to state otherwise: LCD televisions are a good analogy, for the Toyota approach: growth
over time. They started on the small side, keeping price in check to draw ordinary retail
purchases. There wasn't really a sense of early adoption. That was simply what you
bought when it was time to replace the current television. It made no sense purchasing a
CRT anymore, the picture-tube was bulky, heavy, and not even the correct shape for
movies. It opened up opportunity not previously available. It was the next natural step.
LCD size & quality did not start at the end-state and wait for price to drop, which is the
GM approach: final specifications. For Volt, many times we've been told the 40-mile
capacity wouldn't change. For Prius, we've seen both battery & motor size increase as
price permitted. The two approaches couldn't differ more. The ownership experience will
improve over time too, just like LCD as HD content became available. As chargingstations become available, the EV usage will increase.

12-31-2011

PiP Pricing. It looks like the final spin of the year in defense of Volt was to portray the
plug-in Prius as a separate line of vehicle... rather than just being a feature to choose as it
was designed. Initially, it looks that way too. The ability to basically just swap the
battery-pack and add the on-board plug accessories should be obvious. But one last
attempt by the enthusiasts prior to the sales results for the first year was to be expected.
When the argumentative message was posted, I responded with: The system was
designed to offer the plug as an option, just like you would choose leather seating or
premium sound. There won't be a separate line for PiP as implied by the question. The
plug has potential as an option to choose across the entire package line-up. You may feel
irked by the reply, but that's really just confirmation of the situation. Would you like your
Prius with or without a plug? It will simply get the plug emblem instead of the regular
one. In other words, the "PiP" identifier will likely go away. It's just used now for
convenience sake until the option becomes common.

1-01-2012

New Year. It feels good to put 2011 behind us. It wasn't exactly an ideal year. So
naturally, the topic of discussion today by both Prius & Volt owners about Volt on the
big Prius forum was this new year. We sounded off about GM, I contributed: Their
revised plan for 2012 in this market is 45,000. Supposedly the production capability
readied for this back in July will take effect this month. But strangely, the CEO recently
made a comment that he expected cost-reduction benefit from the higher volume to kick
in around June. What this mean for availability, who knows? But it goes without saying
there will be spin to defend sales not increasing substantially to match more being
produced. 3,750 per month is the expectation. Less at first means even more later. How
will such an expensive vehicle already struggling accomplish such growth with
upcoming plug-ins from both Toyota & Ford? Rumor of a plug-in Cruze could be the
first indication of Volt remaining a niche and resources being redirected into another
approach to achieve mainstream sales.
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1-01-2012

The Turn-Around. Some of the topics of great controversy, where emotions are intense
and attacks abundant, end up being delayed issues. They call you a "troll" or a "shill" for
bringing up what seems like an effort to undermine, but is actually just advanced
knowledge of what's to come. Then sure enough, the supporters themselves bring up the
very same topic. There's no apology. It's just a turn-around which only you are aware of.
They pretend that past never happened. Whatever. At least those issues finally get
addressed. Price, Winter, Efficiency... they've all resurfaced that way. The latest is still
rather fresh though, easy enough to make denying difficult. In this case, it's a HOLD
button. It allows the driver the ability to delay when EV is used. The model of Volt in
Europe will offer one. The plug-in Prius will too. When brought up a few weeks ago, that
choice of control was dismissed as gimmick. Now we are getting comments from Volt
supporters like this: "I think GM shot themselves in the foot in a big way by not giving us
a choice." and "Count me as one of those that feel GM is making a mistake by not
offering the customer the option to pick and choose as he wishes."

1-03-2012

December Sales. We don't have much detail yet, but there's plenty to show that the
situation for Volt is grim. At the same time, the picture for Prius is becoming rosy.
Recovery from the disasters in Japan sure presented a challenge in 2011. Despite that,
Toyota did indeed rollout both a larger and smaller model of Prius. Purchase numbers
will be reported the same why they have been for ages with trucks, publishing the
quantity as a series group. It's strangely appropriate considering how much Prius
generations & sizes routinely get mixed up already. That makes it easier to see the
progress of hybrids are replacing traditional production. Highlighting that ultimate goal is
good. But it does make the 17,004 purchases of Prius feel like even more of a massive
undertaking compared to 21,009 for Corolla and 33,506 for Camry. But then again, those
are industry top-sellers here and Prius is already holding the highest selling position in
Japan. Outselling the rest of Toyota's production and much of the competition is a good
place to be at the start of 2012, even before the smaller model is available here and the
plug-in anywhere... which brings us back to Volt. Only selling 1,529 in December is
undeniably below what had been hoped. The inevitable fallout is about to arrive.

1-03-2012

Expired Subsidies. The most obvious was the 45-cents per gallon for ethanol. It was
enacted many, many years ago by Congress to help ethanol production become more
efficient, less expensive, and not dependent upon corn. That advancement has indeed
been achieved too. But additional funding to help continue the effort ended... despite the
fact that oil is still heavily subsidized and will continue to be for many years to come.
Some of our representatives allowed that to happen. A lesser known monetary assistance
from the government was a $1,000 tax-credit for the purchase & installation of a 240-volt
charging-station at home. There was a much larger credit available for businesses too.
Both expired. Like with the ethanol, there isn't enough progress yet to make consumers
aware of the issues surrounding the technologies. That means the struggle for mainstream
acceptance got tougher right as nationwide penetration began. It's too bad the subsidies
weren't extended for another year or two. Makes you wonder about priorities, eh?
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1-03-2012

Focus Electric. The first production model was delivered today. Like Nissan's Leaf, I
don't expect to actually see one for quite some time. But you never know. Demand is
very difficult to gauge. After all, I have actually seen a Tesla twice now. This is Ford's
second EV. The first I actually had plans to buy. It was the Ranger EV, in the late 90's
before Prius. I figured since Ranger was produced just down the road from here, I stood a
chance of getting one once sales expanded beyond California. That never happened. The
closest I ever got was stumbling across its prototype years earlier. Then came Prius, a
FULL hybrid which we promoted as having a design which someday would support a
plug. Now over a decade later it does. Being a plug-in hybrid is much more practical. But
there are some who will be able to take advantage of a pure EV without any need for a
large driving range. Price is a obviously a major factor. What will the situation be like in
a few years?

1-04-2012

Confusing? The spin about Volt sales has become so confusing, it's quite difficult to
argue the posts are anything but dealing with fallout at this point. The aspect of greatest
contention is fleet sales. We found out those commercial sales increased from 11 percent
in November to 35 percent in December. Over one-third not going to consumers is very
news. That means consumer demand didn't actually increase, despite the likely rush of
some to take advantage of the tax-credit rather than having to wait an additional year to
collect. Knowing there are Volt going to corporate parking lots instead of garages &
driveways is reason for heightened emotion. The expectation was double what actually
got purchased. The hope this month was triple. Anywho, the confusing part was what
Volt should be compared to. After all, it's GM and the supporters heavily promoting the
"gas saved" quantity. The Prius owners keep asking: "Compared to what?" I said
compared to recent sales, with: Take December. 17,004 Prius were purchased. Compare
that to the 1,529 Volts plus 15,475 of the next most efficient GM vehicle purchased.

1-04-2012

Headlight Replacement Advice. Sometimes you learn things the hard way, but then end
with advice to share afterward: The regular 55W halogen bulb (H11) for $10 was a piece
of cake to replace last summer, even after having just pulled into the garage out of the
rain. That's because it was on the DRIVER side of the Prius. Today, it was on the
PASSENGER side. So, rather than taking 2 minutes total like the other, I struggled for
what seemed like forever just to get it out. Then it took even longer to figure out my
efforts were futile getting the replacement back in. My error was reversing the process.
Don't plug the bulb into the wire harness, then attempt to attach both to the light housing.
With so little room to work and the rotation direction pushing your squished hand into a
tighter area... squeezing the blood from your wrist... clearly isn't worth. I gave up. Had
dinner. It took 30 seconds to install it afterward. With a clear head and a full stomach, I
realized attaching the bulb to the housing would be a snap without the harness. Simply
plugging in the wire once it was already rotated into position was drastically easier. Oh
well. Live and learn, eh?
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1-05-2012

60 MPG Returned! Something I didn't expect anymore with the 2010 Prius. Winter's
arrival means lower MPG. The engine takes longer to warm up. Cold air hinders
combustion. And the formula for cold-season fuel isn't as efficient. So, seeing 60 on the
commute to work becomes unrealistic... until warm weather returns... which hopefully,
I'll have my plug-in Prius by then. That's why I was surprised with the results of this
morning's drive. But then again, this is the most mild Winter we've had here in Minnesota
that I can remember. The first two weeks of January can potentially deliver & sustain
temperatures below 0°F for an entire week straight. Thankfully, it more routinely only
lasts several consecutive days. And so far this year, not even close. Good thing too. I've
already collected plenty of proof Prius can handle that just fine. So, no need to shiver
anymore. Instead, let's enjoy this much warmer moment... photo album 172

1-05-2012

Clearwater Blue. On my morning commute, I routinely see carrier-trucks delivering
new vehicles drive by. Today, there was one heading to a Toyota dealer. It had 2 new
Camry with the same color paint my plug-in Prius will have. Until now, my only hint to
what the new color would actually look like was from photos. This was an indication that
the time had finally come to see it in person, up close. After all, I need something to keep
me preoccupied while enduring my delivery wait. For Prius, this color will be unique,
only available on the PHV model. So those aware of that fact won't need to carefully look
for the more subtle clues. Everyone else will see it as just another Prius. I personally look
forward to something much easier to photograph. Silver is an over-exposure nightmare
and I'm simply due for a change anyway. Variety is nice. In this case, I was looking
forward to a light blue (since I've done dark blue before) that isn't too light. So, I stopped
by my dealer on the drive home, just as the sun was setting... always a difficult lighting
situation. Parking my Prius right next to a new Clearwater Blue Camry, I snapped off a
few photos. Turns out, in person it looks really nice. The tint is just a shade or two darker
than most people would expect, exactly as hoped. Yeah!

1-05-2012

Enhancements. Any post-purchase update to a vehicle by an automaker was cast as bad.
The media & competition created a stigma. Remember that history? The effort was to
label everything as a recall. Software tweaks, we (as Prius owners had looked forward to)
were no longer considered enhancements. They became something to fear. That was very
frustrating. Antagonists had successfully shut off all opportunity to improve outside of a
next generation model. There was even uncertainty placed upon mid-cycle refreshes. It
was a nightmare. But now that the shoe is on the other foot, they are spinning any update
afterward as an enhancement. Such is the case now with Volt. They are introducing
structural "enhancements" to the battery pack, to make it less vulnerable from accident
impact & intrusion damage. We all saw that coming as an outcome from the NHTSA
testing and resulting fires. What we hadn't expected was the addition of a coolant-level
sensor. Everyone assumed Volt already had that. How could you deliver a battery-pack
with liquid cooling that didn't come with something to monitor the fluid? Needless to say,
the spin is hypocritical. But strangely, it's good. They are now helping to reverse the very
stigma they helped to create.
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1-06-2012

60 MPG Again! Well, what do you know. This mild Winter resulted in another great
morning commute. That certainly was unexpected. I figured yesterday was just a fluke.
Though, I did still had my camera at the ready... just in case The warmth (a full 10
degrees above freezing) won't last long. All it takes is some snow cover for the
temperature to plummet and not return. Of course, what I find interesting is the fact that
those individual 1-min bars on the consumption graph never match other drives. Traffic
has a major affect on the fine details of efficiency. Seeing that in graph form makes it
quite clear. But then again, it's the overall result that matters. 60.6 MPG yesterday. 60.3
MPG today. The average speed was faster today, 48 instead of 44. That number is
misleading though. It counts every moment, including when the Prius stopped waiting for
a light to change. Regardless, of the factors, it happened again. I was very happy. Check
it out... photo album 172

1-06-2012

Spring Excitement. Having daytime high temperatures around 40 lately has been very
trying. I enjoy the seasonal scenery change. The blanket of snow is quite refreshing. It's
always something to look forward to. The melting away process afterward is like pushing
a reset button. That annual cycle reminds you to take advantage of warm-weather
opportunities. And we do here, making the best of Summer. But when it comes to Spring,
it's the unpredictability that keeps you young. You never know what to expect... beyond
MPG improving as the weeks roll by. Warm up can be quick or painfully slow. This year
is different. It's actually warm during what normally is the coldest time of the year. My
plug-in Prius order is for "Early 2012". In my mind, that means Spring. And since it feels
like that now, I'm getting excited too soon. There's 2 to 3 months of waiting still. Ahh!

1-06-2012

Greenwashing Efforts, sales. They've been quite remarkable lately. Most blatant was
the article with this title: "Chevrolet Volt Outsells Toyota Prius". It was a comparison
between first year's sales of the two new-to-market vehicle technologies. Buried in the
fine print there was mention of Prius sales not starting to the second half of the year.
5,600 in just 4.5 months is clearly a better selling rate than 7,600 in the must longer span
of 12 months. But knowing that would make the comparison unfair. So, it was
conveniently excluded from blog & forum posts. And of course, detail like that was
excluded entirely from the articles following that, referring to the original as their source.
Greenwashing efforts like this confirm things are not going well.

1-06-2012

Greenwashing Efforts, problems. Believe it or not, there are a handful of Volt
supporters trying to convinces others there are problems with Volt that Toyota has been
hiding. The one this morning blew me away. Supposedly there are "malfunctions" being
ignored and this person is "disgusted" with what he has seen but cannot disclose. It was
just some vague reference to safety considerations, providing nothing whatsoever to clue
anyone in to what he was talking about. And of course, following the Prius online
community so closely, I was astonished a greenwashing effort on that scale would ever
be attempted again. Scare tactics from eluding to some inevitable uncertain danger is
worse than the political spin we've had to learn to deal with.
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1-06-2012

Greenwashing Efforts, invalidating. On quite a few occasions, I've read posts from
Volt enthusiasts angry that the slow sales of Volt don't prove the technology is a failure...
despite no one actually saying it. They just imply that was the intent. It's an interesting
greenwashing effort. By planting an idea that can be debated, they confuse the topic at
hand. This is why over the years I've repeatedly stressed a second model is needed
instead. You could see their panic about disappointing demand coming. So, it didn't
surprise me at all this evening reading a toned down version of the same message: "There
are critics who have said (often on this site), that initial high costs and low unit rollout
somehow invalidates the entire Volt program." That hasn't been the situation. Scores
have stated price must be reduced... change, not termination.

1-07-2012

Greenwashing Efforts, reality. It's about to come crashing down, and they know it. I
recognize that same desperation from the past. First year sales of Two-Mode also ended
up well under expectations. So, seeing the same thing play out with Volt was quite
predictable. The reality of being too expensive really hurts. Promoting a vehicle by
claiming "it's worth it" is difficult enough in an economy where people no longer want to
take on huge debt anymore. But adding to that the reality of the youngest generation
simply not being as interested in driving makes a bad situation even worse. Look at how
the monster-size guzzlers were an effortless sale, even though they were such a poor
match to consumer need. Now, we've got a plug-in that doesn't focus on need either.
More power & capacity is nice, but the sacrifice of seating space, engine emissions &
efficiency, along with price clearly puts want far too high above need. It was a recipe for
struggle... which is exactly what ended up happening.

1-07-2012

Greenwashing Efforts, competition. Those who had very recently been fiercely fighting
anyone who expressed even a hint of interest in other automaker plug-in offerings are
quickly growing quiet. It was just before the holidays that the big GM forum erupted with
a huge uproar of supposed trolls. Now they are seeing teaser photos & video from Toyota
highlighting a new "advanced plug-in" concept vehicle about to be revealed in a few
days. They always assuming the competition would be the plug-in Prius. Now there's
going to be another from Toyota, one more aligned with Volt instead. Product diversity,
what a concept! Anywho, all the attention draws the Prius model even closer to everyday
consideration. Once a standout vehicle (primarily due to being the only midsize
hatchback available in a market with very few compact hatchbacks) is now a well known
hybrid about to sneak in a plug-in as just another package choice. That makes it very easy
to imagine the desire to greenwash... anything they can do to slow down progress.

1-07-2012

Warming Madness. It's cold in the Winter, usually. Being just a little below freezing
when I wake up in early January isn't typical here though, in Minnesota. But I can still
understand the desire to make the interior of your vehicle comfortable after it spending
the night outside in the driveway. However, that warming should only a take few
minutes... not 37. Of course, that is an improvement over the 45 minutes I witnessed the
other day. Hearing the rumble of a neighbor's vehicle running that long is quit frustrating,
especially knowing how much faster heat comes from the engine when the vehicle is in
motion rather than sitting still like that. The waste is astonishing. How much warmer
does it actually get after more than 10 minutes? At least with a Prius, the engine will shut
off when the desired temperature is achieved. With traditional vehicles, forget it. They
just keep running and running and running.
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1-07-2012

56 Prius v Photos. Last Spring there was a very brief moment when the cold & rain
subsided... just barely enough to squeeze in a photo opportunity. Unfortunately, the
conditions switched to another extreme. But armed with a new camera, I took full
advantage despite it suddenly being hot & muggy. That resulted in a over 700 photos to
sift through... which took until now to finally select the best, then edit out most of the
dust & smudges caused from that particular car having been viewed & demoed so
frequently. It was exciting getting to see the larger model. I was impressed by the how
much the higher roof increased cargo area. Many times over the years people have made
the comment about wishing Prius was a little bigger. Now there is a model available,
with rear seats that slide & recline as well as having large back window. The interior
introduces some variety too. You can't go wrong with such a larger interior from such an
efficient vehicle. I was especially impressed with how easily it swallowed up my bike.
Having the EV, ECO, and POWER mode buttons right next to the cupholder should
make taking advantage of the hybrid system easier too. I was quite pleased with Toyota's
new member to the Prius family. There are 56 photos available, on these 4 webpages...
photo album 168 to photo album 172

1-08-2012

Shift & Target. Things are about to change. That's not stopping a final bit of spin
though. It looks like the last attempt will be comparing the sales of Volt to the diesel
version of Jetta. I responded in regret with: The whole "shines" perspective is a change of
intent. Immediately upon the announcement of price, the audience was no longer
mainstream consumers. We got a downplay shift to "early adopters" instead. It was a
dead giveaway the results of first-year sales would become a huge issue, making any
attempt to address goals nearly impossible. Will that be the same for second-year too?
With both Toyota & Ford rolling out their own plug-in hybrids in 2012, there will
growing pressure to identify the target market for Volt. What traditional vehicles is it
planned to begin replacing and when? For Prius, it is very easy to see how it targets those
considering a Corolla or Camry purchase. Since Volt carries a huge premium and
requires a plug, seeing sales lost to Sonic, Cruze, Malibu, and Impala is a very real
problem. How will GM overcome that? Saying sales shine compared to diesel or electriconly vehicles is only a diversion.

1-09-2012

It Has Begun. Right after midnight, a press release from Ford emerged. There were
details about the next-generation Fusion hybrid. Stealth speed will increase from 47 to 62
mph. The engine will be reduced in size from 2.5 to 2.0 liters, without a change in
performance. Efficiency rating is expected to be 47 MPG highway and 44 MPG city.
There was mention of an upcoming plug-in model too, with an anticipated 100 MPGe
rating. Of course, we have no idea what capacity or price will be. There were no new
details about C-Max either. But all of a sudden, my purpose for griping about Volt
becomes overwhelmingly clear. No one can deny the "too little, too slowly" concern
when the reasons come from Ford too, not just Toyota. An interesting note was the fact at
that the 1.6 liter traditional model of Fusion will be Ford's first to offer a start-stop
system. It took 12 years for that feature to go from, we can do better than Prius's rapid
restart, to actual delivery. That point though is that 2012 is when the change became
obvious. It has begun. This year is already turning out to be the one when the industry
looks different. Emissions & Efficiency are finally being taken seriously. I can't wait for
Toyota's announcements tomorrow!
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1-10-2012

Prius C. We saw how the larger engine contributed to improved highway efficiency.
That's was counter-intuitive, but real-world results confirmed it. We also already knew
that shorter vehicles have less of an aerodynamic benefit at high speeds. So, the estimates
aren't a surprise. Sure, a slightly higher highway MPG would have been nice, but that has
nothing to do with the biggest deep-market penetration barrier: PRICE. Toyota certainly
delivered in that category. Wow! Coming in at "nicely under $20,000" sure gives the
competition something to worry about. Pricing that low is a red-flag, marking the end of
traditional vehicle dominance. The technology has achieved a level only academics had
taken seriously for over a decade. Now, it's a reality. Prius genius... photo album 167

1-10-2012

NS4 Reveal. Now that Prius has become so common, it tends to make sense another
plug-in hybrid to draw in another part of the market would emerge. That type of diversity
is how growth comes about. In this case, it was the reveal of NS4, showing us a concept
of what the sedan could become. After all, not everyone likes a hatchback. And since
trunk space is limited in a sedan, designing one specifically with more battery capacity
from the start is a good next step. I especially liked how the current hybrid technology
was coined as "conventional". That reinforces the raising of expectations over the next 5
years, where there is no question of traditional vehicles being phased out. The central
focus isn't even about emissions & efficiency anymore. Those are established as high
priorities now, with continued improvements every few years. The acceptance of that
technology ushers in the opportunity to advance other aspects of the drive experience...
with safety as a key element... making hybrids even more appealing. NS4 is just a
concept. It showcases elements of what's to come. The reality that Prius is so mainstream
now that this can happen is very exciting.

1-10-2012

Exceeding 220,000. That's the goal set for this market this year for Prius. It goes without
saying that "Prius" represents all of them... the regular model, the bigger one, the smaller
one, and the plug-in. No one disputed that statement from a Toyota executive today
either. The thought was basically just accepted by all as realistic. How strange is that,
when even antagonists don't rise to the occasion? It seemed a bit odd. But then again, no
one really had an opportunity to speculate. The number was provided before we had a
chance. Spin is really difficult when dealing with the proactive. After all, much of the
past has been filled with the reactive. A paradigm shift means the typical greenwashing
tactics don't work. The are typically based upon assumptions, which take time. People
guess and group-think builds hype. That can't happen if a concise goal is provided right
from the start. What they'll have to think about instead is how often you'll spot a Prius on
the road. With sales increasing like that, the growing population will be difficult to not
notice. That certainly is an exciting thought.
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1-11-2012

Opened The Roof. For some reason, I was uncomfortably hot on the morning commute.
Just a few minutes into the drive, there was serious consideration to opening the window.
And I didn't even have the heated seat turned on. It was just the blower from the heater
on high. But at some point during the Winter, you adapt and tolerate the cold here. That
must have been today. Despite going 70 MPH, I was compelled to open the roof. Why
settle for a door window when you've got a great sunroof still available? I sure am going
to miss that when the plug-in arrives. You can't have it all... and the plug definitely rates
higher on the priority list. How strange this Summer will be. I'll load up the kayak. Go
for an EV drive over to the lake, just a mile away with a top speed of 45 MPH. That's
perfect for taking advantage of remote A/C afterward. Carrying all the equipment &
kayak up the hill then be greeted at the top by an already cooled car... using only
electricity... sure will be a surreal experience. True, I can do that with the 2010. But the
electricity didn't come from a cord. With the PHV, it will. And no gas will be used for the
drive to or from either. Needless to say, I'm making memories and looking forward to
new ones. Today, it was driving to work in January in Minnesota with the roof open.

1-11-2012

Signs of Trouble, antagonists. When they mysteriously vanish, watch closely. I've seen
this pattern a few times in the past. The most irritating was an individual on the big Prius
forum. He went on and on and on about how great BAS was going to be, how it would
put Toyota's hybrid design to shame... but without good reasoning why. He even
followed me to the big GM forum, just to contradict what I posted. Then when BAS
finally rolled out, his posts ended... quite abruptly too. Gone! Just like that. With TwoMode, there were actually several people on the big GM forum who fought with me
intensely. Same thing, no good explanation of why it would be so successful. When
rollout began, the most prevalent antagonist vanished entirely. I was shocked that failure
to live up to expectations would have such an impact. He was quite well known and
respected there. His instant disappearance must have contributed to the silence from all
the others. Only peep or two, then nothing. When expectations fall well short, it's only a
matter of waiting. Now, the same thing is happening with Volt. We're seeing those
recognizable signs of trouble.

1-11-2012

Signs of Trouble, inventory. There was an ambiguous comment from the CEO of GM
recently. That's all we really ever get. Being explicit means being held accountable later.
Only hinting at something is enough to satisfy the media & bloggers, who pass along the
sentiment as if it were a promise. That's how hype builds. There's no definitive statement
to refer back to. It grows from vague hearsay. Anywho, the comment was about
production of Volt possibly being cut if demand is insufficient. I see how that coincides
well with the observations I've made about dealer inventory. With so few being sold,
there's no reason to request delivery of more. He'd see the orders shrink, recognizing that
as a sign of saturation... which equates to profit loss and bad publicity. With domestic
VIN numbers 4,000 higher than the quantity actually sold so far, the supposed long waitlists for delivery don't make sense. That excuse for low sales has fallen apart. The
comment seems to confirm. How can a cut not be perceived as a sign of trouble? The
plan has been to ramp up in January, not down.
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1-11-2012

Signs of Trouble, deleted. This was the most undeniable sign of trouble. On the daily
blog for Volt, I posted detail today, clarifying a generalization about hybrids. After 5
hours of watching the vote count go up, the post disappeared. Something is seriously
wrong with just your specific message can no longer be found. Of course, the fact that I
was getting positive votes is an indication too. After all, others have been banned from
the forum there for having posted a fact. The reaction has been overwhelmingly negative.
They want cheerleading for Volt, not constructive discussion about plug-in hybrids. The
bias is so harsh, they don't even try to be coy about it there. Who so few left; however,
it's a matter of being outnumbered now. That's quite a change from the past. I bet that's
why the moderator must have taken the action to remove. After all, my comment was
specifically about what he had said. Sign of trouble, you bet!

1-11-2012

Signs of Trouble, the post. This is what got me going: "As per hybrid fashion, a
gingerly touch on the accelerator is required to keep the gasoline engine from coming
on." How many times must that be pointed out as incorrect? Geez! I drove the early
model PHV. It was fantastic finding out firsthand how under-utilized the traction motor
has been. All along, Toyota was waiting for a more powerful battery. It allows them to
finally exploit what the design had been intended for. But then again, how much gas
actually gets consumed during a few seconds of acceleration? Whatever the perspective, I
wanted to provide detail. Here it is: Vague generalizations like that are not constructive.
There's a clear difference when you look at the detail. 27 kW is the maximum battery
draw from the regular Prius. 38 kW is the maximum battery draw from the plug-in Prius.
We also know that the European version offers an "EV City" button which prevents the
engine from starting regardless of how hard you press the accelerator.

1-11-2012

Signs of Trouble, unveiling. It was quite a shocker to not hear a single peep on the big
GM forum about yesterday's unveiling of the new smaller Prius. With a price so
devastating, I thought they'd be working overtime to spin the situation to be perceived in
a bad light. Nothing. With all the "it's worth it" praise for Volt, you'd think they've have
the arguments for paying more well worked out already. But the reality is, dependency is
so heavy on having a plug, there's no way of competition without. The sign of this
trouble coming was how much they claimed smaller capacity would be terribly
detrimental. That not going well meant this would be worse. How do you compete with a
vehicle priced less than half what you've been supporting? They do have eAssist. But
MPG in the low 30's certainly can't compare favorably to that around 50.

1-11-2012

Sales in Japan. The evening stir ended up being 2011 hybrid sales. Naturally, being on
the big GM forum, they wanted to focus entirely on the United States... hoping no one
will point out the economy-of-scale reality. Costs drop as more are built. That's why
looking at the entire picture is so important. Of course, these are the same people who
deny second-year production of Volt was 60,000 exclusively for here. Exports were
never part of that, because GM was planning to sell Opel... over a year before Volt
rollout would begin. They hope you don't remember detail like that. So, it was only the
sales of 136,463 mentioned. That's just what we purchased here. I happily pointed out
what had been excluded. along with a reason why that was important to know: 252,528
Prius were purchased in Japan last year. That makes it the top-seller there for 3 years in a
row. Think about that when considering the benefits of high-volume production.
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1-11-2012

Electric Bill. Something actually constructive! I was intrigued. The thread started with
this: "I just got my power bill for December, and it was astronomical - up 400 kw-hrs
from the previous month (1,070 from 682 in November)." It came from a Volt owner in
Wisconsin, who had driven 1,334 miles in December. I was surprised he hadn't done the
math prior to his purchase. Then the following few posts revealed others hadn't either.
Finally, a voice of reason chimed in. This was another owner from the same northern
state. His numbers match my quick napkin calculations too. That many miles combined
with heater use easily depleted the battery-pack entirely each that. That would account
for approximately 13 kWh of electricity consumed each recharge. That in itself, not
including preconditioning, would take that 400 on the bill. This particular owner
documented the usage of 481 kWh for 1,264 electric miles of driving. Neither made any
mention of the gas consumption part. But you get the basics from the examples. Each
time you plug in adds up. Fortunately, it's quite a bit less expensive for gas. It's not free
though. Some seem to forget that.

1-12-2012

Struck a Nerve. It became quite obvious that deleted post really struck a nerve. The
moderator, an employee of the online organization paid to provide daily blogging topics,
clearly didn't expect what I provided. My post was submitted from home. That meant at
work I couldn't see it had actually been hidden with the following text attached: "Your
comment is awaiting moderation." So when it suddenly disappeared mid-afternoon, I had
no idea what had truly happened until I returned home in the evening. There is was
though, only for me to see and complete with five positive votes. Needless to say, it
never was moderated back to visible. Over a day later, it's as if the post never happened.
Like Volt owners, the moderator wants Volt to stand out. But over time, information has
been emerging to show other plug-in hybrids are more competitive than hoped.
Knowledge of the "EV City" button and the differences of kW draw between the regular
Prius and the plug-in model has stirred extreme responses. On the blog, the post was
hidden. On the big GM forum, the thread with that information was abruptly closed.
Those responses are most definitely signs of trouble.

1-12-2012

Poor Marketing. None of us will be able to say the lead up to plug-in Prius rollout
wasn't entertaining. The attempts to support Volt are filled with a wide a variety of
excuses. If nothing else, at least being creative must count for something. I find it a
thorough shake out. Odds are, they think something quite different. The latest excuse for
sales not meeting expectations is poor marketing. There's a chorus of owners all singing
praise for the smooth, quiet, power of electric motor propulsion. They really wish GM
has focused on that rather than the emphasis on saving gas... which clearly hasn't been
going well. In other words, Volt should have been marketed as a luxury vehicle, not
something that was hyped to take the mainstream by storm. It should have been obvious.
So much attention to speed & acceleration was obvious to my perspective. They wanted a
standout vehicle, something other than a traditional vehicle now offering a plug. That
made it clear cost wasn't a high priority. Sure enough, price reflects that now... and the
only ones who can realistically afford it are those who would otherwise purchase a luxury
vehicle. Not having a configuration available for the masses cannot be fixed by different
marketing.
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1-13-2012

Demand & Sightings. It's strange how you look for something for ages, then when you
finally see it, the second occurrence happens right away. That's what happened with me
for Volt. Despite the supposed high demand and the inventory I'm seeing listed online
claimed as presold, there hasn't been evidence to support that. 3 days ago, I had my first
true Volt sighting. Then this morning, it happened again. One was white. The other was
silver. From the front, it resembles a traditional sedan with a chromed grille. From the
back, it's surprisingly impractical. What the heck was GM thinking by not including a
bumper ledge? There's nothing to support a bike rack. Of course, with such a high price,
people who could afford it may also be able to afford a rack for on top. That's quite a bit
more expensive than a simple strap-on one that depends upon a bumper being available.
Anywho, it all boils down to the question of how such a low-selling vehicle will help the
automaker meet CAFE requirements. Being a halo to sell less efficient vehicles won't
help raise the fleet MPG. That isn't competitive either.

1-14-2012

Gloating. The surprisingly blatant smug from one particular Volt owner on the big GM
forum today gave me moment for pause. Where the heck was the troublemaker? He's
been so pro-Volt & anti-Prius over the years that any attempt to find some type of
common ground was just laughed at. But now with Toyota about to laugh their way to
the bank (sorry, I couldn't resist), he's gone! Vanishing like that wasn't expected from
him. I've been anticipating some type of spin response to struggling sales. Instead, there's
nothing. A clue to change like that occurring is the growing participation of constructive
comment from Volt owners on the big Prius forum, quite a contrast from the gloating.

1-14-2012

Equivalent MPG. How many times do you think the MPGe value will be quoted in
place of MPG, or vice-versa? Most people don't notice that little "e" and many likely
don't know what it actually means. To make matters worse, the upcoming CAFE mandate
for fleet averages uses different measurement criteria than the EPA, so naturally the MPG
values don't match. I have a feeling it's going to be get very confusing very fast.
Fortunately, my hanging out at the coffee shop very frequently draws attention. Seeing
someone with an ultra-thin full-size keyboard wirelessly typing input to a tablet results in
a request for more information. That's exactly what they had been looking for! Their
excitement frequently allows me to mention the plug-in Prius... which shouldn't be a
surprise how easily it is to work that topic into a latest & greatest technology
conversation. Anywho, that has provided me with the opportunity to ask them about
MPG understanding. They've all been quite receptive to me saying: "The 15-mile EV
range will result in an increase of about 25 MPG." In other words, I've found a way of
conveying the efficiency boost information without having to mention anything about
equivalency. We'll find out how effective that approach is soon enough, when PHV
deliveries begin here in roughly 2 months.
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1-14-2012

Constructive Criticism? I wasn't too thrilled reading this: "The car looks like its a good
car, it doesn't really matter that it doesn't live up to promises, people will choose it if that
is the car they want." Since I know the person who posted it, I knew it was a backhanded
compliment. With so many Volt promises unfulfilled, there are a few really wanting the
same to happen with Prius. But to there loss, the only aspect available to criticize is
efficiency not being higher. Unlike Volt, there were no specific ever provided. Anywho, I
responded with: The concept was revealed last January. We were told "more efficient"
and "less expensive". There were high expectations from consumers, but targets were
never stated by Toyota. So, I'm not sure what promises there could have been. Upon
delivery, both the 10-15 and JC08 estimates are clearly more efficient. EPA isn't much of
a difference. For price, there's no contest. It's most definitely less expensive. Price has
been the biggest argument over the years. That magic threshold would now appear to
have been exceeded. So just like any other hybrid we've scrutinized over the years, it
comes down to actual sales.

1-15-2012

Selling It. That's what ultimately should matter. Unfortunately, some still need a
reminder. Today, it was put this way: "Main idea behind Prius c is to get reasonably
priced high mpg vehicle that will sell, not generate PR." I was please to read that,
replying with: Those are magic words. Even if people are drawn into the dealer just to
check out the plug-in Prius, it still won't be a "halo" vehicle if they end up buying a Prius
c instead. That's the fundamental shortcoming with GM's product line. People coming in
to see Volt end up buying the a Cruze instead. There's a huge difference between the 50
MPG from Prius c and 30 MPG from Cruze. It's this big picture finally emerging that will
cause the paradigm shift, as if hybrids never had any naysayers and it was only just a
matter of not having enough available. The sudden change of attitude is rather frustrating
for those of us who fought the resistance. But that's the way progress takes place
sometimes.

1-15-2012

Partnership. Once upon a time, I attempted to seek an ally in Volt. That was many years
ago, when a partnership was actually realistic. But then the trophy-mentality set in. The
declaration of Volt being vastly superior, even though a test mule hadn't been developed
yet, meant priorities were shifting. It was no longer a matter of offering an affordable
plug-in. That goal had been abandoned in favor of bragging rights. It meant trouble was
to come. It most definitely did too. That's really unfortunate. The benefit of being
partners would have made efforts now easier. The support for public charging-stations
impaired by all the 40-mile marketing. They hadn't considered the influence of winter.
Heater use and lithium chemistry clearly shows how being able to recharge at their
destination would have been beneficial. They fought against that and those supporting it
though. Now what?
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1-16-2012

Nothing, sales. I've been waiting to read something like this on the big GM forum: "All
this Prius V does is expand the line up of the Prius range, nothing more." They like to
downplay and make generalizations. I posted: I wonder how many others will mix up
models like that. V is the new larger Prius that's already available. C is the one just
revealed in Detroit this week, breaking new ground... far from nothing. Remember all
those arguments over the years about how important offering a 50 MPG vehicle is, but
that it wouldn't make a huge difference until price was lower? Prius was written off by
many saying $23,000 was simply too expensive. Now there's one for $19,000. This
newest model will penetrate into market previously unreachable. C is designed to
become common, an everyday choice for typical consumer needs. The point is highvolume sales, not autoshow praise.

1-16-2012

Nothing, new. He actually meant C not V. He still missed the point though. We got this
as a reply instead: "But this Prius isn't that much to write home about. Its a forgettable
vehicle regardless of the "new ground" it breaks for the type of vehicle it is." The same
old problem, focus on a trophy rather than something of substance. I know, it's like
talking to a wall. Some will never be interested in business-sustaining needs; they prefer
bragging rights instead. For me, new isn't necessary. Accounting doesn't require that. I
stressed that point with: That's exactly what happens when mainstream ubiquity is
achieved. Becoming a common, everyday product means enthusiasts couldn't care less.
The ironic nature of widespread acceptance is the loss of attention. People just buy it
without much consideration anymore. It simply becomes a default choice... which if
you're looking for business-sustaining profit, is the holy grail of milestones.

1-17-2012

Good, Better, Best. There has been an expectation of the Prius models being distinct,
with one clearly better than the other. That's not what actually happened. The variety was
configured to appeal to different buyers... not with those of a "good, better, best"
purchase approach. The efficiency estimates have made this especially clear. Prius v
delivering lower MPG made sense; it's larger & heavier. Prius c delivering less on the
highway is mind blogging for some. How can a smaller & lighter car have lower MPG?
They didn't realize aerodynamic benefit is greater with longer vehicles. They didn't
realize how little of an effect weight has while high-speed cruising either. So naturally,
the idea of a larger engine being able to use less gas then is a head-scratcher. The thought
of lower RPM hadn't ever been considered. All that makes sense, from those without an
engineering background. They aren't familiar with design tradeoffs. This is their first
exposure.

1-17-2012

Electric or Gas? How to promote Volt seems to be the biggest problem for Volt now.
Owners have been advertising their "gas saved" numbers and GM has focused on being
electric. They are increasingly at odds with each other. It's actually quite amusing from a
lurker point of view. They cannot make of their mind. When each tries the other aspect,
their distaste for it ends the effort. The desire for purity is preventing them from
embracing the reality of Volt actually being a hybrid. After all, we know it has directdrive. That makes it a power-split hybrid rather than a series... putting it even closer to
the plug-in Prius than they'd ever care to admit. So, the struggle goes on to figure out
how to market it. And that's just with respect to efficiency! Think about the problem the
high base price causes. That puts it in luxury territory, far from what's expected from a
mainstream vehicle.
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1-18-2012

Gauging Demand. There are always unavoidable bias. Heck, even those who attend
autoshows aren't representative of the typical person on the street. So, a poll on a forum
really wouldn't tell much unless you could get significant participation. To know what
people truly pick, you have to see how they vote with their wallet/purse. That exchange
of money (action) says far more than the just messages (words) posted here. That makes
parking lots a far better opinion source. That being said, it will be interesting to see how
the sub/compact market develops. As we move away from the guzzlers, replacing both
the SUV and the land-yacht, something is going to draw interest. What will make those
smaller vehicles appealing? Prius c appears to be extremely popular in Japan (where it's
known as "Aqua"). Having 60,000 orders when rollout began, Toyota will be increasing
production this month to 20,000 and for the following two months 30,000. With such a
rapid penetration into the mainstream, sustaining even just half that demand after orders
are filled would make it a top-seller. That's a stark contrast from Volt, where a few
dealers have begun reducing price, a clear sign there isn't a wait-list anymore.

1-19-2012

Higher Expectations. Reading this was a little bittersweet: "I expected a higher number
from the posted order numbers." Those new to the hybrid market don't have any basis of
comparison available, especially with respect to preorders. My long history & experience
will hopefully contribute to a clearer perspective: It's quite remarkable to order a vehicle
prior to rollout with so little detail. Only a few will actually take the plunge. That's where
we come in. As the first owners, we'll be sharing experiences and real-world data. More
sales will result, convincing those still interested but a bit apprehensive. The system is a
nice balance of priorities. So, it won't take much to stir excitement. Then it happens.
They'll go from curious to obsessed. We'll hit a tipping point, when those who just placed
an order start to go nuts waiting. I remember the same situation as clear as day... 11.5
years ago. From January 2000 to early September 2000, all was rather serene. Then when
deliveries transformed to daily stories, people started to freak out. The wait suddenly
became intolerable. So... I shared a few photos online. Whoa! They were gobbled up. I
hadn't expected that. This time, I'm preparing for it. Today, it was more practice with HD
video... attempting to capture the ScanGauge in action, providing real-world detail on my
morning commute at -9°F. Just think how it will differ with a plug. I'm ready! Bring on
the PHV.

1-19-2012

Energi Detail. The plug-in hybrid C-Max from Ford will be 300 pounds heavier than the
regular hybrid, putting it at 3,986 pounds. That makes it over 700 pounds heavier than the
plug-in Prius. It will have a larger battery too. 20 miles is the expected "range" estimate.
But with all that extra weight, the expectation is a pack capacity more than just 25%
additional. It's very easy to imagine 6 kWh, especially since that's what the Accord plugin will have despite offering a "range" shorter than Prius. It begs the question of price.
Being competitive with MSRP will be a big deal... since consumers won't understand
many other details when it comes to plug-in hybrids. Today's detail was nice to get
regardless. We probably won't hear much more until the approach of Earth Day.
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1-20-2012

Video - Extreme Cold Commute. I was really looking forward to capturing this
particular experience on video and was quite thrilled that I had figured out how to present
the real-world data in an entirely new way... with a ScanGauge. -9°F meant having the
defroster (both Heater & A/C) blasting to keep the windshield clear. I frosted it up quite a
bit while setting up the cameras with the system still off. After about 4 minutes of engine
warm-up, I set out on my commute to work. It was a great example of what we routinely
encounter during January, here in Minnesota. At the end of the video, you'll see an
efficiency summary of drive, including the warm-up. 47.4 MPG is certainly nothing to
complain about considering the extreme cold. And yes, the lower-grille of the Prius was
blocked entirely. It all worked out really nice, despite such extreme cold. Now you can
see what I routinely see... winter

1-20-2012

The Point. When dealing with enthusiasts, thought of exaggeration isn't often
considered. They just quote extremes as if they will soon be inevitable. $5 gas and a 20%
price-drop for Volt are common examples of that. So when I read this today, it was a
struggle to remain constructive: "I don't we are yet to the point of killing the ICE."
Naturally, that statement came from a Volt owner, who's embraced the early-adopter
mentality and doesn't see much of a need for hybrids without a plug. I have a very
different mindset, and responded this way: Winding down means significantly reducing
quantity, so it will no longer be the majority choice. Hybrids will become dominant.
They will be the source of business-sustaining profit... and ICE (internal combustion
engine only) become an "alternative" vehicle. There will continue to be demand, but
guzzlers like big trucks will only be used when needed. Expensive gas will do that. Not
being the daily driver means they'll last quite a bit longer. The market would become
saturated if new production wasn't reduced. Inventory piles up when demand shifts.
We've already seen that happen with GM several times now. Idling production becomes a
big problem if it happens too often. That's a sign we've arrived at a point of change.

1-20-2012

Lowering Expectations. An article was published yesterday, essentially nailing the
coffin shut for Volt as the mainstream vehicle it had long been hyped. The title said it all:
"Toyota Prius Wagon Sales in 10 Weeks Top GM Volt’s 2011 Total". Enthusiasts had
already downplayed an outcome like this ever since the EPA estimates were revealed,
shortly before rollout began. Then throughout 2011, we heard "it's worth it" so often the
vehicle had transformed into a prize for the upper-class. The idea of it being a car for the
typical consumer was fading away. Poor monthly sales kept reminding them of that,
despite hope of an year-end miracle... which never happened. Then, came that comment
of production possibly being scaled back. Lowering expectations paves the way for
something actually competitive instead. Beginning the transition now makes sense. So
later, when Toyota & Ford success from their split-power plug-in hybrids cause a market
shift, the reclassification of Volt would already be well accepted.
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Trolling & Defending. It's a strange turn of events when a Volt owner on the big Prius
forum asks for perception of himself. That's an attempt to be constructive. Yeah! He
recognized how myself and a few others were looked upon as trolling & defending when
doing the reverse in the past. Any association to Prius were immediately considered a
threat, regardless of what you said. Some has changed since then, but not much: Sadly, if
you support a competitor's vehicle, you automatically get put into that trolling category.
Guilty until proven innocent is really a pain to overcome. It can be done, of course. But
try correcting misinformation along the way, you're doomed. And those in favor of Volt
dropped so much bait, it was impossible to resist. I was hosed right from the start
anyway, questioning how such a system could deliver 50 MPG after depletion with a 40mile range all for under $30,000. It didn't make any sense, especially having already
studied all the hybrid designs so extensively. No matter what you said, it was spun to
sound like you were defending Prius. Then when I asked about the effects of winter, it
really hit the fan. They believed there was simply no way the cold would drop efficiency
that much... yet, that's exactly what happened. Efficiency competition should be
traditional vehicles. But with such a high base price on Volt, it's easy to see promotion of
Prius PHV as negative for Volt. So, what should we do now?

1-21-2012

Actual Competition. For years, the idea of Volt becoming a mainstream replacement
wasn't taken seriously. It started with the "vastly superior" chanting. Supposedly, Volt
would be so much better than what Toyota or Ford had planned, there was no reason to
call Volt a plug-in hybrid. Enthusiasts considered being in the same category an insult.
So, whenever the topic of capacity was brought up, it looked upon as an attempt to
undermine. Mention of Winter driving made them especially irritated. They absolutely
insisted their 40-mile range would not be impacted. So now that they see values below 30
routinely and below 20 in the most extreme cold, there's growing resentment for the
"naysayers" being correct all along. But since offering a EV/HV toggle button would
wreck the marketing image of being EV, they're stuck. Just 2 weeks from now, the first
purchases of plug-in Prius will be a reality in Japan. It's still about 2 months away for us
here. But that's enough to stir the market even more. Enthusiast obsession with power &
range isn't a priority for the typical consumer who's looking for something affordable.
Sales comes from having realistic choices. Volt as we know it will become a memory,
being replaced by something (likely with a different name to preserve image) actually
competitive.

1-21-2012

Measuring Distance. Most everyone quotes driving distance as the number of miles
away the destination is. It looks like I have already developed a "round trip" mentality.
That means when I quote a distance, it's with respect to total driving distance instead.
Before even getting my plug-in Prius, I'm already taking into account available
capacity... since in most cases there won't be an opportunity to plug when you arrive at
where you needed to drive to. Not measuring with respect to the entire journey would
mean disappointment somewhere along the way. Taking all into account (to & from), you
can take advantage of toggling the system into HV mode to preserve EV for when it can
be better used. For most people, it's likely going to be common to take advantage of 50
MPG on any highway portion of a long drive. I certainly will on my trips up north.
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1-22-2012

61 Minutes. Warming up your vehicle in Winter is understandable. But knowing that
parked takes longer than when the engine is under a load, it's best just to drive
immediately. For me, having my car parked outside all day while at work, the distance
and cold walk to reach it doesn't leave any choice. Once I get to the Prius, it's buckle the
seatbelt and drive away without delay. The heated seat provides heat within just a minute
or so anyway. Some people can just poke out their house, start, then comfortably wait.
When that option is available, you can't blame them... but within reason. The neighbor
continues to push it. Today, it was 61 minutes. I couldn't believe he'd leave it running in
the driveway like that for over an hour, especially a gas big pickup. It really makes a
person wonder how much gas was consumed... especially from a traditional vehicle. At
least with a hybrid like Prius, it will shut itself off once the interior is warmed. His truck
just keep running and running and running...

1-23-2012

Hybrid Premium. That was a popular topic of discussion & debate ages ago. But as
Prius became bigger and more efficient, gas prices climbed quite a bit higher. The benefit
became obvious. Opposition was pointless. The antagonists simply disappeared, figuring
the negative attention just helps to promote Prius in the end. Even their "harmful to the
environment" arguments fell apart. But now with the smaller Prius attracting a new
market, it's time to stir the pot again. I wondered what that term means now. Outlook has
changed. Misconceptions are debunked. The economy has been turned upside-down. So,
about it, I asked: Doesn't that assume buyers already in the "economy" market? What
about those looking to hold onto to their SUV as a "recreational" vehicle but looking for
a "daily driver" supplement? What about those who have always been interested in Prius
but waited because they couldn't quite afford one? And of course, when more expensive
gas returns, what about those looking for an efficiency solution but unwilling to consider
something in the "economy" category?

1-24-2012

Malibu Eco. Rather than wait for the more efficient engine that will be available this
Fall, GM decided to rollout the eAssist (BAS-2 hybrid) model of Malibu right away.
With an estimate of 25 MPG city and 37 MPG highway, what's the point? Even with a
$25,235 starting price, having a combined MPG of 30 makes it a hard sell... especially
with the base price of the traditional model at $21,995. Do people even know what the
ECO model is or care? I've only seen a handful of ECO models for Cruze ever. That's not
a hybrid, but it is the one advertised to death for it's highway rating. The automatic Cruze
ECO only delivers an estimate of 31 MPG combined. That probably explains a lot. Will
adding another 2 or 3 MPG for Malibu later make it competitive? Compared to the
Camry & Fusion hybrids already delivering 10 MPG more, how would it be competitive?
There's quite a difference between mid-30's and mid-40's.
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1-25-2012

Video - Work To Lake. The circumstances with this particular filming event make it
quite unique, with respect to outside conditions. The drive itself was quite ordinary for
the dead of Winter here in Minnesota. I note the details & reasoning of it with this: 3°F
with everything tinted orange as the sun approached the horizon. Who could resist such
an opportunity? Winter is the opposite extreme from when I normally experience this
particular drive. But I wanted to capture it on video, before upgrading to a Prius PHV.
So, why not record when it's only 3°F degrees while the sun is setting? The purpose for
driving to that lake from work in the summer is to meet Mom to walk the dog there. It's a
great location for that. With the temperature warm then and still hours of sun remaining,
I'll typically pick up something fresh nearby to grill afterward. It works really out well.
But in this case, you get to see a typical snowless Minnesota commute in the middle of
January. Notice all the steam from the vehicle tailpipes. You don't get that from a Prius
once warmed up, indicated by 114°FWT on the aftermarket gauge in the video. In fact,
near the end, you can see me driving around the lake without the engine on. That's shown
as 0 RPM ...and obviously, 9999 MPG. You view the entire sequence here.

1-25-2012

Vehicle Assigned. There it was, in my email Inbox. I was looking at order detail for a
plug-in Prius, complete with a VIN. Whether or not that was the actual number or when
building would begin didn't matter. It was progress, another step closer to getting my
own PHV. The expectation of signing papers about 6 weeks from now was becoming
realistic. I still have to deal with the remote aspect, transferring money and transport from
California to Minnesota. But that part will only take a few days. It was when production
for the United States in general would begin. Could the schedule planned last Fall still be
held. Now, it sure looks like that will indeed happen as anticipated. Yeah! Mine will be
part of that first batch. I'm so excited!! When Spring arrives, I'll be making plans for the
first drive up north with it. Having a plug-in during Earth Day should be quite surreal too.
Hooray!!!

1-26-2012

Killing Volt. Exaggeration is nothing new. Antagonists use it to break focus. Enthusiasts
use it to emphasize. Owners use it to defend. I find that all amusing. How can anyone
take it seriously? Today, it was this statement from an owner: "I doubt they will kill the
volt anytime soon. But if the economics of it don't pick up in 5 years it may." That would
be 6 years after rollout, long overdue for a generational upgrade at that point. Something
would obviously have to happen sooner, especially considering the upcoming
competition. I responded with: Kill isn't even an option on the table. With such a huge
investment in the technology, it would get transformed into a niche instead. After all,
sport cars like Camaro & Corvette will need an efficiency makeover at some point
anyway. Hey, at least it can be used for something. After all these years, Two-Mode is
still far from meeting expectations. GM had no choice but to scale production all the way
back to just special build quantity. Touting green, but selling vehicles only delivering
MPG in the 30's instead, won't work. Dealers will get tired of carrying inventory that no
one purchases. Consumers will just seek choices from other automakers at some point.
Something has to happen, soon.
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1-27-2012

Just MPG. We keep getting that from Volt owners. Excluding electricity has been
common practice for them, despite the inevitable backlash they are setting themselves up
for if plug-in Prius owners do the same thing. They'll cry foul, claiming the high MPG
comes from recharging multiple times per day... even though some of them have been
doing the very same thing. Electricity is still a fuel. You can't just leave out data from a
report. Later when lots of other plug-in vehicles are available, consumption of electricity
will be even more important. So, I put it this why: Go ahead, use MPG as the attentiongetter. I certainly will. You explain the high MPG by pointing out when and how often
you plug in. Excluding data has been the problem. We'd get a summary with no mention
whatsoever of electricity usage. At best, it was just total gallons and total distance. You
can't just omit a fuel simply because it costs a lot less. It's still something being
consumed. It will become a basis of comparison later, since electric efficiency varies just
like gas. Look that the big picture years from now, when they are many other plug-in
choices available.

1-27-2012

Now Only 30,000. With the end of January rapidly approaching, there's some
apprehension growing. The tension about Volt sales had been building... until a new
analysis from a consulting firm was published. They dropped sales projections down to
30,000. GM's revision last year was 45,000. The original goal prior to rollout beginning
the year before was 60,000. Needless to say, this was bad news. The denial started almost
immediately with: "Those were not GM's projections..." That's why I blog; it enables me
to look back to find out who said what and when. In this case, there's no way to spin it.
Sales are falling well short of their expectations. The overwhelming consensus for cause
is the price. There is no choice of model even remotely close to $30,000 target. History &
Excuses are exhausted. The reasonable outlook is the significant growth that had been
expected isn't going to happen. In fact, the recent shrink could persist. I replied to their
rhetoric with this: OVER PROMISE, UNDER DELIVER has happened so many times,
the executives have learned to be ambiguous when it comes to goals. That way, they can't
ever be held directly accountable. Not achieving mainstream volume is a very real
problem no spin can overcome. Wasn't the point to replace traditional vehicles and
exceed sales of the competition?

1-27-2012

Defensive. Don't you find it amazing how the accuser can often be guilty of the very
thing being accused? It's a common tactic used in politics, to draw attention away from
oneself. In the case of plug-in vehicles, I suspect it's more a matter of not recognizing
their own behavior. Today, it was this: "Why are you being so defensive about the PiP?
It's a good car." I get a big kick out of reading that... since even though that was indeed
the situation in the past, it isn't anymore. We have data from both Volt & Prius. The
disputed distortions have now been confirmed. So, now it's just Volt owner being
defensive. For me as a soon-to-be PHV owner, I'm going on the offensive. There will be
lots of photos & video provided. Why they still don't do that is beyond me. It doesn't
make any sense arguing without proof, especially when it is to defend what supposedly is
being misrepresented. Anywho, I simply responded with: How come comments about
Volt sales are always contrived as Prius defending by Volt owners?
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1-27-2012

Forum Posts. It should be well understood that online forum posts are not representative
of the typical driver. The act of simply logging on to view the opinions of others puts you
in the far-from-common category. Heck, even most people reading comments rarely ever
submit a message themselves. A quick look at the big Prius forum shows that
membership count is only 5 percent of actual ownership here. And of those members,
only 5 percent are active posters. So, we are very much enthusiasts. However, what we
possess that other supporter groups don't is an extremely diverse demographic. The
variety of owners is what validates. With all that said, this still needed some type of
reply: "I think y'all are way too close to this issue, and aren't seeing it from the
perspective of the general public." The issue was how the typical consumer views
efficiency. I posted: That's why I keep forcing our view back to GALLONS and KWH.
For over a decade, enthusiasts have been arguing aspects of design. Consumers never
cared, especially since many didn't have any idea how their own automatic transmission
operated. Hybrids just somehow magically added an electric motor & battery to the
equation. The end result was using fewer GALLONS. Now with a plug-in hybrid, adding
KWH will reduce GALLONS even more.

1-27-2012

Build Info. Got it! This experience is really getting weird. It's the 4th time witnessing a
significant rollout from the perspective of a participant. That means I already know what
to look forward to. A transformation occurs. Others begin to realize the history taking
place and a landslide of support materializes. It's as if there was never any doubt about
the acceptance. Needless to say, I'm looking forward to contributing the excitement. It's
as if my own PHV is already in the garage waiting for me to come up with another way
of sharing experiences with it online. After all, having driven an early model, there are
certain things I yearn to do again.

1-27-2012

Critical. Looking back, we can now say this about a certain GM executive hell bent on
undermining Prius: "Little did he know, Prius is a viable, practical and affordable car
(started at $19,995) which was the main reason for the success." This was the same
executive who launched the surprisingly successful STOP GAP campaign, which really
made advancement of Prius a challenge. His vision was fuel-cell vehicles. Needless to
say, that 2004 dream for 2010 didn't work out. Instead, it was a scramble to deliver
something to compete with what he had dismissed as viable instead. I joined the
reminiscing with: He and the rest figured it out though. Executives & Managers jumped
ship just prior to rollout. Virtually no one in charge from development was left. Now at
the eve of "gotta do something" point, we're starting to get the sense of dealer backlash.
The enthusiasts who claimed "it's worth it" and shunned any mention of sales are
growing quiet. They feel something bad is coming from so few purchases... and have run
out of excuses. The hype of being a mainstream success in the second year is looking
unrealistic already. With the PHV rollout so close, this is a critical time for Volt.
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1-28-2012

Reality vs Perception. That point is what we'll be able to address quite soon, by
providing real-world data. When you read comments from Volt supporters, watch the EV
praise. They avoid the topic of "blending" at all costs, pretending there's no such thing.
That's a benefit they fear, since all of the marketing effort has focused on purity. Driving
a Volt depleted is just like a traditional vehicle, same emissions & efficiency. That's not
true for Prius. When the PHV is depleted, it's still a Prius delivering cleaner engine
operation and higher MPG... a major appeal factor Volt doesn't offer. And as pointed out,
the price of the standard model is a major one. They tend to avoid that too, attempting to
draw focus to the advanced model instead... not acknowledging the reality that only
enthusiasts care. The typical consumer perception is quite different.

1-28-2012

v First. It was at the hardware store, buried among a variety of cars parked in the lot.
Even at a distance, I knew exactly what I was looking at. I wondered if the first time I
saw a v out in the wild if it would be obvious from seeing only the back. It was. The fact
that it looked natural within the other vehicles there was vindicating. People claim Prius
stands out, but it really doesn't. All the cars are now taking on aerodynamic shapes and
lights that are no longer just a basic square or circle. SUVs are still old school, but their
numbers are rapidly falling... especially with Toyota advertising this new wagon version
of Prius with "a cargo area the size of a small SUV". The storage excuse is gone. Safety
is too. But then again, some of us knew SUVs were actually more dangerous right from
the start. Something lower with better stopping power is almost always better for
avoiding accidents. Anywho, that was my first encounter.

1-28-2012

Magic Moment. When I read the following, that's what it felt like: "This PiP will be my
first hybrid. I've looked at and wanted a Prius for years and test drove one on two
different occasions. When they announced the Plug-In, that pushed me over the edge and
I had to have one." Knowing that short-trips have always been the worst for efficiency
due to the need for heat for emission cleansing, the plug was always a distant solution
that would eventually flip that situation upside-down. That's when the best MPG would
be. But there was this additional hope that the plug would also entice those long sitting
on the fence to finally jump... take the plunge... go for it. Now, we already have one
report stating exactly that. I couldn't resist but to chime in about that: I've been longing to
read that specific comment. More times than you could probably ever imagine over the
past decade, I've heard comments about Prius being very enticing, but not quite enough.
That left me with no worthwhile response other than pointing out the potential later.
Now, it's a reality. Those who have been waiting will begin to emerge. Yeah! Of course,
stated as "pushed me over the edge" is an interesting way of putting it.
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He Asked. The question was about what GM really wanted to do with Volt, perhaps
actually phasing it out. At some point something must be done. It was obviously a prime
time to ask. The topic has been quite popular. As he put it, the thread: "has now turned
into a monster." On the big Prius forum with a few Volt owners actively participating,
that reaction was inevitable. GM created a mess for itself and we are all quite curious
what happens next. My comment about the reaction was a reflection upon both the
situation and the posters themselves: We've got optimizers debating with those who live
by the 90/10 rule. It's a recipe for endless posting. The thread will go on and on, since
ultimately the goal is the same... but approach differs significantly. The economic
realities of business requires what one group calls "balance" and the other calls
"compromise". The nature online posting format makes those debates difficult to follow.
Detail is easily lost or forgotten. That's why, in the end, it always comes down to sales.
Regardless of all the circumstances at play, those results must be accounted for. The
clock is ticking for Volt. Things haven't went as planned. Some type of revision must
emerge.

1-30-2012

CARB Mandate. Remember when most automakers were fighting the CARB
(California Air Resources Board) mandate a decade ago? Sadly, they won that battle. The
effort to improve emissions was lost. But then again, it was a major battle... not the war
itself. Everyone knew the technology would improve over time. And now, things are
quite different. Emissions are still a problem, gas is really expensive, and our dependency
on oil has become quite a dilemma. Now, not only are all automakers scrambling to
deliver hybrids rather than make excuses not to, some are taking the next step by
pursuing plug-in choices too. There will obviously still be trouble along the way. That's
inevitable. Cost is a challenge. But when the entire industry attacks the problem, that
should make it considerable easier to overcome. They simply didn't want to before.
Status quo was better for profit. Investing in the future was for their successor to worry
about... or so they thought. The historic decision to enact new requirements was today.
Details to come should make this day quite memorable... which coincidently, just
happens to be when PHV deliveries began in Japan.

1-31-2012

Finally. Why must each step along the way be met with so much resistance? Raising
MPG standards has always been a major struggle... so much so, we've actually slipped
backward. Change doesn't come easy, even when there's good reason for it. Complaints
& Excuses are the usual response. The thread on the big GM forum was a good example
of that. I let them have it with this: The issue of fuel-efficiency & smog-emissions has
become a joke over the past 11.5 years, all of which I was driving the solution. We've
watched hybrids evolve along the way, clearly supporting claims that the technology
would indeed continue to improve. Yesterday, deliveries of the PHV model Prius began
(in Japan). Through the use of a plug, it significantly boosts MPG. Meeting the CAFE
plan becomes no big deal with that approach. Getting your hybrid with the choice of a
plug pushes efficiency & emission levels well into the realistic territory. What's so
difficult about building upon already proven motor & battery reliability? Success is a
matter of spreading the market, not breaking new ground. Our priorities have been really
screwed up over the past decade. It's time to finally fix that.
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Avoiding. The ability for PHV drivers to choose when to deplete the battery-pack for EV
really rubs Volt enthusiasts here the wrong way. They clearly don't like the fact that
European model does offer a HOLD button. In fact, they continue to attempt to spin the
situation as if having that option makes no difference... in other words, more downplay.
Avoid what doesn't fit with their marketing approach. I can't wait to have real-world data
to support the benefit. In the meantime, this is some insight I could provide: No, that
actually supports the theory well. We're all aware of how much anti-hybrid pro-EV
marketing there has been for Volt. The effort to promote EREV would totally fall apart if
the driver had the ability to override it with the simple push of a button. Remember the
huge upset from discovering Volt didn't take the series approach everyone had been led
to believe it would? And even after the mention about direct-drive slipped, we didn't get
confirmation about it for quite awhile. Remember the big "Freedom Drive" event? That
didn't even make any sense. GM was promoting the advantage of having a system that
didn't always have to be plugged in, yet absolutely refused to reveal the efficiency data
from that 1,776-mile drive. In fact, GM dodged all questions related to MPG until the
EPA estimates were revealed several months later. Having a HOLD button would be an
endorsement for blending, rather than always depleting EV first. GM is clearly avoiding
that.

1-31-2012

Official Estimates. It looks like this is yet another example of Toyota's reputation for
"under-promise, over-deliver", quite the opposite of GM. The unofficial estimate of 49
MPG combined for PHV now looks like it will officially be 50 and the estimate of 87
MPGe to instead be 95. That should stir quite a bit of upset. It will take away the
bragging rights for Volt enthusiasts, who had been quite proud of their 94 MPGe. I hadn't
expected this. I was actually thinking PHV would sneak in with little attention, allowing
me to gather lots of real-world data in the meantime. This was especially important for
MPG after depletion. I'll take a trip up north sometime in the Spring. It will show how
efficiency without plugging in is remarkably close to the regular model. Instead, the
estimate will do that for me. After all, adding only 123 pounds overall shouldn't have
much of an effect anyway.

1-31-2012

Next? We're all looking forward to the arrival of PHV. With Prius already well
established as a car targeted directly at mainstream consumers, the addition of a plug
with a reasonably affordable capacity increase should make it easy to accept. Most
people will likely view it as the next logical step... quite unlike Volt which has taken on
the perception of "the next thing" much like fuel-cell vehicles were a few years ago. They
were thought of as something you would by in the distant future, not anything to be seen
in a neighbor's driveway tomorrow. Prius on the other hand, seeing a model with a plug
will be no big deal... which makes consideration for purchase far more likely. Anywho,
on the eve of getting the sales report for the first month of the new year, I asked this on
the big GM forum: So what happens next? The point of pushing was to get some type of
advancement. We wanted progress, not reviews repeating the "nice, but too expensive"
observations. Waiting for the next monthly sales report hoping for the best doesn't
accomplish anything. Now it turns out that the plug-in model of Prius delivers the same
combined MPG as the regular model and the MPGe rating is actually 1 higher than Volt.
How long can it continue without any sort of change?
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Video - Winter Afternoon Gauge. This is another featuring ScanGauge data. It's great
getting to capture such detail on video like this. The setup is easier than when trying to
film the speedometer cluster too. And with so many different elements of influence while
you drive, the subtle numerous variations would go unnoticed otherwise... especially as
you drive. Watch playback afterward allows you to watch & learn what the hybrid
system has to often. It's surprisingly dynamic. The drive itself shows is scenic as well.
So, it can be just entertaining to see what snow melting on a cold, sunny day looks like.
My thoughts on the situation were: With the possibility of both freshly fallen snow and
cold temperatures becoming much less likely, along with this being my final winter with
the 2010 Prius (I have a Prius PHV ordered), there was an urgency to capture this
particular drive while filming the ScanGauge. This is the same route I have several other
HD videos of when it was much, much warmer out. It was fun enjoying the scenery while
documenting details not commonly known, specifically engine RPM and coolant
temperature. Hope you find it informative. An version in HD is available for viewing at
this link.

2-01-2012

Reality. It came crashing down hard. The count was far lower than expected, only 603
total (466 consumer, 137 fleet). We all immediately reflected back upon the "true
demand" comment made a few weeks ago. We were told to withhold judgment until
June. That's somewhat reasonable. But GM certainly better have a rock-solid plan about
what to do by then... because the supporters certainly don't. They're still wishing for a
miracle. This heavy compact vehicle with an expensive battery-pack will still somehow
take the market by storm. Huh? That's not reality. They should see the "game changer"
expectation wasn't realistic. High-Volume profitable vehicles are much more subtle. To
become business-sustaining, you can't just hope for the best. Needless to say, I wanted to
say my piece without poking them with to big of a stick: Those who have been
downplaying Volt, saying with patience, education, and advertising that the configuration
currently available would become a top-seller. With only 603 sold in January, it's time to
accept reality. A second model that's actually competitive must be offered. Waiting for
price to drop dramatically from volume increase simply isn't going to happen. Something
proactive must be done. Will it be a significant alteration to Volt itself or will the idea of
a plug-in Cruze be brought up again?

2-01-2012

Interesting Feedback. I hadn't expected this to be a response, especially on the big GM
forum: "Maybe this will wake GM/Chevy marketing up to finally do some serious damage
control. It's almost like those in charge feel that the less they get involved, the faster it
will just go away. Sorry to whoever's been in charge of managing/protecting Volt's image
so far but you suck." When a technology doesn't speak for itself, it will continue to be a
problem regardless of how much advertising it gets. Prius hardly got any advertising at
all. It self-promoted by simply delivering better MPG and offering a smooth & quiet ride.
There were no complex justifications as we see with Volt. It was elegantly simple, like
the hybrid system itself. The PHV should be the same way. It just adds a plug for even
higher MPG. I had to post something, so I stated the situation and posed a question: We
knew a storm was brewing when just about everyone in management during development
left prior to rollout. Then when the response from supporters came in the form of
downplaying expectations and belittling the competition, that confirmed it wasn't going
to be pretty. Now, there's a mess to clean up. What do you think they'll do?
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The Concern. At least the few Volt owners on the big Prius forum attempt to be
constructive, quite unlike on the big GM forum who are quite content with Volt
remaining a halo vehicle for a few more years. It's the classic "can't see the forest
situation". No frame-of-reference gives them the impression all is well, despite such low
sales. It's hard to believe all the intense hype prior to rollout has faded into such a
nonchalant attitude... everything will be just fine... nothing needs to be done in the
meantime. Why can't they see how bad of a sign that is? Trouble even before PHV rolls
out should raise concern. But no. Since Volt is vastly superior, it will triumph. Huh? I
provided this dose of reality: 200 times more Prius c await delivery in Japan. That's
120,000 orders already! It's a great example why supporters of Volt were told over and
over again about the "too little, too slowly" concern. Instead of taking that seriously, they
just pointed out how many Prius were sold back in 2000. The belief was there was still
plenty of time available, that no competition would emerge anytime soon. Turns out, the
demand wasn't there and GM doesn't have a second choice available. Now what?

2-01-2012

Opportunity Fear. This particular quote summed up the situation rather well: "GM's
window of opportunity with the Volt is diminishing quickly, I fear." Not doing anyway
but simply waiting it far from a good plan. Being reactive instead of proactive was an
underlying problem with GM years ago. Now, they're doing the same thing again. Why is
it so hard t learn that lesson? When there is an opportunity, you take advantage of it.
Duh! It's hard to believe there are so many followers and no leaders. My thoughts posted
were: How many times was the "too little, too slowly" concern stated, then dismissed as
an attempt to undermine? Out of curiosity, I actually checked. Turns out, on this forum
according to Google, the concern was posted 65 times. Next month, deliveries of the
plug-in Prius will begin. Near the end of this year, a plug-in hybrid will be offered by
Ford. The already wildly popular Prius c will available too. In Japan, there are already
120,000 orders for it waiting to be filled. Then there's Nissan with Leaf. GM needs to do
something.

2-02-2012

What About? Sometimes you really have to wonder where the heck people get beliefs
from. This one posted today has been around for a very long time: "Many people who buy
electric or hybrid cars do it to make a statement and not to save money." Besides being
horribly vague and misleading, it's not even true. If it were, why is the new much lower
priced Prius already such a huge hit in Japan? Needless to say, I had some questions for
the person making that claim: According to who? What about being practical? Prius was
the only midsize hatchback available until recently. What about reduced smog-related
emissions from the SULEV & PZEV ratings? What about wanting to help support a new
technology? What about the smooth & quiet drive from an electric motor? What about
those simply just tired of the 20th Century sedan look?
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2-03-2012

Vision. Most questions I ask don't actually get responded to. They don't like hearing from
the voice of experience. This time will be different. This time we only have to wait. They
figure a design expensive at first is well worth it, despite the fact that it fundamentally
changes approach. Profound change takes a very long time to become accepted. Haven't
they learned anything from the computer industry? Most likely, no. The reason is simple,
they weren't there at the beginning. Their participation started well into upgrade phases.
The missed the early years, assuming they were fast & easy. They weren't. Their "vision"
lacks sight of the big picture... and there's no way to convey that without sounding smug.
But, I attempted anyway: That makes it sound as though the configuration delivered was
the only one possible. We all know that's not true. A system with a smaller pack which
used blending more often was an option available, but decided against. Management
wanted something to brag about, not an everyday vehicle you see in abundance. Like
other new technologies, it could have offered more over time, as cost dropped.
Remember how memory & hard-drive space was limited at first? Remember how
monitors were much smaller at first? Remember how speed was slower at first? Saying
we lack vision for being unwilling to wait several more years is a refusal to acknowledge
how many we've been waiting already.

2-03-2012

Choice. It's quite fascinating to watch the participation of Volt discussions shrink, yet the
enthusiasts continue on as if nothing changed. They themselves need to change, but their
desire for purity prevents it. This particular summarization is from a more quiet member,
but nonetheless still well representative of the typical sentiment: "...a buyer who drives
these vehicles back-to-back AND still buys the PIP over the Volt should have his/her
head examined." I really like to save quotes like that. It's hard to believe later that people
actually said things like that. In fact, some flat out deny that could have ever happened.
So, I save the ones which peak my interest. I respond too, especially when they don't
understand the need for choice: Prius is one of two hybrid systems aimed at mainstream
consumers. Camry hybrid offers a more powerful choice. Think about that the next time
the topic of a test drive is brought up. GM should also diversify. The base price of Volt
and the MPG after depletion are obvious disappointments. Why is there still such fierce
resistance to offering a second choice? GM clearly did not configure this Volt for the
mainstream. Even with its heavy dependency on tax-credits, there were only 466
consumer purchases in January. Sales are the measure of market acceptance. The first
year didn't bring the huge demand that was hyped. Dealers don't like inventory that
doesn't sell well. Bragging rights aren't what the mainstream wants. In fact, most simply
want reliable & affordable transportation. Why continue to deny that reality?
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Iconic Video. This video is from back when I owned a 2004 Prius, now referred to as the
Iconic model. August 27, 2005 seems so long ago. Yet, the memory of filming it is still
quite vivid. I committed to a long weekend. 3 attempts on 2 different days, the effort paid
off. I wanted to capture video of the Multi-Display in action, a very long & detailed
sampling of what owners will actually witness while driving their own Prius. That
required a well thought out way of securing both a tripod and the camera itself. I ended
up with a net of rope & string pulling in various directions to keep everything suspended
tightly. It worked surprisingly well too, greatly reducing bumps while I drove. Remind
yourself how large & heavy the equipment was back then. Heck, just the battery alone
weighed more than an entire camera does now. The video is was originally 54 minutes.
Playback speed was increased by a factor of 5, so it becomes less than 11 minutes. That
way you can still see all the action without in getting too long. I started from my house
with a cold engine, drove through the suburbs, then followed a 55 MPH highway for a
couple of miles. I switch to a quiet paved country road, where there was ample
opportunity to drive a variety of speeds less than 45 MPH. I later get back onto that 55
MPH highway, then take an an uphill ramp onto a 65 MPH highway. I even briefly
stopped to verify all is still well with the camera. So, there's quite a bit to observe.
Throughout the video, you'll see the Multi-Display being switched between the two
common modes. On "Energy Monitor", watch the many flows of energy. Pay close
attention to how frequently the flow changes and to how often electricity is sent to the
battery-pack. On "Consumption", notice how the MPG regularly fluctuates when the
engine is running. When only electricity is being used for propulsion, observe how it
influences overall efficiency. Adding significantly to the value of what's shown on the
Multi-Display is the Speedometer. Knowing the speed Prius is traveling is a very
important part of understanding how the hybrid system works. It takes advantage of
many brief opportunities to save gas while at the same time not allowing the charge-level
of the battery-pack to drop much below the middle (to ensure maximum life). Prius (Iconic)
- Long Drive

2-04-2012

Times Change. Demand pressures are different now and multifold. There's the
expiration of the tax-credit, the requirements for CAFE, and the need to sell something in
high-volume that's both competitive & profitable. How many repetitions of that same
information must be posted before there's acknowledgement? It's boggles the mind how
some either just flat out refuse to accept or are genuinely clueless. This shouldn't be
difficult to understand. Times change. Heck, just the price of gas alone should be a major
clue. Not seeing the downward shift from in size & power of vehicle seems impossible.
How could someone not notice the roadscape looking so unfamiliar now. There's new
compact cars being offered from every automaker. The Big-3 had basically abandoned
that market. Now, they have returned to it. I realize those who are not shopping for a new
vehicle typically don't observe detail, but how could such a paradigm shift go unnoticed.
And that's the perspective of an everyday consumer. Think about automotive enthusiasts.
How could they not see the change? Whatever the reason, PHV is about to really stir
attention. The media loves Prius, good or bad they'll write about it.... since those
headlines draw lots of readers. So, expect even more change soon.
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2-05-2012

One Million Plug-Ins. Remember that goal? It's the underlying reason for the tax-credit
incentive. President Obama wants to get 1 million plug-in vehicles on the road by 2015.
How many of them will be from GM? Ford? Toyota? Things like this are why I get so
frustrated about the excuses for Volt. The enthusiasts believe there's still plenty of time
and that market conditions are no different than they were a decade ago. They continue to
claim Volt can take just as a long as Prius did to become profitable and to sell in highvolume. They pretend it's all totally new, that no knowledge from GM's past was applied
or is relevant to this effort. What kind nonsense is that? Of course, they gloss over the
past. I like to point out important stuff. For example, there was no pressure at all to
deliver an efficiency vehicle back then; guzzling gas in a huge SUVs was all the rage.
That's a sad reality, very different from now. Problems with oil dependency are quite
clear, now. Then, most people simply didn't care. So, Toyota took advantage of the time
available. That luxurious abundance is gone. Priorities should have changed accordingly.
After all, that's what the tax-credit incentives are for.

2-05-2012

Dead Giveaway. It's hard to believe some stuff is accepted at face value, without
question. That was the case with the supposed price of Volt's battery, until recently. I
gladly sounded off about it with this: Certain things should be a dead giveaway that
something isn't right. Back when we got all the hype about CS-mode delivering 50 MPG,
no one seemed concern that such a golden opportunity was being overlooked. If that was
true, why not also offer a regular hybrid? The reduction of cost & weight from a much
smaller battery-pack and no plug overhead would have made GM a major player on two
fronts with the same platform. It would have been a win-win situation, with a side benefit
of high-volume production reducing cost even further. Yet, that was simply disregarded
when mentioned. So recently when the supposed $3,000 price for the 16 kWh batterypack emerged, it too became a dead giveaway. Yet, no one seemed concerned about it
either. We know GM has been testing an EV model of Cruze. With a battery price so
low, they'd be able to squash both Nissan & Ford. Instead, not a peep. Hearing that the
$3,000 is really for the casing fills in the missing piece of the puzzle. There's also
brackets, piping, wiring, controller-circuitry, software, etc. to consider, basically
everything except the lithium modules themselves. The price may include a reclamation
fee too. That makes sense. The supposition most definitely did not.
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Wait & See. There are always those who wait. Then when they see good results others
have, they purchase one too. This is an extremely common practice in all industries. But
when it comes to automotive, it's a really big deal. When you have that much money at
stake and will have to accept the choice made for so many years, hesitation is quite
understandable. That's where the multi-front approach helps. Even if there is little actual
sales benefit from Highlander or Camry, the fact that they confirmed Prius was a well
thought out design combined with consumer endorsements of reliability, you've got a
winner. That's why GM marketing Volt as fundamentally different was looked upon as
counter-productive. And with the sales trouble now, that was clearly something which
should have been avoided. Oh well. I very much look forward to PHV acceptance. Others
aren't sure what to expect. But for me already having been through 3 generational
upgrades in addition to playing with an early model PHV, there is much to be excited
about. My response was: What's scary is how much shorter that time span will be with
PHV. There are those (like me!) who await the opportunity to take advantage of what the
internet now has to offer. There will be lots of photos & video sharing that simply wasn't
realistic until very recently. Heck, even "modern" forums didn't catch on until half-way
through Gen-II run. I suspect it won't take long for PHV frenzy to emerge.

2-06-2012

The Analogy. I've used computer evolution of the past as an analogy to hybrids. Long
ago, CPU speed told much about the machine. That changed over time though. Other
components began to have more of an influence and wants began to diversify. Now, CPU
alone leaves you with many uncertainties. More information must be included; otherwise,
it's very easy to be misled. That confused the heck out of everyone, from manufacturer to
consumer. How could such a variety speeds, sizes, and capacities be sold? Understanding
all the nuances was a challenge for everyone. It was simple in the old days, but not
anymore. Turns out, there's another analogy appropriate to the situation. It's the upgrade
from DVD to Blu-Ray. The older works fine. But the newer offers higher quality picture
& sound. You know someday you will inevitably upgrade. Do you do it now or later?
People will face a similar conundrum with the plug-in hybrid. Will they buy the plug-in
or just a regular hybrid? After all, they know they'll replace this purchase sometime later
anyway. There are many factors of influence. We really don't know where the strong
demand will be. But there should be willingness to accept change and the understanding
that one size does not fit all.

2-06-2012

In Japan. There were 29,108 Prius were purchased in Japan last month. That's quite a
bit, a great start to the new year. No chance of market saturation with the choices of
model continuing to expand either. There were 3 available in January. February will add
a 4th. Choice is important. It offers an alternative to those who didn't find a good fit with
what was previously available and provides encouragement for those who had been a
little hesitant. The on-going strong sales means deeper market penetration. It's how
technologies of the past became dominant. Seeing our future play out in Japan already is
fascinating. Fewer of the old get purchased over time. There's no looking back. After all,
how often do you hear of someone buying a Prius then going back to a guzzler later?
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PHV Purpose. Tired of all the spin & misrepresentation, it's routinely necessary to point
out detail to provide perspective & intent: Total production of PHV is expected to be
50,000 this year. PHV has increased both range and power compared to the prototype.
The battery-pack itself is also smaller & lighter. The purpose of PHV is to significantly
reduce emissions & consumption. It's a hybrid, giving you quite a bit more EV than the
regular model. It does offer gas-free driving through the suburbs, but that is not the
underlying purpose of the technology. Price of the standard PHV model is $32,000 and it
does qualify for a $2,500 tax-credit.

2-06-2012

Affordable. It's almost pointless at this stage to try reasoning. That fear about "trophy
mentality" from 5 years ago did indeed happen. The bragging we get from certain Volt
owners is truly remarkable. It's getting to the level of wondering when other owners will
speak out about those few who are harming Volt reputation. Anywho, this time it was the
"bigger vision" argument. In other words, the downplay in the form of "being patient" is
growing. It's ironic how their sense of bigger doesn't acknowledge the big picture. Being
affordable isn't a priority for Volt support, even though it is a major priority for typical
consumer purchases. They've all but abandoned the idea of Volt being a strong seller in
the second year of production now. From their point of view, the plug-in offering the
largest range is the best choice. They simply don't understand how choice priced more in
line with mainstream vehicles will make a bigger difference. I sounded off with: How
much oil can be saved depends upon the vehicle being affordable. (Interesting how you
spin "affordable" to mean "cheapest" instead.) If only small number of people buy it, the
overall objective is missed. In other words, consider the big picture... the entire
production of compact & midsize cars, not just one. This is why GM must deliver more
than just a single configuration. One size does not fit all. Different consumers have
different priorities, but few normally considering a Malibu/Camry or Cruze/Corolla
would be willing to spend close to $40k. That's far more than the "sacrifice a few dollars
to help" gesture. Remember the "nicely under $30,000"? There was good reason for that
particular goal.

2-06-2012

Understanding. Getting grief about Volt from a Corvette owner who also works for GM
shouldn't be much of a surprise. This sarcastic response from another to me about that
certainly wasn't: "That is truly a classic comment. Telling a long term Chevy salesman,
"you clearly don't understand the mainstream market", you're the best, you really are."
That salesman is one who has flaunted Volt for years, emphasizing aspects to brag about
with total disregard for price. It's a sad commentary out misplaced priorities. I just focus
on need instead, not catering to want. This was my response: Substitute any word you
want in place of mainstream. The point was someone who has consistently emphasized
speed & power isn't going to relate to those not seeking that. I've been watching the
emission & efficiency market for 12 years now. Each new introduction resulted in
learning more about what is actually needed. It's not that. What I get the biggest kick out
of is how those here downvote facts, with the ones gaining the most attention being
specific detail about design. In the case of PHV, that has been the increase in draw of the
battery-pack from 27 to 38 kWh and the 60 kW size of the traction-motor. Both well
support the price & approach of the MPG boost. Reality is, the "too little, too slowly"
concern was more complex than many here understood. It isn't just a matter of delivering
a nice ride with a large capacity.
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Whoa! The excitement for PHV is building. Inventory reports are emerging. People are
getting build information. We're getting close. It's finally going to happen. This was
today's expression of my feelings at the moment: Sweet! My wait started October 1999.
Even way back then THS was an obvious path to offering a plug. We could see that great
potential from the PSD approach. It was basically just a wait for battery tech to improve.
Sure enough, that did indeed lead to a plug. Practical. Affordable. Realistic. It's finally
happening. Yeah! Patience has always been required with Prius... and well worth it... but
with so much to look forward to so close to arrival, I can't stand it. AHHHH!

2-07-2012

v Again. This second sighting was while cruising along the highway, quite different from
being parked in a lot. The v was merging on and I was still off in the distance. I dropped
the pedal, getting the usual response from the Prius with revving of the engine and
basically no sensation of accelerating. Of course, a look at the speedometer gives a
different impression. I sped up from 55 to 74 without any trouble. That's an underappreciated aspect of having a engine & motor with both just leisurely operating to
sustain a cruise. You still have power available... even though it feels like you don't. But
nowadays, isn't smoooooooth driving more of an appeal anyway? After all, the popularity
of v is proving that practical is now an appeal factor. Anywho, the driver sped up too. I
wasn't sure if he was egging me on for a chase, but I could imagine how amusing it
would be watching two Prius fly by.

2-07-2012

Luxury Appeal. I enjoyed reading this today: "It's nice to hear that you recognize the
luxury of the Volt." It came from an individual who declared superiority years ago and
insults Prius every chance he gets. Naturally, he doesn't like me. Since rather than
challenging him directly, I point out what puts Prius on equal footing. That's because I
couldn't care less about bragging rights. For me, it's all about supporting technology for
the everyday consumers. Needless to say, I had a "luxury" reply readily available for such
an occasion: Actually it's the smooth & quiet electric motors offers. Ironically,
consumers don't want that 100% of the time. We've learned that all too well from CVT
experience. Comment has been overwhelming consistent; they want some type of
feedback from the system when accelerating hard. In other words, people are expecting a
downshift of sorts. Coincidently, that's exactly what PHV provides. 60 kW handles
suburb driving without any need for engine assistance. It isn't until merging onto a
highway that the extra power kicks in... exactly when people would expect a downshift.
Remember how GM engineers matched Volt throttle position to match consumer
expectations for acceleration in CS-mode? How is the PHV any different with respect to
system feedback?

2-07-2012

Classic Video. This very long sequence showing energy flows on the Multi-Display from
all those years ago (specifically on July 20, 2003) with the Classic model is my pride &
joy. Lighting was perfect (it was moments before sunset on a warm Summer day). The
Prius had a long, straight, flat, desolate country road to play on. My friend and I setup the
camera and let it run. All one take. It came out perfect. We were able to capture quite a
variety of conditions, each very easy to observe. Watch all the details closely. The length
of the footage helps to explain what you'd actually encounter in real-world cruising on
streets at 30 to 45 MPH with moderate amounts of traffic. You'll see the energy-flow
change frequently based on the speed and charge-level: Prius (Classic) - Multi-Display
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2-08-2012

c Detail. More information was released today. We already knew the battery-pack was
144 volts. The weight wasn't known though. It was revealed as 67.2 pounds. That's
surprisingly small. Of course, the one in the regular model is only 91 pounds. The pack
itself contains 20 modules, each with 6 cells. That's 120 for the c model verses the 168 in
the regular model. Voltage is stepped up from 144 to 523 DC, then converted over to 520
AC. The regular model operates at 650 AC. All that's nice to know, but wasn't the
purpose of the press detail today. It was package pricing. There will be 4 offered here this
year: $18,950 and $19,900 and $21,635 and $23,230. This is the magic price-point
people have stated as the holy-grail all these years. It makes calculating the cost-benefit
of Prius a no-brainer... especially when gas prices go up. This is the "right place at the
right time" scenario about to play out. It will be very exciting to watch a flood of new
consumers embrace hybrids, with Prius c leading the way.

2-08-2012

v Repeat. It wasn't. The first I saw was blue. The second was red. This Prius v was white.
That was rather patriotic, eh? More interesting though was that made 3 sightings within
two months of rollout. Volt has been out longer, yet I've only seen 2 of them. It makes
me wonder when I'll have my first Prius c sighting. Seeing them on the road routinely is
what really counts. That's the true indication of acceptance. It's also what provides
encouragement for others to consider a purchase. No matter how much we say online,
there's nothing like actually seeing a vehicle on the road in everyday traffic. How long do
you think it will be until I have another sighting? This is getting very exciting! I
remember years back going for walk over lunch playing the "Spot A Prius" game.
Frequency of sightings increased. That was how we knew Prius was catching on. It's an
indicator of growth that cannot be argued. More is indeed better.

2-08-2012

Built Today. I got a kick out of checking my PHV order status this afternoon. It said:
"Your Plug-In was built: 2/8/2012". The first thought that came to mind was, does that
mean today or yesterday? After all, in Japan it's already tomorrow. Then I wondered
what the next status values would mean, since the ship will cross over the international
dateline. Going in a direction from east to west, travel would be backward on the
calendar. Right? Perhaps my mind has already snapped in anticipation of the excitement
of getting behind the wheel of a PHV again... and this one even better than the early
model I drove 1.5 years ago. Yeah!
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2-08-2012

Jetta Hybrid. Details were revealed today. It will be an ASSIST hybrid using a 1.1 kWh
lithium-ion battery pack to deliver 45 MPG. There was no mention of price. Being a
3,300 pound sedan, it's not exactly something that will ever be compared to Prius PHV.
What will others think of it? The Camry hybrid makes more sense, though that is bigger
and offers more power than Jetta hybrid. There was no mention whatsoever about
emissions either. That means it's highly unlikely to be AT-PZEV rated. Anywho, I posted
this as commentary on the automotive green blog: A seven-speed dual-clutch
transmission is far from the simplicity of the power-split design used in Prius. That
makes you wonder about cost, flexibility, and real-world efficiency... especially using
just a 20 kW electric-motor. There have been complaints from consumers about highly
complex systems feeling unnatural with so much shifting and at unexpected times.
Comments from test-drives should be interesting. Of course, it's hard to take it as a
serious contender to Prius when the benefit of being a hatchback isn't even
acknowledged. There's no opportunity for a plug-in model with such a small electricmotor either.

2-08-2012

Build Update. I'll never know what the actual circumstances were, but the build database
was updated. Turns out, my PHV was actually built last week... on Groundhog's Day.
That means the excitement has grown even more. It's that much closer now. Of course, I
was always thinking early March for arrival at the dealer anyway. Being a leap year, that
meant an extra day to wait... as if I haven't been going nuts waiting already. It's stuns me
to think that a year and a half has went by since the last time I drove a plug-in Prius. That
was an early model design too. This one will be more refined. I can't imagine how surreal
that first driving experience will be. Though, the final step of the journey will seem the
longest... after I've completed the payment & delivery steps and endure the transport
from the coast to here. To think that my wait for delivery of my Classic model (which
still seems so vivid) was 12 years ago. Of course, it was 15 years ago I did my first
internet search for details on EV1 and Ranger EV. I was excited about plugging in way
back then. I even have the printouts still from that memorable event. Now, I'm about to
start a new chapter in this history. Sweet!

2-09-2012

The End Is Near, now what? It's bizarre how easy it is to see now. Volt owners claims
their focus isn't bragging rights. Yet when an opportunity comes along, nothing of
substance is can be found. They just complain! They have no idea what to actually do. I
tried one last time at coaxing out something constructive: We all had a good laugh over
the years with all the "vastly superior" claims. It could have served as an effective
method of shaking out true argument points, since far too often those with something to
lose don't even try to be objective and carefully avoid detail. Instead, it wasn't taken
seriously. The lesson of who was the actual opposition wasn't learned. Now those not
wanting change are doing everything they can to undermine progress. In other words, this
is a critical time. A new approach must be taken. Prius owners learned how to deal with
this situation years ago. Why continue fighting the ones with the experience to help and
the same desire to spread the acceptance of plug-in hybrids? The group wanting to retain
the status quo is far larger and more resourceful than you realized. A backlash against
Volt was inevitable. The continued intense support for oil drilling should have made that
quite obvious. To even stand a chance of making a difference, Volt must be sold at the
same rate as other top vehicles... which had been the hype prior to rollout. Everything
was gambled on Volt being able to change the game alone. That turned out to be unwise.
Now what should be done?
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2-09-2012

The End Is Near, electricity. Unbelievable. Today's rant was about how Fox News
simply doesn't care. GM gave them a Volt to drive around for a week, hoping that realworld experience would change their attitude. Huh? Since when would a gesture like that
make any difference? They've been dealing with the same nonsense for years. Of course,
the assumption always was a lack of understanding. But the Volt owners only make it
worse. They brag about MPG, still refusing to include kWh data. Not mentioning
electricity usage, but promoting Volt as an EV doesn't make any sense. Neither side is
even trying anymore. That's how you know the end is near. The particular quote that got
me going was: "I am a Volt owner with 8900 miles to date and total Gas used of 9/10ths
of a gallon." Again with the exclusion of kWh. It's amazing how that simply don't care
either. In fact, this was the response from another when I pointed that out: "Anyway you
really look at it, direct electrical power is vastly cheaper than any refined petroleum
based fuel and accessible from your home outlet." No concern for the reality that
electricity primarily comes from coal & natural gas, neither of which is renewable or
truly clean, makes no difference. It can be used carefree and without accountability since
it is so much less expensive. What kind of nonsense is that?

2-10-2012

The End Is Near, no plug? When you tell people you've known since the 90's that
you're getting a plug-in Prius and their response is, "Didn't your Prius always have a
plug?", you know that a clean start is about to take place. It's an honest indication that
some people truly don't have any idea what's been happening in the automotive industry.
I see that as a golden opportunity. To think that I'll be able to present real-world data
without any bias on their part, just assumptions they're happy to entertain as incorrect.
How about that? It's very exciting to encounter that type of reception! I can't believe
those Volt enthusiasts don't take advantage of that. They just gloss over detail and
mention nothing but gallons of gas. An entire year on the road prior to PHV rollout
wasted. All they did was push the EREV label without any clear definition of what it
actually meant. People see an engine and a plug, they think plug-in hybrid. After all, I'm
finding out some believed that's what hybrids offered all along. Rather than the
misconception being debunked, it instead became a non-issue... which is why I see
opportunity. Some have already accepted plugging in as no big deal... despite never
hearing any detail. So, when I mention 3 hours of recharging using nothing but the
standard outlet in my garage, they'll probably just ask how long the cord is. No other
concern from them would seem to indicate easy acceptance. After all, many of us have
already become accustom to routinely plugging in our portable electric devices.
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2-10-2012

The End Is Near, competition. The autoshow in Chicago is the big news at the moment.
It's obvious the end has already come for SUVs. They aren't getting much attention
nowadays. The shift reminds me of 30 years ago, when the guzzlers of the time were
pushed aside in favor of small "economy" cars. Fortunately, what happened back then
won't be a repeat now. The technology in Prius combined with it's very strong reputation
will usher in the plug without much resistance, creating an entirely new look up what
high-efficiency can mean. That does stir some trouble for the competition though. The
big news has been Cruze will available in a new form this summer, as a wagon. And
guess what, that won't be here. The United States doesn't get either the hatchback or
wagon model. GM is clearly pushing the cargo convenience to Volt here. Competition
within its own product-line was a serious problem in the past. Avoiding that postbankruptcy is wise. But the price difference between Cruze & Volt is drastic. There is
simply no way consumers will be convinced to make that big of a financial jump,
especially when a plug is involved. We'll never know how many sales will be lost to
Prius v & c do to that intentional lack of availability decision by GM. But if it promotes
hybrid sales, that's great... though quite an odd way for it to happen. Ford will be offering
the C-Max hybrid & plug-in this year. They too will focus on cargo convenience.

2-11-2012

The End Is Near, expectations. It was time to climb up on the soapbox. No need to even
mention emissions. With so many other problems already being addressed, particularly
with this: "My point is Mass market. The Honda Fit crowd, the Ford Taurus, Toyota
Corolla or Camry, the Chevy Cruze buyers. Until the VOLT is priced for them, it will
only sell to very small market of techno-greens that have the money, and maybe a few
that will save up the money." That was my invitation to sound off: That's well said, but
falls on deaf ears. 54,181 expressed interest in buying a Volt. Only about 5% actually
will. It's a fairly typical statistic. Yet, enthusiasts absolutely insisted there would be a
serious supply constraint and extremely long delivery waits due to overwhelming
demand. Listening to the voice of reason was always a challenge here. We had quarrels
about everything. It started with price. How in the world was GM going to deliver a 40mile capacity for "nicely under $30,000" by the end of 2010? Lithium was way too
expensive then, and still is now. They didn't want to acknowledge that. 50 MPG from a
vehicle so heavy didn't make any sense either, especially with Two-Mode having already
fall short short of efficiency expectations. Then there was the heated arguments about the
reduction of range due to winter. The group-think convinced everyone that seeing range
drop into the 20's was totally unrealistic, just an attempt by the competition to undermine
Volt. Turns out, the people who's motives were question did indeed end up being correct.
Demand, Price, Efficiency, and Range all had been way over hyped. Had expectations
been set differently, perhaps the sales struggle now wouldn't have been so bad. There
certainly would have been far less negative press. As a result, dealing with the big
problem of price is even harder. Despite all the warnings, they ended up shooting
themselves in the foot. That's why I keep asking: What now? It's very difficult to see
what the next appropriate step is, especially with another plug-in coming within the next
month.
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2-11-2012

The End Is Near, benefit. In either complete bewilderment or fear of conspiracy, this
was asked: "What possible benefit can there be for them?" Them means people like me,
who continue to push for something that actually addresses need. This was my reply:
You really don't understand the situation. Cruze is kicking Volt's butt. There are ton of
people who don't want plug-in vehicles to succeed. But instead of doing something about
them, it's misrepresent Prius and bragging about Volt. What the heck? That's not the
slightest bit constructive. Neither is downvoting facts when you don't like them,
especially when it's a correction to a false post. The benefit comes from realizing that
Volt is too little, too slowly. So what if it drives well and uses very little gas. If only a
small number of people buy them, the purpose remains unfulfilled. Can't you see that it's
a moving target? Traditional vehicles will continue to be invested in, refining engine
thermal efficiency and depending on those minor gains exclusively rather than investing
heavily in battery improvement. The next generation Volt will have to compete with a
raised bar. The goal is to change mainstream production & purchases quickly... none of
this be patient for a few more years nonsense.

2-11-2012

The End Is Near, comments. I've been saving this message for the right now, which
seems to be now. It was a comment posted about one my recent drive videos, which
made no sense... because it didn't actually match what the video itself showed. I certainly
wasn't accelerating slow. You could clearly see that by the speed displayed on the
speedometer. This person obviously felt threatened by seeing the world change. Knowing
some with money are choosing Prius must really hurt, losing interest in the horsepower
this person clearly prefers. I find it fascinating how some just plain don't care, how they
justify low MPG with weak reasoning and sometimes no reason at all. They know the
end is near. They know gas prices are rising. They want someone to blame. In this case, it
was me. Check this out the following. Even with the profanity censored, it's easy to see
the attitude conveyed: "WOW, no wonder I ****ing hate Prius drivers in front of me.
Sitting there with 250+ hp, getting 25+ mpg, and stuck behind some *****ing ******
missing every ****ing light because it takes him the length of the ****ing block to
accelerate. ****ing thereby missing every *** **** green light. ****ing Prius owners
need to stay the **** in the right ****ing lane or move the **** over. *** **** you and
your 45, 50, 55 mpg. The only people who are concerned with gas mileage are people
who can't afford it."
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2-11-2012

The End Is Near, defense. The favorite excuse to not acknowledge the problem is to
blame someone else, saying they have an agenda and they are causing the problem. For
me, they hear "Prius" no matter what I say: Claiming that motive is in defense of Prius
doesn't work anymore. Over time, it has become easy to see how some intensely some
fear the watering down of Volt. Reducing the size of the battery-pack to offer an
affordable model of Volt to choose from is treated as if that would destroy all that had
been worked for. So much effort has been focused on outperforming the competition,
other vehicles within GM's own product line ended up becoming the biggest challenge to
overcome. You can't place blame on Prius owners for that. Notice how GM won't be
offering either the hatchback or the wagon versions of Cruze in the United States. That
doesn't make any sense knowing that both types are becoming quite popular here. Those
looking for a fuel-efficient replacement for their SUV wouldn't consider a Cruze sedan if
there's a version with a larger cargo area. Then the step down to a compact is a bit more
appealing. So, GM is hoping they'll end up buying a Volt instead by limiting choice. Is it
that only Prius owners are well aware of all the other issues still to deal with following
rollout? We're the ones pointing out how mainstream purchase priorities don't match
what Volt currently offers. We're the ones pointing out the misconceptions associated
with hybrids & plug-ins. We're the ones reminding Volt owners & enthusiasts that
traditional vehicles are the true concern. We also see that becoming mainstream means
becoming ordinary.

2-11-2012

The End Is Near, need. Long story short, we've seen this all before. It's panic just prior
to the rollout of a new vehicle with much higher sales potential. The plug & capacity
PHV provides is a natural step forward, very easy to understand, enhancing the abilities
Prius already offers. There's not much new, just much higher MPG for those who would
otherwise purchase a Camry or Corolla or Prius. The same buyers were targeted for Volt,
but things went horribly wrong along the way. Management followed want rather than
sticking to need. Now they have an appealing niche and nothing to sell to the
mainstream. So basically, anything I say will be met with resentment for being correct
about keeping focus on need. Fortunately, the message is still being heard, even if their
reaction is rude & misleading. That's easy to confirm when you hear others outside the
GM blogs & forums agreeing with the need importance. Waiting years for something that
may not even be competitive then isn't a good plan. This must end and a realistic solution
emerge quickly.
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2-12-2012

The End Is Near, leases. Taking the time to think through all the factors of influence,
you sometimes have a revelation. That did indeed happen in this case. Sales have been
lower than expected for Volt. But when you look at the detail, you discover a chunk of
them weren't even to consumers. They were fleet purchases by businesses. I hadn't
occurred to me to look even deeper until today. Turns out, the consumer sales themselves
are not all what they appear to be. GM offered a killer lease deal, $350 per month for 3
years. The catch was annual mileage was limited to 10,000 miles. With distance that
short, it helps to ensure most of the driving will be with EV... resulting in "owners" who
report extremely high MPG. That got me curious. Sure enough, 3 of the 5 frequent
posters with a Volt on the big Prius forum had indeed leased rather than purchase. The
other 2 hadn't revealed their decision. The founder of the daily blog for Volt did though.
His was a 3-year lease as well. Doing more search, I found that others had been able to
negotiate a lease with a 12,000-mile annual limit for a high monthly charge... which still
keeps them within EV threshold. Whatever the circumstances, it's easy to see that the
market will have consumer-lease and fleet-purchase Volts available for sale within 3
years. What will they be valued at then? And does that indicate anything about market
confidence now knowing that sales aren't actually what they appeared to be?

2-12-2012

The End Is Near, oil & gas. The price of gas is likely to play a major role in acceptance
of any plug-in vehicle. Watching the weekly closing price for a barrel of oil over the past
month, we see: $98.33 three weeks ago, $99.56 two weeks ago, $97.84 last week, $98.67
this week. It appears to have stabilized just under $100. How long will it stay there? For
my area of the country, that price for oil translates to $3.39 per gallon for gas. For others,
that means another 30 to 40 cents more. It's at the level previously considered intolerable.
In fact, that caused panic for some. Of course, they were probably driving monster-sized
SUVs back then. Having switched to a much more efficient traditional vehicle would
have relieved that situation. So, what does all that mean for plug-in hybrids? My
experience tells me that the must be competitively priced. As important as cost-to-operate
can be, that's not the biggest purchase factor for many. They focus heavily on purchase
price. That's why the approach of offering the plug in terms of a package choice for Prius
has been so important. With that approach, the premium is considered separately... just
like any other upgrade. It aligned engineering design with the way people actually buy
cars. And with the way people change their view of the price of gas, that makes more
sense than a 5-year analysis report.

2-12-2012

The End Is Near, unfortunate. We've stumbled across several Volt owners &
enthusiasts now who weren't well informed about what the plug-in Prius will offer. Some
made assumptions. Others didn't realize their information was outdated or incomplete.
There were a few that jumped to conclusions too. But what really bothers me is when the
intention was sincere and they convey those "facts" to others. It's how misconceptions
come about, which are very difficult to debunk later. Fortunately, we do have new
resources at our disposal now, like being able to share video online. Anywho, it was this
comment today: "I was told the PiP prototypes drove pretty close to a 2011 except for the
difference in EV range and top speed (which I got to experience in the conversion)." I
replied with: That's unfortunate to hear. You weren't told the whole story. PHV is able to
draw & utilize more electricity than the 2011. The value we've seen is 38 kW instead of
27 kW. That means you'll get more power while EV driving, not just a faster top speed.
In other words, PHV delivers a new level of acceleration and hill-climbing performance
beyond the 2011 model.
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2-12-2012

The End Is Near, greenwashing. It gets tiring to read article after article with incorrect
& misleading information. Today, it was stating the original estimates for PHV, not the
higher ones was from last week. With that being such big news, how could the updates
have been excluded? Then there was mention of the $7,500 tax-credit that "makes up for
the price difference" of Volt. You're led to believe PHV doesn't qualify for anything,
because there was nothing pointing out the $2,500 for it. Instead, that $7,500 was
repeated later followed by "erases the price difference". And of course, there's the
capacity reference. Rather than the official 25-50 for Volt range, it was stated as 35-50.
Where do that come from? When the typical person encounters information like that,
they have no idea what just took place. Subtle stuff doesn't often get noticed. And when it
does, you have no idea if the person was just a reporter who didn't actually study the
topic or if some of it was intentional. Remember what started this whole mess? It was
those "leapfrog" hype. Rather than coming up with something competitive, it would be
"vastly superior". Dealing with such a goal unfulfilled results in this type of outcome. I
see it as greenwashing, since I notice the pattern and the lack of effort to actually verify
facts.

2-13-2012

The End Is Near, EV traits. With PHV so close, it was interesting to see the question
about some switching to Volt instead being asked. On the big Prius forum, you do get
fairly constructive feedback from Volt owners. And who could resist asking for more
information with the following listed as his top three factors against PHV: "Can't go
faster than 62mph EV, can't accelerate full throttle EV, doesn't go 35-46 miles EV". So, I
asked: Do you think the typical consumer will care about any of those particulars? The
appeal of Prius has been outstanding MPG. The plug will greatly increase that. We
haven't actually heard requests for EV purity. That's really only been promotion from
GM enthusiasts. The simple approach of adding a plug to enhance the hybrid system
makes it easy to understand. The benefit outlet-provided electricity provides is increased
efficiency. You choose it as a package option. You still get a large cargo area, which is
more practical than Volt since it's flush rather than sunken. It's larger too. You'll have an
ordinary bumper in back available for supporting a bike rack, unlike Volt. And you
there's 2 more inches of legroom for the rear seat than Volt. You get a back wiper too
(very handy in areas where it snows), which Volt doesn't offer either. It makes you
wonder who will be interested in Volt beyond EV supporters. Those with really short and
really long drives will be drawn to the Prius PHV. It's the ones in the middle who will
ponder whether it's a good choice or not. Price will be a factor for all. And fortunately,
being able to reduce production-cost to offset the tax-credit prior to it expiring is fairly
realistic. So, there isn't much question about it's future. PHV will improve as Prius itself
improves, and all the models will continue to appeal to the masses.
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2-14-2012

The End Is Near, debates. Attempts to exploit a perceived weakness just prior to rollout
is nothing new for Prius. In fact, we've been able to gauge how much the competitor
supporters fear success of the newest model by how much rhetoric comes about. We find
their arguments quickly fall apart when pressed for detail. Their hope is to create new
misconceptions are squashed surprisingly quick. It's just a matter of having enough realworld data available. Arguments on paper are typically way too generalized, which we
easily poke holes through once getting behind the wheel. Heck, that backfired for Volt
enthusiasts several times already. Their estimates of gas usage were way off.
Implementation results can be bittersweet. Fortunately for us, Toyota was smart by
handing over fobs to ordinary people for long-term testing in uncontrolled
environments... in other words, everyday traffic rather than only short drives in coned off
parking lots as with Volt. That provided for realistic expectations to be set, instead of
allowing hype to confuse & mislead. So, I'm certainly not going to worry about heated
debates arising.

2-14-2012

The End Is Near, focus. We know that the promotion of Volt is now all about being an
EV. The attempt to be a plug-in hybrid didn't work out. It's too bad there was more
interest in having a standout vehicle than supporting something with the potential to
become so common, it hardly gets noticed. Oh well. Success isn't always about being in
the spotlight. Becoming ubiquitous is actually self-deprecating. But that's what the
ultimate goal is with anything vying to turn into a standard. Years of study to deliver
what's needed rather than what's wanted doesn't get most people excited. In fact, that type
of return is typically mocked. It's like how being "green" is being transformed into a
political stereotype, making it acceptable to dismiss & avoid. Needless to say, I had little
to say about today's spin. I just responded with: Saying the same things over and over
again is staying focused, not losing sight of priorities. Meanwhile, how Voltec is actually
"superior" remains a mystery. What are the goals? This topic reminds us about the
importance of sales… needed soon.

2-15-2012

The End Is Near, what happens? Today, a constructive question caught my attention:
"What happens after the tax credits go away?" That's something to really get me
animated. There isn't much to actually say though. With so much disregard for MSRP, it
would just fall on deaf ears. We've heard so many cost analysis reports that automatically
deduct the subsidy, it makes you wonder if any of the published ones don't. I can't recall
seeing any like that. They all look exclusively at the situation in 2012 only. I chimed in
regardless. Time flies by so quickly anyway, they'll have no excuse not to address the
question and this will add to the proof that it's been asked many times already. So, the
message was: We've already had several examples in history where next generation
expectations proved much more challenging than expected... IMA, BAS, Two-Mode. Not
delivering enough of an efficiency improvement combined with not enough of a cost
reduction is a very real problem. Focus may be on the immediate situation, but it's that
next step which will really be bittersweet. How in the world will Volt appeal to the
people who would otherwise just purchase a Malibu or Cruze?
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The End Is Near, excitement. Being able to step back from the Volt fallout and look
only at PHV is a challenge. After all, the typical will only give you 20 to 30 seconds to
point out differences when the opportunity presents itself among random conversation.
Comparing plug-in to no-plug is even harder, since most people are aware of what Prius
offers in the first place. That's sad but true. With priorities balanced so well, it doesn't
stand out as much as Volt. Heck, there isn't even much of a stir about price. So, a
question like this was quite reasonable: "Is it my imagination or do I just not quite feel
the same excitement over the Plug In Prius?" That makes sense. PHV is debuting with an
existing model, not a next generation. So the only part that changing is the basically most
use of the electric motor. That puts focus entirely on MPG, which there are only samples
of. Release of official EPA estimates hasn't even happened yet. It does feel a bit subdued
from the observer point of view. In a few weeks, that will all change. But for now, it was
just this: That's called effective expectation management. In other words, the
underwhelming outcome of Volt following such extreme hype has caused people to wait,
rather than allowing anticipation to build upon uncertainty. Look at all the rhetoric
already. PHV is causing quite a stir on the other side, even if you aren't seeing it here.
The excitement will grow later, from real-world data. It will resemble what happened
with the Classic model. We're basically starting with a fresh perspective, not knowing
what to expect beyond the reputation for reliability.

2-15-2012

The End Is Near, reached. You know the end has been reached when that's all they
post. I was beside myself how extreme the insulting & bragging was today. It was a
flashback to years ago, on the eve of other big hybrid milestones. The support of Volt has
taken on the same attributes. They (the online blogging group of enthusiasts, who
hopefully aren't representative of most owners) have completely lost touch with
priorities. It all comes back to my begging for goals and constantly asking who the
market was. There's no accountability if claims of the past are brushed aside. They've
redefined the purpose of Volt thinking we'll simply accept what emerged rather than
remind them of what's actually needed. We aren't even getting the excuses anymore. Of
course, with PHV deliveries so close now, it makes sense to abandon all that nonsense.
What they'll come up with next will be interesting. The next sales results will come right
when new plug-in owners will be taking delivery. Including me!

2-15-2012

On The Ship. It sure is exciting to check the online status of my PHV delivery. The
webpage is different now. The information there previously was the date of when the
status had been updated, not when the event itself actually took place. So, now I know
exactly what's going on. The ship transporting it over the Pacific left port last week, on
the day I had originally thought it was built. That means my PHV is even closer than I
had thought. If that isn't enough, I can actually look where the ship is! It's amazing what
information you can find online nowadays. Of course, that does explain the animosity we
are getting now from certain individuals. Their worry is my confirmation though. You
don't get such intense reaction to something not perceived to be a genuine game-changer.
Resistance to change comes in all forms. In this case, it has been PHV all along stirring
the pot. You'd think they would have been better prepared for this. Oh well, I did.
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2-16-2012

The End Is Near, HOV. Being able to single-occupant drive on some heavily congested
highways in California was a rare opportunity years ago. That stimulated sales &
controversy without any monetary exchange. Only the cleanest vehicles qualified. Not all
the hybrids met carbon & smog-related emission requirements for that. It was a big deal.
People could take advantage of the HOV lane without actually carpooling. That caused
remarkably high resale values too. But it was all temporary. The purpose to promote
purchases was fulfilled though. Now, it's about to start again, but this time with plug-in
vehicles. This time, only 40,000 permits will be available rather than 75,000 as in the
past. A few Volt supporters have already accused PHV buyers of wanting that plug-in for
the sole purpose of getting HOV privileges. That would be strange. But then again, Prius
delivers better efficiency than Volt after depletion. Funny thing is, we now have proof of
that demand working in reverse. Someone who had priority-ordered a PHV cancelled
today to get a Volt immediately instead. He became very nervous about missing out on
the HOV access opportunity. It was quite a surprise to read this, especially considering
how far his commute is: "I think I'm the anthesis of everyone else on this forum. For me,
the HOV lane access is the single most important thing. My 51-mile commute takes 45
minutes with no traffic, with traffic, it can take 1:30-1:45 (each way). Saving myself
about 2 hours per day is worth almost any price... to be honest, I don't care if I get 15
MPG combined as long as I get to be in the HOV lane." That makes us all wonder what
he'll think 2 months from now, seeing PHV in the same lane as him. It also makes you
wonder how much time it really will save him and how long of a commute others in the
same area routinely endure.

2-16-2012

The End Is Near, fallout. It was amazing, truly remarkable, almost unbelievable to read
the posts on that daily blog for Volt today. There was no doubt about the end being near.
Wow! I was astonished just how bad things had become. It started with the same old
excuses, comparing sales of Prius over a decade ago... with complete disregard for gas
prices back then and all the battery & motor experience GM gained prior to Volt. They
simply don't care about being constructive, stated most eloquently with this: "Toyota was
wrong." Then it went on to the bragging about how "better" GM technology is. (I found
it amusing how they suddenly switched from using the word "superior"; there must be a
stigma associated with that now.) And of course, Prius got the "ugly" insults. If that
wasn't enough, there was even mention of second-generation Two-Mode and thirdgeneration BAS. How can they be so out of touch with what the market actually means?
Fallout from poor sales has had quite an effect on that particular group.
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2-17-2012

The End Is Near, shocker. Was it really a shocker? One year ago, the founder of that
Volt daily blog abruptly said goodbye. Four years of building excitement and
contributing to hype, then shortly after getting his Volt, goodbye. What the heck!? It
surprised many. To work so hard for that moment, then leave when it arrived. That meant
no ownership reports from him, no guidance, no support. The website had been
purchased by a large provider of many online automotive forums & blogs. It was no
longer the domain of enthusiasts. Someone was being paid to provide content and
stimulate discussion. Needless to say, things fell apart after that. The blog became a
venue for generic industry news and a source for spin. Volt support fell apart there. In
fact, looking at the forum (which has also struggled along), it's easy to see that
participants there were avoiding the blog. That brings us to the news this morning. There
won't be daily updates anymore. He'll be providing content for a generic hybrid website
instead, since there is almost nothing new to report about Volt now. The timing of this
decision was quite predictable. An inevitable wave of real-world data in support of PHV
is approaching. Just one week from now, the first ship will be docking on the West Coast.
When the deliveries begin, their lack of support material for Volt is going to cause quite a
stir. No shock there.

2-17-2012

The End Is Near, specifics. Vague has been the approach ever since Volt rollout began.
A basic website for tracking owner miles emerged, but it lacked critical data. There was
nothing about gas or electricity consumption, only MPG values. That's extremely
misleading, to the point of being deceptive. For people like me who will have access to a
recharging-station at work, you know they'll have a fit over seeing my drive statistics.
But recharging twice per day is quite logical for me. Overnight would be the usual. I'll
consume that on the drive to work. Let the pack cold-soak until about 2 hours before I'm
ready to leave. Then recharge using the some electricity from the parking ramp... which
just happens to have an 82 kWh solar-array. Whatever else electricity I need will come
from the natural-gas plant down the street. Coal is no longer used around here. Anywho,
we know for a fact that Volt owners are taking advantage of during-the-day recharge
opportunities too. But that's from random reports in forums, none actually tracked on that
website. Needless to say, that's going to become a source of greenwashing. No specifics
is reason for suspicion. Fortunately, the newest production of Volt now includes kWh
data on the display. PHV will have it from the very start. There's no excuse not to include
that or to withhold gallon data.

2-17-2012

Drinking Coffee. Enjoying the morning sun, sipping a cup of joe, I'm at the coffee shop
typing personal log entries. The table & chair are next to the window, by the drive-thru.
Guess what just pulled up. You guessed it, a Volt. When I stood up for my first ever look
close-up, the guy next to me recognized the significance and asked specifically what I
was looking at. My remark was about the lack of a back bumper, wondering how you'd
carry bikes. My first trip with the PHV will be up north, to bike. That means the interior
stuffed with cargo and bikes on the outside in back. I asked him how that could be
accomplished with a Volt. Both of us then noticed how low the car was. Adding a
receiver-hitch would mean some scraping. The design clearly didn't take recreation into
consideration. It appeared the only option available would be a rack on top. So instead of
a simple $99 strap-on for the back, you're looking at over $400. That was my fourth
sighting so far. Coincidently, the count of Prius v sightings is the same. Regular model
Prius are abundant. Where, and more importantly when, will I have my first Prius c
sighting?
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2-18-2012

Blending. That's when more than one source of thrust is combined to propel a hybrid.
There's no quantity associated with it though, just an indication of not being pure. EPA
estimates continue to contribute to the confusion, rather than providing clarity. It's an
unfortunate reality of trying to simplify such an extremely complex set of variables.
Needless to say, the official "range" value for PHV coming with a "blended" disclaimer
will stimulate much discussion. The biggest problem, of course, is the insistence upon
comparing Volt to PHV directly in terms "gallons saved" with no regard to electricity
consumed. Arrgh! I responded to the newly emerged discussion on this with: What does
"blended" actually mean? It's likely the same definition as "city", which means not
highway. Based on that, I would expect "blended" to mean not electric. And since there
could be a brief moment when the engine runs, that qualifier would fit. So even if it's just
1% of the time and uses only 0.01 gallons of fuel, the label of "blended" would make
sense. In the end, it doesn't matter anyway. On paper calculations are just crude
estimates. They don't take into account all the nuances of everyday driving. Just look at
how wildly Volt's EV distance varies for those with the same daily commute. Always
look deeper when detail isn't provided.

2-18-2012

Winless Battles. Over the years, we've seen countless attempts to prevent conclusions
from being drawn. The longest thread... with extremely intense debate ...was that "up to
the chore" nonsense. They dragged that on for a year and a half before the moderator
finally sounded off, declaring hybrids indeed were, then promptly closing it. Enthusiasts
were doing the same type of thing with Volt, attempting to stall backlash while GM
figured out what to do about the slow sales. But now with PHV only a week away, that
won't work anymore. Attention will just leave instead. They worry about being forgotten,
that excitement will shift over to Prius instead. I find the prospect very exciting. With the
price of gas just having hit $4 per gallon on the West Coast and the new lower cost Prius
c about to rollout, there is much consider now about the demand for high-efficiency
vehicles. My post on this was: It's really going to be a challenge getting into plug verses
no-plug discussions without someone interjecting something about a vehicle other than
Prius. Of course on the GM forums, even if no one says a peep about Prius, it is assumed
to be the point of reference... since that has become standard to which all else is
measured. PHV is what I've been looking forward to for years. That battery-pack is sized
big enough to give a substantial MPG boost but still small enough to be affordable as a
package choice. So, I'm really looking forward to contributing to that topic.
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Meaningful Numbers. Some still absolutely insist on cranking out calculations and
depending upon them exclusively for compares. The argument is from a pure engineering
& scientific perspective, wanting to support decisions based only upon those carefully
controlled measures. Reality is quite different. So many things affect outcome, there's no
good way of comparing effectively. Yet, that's how most purchases occur. People glance
at specifications, then seek out real-world owner information. It's those other factors
pointed out that make a difference. Heck, even marketing spin attempts to acknowledge
that reality. To me, it doesn't matter because people have already stated over and over
again that the sharing of our experiences is what makes a difference. So, I responded to
the comparison discussion with: We know for a fact that numbers derived from dissimilar
sources are meaningful. The real-world data provided by owners has been what swayed
others to become owners themselves. In other words, they don't actually require the
precision you're aiming for... because they know how far off estimates can be from realworld. Remember, most people don't have their own data to compare with anyway...
despite having driven their vehicle for years. Marketing is far more complicated than just
presenting some compare values. How much is ULEV verses PZEV worth? What about
the MPGe estimate? Then there's the issue of vehicle size. It's all a jumble of factors
influencing the purchase decision, not just efficiency alone. Some people won't have the
opportunity to ever use a 240-volt charger either. In short, for the technology to move
from niche to mainstream, those other factors must be included.

2-18-2012

Keeping It Simple. That's surprisingly difficult. When people hear "plug" mentioned,
they automatically side with an extreme. Some, believe it or not, thought Prius always
had a plug. So for them, the concept of EV range is meaningless. Doesn't Prius already
offer that? The rest think EV is a purity, that there's a concept of switching over
afterward. The idea of blending doesn't even cross their mind. They assume there's no
plug benefit whatsoever when the engine runs. That makes knowing your audience
absolutely vital. On the big GM forum, they're purist. So, anything you mention about
"blending" is perceived as propaganda for Prius. That's why direct-drive to this day is
still such a controversial topic. On the big Prius forum, reporting of electricity usage still
doesn't happen. The closest we get is mention of consumption rates. Quantity is still
omitted. That's very frustrating; however, the solution remains simple. Keep requesting
GALLONS and KWH values. With, it's easy to be constructive. Without, be aware of
attempts to mislead. I stated the situation as: Volt enthusiasts have been attempting to
force PHV into an EV perspective for years, disregarding entirely the purpose of the plug
and extra capacity. But no matter how much that continues, sticking to GALLONS and
KWH avoids misrepresentation. You simply state fuel consumed for the distance
traveled.
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New Territory. This was a first. PHV is taking us into new territory. I jumped on the
opportunity by calling out the multi-existences at play in the various forums. It's quite
common for the same topic to emerge in many places. The same report will get
republished on other websites. Few actually following all that activity. Most stick to their
favorite forum. Some participate in several. A few don't use the same id, so it takes
awhile to confirm who they actually are. They don't always take the same stance on each
either. Playing offense, I took the initiative to point out the inter-connectivity with the
release of the "11 mile range" information. It's evitable some would attempt to spin the
EV nonsense, instead of just recognizing PHV as a plug-in hybrid. Getting it all out there
in the open immediately will hopefully heighten awareness, making it difficult to
greenwash. After providing links, I followed up with: The spin about sales all throughout
2011 was endless. Each month came with a new excuse, rather than finally addressing the
need to meet mainstream pricing. I kept reminding them about Two-Mode history and
what was currently unfolding with Cruze. They turned it around to make it seem like I
was defending Prius, even though the focus was on Volt. It was intriguing to watch more
and more of their own members stating the very same thing. They saw the internal
competition from within GM itself and a situation very different for Toyota. The intent
with Prius is to phase out traditional production by offering a variety of clean highefficiency choices as replacements. The opposition has come from those who thrive on
standout vehicles, rather than ordinary business-sustaining cars like Camry & Corolla. I
found it quite informative, providing lots of argument points long before PHV rollout.
They (obviously) enjoyed having a scapegoat available. Oddly, it worked out to be a
constructive exchange.

2-18-2012

Prius v Plug-In. The rumor emerged already. This is much sooner than anticipated
though. From the start, it was obvious that the larger model of Prius could easily
accommodate greater battery-capacity to support a plug. We thought there would be
more time though. I was looking forward to collecting several months of real-world plug
data before talk began of the next offering. Too late. It started today, before rollout of a
PHV for the regular model even began. I find interest at this point especially
encouraging. With so few charging-stations, you'd think that most people wouldn't give a
second thought to plugging in. After all, there's a big push for non-hybrid "eco" models
of traditional vehicles now. Great! Let's see where the rumor takes us: Toyota's approach
to offering a variety of choices has been an obvious endorsement to how seriously they
are taking the issue of traditional vehicle replacement. They've even had a few models
not stir much interest along the way, yet they keep trying. Overall, that's worked great.
The technology is refined each step of the way. Prius v is already well suited to offer a
plug. So, the thought of doing that this fall isn't too far of a stretch... especially
considering what happens in the meantime. With model of plug-in about to hit our shores
next week, we'll have a good feel for market acceptance by then.
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2-19-2012

Zero Spin. Leave it to a Volt owner to spin this perspective: "Toyota is likely issuing this
new data now to soften the blow when the EPA sticker reads ALL Electric Range = 0
miles." That obsession with AER was something we all figured would become a problem
later. But now as the situation unfolds, perhaps not. The fallout of Volt has been so much
controversy that awareness of goals has been quite prominent. The reply to that comment
I posted was: My own quote from the Volt daily blog on September 2010 sums up the
situation: "Those attempting to force an EV perspective on a hybrid are missing the point
and causing confusion." It was one of many, many attempts to convey the "BOOST
MPG" expectation for PHV that ended up falling on deaf ears. Reading that particular
daily exchange of banter reinforces the trophy mentality we've been dealing with for
years. In fact, that particular group still thrives on bragging rights. It sure will be
interesting will be when GM finally diversifies. Without anything competitive to offer,
something must give. Because Volt has become a halo product and the source of much
controversy, there continues to be a chance of the front-wheel-drive Two-Mode plug-in
coming to market. The latest model being tested is a Cruze. And since we know other
automakers are also planning to offer their own "blended" plug-in hybrids, it does tend to
make sense that GM wouldn't ignore that category entirely. In other words, each must
offer something that can be sold in high-volume for a profit. But while we wait for those
offerings, some will attempt to spin "blended" as being a bad thing. There is no stigma.
EV isn't necessary. The true goal is to significantly reduce emissions & consumption.

2-19-2012

That Small One? Someone overheard me mention I was getting a new car. They spoke
up to ask what kind. I said a Prius. The response was "That small one?" I looked at her a
bit confused and said, "No, it's a Prius." She then said it again! Huh? After all these
years, some people still have no idea what Prius actually is. That boggles my mind. When
they see one on the street, what do they think it is? Are they not aware of it being a
midsize car, just assuming it's really small without ever having actually checked? This
type of response shouldn't be much of a surprise. You can still read automotive reviews
of Prius stating the "B" mode on the shifter increases regenerative braking. In reality, it
does the opposite by engaging the engine for deceleration. Heck, just yesterday I saw that
very misconception being claimed about Prius c, specifically pointing out how it works
the same as the regular model even though the shifter looks quite different. Needless to
say, I decided to just interject a bit of humor as a response instead. So, when she asked
what kind again, I said: "A blue one." Everyone laughed at that. I found it a clever way to
get out of an awkward situation. Never assume a person truly understands what you are
talking about. This was a great example of that.
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Playing Offense. On the big GM forum, a new thread was started, comparing Prius to
Matrix. That was strange. Matrix hasn't been in production for awhile, nor does GM have
an equivalent anymore (they had Pontiac Vibe). It was an opportunity to drop bait. The
troublemakers there would pounce on that chance provided too. And of course, anything
you'd say would made you a "troll", since it would be perceived as you stirring trouble.
In other words, the moderators there have their hands full again. It was the same vague
provoking nonsense they had made an effort to squash. You know, veteran posters being
forgiven for anything they post, even though they were the cause of the conflict. Some
thrive on that, refighting the same battles over and over again. I didn't take the bait.
Ignoring the reality that Toyota offers a variety of new choices now, I changed focus to
PHV. After all, how can they ignore it much longer? What should I have to always
defend anyway? Why not switch to playing offense instead? So, I did: What I find most
revealing is the effort to show that the plug-in Prius isn't the same as Volt, when no one
except those expending the effort are actually saying that. Heck, when I drove an early
model PHV back in August 2010, I posted the photo of my commute to & from work
(showing an 80 MPG average after 33.4 miles) and pointed out the MPG BOOST that
was provided by the plug. There was no effort to promote any type of EV range. It
provided a clear example of the outcome from blending. The reason for that approach
was (and still is) to deliver a significant improvement to emissions & consumption while
keeping the option affordable; otherwise, it would struggle to become a high-volume
seller capable of phasing out traditional choices.

2-20-2012

Quick Intro. I still remember filming this, all those years ago... specifically: June 16,
2003 It was recorded onto tape, which by today's standards would be a bulky camera.
Editing footage on the computer afterward certainly was a crude in comparison as well.
Time sure has flown by since then. Meanwhile, technology has continued to improve...
including Prius... which became bigger, more powerful, and more efficient. Very soon, it
will offer a plug too. As for the video itself, I wanted a single take a simple approach. So,
I just pressed the button, then starting talking & walking. It turned out pretty well.
Looking back at that history brings back good memories. Watch it here: Prius (Classic) Quick Intro

2-20-2012

$3.55 Per Gallon. With the turmoil in Europe and the political nightmare in Iran, relief
from other pressures on the oil market hasn't helped. In fact, today it felt like a losing
battle. Gas was at $3.39 in the morning. On my commute home, it shot up to $3.55 per
gallon. Since oil prices have been slowly climbing, there wasn't any explanation for this
sudden spike. It was basically just investor speculation influencing the market again.
Since the gas already being made in local refineries came from less expensive oil, what
else could it have been? We'd certainly hear about other factors, but there doesn't seem to
be any. The media craves the attention news like that high prices bring. And there's
nothing like what setting new records does for that. It does raise awareness of efficiency
to a new level. It's great timing too with the autoshows currently in progress. How the
market responds is a bit of a mystery though. The availability of plug-in vehicles is a new
twist, something the auto industry hasn't ever taken seriously. Will they now?
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Gingerbread. That's the version of Android my phone just got updated to. I've never had
any trouble with bluetooth phone conversations or listening to music. That wireless
ability has been fantastic. When you get in the car, it would automatically connect... for
the phone at least. For music, I usually had to push the connect button on the Prius
display. Then I'd have to push the play button afterward. Not anymore though. Now the
music part happens automatically. I just push the BT tab, the same as you would for CD
or FM or SAT, and then you hear music. No other interaction is needed. Continued
improvement is great. That phone update fixed my bluetooth rechargeable speaker too. It
worked fine with my tablet, which has an even newer Android operating system. It also
worked with my Windows notebook. But with my phone, no such luck... until now. That
did the trick. I remember all those years ago, when I first got my Iconic Prius back in
2003. I had to upgrade to a new phone with bluetooth to take advantage of wireless.
Now, most hardware & software supports it. That's great... and very handy.

2-21-2012

Ignoring Hybrids. Listening to a Republican presidential candidate on the news this
morning, his spin was that President Obama wants to give $10,000 to each of the rich
(average of $170,000 annual income) who buy an electric car. His example was Volt.
There was no mention of it being a hybrid, electric-only was implied. This is a reason
why I've been so against calling Volt an "electric" vehicle. It's unintended consequences
like this that the enthusiasts hadn't considered. The candidate was misrepresenting
intentions and leaving out vital information. There was no mention of the car also having
the ability to be driven using gas. It was a play on the fear of "range anxiety", which
unfortunately, the Volt enthusiasts did a terrible job of promoting. Had they spread the
word better, opportunity to exploit the fear of running out of electricity wouldn't have
been available. Simply calling Volt a hybrid with a large capacity battery-pack instead
could have avoided that. The other problem this candidate tried to stir was not
mentioning anything about other plug-in vehicles getting less and that the $10,000 was
only a proposal, that the current maximum is $7,500. Basically, his claims were a good
example of lying by omission. That's sad.
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Once In A Lifetime. It was the peak of rush hour. I didn't want to take the main
highway. It get too congested and the wait on the merge ramp is rather annoying. So, I
took the back way, along the river by way of sneaking over a residential bridge. It's a nice
pleasant drive, despite so many stoplights. But without those lights, my transition from
one major road to another would be quite a challenge with lots of traffic. But at least that
traffic was moving, not guaranteed to stop as with the main highway. Sometimes you hit
a light red, other times green. It works out as a nice balance... except this time. Having
just had a wonderful day at work put me in an especially good mood too. I kept hitting
light after light green. Whoa! Statistically, what were the odds of going through so many
without having to stop? At that point of realization of my good fortune, I was about half
way through the 18 lights I would encounter along the way. Could I actually keep the
Prius moving that entire commute, from leaving the road the ramp was on to my own
driveway? Never in the past 2 decades has such a rare even occurred. Would today be the
day? Knowing there was a cluster crossing under a major interchange just blocks from
my house, it didn't seem likely. But what the heck. Rub that rabbit's foot. You never
know. Sure enough. I couldn't believe it was happening. I did indeed make it. Having just
filmed that drive the other direction yesterday, it's too bad my camera hadn't captured
such a once in a lifetime event. Of course, that would make for terrible comparison video.
When is anyone ever going to be that lucky? I certainly don't expect that to ever happen
again.

2-23-2012

Along The River. I wanted to capture one last video with the 2010 Prius, before getting
my PHV (2012 plug-in Prius), which will be arriving at the dealer very soon. Freshly
fallen snow makes for great scenery, though the resulting road spray is a bit of a pain
when filming. To my surprise, the sun came out while I was setting up the equipment. It
was a beautiful day and great timing. The drive itself was nice too. That route is my
commute to work, along the river. It's scenic and avoids the 70 MPH highway, only a
half-mile longer and sometimes faster due to there being less traffic. The slower speed
means I could drive the entire distance without needing the gas engine, if the batterypack capacity was just a little bit bigger. Including data from the aftermarket gauge was
important. I did the same drive 1.5 years ago back when I had an early model PHV.
Halfway through, I abandoned that effort. Having traveled that far seeing the RPM as
zero the entire time made it quite uneventful. But now the production PHV, having this
available as a basis of comparison will make doing the same again very exciting. 61.4
MPG after driving 17.1 miles is certainly nothing to complain about. That was a routine
sight for me during the Summer. This was winter though, only 36°F outside. But the
engine was already partially warmed up (as you can see by the coolant temperature
displayed), which doesn't take anywhere near as long as it does for me to complete the
camera setup. Anywho, the resulting MPG from the PHV will be considerably higher. I
can't wait to capture & share that video! In the meantime, check out this one: Prius - Along
The River
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Subtle Factor. There is typically something that gives an extra push to justify a major
choice. I state it as a finalizing reason. For Prius PHV, the location of the charging-port is
what I attribute to that. Sure, there's the obvious weight & cost savings benefit of having
it in back. There's also the side consideration for international markets. The subtle factor
aspect if it hadn't occurred to me until just today. So, I resurrected the discussion thread
about it from last year to post my thoughts: Having closely watched Toyota's approach
with Prius over the past 12 years, something seems obvious to me that no one else has
apparently noticed. The underlying principle contributing to all the other choices about
design has been to make Prius a common vehicle. That's has resulted in many features
being keep subtle, so they don't intimidate. Have you have wondered why the MultiDisplay shows only one electric-motor, even though there is actually two? That's an
example which dates all the way back to 1997. Locating the charging-port in back makes
it appear to be just an everyday object on a vehicle. People will see that and assume it to
be where gas is pumped... unless they look really close. That makes it as unintimidating
as possible, yet still pretty exciting upon actual use... a good finalizing reason for the
choice of location. With a port in front, that would extremely difficult to mistake for
anything common. Engineering is important, but not the only thing contributing to
decisions. Prius success has come from thoroughly considered design.

2-24-2012

Lost Opportunity, part 1. With the presidential nomination spin getting so intense now,
it's quite easy for some to lose perspective. Thankfully though, the rhetoric surrounding
Volt is down to the last few bits. There's always someone in such deep denial, they refuse
to acknowledge what's actually happening in the market. Continuing to hold onto a
dream of what could come years down the road isn't constructive. You can't just pretend
sales of vehicles will stop & wait. This one particular individual tried though. He was the
same one who held onto the belief that Volt would deliver 60 MPG after depletion right
up until the day the EPA estimates were revealed. I'm not sure what will happen with him
in this case. But curiosity got the best of me when he started up with the "be patient" spin
again: You don't have the luxury of time. $4 gas dictates outcome. That's reality. That's
now. Sales will be lost to other vehicles.

2-24-2012

Lost Opportunity, part 2. Rather than actually acknowledge what I had said, including
an earlier post pointing out the success of Cruze, he just pretended there wasn't any
competition from within GM itself: "What other vehicles? What other vehicles compare
to it? Fisker? Tesla? Volt is already the lowest cost vehicle in it's class. Oh, wait. Do you
mean to Prius? No, you couldn't possibly mean that..." It gets tiring to read the same old
nonsense. Overcoming that trophy-mentality certainly is proving to be a problem. Years
back when it first emerged, keeping focus on traditional vehicles the new technology was
intended to replace was a challenge. Now, it's basically impossible. Volt is viewed upon
by a certain few as being so "vastly superior", there's no reason to be concerned about
what's currently happening. Ugh! My response was simply this: The answer to that
should be obvious... NOT VOLT. Take a look at GM's sales last month for a dose of
reality. 16,009 Impala; 15,049 Cruze; 14,676 Malibu; 5,712 Sonic. That puts the 603
sales for Volt in a clear "lost opportunity" category.
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Lost Opportunity, part 3. What a fascinating way to end the week. The price of oil is
climbing into uncharted territory. Past experience with expensive gas was during the
driving season, when people hit the road for vacation travel. That begins in late May.
Now is typically stay-at-home time, which keeps demand low. Price isn't low though.
$3.59 abruptly appeared here, just as the gas price seemed to be dropping. That didn't
make sense, since oil was continuing it's climb up. The market closed for the week at
$109.77 per barrel for oil. That's a bad sign... especially for the few still denying "lost
opportunity" sales. Whatever. The rest of us are moving on. I'm among those really
exciting about the timing. This evening, I got my "it's here" email. My 2012 Prius PHV is
officially at the port. It awaits final inspection. That means next week I'll be signing
papers and sending money. The car will then be loaded on a truck for transport from
California to here in Minnesota. Yeah!

2-24-2012

At The Port. It sure is exciting to find these words in your inbox: "If you're getting this
email, your car is officially..." The email informed me that my PHV has arrived, it is now
at the port awaiting final inspection. Yeah! That's means paperwork & money next week
and acceptance of delivery the following. It's getting close. After all this waiting, the time
has finally come. Hooray! The timing itself is rather fortunate too. Winter is just coming
to a close here. We'll have a few short lasting snow storms, just enough to make a mess
of the roads and shiny new paint. But that's it. This year doesn't include a forecast of
seemingly endless rain like last year. I'll be able to enjoy the benefit of having a plug
without the real-world mess of snow & ice until for quite a while, the longest possible
span of hospitable weather in fact. Sweet! I'll have a opportunity to take it up north,
driving with bikes on bike long-distance without plugging in. I'll have plenty of
opportunities to plug in at work. It sure will be fun... starting very soon.

2-25-2012

Lower Standards. He summed up the situation this way: "...it's not opinion that the vast
majority do not want this level of compromise for MPG." I summed it up with this: So
many MPG sacrifices were made in the past. The obsessions with size, power, and speed
shadowed that reality. Since gas was cheap, our market simply saw no reason to justify
those actions. Now here comes $4 gas again. What will people buy this time? A decade
back when financial conditions got tough, automakers exploited efficiency regulations to
push high-profit vehicles. It was a sad chapter in our history, ending in bankruptcy and
bringing about a lack of direction for what to do next. The excuses became abundant and
there is still no agreement. The current praise of vehicles delivering MPG in the low 30's
is embarrassing. Even the word "compromise" has been twisted to now imply "sacrifice".
How could we lower our standards so much?
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Different Approaches. From the very beginning, Prius was designed to be a superefficiency hybrid that could increasingly take advantage of electricity over time.
Aftermarket providers took advantage of that, offering larger battery-pack at a premium
price. Some people took advantage of the opportunity, happy to embrace the future. They
helped promote a mainstream solution... one that will be delivered very soon. The
addition of plug & capacity enhance without sacrifice. You continue to get MPG well
above that of traditional vehicles after depletion. That certainly isn't true for Volt, which
become ordinary afterward. Beside that difference is the reality that Volt depends heavily
upon EV. That means a reduction of capacity to make an affordable model seriously
compromises results. In other words, if Volt only a had 4.4 kWh capacity like PHV, it
couldn't compete. On the other hand, if PHV offered a 16 kWh capacity, the resulting
MPG would be quite impressive. We know that for a fact; aftermarketers have already
proven it... and that's with a converted second-generation model. Imagine what an actual
PHV could do. This is a turning point. Prius takes another step forward in a few days.
Meanwhile, with Volt being so different, it continues the struggle to find buyers.

2-27-2012

Very Soon. Getting contacted by my salesperson today about purchase & transport
details sure made the situation take hold. It's difficult to deny the reality of owning a
PHV. I've tried my best to contain the excitement. Having driven an early model way
back in the Summer of 2010... yes, I know that's only 1.5 years ago, but it seems like
forever... the thrill of watching MPG boosted so high is amazing. At heart, the PHV
model is very much still a hybrid. But Prius has always been the FULL type. That means
a variety of modes are available, including stealth... the ability to drive using only
electricity without the engine in motion, basically EV with some boundaries. That
maximum speed gets increased from 46 to 62 mph. The maximum power gets increased
to, raising the threshold to a level where suburb hill climbing doesn't cause the engine to
start. You obviously can drive a heck of a lot further with the engine off too. Needless to
say, I can't wait... and won't have to much longer. It really will be soon, in fact, very
soon.

2-28-2012

First Delivery. The situation is surreal when you read an article about first delivery
(paper signing today, drive home tomorrow) and end up seeing your own PHV in the
background of those photos. There were 18 at the dealer. Unfortunately, that's almost
1,900 miles from where I live. So, it's not like I can just drop in to pick it up. Today we're
experiencing an all-out winter storm too... snow, ice, and rain sure make a mess of things.
But it won't last long. Waiting for delivery to a dealer here in Minnesota would have been
very long though. In fact, that may not begin until next year. The initial rollout begins
with the CARB states. In my case, I chose California. That works out nice. Those in the
East Coast still must wait for ships going through the Panama Canal still. Meanwhile,
mine is on the lot already. Anywho, all Toyota dealers are able to service PHV now.
Sales just won't have inventory for quite some time. From the online early purchase
opportunity, it didn't matter where you live. You simply needed to make arrangements at
a dealership in an early area. I'm quite thrilled that I did. Yippee!
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Under Promise, Over Deliver. That's really easy to spin if you weren't aware of the
goals or didn't bother to check. It's always difficult to tell what the person's intentions
really are, especially when they own a Volt. In this particular situation, he stepped into
the arena fairly recent. Not having much detail about the past certainly makes perspective
difficult. And in this case, there's was lots of hype about "EV range" from many different
sources. That stirred lots of interest and there really wasn't any other terminology
available. Heck, even now most people have no clue how many "kWh/100miles" is an
efficient value. They don't understand "kWh capacity" either. So, we get claims of "not as
good as people hoped" expectation twisting. Who are these people? What were they
expecting? How much did were they will to pay? Needless to say, this is why the EPA
created the standardized MPGe measurement. Without a common rating system like that,
the window-sticker for a plug-in would be somewhat pointless. I contributed the
following to the online discussion: Prius has always been a full hybrid. The plug was
always meant to boost MPG. After depletion, MPG is actually better than the no-plug
model. Price of the added plug & capacity is reasonable as a premium option. There was
never anything specific to "EV range" in the goals. That's just spin from those attempting
to force PHV into another perspective, rather than acknowledging it as the enhancement
it was intended to be. After all, the media still has a hard time dealing with MPG values;
stating a range instead is a new attention-getter. Remember, Prius is a mainstream
vehicle, not what automotive enthusiasts like to focus on.

2-29-2012

Papers Signed. It's official. I signed my name many times this evening. The purchase
contract is now legally binding and in route back to the dealer. Being "leap day" makes it
extra memorable too. Of course, my focus has been on the final fling playing out on the
Volt forum today. Two very active threads there have brought out the worst in those few
who just plain don't like Prius. The insulting & belittling is quite an eye-opening read...
hopefully for the history books. It's fascinating that others don't believe such posts ever
happened so often or had any influence over the market plans. But now with gas prices
on the rise and competitively priced Prius choices, the lack of diversity from GM is
becoming quite apparent. Business economic & marketing classes will relish in such
recent real-world happenings. From my perspective, this purchase of a PHV is quite
vindicating. Supporters always wanted something affordable that would offer a
significant improvement, enough to make the benefit of a plug obvious without having to
sacrifice anything the design already had to offer. It's an upgrade option. And soon, I'll be
able to show what that upgrade delivers. Sweet!
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3-01-2012

The Inevitable. Quickly, before real-world data began to flow in, there was a final fling
on the Volt blog today... highlighting the EV estimate for PHV, but not actually stating
the detail. I got a kick out of it, since the 6-mile value has been so misrepresented
already. That simply indicates the first time the engine started up on the specific testingcycle EPA using to exercise a variety of driving conditions. Mention of the engine
stopping shortly afterward and the EV capacity still remaining at that point isn't what
they want to hear. All they see is the "blended" label that results in. But with all the
disenchanted already long gone and just a memory, I was rather stunned to see that. It did
start with a somewhat constructive effort using passive adjectives, but quickly fell apart
following that. There was the typical "too little, too late" and "wouldn't be caught"
scorns. Then came the "pitiful" and "anemic" taunts. It went downhill fast from there.
Timing had much to do with that. Seeing that 1,023 had been purchased in February and
2,347 produced enflamed the situation, especially knowing unsold inventory was already
sitting on dealer lots. They persisted though, focusing on farthest range rather than
acknowledging the actual need for change. I reminded them: The point is to phase out
traditional vehicles, not the plug-in model to phase out the no-plug.

3-02-2012

Bad Downplay. Selling 20,589 Prius here in the month February even before deliveries
of the c model begin in the continental U.S. has freaked out the competition. I really liked
this particular downplay attempt, where he sighted early sales statistics (prior to the Prius
next generation model rollout in late 2003) then ended with: "No real lessons here, just
some perspective. You don't need to sell 50K cars in the first year of an innovative car. I
don't expect the volt to have the success of the Prius, but the sales figures are not bad." I
wasn't going to stand for that: It's not the first year anymore. Only 1,023 in the second
year is bad. As for perspective, people see things differently when they look back
afterward, especially when it comes to remembering detail. Let's not forget that gas was
less than $1 per gallon back then and basically no one cared about emissions. It was a
very different time and there was no rush whatsoever to accelerate development. It was a
good steady pace. There wasn't a tax-credit available either. The lesson is that there's
been a ton of expectation downplay since rollout began, when reality immediately fell
well short of the hype. Lastly, try to keep in mind that we were encouraged to guzzle
back then. They told the spending would be "good for the economy". Many were also led
to believe that the really big vehicles were much safer. Now, we have different priorities.
Yet, Volt sales in the second year are barely crawling along. Why?
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Attitude & Misleading. I felt quite vindicated on the big GM forum awhile back when
the moderators finally turned on their own veteran posters, those who had until then been
allowed to post whatever they wanted without restraint. It got really nasty. Those longtime members would drop bait, then accuse anyone from the outside who bit a troll. It
was hypocrisy at its finest. I was flabbergasted that behavior was allowed to persist for so
long... especially when the insults with profanity started. Needless to say, they cleaned up
that activity there. They knew it was making the forum overall look bad and too many of
the newbies were siding with the veteran just out of blind trust. Now, the same thing is
happening on what's left of that Volt blog. The bizarre part is blatantly incorrect
information being posted, like stating the federal tax-credit for PHV is $4,000 when it's
really $2,500. That of course is mixed in with lots of belittling, which other members
simply overlook as redeeming. Today's example was: "I can go 6 whole miles in AllElectric-Mode! Count 'em… 6! That means I don’t have to take off my shoes to add them
up. I can do it with just TWO HANDS!" Responding to that means you are defending
Prius, with the implication that it's better than Volt. No matter what you actually say,
that's all they hear. It's a no-win situation. Fortunately in this case, it's easy to prove that
his intent is to mislead. The way the EPA test is performed, the 6-mile market is simply
when the engine is first triggered, not when EV capacity is actually depleted. That brief
running of the engine puts the vehicle into the "blended" category, simply meaning the a
pure EV experience for that particular drive wasn't achieved. That's all. He knows it too,
since the article the comment was posted under clearly stated an 11-mile rating from the
EPA. It's a sign of desperation, much like we saw when Two-Mode sales in the second
year began to reveal genuine trouble.

3-03-2012

To The Mall (Video). It was a gray & gloomy day. But with the fresh snowfall, it meant
an opportunity to capture more video with the 2010 Prius prior to taking delivery of my
2012 Prius PHV. So, that's exactly what I did. It was my first time filming in the other
direction. Rather than work or play, this was a drive to the mall. There's lots of places to
shop area there, so it served as a great example of something a person will typically do.
In fact, watch carefully for a silver Civic. You first see it as I approach the mall. Then I
run into it again later, as I head home taking the more scenic back way. He obviously
drove around one side as I did the other. That portion on the way home afterward goes
around a large local lake, where I have brought my kayaks a number of times... carried on
top of the Prius, of course. It's a pleasant drive, one which the 2010 does almost entirely
using electricity. The PHV will do even better. Watch the RPM value in the video. Zero
will be displayed on a number of stretches throughout the drive. It's a great example of
how efficient Prius already is driving in the suburbs. The end result after the 10.5 miles
was a 51.3 MPG average. That's quite good, especially considering the 32°F temperature.
See for yourself here: Prius - To The Mall
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Check Delivered. That concludes the purchase. The dealer has money from my bank. I
can now take possession of the PHV on their lot any time I want. Unfortunately, it's a bit
crazy here at work & home. Jumping on an airplane immediately, then driving that new
Prius from California to Minnesota isn't realistic. Why have to rush back? I'd rather take
a longer round trip later. After all, it will cost less overall to have it transported by truck
and I can avoid putting lots of no-plug miles. I can use the vacation days for play around
here. So, the next step is to finalize shipping details. That means one more payment to
tend to. That will likely be another check I'll have to send overnight. But it's so easy to
do. The wait afterward is the difficult part... knowing it's on the way, but nothing you do
will make it arrive any faster. But then again, those on the East Coast are still waiting
anyway. I got lucky choosing a dealer on the West Coast who just happened to be the
very first to get PHV. My salesperson was a dream come true to work with too. She made
quite a few new owners very happy, very quickly... including me. (Thanks Dianne!)

3-03-2012

Production Idle. From March 19 to April 23 the production of Volt will be idle. It was
halted once already, from December 23 to February 6. That was for the NHTSA updates,
but it didn't seem to affect demand at all. This is most definitely is not what supporters
were hoping for. In fact, it's quite a change of events from what they were just
celebrating two days ago. My comments online were: Remember when the very same
thing happened with Two-Mode rollout? Sales in the second year didn't pick up. They
just dragged along under expectations and inventory began to pile up. It was the
undeniable sign of trouble to come, something that there simply wasn't any excuse to
satisfy. Nothing could hide the fact that things weren't proceeding as planned. Now with
Volt, there are 154 days of inventory available. That's 6,300 unsold vehicles just sitting
there, preventing workers from building more. It's an ugly business reality to face. To
make matters worse, Volt sales were in a market without competition. Soon, consumers
will be hearing about Prius PHV ownership experiences... and its much lower MSRP.
There are plug-in hybrids from Ford on the way too. How will GM respond to the ever
increasing pressure to deliver a high-efficiency vehicle for large numbers of people to
buy?
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Business Priorities. I wondered if this would be my concluding post on the big GM
forum for awhile. The posture there is quite odd at this point. Production of Volt
temporarily coming to a stop means leaving workers on the line wondering what comes
next. They feel the pain of struggling sales more than anyone else. Fortunately, there are
now some who want to face the reality of the situation. I choose to respond to this
particular comment: "It's a tough decision, GM has to run a business, good businesses
are run by wise decision making not emotions." I'm not sure how they'll take it though:
Emotion heavily influenced Volt design decisions, resulting in a vehicle with big
showroom appeal and little purchase draw. Now the business is stuck trying to figure out
how to reconfigure that design to achieve better sales without tarnishing the current
praise factors. There's also the significant problem of Cruze luring consumers away from
Volt once they start looking around at the dealership. Change must come in the form of
clearly stating goals, then sticking to them. The first generation of Volt resulted in
disenchantment when challenges were faced and goals weren't taken seriously. Clearly,
production cost wasn't given high enough priority. The option of a smaller capacity
battery-pack should be on the list of offerings too. Many still mock Toyota's decision to
start with a goal of just 20km (12.4 miles), but it provides a purchase option for middlemarket which establishes a base for high-volume production quickly. What happens with
Volt in the next few months should be quite interesting.

3-04-2012

Detail. It feel on deaf ears. GM was quite ambiguous along the way too, always leaving
aspects a bit unclear or incomplete. You could find some stuff in fine print if you hunted
for it, like the 230 MPG only representing city estimate, but there wasn't actually
anything provided for highway. In other words, they had horrible expectation
management and allowed the hype to get way out of control. Then when you attempted to
point out the information being misinterpreted, enthusiasts would shot the messenger
claiming they're really just implying that Prius is superior... which is how their stance of
Volt being "vastly superior" came about. It was quite a saga, where hope clouded logic.
The best example of the reality denial was when I provided display samples from Leaf
pointing out the range reduction caused by heater use. They simply dismissed it and
called me a troll trying to harm Volt. I was astonished by their reaction. So... the excuses
being posted now about sales trouble are no surprise.

3-04-2012

Resale Value. It seems like an odd thing to bring up before the first week of rollout even
concludes. But it is an intriguing topic. The resale value for PHV will likely be unusually
high. Think about the upgrade possibilities later. Imagine what a few years of aftermarket
product refinement will bring, how adding capacity will entice those who's warranty has
already expired. Electric motors last an extremely long time and the engine in Prius is
protected from stress traditional vehicles have to endure. There is one aftermarket
provider already looking into an option to sell later. But I didn't like the approach they
took today. A thread was started to request a tester to help out. Why would a new PHV
owner want to volunteer for that? And why wouldn't the company simply buy their own,
then use it for gathering extensive real-world data they could promote the results of?
Perhaps they are willing to offer a significant discount. It's a system that works
independently of the factory-pack anyway. You basically just switch from one to another
after depletion. But even so, I'm not interested... though I do find the topic intriguing.
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Leaf. It was always portrayed differently, no hype or colossal promises. It's a great
compliment to a 2-car family, as any EV likely would. Those with limited driving needs
would enjoy it too, though they'd be less inclined to spend a lot on transportation. Seeing
sales of Leaf way down could be an indication of saturation, where all those interested in
being the first to own one now do. It was introduced to a market not ready for plugging in
yet. Just listening to the in-person feedback I get about my PHV soon to be delivered
makes that overwhelmingly clear. There's quite a few misconceptions to deal with still.
That's why I don't focus on it much. Perhaps later when choices from other automakers
become available, but in the meantime, the focus on my own plug-in will be getting lots
of attention. It's hard to believe my interest started in the late 90's but took until now to
finally become a reality.

3-04-2012

The Question. It has been this for a long time and likely will continue to be: "How much
gas can the Volt save under similar circumstances?" Making a proper comparison is a
huge challenge. The standardized testing for EPA is misleading, since people don't
always drive exactly that way every time. There's the usual influences of temperature &
traffic you just plain don't have any control over. Destinations vary tremendously too. So,
that problem we've dealt with for decades will continue to be one for many years to
come. But at least now, having displays in vehicles slowly becoming standard, awareness
of influencing factors is being learned. It's empowering when real-world data like that is
so readily available. Anywho, my response to that question was frustration. I knew it was
a blatant attempt to distract from price. Some figure focus exclusively on MPG is enough
to win people over and result in purchases. I pointed out what should be obvious: It's not
similar circumstances! Production cost is a major issue you absolutely refuse to address.
How is the business going to achieve & sustain high-volume profitable sales with such a
high MSRP?

3-05-2012

Absolutes. I don't believe in them. When it comes to fuel consumption, I don't see why
there's a principle of only using electricity still giving people an excuse to guzzle. They
just plain aren't interested in any type of hybrid, but aren't interested in an EV either.
Living in a state where corn & sugar-beets have been the laboratory product for
advancing ethanol production, it's easy to see how it where it could later replace gas for
those who only use a small quantity in the first place. I've also witnessed the destruction a
coal-burning electricity facility being replaced by natural gas. Seeing a large solar-array
at the ramp where I park, which also now has two charging-stations, adds even more to
my perspective. The building across the street from it has a massive array on its roof too.
Needless to say, that continuous-usage information is being mocked now. You know, it's
the same old "why even bother" comment without any reference to actual data. Thank
goodness I'll be able to provide lots of the real-world stuff very soon. In the meantime: I
see the greenwashing is already taking hold. Reading reaction that effort to mislead is an
interesting measure on how worried others actually are about PHV capturing
marketshare. On both the big GM forum and the Volt forum & blog that distortion of
what the "6 mile" value actually represents has been actively churning. Those attempting
to undermine PHV are trying to give the impression the pack is depleted entirely after
just 6 miles of travel. The EPA testing-cycle triggers the engine to run briefly at the 6mile mark. That's it. No big deal. There's still plenty of plug-in capacity remaining after
that. You can continue driving in EV for several miles.
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Uncomfortable. They couldn't see it until now. I was under the impression they simply
didn't care. Those die-hard enthusiasts of Volt were dealing with attacks from every
angle. It was getting ugly, really ugly. There was the far-right hitting them with
everything they could from the political standpoint. That in itself made me
uncomfortable. But I was rather surprised too. Why would an enthusiast allow so much
attention to be draw to that? Why not just focus on other aspects like they had in the past?
Then it hit me, those other aspects were based on expectations instead of real-world
result... and they suddenly became aware of that. It was like a wounded animal realizing
it had been backed into a corner. That made me feel even more uncomfortable, even that
analogy is unsettling. No wonder their online posts had become hostile. They were just
trying to survive, lashing out at anything that appeared unfriendly. And here's me,
although never having actually stating I would be getting a PHV myself, they probably
figured out from the confidence that I was. After all, they knew I had data to back claims
of the past.

3-06-2012

Sales In Japan. Whoa! Now things are really taken on a thrill aspect. 21,951 Aquas
(Prius c) were sold in Japan in February. That made it the fourth best seller for the month.
Guess what was first. Yup, another model of Prius. The "regular" one was purchased by
35,875 consumers there, making in the top-seller... number one again, for the ninth
month in a row! The reality of such success hasn't been felt here, yet. There's certainly
the potential though. But we haven't had a series of disasters resulting in a large number
of vehicles to be replaced like them. Of course, the price of gas is pushing efficiency up
the priority list. So interest is growing. A few months after Prius c is available here,
combined with PHV owner reports, certainly should stir interest. With all the "40 MPG
Highway" advertising now, it shouldn't take too long for people to realize the overall
MPG falls way short for those vehicles... but not for Prius. But then again, being at the
top isn't necessary. The point is to replace traditional vehicles. That could happen at a
slower rate. Keeping Prius in the top-20 list is quite acceptable. It certainly will keep the
competition on alert. They have to respond with something somewhat competitive.

3-06-2012

To The Mall, Again. The much warmer temperature made it feel like the first day of
spring. The snow was melting, the clouds had rolled away, and the sun was about to set.
So, I setup the filming equipment. Despite the 2010 Prius having sat out in the driveway
for a few hours, that cold engine warmed up in only about 90 seconds. No wonder I
hadn't considered coolant temperature that big of a deal prior to winter setting in.
Anywho, this particular drive serves as a great example of the variety encountered while
driving through the suburbs. My timing was perfect too, rush hour at 5:30 PM. So, I had
more traffic & stops to deal with. Driving to the that mall area is a usual thing for me to
do. The drive afterward is the back way home, a common route for me to take when
having driven further south for other shopping and from visits to my mom. I bike through
that area a lot too. Watch the numbers on gauge. It's always pleasing to see such great
efficiency like that. The engine shuts off frequently while you drive along those suburb
roads. With a 2012 Prius PHV on the way, I'm especially excited to film that same route.
56.3 MPG from the 2010 will pale in comparison to what that plug-in model will deliver.
This is what I ended up capturing: Prius - To The Mall 2
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Without History. From the perspective of someone new to hybrids, saying this is
reasonable: "My perception: so far, the Plug-In Prius is still a cobbled together
prototype." I understand why they'd get that impression too, but I certainly don't see
things the same way: The 100 km/h speed ability was available way back in 2003. The
system was designed with support for a plug all along. But at that point, battery cost &
capacity made that ability totally unrealistic. Now, there's the 2012 PHV rolling out to
consumers. It's actually the third generation plug-in, improved upon the two previous we
saw in the past. Toyota started with the Iconic model, simply by adding a second NiMH
battery-pack. Then came the Gen-III model, which introduced a Li-Ion battery-pack.
Since then, the battery-pack has been reduced in size while achieving the initial target
price (roughly $5,000 for the option) and capacity (at least 20km, that's 12.4 miles). It's
easy to see how some people perceive PHV as an adaptation to the original intent rather
than being part of the plan all along. After all, that's exactly what the other automaker
supporters want you to believe. But to those of us who have been supporting Prius for
years, we see the situation different though. Being able to add kWh without loss of
efficiency after depletion on a platform which doesn't require a plug is a brilliant design
for business & consumer. PHV doesn't require a paradigm shift. All you need is everyday
household outlet from time to time. If you don't plug in, no big deal. When you do plug,
the system automatically squeezes out much higher efficiency. You even get the option
of choosing when to deplete. What wouldn't be considered a "cobbled together
prototype" from your point of view?

3-07-2012

Still Wishy-Washy. How many times have I asked this question over the years: "Who is
the market for Volt?" Today the CEO of GM stated with regard to Prius about Volt that:
"This is a better car for a different time." Notice how ambiguous that is? You never get a
direct answer. It's always vague and lacking any direct comparison. The lack of detail is
nothing new. Without it, there's no accountability. So, that's naturally become a routine
practice. Not getting information from GM itself doesn't mean silence though. In fact, it's
quite the opposite. Enthusiasts fill in the gaps, feeding hype by building hope on weak
statements. We still don't get any goals or even general targets. Fortunately, that isn't
necessary from Toyota with Prius... since it simply builds upon what we already know in
depth. Nonetheless, I pointed out the question as a final reminder before moving on, then
included: I asked that question for years. The hesitation of providing an answer was a
dead giveaway expectations were not being properly addressed. PHV will transform
short-trips from "MPG killer" to "killer MPG". It's so huge of a paradigm shift without
any negative impact to long-trips that the competition is scratching their heads wondering
how this new reality will alter the way hybrids are perceived. In other words, PHV strikes
out at a massive consumer base... quite unlike the current configuration of Volt.
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Transport Ready. The shipping company now has my check. They should have already
picked up my PHV from the dealer too. When the drive begins and how long it will take
isn't known though. I'll need to check status with the other new owner here in Minnesota
awaiting the same transport. He had no idea we'd both be able to get our cars upon first
dealer delivery and be transported by the same driver. I hoped it would work out that
way. It's more efficient hauling two at once and then neither of us will go nuts that the
other already got his. I'm glad this just happened to be a mild Winter. The timing was a
worry. Encountering snow & ice along the way would be unfortunate. Instead, it should
be a pleasant drive. This effort to transport makes me wonder how many others around
here will do the same. Waiting until next year for local availability is a whole lot longer
than the 5 to 6 days it will end up taking the way I decided upon.

3-07-2012

Data Thoughts. For the past 11.5 years, I've logged DATE, MILES, GALLONS, MPGSHOWN, AVE-MPH, PRICE, ODOMETER every time I fill the tank. For the past 2.5
years, I've logged the ODOMETER reading every night. I've considered adding the daily
MPG to that too. So, I'm very much in the mindset for serious data collection. With the
PHV, it looks like I'll be adding TIMES-PLUGGED to the nightly routine plus KWH and
RATIO for each tank. The resulting calculated values and on-going totals are what tell
the true story, since just a snapshot of performance can be misleading even without a
plug. I'll continue to fill the tank whether it needs it or not to gather monthly statistics
too... especially since here in the north, where seasonal efficiency variation will be quite
the discussion topic.

3-07-2012

Yaris Hybrid. The traditional model of Toyota's Yaris has been a popular vehicle in
Europe for a very long time. So the announcement of it being available as a hybrid in
May has been a realistic expectation. After all, Prius is a bit large compared to the highefficiency vehicles it competes with in Europe. There's also the potential that looking just
like a common vehicle could be an appeal factor too. That's been a very unpredictable
purchase influence in the United States. Like Auris though, we may not hear much about
it. That market is quite different from what we have here. But then again, Yaris will share
the scaled down system that Prius c uses rather than the bigger one Auris shares with the
regular Prius. What I think is great is the diversity Toyota is striving for. Offering choice
is something automakers have been quite reluctant to do. 2012 certainly is turning out to
be a year of change. With new hybrids and plug-ins pushing efficiency expectations,
traditional vehicles losing more attention of the masses is a trend I'll enjoy watching.
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3-08-2012

Newbie Posts. It's fascinating to see that newbies are appearing online just for the sake of
a PHV purchase. Their forum participation is exclusive to plugging in. These are the
consumers who were stirred by Prius, but not interested enough to commit. But now with
the ability to boost MPG with a plug, things are different. They're interested now, some
even engrossed. In fact, many of the first posts are to point out they are either awaiting
delivery or just drive home with one. That most definitely qualifies as committing.
Tapping into an entirely new audience is market penetration those supporting Prius for
years have dreamed of. It's not just owners upgrading. This is true expansion. Each step
forward leaves traditional vehicles further back. With the no-plug version so well proven,
it's only a matter of time that real-world data from these new owners begins to solidify a
future where having a battery-pack of some sort is the norm. One post after another, you
can see it happening. I wonder how many parking spaces will show up as an enticement.
After all, with a full recharge for Prius PHV only taking an hour and a half, that's perfect
for a restaurant or coffeeshop visit. That works out as a draw for movie theaters and
shopping malls too. This is getting very exciting!

3-08-2012

Next Step. There's a fresh, new wave of observations pouring in now. I can't imagine
what it's like in 2012 looking at the plug-in market for the first time. For me, it was back
in the late 90's. I was hoping the Ford Ranger EV, which was produced just up the road
from here, would be offered here. Instead, that market quickly collapsed before spreading
beyond California. That's how I discovered Prius was coming. It's been an exciting 12.5
years since then. I suppose they're view is what I had back in my beginning. But there
certainly wasn't the political issues in my time. Of course, there wasn't the internet as we
know it now either. This was the comment today: "I get the impression that much of the
negativity directed at the Volt is from an ideological agenda rather than anything that
has to do with the actual vehicle." Which, I replied to with: That comes from such heavy
focus on engineering and disregard for actual need. Had the technology been developed
with choice available rather than the one-size-fits-all system we got, outcome would have
been different. Sure, anyone can justify an individual purchase, but support for the
masses is another matter entirely. Then there's the attitude. On the forums supporting
Volt, it's not a matter of good old fashion competition & rivalry. Instead there's "vastly
superior" declarations and endless excuses, avoiding consideration of consequences from
weak sales. They don't acknowledge the history of Two-Mode or BAS either. To makes
matters worse, there's the issue of disenchantment. You shouldn't just abandon those
who's expectations were not met. Yet, that's exactly what happened. Look at the diversity
we get from Toyota and the concepts they continue to reveal. It's a very situation quite
unlike that from GM. Basically, there's no good way of addressing the problem without
sounding negative. Setting new expectations would be wise next step.
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3-09-2012

Agendas. It's very easy and quite realistic to expect someone who routinely contradicts
to have an agenda. After all, not having any purpose would be rather odd. So with
discussions of Volt growing on the big Prius forum, this question was expected: "I get the
impression that much of the negativity directed at the Volt is from an ideological agenda
rather than anything that has to do with the actual vehicle." I was among those who
provided a response to that: That comes from such heavy focus on engineering and
disregard for actual need. Had the technology been developed with choice available
rather than the one-size-fits-all system we got, outcome would have been different. Sure,
anyone can justify an individual purchase, but support for the masses is another matter
entirely. Then there's the attitude. On the forums supporting Volt, it's not a matter of
good old fashion competition & rivalry. Instead there's "vastly superior" declarations and
endless excuses, avoiding consideration of consequences from weak sales. They don't
acknowledge the history of Two-Mode or BAS either. To makes matters worse, there's
the issue of disenchantment. You shouldn't just abandon those who's expectations were
not met. Yet, that's exactly what happened. Look at the diversity we get from Toyota and
the concepts they continue to reveal. It's a very situation quite unlike that from GM.
Basically, there's no good way of addressing the problem without sounding negative.
Setting new expectations would be wise next step.

3-09-2012

Location Status. We got word of where the driver was. He'll be spending the night near
the Texas/Oklahoma border. That's roughly halfway, with the difficult part of the journey
(crossing the Rocky Mountains) already complete. It probably means not arriving here
until two days from now. The actual act of delivery may not take place until the
following morning. That's no big deal. I have much to do at home still, including clean
the garage to temporarily accommodate two Prius. Thankfully, the first true day of
Spring weather is expected tomorrow... which just happens to be a Saturday. It does
make passing the time a bit odd though, since there's one less hour this weekend.
Daylight Savings is great timing! I'll have one more hour to play with the PHV after
work. Getting dark right away is a pain. Anywho, I'm running out of stuff to think about.
The wait is definitely a test of patience. Hopefully, I'll get an email update with location
status tomorrow.

3-10-2012

Decisions, part 1. There are a lot of PHV newbies all wondering the same thing... why?
So, the topic of Volt continues to pop up. Fortunately, there are a few dedicated
discussion threads now rather than having to endlessly deal with distracting interjections.
That's nice. I certainly want to move on. But there are some thought-provoking posts
resulting from this. This particular one was especially impressive: "I don't understand the
engineering decisions of the Volt. GM claims it is an EREV and it is, but IMO it was a
brute force design not an elegant design. Tack on a big battery to compact car is what it
appears to me to be. They presented the idea of a series hybrid, but actually built a
parallel/series hybrid with a larger battery." That opening obviously caught my
attention. The closing statement was just compelling: "Why GM chose to build the Volt
the way it did boggles me. They had the opportunity to build a car from the ground up
and instead of choosing to build a truly interesting car, they designed a car with
unnecessary compromises in utility and efficiency." It's an interesting thing to consider.
How do you get perspective from the past without looking back? Only blogs written then,
as it was happening, can provide observations as they happen. Forum posts don't have
continuity, though a few threads offer a brief chronology. It's up to those who lived it
firsthand to share the stories...
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3-10-2012

Decisions, part 2. This what I contributed to the discussion: Having followed the history
of Volt from Two-Mode origins, it's easy to understand. Business desire was where the
compromise came from. Engineers were impaired by what marketing had already started
to promote. In other words, they backed themselves into a corner very early on. It was a
commitment doomed by unrealistic expectations. Promises of outperforming the
competition blinded decisions. Cost was allowed to increase without concern. The first
evidence of that I can recall was the decision to abandon the custom-designed engine and
just use one from a traditional vehicle instead. The claim was to keep price low, but the
efficiency penalty made you wonder. It contributed to the enthusiast focus on
acceleration & power. GM thrived on the resulting hype. Focus was lost. Things fell
apart from there. Bringing up the topic of cold-temperature influence confirmed
constructive discussion was no longer possible. Hope had taken control, long before the
design had even been finalized. Later, when it was leaked that Volt wasn't actually a
serial hybrid as promoted, it started to get ugly. Information about depleted efficiency
was withheld, despite countless enthusiast requests. Then came the price announcement.
That was the beginning of the end. Before rollout, there was disenchantment among
supporters. So as owners began to report real-world data, it was already too late. The
damage had been done and each attempt to repair only ended up making the situation
worse. Now, we have the first PHV arrivals. What does that mean for Volt marketing?
What about design? What about sales? This certainly is an interesting time in automotive
history.

3-11-2012

That Downplay. The moment price was revealed for Volt, things began to change. That
wasn't the kind of change enthusiasts were hoping for. With such an expensive MSRP,
there wasn't much hope for high-volume sales. In fact, some of the enthusiasts
themselves became disenchanted. There is an aspect of that with PHV too, but with a
$9,000 difference between that then in July 2010 and now there's little to argue. It was
going to take longer than hoped for Volt but not for Prius. So, they began the downplay.
To makes matter worse, the reveal of EPA estimates in October 2010 confirmed that
Volt's depleted efficiency wouldn't be any better than a traditional vehicle. That's not the
case for PHV, it continues to deliver MPG just like a regular Prius after depletion.
There's nothing to downplay. To make matters even worse yet, popularity of Prius from
the new v and c models and continued growth of the regular model will benefit PHV.
Sales of those no-plug Prius are positive reinforcement of the future. Sales of Cruze do
just the opposite, they harm Volt by drawing appeal back to traditional vehicles. The new
ECO model of Malibu will negatively impact Volt too. GM is providing it's own
downplay, being it's own worst enemy. Come to the dealer to see Volt and end up buying
something else. Come to the dealer to see a Prius and end up buying the plug-in model
instead. This next year is indeed going to be very interesting.
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3-11-2012

Just 4 Hours. It is rather surreal knowing in that amount of time, there will be a truck
unloading my PHV. After years of waiting, it's on the verge of becoming a reality. I quite
ready too. All those heated debates online prepared me well for this. They routinely
asked on the big GM forum why I was there. This is it. I have always a clean, highly
efficient vehicle for the masses. Toyota's approach is fantastic. They are starting with the
smallest realistic battery-pack, just enough to significantly boost MPG without having a
significant impact on price. It's easy to understand too. The engine simply runs less often
than the regular model, and in some cases not at all. You don't need anything beyond an
ordinary 120-volt outlet available either. Plug in when convenient. Still get great
efficiency even when depleted. Not much longer to wait now.

3-11-2012

In My Garage. Quite literally 2 seconds after posting about my final 2010 Prius video,
there was a knock on my door. It was a neighbor. He was excited to see my 2012 Prius
PHV finally arrive... and like me, was amazed to see a massive 8-vehicle carrier rig
backed down into the street. That was quite an impressive sight, even without two plug-in
deliveries on top. It was getting dark fast. The sun had already went down on that cloudy
evening and rain was just beginning to fall. That meant no photos and a flashlight for the
inspection. Minutes later, I could hardly see anything. Talking about just in the nick of
time! I barely got a glimpse of the Clearwater Blue color. The driver was paid, I signed
the paper, and he was on his way. Another neighbor came out to see what I had just taken
delivery of. It was all very exciting... despite seeing only 3-bars on the display. That
meant no EV driving until morning. Oh well. That completes the purchase & delivery,
next comes vehicle registration.

3-11-2012

To The Mall, Display. That final video with the 2010 Prius was again that same route.
Only this time, the second camera was used to capture speedometer & eco-meter
information from the vehicle itself rather than an aftermarket gauge. It provides a much
better depiction of what most owners will observe... which is great, since there are likely
few who really want to know about engine RPM and coolant temperature. Anywho, this
was the description of that experience I provided: It was a challenging final capture with
the 2010 Prius. The scenery camera kept failing. Turns out, it was an automatic overheat
protection feature that kept shutting the camera off halfway through the drive. But since
it was such a fantastic day out, the first true Spring weather we've had here, that was no
big deal. The 64°F felt wonderful. Once I finally figured out the problem, a few minutes
with the case off in front of a fan and cool battery did the trick. Too bad it doesn't have
active cooling like the PHV does. Anywho, that meant the drive was quite representative
of a normal Sunday. You get home from something, then immediately head back out for
something else. In this case, it was a drive to the mall then a pleasant back route home.
The 10.4 miles displayed resulted in an average of 60.5 MPG. The Prius really thrives on
drives through the suburbs like that. Watch the indicator bars on the Eco-Meter and the
instant MPG. There's a lot more at play while you drive than most people realize. Prius
automatically seeks out efficiency opportunities. The readouts allow you to do the same.
I just drive it, but still find it fascinating to watch the system operate. See: Prius - To The
Mall 3
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3-12-2012

First Depletion. I plugged it in last night, then headed out to the DMV first thing this
morning. There's lots of new goodies to explore, not to mention the drive experience
itself. I blew it though, accidently firing up the engine by messing with the climatecontrol settings. Oh well. You quickly discover PHV isn't about EV purity anyway. It
seeks out efficiency opportunities, taking advantage of the engine at times. Watching the
HUD, it was interesting to see the difference between a full charge and the HV only I had
last night. The electric power is indeed there. I enjoyed climbing the steep neighborhood
hill from a dead stop at the bottom to sustaining 40 mph the way up, all with only
electricity. When I finally finished running around town and headed out to work, the
Prius was going 61 mph up the ramp in EV before the engine started up. So, then was a
good time to switch over to HV mode. The morning's 13.3-mile charge had already
depleted to 6.2 miles. To my surprise though, the value almost immediately started to
climb from powering split. I drove 9 miles at 70 mph and another 3 to the river at
crossing 55 mph, watching the EV value creep higher as I went. It was at 7.2 miles when
I swapped back over to EV mode. Upon reaching my parking spot, there was 3.6 miles of
EV still left with 22.7 total miles of travel and an average showing 78 MPG. That's pretty
satisfying with a car not broken in yet on a cold & rainy day.

3-12-2012

Changing Definitions. The most common technique for dealing with a lost battle is to
spin the circumstances of that outcome. For those last few Volt supporters who were
fiercely fighting PHV, the approach was to change how "hypermiling" was defined. Their
arguing degraded to the point where if you weren't passing everyone on the road, you
were trying to improve MPG. What kind of nonsense is that? Driving along with the flow
of traffic obeying the speed-limit is unacceptable, a blatant attempt to distort reality...
according to them. Needless to say, no one had taken them seriously since then. The
threads on the big GM forum and those Volt daily blogs have slowed to a trickle. Could it
just be a coincidence that PHV just happens to be on the road now? Could it be that gas
prices have been soaring lately. Or could the reason be all the media attention "economy"
cars have been getting lately. Of course, even that definition is changing. Who knows all
the factors involved. What I find humorously ironic is how easy it has become to improve
MPG now. The PHV slips into EV mode surprisingly easy, shutting off the engine
quicker than my 2010 did. The HUD in the Advanced model (Heads Up Display, which
projects Eco-Meter information directly onto the windshield) provides an unheard of
level of awareness & convenience. It's great! In other words and to put it shortly, things
change. Some like it. Some don't.

3-13-2012

Morning Commute. I decided to take the "along the river" route to work today, which
has a maximum speed of 55 mph. It was a cool spring morning (37°F) and the battery
stated 13.0 miles of EV was available for the 17.3 mile trip. The defroster would be
needed to clear the windshields, so I knew the engine would run from time to time. What
I didn't know was that each time it fire up, it would add 1/2 mile to the EV. So, I actually
ended up at my parking spot with 1.6 miles of EV left still from the engine running
briefly 3 times. It was quite the journey. I didn't know what to expect. Discovering the
"EV" emblem was actually an engine-off indicator was pretty sweet. Now everyone will
know when 0 RPM is without needing an aftermarket gauge. The system does it all
automatically too. The "just drive it" motto is very much something to continue
promoting. Anywho, the average for my commute to work ended up being 156 MPG. I
can't wait for it to get warmer. Efficiency will easily go higher without the need for cabin
heat.
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3-13-2012

Afternoon Commute. At lunch, a good friend and I drove a few blocks down the road to
a park. There, I used up the remaining EV while showing off the PHV. When we
returned, I plugged in for the first time at work. Leaving there fully recharged was an
exciting prospect. Of course, circling down 7 flights of the ramp to exit would mean
regenerating electricity from the brakes. Should I put the car in "B" mode to help prevent
that? I didn't that time and did indeed gain a tenth of a mile, leaving with 13.1 miles of
EV available. On the drive home, I took advantage of HV mode on the short 55 & 50
mph sections of the drive. Being able to toggle out of EV to preserve that electricity later
sure was nice. It provided the opportunity for me to take a scenic detour through the
suburbs. After all, the 64°F temperature was near the record high for Minnesota this time
of year. Needless to say, that was a very enjoyable ride. Overall distance was 36.8 miles,
with 0.4 miles of EV remaining upon reaching my driveway. 144 MPG was the resulting
efficiency average.

3-13-2012

Newbie Again. Still having EV available at the end of my commute certainly reinforced
the study of real-world data Toyota had collected with the early model. The system is
remarkably adept, seeking out efficiency opportunities pundants never addressed,
wrecking any prior analysis reports they had come up with. It's difficult to describe how
dynamic the power-split system is, despite all the years of arguing with antagonists about
the potential. But now finally seeing it in action, taking advantage of externally provided
electricity, speaks for itself. The test-drive experience certainly will compel the curious to
purchase. There's a whole new excitement to the commute now. I feel like a newbie
again!

3-14-2012

Everyday Driving. Having to run an errand before or after work is quite normal. Today,
it was before. So, when I drove up the highway entrance ramp, I switched to HV mode.
That immediately stopped the battery depletion, saving EV capacity for me to use later.
To my delight, the PHV was still remarkably efficient. So when the the 70 mph segment
ended 9 miles later, I was ready to switch back, but didn't. What the heck, I kept in HV
on that last of 55 mph stretch before getting off. It was mostly EV then. The engine fired
up twice for a hard acceleration. That resulted an EV capacity bump... something those
arguing against PHV never considered. It's not the penalty they always made it out to be.
The engine shuts back off remarkably fast afterward too. The result was arriving at work
with 2.7 miles still available. The 22.4 miles of travel averaged 86 MPG. I took the
extreme scenic route on the way home, driving through the park along the river rather
than using the frontage road on the other side. That may the final EV especially
enjoyable. When I got home, the total distance came to 41.3 miles with an overall
efficiency of 75 MPG.
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3-14-2012

Terrible Comparison. An online article was published today. The title was: "Is the
Nissan Leaf or a Toyota Prius a better commuter car?" Naturally, I assumed it was a
comparison between plug-ins. However, no mention of electricity was made. For that
matter, it was all quite vague. The only clue to which model of Prius was being compared
was: "Prius cost $5.02 because it required 1.2 gallons of gas." The distance referred to
was 64.5 miles. Why? That's horribly arbitrary. Since when is that a typical commute
anyway? And why was $4.19 per gallon selected for the price of a gallon of gas? It was
supposedly a lifetime cost analysis, because all the five paragraphs provided was a bunch
of numbers. No mention of the vehicle itself was made beyond this though: "Leaf costs
more to buy." The article was such a appalling example of journalism it did nothing but
frustrate. Some people actually believe what they read without question, assuming the
source thoroughly researched the topic and wrote about it without any specific intent. It
was presented as an honest inquiry, awarding Prius as the better. To me, it looked like
just a filler article written in haste without concern for content quality. That's terrible.

3-14-2012

Charger Security. How do you prevent someone from taking your 120-volt portable
charger when plugged in at a public location (not a charging-station, since they already
have locks)? It was the big question that recently emerged, which I had been patiently
waiting to provide an answer for. I already had a solution, but no PHV yet. Today, I
finally did, plus it was nice outside and I had the time available to take & edit photos.
One suggestion had already been made, drilling a larger hole in the trigger-button of the
handle. But the lock you could fit in there was tiny and all it did was prevent it from
being squeezed. I wanted something that could allow you to secure the charger to the car
in a robust way, something not easily overcome. The solution was a new type of lock. It's
a cable without the traditional loop at the end. That allows you to quickly & easily pass it
through the Prius's tire. Then to lock it to the charger, use a padlock. By running that
cable and the charger's cord through the padlock, both would be locked together. It's
eloquently simple and quite secure. That should alleviate any worry PHV may have.
Here's photos of what I came up with... photo album 173

3-15-2012

Today's Drive. Like the day before, I switched over to HV for the highway portion... but
only half of it this time. I had no idea just how efficient the system really was. The result
of the 16.7 miles of morning commute was 111 MPG with 3.3 miles of EV still
remaining. Darn! It could have been even more efficient had I switched back sooner. Oh
well, so I did not plug in at work. The commute home was the long way, to the lake to
walk the dog with Mom first. This was the day the water was revealed. Only a small bit
of ice remaining... the perfect time to begin ownership of a new PHV. Anywho, When I
finally did get back, the total miles driven was 58.0 miles. The overall MPG for the day
was 71.
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3-15-2012

The Rhetoric. Reading this from a Volt owner shows a glimmer of hope: "I'm so tired of
the "40 mpg highway" hype out there!" With all the misplaced priorities and the
desperation emerging, some sense of cooperation & understanding would eventually
emerge. Unfortunately, that comes at a cost. The thought of compromise is quite a
challenge for those previously having exclaimed "vastly superior" as their status.
Thankfully, with enough time, change comes. Anywho, I responded with: Welcome to
the club. Some of us have been saying GM is its own worst enemy ever since Cruze
rollout out here. It's too bad many here only heard "Prius" regardless of what was said
actually about "competition" concerns. Of course, what I focus on now is Prius. The
result of my 36.8-mile commute yesterday, which included a recharge at work, was 144
MPG. Tell me when Volt can do the same thing for a MSRP of $32,000. Whether or not
Rolls Royce offers a plug-in [the topic of discussion] has nothing to do with the businessmodel GM depends upon for sustaining profit.

3-15-2012

The Competition. From that same 40 MPG concern came this: "Put the Volt and Cruze
on different ends of the Dealership. Cruze is Volts biggest sales rival; trust me I bought a
Cruze over a Volt." Some are beginning to see that Prius isn't the only competitor to fear.
Competition from within GM is nothing new; dismissing it as a problem is though.
Hearing awareness about that is a good sign. My reply was: It's good to hear others also
showing concern about Cruze. But sales strategy is complex. With Volt having so much
higher of a MSRP, waiting an entire year to collect tax-credits is a tough sell. The taxcredit dependency won't work with growing popularity either, since there's only a limited
quantity actually available. Cost must be seriously reduced quickly. Just think what the
ECO models (aka eAssist) will do to Volt sales. Then of course, you've got people like
me promoting affordable plug-ins. That's suppose to be seen as a push to get Volt cost
reduced quickly, but most often all that's heard is "Prius". So, there's that distracting from
the Cruze rivalry. Big problems rarely only have a single influence.

3-16-2012

EV Default. There was an article recently published about PHV from a website which
focuses on green cars. They tried their best to deal with the misconceptions caused by the
EPA window-sticker information, then contributed their own by interjecting this: "One
final note: The Prius Plug-In Hybrid requires the driver to select EV mode to use battery
power when the car starts up. If a driver doesn't do so, the car operates like a regular
Prius right off the bat." Needless to say, that incorrect information presented at the
ending like that really stirred some feelings. EV does not have to be selected. I have no
idea why they thought it wasn't. So, I posted this: That's not what happens. The default is
EV mode. Everyday when I pull my new Prius PHV out of the garage, it's automatically
in EV mode until I accelerate onto the 70 mph highway nearby. And when I have
switched to HV mode to retain EV capacity for later, the range value actually climbs up a
little as I drive... something most people never considered would happen, since they tend
to forget how persistent the hybrid system is even while still delivering 50 MPG.
Yesterday's commute and running around afterward came to 58 miles. With only a single
charge the evening before, the result was 71 MPG. On the day when I only drove the
commute and recharged at work too, the result of those 36.8 miles driven was 144 MPG.
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3-16-2012

Just Drive It, thoughts. The day was starting out great, Friday, of course. The
temperature was 50°F degrees out. I was all ready to got too. I connected my ScanGauge
to the PHV for the very first time, placed a video camera in front of it, then covered both
with a box. That way, my driving wouldn't be influenced by what the gauge was actually
telling me. Then I placed another video camera in the window, without any of my usual
lighting extras or even cleaning the windshield. This was my "Just Drive It" footage. No
mode changes. Nothing. I just jumped in the car pressed the power button and drove...
while capturing it all on camera. The engine fired up around 50 mph, while acceleration
up the ramp to merge onto the 70 mph highway. It stayed on until slowing down to 62
mph, when entering the 55 mph segment 9 miles later. The engine didn't start up again
until I got stuck as the lone vehicle at a light with a large bunch of vehicles that caught up
with me the moment it turned green. That was the perfect opportunity to show the rapid
on & off of the system. To my surprise when I finally got to my parking spot, after
driving a total of 16.7 miles, there was still 0.8 miles of EV remaining. That was quite
impressive considering the speed of travel and the resulting average of 156 MPG.
Needless to say, I'm excited about sharing video of this particular drive.

3-16-2012

Driving Home. The drive home was really with the video cameras was fun too. I made
no effort to keep the engine from starting. Heck, I was just as curious as others about
what would happen. So, when I got out onto the thruway, I accelerated hard. It started
and ran for a bit. No big deal. Efficiency was still outstanding. Then when I got to the
highway, in EV, the engine only fired up briefly. The climb up out of the river valley was
at just a little over 55 mph... all in EV. The cruise to the 70 mph section was too. Then
when the speed limit changed, I punched it... just as I was passing a 2012 Prius just
merging on. At that same moment, I got a bluetooth call for the very first time in the
PHV. That new interface & ringer sure got my attention, especially now zipping along
the highway. So, I told my friend he the conversation was being picked up by the
cameras audio recording and told him about other Prius. The driver was now racing to
catch up to me, well aware of what I was driving. He pulled up along side, giving me a
big thumbs up. That was quite amusing. The drive itself began with Entune sending me
an email informing me the recharge was complete. Shortly after that, there was a text
from ChargePoint telling me the charge had stopped. They were playing my song. Time
to head out. 103 MPG was the efficiency for the commute home. 121 MPG was the
overall efficiency for the entire trip, which was 34.0 miles total with 2 full charges.

3-16-2012

Can't Win Them All. I just reviewed today's video. The drive home gauge video is
nothing but a menu screen. Oops! With so much to setup and so much excitement, I was
bound to miss something. So, that footage isn't any good. The drive to work is great...
and quite revealing about how well thought out the system is. Seeing sustained high
MPG and low RPM at high speed says a lot. And of course, all that driving at 9999 MPG
with 0 RPM does too. The flexibility of the system to deal with so much real-world
variety give a lot of hope for significantly reducing emissions & consumption. Stay
tuned. This is just the first of many. There will be lots more opportunities over time. I just
wanted to get something out there right away for those anxiously waiting delivery and
craving real-world data... just like 11.5 years! It sure is fun being able to pioneer a new
frontier again. So, whatever I can share is a win regardless of when a setup or equipment
problem occurs.
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Did You Know? I particularly enjoyed posting a comment to this particular forum
message: "I would go for the standard Prius at this point, it's a proven technology with a
long history of reliability. When you've beaten it into the ground, the PHEV and EV's will
be in their second or third generations and be far more practical!" Most people don't
know of the history. Did you? The 2012 PHV is third generation. Toyota started testing
plug-in abilities back with the Iconic model, just a simple doubling of the pack to exploit
the 100 km/h EV already built into the design. It was neither practical nor affordable, but
it did indeed work. Then with the Gen-III model, Toyota switched from NiMH to Li-Ion.
They now had both a larger electric motor and larger gas engine to take advantage of.
And they did. It was clearly practical, but still pushed it for affordability. Now, there's the
2012. Cost is within grasp of the mainstream and the system is more refined. Having
driven that PHV for almost a week now, I can easily see the revisions Toyota made over
that previous model I drove in 2010. Besides the obvious physical size reduction, there's
the way it is being used. The previous depleted the pack faster when traveling above the
100 km/h threshold. Overall, that was wasteful when you consider it would only take a
few minutes to consume the entire capacity available. So, they refined the system. A
quick look at Volt is all it takes to realize use of its engine usage approach is crude in
comparison. I easily get 50 MPG after depletion from the PHV. Toyota did much more
with much less. Yesterday's commute confirmed that, traveling 16.7 miles and still
having 0.7 mile of EV remaining while delivering a 156 MPG average. The other day, I
watched the EV range climb whenever the engine started up to provide heat. In short,
there is a history already. Toyota's distribution of earlier plug-in models returned a great
deal of valuable feedback most people are never aware of. They did the same thing back
in 1999 with the Original model Prius here, making revisions before rolling out the
Classic to this market. Most people had no idea there was already a previous generation
test-driven in the United States by ordinary consumers.

3-17-2012

EV replenish from HV. The first time I saw EV range climb while driving, it was 37°F
outside and heat/defrost was needed. Since the engine was now running, why not use
some of that energy to generate electricity? That made sense. It's taking advantage of the
power-split ability, allowing the engine to run in an optimal fashion. Power flow is
divided & directed in the efficient portions to the needed components. Today as the EV
range approached only 1 mile remaining, I switched over the HV mode. Naturally, the
stoplight I was racing to changed sooner than expected. I was stuck there, but witnessing
the warm-up cycle for the very first time with an aftermarket gauge. That was intriguing.
Warm-up for PHV is different from the regular model. It wants to keep the engine off as
long as possible. So, rather than shutting off as soon as the coolant temperature hits
103°F, it continues. PHV attempts to build up a heat reserve to allow it to shut off the
engine as quickly as possible when still in HV mode. The result of that engine running,
while I was still stationary for that horribly long stoplight, was EV replenish. The range
went up. It started at 1.3 and increased to 1.7 miles. I then had to climb up a large hill and
glide down the other side. By the time I got to my turn, engine & regen contribution had
bumped EV range up to 2.2 miles. That was sweet!
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Just Drive It, video. This was my very first drive with the ScanGauge connected to the
2012 Prius PHV. I attached it to my filming rig with a camera, then covered them all with
a box to block out all the external light. That meant I couldn't see any data until watching
the video capture afterward. So, I was able to "just drive it" without any influence. The
first thing I noticed afterward was the age and generic nature of that aftermarket gauge
was inaccurate reporting of travel speed. Darn! It looks like the gauge is under-reporting
by 3 MPH. Oh well, maybe there will be a new version available later for owners like
me. That data isn't needed for my driving anyway, especially since I have a HUD (Heads
Up Display). The next observation was engine RPM. It's accurate, but slow to refresh and
reports when the engine motion has come to a halt... not when fuel is actually cut.
Fortunately, the PHV model has an EV indicator, informing you exactly when that fuel
consumption has ended rather than waiting for the fuel-less engine to stop spinning. MPG
an unknown. Since I couldn't see the gauge while I was driving, I'll have to wait for
future drives on the 70 mph highway for comparison. FWT (coolant temperature) is
priceless in an fashion. You could clearly observe how I entered the highway with the
system still cold, how long it took to warm up, and how long that warmth was retained
once returning to EV driving. For me, I especially like seeing the low RPM and high
MPG while traveling at high speeds. The values themselves are revisions to the system
since the early model PHV. That one drained the battery-pack faster, not taking
advantage of the engine as much as this one does. This results in an overall higher
efficiency and provides more opportunity for EV later. Remember, while in HV mode,
the EV range will rise due to the engine running and regen opportunities. Follow this link
to watch the video: Prius PHV - Just Drive It

3-18-2012

New Again. There's a renewed vision of the past now. I'm looking forward to filming the
drive I did several times throughout last year, those routes to the coffeeshop and back.
Today was my first opportunity to try with a full battery-pack. I took the suburb route.
Total distance is 15.6 miles. Since firing up the engine was inevitable with a capacity of
13.1 available, I did it intentionally. First time was by pushing the Power button for the
first time ever. It was along a route with a speed limit of just 40 mph. That meant very
little need for the engine. My interest was how much EV range would be added from the
HV driving and at what temperature the engine would shut off at. Range was about 0.4
miles. It was hard to tell though, since some was consumed by a hill and accelerating
from a stop. Plus, there was some gain from regen too. It was a similar situation on the
way back. Coolant threshold (while EV is still available) appeared to be 132°F, though
that was hard to tell with the value rising so quickly. On the return trip, it looked like the
same temperature for the engine shutting off. 213 MPG was the final average from the
entire drive.
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Unbelievable. 3 weeks later, I finally responded to this: "The PHV gets 6 miles in EV
mode and 11 miles in a blended mode of gas + electricity." The claim came from an
outspoken troublemaker, the one from the big GM forum who mocks me in his signature.
Ironically though, he doesn't actually understand that his intent to insult isn't interpreted
that way by newbies. The text actually means the opposite. But anger clouds logic. I find
it amusing, taking it all in stride instead. Anywho, that comment was his very first post
on that daily blog for Volt. He wanted to capitalize on the opportunity to spread the
misconception about "range" stemming from the window-sticker information. He knew
PHV owners we easily exceeding 11 miles without the engine ever starting. He wanted
make people believe that wasn't possible. I simply responded to his desperation with this:
EPA estimates don't reflect real-world driving, nor are they intended to. They're just
standardized testing results from a variety of measurement criteria provided as a means
for comparison. 14 miles of continuous EV driving before the engine started up for the
first time was what I experienced on my commute to work this morning in my PHV.

3-20-2012

The Last Wait. My purchase still isn't complete. To finalize, the process required more
waiting. I needed proof from Toyota itself that the PHV delivered to California was
immediately transported out of the state for registration in another state. That document
was delivered to me this evening. One step closer. Now, I can go to my local department
of motor vehicles to submit for title, pay my sales tax, transfer the vanity plate, and
officially sell my 2010. It's been quite an adventure along the way. My salesperson was a
dream come true. She handled everything wonderfully, from afar. I look forward to a trip
out to the West Coast (something I've been dying to do for years) finally happening. The
route will take me near the dealership, so I can thank her in person. That will be exciting!
So much waiting... but totally worth it. Great memories. My first plug-in. To think about
how many years I waited for this to happen. This last step in nothing in comparison.
Soon, all will be done. Yeah!

3-20-2012

Affirmations. Even some of the loyal GM supporters are going tired of the mixed
messages about Volt. Recently the CEO "reaffirmed Volt's existence" and that made big
news. What does that even mean? Supposedly the far-right is claiming the far-left has
failed miserably with their support for Volt and see it dying soon. Huh? Since when
would any automaker kill a niche like that? Why not just remind people of priorities
instead, keep the focus on business objectives? Oh! Not having any specific goals makes
that difficult. But at least sarcasm helps us deal with the frustration. Needless to say,
affirmations without any clarity are pointless... which explains the weary comments. That
was to be expected though. With gas prices high and Earth Day approached, it's really
difficult not routinely encountered efficiency technology in everyday discussions. I
resonated this: It's nice knowing the game is changing anyway. This month the last of the
2011 will be cleared out and first of the PZEV models available. That's going result in a
sales boom with nothing certain for the following month. CEO reaffirmations will have
to be clarified at that point, especially with the Prius PHV adding a layer of market
complexity for consumers. Simply saying Volt will continue doesn't actually tell us
anything. What are the actual plans? How many? What cost? When?
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All Of The Above. We've seen how Volt turned into a politic pawn. That came about
from hyping expectations. Not being realistic leads to trouble later. Sure enough, that's
exactly what happened. Part of that was the portrayal of Volt as an EV. When the cold
season arrived, engine running for initial warm-up became an everyday occurrence...
regardless of how full the battery-pack was. That wrecked EV promoting. Then there's
the direct-drive reality, when the engine contributes to thrust at times after the depletion.
EV use of an engine for mechanical propulsion violates the definition of even being a
SERIES hybrid. Then to make matters even worse, the MPG itself while depleted was
well under expectations. Each successive disappointment has contributed to the backlash
we're seeing now. President Obama has supported funding on all fronts, investing in
"Energy Independence". That doesn't mean the absolute of never using oil anymore,
despite all the spin saying that was his original intent. This is why Toyota's approach
with PHV irritates some so much. It significantly reduces consumption of gas, rather than
eliminating entirely. Remember all that original promotion of Volt's engine as an
emergency device, something only ever used to prevent "range anxiety" exclusively?
That was supposedly why MPG was no longer mentioned following the fallout of the
horrible "230 MPG" advertisement campaign. Anywho, the point is to invest in solar,
wind, hydro, nuclear, ethanol, biodiesel, and yes, more oil drilling. While at the same
time, invest in technologies which reduce the consumption of those fuels. That's the allof-the-above approach. That's quite difference from the one-size-fits-all we've seen with
Volt so far. Think about how PHV is much more efficient than traditional vehicles even
without plugging in.

3-21-2012

Recharging Twice. It's already becoming a blur about what I've done when. Thank
goodness I'm scrambling to come up with a standardized way of easily documenting
detail. Some days I get to recharge at work, others not. It depends upon if I want to and
have time to walk over during my lunch. Session times allowed will be 4 hours, later
when demand grows. So, I'm seeing how well that works when I have the luxury of doing
it whenever now. Also, there's benefit of the "cold soak" wait. That's when you allow the
battery-pack to rest before fully recharging it. That a good practice for longevity, but by
no means necessary for the occasional replenish off right away. Setting the recharge
timer (just pressing the clock button upon powering off the system) makes that easy, as
well as letting you take advantage of off-peak electric rates. Anywho, I've been snapping
photos randomly with my phone to note when certain events happened. It's quite
remarkable seeing so many commutes above 100 MPG. Recharging twice in the same
day makes that simple. You can literally "just drive it" to get that efficiency. Most
owners likely won't have the opportunity to recharge a second time. But when charger
prices finally drop, especially for the 240-volt type, that will change. Only taking 1.5
hours for a full recharge is really convenient. That's a visit to the coffeeshop, theater,
mall, or restaurant.
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Recharge Port Location. That was a hot topic a few months ago. Then it died entirely.
No one has said anything about it since. So, I revived the discussion with new
information... that from someone with experience, rather than all of us just speculating.
I'm curious what others will have to say about this: After having plugged in several times
now using a public charging-station, the location of the port seems obvious. You want it
as close to the corner of the vehicle as possible, as well as high as possible. First, in the
back corner is more convenient. That makes it higher than what in front by the door
would offer. So, you don't have to bend down as far. The corner also means the reach is
less of a issue, since cord length and station position are often limited. Second, that
makes it more visible. You really don't want anyone to ever bump into it. That back
corner reduces that exposure, which you'll notice the first time you park really close to
someone else. Third, plugging & unplugging can actually be done from behind, which
could be handy for those of you who have tight garages. That wouldn't be possible from a
front-side location.

3-22-2012

That Was Fun! My first drive-thru experience with the PHV was this morning. Tired &
hungry, there was little interest in bringing attention to the technology. So, I didn't say
anything at the window to pay. However, I had noticed how being close to the wall and
under the awning channeled the oscillating drown of the pedestrian warning sound. Turns
out, the guy taking my money did too... the moment I lifted my foot off the brake. All of
a sudden, he's hanging out the window trying to determine what had just alerted his
senses to my vehicle being different. He peered at me dumbfounded. I looked back and
said, "Plug-In Prius; 100 Miles Per Gallon". His jawed dropped as I slowly pulled away.
Think I made an impression?

3-23-2012

Updates? When? I posted a note on the homepage of my website 3 weeks ago, stating I
had purchase a PHV. Nothing has been updated since then. Regular visitors have no idea
of the struggle I've been having to finalize the purchase or even of my transport wait. It's
a good thing I'm able to learn new things quickly and take photos every step of the way.
So much of what I've experienced since then is documented... just not shared yet.
Needless to say, I'm getting email now asking what's happening. One response of
reassuring I thought I'd share. After all, it's rather fun keeping some of these thoughts &
feeling to look back upon later too. These are exciting memories I'm living out right at
this very moment. Anywho: There are lots of updates on the way. Totally new material
takes time, and I've been quite busy tackling a variety all at once. It takes forever to use
up the first tank of gas with the plug-in too. Learning about all the different situations
having EV capacity available presents has been the most rewarding. These initial
experiences make me feel like a newbie again. The opportunity be able to check the
status of the recharging and interact with the car from your phone is empowering too. It
reminds me of my first Prius, back when we first discovered how informative having a
screen on the dashboard was. Long story short, there's stuff coming fairly soon. Hang in
there.
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Inflated Prices. The backlash on rising gas prices sure is taking an interesting turn. The
claim by pundants now is that it is intentional, that the prices are being artificially
manipulated to encourage the purchase of efficiency vehicles. Of course, none of those
making those claims will address oil subsidies. They just blame people who support
hybrids & plug-ins responsible for the problem. Those who saw no reason to stop
guzzling just a few years ago are not at fault, since their promotion of "Drill. Baby.
Drill." supposedly wasn't taken seriously. Could you imagine just using more gas? How
would that help our children? Needless to say, some on the big GM forum aren't taking
the situation seriously now. Instead, they are lashing out at the success of the new c
model of Prius. I contributed to that nonsense, having been called out by several awaiting
me to inevitably chime in, with this: Already having a top-selling clean & efficient
choice is a good plan for when the oil subsidies are scaled back. GM's wait for the next
generation approach is reason for concern. Two-Mode basically died in the meantime.
The rebirth of BAS (now eAssist) isn't competitive. And now we wait for an unknown
revised Voltec several years from now. Consumers are left wondering what affordable
there is to buy... especially when Toyota is demonstrating that continued improvement
from diversifying right away can be very effective.

3-23-2012

Quiet Recall. It's been a few days now. GM is replacing all 120-volt chargers delivered
with Volt. We've known about the overheating issue since last Spring, reading a variety
of reports from owners since then. But replacement was always upon request. We just
figured there were some bad ones, not a big deal. Though, that is something a testprogram like Toyota offered would have revealed... saving GM money and potential
reputation harm. Instead, they just act as if nothing is wrong. The quote given from a
spokesperson today was, the new ones: "offer some more consistency in charging". What
the heck? That almost makes it sound like a free upgrade. See how each step along the
way distorts the big picture? Few will recall details like this later. For someone not in the
market for a new vehicle yet, that may not matter. But for those die-hard supporters who
had hoped for game-changer sales are now facing the reality of early adopter, almost as if
it was self-fulfilling prophecy. Of course, even that wouldn't seem to be an issue... until
you come across a Prius PHV owner not facing any of that. Remember, PHV is already
in its third generation. Toyota has had them on the road in the hand of ordinary people for
years. So when the first consumer sales began, they already addressed stuff like what GM
is doing now. This is why it was so easy to express the "too little, too slowly" concern.
Those having studied the need understood the complexities, knowing delivery of
something both robust & refined upon initial rollout was virtually impossible. Yet, the
hype was allowed to persist anyway. In fact, the hype was actually encouraged. So, now
with this recall, you wonder if remaining quiet is even possible.
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Inventory & Sales. I find the spin the die-hard Volt enthusiasts come up with
fascinating. Today, it was this about PHV sales: "You'd think for a car that supposedly
has such a high demand there'd not be one available to buy. And yet..." The topic was
actually how Prius c is dramatically outselling Volt. But the inevitable plug-in
comparisons came up, and naturally I was more than happy to contribute to the
discussion: It has been a common practice for Toyota send a demo/rental model and
require the dealer to hold onto it from 90 days. Following that, they are allowed to sell it.
That has worked well for those not already in the pre-order queue still wanting to
purchase right away. It's a win-win-win situation for all involved. So, seeing 48 PHV
currently listed online as available makes sense. What also makes sense is seeing 4,531
Volt available still. That totally explains why GM paused production. The inventory
supply is clearly piling up. 21,951 Prius c were sold in Japan last month, along with
35,875 of the regular model. What are your sales predictions for there and here this
month?

3-24-2012

Timer Setting. It's surprisingly easy, but not clear in the owner's manual. I'll have to add
information in the User-Guide for it. The timer is used for setting a recharge time,
allowing the battery-pack to rest and for you to take advantage of off-peak electricity
rates without any interaction later. You program in a START time and and END time
once, then they retained for future use. So when you power off the vehicle, it's just a
matter of choosing which you want. (I didn't realize the flexibility was available.) The
choice is simply made by pressing the button once for START or twice for END. That's
it. When you plug in, the system will automatically start based on what time preference
you specified. And of course, if the safety system is enabled, you'll get an email informed
you of when charging started & ended. There's also a notification email if recharging is
interrupted. It's really handy. I take advantage of the timer setting every evening I plug in
at home.

3-24-2012

EV Capacity. I don't use "range" anymore to describe the EV available. If the engine
comes on at all, that really confuses matters. Far too many people assume when the
engine starts, no more battery depletion is possible. Part of that stems from certain Volt
supporters intentionally feeding that misconception. Desperation has made them to
mislead... not a good sign, that's for sure. Anywho, I noticed today that the estimate
displayed on the screen and what actually happened on the road was almost dead on. I'm
not sure how Toyota accomplished such accuracy. But then again, who will notice? My
daily driving takes me all over the place, distracting me from observing that kind of a
pattern among the randomness of real-world needs. Today was running errands first thing
in the morning... short-trips, but without any engine penalty whatsoever. The estimate
said 12.8 miles was available. Just after passing the 12.7-mile mark, sure enough, that
was indeed the distance. (Depletion was a an impressive transition too, so smooth I
wouldn't have even noticed if it wasn't for the EV indicator shutting off.) Will others
notice a pattern or even care? Saying around 13 is plenty good for me, especially since
the capacity varies anyway. At the ramp the other day, I started with 13.1 miles but it had
increased to 13.2 miles upon driving out of the lower gate. Yesterday, 12.9 was
displayed. With a commute of 16.7 miles each way, what difference does it make? I bet
stating status in terms of capacity... like half or full... will be what owners say. The EV
number doesn't relate directly to the resulting MPG anyway.
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Mall Recharging. From my perspective, the Mall Of America is local. It's only a few
minutes away from home. So, I think nothing of just stopping by... forgetting about all
the tourists who also come to shop. Today was my first opportunity to pick up a DVD
that I ordered there. It hadn't occurred to me that the rest of the world had all decided to
stop by too. Holy crap! That was quite a surprise. But for a Saturday afternoon on a nice
travel weekend, I should have known better. Oh well. Even though everyone else was
scrambling to find a parking spot. I didn't have to. In fact, those "closed" signs indicating
status of each level in the ramp meant nothing to me. It was my golden opportunity to
exploit the plug. So, I did... driving right through to the EV charging spots, which were
there to welcome me. I flashed my ChargePoint card, grabbed the plug, and promptly
connected it to the PHV. It was pretty sweet!

3-24-2012

First Tank. I traveled 685 miles during 2 week of driving. In those 14 days, I recharged
21 times. The refill took 8.504 gallons, which was just 3 miles after the blinking began.
That calculated to 80.6 MPG. The values on the Drive-Ratio screen stated 237 miles EV
and 439 miles HV. The total for electricity usage was 60 kWh. It will get really
interesting later, as the weather warms. Then, I'll be driving on longer weekend trips to
go biking. HV is remarkably efficient. You wouldn't have thought there would be a
modest improvement over the no-plug model. But that's what I've observed so far. It will
bring my average down. I don't care though. Running around on short-trips is so much
more efficient now. So, it all works out. That HV/EV toggle button is really nice too.
Getting to choose when to deplete is quite empowering. The system is extremely well
thought out. Needless to say, I really enjoying the discovery process.

3-25-2012

This Chapter. It's coming to an end. Only a handful of antagonists on the big GM forum
remain (and all have grown silent on the Volt website). So, I decided to end this chapter
in hybrid history (the days beyond initial PHV deliveries) with this summarization: It
sure is nice having all those blogs documenting what was actually said and believed. Volt
enthusiasts refused to state goals prior to rollout. They were always vague or ambiguous
with expectations. But even then, rollout disenchantment was obvious. Discussion of the
50 MPG after depletion and "nicely under $30,000" hope was fiercely avoided. Heck,
even the "40 mile" range quickly changed upon learning about what happens under realworld conditions. Then came disappointing sales, along with a long string of excuses.
Whatever. It didn't matter at that point because the answer to the "Who is the market for
Volt?" question had already been answered. This generation was an early-adopter niche.
The next would be for the mainstream, is what they claim now. The goals for PHV still
stand... about 20 km (12.4 miles) of EV capacity, 50 MPG after depletion, and $3-$5k for
the package option. We always knew the engine would run above 100 km/h (62.1 mph).
We always knew using the power-split for hard-acceleration and cabin-heat was more
efficient than drawing from the battery-pack only. We always knew a much larger
capacity would significantly increase cost. To now claim that's not the case is just a waste
of time. No sense arguing what is already confirmed by the blogs. You desperately want
something to directly compete with and are quite disappointed Prius targets a different
market. Oh well. It's not like you didn't know those consumers in the middle were the one
responsible for high-volume business-sustaining purchases. We'll discuss more in a week
when monthly sales results are released. Later.
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Wow! It never ceases to amaze me. The level of rhetoric coming from what was
supposed to be a game-changer but ended up being a poor-seller vehicle. Since I left that
discussion, the spin is that PHV simply cannot compete because Volt is generations
ahead. That complete disregard for the "too little, too slowly" concern is remarkable.
They just focus on battery-capacity and pretend price isn't an issue. To have that much of
a disconnect with actual need isn't much of a surprise. Years ago, the trophy-mentality
was already a problem. So now after rollout and a struggle to keep attention, they focus
on those who were clear & concise all along... which is the part I find extraordinary.
Even though I stated very specific goals and pointed out how well the early model Prius
plug-in matched them, they just say I said something else. That detail is noted heavily in
the blogs, forum posts, all those photos, and a few videos. How can they think attempting
to say otherwise will work? Realistically, it doesn't matter. I've started working on the
publishing new photos & video, confirming what I said all along. It's not even frustrating
anymore. It's more a sense of dismay. They really don't see the big picture. I sure am glad
those currently awaiting their PHV delivery do. This very much resembles generation
advancements of Prius we've seen in the past. That's a very good sign.

3-27-2012

Ever Wonder? When competitors can no longer compete, what happens? Well, that's
what we just witnessed. It's not pretty. The signs of an end drawing near are when they
aren't the slightest bit constructive, when posts don't even make an attempt to stay on
topic. You get lots of politics and a complete loss purpose. They'll never admit defeat
either, they just disregard the present and focus entirely on a distant future. In other
words, they accept 32 MPG highway advertisements as sensible and hope that Volt will
magically overcome the shortcomings from its first generation. I'm truly amazed it got so
bad. But it does make sense for those who did not study the market to misunderstand its
reaction. After all, we saw nearly the very same thing happen with Two-Mode. In other
words, the change they were hoping for ended up quite different from what actually
occurred.
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PHV Video. First-time setup for Eco-Meter filming with the PHV was quite a challenge.
I encountered a variety of new problems, like not knowing where the HUD (Heads Up
Display) light-sensor was until after laying out all the new glare-mats. Getting the camera
mount to stay stuck to the dashboard didn't go so well either. As a result, I forgot to dim
the display itself to prevent over-exposure... which means extra edit work later to tone
down the excessive glow. The new higher-quality screen with a faster refresh rate left me
clueless about what to expect. Then there was the frustration of using up some of the
battery-capacity while setting up... which means less available for the drive itself. There's
wasn't much I could do to prevent that though. The weather wasn't exactly cooperating
either. Sitting there in the car, I was getting bombed by the tree dropping new spring buds
onto the windshield, leaving trails of pollen behind... which I didn't remember to wipe off
afterward. When I finally started the drive, being hot & tired, I forgot that turning on the
outside vent would result in a lower EV capacity value being displayed on the EcoMeter. Ugh! It automatically assumes a loss from climate-control usage, revising the
estimate shown to a lower value. So when I got to the halfway point, I turned it off (note
the 0.7-mile increase). Fortunately, there was still plenty remaining to not have confused
that information sharing. Despite the hills, traffic, and not starting with a "full" battery,
the drive still resulted in 13.0 miles straight of EV travel. That was nice to capture on
video. What was odd was the traffic incident at the intersection shortly following the
engine start. Watch for the yellow sports car, then the reaction by the police car. Overall,
it was an enjoyable experience. It was a casual Summer drive on a beautiful windy day
through the suburb to the coffeeshop and back. With a top speed-limit of 45 mph, it's the
slowest by most scenic route. Notice the bike-trail on the side; I ride that with the bicycle
from time to time. Watching the Eco-Meter, you'll that most of the there's plenty of EV
power available. You'll also see the capacity go up a times from hills and regenerative
braking. When the engine finally starts near the end, you'll see MPG plummet. That's a
strange sensation watch it drop from 999 MPG. You'd feel disappointed if it wasn't for
the absolutely outstanding result for that 15.7-mile drive. 282 MPG is incredible! Here's a
link for it: Prius PHV - First Eco-Meter

3-27-2012

8 Bars. It's really an interesting twist how the long-time owners of Prius go out of their
way to assure newbies that seeing only 6 bars for battery-pack capacity is normal.
Counting the 8 slots available, the newbies expect all 8 to be filled... like when you
recharge your phone. Of course, they don't take into consideration that only the PHV
actually has a plug available. It makes some new owners really concerned. Then
naturally, they panic when all 8 are actually filled, not understanding the bleed-off
behavior. Why would the system intentionally consume electricity even when the vehicle
isn't moving? It doesn't cross their mind that such an approach is for battery longevity.
They're so use to replacing their phone every 2 to 3 years, owning the same battery for
over 10 years is a concept totally new to them. So, we just provide comfort saying it's ok.
That begs the question of what uninformed PHV owners will think. Currently, all those
newbies have studied plugging in well. During their long delivery wait, they research
extensively. Someday, that won't happen. Someday, a consumer will be able to purchase
a PHV immediately... right off the dealer's lot. Then what? 8 bars is a common sight for
PHV. But so it seeing the EV capacity increase while driving. Will those plug-in owners
have the same concern as those not having a plug? You'd think not. But predicting
consumer responses is a very difficult matter.
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3-27-2012

Political Pawn. I still shake my head in dismay about how Volt enthusiasts self-inflict
problems. They complain and complain about Volt having become a political pawn, yet
continue to draw attention by declaring it as government success which is "far superior
technology" to all else. They learned nothing about the smug attitude and simply don't
care about sales. They just keep saying HSD is struggling to survive and totally obsolete
at this point. Some even make up stuff, things that don't even make sense if you give it a
little thought. The same old propaganda we saw in the past is back. Remember how the
hindered sales of Two-Mode led to the same defiance? Back then, as it is now,
discussions of a political nature are frowned upon in the big forums. Moderators try to
close threads when the topics no longer address the technology or the vehicle itself. But
when there's nothing actually left to say except things political in nature, they become
hesitant... not wanting something else to get the attention instead. That's actually the sign
of being obsolete... when nothing else remains. To think that it all began by focusing on
bragging-rights rather than being realistic about expectations. They shot themselves in
the foot way back then and are only realizing the consequences of that choice now.

3-27-2012

Just Drive It, revision. Coming from an owner of two Prius already, reading this give
reason for pause: "OK- maybe I'm just naive; maybe I'm a compulsive worrier; but maybe
I'm getting in over my head by buying a PiP. I keep reading posts by new PiP drivers
about trying to stay in EV, or the car kicking on the gas in EV or the heater not working
right and on and on. This is all starting to scare me..." It's the web-effect, when experts
get together to discuss rocket-science and newbies have no idea all you actually have to
do to fly it is push the launch button. They just assume everyone else has that level of
knowledge, not realizing there countless unheard guest readers observing the few of us
extreme to which we analyze the system. They don't realize that's far from the norm, that
you don't have to be an engineer to benefit & enjoy Prius. And now the PHV. So, I
quickly jumped in with: This is quite fascinating to hear the same old worries from over a
decade ago repeated again. You read online about the things of us with automotive &
engineering background are observing & trying with our cars and become concerned.
Remind yourself that we are the extreme, the few who research every little aspect of the
system... quite unlike any ordinary person would do... hence that "Just Drive It" motto we
came up with all those years ago. PHV is no different than the regular Prius when it
comes to driving. You just remove the plug and go. That's it. You may toggle out of the
default EV if you want, but that's not necessary. HV will automatically engage when
needed, then automatically disengage afterward. It's great that Toyota enabled owners to
take advantage of their high flexible design, but not the just slightest bit necessary.
However, I think a revision to that motto is now worthwhile, something like: "Just Plug,
Then Drive"
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3-28-2012

Hold Button. There's one available on the PHV. Toyota labels it as "HV/EV". That
ability to toggle on & off driving in EV mode is great. I've found it very handy driving
my PHV. Why use up the EV capacity available right away, knowing you can better use
it later and that you'll get 50 MPG cruising on the highway in the meantime? Those
supporting Volt have been fiercely against it, claiming there's no benefit. They've worked
really hard trying to prevent PHV supporters from drawing attention to that feature
missing from Volt. Some Volt owners have even been down right rude & insulting at
times, defending the exclusion... despite the fact that there's a "mountain" mode
available, which totally contradicts their argument of simplicity. Anywho, it hasn't been
pretty. The downplay attempts effectiveness have been mixed, mostly since PHV is still
so new. Turns out, we won't have to wait as long as we thought for that to change. The
European counterpart to Volt now being rolled out, call Ampera, is working against their
effort to undermine... since it offers a "hold" button. Why that's not available here
remains a mystery... and many would like an explanation. The last thing Volt supporters
wanted was to draw attention to that difference. It's quickly becoming a topic of
frustration for them.

3-28-2012

Coolant Temperatures. Knowing the temperature of the engine coolant is empowering
information. In the Winter, it tells you when warmth is available from the heater. There's
no point in turning the fan up to high if the coolant temperature isn't hot yet. The reverse
is also true; there's no reason to turn down the fan if there's plenty of heat still available.
The other need for heat is to cleanse emissions; too cold won't allow the chemical
conversion to occur. The engine will shut off remain off as until until the temperature of
the coolant drops below a particular threshold. Having an aftermarket gauge connected to
the Prius offers an insight to how it operates. 145°F is the standard threshold. When
coolant is at least that warm, the engine will shut off and remain that way until additional
heat is needed for cabin warming or battery-pack draw exceeds the "green" level as
indicated by the Eco-Meter in the Gen-III Prius. (Neither the Classic nor Iconic models
of Prius provide draw information.) 114°F is the ECO threshold. This lower temperature
tolerance is a feature introduced with the Gen-III Prius. It allows the heater to extract
warmth from coolant much longer than the previous models, which results in the engine
remaining off longer. 103°F is the ECO warm-up threshold for Gen-III when the heater is
not used and the Prius is not in motion. This feature is nice if you have to wait for a
stoplight after only driving a very short distance. 157°F is the EV threshold for the GenIII Prius. EV mode (up to 24 mph) is available as long as battery capacity is at least 3
bars on the display and coolant temperature stays at least that hot. 130°F is the engine
warm-up threshold for Prius PHV. While driving in EV mode (up to 62 mph), the
automatic switch to HV mode will not end until coolant temperature warms up to this
point. As soon as it does, if power demand is within the EV range, the engine will
immediately shut off. Knowing about the 130°F threshold is quite empowering with
PHV. If already close to that or above, you know that engine shutoff after using it for
hard acceleration will happen surprisingly quick.
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3-29-2012

New Signature. For the first time in a decade, I haven't provided any website updates for
an entire month. PHV ownership has altered the parameters of what to report. Learning
about the affect having a plug has on real-world driving situations takes time. So, the 3
weeks it took me to recognize some trends from my own observations shouldn't be much
of a surprise. How does one simplify presentation enough to make a large volume of data
to be collect easy to understand? Just following the new concept of tracking electricity
consumption is a challenge. Adding to that the effect it has on MPG under a wide variety
of circumstances is enough to make a person go bonkers when you realize engine warmup and acceleration really mess up the equations. Just a quick glance at the new graph I
composed makes that quite clear. That graph is quite vindicating too, easily confirming
my claims about generalizations would lead to very inaccurate estimates. Anywho, I
finally did come up with a new signature, one that thoroughly conveys my current
driving statistics in a plain and easy to understand manner. That's important when you
want to share vitals without overdoing. Here's how it debuted: "685 miles 8.504 gallons 60.0
kWh 80.6 MPG"

3-30-2012

Accepting Change. This week's online education was witnessing firsthand the fallout
which comes from realization that market change has taken place. In other words, those
stilling clinging onto "most is best" mindset struggled with the idea of balance,
desperately trying to fight acceptance. Naturally, I was the scapegoat. But their reaction
to the messenger meant the message had been received. March is turning out to be a
significant month. Prius c is what started it, based on an initial sales report stating it had
surpassed Volt's monthly trend in just 3 days. On the big GM forum, trouble was
expected from that, especially when there is still such a strong effort there to portray
PHV as an EV rather than just acknowledging it as a plug-in hybrid. That's because they
focus solely on Volt offering the "most" MPG with no regard for cost. That's also why
Prius c irritates them so much, which had a major priority of low cost. To make matters
worse, their worry of PHV sales is becoming rather blatant. 1,915 were purchased in
Japan in February, the first month of sales there. March is the first for here. Just half that
makes Volt look bad. But then again, the last of the 2011 Volt were being cleared out
with discounts this month and deliveries of the 2012 Volt eligible for HOV access began.
So, Volt should have a temporary surge anyway. But that puts a heck of a lot of pressure
on next month's expectations. Evidence of change will be difficult to deny then. Needless
to say, I found their comments on the subject matter very informative... especially their
arguments in favor of traditional vehicles.
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3-31-2012

Smashing Prius. The lack of perspective is truly astonishing sometimes. Arguments on
the big GM forum have become pointless. If it doesn't happen in the United States, it
doesn't matter. With attitude like that, how does one have a constructive discussion about
economics & business... especially when they insist the global market is taken into
account. Such blatant contradictions amaze. I found this one posted today fantastic:
"Well, if you are looking at sales numbers, the Cruze smashes the Prius quite handily, as
does Toyota's own Corolla." It came from someone who obviously hasn't been looking at
the forest, still only seeing the tree directly in front of him. Oh well. Sales results coming
soon should change that. Here's what I posted in response: Looking at the big picture
(economies of scale from high-volume production) the sales in Japan are reason to
acknowledge a shift in priorities. Prius sales surpassed Corolla quite awhile ago, there.
Here, they came within striking distance last month... hence all the attention the recent C
model rollout has stirred... since March could be the first ever here to make people
consider Corolla no longer being the default compact choice anymore. The potential to
surpass its sales this year is very realistic. Take a good look at the specs for the regular
Prius and the C model. What the others omitted was the fact that Cruze is in between the
two... making for an uneven basis of comparison, which they cannot stand. That's same
reason why attempts to force PHV into an EV perspective happen so frequently. They
cannot claim Volt is vastly superior if it isn't even in the same category. And based on
my first 3 weeks of driving a PHV, the real-world data clearly shows their guestimate of
how it operates were quite incorrect. Long story short, next month brings about a fresh
look from consumers... now that hype & hope are being replaced by actual sales.

3-31-2012

HeadCam Video. Filming 3 different subjects each with different illumination all at the
same time presented quite a challenge. For the HUD (Heads Up Display) to be seen
properly projected onto the windshield, the camera had to be located extremely close to
the driver's eyes. For both the speedometer-cluster and HUD to look sharply focused,
waiting for an overcast day to have soft & consistent lighting was essential. For there to
be enough EV capacity available to demonstrate a hill-climbing trip, only a single testdrive to calibrate equipment would be possible. Confident I was well prepared, I strapped
the GoPro HD video camera onto my head, then pressed record. On the two turns where
you could see me in the mirror, I put up an Eco-Meter photo to conceal that. On the one
turn where there's only a glimpse of the silly filming setup attached just above my eyes, I
allowed that to be seen. It's good to have a sense humor. After all, the content itself is
very exciting. Watch the video carefully. There's lots of detail to observe. Driving
exclusively in EV like that is not in any way necessary to achieve outstanding MPG. In
fact, when the engine does run, you'll find that switch to HV mode will actually replenish
a little bit of EV capacity while at the same time deliver the usual 50 MPG you get from
Prius even without a plug. I enjoyed filming this. Hope you like watching it, in addition
to finding it informative: Prius PHV - HeadCam
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4-01-2012

Presumed Purpose. There are so many newbies now, it's hard to convey a clear intent.
I'm still gather initial data and furiously taking photos to capture key moments. Of
course, we're so early in the rollout process, it's rather remarkable how much interest
there is already. In fact, there are some PHV owners joining the big Prius forum who
have no experience with Prius prior to taking delivery. That's quite an endorsement for
such a new product. But then again, Toyota planned so far ahead that virtually all but the
battery-pack itself was already in place way back when the first 2010 was delivered back
in the Spring of 2009. However, there are fundamental questions still being asked: "I
would presume the purpose of the PiP is to reduce the use of gasoline!" I think it's great
that the clean aspect of Prius stirs so little attention, people just take it for granted. Being
green has become so easy, it's forgotten about... which is far better than the downplay
from antagonists of the past. Anywho, my response to that presumption was: That's
actually secondary, though still a high priority. The primary purpose has always been
emission reduction. This has been what sets Prius apart from many of the other hybrids.
It intentionally consumes gas for the sake of maximum cleansing. MPG while in EV
mode with the automatic switch to HV for warm-up is still outstanding. There's also
some EV replenish that occurs as a result of the engine running. So unless you drive
nothing but short-trips with hard acceleration, the gas usage is somewhat of a wash
anyway.

4-01-2012

First Road Trip. The weather finally got nice enough out to take my first bike trip with
the PHV. Knowing that Prius would deliver 50 MPG even without taking advantage of
the plug-supplied electricity, I was really looking forward to the experience. I get
relaxation time on the trail and behind the wheel. That's a great way to spend a weekend
day. Of course, the car itself is still a bit stiff. It will take several thousand more miles for
break-in to complete. Driving into an intense Spring wind wasn't exactly the best for
efficiency either. To make matters worse, my trip home would be in the evening, after the
wind had died down. Oh well. The entire trip was 115 miles. 90 of them were on the
highway at 65 mph over rolling hills. Only 1 recharge opportunity was available,
overnight at home before I left. The end result was 57 MPG. That's not too bad,
especially coming from such a new Prius with an EV capacity of just 12 miles. I'm
certainly pleased with that. It should creep up some by the peak of Summer, even with
A/C use. Road trips like that are totally worth it, even when they cause my Lifetime MPG
value to be lower than average.
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4-01-2012

Are What They Are. It's really odd reading a goodbye. There's a mix of feeling. This
one came from a long-time Prius owner who leased a Volt. He tried really hard to bridge
the gap and keep discussions constructive. Volt owners constantly pushing the EV
perspective upon PHV made that especially difficult. He said: "I have enjoyed the
vigorous debates here." But with opinions so entrenched, his respect & courteous
contributions not making any difference took the joy away... hence just turning focus to
the numbers themselves, saying they "are what they are" and leaving it at that. It's what
I've said for a long time. But the smug still thrives in some places. Regardless of how
hard you work to set realistic expectations, some just plain aren't receptive to being
practical. All that "vastly superior" taunting certainly confirms that. The real-world data
will finally change that attitude, we hope. But not even acknowledging the difference in
consumers being targeted makes anything else basically futile. Fortunately, the debates
themselves should end as the next generation of design is revealed. We all knew this first
generation of Volt faced a painful rollout. Some just take longer than others to accept
things like that. I personally appreciated his help. It's not often you get someone so will
to expend so much time attempting to keep the peace while we waited for those numbers
to become available. I wish him well.

4-02-2012

New Misconceptions. The source hasn't been newbies or published articles or even
comments from those articles. It has been Volt enthusiasts. I saw that coming, hence so
much focus on them. This was the good example posted on today on the big Prius forum,
from Volt owner: "Prius PHV drivers will want go slow and hyper-mile it to to get to 15
avoiding ice." First, notice how incredibly vague that is. What does "slow" actually
mean? For that matter, what does "hyper-mile" imply? And since when is trying to
squeeze out 15 miles of EV driving before the engine starts up even a priority? It's a
plug-in Prius. You get a significant MPG boost regardless of how you drive it. It's quite
frustrating how they continue to force an EV perspective, rather than just acknowledging
the efficiency increase. I tried to refrain from showing any emotion and just post
something constructive: Once the engine goes through the warm-up cycle, using it again
becomes trivial... because it shuts off so rapidly afterward and replenish a little EV
whiles it running. In other words, those of us driving PHV on a regular basis have
quickly discovered some of the pre-rollout assumptions didn't reflect the actual design.
You'd be surprised how well Toyota studied everyday driving behavior. That early
rollout program really paid off. They certainly did their homework to yield high returns
for those consumers who simply get behind the wheel and drive. And for those who do
want to game the system, PHV offers lots of opportunity using the Eco-Meter and
HV/EV button.
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4-02-2012

Real-World Data. It's now available. Maybe it surprises you that it took so long to
provide some. But then again, perhaps not. I collected & analyzed, sorting out important
from trivial. And I wondered what would be practical to document on a daily, monthly,
and tank basis. The first thing that hit me was filling the tank on the last day of the month
would no longer be realistic. It takes much longer to use up the gas when there's a plug.
Numeric truncation was another concern that popped out at me. The display only shows
the whole number. So, short duration reporting could be misleading. What's also
misleading is the difference between kWh of electricity the PHV consumes verses how
much is actually drawn from the outlet. Some electricity is naturally lost as part of the
conversion & storage process. All this needed to be taken into consideration... before
even thinking about how to represent it online. The ideal is on-going graphs. With the 2.5
years of daily-driving data I collected from the 2010, that was already well established.
However, I didn't have a convention yet for mapping that to the wild fluctuation of MPG
yet. Basically, you drive less, the value is higher. But how does one associate that with
the lower value shown for distance? And what about plugging in multiple times per day?
Accounting for so many factors, not to mention seasonal influence, too awhile. There's
was lots to consider. I think I did a fairly decent job of documenting the essentials. Take
a look for yourself... PHV tank data & PHV daily data

4-03-2012

Smashed By Prius. Remember this quote from a few days ago: "Well, if you are looking
at sales numbers, the Cruze smashes the Prius quite handily, as does Toyota's own
Corolla." I couldn't believe such a disconnect with the actual market was made. But then
again, we hear about claims not based on reality routinely from politicians. I was so
excited to post this March sales numbers, starting my post in response to that quote
(again) with: "Not true anymore." and ended with: "Change happens." These were the
official tallies... 21,607 Cruze; 28,289 Corolla; 28,711 Prius. The breakdown for Prius
was: 891 Prius PHV; 4,875 Prius C; 4,937 Prius V; 18,008 Prius. Even Camry-Hybrid
had a great month with 5,400. It was a crushing blow for those who boasted that hybrids
were still far from being mainstream. What can they say now? Getting smashed by Prius
isn't what they expected. Traditional vehicles were supposed to remain the norm until
Volt becomes well established. Finding out the "too little, too slowly" concern was a
warning that should have been taken seriously is a very problem. What happens now that
it's too late?

4-03-2012

10-Foot Pole. Whoa! Sales results were posted today... and no one on the GM forum
wanted to address them. That thread which had been extremely popular just prior to that
abruptly went silent. Even using a 10-foot pole (something off topic) was avoided.
Nothing. They wanted to stay as distant as possible. My post with totals and the model
breakdown was too much to bare. Their expectations weren't met... and mine were. That's
a recipe for retaliation. But since I was posting nothing but brief responses, they didn't
actually have anything to retaliate with. It's really difficult to spin clear & concise
statements. I knew it and they knew it. That made me curious. Each month has brought
about new excuses. What would come this time? It was said over and over again to be
patient, wait until the second year for that 60,000 annual level to be reached. In fact,
some got quite angry when 2 years back when I question how they believed such a sales
rate would be possible. They felt insulted. I simply noted their unrealistic claim for
reference later... which is now. The priority of price should have been higher. They didn't
take that seriously. Now, it's a big problem and the proof is overwhelming. This next
month's tally will be very interesting.
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4-03-2012

Repeating Questions. The attempts to discredit are becoming so transparent. Geez! They
ask same old question you've been asked countless times already. Then they accuse you
of ignoring them when you don't respond. I think they believe the casual reader won't
notice the pattern; however, drawing attention to me defeats that. Forum regulars stand
out. So making me into a regular on the big GM forum by always targeting me for attack
is counter-productive. Yet, they do it anyway. They even call me out when a new thread
is started that they know I'll be interested in but haven't posted anything yet. I find it quite
educational. After all, my purpose is to confirm market progress and find out what they
fear. It's somewhat bizarre how they so unknowingly expose themselves like that. You'd
think they'd realize it eventually. But years later, it's still the same thing with each new
high efficiency vehicle. When their own vehicle expectations are not met, attack the
competition. There's an aspect of disbelief with so many failures caused by not setting
realistic goals. Learning from previous mistakes should be a given. But that still hasn't
happened. Stop bragging. Just focus on what can actually be delivered rather than always
wanting to over-achieve. Long story short, watch for repeating questions. That's a sign.

4-04-2012

Charging Stations. You have to wonder where some resistance truly comes from. Some
origins can be traced to assumptions. Some emerge as the result of misconceptions
intentionally being spread. But the resistance itself is a choice of each individual. No one
forces them to have a particular attitude. That's their own purgative. The one which
always irritated me (and still does) was brand loyalty. Some people actually believe
there's no way cooperation among plug-in supporters is actually possible outside of a
particular offering. Spanning across the automaker divide is impossible in their minds.
The response is thoughtless contradiction, rather than actually considering a mutual gain.
So when it comes to charging-station availability, that's just outright dismissed as being
capable of contributing anything to the acceptance of plug-in vehicles. It's actually the
same old close-mindedness we dealt with in the past with no-plug hybrids. On the big
Prius forum, where they try really hard to be constructive, I pointed out a senseless
remark (from an individual with a passionate despise for PHV) recently been posted on
that daily blog for Volt: "Public chargers will do nothing, notta, zippo, for plug-in sales."
Then added: I simply reminded myself his "vastly superior" claims fall on many deaf
ears now. Seeing charging-stations become available here will indeed be an influence.
Focus is shifting to the market in general too, rather than hope & hype of the past. This
previous month's sales of Volt included 2011 clearance models and HOV-eligible 2012
models with both federal & state credits. So, it doesn't provide any basis to measure
trend. What April, May and June reveals will be telling... especially now that PHV
deliveries are in progress. There really isn't an early adopter phase either, since there is
already a widely accepted charging standard and PHV is actually on its third generation.
There isn't much for misconceptions either. The challenge now is basically setting
realistic expectations for ordinary consumers.
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4-05-2012

First Photos. My 2012 PHV got dropped off after sunset, so the first photos were at
night. Since it included new LED lights which no one had posted any images of yet, I
was happy to oblige. It was exciting to see something intended to be unique. After all,
that's what the luxury cars have been doing for a little over a year now. Why not a
signature look from PHV as well? There were also new lights for the back of the Prius. It
was a great opportunity share something entirely new. I didn't hesitate either. Being
totally dark outside, it wasn't exactly the way those DRLs would be seen though... the big
ones on the bottom, that is. The fancy "Zorro" type slash on top would be seen anytime
any light was turned on. Anywho, I managed the darkness by parking near a street light.
And in the parking garage the following day, my curiosity compelled me to use the
camera to see what those DRL lights looked like under moderate lighting when you could
actually the car. So, I took a photo that way too. It was especially memorable. You can
see exactly what I saw, here on this webpage... photo album 172

4-05-2012

Display Photos. The PHV model provides some new information and new screens. With
the video I captured, there were photos to taken too. It was real-world data, finally. No
more wondering or speculating, complete with detail. That's what we've been waiting
for... for a very long time. There's lots to share now. That feels great... especially since
some of it will help keep the misconceptions from getting out of hand. There's also the
reality of those few who intentionally mislead. It all makes the benefit & urgency clear.
It's rewarding too. After all, my brief data-collection opportunity 1.5 years ago only
represented a few days of travel with an early model. This is the first of many, in an ongoing effort to collect & document as much as I can. It's a good way to study the design,
starting with those displays you'll see while driving... photo album 172 photo album 173

4-05-2012

More Photos. My commute on a pleasant Spring day, complete with a recharge at work
was documented with my camera. More photos right away is good. It's exciting to have
such a stream of real-world readily available. Later on, I'll appreciate for my own
reference too. Winter changes everything. This upcoming snow season will be my first
with a plug. That means making discoveries firsthand, sharing them with others having
those new experiences, and reminding myself how much it will transform after that snow
finally melts away. With a Prius, that cold to warm routine each year is quite refreshing.
I've looked forward to it for over a decade. Now, it will be even more so, based upon
these very photos I just took... photo album 173

4-05-2012

That Other PHV. Two were delivered to Minnesota. Mine was officially the first. That
other PHV was delivered the following morning. The owner drives quite differently too.
His trips are shorter, but more frequent. His recharging opportunities are more abundant
too. As a result, he just filled up for the first time today. I've already burnt through 2
tanks and am working on my third. His statistics were much more exciting than mine too.
1,097 miles in EV. 516 miles in HV. Whoa! That's quite remarkable. 229 kWh of
electricity and 8.75 gallons of gas to travel a total of 1,613 miles. He even had 4 miles of
EV capacity remaining at the refill. Doing the math, the result is 192 MPG. That's the
type of potential we've all be hoping to see someone take advantage of. With all his city
driving, the benefit is quite obvious. It really makes me wonder how others will interpret
his real-world data, especially when it's in such contract to mine. Of course, even mine is
impressive. But with such variance, it takes that "your mileage will vary" disclaimer to a
whole new level.
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4-06-2012

100,000 Sold. This was asked about the sales record GM just set: "Where's the problem
here? GM are selling more cars that are economical." I climbed up on the soapbox: It's
the same old "do the minimum" problem we saw prior to the bankruptcy. In fact, the auto
task-force raised a "too little, too slowly" concern about the bankruptcy recovery plans.
And sure enough, that's the problem being faced now. All that highway-only advertising
paints a disappointing picture of what to expect. They're proud of selling 100,000 cars
that offer "30 mpg or Better". But when you look up the MPG for city, you quickly
realize real-world efficiency is going to be must lower than that highway value. Look that
the 2013 Malibu eAssist. No level of "percentage improvement" spin can hide the reality
that it only gets 29 MPG combined. They've lowered expectations and hoped no one
would notice. Remember how 40 MPG use to be the goal? Now it's only 30. Why should
people settle for that, especially when you've got Toyota & Ford making that their
minimum, on hybrid platforms with will support plug augmentation? Hyundai & Honda
are working hard to offer that too. Here we go again with the GM trouble. Read posts
about Volt from supporters. There are some who post comments that aren't the slightest
bit constructive with little resistance from their colleagues. That's a bad sign. It's the same
thing we saw years ago.

4-06-2012

Done The Math. What do you say to someone who insults with malice? There are some
who are themselves smug, but see it as though they the one being civil. It's an odd
situation without a good solution, despite how often we encounter it. After a few
comments from others about that emotional expression, I felt the need to chime in too...
especially since the originating topic was one Prius owners have grown quite familiar
with over the past decade... mathematical equations trying to disprove the value of the
hybrid. Of course, this time, we were insulted by not having done the math. Supposedly,
that would beyond any doubt prove Prius was not worth it. Ugh! Oh well, this was my
discourse: Remind yourself that many of the "break even" analysis of the past treated
everyone except hybrids owners as idiots. Hybrid owners took the time to consider the
world around them. Everyone else was believing what they read without question. It was
mind-boggling that they'd use prices like $1.69 as the projected price of a gallon of gas in
2010. Even those those later analysis with revisions to $2.50 were so far off the mark,
there was no reason to take them seriously. Did they honestly think the United States
would have cheap gas when the rest of the world was already paying so much more? Do
they still think that? Prius makes the math easy now... and it still has nothing to do with
being seen. Years ago, Prius was the only midsize hatchback available... making it an
extremely practical vehicle. That's difficult to deny now that the other automakers offer a
midsize hatchback too. There's a balance of priorities. Be weary of any analysis that
focuses exclusively on a single trait. Consider the big picture, other factors like emissions
rating, vehicle size, purchase price are important too. And remember, efficiency
estimates generalize, which means the "your mileage may vary" reminder shouldn't be
dismissed as these analysis reports often do.
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4-06-2012

Hypermiling. Those few remaining Volt troublemakers went on and on trying to
discredit me. You know, if you don't like the message, shot the messenger. My strategy
was to respond with just 2 or 3 sentences, remaining on topic. It was an implied
acknowledgement of having seen their claims, but not actually taking the bait. One recent
series of attempts was to cast me as a hypermiler. Of course, anyone who knows me is
well aware of how I promote the "Just Drive It" motto. So, they cautiously avoided
actually providing any definition of what hypermiling actually meant. They'd just imply I
was doing something extreme while driving to squeeze out much greater efficiency than
an ordinary Prius driver would get. It was shallow & desperate. But when sales fall well
below expectations, that response was easy to predict and it was pointless express any
emotion. So, I just posted goals again. Interestingly though, the actual definition of
hypermiling doesn't make sense with a PHV model Prius. The HV/EV toggle button
allows you can take advantage of the system with the greatest of ease. Little effort is
needed too, since you quickly become familiar with the results of your routine driving.
For example, when I leave work I drive about 1.5 miles through the city in EV. Then I
switch to HV, allowing the engine to casually warm up for the next mile of driving.
Doing that means no EV capacity drain, as would happen from a rapid mode switch at
the moment you accelerate to merge. In fact, the opposite happens. You watch capacity
creep up a little bit. That replenish is a nice benefit from FULL hybrids most people
didn't realize the plug-in model would see a gain from too. But by using that button,
you'll get labeled as a hypermiler... especially since the constructive Volt owners are now
speaking out in disappointment from not having the same ability. The troublemakers
thrive on bragging rights. So, you can imagine the resentment they feel about this.

4-06-2012

12.1 Miles. Some rechargeable batteries perform above specifications initially. That was
indeed the case with my PHV. It hadn't occurred to me until I started to witness that.
Then it was too late to take lots of photos. If fact, I never did at the highest. That was
13.1 miles. I actually saw 13.3 miles ever so briefly once, as I exited out of the bottom
exit from the ramp from having recharged at the top. From my house, I was able to drive
14.0 miles with only EV taking the "Along The River" route, which only has a maximum
speed of 55 mph... then ends with a step & curvy climb up at the 13.7 mark. So, I may
have actually been able to go a little bit further. But all that's in the past now. 12.1 miles
is what the "full" level has settled at, which is definitely above the 11-mile rating from
the EPA. That takes me all the way to the on-ramp for the highway to cross the river...
which just happens to be all downhill and I never even have to leave the merge lane,
since I exit immediately after crossing. That means the engine is only lightly used then,
allowing it to warm up quite efficiency. In other words, it was an rewarding morning
commute today. I traveled 17.2 miles, which resulted in an average of 226 MPG. That
certainly exceeds the 50 MPG from my previous Prius.
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4-07-2012

Oops! The ability to preserve EV capacity for later use has proven quite valuable. So
much so, it has become a source of irritation for Volt owners. Why didn't they get that
ability here in the United States? It's provided with the European model. I push the
HV/EV toggle button whenever I know there's going to be a long span of highway
cruising followed by suburb driving afterward. Why would I want to consume the entire
capacity on the highway? It depletes quickly when traveling at high speeds in any plug-in
vehicle. Since PHV offers 50 MPG while cruising, it's an easy decision to switch over.
The fact that EV capacity will usually replenish some during that HV mode travel makes
it a no-brainer. However, there can be a penalty. In my case recently, I misjudged on 4
separate occasions... ending up with EV capacity still available upon reaching my
destination, where I intended to recharge. Oops! Oh well. I plugged in anyway. This is
why I included a decimal-point on my spreadsheet. I had anticipated partials. After all,
why no take advantage of the opportunity? Even if it isn't complete, it's still an efficiency
boost... which is the point. I'm sure I'll look back at this experiences quite fondly near the
year's end, when temperatures plummet. Then, I'll be taking advantage of the engine for
heat too. True, you'll still get super-boosted MPG even with the engine running. But
again, why consume that EV capacity when you know it could better be used later during
your drive?

4-07-2012

Public Charging. It's intriguing what the plug-in discussions stir. This isn't academic
anymore. It's real. People are actually driving plug-in vehicles now. The future has
arrived. So naturally, the perspective is somewhat different. Real money will be spent
soon. We know what the circumstances are, but still struggle with recommendations
about what could be most effective. Today, it was this comment: "I think charge time
might hurt big volume public charging." I interjected a dose of perspective which
hopefully would stir even more discussion: Whether or not large-volume parking can
adequately support public charging becomes an issue, it's not the same situation for
smaller businesses... who are always looking for an advantage over the big guys.
Coffeeshops are a great example. Restaurants are another. Owners of small lots leasing
store space seek out ways to attract business too. Think about how some already offer
parking discounts for patronage in areas with high competition. Working recharge appeal
into the infrastructure of small businesses, which are seeking out new opportunities
anyway, isn't too far of a stretch. Future patronage could include taking the plug into
account. In fact, it could even alter the paradigm of location. And what about park & ride
usage? Old school thinking just plain doesn't work anymore. New approaches will need
to be tried. Some will catch on. Others will flounder. I find it very exciting to participate
in the shift.

4-07-2012

Old & New Memories. I had a variety to share. It felt great being able to stir some old
memories while making new ones at the same time. The first of which was my drive
yesterday. I was delighted to see the 28 miles of EV on the drive-ratio screen. That's
quite a return for just 2 recharges. Next was the capture of what excited me back in
October. I was quite surprised to see the ramp at which I park for work installing 82 kWh
solar-array. Then there was the bittersweet reminder of a horribly cold sunset I spent out
on a desolate country road. It was the perfect setting for the very last photo I took of my
2010 Prius before getting the PHV. That was only a month ago. But it already seems like
a distant memory. Lastly, I wanted to include something extremely new, to make that
particular webpage complete. It's what you can see on the display while the PHV is
recharging. All those photos can be found here... photo album 174
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4-08-2012

More Memories. There's a photo of what you can see on the display while the PHV is
recharging. I also captured the screens right before filling the PHV gas tank for the very
first time. I took a photo to capture status at the end of the month too. Then with more
highway driving, tank refilling a second time came sooner. So, I documented that as well.
It difficult to actually know what's worthwhile still. No pattern has emerged yet. You
drive a lot further with the same amount of gas from being able to augment with
electricity quite often. All that certainly makes these initial days of owning a plug-in
hybrid quite memorable. It's nice taking photos now that I'll be able to look back at years
later. See what I mean... photo album 174

4-08-2012

Slow Progress. There was an op-ed article written for and posted exclusively on the big
GM forum today. I was intrigued. It directly addressed the problems Volt has been
struggling with. People seemed to be receptive to the comments made too. Perhaps
seeing sales grow has changed attitude from always being on the offensive to being
willing to listen first. It had become really bad. Volt was vastly superior, period. Now,
some see a rethink is needed. It's progress, though painfully slow. My contribution to that
open-minded thread was: I agree with that sentiment focus. Setting expectations different
right from the start would have resulted in a very different outcome. The constant
comparisons to Prius never made any sense, since supposedly the goal of Volt wasn't the
same. Yet, there was a never-ending theme of matching purpose. Making Volt a premiere
vehicle would have been a wise move. Treat it like a high-desired niche vehicle rather
than something intended for mainstream penetration immediately upon rollout. Prius did
not follow the traditional route for introduction of new technologies, it differed from
history. It debuted with a sticker-price of just $19,995. That directly aimed it at middlemarket rather than targeting the high-end. Then when it was upgraded in late 2003, there
were a variety of new high-end feature offered that weren't even available on Lexus
vehicles. Prius carved out it's own packaging niche instead of totally recalibrating for the
mainstream... which obviously proved a successful move, based on sales and the reaction
from competitors. So what will happen with Volt now to broaden its reach? It's a whole
lot easier to offer more than to scale down. Or should becoming affordable not even be a
priority for Volt? What if the technology was expanded in low-cost form to a model of
Cruze instead? Keep Volt for enthusiasts and create a new offering for high-volume
sales.

4-08-2012

Prius c Sighting. There was immediate recognition, despite the distance. The deep
orange color (called "Habanero") in the high-contrast lighting from the setting sun is
likely what caught my attention. I looked vigilantly as it approached. Seeing that the car
resembled a Prius and had a seemingly larger than usual blue Toyota emblem in the
middle, its identity was easy to confirm. So, I made an effort to get a good look at it from
behind as that smaller Prius passed by. It was sweet! I wondered what my first Prius c
sighting would be like and when it would be. That was nice, on my drive home from
spending time with the family celebrating Easter. It sure will be exciting to see them on a
regular basis. Prius v is already becoming like that. I see them routinely already.
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4-08-2012

Brief History. That thread about the op-ed has become strangely constructive. That
captured my interest. The history of Prius came up several times. I provided the
following, trying to address a number of the topics they had stirred up with respect to
wanting to know more: Prius wasn't available on dealer's lots until May 2002. For the 1.5
years prior to that, it was direct-order quoted-limited long-wait sales only. So, actual
demand was pretty much impossible to gauge. Of course, gas was only a third of the
price it is now anyway. Only a tax-deduction available until 2006. That worked out to be
$300 to $400 for the typical buyer. Sticker-Price was in the low 20's. Profit came from
creating Echo afterward, a non-hybrid sibling. The engine was retuned for horsepower
instead of emissions & efficiency and the power-split-device replaced with a traditional
transmission. That was cheaper to produce, could easily be sold in high-volume, and
would help fund advancements with Prius. The plan worked out well too. Sometime in
the summer of 2003 several economies-of-scale kicked in to return a profit for Prius
itself. Late in 2003, the Iconic model was rolled out and greeted with strong sales
immediately, pushing it into the mainstream (60,000 annual) right away. By the time the
first tax-credit was offered in January 2006, the reputation of Prius was well established.
The purpose of that subsidy was to achieve deep market penetration quickly and
stimulate the competition to begin offering their own high-efficiency technology.
Toyota's approach was to increase efficiency along the way, keeping it priced for middlemarket each step of the way. GM's approach is quite different, shooting for an ideal
capacity immediately upon initial rollout, hoping the premium price will drop quickly.
Needless to say, it will be fascinating to watch how the market responds over the next
few years. Plugging in is new to everyone. Priorities vary. Wants influence purchase
decisions. Choices are limited.

4-09-2012

HV using EV capacity, observation. This weekend was my first opportunity to find out
what actually happens over an extended distance over a variety of roads. 60 miles of
driving with only a single charge, the first 9 of which were at 70 mph. That meant using
the HV/EV toggle button to preserve EV capacity for use later. After that initial highway
drive, it slowed to 55 mph, then 50, then a very long stretch at 30. That's when my
curiosity peaked. Would the system automatically take full advantage of the EV capacity
available, even though I was still in HV mode? Turns out, it does... which is a wise
design approach, since STEALTH mode is the most efficient use of overall resources. In
other words, you can drive and drive and drive in the Eco-Meter's green zone with a
seemingly endless supply of electricity, quite unlike the usual distance limitation of the
regular model Prius.

4-09-2012

HV using EV capacity, simple. The request was made for a simple explanation, wanting
to know why indentifying various states of operation even matter. After all, that is
counter to the idea of ordinary vehicle ownership... since most people don't have a clue
how an engine or transmission actually work. It is difficult enough trying to understand
HV and EV when you look closely at the Eco-Meter and notice a variety of different
indicators are presented. Now, we're pointing out what they mean when other efficiencyinfluencing factors like charge-level, power-demand, and outside temperature are
included. So, I kept it brief with: When the engine is off, it depletes regardless of mode.
When the engine is running and warmed up, capacity is retained & replenished. The term
"STEALTH" came about to indicate when the engine is off, even though you aren't
actually driving in EV mode, since the speed & power thresholds are different.
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4-09-2012

HV using EV capacity, awareness. An excellent question came about from me posting
my observation: "What is the advantage of what you found in your test verses just leaving
it in EV?" Getting to point to aspects of the design, then answer what people ask about it,
is quite rewarding. It's gives a good feeling to have a strong understanding of the
system... which why I try to share that knowledge with others: You quickly develop a
heightened awareness of when extra power is needed and prefer to have the engine
warmed prior to that, especially when driving well beyond the EV capacity available.
Leaving work, if I drive through the park, there's a very steep climb out of the river
valley. But before it, there's a long stretch that's totally flat and only 30 mph. Firing up
the engine then very efficiently warms it up. In other words, rather than losing EV from a
rapid engine start, you actually end up gaining a little EV. Always keep the overall
outcome in mind. Immediate power demand with a cold engine will result in EV capacity
being used to compensate, since emission reduction is a primary goal of Prius. With an
engine already warmed up, the request for power ends up resulting in a clean & efficient
high RPM to both provide thrust and recharge at the same time. Gotta love that.

4-10-2012

HV using EV capacity, documentation. Inevitably, another one of the well informed
had to step in with an explanation of why I would post such information. It concluded
with: "These posts are the documentation of that understanding." That brings back
memories from over a decade, back when I was the newbie. Things sure have changed
over that time. Here's what I had to say about the situation: That's it. Having driven 3
different generations of Prius over the past 11.5 years allows me to provide examples
situations that could otherwise go overlooked for many, to appreciate the well thought
out design. You could take advantage, of course. But that's true with any vehicle. The
fact that Prius differs in subtle ways from other hybrids is extremely difficult to
understand without knowing details like this. You'll also find the knowledge quite
comforting later, like when Winter arrives. So rather than getting worried about the
engine running for cabin heat, you'll feel assured that it's using that gas in the most
efficient way possible. That means go ahead and play with the HV/EV button. You'll
confirm that most of the time the system will make the best decision about how to use the
resources available. So, you can try that at home. But the conclusion for many will in the
end be what's been said all along: Just Drive It.
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4-10-2012

Repeat Buyers. There was an article recently published. Same dance. Different song. It
was basically a new twist on the old theme that hybrid premium is difficult to justify. I
commented with: How is this different from the misleading propaganda we've dealt with
in the past? The most obvious repeat is timing. In this case, the article didn't recognize
the fact that Prius choices were just beginning to expand. Prius v wasn't available until
fourth quarter and neither Prius c or Prius PHV were available until 2012. The next
problem is all the Highway MPG advertising, which gives people the impression overall
efficiency will be similar. In reality though, Combined MPG is much lower and City
under that. Word about that deception only now beginning to stir. Then there's the lack of
understanding about plug-in vehicles. It confuses consumers in a market which,
unfortunately, includes some people who intentionally spread vague & outdated
information with the hope of incorrect conclusions being drawn. Lastly, what if there
really is a drop in interest for repeat purchases? There's nothing actually indicating that
would be permanent, especially when next generation hybrids are rolled out. After all,
look at how quickly people abandoned big SUVs as soon as gas hit $4. Remember, with
the overall quantity of hybrids being purchased now, each new one on the road changes
what's considered the norm... regardless of who.

4-11-2012

Another Infobit. Here's another infobit to add to the awareness & understanding. PHV
prefers not to leave EV capacity at full. So when I left home this morning, the switch to
HV depleted a little bit anyway. To be specific, the "happy state" seems to be around
82%. Capacity was reduced from 12.1 to 9.9 miles while driving at 70 mph in HV mode.
In other words, it has a battery longevity strategy similar to the regular model Prius.
That's a good approach. Regen would be wasted if there was no where to store that
electricity. The consumption of a small amount of electricity helps with emission
reduction too, by allowing the engine to warm up more gracefully rather than a hard
switch over. You still have an ample amount of electricity remaining anyway. And of
course, normal hybrid system operation results in some recharging. That works out to a
win-win situation, although that certainly isn't the impression newbies will get when they
first witness the behavior.
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4-11-2012

Big Climb. Today's commute was just a single charge. I got to my parking spot with 7.0
miles remaining. Upon the "big climb" on yet another route home, I had switched to HV
and was down to 5.8 miles remaining. At the top, it had risen to 6.0 miles. And since this
particular drive brings me higher than needed, there was rolling regen opportunity on the
way down. 6.2 miles was the EV capacity by the time the ground had leveled out. Then
after some suburb driving in EV, it was back to HV for some 55 mph cruising. Capacity
was down to 3.8 miles. Stoplight a few miles down the road. Capacity shot up to 4.2
miles from braking regen. Another stoplight a mile down the road required brakes again.
It grew to 4.4 miles. The light turned green, I drove a bit, then it was finally HV depleting
EV capacity on a long 30 mph stretch. I thought that would be the end of the story. I'd
leave the store I had just driven to in EV, using up the last of the capacity. Turns out, the
most exciting hadn't happened yet... Right before I used up those final electrons, I pushed
the HV/EV button one last time. It didn't make any difference. That 0.1 value vanished
and I was back to ordinary hybrid driving... or so I thought. EV capacity returned and
increased as I drove. Huh? I certainly wasn't expecting 0.8 miles by the time I had
reached my driveway. Having pushed that button at the last moment had quite an effect.
My 2010 most definitely wouldn't have generated electricity like that. 75 MPG overall
from 36.0 miles of driving, with EV still remaining. That's fantastic from a 4.4 kWh
battery-pack without recharging. Now I'm more curious than ever how the system will
perform in the winter. The interplay between battery, engine, and motors is proving to be
extremely well thought out.

4-11-2012

Buffer Mode. My conclusion is there's actually another operational state, as I've noted
with this: Buffer mode is turning out to be quite an unexpected bonus. I drove another
15.5 miles through the suburbs with a variety of power demands. Nothing caused the
system to let go of that final 0.1 mile of EV capacity. 3 times I watched it go from almost
gone to 0.9 miles. The second half of my evening drive yielded an average of 59 MPG.
That's pretty darn good without any electricity from plugging in. The amount of
generated electricity being passed back & forth between engine, motor, battery, and road
is impressive. Following an inevitable depletion, I had anticipated the same behavior my
2010 would have delivered. Turns out, PHV has been configured to take advantage of the
bigger & better battery. It operates in a way we hadn't considered. Of course, weren't sure
Toyota would even provide a HV/EV toggle option. Turns out they they did and it's
surprisingly easy to take advantage of.
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4-12-2012

11 Mile Range. When bragging rights dominate discussions, it should be obvious that a
deeper look should be taken. Typically, there's some type of tradeoff involved. With the
case of battery-capacity, that should be obvious... even among the division growing
between Volt supporters. There's some who couldn't care less what the cost is. With
others, they're deeply concerned about the high price and the approaching tax-credit
expiration. What will become of that divide? Who knows. History tells us it likely won't
be compromise that makes everyone happy. After all, you cannot have a halo vehicle
that's also common. Those are fundamental opposites. Either it sells in high-volume or it
doesn't. Prius is targeting at the masses. It clearly could have offered a larger engine,
motor, or battery, but didn't. It could have been offered in a less practical shape too, but
didn't. There's a balance of priorities which is able to draw sales, despite being portrayed
as a negative by the competition. That's why I especially liked this quote posted today:
"Every time the PiP is criticized for its "11 mile range", my response is ..... so what? A
regular Prius has a 1 mile EV range, and look at what it can do, the success it is." That
sums up the situation well.

4-12-2012

Argument Points. Remember them? Most people won't. Newbies won't even realize
certain things were even an issue. Antagonists will though. But there's not much they can
do once an exploited misconception has been debunked. The first one that comes to mind
for me is the monotonous "cold engine" claim. There were some Volt enthusiasts wanting
to undermine PHV who went on and on about how once EV capacity was depleted, the
switch over to HV would cause the engine to run at a very high RPM. That's bad when an
engine is cold. Emissions cannot be cleansed thoroughly until heat is available. Turns out
though, they were quite wrong. PHV always has some reserve electricity stored for
warming up. The transition from EV to HV uses it, allowing to engine to run at a lower
RPM at first. Knowing that now, the claim is now just a memory. A recent argument
point was EV capacity, claiming only 6 miles was available. That originated from the
EPA estimate, not real-world driving. They ignored 11-mile overall capacity, focusing
solely on the first time the engine started up on that particular measurement. Complete
disregard for how the test's purpose was a dead giveaway they weren't being constructive.
But it took real-world data to get them to stop. They did immediately upon hearing some
owners driving 14 miles before the engine started. Blended efficiency is one more strong
argument point that suddenly vanished. No matter how many times I provided evidence
of a MPG boost, they just kept dismissing it as an extreme example. But then when all of
the new PHV owners began reporting the same thing, the false claim instantly stopped.
The experiences reported from ordinary people driving their new plug-in Prius have
made a huge difference, bringing many arguments of the past to an end. That's great!
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4-13-2012

High-Volume Profitable Sales. That daily blog for Volt is down to just random news
events now, many of which aren't even about Volt anymore. The well known posters are
almost all long since gone. But for the few who remain, they pounced today. The topic
was just a repeat post of real-world Volt data compared to generalized estimates on how
the PHV may operate, an opportunity some still holding on to the past yearn for. But
knowing that the market & purpose are so different, what would that accomplish? My
guess is it was just an attempt to retain the spotlight. So, I contributed my real-world data
in response to a post pointing out their rehashing of assumptions. Within about an hour,
there were already 7 negative votes from my spreadsheet with 2 graphs and this single
comment: "Real-World data tells a very different story." Predictably, there was one
individual who personally attacked. I find that incredibly telling, not that it really makes a
difference. Those few enthusiasts likely aren't representative of most owners anyway. For
that matter, we know ordinary mainstream consumers aren't concerned with the details
anyway. We know the purpose is to significantly improvement emissions &
consumption. There isn't actually a goal to eliminate. Their bragging rights of most EV or
most MPG don't address the reality of high-volume profitable sales. It's real-world data
that makes a difference. There's a practical balance of purchase priorities you just can't
overlook.

4-13-2012

Not The Same. There has been a common theme on both the daily blog and the big GM
forum. You mention Prius and they feel threatened. In fact, the fear has become so
ingrained into their thought process, some have even come to calling it the "P" word. It's
the continued false belief that you are somehow trying to prove it is the best. Pretty much
no matter what you say, they think you mean something else. That's probably why so few
remain, leaving only die-hard participants. The others got tired of the nonsense and
simply moved on... especially due to the intentional provoking. All that bait routinely
dropped with the hope of having the opportunity to argue "vastly superior" claims, gets
old & repetitive. For the most part, I don't bother anymore. Just sticking to real-world
data has been working well... extremely well, as a matter of fact. One of the outspoken
troublemakers suddenly came to the realization that my providing of operational results
from the PHV model actually proved that Volt is not the same. It's what I've been saying
for years. But they were so scared of not market reaction they couldn't see the obvious.
The moment he pointed that out to the others, all those negative votes vanished. Duh!
Their trophy-mentality clouded judgment to the point that they ended up arguing against
themselves. That analogy of a panicking animal desperate to escape a predator really fit.
Thank goodness they finally see the situation. Unfortunately, there's still the reality of not
meeting sales expectation, but we can celebrate this small victory.
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4-13-2012

Not Ready. The early adopter mindset seems to be spilling over from enthusiast to
automaker. This opinion pops up from time to time, more often now: "IMHO, for now
GM wants the Volt to remain a low-volume full-price specialty car." That's not the case
for Toyota. This first year, rollout of the PHV model will be to 3 different markets at the
same time... Japan, Europe, and the United States in limited areas. Next year, it will be all
of the United States. In the meantime, the infrastructure for public charging-stations and
aftermarket charge upgrades at home are being established. Ford will be joining in the
end of the year too, with their one plug-in model based on a hybrid that won't even be
rolled out until about June. A faster pace is what we need. Watching traditional vehicles
compete for high-efficiency sales is a big problem. The opportunity to capture the
mainstream shouldn't be allowed to slip away. Remember the "too little, too slowly"
concern? It's playing out right now. Not being ready makes acceptance even more of a
challenge. It's a moving target and getting use to paying higher gas prices is an
unfortunate reality. As they say, strike while the iron is hot.

4-13-2012

Electric Bill. The previous billing period was for 33 days. It ended exactly 1 week prior
to my first plugging in. This month's bill spanned 30 days, of which 3 weeks worth
included PHV ownership. That meant at least 21 times. Doing the math, taking into
account 3.1 kWh per recharge, it was reasonable to expect about 65 added to my regular
household consumption. Instead, it was 30 less. Huh? Apparently, I'm not well aware of
all the appliance draws at home. My guess is the natural-gas furnace was responsible for
that. Long data collection may reveal some type of pattern. But then again, at 10.5 cents
per kWh, it's not much of an expense. So for 30 nightly recharges, we're only talking
about $10 worth of electricity anyway. Looking that the gas consumption it offsets, using
very crude estimations and guessing on gas price, I'm spending somewhere around $35
less per month on gas. That's nice considering how much I drive. For those who don't
drive 20,000 miles annually, they'll spend much less. The benefit is obvious no matter
what your driving is.

4-14-2012

EV mode EV, question. The big question came up, what actually counts as EV miles?
The tally on the Drive-Ratio screen isn't clear. Are miles driven while the "EV" symbol is
illuminated in HV mode included? Should they be? Since EV mode is the default and
you must push the button to switch to HV driving, that explicit choice is a decision not to
use EV. So, it does tend to make sense to not identify any engine-off driving then as EV.
After all, the HV mode is basically just regular Prius operation but with a Li-Ion battery
rather than NiMH. Wanting to distinguish travel which take full advantage utilizes the
system to the fullest is quite informative... and it does support future efforts. After all, the
previous model of Prius had an EV button that didn't offer as much. Now, with this first
plug-in, EV is improved upon. We are already aware of that CITY button not included in
the initial rollout here. It offers the ability to push the electric ability even further,
something markets with much higher traffic-density and low-emission restriction zones
can take advantage of right away. Our current need here is different, especially due to the
penetration barrier caused by consumer education and anti-plug propaganda... for that
matter, the anti-hybrid push. So, I set out to answer the question.
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4-14-2012

EV mode EV, answer. I figured a biking trip up to northern Minnesota would do the
trick. It turned out to be 188 miles of driving, all in HV mode... none of which were
counted as EV, despite driven several miles with the "EV" indicator illuminated. I even
went out of my way and drove about 1.5 extra at the end of the trip without the engine
ever starting. It made no difference. Being in HV mode means no official EV. Of course,
you still get outstanding efficiency. But without the type of tracking having been
established from this first PHV, how would advancements of the next be measured? With
MPG varying dramatically from owner to owner, that really is the only simple system
available for noting improved design. Looking at the big picture help, especially when in
context of the approach having been taken over the past 12 years. It makes sense. That's
why my initial gut reaction was what it ended up to actually be. I hypothesized the
counting could include some HV operation. But that's too much of a short-term
interpretation. The system will continue to evolve over time. As cost warrants,
components will improve. The catch is affordability... something others still have a
difficult time accepting. Just think what the EV range stated now will look like a decade
from now, in the common car we encounter every day. There will naturally be niche
vehicles offering far more, but that's not the purpose of Prius. By the way, the result of
that 188-mile drive with the bikes on back was 46 MPG.

4-15-2012

2013 Volt. Things just took a very strange turn. Events like this are why blogging
enthralls some people. You can document & read reactions to the unexpected, as they
happen... and this one certainly qualifies. GM just released details on the 2013 model of
Volt. What the heck? It's only April. How can announcing changes so far in advance be
helpful? Won't that harm current sales? First thing I noticed was the removal of bluetooth
for phone. Support for it didn't come until recently. It still had some quirks to be worked
out too, quite unlike what Toyota has offered with Prius since 2003. Bluetooth also took
money away from their OnStar pay service, since that was what owners had used for calls
prior to being able to connect with their own phone via Bluetooth. Next thing I noticed
was the introduction of the hold button for this market. Volt will be getting it after all.
That put particular owners are in a difficult position. They had argued fiercely that
having a feature which behaved like the PHV model Prius was useless. Yet, GM offers it
in Europe now and will next year be offering it here too. Now they'll sound hypocritical
and be missing a feature on their own Volt. Funny how things work out. Then of course,
the big concern has been price. Will that heavy hyped drop finally happen? The answer
appears to be no. Many of the features added actually rather nice, making it extremely
difficult for anyone to argue that Volt isn't embracing the status of halo... becoming a
well established niche rather than striving to be a mainstream vehicle. GM did make it
look even more like a traditional sedan. That supposedly is a draw. The bottom part of
the liftgate will be the same color as the vehicle, rather than the standout black it has
now. Oh well, this makes the 2012 sales even more of a tale to tell later.
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The Aftermath. Situations can change quickly. That's certainly the case with the HOLD
mode for Volt. Owners finding out about it are already sounding off, saying they hope
the upgrade will be offered retroactively. We've even had real-world examples stated
how that would be helpful. It's drowning out the rhetoric of the past. Those arguments
from antagonists fiercely trying to keep Volt from being shown to have shortcomings are
becoming an embarrassment. I hadn't expected humility to be an ally. That's nice.
Suddenly, I have others on my side... who would wonder why in the world anyone could
claim that the suggestion to offer that button here was really just an effort to promote
Prius. They honestly thought that ability could somehow undermine. When they fear
diversity, that's a sign something is wrong. Now it's out in the open. Obviously, I feel
vindicated too. How could Volt not change? With the sales struggle, simply waiting for
the market to change instead wasn't wise. Of course, there are still some who are dead set
against the idea of change. But their voice is getting drown out by newbies repeating
what I said last year. That means I don't have to say much anymore. The newbie desire to
embrace sensible solutions overcomes the senseless arguments of the past. It still amazes
me that it had got so bad, threads on the big GM forum were simply closed rather than
actually addressing the problem. Fewer barriers now takes us another step closer to
actually getting something affordable.

4-16-2012

Owners Prius Photos. On the big Prius forum, there was a long-running thread where
owners would post photos of their Prius. It was very exciting to see them. Such variety
exists, which people wouldn't be exposed to any other way. Routine addition of new
photos to see was great. No one had started one for PHV yet. I stumbled across a
fantastic opportunity to do exactly that, my escape up north. Along that 188-mile drive, I
stopped at a public-landing along a river. This was the same location I took photos at
over a decade ago with my Classic Prius. It was the ideal setting for the very first scenic
photo of the PHV. Spring had arrived. It was a beautiful afternoon, 72°F and sunny. I had
2 bikes on the back, making the purpose of my long trip obvious. Unfortunately, the
weather didn't go as planned. It rained all the following day. Heavy downfalls with
blustery wind didn't make for good biking conditions, so we waited. It got colder.
Overnight, the rain turned to snow. I woke up to discover my destination had transformed
into a winter wonderland. Even though that was far from what I had hoped, it was a
golden opportunity. 28°F with 3 inches of fresh snow blanketing everything was a dream
come true for photo taking. So, I went nuts with the camera and started a new thread to
share what I saw.
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Below Freezing Temperatures. When saying "below freezing", I mean a few degrees
under 32°F. To think that even the meaning of that was twisted in those Volt battles of
the past. But when desperate, certain individuals were willing to try just about anything
to retain attention. It's too bad things got so ugly. But then again, my first experience with
the PHV model Prius at a below freezing temperature was quite uneventful... not what
antagonists were hoping for. I drove 4 miles in EV mode. Frequent stops always made
photo sessions a bit annoying, since engine would have to run so frequently with the
regular Prius. But with the PHV, having far more electricity available and a faster
electric-only speed, the travel from location to location was quite pleasant. Being that
cold made it even better. Some claimed that wouldn't be possible. I proved it clearly is,
even when the Prius sits out in the cold all night. Knowing that will make the inevitable
Winter conditions, which Prius already did better than traditional vehicles, even more
pleasant to deal with. But looking outside right now and seeing all that snow still, I'm
looking forward to Spring... which was here just a few days ago. Now, it's gone!

4-17-2012

Brutal Opposition. Looking back, it got pretty nasty. Volt owners were deeply angered
by the idea of a HOLD mode. Anywho who brought up the topic was looked upon as
suspicious, somehow having ill intent. I was amazed by that. Opposition to the idea of
not totally depleting the battery-pack prior to starting the engine was brutal. It would
make Volt more of a hybrid than an electric vehicle. The enthusiasts didn't like that at
all... which is why they fought against it so much. Hybrid equals Prius, in their mind.
Being associated with Prius was bad... since Volt to them was more a matter of braggingrights rather than supporting a vehicle for the masses. After all, if Volt were to become as
common as Prius, there wouldn't be anything to stand out anymore. It's a self-defeating
situation... which has already defeated them. Newbies are sounding off. It's as if fighting
last year never happened. Wow! Of course, that means a widened appeal and less focus
on EV. In the past when a high-opposed situation suddenly took an abrupt turn, those
who had been stirring the trouble vanish. It should be interesting to see what happens
with this. I'm looking forward to constructive discussion. That propaganda of the past
was unbelievable.

4-18-2012

Attitude Transformation. It certainly is odd watching the divide grow. The few remain
antagonists continue to belittle & mislead about Prius. One such attempt yesterday was
trying to state the recent update for Prius v was the very same problem as a recall for the
Iconic model. He literally just made that up. No SSC number to verify his claim. No
detail of any kind. Just a bogus statement about Toyota having repeated issues from not
being properly fixed. This is the same individual who owns a Volt and uses "pathetic"
when describing Prius, so he's basically a troublemaker who simply doesn't care. Thank
goodness most are nothing like him. In fact, there are more and more Volt owners &
enthusiasts who don't see a problem with offering a second more affordable model. They
don't see a shift of priorities from capacity & power to being affordable for the masses.
Old beliefs die hard. Remember the acceleration wars of the past? I sure am glad that
nonsense is over. Having the attitude of former foes transform is the most telling. It hits
you as strange to hear them agree now rather than argue. In other words, consumer needs
are finally being addressed... even if the acknowledgement is only with an implicit
reference to sales. Direct isn't necessary anyway. We are witnessing a change.
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Smallest Capacity. Doing more with less has been a high priority for PHV design. Not
being affordable means not selling many. That's basic economics, a concept which
continues to elude some. It's much, much easier to increase capacity than it is to reduce.
Finding the smallest size that would be still be practical was a very big deal. As the price
of battery-capacity drops, it will make the plug-in model more and more appealing. After
all, you don't have to sacrifice any MPG after depletion. It's still an outstanding hybrid
even without plugging in. Electricity supplied from an outlet enhances operation. Being
rolled out mid-cycle is a reality always overlooked. No thought is given to
implementation constraints... which is why the 2012 PHV is believed to be first
generation. The prior two designs are almost never mentioned in articles and are
summarily dismissed when brought up in comments afterward. Think about what the
next generation of Prius will offer. Knowing that this PHV currently offers enough room
under the false floor for an addition kWh, it makes you wonder what will happen next. A
drop in battery cost could result in more capacity being offered, keeping the price the
same. Or if it turns out that the current capacity is well accepted, it's physical size could
shrink to offer even more hidden storage. That's thinking ahead. Toyota allowed
themselves some flexibility to respond to market demand.

4-20-2012

Never Happy. It is somewhat tragic to step back and analyze the situation. You can't
please all the people all the time. Yet, that's the standard to which some are held. I get
that all the time. Every time it reminds me that some holding positions of power,
especially elected officials, have to deal with that pressure constantly. No matter what
they say, someone won't like it. Of course, then there are a few who are never happy.
What they decided to endorse didn't meet expectations. You become the scapegoat,
someone to blame for their misfortune because you chose wisely. My way of gauging
success is when the count of those who oppose are a very small percentage. In the
computer world, the goal is to deliver 90 percent of what was requested... since that final
10 percent is often extremely expensive to address initially... and more often than not,
priorities shift upon using that first version anyway. I've seen that outcome repeat itself
countless times over the decades. So, why would an attempt like Volt be any different?
Reaching middle-market makes the need for adjustment especially important. After all,
once the enthusiasts make their purchase, who's left? Mainstream sales down come from
making them happy, not what an enthusiast wants.

4-20-2012

Great Road Trip. It was a nagging question with an uncertain answer. My first road trip
left me wondering. The impression was efficiency would be equal to or slightly better
than a regular Prius. But with the PHV not broken in yet and the freezing-point so near,
patience was required. Over 2,000 miles on the odometer and warmer, it was now time to
find out. 176 miles driven, using 9 miles of EV capacity, maximum speed of 60 mph, the
temperature was 50°F. With the greatest of ease, the result was 62 MPG. Gotta like that. I
sure am looking forward an ordinary Summer experience. Spring has given me a taste of
what's to come. It certainly was a enjoyable destination. We went to the headwaters of
the mighty Mississippi River, where it's nothing but a tiny stream flowing out of a lake.
That's exciting to walk across. The incredibly efficient travel to get there made it even
better, a great road trip.
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Ugly Conditions. Well, my PHV certainly is broken in now. Today's road trip was a
demanding 194 miles. There was a steady and sometimes heavy rain the entire time. The
temperature was 43°F, requiring both defrost & heat to continuously run. Two bikes were
strapped into a rack on back, creating quite a bit of drag cutting through the air & water.
There was no opportunity to plug in. The interior was stuffed with cargo (including a 3wheel recumbent). That made for very ugly spring travel conditions. I wasn't exactly
thrilled by the thought of what the outcome would be. Although this drive is really going
to bring down lifetime average, it does provide real-world data in far from an ideal
situation. Fortunately, even when Prius is challenged, it still shines. The result display
was 39 MPG. What else could accomplish the same feat, especially without plugging in?

4-22-2012

Horribly Vague. There have been abundant examples of pointless comments over the
years, so it's a big source of frustration to see that continue. This was the one posted
today: "People were predicting the Cruze's outright failure and boy have they been
surprised. I predict modest uptake for the first year or so (as long as the diesel engine
comes with good MPG, a slight price increase, etc.)" Notice how there's no detail
whatsoever. It's so horribly vague, the failure judgment is totally subjective. Nothing to
actually measure was provided. Without anything quantitative, how can a proper
conclusion be drawn? What sales count would qualify as successful? What is a good
MPG to expect? What does "slight" mean with respect to price? This all comes back to
stating goals. If they don't, you can basically say anything you want afterward. Leaving
such an opportunity to spin outcome is senseless. Yet, that's what keeps happening
anyway. When will they learn?

4-22-2012

Being Trolled. Someone started an editorial type thread on the big GM forum,
attempting to address the topic of mainstream buyers rather than the usual "zealot" crowd
(those who support a brand without ever questioning executive decisions). After all,
there's good reason to take a better look at the market when vehicles like the Fiat 500
outselling Volt by a surprisingly wide margin (3,712 verses 2,289). The same defenders
came to action. It didn't take long for the original-poster to be labeled as a troublemaker
and for the compliant to be posted about being trolled. That's the typical response when
they don't like the topic. It's Earth Day, so I felt obliged to join in the discussion: Just
stick to facts then. What are consumer needs? If GM also delivers something else, that's
great! Having choice is a definite plus. How long will it be until an affordable model of
Volt is available? Many sources, including Lutz himself, have stated $30,000 as the
target price. If 2015 is the anticipated rollout, how will such a drop of cost be achieved?
Remember, the $7,500 tax-credit would have expired by then. Don't forget the
competition either. And I don't mean that from Toyota or Ford. I mean from GM itself.
The push of diesel & eAssist will make selling Volt even more of a challenge.
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Oil Reality. No matter what the spin is about waiting for technology costs to drop, the
reality is that oil is expensive now and we are heavily dependent upon it. That "too little,
too slowly" concern clearly wasn't taken seriously. Rather than building platforms to
expand upon, there are haphazard shots at delivering a high-efficiency solution. Volt is
obviously the poster-child for "over promise, under deliver". Changing that would be
great. There isn't the luxury of time. Offering larger motors & batteries is nice, but
definitely not required. That's a want, not a need. Ford is preparing to deliver a sensible
new hybrid, one which will also offer the option of a plug. Hopefully, that will stir the
market enough to focus attention on actual priorities rather than continuing with the
propaganda. It's so annoying to watch time pass by without actually accomplishing
anything. Traditional sales are a stimulant too, a clue that progress is more of a struggle
than the hype would lead you to believe. Thankfully, the reality of $103.88 per barrel
pricing for oil this week is counter-balanced by a solution establishing realistic
expectations. The PHV model Prius delivers the MPG boost it was intended to at a price
within reach of middle-market today, not years from now.

4-23-2012

14.1 Miles. It had been quite awhile since my last opportunity to take the long way to
work. It a more casual drive, the most efficient too. The slower road speeds allow me to
enjoy every last electron of plug-supplied electricity. 14.1 is the longest distance I've
seen... and I did again today too. Unfortunately, that end is midway up a very steep
climb. So, there's no way to find out how much further I could actually go. Of course,
other parts of the drive are far from flat too. But running out just before reaching a
plateau is somewhat of a bummer. Then there's more climbing later. Following that is a
very, very long decent... hence the best MPG on that particular route. However, what I
find intriguing is that the maximum amount of EV travel isn't always the most efficient.
That didn't come into play today though. My intent was to see how much I could squeeze
out, especially when among morning commute traffic. Using the engine for heavy
acceleration demands is actually better. But explaining how that's possible is quite a
challenge. So, I'm starting with a footnote about capacity potential instead. Later, I'll get
into when it's best to take advantage of that HV/EV button.

4-24-2012

Chrysler Plug-In. The automaker has begun delivering plug-in hybrids for data
collection. Ultimately, there will be 25 Town & Country minivans and 160 Ram pickups.
The cost is split between the automaker itself and DOE (Department of Energy) for a cost
of $26 million for the minivans and $97 million for the pickups. There wasn't any detail
whatsoever in the press-release. It was just a generic "look at we are doing" type article
for Earth Day. Supposedly, the technology being used is Two-Mode still. But nothing
about motors or battery was mentioned. Heck, there wasn't anything said about MPG
either. No date. No price. No expectations of any sort. Oh well, at least you can't accuse
them of hype.
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55 @ 110. Today's driving around came to a total of 55 miles. I started with a full charge
at home, then recharged entirely at work. The result after the commute both ways and
side trip to walk the dog was 110 MPG. That's great! I wish all days could be like that.
Some are actually better, but more aren't that good. My expectation of averaging around
75 is still quite realistic... at least enough to make the MPG boost obvious. My influence
of long highway trips and the depths Winter here in Minnesota make overall efficiency
uncertain. But you get the idea. The fact that adding 2.8 kWh of capacity plus a plug
(along with the switch to lithium) could results in such an improvement is the point...
especially when so much importance was put on cost. There was a clear priority of
configuring the design in a way to reach a very wide market. Real-World data like
today's clearly confirms that choice was a wise one.

4-24-2012

Vague & Ambiguous. It's hard to believe the same old nonsense continues. This wasn't
much of a surprise though. GM launched a new Volt promotional website... which
included a "Total gallons of fuel saved" value. No detail was provided though. A footnote
buried within a link at the bottom of the homepage only made reference to "Official MPG
for US passenger cars". Upon digging for the actual value from other internet sources,
we found out the official value was just 27.5 MPG. It was a great example of how
standards have been lowered. Why wouldn't they just compare Volt to itself, stating how
much the battery usage offsets engine usage? After all, that's what PHV does. Of course,
Volt comes up way short of the 50 MPG delivered by PHV after depletion. Naturally,
electricity consumption was disregarded entirely too. Even the charging-station reports
available online provide kWh information. Why doesn't GM? Isn't the point to give a
clear representation of what the plug-supplied electricity accomplishes? Their data is
cherry picked, presenting only what advertises well rather than supplying enough for
consumers to draw their own conclusions. Arrgh!

4-25-2012

Short Replies. The attempts to stir debate have dwindled to almost nothing. The Volt
supporters enjoyed heated exchanges with PHV supporters. But back when real-world
data wasn't available, it was a very different situation. They could still mislead without
much consequence. They'd just pretend the topic lacked evidence and was only
speculation. Now, it's fact. They've run out of excuses for struggling sales too. It's a
waste of time responding anymore. The debates had actually be constructive last year,
since they exposed argument points. But now that those are well known and there's
plenty of information available to eliminate doubt, what purpose would rehashing serve?
It's over. So, I don't bother. To one provoke, I posted this: "No concern for middle-market
buyers or business-sustaining sales." And to another, it was just this short reply: "Time is
not a luxury."
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Range Estimates. These are my most recent recharges, in the order as they occurred:
11.6, 11.7, 11.8, 11.9, 12.0, 12.1 Clearly, the system is estimating based on previous
drives... since I went from only recharging 3 times over the course of driving 600 miles
to recharging very frequently, twice per day. Leaving for work in the morning means
using the entire capacity and a very small amount of gas. Then after lunch, I plug in so I
can drive home using the entire capacity again. That won't be the norm, since I travel
elsewhere in the evening and weekends. But for the sake of collecting real-world data
now and enjoying the departure of Winter, why not? It revealed the range estimate drop I
had been seeing wasn't actually from the battery itself. In fact, today and yesterday I was
able to drive 14.1 miles in EV before the engine started. That's well above the estimates
which had been displayed on the screen.

4-26-2012

MPG Marketing. Now that hybrid choices are diversifying, what effective method of
marketing is there? The PHV owners have happily discovered that the "only gets 11 miles
of EV range" argument holds little to no merit. All you have to do is quote your recent
MPG to screw up their attempt to undermine. In fact, that's so remarkably effective, it
could be a big reason why antagonist activity has almost completely vanished. I'm
thrilled how quickly that rhetoric has ended. It certainly didn't dragged on as some had
feared. As soon as the real-world data from Prius owners who were now plugging in was
posted, that brought a profound wake-up call. As if overnight, the shift had taken place.
Discussions of PHV intermingling with posts from those who didn't have a plug were
welcomed. There was no divide, quite unlike that of Volt. Each Prius owner proudly
shares there MPG experiences, knowing others get different results. That coexistence is
priceless. Just let consumers spread the word by sharing experiences among their peers,
who can relate directly to the circumstances. Getting 80 or 90 MPG from a PHV is easy
to understand. Efficiency is enhanced from a plug. That MPG boost is simple to convey.
It makes the marketing effortless.

4-26-2012

Hybrid Vendetta. You never really know what someone's purpose truly is. But with a
quote like this, it's easy to guess: "After 1.5 years and 13K miles, I've had it with the 2010
Prius. What a pile of junk, I'll never buy another Toyota again, ever. I've bought a new
2012 Ford Mustang, 305HP V6 with 31.5MPG customized with Ford Racing components
from the factory." With 305 horsepower and a MPG clearly not real-world (the combined
estimate is only 23 and city is 19), you know the person wouldn't be satisfied from
anything type of middle-market. In fact, there are probably a hundred different vehicles
that could fall into the same category. We'll never find out if that was even a real owner.
But then again, someone looking to stir trouble typically isn't that blatant. Of course,
there's always that mid-life-crisis situation to consider. I find it amusing how such a nonconstructive thread could even be started. What would the poster hope to achieve?
Perhaps there was a vendetta against hybrids manifesting itself. After all, it's very
difficult not to encounter a Prius on a routine drive anymore. They're everywhere now!
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Repeating Mistakes. Believe it or not, the hype is beginning again. It's exactly like TwoMode. With sales struggling and excuses exhausted, focus shifted over to something else.
In that past, it was Volt. In this case, it's the Cadillac ELR. This is the successor to Volt;
however, it's a more expensive model. Talking about going in the wrong direction! It's
amazing such senseless decisions are being made. Counter-Balance with a less expensive
choice would be fine. That's not what we are seeing happen though. But with Volt getting
almost nothing for attention during Earth Day news and upcoming uncertainty about
demand, the market was beginning to look at other offerings... like PHV. Like last time,
silence comes. There aren't any heated arguments anymore. There aren't even new
discussion threads started. The topic simply dies. This is a repeat of mistakes we saw
before... nothing learned. Rather than addressing what the market actually needs, focus
continues to be on want.

4-28-2012

PHV Operation. It's exciting to read questions specifically about the plug-in model from
new owners. The heightened awareness & curiosity is a win for everyone interested in
Prius. Today, one wanted to know what happens if you wait until the last minute to start
the engine when it's still cold, like as you are accelerating up a ramp onto a highway.
This was my response: No matter what you do, the engine will always warm gracefully.
The system is very well thought out, always taking emissions & longevity into account.
Watching a ScanGauge, it's easy to confirm that. I see the engine running at a lower than
usual RPM while the coolant temperature is still low. Watching the EV capacity, you'll
see it drop initially... dipping well into the HV capacity if EV is already depleted entirely
to ensure the engine isn't worked too hard. So regardless of speed, power, or temperature,
when the engine warms, it is protected from wear... much like it has been for startup itself
for over a demand. The battery-pack is taken advantage, rather than putting stress on the
engine.

4-28-2012

Cost Savings. I like when this question gets asked: "Am I missing something from the
PIP?" He had only listed the two extremes, use of EV exclusively & entirely and driving
very long distances. Listing nothing else was a bit odd. But then again, that is sometimes
a good way to start a discussion thread. I chimed in with: Yes, those points were an
oversimplification. As already mentioned there's a major benefit to short-trips, something
commonly overlooked. Focus on the resulting MPG instead, which was also mentioned.
For me, my current tank is just a little over 300 miles with an average of 114 MPG.
Lastly, how do you put a cost on reduced emissions? My electricity comes from naturalgas and solar, which is clearly better than coal. Using even less gas (oil) is a benefit too...
for both emissions & dependency. What's the value of that? Let's not forget about your
contribution to a better future as well. Each generation of plug-in will get better. The
children will appreciation that.
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Panic Reports. Paying close attention can make a big difference. It allows you to
identify patterns. That can be really helpful. In this case, it provided me with a response
others hadn't expected. I noticed something that hadn't even crossed their minds. There
were numerous reports recently published, all based upon a survey. The topic was repeat
purchases by hybrid owners. I was suspicious. The results seemed too good of a source of
new argument material for antagonists. Though vague, the content itself didn't seem too
bad. Then I thought about the timing. Publishing that just before Earth Day makes you
wonder. Then I stepped back to consider the big picture. Ah ha! It reminded me of the
panic 3 years ago... when there was a panic about the imminent next generation Prius
rollout. The competition came up with a bunch of reports that made Prius look bad... with
the hope consumers wouldn't realize the choice was about to change. The same thing is
happening now... quickly reporting information before the word spread about new Prius
models becoming available. The survey was legitimate when taken, those hoping to
undermine simply won't mention it being outdated already. People will just assume the
newer models were included. We've seen that type of misleading before. It's an
unfortunate reality we have to deal with it. Fortunately, some of us are aware of the
circumstances.
Brainless Observations. Since the very beginning back in 2000, there has always been a
dead giveaway to confirm that the reviewer has no clue how the system actually works.
When you come across one, don't let it bother you. Until recently, it was always the
fastest speed you could travel with the engine off. They'd notice acceleration from a stop,
then never do any further observation. So, you'd get a quote stating the maximum is
around 12 MPH. There was no effort to find out if it was different for other
circumstances. They simply didn't bother. In fact, you'd sometimes wonder if they even
drove the car at all. Now, the claim with 6 miles of EV for the PHV is just as brainless.
That's why most of the writers are only called reporters, not journalists. There's lots of
disappointment on the way if you're expecting well researched reviews. Those that
convey accurate & thorough information will be extremely rare. Cherish them.
Recharge Measurements. Accessing my charging account online, I got this report of
kWh values: 2.989, 3.129, 3.125, 2.986, 3.032, 3.109, 3.110, 3.201, 3.117, 2.947, 3.067,
3.136, 3.126, 3.088, 3.022, 3.021, 3.081, 3.117. That makes 3.1 kWh per recharge a
reasonable standard value to use. (I believe that one with 3.201 was from my remote A/C
test, where electricity used to cool the vehicle interior comes directly from the plug rather
than the battery-pack.) Having a sampling of that size readily available sure was handy
today. Some were beginning to assume other values based upon just a personal
observation or two using inexpensive aftermarket devices. Values measured from
commercial-grade charging-stations specifically designed to capture that detail is much
more likely to give reliable & consistent results. Needless to say, I too wanted to know
with a high level of certainty. Then all I have to do is count recharges and multiple that
standard 3.1 to get the total kWh value.
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Sales Results. This particular month is an important one for sales. We'll find out what the
results are in two days. Expectations for PHV are for roughly the same as last month,
since pre-order delivery is still taking place. You can imagine the quantity getting media
spin regardless of what it is. Less would supposedly mean weak demand, even though
you can't buy them directly yet. More would supposedly mean weak growth, not meeting
whatever expectations antagonists arbitrarily come up with. No change would supposedly
indicate a pattern of something bad. You know how it is, there's no way to actually "win"
when quarrelling with those who thrive on hype. In other words, April will provide the
slow progress forward we have anticipated. May will bring about the beginning of dealer
sales, but only in 15 states. Being able to purchase without pre-order will be a big deal,
regardless of where. That will be very interesting... especially as PHV owners continue to
share real-world data. In the meantime, there's Volt. What the heck are the expectations
for that? Sales of 3,750 per month was the revised goal, dropping the 60,000 hope in this
market to 45,000. But last month's record sales of 2,289 fell way short. That's not even 1
per dealer. There are 2,600 in the United States who offer Volt. So, you can imagine the
internal competition from Cruze & Malibu being far more of an influence than PHV...
with price the major factor. It's too bad the priority of affordability wasn't taken seriously.
How will mainstream volume be achieved otherwise? Traditional vehicles will continue
striving for sales, making it difficult for hybrids (with and without plugs) to gain
marketshare.

4-30-2012

Daily & Monthly. I like to collect real-world data. Having lots of it available helps to
prevent the intentional misleading we have to routinely deal with and it conveys realistic
expectations for those considering a purchase. With that, you get a variety of reports from
me. Here's the one from today: Ugh! 70 miles today, from a variety of driving. 2
recharges, I thought would be well used. But no. I ended up pulling into the garage with a
warm engine and 0.1 mile of EV left. Unused electricity. That's terrible! Oh well. 78
MPG is hardly anything to complain about. For this month, which includes my snowy &
rainy 636-mile trip up north, the total distance traveled was 1,828 miles. By tracking
plug-in activity and using 3.1 kWh as the per-recharge quantity, 128 kWh of electricity
were consumed. Based upon the values shown on the display each evening, 27.5 gallons
of gas were consumed. That calculates to an overall average for the month of 66.5 MPG.
I can't wait to find out what next month will bring.

5-01-2012

Production Here. That was the big rumor today. It was pretty much a given though,
hardly a surprise. The industry fallout in 2008 clobbered the plans to begin production
here with the third generation Prius and it's not money well spent setting up mid-cycle.
Planning for the fourth instead is a sensible move. That likely means late 2015 for the
2016 model-year. Where isn't even speculated. The location that was under construction,
then halted abruptly when cash became scarce, resumed with new plans for Corolla
instead. And that is indeed what's produced in the Mississippi plant now. Kentucky is
where Camry is built, including the hybrid model. But there's no guarantee it will even be
in that area of the country. Whatever the case, it was a good sign hearing about this again.
The recovery from the fallout is becoming apparent now... and efficiency is much more
of a priority. Looking back, it makes sense that the highly profitable SUV market would
have to collapse... since the automakers certainly didn't want to miss out on that lucrative
opportunity. But now that guzzling is no longer acceptable, production of responsible
choices is getting lots of attention.
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5-01-2012

Sales Silence. It was downright creepy today. The GM supporters didn't want to say
anything about Volt sales for April. The previous month's record included clearance 2011
models. Disregarding that one-time gain was a setup for disappointment. No discounted
prices for new inventory wasn't a reality they wanted to face. And of course, the
inevitable happened. Sales were indeed lower as a result. The problem is, they were way
too low to spin. With excuses exhausted, maybe the time to be constructive is near.
There's hope. Anywho, only 1,462 Volts were purchased. That's significantly lower than
the Buick LaCrosse eAssist, of which 4,311 were purchased. The new model of Chevy
Malibu with eAssist also did well, with 3,324 purchased. Competition from within
continues to be a serious problem... especially when you consider Chevy Cruze had a
total of 18,205 for the month. GM is it's own enemy... quite unlike Toyota. Again,
Corolla was beat by the Prius family. Not by much. But with numbers 24,804 and 25,168
for April, neither is actually in jeopardy. Sales of 36,820 Camry made it quite worthy of
attention too. For the plug-in portion of Prius sales, there's no way of gauging PHV
demand yet... since pre-order deliveries are still in progress. But you know the 1,654 new
owners in April made for more than enough reason to affirm the reason for silence.

5-02-2012

That New Button, tried it. Whoa! I had no idea the difference would be that obvious.
Yesterday, I took the "along the river" route to work. It's 17.2 miles long with a top speed
of 55 mph on some roads that are quite scenic. The purpose of that particular drive was to
go as far as I possibly could as far as I could using only EV accelerating as fast as
possible. That extra push from the battery resulted in a drop of maximum range from
14.1 to 13.0 miles. But that electricity sacrifice prevents you from holding up any traffic.
You accelerate at the same speed as everyone else. When reaching the depletion point,
the engine started. It's not the ideal, since using the hybrid system can be more efficient
overall than electricity-only driving... especially with a battery-pack that's 4.4 kWh. The
result was 250 MPG. Today, I took advantage of the HV/EV button. Taking the same
route, I fired up the engine when the first need for acceleration came up. I briskly
accelerated, knowing the engine running optimally will end up recharging the batterypack a little bit as a result. After all, that's the point of a FULL hybrid. The system
focuses on overall efficiency, not that of the moment. Once warmed up, I pressed the
button again to shut the engine off. It was now available for a quick on & off later. That
came when a steep hill climb was needed. Then things got interesting. MPG will
unexpectedly high, close to 250 and there was plenty of EV available. Later when I
arrived at my parking spot, there was 1.3 miles still remaining. And to my delight, on the
display it said 310 MPG. The HV/EV button allowed me to use less electricity and less
gas. My expectations weren't to see so much of an improvement. That was amazing!

5-02-2012

That New Button, advice. It's to fire up the engine to take advantage of the hybrid
system when you are driving beyond the EV capacity available. Once the coolant warms
to 130°F, the engine on & off is surprisingly quick and you gain a little bit of EV in the
process. Today, I pushed the button to start the engine, then drove the warm-up distance
while in HV mode. Tomorrow, I'll push the button, but only stay in HV mode for a few
seconds. Switching back to EV mode right away will draw from the battery more, which
is ok for me since I ended up at my destination with unused EV today. That should result
in higher MPG. Keep distance & speed in mind. Like any efficiency driving, planning
ahead is key. But when on your daily commute, the routine should make observations
easy. The system will automatically squeeze out great efficiency anyway. But it couldn't
hurt to start up the engine sooner if you know the EV would be better used later.
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5-03-2012

That New Button, quick switch. As planned, I used the button today to fire up the
engine, but then switched back to EV mode a few seconds later. That left the Prius in
"enhanced HV mode" until the engine was warmed up (130°F), then it automatically
because electric-only driving. It was a "just drive it" experience, making no effort
whatsoever to keep the engine from starting back up, even when climbing up the long
steep hill. Turns out, that wasn't necessary. There was no need for that much power. In
fact, I was a bit bummed when I finally reached the river crossing. Merging onto the
highway, I dropped the pedal to the floor to start the engine. Turns out though, traffic was
only traveling at 52 mph and it was downhill. So, that was likely wasted gas. Upon
reaching my parking spot, there was 0.2 miles of EV capacity left... and to my delight the
efficiency was higher. The result today was 320 MPG. That's only a difference of 0.0017
gallons of gas (from the 310 MPG yesterday), well inside the margin-of-error for
measurement. So, far more sampling would be needed to really nail down the
improvement. But that's rather pointless, since even getting just the 250 MPG from never
using the button is great anyway.

5-03-2012

No Resistance. There hasn't been any aspect of backlash. Nothing has become of falling
way short of the revised sales expectation for Volt. Scaled back from the much hyped
60,000 for the second year, it was recently changed to 45,000. That meant 3,750 per
month. But rather than acknowledge that April's count of 1,462 didn't come anywhere
close, the response was: "Volt has third-best sales month yet." How is that constructive?
Odds are quite good the reason for silence from the once very vocal antagonists is that
the new plug-in model Prius is doing much better than they had anticipated. Remember,
these are the same individuals who absolutely insisted that engineering alone was all GM
needed to succeed. Their blatant disregard for business & consumer need supposedly just
a twisted perspective ploy by those hoping to kill Volt. That refusal to deal with
economic realities was an endless source of astonishment. Those pointing out the
necessity for high-volume profitable sales quickly weren't trying to make production
come to an end; they were trying to prevent it from becoming a niche. Getting stuck at
that status is extremely difficult to overcome later. Yet, despite major examples of the
past (like Two-Mode), they followed that same path anyway. What a waste. So much
potential lost. I guess that explains why there's no resistance now. How could you
respond without sounding hypocritical? Needless to say, on the thread in the big GM
forum linking to a sales article highlighting the recent Prius sales, no one responded to
the original post or my addition to it which followed later in the day: Here's the
individual US sales counts for April: 15,661 = regular; 4,006 = c; 3,847 = v; 1,654 =
PHV. Note that sales of the regular model were not lower as a result of other choices
being offered. In fact, quite the opposite happened of that prediction. For the PHV model,
all sold are still pre-order deliveries and only in the initial 15 states. So it's there isn't any
way of gauging actual demand. In March 911 were delivered. On February 28 & 29, the
only days in that first month, 21 were delivered.
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5-04-2012

Best Tank? I wonder how thing will change as Summer approaches. The real-world data
I just collected may be unlike what I see going forward. This is uncharted territory now.
It's very exciting. None of us know how things will ultimately play out. So, celebrating
small victories is ok. That's what I'm doing now. Technically, this is my best tank
anyway. Will it remain that way? Here's the detail and my thoughts at the moment: 96
MPG measured at the pump last night. 7.314 gallons of E10, from traveling a total of 701
miles. 78.1 kWh measured at the plug (25.2 recharges @ 3.1 kWh each). I suspect that
will be my best tank for a very long time. Biking season has begun, so lots of longdistance highway cruising is in store. Carrying 2 kayaks on the roof will obviously
impact efficiency too. Of course, the biggest news is that I will have to begin sharing the
plugs at work. Eeek! It was nice having that entire area all to myself. Not being able to
plug in anytime I want will obviously influence results. But then again, that area was
designed to support additional charging-stations later. It sure would be exciting to see the
demand for more emerge right away.

5-04-2012

A/C Use Data. To stimulate new PHV discussion, I tried something completely different.
Nothing had been mentioned about A/C usage yet. It's not warm enough yet. So, data has
been non-existent. Unexpectedly, it got "hot" here... that means low 80's in Minnesota in
the Spring. I had my Prius facing the sun parked in the open lot. That was enough to
make the interior a bit uncomfortable. It was the excuse I needed to give the new feature
a try. I took advantage of the remote A/C, via smart-phone, but I bet the via FOB works
the very same way. Watching the real-time data the ChargePoint app offers, I saw exactly
what happened when clicking the "Turn On Climate" button within the Entune app...
after the battery-pack had been fully recharged. It showed the rate at which power was
being drawn through the 240-volt plug connection to run the A/C, which confirmed the
battery-pack wasn't being used. More importantly, it showed how much energy was used.
For a 10-minute remote run cycle, 0.25 kWh were consumed. That's worthwhile data. It
was fun to collect too.
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5-04-2012

Final Proclamations. The last of the Volt comments are being made. The audience has
left. Very little is posted about it on the big GM forum anymore. It's just like Two-Mode,
following that same history of being far too expensive to appeal to the mainstream and
struggling with sales as a result. Those few who remain loyal seek out something to
blame. PHV is an obvious target. Today, there was this: "It's just amazing, for $3k more
PIP buyers could have had a Volt with lots more range and much better mileage (before
it switches to the hybrid mode)." Curiosity got me more than being compelled to respond.
Feedback of any type is hard to get now. I wondered if anything constructive was even
possible. So, I tried: Keep in mind that tax-liability isn't high enough for some to collect
that entire $7,500 credit for Volt. The range/mileage assumption very much falls into the
YMMV category too. Think about how different weekend travel can be from weekday
commutes. Looking forward, it's easy to see how Toyota configured their first offering
for the "affordable plug-in" market. That most definitely isn't the approach GM took with
Volt. Trying to squeeze out very high efficiency from a battery-pack only around 5 kWh
simply wasn't a priority. Instead, the was focus on EV driving... which is clearly more
expensive and heavily dependent upon tax-credit money. My most recent tank measured
96 MPG at the pump & plug (7.314 gallons of E10 and 78.1 kWh of electricity for 701
miles of travel). Since automakers require a high-volume profitable vehicle to sustain
business, something for middle-market is required. What are those consumers actually
looking for? There's nothing wrong with continuing to offer Volt's current configuration
as a niche. But recent sales certainly don't support the argument of it being a primary
product. Something else is needed to attract those would otherwise purchase a Cruze or
Malibu. Notice how sales of Prius are now eclipsing that of Corolla here? That overtake
happened years ago in Japan. Fuel efficiency has become an important purchase factor;
however, sticker-price is still paramount.

5-04-2012

PHV vs PIP. There are a variety of terms that can be used to identify the most efficient
model of Prius. Some are descriptive simply by recognition of the acronym. Some are
abbreviations of somewhat arbitrary references. The ideal would be EVHV, but that
hasn't emerged in discussions. Perhaps it's because "Electric Vehicle" combined with
"Hybrid Vehicle" is self-explanatory. What has is limited to particular audiences. On the
big Prius forum, like like "PiP" as shorthand for the "Plug in Prius". I don't care for that,
due to its scope only applying to a single vehicle. In Japan, the emblem on the vehicle
itself is "PHV". It represents the same as PHEV, but don't have the redundancy of plug &
electricity describing the same thing. To stimulate discussion, with the hope of stirring
ideas I can use in documentation later, I started a new thread with the following: PHV
means "Plug-In Hybrid Vehicle". It's the universal standard established to identify all
plug-in hybrids. It will become quite useful over time, as other automakers offer their
own models. That's a much better way to distinguish the difference between the plug-in
and the regular model than an abbreviation unique to each hybrid. In other words, I
haven't been and have no intentions to support PIP. Past experience has made it
overwhelming clear that newbies have no idea what the heck you are referring too, since
the same convention was used to differentiate traditional models from hybrids and it was
quite ineffective. Keep your audience in mind. PIP means "Picture In Picture" for
anyone familiar with television. PIP also already refers to the measurement of fuel on the
Prius gas gauge. PHV is distinct, yet can be used across the industry. Any hybrid that
offers a plug as a package-option needs some type of simple identifier. PHV will work
well for that.
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5-04-2012

$98 Per Barrel. The price of oil dropped below $100. It's been a very long time since
that was the case. Expectations of gas prices dropping are realistic now. In fact, the
influencing factors of higher prices are gone. It looks like peak has already passed, that
the Summer struggle won't actually happen now. It's bittersweet for those counting on
expensive gas to help sell vehicles new traditional vehicles with an efficiency emphasis.
Prius is also green (low smog-emissions) and still remarkably practical, being a
hatchback and now a wagon. The plug-in model of Prius doesn't depend heavily upon
either monetary enticements or the absolute of no gas. Keeping gas below the $4 per
gallon mark is a major priority for many, in multiple industries. This is where vehicle
design balance is so important. It must be able to deal with changes in the market.
Remember how people started buying guzzlers again, right after the scare of $4 gas had
passed? Having something already a common sight on the road when efficiency favor
swings the other way is really important. That means achieving mainstream sales now.
Delay is missed opportunity.

5-05-2012

Plug-In Newbies. Hearing from new PHV owners is very exciting. They're emerging
everywhere. On the big Prius forum, the first clue is by looking at their post total. New
members only have a very small count. Watching their messages, you find out pretty
quick whether or not their previous vehicle was a Prius. For a large majority of them, it
wasn't. They found past Prius interesting, but not enough to purchase until the option of a
plug was offered. Being able to effortlessly achieve over 60 MPG is quite a draw.
Knowing that not driving far or recharging at work will result in even higher MPG makes
it more compelling. I'm delighted with the efficiency I've seen so far with mine. So what
if the engine runs at times. That's the point of being a hybrid. You get greatly improved
design over traditional vehicles without a major price premium. Keeping the battery-pack
so small was a brilliant decision. Newbies obviously figured that out too. Their
comments on the forum and in automotive blogs make their acceptance & understanding
quite clear. It's very uplifting to see proof of market expansion like that.

5-06-2012

Downplay, the end. Confirmation of having arrived at the end of "rollout" is easy to see
when all the excuses have vanished. What a relief. Phew! Many of us were hoping the
unmet sales expectations of Volt wouldn't interfere with the introduction of PHV. The
plug-in model Prius was intended to establish itself within the first year, so nationwide
rollout the second year would be a natural step... quite unlike the struggle we've seen
with Volt. Downplay of expectations, though hypocritical of enthusiasts, was the answer.
They had to decide to change stance though. Anything from Prius supporters would just
be dismissed as spin. And of course, they'd never admit to such a paradigm shift. Sales
were to meet the mainstream level (5,000 per month) beginning the second year. Now,
they're saying we must be patient and wait for the next generation design instead. All the
current owners are only "early adopters" rather than middle-market consumers as
originally planned. Whatever. Labels don't mean much anyway. It's all about sales...
which is why they were totally silent about April results until I finally chimed in.
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5-06-2012

Downplay, validated. Disregarding business need became the theme awhile ago.
Whether it will ever be acknowledged or not, the "too little, too slowly" concern has been
validated. That's why the plug-in Prius won't be liked regardless of what's posted. A
quick look at the specs makes you wonder why the heck a 60 kW traction-motor was
used, since many of the other hybrids use only 10 & 15 kW. Such a big difference should
have made it obvious that being able to take advantage of a larger battery-pack later was
already built into the design. But instead, there's just spin claiming the plug was an afterthought. None of the excuses or downplay will cover up the reality that consumers have
shifted priorities, making efficiency an important purchase factor. That means each
automaker must somehow fulfill that demand; otherwise, the opportunity is lost to
traditional vehicles... as we are now witnessing.

5-06-2012

Downplay, pattern. The final sign is how quickly the rhetoric ends. That previous entry
was my last post on that thread. They ran out of argument material so quickly, there
wasn't anything remaining to say. I just provided a summary of the situation and moved
on. Their focus on bragging-rights falls on deaf ears now. Very few participate in that
nonsense anymore. The MPG boasting is a weak as 0-60 acceleration was a decade ago.
It faded away as need was exceeded. Want is difficult to appeal to in this new economy
where gas is expensive and financial risk has harmed the well being of so many.
Priorities have become more balanced. Purchases are occurring now, not waiting for a
next generation years from now. They know it too. This is how an enthusiast becomes an
antagonist. They realize goals were met by a competitor and not by their preferred
automaker, so they do everything they can to undermine the competitor's progress.
Watching this same pattern of behavior play out again is fascinating.

5-07-2012

Downplay, greenwashing. As anticipated, their efforts totally fell apart. There's nothing
left to argue about. There was an attempt to spin the "6 mile EV" measure as absolute, but
no one wanted to contribute to such blatant greenwashing. Why participate when obvious
misleading takes place? It served no purpose. Selling vehicles to middle-market is very
different. The response has left them dumb-founded. The final line drawn by a flurry of
insults about Toyota and Prius buyers wasn't worth it. That was sad to witness. So as had
been done years ago, it is best to simply wait. Each month of meeting sales expectations
reinforces statements already made. No need to repeat them. The reverse is true too. Each
month of missing sales expectations confirms what was said about want verses need. No
amount excuses can change that. The best they can do now is downplay.

5-07-2012

Downplay, traditional. For over 5 years, I've been reminding Volt enthusiasts that
traditional vehicles are the enemy. Yet, all they heard was Prius. That complete disregard
for such apparent facts was very frustrating. Why would a new vehicle fight a wellestablished one if the goals were the same? Unfortunately, they really did believe Volt
was going to leap-frog Prius immediately upon rollout. It was going to be a slaughter.
The leader of high-efficiency sales would be dethroned. Volt was destined for rapid
mainstream acceptance. The invasion would begin November 2010. But when that time
actually came, the signs of trouble were already too big to ignore... hence the start of the
downplay. Price was a major problem. It wasn't compared to Prius price either. It was
that of traditional vehicles. Cruze was only half the price and available immediately on
that same Chevy dealer's lot, with many colors & packages to choose from. How could
they not have seen that competition, despite the endless stream of warnings?
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5-08-2012

Downplay, promotion. It's advertised as being an EV. It's promotional information
focuses on MPG. Talking about downplay! It's quite frustrating to not get kWh data.
With electricity being the primary, you can just leave out that detail. All we get is "gas
saved" references. The usage of gas in a vehicle that also uses electricity makes it a
hybrid. Yet, there is fierce retaliation toward anyone who points that out. Neither GM nor
the Volt enthusiasts take the situation seriously. The hope is consumers will embrace it
just as they did Prius. Trouble is, they don't understand the history of how that happened.
That's why references are often vague. It's also why some quite angered when you point
out examples from the past. They just hoped for the best and allowed hype to flourish.
Clearly, that wasn't the correct approach. They missed the effort supporters put forth to
gather feedback and make sure those making decisions acknowledged the need.
Promotion alone is far from enough.

5-08-2012

Self-Drive. The vehicle Google has been testing for years, equipped with sophisticated
hardware & software to enable the vehicle to drive itself, has officially been granted
permission to be used on public streets. This is the first time ever any state, in this case
Nevada, has approved such a request. And you guessed it, the vehicles (there are 3 of
them) are Prius. The license for this identifies them as "autonomous". The plates are red
and have an infinity symbol on them. It's fascinating to watch the video. Driving without
a driver raises many questions & concerns. But like what has come from other
innovations, you really don't know the outcome until it's tried. How will the technology
be used and how it will be implemented starts with real-world data collection? We've
seen that already from Prius. The earlier models provided a wealth of insight, revealing
how efficiency could best be delivered... some times in support of what had been
originally suggested and other times proving the attempt or hypothesis insufficient. I look
forward to hearing more about what develops. There's definitely near-term opportunity
for things like safety improvements to come from this... not to mention the ultimate goal
of letting the vehicle drive you to your destination entirely on it's own... especially if it's a
Prius!

5-08-2012

RAV4 EV. The price was announced today, an MSRP of $49,800. That was about what
had been expected for this newest EV, since it is expected to be rated with a 100-mile
range and features 6-hour recharging. With lots of cargo space, offering plenty of
features, and being surprisingly quick, it will be fascinating to see how consumer
perceive it. There's a very small market and that niche isn't expected to reach out beyond
the initial CARB market. But it does support the movement toward electrification as a
whole. The much smaller battery-pack in PHV becomes even easier to embrace when
you see what implementation with greater capacity can offer. After all, the design of
hybrids like Prius is to provide a best-of-both-worlds approach. That means seeing what
EVs can deliver is quite supportive. In fact, that's what diversification is about. Most
people will seek out the balance... not everyone though, which is why having a choice is
so important. This RAV4 is for them, late this Summer.
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5-09-2012

KISS HV/EV. Finding the most simplistic use of the HV/EV button has been the focus.
Today was the "along the river" route again. This time, I pressed the button a few
seconds before turning onto the 50 mph thruway, then pressing it again as soon as my
merge was complete. It was 50°F outside. So, it took a stoplight and about a mile of
travel for the coolant to reach 130°F. When it did, the engine automatically shut off. The
engine wasn't needed again for 18 minutes. By then, the coolant had cooled to 82°F, I
was about 1 mile from work, and there was only 0.1 remaining of EV. Warm-up brought
the EV up to 0.3 mile, just enough to reach my parking spot with only electricity. And I
did. The resulting overall efficiency (using 3.1 kWh of electricity plus a little bit of gas)
for 17.2 miles of driving was 271 MPG. Simple with great results. Gotta like that.

5-09-2012

Newbie Questions. I enjoy when they share their thoughts, especially when a question
emerges about PHV. You never know where ideas come from or how attached they are to
a particular theory. But there's no to get feedback without contributing yourself. So, I
jumped at the chance after reading this: "If the car is in full EV mode and then gets on a
freeway, the car's ICE will wear prematurely. I'm sure Toyota engineers took some
precaution by increasing EV boost but basic driving rule is don't get on a freeway with a
cold engine." That reminded me of the questions way back when about the engine
restarting so frequently. To think how much of a concern that was back then and how
much of a non-issue it is now. The same thing will happen with the plug-in hybrids too,
given some time and some sharing of observations. This was mine: Those attempting to
mislead about PHV and undermine its progress have been spreading that belief, since it
builds from a reasonable assumption. Don't fall for the greenwashing! That absolutely is
not the case. When you accelerate hard with a cold engine, the battery-pack is called
heavily upon regardless of charge-level. I did that specific verify just yesterday. The
engine RPM only got up to 1532, despite a demanding acceleration up hill onto a 70 mph
highway. That is a truly remarkable RPM, way lower than anything you'd ever expect for
such a situation. The engineers designed a system that already takes cold starts into
consideration and protected against engine stress. There is nothing to worry about. Just
drive it.

5-10-2012

Still Climbing. The estimated EV distance shown after a full recharge started at 13.1
miles for. It ended up going down to 11.2 miles from my trip up north with lots of
highway driving and little opportunity to plug. It's been climbing since then, now back up
to 12.8 from being able to recharge at work and not having taken any lengthy trip lately.
Others are seeing the same type of behavior, the computer utilizing their recent driving
results to calculate EV potential. None of us know for certain what the circumstances
truly are, like if there's any battery pre-conditioning or break-in also included. But
patterns can be identified from lots of owner observation. So, that's what we've been
doing with an online poll & discussion. I suspect mine will be returning soon to that
original 13.1 miles. Going above could happen too. Others have seen that. Of course, it
really doesn't matter. That value is only an estimate anyway. I've driven beyond that
without the engine starting several times now. But it's always nice to know how the
system works, since newbies always ask lots of questions when something unexpected
happens.
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5-11-2012

Oops! I unintentionally blew past the high-end on the measurement scale. Being a Friday
morning, commute traffic was rather thin and I was able hit a few of the lights green
which I normally have to stop for. And since acceleration from a stop consumes far more
electricity than just maintaining a steady cruise, I was looking at the potential for an
unusually good result. I certainly wasn't expecting this though: 563 MPG. That's a "huge"
improvement over the 271 MPG from the very same drive the other day, using the button
just once to start the engine then quickly switch back to EV mode. Realistically, that's
only a difference of about 0.03 gallons of gas, but it's still exciting to see. The supply of
electricity is consistent, since it is used entirely. It's the same amount each recharge: 3.1
kWh. What varies wildly are the traffic conditions, which consequently influences the
amount of gas required to supplement the journey. This is why large sampling is needed
to accurately determine the true efficiency. That means several months of real-world data
collection is needed just to get a general idea. To really be thorough, you need to
document each season several times. Fortunately, I have. So, that's a great basis of
comparison... much better than relying upon an oops to serve as an example. Though, it
certainly is fun to experience results like that!

5-12-2012

Looking Back, moving on. We've reached the point where hype & perception of the past
doesn't matter much anymore. People just claim you misunderstood or were poorly
informed, especially those who didn't participate in that history. It's always different
when you look back. That's why the blogs are so valuable. They tell a very different
story. Volt was intended to leapfrog Prius in every way, including sales. Remember all
the hope for 60,000 the second year and as much as double that the third? Those setting
expectations now certainly don't. In fact, they embrace the "early adopter" mindset as the
obvious, completely dismissing any possibility of downplay having occurred. That's why
arguing is pointless. Their disconnect from the past makes it a moot matter. It is what it is
now. After all, who would admit falling so short of so many goals anyway. Focus on the
future instead. Stay focused & productive rather than dwell. That's why I'm noting what
actually happened. It makes moving on much easier.

5-12-2012

Looking Back, sales. With a comment like this, how would you respond: "Volt sales are
much higher than you and those --- news guys were whining about. It's a first generation
car." We all know that "first" is a weak identifier. Many aspects of EV1 and Two-Mode
are readily identifiable. Heck, even some of the same engineers & managers were part of
Volt development. But none of that has anything to do with sales expectations we had
been told. The count is much lower. So, I posted: Not even close. Much has been
forgotten and changed. All along, Volt was promoted as a vehicle for the masses. Sales
were to become mainstream the second year, not the second generation. The hope
abruptly shifted upon learning what the price would be. Then it really got ugly when the
EPA revealed their estimates. There's a drastic difference between early-2012 and early2010. You have to choose a point-of-reference for expectations claims.
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5-12-2012

Looking Back, when. The time has come to leave this behind. It was confirmed. Saying
more doesn't accomplish anything. Focus should switch to asking what comes next. Push
for details, preventing hype to build again. Don't let them take vague comments and
make wild assumptions with them. It certainly don't tolerate any more "vastly superior"
claims. That obviously didn't pan out either. I stated it this way: The concern was "too
little, too slowly". Watching Cruze & Malibu become strong sellers without Volt, as
consumers embraced fuel efficiency, wasn't part of the plan. That was a change which
came about after rollout. Having to wait several more years for something that still may
not be competitive and settle for vehicles with combined estimates in the low to mid 30's
for MPG in the meantime validates the concern. Profit is now being made from vehicles
that don't actually meet intentions.

5-12-2012

Looking Back, replacement. It has always been about replacing traditional vehicle
production with high-efficiency choices. Remember Toyota's goal of 1,000,000 annually
by the end of 2012? Unfortunately, impact of surprise scandal & disaster seriously
hindered the effort. Despite that, there were 252,528 Prius were sold in Japan and
136,463 in the United States last year. And with the popularity of the new models,
achieving two-thirds of the original goal worldwide by the original deadline is still
realistic. Those are actual numbers, not some vague hope. We still have no clue what to
expect from Volt. To make matters worse, we see GM investing in eAssist & diesel along
with a push for more small car sales. What kind of future is that?

5-12-2012

Looking Back, survival. We've heard countless reports of people supposedly trying to
kill Volt, but none of them appeared to like green vehicles anyway. I want to know who
in support of plug-ins actually said Volt wouldn't survive... because it's often implied
they were the ones. People like me were saying the current configuration of Volt is far
too expensive to reach middle-market. Even with cost reductions, it would still be far
from competitive with GM's own offerings. How long must we continue to wait and for
what specifically? We never saw Volt going away. It was always a matter of having to
realign to actually met the mainstream needs. The niche appeal would force the offering
of a model with a balance similar to other high-volume vehicles. It's how many, not if.

5-12-2012

Looking Back, foes. It's fantastic that so many have totally vanished. They made
unfounded assertions about either PHV or Volt. Then upon being proven quite incorrect,
their posts abruptly stopped. Looking back through my documenting of what they
actually said, it makes me wonder if they were blindly hoping, poorly information, or just
flat out lying. That last one comes with denial, since presenting data to disprove the
incorrect claim continued right up until rollout fell on deaf ears. They sliver of doubt
gave them the opportunity to believe it was just speculation rather than fact or could
possibly be different with the final production model. Now that those plug-in vehicles are
now on the road, it's all over. That's why 2012 is such a pivotal year. No more hype. The
wild optimism has been replaced with a healthy dose of reality. And for those foes, the
barrier they put up to impede progress is gone.
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5-12-2012

Looking Back, goals. A big part of the problem has been the reality that Prius PHV did
indeed achieve the goals Toyota was determined to deliver. Seeing such a huge MPG
boost from such a small battery-pack provides the basis for some serious market
penetration, quickly. There's no good way for those supporting other plug-in vehicles to
address that. How do you deal with a situation which draws so much attention and has so
much risk? Of course, that is why the request for goals was made countless times prior to
rollout. Each was responded to with efforts to avoid detail. None wanted to state anything
definitive with respect to cost or need. It was always the appeal to want and hype about
immediate strong demand. Looking back, that was unwise. Looking forward, we wonder
what comes next. What are the goals now?

5-12-2012

Looking Back, confusion. The unfortunate reality of having allowed the hype to get out
of hand is showing its ugly face now. Just imagine how different things could have been
if expectations were better managed prior to rollout. To make matters worse, those who
warned about that all along are now belittled for even just suggesting that such a thing
ever happened. It makes constructive discussion difficult, for Volt anyway. Choices like
upgrading from a regular Prius to a plug-in are still a challenge though. I like to point out
that the kWh of electricity are used regardless of speed or distance. Your travel will
improve from the plug. How much varies quite a bit depending upon circumstance. But
there is a still less gas being consumed. As time goes on, the choice will become easier...
especially once the tax-credits expire. Reports of real-world MPG help a lot too. For now
though, good luck with the decision.

5-12-2012

Looking Back, forgetting. There was that never ending "Why are you here?" question.
The antagonists would continually ask your purpose, even though you posted it on a
regular basis. They wouldn't even claim to forget it either. You were always grilled as if
it was the first time. That was a dead giveaway they couldn't care less what you posted.
They knew, but simply didn't like your answer. Cooperation among plug-in supporters
was unacceptable. Superiority was all they've ever known. Having a common enemy was
regarded as suspicious. So, it's been terribly unconstructive. It's finally changing. To what
is quite uncertain though. All that's clear is those enthusiasts of the past were rude &
insulting, sometime downright hostile. They want to forget all that. It's why those who
remember are now treated so harshly. Referring back to the old posts is a genuine fear.
They made statements which are now rather embarrassing and assumptions that are quite
incorrect. Can I forget that? Sure. But it requires some type of effort on their part to be
constructive now. Let's not forget how much can be learned from looking back.
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5-12-2012

Looking Back, sparring. The biggest takeaway from the past was the experience from
all the online debates. It was a full-scale shakeout well in advance of when that
information would actually be needed. I found out the perceived weaknesses of PHV that
people would argue long before and had plenty of time to come up with concise rebuttals.
Being concise is important, since there are so many assumptions & misconceptions at
play. Remember, this is in response to what people believe, not necessarily anything
supported by fact. So, posts containing real-world data are simply dismissed as some type
of misleading. I looked upon those opportunities as sparring. You learn moves of the
opponent. They throw countless red-herrings at you, hoping you'll waste time & effort
following them. From that, I've learned to stay focused. Remaining on the point makes a
huge difference. They provided lots of practice for that. I feel well prepare... and those
enthusiasts spreading hype ended up contributing to their own struggle.

5-13-2012

Weekend Hatchback. I certainly am using my PHV as if it was a regular Prius. Both this
and last weekend were major Spring cleaning efforts at Mom's, years of things stored
away in the sheds to finally sort through. That resulted in stuffing the cargo area with
junk to get rid of. I certainly did. Some of it was pretty old & nasty too. But with a large
& heavy tarp, you can easily protect the vehicle interior rather well. So, I loaded up the
Prius... despite the moist, muddy, and rusted items. That was quite effective, but looked
terrible to have that much garbage inside of such a high-tech vehicle... especially when
you consider it is very likely still the only advanced model in Minnesota. But the utility
aspect is a selling point, and I was definitely taking advantage of it. Owning such a
practical vehicle that's also extremely clean & efficient is marvelous!

5-14-2012

Surprise! This morning's (Monday) commute provided an unexpected surprise. Traffic
was heavier than that last Friday (the Oops! from 3 days ago) and I did end up having to
stop for some of those lights I had been able to sneak through. Despite the extra
acceleration draws, the efficiency was still remarkable... strangely, it was nearly
identical: 562 MPG. There was an extra surprise too. I ran out of EV about 150 feet from
my parking spot. But when it switched over to HV mode, the engine remained off since
draw from the battery-pack was below the usual threshold. I wondered if warm-up was
triggered by draw or simply running out of EV. Now, I know.

5-14-2012

Late Groceries. I finally had the opportunity to try what I had been talking about ever
since I drove an early model plug-in Prius, way back in August 2010. After the usual
work day, I came home and ate dinner. Then after doing a few chores, there was time to
play. With a few hours of light remaining and it warm enough for a Summer activity, I
could go biking. But before escaping, I plugged in. Later when I got home, it was time to
run an errand. I needed groceries. Wasting precious daylight was out of the question.
Now the sun had set and the Prius fully recharged. It was a delight driving to the store
and back... using only electricity. With a maximum speed of 45 mph here in the suburbs,
I had a variety of locations to choose from too. That no-gas-required really changes your
outlook on chores. Late grocery shopping hardly felt like an effort. Usually you have to
convince yourself to go out to do tasks like that. Now, it's an excuse to drive... especially
short distances, which had been a MPG killer... but not anymore.
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5-15-2012

Shrinking Thread. It's interesting to interact with Prius owner who is now leasing a
Volt. That perspective is rare, especially when Volt hadn't been closely watched until
rollout. Not having that history, things look different. Not following the discussions
closely either, adds even more to the perspective. So, I wanted to know more from him
before the shrinking threads no longer stirred. The rhetoric is clearly coming to an end.
But this deserved a final poke: "Restating vague and undefined terms won't do much
good. If you have defined them more explicitly I apologize. A link would be sufficient..."
Just 2 days earlier in this very thread, I provided specifics. Keep in mind that 2 years ago,
the Volt enthusiasts were standing absolutely firm on Volt selling 60,000 here in this
market the second year, demanding we must all wait then until before drawing any
conclusion. Now, those specific individuals deny that ever happened. So, I apologize for
being brash sometimes when asked to repeat what I have already posted literally a
hundred times. It's difficult to interpret intent. Long story short, Toyota has been quite
specific over the years, setting very clear goals for market penetration. Having that level
of detail from them set the expectation of the same from other automakers... especially
any who are depending heavily on tax credits. The first goal I remember from Toyota
was the 300,000 total. It seemed so far off, knowing it would take years for that many too
be purchased. Has that ever changed. As for profitability, a design must be configured to
make a profit. Whether it does initially or not is a separate matter, since a buffer (like tax
credits) can be used to help initial rollout... which begs the question of when that should
expire. Volt depends upon an expensive system. Motor, Engine, and Transmission alone
are very costly. Just look at the struggle Two-Mode has had with that. Then there's the
battery. Using 16 kWh is a killer. At currently just under $700 per kWh (excluding
support components), it dooms the vehicles to sticker-shock. What does having a
showcase vehicle, but selling mostly Cruze accomplish? When will favor shift? Notice
how Corolla has been dethroned as #2 in Toyota's line up, replaced by Prius.

5-16-2012

Gauge Confusion. The aftermarket gauge I have works fantastic for conveying coolant
temperature information. Knowing that reveals a lot about how the system works. It's
quite educational. But when it comes to MPG information, my experience with it today
didn't go so well: The merge onto the highway this morning was with the usual 1500
RPM maximum, dramatically increasing MPG from the usual 30 to 90 by taking full
advantage of the plug-supplied electricity. Upon settling down to a steady cruise at 70
mph with an engine RPM at only idle speed, still drawing heavily from the plug-in
battery-pack, I noticed the instant MPG on the gauge. 21.7 MPG! Huh? The instant MPG
on the Prius speedometer was spiked at 100 and so were the minute-summaries on the
Consumption screen. The gauge MPG value kept jumping from a low in the 20's to the
80's & 90's. It clearly didn't understand what was happening. I wonder if anyone else
seeing older devices struggling to properly report data from new technology. There are
bluetooth connectors now, which interface with smartphones. That would provide the
ability to easily upgrade software. But for now, it still pretty early for plug-in hybrids.
Aftermarket device confusion will likely take awhile to remedy.
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5-17-2012

C-Max Detail. As expected, this new hybrid from Ford is a close match to Prius v but
has components a little larger. Of course, the only actual specification we got was the
engine would be 2.0 liters. The battery for both the hybrid and the plug-model are just
said to offer more capacity, no detail. The press-release just generically said it will have a
faster maximum electric-only speed for the hybrid. But since rollout won't begin now
until this Fall rather than next month as anticipated, there's plenty more time to unveil
small bits of information to build interest. Price of the base model was revealed. It will be
$25,995. That's about $500 less than v's base but obviously quite a bit more than the
regular Prius and the c model. It likely means the plug-in base will be more too. Odds are
it will be a popular vehicle, since it's traditional-counterpart available in Europe is. Here
in the United States, it will only be available as a hybrid. With the price of gas going
down and people growing use to paying more to fill the tank, it would have been nice
seeing C-Max on the road sooner. Oh well.

5-17-2012

Turning Tides. Things change. Those who had incorrect assumptions in the past are
faced with how to respond now. Many simply go silent, mostly to avoid being labeled as
hypocritical or needing to apologize. Some also fear retaliation through spin, knowing
how easy it was for them to twist facts. A few rare individuals actually follow their
principles and concede. They begin ignoring the technology which they had previously
endorsed and pay more attention to what you have to say instead. That's when you know
the tide had turned. Blinded by brand loyalty themselves, they had just assumed you were
doing the same thing... never actually looking into the detail you had provided all along.
I've witnessed that phenomenon in the past, dating all the way back to the original Civic
hybrid. Throughout the years, others came and went. But for Volt, it is especially
noteworthy... since no other high-efficiency had been so hyped. Ironically, they played
right into the "over promise, under deliver" self-fulfilling prophecy... despite being
warned of how that happened in the past. Thank goodness the direction has changed. The
flow is going in the other way now. Resistance before may not be anymore. In fact, those
who had opposed may even become supportive. These are interesting times.

5-17-2012

Estimated EV. That start at 13.1 miles when I first got my PHV two months ago quickly
shrunk. It was based upon the assumption of lots of EV driving. Instead, my driving has
been heavy on the HV... especially as a result of that trip up north. It dropped down to
11.2 miles. Of course, that's just a range estimate. The computer uses prior real-world
data to approximate potential. The value has no actual baring on outcome. I've hit 14
miles of EV a number of times, despite seeing lower numbers on the computer upon
starting the vehicle after recharging. Plugging in at both home & work has helped bring it
up. The estimate EV climbed to 12.8 last week. This week, I watched it return back to
13.1 miles. Yesterday morning, it hit 13.2 for the first time ever. Yesterday afternoon, it
was 13.3 miles. Today, both recharges were 13.3 too. Knowing that others get values in
the 14's and 15's, I'm quite curious what mine will end up at. Summer driving trips should
have a heavy influence... downward. Winter will be even worse. It doesn't matter much.
Efficiency is absolutely outstanding. At this moment, my current tank at 675 miles is
showing an incredible 107 MPG.
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5-18-2012

GM Stock. It's extraordinarily difficult to have constructive discussion when it comes to
the financial outlook for GM. That's why Volt comments were often taken as
confrontations, believed to be undermining efforts. The situation became polarized. With
no opportunity for analysis, you were doomed to the "Anti-GM" label regardless of what
you posted. Only cheerleading was acceptable. My approach has always been the grading
method, identifying progress and by pointing out potential. There's no outright failure. Of
course, when it came to Volt, the homework assigned wasn't what was actually turned
into the teacher. So, enthusiasts were always angered by not giving it an "A" based solely
upon engineering accomplishment. It didn't matter to supporters that the business aspect
hadn't been addressed as instructed. Whatever. That could go on and on; however, there's
no need anymore. Reality has come crashing down. Last week, the United States
Treasury issued a report on their 26-percent stake in GM. The $49.5 Billion spent on
reviving the automaker back to profitability, unfortunately, continues to be a struggle to
recover. The short-term profits have been fine. But for actual monetary payback of the
500 million shares still owned by the government, it's a big problem. At the time of the
report, stock was trading for $22.54 per share. That's well below the $33 each they were
purchased at. Today, the stock closed at an all-time low of $21.18 per share. The hope for
a net gain, to help cover taxpayer expenses, isn't going to happen. GM has expressed
frustration from delay of selling that stock. They don't like such a large outstanding
liability, which contributes heavily to the "Government Motors" references. The Treasury
department doesn't want to accept such a massive loss. Those who argued there's plenty
of time, that the "early adopter" stage of Volt isn't too slow, are growing quiet.
Consequences of not having addressed the business aspect are making themselves quite
apparent.

5-19-2012

Next-Gen Worry. The talk of next-generation design for Volt has evaporated. It had
been a strong reason stated often for patience. But that delay only made sense if you
assumed the competition wouldn't be improving their designs within the same time
period. Turns out, Ford is in the process of doing that now and Toyota will be roughly
when Volt gets an upgrade. Knowing battery-tech and engine-efficiency will both be
improving for them, any argument for Volt becomes moot. The moving target is obvious.
Enthusiasts see this and have noticeably backed off as a result. They are worried that GM
will always be struggling to get ahead, that leap-frog hope depends heavily upon a
dramatic cost-reduction. Without that, the will have to settle for "direct competition"
rather than being "vastly superior" as long hoped. To them, the word compromise means
"failure". For the rest of us, it means "balance". That's why they worry. Trading off
power & capacity for affordability is unacceptable, in their minds. Of course, so is having
a vehicle which doesn't stand out. Being an ordinary family car doesn't draw attention.
That type of success is actually a conflict of interest... something else to worry about. In
the meantime, there are PHV owners like myself who are thoroughly enjoying the plug-in
boost.
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5-19-2012

Goodbye $100. It looks like seeing that for the price of a barrel of oil is gone. Pressures
have finally subsided... allowing the closing price for the week to drop all the way to
$91.48, making it the lowest we've seen for a very long time. That means the concern of
$4 is gone too. Fortunately, that doesn't seem to be having a negative on the interest in
fuel efficiency. It appears as though higher MPG is a priority now among most
consumers. To what extent is the question. This is a great opportunity to establish PHV in
the meantime. The expectations for plug-in hybrids are all over the place. Being able to
supply lots of real-world data prior to the next inevitable climb of gas prices should be
quite helpful. What are the assumptions now? With all the hype from Volt over, it's time
to find out if there was any collateral damage and deal with it quickly. Would any of that
even have influenced consideration of a plug-in Prius? What about Ford's upcoming
plug-in hybrid? Less expensive gas may actually benefit EV rollout as well. Establishing
networks of charging-stations and lowering of battery cost requires lots of time. PHV
supports rapid acceptance without dependency upon it. Tax credit expiration isn't a
problem like it is for Volt. That pressure still very much exists. In fact, it will probably
struggle more with the price of gas lower. These are definitely interesting times.

5-20-2012

Discovering C. This series of quotes was from a delighted new owner: "I had always
wanted a Prius, but never thought I could afford one... I sat in a car labeled Prius... I
thought it was the traditional Prius... I had no idea there was a new model out... Then I
saw the sticker price and I was sold!" His thrill was clearly expressed in his introduction
and follow up posts. It was fantastic hearing from someone who discovered Toyota's
newest hybrid, quite unexpectedly. It was a natural choice for him. No pressure. No
doubt. Of course, now behind the wheel of one, he added this: "I can also see why the
whole mpg thing becomes an obsession - the car kind of makes you want to do better."
That was great to read. I articulated my feelings with: Hearing that you didn't know a
new Prius was available is very exciting. It means there's untapped demand, a juggernaut
waiting for more showroom discoveries.

5-20-2012

Gallons Saved. I was quite intrigued when this newest advertising campaign from GM
featuring Volt was launched. It's been 3 days. Comments online about the "2,130,000
Gallons of Gas Saved" have been mixed. The most obvious talking point came from what
they were comparing to. That wasn't stated. Being vague allows you to assume it's in
comparison to the high MPG choices that don't offer a plug. But in reality, it looks like
they are still using the 27.5 MPG average for the United States. Naturally, there wasn't
anything stated about how much electricity was actually consumed in its place either.
Knowing there are over 1 million Prius on the roads here, that's rather frustrating to see
such lack of detail proliferate. It certainly is nice to see gas dependency getting attention.
But that's leading to an increase in downsizing purchases of traditional vehicles, not a
strong demand for Volt. What will the situation be like 2 years from now? Next year? In
the Fall, when Ford's plug-in becomes available? As the biggest guzzlers disappear, what
draw is there to purchase a much more expensive vehicle like Volt when you can just get
a Cruze, or Sonic, or Malibu ECO instead?
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5-20-2012

100 Miles Less. It will be fascinating to get averages from PHV owners, especially since
travel distance can vary so much. In that recent press release from GM, it stated:
"Typically Volt owners drive an average of 900 miles between fill ups at the gas station."
That's 100 miles less from the press release 1 year ago. Remember all that publicity that
provided? Did it make a difference? What are consumers really looking for? What is
there purchase criteria? How much is the right amount? I'll easily get 750 miles from my
current tank. That's well above industry average. Will people really want more? After all,
it doesn't actually matter, since that isn't a factor of efficiency. And how will the other
automakers respond? Will the ability to plug in be at the forefront of promotion? If so,
how often will the owners typically be plugging in? Numbers like this don't have any sort
of reference yet. There's no plug standard. Heck, there isn't even a no-plug standard. In
fact, there isn't a traditional standard either. So basically, in this new age of efficiency
focus rather than power or speed, change is extremely difficult to interpret. Each number
raises new questions.

5-21-2012

Sloppy Reporting. Reading an article with this opening line will make you immediately
check when it was written: "Up until just recently, hybrid models were not moving off
dealer lots and most buyers didn't really understand the new technology. But as gas
prices have risen to $4 per gallon, sales of hybrids have skyrocketed." Bizarrely, the date
was yesterday and its focus was Prius PHV. Huh? Since when is hybrid technology new?
Did he actually mean plugging in? But gas was first $4 per gallon 4 years ago, so what
does recently refer to? Then things got even more confusing with: "But the small
hatchback is really designed for city driving and that is where it feels most at home. It is
great for zipping in and out of traffic and is easy to park because of its size." Did the
writer get mixed up, confusing the c model with the plug-in model? None of the
specifications, including price, were wrong. In fact, even c was mentioned. Then it stated:
"The biggest drawback is the Prius plug-in Hybrid has a limited electric range of 15
miles before the battery is depleted." That gave the impression in might be a covert
promotion for Volt. But then this was included: "The similar plug-in Chevy Volt can
travel 25-30 miles on a single charge." What the heck? That's a sad excuse for
journalism, especially from an automotive publication. At best, it's sloppy reporting.
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5-22-2012

Hypermiling. It's always intriguing to hear the different perspectives on this. The origins
can be traced back to that "Up To The Chore" saga. That heated debate was intense and
lasted an amazing year and a half. The person who coined the term came up with it in
response to something I had posted. He was doing a variety of things to squeeze MPG
from a Corolla, claiming there was no benefit to the hybrid technology. Of course, he
later discovered P&G (pulse and glide) could take Prius to a whole new level of
efficiency... but that had some negatives, leading to conflicts of what was considered
acceptable and the variations causing confusion... which years later, brings us to the
uncertainty now. I posted this, providing some history: The term "hypermile" has been
around for a decade. It originated from traditional vehicle comparisons to the earliest
hybrids. Then the hybrid drivers began doing their own modified version of how to
squeeze out higher MPG. Over the years, the recommendations of what to do changed.
Then the next generation designs introduced new twists on it, making the meaning quite
unclear. Now, we have plug-in hybrids. For Volt, there's the suggestions of shifting to L
and taking advantage of MM. Next year, there will be a HOLD button introduced. For
Prius PHV, there is an HV/EV button. Plus, there's the obvious benefit recharging at
work provides. In other words, what does "normal" driving mean? Think about how
informative the real-time efficiency screens are to the driver. Responding to the data
being presented could be considered hypermiling; however, those screens are a standard
part of the vehicle. It's normal to have them. Ignoring them would not be normal
behavior. It would be like disregarding what a tachometer tells a manual transmission
driver.

5-22-2012

4 Million Sold. It was way back in December 1997 that sales of the Original Prius began.
Then in August 2000, the upgrade was rolled out. It was the Classic Model and we here
in the United States got it first. Mine was delivered a few weeks later. Crown & Estima
were then introduced. The race was on. There wasn't much competition though. Most of
the attention came from anti-hybrid efforts. Thankfully, Toyota pushed on. New hybrids
continued to be introduced and the system itself was enhanced. I upgraded at the first
opportunity, becoming a pioneer again in October 2003 with a new Iconic model. In a
flurry of success, lot of real-world data provided great endorsement for the technology.
The ownership count grew. I remember 500,000 sales being reached. Then 1 million. The
third-generation design, as it is now referred to, was introduced. I joined in, upgrading
again. It was fun being part of that. There were lots of owners. Hitting 2 million sales for
Prius and 3 million for Toyota hybrids overall came quick. It was the kind of growth
needed, finally realistic. Mainstream status could no longer be questioned. Today, it was
announced that the 4 million overall mark had been reached. Yeah! It's so nice knowing
progress continues. Several new models of Prius, including a plug-in are now
contributing to the market penetration. Hopefully, all that will serve as inspiration to the
other automakers. We hear about their efforts. There are plans being made. But at the
same time, traditional vehicles march forward.
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5-23-2012

PHV Data. We're into uncharted territory now. There's an ample supply of material to
make a mind wonder. So many variations to ponder leads to a welcome loss of
perspective. A commute back & forth to work along with a stop along the way, even with
just a single recharge, will result in MPG above 80. That's what had been predicted. Now,
it's a reality. Those who don't have to drive as for or like me who can recharge at work
will see efficiency even higher. I'm absolutely delighted. Summer biking trips are soon
about to result in lots of HV driving. Far more of those miles than EV will cause my
average to drop. But that low will still be well in excess of what a regular Prius delivers
anyway, which in itself is impressive. It's an enjoyable experience. Winter will even
bring a thrill, which I'll document every aspect of. Having plug-supplied electricity
available improves efficiency regardless of the situation. Witnessing results firsthand is
rewarding. This is what I posted online for yesterday's gas purchase, contributing to the
collection of statistics owners have been sharing: Still one pip showing, but it was close
enough to need a refill. DISPLAYED: 848 miles total, 454 miles EV, 393 miles HV, 111
MPG, 92 kWh. CALCULATED: 104.9 MPG, 103.2 kWh. MEASURED: 33.3 recharges,
8.077 gallons. That was a very exciting tank; though, waiting 2.5 weeks for the realworld data was an exercise in patience. It takes a long time to drive far enough to need to
visit the gas station.

5-24-2012

Finale & Epilogue. The thing which has caught my interest recently is Volt supporters
also seeking closure. A grand finale is their approach on the situation... wishing Volt
good fortune and seeing no reason to for any other action beyond patience. The PHV
supporters are pursuing closure too, but how is quite different. They provide an
epilogue... finally putting to rest the unfulfilled hype for late 2010. It would be nice to
move on, even if the reasons for doing so vary. The comparisons of Volt to Prius aren't
attracting attention anymore anyway. Increasingly apparent is the view of GM's own
production, that the issue is within the automaker itself. Toyota is really only the
distraction. That's becoming easier and easier to see. There isn't an effort to kill GM or
Volt. It's really a push to not waste more opportunity. Too much has been lost already.
That meritless hope of the past should have been a warning about trouble to come. No
more excuses either. Set a clear & concise goal, then stand by them.

5-25-2012

Lost Opportunity. Repetition is the sign. Today, it was: "Spin! Spin! Spin!" We've seen
that over and over again. It's quite refreshing for GM supporters to grow tired of the same
thing. Moving on requires that step of recognition. They don't want to see anymore
opportunity lost either. I added: That's a good assessment. It's the same old meritless
statements. Prior to rollout, it was: Hype! Hype! Hype! We all know middle-market
vehicles have different priorities than what Volt initially delivered. The catch is, it's still
promoted as if it the current configuration was designed for the middle. It's that
misrepresentation which rubbed people the wrong way, especially the disregard for
market need. That has been changing. Calling this stage "early adopter" is an
acknowledgement that mainstream will be achieved by the next generation instead.
Understanding the system by clarifying vague claims of the past with real-world detail is
how progress will come about.
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5-26-2012

Actual Issue. Stepping back to look at the actual issue, it's the mixed messages coming
from both Volt owners and GM itself. Sometimes Volt is an EV. Sometimes it is a
hybrid. That's the inconsistency... which is very frustrating for some of us. PHV is always
a hybrid. There's no issue with the engine running briefly. It's not promoted as an EV.
The plug provides a significant MPG boost. True, sometimes it doesn't use any gas at all.
But even when depleted, MPG is still above what traditional vehicles deliver. Emissions
are cleaner too. The purpose is deep market penetration and high-volume sales quickly.
Within the next few years, when the next generation of Prius is rolled out, the PHV will
naturally just be part of it. That package option offering a plug will be a regular offering.
It's such a natural next step, it's easy to embrace. For Volt, we're still scratching our
heading trying to figure out purpose. The issue of not knowing is a big deal... often
overlooked by the petty squabbling common when plug-in owners attempt to have
constructive discussion. Ask yourself what the problem actually is when you encounter a
heat exchange of posts. It may not be what is getting the attention.

5-26-2012

Bottom Line. It's interesting to read the perspectives of others. They vary dramatically
depending upon when they began observing the automotive industry and how much
business background they have. The enthusiast typically is quite new and focuses solely
on engineering. So, you know how pointless those discussions are. They turn into
meritless debates rather quickly. What stands a chance at being constructive is what I'm
trying to spend more time on now. I liked & appreciated reading this today: "Bottom line
- GM didn't do their homework on the Volt as compared to the PIP, or regular Prius on
the design concept, approach, and execution of their hybrid." My response to that was:
Actually, they did. However, results of those studies didn't fit well with what they wanted
to deliver. It's the SAAB story... ironically, GM not taking the very advice they gave
them. They knew it was a bad idea disregarding sound business strategy and went with
their gut instead. After all, a powerful electric motor does indeed deliver a pleasant
driving experience. But then again, so does a gas engine with lots of horsepower. Cost
comes back to haunt and middle-market vehicles aren't exciting to executives &
enthusiasts.

5-26-2012

Still? I remember dealing with this same thing: "Had my Prius for a week and I lost
count each time someone asks me or makes a comment about "needing" to plug in my car
each night to recharge the battery." That became really annoying back in 2000... 2001...
2002. It subsided, then almost went away entirely. But now that Prius is penetrating deep
into new markets. It's back! My guess at the best response would be to simply reply that
you didn't get the plug-in model... and not provide anything else. Make them ponder that
on their own for awhile. At some point, curiosity will get the best of them and they'll ask
for more information. You can trick them into intrigue, perhaps even open up the door to
opportunity for showing them your Prius. Then they'll be hooked.
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5-27-2012

Gas Prices. One political party wants to improve efficiency technology. The other wants
to lower gas prices. Which makes more sense for our children? Which is more likely to
get that politician re-elected? It's so frustrating to the price of gas taking precedence over
the consumption of it. People carelessly guzzled for years. They mocked hybrids. The
technology was misunderstood. Greenwashing flourished. Are things better now? The
technology continues to advance. Support of it is quite limited. The heavy dependence on
tax-credits is a warning sign that a struggle is about to come. Much needs to be done
before that opportunity to collect expires. And worse, what if the automatic budget-cuts
next year impact that funding? The price of gas being lower doesn't help advance
progress. It sets up false expectations, leading people to believe there's plenty of time
still. How much longer can we really afford? For that matter, how much longer do you
want to continue driving a vehicle that depends upon low gas prices?

5-27-2012

100 MPG, part 1. What is compelling? The auto industry clearly lowered standards.
They had emphasized the importance of reaching 40 MPG for many years, then abruptly
backed off when gas hit $4 per gallon. All of a sudden, 30 MPG became the focus. Sadly,
it was what came next that was worse. They switched from advertising
city/highway/combined estimates to highway-only. Not having anything efficient to
actually sell and the revision of the EPA measurement system obviously put them in that
position. But what does that mean now? At what point does the reality of diminishing
returns influence consumer purchase decisions? The efficiency value which comes up far
more often than any other is 100 MPG. How many miles you can travel on a single
charge before dropping below that mark would be a new way of promoting. It could be
quite effective too, since the EV estimate is inherently misleading for a plug-in hybrid
like Prius. Real-World data is far more of a draw than rating measures. Prius has
overwhelmingly proven that. Knowing you'll go around XX miles before dipping below
100 MPG, regardless of how you drive, would be a powerful bit of information owners
have yet to share. Most of the time, I plug in with the MPG still well above 100. So, I
really don't know. My very limited data hints that it's somewhere around the 20-mile
mark. Anyone care to guess where that average threshold will be for PHV?

5-27-2012

100 MPG, part 2. That idea of paying close attention to what distance achieving 100
MPG is effortless came from a "discussion" with a Volt owner. He was trying to be
helpful, but the responses were so vague, it became frustrating. His effort led to
suggesting some arbitrary numbers. So, I'll give credit for that. Unlike other
confrontations, that one exhibited some merit. Trouble was how to apply random
observations to something effective for promoting plug-in hybrids. It's far too easy to tell
people numbers they cannot relate too. After just 2 months of driving a PHV, it's easy to
see the EV range estimate is quite misleading. People have no idea what to expect
following depletion. They hear "then it runs just like a regular Prius" but don't
understand what that means in terms of MPG. So rather than continue to focus on the two
distinct modes and continue to neglect blending, why not convey a measure which
highlights it? But rather than a fixed distance, we'll use a fix MPG instead. I'll note
whenever my MPG drops below 100 following the depletion of a single recharge.
Eventually, a pattern will emerge... without any need to refer to EV. It will be a measure
for people to consider when they know they will drive beyond the battery-capacity
available... something no one has actually addressed with anything beyond just random
observations. Watch my spreadsheet. And of course, be patient... since my MPG is often
well above 100 and I often recharge at work.
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5-27-2012

100 MPG, part 3. This morning's errand running was only 18.4 miles of driving, which
meant MPG only dropped to 142. I was back home for lunch. There wasn't any need to
use the Prius until late in the evening. So, I set the timer and plugged in. That drive was
just 11 miles. Capturing data-points for when 100 MPG is hit will likely continue to be
quite a challenge. Despite my annual average of 20,000 miles, plugging in is too
convenient for me to let the opportunity slip by. That particular situation doesn't happen
often for me. The thought now is to see if there's some type of normalization available
from the daily information I document. With so much larger of a sampling, the trends
would be easier to see. Remember, we're not looking for any specific value. We're hoping
to identify patterns based on each of the driving scenarios we encounter, especially the
routines not well understood... like Winter commuting. For just 2 months of driving a
PHV so far, I'm pleased with the way data-collection has been proceeding. Real-World
reports are very worthwhile, quite a help when conveying expectations to those
unfamiliar with efficiency influences.

5-28-2012

Rewriting History. Just hours after Toyota presented their vision for the future, some
GM supporters began to spread a different interpretation of what was actually said. So all
these years later, trying to convince a Volt owner they were intentionally mislead would
be an exercise in futility. It's really unfortunate when greenwashing is effective. Toyota
stated it wasn't possible to deliver a plug-in vehicle for the masses that was affordable.
Those hoping to rewrite history simply left off the "affordable" part. Now after all that
time, we have Volt owners celebrating with comments like this: "While Toyota said for
years that plug-in would not work, GM proved them wrong and now its Toyota's turn to
have to catch up." That cost problem is the very reason why PHV uses a battery with a
4.4 kWh capacity. And of course, there are now a number of problems arising from the
antagonist nonsense. The "vastly superior" gloating has pretty much faded away, but we
do still hear this: "The Volt leap-frogged the basic HSD design.". The engine in Prius is
more efficient already and there are thermal improvements on the way. The hybrid
Camry uses an electric motor very close in power to that of Volt (105 vs. 111) and it's
more efficient. The clincher though, coming from that same individual yesterday, was
this: "So you want to invent yet another metric? I think this one is silly." Recognize that?
We've seen data-withholding efforts before. When has that ever been helpful? Providing
data to let consumers draw conclusions on their own has always been the better approach.
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5-28-2012

Moving On. This month is coming to an end, the first which Prius PHV is available (in
the 14 initial launch states) to consumers who hadn't pre-ordered. That should make
things interesting. The Volt downplay & denial was beyond agonizing. Not accepting the
reality of price has been a big problem that won't be overcome anytime soon. So, the
results from Toyota will be looked up with great scrutiny... since their plug-in was
designed to be affordable. They targeted middle-market right from the start. GM won't
address those consumers until the next generation, falling well short of expectations.
Remember the ultimate plan for tax-credit money, to have 1 million plug-in vehicles on
the road in 2015? Toyota should be able to meet the mainstream minimum rate of 5,000
per month sometime next year. Ford may be able to meet that the following year.
Toyota's next generation Prius should be available for that final year. The new PHV will
likely play a major role in the race to fulfilling that goal. Only a well-established plug-in
could accomplish the high-volume numbers hoped for, for that matter, needed.
Production then is expected to be domestic too, which is another intended benefit from
the monetary incentive. What's realistic from the other automakers? What will Nissan
end up doing? What about plug-in vehicles from Hyundai & Honda? How will VW react
to the changing market? For that matter, what will Volt end up becoming? With the only
certainty being a growing demand for gas, simply due to population growth and greater
congestion on road, how seriously will the efficiency goals be taken with respect to
plugging in? We know hybrids like Prius without a plug will prosper due to the
upcoming CAFE requirements. But what will the reaction be to owners like me reporting
an average over 75 MPG from a vehicle with a price of about $30,000? That's what my
thoughts are moving on to. The crazy hype of the past is quickly fading. What others had
hoped for didn't happen.

5-28-2012

100 MPG, part 4. Collecting that data could be much more difficult than expected. In
real-world conditions, efficiency simply doesn't drop that low for me. After 27.1 miles of
driving around today, my errand running was done early in the afternoon. I wouldn't need
the car again until sometime in the evening. There was plenty of opportunity to recharge
in the meantime. The display showed 110 MPG... and I had no interest in driving around
just for the sake of seeing how much further it would need to dip below 100 from just
that one charge. It was already enough to support the thought of being able to go well
beyond 20 miles. Will those curious about PHV understand that though? Without lots of
data to illustrate that, greenwashers will just say whatever they want. There's pressure
building. Other plug-ins struggling for sales will put Prius, which has only been available
for a few weeks and only in rollout states, in a position of attention. When is the question.
Soon is likely the answer.
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5-28-2012

HWFET. I never looked closely at the "Highway Fuel Economy Test" procedure. We
just knew there was a hard acceleration involved, that would cause the PHV engine to
start. But we also knew after warming was complete, it could shut off immediately upon
speed dropping to 100 km/h (62 mph) or below. So, there wasn't ever any pressing need
to look at the detail. Today, someone brought up the graph of the speed & duration of
that particular EPA test measure. Sure enough, right around the 6-mile mark was that
acceleration. It visually explained perfectly why the window-sticker states 6 as a point of
significance. Antagonists have used that to mislead, claiming the battery-pack is depleted
at that point and totally disregarding the 11-mile rating. They claimed the remaining
drive was in HV mode. With the speed on the graph clearly showing values in the 50's,
arguing the engine doesn't shut off then would be an act of desperation... especially
knowing owners like me have reported driving 14 miles before the engine started for the
first time. One individual actually insisted that the battery-pack was totally depleted after
6 miles. I bet he was frightened by the EV-boost mode. Driving at 65 mph, I pushed the
button. Switching from HV to EV-boost increased efficiency from 50 to an amazing 150
MPG. Seeing that was quite vindicating.

5-29-2012

Backlash. Watching new articles pop up about EV sales, it pleases me immensely that
Volt wasn't actually marketed as a plug-in hybrid. Enthusiasts pushed hard to it to make
it stand alone. That contradictory approach of wanting it to be popular selling niche was
doomed from the beginning. How can you have something common yet be uncommon at
the same time? They'd shun Prius, then strive for what it represented. Ugh! At least
Nissan understood the importance of being affordable. Unfortunately, the economic
realities of delivering a 24 kWh battery-pack caused the price to go up. Perhaps this is
why there's so much emphasis on gas usage now, without mention of plugging in. It
could be a scramble to disassociate, knowing the EV is becoming looked upon as
"plaything for rich environmentalists". Success requires acceptance by the masses. And
that doesn't mean the disingenuous reactions we all see at autoshows, where they love the
idea but wouldn't actually purchase it. This is how PHV differs. While those enthusiasts
mocked, ordinary consumers took notice. Now just on the verge of a backlash, where
traditional vehicles gain attention for fuel-efficiency again, here comes an affordable
plug-in choice from Toyota. Timing is difficult though. What happens now is critical.
Sharing lots of real-world data will help keep the building of political tension from
getting out of hand.
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5-30-2012

Improving EV. The range estimate value is beginning to make some PHV supporters
feel a bit lost. They aren't sure what to do for newbies who see it abruptly drop. The
obvious suggestion is to provide information about improving EV. That sounds like a
good approach, if the system only had an EV mode and a HV mode. But it doesn't.
There's that one in between. So, you cannot easily define EV range or even identify the
factors which contribute to the estimate value. I sounded off with: "EV-boost" confuses
matters though. Depleting from the battery-pack while the engine is warming up and
while cruising at speeds faster than 100 km/h (62 mph) provides remarkable MPG. That
mode is great for efficiency, but doesn't count as EV miles. It's considered HV, since the
engine is running. The fact that MPG is spiked at +100 on the display shouldn't be
excluded from discussions. It likely will reduce the EV range estimate as well. New
owners will be concerned pretty much no matter what information we post. But that's not
necessarily a bad thing, since knowing there's a lot to observe enhances the ownership
experience. You feel like your purchase is well thought out, when so many factors are
already accounted for... and you get incredible results no matter how you drive it.

5-31-2012

Measured, part 1. For an entire decade, we were told price was a major purchase
priority for any new fuel-efficiency technology to be accepted by the masses. That's how
the $3,000 to $5,000 plug-in premium come about for Toyota and the $30,000 target for
GM with Volt. Then came the fallout, when Lutz started campaigning for heavy
government subsidies and the $40,000 base price was finally revealed... which is how I
became so outspoken, asking "Who is the market for Volt?" Then came the range (40
mile, all conditions) and engine (50 MPG, combined rating) expectations not being met.
So, physically checking out the car itself became pointless. After all, those endorsing the
"early adopter" perspective said to just wait anyway. But today with another long-time
Prius owning friend, we stopped at the local Chevy dealer. A salesperson escorted us
over to an open Volt to check it out, though somewhat irked knowing I had absolutely no
intention of buying one... since I had come there in my PHV and openly said I was there
just to measure the interior. Wow! I had no idea Volt was that much smaller inside. I'm
average height for a man (5'8"). So when my head touched the ceiling in back, it only
took a moment to realize it would be difficult to remain objective. In the driver's seat, it
was clearly shorter there too. I measured, though it was obvious just by sight. There is
2.25 inches less headroom. The cargo area is smaller too. The sunken floor would make
loading large cargo a pain, not flush as with Prius. My 3-wheel recumbent bike simply
wouldn't fit either. When I asked about carrying bikes on back, wanting to know if
anyone had figured out how to use a strap-on rack even though Volt doesn't have a back
bumper for it to rest on, I only got a hitch suggestion... which made me wonder how
often that would scrape considering the lower ground clearance. That salesperson and the
other who came to answer questions when we stepped inside were polite & helpful, but
clearly didn't like Prius at all. We already knew legroom in back was less and there
wasn't seating for a fifth person. But now finding out about headroom and confirmation
about the cargo area, more than ever I have to wonder who the vehicle was intended for.
With PHV having a base price of $32,000 and offering a larger interior, I see it appealing
to a much wider base of consumers.
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5-31-2012

Measured, part 2. Size difference was an unnoticed issue with Insight all those years
back too. The subject was simply avoided. Not being mentioned allowed the belief of
equal size to persist. Whatever. It's pretty easy to notice Prius is larger once you see both.
As for the rest, the debate is over... done... dead. How they disregarded such an important
aspect of vehicle preference is only just a topic of wonder. Was there such intense dislike
for Prius that would endorse anything offering greater EV capacity? Think about how the
"complexity" argument has come full circle. I can easily imagine frustration arising from
seeing Prius in such large quantity now. They're everywhere! It's great for someone like
me, who has always sought out a solution for middle-market. Their desire to justify a
higher price in favor of raising performance clouded logic. Simply delivering higher
efficiency with a vehicle similar to what people currently drive was a better goal. The
emission & consumption reduction was worth paying a modest amount for, but not a
huge premium like Volt requires. Keeping price in check was what contributed
significantly to Prius success. Engineering for maximum EV isn't enough, as they are
now learning the hard way.

5-31-2012

Measured, part 3. I'm glad it has come to an end. Setting such high expectations on
hope was never a good idea. Seeing all that former hype gone now is major relief. Today
is the last day of the month. Sales results for May will provide a big dose of reality.
Major growth had been expected for June, but barely squeaking by up to then won't be a
good sign. Perhaps that will keep things from getting out of hand going forward. Lessons
of the past with Two-Mode clearly weren't recognized as repeatable with Volt. However,
now that the history has indeed repeated, there should be some type of trepidation about
what comes next... rather than just accepting hearsay without question. They didn't
believe it could be this bad. But with oil at just $85.92 per barrel, that certainly isn't
providing any encouragement. Gas staying at $4 wasn't reasonable. Slow recovery of the
economy combined with unwillingness to accept financial risk should have been sensible
consideration too. That didn't happen though. There was a very heavy dependency on
tax-credits and the belief of rapid acceptance. The smaller capacity of PHV was just a
joke to Volt enthusiasts. They mocked & taunted. Looking back, do you think some of
them now regret not at least taking the advice of diversification? They laughed at the idea
of a second model offering a smaller capacity. Violating such a fundamental rule of
business doesn't appear to have been a wise decision. What the heck were they
measuring?

6-01-2012

Expectations. The morning started with this, still hours before May sales numbers would
be released: It's been the same old game ever since Two-Mode was first conceived. GM
says something vague & ambiguous, then allows hope to build without clarifying
incorrect expectations. Then the executive who made the comment moves on, allowing
hype to propagate without recourse in blogs & forums. The most recent example is the
mention of a plug-in Equinox. Who knows what will become of that. But without
accountability, you're fighting an idea, not a promise or actual goal. To complicate
matters, people forget what happened when. That makes it really easy to be misled,
simply by missing vital pieces of detail. That's why it boils down to sales. The debates
about expectations are over.
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6-01-2012

May Sales, initial counts. With the price of oil closing this week at $83.23 per barrel, it's
interesting to see sales numbers for Prius holding. Both PHV and the c model have been
in very short supply too. To complicate matters, PHV will only available in the following
states this year: California, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, Maine, Massachusetts,
Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Maryland, and Virginia. So even though the preorder deliveries were completed this
month, there's waiting still. 1,086 PHV were purchased. So of course, the sales of 1,680
Volt were celebrated as a major victory... even though it is available nationwide and gets
an additional $5,000 of federal tax-credits and it is heavily advertised. That's well short
of the revised goal of 45,000 that GM set for the year and a major reason for having
stepped away from the rhetoric. What a mess! Anywho, the other Prius numbers were
13,053 for the regular model, 3,693 for c, and 3,645 for v. Those counts can be
considered steady and on track for the year. Camry & Corolla on the other hand, whoa!
They've both taken this market by storm. An amazing 39,571 for Camry and an
impressive 31,847 for Corolla. The report of that over-shadowed Detroit recovery
reports. Toyota surged way further ahead than had been expected. That's a head-scratcher
for what it means to Prius. That most definitely reinforces the claim that traditional
vehicles are the true competition, not other automakers. Each will have their own
challenges for offering high-efficiency choices. 2012 is becoming quite a year for history
books.

6-02-2012

Switching Over. When a revised goal from just 6 months ago is denied, you know
switching over to other tasks will be without fallout. The original DOE goal (hence the
tax-credit subsidy) for Volt in 2012 was sales here of 120,000. That was later revised by
GM, lowered to 60,000 for 2012. Then when the revised goal from 15,000 to 10,000
wasn't even made for 2011, the new goal for 2012 became 45,000. Needless to say, the
expectations for making that recent revision are quickly growing dim... so much so, none
of the enthusiasts seem to remember any of those numbers anymore. Their downplay has
taken hold. For me, I've switched to Prius. Sales speak for themselves. No need to spend
time anymore discussing what could happen. Today, was my first test-drive with a c
model. It reminding me of my Classic model, but with an enhanced system. I finally have
enough material to update the User-Guide. The one for the 2010-2012 was quite different
from the Iconic from the beginning. Now, it's going to include lots of PHV information
as well. That means lots of new photos to consider and data to continue to collect.

6-03-2012

That 100 MPG. Knowing I wouldn't have an opportunity to recharge during the day with
so much running around to do, it was a matter of deciding when to deplete the plugsupplied electricity I currently had available. The short drives on the highway were the
best candidates... though I really enjoy taking advantage of the battery-pack at high
speeds, seeing continuous +100 MPG despite the engine running. Capturing data for that
new metric was the hope. Today wasn't working out though. MPG was only in the low
90's the entire time. Yes, I know that is absolutely outstanding efficiency. But not
reaching 100 caused a rethink. For driving a little over 39 miles using only the overnight
recharge, who would actually ever complain about results like that? Those real-world
experiences sound great even on paper. The arguments against having a 4.4 kWh
capacity just aren't stacking up. For the affordable price the package upgrade requires,
you get a great return... regardless of how far you drive. It significantly reduces emissions
& consumption. Isn't that the point?
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6-04-2012

No Mention. Not having anything to respond with makes shooting the messenger
extremely difficult. That's what the Volt enthusiasts have recently discovered. No
mention of PHV anymore, focusing on GM's own inventory now, prevents accusations of
Toyota defending. Traditional vehicles like Impala & Malibu selling well and no high
MPG hybrid being offered, they really don't have much to say. Volt was suppose to
easily achieve the 60,000 level this year, to the point where it was deemed an insult to
even consider the possibility of that not happening. No, there's never any mention of that
anymore. In fact, even the 45,000 level is being avoided now. The only discussion related
to time is that of patience, instructing us to wait for the next generation... that those who
expected 1 million to be sold the very first year were out of our minds. They use
exaggeration to obscure. But there's no need. We're done. Hype allowed priorities to be
misplaced. Now there's an effort to convince people using less gas is more important than
being affordable... which is falling on deaf ears. Consumers in middle-market are buying
lots of Prius. Some will seriously consider an upgrade to the plug-in model when it
becomes available. PHV is a package choice, not an entirely different vehicle with a huge
price difference. Ugh! Arguing business sense with those who focus primarily on
bragging rights is rather pointless. I guess there's no need to mention that anymore either.

6-05-2012

Reality Check. It sure is nice not having to listen to all the hype anymore. The only thing
left keeping the plug-in market from settling is the stir about Volt sales last month.
Supporters simply disregard the reality that there was such a difference in availability
compared to PHV. But that doesn't actually matter. They know all too well when the
HOV sticker supply runs out, the tax & state credits expire, and the advertising campaign
ends, Volt's competition is really the other vehicles GM offers. That trophy-mentality
continues to influence comments though. Bragging rights dominate. Rewriting history is
popular too. Prius was never a halo, since the definition indicates a lure of one vehicle
resulting in the purchase of another. Lots of Prius were actually purchased, pushing it
well beyond that minimum of 5,000 per month. In fact, it was quite normal to see sales
more than double... and that was long before gas hit $4 per gallon or any tax-credits. So,
there's not a parallel as they insist on claiming... to Prius, that is. We had see the familiar
pattern of Two-Mode until recently. That obviously didn't qualify for HOV privileges.
The divergence now makes it unique... requiring a step back for a reality check.
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6-05-2012

May Sales, big picture. The biggest "haven't noticed yet" news is that the secondgeneration BAS system from GM called eAssist is selling fairly well. Malibu came to
1,640 for the month, which was just shy of Volt's 1,680. There was 1,202 for Buick
LaCrosse. The other Buick, Regal, was really off with 174 though. Not sure what the deal
was for that. But with all the models of Two-Mode combined coming to just 223, there
are other issues to consider. What should we be expecting? 683 for Ford's Fusion hybrid
was a bit underwhelming. Could that be the result of the upcoming C-Max hybrid? But
then again, seeing 4,403 for Camry hybrid does make you wonder. 480 for Lincoln MKZ
hybrid raises other questions. Looking at Honda's Insight, the 512 may have been
reasonable... since Civic is the dominant hybrid. But then again, those 708 don't stack up
to the similar sized c model Prius, with 3,693 sold. For the v model, there were 3,645.
The one I'm most familiar with is the regular model (often referred to as the "liftback"
model now) saw 13,053 for sales in May. That is a good number, showing steady &
strong quantity... easily providing a self-sustaining business product. We know that 1,086
for PHV doesn't tell a complete story. When availability spans to nationwide, then we'll
get a decent idea. Currently, I wonder who even knows there is a plug-in model. How do
people find out about new offerings like that? For electric-only vehicles, Nissan's Leaf
had 510 purchases. Ford's Focus EV is brand new, with only 6 so far. Looking at diesel,
the top-selling automaker here for them continues to be VW by far with 7,843. Jetta was
the most popular, drawing 4,644 sales. Other noteworthy activity for May was the often
overlooked Hyundai Sonata with 1,869 sold. Hybrid SUVs are rarely talked about
anymore. In fact, the discontinued Escape shrank to 206. What does that mean for
Highlander at 506? I understand it's AWD and 3,500 are genuinely useful for some, so a
small market makes sense. Then you look at the RX from Lexus with 1,011 and take
notice. 1,549 for the CT from Lexus (luxury hybrid sedan) is another. Long story short,
the market has been stirred, there's lots more to report about now.

6-06-2012

Who? Got the answer! Finally!! That long asked but never answered question got some
acknowledgement today. "Who is the market for Volt?" turned out to be a challenge of
how to avoid providing a response without making it evident that the words would
provide a change of context... and draw attention to those who were doing the avoiding.
Anywho, the reply came under the guise of providing education for the sake of spreading
information. In other words, we got more downplay. Thank goodness this nails the coffin
shut. How doesn't matter anymore. And technically, Volt really did die. They just never
wanted to admit how different its successor really would be. This current generation is
only intended for "enthusiasts", not ordinary consumers as the "early adopter" label
intended to imply. But the buying patterns have become too obvious to deny anymore.
There are those who thrive on the efficiency and those who bought the car just for the
sake of getting in the HOV lane. The middle is missing. The lesson learned is hype leads
to pride. Overcoming pride is a major obstacle, one requiring a great deal of persistence
& patience. Phew! Sure glad the obstacle itself is now so easy to see. Ironically, they'll
probably really like the next generation, even though it will compromise their own
standards. It's just so unfortunate it will take so long. Heck, just getting an answer to the
question took years!
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Figuring It Out. It's always exciting to help out the newbies. Though, it can be quite
challenging without really knowing their background. You give it try. Today's question
that caught my attention was: "Now if I could just figure out how to use the electrical
motor the correct way????" Coming from a thread already filled with attempts to
explain, I tried to carefully word the response: Engine only is inefficient, hence the
hybrid approach. The addition of an electric motor allows the engine to run in a less
wasteful manor. That's what you want. Using the electric motor exclusively consumes
your limited supply of electricity quickly. On the Eco-Meter, you can see that. The
energy-bar is much larger for acceleration than it is for simply maintaining a steady
speed. That's why you want to share the burden with the engine during times of high
demand. Also, keep in mind that there's a second electric motor. While the engine is
running to provide thrust, it will use that to generate electricity at the same time. This
allows the engine to run at a more consistent RPM, which is more efficient. This
recharges the battery-pack along the way too. Intentionally using the engine is counterintuitive. New owners tend to fight it, not realizing they are preventing the system from
doing what it designed to do... causing lower MPG. Enjoy electric-only when not much
power is needed. The electricity is better used that way. When you do need power, don't
be afraid to let the engine start. It shuts off quickly afterward anyway. And interestingly,
that applies to the plug-in model as well. You have more kW & kWh available, but
there's still just a finite amount. So, you want to consider when to consume it. Typically,
when lots of power is needed, take advantage of the engine.

6-07-2012

Routine 200's. I've grown quite use to seeing that. The commute has ended that way
frequently lately. I drive to work starting with a full charge and leave from there the same
way. This week, I've been taking the 70 mph highway to work due to road construction
on the route along the river. It doesn't offer the 400's and has quite a bit more traffic to
deal with, but it's fairly nice. I can still take advantage of the extra electricity. And the
difference between the two is roughly just 0.04 gallon each way. I'm into that efficiency
range where gas is measured in tiny amounts, quite unlike what traditional so-called
efficiency vehicles offer. It's a great example of diminishing returns. Higher MPG
wouldn't result in much of a difference. Heck, vehicles without a PZEV emission-rating
end up losing tiny amounts of gas from evaporation. Most people don't even realize
vehicle pollution can come from something other than the engine itself. Anywho, with
seeing that level of MPG becoming routine, I'm more curious than ever what Winter will
end up bringing.
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EV-BOOST. It's a new concept... and exclusive to PHV. Combining gas & electricity at
a more balanced ratio allows for greater efficiency, seeking opportunity otherwise lost by
depending primarily on electricity or the engine. Think of normal HV mode, like this at
70 mph: 90% engine, 10% motor. Then consider a reduction of the one and an increase in
the other, a more balanced approach, like this at 70 mph: 50% engine, 50% motor. EVBOOST works something like that. You get the choice of how to consume the electricity.
It's not just one extreme or another. And when it comes to non-propulsion needs, like
heat in the winter, that choice could provide quite an efficiency gain. I'm looking forward
to exploring this mode more. In my brief experiences with it before, I've cruised at 70
mph watching each 1-minute bar on the Consumption Screen display at 100 MPG. Too
bad the scale doesn't go higher. I can see on the ScanGauge it wavering, going all the
way into the 300's at times and dipping into the 90's at others. Even minor hills cause the
value to fluctuate. There's no such thing as a truly flat stretch of road around here. It
averages out to over 100 every time though. More to come. Stay tuned.

6-08-2012

Now, They'll Like It. How do you respond to this: "Now, they'll be spinning it as a good
thing." We all remember how the suggestion of a hold button was a horrible thing, that
nothing good could ever come from intentionally starting up the engine... Since not
hearing the same old rhetoric over and over again is a good thing, this was treated that
way too with: It's frustrating when they conveniently forget that previous stance. We've
seen their refusal to address the past already. But realistically, there's no reason to dwell
anyway. Witnessing the change is confirmation of being correct all along and a step
forward has occurred. That's a measure of progress. Accounting for the wide variation of
real-world conditions takes time. The snap judgments we've been seeing lately are red
flags, dead giveaways that generalizations are being made and/or some type of defensive
response is at play. Efficiency is a balance of resources available. With speed, length,
time, temperature, traffic, etc. altering on a regular basis, it simply doesn't make sense
claiming that the restriction of choice is best for every situation.

6-09-2012

Stirring The Pot. The publishing of my most recent batch of personal logs came with the
anticipation of rubbing someone the wrong way... almost inevitably, a Volt owner. Most
have embraced the "it's going to take a few more years" outlook, that nothing else needs
to be done except wait. Sound familiar? It's the pattern repeating, again! However, this
time, there's just some "here's what to watch out for" comments. I'm already well into
moving on. Taking those new photos for the User-Guide is great. I'm having fun doing
that. It requires me to really think through the circumstances needed for each scenario.
After all, you've got a limited amount of electricity available, the engine warms up
mighty quick, and the lighting conditions required to capture a moment with the camera
presents challenges. So, I've been devoting quite a bit of time to that. But knowing June
brought the long-awaited upgrade to Volt, there was still some attention lagging. Turns
out, the battery-pack chemistry was improved. That will provide another half of a
kilowatt-hour of electricity for propulsion, raising the overall capacity to 16.5 kWh. No
price reduction, though. The theme now is just to accept what they believe cannot be
changed. Makes you wonder if they'll ever figure out how much influence they could
have on the design. Prius owners discovered the power of their input long ago.
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Wrap Up. This worked out well. I ended up getting called out by a Volt owner and
accepted the criticism with: How would you suggest getting it back on track? Isn't the
purpose to replace traditional vehicles? The suggestion of a second model, one actually
configured to be affordable, continues to fall on deaf ears. It's very disappointing to see
the performance aspect being used as justification for purchase, rather than actually
having something for middle-market. Step back and look at the other rollouts which were
also niche vehicles, ones that didn't do anything to help mainstream consumers. You can
disregard them or push to make them better. Also, keep in mind what you don't see.
Those of us active on the blogs & forums prior to rollout are well of aware of the
disenchantment. Enthusiasts of Volt left in droves once they found out about the price,
range, and engine efficiency... leaving only the truly loyal remaining, who as a result
took a very defensive stance.

6-09-2012

Newbie Posts. When a new Prius comes out, I tend to back way off. That gives the
newbies an opportunity to develop a sense of community unimpeded by veterans. Letting
that take form on it's own is empowering to them. When I post something, it will
sometimes kill the discussion... since I have lots of real-world data to support whatever
they were speculating about. Allowing them to think through those scenarios themselves
is rewarding for them... and priceless for me, since that's how I get ideas for the UserGuide. Their non-interfered with comments provide an insight to their perspective...
something I have difficulty seeing with 12 years of hybrid study. After all, the market
continues to evolve. Think about how many people have smart-phones now. That places
different expectations on what information a vehicle should provide, especially one like
Prius. Of course, this leads to a perception problem. It gives the impression I'm not being
attentive to them anymore. But then again, this is the same transition we've been through
before. However, it was only 1 new HSD hybrid at a time... not 3 all at once!

6-09-2012

Too Little, Too Slowly. How does one summarize what has happened over the past 3
years, since that concern was first stated? I've used the grade analogy. This stresses
constructive criticism, allowing you to suggest opportunity for improvement without it
being taken as patronizing or condescending. It seems to be fairly effective too... since
their had been many supporting Volt how immediately assumed anything negative was
an implication of failure. Thank goodness that's changing! They've even accepted the
timing some of us struggled to get them to understand from the start. Expecting all those
goals to be achieved by the end of 2010 was absurd, hence the vaporware nonsense.
That's over now. Phew! The complexities of delivering so much should not be taken so
lightly... especially when the competition (traditional vehicles) continue to improve. It's a
moving target they nonchalantly dismiss. It doesn't get easier. New challenges emerge at
the entire industry advances. It's really unfortunate they don't see that yet. Without a
constant push, the pressures of for-profit business gobble up opportunity. You can't just
hope for the best.
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Review Ratings. They're a mess. The hullabaloo from a report about Prius c getting a
"we cannot recommend" rating has stirred the pot far more than any of my ramblings
ever could. Naturally, their measurement of efficiency was what provoked the outcry
more than anything. Prius is no stranger to this topic. Remember the nightmare when the
Iconic model was rolled out. All reviews published in the dead of winter reported terrible
MPG observations... none of which were ever followed up on when the whether warmed
and owners saw their MPG increase dramatically. It was quite controversy. They didn't
want to admit having made such a terrible mistake. That's embarrassing and harm's
reputation. Needless to say, we are quite intrigued how this will play out... since the
situation is much more complex now. I contributed to the venting of feelings with: What
else can be said? The topic of fuel-efficiency measure has been controversial for years,
but limited to certain markets. Now that Toyota has penetrated into the lower-cost realm
in large enough numbers to draw attention, the pot is getting stirred even more. To make
matters even more complicated, adding a plug adds an entirely new dimension to the
already confused comparison scales. How will middle-market consumers make sense of
so much variety? Each design differs well beyond the typical understanding of what's
under the hood. Trying to apply that to your own particular driving circumstances is a
fruitless effort, even without considering seasonal change. Automakers will provide
specifications. Publications will state their observations. But like in the past, it will be
owner word-of-mouth endorsements contributing heavily to sales.

6-09-2012

Tried Something New. With EV capacity quickly running out, I wondered. Hmm? What
would happen if I intentionally accelerated hard at each stoplight, just for a few seconds?
The engine was already warmed up and I had several lights in a row coming up... which
almost certainly would all be red. So, I tried it. Each time, the engine fired up briefly to
assist. It shut back off just seconds later. But to my surprise, that short amount of time
was enough to bump up the capacity. At each red light, it had climbed higher... despite
the fact that I was still driving in EV between them. Normally, the stop & go situation is
maddening. Now with the PHV, it becomes a game. I was taking advantage of the engine
to get going and ending up with a little bit more driving with the engine off opportunity.
The thought hadn't occurred to me. Making the best of limited resources is what Prius has
always thrived at. This is yet another example. Instinct tells you using the engine is
wasteful. Reality reveals that's not the case. The flexibility and rapid energy-flow change
of the PSD can be utilized to squeeze out efficiency opportunities otherwise missed.
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6-10-2012

Finally. I liked reading this: "You're actually the last person I ever imagined defending
the Volt to." It's confirmation of the paradigm shift. I responded with: You should have
spoke up a hell a lot sooner. Having someone like you at my side to work with would
have made things much, much easier. There was no open dialog. The other forums made
outsiders feel very unwelcome. That allowed the constant comparisons to get way out of
hand, since there was no venue available for input. Volt was promoted very differently
until late last year. We kept hearing sales would pick up significantly in the second. Now,
the perspective has shifted to a wait for it to evolve outlook. If expectations would have
simply been stated like that in the first place, all that previous strife could have been
avoided. Have you noticed how much GM's advertising has recently changed? The "230
MPG" and "Gas Free" campaigns of the past were very misleading and they did nothing
with respect to informing how or when. Consumers got the impression it was a new
revolutionary technology ready for mainstream penetration. That ended up contributing
to the fallout we've been dealing with. Remember my recent complaints about mixing of
present & future? I was reaching out, hoping for someone to finally step up. You did. So,
what's next?

6-10-2012

Take Away. What can we take away from all the craziness? It stemmed from the setting
of unrealistic expectations. Volt was hyped as the vehicle that would be "vastly superior"
to Prius... back in late 2010, not a second-generation design years later. And now that so
many supporters have accepted the "early adopter" perspective, it makes those of us who
saw this coming seem like we were on some vengeful quest... rather than pointing out
that what's been committed to is far more than just a future upgrade. The theme has
overwhelming been to show some patience, please wait. That probably wouldn't have
been so bad if they didn't continue to imply that other designs couldn't accommodate
larger battery-packs or more powerful electric-motors. They can advance too. That
constant misrepresentation had fed the fire for quite awhile. But now, even the MPG
claims are falling out of favor. Cost has increasingly drawn attention. Embracing that
shakes off the "niche" label, redefining it as just a delay instead. This could very well be
why the "pathetic" label seems to have recently been abandoned by Volt owners
flaunting MPG over Prius. If they really are willing to stop with the taunting and move
on to constructive discussion, we can begin to deal with the big problems... like those
against vehicle electrification of any kind.

6-10-2012

Turning Point. That's what I see this as. Things look quite different afterward, but are
very uncertain right up until the moment they actually happen. That past is well
documented, capturing the feelings & beliefs well enough to provide a basis to look
forward with. Of course, we'll still remember all times EV range and MPG were brought
up despite such blatantly obvious battery-capacity differences. But clarity allows us to
finally to a step beyond the discord. And now that there is an effort taking place to move
on, suggestions about what to do next should be the focus. Not stating goals has always
been a major source of contention, so stating them now is my suggestion. It's really hard
to argue particulars when it's clear that purposes aren't the same.
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Eco-Meter Photos. Some of us refer to the "Hybrid System Indicator" by that name
instead, since it does much more than just indicate. Though, the newest version does
actually have an indicator which is quite informative. The 2012 model introduced a
"stealth" mode indicator. It's a small EV symbol that illuminates when in HV mode.
That's nice to know with both the regular model and the plug-in. But I didn't have any
photos of it available. And knowing how much stuff like that gets asked about, it was an
essential thing to add to the User-Guide. Now, I've got a number of samples to work
with. The bigger symbol for EV mode itself was obviously another I needed, especially
what it looks like while the engine is warming up or you're traveling at faster than 62.1
mph (100 km/h). Of course, the part that varies a lot and often is the energy part of the
Eco-Meter. That bar has colored zones. You can never have enough samples of that. The
battery-capacity is the most intriguing though. When EV is plentiful, it's solid. When you
get down to about the last mile, it fills up again but has divider-lines, which is something
I'll have to explain in detail. It goes both down & up while you drive. Anywho, I captured
a variety of new photos and just put them on this webpage... photo album 176

6-11-2012

Somehow. I wonder what will become of these thoughts I posted online today, in that
rather abrasive thread: The post-rollout perspective of PHV is very different from what
we had to deal with prior to availability. There's no reason on anyone's part to feel
troubled by that. It's just what happened and there should be an effort to raise awareness
showing how different things are already. It is frustrating though, that some just outright
dismissed the early model data we had and intentionally raised concern on operational
aspects we already knew were non-issues. But that's in the past now. We really are
attempting to establish constructive discussion. It's unfortunate that the ally we sought
years ago in the effort to promote plug-in vehicles is only now accepting of that olive
branch. It was misunderstood for far too long. But hey, gotta start somehow.

6-12-2012

Unaware. It's amazing to witness the turnaround, when someone didn't realize they there
was more to the story. That unaware factor has been a substantial obstacle with
advancement of a hybrid like Prius. In fact, just today there was a renewed effort to keep
the old debates from coming to an end. Some declare their postings as an endeavor to
educate. A growing number of us see it as an intentional holdback. This is the same
"raising doubt" undermining of the past. Don't let the conclusions from being draw, at all
costs. Remember the argument against collecting that "100 MPG" data recently? Looking
back, it has already becomes clear that was an effort to suppress information. Geez! Of
course, being so obvious makes that easy to conclude. Confusing with red-herrings only
goes so far. Focusing on power too much reveals misplaced priorities. They stall, waiting
for the next big news event. In the meantime, people keeping buying more Prius... and
studying the history. Reading blogs reveals much about what actually happened verses
what some claimed happened.
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Any Benefit? I decided to try something new today. I modified my commute to work.
Rather than jumping on the 70 mph highway just 3 blocks from my house, I drove
roughly 4 miles in EV first. Would getting on later make a difference? Turns out, it did.
But rather than being a benefit, the resulting MPG was the same but I completely
depleted the battery. Jumping on the highway right away instead, I typically end up with
a little bit over 1 mile of EV capacity still available. So, it was a net loss. That tends to
make sense, since you only have to get up to speed once. Maintaining it takes far less
electricity than having to deal with frequent stops. So, I tried another variation on the
way home. I drove 11 miles of my 17 mile trip with EV only, before jumping onto the
highway. That 3 miles of EV capacity I had available for the high-speed travel was
consumed quickly. I watched my average drop slightly below what it would have been if
I had just traveled on the highway from the start. In short, neither of my attempts to use
more EV actually resulted in a benefit. I was better off doing the "just drive it" approach
instead. Isn't it fascinating how counter-intuitive hybrid efficiency can be? That's why
some of those arguments persist for so long. Assumptions don't match implementation.

6-13-2012

Display Photos. I've taken quite a few lately. There's a lot of variety needed for the UserGuide and it isn't easy encountering those situations, especially when there's good
lighting and little to no traffic so I can use the camera. That has limited much of the
photo taken to late in the evening. I'm getting there though. Enough source material now
exists which I can build upon. After all, the User-Guide is a constant work in progress
anyway. Looking at all those photos, I can't imagine where a newbie would start. There's
just so many different indicators that individual photos don't portray well. It makes sense
in action, watching the changes. But that requires video, which is my next capture
challenge. Here's what I have so far... photo album 176

6-14-2012

Pathetic. Comments like that from the past causing new Volt owners to cringe is quite
redeeming. They wouldn't say anything as offensive as "pathetic", so it's embarrassing to
discover such declarations from enthusiasts back then... which is why I included those
quotes so often in these personal logs. Humility can be an effective tool for overcoming
major obstacles. They kept pushing the "vastly superior" attitude, to an extreme which is
quite difficult to believe now. Not having any idea we had to deal with nonsense like that
clarifies the stance we took. I remember having to tolerate the "anemic" claim for years.
There was an intense effort to belittle & mislead about the plug-in Prius, something only
now being exposed. Understanding comes from learning about origins. More
importantly, it prevents those same mistakes from repeating. The goal is to penetrate the
mainstream, not showcase a performance vehicle. Hype dominated. Expectation
management was a joke. Attempts to be constructive were labeled as undermining "spin"
and the threads either overwhelmed with red-herrings or just outright closed. It sure is
nice to have finally moved beyond all that.
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6-15-2012

Greatest of Ease. Driving the same roads as with my 2010 Prius, which I filmed myself
doing not too long ago, brings back incredible memories already. The engine shuts off
sooner with the PHV model. The power threshold for electric-only is quite a bit higher
too. With the greatest of ease, I travel those driving experiences with a new perspective.
That's exactly what I was hoping for. My expectation management was well researched. I
knew that the 60 kW traction-motor was being under utilized, that more could be
returned from the same system simply by having more electricity available... and the
supply the plug-in battery-pack provides certainly does that. It's great, though odd.
Watching MPG drop below 100 comes with a brief moment of trepidation. You tend to
lose perspective. That's well above the usual 50 MPG still. What's interesting is that I
find myself using the engine more often now. Seeing that it adds some EV distance when
used and knowing how quickly it shuts back off afterward, why not? Overall, that works
out really well for travel beyond the capacity available. In short, it's becoming
remarkably easy to promote the "Just Drive It" motto.

6-16-2012

40 MPG Challenge. This new article was an interesting read. That perspective is really
beginning to be out of touch with the big picture. This was my favorite quote: "After all,
a hybrid might easily get 40 mpg, but it customarily carries a sizable cost mark-up to pay
for its exotic technology." Since when is a well-established hybrid like Prius exotic? In
fact, it's easy to consider the 6-speed, automatic, dual-clutch traditional systems more
complex. And when 5 of the 6 vehicles they tested were in the same price category as
Prius c, you have to wonder about the price claim. Naturally, there wasn't any mention of
emission-ratings either. I was particularly amused by the calling of 40 MPG for fuelefficiency as "lofty". With plug-in hybrids entering the market featuring batterycapacities with affordability in mind, you have to wonder how long they'll be able to
keep up the avoidance. I've been averaging 100 MPG over the past 2,000 miles from
mine. How does that influence their challenge? They asked a final question: "How much
money will you save when you pick one of these fuel sippers over another?" Think about
how much pressure the traditional market will put on anything offering a plug, especially
with the current disregard for hybrids. At what point does the reality of diminishing
returns come into play? This is a very important question when it comes to plug-in
vehicles offering larger capacity batteries? People are growing accustom to pay $4 for a
gallon of gas.

6-16-2012

Upgrade? 54 miles for the daily commute, round trip. Is it worth upgrading from a 2006
model? Trade-in value is decent, but not being able to plug in at work raises questions. It
can be a difficult situation to consider. Hopefully, some real-world input will be helpful.
Here's what I contributed to that discussion, following someone else's comment that
results may be disappointing: That's a matter of perspective. Realistic expectations make
all the difference. It depends on whether or not effortless 70 MPG is impressive. I didn't
get a chance to plug in at work the other day and drove close to that distance with only a
single charge. Evening errand running is quite amazing if you plug in after returning
home from work. My late night runs to the store are typically all EV. Seeing that 999
MPG, especially on short trips, is a dramatic upgrade from 2006 model. Don't forget that
you get to choose when & how to use that electricity too, with the HV/EV button.
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999 MPG. Today was my very first with the PHV. Ending the day that way wasn't the
plan. I wasn't even trying. It was just unusual circumstances that prevented the need to
drive too far. One trip in the suburbs isn't enough to use up the entire supply of
electricity. Traffic around here is quite reasonable. There's hardly ever a the need for lots
of power. It's nice being able to drive around without the engine ever starting, but that's
not an expectation. I don't mind when it starts, since so little gas is used anyway. It shuts
off quickly in the warmth of Summer. Come this Winter, the warm-up should be
interesting. Since I'll intentionally start the engine for cabin warming in those much
colder temperatures, the option of rapid on & off for acceleration will be enticing to take
advantage of... since then the engine won't have to come on as soon for more heat. It's an
excellent balance of resources. Observing the dynamics of the system makes first-year
Prius ownership experiences quite rewarding. The PHV is certainly no exception.
Anywho, it was all electricity today.

6-18-2012

Drive-Thru. That was sweet! I pulled up to the drive-thru window and the guy there
greeted me with: "I love that sound. Every time I hear that..." He was referring to the
proximity warning, a subtle artificial sound made by the car when you drive slower than
15 mph. It's intended to warn pedestrians of the car's presence. In reality, many aren't
even attentive to headlights when you are right there behind them in a parking lot.
Unfortunately, the noise of a shopping-cart or the preoccupation of a phone conversation
makes them oblivious to their surroundings. But at least the sound will help a few... and it
turns out to be quick entertaining for people working the window... especially this time.
He assumed it was just a Prius in EV mode. I know that, because when I pointed out my
Prius was a plug-in model, has face lit up with excitement. His reaction was great! I then
proceeded to share current MPG statistics. He gobbled up every bit of info I could
quickly through at him. Want to bet he's even more attentive to that sound new?

6-19-2012

Carbon Reality. I watched a new special on television today. The evidence of climatechange is overwhelming at this point, especially with record temperatures and drought
becoming so prevalent. The major contributor is the carbon increase in our atmosphere;
that's very difficult to deny now. The source of that is still wildly under debate
nonetheless... much like smoking was in the past. You know nothing good comes from
certain consumption, yet there are plenty of excuses to not change your habits anyway.
It's seem absurd at this point not to try. We have the technology. What the heck we will
tell our children later... we suspected it, but didn't bother. Yeah, that will make them feel
wonderful about the prior generation. Thank goodness hybrids are well proven now.
Prius has become such a normal part of everyday traffic, it's basically flat out denial that
it's not realistic... especially with plug-in variants now entering the market. Long story
short, the program I watched provided new detail. It followed up on some of the things
we had considered a warning sign in the past... confirming those fears. To think that
some people see absolutely no need to embrace motor & battery use. They insist the
combustion engine alone is improving enough for use not to be concerned about carbon
emissions. That goes to show you how short-sighted they are. Even if that was true, our
children will see the end of abundant oil. Then what will they do? Totally disregarding
what electricity has to offer is not a good plan. It's like we're living in a modern version
of the dark ages.
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That Splendid Drive. I finally had the opportunity to drive that memorable route with
the PHV. It was indeed splendid too. The story had been retold many times over the past
2 years. I drove from my house to McDonald's and back in EV mode. A surprising
number of Volt enthusiasts denied it was possible. They claimed there was no way a
plug-in Prius could do that journey using only electricity, especially since it required a
climb out of the valley at 45 mph. That never happened, period. It was infuriating, for
me. It was outright denial, for them. Heck, even the blog moderator got involved. When I
pointed out the power output from the electric motor increased from 27 kW to 38 kW, he
hid the post "for review" later. As expected, it remained hidden. That's when I knew
things had gone from bad to worse. Nothing good comes from facts being suppressed.
They just plain didn't want to believe the PHV was anything more than a Prius with a
bigger battery and a plug. After all, admitting the components in the current model are
under-utilized means acknowledgement that Toyota planned for this long ago... rather
than scramble to compete with Volt as they had been claiming. Needless to say, it was a
delight getting to recreate that drive again.

6-20-2012

Now Silent. The big stir a few weeks ago dwindled down to nothing. It was an "all bark,
no bite" situation. The antagonists made a huge ordeal out of something, complaining
about this & that, yet never actually provided any suggestions for change... hence the way
they have been and continue to be identified. It fit the recognizable pattern all too well. In
this case, that served as confirmation of finality. Though frustrating to experience, seeing
nothing was ever delivered reveals it was really just a desperate attempt to retain
attention. They know the market has seen Volt and is moving on. It's been written off as
too expensive for now and won't get another look until the next generation is presented.
Ironically, that is logical outcome of promoting as an "early adopter" rollout. They didn't
think through the entire situation though. That outcome is undesirable. Oh well. Stating
goals could have avoided this. The silence now is good; however, I am rather bummed
the reach out for constructive discussion didn't result in anything. It sounded hopeful,
especially from the one outspoken individual. Oh well.
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Review Audience. The uncertainty of who is growing as attention slowly shifts over to
PHV. With the spotlight no longer on Volt, you have to wonder who the plug reviews are
actually for. The vague rollout of Volt confused everyone... the very problem we
attempting to prevent. Oh well. The damage wasn't too bad. But it does beg for some
answers to questions emerging as a result of that. On a thread featuring a teaser review
(brief hint of what will be in the next issue) of PHV, my thoughts were: Who is the
market for Volt? That question was asked countless times prior to rollout. We knew the
consumers who would be interested would not the same as those who Prius targeted. It's
like trying to sell a plug-in Camaro to someone that was looking for a fuel-efficient
Cruze or Malibu. Yet, enthusiasts refused to acknowledge that. When they said "leapfrog Prius", it was implied as direct competition; now the claim is quite different. So, we
move on to discussion from other sources, now about what Toyota is offering. How will
popular rating publications portray the plug-in model Prius? The "you can't drive it
completely gas-free" comment really makes you wonder about market. Who's needs are
they addressing? Why would that matter to someone who was considering a different
model of Prius, a Corolla, or a Camry? Would any of those consumers really have a
priority of no gas whatsoever rather than just a significant MPG boost? The beauty of
PHV is that it is package option, an upgrade choice. It's an enhancement to a vehicle
people already know and like. There's no paradigm-shift required. You're not buying
something fundamentally different. There's a major improvement to efficiency &
emissions. Simple to understand. Easy to sell. A small decision to purchase.

6-21-2012

More 999 MPG. The unusual circumstances continued. I had 4 days in a row of electriconly driving. Today, road construction ended that. Trying to cross a road with very heavy
traffic funneled down to a single lane resulted in me simply dropping the pedal to the
floor for maximum power. Though probably overkill and knowing it would cause the
engine to start, I did it anyway. Taking advantage of what the system had to offer was a
wise choice. You never really know how frustrated or confused others dealing with all
the traffic are. So when it was my turn, I did was seemed best. That was in the morning.
Late in the afternoon, I ended up needing to run an errand further than the EV range
available. So, the streak would have come to an end anyway. It was interesting. Feeling
the engine come back to life provided assurance that extra power was about to be
provided. That certainly isn't the way antagonists have been portraying such an
experience. They spin it as a negative, sighting how it prevents you from being "gas
free"... which makes no sense, since any vehicle with an engine will have to run it from
time to time for longevity maintenance. I obviously don't believe in absolutes.
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$78.20 Per Barrel. That was rather interesting to see. The price of oil dropping well
below expectations sure adds to the challenge of selling vehicles that offer high MPG,
when expensive gas is the primary influence. I see this as yet another reason in support of
the configuration for PHV, where capacity was carefully balanced with cost. There isn't
dependency on what happens with oil. People will consider the purchase even without the
pressure at the pump. That's important when it comes to deep market penetration. The
raising of CAFE standards is a change for the entire fleet. The technology must be well
established and well accepted to sustain high-volume sales. That's means no dependency
on tax-credits either. How each of the automakers will deliver, especially if the efficient
choice is expected to be green as well (SULEV emission-rating or better). With the
economy having fallen into such a deep recession, the need to have well-balance choices
available is more important than ever. We cannot just hope for the best as so many had
done in the past. Seeing $3.39 now for a gallon of gas certainly makes a person think too.

6-22-2012

Info Omissions. A new 10-minute video provided by an automotive publication
motivated me to post this as a response: The review begins with this introduction: "If
you're looking for a commuter car that doesn't just get good, but exceptional fuel
economy, there are two standout options." Then it goes on to point them out, the Jetta
TDI and the regular model Prius. What the heck? You know VW supporters would
complain to no end if they had compared a regular Jetta to Prius. Yet, this brand new
review published today made no mention that a plug-in model even existed. Had there
been some disclaimer, like an "another category" or "at a later time" reference, that
would be understandable. There is simply no excuse to for a professional automotive
organization to totally ignore. People expect them to be well informed and
comprehensive. An omission like that is misleading. And since the introduction put focus
specifically on fuel economy, that could qualify as greenwashing. That being said, the
sticker-price of the base model Prius PHV is $32,500 and it easily delivers double the
MPG of the Jetta TDI. It's significantly cleaner too. The review itself was actually fairly
good. It featured a mix of priorities with a variety of opinions and seemed reasonably
objective... but makes you wonder how much longer excluding models will be able to
continue without backlash.

6-23-2012

Who Said What? From time to time, I've stumbled into arguments stemming from
quotes I never actually said. Someone else did, yet I got blamed. It's very frustrating to be
trapped in that situation, where they truly believe you changed your stance... because you
are now saying something different from what they remember. It's very easy to
disassociate, especially when there's strong emotion involved. They're totally unaware of
it taking place too... or at least were until recently. I don't know if some are making an
effort to read my personal logs or search through old forum posts, but a few unexpected
apologies have emerged. That's quite a surprise. I hope I am properly acknowledging
them too. It's easy to sound condescending or patronizing in broken discussions like this.
Fortunately, some of the tension itself is instantly relieved upon the revelation of having
mixed up who said what. It's makes starting fresh threads easy. There's a desire to move
on coming from multiple sources now too. After all, the hope for late 2010 is well
beyond the "please wait" stage now.
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6-24-2012

13.5 Miles. After driving a PHV for awhile, you focus on the overall results rather than
observing individual drives experiences. Today was different though. To my surprise, I
traveled beyond the usual EV estimate range without even trying. The engine simply
never started. I went 13.5 miles with just electricity alone. I've went further before, but
not effortlessly like this. The feel of the driving is obvious becoming natural. It's like the
way automatic transmission drivers just naturally avoid both hard downshifts and
wheelspin. They just do without any thought. It becomes habit... one that's a challenge to
break when you tell new Prius owners it's perfectly fine to drop the pedal to the floor,
since the system controls the wheel movement for you. They don't even realize it was
something they were avoiding. Anywho, it's fun experiencing what I've looked forward
to for so many years... especially something so easily understood by other Prius owners.

6-24-2012

Change. It's nice seeing it happen. Raising awareness about bad practices still "stirs the
pot" though. Some unknowingly continue to greenwash feed. Bring that up results in
responses like this: "Your first post here was trollish though." I understand their upset
from being pointed out and am thrilled to observe their change following that. It's a slow
process. But if sincere, overcoming that is totally realistic. This was my reply: That
comes with taking a "pushy" stance. Wanting to move on means not letting the rehash of
old information dominate anymore. Unfortunately, that desire for progress appears to
others as "rocking the boat". And sadly, the approach has been to welcome
"cheerleading" and shun those attempting to have more than just the repeating of
particular points. Think about what still hasn't been addressed yet, items we don't stand a
chance at discussing while the rhetoric continues. It's been a heck of a challenge trying to
get any real-world data about winter performance. It's a topic that is simply dismissed
whenever brought up. That makes a topic like recharging in winter a daunting challenge
to even just acknowledge. Are people of the fact that charge-rate can be reduced in subfreezing temperatures? Think about the influence that could have on capacity discussion.
Many haven't, yet pounce on those who attempt to bring it up. Thankfully, we are beyond
the paranoid stage. In the past, when a Prius supporter would bring something like that up
in a discussion about Volt, it was immediately assumed to be an effort to undermine Volt.
The enthusiasts were in a state of panic, blindly lashing out in fear of anything that could
tarnish reputation. I sure am glad that isn't the case anymore. Phew!
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Improvement. You can see hints already. The plug-in hybrid and EV are moving
forward, people just beginning to become aware of differences from impressions of long
ago. I find it exciting, since I've been paying close attention. It's intriguing how so many
seem to overlook (or more likely don't even notice) just how many angles of attack
Toyota is actually taking. The process is slow, but the variety of choices to become
available as a result will shift the entire product line. The partnership with Tesla is an
obvious example. It's a win-win situation for both. It's not a "let's try this" approach. It's a
"here's what we are going to do" strategy. That makes it matter of when, not if. That's
why questioning the PHV model seems so pointless. A diverse offering in the future
means providing a low-cost plug-in option for the mainstream. Toyota is already well on
the way to doing that. The design brilliantly enhances the existing hybrid system.
Consumer willingness to spend more means the choice of increased capacity & power.
It's not required for great efficiency & emissions though. The start with PHV
demonstrates heavy dependency on tax-credits isn't necessary either. Replacement of
traditional vehicle production shouldn't be taken lightly. Viable solutions are needed
soon. That shouldn't be argued against. We all know the risk attached to consumption &
emissions. A small quantity of token vehicles or just mild improvements are far from
enough.

6-25-2012

No Politics. That was today's declaration. It is the formula prescribed for moving on.
That sounded really good, until asked the question of how tax-credits were still ok to
discuss. That obviously argued a few. I found it quite hypocritical. It was yet another
example of cherry-picking. That's frustrating considering the level of vague surrounding
what the next steps should be. I've stopped referring back to the past. They totally
disregarded that, jumping on me for asking what the "no politics" actually referred to.
Fortunately, these small attempts to reignite passion of the past, quick before month-end
results are posted, don't seem to be accomplishing anything. It's the harmonic nature of
progress. There will always be some residual resistance. That's following the familiar
pattern we've seen before. So, this will likely work out fine. Advancements include
scuffles, but they fizzle out and are commonly forgotten afterward... which I'm really
looking forward to.

6-26-2012

Reduced Again! Here we go, again. Prior to rollout, the Volt enthusiasts were appalled if
you were to even just consider the possibility of not meeting the 60,000 sales goal here in
the second-year. They were quite adamant that there was no need to question the
quantity. It would happen, period. Then came first-year sales well under the rate needed,
so the goal here was revised to 45,000. Of course, some spun that to say that was the goal
all along, that the 15,000 for the market in Europe was always included in that amount.
Whatever. Those having paid close attention all along knew that wasn't the case. But no
need to dwell. The effort has been to move on, accepting the revision as-is. Fine. That
didn't last long though. Now, the expectation has been lowered to 20,000. It's enough to
make you crazy. If you even just mention that change, you get catechized. So, I won't
bother. The numbers will speak for themselves anyway. By the way, the number for
Europe has been reduced too; it's now 10,000.
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Avalon Hybrid. The future of this model of car offered by Toyota was always a bit
uncertain. Only here in America was there demand for such a large sedan. Would that
continue? We'll find out. The upcoming redesign later this year will include a hybrid
system, the FULL type like Prius uses... but bigger. Getting a major efficiency
improvement, unlike the modest increase from a domestic automaker, will likely be the
draw for consumers who still want the size but cannot tolerate guzzling anymore. The
expectation is 40 MPG. That's quite a bump up from the current 25 MPG. It's always
exciting to see how well the system scales. This is yet another example of the flexibility
with engine, motor, and battery possible. Variety is very important for business. In fact,
lack of diversity is what has crippled other efforts of the past. One size does not fit all.
This newest offering takes Toyota another step further toward ending the production of
traditional vehicles. People will just naturally transition over to the hybrid options.

6-27-2012

Drawing Conclusions. Just as we saw in the past with previous struggling new
technologies, there were statements like this about the more successful competition:
"Certainly the Prius PHV looks like it has a battery that has too small a capacity for the
market, which makes the rumors that the battery capacity increases likely." That's the
rumor Volt supporters are trying really hard to spread. It appears as though their attempts
to belittle based about the top EV speed aren't drawing the attention they hoped. They've
discovered the EV-BOOST mode is remarkably efficient. Arguments claiming sustained
efficiency above 100 MPG aren't finding an audience. So, they've switched to capacity...
quickly, before proof emerges that the conclusion they are drawing doesn't have any
actual merit. According to who? This is why I asked the market question for years. How
could typical mainstream consumers already be saying that? Based on what? As for the
capacity increasing, that's a rather pointless thing to say. Of course it will. Generational
improvements are a normal expectation. Each gets progressively better. That's the way
battery technology has been for decades for portable devices. Why would it be any
different for those used in vehicles? I find it amusing how after only 3 months on the
road, with very little real-world data available yet, they can make a blanket statement
about the market with complete disregard for cost.

6-27-2012

Recharged Twice. Traveled so far 38.1 miles. Displayed average 118 MPG. Remaining
EV distance 7.9 miles. That made for a very interesting commute. The slower, longer,
more enjoyable route finally opened up again. Construction season is causing lots of
detours. Prius makes dealing with the unexpected much easier. I had no idea a return
back to the usual would yield such great results, especially switching to A/C halfway
through the return home. The evening included some time to relax and do some blogging.
On my journey out, I didn't use EV much. In fact, the use of HV mode bumped the EV
range up to 8.2 miles. At 47 miles total for the day, the average had only dropped to 99
MPG. That made me especially curious what the outcome would be. After traveling 55
miles for the day, it ended up coming to 117 MPG. Easily staying above 100 is great.
That's the boost many supporters have promoted for years. Of course, they envisioned a
much larger and more expensive battery-pack. I did that with a small one, just recharging
twice instead. But then again, my daily driving is further than the typical person.
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Where? The final arguments from Volt owners antagonizing PHV are falling on deaf
ears now. The realization of not having anything for middle-market is beginning to
provide the rebuttal for us. Simply reading about experiences from new owners plugging
in their Prius depicts a situation quite different from what they are familiar. It doesn't
resemble what you'd expect from an early adopter. There's no sense of having something
to prove. As far as they're concerned, the technology is already established. These are
ordinary people just trying to figure out how to get the most out of having a plug. I
posted this as a synopsis of their last attempts: Lowering expectations is exactly what the
auto task-force warned about. Remember the "too little, too slowly" concern? Why
should we just settle for something out of reach for mainstream consumers? Remember
back when we use to strive for ambitious goals? Now there is trepidation about even just
stating goals. You know the recent backlash & downplay is due to the sales falling way
short. It wouldn't be so bad if the overlooking of PHV the belittling finally ended. But
those who speak out get catechized. Where's the choice for the masses?

6-29-2012

Forum Trolls. A thread from 3 years ago was bumped back to life today on the big Prius
forum. It was interesting to revisit it, especially due to the timing. That was back when
the newest generation was first rolled out. Obviously, there was strong feelings about that
from those who supported the competition. I added to the discussion with these recent
observations: Sadly, as a forum matures, some members go rogue. They thrive on the
lively debates and drop bait to entice responses. Newbies often bite, unaware of what's
happening. There hasn't been a termed coined for that yet either, because the identifier of
"troll" is defined as an outsider joining to stir trouble. When a well-known member does
it, that really becomes a problem. The sign to watch for is the "invitation" post,
something that clearly isn't correct or constructive. There's often a strong opinion
included too. But because that person has been around for years and typically have
thousands of posts, no one calls them on it. That became a huge problem on the big GM
forum awhile back. Finally, the moderators declared a clean-up campaign. It was better to
callout the activity of those well-known members rather than allow the reputation of the
forum fall apart. It was fruitful effort. They watched their posts for intent. The "provoke"
is easy to spot when you're looking for it. That worked well. Some popular names
quickly vanished, never to return. Being constructive is the key. Arguing for argument
sake isn't productive. What is the purpose of the discussion? Do they simply contradict or
is there actual substance to replies? Will that information benefit other members or it is a
desperate attempt to keep a thread active? And of course, what does it have to do with
Prius?

6-29-2012

Yellow Skyline. The cityscape I see when taking the scenic route to work looked
absolutely awful today. The dense morning air kept the pollution from blowing off into
the country as it usually does. Knowing that is normally passed on to others by the wind
makes it even more disgusting. But you usually cannot see it, especially up close. Being
about 15 miles away, the distance allows you to easily notice it. Emissions from our
vehicles contributes heavily to that. Those who point out the problem get labeled as a
"treehugger" or the driver of a "greenmobile", insults that are commonly accepted still.
Far too many guzzlers populate roadways, making the attitude easy to share. The yellow
color of the sky is dismissed as contributions from vehicles long ago. They claim
emissions are much better now, providing an excuse to consider newer vehicles good
enough. Why bother with a SULEV or PZEV rated vehicle? That's sad.
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New Own Panic. The EV estimate, the range of miles displayed upon completion of
recharging the PHV, has been the start of new threads lately... coming from owners new
to the forum expressing their feelings in a heightened emotional state, with the insistence
upon contacting the dealer right away. It's been quite riveting to witness. There's passion
about this topic from all involved. This was my contribution to the one today: I watched
mine decline as I drove more on the highway in HV mode. It gave the impression
capacity was somehow being lost each recharge. In reality, it was just the EV estimate
value influenced by previous driving data. Now mine is up higher than ever, not having
taken a long trip recently. Actual EV driving distance hasn't actually change. It's been
consistent throughout, despite the estimate going up & down. It reminds me of the
reaction Prius owners had throughout the Iconic years. When the battery-level dropped to
2 bars, that change to pink on the screen made them panic. They truly thought something
was wrong. A few even took desperate measures, not realizing that was perfectly normal.
Everything is fine. They certainly don't feel that way seeing it though. This is
unquestionably the "panic" situation for new PHV owners.

6-30-2012

EV modes. There are 2 different modes available while driving faster than 62 mph (100
km/h). Regular HV is when you explicitly push the button to halt EV depletion. This
causes the Prius to revert to the usual 50 MPG hybrid driving. If you don't push the
button, the default EV mode transforms to EV-BOOST mode. This causes the system to
take advantage of the plug-supplied electricity, which results in efficiency above 100
MPG. When the EV symbol is small and the Eco-Meter has a center-divider to indicator
a white zone, that's HV mode. It will remain that way until push the button again or shut
the power off. When the EV symbol is large and the Eco-Meter only has a green zone,
that's EV-BOOST mode while driving fast. It automatically turns into EV mode when
you leave the highway and changes back to EV-BOOST when you exceed 62 mph... or
you acceleration hard... or the heater cycles back on.

6-30-2012

Rollout Progress. The antagonists pounced before much real-world data about PHV
became available. Focus was concentrated on those who had already begun to draw
attention to choices for the masses. With a plug-in like Volt, lots of time is still needed
for significant cost reduction. Seeing the rollout progress of PHV poses a very real threat.
I doesn't take much to confirm their fears either. Reading new owner posts reveals the
appeal of the simple approach. The plug is offered as a package option. You get a Prius
with added battery capacity, expanding upon the abilities already offered. Instead of a
little bit of EV as the regular model provides, you get a whole lot more. There's no
paradigm shift, consisting of an entirely new vehicle. It's the next logical step. As a
result, progress is rapid. There's no resistance. There's no hype either. It's just a soft build
up of interest. By next year when national availability begins, sales will highlight the
natural acceptance those of us very active online are observing now. Ford will be offering
a plug-in hybrid too. The antagonists are well aware of the pressure building, where the
expectation is for growth. Low sales are bad enough, flat is even worse. Watch what
happens in states without local tax incentives or HOV privileges. That will be telling
about what's to come. Remember, there will continue to be a MPG push from traditional
vehicles, making sales of hybrids & plug-ins even more of a challenge.
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7-01-2012

Branding Choice. Ugh. The past has many, many examples of vehicles rebranded. The
automaker would choose to offer a cosmetically different vehicle that was virtually
identical under the hood. Volt appears to be taking that approach too. Cadillac ELR will
be the next GM model delivered. It is expected to be the first to offer what the next Volt
will include. So, we are looking at a nicer class interior, sound-proofing, and suspension,
but not much else different. It could be the first step to downgrade Volt to being more
representative of what Chevy usually offers. That's good. But no change to the propulsion
system means it will remain very expensive. So, what's the point? Why didn't GM just do
that in the first place? I posted this in that discussion on the big GM forum today: Yes,
GM would have done well choosing to offer Volt as a nicer class of vehicle first. It was
configured to appeal to buyers of that price-point anyway. Much of the flack &
comparisons could have been easily avoided that way too. The vehicle simply would
have been paving the way for an affordable model later without any conflict of approach
or even expectation. Instead, the decision was made to make it a Chevy... which
contributed heavily to the hope of mainstream sales within the first generation, feeding
hype that could have been prevented. However, there is the constraint of time and the
reality of the technology not scaling as promoted. What resources will be expended to
offer something other than a compact? How will aspects of price & performance be
affected? When should we anticipate that? Think about how price has already pushed
Volt interest over to other GM choices. The growing pressure from CAFE standards
means competition from within. More affordable options from other automakers doesn't
help either. Can people be convinced to just wait in the meantime, as the technology
improves? If so, what will they be waiting for? Long story short, we're beating a dead
horse unless someone provides a new set of expectations.

7-02-2012

Prorogation. It would be nice for the current backlash/fallout/downplay to truly be
concluded. The Volt owners who launched an offensive on the big Prius forum have
grown quite quiet. In fact, the one who made a huge deal out of my stance, who said he'd
help out with the effort to share information, has vanished. But looking at his past, there
was only a single post last year and none before that for an entire year. So, it's not like he
was contributing anyway. Everything was about keeping Volt in a good light still. That
meant belittle Prius and turn a blind eye, denying that was happening. It was so obvious
they were not being sincere. But that was a fantastic way to find out what each
individuals purpose was, since they'd never just outright say it as I do. That approach
worked. Of course, one particular individual took to the old antagonist technique of
changing a definition. He attempted to spin "too little, too slowly" as a reference to
Toyota. It was a desperate effort to conceal the reality of it meaning something must be
delivered to the masses soon. That was said back in 2009 as part of the GM bankruptcy
recovery plan. 3 years later, we are now being told it will still be another 3 years before
something could possibly be available as an affordable mainstream choice. It's a sad
statement, but closure nonetheless. Meanwhile, Toyota is rolling out several options for
middle-market buyers. My favorite is the PHV model.
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7-03-2012

kWh Gauge. That idea has been tossed around quite a bit over the years. Currently, we
have an analog representation of percentage and an estimated distance. Neither of which
give you a clear understanding of what the outcome would be. kWh measure for EV
really wouldn't either. But the thought is that could be more informative, especially when
used in conjunction with the other displayed values. I've always liked Toyota's KISS
approach. The simplicity has proven to attract mainstream buyers too. Is having a plug
different? Would introducing that be too complex? Would it contribute to new
assumptions or help dispel misconceptions? At this point, no one knows. These are my
thoughts I posted: Unfortunately, a kWh gauge wouldn't work either. 14.1 miles had been
my record EV distance until recently, when the hot summer mornings arrived. Although
the EV estimate stated 13.7 miles yesterday, I actually traveled 15 miles of EV with 2
miles remaining when I arrived at work. It was 84°F degrees that morning, quite a bit
higher than the usual mid-60's. Today, it was 77°F and I was curious as heck how far I'd
be able to travel in EV. So, I refrained from the usual HV button push to warm-up the
engine during the most efficient portion of my drive. 17.2 miles later, I was in the
parking ramp with 0.3 miles of EV still left. The entire commute was with electricity,
even though the EV estimate stated only 13.7 miles were available. In short, YEVWV is
the new term we'll have to learn to accept. Your EV Will Vary, based upon acceleration
demand, cabin comfort, window clearing, and outside temperature. There's simply no
way to accurately depict expectations.

7-03-2012

Sales Spin. We all saw this coming. Televisions commercials for Volt have been
abundant. Promotion of zero-percent financing, state & federal tax incentives, and HOV
privileges was heavy. Constructive discussion never emerged, despite efforts to establish.
There was hope without anything to actually support it. A popular Detroit publication
took month-end results and titled that report with "sales rise". In the article itself, there
was this quote to peek interest: "The company abandoned its 2012 U.S. sales forecast of
45,000, saying it would instead match supply to meet demand." And it did too, I was
quite intrigued to read on. The remaining half of what had been written was all about
how much lower Nissan Leaf sales were. Why acknowledge the 31,402 Malibu, 20,793
Equinox, 18,983 Cruze, or 6,785 Sonic of GM's own offerings when you can draw
attention to an unrelated vehicle from a competitor instead? Needless to say, the Volt
quantity sold was much lower: 1,760. That's below the number to even make the newest
revised goal. Unfortunately, there isn't a breakdown available for Prius sold with a total
of 19,150. Fortunately, it still holds the third position behind Camry's 31,107 (including
the hybrid model) and Corolla's, 26,647. The goal of diversification is clearly being
addressed by Toyota. It will be interesting to find out how PHV did, being available only
in select states still. Meanwhile, the article stated that 5,300 Volts are available for
immediate purchase as of the end of June. So, the supply meeting demand question has
clearly been answered. Reading the comments, it was very clear that people are worried
about the politics and slow progress... seeing the situation very different from what Volt
supporters have been saying.
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PHV Sales. It didn't take long to find out the tally for the United States. June was the
first month of open availability, but inventory wasn't stocked with more than just a very
limited selection until last week... and that's only in California. So if you didn't want what
they specifically had and wanted one that wasn't a demo model, you were out of luck.
July should be different, the first to offer a hint of actual demand. Neither March nor
April did, since both were pre-order deliveries. May was a mix of pre-order and pre-sold
units. But those facts won't stop the antagonists. Here's what I posted on the big GM
forum, hoping to at least present some facts before they start their Volt spin: 695 sold
from the 14 states it is currently available (California, Oregon, Washington, Arizona,
Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, and Hawaii) in June. It sure will be nice when
nationwide happens. But then again, people still await real-world data to make their
purchase decision. Warm weather has been making quite a difference with mine. Today I
drove my morning commute, that's 17.2 miles, entirely with electricity. In fact, I ended
up with 0.3 left in the parking ramp. That's well above the EPA's 11-mile estimate. My
current tank is just under 900 miles, averaging 120 MPG. So, I do indeed see it as a better
compare than a pure EV like Leaf. I still wish there was a more affordable model of Volt
available. Diversification is needed anyway. Offering a choice of a smaller pack with a
system tuned more for HV efficiency would be a win-win for both automaker &
consumer.

7-03-2012

Sales Breakdown. The impatience and self-defeating mindset of monthly sales hit
Toyota hard this month. There are people waiting for c model delivery. PHV availability
is very limited as well, even within the states it is currently offered. The numbercrunchers don't care though... and neither do those yearning for an opportunity to claim
falling demand. Guess what happened. Yup, the resulting 695 sales of the plug-in model
for June were indeed spun as market interest dropping already. That's so hypocritical.
With all times we were told by Volt enthusiasts to be patient and wait for the secondyear, not doing the same now is the ultimate show of disingenuous intent. Of course,
when we did wait, they made excuses to wait until the next-generation model rollout
instead. Thankfully, the short-sighted nature of these reports makes it easy to focus on
year-end results later. For the month though, there were 11,514 of the regular model here,
next with 3,657 for the c model, and 3,284 for the v model.

7-04-2012

EV with A/C. The holiday was going to be a hot one. We were all planning to do some
shopping around town. That meant driving EV with A/C. It was an opportunity to
observe firsthand the punishment those down south have to routinely endure. Seeing
triple-digit temperatures use to be rare up here in Minnesota. Now, it happens routinely...
a few days here and there. I cannot imagine what that would be like all the time. But then
again, I bet that's exactly what they say about sub-freezing conditions up here. Anywho, I
looked forward to the day's travel. We had 4 stops. Each was long enough to allow the
car to heat back up when we stopped. I was generous with the A/C, curious if the draw
would cause the engine to run at some point. It never did. EV driving through the suburbs
was no big deal. I was very pleased with those results. Errand running is quite pleasant
with the plug-in model Prius, exactly as I had hoped it would be.
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Competition. I provided the sales numbers for Malibu, Equinox, Cruze, and Sonic. This
was the response: "Only in your mind is that the competition for the Volt. Unbelievable."
It boggles the mind how greenwashed GM supporters have become. It's a game and a
race to them, but only Volt, Leaf, Focus-EV, and Prius PHV are competing. To them,
nothing else matters. They don't see the rest of the market or any pressure to become
affordable quickly. Sales lost to those other vehicles don't matter, as long as their own
category of vehicle has Volt on top, all is well. Thankfully, not all feel that way. But the
majority participating online certainly don't see any problem with GM having dropped
sales expectations for 2012 again. That's so bad, it seems pointless even bothering to
point out the limited inventory of PHV still. I'm better off just waiting for stock delivery
and distribution to the other states. In the meantime, interest will build from forum posts
and website updates. Currently, the typical person isn't even aware that a plug-in Prius
has been rolled out. That's quite a drastic difference from the heavily advertised Volt with
television commercials. My follow-up post was with this: The "game" is traditional
vehicle replacement. The "race" is mainstream penetration. To achieve those highvolume sales, you can't just disregard the other choices available.

7-05-2012

Dual Sighting. I spotted a Prius c up in the distance. It was that Habanero color (the
vibrant orange), very hard not to notice. I caught up to it at the next intersection. Me
getting into the left turn lane meant pulling up next to it on my side. I looked over to
check it out. The owner was obviously use to getting the attention from what see was
driving. She just passively looked over at me, then my car. You could see her expression
suddenly change to bewilderment. She had obviously noticed the "Plug-In Hybrid"
emblem and was in the process of recognizing what that actually meant. The expression
transformed to a smile. We had just checked out each others Prius. It was quite an
unexpected experience. That adds even more to how Prius makes waiting for a light to
turn green a more pleasant event. I cannot wait until I finally spot another PHV on the
road. Here in Minnesota, it could be a very long time still. Rollout won't hit this state
until next year and it's rather unlikely many will pounce on the opportunity in early
January... the dead of Winter.

7-05-2012

First Mega-Regen. The result of 87 miles of driving, using only the electricity from
overnight recharging, was 71 MPG. That was quite pleasing, especially considering this
drive to a remote bike-trail included use of the A/C. On the way back, it was late in the
evening. Open windows did the trick that. Of course, that cooling reduces efficiency too.
The most exciting part of the journey though was a long decent downhill. That was my
first opportunity with the PHV. In the past, I had used "B" to avoid over-charging the
battery-pack... since the 2010 didn't have enough capacity to hold that much electricity.
This Prius does. So, I was quite curious what would happen. Down the scenic valley road
I went, watching the charge-level climb. When I got to the bottom, there was 1.4 miles of
EV now available. That was the kind of result I was hoping for. With MPG having been
so great up to that point, I was reassured the return trip up wouldn't be much of a penalty
with that much electricity to help out. That indeed ended up being the case too.
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7-06-2012

Entune Updates. Toyota has been delivering updates to their in-car
information/entertainment systems to customers via postal mail. With such a variety &
quantity of vehicles, many more than just Prius, getting something at home is much more
convenient than having to come into the dealer... especially when it has nothing to do
with vehicle operation itself. That means most owners are discovering a USB memorykey in their mailbox. You plug it into the port somewhere inside the vehicle, then accept
the update prompt on the screen. For advanced plug-in owners, like myself, the process is
different though. I didn't get anything in the mail. The update was broadcast to me
wirelessly via my smart-phone over a bluetooth connection. That's happened twice now. I
pull up the screen in my garage and discover an update is available. Clicking YES, the
software is updates. It only takes a minute if you have a fast internet connection too.
Someday, most everyone will likely get updates that way. For now, I'm among those
helping to verify the wireless method works well.

7-07-2012

Signs Of Hope. The bait dropping got quite intense lately. They missed me on the big
GM forum. All the provoking & taunting to get me to post something was very amusing.
It's like they have no idea that forum is a fanboi venue, not having any reflection on what
ordinary middle-market buyers are interested in. Other websites focus on what you get
for what it costs instead. They thrive on bragging rights, not caring at all about business
objectives. With the price of a barrel of oil currently in the 80's and gas around $3.49 per
gallon, it should be clear that efficiency is a higher priority for buyers now... but not the
highest. Price of the vehicle itself is having a major influence on sales. That target of
"nicely under $30,000" is still a major goal. Oddly, that message is getting through.
Fewer and fewer antagonist attacks prevail. They simply aren't drawing attention
anymore. With 39,970 regular model and 28,736 c model sold last month in the US and
Japan, it's not much of a stretch expecting growth for the PHV model. Everyone knows it
too. The Volt rhetoric is dying down.

7-07-2012

Missed It! Someday I knew it would happen. Stopped at the light today, I was taken by
surprise when a subtle vibrating sensation grabbed my attention. It was the engine
warming up. For the first time with my PHV, the transition from EV to HV was totally
overlooked. There's was lots of traffic at the time and I had just climbed a very steep hill
amongst all those vehicles. Running out of electricity at exactly the right moment
prevented me from noticing. That was cool. I figured not focusing on the screens so
closely would allow that automatic mode switch to occur without drawing attention.
After all, the engine runs at a low RPM and the pumping cycle makes it faint in
comparison to traditional vehicles. The startup process itself is different as well, far less
strain on the engine. The system waits until oil-pressure is established and spins the
engine up to idle speed instead. Long story short, I missed it!
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7-08-2012

New Advice. Actually, it's the same old advice of the past. But now we have a new
audience. The nature of online forums is a dynamic with much uncertainty. PHV doesn't
make expectations any more clear. It's a little better though. The big warm-up penalty of
the past has been reduced rather significantly. The hybrid system is taken advantage of
even more. Nonetheless, we still have lots of emotion to deal with when it comes to the
purchase of unfamiliar technology. I put it this way: I have a feeling it's going to be
common hearing complaints about EV range. It's a sad reality that people will seek out a
venue when they're upset but remain totally unknown when pleased. What's worse is the
disregard for purpose, which is to boost MPG, not electric-only driving. I'm sure we'll
gain quite a bit of experience with this in the next few months. Hopefully, maybe, some
of those silent owners who are quite pleased with their purchase will sound off too.
We've seen a lot of venting over the years... where they've already made up their mind.
So no matter what suggestions are offered, they're already done. When it comes to
plugging in a hybrid, that is definitely new territory. We are bound to encounter a variety
of misconceptions and unrealistic expectations. The best we can do is what we've done in
the past, just keep sharing real-world experiences.

7-08-2012

62 MPH Assumption. What do you do when an assumption undermines your own
actions? That's what some of the Volt supporters have been asking themselves recently.
Turns out, there was a sincere belief that once speed exceeded 62 MPH the plug-in Prius
would revert back to HV mode... despite information to the contrary provided countless
times over the years. With all my talk about the boost effect, I thought they were just
greenwashing. We've seen the intentional spreading of misconceptions in the past. Why
would this be any different? To my surprise, that belief was real. No wonder some of the
retaliation was so harsh. That assumption enabled the antagonists to shoot the messenger
without consequence. It was just looked upon as rival automaker banter, acceptable
regardless of what was said in defense of their own. To think something like that could
persist for so long. Thank goodness some are now questioning what had previously been
assumed to be correct. A power-split hybrid drawing enough electricity from the batterypack to allow the engine to run at an extremely slow RPM, raising MPG significantly as
a result, should be obvious. It clearly wasn't. The plug provides electricity, rather than the
engine. With it, there's much more electricity available to draw from... which is exactly
what happens when you exceed 62 MPH. That's quite different from HV mode, which is
just ordinary hybrid driving without plug-supplied electricity. There's no MPG boost like
you get when drawing heavily from the battery-pack.
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7-10-2012

Superiority. It was like watching an avalanche. There were cries of superiority coming
from the few remaining Volt supporters who believed the discussion about middlemarket sales was somehow a campaign to prove Prius was better. Then when someone
provided some historical background pointing out that the most popular sellers are
typically not the vehicles that earn the highest scores in every category, they were at a
loss about what to do next. Nothing followed later either. Those attempts to distort facts
about Prius PHV no longer had an audience. The reality that simply getting over 100
MPG on the highway will attract lots of buyers appears to finally be sinking in. It doesn't
take much study of hybrid history to confirm how big of a deal being affordable has
been. That's absolutely essential to achieve high-volume sales. No level of promotion
with change that. It's the nature of the industry... and even more of a problem when you
look beyond the market just within our borders. Global realities and demands of business,
not to mention oil-dependency or environmental problems, are only now becoming a
worry. They're noticing a big penalty for having only considered needs from an
engineering-only perspective. Why did it have to come to this? Why couldn't they have
listened sooner? Ugh!

7-10-2012

Statistics. The sharing of real-world data is priceless. It's a major component in market
acceptance. Without owner endorsements, it's quite a challenge to get consumers to try
something new. PHV very much falls into that category... since there is no basis of
comparison available. Allowing assumptions to persist is not a good idea. So, I jump at
the opportunity to provide information about my experiences. Today, there was a rather
constructive review published. It wasn't perfect, but the effort to deliver true journalism
was clearly there. It wasn't just the weak observational reporting we've had in the past.
The following is what I posted as a comment for that review... Here are stats on my
advanced model 2012 Prius plug-in: 5,752 miles. (includes a 636-mile road trip, 34-mile
round-trip commute) 115 days of ownership. (it's been a thoroughly enjoyable
experience) 185 recharges total. (There's a charging-station available at work.) 68.9
gallons of gas. (10% ethanol blend, measured at the pump) 574.1 kWh electricity. (3.1
kWh per-charge estimate includes conversion loss) 83.5 MPG calculated average overall.

7-11-2012

Factual Errors. How much damage is caused by articles publishing facts that are
incorrect? Some websites circulate errors too. What does that do to those who are
genuinely trying to do constructive research on a purchase. The majority likely don't
understand the numbers or how they are derived anyway. Being misleading makes that
information even worse. They probably don't do enough searches to verify facts either.
That limited effort makes clarity absolutely vital. It contributes to online debates quickly
turn into heated arguments. Some people have no idea as to the accuracy of what they
found. To complicate the problem further, they are unaware some of that is intentional.
Information that's vague or outdated transformed into facts without a source. Some
people spread that, not realizing they are contributing to efforts to greenwash. It's a mess
out there. Adding a plug provides a whole new dimension of misunderstandings. I
wonder how we'll deal with so much content new for so many people. Buying a new car
now is much more difficult than in ages past.
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7-12-2012

Failure. I pretty much had to respond to this today: "What is it about the Volt that makes
people actively root for its failure?" Saying anything about Prius translates to speaking
out against Volt. That automatic association is quite maddening, for all involved. No
matter what you say, they hear spin to give the sense of Volt failing. That's why I have
such a difficult time avoiding the topic. It comes back without even trying. There's a
sense of self-fulfilling-prophecy compelled by the urge to defend. It makes me wonder
why there still hasn't been any real offense taken after all this time. Why always react?
Being proactive is so much better. Oh well. I posted this: Looking at the plug-in market
exclusively, it's very easy to get the impression. Stepping back to look at the entire auto
industry, there are those pointing out struggled efforts of the past and recent successes...
all which point out the challenges Volt still faces. What has been the response? It's
shooting the messenger and telling people to be patient, rather than actually acknowledge
the concerns. Watching opportunity slip away isn't a good plan. But the fierce avoidance
of setting goals does exactly that. In other words, if you don't actually define success, just
about anything could be interpreted as failure.

7-12-2012

Why? How this question could be asked at this point is a topic of fascination: "Why
would anyone buy a Leaf or Prius over this? I don't even get it." Do those participating
on that discussion thread this afternoon really not know, after all this time and all those
attempts to explain? I provided this: Understanding buyers has been a fundamental
problem. Price is a major priority for middle-market, the consumers who a hybrid like
Prius targets. Look at all the cost-analysis papers over the years. A gain in performance
simply isn't taken into consideration if it increases price. These vehicles are expected to
be sold in high-volume at small profit margins. Car enthusiasts have never embraced
common vehicles which focus primarily on getting from point A to point B using
medium-grade components. Their version of competition is comparing rare designs that
strive to exceed top-of-the-line specifications. They have no interest in the middle. In
other words, the appeal factors for Volt don't match that of mainstream expectations.
Notice how no one challenges the performance claims? The power & handling exceed
what's actually needed. There are highly desirable traits which simply cannot be justified
when considering a purchase of the family car. That's why there have been separate
categories for sports & luxury vehicles. The difference between want & need is far
greater now than when it was back in the days when monster-sized SUVs guzzled their
way to dominance. There a very real need to balance efficiency with affordability. Watch
how Volt adapts over time to better target middle-market buyers.
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7-12-2012

Bickering. We've been watching the situation progressively get worse. Using me as a
scapegoat isn't working well anymore, causing some to finally speak out about the
bickering outcome. Ignoring those attempts to provoke results in the fabrication of intent.
They claim I said things to get me to react. Reluctant to be their conduit of blame, I
sometimes respond anyway. This was the post today, shortly after hearing that the
president of GM's European division will be stepping down: It always comes down to the
realities of business. Volt can remain a great niche, enjoying a classification similar to
that of Corvette & Camaro, or it can become a popular seller like Cruze. Lots of
profitable sales are required. The catch is time... and that pressure has been growing quite
intense lately. The recent drop of stock price to under $20 per share makes that all too
clear. GM will need to focus on the business-sustaining products. That means vehicles
like Cruze, Malibu, Equinox, and Sonic will get a bulk of the resources... undermining
some Volt advancement. Blaming the competition is the best way to feel better, rather
than actually dealing with the situation at hand. Attempting to be constructive, my
suggestion would be to aggressively work to drop Volt cost by no longer adhering to the
EV mentality. That obviously makes it appear as though it's an endorsement for PIP.
Well, too bad. Step up to the plate by supporting something actually capable of achieving
high-volume sales relatively soon rather than waiting for a miracle drop in production &
battery cost. Diversification by creating a Volt family is good business anyway. So what
if one model offers far less EV capacity. Isn't the point to spread the technology?

7-13-2012

Time Overlooked. The availability of public charging-stations is an interesting new
topic to address. How will they be perceived? How will they be used? How will they be
paid for? That last one is the biggest issue. Will owners of businesses be interested in
offering them with the hope of consumer patronage in return? With so few plug-in
vehicles on the road currently, that's a big uncertainty. Cost is a major factor to. You
don't want to tear up a parking lot for just one. Leaving room to expand is important. The
location itself is a problem too. Where do you put them to entice without taking away
prime parking spots from others? Then there's the problem of snow removal, a serious
dilemma for those of us in the north. The charging-stations prevent the plow from
pushing away the routine Winter mess. Needless to say, there are a variety of concerns to
address... just to stir installation interest. In the effort to justify cost, the aspect of time
was completely overlooked. Business owners will never recoup enough from usage fees
to cover the labor & equipment cost, so they must focus on opportunity. When visiting a
restaurant or coffeeshop, a stay of 1.5 hours is quite realistic. Longer is not. The same is
true for shopping. For strip-mall availability, the quantity needed and the competition to
consider, the factor of time makes it compelling. I find it intriguing. That just happens to
be the exact size of the PHV battery-pack. It takes 1.5 hours to fully recharge.
Coincidence?
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7-14-2012

New Chapter, the past. Many years ago, we watched the anti-hybrid campaign
transform into efforts of support. The messages were mixed though. How much of an
investment they'd become remained a mystery. With automakers like Toyota, Ford, and
Honda, it was a push to get a lot from a little... always keeping price as a major priority.
From GM came a complete disregard for that; they sacrificed being affordable for speed
& power. We wondered if that would eventually change. It didn't. The next big step
forward with motor & battery technology again focused on speed & power. That was a
disappointment for many, including enthusiasts. But those disenchanted are long gone,
forgotten by just about everyone. Online discussions revolve around the survivors, those
standing true to an ideal rather than becoming realistic about what the market actually
needs. That brings us to last week. On the big GM forum, no matter what I said about the
demands of business, the reply from the die-hards was that my efforts were to prove PHV
superior and discredit GM. In other words, they made up what they wanted instead of
acknowledging what was actually posted. That finally upset other forum members. Their
disingenuous replies were too much. It was harming the forum's reputation. They began
speaking out, making themselves the target rather than me always being a scapegoat. I
was awestruck by the change.

7-14-2012

New Chapter, the present. Even though things have settled down both on the big Prius
forum and the big GM forum, there's still trouble. Thankfully, it's not that daily blog for
Volt anymore. That turned about to be a conduit for hype, a source of building hope
based on unsupported expectations. Prior to rollout, they said what ever they wanted
without needed to take challenges seriously. The uncertain nature of the information was
basically just propaganda, making it easy to accept & dismiss. Now, we know. Those
facts can no longer be denied. So, no more blog. It's just a general newsfeed now. There
is a forum though. That's where those particular die-hard supporters went to. And they
sure are trying to stir the pot now. A new thread was just started, a blatant effort to spread
misconceptions about PHV. Reading the quotes left me in awe. I was amazed they would
even attempt such nonsense. That is quite a change from being frustrated, as in the past.
This present is very different. It appears to be a desperate effort to greenwash. So, I
collected my favorite quotes from the thread to document here... wondering if anyone
will later believe what they posted. But in these early days of PHV rollout, there is still
opportunity to mislead. That won't change until more real-world data becomes available.

7-14-2012

New Chapter, 62 MPH. I always wondered whether or not those particular Volt
enthusiasts understood how PHV actually worked. Unfortunately, time has revealed they
really do... but simply don't care. I've seen it far too often. How would you respond to
that? This quote was a good example of the situation: "However, you would get crucified
here for driving 62 mph or less in an HOV lane so it really doesn't even work here." No
matter how many times you point out EV-BOOST mode, it doesn't matter. They don't
want you to discover that MPG is over 100 while traveling faster than 62 mph. They just
want to spread the belief that there's no benefit of having a plug unless you are driving
slower than 62 mph. It's a misconception they've been working hard to maintain. They
have been exploiting the assumption. That's how greenwashing works.
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7-14-2012

New Chapter, the engine. The other aspect of design they want to mislead you about is
that the engine starts up whenever you accelerate. No matter how many reports of PHV
drivers running errands through the suburbs, exclusively with electricity, without the
engine ever running, they pretend that isn't true. Heck, I've even done an entire 17.2 miles
on my morning commute entirely in EV mode. They don't care. Pointing out motorpower and battery-draw falls on deaf ears too. Facts don't matter when you're still holding
on to that "vastly superior" hope. And they said Prius owners were smug. Geez!
Anywho, I liked reading this quote: "The max speed 62 mph is not the whole story any
time you step on the gas you use gas in other words the electric motor assists the gas
engine." That just plain is not true. And on those occasions when the engine does start, it
shuts off quickly anyway. But looking at the resulting MPG doesn't matter. They still
push the mentality of purity... even though Volt has and uses an engine too.

7-14-2012

New Chapter, marginal. On the big Prius forum, the Volt owners there have claimed
there haven't been any posts which belittle PHV. That was rather shocking to read. I see
it all the time. How can they be so selective about what other owners have been saying.
This was the example from that newest thread: "The PIP makes no sense, it's too
expensive for the marginal improvement over the basic Prius." Apparently, an
improvement of around 50-percent is just marginal. That makes you wonder how they
evaluate the difference between mild hybrids and traditional vehicles. Watching my MPG
jump from 50 to low 80's is quite an increase. How can claim it isn't? But coming from a
thread starting with the word "disappointing", it was obvious they wouldn't actually be
constructive. It was really just an chance from them to collect & distribute so-called
facts... and me the opportunity to document what they're up to.

7-14-2012

New Chapter, nothing more. One of the biggest efforts to mislead came about from the
discovery that the third-generation Prius was designed to support a larger battery & plug
right from the start. The spin had been that PHV was really a retrofit, an after-thought
which came about as a last-minute scramble to compete with Volt. Finding out that isn't
actually the situation puts pressure on the enthusiasts. Unfortunately, it puts those who
innocently purchased a Volt and didn't know that in a bad situation too. They feel
somewhat threatened as a result, backed into a situation they had nothing to do with. That
makes reading this a problem: "PIP is nothing more than a regular hybrid with a
somewhat larger battery that can also be wall charged in addition to by regen." All but
the staunch recognize that's not actually true. The rest of us know that the larger battery
allows greater draw, which results in more power from the electric motor. It's the very
reason the idea of a smaller battery-pack for Volt is so fiercely resisted. Less power is a
tradeoff they are unwilling to accept.
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7-14-2012

New Chapter, downplay. The effort to mislead doesn't always work. When that
happens, those hoping to undermine switch to downplay instead. Here's an example from
that "disappointing" thread: "It's a Prius with a larger battery that under some rare
conditions (driving at a snail's pace on flat ground) can drive a few miles on electricity."
I'm driving along with traffic, climbing up hills, and accelerating from stoplights all using
only electricity. PHV delivers much more than they want to admit. That denial is
becoming more and more obvious. Remember how Prius was sold years ago? People
liked the idea, but were uncertain of how it actually performed. The test-drive experience
made them commit. It's very easy to convince someone on the fence to buy, once they try
it. That's because Prius looks so good on paper. The financial decision is sound. How it
responds to everyday driving can only be determined behind the wheel. That's why
greenwashing efforts try to hard to prevent that from happening.

7-14-2012

New Chapter, dead end. The most passionate effort by Volt supporters who want to
undermine is well stated in this quote: "Realistically, going forward I think the Prius is
dead. It's doing great right now but the drive train is simply too expensive for the
relatively small advantages it delivers." Notice how there's an attempt to distract from the
expense of Volt by calling Prius that instead. Anyone who's actually looked at the design
can see it's not, that the HSD system is an affordable alternative to the traditional
automatic transmission. The next thing which jumps out is the marginal reference again.
The size of the boost is significant overall and enormous for short-trips. Saying that MPG
improvement is "relatively small" is insincere, at best. I call it greenwashing. As for
being dead, who's going to believe that? Ordinary consumers have been posting
comments saying how much more PHV could deliver with a larger battery-pack. How
come they can see that, yet those Volt supporters not?

7-14-2012

New Chapter, has begun. Whatever happened in the past is just that, past. This new
chapter has begun. Volt has been on the road for a year and a half and PHV is just now
reaching the first customers who were unwilling to order, wait, and purchase a vehicle
they heard almost nothing about from actual owners. Those real-world reports and being
available on dealer's lots make a big difference. Voting with your purse or wallet is the
key. That couldn't happen before. Unfortunately, PHV is still limited to select states, but
this is a start. It will be quite revealing too. If Volt sales remain stable, despite all the
television advertisements, and PHV grows to a similar level, it sets up quite a battle for
next year when nationwide availability begins. The point continued growth. Expanding
the market quickly is essential. Delay reduces the benefit of the tax-credit. Mainstream
volume must be achieved prior to expiration; otherwise, momentum will be lost. An
impact to sales after subsidies are no longer offered could harm progress that had been
made. We don't want that to occur. Can some level of cooperation finally be attained?
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7-14-2012

New Chapter, group think. A good way to conclude this particular topic would be to
point out how "group think" works. People tend to unknowingly follow the herd. When
the potential of a threat emerges, they automatically go into defensive mode. They
typically aren't even aware it's happening. So it's easy for assumptions to take place. They
simply have no reason to question the reactions. The outside force must be incorrect.
After all, what purpose would they have to participate? I see that a lot, when I point out a
fact and it is summarily dismissed. Claiming it isn't possible is quite different from
saying it's rare or unlikely. Yet, that's exactly what we've seen occur again and again.
Very few make an effort to consider the design at this point. What you say is mostly just
ignored. That's how we know a new chapter has begun. Rather than aspects of design
being argued as they had been in the past, there's a "this group must be correct" belief.
That makes it much easier for someone from within to finally have a voice... since
everyone else shares the same conviction. At last, they can be heard.... rather than
someone like me drawing all the attention... more evidence revealing something has
indeed changed. The long, on-going, seemingly endless saga of hybrid evolution takes
another step forward.

7-15-2012

IR Thermometer. I bought one of those devices with a trigger and laser-sight for
measuring temperature. (It can measure distance too.) It takes only a second to find out
how hot a very specific area is. That's turning out to be remarkably informative for me.
I've often wondered how effective parking with the front of the Prius facing the sun could
be. How much of a difference does that make for keeping the battery-pack cool? Turns
out, quite a bit. Upon my first measure, I discovered it gets up to 150°F between the
windshield and the window shade I put up, with the outside at 100°F. In back, the area
between the glass and the rollout shade for the cargo area, it was 137°F and the area
immediately under that 107°F. Then pointing the laser into the battery vent, it said 96°F.
That provided some thought-provoking real-world data. Baking in the sun while parked
all day at work is very hard on the batteries and there's been claims that "active" cooling
is better... yet that only works while the vehicle is drive... hence the curiosity. I have the
ability to start up the A/C remotely too, no plug required either. The analog gauge on my
smart-phone shows a significant reduction in cabin temperature as a result. I haven't had
a chance to actually quantify that yet though. In fact, that's what got me to finally
purchase the device. I wanted detail... especially after having so many experiences with
the solar-roof on my 2010, knowing it was beneficial but never actually being able to
articulate how much.
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7-16-2012

135 MPG. I've switched to taking the fast route to work lately. Watching each of the
MPG values shown on the consumption display with 1-minute increments is all the same
while cruising along on the 70 mph highway is fascinating. Just like in the past, those not
believing the results claim you are going much slower than the speed-limit and holding
up traffic as a result. Then, it was 50 MPG. But now with the PHV, it's 100 MPG. Just
flowing along with the other commuters, each consistently maxes out the plot area
available on the graph. Having an aftermarket gauge, I can see that MPG is actually
higher. It varies quite a bit. 80 is usually the lowest. But the need to rapidly accelerate
can push it down even lower. Any declination at all makes the value shoot way up into
the 100's. Actually going down a hill, it tops out at 300 MPG. The 9.5 mile journey today
135 MPG. I look forward to seeing that day after day. When the cold season arrives, that
should be especially interesting. Since the engine is running anyway, the need for heat
will be a non-issue. Traffic slows though. Winter conditions means slow enough to drop
below 62 mph. In that case, I'll be cruising along using only electricity and wondering
how long the coolant feeding the heater will last. With the 2010, it was about 8 minutes
during really bad snow-impaired driving. This Prius has an HV/EV button, optimized
temperature tolerances, and nicer heated-seats. I'm definitely curious what that will be
like. In the meantime, I'm still very much enjoying Summer.

7-17-2012

Attack Articles. It has been fascinating lately. As the plug-in Prius settles into the
mainstream, which consequently means drawing less attention to itself, the result is Volt
again becoming a target from those who feel threatened by change. Some of the attack
articles have been brutal lately too, especially the comments readers post. That's the
reason the whole approach from Toyota differs from GM. And no matter how many
times you point out the differences, those supporters just don't see it. In their mind, this is
just the same situation as a decade ago only with the next big step forward with
automotive advancement. Recognition of why & how isn't understood, for them. For me,
it's rather obvious. I clearly remember market expectation & reaction back then. It doesn't
match what's happening now. That's for sure. I tried again to point out a few key points:
Prius was a product designed specifically for middle-market. That was blatant too. No
wild promises. No hype. It was simply a traditional vehicle replacement. Volt clearly
didn't follow the same path. Rather than being designed to accept motor & battery
improvements as cost justified like Prius, it started at the end configuration with the hope
of rapid cost reduction. That's a profound difference. Priorities are no longer the same as
back then either. So, what's with the claim that people want to kill Volt when they have
been actually demanding something more affordable instead?
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7-18-2012

Better. The obsession with MPG is remarkable. Higher is better, period. That concept of
diminishing returns doesn't exist for some. Regardless of cost, they always want more. I
see beyond bragging rights. It's the same old story... blinded by a single number. This
time though, it's coming from Volt supporters rather than those trying to undermine the
progress of hybrids. Nothing else quantitative gets any attention, especially sale counts.
Only MPG matters. They spin it in the form of "gas saved" too. I summed up the
situation this way: The whole "better" topic indicates something isn't going as planned.
Having wandered from goals is a dead giveaway. For PHV, it was always clear. The
target capacity was stated as 20km (12.4 miles). The target price was stated as a $3,000
to $5,000 premium. The target efficiency following depletion was stated as 50 MPG. The
target efficiency was stated as roughly a 25 MPG boost. The target emission-rating was
PZEV. Having hit so close to the mark right out the gate makes it a prime target to vent
frustration on... especially since the business of the automaker as a whole isn't meeting
plans either. That leaves us in an awkward position. Enthusiasts loyal to a particular
brand just plain don't trust others who support affordable solutions from all automakers.
And of course, there are some who simply just thrive on bragging rights, making the push
for middle-market seem untrustworthy. So, what happens now? Continuing with the spin
& bickering only reinforces the observation of outcome not meeting expectations. Not
addressing details of need is trouble as well. We cannot just pretend all is well and hope
for the best.

7-18-2012

Most Feared. The one thing I really, really wanted to find out prior to leaving the big
GM forum was what those handful of antagonists feared the most about PHV. With their
excuses for Volt so well rehearsed, it seemed pretty much impossible to get an answer.
But stepping back to what the other members take over the arguing actually was
revealing. Turns out, it's the 62 mph belief. That makes sense, since it was the least
understood. There was no basis upon which to confirm their assumptions. So, they ended
up discovering it delivered far better results than expected. So naturally, I only had a
single chance to post detail... knowing they won't like the bitter truth of the situation: I
find the careful avoidance of what actually happens above 62 mph quite telling. The 70
mph highway is 3 blocks from my home. The ramp onto it is uphill. The distance of
travel on that stretch of highway is 9 miles. At that point, depending on whether traffic is
flowing at 70 the entire way or slows to 65 about halfway, my average is between 115
and 135 MPG. (The remainder of the trip is another 7 miles, which is entirely with
electricity. So overall MPG is always in excess of 200.) For many years, getting +100
MPG is what people have been asking for. Who has been asking for EV purity at high
speeds? At lower speeds, sure, since you can drive with the windows open and there is an
abundance of variety. But on the open road when you're just cruising, who? Notice the
topic of this thread? Better is a great thing if you are an enthusiast. They understand &
appreciate every little detail, including EV driving in absolutely every situation. They
wonder who would ever be interested in less that a pure EV experience. The consumers
from middle-market are quite different. They ask questions relating to cost and
diminishing returns. They require a balance of priorities. They are pleased when MPG
stays above 100 even when traveling faster than 62 mph.
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Welcome, Prius. This fit into the new chapter perspective perfectly, coming from the big
Prius forum. It was the observation of inventory being filled. Seeing PHV available on
the lot is quite a change from "sold order" deliveries. The key is how long they stay
available, that's turnover rate... which none of us can judge yet, quite unlike that other
plug-in. Anywho, it stirs worry when change is observed. I provided a "rude awakening"
type response, making sure people have realistic expectations: Did you think it was going
to be easy, that the sales wouldn't require any effort on our part? If so, better read the
forums & blogs from 2000 to 2002. Toyota remembers what happened back then. That's
why the ramp up isn't until next year. Some of us participated in that history firsthand.
We remember those times quite clearly. You never forget resistance to change like that.
This year is the shake out. Those hoping to undermine exploit assumptions with the goal
of creating & spreading misconceptions. It gets ugly, but we persist by sharing details
real-world experiences and identify strengths. Our endorsements are a weapon they have
little defense against. They panic and unknowingly reveal their fears. We point out how
well thought out the design is, confirming it is an excellent solution for the masses. The
key to literally "just drive it". The outcome speaks for itself. Rather than feeding hype,
you convey realistic expectations based on lots of owner information. That's out of the
hands of Toyota, something only we can do... and it worked amazingly well in the past.
Toyota's role becomes that of the observer, collection every little suggestion we provide
and taking it into consideration for the next generation. It's rewarding to look back upon
later; however, quite an emotional rollercoaster along the way. Prepare for the onslaught
from a wide variety of competitors... once they finally figure out how capable PHV
actually is.

7-20-2012

Welcome, Volt. Being available nationwide since late last year, the situation for Volt is
quite different. We've observed it's turnover rate already. Specific vehicles sit on the lot
for weeks. Sales are well under expectations. Some of that is from the concept of
plugging in. Some of it is from uncertain expectations. Some of that, obviously, is from
price. That last reason irritates the Volt enthusiasts more than anything, as this quote
today so expresses: "I wish people would get off the price thing as it makes no sense." I
enjoyed responding to that: You wish the automotive market made sense! The certainly
explains the bewilderment of so many Volt enthusiasts. Those of us supporting hybrids
years ago attempted to convey the illogical decisions being made by business &
consumers. They were always dismissed as an effort to covertly promote Prius. No
matter what we said, the words of warning were always believed to somehow not apply
to Volt. Now those enthusiasts are scratching their heads wondering why the "better"
points aren't well accepted. Turns out, that even a vehicle which performs quite well may
not result in many sales. In other words, the purchase criteria for ordinary mainstream
buyers makes no sense. That's why there are billions of dollars spent on advertisements
promoting features of vehicles you'll never actually ever use. Welcome to the real world.
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7-21-2012

Welcome, Energi. It certainly has been a wild ride lately. With Volt enthusiasts having
run out of excuses for a more affordable model being offered, the turn to attacking those
who make any mention of cost or tax-credit dependency revealed how desperate the
situation had become. Shot the messenger and avoid addressing actual need at all costs,
that's an undeniable sign of trouble. Diverting the discussion to Prius hadn't worked,
since there's enough real-world data now to question why a 16 kWh battery-pack was
deemed absolutely necessary for Volt. I was always amazed they felt so threatened by a
plug-in hybrid offering just 4.4 kWh. Perhaps they were paying attention after all, quietly
accepting the reality that adding capacity is much easier than reducing it. We already
know Prius PHV can utilize sub-packs, switching to another as the other became
depleted. And of course, combining all the cells into a single pack allows for greater
discharge rates, which provides more horsepower. That then exposes the shortcoming of
Volt, the loss of power with less battery available. Anywho, Ford is totally taking
advantage of the situation. It was stated in the press release this way: "The new Ford CMAX Energi is expected to achieve more than 20 miles of electric-only range – nearly
double the Toyota Prius plug-in hybrid..." Knowing that PHV delivers more than the 11mile rating anyway, that really gives the Volt enthusiasts something to worry about.
Obviously, the price is still a concern and naturally that wasn't provided yet. But the point
is difficult to deny. This other statement from Ford was a thought-provoker too: "With a
maximum electric-only speed projected to top that of Prius plug-in, C-MAX Energi
drivers might be able to reach wherever they're going a little faster, too." It's 62 mph for
PHV. What does that actually mean? In the end, it doesn't matter. The point is that
choices are expanding. The new offering is another endorsement of what middle-market
is more likely to purchase. That's an new offensive coming from another front... which
they knew was coming, but hoped it wouldn't matter.

7-21-2012

Seeing Red. That caused panic back with the Iconic model. When the charge-level
indicator for the battery dropped to 2 bars, the color within changed from blue to pink.
That was nothing but a driver convenience, so you wouldn't actually have to count the
bars. The color told you at a glance. But rather than seeing pink, some people interpreted
that as a light red and fear set it. They jumped to the conclusion that something must be
wrong... taking drastic measure upon first discovery, some as much as pulling off the
road and calling for help. Thankfully, those extreme over-reactions were rare, but
nonetheless an enlightening insight into how some people think. Something similar is
happening with the red zone on the the Eco-Meter now. But rather than panic, they do
their best to never make it happen. And unlike the Iconic owners in the past learning of
their incorrect assumption, some owners now may never find. I would suspect they are
associated that red with the redline on a tachometer, indicating stress on the engine. That
most definitely is not the case for Prius. But how to you get pass the assumptions some
people make. How would they ever even find out their response is incorrect. Fortunately,
the resulting lower MPG and traffic impairment they clues them in. I provided this on a
thread today about this particular problem: Keep in mind the purpose of the PWR zone is
to inform you that the ideal has been exceeded, so keep it brief. It is not there to inform
that you are requesting too much power or driving in an inefficient way. Far too many
new owners misunderstand that intent and assume it should be avoided entirely.
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7-22-2012

Looking For Clues. It takes a long time to figure out what some people's motives
actually are. Sometimes, they aren't even honest with themselves, making it unwise to
accept anything claimed without detail to support it. Patience is required. Other
influences help a lot, as we are now seeing with the emergence of Energi. The variety of
perspectives provide clues otherwise never revealed. Looking for then is a challenge, but
rewarding when actually found. Since once found, you can actually communicate
constructively rather than just posting facts and hoping for some type of acceptance.
Today, it was this revelation: "The Prius family has done nothing but convince the vast
majority of consumers that conventional powertrains are the smart choice and why
compromise?" I had no idea he didn't believe in progressive upgrades. That's just an
inherent part of the younger generations. They naturally expect each new product
replacement to be better than the previous. Those of us buying MP3 players over the past
decade have experienced that firsthand. That's the case for computers over the past 2
decades as well. Each new one offered an improved processor, a larger hard-drive, and
more memory. Why is believing the same won't be true for vehicles too? He obviously
doesn't. Of course, if you read posts from Volt enthusiasts, many don't believe the
increased power & speed from PHV is even possible. Some absolutely insist the engine
will start up with anything more than just the lightest touch on the pedal. And that's
exactly what I mean about them not being honest with themselves. How many times can
you be told that's not true before you finally question your own assumption? Long story
short, I now understand why that particular person has always fought so intensely against
all hybrids yet heavily endorsed Volt. His ideal didn't meet business or consumer need.

7-22-2012

Motor & Battery Acceptance & Advancement. Stepping back to consider the big
picture, that "has done nothing" is a quite a remarkable statement to make. Prius
advanced the market, fundamentally altering the way people looked up motor & battery
usage in passenger vehicles. Prior to rollout, the majority believed anything electric was
so slow it couldn't be driven along with the flow of traffic. Now we hear complaints of
ordinary people driving them the same way they do with other vehicles, weaving in & out
of traffic and speeding. The majority also believed the only way to recharge a battery was
with a plug. They are well aware now that isn't actually the case. In addition to that, PHV
is about to inform people how much more hybrids have to offer. It's really too bad that
acceptance has not been seen by that particular individual. But it is educational for us to
learn that are some who have no appreciation for the market advancements which have
already taken place. What other vehicle has provided such a fundamental shift in
acceptance? In the past, it was always a new technology that was spread to other vehicles
without any real attention given to how it was introduced. Significant improvement to
emissions & consumption has clearly identified Prius as the leader. Know why? It's
because each generation was better than the previous... an aspect the market has come to
expect, quite contrary to the "has done nothing" claim.
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Different Now. Reading comments about how much things have changed since PHV
pre-orders began gave reason for reflection. This was my contribution to that growing
thread: Trying to point out that history as it was unfolding didn't make much of an
impression for some. Others got swept up in the moment, not realizing it was about to
come to an abrupt end. Heck, even the quarreling with Volt owners was inevitably short
lived. That's why those of us familiar with such experiences took full advantage of the
rare opportunity. Now PHV is in the hands of owners. Answers to questions are only a
post or two away. No more wonder. No more anticipation. We are participating in a
different stage. Market progress is what we make of it. Hopefully, we do a good job of
sharing our observations, enticing others to join in. It's a different sort of excitement at
this point. Jitters from pre-order uncertainty and the intense anticipation of delivery has
been replaced by discovery at the dealer. Just like in the past, the curious will crunch
efficiency numbers and justify the well-balanced offering of features. But it isn't until
they actually sit behind the wheel for a test-drive that the worth is confirmed. The rapid
shut off of the engine and smoothness of the motor simply cannot be conveyed online.
There's that eerie silence too. Interestingly, the lack of excitement from plugging in at
home adds to the well thought out nature of the design. You don't need to do anything
special. PHV is basically just another portable device to recharge. You plug-in each
evening much like you do with your smart-phone already. I'm thrilled to be among the
early owners, knowing it won't be long for others to join in. The addition of an affordable
plug is a natural next step, something easy to understand the benefits of. In a market quite
finicky when it comes to matters of acceptance, that's a very good thing.

7-24-2012

EV Expectations. The current PHV owners get lots of questions about what to expect for
EV driving. With Prius being a plug-in hybrid, that's really the only way to find out. It's
difficult enough figuring out how an full EV will respond. With the ability to utilize an
engine, that definitely confuses matters. Hopefully, my contribution will be helpful:
Acceleration from stoplights eats EV range. So suburb conditions are more efficient than
"city" driving. A/C usage cuts it down too. Keep that in mind. Fortunately, once you've
went through the warm-up cycle, rapid on & off of the engine really helps out. People get
worked up about using gas until they realize how nice that works out for driving beyond
EV capacity. The more scenic route for my commute takes me through the suburbs, with
a variety of speeds from 45 to 55 and the occasional stoplight. It's 17.2 miles. The result
varies between 400 and 550 MPG will a slight downhill bias. On the way back, without
plugging in again, it drops to the low 100's. With a fresh recharges, it's in the 200's. For
me taking the fast route, the 70 mph highway, it's 16.6 miles. The result to work is
usually between 225 and 250 MPG. With a recharge there at work, the overall average is
usually around 200 when I reach home. Also note that I'll take advantage of the HV/EV
button on the way home, using the engine to preserve EV for use later in the evening.
Doing that, I end the day somewhere in the 100's. Long story short, you'll see a
substantial MPG boost regardless of your driving situation.
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Tire Rotation. I didn't have an opportunity to bring the Prius into the dealer until today.
For just a routine tire rotation, there wasn't much of a need. Nothing else is required
during the 5,000-mile service. Of course, the backup beep was starting to become
annoying. So, I had the rotation done along with getting the beep change from continuous
to single. Both were done quickly and free of charge. That's always nice. At 6,687 miles,
everything is running absolutely perfect. Not costing anything wasn't end result either. I
actually got a coffee and a free car-wash out of the visit too. Certainly no complaints
about coming out ahead like that. Imagine if all visits to the dealer were so positive.
Fortunately, the system doesn't have any belts. That's great for reliability. Not having
power-steering is a plus too. And the brakes last a remarkably long time, since most
deceleration is achieved using regeneration rather than friction. In short, things are going
well.

7-24-2012

Price = $32,950. That was unexpected. Of course, some of that is likely attributed to
differences in features the base packages offer. But nonetheless, the plug-in hybrid from
Ford will have a price fairly close to that from Toyota. Taking the larger tax-credit
available due to the larger capacity, the price actually ends up lower. It will be introduced
next year with a sales expectation of 10,000. That's a bit on the low side, but reasonable
considering the circumstances. Like with Volt... which we were told countless times... it's
the second year that matters... even though those same people are now being hypocrites
by not following their own progress criteria. Whatever. The point is a plug-in with an
affordable amount of capacity will be offered. That's a big difference from the very-largeor-nothing approach we've been dealing with from GM. That choice from Ford will be
7.5 kWh. The capacity tested in the Two-Mode plug-in prototype was 8 kWh. So, it's not
like the size hasn't been considered. Again, whatever. Consumer purchases will tell the
story of acceptance, not an automaker executive decision. With both Toyota & Ford
targeting $30,000 as the price for middle-market, we should see some interesting sales
numbers starting next year.

7-26-2012

Plug-In Sightings. My first Nissan Leaf was a week and a half ago. I was night biking
and it passing just happened to catch my eye as I was turning. So, there simply wasn't
enough time or light to confirm what I had actually seen. The distinct tail-lights were
easy to confirm when I had my first proper sighting yesterday, just 3 blocks from my
home. Then today, I saw another. This time, I was driving side-by-side rather than it just
passing by. I tapped the horn & waved. Unfortunately, a SUV decided to push its way
through immediately after that. So, the moment was all too brief. Oh well. Yesterday
brought another surprise. At lunch, just after having I went out to plug in the Prius,
another PHV drove by. I pursued on foot for a block, enough to confirm I had indeed
witnessed what I thought. Was it the only other known PHV in Minnesota? The distinct
blue makes it a possibility. I'll have to send an email to him to find out. Unfortunately,
that owner has become very quiet lately. That's an unfortunate consequence of Prius
ownership. It works so well, online participation is typically short-lived. They just drive
it. I was quite shocked by that unexpected opportunity and quite surprised by the timing
coincidence with Leaf. It sure will be nice next year when sales begin here. Being one of
so few isn't fun. It much more fulfilling when you're driving something the masses can
purchase. After all, my career in software development & support depends upon large
numbers of users.
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Partial Charges. What the heck! Twice today I got to my destination with plug-supplied
electricity still available. That feels like wasted recharges and lost efficiency
opportunities. In reality though, MPG is still outstanding. That (and reduced emissions) is
the point... which is especially redeeming with the knowledge that others will have
different driving needs anyway. Then later when increased capacity becomes affordable,
my own results will be different as well. So, I have partial recharges used from time to
time. I suppose there will be instances when I won't have time to recharge the batterypack entirely either. Today, it was a little over a mile on the way there and over two-anda-half available on the way back. I bet that will really surprise some who assume the
capacity is too small.

7-27-2012

Why Bother? I wonder how many posts like this will continue: "If you're going to use
gas all the time, why bother with a plug? If you're going build a car that can run off
battery alone, why limit speed/accel, and use such a small battery the range is
meaningless?" Those individuals just plain don't understand. The affordable 75-100
MPG market is becoming increasingly more apparent. The typical consumer certainly
doesn't respond to my 83 MPG average as meaningless. Their reaction is always one of
excitement. They most definitely don't ask those questions. In fact, it's like the
"complexity" arguments of the past. The only people who cared were those who
understood the intricate details of how an engine & transmission actually worked. Most
people in middle-market have no idea how an automatic transmission works. They don't
care either, as long as it is affordable & reliable. That makes you wonder who the
audience will be for the "why bother?" type questions. Hybrids of the past have taught us
a lot about what to expect from hybrids of the future.

7-27-2012

Missing The Point. It still continues. Fortunately, the audience is quite small now. The
hype & anticipation has been replaced by the practical & sensible aspects of the purchase
decision. It other words, when it's finally time to vote with wallet or purse, actions don't
often match original comments. This caught my attention on that old daily blog for Volt,
which is now just another green newsfeed but with a clear comment bias for Volt: "GM
needs more time to establish it’s green halo & it’s technology halo more, and when it
does finally start to settle in to the mindset of those on the coasts, that is when you will
see the tide turn." They aren't hostile to outside posts anymore, but they still miss the
point... and oddly, accuse you of that very thing. Of course, what the heck does a "halo"
have to do with selling a vehicle to middle-market consumers anyway? Profit doesn't
come from a showcase vehicle. It comes from the ordinary vehicles we see parked in
neighbors' driveways. Regardless of their misguided purpose, I felt compelled to post
this: Think about what happens when Li-Ion density goes up and price goes down some
more. Most people focus on the high-end, overlooking an affordable choice for the
masses in the near future. Toyota already has a 4.4 kWh system that doesn’t require
liquid cooling. Transferring it into their smallest model Prius to offer that choice is fairly
difficult to argue against. It seems a very sensible business move. Remember, the "killer
app" is rarely the one which performs the absolute best. It's whatever is adopted in such
high volume that it becomes almost ubiquitous. That means being affordable is essential.
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Plugless Drives. Late this evening, I got one of those "please rescue me" calls. In this
case, it was a family member unexpectedly trapped at the airport. I had already finished
for the day. The battery-pack was depleted, the display reset, and the plug-in timer set.
Now, there was the need for a spontaneous drive. At a very comfortable 66°F degrees
outside, I was looking forward to it and intrigued what that would bring in terms of
efficiency. This was my first drive with the PHV as an ordinary hybrid, but with a Li-Ion
battery-pack instead of NiMH. The 37.7 miles of driving was a delight. The result was 64
MPG. With an effort-free outcome like that, not using any plug-supplied electricity, I
certainly am collecting some great real-world data to support this Prius with.

7-28-2012

True Colors. We saw this coming. There was a group of Volt enthusiasts who only cared
about bragging rights. Their complete disregard for cost and battery-pack capacity made
that obvious. But it wasn't until Ford's recent Energi press release that confirmation of
what I had been saying all along made their responses hypocritical; yet, they still didn't
care. It's intriguing to see their own concerns of the past are now being abandoned for the
sake of putting Prius down. The insults are truly amazing... to the point where some Volt
owner are seeking disassociation with that group. They want nothing to do with those
enthusiasts. It's an embarrassment to know principles aren't being followed. In other
words, a product for the masses isn't what they wanted from the very beginning. The
trophy mentality persists. Sure glad that cannot be denied anymore. It means on to the
good stuff, finally. Looking at what Ford has actually done, it sets an interesting stage.
Their plug-in hybrid will offer a 7.5 kWh capacity. This was apparently accomplished by
filling the entire false floor as well as raising it. That's similar to what the test-model
Prius PHV had done, which used a lower density 5.2 kWh battery-pack. So based upon
market acceptance, Toyota could do the same later. It really depends upon consumer
response. Toyota has a nice system with the 4.4 kWh which could be utilized by Prius v
or the Camry hybrid. We'll see what happens with Ford's Fusion plug-in hybrid in the
meantime. Gotta start somewhere. And increasing capacity is easier than decreasing it...
especially with those showing their true colors now out of the way.

7-28-2012

Being Affordable. The return back to the basics sure is nice. I didn't know how much
more of the cost disdain I could tolerate. It was amazing how there was no regard for
middle-market. Having ordinary consumers considering the purchase of a plug-in hybrids
is what we were striving for. Now that is becoming realistic. It reminds me of the early
days of Prius rollout. The price-gap was just small enough to entice. It was very close to
being affordable. Some real-world data and a test-drive pretty much finalized the
decision. We're at that point where you can see questions of consideration popping up
from those who are not enthusiasts too. They see the plug-in model as the next natural
step in efficiency improvement. You just recharge every night like you do with other
rechargeable devices. Being affordable is the key. Sustaining profitable business isn't
what an enthusiast cares about away. We need a high-volume solution, not something
only a few will have to brag about.
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Remembering Two-Mode. Prior to the rollout of Volt, some enthusiasts were downright
hostile when any mention of that past was brought up. Others simply dismissed it as
being far too different to discuss. Now, no one wants address it... likely because that
pattern is very easy to see at this point. It too was a heavily anticipated new technology,
inspired by a remarkable amount of hype without market need to actually support it... in
other words, an ideal driven by want. The key weakness was disregard for cost. A
dramatic drop would supposedly follow in the coming years, justifying the design. That
still hasn't happened. In the meantime, sales would be strong enough to establish that new
approach. That didn't happen either. Long story short, it was an over-engineered business
nightmare. Sure it worked, but there weren't many consumers interested. Volt also works,
but how in the world will it achieve on-going sales in a market simply wanting MPG
improvement. Mainstream consumers haven't been clamoring for a pure EV experience.
At such a premium for that, it's a hard sell. The need is for a big boost in efficiency.
Toyota, Ford, Honda, and Hyundai are all activity pursuing affordable solutions. Heck,
even VW wants to join in. GM knows their recovery will continue to be a challenge, so
why not set the stage to diversify? Why such a strong hold on specific capacities? The
size & power obsession with Two-Mode basically killed it. Does that inflexibility make
sense for Volt too? Remember how sales just limped along after the initial rollout
finished?

7-30-2012

Electric Assist. Continued attempts to belittle PHV persist. The latest is portraying the
plug-in system as an electric assist. I find that quite amusing. Clearly, it isn't. The traction
motor is capable of delivering up to 80 horsepower. 51 of that comes directly from the
battery-pack, drawing up to 38 kW. When more power is needed, the gas engine joins in.
It delivers both thrust for the wheels directly as well as generating additional electricity
for the traction motor to take advantage of. How is that in anyway an assist design? The
engine is helping out. Primary motivation is coming from the electric side. The engine
assists. The intentional misrepresentation is frustrating. But then again, it's easy to
frustrate those making an effort to greenwash. All you have to do is post detail. They're
always vague. Providing values to quantify the design puts them in an uncomfortable
position. They were hoping people would just assume they were correct. You reveal they
were not. And of course, you can then provide real-world data. The incredible MPG
numbers do a great job of reminding people of purpose.
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0.1 Miles. I'm getting better and better at estimating how much EV to use and when.
After all, the work-commute and running around town is quite repetitive. You get
familiar with the driving conditions. That recognition of patterns makes the decision for
HV/EV button use easier and easier. A few times, I've driven up my driveway with only
0.1 miles having shown on the display since before turning the corner onto my street. Is
that considered hypermiling? I'm not actually doing anything to change the driving itself,
like pulse & glide. It's just knowing when to use EV and when to use HV. Switching to
the appropriate mode is no big deal, especially since you only would do it once or twice
during the entire drive anyway. This is definitely a paradigm shift with the way with the
way people drive. Remember how the automatic transmission was a profound change to
from having to manually shift yourself? This is trivial in comparison. Think about how
many times the clutch-pedal would have to be pushed during a typical drive. This is
nothing... and the results are huge. But then again, driving in EV mode all the time
delivers remarkable results too. But if you know you're going to do a bunch of suburb
driving after having been on the highway, it's better to take advantage of the great HV
efficiency while cruising at high-speed and saving the electricity for later.

8-01-2012

Slow & Steady Growth. You'd hope that's what the focus would be on. Nope. A few had
things like this to say: "Volt is crushing PIP" and "Also, this month the Volt outsold the
Plug in Prius my nearly 3-1". Knowing that model of Prius has only been available for a
few months and is only available a 15 states doesn't matter. It's all about being "better"
than the assumed competition, hence this comment: "Plug Prius sales continue to drop
month over month." The cumulative effect of the pre-orders is simply ignored. Reality is,
there basically hasn't been anything from Toyota to promote PHV, on television or even
online, doesn't matter either... quite unlike what GM has been doing. If I had a nickel for
every Volt commercial. The heavy advertising makes you think too. Will it continue?
Anywho, some simply don't care, especially with respect to coming up far short of the rerevised sales goal. Of course, they won't address fleet sales either. Fortunately, more are
shifting expectations. It's still frustrating though. Now the story has been changed and the
next few years are suppose to represent market establishment (proving the technology)
rather than market penetration (becoming a mainstream vehicle). That's quite different
from the expectation back in late 2010. It doesn't make good business sense for Volt,
since it's a bet-the-farm approach. Both Ford & Toyota are quite different, also offering
no-plug models. So, they'll be selling lots of hybrids in the meantime. It wouldn't be so
bad if there was some type of guarantee. But the extreme between vehicles delivering
MPG averages in the 30's and one with a 38-mile EV capacity represents a massive
product gap. That's means slow & steady growth has become essential.
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8-02-2012

New Expectations. I'm not sure what adjective best describes the situation now. Even the
Volt enthusiasts turned antagonists are giving up. They're realizing the shift to electricity
is going to be met with far more resistance than they ever imagined. The challenges Prius
faced a decade were assumed to have paved the way, dispelled misconceptions to the
point where acceptance of a plug would be as simple as pointing out the price of a gallon
of gas. The thought of a 50 MPG hybrid with a battery-pack only a quarter of the size of
would even be considered as competitive choice was laughed at then dismissed. The
situation wasn't taken seriously, nor was acknowledgement of need. Want blinded
judgment. The desire for a "leapfrog" jump in technology made seeing market realities
very difficult. Now, they do. True, some will claim the drawn out advancement was
actually the plan all along. But that's still the same outlook nonetheless. So, it's not even
worth expressing the "too little, too slowly" concern anymore... since that is indeed what
happened. The requirement was not fulfilled. New expectations are the result. It's going
to be more expensive and take much longer... hence the well deserved motto rearing it's
ugly head one more time... over promise, under deliver. This is very similar to what we
saw in the past. Reaction to challenges far greater than anticipated resulted in a "reset"
scenario. It's quite strange to witness the pattern repeat.

8-03-2012

What Started It All. It was the overwhelming amount of incorrect information being
posted on the (back then) new daily blog for Volt. After already having went through the
very same nonsense with Two-Mode development, I wasn't about to just watch that
happen again. Two-Mode was a bit different though, it was portrayed as a direct
competitor with the existing Toyota system. Volt was intended to leapfrog it, which is
how the "vastly superior" motto came about. Anywho, the abundant posts with
misleading statements about how Prius actually worked is what started it all. Now, some
simply label my comments as hate, even though the original message of "looking for an
ally" still remains true. It was always hybrids against the gigantic offering of traditional
vehicles. That meant vehicles with a plug would be facing an enormous challenge. They
simply didn't care. That hopelessly unconstructive trophy-mentality dominated. What I
get a kick out of now is that it still does. The Volt enthusiasts refuse to acknowledge the
reality that a new generation of Prius is expected just 2 years from now, including
improvements to the PHV model. Some are even trying to spread the rumor that the plugin doesn't have a TMS (Thermal Management System). I find that amazing. They're
trying to spin the cooling-fan system as something which doesn't qualify. That's both
misleading & disingenuous. In a way, I find it ironic that it reveals the over-engineering
problem GM has frequently faced. That trophy-mentality means always striving to
deliver more, even if it isn't necessary and adds substantial cost. Thankfully, the
continued financial struggle is helping some change their attitude. Of course, part of the
change is likely due to PHV real-world data. The plug-in system works better than the
enthusiasts had anticipated... despite me repeatedly posting data to the contrary, based on
my driving opportunities with one back in 2010.
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8-04-2012

New Battery Cost. It was quite normal for those considering the purchase of a hybrid to
have considered cost to replace the battery-pack. That doesn't happen much anymore,
since the longevity is well proven now. Most simply never encounter that situation. The
majority see it lasting as long as the vehicle itself. Rollout of a plug-in model, though,
has reintroduced that consideration. It's quite reasonable for the cost to drop significantly
by the time replacement would ever be an actual concern. So, there's much to actually
think about. Much if it likely won't matter, since the tolerances & cycles of these plug-in
batteries were carefully researched, just like those for the hybrids a decade ago. The
vehicle warranty alleviates most of the worry anyway. These were my thoughts on the
topic today: This first plug-in Prius will become quite enticing for enhancement as the
system, since the system was designed deliver EV anyway and already has a charger &
port. Just think what people will do when battery cost is a fraction of what it is now.
While driving, the battery-pack will draw up to 38 kW, then the engine will join in to
provide some thrust and additional electricity. A larger battery could provide that
additional electricity, as well as additional capacity. This could result in unusually high
resale value, even with lots of miles. The gas-engine is babied, not ever having to work
hard. And the brushless electric-motors can last a remarkably long time.

8-04-2012

It Continues. The sales numbers are out and the news is wildly being spun. My favorite
is the claim that GM will come close to their 40,000 goal for Volt/Ampera production
this year. The 45,000 for the United States and 15,000 for Europe goal has mysteriously
vanished. See what I mean about new expectations? Whatever. Some of that spin is
actually rather amusing. Sales of PHV were 695 in June and 688 in July. Supposedly, that
indicates a falling demand trend... even though July was 3 business days shorter than
June. Geez! And that's only a difference of 7, which is well within the margin of error
(paperwork reporting delay). It shows how desperate the situation has become. I see quite
a few Prius every time I drive. They're all over the place, here in Minnesota. So, it will be
fascinating to see how PHV are once availability here begins. Meanwhile, the other
hybrids making slow headway. The regular model Prius lead the pack with 9,954. It was
followed by Camry-Hybrid with 3,162. Prius c came next at 3,197, then Prius v at 2,839.
The eAssist version of Malibu came in with 1,938. That's rather interesting. SonataHybrid is another to ponder, at 1,888. Lexus was next with 1,499 for CT200h and 1,171
for RX450h. The final hybrid over 1,000 for the month was Fusion-Hybrid at 1,109. It's
an interesting mix afterward. The trend basically continues. Growth would be great, but
that's asking quite a bit in this economy. Volt's magic number was 1,849. That wasn't
much of a surprise considering there was such a large television advertisement
campaign... plus $10,000 of tax-credits and HOV access for purchases in California
obviously helped too. Makes you wonder what will happen with PHV after it's been
available for that long. Toyota isn't doing any promotion yet. You bump into an online
banner if you've been searching for Toyota vehicles or Prius. That's it. Nothing else. Like
in the past, the word-of-month endorsement from owners is the primary method of
stirring interest. This is why it's not worth arguing. The sales approach is so
fundamentally different, the online debates would be endless if you didn't just eventually
move on. Anywho, the other worthwhile numbers to mention are those for diesel. No
surprise. Same old story. Jetta led the pack with 3,787 sold. That was followed by Passat
with 2,171. We have no idea what the numbers for Japan are yet. Those are always way
better than here... the land where 30 MPG is still considered "fuel efficient".
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8-06-2012

$4 Gas Is Back. Summer is travel season. Yesterday's outing for me was a bike trip with
friends. That was 103 miles of driving with only a single charge. The result was 68 MPG.
Certainly nothing to complain about from that... especially even with $4 gas now making
a repeat appearance. After all, I did spend more on food & drink as a result of pedaling
51 miles. Taking advantage of the warm (here in Minnesota) is rewarding. When a
beautiful days comes along, you don't squander the opportunity. Anywho, I'm quite
curious what the more expensive cost at the pump will do for sales. Prius has always
done well then. What does that mean for others? The days of guzzler promotion are long
gone. But the advertising for efficiency vehicles is really screwy. The commercials for
Volt don't really tell you anything; expectations are quite vague. The one we see for
traditional vehicles don't really have a specific MPG anymore. The magic 40 has been
obscured by the generic "hybrid" labeling. That makes it really difficult to identify what
people will flock to. Affordability is still a major priority. The price of gas influencing
decisions about size & power make that clear. The monster-size SUVs are gone! Where
did they go? Now that we're seeing $4 again, what affect will that have? I suspect the
kick off of the auto shows late this year will really stir interest in hybrids & plug-ins.

8-07-2012

Called Out. My lack of online participation is starting to make the GM enthusiasts crazy.
They always felt vindicated having someone supporting a plug-in with a smaller batterypack to taunt. I didn't mind, since they were a great source of feedback... especially when
it came to business need and affordability. But now that Volt has proven not to fulfill
those requirements, I've moved on. So, now they are calling me out by name... hoping for
relive the days of hype. I read the posts on the big forum and the daily blog, seeing
references to me by name. A quick look at the other post activity explains why. They've
got nothing to discuss there anymore. You'd think that big forum would have on-going
threads about Volt. That's not happening. Same with the daily blog. The participation has
all migrated elsewhere and it's making them crazy. Websites catering to the niche have
their fans, but getting ordinary consumers involved doesn't happen. Middle-Market
always wins in the end. It's easy to see that on the big Prius forum, where I have been
posting frequently. There, we get lots of ordinary consumers participating. The difference
is astounding. That's my vindication.

8-08-2012

Street Parking. How do you argue with someone who has no idea what they're talking
about? A friend of mine tried yesterday. The new parking system that's being installed
downtown is quite different. The guy saw terminals being installed, one on each street.
Not bothering to actually look at one up close, it would be reasonable to make a quick
assumption that they could be plugs for plug-in vehicles. But it only takes a moment to
question where the electricity would come from. Simply bolting down an object onto the
sidewalk doesn't accomplish that. There's no cord for a car to plug with either. Yet, the
guy absolutely insisted... even when my friend stated that was a replacement for the old
coin-meters for parking. People jumping to conclusions without any thought is a very real
problem we have to deal with. I suspect much of the misunderstandings about hybrids
come about from instinctive reaction rather than taking a moment to consider the
circumstances. The guy was clearly wrong, but he didn't give my friend any opportunity
to explain why. That's really unfortunate.
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8-09-2012

C-Max Attention. Ford stirred the pot and the internet has reacted. Attention is fading
away from a certain other vehicle that worked really hard to retain the spotlight. It wasn't
the goal of Prius to be a "halo" vehicle and that never actually happened, despite the
claims otherwise. The difference is sales. If the vehicle itself sells well, the goal of
achieving high-volume production and resulting cost-reduction as well as money to
invest into further development is fulfilled. Selling only a token few is totally different.
Doing it through a dependency on tax-credits makes the situation even worse. Thank
goodness Ford's upcoming offering doesn't resemble that at all. C-Max is striving to
achieve the same as Prius. Being a dedicated hybrid (in this market anyway) and offering
a model with a plug puts it on that same course to success, baring nothing is resemblance
to the "halo" image. I'm quite curious how the introduction will go. Rollout can be
complicated with so many factors at play, include efforts to undermine. We'll find out in
a few months. The attention now seems promising.

8-10-2012

Remembering Insight. I immediately dismissed that Honda as a mainstream contender,
way back in 1999 with my first in-person encounter. It was very small, manual
transmission, and used an all-aluminum frame & body. How could a 2-seater with such
an expensive design compete? Turns out, it was confirmed quickly that it could not. Volt
draws on similarities I hadn't noticed until just recently. Thankfully, it is an automatic.
But compared to the seating both Prius PHV & Energi offer, there's no contest. The cost
of the battery-pack is a major challenge that will always hold it back too. The Toyota &
Ford systems allow for adding capacity. Lack of flexibility is the same limitation Insight
had. More didn't do any good. With Volt, less would cause a power penalty. It's stuck
with a one-size-fits-all dilemma. Not being able to leverage efficiency from the engine is
the same situation. So even with disregard for business need, there are engineering
barriers. Of course, none of that will stir consumer excitement anyway. Interest from
middle-market will be stirred by the usual purchase factors... just like when Insight was
first offered. Some things just don't change, even with a plug.

8-10-2012

Past & Future. The vague & ambiguous statements were presented to stimulate
excitement. GM allowed hype to flourish. Unfortunately, that left Volt wide open for the
"over promise, under deliver" to play out. Notice how no other automaker does that?
What I find intriguing is how different the opinions are from those who joined into
discussion following rollout. They have a perspective quite unlike the people who
participated online prior to operational details being available. Each reveal over time
resulted in the disenchanted jumping ship. We remember names of those who argued
intensely in favor of the design, then changing their tune dramatically after finding out
that info wasn't actually correct. Now, those names are nothing but a memory from the
past. Some assumptions still continue. There's strong belief battery cost will drop
dramatically quickly and that people will consider EV a major purchase priority. What
are they basing that upon? Owners of PHV will grow, each sharing stories of their
experiences. That's not hype. That's real-world data from a design with affordability a
high priority... the same success factor attributed with strong sales from previous
generations. And think what will happen for Prius when battery-cost finally does drop.
The PHV model will thrive. The simplicity of +75 MPG from just plugging in each
evening is a easy sell with a sticker-price at the mainstream level. We could see the
introduction of a high-capacity option as well. How will Volt attract interest, especially if
we see Ford's plug-in competing directly with Toyota's?
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8-11-2012

47 MPG Rating. That's the official word on C-Max. It was revealed today. The sticker
will say: 47, 47, 47. All three values (city, highway, combined) got the same MPG
estimate. That sure makes the situation easy to consider and no likelihood of confusion or
misleading. Gotta like that. Of course, the plug-in model later will introduce a new
dynamic. But so far with Prius PHV, that hasn't actually been a problem. Still being a
hybrid after depletion keeps things simple. Ford's approach to efficiency, following a
very similar FULL hybrid implementation as Toyota, helps the entire industry. Having a
power-split device, the system is very flexible. Many different combinations of engine,
motor, and battery result. To think that it took this long for genuine competition to
emerge; it gives reason for pause. Supporters of hybrids expected something similar to
Prius ages ago. True, the versions of Escape & Fusion were worthy advances. But neither
was intended to directly compete. This is the first to take Prius on directly. A good old
fashion rivalry is long overdue.

8-12-2012

999 MPG Day. Sometimes, you just don't wander far from home. Today, it was one of
those days. There was only a single errand to be run, nothing else. So, I didn't use a drop
of gas. The drive was entirely using electricity. I find it remarkably redeeming. The route
was the same as that one 2 years ago... that one where the Volt enthusiasts absolutely
insisted it was impossible to drive a plug-in Prius anywhere without the engine ever
started, especially climbing a hill out of the valley at 45 mph. They absolutely refused to
believe that I had indeed done exactly that. Today, I did again. They were wrong and
very stubborn not to believe the firsthand report. Now, other owners are sounding off
saying the very same thing. The hope was PHV would be underpowered and dependent
upon the engine. That's not the case. It never was. But their efforts to greenwash were
difficult to counter. Of course, they were also wrong about cold engine startup. Again,
they refused to believe the design would deliver such performance. Yet, it does. I'm
thrilled.

8-13-2012

Growing Anticipation, thoughts. Thoughts of the cold season are beginning to emerge.
Posts asking about heater usage are gaining attention. I was excited to jump in with:
Watch for our reports in a few months. As the snow begins to fall, the role of EVBOOST mode become the center of attention. That's the mode which you get much more
electricity from the battery-pack than in HV mode, but it's not EV since the engine is
running. The plug-in model is designed to take advantage of that situation, since the
engine must run to provide heat during the winter anyway. Currently, you can witness the
+100 MPG that mode delivers while driving faster than 62 mph. That resulting efficiency
is very important, since the engine will run at slower speeds in the winter for heat. So you
won't get as many "EV" labeled miles, but you'll still get outstanding results.
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8-14-2012

Growing Anticipation, discussion. Thoughts about the upcoming temperature drop is
stirring new discussion threads. This snippet within a response caught my eye: "this is
where PiP shines". How could I resist not responding to that? So, I did: The anticipation
is growing. We welcome winter's arrival. There's a discovery process with each new
Prius. Our online community here makes unexpected observations... about things Toyota
never mentioned. The design speaks for itself through the firsthand experiences we share.
It's how the "under promise, over deliver" reputation came about... quite the opposite of a
certain other automaker. We discover things along the way. But in this case, we have
aftermarket gauges and lots of cumulative knowledge already. Watching how the warmup works with EV now provides hints of how it will work in the cold. Warm-up is faster
than with the regular model. We can preheat the battery-pack simply by having the
recharging conclude close to departure time. ECO mode still provides heat until the
coolant drops to 114°F. The engine stays off for multi-minute intervals while driving in
stop & slow winter traffic. Having more electricity and more motor power available will
deliver a nice improvement to winter efficiency.

8-14-2012

One Size Fits All. This quote speaks for itself: "I think that the winning strategy for
automakers will be to offer different ranges as different models or levels within a
model..." In other words, pressure continues to push Volt supporters to acknowledge the
need for more than a single configuration. They had been working really hard to offset
the current disappointment to the next generation design. That didn't address offering
more than just one choice though. It focused entirely on cost reduction. Diversity
continues to be a serious problem. This is why enthusiasts absolutely refused to
acknowledge the Camry or Highlander hybrids. That existence of multiple battery &
motor options, especially with the plug having already added a new level of performance,
was simply too much to deal with. Demands of real-world production & sales require it
though. Automakers cannot expect to success with a one-size-fits-all approach. Look at
the expansion of Prius taken by Toyota this year. Look at what Ford plans to do next
year. The slow pace from GM is really starting to show, which isn't good considering the
financial situation and increased consumer interest in high-efficiency vehicles. It's missed
opportunity, handing over sales to the competition. That's a loss they cannot afford.

8-14-2012

2 Kayaks. Today was the first day of true Summer recreation. I loaded up both kayaks
onto the roof, one 12 feet long and the other 14. That experience was repeated many
times with the Iconic Prius, a few with the 2010 as well. This was an entirely different
experience. The paradigm shift had me wondering. With 2 massive objects interfering
with the aerodynamics of the vehicle, the loss of efficiency was looked upon as a
worthwhile sacrifice. After all, no vehicle could carrying that same load without also
experiencing a similar penalty. No vehicle without a plug, that is. In this case, the 16mile trip resulted in 83 MPG. I easily can handle that drop.
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8-15-2012

390 MPG at 2,503 Miles. Seeing that reported from a plug-in Prius owner sure is
exciting. How far you drive makes a huge difference. Fortunately, this isn't like the Volt
supporters always sticking to less than 12,000 miles per year for their expectation setting.
Carefully avoiding any reference to the standard 15,000 annual measure was bad enough.
Not taking heater usage made it even worse. Remember all that nonsense we had to deal
with? It was always analysis write-ups treating the ideal as something all owners would
normally experience. With Prius, we make an strong effort to prevent that type of
misleading. This report very specifically highlighted the situation as low-miles. I go out
of my way to contribute high-miles data. We're showing the spectrum of possibilities,
making sure those curious about their own potential understand all the factors at play. It's
really nice knowing you support a design capable of satisfying a wide variety of driving
needs.

8-16-2012

Fusion Energi. We got a tiny bit of info from Ford today. Basically, it will be the new
Fusion hybrid with a bigger battery-pack and a plug. That really doesn't tell us much, but
it certainly stirs the market. Knowing the regular Fusion hybrid will deliver 47, 47, 47
just like C-Max, it's reasonable to see interest in hybrids growing next year at a faster
pace than we are seeing now. More charging-stations showing up at popular public
locations will add to the potential. There's a nice rivalry growing between Ford & Toyota
now. We all like that. There's a mutual benefit. It's something I've been looking forward
to for a very loooong time. The advantages of the FULL hybrid system will really
become apparent to ordinary consumers with the choices growing like this.

8-17-2012

Recognizing Potential. Some of us saw it many years ago, having engineering
backgrounds and technical detail posts online. Others noticed it along the way. Newbies
are recognizing potential surprisingly fast. My guess is that the reason stems from so
many misconceptions having been dispelled already. Rather than expending effort
debating operation, thought has shifted over to the "upgrade mentality" instead. That's the
norm for portable electronic devices. What will the next improve upon? Now with
several generations of Prius on the road, the design has proven to be upgradable. So, it
makes sense that we are now seeing posts asking what those upgrades could be. Here's
what I posted to stimulate discussion: 60 kW is the max electric traction output available
from the +2010 models. 27 kW is pulled from the regular model's NiMH battery-pack. 38
kW is pulled from the PHV model's Li-Ion battery-pack when plug-supplied electricity is
available. Additional kW is supplied from the generator by the engine when more power
is needed. So, there is unused potential which could be tapped into with a more powerful
battery-pack. Of course, we've always known Toyota builds for the future. The EV
button hinted at that. PHV provided proof. More can still be delivered.
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8-17-2012

Those Mode Buttons. Living in Minnesota, squeezing out more heat from engine waste
is a benefit I enjoy. The improvement that new ECO button on the 2010 offered was
immediately clear to see for me. Getting stuck in heavy commute traffic caused by a
fresh snow is really annoying. I cannot imagine just how frustrating that is when you're
burning up $4 gas going nowhere. In a Prius, the engine will remain off for as long as it
can. The demands of the heater are usually what cause it to start up again when you're
stuck in a seemingly endless line of traffic congestion. Watch what ECO mode does
during Winter driving. ECO lowers the coolant threshold from 145°F down to 114°F.
The result is the engine staying off longer, yielding higher MPG while still keeping you
warm. My duration my 2004 could stay off was shorter. My expectations for the 2012
plug-in are anxiously waiting confirmation. My brief taste of snow last March wasn't that
informative, especially since I was on vacation at the time. The system has been tweaked
to deliver heat faster than any other Prius model. That's very exciting to know. Falling
temperatures are on the way.

8-17-2012

Poor EV. Now that C-Max Energi is grabbing so much attention, those in favor of Volt
are really at a loss. The arguments against Prius PHV fall apart when applied. It certainly
is vindication for me. The design opportunities I've pointed out FULL hybrids can deliver
are being taken full advantage of by Ford. There's a great balance the power-split device
offers. There's also flexibility, which is difficult to explain without implemented
examples... which we finally have them. The plug-in system I now drive everyday is a
great candidate for high-volume sales. All the elements mainstream requires are there.
However, the focus is just like you'd expect from any type of automotive repartee. The
form in which it manifests itself most often is to say PHV offers "poor EV" abilities.
Notice the same old pattern of the past? Yup, the vague is back. Rather than actually
address details of the purchase decision, it's using adjectives to belittle. Thank goodness
that shallow approach isn't how middle-market buyers choose a vehicle.

8-18-2012

Biking. I spent the day with friends, on a long biking trip. We drove to the trail, then rode
for 48 miles. It was a great Summer experience; however, it was also a chance for try out
a new bike-rack on a traditional vehicle. I was passenger in a vehicle that used triple the
amount of gas as mine. Eek! So my PHV sat in the garage all day, never touched. What a
waste! We had a good time though and it never hurts getting that alternate perspective. It
isn't often an opportunity like that comes along. I'll get to use the PHV plenty of other
times anyway. Of course, the fundamental problem of being stuck with a trunk without
fold-down seats was obvious. With the Prius, having those 3 bikes on back would still
leave a ton of cargo space readily available. With that sedan, everything was trapped
inside. Turns out, we have a lot of cargo. Each person had a bag of stuff along with
helmets. We had a cooler too. It's amazing how quickly you can fill a vehicle when it
comes to recreation.
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8-19-2012

9 Seconds. The obsession with EV purity borders on absurdity. Why is that so important?
What makes that absolute worth the cost? The whole point of a hybrid is to seek out
efficiency opportunities, based on the energy available. At no time has that ever meant
using electricity as much as possible. It takes between a minute and a minute and a half
for the engine in my PHV to warm-up. During that time, emissions & efficiency are still
outstanding, even though the engine is running. The plug-supplied electricity allows the
most graceful of warming... well above what the regular model (no plug) delivers. The
engine shut off afterward is remarkable too. On the drive this morning, I watched the
timer on my audio system. Accelerating hard (but not flooring it) from 0 to 45, the engine
ran for 9 seconds. That's it. How can such a short time be a bad thing? The reduction of
gas consumption is quite significant.

8-19-2012

Bankruptcy, again. Long story short, watching this unfold hasn't been much of a
surprise. Who know how it will actually play out from here. But the events & decisions
made up to this point don't paint a good "recovery" picture for GM. This were my
thoughts upon reading an article by a well known financial publication bringing up the
topic: For continuing to point out the efficiency product-gap and slower than planned
plug-in progress, there some here that choose to shot me as a messenger, rather than
actually address the financial situation. Fortunately, the dismissal of goals and blatant
effort to shift focus won't change the message. The requirements of business are often
claimed as pencil-pushing efforts that undermine the spirit of automotive enjoyment. But
reality is, there's still a major business burden to deal with. Those outstanding 500
million shares of stock should make that obvious. The unclear plans for the future should
confirm it. We're seeing some of the same problems from before the bankruptcy emerge
again. The biggest was the heavy emphasis on monthly sales, rather than judging from an
annual perspective. The next was the disconnect between need & want, basing success on
hope without regard to the market itself. Remember the mess Two-Mode became? What
a massive waste of resources. All that time, money, and talent devoted to something few
would benefit from. Volt fell into that same trap. Had there also been a lower-capacity
choice or a no-plug offering, things would be different. Instead, there's a major
dependency on tax-credits for a limited audience. What happens when those expire?
What happens if cost cannot be reduced enough to be competitive? What about the rest of
product-line? For that matter, how will further research & development be funded? That's
a lot of risk during a time when risk cannot be afforded.
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8-20-2012

Recognizing Change. Most of the time when people see something new, it simply gets
accepted without much thought. We've become use to products getting better over time.
We even accept innovation as it that miracle of engineering was destined to naturally
happen anyway. It's to the extend where some change goes without any notice.
Differences sneak in without causing any type of resistance. They just become the norm.
That's the approach Toyota has always strived for with Prius. Having a display screen a
decade ago served as a mechanism for conveying efficiency information. That fact that it
was there provided the means for offering other features... which consumers consumers
simply accepted. They just did without any other thought. It made sense to have your
phone, music, comfort settings, navigation system, and reverse-camera there too. The
same goes for the hybrid system itself. People accept the engine & motor design. It has
become the norm for a ballet of gas & electricity to provide power. That makes adding a
plug no big deal. The system is setup with a battery. Greater capacity just expands upon
abilities already available. Will people even recognize that change? Will they even care?
Or will it simply be accepted.

8-20-2012

Plug-In Routine. The act of plugging in has become such an ordinary task for me, even
my friends think nothing of it. After all, they all own several plug-in devices of their
own. Making sure their phone & computer are charged is part of their routine anyway.
What's another device requiring similar needs? You pull into the garage, unload stuff
from the car, then plug in. It's no big deal. I was hoping that would be the case, but was
uncertain how long that would actually take. Turns out, there's nothing even to adapt to.
The act of plugging in is so basic, the process seems ordinary almost immediately. Think
about all the other rechargeable devices we have. Many households have plug-in tools.
Heck, most have had a battery-operated vacuum for decades. We even have toothbrushes
that you place into a recharge-dock after using. Think about all the music players out
there. Now the tablet is becoming a popular everyday piece of equipment you carry &
plug too. We need very little to take the step toward plugging in a hybrid. There isn't
even the problem of forgetting. If you do, the engine will run. You forget with your
phone, you're out of luck.

8-21-2012

Exposition. I think I may be annoying some of my online colleagues. A few of my posts
recently included lengthy explanations of the situation, plus some background that may
or may not be pertinent to the discussion at hand. The extra information without request
often prevents topics from straying. They tend to forget that and often don't have the
desire to supply overhead detail proactively. But with so many newbies right now and not
having resources readily available to refer to, it really is helpful. We've seen that in the
past. I have to remind them of that. I do have to wonder myself about the effectiveness.
You never really now how much prevention is actually necessary. Everyone's experience
level is different. I keep an eye out for trends though. Seeing a pattern is the clue that we
don't have clarity about a particular topic. Misunderstandings after the fact are more
difficult to deal with than providing exposition up front. So, that's what I do.
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8-22-2012

First Rain. Today was when I plugged in for the first time in the rain. It was no big deal.
The system is designed to deal with moisture. But it's still an event worthy of noting.
After all, you can only do it first once. Then all which follow are just part of the routine.
Reading specifications for the equipment itself gives all someone like myself what they
need to understand the care taken to account for real-world situations. The engineers took
everything realistically possible into consideration. Rain is ordinary. There's still the thrill
of actually using the produced equipment afterward. Years of waiting for the opportunity
make it significant for you, even if there's not much to the process itself or that anyone
else would care. In fact, it's exactly like you would normally do, only you get wet. I
enjoyed it though. Next is snow.

8-24-2012

Lot Sharing. While busy in a store at the local strip-mall, a Nissan Leaf pulled into the
same lot. That's the first time I've ever shared where there wasn't a charging-station. It's
about time. Having an ordinary encounter is something I've long waited for.
Unfortunately, I was too busy to sneak out to say "Hi" and none of the for in that EV
likely had an clue to even look for a plug-in hybrid. It would have been exciting to have
exchanged a few quick pleasantries, but that simply wasn't realistic. Oh well. There will
be plenty of other opportunities over time. This was just the first. It's very much a mixed
blessing not getting noticed. After all, the goal of becoming mainstream is to simply be
part of the crowd.

8-25-2012

309 Miles, less than 1 Charge. I had an absolutely wonderful excuse to drive up to
central Minnesota today. It was an errand that had to be done, so why not make a day of
it, see the sights along the way? And that's exactly what we did. I started with a full
charge and used EV only when traveling in city & suburb conditions. The highway travel
was all HV. The entire trip was 309 miles. I used only 70 percent of the EV available,
resulting in 4 miles still remaining once we got home. I was thrilled with the results.
Without any effort, the efficiency was great. The final average after all that distance
ended up 58 MPG. With all the undermine attempts over the years claiming the batterypack being worthless for long-distance travel and the weight of it causing a penalty,
results like this certainly stir some emotion. They were very, very wrong. Antagonists
certainly don't have much to misled with anymore. The design is proving very, very
effective.

8-26-2012

0 Miles. I didn't drive the Prius at all today. It was one of those rare circumstances where
I didn't actually need to go anywhere at all... in a car, anyway. I biked about 20 miles, but
that trip started & ended at home. It actually seemed a little odd passing through the
garage without any reason to touch the Prius other than to take out my sunglasses. But
that's what happened. It was a beautiful Summer day, one of the few remaining this year,
so full advantage was taken of the opportunity. On my spreadsheet, for lack of any other
way of logging a no-drive day, it was noted as 999 MPG with zeroes in the distance
columns. That's quite a dramatic difference from yesterday's adventure.
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8-27-2012

4 Blocks. It was late at night. I had 4 fairly short blocks to go and only 0.1 mile of
electricity available for EV. What the heck! Why not? Watching the Eco-Meter, I kept
the speed at the lowest possible draw to keep going at a reasonable pace on that lonely
neighborhood road. That ended up being 18 mph. I made it just fine to the gas station.
The cold engine wouldn't need to start up until after I had documented that current tank's
statistics. It's a bit of a moot point after having driven so far without having plugged in
much. But there's this element of curiosity of wanting to know that you simply cannot
resist. The discovery process is quite compelling when you are already driving what is an
excellent fit for being a common vehicle of the future. Then, no one will care. Exceeding
75 MPG will be no big deal. Unfortunately now, we have automakers proudly advertising
MPG in the mid-30's.

8-28-2012

First Competition. To be a "killer" of "Prius" as the article title implies, more criteria
would need to be exceeded. The published claims hover a little too close to cherrypicking, rather than being a slam dunk. C-Max is well thought out, a very good
endorsement to the FULL hybrid design many of us have been endorsing for over a
decade now. So, there's no problem at all acknowledging what Ford has delivered as
companion worthy of helping to overcome the reign of traditional vehicles. What I find
fascinating is how the publicity for C-Max focuses on Prius v exclusively with detail but
generically refers to Prius. That will establish a heightened awareness for both the Ford
& Toyota products. It's a subtle approach to build the market rather than just garnish
bragging rights. That's a dramatic difference from what we've seen from a certain other
Detroit automaker. I'm excited to see the field expanding, finally. The well-established
reputation Prius has speaks for itself. So when offerings expand, consumers will have
choices to consider. Their resulting education is priceless. In the meantime, I'm quite
pleased with my 85 MPG average with the plug-in so far. More real-world data from
owners will help us overcome the terrible rut the industry has been stuck in.

8-28-2012

Surprise Safety Feature. Normally when you encounter a vehicle stopped ahead, you
either lift your foot off the accelerator-pedal or press the brake. Without anyone
approaching, the road was basically just us, I knew that vehicle would be getting out of
my path soon. So, I didn't bother. If for some bizarre reason it didn't actually move,
switching to the other lane on my right was no big deal. Whoa! All of sudden the display
screen changed to a warning (an exclamation-point with a vehicle image) and an alert
sound shrieked. The radar system on the Prius detected the danger and was attempting to
inform me. I had no idea that safety feature existed, especially without the dynamic
cruise-control even on. Apparently, the radar is always scanning the area in front of the
vehicle. What a surprise. Sweet!
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8-29-2012

Charger Available. Every now and then, a PHV owner reports getting unplugged before
charging is complete. It was easy to blame Nissan Leaf owners for not understanding the
charge indicator-light, since their system illuminates when complete. That's the opposite
of Prius. Of course, there is the possibility that they felt EV need paramount to a plug-in
hybrid and didn't care. It's hard to tell. However, that misunderstanding shouldn't last too
much longer. The excuse is weak. That indicator education is simple. The charger itself
also tells you status of the vehicle plugged into it. For the public charging-station type I
use, the screen clearly says "Available" when draw from the vehicle has ended. That's
important, since usage isn't always free. If someone pays for service and the cord is
removed prior to finish, do you think they will be ok with that happening?

8-29-2012

First Sighting. YES!!!!!! I saw a new Prius approaching. He was turning left. I was
turning right. As I did, the green color stood out. Could it actually be? Sure enough, the
emblem said "PLUG-IN HYBRID". My jaw dropped. With only 2 known PHV in all of
Minnesota, what was the story with this third one? I had to find out. So, I just stopped
along the drive. Sure enough, he pulled up along side me without concern for blocking
traffic. His was only 2 weeks old, driven all the way from Portland to vacation out here.
Encountering mine (and at that point the wildly excited driver) was quite a surprise for
him. So, we pulled into spots and chatted for a bit. That was sweet. The potential for
PHV next year when national rollout begins is remarkable. Just listening to the
conversation two owners can stir up is powerful confirmation. All the rhetoric about the
battery-pack being too small will fade away fairly quick. The simple operation and
overall efficiency speaks for itself. Getting the word out about that is the key... something
we as owners are happy to provide.

8-30-2012

54 MPG. That's the new requirement stated in the CAFE rules just revealed. Seeing a
fleet average that high seems a bit of a stretch considering how much automakers other
than Toyota still have to strive to increase MPG in their variety of vehicles. But then you
realize those numbers are different from the measurement EPA provides. The criteria is
less stringent. It's easier to fulfill these. Nonetheless, it is an improvement to the current
situation. Our fuel efficiency standards are pretty disappointing. The industry lowered
them. 40 had once been the goal. Now, we see the combined value down in the low to
mid 30's. Considering how long Prius has been available, that's bad. You'd think an effort
would have been made to match that. Decades from now, they'll look back at what
happened with amazement. Instead, of trying to be competitive, the monster-size guzzlers
became popular. Prius actually had to face Hummer as a mainstream choice. What the
heck!?
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8-31-2012

More Stations. What a pleasant and quite unexpected discovery today. Within next few
months, the plans are to have 2 more charging-stations installed at the ramp where I park
for work. That's exciting. When rollout of the plug-in Prius finally starts here in
Minnesota, there will be more than just a few token spots available. That's a big plus
considering how inconsiderate a few traditional vehicle owners have been in the past.
When there is only a spot or two available, people have been known to park there with a
vehicle that can't even be plugged in. That's referred to as an "ICE'd" spot, since it is used
by an Internal Combustion Engine vehicle rather than a plug-in hybrid or EV. With more
spots, that's less likely to happen... since the area set off to the side for plugs will be
highly visible rather than something easy enough to claim ignorance to. The spot
situation is difficult enough when you've got a variety of plug-ins all wanting to use
them. After all, who should get priority when availability is limited? And what is the
protocol when your charging has completed but you haven't left yet? Is it acceptable for
the next person to begin using that charger without checking with you first? For those of
us with smart-phones and the connection-service, we'll get notified immediately. How
will we respond? Then of course, there's the issue of cost? I have already seen a change
from a per-hour to a per-kilowatt approach at one location locally. How will that change
over time based on demand? There are many questions. Getting answers starts with
having more stations available.

8-31-2012

Efficiency Cost. That has always been the biggest topic of debate when it comes to
hybrids. That's why the cost of Volt has been such a concern by so many. Anywho, on
the opposite end of the spectrum is eAssist... or so we thought. The point of that
particular technology was making it so inexpensive it would be feasible to make it
standard. That seems to be reasonable too, if it actually delivered a decent MPG bump.
Turns out, the efficiency difference is only modest and the price way more than
anticipated. For Buick Regal, it will indeed be included on all models. However, the 2012
(with eAssist an option) was $27,055 and the 2013 base (with eAssist standard) will be
$29,015. That's a nearly $2,000 increase. For a large sedan delivering only 29 MPG
combined, that doesn't exactly stir much attention. The hybrid Camry delivers 41 MPG
combined and starts at $25,990. The hybrid Fusion delivers 47 MPG combined and starts
at $27,200. How exactly is GM's hybrid even remotely competitive with Toyota or Ford?
This is the concern many of us have been really worried about. Even if things look good
at the moment, next year and the following don't appear that way.
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8-31-2012

Month End Trouble. It's getting intense. The friction Volt continues to cause now is
worse than last year. That's because there's more pressure to deliver now than there was
then. Availability in all 50 states and wide recognition is what makes it different this
year. That should translate to higher sales. Instead, the outlook look bleak... just bragging
rights among other plug-in models rather than taking the market by storm as it had once
been hyped. I tried to injection some realism into the situation, but you know how that
usually turns out: GM's own second-year sales projections is what we should keep
focused on. They were originally 60,000 annual here, which is the mainstream minimum
that's been used for ages. So, it made sense. Volt's purpose is to become a common
vehicle, right? As this year began, the number got revised to 45,000. Fine. The
adjustment was reasonable, acknowledging a slow market startup but still pushing to get
beyond the tax-credit dependency. 2,500 falls well short of the revision, bringing the rate
to 30,000 annual. What does that mean? Reading this thread, that s a good question. Not
remembering when things happened and the omission of information is one thing. But
voting down of facts, how is that constructive? With Ford about to enter the plug-in
hybrid market, the mixed messages about Volt will become a liability. Market need must
be addressed. Want should not dictate approach.

8-31-2012

Two-Mode Discontinued. Announcements from GM tend to be ambiguous, so you can
never really hold them to a particular decision later on. It's irritating that other
automakers are clear about their intent, yet GM still remains as it was in the past. But
with all the spin coming from supporters, it really doesn't matter much anyway. Sales end
up speaking for themselves. Results of them have been so bad, we get new of Two-Mode
being discontinued just before the month comes to a close. The choice to get ahead of the
inevitable bad news seems to be a good one. We'll find out soon enough. I'm relieved the
nonsense is over. Once hyped as the solution for their entire line-up, it quickly became
something only for the large guzzlers. Seeing it not catch on after all these years (nearly 6
now), the time had come. Either we'd see that next generation promised or the program
would come to an end. Looks like it's the latter. My summary of the situation was in the
form of a comparison, since there's an obvious parallel enthusiasts continue to refuse to
address: The Two-Mode aspects of meeting middle-market need closely resemble that of
Volt. Even though both delivered significant efficiency improvement, the cost has made
them well out of reach. Too much sacrifice was made for the sake of capacity & power.
A better balance is required. Problem is, the vehicle won't stand out then... which is not
the type GM has wanted to build & sell. In other words, a radical approach shift is
required. This decision may be a sign of that actually happening.

9-02-2012

i-MiEV Sightings. I saw my first Mitsubishi EV, called the i-MiEV, a few days ago at
the Minnesota State Fair. Today, we just happened to drive by a dealer. There were 4
available on the lot. It was an odd sight, but still not as out of place as a Smart or Fiat
dealer. The radical looking small car isn't what you see on the road around here. Several
other cars have mimicked Prius over the years, confirming the sensible nature of the size
& shape even for non-hybrids. The lack of basically any hood at all is a step beyond that,
not something a traditional vehicle could adopt either. No engine at all and limited range
already make selling an EV a big challenge. Visual appeal adds to that. I'd be intrigued to
find out what others think. After all, Nissan Leaf much more closely resembles a
traditional vehicle. But even with that, sales have been under expectations. I obviously
reducing the use of an engine rather than eliminating it entirely. People's needs differ
though. It's good to offer a variety. Time will tell.
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9-03-2012

999 Again. I thought the start of the holiday weekend two days ago presented a rare
event, driving the entire day using nothing but electricity. Turns out, today was the same
way... 9 miles before... 10 miles this time. That's fun to experience. It's a nice benefit of
living in the suburbs. Most of what you need is only a few minutes away and you usually
don't need to jump onto a highway. That was indeed the case both days for me. There's
no effort to drive with pure EV. It just happens at times. Owning a plug-in hybrid means
outstanding MPG. Having an engine that rapidly shuts off is part of that. But seeing the
999 MPG from time to time is still nice. Just think if I had a shorter daily commute. Then
I'd see it far more often than an occasional weekend. My frequent road trips means
dropping all the way down into the 50's. Can you believe I can tolerate such low
efficiency? Imagine if other vehicles had that problem. Sadly, most don't even achieve 50
at their best.

9-03-2012

Very Very Different. It doesn't take a rocket-scientist to see what's happening. Sales
pressure continues to build. Enthusiast of Volt are clearly on edge. On what's left of that
daily blog, I posted: Facts getting voted down is not a good sign. That's a dead giveaway
something isn't right. Originating from this statement, "Toyota beat the advertising drum
repeatedly for years to build up the image of the Prius and make it more acceptable and
desirable.", it's fairly easy to see what the actual story really was. Misconceptions were
abundant then. "YOU HAVE TO PLUG IT IN" was by far the biggest. All of the early
owners were constantly explaining to people how the system actually worked. "CAN
YOU DRIVE ON THE HIGHWAY" was a close tie with "HOW OFTEN DO YOU
HAVE TO REPLACE THE BATTERY" for the most common questions. Let's not
forget how cheap gas was back then and how low of a priority using less was. What
would the point be of heavily promoting the first generation knowing the second
generation was already well into development anyway? Remember, that's when the
switch from sedan to hatchback took place. That change alone would seriously
complicate the purchase decision. The fact that Prius wasn't even available on dealer's
lots until 6 months before the rollout of that next generation began was another. (Prior to
that required direct order and delivery wait.) Why promote something in such limited
supply? Long story short, the situation for Volt is very very different.
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9-04-2012

August Sales. Here in the United States, it was a good month for Prius. Sales counts for
other hybrids are mixed. The hybrid version of Camry was among those that did well,
selling 3,840 in August. That outpaced Sonata with 1,766 and Fusion with 1,071 by quite
a bit. The Lexus hybrids aren't doing too bad either... CT 200h at 1,472 and RX400/450h
at 1,170 and the ES at 817. The eAssist story is rather odd, Malibu at 2,414 and LaCrosse
at 1,024 sold, since that version of Malibu is the only 2013 model available and LaCrosse
isn't offered without the hybrid system. So, neither really tells us much about actual
demand yet. At with MPG so low, what's the point? The only other noteworthy number
to point out is the Lincoln MKZ with 998. As for Prius, there were 13,311 for the regular
model, then 3,428 for c, then 3,325 for v. PHV, still only available in 15 states, came
through with 1,047 sales. I can't wait until nationwide rollout for the plug-in. At that
point, there will be plenty of real-world data to entice sales too. Less than 6 months
doesn't tell much of a story yet. Lastly, there were 70 for Silverado, 63 for Escalade, 36
for Yukon, 36 for Tahoe, and 26 for Sierra. Needless to say, this is why Two-Mode isn't
something GM is interested in selling anymore. With numbers that low, what's the point?
The story for Volt continues, the 2,831 sales in August falls well short of goal and is
subsidized by a tax-credit triple that of PHV. Fortunate for Toyota, they have a large
market in Japan too, allowing production to take advantage of higher volume...
something that's really important when subsidies expire. Next year certainly is going to
be interesting. The availability of plug-in vehicles should push hybrid sales highway. The
question is, what MPG will consumers seek?

9-04-2012

Plan B. What is it? Knowing the sales of Volt will continue to be a struggle, what the
heck will GM do? What are supporters expecting? What will consumers purchase?
Something will be produced in high-volume for business-sustaining sales. What will
those vehicles be? What about when the tax-credits expire? The situation is a confusing
mess. This is why the media and online-comments go wild. We have no clue what to
expect now that hope didn't match reality. Of course, there was no sense of realism in the
first place, hence the fallout. It was mostly hype, since there wasn't data to support the
claims. Putting all your eggs in one basket is never a good plan anyway. What other highefficiency offering will there be? And will it actually be affordable? Remember GM's
own goal of "nicely under $30,000" when Volt design just began? What is the alternative
plan?

9-05-2012

Same Old. First thing this morning, I was treated to an article comparing the plug-in
Prius to the Vauxhall Ampera (that's the European model of Volt). Getting a nonAmerican opinion seemed hopeful. But instead, nothing. There was neither mention of
emission-rating or expected efficiency. All it did was focus on EV abilities and portray
the design as a stop-gap. This is the modern version of the same old GM support we saw
nearly a decade ago. It boggles the mind that such desperation would emerge again. They
call the technology a compromise to distract from the reality that it delivers upon
business need. In other words, the PHV model appeals to consumers with just the right
balance of traits to achieve high-volume profitable sales... which infuriates the
competition. But rather than attempt to greenwash, they instead to label it as inadequate.
Think that same old nonsense will work this time? It failed miserably before.
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9-05-2012

Exaggeration. To conceal the problem at hand, a common technique is to exaggerate.
The thought is over-emphasizing will cause the reader to agree with you and simply
dismiss the topic without giving it any further consideration. This example today was a
classic: "Many journalists started writing stories that GM shut down because lack of
sales... that the sales had gone down to nothing." I never saw anything claiming an
absolute like that. It was surprising a supporter would even attempt such deception, but
that's common practice in politics. Heck, keeping people from wondering about detail is
what we see in television commercials all the time. Sadly, it's easy to distract... especially
when there's brand loyalty as a factor. Needless to say, I wasn't thrilled about reading that
and fired off this in response: Nothing? No. It was said that supply was much greater than
demand, that there was already enough inventory available to sustain sales for awhile. It
made sense too. GM had anticipated a demand of 3,750 per month. Selling at a rate of
roughly one thousand less and meant dealers didn’t need to have any new ones delivered
soon. Profit is lost when unsold vehicles sit on the lot. Avoiding that is good business.

9-05-2012

Facing Reality. Some just plain don't want to. Volt didn't meet expectations. I helped the
process along today: The withholding of CS-mode efficiency data was the first sign of
expectations not being realistic. The MPG following depletion fell well short of what had
been hoped for. Then came the reality of heater demands in Winter. No matter how many
times we pointed out the impact to EV range electric-heating would have, the enthusiast
just plain did not want to acknowledge it. They even fought intensely against the benefit
of having a HOLD button, despite the reality that it could help overcome that problem.
The reason for resistance was obvious. They wanted to differentiate Volt from Prius...
hence all the "vastly superior" chanting we had to endure prior to rollout. Now there's the
reality of acceptance. PHV delivers great all-around efficiency and without the need to
consider purchase of an aftermarket charging-station. PHV also comes close to middlemarket pricing without dependency on tax-credits. Energi availability will change the
dynamic too, creating more pressure to compete with an array of features rather than just
heavy EV focus. The reason for the "too little, too slowly" concern will become more
apparent in the next year. Time is not abundant. Reality will be faced. Change will be
required.

9-05-2012

Accord Plug-In. Details revealed by Honda today about their upcoming hybrid with a
plug were interesting. It will have a 2-liter gas-engine, a 124 kW electric-motor, and a
continuously variable transmission. Since the system uses clutches, it's a confusing mess
trying to figure out how the system actually operates. Supposedly, it will be totally
electric up to 62 mph. What happens faster than that and once depleted is still unknown.
The 6.7 kWh Li-Ion battery-pack will supply 10 to 15 miles of EV travel. It takes up a
large chuck of the trunk, making it narrow & tall. Since the pack itself is located behind
the rear seat, there is no fold-down or pass-thru available. How consumers will perceive
it is anyone's guess. Price will obviously have a big influence. The EV purity is what I'm
curious about. Utilization of electricity on-paper differs quite a bit from reality, since
most people's expectations don't account for all the variables at play in real-world
driving. Simple things like the need for heat are a big unknown until you actually sit in
the driver's seat. I know this firsthand, having owned a plug-in Prius for almost 6 months
already. Time will tell.
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9-06-2012

Japan Sales. August was yet another strong month for Prius in its domestic market.
23,828 of the liftback model were purchased in Japan then. The count for the c model
was great too, with 19,076 purchase there. Imagine if we saw that many here. Not only
would Prius be mainstream, it would be near the top. There were times in the past when
sales spiked here, but never were they sustained. The thought of not one but two models
accomplishing it would be clear evidence of traditional vehicles losing their title of
common. Someday, the standard choice will be hybrid. Sadly though, that won't happen
here anytime soon. As the technology continues to be refined and batteries enhanced, the
thought will become reality. After all, the business-sustaining aspect of is already. Long
gone are the days of being dismissed as a niche. Yeah!

9-06-2012

15.2 Miles. My record continuous EV distance has been 17.5 miles. I made it all the way
to work, taking the long route, ending with 0.3 remaining after having parked. The
morning temperature was 88°F. That's well above the norm here in Minnesota, so I don't
often refer to that particular experience. Here, the maximum EV distance I've seen on a
regular basis on my morning commute has been 14.1 miles. So, today when it hit 15.2
miles, I was left scratching my heading wondering how that happened. The drive was
quite typical, a mix of hitting lights green & red with medium traffic... nothing I haven't
seen routinely. The variables at play are plentiful. Even someone with a heightened
awareness like myself can miss all the circumstances there are to observe. This
complexity is why we tell owners to "Just Drive It". The response to random outcome
can lead to a misinterpretation of how it was achieved. So like me, we just point out the
observation for the sake of giving others an idea of what the system is capable of
delivering, but carefully avoid setting that as an expectation.

9-07-2012

Intersections. It's rather surreal when you pull up to an intersection in a plug-in Prius
when there are already 3 more Prius stopped there. The other vehicles were an old-school
Pontiac and a Smart Car. Where have the monster-SUVs gone? To think that they, along
with giant pickups, dominated the roads. I still remember, years back sitting in the Prius
at an intersection with my father, pointing out that my vehicle was the only car there in
that crowded maze of traffic. Things certainly have changed. The claims that $4 gas
wouldn't have the influence protagonists stated were indeed the case. Clearly, consumer
preference is different now. A quick survey of any store parking lot confirms that. The
lust for size & power has vanished. It's as if that ugly chapter in our history never
happened. Seeing so many Prius now on the road does an especially good job of
validating progress. Symbolically, the intersection well represents what's happening. The
stop & go marks the end & begin. The guzzlers are fading away. Yeah!
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9-07-2012

Available In Canada. Today, sales of PHV began in Canada. It's nice to see that market
finally getting an opportunity to purchase. I'd go nuts not having any way at all to
purchase one until sometime next year. Purchasing mine in California then having it
transported to Minnesota is unusual, but knowing a great salesperson out there made all
the difference. Now, I can collect & share real-world data to help others with their
decision... here in the 45 states that PHV isn't available in yet. Canada is different. You
cannot cross the country border as I did with the state. It gets very complicated. Things
like warranty coverage and safety/feature configuration are the same here, so it's no big
deal. Paying the appropriate sales tax and titling isn't too terribly difficult either. There,
the option to purchase elsewhere simply wasn't available. Being that far north, there's the
obvious desire to enjoy the new vehicle before Winter sets in too. I understand the
situation, but can only provide so much vicarious experience. Now, they can firsthand.
Sweet!

9-08-2012

Vastly Superior. The past week has been loaded with examples of flagrant bragging.
There have even been cries of "traitor" to those who purchase an imported vehicle, even
though that import significantly reduces the importing of oil and provides employment
for many here. This is likely why the membership has increased significantly on the big
Prius forum and participation on both the daily blog for Volt and the big GM forum has
dropped significantly. We are at a turning point. In other words, this is the transition from
enthusiast to mainstream. That's putting tremendous pressure on need, which is a big
departure from all the attention previously place on want. The difference between this
and the past is scale. The time has come for a solution for the masses. Needless to say,
there isn't any reason to participate on the struggling blog & forum anymore... except
one, trolling. They've been dropping quite a bit of bait lately, calling me out by name and
surprised I don't respond to all their taunting. I finally did. This was my favorite quote:
"He is just loathe to admit that the PIP is inferior. Yet anyone with even a bit of honesty
would immediately point out the fact the Volt is vastly superior as an EREV. It has no
compromises in its drivetrain." I responded to it with: Except cost and engine efficiency
and emission rating and... Of course, there is no solid definition of what "EREV" actually
means. There's just vague references to speed & power, both of which are blurred by the
plug-in hybrids Ford & Honda will be offering. Again, ordinary consumers have different
priorities. That's why they purchase cars like Cruze & Malibu.
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9-08-2012

Battery Size. It was inevitable. Seeing how great the MPG is from the plug-in Prius,
argument tactics to favor Volt are changing. Attention is being diverted to battery-size.
They are attempting to portray the PHV approach as too small. Since most people have
no concept of scale, they are hoping the same appeal other bigger numbers had in the past
will now apply to plug-in vehicles. Assuming bigger is better is the key, hence moving
away from the detail MPG provides. This is the quote on this new topic got me going:
"You mean the 4.4KWh battery that ONLY powers the car in EV mode if you drives like
grandma?" It's sad to realize they think that will work. These are different times.
Consumers are no longer compelled to purchase more size & power than they actually
need. The financial consequences of that choice have been quite painful. Repeating that
mistake is unlikely. Many have learned that lesson the hard way. Anywho, this was my
response: Greenwash. You get 4.4 kWh of electricity benefit regardless of how you drive.
My morning commute includes 9 miles of driving at 70 mph. Again, so what if the
engine runs? I see +100 MPG for each of the 1-minute segments on the consumptionscreen while cruising at that speed. The benefit comes from the engine running at
extremely low RPM (varying between 992 and 1024). That rate consumes very little gas,
hence the high efficiency. Having the engine run is a big deal in Canada and the northern
states too; it allows the heater to take advantage of hot coolant.

9-08-2012

Sonata Hybrids. I sure have been seeing a lot of them around here lately. Minnesota has
many Prius, which can be attributed to a number of supportive factors. So, it really isn't a
surprise that is happening with this newcomer. It makes me more curious than ever what
will happen with C-Max when it becomes available in a few months. Following that, both
the Ford & Toyota plug-in hybrids will debut here. I can't wait... though, I'll have to. It
would be rather strange rolling them out until Winter is well away. That's a long time
from now. We're just seeing the first signs of Summer ending now. Anywho, I doubt
many people notice those hybrids as I do. To them, it's most likely just another Sonata.
Sadly, they probably aren't even aware a hybrid model is available.

9-08-2012

Politics. It doesn't matter what the topic is. The same old rhetoric can be found. I closely
follow the claims about hybrids. So, I'm quite familiar with the circumstances of how
those hoping to undermine progress function, like raising doubt. No matter how much
information you provide, it's never enough. They mislead ordinary people to take a
counter-productive stance themselves too. For hybrids, it was always the "save money"
argument. Since when isn't just breaking even the goal? Why must you somehow come
out ahead instead? And how will that raised standard actually be measured? The devil is
always in the details. Don't allow vague sound-bites to dictate outcome. Without
specifics, they can basically say anything they want and just later claim their statement
meant something else or was misunderstood. Sadly, the examples of this with hybrids are
plentiful. Setting of unrealistic expectations is another that comes to mind. It's all quite
frustrating... which is why there are so many who simply avoid politics. They know how
insincere the comments they hear can be. Oh well. Stand true and continue to provide lots
of real-world. That speaks for itself, allowing consumers to make their own decision
rather than be told what to think.
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9-09-2012

No Charging. Today was my first ordinary day (not vacation) when I didn't recharge at
all. There were 4 separate drives... one to the coffeeshop... one to the grocery store... one
to the lake for a walk... and one to do family stuff at mom's. 25 miles was the total
distance traveled. The result was 57 MPG. There isn't much else to say. The efficiency is
outstanding even when you don't plug in. They hybrid system shines even without extra
electricity. I don't plan on ever doing this particular test this often, it just worked out to be
a nice opportunity to observe what happens. After all, there will be circumstances where
it simply isn't realistic. In this case, I couldn't reach my garage since there was work be
done on the driveway.

9-09-2012

Keeping it real. That's very important. It's why I've refrained from filming my commutes
until the weather cools down. In the depth of Summer, the battery-pack delivers above
average capacity. Showing that would establish unrealistic expectations, especially on
those days with really warm morning commutes. It's the same reason why each post
includes an on-going average with values measured at the pump. The real-world data
speaks for itself. No cherry picking, just an all-inclusive summary of my usual activities.
Over the years we've seen others set themselves up for failure through misrepresentation,
portraying a technology in a way that the everyday person will not experience. It's hard to
believe they cannot see how poor of a choice that is. They get hung up in the excitement
and cling to the group-think of enthusiasts. With my 6-month anniversary rapidly
approaching, I'm really looking forward to creating a document that provides summaries
& detail along with a story of what I've experienced so far with the plug-in. It's like the
next level to blogging, where you look back and reflect upon those events.

9-10-2012

$3.89 Per Gallon. The price of gas is climbing. That doesn't surprise anyone, especially
with hurricane shutdowns influencing oil supply. We're boiling the frog though. That old
cliché fits the situation well. As temperature rises, the frog doesn't notice. Eventually,
that point of being too late is reached. The frog simply dies. We're seeing exactly the
same thing with how much people are willing to pay for gas. They just tolerate it to the
point where all of sudden the guzzler vanishes. $4 seems to be the limit for many. I
delight in seeing the shiny new replacement in their driveway, something much more
efficient than previously. In fact, I cannot recall when I last saw a new guzzler. Some of
the purchase are even Prius. More will be hybrids over time. After all, the
misconceptions of the past are long since disproven. How could anyone argue them with
so many on the road now? Well, Prius is plentiful. Slowly, the economy is recovering
too. Not seeing people flock back to the old ways of disregarding MPG is satisfying too.
Just look at the television commercials. What do they highlight now? Priorities have
change. The price of gas is clearly having an influence.
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9-10-2012

Getting Worse. Long story short, GM faces a serious dilemma. The explosive
commentary online today about cost verses price draws attention to that. The situation we
feared is now a reality. We were led to believe Volt would take the industry by storm in
2010, a design which would "leap frog" Prius in every respect... because it was a "vastly
superior" technology. That obviously didn't happen. Now here comes a number of
automakers offering plug-in hybrids, including Toyota, Ford, and Honda. It's exposing
the difference between want & need. GM's heavy dependence upon financial incentives
to sell the only high-efficiency vehicle they have to offer makes the bad situation even
worse. What are we waiting for? Who will actually benefit from it? How will the next
generation solve the long list of needs to fulfill? It's an ugly problem that's quickly
growing worse.

9-10-2012

6-Month Report. Here's the real-world data I've collected so far with my 2012 Prius
PHV:
9,316 = Total Miles
184 = Days (6 months)
85.1 = Lifetime MPG
109.4 = Total Gallons (measured at the pump)
909.2 = Total kWh (including charging losses)
3,596 = EV Miles (displayed amount)
5,713 = HV Miles (displayed amount)
794 = Total kWh (displayed amount)
293.3 = Recharges (based on capacity replenished)
assumption: one full recharge, including charging losses = 3.1 kWh

9-11-2012

Pressure. GM's campaign against hybrids a number of years ago was unbelievable. Now,
the situation and circumstances are quite different, yet some keep trying to portray it as if
it's still the same. That's not constructive. Toyota delivered a product designed for
middle-market. GM clearly didn't... could have... but chose not to. The decision was to
make an attention-getter instead. Remember the "halo" statements? The results of that
choice are now making themselves apparent. The pressure to deliver a configuration
suited for mainstream consumers is building. When will it become so blatant we'll get
some type of actual plan? That doesn't seem likely yet, especially with enthusiast
responses like this: "It must kill them that the Volt is the number one selling plug-in
vehicle in the world." That old trophy-mentality is undermining Volt's own success.
Notice how there hasn't been any television or radio advertisements for the plug-in Prius?
I'm continuously hearing & seeing them for Volt. Spending a lot on promotion along with
dealer discounts is an acceptable way of introducing a new product, but that's not
sustainable and it's been nearly 2 years. Pressure is building.
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9-12-2012

Cannibalization. That is indeed a big concern. Seeing how much Volt enthusiasts
celebrate conquest sales, it's pretty obvious how "alternative" perspective is still a barrier.
Yesterday, I was interviewed about my plug-in. The guy was somewhat surprised when I
stated the choice to purchase a hybrid was "no brainer". After having driven them for
over a decade, why wouldn't that be the norm at this point? The push of traditional
vehicles instead was inevitable. Automakers have been resisting change. Thankfully, the
introduction of plug-in hybrids will help to push regular hybrids (the full type anyway)
even deeper into the mainstream. I'm thrilled by the quantity of 2012 Prius that I
encounter on the road now around here. Hopefully, that hints at the potential PHV has
when it finally becomes available. Nonetheless, we'll still see lots of promoting that
portrays MPG in the 30's as "highly efficient". Unfortunately, I cannot sight any
information source as to what motivates purchases now either. We see efficiency rising in
priority, but the factors which compel consumers to purchase a traditional vehicle instead
elude me. My guess is lack of real-world data. With all the greenwashing effort at play,
it's easy to see how confused they could be about what to actually expect. In other words,
I see 2013 shaping up to be a pivotal year and owners playing a major role to increase
marketshare. We cannot just watch the flat trend continue. Growth is a must, especially
with fallout from GM's efforts working against the hybrid market.

9-12-2012

Other Plug-Ins. Discussions of a constructive nature simply don't exist anymore. The
groups in direct support of Volt just plain don't want anything to do with the Toyota or
Ford plug-in hybrids, and we certainly are getting antagonist posts on the big Prius forum
now. It more confirmation of change. Another was the attention brought to the Honda
today. That upcoming Accord will be the first with two electric-motors. So, some of the
operation will mimic what we recognize with the FULL hybrids, but it will utilize
clutching more like Volt. The design blurs the line for EREV even more, further
emphasizing the importance of actual outcome rather than advantages assumed on paper.
Anywho, this was my contribution to the madness: Efficiency increased significantly
from a battery-pack small enough to conceal is key. It keeps cost in check while at the
same time keeps the plug from interfering with interior layout. 85.1 MPG is my average
from 6 months of Prius PHV driving 9,316 miles. I plug in each evening and usually at
work. I've taken a few +100 mile trips as well. That's a significant improvement over my
2010 and dramatically higher than what any traditional vehicle can offer. The goal is to
deliver something for mainstream consumers. That means a balance of priorities, like
other mainstream vehicles, not pushing for maximums.
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9-12-2012

New Commercial. The first with the plug-in model is now being shown on television. It
carry a catching tune and simple lyrics: "This is a car that loves to have fun. Mile after
mile, to and from. Now there are four for all to use. Tell the neighbors, your friends,
everyone the news. Let's Hum Hum Hum Hum, Let's Hummm, A Prius for everyone. Now
there's a bigger one if you want more space. A small one if the city's your place. And
even one you can plug in. So hop on in and give one a spin. Let's Hum Hum Hum Hum,
Let's Hummm, A Prius for everyone." The liftback (regular model) drives by the v
(wagon), then drives by the c (compact), then by the PHV (plug-in). You see an animated
man plug it in too. This is followed by all 4 of them driving along a scenic road. It's one
of those carefree advertisements with an obvious message. Toyota wants consumers to be
aware that there are now 4 distinct models available. It's a basic introduction which
should serve well. You're obviously not going to make a purchase decision with so little
information. But then again, what in the world were promoters thinking in the past when
showing you how their vehicle performed while sliding sideways on dirt? When would
you ever actually do that? I enjoyed seeing that. I think it will effectively spread the word
too.

9-13-2012

Refrigerator. A large electronics retailer is closing a nearby location. That meant
clearance hunting. Little did I know the compact refrigerator I've had my eyes on for
awhile would jump out at me. But with such a huge discount, how could I resist? So, I
pounced on the opportunity. It shocked the employee sent out to load that into my car
though. She had assumed Prius was a small hatchback. The refrigerator, though
technically having a "compact" label, offers dual doors and 4.5 cubic foot of interior
space. That makes it mighty big in a box. I smiled, then lifted the 95-pound beast...
slipping it effortlessly into the cargo area. When I shut the hatch and turned around, I was
greeted with a dropped jaw and wide eyes. She had no idea a Prius could so easily
swallow up such a large purchase. It was really sweet getting such a reaction. People fall
into the trap of assuming. I definitely got her with that. Then I pointed out it was a plugin and silently drove away. What a great experience!

9-13-2012

Promotion. Have you noticed how Toyota's first television commercial with the Prius
PHV didn't actually feature it? There was simply just a mention that a plug-in model was
available. There really wasn't any fanfare at all. In fact, this is the first. It took 6 months
to hear just a peep. That's a drastic difference from what GM has been doing with Volt. It
was advertised heavily even before rollout and I hear & see commercials on radio &
television everyday. This is one of the many reason I was constantly frustrated with the
enthusiasts. They'd claim GM was following in the very same steps as Toyota, doing the
same thing with Volt as had been done with Prius, but turn a blind eye when evidence
like this was presented. They'd also claim GM was starting from scratch, pretending no
knowledge or experience whatsoever was gained from EV1 or Two-Mode or BAS. It
amazed me that they'd see only what they wanted to... and claim that's what you were
doing. Thankfully, the promotion difference paves the way for other opportunity. The
most effective means of "advertisement" for Prius has always been owner endorsement.
That continues with the Prius family. All Toyota is doing is simply point out the
availability of other Prius models. Owners themselves spread the detail. They allow us to
influence demand. It's like allowing people to walk wherever they desire. Eventually, a
path will form. That's the best place to pour the cement for a sidewalk. Don't tell people
what they want. Provide the opportunity to choose. Long story short, one size does not fit
all and a good product shouldn't need a lot of advertising.
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9-14-2012

Game-Changer. It's quite remarkable when those passionately supporting Volt actually
agree with what you've been saying for years. They won't admit it, but their actions speak
for themselves. The forums & blogs plainly confirm the situation. The statements have
been quite terse, though surprisingly long-winded despite the clarity. Volt is a platform
for the future, not the game-changer in had been hyped to be. It's not going to draw
interest from those considering the purchase of a Cruze or Malibu. Cost won't come
down for a number of years still. Just like with Two-Mode, expectations for what would
come next have been totally absent. They really get upset when you draw attention to the
parallel circumstances too. Seeking acknowledgement of need has been the point, to push
a shift away from the trophy-mentality for the embracing of feature middle-market
demonstrates as priorities instead. With both Ford & Toyota poised to offer their plug-in
hybrids as mainstream choices next year, the most recent exchange of online posts was
quite predictable. It's what happens when pressure builds from $4 gas.

9-15-2012

Changing History. Fallout reaction never ceases to amaze. Changing history is the latest
attempt. That's pretty desperate. We all know how different things appear looking back a
decade later than they do at the moment they are unfolding. Countless details are left out
and the outcome back then was quite uncertain. But since things are proceeding so much
slower for Volt than supporters ever imagined, they now have nothing else to try. Heck,
even shooting the messenger didn't work. Yet, they persist, still trying to paint a rosy
picture. Reality is, conditions are very different. Time isn't a luxury as it was all those
years ago. Gas is $4 and there won't be something cost-effective for many years still. It's
an ugly situation. Effort is being wasted on defense rather than offense. That's very
unfortunate. Reacting instead of being proactive is what we tried to prevent. Of course,
they don't want to acknowledge that particular history. We're stuck with rhetoric, nothing
actually constructive... just pointless arguing.

9-16-2012

Potential. GM's choice to place all it's eggs in one basket with Volt continues to be a
problem. There is no hybrid equivalent to help it advance design quickly, bring
production costs down, and assist with reliability reputation building. Remember,
supporters of Prius were stressing the advantage of the power-split approach way back,
since the very beginning. We pointed out how plug augmentation later would allow the
same system to deliver much higher efficiency simply through the use of more battery
power... which is precisely what ended up happening. From another perspective, Volt
reverts back to tradition vehicle efficiency after depletion. Prius doesn't. Prius remains a
high-efficiency vehicle even when depleted. That means a model without a plug is very
realistic... which is quite obvious now, but was highly debated ages ago. The one-sizefits-all promotion is another problem. Look at Camry. That hybrid system offers much
more power. Consider the size of Prius v. Think what would happen if those two vehicles
got merged. Think what would happen with a plug were added. Think about the all-wheel
drive that the Highlander & Estima hybrids already offer. The potential is very easy to
see. With Volt, what's going to happen? This topic of production temporarily being
halted should have stirred that type of discussion; instead, we get spinning about history
& purpose. That's clearly not a good sign.
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9-16-2012

As Winter Approaches. That rhetoric from others is almost entirely gone now. Focus
has clearly shifted over to Prius, specifically how the plug-in operates as the temperature
drops. The question which really stirred specifically addressed the heater. I was happy to
jump in with: Heat from the engine does not defeat the purpose of having a plug. You
still get an extremely efficient system even when the engine runs. Just look at what
happens when you accelerate onto a highway when the system is cold. The result is MPG
above 50 during warm-up. That's a fantastic worst case scenario. Heat comes from
warmed coolant. Once warm, the engine will shut off. It will remain that way until the
coolant temperature drops below a threshold (which is 114°F in ECO mode and 145°F in
Normal & Power). The engine will then start up and run. It doesn't take long for that
threshold to be reached at the engine shut off again. So while driving in EV, the engine
will cycle on & off. That's actually the same as what happens with the regular model
Prius, only you have much more power available when driving with the engine off. For
me, with heavy commute congestion caused by snow, I remember being shut in
hopelessly slow traffic watching the engine start up every 8 minutes. That seems like a
surprisingly long time to have the heater running without the engine providing any
warmth to the coolant... until you witness it firsthand and think about how Prius was
designed specifically with heat creation & retention as a priority. Remember, heat is also
needed for cleansing emissions. So generating it quickly is very important.

9-16-2012

$3.99 Per Gallon. Last week closed with oil at $99 per barrel. That pushed the price of
gas here to $3.99 per gallon. Normally, we're on the lower side. Now, we're somewhere
in the middle. Living on either coast would be more expensive... hence many of those
states targeted first for plug-in rollout. Of course, that may be one reason why we adopt
rather quickly here. Out wait is longer. Anticipation can be an effective attracter.
Anywho, seeing gas hit the $4 more often is clearly having an effect. There's a push for
small traditional vehicles. That puts pressure on the plug-in offerings, making it the
priority of cost even more important. This is a critical time, when opportunity should not
be disregarded. Unfortunately, that's exactly what's happening. The downplay continues.

9-17-2012

Auto Start-Stop. 12 years ago, Ford boasted about delivering this ability. It took until
now for it to finally happen. Needless to say, hope differed significantly from reality.
What will consumers think? If most of your driving is non-stop, benefit of having the
engine shut off when not needed won't account for much. There's the problem of still
needing to run the cooling-pump and A/C system too. Fusion will be the debut vehicle to
offer the feature. It adds $295 to the purchase price. How will MPG even be interpreted?
The savings is likely less than the margin-of-error a computer estimate could provide. It's
a strange option to sell on a 2013 vehicle, now that plug-in hybrids are available. It
reminds me of FFV sales. Getting people to spend extra (in that case, the ability to use
E85 fuel) on something that should really be standard didn't work well. Demand was so
low, the promotion just fizzled away. It never became standard either. The idea just
basically died. This probably will too. I certainly haven't heard any consumers or even
consumer-groups wanting it.
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9-18-2012

Temperature Dropping. The days of morning commutes with the temperature in the
mid-70's are gone. That means EV capacity will be somewhat reduced and the engine
will run for heat from time to time. Yesterday's temperature on the way to work was
54°F. First impression was that I could already see a change. But then again, I was
driving a bit faster than usual. I don't expect to see results above 200 MPG anymore on
the fast route. That was quite normal for the 70 mph route. In this case, I pulled into the
parked spot seeing 168 MPG for the average on the display. Early this morning I had to
run an errand, so I won't have full capacity available for the drive to work in a few
minutes. The temperature was 45°F. It certainly isn't Summer anymore. Fall has arrived.
Fortunately, EV power isn't diminished. My climb up that steep residential hill didn't
require the engine. 40 mph uphill with electricity is no big deal with battery-pack
delivering 38 kW (51 hp). That's why cruising at 62 mph without the engine is also
routine. Anywho, it's getting colder. Discussions about Winter are growing.

9-18-2012

Roadway Recognition. It finally happened. Hooray! I was at an intersection. The
woman starred over with a look of disbelief, then excitement. She rolled open her
window, pointed to the "Plug-In Hybrid" emblem, then yelled: "I even like the color!"
That was my first roadway recognition. I wasn't expecting it. So, the surprise was extra
exciting. Next year, when you can actually purchase a Prius PHV in Minnesota, the story
will be different. Having to buy one now and have it shipped over or flying out to drive it
back is highly unlikely... hence her disbelief seeing mine. Not being alone is what I'm
looking forward to. With so many Prius on the road, mine blends in. Other owners will
notice the subtle differences though. In the meantime, I'm preparing for the big freeze.
The approaching cold-season brings new opportunity... stuff I'll experience firsthand, but
won't be able to share with anyone else in person. Oh well. There will be some from
other northern states online posting their experiences. Mine will be about long exposure
to very cold conditions. Other will be more about snowy driving. They'll have even less
of a chance of getting recognized. Roadway encounters will be quite limited. I'll relish
this first one. It's a good memory.

9-19-2012

Overkill. The chapter having closed is obvious. Even the offense effort on the big Prius
forum has fizzled. We've moved on. What started as subtle downplay amplified as the
time progressed, turned into some rather intense exchanges. At this point, it's very easy to
see that Volt is overkill, the same over-engineering problem we've seen with other
consumer products. A good analogy is trying to sell a SLR camera to someone who is
simply looking for a point & shot. Arguments about value are valid, but they don't
actually fit requirements and are more than the budget can afford. Toyota's priority focus
differs significantly from GM, which Volt enthusiasts now see... hence so much of the
old propaganda falling on deaf ears. The mainstream audience simply isn't looking what
had been given so much attention. Reality has set in.
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9-19-2012

New Behavior? It's difficult to answer questions about Prius operation, now that there's a
smaller model that uses a different engine & motors. Assuming behavior isn't new seems
reasonable. Why would tolerances like temperature differ? And if they did, it wouldn't be
but a large amount. Though, there are modes to choose from. Fortunately, observations
so far have matched postulations. So, now that daily temperatures are dropping, new
questions have been relatively straight-forward to answer. Asking about the heater is
what I can see as a very popular post topic. Winter performance is often what convinces
those toying with the idea of a Prius purchase to take the plunge. It's nice knowing
aspects like reliability and battery-life are no longer top concerns. In fact, we rarely hear
about them anymore. Simple things like heat availability are the focus now. Cool. (pun
intended) Anywho, my response to one of those questions today was this short & sweet
reply: ECO mode reduces the temperature tolerance of the engine coolant in the regular
Prius from 145°F to 114°F, meaning the engine will shut off sooner. I suspect Prius c has
the same shut off point. It's one of the benefits of ECO not realized until the cold season
arrives.

9-19-2012

0.1 EV Miles. Several times this week alone, I've ended up pulling into the driveway
with just 0.1 miles of EV remaining. It's quite clear that you become familiar with your
surroundings after awhile. I take advantage of that HV/EV button, toggling the engine on
when electricity alone is not the most efficient choice. That is pretty much always when
on the highway. But there are a few times when driving home I see that a long suburb
stretch would be better driven in hybrid mode. It takes surprisingly little thought about
when to do that too. It's to the point of almost being automatic. I figured that would
happen eventually. This soon was a nice treat. With the screen right there in front of you,
that really doesn't take much effort to contemplate need. It's like how you estimate arrival
time getting home so you don't miss the start of a television show. No matter where you
are, the guestimate is remarkably accurate despite all the factors of influence to consider.

9-20-2012

Middle-Market. I ultimately asked this in response to the endless spin about target &
goals: "What is Volt attempting to achieve now?" It's an attempt to look ahead, moving
beyond those still spinning the past and shooting the messenger. My question followed
yet another attempt to redefine middle-market, which I replied to with this: No matter
how many times I answer the question, it keeps getting asked. The reason why is simple.
The answer wasn't liked and raising doubt is an effective way to prevent conclusions
from being drawn. That report about plug-in electric vehicles just published highlights
the painfully slow progress anticipated for them. Fortunately, Toyota took the priority of
affordability very serious, designing a plug-in system that would significantly improve
efficiency without requiring a large battery-pack. That targets it squarely at mainstream
consumers, those who have considered the regular Prius but would like more from the
system. The simplicity of a full recharge from an ordinary household outlet in just 2.5
hours and getting a big MPG boost regardless of driving is compelling. The fact that the
system can be augmented even further simply by increasing battery-capacity makes it a
competitive platform. Unfortunately, that's not what GM delivered. They're trapped with
an inflexible design and the consequences are becoming apparent.
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9-21-2012

Done. The sure sign that discussions are done is when there's nothing constructive posted
anymore, when it degenerates to nothing by stirring old history and shooting the
messenger. That's what happened with Volt. The enthusiasts cherry-pick data, then
accuse you of being hypocritical & vague. It's the same pattern of spin we've seen for
years, nothing new. The response to expectations not being met is textbook, quite
familiar & predictable. It does get messy though, since some of the information they
present is misleading due to it not having happened when they imply it did. That's what
makes fact checking so difficult. Few people have detailed blogs as I do, allowing them
to search for a very specific mention of something. It allows me to ensure the attacks,
simply allowing them to fizzle out due to lack of substance. That made this particular
quote an especially appropriate one nice to conclude with: "You have become just as bad
as the anti-hybrid anti-prius folks in the early 2000's. Blowing hard with nothing behind
your statements." And I did: For that to be the case, I'd have to be against plug-in
vehicles entirely, just as those opposing hybrids were against any use of battery & motor.
The proper comparison is being just like those who opposed Two-Mode, seeing it as an
expensive approach without the ability to reach a wide audience quickly. And sure
enough, that's exactly what became of it. I see the market for plug-in hybrids being
embraced soon, not having to wait for a next generation design or being dependent on
tax-credits. I also own one already, with lots of real-world data to back my statements.

9-21-2012

Battery Questions. Some do come up still, from time to time. Fortunately, most are
easily answered... like this one: "I have a few cordless tools that the batteries need to be
replaced every few years. I guess it is a different technology." That's quite difference
from many years ago, when there were fierce undermining assaults launched by very
determined antagonists. Nowadays, there are innocents queries from those hoping to
become Prius owners. Thank goodness. The information I posted from seeing that
particular comment was: The hybrid doesn't allow deep discharges, which is what
shortens the life of rechargeable batteries. There isn't any protective mechanism to
prevent that on your cordless tools. They cannot just fire up an engine to continue
operating; instead, the battery gets stressed. After all, think about how often people
ignore low indicators... using their phone until the very last moment of electricity is
squeezed out. That just plain won't happen with a regular or plug-in hybrid, since the
system automatically controls that for you.

9-21-2012

On Paper. When all else fails, that's how a vehicle is promoted. Calculations derive from
assumptions & generalizations. The numbers shown are idealizations, not what you
should actually expect. Real-World driving isn't like that. There are no patterns when it
comes to the everyday needs of ordinary consumers. They don't adhere to any type of
routine. Quite of a bit of variety occurs. Just between food & entertainment, it doesn't
take much to imagine the lack of anything predictable. Add a child to the equation. What
happens? You end up running all over the place. From day to day, results will vary
dramatically. It's simply not realistic to read a review and hope the results are what you'll
get. That's why the rhetoric is able to persist for so long. Those hoping to undermine just
feed you fragments of information that's out of context and not in sequence. They
confuse & mislead. It's the same old greenwashing we've seen over and over again. The
only difference now is that effort is focused on plug-in vehicles rather than regular
hybrids. It's really unfortunate, but quite predictable. Avoid on-paper calculations from
others. Watch for detail from owners.
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Explosive Reactions. The topic of Volt sales sure is creating a lot of buzz online. Last
week focused on cost. This week, the focus has shifted to leases. How does an automaker
make money when it offers a lease at a price clearly undervalued? Last month, the deal
was $250 down and $199 per month for 2 years. That doesn't make sense for a vehicle so
expensive, especially considering it had been $299 per month for 3 years. Again, to
stimulate the market is one thing, but initial rollout is long since complete. In fact, the
mid-cycle upgrade is now available. So, finding out that roughly two-thirds of the "sales"
last month weren't actually sales is quite unexpected. Having a bunch of lease returns to
sell on the eve of a next-generation debut sounds like a formula for large losses. How can
that be a good thing? The resulting higher numbers we see now give the impression all is
well though. Reading through the comments posted, you hope for the best. Sadly, there
wasn't much. I did find a rebuttal article though. It took the downplay perspective, calling
this Volt one for early adopters and telling us to be patient for the next generation. That
brings us back to the source of the explosive reactions, hype. Having called Volt a "game
changer" for so long and claiming it would "leap frog" the competition set expectations
too high. Now, enthusiasts are in damage-control mode dealing with all the fallout
resulting from the hope they themselves had contributed to.

9-22-2012

Newbie Observations. It's always fun confirming the observations of a new owner.
Their posts are filled with excitement detailing their own personal discovery. My
contribution to that today was: Yup, you nailed it. Slowing down can be rewarding. I
discovered that years ago, even before getting a Prius. Back then, it was less about
efficiency and more about simply keeping a steady pace. A fast speed-limit gives the
impression of better, but that often doesn't work out that way. Turns out, going slower is
much more appealing than the ever-changing variety you encounter from big highway
congestion during commutes. Having a display in Prius clues you into the MPG benefit
from exploring alternative routes, even when there's a few stoplights thrown into the mix.
It's worthwhile to try other roads. Efficiency gain can sometimes be counter-intuitive.
And yes, with a plug you notice the same type of efficiency bump. Of course, the
advantage of an electric motor becomes more pronounced at higher speeds with that extra
electricity available. But the gain from drives through the suburbs is obvious regardless
of Prius model. Have fun continuing to discover the advantages the hybrid system has to
offer.
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9-23-2012

10,000 Miles. It only took 6.5 months to drive that distance. Almost all of it was "warm"
weather. True, it spent a number of days near the freezing mark and even got snowed on
overnight. But that was brief. Only now is the temperature dropping again. Two days
ago, it 52°F on my morning commute. Yesterday, it had dropped to 46°F. This morning,
there was frost on the windows. I didn't recharge either, giving myself a firsthand
experience with cold engine warm-up again. It was basically like with my 2010 Prius, but
could have been ever so slightly faster. It's hard to tell with just casual observation.
Anywho, the next 6 months and 10,000 miles won't be the same as the first. My average
was 85.0 MPG, measured at the pump. That's 117.637 gallons of E10. The calculated
total (using 3.1 kWh per full recharge) for electricity was 973.1 kWh. I'm looking
forward to the discovery process a new Prius always brings. I suspect recharging the pack
just prior to departing will offer the advantage of warmth from the exchange of
electricity. I have a feeling the EV will be more handy than anyone has anticipated, since
most tend to forget how awful stop & slow traffic is from snow. Who wants to remember
that? Having 3 years of real-world data collected from the 2010, it positions me well for
PHV comparisons... especially living here in Minnesota.

9-23-2012

10,000-Mile Report. Here's the real-world data I've collected so far with my 2012 Prius
PHV:
10,002 = Total Miles
197 = Days (6.5 months)
85.0 = Lifetime MPG
117.6 = Total Gallons (measured at the pump)
941.7 = Total kWh (including charging losses)
3,824 = EV Miles (displayed amount)
6,171 = HV Miles (displayed amount)
851 = Total kWh (displayed amount)
313.9 = Recharges (based on capacity replenished)
assumption: one full recharge, including charging losses = 3.0 kWh
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9-24-2012

Diesel Returns. I couldn't believe what was be posted today. It was a repeat of the same
old stuff, literally nothing new. It was as if I was reading an old thread from the past.
Only, I wasn't. This was about the upcoming diesel version of Cruze, which requires
AdBlue to cleanse emissions. Remember than nonsense? You needed about 7 gallons of
the stuff for every 15,000 miles of driving. It is sprayed on the exhaust to chemically treat
it to be cleaner. Problem is, the result is barely clean enough to pass the minimum. Prius
is on the opposite end of the emissions spectrum, without even needing an additive. I
posted the following in response and still in disbelief: Reading the very same responses
to the very same topic now as several years ago suggests the outcome will be the same
too. How will this diesel & urea attempt be different? We now have a greater choice of
hybrids, some offering significantly higher efficiency. The smooth & quiet from battery
& motor is quite a contrast to the mild clatter of a turbo diesel. Many hybrids offer
significantly cleaner emission ratings as well. And reliability has already been proven.
Heck, even resale value remains high. So if anything, it will be an even greater challenge
to attract diesel buyers. The added cost and higher fuel price doesn't seem to make it
competitive either. What's the point, especially with eAssist being spread to other
vehicles?

9-25-2012

Lease Comparison. I stumbled across a deal for the advanced model plug-in Prius. It
was for the New York City area. $2,399 due at signing and $269 per month for 3 years,
plus an acquisition fee of $650. There's also a $350 disposition fee when the lease ends.
That's far more realistic than what GM is currently offering for Volt, just $250 down and
$199 per month for 2 years. Those offers represent quite a difference. Comparing them
doesn't even require a calculator. One is realistic, something you'd expect to see anyway.
The other is unusually low. Makes you wonder how long the offer from GM will last. I'd
expect some type of change after month end. But then again, maybe not. There's so much
emphasis on monthly sales, the hope is the low lease gamble will pay off later. You never
really know how things are going to play out.

9-25-2012

Sales Reality. This is what I was greeted with this morning: "So let's stack the Volt
against cars in its own category – plug-in electric – the Volt is the runaway winner. In
August, at 2,800 sold the Volt was on its way to tripling the Toyota Prius PHV's 1,047
sales". Such blatant greenwashing is vindicating. It was frustrating in the past, but now I
see it as competition desperation. Why would you mislead like that? Anywho, I
responded with: Since Volt is available in triple the number of states, that statement is
clearly not constructive. How about this? "TMC expects global sales of its hybrid
vehicles to well surpass 1 million units in 2012. With its plan to launch 21 new hybrid
models between now and the end of 2015, TMC expects to maintain this level of sales,
forecasting global sales of its hybrid vehicles to be at least 1 million units a year from
2013 to 2015." What are the plans for Volt? The mixed messages we are getting from
GM leaves us wondering what to expect. There's no competitive hybrid, just eAssist and
diesel. Two-Mode appears to be discontinued. And the volume for Volt is far short of
mainstream minimum. What will middle-market be purchasing in high-volume?
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9-26-2012

Chrysler Testing. The small fleet of plug-in hybrids Chrysler had been testing (109
trucks and 23 minivans) have been showing signs of trouble. Some battery-packs have
been overheating. That's a real problem when a vehicle depends exclusively upon
electricity without an engine for propulsion. Unfortunately, detail about the design itself
has been all but silent. Supposedly, these hybrids utilize the Two-Mode system, but
simply have a larger battery-pack. Due to the clutches, it can easily disconnect from the
engine for electric-only travel. That sounds nice, but puts more burden on the electric
draw than an air-cooled battery could reasonably allow. This is why Toyota, Ford,
Honda, and Hyundai have all decided the maximum speed for electric-only will be 100
km/h (62.1 mph) and set a maximum draw rate. Beyond that could result in too much
heat... hence having engine join in when a tolerance is exceeded. This is why Toyota
tested their plug-in Prius for 2 years using ordinary consumers. They needed real-world
data to confirm the design was a sensible balance. Chrysler was smart enough to try the
same thing. Fortunately, that revealed a problem which could be dealt with prior to
rollout. This gives them the opportunity to alter the way the system behaves as well as try
other battery types & configurations, then try again.

9-27-2012

What's Left? It's somewhat bizarre seeing Volt enthusiasts provoke and get virtually
nothing in return. People simply aren't interested anymore. They've moved on. With 2
years of fading attention, there really isn't anything remaining. You really do have to ask
what's left? The newest attempt to justify the slow pace is more downplay. Rather than
actually acknowledge the original plan of 5,000 per month or even the revised
expectation of 3,750 per month, the entire industry production is now being taken into
consideration. Mainstream minimum is a dream long gone. They are counting all luxury,
sports, and exotic vehicles. Including the rare is a bit desperate. But when you do that, it
places Volt somewhere in the middle. How does that make any sense at all for a
technology that intended to become the next standard in automotive design? The
downplay has become such a routine, they abandon their own push for progress. When
you begin undermining your own goals, something is clearly not working out. All they
have to do for confirmation of that is read their own posts from 2 years ago.

9-29-2012

BRAKE! Quite unexpectedly, I discovered another Prius safety feature. The previous
was having the system sound an alert and flash a warning (an image of a vehicle) on the
screen when you do nothing to acknowledge the presence of a vehicle you are
approaching. It knows when see it when you either lift your foot from the accelerator or
press the brake. I hadn't considered what it would do when the radar (part of the dynamic
cruise-control which is always active) detects a vehicle but you already have your foot
off the accelerator. The system recognizes that as danger too. But rather than providing a
generic do something alert, it's flashes "BRAKE!" on the screen. Seeing that was sweet! I
was quite impressed; however, it left me scratching my head wondering how I'd ever be
able to actually catch that event on photo or video. That's too much of a risk to trigger
intentionally. Darn. Oh well. At least I know the safety feature exists. That most
definitely isn't common. Too bad. Maybe some day.
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9-29-2012

Road Trip. We jumped in the Prius, stuffed with cargo and 2 bikes on back. 168 miles
later, all of which were in HV mode, the result was 48 MPG. No complaints about that.
In fact, that's rather remarkable. Compromising the aerodynamics of the car with so little
sacrifice to the resulting efficiency is fantastic. That was a great endorsement to the
technology. Unfortunately, that will reduce my lifetime average, since returning home
likely won't be on a warm windless day like it was today. That point of simply having fun
and getting to escape on a road trip won't be lost. I still have a big chunk of the EV range
remaining too. Don't forget that regular hybrid driving depletes it, just not at the rate
electric-only driving does. It's a Prius after all, seeking out efficiency opportunities for
the best utilization of battery power. The consumption of EV capacity was 2.5 miles,
dropping from the original 12.9 estimate to 10.4 miles. Stay tuned for the report of the
drive back home.

10-01-2012

No Driving. Today was one of those rare ones, when I didn't drive anywhere. That sure
makes data collecting easy. Fall colors beckoned. It was beautiful weather. We went for a
hike around a local lake, took lots of photos, and didn't use any gas or electricity. The
Prius sat there parked in its spot, unmoved, unused. We had fun without it. There's
always tomorrow!

10-02-2012

1,652 Sold. What can be said about seeing that number? It's a clear gain from Prius PHV
sales the month before. September showed an obvious improvement. I'd say that's good
news, especially since the plug-in model is still only available in the initial 15 rollout
states. Growth should continue... regardless of how those supporting other hybrids spin
the situation. Next year will be different anyway. National availability will be a welcome
change. And as with the precedent Volt established, we await the second-year results
prior to making judgment. I doubt supporters will actually abide by their own request,
since the hypocritical nature of the situation is difficult to deny. They'll likely try
anyway. Thankfully, other choices from other automakers will become available. That
diversity will help settle down the polarization we are currently still having to deal with.

10-02-2012

969 Sold. That's an impressive number for the debut sales-month of C-Max hybrid. It's
well short of Ford's direct competition though, the v model of Prius. There were 3,088 of
them purchased here in September. But that's ok. Toyota has more of an ally than a
competitor anyway. Many of us with Prius already see it as a friendly rivalry, helping to
accelerate the acceptance of hybrids as the standard market choice. In short, it's a very
good start. Hopefully, the situation won't get spun into some pointless flag-waving
exchange. That's often the case when it comes to GM. Thankfully, that usually doesn't
happen with Ford. So, the outlook is a positive one. This represents genuine progress. It's
what the mainstream needs.
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10-03-2012

Efficiency Chatting. Talk of engine improvement coming from Toyota has stirred again.
Direct-Injection will be introduced next year, first deployed in a hybrid. Specifically, the
Crown hybrid will get it. In Japan, that's the equivalent of our Camry hybrid here. What a
great way to start. New engines for the traditional vehicles will shortly follow, using
direct-injection as well. This obviously translates to what we've been hoping for all
along, the next generation Prius offering even greater efficiency. The hints given so far
seem to indicate an overall increase of 10 percent. Talk of even higher MPG from other
advances will add to that. Other automakers have already demonstrated the gains to be
achieved. Toyota's focus on other priorities left them playing a bit of catch up. Though,
the timing now nicely coincidences with the usual upgrade cycle anyway. That certainly
gives us something to look forward to.

10-03-2012

61 MPG. We took a side-trip today, driving even further north. There were no bikes this
time. Specifically, we went all the way to the very start of the Mississippi River, the
headwaters where it is nothing but a tiny stream emerging from Lake Itasca. That was a
unique experience. There just happened to be a forest fire in the distance then, which
filled the state park with smoke. That resulted in photos quite unlike what countless
others have taken at that same popular location... a strange twist of good fortune. It was a
bit on the cold side. There was very little wind on the way up, hence the smoke settling.
Later on, it turned into a substantial crosswind... which ended up clearing up the sky,
providing a great view of Fall colors. We drove to and climbed up the (now rather ironic)
fire tower. That consumed 7 miles of EV, which was a true delight. I thoroughly enjoyed
the scenic vista using nothing but electricity. The drive back home was pleasant, despite
the wind. With a maximum travel speed of 60 mph and use of some plug-supplied
electricity, the resulting average from that 198-mile journey was 61 MPG. I'd say that
was great efficiency.

10-04-2012

Fall. It has arrived. There was much to learn about the plug-in during Summer. I would
have liked to document it more with video. But I it took all the resources I had available
just to get a good jump on discovering what PHV has to offer. Sadly, the warm-season is
all too short here in Minnesota. Fall is nice, but accepting the transition can be a
challenge. There's a bit of denial that certain outdoor activities just plain aren't realistic
now. Anywho, the dropping temperatures will bring about additional discovery. The most
obvious is the pressing question of blocking the front grille. Fortunately, the answer is
simple. Yes, I will. The routine won't change because this Prius has a plug. The lower
part of the grille will be blocked entirely. The upper part will be exposed entirely. That
worked well in the 2010 model for the past 3 Winters. The engine still gets the air it
needs to operate, but the cooling of the coolant is greatly reduced in favor of retaining
that precious heat. I wait until the daily high no longer exceeds 55°F degrees. That's
when first notice warm-up taking longer. It's also when you fire up the heater... since
morning temperatures routinely are below freezing. Enjoying Fall colors has been the
hope, but the leaves are falling remarkably fast this year. There aren't any vibrant reds or
oranges either. It's not as exciting as other years. That's why focus is more on what
having a plug is like instead.
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10-04-2012

Leader? Taking some time to enjoy Fall colors, checking the stir from monthly sales
have been a low priority. But now that the weather is blustery (cold, rainy, windy, and
overcast), peaking into the online world is actually a nice change of pace. Kick back and
be amused, eh? Yup. Volt supporters are up to the same old spin... avoiding mainstream
comparisons and failing to mention the plug-in Prius is still only available in 15 states.
Whatever. The rest of us see what's really happening. I especially looked forward to
reading the comments from Detroit. With sales of Volt steady, the headline saying "Volt
expands its lead among rechargeable cars." had me wondering. Sales of Volt only
increased by 20, from 2,831 to 2,851. Sales for PHV increased from 1,047 to 1,652.
That's 605 more for Prius, reducing the gap not expanding it. Turns out, there was almost
nothing said online. People have grown tired of the nonsense. Even this on the big GM
forum didn't get much of a reaction: "Volt is doing well in it's market but that doesn't
make it a good car for GM." The progress is far slower than what's needed. It's obvious
attention has moved elsewhere. I kept it simple: The competition for Volt has been and
will continue to be GM's own product-line. Traditional vehicles hold a massive share of
the production and clearly remain the business-sustaining revenue source.

10-04-2012

Understanding Plug-In Hybrids. The difference between Prius PHV and Volt became
confusing when GM revealed thrust from the engine is used directly sometimes. The
purity of electric-only was suppose to set Volt apart, but it ended up not delivering upon
its own distinctiveness goal... making an understanding of approach & intent anything
but clear. Soon, Ford will enter the mix. Their plug-in hybrid blurs the technology
promotion further. That makes sense though. Each automaker must not impinge upon
other patents and each has its own expertise. Honda makes that point a big one. The
descriptions of their "Hybrid", "Engine", and "EV" drives are destined to be confused
with the operational modes their plug-in hybrid will offer. Fortunately, that's actually a
good thing. Rather than the looks-good-on-paper problem we've had to deal with so far,
people will turn to actual real-world data instead. Yeah! The fact that Honda's plug-in
hybrid doesn't rely on liquid cooling either will just be an important fact for those
understanding production costs. Consumers won't care. Consumers will care about
having a HOLD button though, which Honda offers. Of course, GM now offers that too.
So, there is hope. I'm thrilled that those we had viciously fought against it now claim
there was never any doubt of its benefit. PHV supporters remember though, since Toyota
offered it from day one. Long story short, the industry making progress toward
identifying standards & expectations for the masses. The rhetoric & propaganda is being
replaced by feature & data. That sure is a nice change.

10-04-2012

Jetta Hybrid. It looks like it finally will actually happen. With so much being invested
in diesel, it made everyone wonder how VW would ultimately compete. The hybrid will
be available the end of this year. $24,995, plus a $795 destination charge, is the price for
the base model. There will be a 27-horsepower electric motor combined with a 1.4 liter
turbocharged gas engine. They will be connected to a 7-speed dual-clutch transmission.
Maximum electric-only speed is expected to be 44 mph. The estimated efficiency is
expected to be 45 MPG combined. Both the automatic & manual diesels only offer an
estimate of 34 MPG combined... making the hybrid an obvious efficiency leader for their
product-line. No one has any idea how VW customers will respond. The hybrid is quite a
shift from their approach in the past. But with the price of both gas & diesel continuing to
rise, something needed to happen.
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10-04-2012

Wagon Sightings. Spending a few days up north sure revealed a surprise. The wagon
model of Prius (known as "v") certainly is popular. Away from the cities, that tends to
make sense. I can easily see the need for more cargo room out in the country. There were
plenty of regular models. But the lack of the smallest (known as "c") seemed to confirm
that impression. Routinely sightings of that many of a new offering being chosen is great.
Taping into another consumer demograph is exactly what was hoped for. Antagonists
claimed the other models of Prius would take away sales from the regular liftback.
Clearly, that didn't happen. Instead, sales have actually increased a little. Combine that
with sales of the new, you've got confirmation of growing demand. 2012 is working out
to be a really good year. That's quite a contrast to the multiple disasters in both 2011 and
2010. The competition should be pleased that the market itself is expanding. But in the
short-run, I bet they're not feeling that way.

10-05-2012

Emergency Stop! I had to hit the brakes really hard. It wasn't a case of slamming them
and hoping for the best with the anti-locks. This was a stop as fast as possible while
monitoring the obstacle in front and the vehicle following behind. A very large turkey
had wondered onto the road, which I was traveling on at 60 mph. It took up about half the
lane. That's a big bird. Hitting it with the Prius was obviously undesirable. Swerving into
the opposing lane wasn't an option. I had no choice but hope a controlled stop would do
the trick. It did. Phew! There was a strange sound though. Both me and my passenger got
pulled tightly back into our seats. The sound coincided with that. It was the shoulder
strap. I had no idea that in the event of an emergency, it would tighten up rather than just
lock as with vehicles of the past. That's a new safety feature I was unaware of. Sweet!
Discovering that made me really happy. The turkey was pretty happy too.

10-05-2012

Snow. It snowed this evening. The heater was running on a low fan-setting &
temperature the entire drive. Just like with the regular Prius, the plug-in kept the engine
off until the coolant dropped below 114°F. Unfortunately, our journey was over 50 miles
and the drive through town was really short. The rest was country highway cruising. So, I
don't really have much else to report yet. Though, during the brief warm-up period, I did
get an opportunity to try out the heated seats. The effect with the new synthetic leather
felt nice. Anywho, it won't be long before I block the lower grille. Fall was way too short
this year.
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10-06-2012

New Attack. Hype about Volt is long gone. The silence about last month's sales is
deafening. The big GM forum had virtually nothing to say. Several days later, on a new
thread specifically about Volt sales and speculation about a Voltec product-line, a new
attack emerged: "Comparing the 2011 4cyl Buick Lacrosse to the 2012 version with
eAssist yields an MPG improvement of 31.6% city and 20% highway based on EPA
ratings. Not too shabby IHMO yet for whatever reason, the inexpensive and effective
eAssist technology continues to get ridiculed and flogged by certain "hybrid snobs"... "
Among those listed as snobs, there was the big Prius forum, which was also called "antiGM". There are obvious attempts to build up a new following, since the old has
completely fallen apart. There are many names from the past gone now, enthusiasts
disenchanted from the rollout not meeting expectations. So this outcome really isn't a
surprise. It was inevitable something else would emerge to take the place of Volt's
struggle. Anywho, I had to respond to such a blatant attempt: Whatever reason? 29 MPG
combined is terrible! Taking about lowering our standards. Ford's hybrid Fusion delivers
47 MPG combined. Toyota's hybrid Camry delivers 41 MPG combined. In GM's own
words, it is a "stop gap" technology. How can it compete? Unlike the Ford & Toyota
designs, adding a higher capacity battery-pack and a plug isn't realistic either. What's the
point? There's a massive product gap between eAssist & Voltec too. What more reason
do you need?

10-06-2012

Dang Good. That was my assessment of the 168 miles of driving I did today. It started
with an ice-scraper. With the outside temperature at just 34°F, snow from the night
before wasn't melting quickly. There wasn't much, but it certainly was a taste of what's to
come. You sometimes forget about the bliss the warmth of Summer brings. But then
again, the cold-season can be fun too. It's quite different though. And with a plug-in
hybrid now, it's bound to be exciting. Anywho, I was up in northern Minnesota without
anywhere to plug in. So, I only had 1.2 miles of electricity available. With so little
remaining, the entire trip would basically be just with the engine supplying the energy. I
had a cargo area stuffed full, a passenger in front, and 2 bikes to carry on the back. It was
a great scenario to see how the Li-Ion battery-pack would perform compared to the
NiMH. Having done that same trip the same way in the past, I was expecting low 40's for
the outcome. Instead, the result was 47 MPG. That's pretty dang good. Heck, some
hybrids at their best cannot deliver that. This situation was far from ideal, yet the
efficiency was still worthy of celebration. Yeah!

10-06-2012

$4.69 Per Gallon. Why gas is currently that price in San Francisco is a bit of a mystery.
Other cities in California have also seen a sharp rise in price. It is a bit odd. Reason isn't
getting much attention though, timing is. There's a major political election rapidly
approaching and hybrids are poised to benefit significantly from gas trouble. When
consumer wallets & purses are squeezed, change happens. Embracing hybrids isn't a big
deal anymore either... the affordable models, that is. But with the price so high, even the
expensive ones may see a decent bump in sales. It's hard to predict how people will react.
After all, the monster-size guzzlers used for commuting have pretty much vanished
entirely. Now, we're seeing a steady growth in small cars and a drop in how much
consumers are willing to spend. It's a thought-provoking new trend. What will happen?
Some automakers will be well positioned. Some automakers will struggle to adapt.
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10-07-2012

Attack Escalation. Sure enough, the effort to divert rapidly degenerated into a full
blown attack. That was very easy to see coming. With so must being driven by emotion,
you cannot expect a constructive response. Rather than just answer the "What about the
product gap?" question asked, the focus shifted to Prius reliability, specifically the
transaxle. That's quite desperate considering how well proven it is. Ford uses a similar
approach too. But it's what happens when no other rebuttal is available. I found the
remark quite telling, especially since product offering was the topic. There was a
discussion about what GM's high-efficiency plans could be. Why not address the issue?
That seems quite appropriate. Needless to say, I didn't fall for it. My response was to
point out the situation and ask again: Red Herring responses to distract from the question
being asked say a lot about the situation. There is nothing available or even planned
between a 40 MPG traditional vehicle and a +100 MPG plug-in. We see the other
automakers revealing their designs to address the need with both advanced hybrids and
plug augmentation. From GM, there's eAssist and Voltec, nothing in between. The lack
of choice is missed opportunity. Asking again, what will GM do about that product gap?

10-07-2012

Backup Cameras. It looks like NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration) will be enforcing an improvement to passenger vehicles starting with
2014 model years. Comments about that have been mixed. I think it is a move long
overdue. This is the comment I posted: Prius has had a dashboard screen since 2000. It
seemed a no-brainer for other vehicles to also offer a visual interface, yet they didn't.
There's a large variety of feature which could be offered. Why the heck has it taken so
long? The fact that it took an act of Congress to finally issue a federal, mandate based on
a safety benefit goes to show how painfully slow the automotive industry is to accept
change... even something so obvious. Parking lots are filled with hazards a back-up
camera could easily reveal. Why didn't this happen much sooner? Think about our
younger generations. How many of them already carry a portable device with a screen,
many with a camera too. It's absurd that vehicles don't have that standard. Heck, screens
are ubiquitous with mp3-players and cell-phones. Look at how many aftermarket
navigation systems were sold because there wasn't a screen available in the dashboard
already to offer that option. But like other safety features of the past, it isn't much of a
surprise that the automotive industry was finally pushed to deliver this. They resist right
up to the bitter end rather than embracing improvement technology as it emerges.

10-07-2012

Future Mandates. I tossed this thought into the mix, quite curious what discussion it
will invite: Pre-Collision will likely become a safety mandate someday too. Having a
vehicle with short-range radar (a component of dynamic cruise-control) respond with an
sound & visual alert when it detects danger in front of the vehicle is an obvious
improvement. Mine has been triggered twice already over the past 6 months. In both
cases, I saw the danger at that same moment. But the heads up was really nice to have.
Another benefit is that it gives passengers, who are obviously less attentive, a notice...
since the driver will be too preoccupied to do so. Envisioning delay in widespread
offering of that feature is easy. Change for the better is usually met with lots of
resistance. Fortunately, resistance is futile.
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10-07-2012

Repeating History. We've heard this countless times before: "When you are above
40mpg, you are using little enough gas that another 10mpg, or even 20mpg increase
becomes insignificant." This part is new though, now that plug-ins are available: "Above
40~50mpg, the next step is to just go gas free, ala the Volt." That's what the attack
mutated into. It's hard to believe such an argument would even be attempted. But with so
much pressure now, the willingness to try isn't a surprise. My feedback was: I went from
50 MPG to 85 MPG. That means my annual 20,000 miles of travel will use roughly 165
gallons less gas. At $3.89 per gallons, that's $642 each year. From 40 MPG, that would
be around 265 gallons, about $1,031. Who will be convinced that's insignificant?
Consumers will see the difference, taking the cost of electricity and time to plug into
account. They'll wonder why GM doesn't offer a "Volt lite" model, an affordable choice,
then purchase one from another automaker. The next step is clearly not the current
configuration of Volt.

10-08-2012

Great Commute. The morning drive to work today sure was exciting. I hadn't taken the
route along the river for quite awhile... mostly due to road construction. That's over now.
Yeah! I now had the opportunity to indulge, enjoying a maximum speed of 55 instead of
70 mph. The slower roads usually mean a more relaxing flow, rather than speed variance
being all over the place. To my surprise, all but the final few lights were green too. It sure
was nice. Too bad I wasn't filming that particular experience. Oh well. I did get photos. A
stoplight caught me with just 0.8 miles of EV remaining. At that point, I had already
traveled 15.5 miles using only electricity. The quality my new camera can deliver for
screen captures is stunning too. A faster processor, extremely high resolution, and a very
large sensor really make a difference. The engine didn't start until traveling 16.1 miles.
When I finally parked, the total distance was 16.6 miles. The average displayed was 999
MPG. Is that a great commute or what?

10-08-2012

Need verses Want, part 1. The final page in the last chapter of a very long saga was
presented today. The founder of that daily blog for Volt is selling his Volt. He'll be
getting a C-Max Energi as a replacement. This upcoming plug-in hybrid from Ford
shares many design aspects in common with Prius PHV. We saw many signs leading up
to this, so there's no reason to dwell or even emphasize his particulars. It's frustrating to
know antagonists will make the decision personal anyway. We all knew something
would happen when his lease expired. But the assumption was that he'd simply upgrade
to a newer model then, not get a different plug-in. Needless to say, I had thoughts to
share on the big GM forum: I'm intrigued to see how the reaction to this plays out. Those
once very passionate enthusiasts frustrated with the struggle of Volt are having their
comments drown out by others now. They no longer have the voice they once enjoyed.
Those others see what Toyota has delivered and what Ford is about to, wondering why
Volt is supposedly "vastly superior" when evidence to the contrary is becoming easy to
find. Each time new information about Volt came out that revealed another goal had not
been achieved, they made up excuses. Who did they think would be convinced it was still
a design with high-volume potential? Sales have confirmed their worse fears too.
Acceptance is far slower than they even imagined. The demand isn't there to break out
beyond a niche. Ordinary buyers simply aren't interested. And how does attacking Prius
help? Geez! That's when you know things aren't going as planned.
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10-08-2012

Need verses Want, part 2. This was my follow up, after reading some not-so-kind posts
about the decision to sell: It's the classic want verses need situation. We've seen it before.
We'll see it again. We'd all like more power & capacity. But in the real-world, there are
other priorities. Volt enthusiasts were lured by the purity of EV and the belief it could be
affordable. That didn't happen though. It turned out to be an ideal not realistic for the
masses yet. The vehicle rolled out has disenchanted many. The technology will take time
to adapt, straying from what had been hoped for to a more practical design. Mainstream
consumers don't make purchases based on desire anymore. They did, but that world has
faded away as lessons from the past are learned. The market is different now. This is the
other shoe dropping. Gas is quickly getting very expensive and other automakers are
beginning to offer their designs. Remember, traditional vehicles continue to be the true
competitor. For a hybrid or plug-in hybrid to become a replacement for the masses, it
must fulfill the requirements those traditional vehicles do as well as offer much improved
emissions & efficiency.

10-09-2012

Need verses Want, part 3. When posts now contradict posts of the past, it's obvious
something isn't going as planned. Consider what changed. Finding that Volt enthusiasts
(those few remaining stubborn die-hards quoted many times here, not excited new
owners) have become hypocritical leaves you in a difficult position. The ideal is to
simply keep the discussion going in that direction. It sure it tempting though to point out
how what you supported years ago is the same as what they are now saying. In fact, I
even got a quote today to that effect: "Why doesn't anyone at GM listen?" It confirms the
same thoughts are being shared. Of course, I wondered that 5 years ago when details of
the Volt development didn't correspond with actual need. The executives & management
were setting goals based on what they wanted to deliver, not what mainstream consumers
had as purchase priorities. They weren't listening when we pointed the decision factors
considered by middle-market. It was as if nothing at all had been learned from TwoMode. Unfortunately, the enthusiasts liked what they were hearing and willingly
accepted promises at face value, without merit or even bothering to ask for detail. It was
terrible to watch. As it unfolded, more and more became disenchanted until there were
only niche buyers remaining. They called themselves "early adopters" but didn't
recognize how they differed from those who bought Prius in the early years. When
rollout finally did happen, things were a mess and rapidly got worse. Within a month, the
situation got really bad... so much so, that founder became curiously quiet. Then he sold
the website and basically disappeared. This was a person held in high respect by many,
including me. Then we got the news yesterday. That marked the end. Even those Volt
enthusiasts are now seeing what's really needed, how different that is from what they
wanted.
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10-09-2012

Steady Rain. It was a uncommon event. Rain like that has been infrequent, especially on
my daily morning commute. Conditions have been near the drought level, in fact. So
today when rain fell steady onto the highway, we all slowed down and got trapped in our
own congestion. It was a taste of what's to come this Winter, since even just a trace of
snow will cause slow commutes. Needless to say, I was excited. That was an opportunity
to observe a situation hypothesized countless times. How would the PHV handle it?
There's much more battery-capacity available than the regular model Prius. Running out
of electricity is quite typical when trapped in heavy traffic... especially when you have to
run the defroster to keep condensation from building up on the windshield inside. Now, I
had an ample supply available. The benefits of a plug were about to reveal themselves.
Guess what? They did. I happily drove along in that stop & slow traffic without any
worry of the engine starting from the demands of the morning mess. Heck, I could even
be quite generous with the accelerator-pedal. There was still 4.2 miles of EV estimated.
That was plenty to get be well beyond the chaos of those vehicles. In fact, that would
likely be enough to get me all the way to my parking spot. Guess what? It did. The 16.7
mile journey ended with 0.3 EV miles remaining and an average of 166 MPG. With
results like that in those conditions, you don't mind the traffic.

10-10-2012

Misrepresentation. Now that the situation & audiences changed, it was time to start a
new thread on the big Prius forum. It could serve as a venue to share observations. The
hope is to provide an opportunity to step back, no longer tying events of the past to
anything or anyone specific... a stab at starting fresh. Titled "Plug-In Prius
misrepresentation", I quite curious how members will respond. If nothing else, it is a
constructive endeavor to raise awareness. This is what I posted to get things going: I
started participating on other forums & blogs upon discovering incorrect information
about the upcoming Prius PHV (plug-in model) was being posted. That activity still
continues... even though owners are now providing real-world driving data to contradict
their claims. Worse yet, attempts to clarify are perceived by some as an effort to
undermine the competition. They use vague references to make your posts appear to
portray PHV as superior... even though the detail provided was simply clarification to
show misrepresentation. This thread was started to compile a list of common problems
those particular enthusiasts of the competition refuse to be constructive about. Feel free
to post your encounters.

10-10-2012

Grille Blocking. I started another new thread on the big Prius forum. That's something I
normally don't do, since it's usually better to let the new owners take charge. Then
owners with lots of experience & knowledge help by providing information for them. In
this case, it wasn't realistic. There are too few plug-in Prius owners in the north to make
that effective... and essentially, we're all basically new still. I'm aware of what to look for
though. So, I got us going with this: The practice of grille-blocking for Prius dates back a
number of years now. It is done to reduce warm-up time and to extend heat-retention
time. Both result in the improvement of efficiency & emissions during the winter months.
Lots of real-world data exists for the second & third generation liftback models of Prius,
but there isn't anything yet for the first plug-in. This new thread was created to collect
that information.
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10-10-2012

Coolant Temperature. This is the first of my observations, research prior to blocking
the grille: My commute (fast route) to work is 3 blocks of suburb driving, 9 miles of 70
mph highway, then the remaining 6.5 miles at speeds below 60 mph. I trigger the engine
at the second block by toggling the HV/EV button. Entry onto the highway and the entire
distance in the fast section in EV-BOOST mode, which usually delivers an average of
115 MPG. At the slowdown point, I noted the coolant temperature had risen to 172°F
with the outside temperature at 34°F and the grille not blocked yet. Unfortunately, I
didn't note what the coolant high-temperature was back when it was still summer while
driving that same route. Oh well. 34°F is quite warm for winter in Minnesota anyway. It
will get much, much colder. Anywho, the next 5.5 miles of driving were all in EV mode,
with the engine off. That meant the coolant would cool fairly quick without any of the
grille blocked. To my delight, it didn't too much. When the engine did eventually start
back up, the temperature was 118°F. While driving that final stretch, I watch the
temperature rise to 132°F and the overall efficiency drop to 155 MPG.

10-10-2012

Sunset Photos. I was running an errand after work, driving along the river valley. The
sun was setting. With the ceiling of clouds opened up just enough on the horizon for the
sun to peak out, I was starting to get excited... and a bit concerned. I had my new camera
along with me. I had studied the settings and felt confident I could take sunset photos at a
moment's notice. That time had arrived... but where? I needed an open area with nothing
but trees in the background and enough length to allow the capture of a wide cloudscape.
Could I find such a location within the next few minutes? There was a park down in the
valley itself. I wondered... then took the chance. Yeah! It appeared to be a good choice.
But dang, there was someone right behind me appearing to be concerned I had the same
idea. Sure enough. Fortunately, she didn't want her vehicle in her photos and wanted
close-ups instead. Stopping at the location I abruptly chose made us both quite happy.
We both snapped up a bunch of photos. It just a few minutes, the dazzling array of
rapidly changing colors was just a memory. Phew! I actually got a bunch of nice sunset
photos, the first with my Prius PHV. And to my delight, the special LED lights on my
advanced model look stunning in that particular situation. See... photo album 178

10-11-2012

Discredit Efforts. They continue. That shouldn't be a surprise to anyone anymore. In
fact, spin has become an expectation. At this point, we've basically heard it all too. You
say something, they change it. They say something, they change it. Sticking to facts just
plain doesn't happen; acknowledging goals doesn't either. Strangely, that's kind of a good
thing. It confirms progress is being made. Rather than speculation as in the past, we now
know. The denial of certain individuals makes it rather obvious: "Every owner I know
doesn't get the EPA in their Prius - or "massages" the data like John." Statements like
that will be amusing to read back again later, as a reminder once that person finally
moves on. The antagonists do eventually give up. But they hold on until evidence
contradicting them becomes overwhelming. Here's what I contributed: I set the cruisecontrol on my trip up north last week. In HV mode to preserve the EV for later and with
2 bikes on back, the 168-mile drive resulted in an average of 48 MPG. Despite that
aerodynamic compromise and letting the car manage speed, I still came within 1 MPG of
the EPA. The entire trip, driving up there without the bikes, then the return home came to
a total of 701 miles. That distance had 2 recharges, using 6.2 kWh total, including
charging losses. The displayed gas consumption was 10.24 gallons. That works out to an
overall of 68.5 MPG. The real-world data speaks for itself. Attempts to spin & discredit
won't undermine that.
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10-11-2012

6 Miles. My most recent example of intention misrepresentation of the plug-in Prius was
to spin the EPA sticker mention of "6 miles" as the only capacity available for EV. The
troublemaker totally disregards detail of the measurement itself, pretending the reality of
the engine shutting off after that high-demand moment at the 6-mile mark doesn't
happen. They want you to believe the entire plug-in capacity is already depleted then and
absolutely refuse to acknowledge you've actually got more than half remaining still. My
personal highest is 17.5 miles. The other day, I got 16.1 miles. Neither was an effort to
milk EV distance either. It just worked out that way. Most of the time it's close to 13
miles... which clearly higher than 6. In the past, I found those efforts to undermine
frustrating. Now, the feeling has transformed to vindication. Such an obvious attempt to
mislead confirms the real-world results Prius PHV delivers are better than they had
hoped.

10-11-2012

100 MPGe Combined. That's the big news today. It's the official rating C-Max Energi
just earned. (108 city and 92 highway are the other MPGe values.) This upcoming plugin hybrid from Ford has a higher combined value than Volt, which gets 98 MPGe. So,
you can imagine the stir online by tomorrow. Prius PHV delivers 95 MPGe. A smaller
battery-pack (4.4 kWh compared to 7.5 kWh) made the outcome quite predictable. In
fact, that's why Toyota & Ford are thought of more as allies rather than true competitors
of each other. They share the goal of wanting to produce an affordable plug-in for the the
masses, soon. That's quite different from Volt, which has transformed into a long-term
venture instead. Replacing traditional vehicles starts with delivering something realistic
for high-volume sales right away. This is what we are seeing emerge now. The timing is
great. The rating is great. The excitement is building.

10-11-2012

C-Max Spin. It only took a matter of hours. Rather than allow attention to focus on Volt,
there's a clear effort to keep the spotlight on Prius instead... by demeaning it. That
figures. Ironically, that's a great way to get people to abandon GM hope. A good old
fashion rivalry between Ford & Toyota will be great. That will benefit both... leaving the
Volt enthusiasts without an audience. Anywho, this was the first attempt that emerged:
"The c-max hybrid and plug-in versions are better versions of the Prius. I've heard that
you can reasonably drive the c-max in all electric mode (unlike the Prius where if you
sneeze the gas motor comes on)." I found that rather amusing, since it's so easy to
disprove. This is how I responded: How much longer can that misrepresentation of Prius
continue? Currently, claiming the engine starts from anything but the lightest pedal touch
is easy... since many people still assume behavior based on old reports. My guess is
within 3 months of nationwide rollout that will end. The bigger battery-pack offers more
electricity to draw. That translates directly to more propulsion power. A simple test-drive
experience reveals a Prius that easily handles suburb driving without gas; however, that
isn't the point of a plug-in hybrid. The point is to deliver a significant emission &
consumption reduction. The message of "all electric" is promotional angle, not a goal.
And when the engine does run, you still get over 100 MPG while electricity is available.
What's wrong with that?
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10-12-2012

More Data. Here's yesterday's observations, without the grille blocked yet: It was 43°F
outside. Traffic on the 70 mph stretch was pretty routine, except for the big trunk
merging out at the 9-mile mark. That caused me to slow down a half-mile sooner, to 60
mph... which caused the engine to shut off. At that point, the coolant had warmed up to
175°F. I almost made it the 16-mile mark (specifically to 15.9) entirely in EV mode
before running out of electricity. The coolant temperature had cooled down to 118°F by
then. A few minutes later, arriving at my destination with coolant warmed back up to the
point where the engine shut back off. The act of running brought the temperature up to
132°F and topped off the battery-pack enough to allow electric-only driving in HV mode.
And I did, to the ramp and up to my usual parking spot without the engine. There, the
display said I had traveled a total of 16.7 miles and had an overall average of 163 MPG.

10-12-2012

Still More Data. Today's observations were intriguing. Starting out at 34°F outside, I
thought it would closely resemble the first day's data collecting. Instead, the coolant
temperature was a little cooler and the engine wasn't needed anymore once reaching the
slowdown point. I drove along the 70 mph stretch with commute traffic, noting 163°F at
the usual the 9.5-mile mark where it changes to 55 mph. Then the system automatically
switched to EV from EV-BOOST, remaining like that all the way until I parked. There
was enough electricity available to complete the journey without gas. That was
unexpected. What a nice surprise. At that point (16.7 miles total), the coolant temperature
had dropped to 107°F. That means if I would have desired warmth from the heater, the
engine would have started specifically for that purpose, since the threshold is 114°F.
Fortunately if it does run, some EV distance is replenished too. That's a nice side-benefit
from the warming process. Anywho, the outcome was quite pleasing. The overall average
was 192 MPG. Now, I'm more curious than ever about the effect grille-blocking will
have.

10-12-2012

C & Classic. As I was taking an afternoon stroll with my sweetheart to plug-in the Prius,
I just happened to notice a very very exciting scene approaching. There in one lane was a
c model Prius. Immediately next to it was a Classic model. What a remarkable sight!
There was a decade difference between the two of them. Side by side, they got closer.
We both watched as the two different yet rather similar Prius drove by. It was quite a rare
event, one which I can foresee never happening again. After all, there weren't that many
Classics in the first place. To see it in formation with its own successor several
generations later made it a moment to remember... and cherish. You cannot get much
better confirmation of success than something like that. It was very exciting to
experience, especially with someone special.
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10-12-2012

No Gas. What a bizarre experience. A good friend and I were making a run out to the
recycler with a refrigerator. With his guzzler towing a trailer, seeing the price of gas at
$3.58 per gallon was quite a compelling sight. Why the heck was it so low? It's $3.79
everywhere else. We decided to take advantage of the opportunity. As we were pulling
up to a pump, I pointed out that particular one appeared to be out of service. There was a
plastic bag on the handle to indicate that. Strangely, the next pump down had one as well.
Looking over to the next row, those did too. What the heck? Others appeared to be at
pumps, but something didn't seem right. We stopped. Grabbed the pump. Then there was
an announcement over the loud-speaker... no gas. Huh? At that moment, a big tanker
arrived. Things started to make sense. That must have been a clearing out of summerformula gas. The low price was to empty the station. And it did! We didn't bother
waiting. My gas was the winter-formula arrival would instantly bring a price increase.
What an odd event to witness, especially since he and I both own Prius.

10-12-2012

43 MPG. Looking at the very first photo of the battery-pack in C-Max Energi, you
quickly realize the unique circumstance Prius is in. Ford did what people envisioned a
plug-in hybrid would be... a significant portion of the cargo area consumed by battery. It
appears to be just under half the height of the space below the cover shade. So there's
decent room still, but the loss of a flat floor-to-seat region for something like a bike is
gone. That's something Toyota didn't want to sacrifice. Prius has everything squeezed
underneath. The C-Max storage tradeoff is greater battery-capacity, which equates to
further EV travel and more power. But it's not like Toyota won't offer that later anyway.
Diversity is the key. And of course, the smaller pack in Prius means a lower price to pay
and greater efficiency after depletion... which leads to the mention of 43 MPG. We just
discovered today that the plug-in model of C-Max gets that rather than the 47 MPG the
regular hybrid does. That's more of a difference than anyone expected. How will those
considering the plug-in model see that? 43 is still pretty good.

10-13-2012

Suburb Driving. This is another one of those misrepresentations brought up countless
times in the past that hopefully will finally just fizzle out. No matter how much I posted
my observations (from the early model PHV back in 2010) that a light foot on the pedal
wasn't needed in suburb driving to prevent the engine from starting back up, certain
individuals absolutely refused to accept it. My hill climb out of the valley in EV was
simply dismissed. Heck, quite a few times the response them saying it was impossible to
start up the plug-in within the engine running. That was very frustrating, knowing they
didn't care about actual facts. Saying whatever they wanted to undermine Prius was their
intent... because there was so little data available to contest their statements. It's rapidly
becoming easier to dispute. The feeling is a transformation to vindication. Phew! I really
enjoy errand-running on weekends using nothing but electricity. The darting around town
seemed like such a chore in the past. The smooth & silent is a refreshing experience. Of
course, how fast the engine shuts off after having warmed up is nice too. It stops freaky
fast after a hard acceleration.
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10-13-2012

EV-BOOST. The term itself was coined to identify the misrepresentation taking place...
over and over again. So many times, I'd read the implication that once you exceed the
62.1 mph (100 km/h) speed threshold the benefit of having plug-supplied electricity was
lost. Those with ill intent would vaguely state EV mode was no longer available at faster
speeds, hoping readers would make the incorrect assumption that HV mode was the only
alternative. EV-BOOST is an automatic extension of EV mode, resulting in much more
electricity being drawn from the battery-pack than would happen in HV mode. This
allows the engine to run at a much slower RPM, resulting in less gas being consumed. I
really enjoy seeing 100 MPG displayed on the screen while cruising along at 70 mph.
Who cares whether or not there is EV purity? How long would you be able to maintain
that electric-only drive anyway? Why not take advantage of the gas engine sharing
battery power? Isn't the goal to get the technology out to the masses soon?

10-13-2012

Answer To Volt. That particular misrepresentation really got me going in the past. Of
course, that was the purpose of antagonists. They knew that wasn't actually the case, but
it gave the impression of Volt being "vastly superior" without any actually data to prove
it. They'd claim Toyota was scrambling to deliver a plug-in to compete. In return, I'd
asked "Who is the market for Volt?" We all knew one vehicle was intended for the
masses and the other featured attributes appealing to a niche, but they'd refuse to
acknowledge that. When would it ever make sense to compare a vehicle with an engine
triple the capacity of another? Yet, that's exactly what they did. The plug-in Prius being
real-world tested at the time had a 5.2 kWh battery-pack, the Volt had 16 kWh. (Now, it
is just 4.4 kWh.) No one in middle-market was asking for that kind of range or power.
Requests were for something offering much improved efficiency at an affordable price.
Toyota delivered a system way back in 2003 that was capable of 100 km/h (62.1 mph)
using only electricity. Problem was, the batteries of that time were very large, very
heavy, low-capacity, and very expensive. A plug simply wasn't realistic. Lots of waiting
was required for the battery technology to advance. Those antagonists didn't want you to
know that history, so they'd spin it to make the upcoming plug-in appear to be an afterthought retrofit rather than the plan-ahead it actually was. Whether or not that effort to
misrepresent will continue remains to be seen. Hopefully, simply raising awareness about
it will help prevent that.
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10-13-2012

Clueless Conclusions. How does one deal with such screwed up facts: "The Prius PlugIn went on sale last fall and last spring was among the fastest-selling cars in the U.S. In
some months, it even outpaced Volt. GM fought back with Volt leases..." It didn't go on
sale last fall. That's just when pre-orders were submitted. All you were doing was
reserving one with your choice of options. The commitment to actually purchase didn't
occur until after the car was delivered to the dealer in the spring. Some people chose not
to. For those that did, that sale was counted then... having nothing to do with last fall. The
concentration of pre-order deliveries gave a false impression of sudden demand. Did the
writer have any clue about what really happened? You get the impression of strong
growth, which wasn't the case. Of course, reading about GM fighting back is misleading
anyway. With Volt approaching 2 years since rollout began and 1 year availability
nationwide, how does that even compete with the plug-in Prius still being only available
in 15 of the 48 states? We appear to be back to the filler reports again... stuff written
without research about high-efficiency vehicles just to stimulate the publication. They
draw whatever conclusion they want to keep readership active. Historical accuracy
doesn't matter. Outcome doesn't either. Sadly, even goals are absent. It's a bit of a mess at
the moment. Ugh.

10-13-2012

Mile After Mile. There's another commercial now promoting the Prius family. It's very
similar to the other, the same animated world with the regular Prius driving by interesting
& relevant scenery. Then, there's a clever camera angle change to reveal other models
behind it. It's a great way to continue to raise awareness about more than just a single
Prius being available now. You don't even need sound to understand what you're seeing.
It's quite obvious. That does a great job of confirming Toyota's commitment to hybrids
too. Even if you know nothing at all about Prius history, seeing there are 4 to choose
from compels you to investigate... which works out fantastic for those of us sharing realworld experiences online. Also, the line "a Prius for everyone" hits competitors in a big
way. Volt's lack of diversity is becoming much more apparent now. I was greeted with
hostile responses prior to rollout, when I pointed out the one-size-fits-all approach would
become a problem. Back then, they didn't expect a Prius family or for Ford to deliver
choices so soon. We have automakers readying to deliver and Toyota already well
positioned. Viable options for middle-market is very exciting.
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10-14-2012

Most Worrisome. There are two topics which continually stir passionate response.
When a discussion about Volt had been brought up in the past, the topic had been price.
But since that is now overwhelmingly obvious, not much time is spent on it anymore. So,
the question has become what makes a supporter worry the most now. It would appear to
be the one-size-fits-all problem. Lack of diversity is a violation of basic business
practice. You don't put all your eggs in one basket. Supporters were hoping there's
enough time to delay that particular issue. Now, it has become difficult to conceal it as a
shortcoming. The technology needs to be spread to offer choice. We get confirmation of
that too. Threads often bring it up. A recent twist has changed that though. Ford's ability
to deliver two hybrids offering 47 MPG makes the 37 from Volt stand out, especially
when hearing reports of how often plug-in Prius owners get 50 MPG. Turns out, that stirs
some intense reaction. Facts put the pressure on too, making them really worry. It's too
bad they didn't want to acknowledge the concern 2.5 years ago, when that Freedom-Drive
publicity stunt highlighted that as important to address. Some still don't. Instead, we got
yet another one of those gross generalizations about driving patterns... which is very hard
to believe at this point. Oh well. I was happy to contribute my real-world data: That
statement of "The plug-in Prius delivers a solid 50 MPG after depletion." is very easy to
confirm. This weekend provided the perfect example of deviation from any pattern. It's
something quite normal which throws travel estimates into disarray. That's what realworld is all about. In this case, we had a family get together to celebrate a birthday. I
didn't have an opportunity to recharge. All driving today was powered entirely with the
gas engine, 85 miles total. The result was an average of 55 MPG.

10-15-2012

Data Collecting. I enjoy it. With the seasons changing, you really don't know for certain
what will happen. My collecting of data is becoming a source of intrigue, since I know
how cold it will get in 2 months. Then 3 months from now, it will be the dead of Winter
here in Minnesota. That sure will be interesting with a plug-in Prius. The regular model
certainly brings a new experience to those unfamiliar with the importance of keeping
warm and still being efficient... especially when it comes to warm-up on short-trips. But
since my morning commute is farther than battery-capacity and warmth for the heater
comes from the engine, my interest is specifically on heat retention. Today, as usual, I
fired up the engine prior to climbing up the ramp onto the 70 mph highway. It was 45°F
outside. Traffic was flowing just under the speed limit. There was no need for the heater.
At the 9-mark, traffic slowed and the engine shut off... automatically swapping the
system to EV mode from EV-BOOST. The coolant temperature was 168°F. To my
delight, it was another one of those commutes where the engine never restarted. In fact, I
finished the 16.7-mile drive this time with 0.1 miles remaining. The result was a pleasing
192 MPG. Coolant had cooled to 100°F. Now, I'm more curious than ever what the
results will be after blocking the lower-grille entirely.

10-15-2012

Persona Special Edition. Toyota announced a new package for the liftback Prius today.
It's between 3 & 4 with some distinct changes to make it visually distinct. The most
obvious uniqueness will be a color choice of Black Cherry Pearl. On the exterior, there
will also be 17-inch alloy wheels. On the interior, there will be charcoal colored SofTex
material with black accents and red stitching along with a few other differences to make
it stand out. At $27,130 for the MSRP, you can envision those wanting a Prius that has a
little bit of character of its own seeking out this particular package. It's good to see the
variety expanding.
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10-15-2012

Another Sunset. This time, I was driving by a lake. I could see the sunset beginning to
emerge, but was quite uncertain about where I'd actually be able to park. I wanted to
someone see the lake through the line of trees, to show the reflection of pink on it rather
than clouds only. This time, I only had about 2 minutes to decide what photos to take. It
was quite fortunate I just happened to be in the area at the time. That opportunity could
have easily been miss. Thankfully, I didn't. Settings for the new camera were now
familiar too. I was well prepared this time. Hopefully, you can tell... photo album 178

10-16-2012

5 Seconds. Today was forecast to be the warmest day we'll see here in Minnesota for a
long time. That equated to 57°F on the morning commute. I toggled the HV/EV button to
start the engine. It shut off at the 9.5-mile mark. Coolant temperature got up to 168°F.
The remainder of the trip wasn't the usual all EV though. Unlike my other days of data
collection, switching from the 55 mph road to 50 mph included a hard acceleration. The
engine ran for roughly 5 seconds. That caused coolant to rise from 136 to 139°F. The
remainder of the 16.7-mile route was with just electricity. There was 0.5 miles of EV left
upon parking. The average was 198 MPG. Coolant had dropped to 121°F. My curiosity
about Winter is definitely rising.

10-16-2012

Bailout & Gas. The presidential debate brought up favorite topics of mine. Gas prices
and the bailouts got a surprising amount of attention. I enjoyed seeing of how one
particular candidate stated his goal was to have us become energy independent but then
in the same breath mentioned approving an oil pipeline from Canada. Since when are
those provinces to our north part of the United States? He also mislead about the price of
gas, claiming it was only $1.87 when the president first took office. Leaving out
important details is how the "being vague" aspect of greenwashing works. Failing to
mention that was when the economy collapsed and that gas was $4 before that is one
heck of a detail to omit. People fall for that type of misleading though. It's really
unfortunate. The same is true with the bailout. They exclude to give a false impression.
True, the initial loans were paid back, but our government still owns 500 million shares
and their market value has already resulted in a loss of about $9 each. There's spin about
drilling permits too. It's all so frustrating to know reality doesn't match what's being
claimed. Anywho, it's at least reassuring those topics are getting attention. In the past, we
were actually encouraged to guzzle... because it was "good for the economy". Aren't
politics fun?

10-17-2012

HV Compare. My data collection for grille-blocking had an unexpected opportunity. It
was 55°F this morning, very close to yesterday's temperature at the same time along the
same route. That meant a great chance to do a direct compare. I'd use regular HV mode
instead of EV-BOOST. The result at the 9.5-mile mark was 188°F, warmer by 20
degrees. That was interesting. At that point, I switched over to EV mode, continuing the
commute to my usual parking spot. There I observed 136°F as the final coolant
temperature, 15 degrees warmer than yesterday. Losing more on the high end tends to
make sense. Later with much colder conditions outside and the grille-blocked, the
retention of heat will be of upmost intrigue. Of course, what got me on this particular
drive was the end result. It was 108 MPG with a surprising 5.0 miles of EV still
remaining. For having traveled 16.7 miles, that's pretty darn good. In other words, I could
have easily went over 20 miles without any worry of dropping below 100 MPG. Gotta
like that.
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10-17-2012

Unplugged By Someone Else. I needed to make an unexpected trip to the mall this
evening, without any electricity available. There are plug-in stations there, something I
wouldn't usually be able to take advantage of living so close. The price had been recently
dropped, now $0.49 per kWh. This happenstance was too good to pass up. There at the
mall, I went about my business, checking charging status along the way. I suddenly got a
text stating: "Your vehicle has stopped charging at ... because the plug has been
removed." With so few plug-in vehicles here, especially near closing. That wasn't a good
message. Something was wrong. Sure enough, I spotted someone walking away from my
Prius then getting into his to sit and observe. Laying down on the ground was the plug.
He had absolutely no reason to be touching it. Were his actions just out curiosity or an illintent encounter? Needless to say, I silently drove away without doing anything other
than returning the plug to its holster. Hopefully, that was a rare situation.

10-18-2012

Demand Spin. It was interesting to read an article from Detroit with this title: "Electric
car market is badly in need of a charge." A graphic started out with this setting
expectations: "Problems for battery cars". Seeing that in bold print above a chart with
numbers and images of vehicles was a bad sign, especially before any wording. This is
what followed: "Sales of electric and plug-in hybrids cars have not lived up to
expectations." The tone was pretty obvious. The expectations themselves were never
explained either. For that matter, the count of Prius PHV didn't have a disclaimer
pointing out that it was only available in 15 states. It was all quite vague... the same old
spin we've come to expect. They paint a picture of demand by leaving out detail. This
time though, GM had a featured vehicle. Volt was the dominant plug-in, which indeed
has been struggling. Next came Nissan with Leaf, who's sale projections were much
lower than Volt. But again, leaving out particulars leaves you to believe something else...
especially when seeing the counts for Ford and Mitsubishi. Naturally, only the American
sales were mentioned. Also, we know much will change by next year when C-Max
Energi, Honda Accord plug-in, and Prius PHV all become available nationwide. But with
politics so hot of a topic now and government bailouts & tax-credits along with gas
prices getting so much attention, this view of demand is no surprise. 2013 seems so far
away.
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New Topic: Unplugged. I has no idea how much attention my thread would draw. It's an
entirely new topic no one has ever addressed, since the circumstances are so unique.
Boldly going... Anywho, many are jumping in to contribute their thoughts. As for me, I'm
glad my decision was to just quietly drive away. Who knows how a confrontation would
have brought. This was my follow up: Basically, there's no reason to ever interrupt a
charging session, regardless of who. Once a recharge is complete, then someone
immediately plugging into their vehicle with that same plug is acceptable. That's why
some chargers offer 2 parking spots. Nothing good comes from walking away after
having laid the plug down on the ground... which is exactly what happened to me. We
also face the reality of a plug-in spot being used by a traditional vehicle. The term we
identify that situation by is saying the spot was ICED, since the vehicle parked there
preventing you from using the charger has only an ICE (Internal Combustion Engine).
Sometimes people just don't care. It's tempting to setup my GoPro camera to capture an
unplug event on film. But hopefully, what I experienced will be quite rare. Then again,
such occurrences would serve as a source for finally overcoming the belief that a crossautomaker alliance really is possible. Volt rhetoric of the past had strong roots in brand
loyalty rather than the motive of high-volume sales. Moving beyond that by way of
traditional-vehicle supporter backlash could happen. Reasons for bonding often come
from unexpected sources.

10-19-2012

Cold Start. Those attempting to misrepresent PHV would claim the starting of a cold
engine following plug-in capacity depletion would result in terrible emissions &
consumption. That was a big antagonist topic prior to rollout, but not anymore. Proof
quickly emerged from owners that the battery-pack had a reserve not included in the EV
miles estimate, specifically set aside for the warm-up process. The system doesn't
actually start a cold engine the way the rhetoric claimed it would. The RPM is kept under
1500, rather than revving high as people would assume. That provides the opportunity for
warming without strain, preventing it from being dirty & inefficient. It's too bad they
took advantage of the lack of real-world data rather than just considering system design
and goals of the past. But with that other plug-in struggling to meet its own self-imposed
sales goals, the misrepresentation was no surprise.
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Change Happens. The transition away from conflict of the past has been a welcome
expectation. It's finally happening. And of all things, I just happened to contribute in a
very unexpected way. The active thread resulted in more thoughts on the situation:
Getting a heads up on my phone from both ChargePoint (the charger) & Entune (Toyota's
service) about charging being interrupted is nice. ChargePoint's latest upgrade gives you
notification when recharging is almost complete, detecting that rate is slowing. You
automatically get the following text: "Your vehicle plugged into ... is drawing very little
power and my be fully charged." It also provides a phone number. If an unplug incident
happens to me again, I won't hesitate to call. That way, ChargePoint will have it on
record and will report to the owner that preventative measures may need to be taken.
Heck, they might even have some handy suggestions available too. In the event of
charger sharing (2 spots, 1 charger), knowing that your recharge is almost complete gives
you the opportunity to offer the charger to the other vehicle as soon as it becomes
available. It will be rather interesting as time proceeds. There was a lot of animosity
about PHV from Volt enthusiasts in the past. Fortunately, that's faded away as those
concerns sighted actually transpired. We are now looking at an upcoming year with plugin hybrids from Toyota, Ford, and Honda. The diverse variety of choices repositions the
approach to plug-in support.

10-19-2012

EV Goal. How many times does that come up in discussions? We continuously hear the
misrepresentation of PHV stated in terms of an EV goal. In fact, that's by far the biggest
argument used against it. Why? It's a plug-in hybrid. When has there ever been a
statement made that its purpose to offer electric-only travel? For over a decade, the goal
has been to significantly reduce emissions & consumption. Each generation has brought
improvements to engine, motor, and battery. Who says that intent has now changed?
What's wrong with getting 100 MPG on your daily commute? At what cost is the
efficiency tradeoff too much? Remember, vehicles purchased in high volumes are those
which offer a balance. So what if other vehicles favor more of a particular aspect. There
are always going to be luxury, sport, and niche vehicles. Those aren't what middlemarket buy though. Just like with computers, there's always something faster or with
more capacity... but that doesn't make it the better choice... especially if it isn't necessary.

10-19-2012

Maximum Capacity. Did you know that hybrids don't drain their batteries entirely?
Avoiding deep-discharges is how they achieve longevity to match the lifetime of the
vehicle. People often allow their portable devices to exceed the safe tolerance. That
reduces the battery's total capacity... eventually taking it to the point of basically being
worthless... hence having to replace the battery. Hybrids prevent that by running their gas
engine to power a generator for electricity when the battery gets low. The plug-in variety
offers a plug to supplement that. Both types strive for the same goal, but not all
automakers choose the same depletion point. They make assumptions about vehicle
usage, environmental conditions, and battery chemistries. Toyota plays it safe, cutting off
Prius PHV at 63%. That means the engine unconditionally fires up when reaching the
point of only having 37% of the overall capacity remaining. You aren't allowed more.
Stopping sooner means less electricity is available, but it helps to guarantee ample battery
performance later in life. Is that too conservative? Ford seems to think so, stopping with
their Energi system at 75% instead. Allowing a draw down to 25% may be fine or may
turn out to be a damaging idea. We truly won't know for many years. The things people
will do to their plug-in is still very much unknown. The market is quite diverse.
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$3.32 Per Gallon. The price of oil is staying around $90 per barrel now. Having settled
there means the price of gas has dropped to where you'd expect, somewhere around $3.29
per gallon. The recent spike sure caused some excitement. It's nice to see lower. A docile
rollout of the plug-in hybrids is the preferred approach. I couldn't imagine how we'd
handle a crazed demand crunch. That's when expectations get out of hand. People tend to
panic rather easy. Of course, they fall for hype rather easy too. High ticket purchases
aren't something you just want to jump into blindly. The real-world experiences early
owners share really make a difference. We don't even have Winter data yet. It won't take
long to get annual results though. Then we can begin to establish realistic expectations.
I'm 7 months into ownership already. Gas prices staying relatively low in the meantime
will help matters. After all, supply is quite limited and will remain that way for awhile.

10-20-2012

New Fallout. An article yesterday revealed the growing problem GM is facing,
something few typical enthusiasts have considered... consequences supporters have been
avoiding. So, I posted the following on the big GM forum, where Volt discussion has
pretty much grow silent lately... likely due to the lack of good news and attention having
shifted over to Ford's upcoming plug-in hybrid: Production goals are set for good reason.
An automaker must match supply with demand. Underestimating means paying a
premium for extra parts and overtime for the workers, which cuts into profit.
Overestimating means having to slash prices to reduce inventory but continue to pay
worker while production is idle, which cuts into profit. In other words, not meeting
expectations has consequences. Decisions eventually must be made as a result. This
thread celebrates Volt leading September sales among plug-in vehicles, but does not
address supply/demand issues. In the past, we've heard every excuse imaginable. It didn't
matter much though. There was time to resolve still. That time is running out now. An
article published yesterday points out how the production of battery cells for Volt never
transferred from South Korea to Michigan. What does that mean for Volt next year? In
the case of plug-in hybrids like Prius PHV and C-Max Energi, the only real difference
between them and the no-plug model is basically just the battery-pack. That design
approach provides flexibility to sell more or less of the plug-in model, allowing it to
adjust supply based on demand with less overhead than the one-size-fits-all Volt.
Reducing exposure is very important for business-sustaining profit. Not having any
alternative available, like a second model of Volt with a smaller battery-pack, leaves it
very exposed. Every aspect of production relies entirely upon sales of a single
configuration. What will GM do? We're seeing sales of Cruze (25,787), Sonic (7,525),
and Spark (2,223) rise significantly. That puts the record high of 2,851 for Volt with
heavy incentives (price discounts & tax-credits, plus lots of advertising) into perspective.
So even without considering the plug-in choices from other automakers, the problem
within GM itself should be clear. The monthly counts favor emphasis on traditional
vehicles, not setting large production goals for Volt.
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Rebuttal Material. That was requested today. It was nothing we haven't dealt with
countless times already. I provided: Who is considered a hater? In the past, it was anyone
who felt threaten that they'd somehow be forced out of their guzzler. Thankfully, it's not
that bad anymore. Arguments focusing on the battery are dying fading too. Of course, the
rebuttal to that is just pointing out what actually happens with the acquisition of oil.
People really don't want to acknowledge that situation. My guess is those opposing
hybrids stems from two sources. First, they really don't understand how the technology
works. They make assumptions, which is easy to do considering how much incorrect,
outdated, and misleading information there is still. Change is very difficult when there's
uncertainty. Second, they have strong loyalty to an automaker or the domestic market. In
that case, they'll say just about anything. Excuses are frequent & abundant. We've heard
it all. Ultimately, the real-world data speaks for itself. Experiences shared by owners is
what gets people to take another look, to overcome what they had previously thought or
felt.

10-21-2012

Standard Household Outlet. A plug-in sale was lost today. The cause was a salesperson
misleading the person into thinking a charging-station was required to recharge the Prius
PHV. We don’t know whether or not that was unintentional or a misunderstanding. You
could see how an informed salesperson would want to convey the steps required to have
the high-speed recharge ability at home. But in that same process, it would be very easy
to skip over the basics… failing to mention that the installation isn’t necessary. Just an
ordinary standard household outlet is all that’s actually needed. The 120-volt connection
already in your garage is what the included charger uses. Long story short, this person
today ended purchasing a 2012 instead… not finding out he didn’t have all the
information he needed to properly make the decision until after it was too late. Needless
to say, this will now be an important detail mentioned often when discussing the plug-in
model. We don’t want to hear of buyer’s remorse caused by a salesperson’s
inattentiveness.

10-22-2012

Software Updates. Remember when there was one for the 2004 Prius? There were cries
of owner's lives being at risk. It was like the world was coming to an end. More recently,
the word "recall" was given a stigma to represent something exclusively to deal with a
serious problem and not include improvements & preventative measures. So now when
there’s a similar software update needed for Volt, what do you think happened?
Nothing… a reaction like we should have had all along. It's too bad GM had invested in
and depended upon guzzlers so heavily back then. The enthusiasts have transformed from
favoring large SUVs to expensive plug-in hybrids. That's a definite change for the better.
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Ugh. When they accuse you of being loyal, being paid, or just lying, you know all has
been lost. There's no chance of constructive discussion at that point. Heck, you can't even
get useful observations or opinions anymore. They stopped trying. We all knew the
inability to grow sales would result in some type of fallout. Apparently, that's how the
most hopeful of enthusiasts are expressing their assessment of the situation. Reaction
manifesting in the form of unsupported & unrealistic claims is quite understandable,
predictable even. Too bad it came to this. Needless to say, the topic is Volt. With the
industry setting their sights on what the other automakers will be doing next year, lack of
substance from GM just doesn't cut it. Change only comes from the market actually
embracing something... not endless hope that someday something will be realistic. Think
about what consumers currently shopping for a new vehicle will consider. They're not
going to care either way about rhetoric online. What's important to them is what they'll be
able to purchase.

10-24-2012

Outdated Surveys. Sadly, the presumed latest & greatest information now being
conveyed about the plug-in market is already outdated. The report I came across today
didn't include the plug-in Prius, yet it gave the impression it was representative of all
vehicles using plug-supplied electricity. How can they even attempt to provide credible
data without providing a disclaimer about it not being representative of the current
choices? There should be a concise statement about limited availability and the upcoming
expansion of configurations. How are readers supposed to know about changes if they
aren’t explicitly stated? Leaving that out allows them to make assumptions. Surveys
related to the vehicles can't possibly be accurate without a basic understanding. What
kind of perspective comes from an unclear market.

10-24-2012

New Owners. Avoiding full is for battery longevity. That's why the display typically
hovers around 6 bars and the entire capacity isn't actually displayed. Assumptions about
charge-level and EV driving are common... and growing, due to the number of older
Prius becoming used purchases. You'll enjoy 100 MPG from time to time, but the point is
to significantly improve emissions & efficiency... not electric only. In fact, that's true of
even the plug-in model. The engine will run when it makes sense. The system seeks out
opportunities for optimal conditions and takes advantage of them. New owners
sometimes unknowingly fight the system, cancelling out the benefit. For example, as the
system runs to warm the coolant, it is also recharging the battery-pack... a benefit very
easy to overlook. Keep your eyes & ears attentive. You'll be impressed how well thought
out the approach really is.

10-24-2012

Consumer Reaction. Times are changing... by how much is the question now. Ford's
plug-in choice is difficult to gauge. That 694-pound difference resembles what I see in
my career as a software engineer. As time progresses, the application becomes more and
more refined. Ford is well on its way, making a genuine effort to achieve a nice balance
of priorities. Toyota has a lead of about 7 years and 2 large markets to work with though.
It will be interesting to see how people react to the differences. Realistically, there is
room for the diversity. Choice among shared goals helps all involved. Next year will be
very interesting.
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10,000-Mile Service. It went well, though a bit late. My vacation, the lack of engine use,
and me getting sick delayed the routine maintenance. I enjoyed getting to chat with the
head mechanic there, as he was pleased to speak with on of the very few plug-in Prius
owners in Minnesota. They basically just checked fluids & brakes, rotated tires, and
changed the oil & filter. That's all quite routine. The not-so-routine part was connecting
the car to their system for a complete status dump. Toyota benefits from collecting detail
like that, as do owners. No software updates were needed. Of course, having an advanced
model, I get them via bluetooth connection to my phone which downloads via Wi-Fi at
home. It's totally automatic. What isn't automatic though is the darn oil-level check at the
dealer. Arrgh! It's the same old problem countless thousands of owners have experienced
around the country over the past decade. They overfill the oil by pumping it directly from
bulk barrels. I should have complained then, despite the service itself being free. But I
really wanted to know by how much. Turns out, I ended up draining 24 ounces out to get
the level about 1/8 inch below the "full" mark. It had been 1/2 inch above. That's 2/3
quart too much! I'll end up sending a reply to their customer-satisfaction email about that.
What a waste. Good thing oil is the only trouble I've ever experienced there. All else is
great, especially the complimentary cookies & coffee.

10-24-2012

$4.29 Per Gallon. That was the price for diesel today. The price of gas has dropped to
$3.37 per gallon. Needless to say, that positions VW well for the debut of their soon-tobe-rolled-out gas hybrid. It will deliver an undebatable efficiency benefit over the diesel,
pretty much killing any argument we've had to deal with in the past. The fact that it will
also cost more to fill the tank makes it a futile endeavor to do anything other than
acknowledge the market acceptance of hybrids. For a diesel-favoring automaker to
embrace change at a time when the choice seems so obvious, I cannot imagine
constructive arguments against them.

10-25-2012

Getting Colder. It snowed over lunch today. By the time I left work this evening, the
temperature had risen to a balmy 39°F but was windy as heck. I needed to use the heater
at some point, since the windows would eventually fog up. With the weather front that
had just passed through, the forecast for the next two weeks was for temperatures mostly
in the 40's. Time to block the lower-grille. That meant this commute from work was my
one opportunity to observe the system still exposed in action. As expected, it
automatically bounced between the coolant levels we've become quite familiar with. The
engine started, then ran until it hit 130°F. Driving proceeded as usual in EV, with the
heater set to 76°F and the fan on low. I had the seat-warmer set to low too. When the
coolant dropped below 114°F, the engine fired up again. That cycle happened 3 times
along my 17.5 mile drive home. The end result was 127 MPG. That's quite good. I'm
really curious about the heat-retention the lower-grille now blocked will provide,
especially when the real cold arrives here in Minnesota.
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Misrepresented Consequences. They become obvious as time progresses. New owners
posts threads about confusion you aren't certain how they could have such as impression.
Regardless of source, you're stuck trying to figure out how to overcome that hurdle those
wanting to undermine actually had some success in. Today, there was this attempt to
clarify: Prius is a plug-in hybrid. The misdirection of purpose by focusing on EV rather
than the resulting MPG is understandable. It's quite enjoyable driving through the
suburbs using nothing but electricity... but all that is about to change. Last year's
unusually mild Winter prevented the word from spreading about the realities of driving in
the cold. This year could be quite different. Consumption of battery-capacity for the sake
of cabin-warming is a rude awaking for EV drivers. Having a gas engine available means
being able to save electricity for propulsion instead. It also means the act of running the
engine for heat will recharge the battery a little too. In other words, beliefs &
expectations of how the system operates were overly simplified... resulting in the
discussions we are engaging in now, as aspects of it are revealed. It's complex. The
interplay of HV and EV are difficult enough to understand even without buttons allowing
you to toggle modes.

10-26-2012

Grille Blocked. It's the same routine for the plug-in I've been doing for the other Prius
over the years. I block a majority of the radiator opening to reduce the amount of cold air
being forced through the vehicle. It takes 20 minutes to do and costs $2 to do it. The
purpose is heat-retention. Though, there is a small aerodynamic benefit as well. When
heat runs out sooner, the engine has to run more often. The temperature of the air used
for combustion makes a difference too. Warmer results in more power. The actual
difference made from the effort is difficult to quantify. But considering how little effort it
takes for an entire season of efficiency gain, why not? After all, the new Ford hybrid
actually includes motorized grille blocking. That's rather obvious automaker recognition.
Anywho, I did it manually this evening. Taking half-inch foam pipe-insulation, I just
squeezed strips of it between the openings in the lower grille, sealing it up completely
until Spring. No maintenance of any kind is needed in the meantime. That simple step is
all it takes. Now, I'm ready for the cold season.

10-27-2012

Just Drive It. Assumptions about efficiency and being mislead about how a hybrid
should operate is nothing new. We've been dealing with incorrect beliefs for over a
decade now. The advice for Prius is always the same. That is true for the plug-in model
as well. Problem is, we'll have to repeat it over and over. But then again, first posts often
come about as a result of that assuming. So, we end up with online participation which
wouldn't of had come about otherwise. Some of those owners even become advocates
due to their discovery from having learned about the clever design. This was today's
example: There's a frustration pattern emerging. They all seem to disregard MPG. Why
would you make the "worth it" comment without any reference to efficiency results? The
point of a plug-in hybrid is to significantly improve efficiency. Even with the engine
running, that's what you get. In other words, we're back the same old advice all new Prius
owners are given: Just Drive It
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Monthly Sales. What happens in response to October's results is anyone's guess.
Monthly sales don't tell the whole picture. It's just the outcome of a series of events with
detail often forgotten or overlooked. Whatever the case, we know there will be much
attention to the plug-in vehicles. Clearing out of 2012 inventory will be the first thing
easy to neglect mentioning, though the discounts from that are likely to be sighted
without including reason. Long story short, the objective has always been outcome for
the year as a whole. Fluctuations from month to month is nothing new and usually don’t
represent a trend. Enthusiasts will spin numbers anyway. Watch for it. The obvious clue
is the avoidance of goals. Not meeting expectations has consequences for the business
and the market as a whole. In a few days, monthly sales counts will be available. Stay
tuned.

10-30-2012

Reliability. It makes you wonder how a vehicle so new could be considered when it
comes to reliability ranking. Somehow though, Prius c already earned the title of "most".
That certainly was eye-catching to notice today. Most vehicles work flawlessly the first
year or two. So, I am left scratching my head... despite knowing how well designed Prius
c actually is. The system takes the Classic model to the next level. Just imagine if that
refined of a smaller system would have been available a decade ago. The Classic has
proven itself worthy of a very high reliability ranking itself. Years of improvement
should make it even better. We'll certainly find out. They sell fairly well here and are
extraordinarily popular in Japan. Toyota really did their homework. The test of time
speaks for itself and reliability is something most listened for when it comes to new &
used purchases.

10-30-2012

EV Distance. It's rapidly becoming the biggest understanding issue, an indication of a
new misconception brewing. The purpose of a plug-in hybrid is to significantly reduce
emissions & consumption. That's the same as a regular hybrid. It just raises the bar to a
higher level. Adding a plug and increasing battery-pack capacity extends & enhances EV,
an ability already available. People in general don’t take the time to consider that though.
They just assume "range" as the benefit of a plug, not MPG. Those asking about the plugin and even new owners focus exclusively on distance. The efficiency outcome itself
doesn't get any attention. The incorrect belief of intent could become a big problem…
especially as the already complex effects of Winter become intertwined with PHV
observations.
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Panic. The worry is growing. That EV value likely won't be understood for awhile. Some
new owners watching it drop seem to panic. Here's another response to the situation: My
estimated range dipped down into the 10's. At one point, it had returned to the 13's. Now
it's back into the 12's. That EV value is based entirely upon your own particular driving
conditions experienced. And now that it's getting cold out, the odds of seeing high
numbers are more likely. In my case, the drop came from a trip up north. There was lots
of inefficient driving (highway with bikes on the back) and no opportunity to recharge.
The system adjusted accordingly to take that into account. New owners don't understand
that, especially in this case when so few miles have been driven. They assume something
is wrong. The advice we have to give to those new owners convinced that the system isn't
working correctly is to have them focus on MPG results instead. After all, Prius PHV is a
plug-in hybrid, not an EV. Even when the engine runs, you still get great efficiency. My
lifetime after as of 11,500 miles is 81 MPG. What's wrong with that? So what if it isn't all
electric? That isn't the goal.

10-30-2012

Getting Colder. 30°F for the morning commute. It was the usual 70 mph route, 3 blocks
of suburb driving before hitting the highway. No heater yet, just cracked two passenger
windows to the glass from fogging. 9.3 miles into the trip, the high-speed cruising in EVBOOST mode came to an end and the engine shut off. At that point, the coolant had
warmed to 166°F. Driving in EV all the way to the 16.5 mile mark, the battery-pack was
depleted. The coolant temperature had dropped only to 105°F. That's not too bad
considering the time & distance traveled without the engine. When it did start back at that
moment, it only ran for 0.1 mile. As soon as the coolant hit 114°F, I was back to electriconly driving again... in STEALTH mode which doesn't offer as much power as EV mode.
But that's ok, because all I had to do was climb up two floors to get to my parking spot in
the ramp. Unexpectedly, I noticed the coolant temperature had continued to rise even
though the engine was off. That actually makes sense now that I think about it too. The
concentration of fresh heat from the pistons would take a little bit to circulate through the
rest of the system. Anywho, the end result was a coolant temperature of 130°F and an
overall average of 164 MPG.

11-01-2012

Website Outage. The horrific storm on the East Coast of the United States is somewhat
surreal to contemplate from the perspective of the center of the country. The residents
there now face an intense recovery period, many challenges & decisions. It was a
combination of several bad things to make an even worse situation. Strangely, some
businesses benefit from circumstances like this. There's the obvious hardware &
contractor boom. There's also the less obvious burst of new vehicles into the market.
Major discounts are offered for hail & wind damage. It also provides the opportunity,
which we've seen taken advantage of in other forced times of change, to switch to a more
efficient choice. I won't see any of that though, here in Minnesota. Instead for me, it's just
a website outage due to infrastructure complications in 1,500 miles away. Good luck to
those struggling to get their lives back to something normal.
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YMMV. No matter how many times that "Your Mileage May Vary" disclaimer is
mentioned, the inevitable not-what-was-expected scenario plays out. This time, it's with
Ford's new C-Max hybrid. The initial results reported are all over the place. MPG
variances are quite wide, spanning from upper 30's to upper 40's. It sure would be nice if
this results in a rapid spread of hybrid understanding. Ford's newest market entry being a
hybrid-only model with an optional plug could be just the thing we need to stimulate the
needed education. Unfortunately, some people are still unaware of efficiency
influences… totally oblivious to things like winter-formula gas. Of course, if nothing
else, it directs attention to MPG. The old obsession with size & power is thankfully
turning into a bad nightmare of the past.

11-02-2012

Climate Change. For many years, we heard spin about Global Warming. It was quite
clear those saying it didn't understand what climate change actually was. Who cares what
the biggest contributor is. When there are lines at the gas station, you know there's a
problem to be dealt with. When frequency & magnitude of storms increase, that's reason
enough to take action... especially when solutions like FULL hybrids are already
available. During the recent political debates and all the surrounding rhetoric, the topic
wasn't actually addressed. Why is uncertain. My guess is there's been so much twisted of
facts and misleading that it's pointless trying to have a constructive discussion about it...
until a hurricane hits shore. Sandy could possibly be the worst ever recorded for our
country. What a mess. Combine that with the recent drought, it's clear we shouldn't just
accept our fate. We should use the intelligence we've been given. That makes so much
more sense than just hoping to drill our way back to something normal. Geez!

11-03-2012

Next Generation. So much for taking the market by storm. We were told so many things
about Volt. Most didn't turn out as hoped. This is what one of the enthusiasts said
yesterday about the emerging status: "I do think that next year, the PIP will be the leader
and that the Volt early dominance is short lived... unfortunately." Downplay until the
next generation was the final stage, since that's exactly what happened with Two-Mode.
There's not really much to say at this point. I simply posted: 60K annual domestic has
been the standard to which new vehicle sustainability has been measured for over a
decade. The point of the tax-credit is to help the automaker reach that level of sales
quickly. So when it expires, sales will continue at that level. Each vehicles faces
competition within its own automaker's offering. That's the reality of business & profit.
We all see how that target continues to be moved, reducing former expectations. It's a
bittersweet situation, knowing traditional vehicles still dominate. The goal of replacing
them won't be accomplished by making excuses. How will sales be increased?
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Downplay & Double-Standards. As the spin of October sales grew, I responded with:
It's quite amazing to read the "Nobody ever claimed..." comment when my blogs are
stuffed with quotes proving otherwise. Whatever. My purpose has always been: "To
significantly reduce emissions & consumption in a reliable & cost-effective manner."
That means a technology with heavy dependency on tax-credits and no chance of
achieving mainstream sales until a later generation doesn't fulfill the purpose. Just like
we've seen with computer technology over the decades, the choice for the masses is a
configuration realistically affordable. As costs are reduced, capabilities are increased.
That's the way it works. The downplay we get from Volt supporters now is just a recite of
what some of us were saying all along. Again, the blogs confirm that as well. As for
claiming Toyota cannot continue to evolve but the technology GM uses can, that's a
double-standard. We all know what's possible stepping up motor, battery, and powercarrier. It just isn't viable for high-volume sales yet.

11-05-2012

Natural Gas Vehicles. It must certainly seem like I'm really hard on Volt. It doesn't take
much digging for a reality-check though: "The only electric vehicle brought to the mass
market in America was General Motors' (GM) Chevy Volt. This car was a dud from the
get-go simply based on its price of around $40,000 before rebates." When the
introduction starts with that and ends with this: "Too big, too expensive, too many
issues.", you know trouble is brewing. With hybrids in the past, it was diesel vehicles.
This time, it's natural gas vehicles. That's switching reliance to a different non-renewable
fuel, compressed natural gas (CNG). What the heck? A plug-in hybrid can ultimately
utilize electricity & ethanol for fuel, both of which are renewable from a variety of
sources. Anywho, the article published this morning went about stating how NGV was
the ultimate solution... yet never mentioned either the emission-rating or any efficiency
estimate. Two vital pieces of information were missing entirely. There was no mention of
the storage tank to hold the CNG either. In an odd twist, it did point of the opportunity of
using CNG in hybrids rather than regular gas. But again, detail was absent. Long story
short, there's always going to be pressure from some alternative, making downplay a poor
choice if you want to build support for a technology.

11-06-2012

Forgot To Plug. No, not the Prius. That was indeed plugged in, as usual. However, the
routine was disrupted by the assembling of a new grill in my garage... the type you
barbeque food with. I needed the 110-outlet to power both a heater and a light. So, as you
could easily imagine, I forgot to plug the charger for the Prius back into the wall
afterward. Darn it! Oh well. That first burger off the new grill was quite tasty. After all,
being really cold outside is when grilling is especially enjoyable. It's more rewarding
when you have to rush out into the cold to flip. Anywho, I looked at my phone when the
alarm-clock sounded that next morning. That clued me into something not being right.
Huh? There wasn't an email informing me that charging had began. That's because it
hadn't. Who knew that notify feature would come in so handy. Needless to say, I rushed
out to start it then. At least some recharging could take place before I left for work.
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11-06-2012

Hyundai & Kia. Turns out, their values reported to the EPA and displayed on their
window-stickers were inflated. Roughly 900,000 customers will now need to be
reimbursed for having been misled about the efficiency estimate. With so much emphasis
on delivering 40 MPG Highway, then finding out it wasn't actually true, you have to
wonder how the market will react. For that matter, what will it do for resale values. It
could be harmful to new sales as well. Hmm? It's an unusual & unfortunate situation.
Those numbers not being accurate could become quite a problem. After all, even when
they are some people take issue. Too bad this happened. But then again, it's better to find
out before the number of owners affected became any larger.

11-06-2012

Cheap Gas. When one of the biggest antagonists of Prius argues that gas is cheap, you
know it's an attempt to stir trouble. With respect to inflation, that is true. But we now
drive much further than we did decades ago. With annual distances higher, we're paying
more. We also have other expenses now that we didn't back then. Think about how much
you spend on cell & data usage per month, neither of which existed decades ago. We
have gaming & videos systems too, neither of which were part of the household expenses
either. What about cable or satellite services? What about portable electronic devices?
What about the frequency in which we eat out? In other words, considering the big
picture makes a huge difference. And even when you do take that into consideration, how
is it suppose to portray Prius as a poor purchase choice? Long story short, his posts were
intended to provoke. Fortunately, his trolling bait pretty much went unnoticed. Few want
to engage in arguments like that anymore. With so many hybrids & plug-ins entering the
market, the rhetoric of the past doesn't draw much attention anymore.

11-06-2012

691,281 Sold. That's how many Prius were purchased worldwide from the start of 2012
through October. (1,028,900 is the total number for all hybrids from Toyota.) Seeing a
quantity that high changes everything. There's simply no way to have a constructive
argument against Prius at this point. That's a decent size chunk of annual production,
even for a large automaker. The effort to make the technology viable as an everyday
choice has clearly paid off. The technology has proven reliable & affordable. It
represents a paradigm shift about to take place. Justifying the business decisions becomes
a sensible one, rather than the risk it had been perceived of in the past. We need to reduce
emissions & consumption. Hybrids deliver that... the FULL type, anyway. I'm especially
excited to be driving the proof that the transition to using plug-supplied electricity is no
big deal. All the nonsense of the past is rapidly fading away. Consumers have embraced
change. Yeah!
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11-06-2012

Coldest Yet. I captured another drive last week, but didn't get time to type up my notes...
there was this election distraction, you know. This data was my coldest collected so far,
still quite warm by Minnesota standards though. It was 29°F outside. At the 9.3 mile
mark from the 17.2 mile morning commute, the engine shut off slowing down from 70
mph. The coolant temperature had got up to 166°F from that drive with EV-BOOST.
That's plenty to provide heat for cabin warmth, which I wasn't actually using then. Heck,
I haven't even started wearing my winter coat yet. Anywho, what I'm most interested in is
the retention of heat while driving in EV mode. From 60 to 45 mph, with a variety of
traffic & stops while the speed limit drops in 5 mph increments along the way, I drove
along in smooth & silent bliss. At the 16.0 mile mark, the battery-pack was depleted and
the engine started back up. The coolant temperature had dropped to 109°F. The engine
only ran briefly, settling at 130°F as I pulled up to the usual spot in the parking ramp
using only electricity (EV in HV, also known as Stealth mode). The final result was 153
MPG. That's still pretty darn good. When the real cold arrives, then things will get
interesting.

11-07-2012

With Heater. Today's drive took on a different approach. Even though it's still to warm
for the heater yet (40°F this morning), I wanted to see how much of an influence it would
have on coolant temperature in the mild conditions. So, I turned it on with a setting of
75°F and the fan on low with blower settings for window & foot. At the usual 9.3 mile
mark, upon switching from EV-BOOST to EV mode, the engine had heated up the
coolant to 157°F. That's a little below the 166°F expected without the heater on. At the
13.4 mile mark, the coolant temperature was just about to drop to 114°F degrees. Since I
was quite warm, didn't want the engine to start up, and there was still 3.1 miles of EV
remaining, I shut off the heater. To my delight, I arrived at the usual parking spot with
0.1 EV still. That was sweet! At a total distance of 16.7 miles, the coolant had dropped to
100°F. The result was an average of 184 MPG. Now I'm well prepared for seeing what
happens when the daily high is well under the freezing point. Of course, the basis of
comparison will be difficult... since driving conditions can change dramatically. I've seen
MPG climb when up due to heavily snow congested traffic with my 2010. Now having
plugged-supplied electricity available, Winter results will be very exciting to witness and
a fascinating comparison with the 2010 data I collected along that same commute, also
with grille blocking.
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11-09-2012

Fast Commute, But Cold. Having documented many aspects of plug-in Prius driving on
paper, it's now time to get share some info in video format... complete with both
dashboard & scenery. Colder temperatures bring lower efficiency, for all vehicles. Prius
is no exception to that. Air & Tire resistance increase. Gas is switched to winter formula.
Combustion itself produces less power. You've got a variety of easily overlooked
influencing factors easily overlooked. And that's just Fall. When Winter arrives, traffic is
slowed by snow & ice to make your MPG drop even more. This particular commute with
my plug-in Prius nicely shows how my drive to work in Summer, which had resulted in
the low 200's for MPG, now only gets around 150. It gives you an interesting dose of
perspective. That's still quite remarkable. Watch the video closely. Notice how that even
at 70 mph, most of the time MPG stays over 100 once the engine is warmed up. That's
what owners have termed as EV-BOOST mode. Even though gas is consumed, the
quantity is much less than from a hybrid without plug-supplied electricity. At the
conclusion of the commute, you can see the average resulting from the 16.7 miles of
driving on that 37°F morning was 143 MPG. You can watch the video here: Prius PHV Fast Commute To

11-10-2012

Questions Like This. The introduction of a model with a plug has really stirred curiosity.
Some researching Prius PHV have no idea what to expect. This particular question today
got me: "Do I need to drive below 62 to get the benefit of the PIP? Or can I set the cruise
at 70 and still get some value out of it?" I just happened to film a recent video providing
the answer to exactly that. So, I was especially excited to respond. I provided a link along
with: I sure am glad that only comes up as a random question, rather than becoming a
chronic misconception. Phew! Watching that video I captured of a random commute last
week, you can clearly see the benefit at 70 mph. That mode is what we've coined EVBOOST, where there is an obvious benefit from the plug-supplied electricity even though
you are traveling faster than the electric-only limit.

11-11-2012

Growing Interest. Colder weather sure is stirring discussions online. We're all quite
curious how the plug-in model will respond to the conditions. Getting countless posts
from new c and v owners experiencing low temperatures for the first time makes patient a
challenge. We look forward to owners sharing their experiences. Anywho, this was my
contribution to the growing interest today: The cold season is quickly becoming a
fascinating topic for me. Today started with the Prius sitting outside all night, in
temperatures below freezing and no plug. It warmed up a little, so the precipitation was
rain rather than snow. Good thing too; otherwise, it would have been several inches. As
the temperature dropped, it did indeed change to the white fluffy stuff. Fortunately, that
was short lived. My morning drive was just ordinary HV mode. After lunch, I got a
chance to recharge. With the temperature at 27°F, running around town was a mix of EV
and HV. Being able to choose when, is nice. You have to remember to shut off the heater
when you park though. Otherwise, you only have 7 seconds after starting to. If you don't,
the engine fires up. But then again, it's cold enough to need the heater anyway. The total
distance today was 45 miles. The resulting average was 59 MPG. To my delight, the EV
distance was 12 miles. When the engine runs, excess power is directed to the generator.
The result is more electricity available when driving. So, it looks like the loss of capacity
due to the cold is made up for by the need to run the engine. I'm quite pleased with the
results. Now I'm especially curious to find out what my commute brings in the winter.
Being able to recharge at work will deliver remarkable efficiency, despite the cold.
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11-12-2012

Real Winter Driving. I started a new thread on the big Prius forum. This was the past:
For those of you where the daily high doesn't get above freezing (32°F, 0°C), this is the
thread to share your plug-in experiences. That's real winter, especially since the
chemistry of lithium batteries reacts different than it does when temperatures are above
freezing. 22°F was what I was greeted with this morning, along with a fresh blanket of
snow concealing a slippery layer of fresh ice. It was the first true taste of winter for me
with the Prius PHV. Jumping onto the 70 mph highway was as expected. When I pushed
the button to start up the blower on the windshield, the engine fired up. Naturally, it took
longer to warm up. But the speed of which was very similar to my 2010, but with much
higher MPG. At the 9-mile mark just before the speed limit drops to 55 mph, the traffic
had come to a crawl. The Prius simply switched to EV mode as I approached. To my
surprise, the engine fired back up when the coolant dropped to 145°F from the 159°F it
has been at 70 mph. My guess is the battery-pack was still wasn't fully warmed up yet.
Normally, it stays off until 114°F when ECO is engaged. I shut off the defroster, which
caused the engine to immediately shut off. To my delight, the light warm blowing you
get with the system "off" was plenty to prevent the need to use the heater itself. That was
great, since I chose to get off the highway to take a back route the rest of the way. EV
was available until I ran out of electricity, which I took full advantage of. The windshield
stayed clear for about 15 minutes. When I got stuck in the next traffic back up, there was
only 0.4 mile of EV remaining. So, I pressed the HV/EV button to warm the coolant and
recharge the battery-pack a bit. That worked out well. My commute that would normally
take about 25 minutes was looking to take over an hour. Blah. Upon reaching the ramp
and avoiding the slip & slide activity others around me had engaged in, I was delighted to
see an outcome of 104 MPG. It was a very good first winter driving experience with the
plug-in.

11-12-2012

The Drive Home. It was intriguing. Most of the snow & ice had melted, but the
temperature had dropped to 27°F. I left the ramp and drove about 2 miles in EV mode.
That totally defied what antagonists had claimed was possible, which I found quite
pleasing. At the base of a very steep and very long hill, it was a great opportunity to take
advantage of the engine. So, I did. When the coolant hit 119°F, the EV/HV button I had
pressed to start the engine was pressed again to indicate I wanted to go back to EV as
soon as warm-up was complete. The engine shut off immediately. Huh? I had expected
the engine to continue running until the coolant hit 130°F. I'm not sure why it stopped
sooner. No complaints about that though. The remaining drive was about 1.5 miles, all in
EV with the seat-heater on high. My shopping was lengthy, around 35 minutes. The
coolant had dropped to 71°F. The next destination was about 1 mile from there, including
a steep uphill climb. This time, the decision was to see what the EV would deliver. Sure
enough, got there using only electricity. The next destination was also with EV, the
coolant temperature now at 64°F. Next at 58°F, it too was all EV. Now at 55°F, the hope
to remain in EV was effortless. It drives very well in the cold. That was impressive to
experience. I finished shopping. It was a long drive to the highway, wanting to travel
with only EV until the battery-pack was depleted. Sure enough, I ended up getting over
10 miles of all EV driving. That was sweet, especially since the outside temperature had
dropped to 25°F and the coolant only 31°F. It was a very nice introduction to real winter
driving. The total journey was 40.5 miles. It consisted of 2 full recharges. The overall
average came to 85 MPG.
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11-13-2012

Heater Dance. I filmed another of my drives. This one was especially interesting. With
the temperature at 24°F, resistance was futile. I couldn't let the opportunity slip away. I
had to capture a drive on video that documented what happens when you start with a cold
engine and drive the entire time with the heater on the generous side. The filming setup
was a challenge, of course. I had to avoid blocking the vents to keep the windshield clear.
I also had a new mount for the dashboard camera and a new Wi-Fi transmitter for the
scenery camera. Both had problems along the way too. But there's no stopping once you
start. You only get one chance and just hope for the best. Next time, I'll be better
prepared. This time was intended to be practice. Luckily, the video turned out well
enough to share anyway. Watch the instant MPG readout next to the speedometer. Once
the system (heater & emission) is fully warmed, the engine shuts off and EV mode
automatically engages. With the heater temperature set to 75°F and the blower set to
medium for both windshield & feet, the ice cold coolant would take several minutes to
warm. Following that, I was able to drive along in EV mode. Later, the system
automatically switched to HV mode to produce more heat while also assisting with
propulsion and generating some electricity. Watch for that; the MPG will drop below 100
briefly. Those engine on/off cycle happens several times throughout the drive to the
coffeeshop and back. This is the same route I filmed several times with the 2010 Prius.
Now using the plug-in, even under these terribly inefficient driving conditions you can
easily see how the extra electricity really boosts efficiency. The 17.9-mile drive resulted
in an overall average of 92 MPG, with 0.9 mile of EV still remaining. Normally, I
wouldn't have the heater running as much and I'd take advantage of the heated seat. That
will allow for higher efficiency, since the engine would run less often. But for the sake of
demonstrating ordinary circumstances without any question of comfort, I didn't. After all,
passengers in back don't have seat heating available. This is a link to the video: Prius PHV
- Heater Dance

11-13-2012

C-Max Energi. Today, an article named it: "Ford's High-Tech Prius Killer". Coming
from a financial publication rather than automotive, a title like that does make you
curious what they had to say. Turns out, it was very little. Price of the vehicles and
battery-capacities was all that was mentioned. You were given the impression Ford was
somehow able to squeeze more miles out of the same physically sized pack. Leaving out
vital information is called misleading. From what was printed, it would be extremely
easy to believe there wasn't an interior difference. In person, you'd immediately notice
they aren't even close. The larger battery-capacity comes from sacrificing a flat cargo
area, a feature Prius PHV did not. The other blatant omission was the efficiency
following depletion. There's a clear difference between 43 MPG and 50 MPG. C-Max
Energi's value being some much lower comes from its extra 734 pounds, which
obviously wasn't mentioned either. The writer stated just the particular facts he wanted to
convey. In fact, only the tax-credit for Ford was included, without a peep about one for
Toyota. It was quite frustrating to read. Oh well. Greenwashing about actual green
vehicles is certainly better than in the past.
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11-14-2012

Warm-Up Reminder. Engine warm-up completes at 130°F when in EV mode. That's
helpful to know after a hard acceleration. It seems like forever when having done that
with a cold engine. But with the gauge, you can see exactly when it will shut off. It's just
a matter of observing the coolant temperature. With a hot engine, you take advantage of
the fact that it will shut off immediately upon completing a hard acceleration. Without
seeing that value, it's easy to imagine new owners being really mystified as to what the
system is actually doing... especially when heater demands in the Winter add to the
demand for heat. The elegantly simple complexity of the design seems like an oxymoron,
until someone points out what is actually happening. But even then, sometimes you need
a reminder of the detail. After all, following depletion, the heater threshold changes from
145°F to 114°F depending upon whether or not you use ECO mode. That button makes a
difference in the cold season. Forgetting to use it means more engine warm-up.

11-15-2012

Repeating History. As the third year of Two-Mode sales began, it was quite obvious the
affordability goal had been forfeited by other aspects of the design which exceeded actual
need. That's how the "trophy mentality" originated. We saw the same obsession with
awards misguide the intentions with Volt... which is now about to begin its third year of
sales. Needless to say, that isn't going as planned. So, we get a new set of priorities from
GM. This includes a completely different attitude toward the EV and a very confusing
message about the future of eAssist (the second generation of BAS). It doesn't tell us
anything about Two-Mode either. In fact, it was the same old lack of detail as in the
past... the very same approach that led to all the unfounded hope and following
disenchantment with Volt. No clarity. What a mess. After 5 pages of observation on the
big GM forum, I finally chimed in with this: Notice how references are quite vague,
using labels that identify a specific characteristic but don't actually take real-world
driving into account? That's been the trap for many years. We place attention on
marketing an idea rather than address need. Even the title of the article itself does that:
"GM will focus on plug-ins and EVs, but not hybrids." With so many different varieties
of hybrid, what does that really mean? In the most generic sense, you could just say that
indicates the only high-efficient GM will offer will include a plug. That doesn't make
sense when you consider what Ford & Toyota offer though. There's obviously more at
play than just a plug, but no detail is provided. It's the same old lack of clarity as in the
past. Reading that GM expects to sell 500,000 vehicles with a battery-pack annually by
2017 makes you wonder what the strategy really is. It seems in conflict with the focus
statement. What should we be expecting?
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11-16-2012

Understanding EV. When the engine runs for power or heat, it confuses those trying to
understand how the EV works. I filmed again. The result was over 13 miles of EV. But
that wasn't the point, hence providing detail on video... It was my morning commute
taking the route along the river, starting with a cold engine and a battery-pack near full.
The temperature was 25°F outside, but in true Minnesota style I saw no need for the
heater. My winter jacket did the trick, even with the windows cracked to prevent fogging.
There wasn't a need to turn on the heated seat either. I was comfortable, gloveless and
driving an iced coffee. The engine stayed off until I wanted it to start. Toggling the
HV/EV button when turning onto the 50 mph section works best. With a 17.3 mile drive
that route, there isn't enough battery to travel entirely EV anyway. And of course, there's
the nice benefit of EV replenish resulting from the engine running to produce thrust &
heat. Anywho, you get familiar with you commute after awhile, so the what to do when
becomes rather mindless. So, pushing the button again while on the ramp to merge onto
the 55 mph is a rather routine thing to do too. And I did, saving electricity for when it
could be better utilized. I ran out of EV as I entered the parking ramp. That was perfect,
since power demand was low enough for Stealth mode to get me to my spot, still driving
with only electricity. You can see it automatically switch in the video too. Despite the
cold temperature, the resulting average was 204 MPG. Using the heater, efficiency still
would have been in the 100's. No complaints about that. The plug is delivering a
significant boost, exactly as it was designed to. Here's a link to see it: Prius PHV - Along The
River (25F)

11-16-2012

Failure. With so much hype, propaganda, and spin online, there won't be anything new
labeled as "failure" anymore. Instead, attention is simply focused on the next best thing.
Two-Mode is the great recent example. When sales were so bad no one even wanted to
talk about the situation anymore, Volt ended up getting the spotlight from GM
supporters. From those just wanting to support domestic automakers, they stopped caring
about Volt... hence all the attention C-Max Energi is now getting. It's an ugly reality
watching goals be missed. We all know the goal is to replace traditional vehicle
production. Sadly though, lots of bragging about capacity & speed still happens along
with providing countless excuses. Addressing want rather than need is a fundamental
problem contributing to the mess. In the day of Edsel, the industry and world market was
very different. We can no longer afford massive investments to not provide a substantial
return.
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11-17-2012

Same Old Nonsense, part 1. Want verses need has been the problem for many, many
years. When someone supporting a solution for the masses states a model is required to
fulfill minimums, enthusiasts panic in fear that somehow the model they support which
exceeds those minimums will be taken away. It's the same old response every time. They
make vague references to goals and limit scope to draw conclusions. That's why history
keeps repeating. The reality of the situation is that middle-market consumers don't always
buy the high-end model. Given the choice, they tend to purchase the one offering a
balance of priorities for an affordable price. Knowing that, the one-size-fits-all approach
from GM limits sales. The only configuration of Two-Mode we got was one that focused
on requirements in excess of the mainstream. Plans were made to offer choice, but
nothing was ever delivered. So, focus has shifted over to Voltec instead. Same problem.
Why aren't we given any choices, like battery-capacity or engine & motor sizes? Both
Ford & Toyota offer that. Product diversity is a key component to business success. Why
is there so much resistance to that from enthusiasts? They keep telling us the absolute of
electric-only is essential. That doesn't make sense when the intent is to reduce gas
consumption, not eliminate it. You offer the choice to consumers... which brings us back
to asking what the topic of "not hybrid" actually means.

11-17-2012

Same Old Nonsense, part 2. It's quite eye-opening to confirm someone really doesn't
know the difference between want and need, after all these years. That's greenwashing at
its best, when they have no idea they've been mislead. Anywho, pushing for detail is how
to find out. Supposedly, the 0 to 60 acceleration requirement is 8 seconds. According to
who? All those vehicles taking longer certainly aren't causing accidents. If so, the slower
acceleration wouldn't be fulfilling a necessity. Clearly, the rate is fine. The enthusiast
wants more. It isn't a need. The same thing happened years ago when 10 seconds was
supposedly required. Then when the new Prius delivered that, they changed the
requirement... even though there was nothing to proof faster was essential. Fear often
contributes to the nonsense. Popularity of a new vehicle that's slower threatens the loss of
what they desire. They can still have what they want, as long as they are willing to pay.
You can still buy a guzzler. The choice hasn't been eliminated, it was expanded. That's
what we want from a vehicle like Volt. Where's the model that's actually affordable? One
with a smaller battery-pack to lower cost while also offering more space in back makes
sense. Yet, they deny it.

11-19-2012

New Photos. I'm finally starting to get caught up on publishing photos. With the
temperature dropping, having a basis of comparison available to refer back to will be
helpful. A few days ago, the temperature on my morning commute was down to 25°F.
That's a sign of undeniable change. Efficiency dropped to 204 MPG. Eek! Fortunately,
the stimulus for working on photos came today. With the temperature back up 48°F,
results of that same drive were considerably better: 328 MPG. That's still way off from
what I was getting excited about seeing routinely throughout Summer, but there's
certainly nothing to complain about. Winter lowers efficiency of all vehicles. Prius PHV
is no exception. You sure develop a heightened level of anticipation for Spring having a
plug though, elevated more so then with a regular Prius. In the meantime, I'll be watching
it get colder and colder. There's much to stir excitement about that too. Being among the
first to witness how the system copes with temperatures well below freezing is
rewarding. You get to participate in history rather than just reading about it later. In my
case, I'll be contributing photos to document those observations. See... photo album 179
photo album 180
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11-20-2012

Observing EV. Having missed summer opportunities to film my commute to work and it
already snowed the week before, I jumped on the unusually warm fall day (48°F) to
capture it with the plug-in Prius. This is the same route as many other videos. With the
2010, it was exclusively HV mode. With the 2012 PHV, there is the choice to switch to
HV in the middle when it potentially could yield higher results. Instead, the plan was to
take advantage of EV mode until it was depleted entirely. Remember, when in HV mode
you still have electric-only drive available. It just isn't as powerful or as fast as when in
EV mode. That means the slow part of your drive near the ending can still be without
gas. Also, don't forget that the system is configured with maximum emission reduction as
primary priority, not the highest efficiency. I was especially happy with the camera setup
this time. The quality of the dashboard image has been improved. The soft lighting
during most of the drive and the sun emerging at the ending just happened to be well
timed too. Anywho, the 17.2 mile drive was 14 miles of EV with the remaining in HV.
The result was an overall average of 328 MPG. That's about 3.0 kWh of electricity
(including charging losses) and about 0.01 gallon of gas. Watch it here: Prius PHV - Along
The River (EV)

11-21-2012

Failing. Back when Volt was first rolled out, saying anything not complimentary was
looked upon as a "fail" assessment. Enthusiasts were paranoid. Supporters replied with
excuses. Since then, the enthusiasts have vanished. All that's left are supporters... who are
still making excuses rather than adhering to their very own comments made this time last
year. That's obviously hypocritical to disregard their own comments. But they twist it to
make your own stick-to-the-same-priorities sound like inability to be flexible. Isn't it
great how they find a way to spin just about everything? Anywho, I ended up stating this:
That "over promise, under deliver" strikes again. It shouldn't have declared to be a "game
changer". Expectations were set for mainstream sales volume in the second year. That
wasn't realistic considering the state of the market and the production cost. There's also
the 500 million shares of GM the federal government would like to sell back without a
large loss. Looked upon as a niche, Volt is doing fine. There isn't a minimum required to
become business-sustaining and using tax incentives are fine. It's that jump to middlemarket consumers which presents the challenge still being faced. The heavy emphasis on
monthly sales continues to contribute to the problem too. Enthusiasts don't really like to
address what it takes to be profitable or actual need. The focus continues to be on want.

11-21-2012

103 F Degrees. The engine didn't restart until coolant temperature dropped to 103°F.
That was a bit of a surprise. Why? Normally in ECO mode the threshold is 114°F. But
then again, this Prius is configured to work different anyway, to take advantage of
electric-only opportunities. So now that it's Winter, I'll be keeping close attention to spot
differences. It won't be long before the morning commute is routinely well below
freezing. That's when the retention of heat, assisted by blocking the grille, makes a
difference. When that coolant heat runs out, the engine needs to run temporarily warm
coolant back up to keep you warm.
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11-22-2012

Leaf Sightings. There's one in the neighborhood now. I just barely missed an encounter
at the local gas station today. Ironically, that's a rather unlikely location for a meeting...
since he'll never purchase any gas there. Someday, perhaps. Of course, the odds aren't
good my PHV will get noticed. The visual clues about it being a Prius with a plug are
quite subtle. But at some point, people will become aware and start looking. Leaf owners
will probably develop a heightened awareness... since it's so lonely right now. Hopefully,
that will change quite a bit next year. Then, I'll have to deal with charging-stations
actually being full and actually try the "ok to plug when complete" sharing.

11-23-2012

Forget The Past. The purpose of participating in discussions on the unfriendly forums
was to get information no other source could provide. In other words, it was the pursuit
of argument points. Knowing their perceived shortcomings are quite valuable, since lack
of substance is the downfall. They inevitably reveal weakness. So, you put up with their
nonsense. Simple things like refusing to provide detail or answer questions are a dead
giveaway of trouble... which is nice, since online participation is so much harder to
determine intent compared to the articles with bias that's quite blatant. They avoid the
obvious by doing things like asking questions of their own, diverting focus. Problem is,
that's self-defeating. They can conveniently forget the past, but others won't. Repetition
only works a few times before you lose the audience... which is precisely what we're
seeing now. The antagonists are the only ones left. No more enthusiasts participate. The
true supporters are long gone. They know the history of the topic itself as well as the
history of those discussions. Debates have ended. Hype is gone. The next chapter has
begun.

11-23-2012

Keeping Warm. The topic of heat and Winter efficiency certainly is stirring a lot of
discussion. There's so much to cover and each new plug-in Prius owner has a different
perspective, due to location and duration of ownership. So, it's difficult to know what to
contribute. These were my ramblings today: Colder temperatures are definitely affecting
my engine warm-up (as expected), but the EV driving is still as it was, down into the 40's
anyway. Of course, up in the 80's it actually exceeded what I had experienced during
normal morning commutes. We know that lithium chemistry responds differently in
conditions below freezing. Resistance is quite a bit higher. So, there is no expectation of
consistency then. 20% (of an overall capacity loss) seems fairly realistic. Of course,
running the engine for cabin & emission warm-up results in battery warming in addition
to battery charging... making it quite a challenge to quantify. Then there's the reality of
headlight & seat-heater electricity consumption that wouldn't normally happen in warmer
temperatures.

11-23-2012

Cold Shopping. My adventures into the holiday chaos started with lunch with my Sister,
waiting was preferred. I simply wasn't interested in "Black Friday" craziness first thing in
the morning. Fortunately, some bargains could be found later in the day anyway, which I
did in fact do some shopping for. Driving from store to store in the cold would normally
be unheard of, when an engine starts. Why would you move for such short distances?
Since I could take advantage of the opportunities EV offers, that was different. All of my
running around to eat & shop was entirely with electricity, despite temperatures in the
low 20's. Having a heated seat helps. I wouldn't actually want to do that without. It was
pretty sweet. That changes your attitude toward errands. Short trips into town to get this
& that complimented by 999 MPG even in Winter sure is nice.
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11-24-2012

Fabricating Fiction. Reading comments about articles on general audience publications
stirs up lots of disturbing statements. This one caught my attention today: "I talked with a
tow truck driver and he said a lot of his calls are for the Prius which has a lot of failure
of the main battery, which is an expensive thing." Funny how I've never encountered that,
eh? You have no idea who any of the people involved are. You just know they felt
compelled to post a negative comment without any data to actually support it. Fabricated
fiction from the desire to undermine is nothing new. It happens all the time. Sadly, some
very well known advocates of Volt do the same thing: "Toyota hates the fact that battery
plug-ins are catching on and they have to diversify away from their big hybrid only
investments." The particular individual who posted that felt in was necessary to mislead,
not liking the plug-in Prius. The hope is people will believe the model offering a plug is
profoundly different, that Toyota hadn't planned ahead and incorporated everything into
the regular Prius already. Only needing a larger capacity battery-pack and a charger
confirms the investment was well thought out. Claims like these are was makes me feel
good about the FULL hybrid approach. It has proven a wise choice.

11-25-2012

Summer EV. The seasonal effect is something EV drivers have been aware of for ages.
The thought to point that out to the new audience we now have here was forgotten. I
observed it firsthand many times throughout Summer. Now with Winter approaching, it's
easy to see the difference. The increased capacity during the warm season was something
I intentionally delayed getting on video, wanting to avoid giving a misleading impression
of expected performance. That's a big reason I waited until the cold season returned to
begin filming. If people are pleased with what they observe under demanding
circumstances, they'll be thrilled later to discover it gets even better later. That's also a
great way to endorse the technology. Way back in 2000, my Prius experienced the second
coldest & snowiest December in Minnesota recorded history. Documenting details of
those driving experiences proved quite valuable when rollout expanded. The hope is that
very same thing will happen with the plug-in model. Having studied the design for over a
decade and now driving it, there are particular normal behaviors that those new to plug-in
technology could easily assume incorrectly about. We need to make sure to be explicit
and routinely provide exposition to have prevent that. This is a perfect example of where
that effort will be helpful.

11-25-2012

Greenwashing. The madness will go on and on. That's inevitable when it comes to being
in a competitive market with much to be lost. This is the latest: "GM is moving beyond
hybrid technology as they already have with the Voltec system in a bit of a that-was-then
this-is-now maneuver." That comment came from a staunch supporter who is well aware
of the inability for GM to compete directly with hybrids from Ford & Toyota. Their
hybrid system is too expensive and neither as efficient nor as clean. So, the decision was
made to focus primarily on plug-in offerings instead. That's an interesting business risk.
What do you sell to the many consumers who simply don't have access to a plug? It's a
very real problem the lack of diversity doesn't address. I see the comment as effort to not
tell the whole story, in other words, greenwashing. Here's how I responded: Having both
an engine and at least one electric motor makes it a hybrid, period. The reality of the
situation is how much that electric motor is utilized in contrast to the engine, which is
being used in an increasingly efficient matter. It's not an absolute as marketing attempts
to convey.
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11-26-2012

Agonizing. In the old days, if you said anything that didn't shed a positive light on a
competitor, the "fanboy" label was used. That's ancient history now. Under the same
conditions, at least when discussing GM, you are given a "hater" label. It's quite
disturbing how often that label gets used in forums and on article comments. Then of
course, if you favor an automaker like Toyota, they start waving the flag. That's looked
upon as "bashing America", even though the result is lots of employment here. Sadly, a
certain few have even begun accusations of communism. It's all quite disturbing. But
with Volt about to begin its third year of sales and volume still under the profitable level,
the situation is increasing pressure on supporters. We all know numbers not meeting
expectations results in losses. We all know the clock is ticking on the tax-credit too. To
make matters worse, there's a wave of plug-in hybrids about to steal the spotlight. Ford's
rollout is well on its way. Toyota will soon expand to nationwide availability. Sometime
in the first half of next year, Honda will makes its debut. All hybrid sellers already, they
really stir emotion when compared to what GM has to offer. That ends up being
agonizing for everyone. You either get labeled or you have to deal with the pressure.

11-26-2012

25 MPG. One strategy for dealing with the continued success of Prius is to force it into
another perspective. With the plug-in model, certain people (you know who they are)
always compare it to an EV. Why? That doesn't even make sense, nor was that ever the
intention. The approach we've seen all along is to expand upon efficiency opportunities
with an electric motor. That ability to drive alone through the suburbs with the engine off
has been available since the very beginning. Back then, the distance & speed was limited.
Over the years, both have increased. That wasn't the exclusive means of achieve high
MPG results though. Running the engine at a lower RPM by having the motor provide
propulsion power too was always a fundamental aspect of the design. Now that the
engine RPM can be 0 more often, somehow that makes it a poor EV. Since when was
that ever a goal? Never has an absolute of no gas ever been proclaimed. Reduction has
been the intention, not elimination. This is especially important when you consider the
means to which some electricity is derived. That source can be rather dirty. Continuing to
improve upon engine efficiency as well as using renewable carbon-neutral low emission
fuel makes sense. Anywho, the goal for the first plug-in Prius was to significantly
improve efficiency without clean compromises. Seeing that achieved with the anticipated
average of roughly 25 MPG better is quite vindicating... hence so much antagonistic
response from those supporting other solutions... you know who they are.

11-27-2012

Discovery. This morning's commute appears to have revealed a correlation between the
heater setting and coolant threshold. They seem to be tied directly, the lower the
temperature on the heater, the lower the temperature on the coolant. In other words, a
setting of "HI" will trigger the engine to startup when it drops to about 145°F but "72"
not until around 121°F. I tested theory this by adjusting it to "65" and observed the
engine staying off until 114°F. The end result of my 16.7 mile commute (taking the 70
mph route) today was 137 MPG with 1.8 mile of EV remaining. I'm looking forward to
seeing what the commute will reveal when the heater is set to "65" for the entire drive.
Note that on the regular model of Prius (my 2010), I never observed this. The threshold
for engine startup was always 114°F in ECO mode and 145°F in Normal. It tends to
make sense with EV that there's a sliding scale to make the heating smoother, since the
duration between engine running could significantly longer than with a Prius only
offering HV.
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11-28-2012

No Hybrids. The endless debates continue. This was the latest contribution to that:
There's a large product-gap between eAssist and Volt. No amount of rhetoric will change
that. This thread is about GM's choice to not fill it. As we've seen with the plug-in Prius,
it's feasible to significantly boost MPG through the use of a modest-sized air-cooled
battery-pack hybrid efficiency even after depletion. That makes it a configuration capable
of high-volume sales and business-sustaining profit. Reading the article, there's nothing
mentioned about how the 500,000 per year goal will be achieved or even any expectation
of what the distribution will be. With other automakers pursuing that gap, it seems quite a
risk for GM to dismiss it. As the cost of lithium batteries drops and the tax-credit expires,
the choice of a small & simple system with a plug for the masses won't be argued
anymore. In the meantime, we still have to deal with those claiming the superiority of a
system which didn't take the priority of being affordable seriously. That's really
unfortunate.

11-29-2012

Colder Operation. The temperature continues to drop around the country. (It's actually
been on the warm side here though.) So, online discussions about Prius operation in the
cold are quite popular. With both owners of c and v experiencing Winter for the first
time, there are quite a number of questions to address. It's all the same stuff we've heard
countless times over the years. But to them, this is their first experience with a hybrid in
the cold. The engine off behavior changes. Some is rather predicable. Some needs
information to understand. All results in much improved MPG compared to what their
previous vehicle would have delivered.

11-29-2012

Accord Plug-In Hybrid. Details were released today. This is Honda's first hybrid
offering a second motor, making it more flexible than their ASSIST system with only
one. Of course, we still don't know if it is a FULL hybrid though. That requires a powersplit device, which allows a wide variety of energy flows that overcomes the limitation
just a single motor/generator system can offer. Price was obviously the biggest curiosity.
It will be available starting at $39,780. Rollout will begin mid-January for 2 states,
California and New York. National availability will be sometime later in the Summer.
The EPA rating is 115 MPGe officially, which is the highest for any plug-in hybrid so
far. As for depleted operation, the MPG estimate values are 47 city, 46 highway, and 46
combined. The EV range for the plug-in is rated at 13 miles, from the 6.7 kWh lithium
battery-pack. It will feature a 137 hp 2.0 liter gas-engine connected to a 124 kW electricmotor. This will be the very first vehicle rated under the new LEV III standards too,
earning a rating of SULEV20. The numerical part of that emission label represents the
NMOG+NOx level. In this case, 0.020 gram/mile. Needless to say, the world of Volt
having the spotlight exclusively is rapidly fading away.
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11-30-2012

Now Available. It was quite a delight today to discover a dozen plug-in Prius delivered
to a local dealer here in Minnesota. They're all 2012 models available for immediate
purchase. I wasn't expecting them so early with the inevitable on set of Winter... which
likely won't be a mild one here like last year. This being an area where Prius is quite
popular year-round, endorsements from cold season driving go a long way too. So, it
makes sense offering some here sooner. After all, some people have been waiting a very
long time, not will to do an out-of-state then transport delivery as I did. Being available
in December means they'd be able to claim the tax-credit right away. It provides a nice
opportunity for a few lucky people to take advantage of. When Spring finally arrives,
much of the rest of the country will hopefully have local availability too.

12-01-2012

Buy Again. Aren't surveys fun? Blah! Limited scope can give misleading impressions.
That's why when the claim is vague... like when a percent is used rather than stating that
actual count... you should be cautious. Don't accept claims at face value. Always do some
research yourself to confirm. The recent example comes from a "buy again" ranking.
Seeing that raised many questions from those of us wondering about the data itself. That's
why I provide spreadsheets with raw numbers. You can draw conclusions on your own,
rather than just accept the summaries as is. Anywho, this is how I responded to it on the
big GM forum. Greenwashing through the use of percentages is why supporters back
away when detail is requested. Volt sure as heck better score high. With such an audience
(smaller and quite specific), how could it not? With a vehicle like the small model of
Prius, it targets totally different consumers... those who spend far less, yet still have some
high priorities... like emissions, efficiency, and high reliability. There are far more of
them too. Also, I get a kick out of how the "buy again" question limits choice. What if a
number of small Prius owners choose to purchase a larger Prius instead? That would
count as a "no" even though all they did was decide upon a different model.
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12-01-2012

Endless Bashing. We've seen it all before. Only now, it's playing out in actual sales
rather than rhetoric about what could be. Today, it was: "You are now just bashing GM.
The Volt is an excellent vehicle and if it had a Toyota badge you would probably be
praising it." My jumping was with this summary: Keep in mind that there really is a
production level that isn't profitable. Schedules are setup with suppliers & workers for
specific volumes. Coming short of that results in a penalty. True, the "I drove a Volt
today" experience can be a very positive one. After all, we know what EV delivers. An
expensive vehicle with impressive abilities will always score high reviews, but cost
tradeoffs come with consequences. GM campaigned fiercely against hybrids for years.
The only choice now, expressed in their very own words is to "leapfrog" the competition.
Unfortunately, that requires all the necessary ingredients all at the correct time... now! In
other words, battery cost must be low and consumer demand high. That just plain is not
the case. Volt could be considered ahead of its time. But as supporters wait, the
competition advances, narrowing the gap. Disregarding hype of the past and having
fallen short of goals, what is there? The approach GM took with Volt doesn't offer the
flexibility Toyota took with Prius. We have clear examples of how engine, motor, and
battery can be varied. That isn't feasible with Volt. Reduction of battery results in a
power & efficiency loss, both of which put it at a disadvantage. In other words, GM top
the top-down approach and Toyota took bottom-up. That fundamental difference is now
playing out, proving the one is not as effective as the other with middle-market
consumers. Ford will help to confirm this, since they also took bottom-up. Say all you
want about GM bashing. In fact, the feedback can be quite informative. But in the end, it
boils down to achieving business-sustaining profit.

12-01-2012

76 MPH. Concern about stress on the plug-in Prius battery-pack when accelerating onto
a highway with a cold engine generated this from me: Drop the pedal to the floor some
time. I was surprised to discover the "protect" mode had somewhat of an override. The
engine still won't redline, which in itself is rather low at 5500 RPM. Instead, it shoots
past the 1500 RPM ceiling and you end up getting around 2750 RPM. I hadn't expected
that to cause jump to 76 mph with a cold engine. The speed limit is only 70 mph on that
ramp just 3 blocks from my house. It goes to show you how well thought out the design
really is... and how infrequently you actually need maximum acceleration. As for
shortening your EV range, it won't happen if you're driving beyond a short distance. The
system is designed to restore that used during warm-up by taking advantage of the
efficiency the power-split-device offers. Remember, heat is required for maximum
emission cleansing. That extra engine load while warming up ends up being a win-win
situation.
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12-02-2012

Trophy Mentality. It's all that seems to be left now. Nothing else to draw interest to
Volt, as it is currently configured, is a sign of the next stage approaching. Ultimately, a
model that’s actually competitive will need to be delivered. Bragging rights about MPG
don't attract middle-market consumers. We know this well, as Prius owners. The
antagonists claimed the standout look of Prius was why people bought it, not the
improvement to emissions & efficiency. There mindset is having something compelling
to flaunt will generate lots of sales. That's the "trophy mentality". Rather than something
offerings a nice balance of priorities, as Prius does, it was a focus on desire. Reality is,
the shape of Prius is remarkably practical. There was no other midsize hatchback
available back when it debuted in 2003. That's what it got noticed. Combine that with the
benefits of the hybrid system, you got yourself a winner… as long as it's affordable.
That's the catch. High-Volume sales don’t come from a trophy. The profit-makers have to
be so common, they end up becoming part of the crowd… as Prius has.

12-03-2012

Excuses, Incentives, Expectations. What do I think there could be for penalties of heavy
discounting in the extreme short term? Since we heard every excuse imaginable by Volt
supporters for year #1, the response could be the same... wait until year #2. Of course,
now some of those same people are saying the next generation. I'd say there may not be
any, since there really needs to be some extra effort to get the upfront people familiar
with the differences between the regular and plug-in model. It's not like Volt, where
there's nothing direct to compare to or mix up with. The differences are so easy to accept
(the sign of a well planned out upgrade), it takes hands on experience from salespeople to
understand & convey the benefit. It's surprising easy to miss vitals of design, since
attention is often focused on other aspects of the purchase. After all, in the past people
new to hybrids often didn't know what to ask. Now that's the case with plug-in hybrids...
and the education of sales staff often gets overlooked by critics. Think about how easy it
is for a salesperson to sell a regular model of Prius instead. Selling more of the plug-in to
customers specifically wanting to jump on the opportunity to own one will help change
that. Remember the initial success of Prius? Toyota was able to seek out those buyers
back then. They targeted highly interested consumers, rather than doing a nationwide
launch initially. GM hoped to follow in those same footsteps too. Trouble is, the market
is profoundly different now. For Prius, there's countless online references already,
making detail about the plug-in model very difficult to fine. For Volt, the opportunity to
educate was instead used to flaunt awards and brag about performance. Toyota isn't
going to follow that path. They are now seeking out those with strong interest in the plugin. Seeing a dozen 2012 models now quietly be delivered to one dealership in Minnesota
seems to confirm that. Watch closely. As we get closer to Earth Day, the excitement will
build. Year #2 for the plug-in Prius, which starts then, will be one to capitalize upon... no
hype about an expensive approach like Volt. What Toyota offers is configured for the
masses. The incentive to increase sales as year #1 comes to a close should help confirm
it... just by the simple matter of seeing who actually takes advantage of the chance to buy.
To be a penalty, purchases would be limited to enthusiasts. To be a true gain, purchases
will be dominated by those from middle-market who would have otherwise just bought a
regular model instead.
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12-04-2012

Third Place. GM has built up a huge inventory of pickups. Currently, there are 245,853
available. Many are supposedly the much-hyped new Silverado. This makes you question
what priorities are. With Volt having slipped to third place for plug-in hybrids,
supposedly due to inventory shortage, how can you not? 1,766 Prius PHV. 1,539 Leafs.
1,519 Volts. 1,259 C-Max Energi. Those totals for last month are stirring emotion on
posts. Discussions don't stand a chance of being constructive anymore. Trouble is
brewing. Toyota's approach of offering a balance of priorities gives the plug-in Prius a
strong chance of becoming a self-sustaining choice, selling just like the other models. But
since it's a package upgrade, sharing the same platform as the regular (no plug) model,
there's less risk. That's good when you see how volatile traditional inventory management
can be. Of course, the underlying cause of the pickup surplus may simply just be the shift
away from guzzlers. But then again, enticing those downsizing from trucks to choose a
hybrid car rather than a traditional car is a win-win situation. Why not capitalize on it?
After all, GM has been missing lots of opportunity lately. Betting the farm on Volt wasn't
a good plan.

12-05-2012

NiMH verses Li-Ion. Some are beginning to question Toyota's decision not to simply
move to lithium batteries for all their hybrids. The lack of diversity they've become
accustom to makes understanding the move to diversify a confusing one. It gives the
impression of indecisiveness. In reality, it's just an ordinary advancement step we take for
granted in other industries. It's quite normal to see that hardware stores for rechargeable
devices. Why not with hybrids too? I replied to the thread discussing this topic with: It
makes sense sticking with NiMH for maximum optimization. How else are they going to
penetrate deep into the challenging sub-$20k market? The benefit of storage space is
nice, as is the minor bump in HV efficiency. But cost is paramount. We'll see availability
of Li-Ion expand over time. Having it in two models of Prius already is undeniable proof
that Toyota is real-world validating for next generation rollout potential. As for calling
NiMH obsolete, that doesn't make sense considering how common Lead-Acid batteries
are still. For that matter, there are still some rechargeable devices being sold with NiCad
batteries. It boils down to production & sales. That's the ultimate perspective check.
Expanding the product-line is what's getting the most resources now... in a market
heavily dominated by non-hybrid vehicles.

12-06-2012

Cold Soak. Did you know it's better for battery longevity to let it rest before recharging?
Most people don't. Hopefully, some plug-in Prius owners just naturally contribute to it.
Setting the timer to not start until later in the evening (to take advantage of lower
electricity rates) will automatically accommodate that. EV owners don’t have as much
flexibility. For that matter, plug-in hybrids with large capacity batteries don't either. Only
taking 2.5 hours from a 110-volt connection and 1.5 from a 220-volt, you've got it with
PHV. For me at home, I've been having the recharge start via the time at 4:50 am. If I
ever recharge there in the evening, I wait at least 2 hours first. That works really well. I
typically have several hours of things to do anyway. While downtown at work, there's
always a 5 to 6 hour delay. I walk over to the car on my afternoon break to plug in. That
works out really well too, especially since I'm not taking up a charging-spot the entire
day then. Be able to help stretch the longest possible life out of the pack doesn't take
much more than being aware of what ages them. Providing rest time while depleted,
called a "cold soak", contributes to longevity.
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12-07-2012

New Expectations. For over 3 years, we had to endure the purist hype. Then it slipped
that there would indeed be a direct engine connection. The eruption of semantic arguing
which followed made it clear nothing would be straight forward about the rollout. Sure
enough, we got every excuse imaginable about not meeting goals... most notably sales.
The revised Volt sales estimate for 2012 here provided at the start of this year was
45,000. Obviously, that's not going to happen. What should we be expecting for next
year? Currently, the promotion of Volt is focusing solely on "gas saved" numbers.
Compared to driving what? And why is there no mention whatsoever of either the
quantity of electricity consumed or the resulting smog-related emissions? Leaving out
vital detail is rather blatant greenwashing. With plug-in Prius rolling out to the rest of the
country now and plug offerings from other automakers, the draw factors to Volt become
even more of challenge. Appealing to middle-market isn't what the trophy-mentality
supports. Mainstream consumers have a balance of purchase priorities. Again, what
should we expect? Keep in mind there's a $7,500 price gap which must be overcome
before the tax-credit expires, just to maintain status quo. To become more than just a
niche within GM's production, sales must increase significantly. Remember, the point is
to offer a product which delivers business-sustaining profit.

12-07-2012

How We Got Here. Remember all the nonsense we had to deal with in the past? Most
people cannot, because they weren’t watching the hybrid market in the first place. Those
who do remember, don't realize it was over a decade ago. The years get mixed up quite
easily. It started way back in 2000. The "payback" and "nickel" arguments we among the
initial greenwashing campaigns. The antagonists pushed a "treehugger" point of view,
casting Prius supporters as extremes. They fought hard to prevent mainstream
acceptance. That transformed to an effort to inflate costs. Remember the "Dust to Dust"
debacle? When finally debunked, there was a rather blatant attempt to invoke fear. It was
unbelievable how determined some were to undermine the advancement of Prius. They
were very upset about the progress being made. Downplay is the theme now. Holding
back the entire market for the sake of making time for the competition to catch up likely
won't work either. With the growth we've already seen from the new larger & smaller
model and the upcoming nationwide rollout of the plug-in, that hope to convince people
that Prius is just a passing niche is long gone. Not only is Prius mainstream, it is now
being recognized as an example of the entire industry shifting away from traditional
vehicles.
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12-08-2012

Addressing Inefficiencies. This quote speaks for itself: "I am growing concerned that
EV advocates may choose to ignore vehicle inefficiencies simply because the power
comes from a plug." The problem goes back to our roots, using MPG to represent
efficiency rather than stating the amount of gas actually consumed. Most of the rest of the
world states their efficiency it terms of "liters/100km". That informs you precisely how
much fuel it took to travel that distance. MPG certainly doesn't. Anywho, I joined the
discussion with: Listing the amount of kWh consumed hasn't been happening. The
attitude that electricity is free & unlimited is working its way into the mindset of those
praising EV. There is genuine reason to be concerned that we could simply be switching
from one fuel to another rather than actually reducing emissions & consumption.
Supporters of Volt cringe whenever the topic of Two-Mode is brought up... since even
though it was indeed a hybrid, it still consumed large quantities of gas. The large
"HYBRID" labels it flaunted was a great example of having put lipstick on a pig.
Watching for references to "gas saved" reveals a lot where GM's priorities actually are.
When other automakers promote their plug-in vehicles. Comparing gas consumption
between Prius & Prius PHV or C-Max & C-Max Energi doesn't have as much as an
impact as comparing Volt to the industry average. The real winners are those who
address efficiency candidly and don't place speed & power among the highest priorities.
We can pretend to be green or actually be it. There's a difference, details of which some
attempt to withhold.

12-08-2012

EPA Estimates. How are fuel economy results actually validated? It's winter here now.
With temperatures below freezing and slower travel due to snow & ice, the outcome will
vary quite a bit. EPA is for the sake of comparison anyway, not an expectation. The
wording on the window-sticker states a range, pointing out the large numbers are only an
average. And how are measurements performed on rollers suppose to represent the realworld knowing roads that aren't absolutely flat or traffic free. For that matter, how is the
weight of the vehicle itself taken into account. My driving yesterday, most on freshly
fallen snow, came to a total of 65 miles. Using 6 kWh of electricity, combined with the
regular Prius gas engine, the end result was 83 MPG. How is that information suppose to
be considered? What kind of analysis should be used to confirm the automaker delivered
what the consumer has chosen to purchase? How close must results be to be acceptable?
With MPG becoming a high priority, the shortcomings in estimates of traditional vehicles
are finally gaining attention... after years of careless disregard. Who needs to educate the
market about the wide variety of efficiency-influencing factors and the differences in the
types of hybrids being offered? So many questions. So few answers.
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12-08-2012

Price Importance. I like how some people forget to look at the big picture: "At $32,000,
the Prius PHV isn't serving your middle-market either. That's nearly $8000 more than
the base Prius..." They get so focused on Prius itself, they forget to look at other vehicles
being offered and the situation automakers will be facing. I tried to point out those
missing aspects: $30,000 has been and continues to be the middle-market target. When
the tax-credit expires, that goal of delivering a plug-in hybrid with a nice balance of
priorities isn't in danger. Being able to shave off $2,000 for 2015 is within reason. We see
Toyota striving to keep cost in check. They aren't making sacrifices for the sake of
offering more capacity. So what if there are other models of Prius available with lower
prices. The point is to increase choice. None of them offer a plug. Market expansion is
realistic when MSRP is at a level comparable to what mainstream purchases already are.
High-Volume sales don't come from complicated justifications of price. It's quite simple
to see how swapping in a larger battery and adding a plug offers a MPG boost.

12-09-2012

Plug Pricing. Sometimes, there is consideration of the rest of the market with disregard
to the different models of Prius. It's the reverse of the other problem, where they are now
only looking at the big picture. Needless to say, discussions get confusing. The problem
comes down to price of the option itself. Focus solely on the vehicle as a whole
overlooks the actual components involved. The smaller NiMH battery-pack is exchanged
with a much larger Li-Ion battery-pack. A plug, charger, and adapter are added to. I
responded to the on-going discussion based upon vehicle sticker-price: None of that
addresses cost of the option itself. You want leather and a moonroof, that upgrade isn't
free. You want HUD and a nicer stereo, that upgrade isn't free. You want larger wheels
and LED lights, that upgrade isn't free. Toyota's goal was always looked upon as a
premium, the price you would be willing to pay for the upgrade. You want a larger
battery and a plug, you have to pay for it. The cost of that has a target of $3,000 to
$5,000. How is that not realistic? I cannot envision someone making a purchase decision
between a near-luxury guzzler and a plug-in mainstream hybrid. They are far too
different.

12-09-2012

Prius Sales. For last month in the United States, they were: 8,925 for the regular model;
3,124 for the c model; 2,690 for the v model, and 1,766 for the plug-in model. The story
in Japan is quite different. Last month there, the c model (known as "Aqua") has sales of
26,346. That nearly ten times more... so much, it was the top-selling vehicle there in
November. The regular model wasn't as good, but still quite impressive with 22,039
purchased. The tally for v weren't available. There was a number cited for Corolla
though, at 6,121. Stepping to look at the overall counts for the year so far, there were
246,170 for c and 301,102 for the regular model (along with 75,701 for Corolla) in Japan.
That paints another impression of market demand. But the fact that Prius is popular in
general is quite obvious. Here, it's 134,967 for the regular model, 37,677 for v, 32,582 for
c, and 11,389 for the plug-in. Knowing that c and the plug-in weren't available until later
in the year is good to know, but not essential. Seeing the total here for Camry hybrid at
41,213 provides an idea of the progress that's been made.
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More Photos. Although I only have one to share today, there's more photos on the way.
It was extremely snowy. What a mess! The top highway speed on that drive was 42 mph.
Most of the time, I was only going about 30. Sometimes, it was in the low 20's. We got
several inches of the wet nasty stuff. I was driving through what remained after initial
clean-up. There were quite a few accidents. Most come from people driving much too
fast for the conditions. Slowing down is not rewarding for them like it is in a Prius.
Today provided a fantastic example. I wasn't able to recharge before setting out on that
adventure. It was 23.9 miles of very Wintery driving in a plug-in with a depleted batterypack. That meant nothing but ordinary hybrid driving the entire way. The result was
amazing, especially when you take into account the heater was running the entire time.
52 MPG is definitely worthy of a photo. I did indeed get one to document that event too.
Here it is... photo album 179

12-10-2012

Winter Arrived. It is definitely here. We got about 8 inches of snow. Other parts of the
cities saw as much as 14 inches. This morning's commute was a terribly slow one, with a
temperature of 16°F outside. Traffic on the 70 mph highway was moving at around 35
mph. In the section where it slows down to 55 mph for the river crossing, vehicles were
crawling along at just 9 mph. I was loving every minute of it. Upon encountering that
stop & slow, there was 6.0 miles of EV remaining. I cracked the windows, reduced the
fan speed, and opened the vent. With the interior already warmed up, the thought of
turning on the heated-seat had even crossed my mind until 15 minutes into the electriconly bliss. To my delight, I made it all the way to the parking ramp without the engine
starting up. I did have the seat on high for warmth though. I also wondered if the primary
ingredient for keeping the windshield clear is a matter of air circulation, much more so
than the humidity itself. A simple small fan should reveal that answer. Anywho, the
result of that 16.8 mile snowy commute was 143 MPG with 0.1 mile of EV remaining.

12-10-2012

Recharging In Snow. Today was the first opportunity with more than just a dusting of
snow. Since I had already recharged in the rain, this plugging in was no big deal. But like
other events, documenting when is worth the effort. Those flurries turned into measurable
accumulation too. The awning that was hoped to be installed at the ramp last month
didn't happen yet. The 2 additional charging-stations weren't either. But now the plan is
for 4 more. Cool! In the meantime, there's brushing involved. I have to sweep off the
snow when I'm ready to leave work for home. This particular commute from work was
going to be one quite worthy of documenting too. The uncertainty of how nasty the drive
would actually be had everyone concerned. I was too. But not having the burden of
wasting gas sitting there in hopelessly slow traffic is nice. It stops and you have no idea
when it will begin again or how long it will actually take to travel even just a short span
of road. For that matter, you don't know how easy it will be to drive along the road itself.
There's usually not the fear of getting stuck, though sometimes that does happen at
challenging junctions. The worry comes when the need arises for a sudden stop. Anywho,
it all starts with a recharge. This time, it was while lots of new snow feel.
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Winter Extremes. The commute home was a slow one. The temperature had dropped.
The road to the highway was covered with an inch thick of ice. The city has a machine to
cut notches in it to accelerate melting. That short-term result is a nasty washboard to
drive over, riddled with large indentures. Everyone was going slow as a result. Of course,
the slick spots on the highway were good reason to avoid speed as well. With the outside
only at 5°F, use of the heater was constant the entire drive home. To my surprise, the
climb out of the valley from the river was almost entirely with electricity. The coolant
had warmed up enough for EV, but I had no idea how long it would last or if the battery
was fully warmed up yet. Very close to the top, the engine started back up. It shut off
fairly quick and traffic was only moving along at about 50 mph. So, I just let it stay that
way until depletion. 90 MPG was the overall result of my 34 mile round-trip commute,
with a recharge at work. That's truly remarkable for the those extreme conditions. Heck,
that's considerably better any vehicle without a plug could deliver. Winter has taken on a
whole new outlook. I'm quite happy, as you can see... photo album 180

12-11-2012

Different Perspectives. Those new to hybrids are often oblivious to what happened a
decade ago, to the point where they get frustrated. It often results in a reply which claims
you are altering or distorting history... when in reality, they simply don't have all the
facts. That's why I find the blogs so helpful. All you have to do is search for what was
being thought & said back then, documented as it actually happened. Anywho, you get
seemingly constructive comments like this without that knowledge of the past:
"Unfortunately cars like the Volt highlight that hybrids simply require a rethink, and a
change in driving patterns if one is to truly expect notable fuel economy." I replied with:
The actual problem was that automakers failed to inform owners. They were kept in the
dark. All you'd get was a crude analog speedometer. Then came Prius, with multiinformation screen standard. It was a rude awakening. Factors like speed, acceleration,
fuel-formula, air-temperature, tire-pressure, and oil-level all quickly surfaced as
efficiency influences affecting all vehicles, but assumed to be Prius only. The rethink was
long overdue. It stirred a movement which ultimately got the EPA to revise the way MPG
estimates were measured. The fact that attention has now become so widespread is
simply proof that concerns have penetrated into the mainstream. Plug-In hybrids
introduce an additional variance. But since the complaints are engine efficiency
(primarily MPG following depletion), the EV capacity really doesn't play a role in
solving the problem at hand. It just helps to raise awareness about the complexity of
estimates.
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Air Circulation. Blah. Driving was even worse today. The snow transformed into heavy
dry masses mixed with stretches of chunky ice. It was an awful recipe for commuting.
Traffic was nasty. Needless to say, I was able to test out my theory right away. On my
morning commute, the slowdown area was after getting the interior nicely warmed up. I
shut off the heater and fired up my tiny USB-powered fan. Sure enough, it kept the
windshield clear, allowing me to drive from there on in EV without getting cold. On the
way home, I simply turned on the heater and let it warm up the interior. Traffic was nasty
from the start. Turns out though, there was plenty of EV anyway, even when the need to
turn back on the heater came. Thankfully, we don't get storms that often and most aren't
anywhere near that bad. This just happened to be an ideal opportunity to observe and
interact with the extremes firsthand. The final results for those 35.6 miles of driving was
6 kWh of electricity (2 full recharges), 0.367 gallons of gas (97 MPG average), 17 miles
of EV displayed, and 17 miles of HV displayed. I documented the results with my
camera... photo album 180

12-12-2012

Still Avoiding PHV. You know progress isn't being made when the discussions don't
change. If it's the same old rhetoric of the past, then there's no realistic way to claim
advancement. How else can that be put? You read a new discussion thread about Volt,
the comparisons continue to be about the regular model Prius. It's quite clear. After all
this time, the supporters are still avoiding PHV. I find that so redeeming. To think that
they finally recognize market Prius worked so hard to draw. The answer to my "who"
question is mainstream consumers… those who couldn't care less about the reasons they
state for purchasing a Volt instead. They are beginning to see that now. I wonder why. Is
it sales? Is it real-world data? Is it a better understanding of the market? How come they
don't mention the plug-in model when comparing Volt to Prius? Why hasn't that change?

12-12-2012

Plug-In Spotted. It's very exciting when you get greeted in the parking lot by someone
happily yelling out to you: "We have 9 Prius in our family." Then without a moment to
determine intent, she's starts asking about the plug-in model. That was my first true PHV
recognition, a random encounter totally unexpected but very welcome. That level of
excitement is quite enthralling. I can't wait to do that when there isn’t a snowy mess to
deal with. Anywho, her determination to glean as much information from me as quickly
as possible is something you have to witness to believe… which my sister did. We were
out shopping, minding our own business. She got a kick out of the experience. Not
having the plug-in available on most dealer's lots around here until Spring lowers
expectations. That's also the case with the lack of charging-stations. I'm just collecting
real-world data in the meantime. But it sure is nice responding to inquiries before that.
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Volt Discussions. Stepping back to look at activity on the big GM forum, it's easy to see
there isn't any Volt discussion anymore. Unless Prius is mentioned, the thread dies almost
immediately. The content of posts themselves are nothing but comparison information.
You can't actually find anything stand-alone anymore. That's drastically different from
the big Prius forum. Discussions are abundant. Thread activity is dramatically more
frequent. Mention of Volt is actually quite rare. 2013 is going to be rough for GM. With
Ford ramping up for a good showing from C-Max & Fusion plug-in hybrids and Honda
preparing to do the same with Accord, the road for Toyota is quite the opposite. It all
comes down to audience. Who are those plug-in hybrids attempting to appeal to? At
some point, something from GM will be announced. I can't imagine rollout of the
Cadillac version of Volt being the only activity the entire third year of production. But
then again, the past is loaded with unfulfilled goals. Remaining silent would be the lesser
of two evils.

12-12-2012

Heater Variance. I've observed that heater temperature is tied directly to coolant
temperature. That's a new parameter for us driving Prius. No longer is there a specific
temperature at which the engine starts back up for cabin warming. With the regular
model, it was always 114°F when in ECO mode and 145°F when the other modes. With
the plug-in, it varies. In other words, while driving EV with ECO, then engine will start
up for the heater when the coolant is 125°F if set to "HI" but not if set to "65". While
driving HV with ECO, that wouldn't happen. The engine would stay off. It sounds
somewhat complicated, until you consider outside conditions and why you requested it to
be warmer. More heat means running the engine longer. Taking extra time while sitting
in the cold would be uncomfortable. So, it starts sooner and runs for a shorter duration
instead. There's always a tradeoff when it comes to situations like that. With the regular
Prius, electric-only driving doesn't last anywhere near as long as with the plug-in. Why
sacrifice comfort when you can get great efficiency anyway? After all, even when the
engine runs for heat, you still get a MPG boost.

12-12-2012

Winter Roads. Commute traffic this evening... Ugh. I avoided the side roads, since they
were still a mess despite the temperature climbing above freezing. That meant some
pretty heavy congestion on the main highway. That also meant my first ever opportunity
to drive EV entirely to depletion on the 70 mph route. 29 minutes of electric-only bliss. I
was quite pleased how far I got, even climbing out of the river valley without the engine
starting. The downfalls of Winter are turning out to be quite enjoyable having a plug. The
screen that's display when you shut off the Prius is quite informative. Seeing 150 MPG
for the drive was quite satisfying, certainly not what anyone else on that road was getting.
It makes the cold season less stressful.
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12-13-2012

Energi Report. When the founder of that daily blog for Volt returned to share his report
on the new C-Max plug-in (called "Energi") he traded it for, the response was a civil as
you could expect... the topic was quickly diverted to a tangent and attention was lost.
Those still there simply didn't want to address Ford's plug-in offering. For that matter,
they still only make references to the regular Prius and avoid the plug-in model.
Fortunately, it was quite unlike that on the big GM forum. There, they are hostile and
don't even try to be honest. Oddly though, that still remains the better source for
argument points. You actually get some type of feedback. Anywho, we have witnessed
the hopes of mainstream fade away to niche for Volt and are now seeing plug-in hybrids
capable of high-volume sales from middle-market. They never wanted to be realistic
about the situation. The reaction continues to be the "head in the sand" attitude. All they
care about is not getting a "fail" stigma. Oh well. It's not like we didn't see that coming.
Meanwhile, the reports on C-Max Energi are beginning to emerge.

12-14-2012

$2.99 Per Gallon. A major argument point for Volt was the expectation of higher gas
prices, much higher. Supporters hoped routinely paying over $4 per gallon would
contribute heavily to sales. They didn't want to acknowledge that the fuel industry has
resources & incentive to prevent that. The assumption was prices would remain $3
something. Seeing it now at $2.99 was quite unexpected. That's a very big problem for an
expensive hybrid like Volt. For an affordable one like Prius, the story is quite different.
Even without the tax-credit, it is still within reach of ordinary consumers. We know that
simply by observing models purchased in the past. There was a steady stream of 4 & 5
packages, whose price was relatively close. They sold well even when gas was at $3.
There was no dependency. Looking 2 years from now, no change in gas-price and the
tax-credit expiration offset by the next generation improvements will be just fine for
Prius. What happens with Volt, especially taking into consideration the pressure
competition from Ford will create from both plug-in and regular hybrids. Other
automakers will be joining the party too. Maybe 2013 will bring the long overdue
acknowledgement of need. Thankfully, the blind hope of the past was finally abandoned.
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Estimate Value Concern. This was my response to a concern new PHV owner: We saw
this coming... the same questions getting asked over and over and over again. It becomes
annoying quick, when there's nothing actually wrong and it stems from not being well
versed in how the system works. But that's what happens when a new technology is so
well designed and so unintimidating middle-market consumers embrace it. To best
explain the situation, you have to first recognize that the value presented isn't an EV
range expectation. Prius is a plug-in hybrid. Its purpose is to significantly reduce
emissions consumption, not to offer a pure electric-only driving experience. The larger
battery-pack and plug simply expand upon efficiency seeking opportunities the system
has been taking advantage for 15 years now. True, you will have plenty of EV driving,
but that value is only an estimate based upon your own personal driving data. Reset the
computer, the original value you saw will immediately return. Mine progressively got
lower due to more blend driving rather than electric-only. The resulting MPG should be
outstanding, since the plug-supplied electricity is still being used. Seeing a value much
lower now than when you first bought the car is an understandable sign of concern
though. But then again, some of the best advocates for the technology over the years have
come from owners with a first-post convinced something is wrong. They learn how the
system actually works, then becomes very excited upon learning how well it copes with
such a seemingly simple situation that is really quite complex. Long story short, it's
working fine and welcome to the forum. There are quite a number of threads on this topic
already. Do some searches. Then if you'd like to learn a lot more, consider purchasing an
aftermarket gauge to allow you to observe aspects of operation not revealed via the
dashboard displays.

12-15-2012

Blend Mode. I've been playing with it, wondering if there's a simple way of conveying
intent & benefit. The plug-in Prius will run the engine from time to time for heating the
interior. Heat is also needed for cleansing emissions. Winter can be cruel to efficiency for
all vehicle. But taking advantage of the engine running isn't a big deal with the PHV.
When accelerating from a stop, why not push the pedal hard or press the HV/EV button
to startup the engine? If it has to run anyway, why not use it for providing power to the
wheels at the same time? Turns out, that's a rather efficient approach when the
temperature outside is well below freezing. It keeps coolant (the source of warmth for the
heater) above the threshold, allowing more opportunity for driving in EV. That may seem
somewhat counter-intuitive, running the engine for the sake of using it less, but the
outcome speaks for itself. I've found that approach worthwhile. Accelerating briskly does
the trick. That's the very same advice we give new owners of the regular Prius anyway.
Giving it to those with a plug too makes matters of education easy. After all, not giving
any advice tends to allow assumptions to take over. People end up fighting the system,
thinking they are achieving higher efficiency, when really they are not. In other words,
don't be afraid of letting the engine run. Of course, I still don't know what to call it. Blend
mode is rather generic, but it does make it clear that engine use is expected.
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Blatant Greenwashing. How do you respond to an article that starts with this: "Ford
introduced its two C-MAX hybrid models last December, and just one year later the U.S.
car maker is already nudging out Toyota for sales of electric hybrid and plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles." That's an outright lie. C-Max was introduced to this market in October,
just 2 months ago. There's no possible way the writer could have made a mistake. The
claim is blatant greenwashing. Sadly, the sentence that followed clarified motive: "Ford
introduced its two C-MAX hybrid models last December, and just one year later the U.S.
car maker is already nudging out Toyota for sales of electric hybrid and plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles." People typically believe what they read. So, this was especially
disturbing. The article later goes on to describe the two models as "EV hybrid" and "plugin EV hybrid", both of which are obviously misleading since the industry been using
"hybrid" and "plug-in hybrid" as identifiers for years. Then to make matters even worse:
"...combined sales in November for the C-MAX Hybrid and C-MAX Energi plug-in
hybrid totaled 4,848 in November, compared to a total of 4,456 for Toyota’s Prius plugin and Prius V hybrids." How is drawing that conclusion by excluding the 8,925 sales of
the regular model even the slightest bit honest? What about omitting 3,124 sales of the
smaller model? Needless to say, some people aren't even trying to be constructive.

12-16-2012

Same Old Story. Toyota & GM took fundamentally different approaches, yet claims are
made that they didn't. So no matter what is stated afterward, it makes no difference. It's
the stereotypical gearhead verses accountant type exchanges that go nowhere. We all
know what sustains the business. Some just plain are not interested though. TOYOTA =
deliver a vehicle configured to be profitable & affordable, then later introduce
enhancements as cost warrants. GM = deliver a vehicle a highly appealing configuration,
then focus on cost-reduction for future generation rollouts. The latter contributes heavily
to threads just like this, where the prize is bragging rights and competiveness with
traditional vehicle purchases is of no concern. Fortunately, the new player to join in is
stirring the topic, preventing the old rhetoric from getting much traction anymore. FORD
= straddle the approaches TOYOTA and GM took, hoping to capture the best of both
words.

12-16-2012

Balance. When I posted the content of that previous entry on the big GM forum, I
actually got a few regulars to express agreement with those observations. Sadly, there
were still some rather hostile responses as well. They came from the die-hard enthusiasts
who still believe a 40-mile EV capacity and $40,000 cost is a well balanced approach for
middle-market. That baffles me. It's not worth stating what should be obvious though:
Toyota set a much lower cost goal and requested their engineers to deliver the best they
could with it right away. GM didn't set a specific cost limitation for the engineers to stay
under. True, there was the goal of "nicely under $30,000", but not achieving that by 2010
was obvious to everyone except enthusiasts. The plug-in hybrids from Toyota & Ford
strive to deliver a clear benefit from plug-supplied electricity without requiring a large
premium to be paid. You get a larger seating interior too. In other words, there was a
pronounced effort to make it competitive with this generation. GM didn't do that. We
suspect GM will with the next generation though... sacrificing some aspects of the design
to make it capable of being purchased profitably without tax-credit assistance with highvolume production & sales. Enthusiasts won't be happy... which is typical of mainstream
vehicles anyway, since most are well-balanced rather than standing out for lots of
attention.
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Lower Threshold. The coolant temperature threshold with the plug-in model is lower.
114°F is well proven for regular model. I was finally able to confirm that discovery late
at night driving my PHV. It went all the way down to 94°F before the engine fired up
again. Think about that for a moment. If it were 94°F outside, would you feel warm? We
know that Toyota found a way to physically heat up the emission system faster with this
model anyway. So, why not change the software too? I went out to run an errand. I
pushed the defrost button with the temp already set at "LO". The engine fired up anyway.
Fortunately, I had just come to a lonely stop. So, I shut the defrost off, then powered
down the Prius and back up again. Using the head & foot option instead, no engine. That
continued for about 1.5 mile until finally needed heat. So, I bumped the temperature to
"HI" and allowed the warm-up cycle to run its course. When the engine shut off, I set the
temperature to "65" and lowered the blower to 2 bars. The interior stayed comfortable
and the windshield clear the rest of the drive. The engine did the usual cycling, starting
up at 114°F and shutting off at 130°F. After a few cycles, I noticed a drop below 114°F.
That peaked my interest. Without any interruption to heat, it went all the way down to
94°F before the engine started up. My theory is some other component was warm at that
point, no longer immediately dependent upon coolant to sustain anymore. Long story
short, setting the heater to "65" and the blower to 2 bars following warm-up appears to be
a simple & efficient choice when you're driving in sub-freezing temperatures.

12-17-2012

Rose-Colored Glasses. It boggles the mind. Supposedly, there's a shortfall of Volt due to
the retooling that was done for Malibu. Now we find out that GM grossly over-produced
Malibu. There's an inventory of 78,200 waiting to be sold. Clearly, the focus has not been
on keeping sales of Volt steady. All those arguments I had about traditional vehicles
being the true concern fell on deaf ears. They only cared about bragging rights. That fear
about consequences of the trophy-mentality are now playing out. 2 years after rollout,
Volt is still very much a niche. All that hype about it becoming part of the mainstream
quickly has turned into "wait for the next generation" rhetoric. They are still wearing
rose-colored glasses. Prius is constantly being called out as the enemy, not traditional
vehicles. Yet the evidence obviously points out that's not the case. The business effort
continues to be production & sales of traditional vehicles. Let's not forget that there are
also 245,853 unsold GM pickups. Selling around 2,000 Volt per month so long after
debut in a market with the choices of plug-in expanding, the outlook isn't good. Yet, the
supporters still don't want to see it... which means there's not going to be any pressure
from them on GM to alter priorities. Not saying anything is a sign of acceptance. Making
excuses for the painfully slow progress is an endorsement for more of the same. When
will they learn?
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12-18-2012

$4 Gas. We are seeing more and more small traditional cars on the road. They replace
those nasty guzzling SUVs of the past. That's overwhelming clear evidence that $4 gas
really did make an impression on consumer priorities. Hearing about inventory of
pickups and some midsize cars piling up makes you wonder what will happen.
Production can only be halted for so long. While it is, workers still get paid. That's
money lost. Nothing to profit from sets up a really bad situation. What decisions will be
made as a result? Needless to say, at some point the rose-colored glasses must be taken
off. The expiration of tax-credits is an obvious deadline. That's the case for CAFE
requirements too. A trophy only takes you so far. Selling vehicles to mainstream
consumers is major challenge not being taken seriously by some. Simply downsizing to
tiny vehicles isn't a solution. Seeing gas now down to $2.95 means opportunity to
penetrate the market without pressure. Solutions can be introduced to the masses as the
next natural step on automotive evolution. That's why the plug-in Prius is so well
positioned. It doesn't look like a desperate attempt to solve a crisis already in progress.
When people panic about gas prices, we've seen that they flock to small traditional cars.
Having an assortment of Prius to choose from already common on the road when $4 does
return is a good plan.

12-19-2012

Lack of Concern. Remember the motto back when Two-Mode was being developed? It
was "Better than Prius". When the technology didn't deliver, focus was simply diverted
elsewhere. Now that there won't be any Two-Mode pickups produced anymore, we can
see pressure building again. It doesn't take long reading comments from Volt enthusiasts
to confirm that. There are plenty of comparisons to Prius that use words like "superior",
"idiotic", "inferior", and "pathetic". As for the shift now, there's a huge effort to
downplay expectations. Rather than acknowledging GM's extensive experience with
motors & batteries, it's pushing the mindset of first generation and early adopter. It's lack
of concern for the big picture that worries the most. Surging sales of small traditional
vehicles don't matter to supporters. GM can sell all the Malibu, Cruze, and Sonic they
way. As long as more Volt are purchased than plug-in Prius, they just plain don't care
about anything else.

12-19-2012

200 Million Shares. That's how many of the 500 million government owned shares GM
said it would buy back. The original purchase price was $33 each. They will now be sold
at $27.50 each. That's a loss of $1.1 billion and much later than had been hoped. The
other 300 million will remain outstanding up to 15 more months. The plan was to make a
modest profit to cover expenses, like a loan to the automaker with an unspecified
interest-rate or duration. It didn't work out that way. And that's just in the United States.
The government in Canada is still holding quite a number of shares too. The intent of
buying so much public stock was to flood GM with capital to help the automaker with
bankruptcy recovery efforts, to quickly establish long-term viability. That's why those
pushing Volt to become more realistic for the mainstream quickly were so concerned.
The "too little, too slowly" was indeed becoming the status of the situation. Today's
announcement to buy back those shares is a step toward achieving that. It forces
important financial decisions to be made sooner, rather than later.
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12-19-2012

Speed of Recovery. That's been a major problem with GM on several fronts. We all
know the hopes for Volt to reach mainstream volume (5,000 per month) in the second
year didn't work out. That in itself puts GM in a position without a clear next step.
Ending uncertainty with Two-Mode pickups helps. As for Two-Mode SUVs, selling less
than 2,000 per year is far from what had been expected at this point. It's not returning
enough to justify major investment anymore. eAssist doesn't seem to be making much
progress either. Then there's the 500 million shares of government owned stock. Was it a
good idea to provide the assistance? Most likely. But not recovering fast enough could
allow the some problems to return though... which is exactly what we're seeing signs of
now. How long should we continue to wait and for what?

12-20-2012

Halo Vehicle. It was a term coined by GM to insult Prius. It meant the vehicle was really
just used to draw in customers from other automakers to get them to purchase their
traditional vehicles... a kind of technology bait & switch. In other words, there was no
intent to actually sell a lot of the hybrid itself. It was basically just a technology showcase
to improve automaker reputation. Strangely, all the downplay of Volt by its own
enthusiasts to deal with sales falling way short of expectations was to redefine it as a
"halo" vehicle. Huh? Their thought behind that was that if Prius ended up thriving
afterward, Volt could too. The catch is, Prius never was a "halo" vehicle. When it was
given that label, sales were already above the mainstream minimum (5,000 per month).
Prius wasn't a niche in any respect at that point. In fact, it was being purchased more than
many other Toyota cars… often the third best seller here. The label was an attempt to
greenwash. Needless to say, no Volt enthusiast would ever admit that. The only way to
get any type of acknowledge was to trick them into unintentionally revealing the true
situation… which was exactly what I did. Taking about a great way to end the second
year. After endlessly asking the "Who is the market for Volt?" question, I asked this
instead: "What is the purpose of Volt?" Following the anticipated wave of insults, I
posted: "The purpose of this generation of Volt is to be a halo vehicle. In fact, that is why
there is this very [discussion] topic. Someday there will be a variant of Volt that sells in
high-volume replacing traditional vehicles like Malibu & Cruze." They went nuts,
rejoicing that I finally understood what they had been saying all along. In reality, I had
just been presented with confessions that goals were not being met and those
expectations have been shifted to several years from now. Admitting that, though
indirect, was long overdue. Some of us clearly remember what expectations were 2.5
years ago. The hype was so unrealistic. The actual outcome was quite different. The
advice given about challenges to be faced were dismissed and now the consequences are
obvious. There are far more aspects at play beyond just battery-capacity and motorhorsepower. Volt didn’t turn out to be vastly superior. The need was not fulfilled.
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12-20-2012

Early Adopter. Remember how all the hype about GM being able to produce up to
120,000 for the second year of sales? Enthusiasts were so excited about Volt talking the
market by storm, they had concerns about supply being able to keep up with demand.
About 9 months before rollout began, things started to change. Information was learned
out about aspects of the design that soured appeal. They began to panic, fearing anyone
pointing out the detail was trying to kill Volt. They didn't believe a constructive effort to
make it more likely to be embraced by middle-market consumers was possible. Instead,
there was an effort to reframe attitude. Rather than being a product for mainstream now,
it would be an advanced technology for the future. We saw it as an admission of the sales
struggle to come. And sure enough, that's exactly what happened. Here's how I described
an early observation of the situation: "The ongoing downplay of Volt from a "Prius killer"
and a "game changer" to a vehicle which needs a chance for early adopters to discover
got ugly." It was obvious way back then that the goals would not be met. Who knew it
would take this long for that reality to finally sink in? Now we can finally get to business.
With nationwide availability by Summer, we should see its perception quite a bit
different from Volt. The approach for Prius is to simply offer the larger battery and plug
as an upgrade, looked upon as a premium package rather than an entirely new technology
to adopt. The cliché of "biting off more than you can chew" comes to mind for Volt. Far
too much was expected in such a short amount of time. Enthusiasts found out the hard
way it will take as long as the Prius supporters said. They weren't trying to kill Volt after
all. They were only trying to share experience about setting realistic expectations.

12-20-2012

Moisture Inside. Winter has stirred up lots of new discussion related to cold temperature
operation of the plug-in model. With all the feedback about moisture on the inside of the
windshield due to some owners not wanting to run the engine for warm defrosting,
today's opportunity was a real treat. I would drive to work with the heater running the
entire time. The blower direction was set to window & foot, the fan on 2 bars, and the
temperature set to "65". We got about 1.5 inches of new snow and the temperature was
25°F. That made for a messy morning commute on the along-the-river route. In other
words, plenty of moisture. After driving the usual 3 blocks in EV to get out into traffic, I
fired up the heater. Consequently, the engine started. It ran to warm-up completion (a
coolant temp of 130°F) then shut off. EV automatically engaged and I drove that way for
a few miles. When the coolant dropped to 96°F, the engine fired up again and then shut
back off shortly afterward. Back in EV, the system was now entirely warmed. To my
surprise, the coolant temperature dropped all the way to 87°F before the engine started
again. That was great! My drive continued, moisture free the entire time. Upon arriving
at the parking ramp, with the electricity all used up, the final distance tally was 17.3
miles and the average 120 MPG. Set it, then forget it. No need to mess with the heater.
Just drive it.
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12-22-2012

Cold Shopping. Running around doing Christmas shopping in the cold is much less of
an annoyance when there's no gas involved. I always felt bad starting the engine to drive
just to the other side of the strip mall or a few blocks to the next store. Yet, that's what
had to be done... until now. I stopped at a half-dozen different places, then got just 1.5
miles shy of reaching home before running out of electricity. That was pretty sweet.
Almost my entire outing powered by the plug. I was actually quite pleased it lasted that
long. In Summer, it's easier to go further. Winter cold increases electrical resistance
within the battery-pack, which lowers efficiency. You normally need to run the defroster
too. But with all that in and out, the interior stayed dry. It all worked out quite nice. The
gifts I ended up purchasing were nice too. Perhaps I was in a better shopping mood due
to the Prius. You think?

12-23-2012

Heater Drain. Living in Minnesota, what it does to battery-capacity is among my
favorite plug-in topics. A year before Volt was rolled out, the winter data was always
extremely vague. I pointed out how Leaf's range estimator took climate-control into
account, even including a photo in some posts. Those enthusiasts got angry, claiming my
actual intent was to undermine to make the plug-in Prius appear better. They knew even
back then taking advantage of the engine for heat would be an overall benefit. Sure
enough, today's running around (starting with a stop at the coffee-shop) provided the
proof they didn't want to acknowledge. 14°F outside. 9.0 miles. 55 mph maximum. I
certainly wasn't going to be cold. The heater was turned on the moment I left the
driveway. It took 9 minutes for the coolant to reach the initial shutoff point for the 75°F
setting. With all the up & down from hills and stoplights to contend with, seeing 53 MPG
for the average at that point was quite redeeming. I was at precisely the halfway point.
From there on would be mostly EV. The engine only briefly came on then. I accelerated
briskly to trigger it, since the result in replenishing of both heat & electricity. Upon
reaching the coffee-shop, there was still 5.9 estimated miles of EV range remaining. The
overall average displayed was 86 MPG. Long story short, they apparently were right.
That does indeed cast a better light on Prius. But then again, the intent was always full
disclosure. Leaving out detail is not constructive. They were providing annual
consumption estimates not taking effects of the heater into account. Prius PHV is a plugin hybrid. The purpose is to boost MPG, not to be an EV. With my efficiency averaging
in the 70's here in Minnesota, that most definitely is a MPG boost from the 40's I saw
with the 2010. So what if the engine runs from time to time for heat. Purpose fulfilled.

12-24-2012

Darn Good. Today's driving was more of a "normal" circumstance than the chaos
recently with weather issues and running around to shop. I drove to mom's, back home,
to work, then home again. The total distance was 45 miles. The resulting average was 63
MPG. Considering that included 3 cold starts (18°F from mom's, 10°F from work) and
just a single charge, I'd say it was darn good. The outcome of that same situation with my
2010 would have been about 20 MPG less. The plug is definitely providing an
unmistakable boost. Having real-world data available makes greenwashing considerably
harder. It's difficult to mislead when examples become easier to find. That's darn good
too.
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12-24-2012

Warm-Up MPG-Boost. There are a few PHV owners who really get worked up when
the engine runs. They want the most EV possible, rather than focusing on the overall
efficiency results. That's understandable. But when they don't mention the MPG boost
during warm-up, you have to wonder if they are seeing that big picture. When the engine
starts up for the primary purpose of generating heat, electricity is used to minimize the
impact. Gasoline consumption is kept to a minimum by using the motor to allow the
engine run at a much lower RPM. That's more efficiency. Waste comes from high
demand. The hybrid system makes sure it stays low. A resulting benefit of that is the
engine is able to run at an optimum speed. That results in electricity being generated.
Some is used to feed the motor, rather than drawing from the battery-pack. Excess is used
to replenish the battery-pack, of which was drawn from originally to help with the initial
warm-up process. It's a wild dance. You can witness it too. The multi-display offers a
screen showing energy flow. Arrows branch and change direction every few seconds.
Managing electricity and the speed at with the carriers in the power-split-device spin is
what Toyota refined many years ago. Now they take advantage of the mini opportunities
that emerge while encountering real-world conditions. You can see that too. The dynamic
nature of the system delivers MPG surprisingly high, an accomplishment other
automakers have struggled to also achieve. Long story short, the boost is really nice but
often overlooked.

12-26-2012

Coiled Recharger Cord. What a pain. I'm sure the person thought they were doing the
right thing. Clearly, they hadn't considered the consequences though. With small cords,
like adapters for portable rechargeable devices, it was never wise to tightly coil them
after use. Eventually, the braided wires within with twist, resulting in a permanently
tangled cored. Sadly, people continue to do. Apparently, some don't figure out they are
the cause of the problem. They must just assume that's a normal part of cord aging. It's
not. That can easily be prevented by loosely draping the cord instead. I wonder if they
same thing will happen with charging-stations. The cords there are in near perfect
condition still. What happens in a few years? Will they routinely be replaced, like hoses
& nozzles at gas stations? Anywho, there's an added complication. Maybe that will help.
The cords get very stiff in the extreme cold. When temperatures are well below zero, a
tightly coiled cord poses a difficult challenge. The one I had to deal with today required
rather serious pulling to straighten out. Fortunately, the reach needed is short for Prius,
since the port is located in the back corner of the vehicle. For those with the port near the
driver's door, good luck. That may pose to be a problem at times during Winter. The cold
season can be cruel. Thank goodness we still see a substantial benefit from the electricity
even in those conditions.
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12-27-2012

Disaster Recognized. This was the start of the new thread on the big GM forum that
marked the beginning of the end: "GM got bailed out in 2009, they reorganized, got rid
of toxic assets, they were afforded bankruptcy procedures no other business in over 200
years of bankruptcy precedent was afforded, all in the name of saving the General. At the
time we were told the money being "given" to GM was not a gift but a loan and would be
paid back and most likely Treasury would come out ahead getting more from GM than
they were given. 2013, where are we at? Sure GM is buying back stock, but by the time it
is all done and GM is a private company again Treasury will have lost between $12-20
billion dollars. Far from that profit we were practically assured. What has GM learned
from all this, apparently not much..." To prevent a repeat of the recent outcry that
happened when the stock buyback was announced, those who had spoken out with
discontent then were prevented from doing it again, banned from posting (including me).
I found that very telling of the situation, especially since many of the posts had nothing to
do with Prius or even hybrids. In other words, the loyalists saw the unsold inventory
piling up and saw some major objectives not being achieved. That same post also
included this: "On top of that, where is the profit from the Volt, you know the car that
was going to save GM? A product so good they were going to sell 40,000 a year..." It's
pretty obvious at this point, the upcoming disaster is being recognized. There's going to
be an onslaught of fallout when the year comes to a close. Goals were not met. Recovery
was indeed "too little, too slowly". Expectations for 2013 certainly won't be filled with
hype, which was the purpose of the posts in the first place... being realistic, what a
concept.

12-27-2012

Last December. Remember all the nonsense back then? When the excuses were
exhausted, it turned to personal attacks. They'd just make stuff up too, attempting to
invite & provoke. Then when things didn't go their way, the thread would simply be
closed. That year didn't end well. This year appears to be much worse. Instead of just
Volt struggling, all of GM is. But rather than just being able to use Toyota & Prius as a
scapegoat, there's the advancement made by Ford with both C-Max & Fusion. The hope
had been that the needed steps to recover had already been taken and it was only a matter
of patience. With the growing economy, it would be business as usual resuming. Trouble
was, that trimming of excess & overhead alone wouldn't be enough... but they didn't want
to hear that. They didn't want to acknowledge how much the market itself was changing.
They didn't want to recognize history in other industries. Now they know. Now they
cannot deny. That's why the rhetoric is much more intense. This December doesn't offer a
hopeful outlook. 2013 will bring some serious decisions. Supporters don't want to discuss
expectations. There's a clear effort to ignore matters related to sales. Hype allowed them
to be unrealistic. This is why we worried.
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12-28-2012

They Could Win. That was the thought. It's why debates were allowed to get so intense,
why forum members were allowed to so blatantly drop bait. With the belief of victory
just beyond the horizon, added attention was welcomed. That all just changed. The
attitude of hope abruptly transmuted to hopelessness. GM's own words are coming back
to haunt. There are so many goals still not achieved… and time has run out. Volt was one
of many coming up short. By the time the third year began, the "little system that could"
was supposed to have been squashed. Winning has become a matter of survival instead.
The lesson about Two-Mode is only now being taken seriously. They finally recognize
the pattern those labeled as "Prius trolls" had pointed out ages ago. It didn't win. The
owners of Prius really were trying to help. Admitting that isn't an option though… not
after what they said. Their own words are already making them look hypocritical. They
wanted to be "vastly superior" rather than being part of the effort to replace traditional
vehicles. Instead, the very "failure" they feared is unfolding right before their eyes.

12-28-2012

Realistic Expectations. Vehicles for middle-market are rarely thought of as exciting.
Choices for the masses rarely are. That's why there are car enthusiasts. They are the ones
seeking something that stands out. It's also why Prius constantly gets mocked by them.
They want no association with a hybrid configured specifically for mainstream
consumers. It's the very reason "Volt" was doomed from the start… since it targeted those
enthusiasts, not everyday drivers. But rather than consider realistic expectations, what the
market actually needs, they focused on want instead. Prius constantly reminded them of
the difference. That's why it became such an irritant. Hearing owners find it rewarding is
the last thing they wanted to hear. To make matters worse, it was just awarded the "best
value" title by Consumer Reports. Winter driving with the plug-in is proving worthwhile
too… not amazing, just a decent MPG boost… none of the "purity" nonsense. We had
realistic expectations. GM will obviously have to scramble to redefine "Volt" now, giving
the next generation design a configuration that's actually capable of high-volume
profitable sales.

12-28-2012

Now That It's Over. Uncertainty isn't helpful to anyone. GM's belief that simply getting
rid of legacy financial obligations and consolidating resources would be enough was a
lesson in blind hope. Not dealing with all the issues, thinking enough money will
somehow solve the rest, was futile. But what else could be done with such an unreceptive
set of executives? Old habits die hard. Recent news that Toyota is again the world leader
really hurts. In fact, you cannot even report it as a Prius owner without sounding smug.
Of course, no matter how much praise I gave Ford, the Volt enthusiasts didn't hear that
anyway. It was always looked upon as an endorsement for Prius. But the ultimate was
being unwilling to address the buildup of traditional vehicle inventory. Pretending the
rest of GM was doing fine was a red flag, a clear warning that further development of
Volt would be a difficult investment to fund. Fortunately, those questions will soon be
asked… now that it's over. No more excuses. The end of the year brings the opportunity
to set more proper goals for the next.
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12-29-2012

Hold Button. One of the earliest efforts to educate labeled as "propaganda" was the
benefit of having a hold button, a feature allowing a plug-in hybrid driver to specify
when to heavily draw electricity from the battery-pack. Since Prius offered it and Volt
didn't, all comments were perceived as an attempt to undermine… instead of the overall
purpose of persuading GM to offer it too. For some bizarre reason, Volt enthusiasts didn't
follow the example Toyota provided: enhancements to Prius based on owner feedback.
Needless to say, the arguments against a hold button seriously backfired. Those
enthusiasts proclaimed there was no benefit, it was just a ploy to make Prius appear
better. Then came the 2013 model, which included a hold button… and owners started to
praise it. You could imagine how that made those of the past feel now. They became
extremely frustrated. Some denied ever arguing against it. Some worked hard to discredit
the Prius owners who originally suggested GM offer it too. Some new Volt owners kept
making it worse by pointing out the benefits. It turned into a messy situation with no
chance of resolution. Apologies rarely happen online.

12-29-2012

Predictions. We know how unrealistic those for Volt were. It was as if there was no
consideration of the rest of the market at all. Those supporting it figured the engineering
alone would stimulate sales. Now, we know even with the tax-credit that didn't happen.
There are many other aspects of appeal. Ford, Honda, and Toyota are all choosing to
rollout plug-in hybrids with smaller battery- capacities. You still get a substantial MPG
boost, but don't have to sacrifice interior-space, production-cost, or HV-efficiency to
such an extent. Toyota strived hard with Prius to offer a plug-in that offered the same
cargo area and great MPG after depletion. The similarity to the regular hybrid is quite
obvious. Ford's approach was to make a tradeoff with C-Max, hoping it would be minor
enough to easily justify. As for Ford's Fusion and Honda's Accord, we simply don't know
yet. Both setups appear to be well thought out, with the exception of the small trunks.
Time will tell. 2013 is the year for that. I predict a slow & steady growth for Prius PHV
and C-Max Energi as rollout continues (once Spring arrives). For the sedan plug-in
hybrids, we have no idea what market potential there is. For Volt, the struggle for sales
will become even more difficult.

12-29-2012

Heater Struggle. Just like with the regular Prius, the plug-in has a similar new owner
struggle… they want maximum EV but don't acknowledge/understand/support the
tradeoff. We'd constantly be hearing reports of people attempting to keep the engine off
as long as possible, then complaining about the results. They'd fight the system, rather
than "Just Drive It". Addressing the same questions & comments over and over and over
again is a test of patience. We're trying though. In this case, there's a phobia about heater
use. Triggering the engine to start is bad, period. That absolute is frustrating. Prius is a
plug-in hybrid, not an EV. There isn't battery-capacity to support an electric-heater
anyway. We hear requests to allow just the defroster to use that heat for keeping the
window clear, but it's difficult to claim there won't be complaints about that not being
used to warm the cabin too. You still get outstanding overall efficiency. Winter doesn't
last that long anyway. What other vehicle provides over 50 MPG during its warm-up
cycle?
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12-29-2012

Fire Spin. One of the most annoying things about Volt in 2012 was the about reputation.
The supporters were continuously spinning the fire report from 2011 into a conspiracy to
cause harm. A great example was from an article published yesterday, with this opening
paragraph: "Try typing "Chevy Volt" into Google, and chances are that the word "fire"
will appear near the top of the suggestion list." I did exactly that. In the news section,
only the word "sales" appeared. That's it. Nothing else. So, I tried the general web section
instead. It came back with the following choices: "Review, MPG, Lease, Sales, Range,
Specs, Gas-Mileage, Tax-Credit, Forum". There was no mention about "fire" or anything
even related. It's a good example of greenwashing easily accepted. People just believe
what they read, without actually checking. I did. The hope was that I wouldn't. What the
writer claimed was quickly proven false. How many reader will do the same thing? My
guess is very few, if any. The article itself was how Volt became a target for "political
discourse". Ironically, it was the enthusiasts themselves who fed that particular fire. (Yes,
pun intended.) Rather than focusing on real-world data, they chose to fight those battles
instead. What would winning the arguments even accomplish? Wasn't the point to draw
attention to "saved gas"? Why didn't they keep that goal in the spotlight? Why did they
allow pundit bait to be bitten? For that matter, why are they still doing it? What a massive
waste of time staying focused on something everyone else moved beyond an entire year
ago.

12-29-2012

Test-Drives. A new thread was recently started on the big Prius forum. The person
wanted information to make a purchase decision with, having a very open mind to a
variety of different cars and understanding potential bias a source like the forum could
provide. We went through the usual definitions of what people find fun & rewarding. If
you've owned the same vehicle for a decade, you tend to overlook new pleasures
technology improvements offer. Think about the driving experience without a multidisplay or digital readout. That's all most people know. So, they have no idea what
having them offers. It's even more difficult describing the experience of having the
engine shut off while driving. That's why we encourage taking a test-drive. I put it this
way: "The test-drive experience was what captured interest of those sitting on the fence
in the past." Many concur. They are intrigued by the idea of a hybrid, but really have no
idea what to actually expect. Most of what they've heard focuses on old-school measure,
like 0-60 times... of which we exceeded the ceiling on ages ago. Notice how computer
buyers are no longer placing heavy priority on processor-speed anymore? That
diversification of preferences in the computer industry was a painful transition. We're
seeing something similar playing out in the automotive industry now. The test-drive
proves it. Comments following one from the prospective person are often that of surprise
& excitement.
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12-30-2012

Fusion Energi. That's the plug-in model of Ford's hybrid Fusion. Reading comments on
the big GM forum about the 100 MPGe rated it earned certainly is interesting. That
particular group is becoming quite vocal about the need for Volt to diversify. Better late
than never? Some of us have been saying that for years. In fact, my references in the past
to GM's current "one size fits all" approach really upset some Volt enthusiasts... who now
think a variety of models is a good idea. All they heard in the past was "Prius". Now that
Ford is becoming competitive too, their attitude is more receptive. However, some of it is
still just a matter of pride: "In case you haven't noticed, C-max is starting to kick Prius in
the butt big time, and it's only been two months." That's a good example of cherrypicking, giving a impression of all Prius when in reality it is only the larger v model. The
actual counts are 6,627 for C-Max, 5,459 for Prius v, and 6,452 for Prius c. Notice how
misleading that is knowing the detail? Then when you consider the 17,713 also purchased
during those same 2 months, it's easy to declare that a greenwashing statement. Anywho,
the particular comment I liked was: "MPGe means nothing to the average person. People
buying plug-ins are more concerned with pure electric range, than anything else. If they
wanted a repeatable mpg average, the get a regular hybrid." Some are still attempting to
conceal the MPG boost benefit the plug offers. I'm not concerned with pure electric
range. I'm getting a repeatable mpg average. That's why they got extremely frustrated
with my posts there. They knew I had lots of evidence available to disprove their claims.
Of course, what I found most amusing was the re-emergence of the plug-in Cruze,
especially since 2014 models of GM vehicles are being announced without eAssist as
many had expected. With Cruze offering a smaller motor & battery configuration, it will
preserve the name of Volt. They like that idea... especially now that Ford is racing past
GM by offering 2 different hybrids with plugs, both targeting middle-market and both
delivering a higher MPGe rating.

12-30-2012

Leaving GM Behind. Countless warnings about this coming fell on deaf ears. The
supporters of GM just plain did not want anything to do with the thought that Ford &
Toyota could be establishing an intense rivalry. This is the good type, the kind of battles
both sides enjoy engaging in. There's nothing hostile or anything with ill intent, just good
old-fashion one-upping each other. We've been looking forward to this for many, many
years. Now is has begun. GM will be left behind, simply due to not having a product
available for middle-market. This comment from a Ford executive summarized the
situation: "The Fusion Energi plug-in hybrid is the exclamation point for Ford’s
transformed lineup of fuel-efficiency leaders that now beats Toyota across the board."
They are proud of having achieved higher MPGe ratings for both C-Max Energi (100) &
Fusion Energi (100) than Prius PHV (95) in addition to directly comparing Camry-hybrid
and Prius v. It's the first compelling evidence that GM simply isn't going to get attention
anymore. Lack of a spotlight is a serious problem. Consumers had so little interest in
Two-Mode, there wasn't really anything GM could do to draw sales. So many mixed
messages left the mainstream wondering when GM would finally settle down and
seriously invest in a particular technology. In other words, all the "early adopter"
labeling backfired... which is exactly what we are seeing with Volt now too. The
enthusiasts kept saying "wait for the next generation". They contributed to their own
demise. They didn't listen to the advice. They didn't learn from the past. Now, they are
being left behind. Oh well. Their loss.
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12-30-2012

First Impressions. With the interest in Ford's plug-in offerings rapidly stealing away the
last bits of attention for Volt, we also get some of the rhetoric. It started with downvoting
of real-world data. Volt enthusiasts use to do that with fact posting. That was easier to get
away with back then, since there was nothing else to provide. That's not the case now
though. Results from actual owners are difficult to ignore. In fact, that's what contributed
to the recent panic by GM supporters. The numbers speak for themselves, rather loudly
too. There's not even any need for any explanation anymore. The idea of adding a plug to
a hybrid is proving quite easy to convey. People readily embrace the idea. So, I suspect
the fears of "shilling and bashing", as the reply so eloquently labeled it, won't last long.
When has attacking the messenger ever actually worked? You stop posting data,
someone else just does it instead. That kind of information is too compelling to resist.
Nothing stirs interest quite like first impressions either. It sure is nice witnessing this
change. There's lots to look forward to in 2013. We can see it beginning to nicely unfold
already.

12-30-2012

Garage Sweep. My garage is attached to the house. It's not heated, but the insulted door
does help prevent things from getting too cold. That's enough to retain ground-heat
enough to prevent the ground-freeze which happens directly outside those doors. The
result is lots of standing water from the snow & ice carried in on the Prius. Radiant
melting from the sun allows water to pool at the base of the black door and dribble in too.
Sweeping that out was always a pain. I really didn't want to pull the Prius out onto the
driveway and let it run without benefit while I pushed that water out. What would you do
for a procedure that took 30 to 45 seconds on a regular basis? It was a routine I tried to
avoid or delayed until coming home, since the Prius could sit in the driveway with the
engine off due to being all warmed up. That isn't necessary anymore. First thing in the
morning, I can just back the Prius out and let it sit there... still on, but not consuming any
gas. It's a benefit of having the plug I didn't anticipate... especially with the morning sun
shining in, a pleasant experience compared to doing that in the dark late in the evening.
That allows it to dry during the day too. It would pretty always remain wet otherwise.
The choice of using electricity when you want sure is nice.

12-31-2012

Financial Obligations. The federal government "fiscal cliff" is the big news now. The
tax-cuts that were suppose to have been temporary were instead extended. Tomorrow,
those extensions will expire. Allowing them to continue is a terrible idea. We'll never get
out of debt if we don't find ways to pay for our financial obligations. After several
attempts, it comes to outright ending. Some argue this is a bad time. When is it ever
good? In the automotive industry, we watched GM go through a modern bankruptcy... a
lesson not learned from errors of the past. Do we allow it to happen again? Hoping for
the best and just implementing modest change hasn't been successful. We continue to see
executive choices being made that are not competitive. The final day of sales for the year
is today. The end of this week, we should have annual sales counts. Volt became a
lightening-rod political choices and a textbook example of over-engineering. It was
promoted as an upcoming solution, but then rolled out as a long-term product. What will
profit come from in the meantime? How will GM payback debt and continue daily
business? When will a competitive (affordable & high-volume) hybrid be available? At
some point, a significant decision must be made. As with the tax related cliff, there's one
with GM too... which year-end results will provoke. Something new needs to happen.
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12-31-2012

Looking Forward. The usual technique for avoiding discussion of a current situation is
to focus on the future instead. That daily blog for Volt doesn't have much activity related
to Volt anymore. There is much less participation and most of the topics are just about
the industry in general. Even so, they topic today reflects an effort to prevent a major
eruption due to annual sales coming up way short of the estimate from the beginning of
the year. Needless to say, it closely resembled hype of the past. I sounded off with: The
target mentioned often by GM initially, now frequently by other automakers, is
delivering a profitable plug-in for $30,000. The tax-credit difference must be offset
before it expires. That will only be enough to maintain status-quo… which is far from
business-sustaining profit, a necessity to continue the investment. To complicate matters,
the competition will not be standing still. They too will benefit from battery
advancements and technology refinements. I see the growing variety of plug-in choices
as a mixed blessing. Some will be helped. Some will be harmed. The winner will be
decided by middle-market consumers, of which Volt currently does not target. What
aspects of Volt will be modified to appeal more to buyers who’s priorities for
speed/power & efficiency aren’t at the top of the list? Replacing high-volume traditional
sellers is the ultimate goal. The next generation of plug-in vehicles must directly address
that. They will be competing on the same dealer lots for the same group of people. No
longer will their be just competition from outside. It will come from inside and with
increasing pressure. GM will be competing with itself. Long story short, painting a rosy
picture for 2015 without ways of supporting it brings about haunting memories of 2010
with added complications. Intent must be very clear. The opportunity for delay will be
gone. Remember the previous goals?

1-01-2013

Hypermiling. I was amused how one of the final attacks from a Volt antagonist came in
the form of trying to discredit my real-world data. He said I was "hypermiling" to get
those results, careful to not state what that actually meant. It was the usual greenwashing
technique, being vague with the hope people will assume an extreme. He knew I didn't do
any of the nonsense associated with the stereotype. He knew I was a strong supporter of
"Just Drive It". From watching my videos, he knew my approach was simply following
the flow of traffic. In fact, that's the very reason I can so heavily endorse. I'm not doing
anything special. But how would a casual reader know that? The term itself becomes
quite confusing when you look into it too. With the plug-in Prius, you have the option of
specifying when not to draw heavily from the battery-pack. The act of pushing that
button could be considered hypermiling, since it is an effort to increase efficiency. But
now that Volt also offers that feature, he cannot point it out anymore. It is yet another
example of being vague. Watch for that. Those desperate to retain relevance will avoid
providing detail.
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1-02-2013

No Audience. It's fascinating to watch efforts to continue battles of the past in 2013. The
most intense exchanges have been continued attempts to downplay. Turns out, there
simply is no audience anymore. That old rhetoric isn't stirring interest. This is a new year.
We all know what happened and what didn't happen. It's time to move on. Remember
greenwashing long ago? There was a tremendous amount of resources expended just for
the sake of preventing conclusions from being drawn. The hope has been to repeat that
now. It isn't working. I asked: "What are expectations for 2013?" An answer was
provided. The antagonists must have been quite frustrated. No one is showing interest in
his bait, despite those very same arguments having result in quite a bit of nonsense
previously. It's not worth wasting time on that now. When sales for the year are
announcement, that chapter of the book comes to a close. The new year reigns in a very
different market, one quite unlike before. It's very exciting to think about. Change is
happening right before our eyes.

1-03-2013

Downplay Backlash. The enthusiasts of Volt continue to label the current sales as the
"early adopter" phase. It seems to be a realistic reason for the lagging tallies, falling well
short of what had been expected. They sight the rollout of Prius as an appropriate
comparison, even though back then Toyota had no experience with motors or batteries
and there was no particular rush since gas was so cheap back then. With GM, that most
definitely is the situation. They already have extensive experience. And with gas hitting
$4 from time to time, fuel efficiency has become a purchase priority. Remember back
when Prius had to compete directly with Hummer? We no longer have consumers in
favor of guzzling. The SUV craze provided substantial barriers for hybrids. The situation
is profoundly different now. Each automaker is trying to deliver worthwhile hybrids &
plug-in vehicles. There's also a very serious awareness of climate-change growing. The
drought & storms of 2012 make that painfully clear. So claims that Volt is experiencing
the same circumstances as the rollout Prius did is just plain not true. That's rather blatant
greenwashing, in fact. There's no reason to even bother pointing that out though. The
conflict from within is growing. All those warnings about GM competing with itself fell
on deaf ears. They didn't want to hear it. Now, evidence is becoming difficult to ignore.
There appears to be an unintended consequence of all their downplay. GM is requiring
dealers to purchase a special tool (cost is $5,000) to discharge battery-pack sections
before sending them away for repair. First, that's a little odd that they'd have to send
anything away at all. Repairs should be so rare, they just replace instead. Isn't that what
you'd expect in an "early adopter" phase? Second, some dealers are just choosing not to
sell Volt as a result. If this is just an "early adopter" phase, what difference would that
make anyway? They'll just start selling them later when Volt becomes mainstream. It's
been problem after problem with pressure from traditional sales continuing to grow.
Think about inventory on the dealer's lot. What is the consumer more likely to purchase?
What is the salesperson more likely to make a decent commission from? The enthusiasts
thought the third year of sales would be no big deal. They're finding out the hard way that
most definitely isn't the case.
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1-03-2013

The Discovery. This is pleasant to read: "Oh wow. I was wondering if the cold could be
killing my MPG." It's nice when a new owner figures out on their own why their
efficiency has dropped. I replied to his discovery: Remember the days before having a
display on your dashboard, when you were blissfully oblivious to the affects of Winter?
Engine warm-up, winter-formula fuel, reduced combustion, increased rolling-resistance,
heavier traffic... factors of efficiency influence for all vehicles that new owners of Prius
become painfully aware of as the temperature plummets. With a hybrid, you also get the
influence from heater use and a decrease of available battery capacity. Every year, it's the
same discoveries made by newbies. They eventually figure out, then give thanks when
the warmth of spring arrives. The emotion they experience is actually a building-block
for the passion often associated with Prius ownership. You feel empowered after learning
so much about what had always been affecting vehicle efficiency. Those who have
firsthand experience with multiple Winters behind the wheel of a Prius appreciate when
you experiment and share your finding. Eventually, you will become the teachers of new
owners with the very same concerns about suddenly MPG dropping, informing them of
the circumstances. It would be nice to set expectations sooner. But often, new owners
join forum discussions as a result of Winter discoveries... then continue to participate
later. So, it works out nice anyway.

1-04-2013

Closure, part 1. It's all over. The end of 2012 brought the end of Volt spin. I only had a
single rebut to post, and that was only because this particular owner is still quite
defensive about the results... doing everything he can to prevent conclusions from being
drawn. I find it redeeming, especially with others wondering why he's still arguing and
not moving on like everyone else. Anywho, his recent offensive maneuver was a great
one to fortify closure with started with: "Wrong... Where do you off saying that is the
goal?" Implying meaning rather than just answering the question is one of many
greenwashing techniques... most of which are very easy to detect now. My post to that
was as follows: I asked this question "The goal of Volt technology is to replace their
traditional propulsion system, right?" and got that as a response. Then you went on about
me somehow wanting overnight success, despite the fact that I've stated "by the time the
tax-credit expires" countless times. Whatever. I'm not wasting effort on pointless
discussions. We all know traditional propulsion systems must be replaced. 2,082,504 was
the grand total for Toyota sales in the United States for 2012. Of those, there were
327,413 hybrid purchases. That's 15.7% now being hybrid, undeniable evidence that
Toyota is striving to replace. We see Ford aiming in the same direction, introducing CMax, C-Max Energi, and Fusion Energi. By the time the tax-credit expires, the market for
Volt must be well established and cost reduced significantly. Otherwise, it will lose sales
to GM's own inventory of traditional vehicles or lose customers entirely. That's market
reality. There's nothing to question. The clock is ticking.
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1-04-2013

Closure, part 2. Everyone except him acknowledges the 2015 tax-credit expiration, the
upcoming CARB & EPA standards increase, the upcoming CAFE efficiency mandate,
and the need to sell more hybrids and less traditional vehicles, not to mention
competition from other automakers. Each ending in long fought series of battles always
has a final few who continue to fight even when everyone else has already conceded and
begun discussing what comes next. I find that particular stage very reassuring. You can
see the desperation, yet know the next chapter will begin without fallout. It's simply that
some accept change less willingly than others. Those few need to convince themselves
this outcome was really what had been intended all along... despite overwhelming
evidence to the contrary. The internet really makes that difficult, since all it takes is a
quick search of blogs & forums to reveal thoughts people had back then. They try to
dismiss, wondering how certain things could have ever been claimed. To them, the result
should have been obvious, that it would have happened without any reason to question.
For me, I feel vindicated. Reading my own comments confirmed concerns. Much of it
boils down to not understanding the market, focusing entirely on the engineering alone.
Those of us who helped with the rollout of Prius a decade ago are well aware. We know
the pressures which come from aspects of technology that have nothing to do with the
technology itself... so many players involved... so little recognition of the part they
actually play. Needless to say, the die-hard enthusiasts now see the big picture... and are
slowly learning to accept it.

1-04-2013

Electric Passing. For some unknown reason, the car I was following on the 3-lane
highway at 55 mph slowed down to 50 mph when the lanes reduced to 2. Traffic started
to build up behind me. I could see there was a truck about to merge in on the right from
the ramp. There was no one in the left lane. I pushed the pedal and drove around. It
seemed like no big deal. Then it hit me. That was a scenario I hadn't ever encountered
with the Prius PHV. I effortless passed using only electricity. Sweet! That wasn't
something I had ever considered before. What would happen if you were cruising along
in EV at a top suburb speed and required a medium increase in power? The assumption
would be that the engine would simply start to assist. The fact that it didn't without any
effort to prevent it was nice. It was a genuine performance substantiation check. Cool.

1-05-2013

Short Trips. With the temperature only 16°F outside, the battery-pack doesn't stand a
chance of delivering full potential on its own. Lithium batteries are restrained when used
below freezing. It's a better tradeoff to start the engine rather than putting high demand
on them. The perfect example was this evening, after having left the Prius sit in my
unheated garage for over day. The drive was only 6 minutes long. The distance was just
2.6 miles. That's a MPG killer for the regular Prius. The warm-up for short trips isn't
normally efficient. In fact, it's only a small amount better than a traditional vehicle for
those first few minutes in the dead of Winter. That's not the case for the plug-in model
though. PHV takes advantage of the battery-pack... not with pure EV travel, but the use
of the engine is much more efficient. On that one-way drive, the outcome was 81 MPG.
That's pretty darn good no matter how you look at it. One the return trip, the engine never
started. Warmth within the battery-pack from the drive there 1 hour 40 minutes earlier
was apparently enough to prevent the need. As a result, it brought the overall average up
to 162 MPG. That's amazing! I do still miss Summer though.
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1-06-2013

$2.89 Per Gallon. With the price of a barrel of oil staying in the low 90's, seeing that for
the price of gas makes you wonder. Is that where it will settle? You'd expect it to be
higher. Some wonder there may have been an oversupply during the holidays, resulting
in the low we see now. Some wonder if the price should have been that way all along but
was higher due to fiscal uncertainty. Some see the price of diesel at entire dollar higher as
a clue that the current situation is only temporary. Whatever the case, it means a
challenge for hybrid sales. As people grow accustom to paying more, the incentive to
keep efficiency as a high priority falls. That does equate to a short opportunity for the
new & affordable plug-in models to establish themselves though. They would then be
able to capitalize on rising gas prices, even if they were only modest. For the more
expensive plug-in hybrids and the electric-only vehicles, that's much harder sell. Once a
model has been around for awhile, it raises the question of interest. How will it grow?
Traditionally, there would be a large advertising campaign to introduce a next generation.
That requires a massive budget and lots of inventory at dealers, which isn't realistic for
vehicle like Volt. What does that mean then? It become a big issue. Fortunately, there's
the Prius family from Toyota. That variety of choices and market penetration should
really help with growth, even when the price of gas is low.

1-07-2013

EV Observations. I took advantage of the warm spell today. The temperature got a bit
above freezing. So after recharging at work, I moved the Prius into an enclosed ramp and
let it sit there for 6 hours. In there, it was 40°F. The outside temperature dropped to 30°F.
That made me quite curious, since I wouldn't need the heater. Could I drive the entire
capacity without the engine starting? I hadn't ever actually tried that, since climbing out
of the river valley at 56 mph isn't the best use of it on a 17-mile drive. But I was wanted
to push the limits in cool conditions. Sure enough, it was an effortless drive... all EV until
depleted, including the climb. That should provide an interesting basis of comparison for
when the temperature drops again. With it considerable colder last week, I wasn't able to
identify a pattern. Smaller increments may be revealing. I'll keep watching. We know is
the engine starts even without the heater on when the temperature outside is below
freezing. The circumstances which trigger it are still elusive though.

1-08-2013

Effective Analogies, part 1. We still get echoes of the past, people comparing the
efficiency of a traditional car to that of a SUV and being proud of the progress is
represents. That embarrassing. Thankfully, my feeling is shared. This quote from an
thread doing exactly that summed up the situation: "That’s exactly the kind of half-logic
that causes the rest of the world to laugh at Volt buyers. You’d be saving money,
compared to an SUV, with any of a whole host of cars." Needless to say, it was on that
daily blog discussing 2012 sales of plug-in vehicles. Discussions there are getting better,
now that the rhetoric is gone and we have began a new year. I was still a bit flustered
though. We still didn't have an approach for those absurd comparisons. Then it hit me, an
analogy everyone could easily understand & accept. That's what you need, something so
simple there's no debate. Here's what I came up with: It's really unfortunate GM chose to
market Volt that way. Comparisons to a 50 MPG hybrid, something that actually strives
to deliver high efficiency, would be far more constructive. Then they would be able to
point out the benefits of having a plug. Comparing to our domestic average of less than
30 MPG says a lot about how low our priority actually is toward reducing consumption.
When would it ever make any sense to do something like that in the technology industry?
It's like comparing Blu-Ray to VHS rather than DVD.
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1-08-2013

Effective Analogies, part 2. Turns out, that was really effective. The analogy wasn't
challenged at all. The discussion instead moved on to this: "Yes, it took time for the Prius
sales to jump so why not grant the Volt the same courtesy?" Seeing an abrupt shift to
something different is a good sign, especially when it's on topic. And in this particular
case, it also set the stage for me using the analogy. Who knew the same one would apply
again so quickly? I was delighted to use it too. Referring back to the past with total
disregard for what happened in between is bad enough. Pretending the past simply didn't
happen as all is even worse. I replied with: That's because that same courtesy was already
given. TWO-MODE and BAS were the recipients. Volt built upon that experience gained
from those previous battery & motor technologies. Again, this is like comparing Blu-Ray
to VHS. It makes no sense disregarding DVD, referring back further as if no
advancements were made in the meantime.

1-08-2013

Proof of Change. Today we had a new thread started by a new member on the big Prius
forum. It featured a cost & comparison report for Volt from an owner's perspective. It
had some obvious holes, incomplete information which could easily lead to incorrect
assumptions. I jumped on it right away, but only addressed the poster as the author who
could make updates accordingly. No big deal, leaving plenty of opportunity to fill in the
blanks. Good thing too. The thread had quickly got a post describing Prius as an "eco
box" and added the adjective "sucks" for good measure, then there was a "blows"
included in a follow up. Those were from a well known troublemaker, a Volt owner who
didn't care about being smug. His attitude had been pretty bad for months and I didn't
want the new member to begin reflecting it. Too late, he did. So, I decided to push my
luck. The author had replied with a comment about when a Prius owner gets a real
electric-gas that doesn't use gas when on the highway, climbing hills, or accelerating...
which we all know quite well at this point isn't true. That only happens if you push the
pedal down hard. Ordinary driving is in EV with the plug-in Prius. Sure enough, he
retracted that statement just minutes after I gave him a LIKE and a THANKS for making
an effort to be constructive. The result of me stirring the pot, perhaps a bit too much,
resulted in someone willing to reassess. That's pretty sweet! It's proof of change.

1-09-2013

Lack of Data. That had been the underlying problem with all the hype surrounding Volt.
Now that real-world data is beginning to accumulate, there are owner reports. It's a big
improvement, but missing detail and vague references contribute to assumptions &
misconceptions. Stopping them in this increasingly complex market is a good idea.
Getting help with that is questionable though. There's no way to request it without being
explicit. Unfortunately, doing that makes you confrontational. Instead of just accepting
was posted as is, your effort to clarify get perceived as an attack. To make matters worse,
certain members provoke to make you appear to be an antagonist rather than someone
attempting to prevent. Fortunately, there is just barely enough data now to get us beyond
that. You can leverage off of owner experiences to stir a constructive discussion. It's what
happened yesterday. The thread topic and the intent itself clashed. In the end, that didn't
matter. We could focus on the bits of detail that were provided. In other words, the hype
addressed an unrealistic market expectation and the outcome of unachieved goals is to no
longer addressed… we just deal with other issues instead, simple things like recharging.
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1-09-2013

More Data. Today's was especially interesting. I had to run several errands before
leaving for work. That rarely ever happens. My running around is almost always in the
evening instead. It was 34°F outside, warmer than usual too. I still had the heater on, of
course. But it was only minimally needed. Anywho, after 29.1 miles of driving, I arrived
at work. The end result was 80 MPG. That's well above what the 2010 Prius would have
delivered under the same circumstances. Who cares if the engine runs from time to time.
The goal of significantly reducing emissions & consumption was clearly achieved, even
in cold season. True, I yearn for the return of the warm season, when MPG is higher. But
the data collected this morning certainly is worthy of writing to home about.

1-09-2013

Heater Threshold. I had noticed enough of a difference with coolant temperatures and
heater threshold to want to research further. I hoped to detect a pattern. Could I uncover
& confirm reactions to specific settings and reliably repeat those results? The answer is,
yes! The catch to performing all that testing was to not allow the engine to heat up the
coolant too much. That's what has been preventing us from noticing detail in the past.
Everything really needed to be measured within a small window of time, not spread out
over weeks like we've been doing. We already knew with the heater set at 65°F, the
coolant temperature would drop well below 100°F before starting the engine to warm it
back up again. What I wanted to know what happened when it was set higher. Check this
out: 68 = 118; 72 = 118; 74 = 118; 76 = 123; 78 = 127. The heater setting on the left
corresponded to the coolant temperature on the right, several times at each level. I was
even able to confirm results while driving and while stopped. In other words, if you set
the heater at 74°F, the engine will remain off until the coolant temperature drops to
118°F. At 76°F, it's 123°F. At 78°F, it's 127°F. No longer is there a single cutoff point
like the regular Prius. The plug-in model takes a tapered approach.

1-10-2013

Missing Data. The newsfeeds about hybrids sometimes pop up unexpected content. That
was certainly the case today. There was a link to a blog and guess what I found... It was
the same Volt owner getting remarkably similar comments. The snippet that caught my
eye also had a confrontational type stance, though less caring and lacking any examples:
"you give me nothing of substance". The follow-up is what really got me. It was the same
link for more info, which got a similar response too: "doesn't give us enough data". The
point was made. You can't just make a comparison, then draw a conclusion without also
providing detail. Summaries only aren't acceptable. Greenwashing attempts of the past
give reason to ask for missing data. Knowing how numbers were collected & calculated
is very important. Long story short, if you don't, expect people to question your intent.
Sincere efforts will be self-undermined otherwise. People are learning not to accept what
they read without confirming it.
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1-11-2013

One Million Goal. That's what Toyota set out to achieve a few years ago for 2012.
Taking sales of the v model in Japan, hybrid sales in Europe & Canada, sales of Lexus
hybrids, and sales of Camry/Highlander all into account, combined with the counts we
have solid numbers for, it's easy to see Toyota is well on their way. Here in the United
States, all models of Prius purchasing came to a total of 236,659 Prius. In Japan, the
regular (liftback) model accounted for 317,675 Prius. There, Aqua (known as the c model
here) had sales of 266,567. The numbers look good. It's a promise of sustainability,
which is the point. Automakers must sell a bulk of their production as hybrids. There's no
argument about that anymore. Greenwashing efforts of the past, attempting to label cars
like Prius a niche, have failed miserably. That's why the rhetoric now is so intense. Those
fighting change had no option left anymore but to accept it. Some will still attempt to
spin numbers to conceal the reality of the situation. That does nothing for the business
though. In fact, not facing the need to be competition has dire consequences. That's why
watching Ford embrace this change has put so much pressure on GM. Seeing C-Max &
Fusion plunge into the mainstream leaves Volt behind. That vehicle was promoted as a
car for the everyday commuter, something we'd see as a popular purchase choice.
Instead, it's been downplayed to a hopeful next generation, leaving Toyota in a position
to begin reducing production of their popular traditional cars (Camry & Corolla) in favor
of Prius here... in Japan, that has already taken place. We'll see more and more hybrids,
so with plugs too. Eventually, the next goal will be stated. When should we expect 1.5
million sales annually?

1-12-2013

Lowered Standards. In a thread on the big GM forum about Equinox not getting
eAssist, this was posted: "Our AWD 2.4 gets excellent mileage (about 26 MPG) in
suburban/rural driving in Maine." That's so bad, I don't even know where to begin.
Remember years ago when 40 was the goal? It has since been lowered to 30. That's
embarrassing. Once upon a time, we were leaders, we delivered great feats of
engineering. Now, we downplay expectations. What happened to the 21st Century?
We're going backwards! We've lowered standards to such a degree, some people are
sincerely fooled into believing MPG in the 30's is helping us reduce our dependency on
oil. How could that even make sense? Population growth alone should be enough of a
problem to recognize that more needs to be done. Have they forgotten what traditional
vehicles delivered in the past? Don't they know what some hybrids actually deliver? Are
they greenwashed to such a degree that they assume what they here isn't actually true or
that somehow traditional vehicles will suddenly be replaced entirely. More and more, I'm
thinking it's the latter... that they've convinced themselves what they drive now is fine
and sometime in the future hybrids will improve to such a degree they'll never actually
have to make a conscious decision about which to purchase next.
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1-13-2013

The Ultimate Quote. Reading this, I was amazed: "It may be a quality product, but if it
doesn't meet the needs of the consumer as well as the competition then it deserves its
lackluster sales." That came from the ultimate antagonist, a person so intensely in favor
of Volt and against Prius he argues any criticism… totally unwilling to be constructive,
just unfounded hope. It quite remarkable to encounter anyone so stanch. But then to read
a quote exactly as I would post, how would you respond? He was making comment about
Malibu. Why wouldn't the same apply to Volt? I didn't respond. Why bother? It's so
hypocritical anyway. At best, you could label that as a double-standard. If Volt wasn't
intended to fill the same role as Malibu, what the heck is its purpose? Anywho, I find it
the refreshing seeing him post what I had been saying all along. Apparently, he heard &
understood the words but couldn't see how they applied to the vehicle he most praised. Is
that progress?

1-14-2013

What Can You Say? Too little, too slowly was the concern stated throughout the
development of Volt. It highlights the very situation being faced now. Yet, enthusiasts
insisted that wouldn't be the case, this couldn't possibly happen. We're starting the third
year of availability and attention is refocused on the next generation, hoping cost &
volume will be what was expected back in 2010. Discussions don't even have Volt as a
topic anymore. It would be nice hearing realistic talk about Volt in 2013 instead. Will we
really just step back and hope for the best? What should the expectations be? Just writing
off this generation and settling for slow acceptance doesn't give GM any direction or
incentive. We still need a vehicle configured & priced for the masses. In all seriousness,
the lack of diversity is what will end up holding Volt back. What's so wrong with a
second model, something scaled back to resemble a high-volume top-selling middlemarket car rather than only offering one that strives to exceed on many levels? After all,
that's the type of vehicle which provide business-sustaining profit, not one that impresses
at autoshows. Wasn't anything learned from Two-Mode's emphasis on want rather than
need?

1-14-2013

Outside Temperature. It clearly is a parameter taken into account for the heater, beside
the coolant threshold... which explains why observations have varied so much. My recent
evidence of this was watching the engine shut off when the coolant temperature warmed
up to 112°F with the heater set at 70. What the heck? That didn't fit in the pattern I had
measured a few days earlier. The obvious difference was it now being a little above
freezing outside, rather than well below. The next observation of not-fitting-the-pattern
was when it got even colder outside. Not using the heater at all, the engine shut off and
105°F and I was able to drive for 4 miles in EV. In the past, initial warm-up was always
to 130°F anytime the engine started. That didn't seem to matter. Maybe time is a
parameter too. Yesterday, my cold morning errand running with heater had an engine
shut-off at 123°F instead. That was yet another temperature. Hmm? Today, with it 12°F
outside and the need to get to work shortly before noon, I set the heater at 70 and jumped
on the 70 mph highway with a full battery and a cold engine. Upon reaching the 55 mph
section, there was plenty of reserve heat built up for EV driving... or so I thought. When
the coolant dropped to 136°F, the engine started back up. Huh? Of course, in the end,
does it really matter? The point is to deliver a significant MPG boost from plugging in.
That is indeed what I've been getting. The same advice we gave in the past applies now
too: Just Drive It.
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1-14-2013

Mid-Research. There are many observations to make & document still when it comes to
when the engine runs. It feels like I'm confusing matters by interjecting seemingly
random values. We may uncover a pattern as some point, ultimately identifying all the
parameters used to determine when the engine is used. But the criteria is so much more
complicated than in the past. Toyota really did their homework... delivering a system able
to respond in such a dynamic way, we cannot beat respond in a way to achieve better.
That makes sense. A computer should be able to take more into account more than a
human, especially when it comes to delivering longevity in addition to great emissions &
efficiency all at the same time. It's redeeming to see the flexibility in action. There are so
many fine adjustments continuously at play. Yet even in the extreme temperatures we're
experiencing now, the results are still great. I do yearn for warmer weather though.
Having already witnessed the increase in capacity from higher temperatures, it certainly
is something to look forward to again. Engine warm-up is so much faster too.

1-14-2013

Really Cold Driving, part 1. Last night, the Prius had been sitting outside for about 2.5
hours, it was only 9°F. Even if the battery hadn't been totally depleted, I would have
started the engine immediately anyway. That's simply too cold to endure... which is why
I don't actually start the heater until the coolant reaches about 100°F degrees. Fortunately,
warm-up began with it at 40°F. It's nice still having a tiny bit of warmth left from the
previous drive. 2 minutes into this drive, the benefit of having a heated seat became
evident. It was then that I looked over to see how the coolant was doing. What the heck?
RPM stated zero! The coolant was only 101°F, yet the engine was off. I was in Stealth
mode (low power & speed EV) already. How come the usual engine warm-up to 130°F
didn't happen? Needless to say, there are so many variables at play, it would be too much
of a chore conveying our findings to those without aftermarket gauges and keen
observations skills. Because even with, it's a challenge.

1-14-2013

Really Cold Driving, part 2. It's not worth it anyway. The other day I finally
encountered what another owner had complained out, saying window fogging could be
dangerous... but never elaborated about the circumstances. I wondered why anyone
would push it... but then again, was well aware of how some owners disregard the refill
warning. So, I kept experimenting. I refrained from turning on any ventilation, allowing
the steam to build up really heavy on the windows. Then I hit them hard with outside air
from the blowers. The condensation flash-froze to ice. That was indeed a dangerous
situation. But with the temperature only in the teens, I can't imagine someone not just
turning on the heater long before that would ever happen anyway. Then again, it's a
common sight to see people driving around with only minimum snow & ice removed
from the outside of the vehicle. Some take chances more than others.
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1-15-2013

Initial Impressions. Those about the latest from GM are rolling in. All the enthusiasts
were expecting the Cadillac ELR to introduce an upgrade to the plug-in system. Instead,
they get a heavier vehicle with more power. It uses the same engine & battery and
sacrifices range. Even the look is style over substance. The situation is so bad, there's
nothing we can really post without sounding condescending. That's taking Volt in the
wrong direction. What a mess! This should be a clue about setting realistic expectations.
They keep hoping for a miracle and end up getting way less than hoped. I can't imagine
sales for such an expensive plug-in without any efficiency improvements being any more
than a trickle. This is yet another example of GM building what they want to sell... not
what they need to.

1-15-2013

After Thoughts. Instead of Voltec 1.5 being revealed, we we're shown a vehicle that's
289 pounds heavier and consequently gets less EV range and lower MPG. What
happened to the anticipated improvements? No upgrade to the system? As other
automakers rollout their plug-in vehicles, GM decides to offer something even more
expensive. Where is the choice of something affordable? Why a vehicle for the luxury
market? This makes you wonder what's next. How long will it take to finally get a
vehicle able to take the place of traditional high-volume sellers? What will ordinary
consumers buy? We are not going to see middle-market buying large quantities of any
vehicle that's not competitive; in other words, the vehicle much be share similarities to
what people purchase now. GM clearly does not want to focus on that audience yet.

1-16-2013

Posted Response. Also having an upscale vehicle is fine, but we really do need a
genuine competing car... something that gets hybrid MPG after depletion, is large enough
to be practical for a family, and is reasonably priced. Remember the "too little, too
slowly" concern? It's the same problem as in the past. How have things changed? Money
from bailouts & tax-credits is suppose to accelerate progress. Upscale alone doesn't
provide any sense of that. Rather than getting something for the masses, or even an
upgrade to the system itself, we get another trophy vehicle. What's the point of offering a
nice vehicle very few people will actually buy? It's not even a midsize. If we also got
something that was competitive with offerings coming from other automakers, that would
be a different story. But the deafening silence about plans with Volt is reason for
concern. More is expected. Faster is expected.

1-16-2013

Heater On, Engine On. To add to the complex array of parameters we already have, I
made yet another discovery. It was 12°F degrees on the commute to work yesterday. I set
the heater at 65, then watched what happened when I turned it on (pressed the fan button)
and off (pressed the off button) while driving. The hypothesis was the engine would
remain off while the coolant temperature was still above the usual 114°F threshold. After
all, it doesn't start when the heater is running. Why would the engine start up upon
starting the heater? Turns out, it does. Huh? I performed the test three times was in
motion, at 118°F, at 123°F, and at 128°F. Each time, the engine fired up and ran until
reaching the usual warm-up shutoff temperature of 130°F. I also tried it once while
stopped, at 127°F. Same response. Needless to say, we are dealing with a very dynamic
system, one that takes a wide variety of conditions into account. The "set it, then forget
it" advice is proving to be an excellent recommendation. The Prius will figure out how to
achieve the best results for you. It is no longer the early days of hybrid driving, when the
suggestions to improve efficiency were so simple you could easily to the same yourself.
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1-16-2013

Electric Only. On the simple side, I stopped at the coffeeshop this evening with a toasty
warm Prius. It sat there outside in the 23°F parking lot for 1.5 hours while I relaxed. The
estimated EV distance remaining was 7.7 miles. My drive home would be with only the
heated seat on high. The heater itself would stay off. Since the interior was still warm,
there wasn't any need for window clearing. The glass had retained enough energy to
resist condensation. Maximum speed would be 50 mph. It was a remarkably efficient trip,
despite the cold. The entire drive home was with electricity only. I arrived home 7.5
miles later. I even had 0.9 of EV left.

1-17-2013

Greenest. The pressure sure is building. Seeing that certain groups are making their hate
for Prius is overwhelmingly clear confirms it. The c model was named the greenest car
by the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy. The regular model Prius
took third place. The plug-in model got fourth. The v model came in at eleventh. It's bad
enough hearing from people like me (an owner) repeatedly pointing out the importance
of offering a choice for mainstream consumers. But then to hear that some of those
popular choices from a competitor are also extremely clean & efficient really burns.
That's why there was always so much rhetoric from Volt enthusiasts. Now there's a
backlash with trucks too. Ford's F-350 was label the "meanest", which means the dirtiest.
GM has a large inventory of pickups. SUVs are losing customers, who are now choosing
the big wagons instead. We saw this coming. They hoped it would somehow not be as
intense. The rest of us see the emotion as validation. How could we continue to dismiss
oil-dependency and climate-change? At some point, the problems would become
obvious. That time appears to be now.

1-17-2013

Not Dead. The switch to damage-control for GM has been rather abrupt. The reveal of
their new plug-in hybrid, the Cadillac ELR, didn't get the reception they were hoping for.
Even many enthusiasts were disappointed. The expectations was a technology upgrade;
instead, it just ended up being cosmetic upgrades with nice creature-comforts and more
horsepower. As a result, focus shifted back to Volt... and people are asking the same
question I had been for quite some time. What should we expect for this third year of
sales? The fact that last year's was just half that of what had been projected has people
wondering. After all, attention to detail of the tax-credit has exposed the reality that there
isn't actually an expiration-date for it, that the only criteria is sales. That gives little
incentive for high-volume production until cost has been significantly reduced. For Volt,
that's a major challenge to overcome still. The quote given yesterday from GM's top
executive was: "The electric car is not dead." A comment like that is confirmation of
having missed an opportunity. We kept saying now. They kept saying later. We were
right. Ford is preparing to rollout their second plug-in hybrid, the Fusion. Toyota will be
expanding to rest of the country soon. And Honda will be rolling out their first. Now is
the time, not in a few years. Waiting for a second generation is too late. They clearly
didn't learn from lessons of the past. The situation is quite a mess now.
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1-18-2013

Just Wait For It. Reading through the forum post, blogs, and comments, that message is
being echoed from the head of GM all over the internet. There isn't an effort anymore to
reach out to the mainstream with Volt. We're being told middle-market will get a choice
from the next generation. There's no sales prediction this year, we only get a message
conveyed of slow increase. It's not even worth posting there anymore. Heck, they are
now reciting what I had been saying all along. They've even opened up to the idea of a
model being quite a bit different, something to appeal directly to the masses. The thought
was that would happen shortly after the second year, since fallout with Two-Mode
followed the same timing. The long debates about priorities are over. The enthusiasts
claimed all I ever did was post about Prius. But when you look back, there's lot of
mention of consumers needs in general... the very thing being addressed now. It was
frustrating for me that they'd totally ignore anything I posted about Ford, denying there
was ever anything said other than Toyota. But now they know that wasn't ever the case. It
felt good for them to have someone to blame, a scapegoat to deal with their own
frustration of struggling sales. Focus has shifted away from this generation entirely.
They're saying "just wait for it" instead. What a change.

1-18-2013

It Was Inevitable. I remember closure of the past. When the enthusiast came to terms
with their expectations not being met, they'd lash out at those who had predicted the
outcome. You could see it coming too. Bait would be dropped on a fresh thread,
provoking individuals that were correct all along to challenge them. There's a basic desire
to have one last fight, a glorious final battle. Denying them that is counter-productive.
Even though you end up getting labeled as the troll, despite their dropping of bait being
so obvious, you accept the invitation anyway. It's the classic "can't see the forest"
situation. They focus on one particular tree. That disregard for the big picture is a painful
lesson to learn. Hope clouds judgment though. Pride makes it worse. It played out like a
textbook response. I tried to point out the past to them, to prevent the repeat of the
history. I got scorned for my trouble. Oh well. The message about the need verses want
got through. No one said the process would be smooth. Transition can be extremely
difficult for some people. Our past obsession with size & power has made that change a
painful one. They were determined to earn a trophy, rather than focus on the crowd
instead. It was doomed from the start. It was inevitable.
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Minnesota Morning. Looking at my scribbles from the commute yesterday morning, I
like what I see. It was 10°F outside. I drove the usual fast route, starting the engine a
block shy of the highway by turning the heater on. My garage is insulated but not heated.
It's plenty comfortable to drive those first few blocks in EV. That way, I don't get stuck at
a light with the engine running. The heater was seat at 74. I didn't use the heated seat
today. I wasn't wearing gloves either. At the conclusion of the 70 mph section, at the 9.5
mile mark, the coolant temperature climbed to 159°F. Upon slowly down to 55 mph,
which shut off the engine, I turned the heater down to 65 to keep it off as long as
possible. At 10.8 miles, the engine started back up again. The coolant was at 136°F,
clearly higher than the usual 114°F threshold. My theory is the outside temperature
influences when too. After 2 miles, the engine shut off again. The coolant had reached
146°F. With the heater still at 65, the newly generated heat only latest 0.9 mile. That was
no surprise, being that cold outside. It was getting pretty warm inside though. So when
the shut off 0.8 mile later, I shut the heater off too. Why let it start again. I was already
14.5 miles into the trip and only had 2.2 remaining. So, the rest of the drive was without
any blower running and using only electricity. I arrived at my parking spot in the ramp
with 0.5 mile of EV left. The overall average was 114 MPG. That's amazing considering
how cold it was outside and how little was done to achieve that outcome.

1-19-2013

Acceptance. It's a painful process. Yesterday's concluding lash out confirmed even the
enthusiasts are done with the long series of discussions, arguments, and debates about
Volt shortcomings. Looking back, the first was the direct-drive uproar. They lost their
purity hope. Then came the non-disclosure of depleted efficiency. GM absolutely refuse
to share MPG data, despite their heavy promotion CS-Mode. We knew something was
seriously wrong. They didn't what to admit it thought. When the price was finally
revealed, everyone knew trouble was to come. And sure enough, shortly before rollout
itself the MPG was finally revealed and was considerably lower than anticipated. Sales
results the first year made it worse. Then came the second year, with sales at a growth
rate fall below expectations and the new Prius family doing remarkably well at the same
time. That's why this comment yesterday came as no surprise: "But rippin' his crapbox to
shreds was always a bit of fun." The hate for Prius ran deep, but the target to troll was
gone and it wasn't rewarding anymore. They give up. Proof was reading this from one of
the most extreme of those who despised Prius... "GM needs cost savings to offset the
inevitable elimination of the credit." ...since that was what I had been saying all along.
Hearing it from someone who focused on business results rather than engineering pride
doesn't work though. That's why the resentment for me grew so strong. But the moment
they got confirmation I was gone, the message immediately changed. That's so
hypocritical, there's nothing which needs to be said. The point was to get them to accept
that. It looks like they have.
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Downplay. To sum up the mess, allowing us to all move on, it's just a matter of looking
at the downplay. Prius was configured to appeal to the masses right from the very
beginning. It didn't offer power, speed, and handling in excess of what ordinary
mainstream vehicles offered. In fact, it was quite plain... but with an usually smooth &
quiet ride. Toyota went to great lengths to keep cost within check, delivering a design
which could achieve profit without even requiring a generation upgrade. They rolled out
that model and did indeed accomplish that goal... despite gas being dirt cheap then and
their being basically no interest in reducing dependency on oil or worry about either type
of emissions (carbon & smog). The intent & persistence was obvious. That most
definitely is not what happened with Volt, which had even higher expectations. But none
of the goals that were actually set are remembered anymore. Those who had backed them
deny there were any. They'll even lie to protect their pride, making it pointless to argue.
Instead, they'd downplay. New goals would be focused on instead, pretending that's what
was intended all along. 2 years later, that's all the newbies know about. They have no
clue any of that previous history took place. They simply assume (without any detail) it
was a bit rough at the beginning and all is well now. That's how history is allowed to
repeat. We've seen this pattern several times now, each ending in very unfortunate
circumstances. The only real hope is that goals are downplayed to such a degree that they
actually become realistic. Pride is very difficult emotion to overcome. It's so powerful, it
makes believers see what they want. That's why no matter how often I mentioned
examples from Ford, Honda, or even GM, all they would hear was "Prius". Heck, when I
pointed out the differences between the hybrid Camry and Prius, all they heard was
"Prius". It was truly amazing blinded they were and the resulting hurt from it. The
disenchantment caused them to seek blame. I was an easy target. I won't hold it against
them either... as long as they learned the lesson from their own disenchantment.

1-19-2013

Defeat. The only message I can find that still remains is this: "The PIP was a hack job of
an effort to respond to GM." That's the point Volt enthusiasts want to convey about
Toyota. It makes them feel better believing the design didn't exist way back in 2003, that
Prius wasn't planned to deliver up to 100 km/h (62.1 mph) all those years ago and only
had to wait until a realistic battery became available. The owners from back then knew
about the testing taking place with parallel NiMH packs. That worked, but it was
expensive and the capacity was way too small. Delivering a system without compromise
to price or interior room have always been major priorities. A top priority was to deliver
high MPG using only engine-supplied power at high speeds. All of that is what we now
find in PIP (the plug-in Prius). Reasonably affordable batteries using Li-Ion is what
changed the situation. They want to portray that accomplishment as defeat. They hope
that one bit of history won't be uncovered. Remember how much of an influence image
(the trophy mentality) has on them, how big of a deal stigma is? They're hoping people
who read that claim feel the same way, that they'll believe Toyota was desperate instead.
That doesn't make any sense when you think about it, since there's no mention of Ford.
Declaring victory by professing defeat is what makes them feel better about the situation.
That's how certain individuals can move on without feeling disappointment. Thankfully,
the rest already have.
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Compromise. Anytime there was mention of a smaller battery-pack for Volt, it was
always contrived to be an attempt to endorse Prius. Every approach possible met with the
same results. The enthusiasts found Prius a threat and would not accept anything
resembling its design under any circumstance. (Watch for absolutes.) That large capacity
was the key to survival. It's what defined Volt as different from the other other plug-in
hybrids... even though it was just an arbitrary measure. That's why aftermarket upgrades
were quickly dismissed. They exposed shortcomings... like MPG no better than a
traditional vehicle after depletion. With Prius, it remains just as efficient as a regular
Prius after all the plug-supplied electricity is gone. That the key to success. Prius PHV
can reach a massive market as a result. With Volt, the primary selling feature has been
the battery size... since reducing capacity also reduces the horsepower & torque available.
But with Toyota, Ford, and Honda all seeking out middle-market, something needed to
be done for Volt. It's why I over and over and over and over and over again suggested a
second model. That way, the original would require compromise. The other could be
consider a "lite" version. Guess what. That's precisely what those same enthusiasts who
attacked me for that very suggestion are now endorsing. I was told by a pastor many
years ago to note how often the word "hypocrite" was mentioned in the Bible. Those
written words tell us much about life now. To think, the Volt enthusiasts are now in favor
of what they fought so hard against before. Oh well, accepting this outcome despite all
the grief which could have easily been avoided is form of compromise. It's what we need.

1-20-2013

Remembering. What should we remember? I obviously don't care about the personal
attacks, where antagonists (having no interest in being constructive, wanting only to stir
trouble) would focus exclusively on you to avoid having to acknowledge the big picture.
I don't care about enthusiast lies either, since having real-world data available now easily
prevents that greenwashing from re-emerging. They were just defending what remained
of a poorly conceived plan. Having witnessed both Two-Mode and Volt fall well short of
their own goals, you really don't want that to ever happen again. Will it? Could they
really blindly hope for a miracle a third time? I'd prefer to start fresh. It looks as though
we can too. But there is an inherent fear of repeating mistakes by not addressing what
had already been tried in the past. It was truly amazing how bad the hype & rhetoric got.
What comes to mind the most is how much stigma dominated discussions. The label of
"failure" heavily influenced responses. Perhaps that's an important lesson to be learned,
to remember how much emotion clouds logic.

1-21-2013

New Video. I was able to film this morning's commute. I sure hope the footage looks
good. 62 MPG for the trip, with 1.7 miles of EV left. That's quite remarkable considering
the outside temperature was -6°F. It's always a complicated setup anyway. The cold
makes it worse. Things like a smudge on the glass are difficult to notice when you are
trying to be brief and avoid causing condensation from your breath. The vents near the
base of the windshield cannot be blocked either. That shift of the dashmat alters the
lighting for both cameras, forcing you to guess what's needed. There's no opportunity to
calibrate either, since a cold engine and the fullest battery possible are required. Needless
to say, it becomes quite an effort to coordinate it all. Failures happen too. I know I'll end
up having to abandon a video due to an equipment issue. That's reality. But I persist.
Most of the footage turns out. Then you end up spending a ton of time with the rendering
effort. It's a labor of love though. That level of detail is extremely informative. It's
squashes misconceptions and puts and end to greenwashing, as well as entices the curious
to want to learn more.
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Another Video. -6°F this morning, nearly identical to yesterday's commute. So, I took
the other route, filming that too. Having a slower speed limited, so I was intrigued what
the outcome would be. Unfortunately, the dashmat got in the way, interfering with the
window clearing. Condensation became a problem. The extreme cold caused a camera's
suction-cup to repeatedly fail too. That made for a fun driving experience. The end result
was rather predicable, despite the unexpecteds. The Prius handled the conditions well. It's
odd hearing the high-rev for heat though. The engine would run at about 1964 RPM. In
the end, that got that longer & slower route down along the river was more efficient, as
usual. The MPG was 63 today rather than the 62 yesterday. There was a 1/3 more
battery-capacity remaining too. Hopefully, today's video captures actually worked. Stay
tuned.

1-22-2013

More Video. Yesterday's effort failed. One camera locked up, preventing the final
segment's file from being saved. That loss of footage meant frustration, but only a bit of
patience. Being so darn cold here, waiting until the next day is no big deal. This
morning's temperature was -2°F. Filming setup went better, so well I decided to try
something different rather than try to refilm. I wondered how much EV travel was
possible when no heater was required. No owner has ever tried that particular experiment
before in conditions so cold. I'd put the heater on high and crack the windows open for
ventilation. I'd drive with gloves off too, a good indication of how tolerable the interior
could remain in temperatures that low. Wearing only my usual work clothes and my
regular coat, my voyage starting from my non-heated but insolated garage had an
unknown outcome. I couldn't even guess what would happen. The hope was electric-only
travel until depletion. Lithium batteries work much better in Summer. I was curious.
Turns out, the effort was worth it. Taking the back way (max speed of 55 mph), I pressed
the pedal down really hard to start up the engine with only 0.1 miles of EV remaining.
Traveling at 55 mph and quickly approaching a hill, I wanted to have extra electricity to
buffer the very cold engine warm-up. I had already traveled 8.9 miles using only EV.
That was totally worth it. Though, it did make me curious how much electricity the
heated seat actually consumed. When I arrived at work, total distance was 17.2 miles.
The final overall efficiency was 117 MPG. That's amazing.

1-23-2013

Imaginary Interest. What happens when a halo vehicle no longer gets attention? We are
watching that play out now. My participation on the big GM forum was perceived as
stoking the fire, the enthusiast proof of naysayers. In reality, it appears they now
recognize I was only stirring the ashes looking for embers. Volt simply isn't discussed
anymore. Even ELR only gets barely a peep, just days after the reveal. It's astounding to
observe. There's nothing. Silence. They looked forward to the participation, having no
idea the interest was really only imaginary. But with everyone else already gone, that
should have been easy to see. After all, it's not rocket science. We all recognize who
posts. If no one else ever joins each new attempt at discussion, something is wrong. And
with the thread content itself not constructive, confirmation of trouble is abundant. Sales
results next week certainly will be interesting. The rush for 2012 tax-credit eligibility has
passed. Details about Ford's plug-ins are available. And the initial rollout of Honda's
plug-in has begun.
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Worth It? An antagonist of the past reappeared. He was one who pushed the perspective
that Volt's engine was there only for emergency backup, claiming virtually all but
vacation travel would be done exclusively with electricity. Claiming such an extreme
view, which has since proven to be false, caused him to stop posting. His return is now
with a different perspective. Turns out, using fuel with a combustion engine is ok. The
catch is the fuel should be clean & renewable. Naturally, that's what I had been saying all
along. But why bother stirring up that? It's not worth it. Pointing out the agreement
wouldn't accomplish anything. So, I'll just document his new attitude instead: "Why are
so many people pre-determined to get rid of the combustion engine? Is there some
religious belief I’m unaware of? An EREV combustion engine range extender running on
bio-fuel would give us a 100% sustainable, carbon neutral solution, all using our existing
infrastructure of home electricity and liquid fuel filling stations. What’s not to like?" That
type of turn-around never ceases to amaze me. When someone finds out their stance
didn't payoff, what do you think they'd do... after a prolonged battle to save some pride,
of course? I like the outcome, even without interjecting any type of "I told you so"
comment despite all the frustration he caused in the past. You just quietly note that they
finally heard what was being said. Phew! What a relief... and quite worth it, from the
end-state vantage point.

1-24-2013

No Heater. I grew quite curious, then finally asked myself the ultimate question. What if
I didn't turn on the heater at all? What if I just cracked the windows for defrosting
instead? Between the heated seat and the proper winter attire, I'd be reasonably
comfortable anyway. After all, a traditional vehicle wouldn't be able to provide heat from
its engine in only a few minutes. With it too, you'd be relying on the same methods of
keeping warm. Anywho, it was -2°F outside, providing a great opportunity to observe
that extreme. Prius shined. I got 9 miles of EV out of the battery-pack, which included
electricity from the camera setup prior to the 17.2 mile drive and providing electricity for
my seat. The end result was an amazing 117 MPG. Let's hope the video footage actually
came out. It's challenging enough when the temperature outside is warm and I did have a
recent failure. With it significantly colder than freezing, problems happen. Regardless, I
did get photos.

1-26-2013

Vaporware Repeat. It's hard to believe 6 years have passed. We went from a collection
of unrealistic hopes to an idea struggling to survive. Using the label of "vaporware" early
on was very offensive, the enthusiasts did not take kindly to it. Yet, they continued on
with the something-to-prove stance rather than constructively adjusting expectations as
market & design realities were uncovered. Unfortunately, that seems to be happening
again. I'm seeing ideals emerge, claimed as necessary rather than being identified as
reasonable high-end choices. That's a warning sign. Focus should be on what's most
realistic for the masses, especially since the design expecting to deliver them is second
generation. Why do they do that? It's one thing to strive for a goal. This setting of
expectations beyond the reach of business & consumers is troubling… especially when it
repeats!
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Smog. Photos of the rapidly growing problem of smog in China are capturing headlines
today. It was so bad, some industry & service had to be shutdown. The air was like a
thick fog, making traffic extremely dangerous. Seeing that is truly frightening. Rather
than learning from mistakes we made degrades ago and have been struggling undo ever
since, they focused on economic growth instead. Now the consequences of that choice
are becoming overwhelmingly obvious. Could you imagine air so toxic it's difficult to
see? What a nightmare. Too bad some people here just plain don't care. In fact, some
think the same thing believing emissions should be sacrificed for the sake of not having
to invest in new cleaner technologies. It's that "good enough" attitude that's really
presents challenges. What do you do what someone just plain doesn't care. Nothing you
say will convince them, but you certainly don't want to wait until the situation gets so bad
it becomes extremely expense to repair. The best choice has always been to lead by
example... which is precisely what Prius owners have been doing. Nice.

1-27-2013

Efficiency Pressure. As the cost of hybrids drops and the need to use less oil increases,
the pressure for delivering higher efficiency results in comments like this: "As if by magic
a Jetta Hybrid appears!" That begged a response. It's the kind of situation which
contributes to greenwashing, staring as an uninformed mention then growing into a
belief. Responses are sometimes misinterpreted as being confrontational. So, it's best to
know the person prior to jumping in with background information. In this case, it was
fine. We exchange constructive posts routinely. I replied with: That's like congratulating
someone who worked hard for a decade to become an overnight success. Diesel (engine
only) was doomed from the day hybrids rolled out. It was far too dirty and simply could
not compete with ever-improving battery technology. It was destined to become a filler
option as the transition away from traditional gas vehicles progressed, then be replaced
by a hybrid of some sort. With automakers like Toyota, Ford, and Honda all striving to
deliver a plug-in hybrid with an affordably-sized battery along with a no-plug
counterpart, there wasn't any magic. It was inevitable that VW joined in, starting with a
gas hybrid. Diesel (engine only) quite simply cannot compete with the +75 MPG some of
us are now experiencing, especially with a PZEV emission rating.

1-27-2013

Not Size. I liked reading this comment: "Hybrids are less still than 3% of the market and
compete in segments with near 60% of the market. There's a reason for that small size
and it's not the price." As the price of gas continues to put pressure on our society and
people simply grow familiar with the plug-in hybrids (remember the "don't by the first
year" mindset), the acceptance will become easier & easier. It's a bell-curve too.
Momentum picks up after the slow initial progress. The catch is reminding yourself that
3% is actually around 1/3 of a million vehicles. In other words, this is yet another
example of misleading by using a percent rather than stating the actual number. I rebutted
with: How effective of an argument against hybrids do you think that will be going
forward? It's rapidly becoming weak as the Prius family grows. Seeing so many on the
road is far more of an endorsement to accept than a statistical percent. Ownership sends a
powerful message. We've witnessed a clear change in priorities recently... the importance
of efficiency. The emergence of plug-in hybrids pushes regular hybrids deeper into the
mainstream than any monetary incentive could. It sends a very clear message that hybrids
are indeed the next step in automotive evolution, not a niche as the greenwashing had
persistently claimed. The perception of the market expanding strong, making it very
difficult now to argue against.
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Fiesta. Oh my gosh. Believe it or not, the small cars with the 3-cylinder engines are
about to make a comeback. Their return may not be with open arms though. Decades ago,
there wasn't a technology solution called hybrids available. Now there is. That makes the
reveal of a 1-liter Fiesta by Ford a head-scratcher. What will it cost an who will be
interested? Supposedly, the direct-inject gas engine with turbo-charging will offer 40
MPG city and 50 MPG highway. Of course, nothing was mentioned about emission
rating. It will offer 126 horsepower and 148 lb-ft torque, so it will be competitive in one
regard. But special measures will need to be taken to deal with the extra noise &
vibration caused by a 3-cylinder engine. This is definitely an unusual situation in a
market now trying to introduce plug-in vehicles to the masses.

1-28-2013

Halo Delay. Since we are now in the double-standard/hypocritical/contradiction stage of
rollout with Volt, the previous reasoning approach is basically pointless. Enthusiasts
arguments of the past now work against them. That means taking another approach
instead... though we can still introduce it by pointing out the irony of the situation. It was
done by reciting concerns "dead weight" issues. I thought that was a great way of moving
beyond old rhetoric. You recognize, then try something different: Prius supporters
continuously heard "dead weight" arguments. It went on for years and years, despite the
fact that there wasn't actually any long duration when either the battery or engine
remained unused. Now when that is actually true for Volt, nada, zip, nothing. It's wrong
on so many levels, how can we expect to get constructive feedback? The next step is
going to be a challenge. What will the current owners think of a scaled back design, one
that uses a blend of battery & engine? Approach will have to change to draw in
mainstream sales. There is the possibility of GM choosing to support both a "dead
weight" approach and one that strives for a balance. But without a non-plug model to
supplement production volume, it's an expensive business risk. Maybe their reports will
help with that transition. After all, details of the past are often forgotten or not even
known anyway. Even though it takes much longer, the halo delay really could be the key.
Arguing design shortcomings doesn't accomplish anything and they know quite well that
cost-reduction won't be solved by technology breakthrus alone.

1-28-2013

PHV Surprises. I especially liked reading this: "I think one unexpected surprise for me
was to learn that even in HV, mileage is improved by the larger battery capacity." It's
exciting when a new owner discovers more than they had anticipated. He had several
other enlightening things to comment about as well. I saw it as a great opportunity to ask
about ways to identify that behavior, since most people assume PHV either drives in EV
or HV mode. They don't realize there's a mode in between, despite the fact that the term
"blending" is use so frequently. In simply never crosses their mind that they'd see MPG
in excess of 100 while the engine is running. The fact that the motor has so much
electricity available to assist the engine isn't something ever mentioned. So, I've been
helping to promote a term for that, asking about it with: Sadly, there have been certain
individuals trying to portray operation of the plug-in Prius as having no advantage once
that engine begins to run. If you had encountered that greenwashing, it didn't seem to
deter your purchase. Sweet! You clearly have discovered that's that what actually
happens too. That proclamation of it being amazing, even in subzero temperatures,
speaks volumes. Anywho, we've been trying to spread the word about there being a plugin benefit even with the engine running by using the term: "EV-BOOST". Do you think
that is an informative way of describing it?
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1-28-2013

EV-BOOST when in HV. Most people have no idea there's still quite a bit of electricity
left even upon reaching the depletion point when the engine starts. They just assume
there's nothing left but ordinary HV mode driving. The fact that a minute worth of EVBOOST still remaining to provide a smooth, low strain warm-up of the engine is often
not known. Heck, even some owners don't notice it. That's one of those things you really
only observe when using an aftermarket gauge. Anywho, I joined a discussion pointing
out today's observation of that with this: Something is needed to identify the behavior. I
was quite delighted witnessing it firsthand today too. It's warm now here (just above
freezing). I drove 13 minutes in EV prior to depleting the battery, including a climb out
of the river valley at 57 mph. Just as I reached the 70 mph section of highway, the engine
fired up. I watched the SOC drop all the way down to 2 bars (specifically 18.4%). The
result was the first minute of warm-up yielding 70 MPG, something clearly not possible
without taking advantage of electric more than HV would offer. Just think if there was
something in the car to document that behavior, an illustration showing owners detail
about exactly what happened during that warm-up. It's a design feature some may ever
even notice otherwise. Heck, I remember certain individuals claiming that wouldn't even
be possible, that the engine would start cold and have to fend for itself. Fortunately, the
boost during ordinary cruising on the highway is already easy to see. The instant &
summary bars show MPG well above what you'd get in HV mode. Of course, that data is
lost right away. Being able to download/send/share it afterward sure would be nice.

1-29-2013

Labels & Purpose. Marketing is intentionally bias. That's the point. It's purpose is to
convince you their product is the best choice. Why can't those handful of Volt enthusiasts
still convinced purity is the best approach see that? Needless to say, I didn't say much
after reading this from one such person: "...people that don't understand what EREVs are
really all about." The reason was simple, that phrase followed a series of insults for those
in favor of a different plug-in hybrid. He's been quite smug. I find that a relief. Thank
goodness many owners aren't like that. Being among the few still holding on to hope of
the past, I wonder if there will be a change in attitude following results this month's sales.
In the meantime, I had thoughts of my own to document: The design is intended to
deliver EV by avoiding use of the engine, only starting combustion when absolutely
necessary, even if efficiency opportunities are lost. But since that wasn't even the point of
the post, why bother? GM needs to produce a high-efficiency vehicles that is purchase in
high-volume. No argument about semantics will change that. They must deliver
something for mainstream buyers. Period. Volt itself can continue being appreciated by
owners. That's great! There's nothing wrong with enthusiasts. They provide ambition &
excitement. But enthusiasts are not middle-market, who don't share the same passion.
They couldn't care less about whether a vehicle is called an EREV or a PHEV. In fact,
most won't have any clue how the system actually works. They just need a practical &
reliable vehicle that's affordable.
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1-29-2013

Misled Purchases. They happen. In fact, that's how some owners discover the big Prius
forum. They come there to voice their frustration, then vanish without any further
comment. It's a common occurrence without any certainty of outcome. Once in a blue
moon though, that misled purchase ends up creating an strong advocate rather than the
assumed frustrated customer. This time, it was: "Toyota needs to come clean and make it
clear to buyers that the EV plug-in is not truly or exclusively electric... I was assured it
was when I bought it." I did my best to console & advise with: Sorry to hear you were
misled, but please don't blame Toyota corporate. They delivered model of Prius you
purchased to clearly display the "PLUG-IN HYBRID" emblem. Finding fault with
salespeople & dealerships is an entirely different matter. And by all means, sound off
when that happens. We, as owners & supporters, will help convey the detail needed to
make a well-informed purchase decision. Hybrid means blending of two power sources.
The EV you experience can indeed be with the engine off, but there is no promise of that
or even that it will be the first miles driven. The addition of the plug enhances what Prius
already offers, hence being a package option. The test-drive experience will reveal that,
especially when you exceed 62 mph. The purpose is to provide very high efficiency and
very low emissions... which happens regardless of how the electricity from the battery is
actually consumed. Give it time. Your purchase in the dead of winter means there is
much to look forward to. EV range increases as the temperature warms. The engine runs
less often and at shorter intervals once the cold is gone too. Local errand running
becomes a pleasure, rather than a chore, as a result. Being one of the few who owner a
PHV back when there was still snow last year, I can point out how much of a difference
it makes.

1-29-2013

Expensive Gas. It makes you wonder how a comment like this actually derives: "When I
bought my first Prius (Oct 2000) everyone was talking about how in ~10 years we'd be
paying $10/gal for gas...hasn't happened." Was that a distorted memory of the past,
consensus from a very small group, or some other misrepresentation. My personal logs
certainly don't have any references like that and the forums of the time weren't discussing
gas anywhere near that high. Perhaps it was some totally different venue, something not
directly related to vehicles... perhaps related to energy instead. Whatever the case, I tried
my best to prevent that comment from getting any more off track with: I'd suggest
searching for some old comparison analysis reports. You'll find it was quite a challenge
even arguing $4 would happen. It was actually quite frustrating. The belief was gas
would continue to be cheap. What's much more interesting is the change that happened
when $4 gas really did arrive. The guzzlers started to disappear, despite the arguments
then having shifted to $5 being the tipping point. Clearly, it wasn't. Now, we are still
looking at $4 being the norm for the next few years. That's somewhat of an influence, but
people are slowing growing use to paying more. Becoming tolerant of higher prices poses
a very real challenge for plug-in growth.
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1-30-2013

Late 2013. That was what Toyota's major website revamp stated in the section for the
plug-in Prius. The wording on the webpage says: "Availability will open up to all other
states in late 2013." That basically just tells us the expansion will be here & there
throughout the year, but don't expect availability everywhere until later. We pretty much
already knew that would happen anyway. Even within the new states could be spotty. I
was told not all dealers around here would get inventory at the same time. We have also
been told that the domestic market (Japan) would get priority as well. Since the EV
market here has been so wishy-washy and loaded with political rhetoric, that isn't much
of a surprise. The market is no longer choiceless like it was when Volt first rolled out.
The this-or-nothing situation no longer exists. Ford offers a choice of two different plugin hybrids. Honda offers one too. None of them resemble GM or Toyota in operational
characteristics. Confused feedback from consumers already is reason to focus on existing
markets more than expanding to new ones.

1-30-2013

Inspired. A thread on the big Prius forum discussing extreme-cold driving results
inspired me to try more. Why not do it again? Although the temperature is considerably
warmer now, a blustery 18°F rather than -2°F as before, it would still be a good example
of Winter driving. I'd run errands all in EV. With a maximum speed limit of 50 mph and
using only the heated-seat, it shouldn't be a big deal. I'd simply crack passenger-front and
driver-back windows for air-circulation to prevent condensation instead of using defrost.
The engine should stay off. I began with a fully recharged battery-pack. Charging ended
8 hours earlier. The Prius hadn't been used for 18 hours. It sat there in the garage
overnight. Leaving mid-afternoon, conditions inside were about 30°F. That's far from
ideal, nothing like the maximum battery performance we experience when no jacket is
required. Anywho, I drove 3 miles to the bank. From there, it was 2.5 miles to the cablecompany. From there, the drive to mom's was just under 1 mile. No engine up to that
point. Next stop, the coffeeshop. I traveled a distance of 9.1 miles before running out of
EV. The engine fired up and continued to draw electricity. The battery-pack was depleted
down to 3 bars before the warm-up process began generating electricity instead. When I
arrived at my destination to enjoy a coffee and type this post, the total travel came to 11.9
miles. The final drive through the parking lot to the spot was in EV, since warm-up had
already completed. The resulting average for that entire drive was 198 MPG. It was an
excellent example of what you could experience given the right conditions, a
demonstration of potential... but not necessarily an expectation. YMMV.

1-30-2013

Entirely Different. 2013 is a fresh year, a clean page in history. Consumers now know
of Ford's two plug-in hybrids (C-Max & Fusion), Honda's new plug-in hybrid (Accord),
and obviously Toyota's (Prius). So perspective of the past doesn't apply anymore. In other
words, previous excuses aren't valid. We start with an entirely new market. The situation
emerging poses new questions, now that real-world data is becoming easier to find.
Focus will be on results, not approach. Only enthusiasts care about system details. It's
very similar to what we saw in the past with the difference between ASSIST and FULL
hybrids. The typical consumer couldn't care less how it operated. They were interested in
how well the vehicle would fit their needs & budget. I'm thrilled that technical debates
are over. At this point, all comes down to sales. To specifically address Volt & Ampera,
how sales growth will be achieved remains a huge mystery. Somehow, GM must keep
interest from being lost to the other automakers. What will that do to achieve that,
knowing the tax-credit will eventually expire? It's one thing to deliver the vehicle itself.
It's something entirely different to make it a high-volume profitable seller.
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1-31-2013

Deliberate Greenwashing. You have to wonder what happened to journalism upon
reading published statements like this: "How green is it? In the compact car arena,
without the EV mode, the 2013 Chevrolet Volt can get 40 mpg. That's pretty green in any
book." First, 40 MPG is nothing to be proud of from a compact hybrid when traditional
vehicles are able to deliver the same thing. Second, being green doesn't just mean high
efficiency. That only represents a reduction of carbon emissions. It says nothing
whatsoever about the other kind, smog. In fact, some high-efficiency vehicles are
actually dirtier. In the case of Volt, the book gives it a ULEV rating. That's just like most
other traditional vehicles on the road, very common. EPA wrote that book. They are the
Environmental Protection Agency, an official authority when it comes to being green.
Yet, the author omitted any reference to them and deliberated painted a green picture for
Volt. It in fact is not. A truly clean emission rating is PZEV. And you guessed it, that's
what Prius delivers. Want to ponder the topic even more, think about how clean
electricity from an old coal factory is. Think about the emissions it creates. The writer
certainly didn't convey any information to that effect... a proper journalist would have.
The article ended up just being a promotion for Volt, despite initially leading you to
believe it was an overview of what automakers had to offer.

1-31-2013

Heater Greenwashing. A handful of Volt supporters are attempting to exploit a behavior
trait, trying to spin it as disqualification: "PIP doesn't even get any EV only miles if heat
is used." Some still obsess with the absolute. So any engine run, even if brief, means it
doesn't offer EV. You start by asking them for some detail. The response to that is
usually a fairly solid clue to actual intent. It's just like when the EPA estimate was
released. They ignore the battery-capacity itself and focus entirely on when the engine is
first triggers. Shutting off shortly afterward doesn't count, despite the fact that Prius is a
hybrid and that's the way it is suppose to operate. Getting a mix of EV & HV is a
shortcoming as far as they're concerned, regardless of the resulting MPG. Whatever. I
responded with: Who told you that? It certainly wasn't an owner. -6°F on this morning's
commute was a great example. Despite using the heater in my PIP this morning, I drove
in EV... 4 miles with the engine off, to be precise. The engine stops once coolant
temperature reaches 130°F, then stays off until hitting until hitting the low threshold...
typically 114°F, but sometimes lower if speed is really slow. Also, let's not overlook the
reality that the plug-supplied electricity is used even when the engine runs. That is
referred to as EV-BOOST. It pushes MPG above 100, which you routinely see while
traveling faster than 62 mph.
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2-01-2013

No More. Sales results for January were published today. The hybrids are holding
ground. Thank goodness. Focus is shifting to plug-in models. We knew January is always
a bad month and that the rush to collect 2012 tax-credits would cause counts to be lower.
We also don't want to draw any conclusions on debut offerings, since they typically have
a skewed impression of demand at first. That limits commentary to Toyota & GM still.
874 for Prius was within expectations, since availability was still limited to just the 15
initial rollout states. Now in its third year, Volt is clearly facing a struggle. 1,140 for sales
is so low, there are no more discussions about it. I was actually shocked to find nothing
beyond a brief mention. Even the spin has evaporated. Attention has been lost. No one
wants to say anything about Volt sales now. After the expectation revision last year being
way off, what could be said? Remember how 45,000 was stated? That meant 3,750 per
month. Without growth, how will it survive? There is no hybrid counterpart. It somehow
has to find a way to stand on its own, especially with competition growing and incentives
later expiring. That doesn't look promising without some type of major change. Status
quo isn't enough... which is why we aren't hearing anything anymore.

2-02-2013

Challenges. This summarized the general view pretty well: "In my opinion, the PiP has
two major problems, range and cost." Without history, judging market response is like
throwing darts. For me with extensive experience, I see thoughts about the technology
changing rapidly. By the end of the year, people will be familiar with the basics. That's a
big step. But the way we spread real-world information now, it's fairly realistic. I posted
this: The perception of "range" being low isn't a daunting challenge to overcome. After
all, the audience is focused on "performance" numbers related to efficiency, not the old
school more-is-better with speed & horsepower. Fortunately, the test-drive experience
can be quite compelling. When it comes to "cost", there's a big question to ask. Is the
point to entice someone who would otherwise purchase a regular Prius or it is to offer an
affordable plug-in hybrid? There's a big difference. A larger battery-pack would offer
more, but the tradeoff is higher cost. You also have to sacrifice both internal space and
efficiency after depletion. At least with the plug-in Prius, things the system will be
refined over time. Like with the computer industry, there will be battery & cost
improvements. It's not like the automotive industry a few years ago, where the definition
of "improvement" was to just make the vehicle bigger with no concern about efficiency.
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2-02-2013

Decision Making. We're seeing lots of questions about the plug now. The increase is a
good gauge of growing interest. I suspect we'll see steady growth as the temperature
warms. In the meantime, it's random queries like this: "I am thinking of purchasing a
Prius plug-in and I will be using it to drive within 8 miles of my home. Since the speed
limits in my area range from 20 to 35 mph will I benefit from using the EV mode? Or am
I better off buying a the standard non- plug- in version of the Prius?" After awhile, a
pattern will emerge. That comes about from the basics becoming easier for the curious to
find answers too. I responded with: Short trips are MPG killers with the regular Prius. If
you had to deal with them and speed limits up to 45 mph, efficiency is heavily in favor of
the plug. That makes the decision easier. The engine likely wouldn't be needed at all. 8
miles from home (16 round trip) is longer though, but the capacity would actually
balance out nice. You'd still get great MPG overall. In the summer, you'd experience the
rapid engine warm-up and not mind much when it runs. In the winter, you may get
annoyed by the engine warm-up taking longer and running for heat, not just providing
power after depletion. The EV experience is complimented nicely by the HV driving. It's
what a plug-in hybrid is all about. Toyota designed a system for the masses, delivering a
vehicle that takes advantage of electricity without sacrificing it just for the sake of
keeping the engine off even when it's inefficient to do so. It's a balance some people like
and others don't. Good luck with your decision.

2-02-2013

Financial Burden. In the past, greenwashing included some rather blatant number
misleading... like expecting the price of gas to remain under $2 per gallon throughout the
entire lifetime of the vehicle. That was absurd, yet many articles did it anyway.
Fortunately, the arrival of $4 gas put an end to that. Another common thing to do was to
force the perspective that the hybrid system must have a break-even price before it could
be considered for purchase. Those attempting to undermine Prius used that "financial
burden" argument to dismiss it from being a realistic choice by making any additional
cost seem a penalty. The mindset is carrying over to the plug-in model, making some
accept arguments at face-value rather than looking at the big picture. The who & what is
uncertain, but the consequence is obvious. Greenwashing through the use of omitting
information is wrong, period. We're trying to prevent that. This is what I responded with
when the topic emerged today: The magic question is asking yourself how much you'd
like to contribute to the environment and making a better future for the children. Some
people disregard that benefit entirely, expecting the financial decision to "pay for itself"
rather than helping out a little bit. Considering a small chunk of the price difference for
that is realistic.
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2-03-2013

Common Sense. The discontinuity between expectations & reality should be obvious.
The matter should be so easy to see, you think of it as common sense. But no such luck.
You read something like this and wonder if it's even worth the bother: "Volt's engine can
not drive the car alone without its electric motor. In fact, its electric motor is the main
drive, thus the EV. Prius's engine can drive the car directly without any of the electric
motor input at all. That is why it is a hybrid." People just make up their own definitions
to fit their own needs. A hybrid is a vehicle with two power sources. The way those
power sources are used identifies the type of hybrid, it doesn't make it something else...
like an EV. Yet, they'll just argue with you to no end. Prius cannot move by engine alone.
The power-split-device doesn't accommodate that, since it is configured to do the
opposite... allowing electric-motor propulsion instead. But they don't care about things
like facts. Ugh. Definitions are the same way. The entire industry can follow a rule-ofthumb, a best-practice with well-proven results. That doesn't matter to them. If that isn't
formally defined by some official authority, it doesn't exist... like the volume considered
mainstream. Even though it has been acknowledged in countless writings as 5,000 per
month, that popular consensus isn't enough. Accounting realities somehow don't count.
Things like speed & power don't either. When an antagonist sets a boundary, they stick
with it like glue until the hybrid exceeds it. Then they pretend it was criteria all along.
Fortunately, we've been through this enough times now that it is no longer worth
bothering. Common sense is beginning to prevail. Yeah!

2-04-2013

Demand vs. Supply. GM being it's own worst enemy is nothing new. Assurances about
supply matching demand have been abundant. Production shared with existing highvolume traditional vehicles was suppose to provide an advantage. That's proving to not
be the case. Volt doesn't share much with other vehicles. That adds to cost in every
regard. Starting fresh by building an upgradable platform wasn't the approach taken;
instead, it was to deliver a vehicle with end-state performance hoping prices could be
dropped quickly. Unfortunately, opportunity is being lost in the meantime. Ironically, a
weakness about the plug-in Prius frequently sighted by pundits could very well end up
being top rollout benefit and is pretty much an extreme from Volt... it's too similar to the
regular model. Volt has no hybrid counterpart. Prius does and it high-volume. Volt
doesn't even have anything remotely close in comparison. It's stands alone. That means it
isn't realistic to expect anything resembling mainstream sales for awhile still... ironically,
what some of us were saying for years prior to rollout. But it doesn't matter anyway.
History can so easily be spun and everyone seems to be on the same page finally.
Demand doesn't matter if there isn't supply.
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2-05-2013

Losing Marketshare. Someone stirred this pot, claiming plug-in Prius sales won't grow
at all in 2013. This was one of the comments posted in that discussion: "Trying to not
sound like a PiP basher (but it will sound that way anyway) I think the PiP is only
appealing to Prius owners that want a HOV sticker." I chimed in with: It's easy to avoid
that by including data with the comment. Heck, I could make the very same statement
about Volt, since we did indeed see a surge in sales in CA when the HOV model was
introduced there. Knowing how much Prius owners want more electric-only driving
opportunities, more electric-only power, and a plug from countless discussions in the
past, without any reference to HOV, that "only appeal" comment doesn't hold much
water. Do some searches on the EV button. You'll find an abundance of examples. We
even had a number of threads & surveys discussing how much that battery & plug
augmentation should cost. The merits of keeping cost in check verses offering lots of
capacity generated lots of participation. It was a very popular topic prior to PHV rollout.
Now that there are PHV owners sharing detail of their ownership experiences,
commenting on a wide variety of observations, interest is growing. Look at the volume of
activity in the plug-in section of the forum. HOV rarely gets mentioned. It's obviously
helps justify the purchase, but how many of the 15 initial rollout states even offer that?
Lastly, think about how many Prius fence-sitters there have been, those who found Prius
appealing but wanted a little bit more from the electric side. That increase in batterycapacity with the addition of a plug as a reasonably priced package option, could prove
just enough to push them over the edge.

2-05-2013

The "Real" Effect. I was pleased to end my evening reading & responding to this: "The
second factor is ANY vehicle needs to be on the market three or four years before the vast
majority of folks can even consider it "real" or even a possibility." If you didn't guess, the
first factor was the price of gas. Here's what I had to say about the second: That sensible
logic really ruffles the feathers of both enthusiasts & greenwashers. The enthusiast yearns
for rapid success, signs of strong high demand shortly after rollout. Heavy emphasis on
bragging-rights how you to indentify them. Words over substance, a recipe for trouble
they just plain cannot see. It's really unfortunate; yet, we've seen it play out several times
now. The greenwasher is one who doesn't want to acknowledge all the aspects at play or
take into account real-world data beyond a vague sampling. It's your own assumptions
they take advantage of, painting a picture of failure rather than providing information
rather than allowing you to decide. For me, I'm enjoying the first year of plug-in hybrid
ownership during the wait. Just like with the previous generations, I knew it wouldn't
even be until the summer of the second year that people would begin to take notice.
Patience totally paid off then. At that point, you've collected enough data and
summarized your finding to such a degree they are compelled to learn more. The "real"
effect is something I've been looking forward to.
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2-06-2013

First 3 Years. This shows a level of desperation I hadn't expected to encounter, taking
me quite by surprise: "The Volt is actually outselling the Prius." The statement itself
wasn't so unreasonable, it was the data used to support it: "Prius worldwide sales: 1997
sales = 300; 1998 sales = 17,700; 1999 sales = 15,200; First 3 years = 33,200." I was
blown away by such blatant greenwashing. Ironically, it was on a daily thread in support
of Volt rebutting an article published yesterday asking the question: "Is the EV already
facing extinction?" To answer with such misleading of a response is amazing. We all
know times are very different now. Last year, there was much anticipation of the
upcoming rollouts of plug-in hybrids from Toyota & Ford along with the availability of
several different EVs from several different automakers. That makes it a very different
situation, without even addressing some of the other differences... which I was more than
happy to post: Leaving out details like sales in 1997 not starting until December tells a
very different story. Availability outside of Japan did not begin until the second half of
2000. Misconceptions were abundant and gas was dirt cheap back.

2-06-2013

False Memories. A featured story on the radio today was about how people remember
things that never actually occurred. It's a surprisingly common problem too. Even more
frequent is they don't remember correctly. I've got tons of firsthand examples of that.
Someone will say something about Volt and I'll make reference back to it years later, an
easy thing to do when you've got the quote documented in searchable blogs. They'll deny
the statement was ever made. I also have proof that claims were made by someone else,
even though they absolutely insist it was me. Facts being forgotten & confused is the
reason for the pullback now. Why bother when 2013 should be the focus anyway? Sadly
though, some either don't understand or refuse to be realistic. Reading this on the big GM
forum fortified that: "Drop the price $10K. Fist fights will break out on Chevrolet dealer
doorsteps the morning that happens. And that's just the grey-haired bingo-playing crowd.
Put the Volt in the price range of a well-equipped mid-size sedan and it's game over. Volt
wins." How could that possibly be achieved? Cost reduction is an extremely difficult
challenge. The purpose of the game is to achieve profit. You can't just slash prices. Don't
they remember financial disasters of the past. Oh! Apparently, some people don't. Of
course, it could just be selective memory. After all, refusing to acknowledge mistakes of
the past is a component of the pride problem we've been dealing with… bragging rights.

2-06-2013

$5 Gas. The hot spot in the United States is downtown Los Angeles. Gas is now $5 per
gallon there, again. That's getting people to take notice. We know that Toyota & Ford are
well positioned to take advantage of the opportunity, the desire for better efficiency by
consumers. Hyundai will likely do well from this too. That could also work out to be very
good timing for VW, with their new Jetta hybrid. Honda with its the upcoming Accord is
anything by certain. Nissan is in a strange situation, choosing heavy emphasis on EV
sales. That's risky. As for GM, Volt should see a climb in sales, but it will be impaired by
competition from within. eAssist and the diesel version of Cruze about to debut confuses
matters. Combine that with compacts like Sonic & Spark, there's a variety of choices
with a huge price gap. The premium for purchasing a hybrid was always a big deal. $5
gas makes it an easy decision, when the resulting price is similar to that of other middlemarket vehicles. Too expensive makes it difficult to sell. This is why being able to
deliver a profitable vehicle with an unsubsidized price of around $30,000 has been so
frequently sighted as a goal. It's especially challenging for plug-in vehicles. Time has
already run out… reinforcing the configuration decision to keep the battery-pack in Prius
modest sized. Waiting a few years still is too late.
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2-07-2013

Cruze Diesel. The price was revealed today. It will be $25,695, plus $810 destination.
That $2,115 more than Cruze LTZ, but supposed well equipped. It's also $2,640 more
than Jetta TDI, so it's not exactly competitive. 42 MPG is the highway. That reveal has
caused quite a stir. People were expecting a better rating. MPG for city is still unknown.
It's obviously lower, a good reason to avoid stating it... knowing highway came up short.
With diesel so much more than gas (50 cents per gallon here), the selling point for
choosing it over the gas model will be a difficult argument... and that's before you
discover what's in the trunk. There, you'll find a 17-liter (4.5 gallon) tank for hold urea.
That's a liquid required to cleanse the emissions. And even with it, emissions much
dirtier than Prius... only enough to allow the diesel to be sold here, not even close to the
PZEV rating... the opposite end of the spectrum, in fact. All that effort for a loss of cargo
space, extra weight, and extra expense for what? Remember that it was suppose to deliver
MPG close to Prius? It isn't even a midsize car. It's a compact. How is this competitive?
After all this waiting, the outcome certainly isn't what had been hoped for. Needless to
say, even the GM supporters are expressing disappointment. There's no need for me to
even bother saying anything.

2-08-2013

Under-Rated. Quite a number of diesel supporters came to the defense of Cruze diesel
yesterday. There was a common theme to many of the responses... diesel MPG values are
under-rated. Reading that over and over again without a single explanation why is reason
for concern. We don't see that same claim from hybrid supporters. Sure there are plenty
of hybrid owners posting stories of them achieving higher MPG than the EPA rating, but
none claim that as an expectation. In other words, with a hybrid you could do better and
with a diesel you will. Based on what? It's reasonable to see that will long highway
cruises using a manual transmission, but that's a specific driving condition and Cruze
diesel will only be available as an automatic. Making blanket statements without
justification seemed perfectly legit for them, even though if a hybrid supporter tries that
they get beat up. It's amazing how hypocritical the situation is. It doesn't matter though.
42 MPG highway with a city MPG lower and the fuel itself both more expensive &
dirtier, why bother? This is just another example of not offering something actually
competitive, yet touting it as a wonderful new choice for consumers.

2-08-2013

First Year Wait. One thing I have been hearing more of is the "first year wait" advice.
It's a mainstream consumer mindset. They wait until the second year of availability
before even considering a purchase. This is an old-school mentality that hasn't actually
matched reality since the 20th Century, but some people still feel more comfortable with
the delay. They figure if there are any problems, they'll surface and be resolved within
that first year. There's nothing wrong with waiting either. Patience is a virtue and it has
always been worthwhile with Prius anyway. So, the supporters who made their purchase
immediately wait too. It's rewarding for everyone. We see the excitement building from
those consumers who chose to live vicariously for a year. And now that the annual cycle
is almost complete, online curiosity is clearly growing. It's easy to see that from the
questions being posted too. They want detail to help them finalize their purchase
decision. This is supposedly what would happen with Volt last year. That's why I
recently had to deal with so much backlash... because it didn't. Will it with the plug-in
Prius this year? Limiting availability to the already established rollout states fits well
with the wait advice. We'll see.
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2-09-2013

Getting Along. New members on the big Prius forum are sometimes baffled by the headbutting that comes from a small number of older members. It was even asked: "Can we
all just get along?" That innocent & naive statement is important to take seriously. It's an
excellent question. But just like political dead-lock, the situation is nowhere near as
simple as it seems. Heck, just getting to address fundamentals is a monumental effort…
which sadly, often ends with useless talking points. Nonetheless, it's worth a fresh
attempt: Who is we? Who should we be? It would have been wonderful for all the plug-in
hybrids to team up in the fight against traditional vehicles. Things didn't work out that
way though. The "over promise, under deliver" situation and "leapfrog" attitude made
things very uncomfortable and we've been struggling to find common ground ever since.
In other words, there has to be agreement on goals. What are they? For when? For who?

2-09-2013

Insults & Injury. Advancing beyond the fallout of 2012 is going fairly well. The only
people still stirring the pot are those who were injured then, meaning their expectations
had a major disconnect with what ending up happening. As a result, they feel injured…
so they lash out with insults. After all, attacking someone who represents the triumph you
didn't have is a way of getting closure. It's not a good one. In fact, it's quite terrible.
Fortunately, they are few… and quickly losing credibility through their own lack of
politeness. It's odd to watch self-deprecation play out. The temptation to respond to the
bait they drop is intense. Resisting pays off too. You can even point out the fact that you
are ignoring their taunts. Long story short, 2013 is shaping up to be pretty nice. Newbies
are looking forward. Everyone else is happy to see progress. Yeah!

2-09-2013

Fundamentals. Hybrids with plugs. Electrics with engines. How are consumers really
going to distinguish them? Volt enthusiasts continue to praise "EREV" as the only
solution for the masses, yet cannot actually explain how it differs from the other plug-in
vehicles that sometimes use gas. The label is really just a marketing strategy, since there
isn't any criteria defining what it is. This is just like the lack of goals. Nothing specific
ever stated was an obvious clue that whatever happened next would invite conflict &
confusion, as well as impede progress. You can't be that vague and expect to succeed.
The problems of risk & profit aren't resolved by gimmick. Yet, attempts continue. Notice
how most comparisons are based solely on specifications, absent of real-world data?
Notice how the specifications don’t address need, simply expressing a "more is better"
perspective? Notice how much emphasis is placed on price after tax-credit, rather than
production cost? Fundamentals are lost in a wash of marketing push. Are readers taking
the time to consider what the differences actually are? What about levels of importance?
How many? When?
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2-10-2013

Toyota Hybrid Sales. I lost track of the file where counts from Japan were saved on. Oh
well. We know that the C model (known there as "Aqua") and the regular model (often
referred to as "liftback") have been holding the first and third spots there for monthly
sales. Here, the regular model is frequently in the top-10. Stepping back to look at the
entire year, an interesting total emerges. Remember that goal set a few years ago? Toyota
wanted to produce & sale 1,000,000 hybrids starting in 2012. They did it! Again, I don't
have all the numbers, but the ones available tell the story anyway. 892,519 was the final
count for Prius worldwide. 90,569 was the final count for the other Toyota hybrids and
all the models from Lexus, here in just the United States. Only 16,912 would have had to
been sold in Japan, Europe, Canada, or anywhere else to bring the total up to 1,000,000.
It's quite clear, the goal was achieved. Yeah! The technology is undeniably mainstream
now. That level of annual volume makes that fact undebateable now.

2-10-2013

Annual Report. I have lots of data now, 11-months of daily & tank real-world data
collected so far. That was enough to reveal the variety of graphs & summaries I plan to
present in the form of an annual report in March. Having a single document highlighting
everything we commonly refer to, with actual owner information rather than just
generalizations & assumption will be quite handy. There are things some people haven't
ever considered before. For that matter, I had to make sure my representation wasn't
misleading or incorrect. A good example is the depiction of MPGe. Since that's a brand
new concept, even the formula itself must be very clear. Anywho, I shared what I had on
the big Prius forum hoping for comment, suggestions, and whatever feedback possible to
help make the final version realistic to publish shortly after the anniversary itself. The
fact that the plug-in Prius has only been rolled out to 15 states so far makes a resource
like this quite timely. We'll have something available to refer to when interest stirs later
in the other states. I'm excited about the document. None of the other generations of Prius
had anything so comprehensive. Of course, they didn't have a plug either. The use of
plug-supplied electricity adds a whole new dimension to the purchase decision.

2-11-2013

Inadvertent EV. All I can say is "ugh". Several times recently, I've looked at the display
on the dashboard and discovered EV range was almost all gone. Without even realizing, I
had driven off without firing up the engine. EV mode is the default. So if you're a bit
distracted, that can happen. But when you were planning to use that electricity later,
finding it almost all gone is a bit of a mixed-emotion experience. There's quite a thrill to
realize EV works so well, the lack of an engine isn't noticed. But there's also a bit of a let
down that an efficient HV opportunity was missed. When you inadvertently drive along
in EV mode, the endorsement for that design certainly is difficult to argue against. That's
proof of how well thought out the approach actually is. The needs of real-world driving
were clearly taken into consideration, in great depth. It's a nice balance of priorities.
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2-12-2013

EV Commute. Today was an unexpected treat. I drove using all of the available battery
capacity (that's 62%, from 85 to 23 of the entire pack) on my drive home prior to the
engine starting. Usually, it's cold enough to require the engine to start for heat. Winter is
slowly starting to fade away though. Just below freezing temperatures are far more
frequent than the nasty near-zero from recent memory. That's exciting, since the
commute route includes a climb out of the river valley at 55 mph. Being able to show that
someday on video would be nice. This evening, it was just me alone observing. It pleases
me every time I do that. Way back before I got my own plug-in Prius, I got to drive an
early model for a few days. Climbing up the steep residential hill in my neighborhood
without using the engine was the highlight. Those trying to undermine continue to claim
that isn't possible. I know it is. Going up & down is part of the routine. My commute
includes frequent EV use. This time, it was all in one big chunk.

2-13-2013

Stereotyping. There is a new initiative. It's an effort to stereotype Prius drivers. With so
many in traffic now, forcing them into an odious category isn't much of a surprise. That
may seem a little harsh, but we all remember what happened with SUVs. There's is an
undeniable feeling of dislike still. There's also the faint memory of what happened
decades ago with minivans... those who wouldn't be caught dead in one ended up having
that as their everyday mode of transportation. The realities of need always win out over
want in the end. Some have more difficulty accepting that than others. This effort to label
is nothing new. It's unfortunate, predictable, and unavoidable. With the internet so
prevalent, seeing op-ed attempts to undermine circulate from website to website is no
longer a concern. They all refer back to a source with little to no credibility. In the past,
that didn't matter. Now, it's easy for readers to figure out what's going on. Those sources
with data to support claims draw attention any from those simply stirring the pot. Things
like stereotyping don't work. We've all been through that too many times online already.
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2-14-2013

Tesla Love. Today may be Valentine's Day, but love certainly isn't the theme online in
the automotive world. Last week, there was a report published by a journalist who took a
long highway trip with the Tesla Model S. There was 200 miles of road to travel. With a
265-mile estimated driving range, the trip in that electric-only vehicle should not have
been a big deal. But when it comes to EV understanding, there is reason for concern.
Knowing how some reporters don't take the time and just jump in behind the wheel... as
we've seen countless times with hybrids... this experience wasn't likely going to be an
accurate portrayal of what owners would actually do. Sure enough, the actions taken
became a bit unusual. He slowed down to 54 mph in a 65 mph zone, supposedly to
conserve power. There was no mention of the speed he had been traveling at prior to then
or if slowing down had any effect though. Running low on electricity, he stopped to
recharge. That went fine, until a confusing narrative of what happened the next morning.
The trip had started with the temperature just a little below freezing, quite comfortable
for us northern folk. It was now just 10°F outside. That cold gives the impression of lost
EV range, since the distance is represented as if the battery were to never warm up. It
will as you drive, lowering internal resistance, which results in longer range. But he
didn't know that; instead, he ran the heater on low for 30 minutes without driving
anywhere or even being plugged in. That was a huge waste. He then needed to find an
electrical source before using up most of the power remaining. He did too. But he only
waited for the minimum recharge. You can guess the outcome too. He didn't have enough
electricity. It was a strange account with advice not followed and wonder about intent.
Long story short, there has been quite a stir online for the past week. You'd expect all the
resulting controversy to be a big endorsement for Volt, since it eliminates the "range
anxiety" fear. Interestingly, it hasn't. In fact, quite the opposite as occurred. Volt isn't
getting any attention at all. More missed opportunity. I bet the Tesla supporters won't
remain silent like that.

2-14-2013

We Love Oil. There was a video circulated online that did an excellent job of using
sarcasm to tell the story of oil love. There were my favorite quotes from it: "I love how
when the oil companies are making more profits than any other industry in history, ever,
they still get billions in subsidies every year. I mean, that's awesome!" and "I love how oil
companies talk about making gas cheaper with more domestic drilling, when gas prices
aren't going anywhere, no matter how much we drill. Oh yeah!" and "I love how
pollution from oil is causing climate change, which is letting oil companies drill in the
arctic so we can have, you know, more climate change. I love that!" and "I love how you
grown ups are so oil crazy. You're going to leave us with nothing but scary weather, no
clean energy, and now oil left. Good thinking! I love it!" and "I love how having our
entire economy dependent on oil leaves us dependent on régimes from all over the world,
who don't even like us." Doesn't knowing that make you feel the love?
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2-15-2013

Problem With Prius, part 1. Reading this on the forum dedicated to Volt caught my
attention: "My contention is that, though the Prius is one of the most efficient cars on the
road, it still suffers from the same fatal flaw that most vehicles today suffer from: It runs
on gas." Since I have never posted there and am not even a member (despite easy to
prove false claims that I am and have), it's a good source for getting perspective from.
What do they have to say? After all, this is the good that thrives on bragging rights.
Getting constructive posts in response to that new thread would be a sign of change.
After all, they avoided acknowledge that their founder replaced his Volt with a C-Max
Energi. Remember, the original hope was that Volt's engine would only be used as a
backup, when unexpected circumstances caught them in depleted state. Having the
engine run routinely for heat certainly was a topic of greenwashing, an attempt to
undermine and so favor for Prius. So naturally, they would portray the plug-in model of
Prius as only being able to run exclusively with electricity as a rare situation. Needless to
say, they were wrong on both counts. That's why I was quite curious to find out what
their mindset is now. Has it actually changed?

2-15-2013

Problem With Prius, part 2. Nope, no change. There were the expected comments, the
usual "apples to oranges" dismissal comments... which made sense. Why in the world
would the hybrid model of Prius be compared to Volt? It was quite obvious they avoiding
discussion of the plug-in model like a plague. Not wanting to even bring up the existence
was a dead giveaway they fear it. After all, I got characterized as a threat last week by a
Volt owner on the big Prius forum. Those sharing real-world data thorough enough to
cast doubt on GM's one-size-fits-all approach get cast as wanting Volt to fail. The idea of
a plug-in for the masses is unacceptable. Appealing to the middle is in direct conflict of
having a standout vehicle. It's always the same old nonsense. They wave the flag and
paint a rosy picture for the future, ignoring what's actually happening. I had really hoped
2013 would be the wake-up call, such a shock to enthusiasts that the greenwashing would
vanish like we've seen in the past for particular misconceptions. Signs of that not
happening are emerging. They still see a problem with Prius... which means hope of a
compromise are unrealistic. A more affordable model that depends upon blending for
high efficiency isn't what enthusiasts are willing to support. The "no gas" chant
continues.
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2-16-2013

Idle Workers. Missing the overall sales goal of 60,000 for Volt last year continues to
reveal consequences. That really angers some of the supporters, one of whom just plain
could not resist: "It's just a shame it doesn't have a larger battery so that overall
efficiency is as good as the Volt." He obviously isn't pleased that Prius PHV hasn't shared
the same suffering. I responded with: It truly boggles the mind that such a basic
economic reality is so easily traded for bragging rights. That quote is a classic example.
Misplaced priorities continue to be a problem. The point of idle-worker report was to
bring attention to the consequences of not meeting sales expectations. Profit comes from
meeting production goals. Workers get paid whether they build anything or not. Sitting
there playing games and watching movies instead of increasing inventory results in
financial losses. Remember, the automaker chooses what to produce. Not meeting their
own goals results in a profit penalty. Having a trophy for highest MPG does not pay the
bills. The smaller size of the plug-in Prius battery keeps cost in check, making it a
premium package option rather than a substantial price differential. The 4.4 kWh of
capacity is clearly more market-competitive than the 16.5 in Volt. Reality is, waiting for
the next generation of Volt is turning into a costly risk. Reports like this will continue to
point that out.

2-17-2013

Warmed Battery. Cold temperatures reduce efficiency. People know that. Most don't
actually know why though. Like many things, it's just accepted without questions. After
all, most people are not engineers or chemists or physicists. The science is just taken for
granted. Those are usually safe assumptions... unless you're trying something new, like
driving a plug-in vehicle. In the case with Li-Ion batteries currently, the electrical
resistance increases as the outside temperature decreases. That means it requires more
electricity to deliver the same power as it does when it's warmer. Knowing this, you can
actually improve EV performance simply by delaying when you electric-only drive. That
works out great when you have a drive further than the capacity available and need to run
the engine for heat anyway. A clue that the battery-pack is happily warmed, through the
use of HV mode and the cabin heater, is when the windshield no longer fogs up even
when you shut the blower off entirely. At that point, EV driving is at its most efficient.
Of course, you can drive in EV sooner, but that's consumes more kWh than waiting. This
is why some plug-in vehicles offer a battery pre-warming feature that operates when still
plugged in. Think about MPG. Results vary with the engine. Why not results from a
battery-pack too?

2-17-2013

Boosted Acceleration. I just got back from a driving trip, an expected funeral to attend.
It's nice being able to provide support like that, just jump in the car and go. Of course,
that meant not being able to plug in. Turns out, it was a good thing. I noticed something I
had overlooked before. Saving EV-BOOST for hard-accelerations was something I hadn't
ever considered before. That just automatically happens when both commuting to work
and back home, since the engine is fired as I accelerate to get onto the highway. But
when you're on a trip, you are usually in HV-mode and have little or no EV power
available. So, the engine revs high (up to 5500 RPM, which is actually rather low
compared to some traditional vehicles) when you drop the pedal. Taking advantage of
EV, the RPM is kept below 2000. It's basically the same fuel-saving approach the regular
Prius takes when accelerating in the suburbs… using electricity to allow the engine to run
more efficiently. Now with the plug-in, the same thing can be done at higher speeds.
Saving some EV for that when on long trips, especially when I'll mostly be cruising on
the highway, appears to be worth further observation. It could be a handy MPG tip.
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2-17-2013

Stable Gas Prices. We're seeing gas prices settle around $4 per gallon, with the price of
a barrel of oil just under $100. That appears to be fairly stable, making all players
involved somewhat content. There will be a little bit of up & down with the upcoming
seasonal formula change. This time of year, there isn't much supply interruption. Vehicle
sales tend to pick up as the weather warms. Demand predictably matches the increase in
driving. It's typically good for all. With respect to hybrids, this is the time of year
supporters look forward to. The build up naturally resulting from Spring combined with
Earth Day promotion stirs lots of attention. Consumers now realize $4 gas is more than
just a spike. It's the new reality. Fortunately, there is no expectation of a climb. This is
where it is anticipated to stay for the next year or two. Slow economic growth combined
with ever-increasing awareness of climate change is good reason to think we aren't going
to see any rash decisions in the near future. Price stability brings sensible choices.

2-18-2013

First Generation. It's always fun to point out history that some are totally unaware of. It
was this today which called for that: "The PIP is still in its first-generation and will
quickly become a dinosaur as plug-in technology improves." Needless to say, I couldn't
resist. I waited for a response before putting my own here. And as you could have guess,
that person didn't answer my question. Most of the time, wild comments like that without
any substance are easy to squash. That was definitely the case here. This is what did the
trick: Actually, the current version is third generation. The first used 2 NiMH packs in
tandem with the Gen-II Prius ...never offered for sale but had real-world testing. The
second used a 5.2 kWh sub-pack Li-Ion configuration with the Gen-III Prius ...never
offered for sale but lots & lots of real-world testing by ordinary consumers. The third is
what we have now, the first offered for sale and featuring a number of software &
interface upgrades based upon the real-world data & feedback collected from the
previous. The battery-pack was reduced to 4.4 kWh without loss of range. As for
becoming a dinosaur & quickly, that's quite vague. Care to quantify?

2-18-2013

Need For Profit. It all boils down to that. True, low-emissions & high-efficiency are
selling points. But unless profit is made, volume will remain small. To seriously consider
production replacement, the technology investment must return on expectations. That
reality made the Volt enthusiasts absolutely crazy and the supporters nervous. That's why
both were always out to prove something. Now it's 2013. Consumers are well aware of
the plug-in. There's nothing left about the engineering to reveal. It's understood. It's also
quickly dismissed. Just like with Prius, the top decision-making factor was price. Lost
opportunity is the result. With such heavy dependence on a large battery-pack, the
approach is really struggling. That need for profit is increasingly more of a problem. Not
achieving mainstream minimum is a big issue for vehicles intended to be daily drivers.
When it's ultimately needed as seller to help sustain the business, gambling that the next
generation will be a homerun (being a popular middle-market choice) isn't exactly a good
plan. Heck, even Toyota didn't want to do that with Prius. There are multiple models
available as well as bigger systems for larger cars (both front & rear drive) as well as an
all-wheel-drive system for minivans and SUVs. Just think how long it will take to get
GM to diversify like that, especially if their approach is plug-in only. That's why the
pressure continues to build, despite so little attention from the media anymore.
Supporters are well aware of what the "too little, too slow" concern was all about at this
point.
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2-18-2013

Unrealistic Criteria. I agreed wholeheartedly with this statement: "To tell you the truth it really sounds pathetic to keep on hearing how: "I'm not going to get an EV until it goes
500 miles and charges in 5 minutes." " Exaggeration is a common greenwashing
technique. Those attempting to undermine blow numbers out of proportion with the hope
that you'll quickly dismiss the topic, rather than taking a moment to realize how weak the
argument actually is. Thankfully, Prius PHV is well positioned to deal with that. Since
the plug-in feature is just an upgrade option rather than an entirely separate vehicle, the
opportunity for further consideration is quite realistic... even when the online nonsense
persists. The rhetoric won't do much to prevent closer looks at the dealership. In fact,
negative attention typically stirs curiosity. Despite not being able to meet the extreme
criteria some claim is required, being a reasonably affordable package choice and not
requiring anything other than an ordinary household outlet for recharging will give
people reason for consideration. The test-drive experience melts away doubt. People will
just forget that greenwashing in the end. Realistic criteria wins. We've seen problems of
the past fade away as those making the absurd claims mysteriously discover they're
outnumbered by practical-minded consumers. Remember how some claimed gas would
have to get considerably higher than $4 per gallon for people to consider downsizing.
They certainly were wrong about that.

2-18-2013

Not Alone. There was reason for a little bit of hope today. I may not be alone at work
anymore. To my surprise, there was a brand new iMiEV using the other charging-station.
Having someone else there could finally set into motion the plans to expand.
Management there has been saying several more charging-stations will be installed soon.
That kept getting postponed though, which is totally understandable considering the
expense and it being the dead of winter. Seeing the only 2 spots filled everyday would
change that. They'd like to avoid sharing too, since there's an entire section set aside for
plug-in parking. More usage is a win-win situation... especially considering the ramp
features an 82 kWh solar-array. I'm looking forward to the change. Owning a plug-in for
almost an entire year without anyone else mingle with has been a test of patience.

2-19-2013

Tesla Support. Owners certainly didn't remain still or silent. They quickly organized a
trip, recreating the drive in that controversial report. It was their version of a rebuttal to
prove what the writer had done didn't make sense, to refute his negative experience. They
did too. There were four that drove the entire route. All made it just fine. The catch was
planning ahead and fully recharging. Note that they used the same super-fast recharging
stations he did, so we're talking extra minutes not hours. He got impatient and stopped
early. Two of them also left the battery plugged in overnight to keep warm. Two didn't
for good measure. He did not. It was an effort to set the record straight, done by those
who support it... not the automaker. This is the very thing Volt supporters were told to
do. Over and over again, you inform them of the power that owner endorsements have as
an educational tool and a preventative. Makes you wonder if they'll do anything now.
Excitement is building for Prius PHV, anticipating rollout expansion. Future owners are
yearning for the opportunity to purchase & document. Tesla owners are getting a taste of
what positive reinforcement can do. Being proactive rather than reacting after the fact is
far more effective. Makes you wonder what will happen next.
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2-20-2013

Good Judgment. It was the New York Times who published that misleading article
about the Model S. They had backed up their writer too, until yesterday. Harsh words
from the Tesla's CEO and the outcry of owners got them to change. True journalism
cannot have controversy like that. The facts should speak for themselves. They finally
did. This is very much like online eruptions of the past. Just look at Volt, there were so
many it's hard to believe. However, with Volt they weren't all from reporters who, in the
words of the NYT, didn't use "good judgment". There were quite a few enthusiasts who
simply relayed a message of hope without giving it any actual thought. The most
abundant example of that was the frequency to which effects of Winter on the batterypack were summarily dismissed as rhetoric from Prius supporters. They didn't give it
serious consideration. They just outright rejected the claims. Had they taken the time to
think through the situation, as what was just done with Tesla, the outcome would have
been very different. Fortunately, the conflict having arisen with this was short-lived...
quite different from the years of poor judgment with Volt... which has been point all
along... learn, then move on.

2-20-2013

Pipeline Protests. It doesn't take a rocket scientist to determine that our addiction to oil
and recent climate-change events are preventing old-school thinking from gaining any
traction. Just a mere thought of building a pipeline across the country stirs intense
emotion. Why in the world would we devote so many resources to legacy technology? It
makes no sense. Even if the act of extracting oil was a clean & undamaging process, it's
still a limited resource. The infrastructure we put in place won't be able to be used by our
children. Establishing wind & solar locally in communities spread throughout the country
is an entirely different matter. It is with the use of waste bio-material for local ethanol
production as well. How much oil do they expect to transport via the pipeline anyway?
Shouldn't jobs be created in something that's actually sustainable? How will money for
the construction and money from the refined product afterward be handled? Which
country will control what? Who will be overseeing the well-being of the pipeline longterm? In what way is supplying more oil actually helpful? The list of questions is quite
extensive. Those few are just the tip of the iceberg. What is the goal anyway? Looking at
the big picture, using less oil is the key. Pumping more into the system doesn't seem a
sensible solution.
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2-21-2013

EV Experiences. At this point, we've seen countless posts stating observations of EV
miles dropping due to the cold and lots of HV driving. Unfortunately, we still see
numerous online claims about the plug-in Prius not being able to climb hills or drive
through the suburbs without the engine starting. After 11 months of ownership, that
really annoying. It's about time we have a thread dedicated to the sharing of EV
experiences. For me, this evening offered a great experience to share. I needed to run an
errand, to pick up a number of provisions before the upcoming winter storm arrives.
Outside, it was 21°F and dead calm. Inside, my Prius had been parked for 4 hours,
plugged in immediately upon arrival home from work. The garage stays just warm
enough to melt snow the Prius carries in. The battery-pack was obviously still warm from
recharging having finished 1.5 hours earlier. Since the car had been toasty warm from the
previous drive, just the heated seat would be all I'd need for internal comfort, no need for
window defogging either. The EV distance estimate was 10.1 miles. The distance I was
planning to travel was 10.6 miles, was very very hilly, and had a top speed-limit of 45
mph. The drive was great... electric-only the entire trip, both directions... despite the
temperature below freezing and all the hill climbing. 0.7 miles of EV remained too.
Errand running was always a pain prior to the plug. Once you're home after work and
have eaten dinner, you normally don't want to take time late in the evening to pick up
provisions. Doing it without using gas, with smooth & silent driving changes the
experience. It's really nice.

2-22-2013

You Still Get. It's interesting what the new PHV owners have to say about the EV
experiences. There are comments like, "But only 10 miles?", mixed within their positive
praise. That makes sense from the perspective of electric-only vehicles being applied to a
Prius. Even they want that plug to represent more than the supplement it was intended to
be. But then again, for those new to hybrids purchasing a plug-in Prius as their first, it
contradicts the belief that owners are only those who are upgrading from an earlier
model. The greenwashers what people to believe it is just a "novelty" and have been
successful to the point of even new owners referring to it that way. Fortunately, seeing
the potential for more is easy. You still get quite a bit now anyway. The tradeoffs aren't
big as from competing automakers. Toyota worked hard to deliver a balance. I put it this
way: The addition of a plug comes without any big compromise. You still get 50 MPG
even when the plug-supplied electricity is used up. You still get the full cargo area with
seat down for transporting large objects. You still get a vehicle that's priced for middlemarket consumers. That's something the other plug-in choices don't offer. The fact that
we also get more EV power and the target distance of 20 km (12.4 miles) to do things
like running errands without any gas is a side benefit. The actual goal was to deliver an
improved hybrid, not make it an electric-only vehicle. We got exactly that. As for calling
the generation we have now as a "novelty", that doesn't actually mean anything. For that
matter, no label would. The plug-in model will have modest beginnings simply due to the
market perception creating by the other plug-in choices. Those who own one will enjoy
the EV experiences.
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2-23-2013

One Size Fits All. That assessment of GM's approach made some Volt enthusiasts
absolutely crazy. They were very, very resistant to the idea of diversity… since it
wrecked the "EREV" concept. Offering a model with a smaller battery, which
consequently would depend upon blending operation more often, was a topic replied to
with fierce retaliation. It was amazing how hostile some of those exchanges got. Now,
they just outright dismiss it… since addressing the merits of balance never ended well. It
made Volt too much like what Toyota, Ford, Hyundai, and Honda were all working to
deliver. It wouldn't stand out then. Ironically, that mindset is anti-mainstream… but they
refused to acknowledge the needs of middle-market too. Anywho, as anticipated, GM
will pursue pure electric-only vehicles but will restrict availability… due to having
heavily promoted the idea of a plug-in with an engine instead. Offering choice isn't going
to happen. No 45-50 MPG regular hybrid. Spark EV will be limited to California &
Oregon only. If you want high-efficiency, the choice will be Volt only with a 16.5 kWh
battery. One size fits all. That means either the major expense to buy a Volt or getting an
eAssist or Diesel instead. That lack of choice, a huge void in between, could turn out to
be a risky business plan.

2-24-2013

Spring. We're getting a taste of it now. The daytime high temperature has climbed to just
above freezing. That feels good. It's so much warmer than it had been just a few weeks
ago, I cannot begin to explain the differences. Thank goodness I scrambled to document
as much as I could. Experiencing stuff for yourself for the first time is a lot in itself to
absorb. Doing it with a notepad & camera adds to the moment, but it also quite draining.
Fortunately, it does make the arrival of Spring even more of a welcome change. The
feeling of that was quite obvious today too. I felt it. The Prius did too. You end up
forgetting just how nice EV is when dealing with snow, ice, and the heater. When those
elements disappear, you are left with the smooth & silence. MPG shots up as well. A
month from now, most of Winter will just be a memory. In the meantime, there's lots of
potential for heavy accumulations of the white stuff still. Thankfully, it melts off the road
rather quickly. Keeping the car clean becomes a challenge then. The true arrival of
Spring is when you discover what color your Prius actually is. Seeing the shiny clearcoat
finish is quite a change from the sand & salt crusted layer of the cold season. Fortunately,
you still benefit from the plug year-round... even when the temperature is way, way
below freezing... just not as much when it finally gets warm.
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2-25-2013

Single-Camera Video. I got really lucky the other day, leaving work at exactly the right
time. The sun was just setting on that overcast day, which had delivered about 6 inches of
fluffy new snow. It made for a great opportunity to film my commute home without any
special video setup. Lighting was perfect. Scenery was compelling. Traffic would allow
driving EV the entire capacity. I'd be able to deplete completely without needing a hard
acceleration or having to turn on the heater. That particular drive requires a climb out of
the river valley at 55 mph, something I've been yearning to show others. The video
turned out well. Now I have something to share with others. Maybe it will inspire a few
owners to try that themselves. Watching it, you'll see me leave the ramp from work. I pull
out of my usual spot where I plug in to recharge. It's a few miles of driving at suburb
speeds, with the occasional stoplight. From there, I jump onto the highway starting at 55,
then speeding up to 70 mph. Watch the exterior lighting. You can see it getting darker as
I go. The snow begins to fall again too. On the vehicle gauges, what I normally see is
what's on the video. I didn't reset. That way you can see the results of the entire
commute, instead of just that drive. The 34.5 mile round-trip with two full recharges
resulted in a 94 MPG average. Even though the temperature was just under freezing on
the way to work and only 21°F on the way home, that's still quite good. The cold isn't so
bad when you have a plug... Winter Commute (dashcam)

2-26-2013

Understanding EV. I had much to say after reading a post with: "Not only are ice
drivers not interested in mpg, many don't know how to figure it out." and "These drivers
can only look at the bottom line when buying a car." Those particular comments say a
lot... and are quite familiar. It reminds me of when Prius first rolled out. Since new
owners had no idea what their previous vehicle was actually getting for MPG, their
complaints about Prius efficiency didn't have any merit. They were comparing to an
expectation, not real-world data. It was eye-opening when they finally discovered all
those years of thinking MPG was higher really weren't. Then of course, there were the
discussions of maintenance. We liked to point out that the EV experience offered more
than just smooth & silent driving. Since they had no idea how an automatic transmission
worked in the first place, detail about the simplicity and the lack of gears in the PSD fell
on deaf ears. For that matter, they didn't even know how much they had spent on repairs
in the past. In other words, not being interested is an important reality for us to be aware
of. I hear that frequently. The person simply wants a vehicle that's reliable and cheap to
operate. That's it. Enthusiasts go on endlessly, praising aspects of operation &
performance that the mainstream couldn't care less about. They get really angry too,
when you point out how middle-market buyers don't share their priorities. Stealth, that
mode in Prius when the engine shuts while still driving in HV, has proven to be a rare
trait that actually does appeal to the masses. That's why EV, the mode in Prius that
automatically supersedes Stealth, is so important. It's simply an extension of an already
well proven approach... something an ordinary person still won't be able to figure out, but
they will understand how it affects their bottom line.
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2-27-2013

Strangely Quiet. Not hearing anything about Volt anymore is really strange. On the big
GM forum, not a peep. Without anything new to discuss, sales well below what's needed
for continued interest, previous attention focused so heavily on the next generation, the
reality of this one remaining a niche isn't up for debate. The hope for growth to
mainstream minimum is postponed. This is exactly what happened with Two-Mode. The
enthusiasts got quite angry when I requested they study its history, to help avoid falling
into the very same trap... They know monthly sales announcements are rapidly
approaching. They know gas prices are stabilizing at a level not conducive to market
expansion. They know that recent negative press about Tesla did more harm than good
for Volt. They know that GM's financial situation and product gap means little hope of
change this year. They know that the other automakers are in a much better position to
respond to the growing pressure to offer a variety of affordable high-efficiency choices.
They know there is nothing else to be said. This new year is presenting a very different
situation than they had anticipated. The next step isn't clear. What should they hope for
now?

2-27-2013

Pondering Rollout. We'll never know all the criteria taken into consideration with
respect to PHV rollout. After all, this is the foreign market and the home market is given
a higher priority. Anywho, there is some pondering taking place now. For example: "I am
not sure why it takes so long to go nationwide, but training and car supply are two
factors." Other thoughts are being bounced around too. It really doesn't matter though.
With so many variables at play, all you can do is make sure the approach is flexible. I
jumped into the discussion with: Reaction to rollout of other plug-in vehicles has become
a decision factor. The most likely, the focus now is to penetrate deeper into the initial
states instead of rolling out to the others. It's part of that "wait until the second year"
mindset... especially seeing how slow and how much negative press the others have
received. Knowing that Prius is well established and that the plug-in model is really just a
package upgrade will help it reach mainstream buyers. So, taking advantage of that
opportunity to do exactly that rather than spreading thin to other states does make sense.

2-27-2013

Not Knowing. New owners being unaware of a feature or how it works is something
we've seen on the big Prius forum countless times now. Today, it was: "Now that I've
gone thru Dec, Jan and Feb with the PIP - I'd rate its cabin heat as poor." How do you
point out that they've overlooked something? Pointing out a feature can sometimes be
misunderstood or taken as condescending. You don't want to embarrass the person either,
especially since they were so willing to speak out. I tried to delicately respond to that
with: That's what the HV/EV button is for. Using EV-BOOST mode (in EV, but the
engine running for heat) will limit the amount of heat available. It's easy to confirm too.
Push the button and watch what happens to the engine RPM. It switches from low to
high, resulting in coolant temperature rise. Unfortunately, spreading the word about
difference that makes has been a challenge... since it took us awhile to make the
observations in the first place. We also discovered that the temperature setting for the
heater itself directly affects when the engine runs. The higher the setting, the higher the
coolant threshold. That's different from the way the regular Prius operates, which uses a
non-changing threshold instead.
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2-27-2013

2013 Goal. GM is quite ambiguous when it comes to goals. They are rarely ever official.
More often than not, a statement will come in the form of hearsay instead. That's all the
internet needs to thrive on. After all, much promotion of the past was based on
unsupported hype. Remember early last year? Denial about those goals from then, despite
the fact that they were portrayed as solid & reliable, became abundant... which led to a
fury of backlash problems the end of 2012. Needless to say, all involved have been
squeamish about saying anything related to 2013 expectations. Today though, that
changed. An article was published, stating this: "General Motors Co. is planning this
year to build as many as 36,000 Chevrolet Volt and other plug-in hybrids, 20 percent
more than it sold in 2012, two people familiar with the effort said. GM is planning to
build 1,500 to 3,000 of the plug-in vehicles a month, said the people, who didn't want to
be identified because the target isn't public." Notice how accountability is carefully
avoided? That's typical. What's also typical is the response. In a thread about that article
on the big GM forum, a Volt owner jumped on and immediately attempted to change the
topic. When a thread emerges stating something they don't like, the reaction is to
undermine by diverting focus. We've seen it countless times in the past. That's how we
know they aren't pleased. That number is well shy of the mainstream minimum of 60,000
and far from what had been hoped. The other GM vehicles will easily eclipse Volt sales,
holding it firmly in the niche category... especially since the difference may actually be
nothing but the new Cadillac model. That's not what had been intended for the
technology. That's not what is needed either. It's a bad situation getting worse.

2-28-2013

Serious Question? I've been complaining about GM's product gap for years. No one on
the big GM forum took me seriously though. I was attacked relentlessly, accused of
trying to promote the competition. Some were downright hostile. Others simply made up
lies. It got very ugly. Thankfully, not posting there anymore was all it took to get them to
finally hear the words. Now, the very same questions are being asked by those who had
previously been the barrier. For example: "Why has GM not released a direct competitor
to the C-Max and the Prius V to truly take it to Ford and Toyota in this segment?" The
answer should be obvious. The way Volt was promoted, GM self-deprecated their own
sales opportunities. There was a very clear message of purity, endlessly conveying the
idea of blending being bad. Now, they cannot sell anything that blends. This is why the
thought of offering a Volt with smaller battery-capacity to make an affordable model is
such a problem. Supporters don't want it and consumers have been greenwashed to
believe blending is a shortcoming. Meanwhile, the C-Max and Prius hybrids are taking
advantage of that ability with both plug & no-plug models. It never ceases to amaze me
how some paint themselves into a corner, simply unwilling to consider the big picture
and instead of hopelessly clinging onto an ideal... then suddenly discovering they're in
trouble... or it may just be sarcasm.
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3-01-2013

Smug. A new owner asked about that label. Most encounter a friend or family member
who states the attitude of Prius drivers that way... generalizing, without ever having given
the matter any actual thought. I jumped onto that new thread he started and contributed:
We've been dealing with that false stance for over a decade. The greenwashers attempt to
create a stereotype to prevent the idea of doing something better for our children &
environment from becoming the norm. Realistically, it's as effective as labeling someone
who used PDA years ago... since devices now are far more geeky and far more common.
How many smart-phone users have you seen today? The idea has been embraced by the
masses and is in no way whatsoever identified as a "geek" tool like it was in the past. It's
a complete non-issue. Ironically, the new smug emerging is helping to remove the prior
stigma from the greenwashing. There is a very small number of Volt supporters who are
still flaunting "vastly superior" claims. It's hard to believe they can still have such an
attitude. Thankfully, they represent only a tiny fraction of actual owners... much like the
circumstance with Prius in the past. In other words, remember what we were taught in
kindergarten? Name calling isn't a good thing.

3-01-2013

Consequences. There are some. That's the lesson being learned now. We're watching
history unfold. It's not playing out as planned. Sales results for February were released
today. As the rest of us figured, Volt fell we short of what had been hoped for. 1,626
were sold here. Assuming the upcoming Cadillac ELR purchases account for 6,000...
which would be amazing having it rollout begin close to the end of this year... the rest
would have Volt at a minimum rate of 2,500 per month. Less in the Spring means more
per month must be sold later. That kind of growth rate, with so much competition
ramping up, likely makes this the biggest gamble yet. It's progressively getting harder,
not easier. That should have been expected. As enthusiast purchases are all fulfilled and
choices increase, sales become a greater challenge. They've always assumed acceptance
would come naturally, so little was done to reach out to middle-market when the
opportunity was still ideal. Now, it's a scramble. Appealing to mainstream consumers is
turning out to be a heck of a lot more difficult than they imagined... even though that
reality had been pointed out so many times, it began to make some of them crazy. They
laughed & jeered. That's typical. The accounting aspect of business often gets accused of
bean-counting and stifling innovation, even though that is what actually funds next
generation design. Will they see that irony now? Who knows. Whether or not the
consequences are acknowledged doesn't matter. The spooky silence online means
something happened. That's a dramatic change from what we saw late last year. It
indicates this year is already different.
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3-02-2013

Big Picture. It may seem harsh being so critical of Volt, but that's because 2013 is
decision time. The third year is when choices about the current generation become
critical. Sales somehow must be increased. To be able to sustain at least a mainstream
minimum (that's 5,000 per month) when the tax-credit is no longer available, the
purchases we see leading to that should be much stronger than they are now. How will
that growth be achieved? It's bad enough having plug-in competition from other
automakers. But when you step back to look at the big picture, you'll see the same old
still exists. GM is competing with itself. February counts make that overwhelmingly
clear. Looking at the middle-market cars offered, it's ugly: Cruze 17,947; Impala 15,424;
Malibu 14,817; Sonic 6,025; Spark 2,836; Volt 1,626. Even Camaro's volume is higher,
mainstream level in fact: 6,171. That's not what was suppose to happen. It didn't take the
market by storm. How is the next generation model going to compete? For that matter,
how it further research & development being funded? How much capital are those other
cars taking? After all, heavy focus on them is what's generating profit. Those references
to "too little, too slowly" appear to have been in vain. That mistake was made despite the
warning.

3-03-2013

Heater Dance. 9°F outside this morning meant an opportunity to try out single-camera
filming again. The sun was rising quickly; that meant I'd be pushing exposure limits with
the contrast between dashboard scenery. I really wanted another example showing what
happens while you "Just Drive It". The battery had finished recharging 6 hours earlier.
The engine hadn’t been used for about 10 hours. The garage temperature was around
freezing. I pulled out, adjusted the camera, hit record, then drove away. After traveling
about a block, I turned on the heater. It was set to 70°F with the blower on 2 bars. The
request for heat caused the engine to start. Still being in EV mode (the default), I was
looked forward to it shutting back off as soon as the warm-up cycle completed. That
happens when the coolant reaches at least 145°F and there isn't demand for high power.
The engine will then remain off until the coolant drops to 136°F. Note that lower the
heater temperature also lowers the coolant threshold. As I drove, the engine starts up,
runs shortly, then automatically shuts back off. That's why I call that a "heater dance".
That same cycle repeats over and over again, until the battery is finally deplete of EV
capacity. Following that, the same things happens in HV mode but with less electric-only
power. The purpose of the plug is to boost MPG. So even when the engine runs, the
system is still taking advantage of plug-supplied electricity. EV driving is not necessary
for great efficiency. This video clearly demonstrates that. 17.9 miles was the total
distance traveled. 85 MPG was the result, with 1.3 miles of EV capacity still remaining.
See... Heater Dance (dashcam)
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3-04-2013

Something Else. You know times are changing when this is asked by a Volt enthusiast:
"So what is GM supposed to do about the big hole in their product line?" Well aware that
mentions of Two-Mode, "too little, too slowly" and "one size fits all" really irritate
certain individuals, I posted this in response: The "product gap" question has been asked
ever since Volt was first announced. In fact, that's how those with both a business &
engineering background knew it faced far more of a challenge than the engineering alone
revealed. GM simply cannot compete with nothing but a large-capacity plug-in.
Something else is needed. The obvious choice was offering a system without at plug that
uses a much smaller battery. Toyota abandoned their design like that many years ago.
Honda did just recently. Ford never bothered. Nissan didn't either. Newer hybrids like
that from Hyundai and VW both strive hard to be a careful balance of price &
performance, well aware of the history of others. GM decided to upgrade their BAS
system, which had a variety of issues to addressed. That next generation was rolled out as
eAssist. It also has a variety of issues... most notably, not delivering enough of an
efficiency improvement to generate many sales. Mention of Prius causes quite a stir with
some supporters. Their reaction and the obvious effort to avoid addressing it confirms
that "hole" is a lot bigger than they care to admit. Something else is needed. Volt all by
itself is not enough.

3-04-2013

Oh Well. Not much I can do about it, but I still regret having missed a great filming
opportunity. I had my video-camera with me, but didn't realize what I was about to face.
The lighting was actually too bright and there were times when the windshield got messy.
But the experience was well worth telling. We just got a few inches of snow and the
traffic was really back up, some of the worst I've ever seen on the 70 mph highway. So, I
took the back way instead. It was 25°F, which meant no need for warmth from the
engine. The heated seat works well and I'm from Minnesota, after all. That slower route
allowed me to drive 11.6 miles in EV before running out of electricity. With some travel
at 55 mph and several stoplights, that's pretty good for the winter. In fact, the estimate
when I started was only 10.7 miles. When the engine started, I was quite curious how
long it would take to warm up. Though, it really didn't matter. Once warm, it shuts off
almost immediately after a hard acceleration. And indeed, it did just that when when
leaving the suburb route to get onto the highway then immediately getting off on the
other side of the river. That on & off of the engine is a usual part of hybrid driving. That
works out especially nice when dealing with heavy traffic like today, even without plugsupplied electricity. Anywho, when I finally made it to my usual parking spot, the end
result was 160 MPG. It was a sight for sore eyes. The cold temperatures usually prevent
the super-high efficiency. Today was an exception. It's the norm come Spring, but we're a
way off from that still. Of course, then, it's not as impressive to see since all the snow is
gone.
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3-05-2013

Rollout. Talk of availability has taken center stage lately. I joined in with: The market is
quite finicky right now. We all hear comments that price should be lower and capacity
higher, but that isn't realistic. It makes promoting plug-in vehicles a challenge, especially
now that consumers have already been led down the greenwashing path… lots of hype
that wasn't delivered. We now find ourselves in the want verses need situation. It's a good
place to be, though uncomfortable at first. Following the traditional path of advertising
based on desire doesn't cut it as we change focus to emissions & efficiency being more
important, though there is definitely a niche opportunity for some. As for the masses,
which is the point of the shift over to electricity, won't share those priorities. Their
purchases are far more practical. We would all like to basically eliminate the importing
of oil. That's not going to happen though. It's another unrealistic wish. The large capacity
batteries we want are simply too expensive. What we actually need are those big enough
to significantly reduce consumption but still small enough to remain competitive. After
all, the market for traditional vehicles is well established. Replacing them is a
monumental effort. Toyota worked hard to strike a balance, directly addressing need
while well aware of the consumer wanting more for less. You get a plug upgrade without
any loss of the upper cargo area or lower HV efficiency following depletion. Over time,
price & capacity will improve. But currently, we're still dealing with a market that doesn't
understand plugging and place little priority on super high-efficiency vehicles. That can
change rather rapidly though and Toyota is already well positioned to respond. Long
story short, there are many consumers who simply dismiss the plug-in Prius without
actually knowing how it works. They just make a basic assumption, then judge without
actually having facts available. That means sales will fluctuate from month to month
initially. Entrenching deeper into those markets with some presence established already
rather than rolling out to new ones makes sense in that case. Let's also remember how
many consumers simply never buy a car that hasn't even been available for a whole year.

3-05-2013

Greenwashing Attempts. We've seen many of the years. As hybrids became more
common, they died down. It's difficult to argue with false information as disproving
becomes easier. And with so many on the road now, that's very easy. Misleading about
history is different though. It isn't as simple as looking up real-world data. When it comes
to perspective & belief, the matter is that of opinion instead. You can come up with a
consensus too, assembling a collection of sources who all considered the same hearsay as
credible. That's the type of greenwashing attempts we are seeing now. For example:
"Well, Toyota never really wanted to build this car anyway. They were dragged kicking
and screaming into this world of plug ins." Few people are actually going to research the
engineering itself. For that matter, even finding the needed information would be a
challenge. Those of us who followed Toyota's design from the beginning saw the
potential. It was quite clear the setback was battery cost. The system was already setup to
deliver. It was a matter of waiting for the technology to become affordable. They want to
portray PHV as a last-minute after-thought. They fear the idea of it being a solution for
the masses already well established.
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3-05-2013

Reduced Range. Volt has fallen so far out of favor, even the talk of reduced range from
the CEO of GM doesn't stir much attention. Enthusiasts are so dead-set on the "40 mile"
range being best choice, offering another simply doesn't make sense and they stanchly
defend the one-size-fits-all approach. That lack of diversity should raise red flags.
Owners themselves are remaining indifferent... since they aren't concerned about future
sales. Those of who are concerned see a niche without a path to mainstream. I posted:
Same question as always: WHO? Who are the consumers they want to sell to? We are all
well aware of how price has been a major purchase factor for middle-market. Not
pursuing an affordable option means being stuck with a niche. The price has to be
considerably lower to appeal to the masses. The hope of a cost plummeting quickly isn't
realistic. Batteries will continue to advance, but the "miracle" people are hoping for will
take a few generations. After all, the computer & hardware industries have been
continuously advancing rechargeable batteries for decades.

3-06-2013

Power EV. I gave it a try. ECO mode is pretty much always what I use. This changes the
behavior of the throttle, allowing for more play. POWER mode changes the throttle to
touchy, making your press on the pedal an amplified effect. It doesn't really change the
amount of actual power, though it does feel that way and there has been questions raised
online if there is a momentary burst of higher amps. Whatever the case, it raises the
coolant threshold, causing the engine to run more often in the Winter. So, I tend to avoid
using it... except when driving through heavy snow. I wanted to know what it was like
while in both POWER mode and EV at the same time. Turns out, it's pretty much like I
expected. The behavior is just like in HV. That thought had crossed my mind as to
whether or not it would be harder to keep the engine from starting, since that is
something I spend very little effort doing. My guess was that ECO mode made it easier.
Turns out, that doesn't actually matter. Ordinary driving even with POWER worked just
fine. In other words, drive in whatever mode you like.
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3-07-2013

Coffee Run Video. I managed to capture one more drive with snow still on the ground.
Just like the other suburb drives I've filmed, this one takes me to that distant coffeeshop.
The run back & forth is a good basis for demonstrating what happens as the EV capacity
is utilized, then what happens after it's gone... which is why I filmed that same route prior
to getting the plug-in model. You can clearly see the benefit. This footage featuring that
rare lighting circumstance when a single camera can be used. Too early or too late, there
will be over & under exposure. The refresh of the screen will become an annoying flicker
as well. In this case, I took advantage of the sun setting with the horizon obscured by
clouds. It provided a nice balance between dashboard and scenery, as well as show a nice
pink in the final moments before the sun disappeared. As for the drive itself, shown at 5X
normal speed, you can see me pull out into traffic driving in just EV. But with a route
longer the total capacity available, I fired up the engine right away. That resulted in a
boosted MPG until warm-up is complete, then the engine shuts off. Watch the estimated
EV distance value. I suddenly drops from 9.6 to 8.5 when I turn on the heater to blow air
on the windshield to keep it clear for the filming. Capacity itself is unchanged. That's
simply how you are informed of the potential EV loss the heater could cause. Driving
was uneventful, the usual stoplights & stop-signs you'd encounter driving through the
suburbs. When accelerating hard, the engine will come on to help provide power.
Watching the MPG, you can see that doesn't actually lower MPG much and it shuts off
relatively quick afterward. In the summer, it shuts off even faster. But at 28°F outside, it
runs longer. Halfway through my drive back, you can see me approach a long hill.
Climbing that with only 1.8 miles of EV remaining wouldn't be the best use for that
electricity. So, I switched over to HV mode by pushing the button for that on the
dashboard. When at the top, I pushed it again to switch back to EV mode. That feature
comes in handy when you want to preserve electricity for use later. At the conclusion of
the drive, the overall result was 135 MPG for the 15.7 mile round-trip. The entire EV
capacity was consumed; that's roughly 3 kWh of electricity including charging losses.
That was a great drive for winter, but I sure miss summer. In warmer temperatures,
resistance with the battery itself is lower. That more efficient transfer of electricity allows
you to drive further EV from each recharge. So whether you use gas or electricity, cold
weather reduces efficiency. Here it is... Coffee Run (dashcam)

3-08-2013

Speaks For Itself. We've been watching the demise of Volt. It's certainly not a failure
from the technical perspective. Enthusiasts always feared that judgment. Their focus was
exclusively on engineering though. Downfall on the business side was something few
ever wanted to acknowledge. You got the impression none of them ever took an
economics or accounting or management class. And now that the very situation
concerned & warned about has emerged as an undeniable reality, silence. They simply
don't want to talk about lost sales. Fortunately, I don't have to point out the real
competition anymore. This post in its entirely from just a random member on the big GM
forum speaks for itself: "The Volt as it sits today meets my commuting range needs, and
that's true for most people. I hope they aren't developing a high-cost vehicle for a small
slice of the population. They ought to be figuring out how to make a pure electric or
Voltec at a lower price point and with PROFIT. That would drive the company forward volume and profit. The Volt is a halo car, and I love it, but it's just beyond what I would
pay for a commuter car (3rd family car) and thus we bought a Cruze a week ago."
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3-09-2013

Dizzying Array. Notice the struggle Microsoft is currently having with its newest
operating system? If so, you've fallen for the same trap countless others have. They
blame the most obvious player, since that's what the media tends to focus on. In reality,
Microsoft became flexible and offered a platform that could accommodate the new world
of touch-interface as well as support the legacy needs. The software is fine. The actual
problem is the dizzying array of hardware choices. Consumers assume without trying,
drawing conclusions based on impression rather than firsthand experience. Can you
really make a purchase decision from a quick test at the store? How could you possibly
about ultra-portable ownership from a model chained to a display table? Think about
plug-in ownership. Same problem? There's no possible way you could learn about what it
has to offer with just a brief encounter at a dealer. That's why analysis & survey papers
being published now about plug-in vehicle future expectations don't reflect what could
happen. Heck, just ask a person what the operating system in a computer does. They
likely won't have anything beyond just the most basic understanding. It's even worse for a
plug-in hybrid. Most people don't even know what an automatic-transmission does in a
traditional vehicle. So comparing it to a hybrid is pointless. Adding a plug only confuses
matters. Then when you consider that each automaker will take their own unique
approach, the situation leaves you wondering how the heck we are going to take the next
step. In other words, the hype of the past claiming an obvious winner was just a dream.
Reality is quite complex. There will be many choices. Don't look at only what articles
point out, also consider the other factors.

3-10-2013

Quizzed. I filled up with gas this evening. It was the final tank of the year. Tomorrow
starts year number two. To think that the second is about to begin already. I so clearly
remember taking delivery. That vivid memory was an entire year ago already. Anywho,
evidence of so much time having passed was quite evident when paying for the gas. I
mentioned it being my anniversary to the cashier. He began quizzing me with questions.
One after another, he kept shooting them off. I was impressed. For anyone to fire so
many sensible inquiries at me, I couldn't help but to be impressed. That was sweet! He
had clearly been paying attention. To who though? There are only a handful of Prius
PHV in Minnesota still. Perhaps working at a gas station raises your awareness. There's a
lot to notice if you are attentive to the media. After all, with the price of gas having
stabilized just below $4 per gallon, the cost to fill up is a common discussion topic
nowadays. Needless to say, I look forward to the upcoming days when seeing plug-in
hybrids on the road isn't so rare. Soon. Pressure from tax-credits expiring and CAFE
requirements rising will help, even if gas prices don't change at all. Battery costs should
slowly drop, which will obviously help too.
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3-10-2013

$3.49 Gas. How do you sell a plug-in hybrid when that price for a gallon of gas is
considered acceptable? Demand for fuel efficiency has for the most part just caused
people to downsize to appropriate-size vehicles. For those who have a more pressing
need, the solution is typically a sub-compact car. That makes selling regular hybrids a
challenge. Increasing the size of the battery-pack and adding a plug makes it a real
struggle to stir interest. That's why there is currently tax-credit incentives. They are
intended to help stimulate the market and provide a price-buffer while the automaker
scrambles to reduce-cost to make up the difference prior to the credit expiring. You
cannot depend upon the price of gas increasing demand to justify a higher price. That's a
big problem for Volt, with its $7,500 credit. How could its cost be reduced by that much
it just a few years? Prius only faces a $2,500 credit to offset and it has the advantage of
high-volume production. Achieving that is much more realistic in comparison. It's likely
the price of gas won't change much in the next two years either. Oil supply seems to have
stabilized and the economy is recovering. That's good news, since the market seems to
indicate lower prices than even what the incentives offer are needed for plug-in hybrids
to really take hold. People have become tolerant of higher gas prices.

3-11-2013

No Heater Video. -2°F in EV speaks for itself. I wanted to know if the battery-pack
could deliver the power needed for my daily commute in such extreme cold conditions. It
did... and I'm quite thrilled how well the video turned out. The ride itself wasn't exactly
warm, but I did it without wearing gloves for the first 24 minutes of driving. The heated
seat on high does a remarkable job. The point was to find out how well the EV would
perform, so I kept the heater off. 9 miles of electric-only driving was what ended up
being available. I fired up the engine shortly before the battery was fully depleted of EV,
not wanting the upcoming hill climb at 55 mph consume lots of HV capacity (electricity
is used to allow the engine to gracefully speed up). Watching the video to the end, you
can see close-up display photos of the outcome. The total distance traveled was 17.2
miles. The result was 117 MPG. That took approximately 3.0 kWh of electricity
(including charging losses) along with 0.15 gallon of gas. That would be impressive even
if wasn't -2°F. I still miss summer though, since EV works better then. Here it is... No
Heater (-2°F)
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3-11-2013

Annual Report. My first full year of 2012 Prius PHV ownership is complete. I
meticulously documented details of that experience. Here's the summary:
18,477 = Total Miles
6,328 = EV Miles (displayed amount)
12,123 = HV Miles (displayed amount)
365 = Days (12 months)
574 = Recharges (based on capacity replenished)
239.9 = Total Gallons (measured at the pump)
1,721 = Total kWh (including charging losses)
1,505 = Total kWh (displayed amount)
77.0 = Lifetime MPG
50.5 = MPG (HV)
27 = kWh /100 miles
All the data itself and lots of graphs are included. It's really nice having a resource like
that available now. We've needed something to easily refer back too. So often, there's
been claiming about the plug-in model that were way off base but couldn't be disproven
by simply supplying a link. Now, we can. Detail from very tank refill and every recharge
is listed. The daily results are especially informative to see illustrated. Variance from
real-world driving needs is very easy to see, clearly confirming that the generalizations
about per-day usage are way off. There is no pattern. Life is not that simple. It was fun
watching all that play out. Each day revealed a little bit more information. Watching the
influence of seasonal change tells quite a story too. There's much to consider when it
comes to everyday driving. Looks at the information I have available to consider your
own particular circumstances. This webpage is where you the free downloads are
available... annual report

3-12-2013

Lies & Hate. When that's all we have left, you can finally breath a sign of relief... and it
now looks like that's all there is. It's quite unfortunate to have some dishonesty still, but
thankfully that's easy to disprove now. As for the deep emotional response, those are to
be expected. It's an outcome of change, confirmation things are happening beyond their
control. Without getting too detailed, since there's plenty of lie & hate examples I could
provide, we'll try to just stick to facts. Even though Prius PHV was only available in 15
states and in them for only 10 months, the total for the year came to 12,750 purchased.
Worldwide, the sales total was 27,181. We're not really sure if that difference of 14,431
was exclusively in Japan, since a few must have been sold in the United Kingdom, but
we do know that was only 11 months' worth of availability. Long story short, the total for
Volt was still higher: 30,090. That's why those final desperate comments are being made.
It won't be much longer before those attempts to greenwashed will simply be
overwhelmed by the truth. Some love would be nice too. It was quite frustrating dealing
with all the enthusiast rhetoric. But in the end (like when the tax-credits expire), vehicles
designed to appeal to the masses which are also profitable will be the winners. That's
what we can properly call "superior".
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3-13-2013

What Happened? I'd consider it well timed. Someone on the daily blog for Volt, which
rarely ever actually has content about Volt anymore, tried to greenwash about the plug-in
Prius. It was one of the subtle attempts, despite using information that clearly didn't
represent real-world data. I was intrigued. That type of desperation is the very thing I had
just blogged about. So, it was a good way of summing up and moving on. I'm not
expecting it to make any difference or for anyone to even respond; it was just a nice way
to draw attention to the fact that it still happens. After all, going down with a fight is how
some people achieve closure: Raising doubt was surprisingly effective in the past, but not
anymore. It's now easy to challenge vague claims & dismissals with lots of detail. The
internet empowers and continues to improve. Examples can be backed with references,
confirming it really is what was stated. Follow up is not only possible, it's expected.
People researching a purchase will do searches, watch videos, ask questions, work their
way through the rhetoric. They'll reply with actual information, not just parrot a comment
or make a generalization. What happened here?

3-14-2013

Not Price. It's simply not worth responding anymore. Just let it go when you read
something like this "It wasn't until the 2nd gen Prius and the cut in price that sales really
began to rise..." The price started out the same, then halfway through that first year price
was increased by $300. The real reason was the design delivered more power and greater
efficiency in a larger vehicle. Switching from a sedan to a hatchback made a world of
difference too. Volt's lack of a middle seat, very little legroom in back, and it not offering
flat cargo area are a convenience factors often dismissed, something GM could clearly
benefit from if the enthusiasts stopped claiming it was fine the way it is. Of course, the
other part of the increase in sales was the reputation that had already been built up at that
point along with the obvious gesture of continued investment on Toyota's part. If GM
could send a clear message and stop with all the over-promising, Volt may stand a
chance. Then again, enthusiasts becoming the barrier is a growing problem. Proof of that
was the recent comments posted about price. So many sounded off that battery-capacity
should not be reduced or a smaller battery offered as a second choice, it makes stating
goals just about impossible... hence all the mixed messages. Clarity would be quite
helpful. Though, some still either don't know the history of price or are in denial about
that. Without understanding reason, it's difficult to make any progress. But when I ask, it
just ends up becoming an argument... since ending up being proven incorrect is rarely
ever taken well.
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3-14-2013

41 Degrees! Although it is suppose to get cold this weekend, down to the single digits
again, we had a brief taste of warmth today. My EV range estimate even went up as a
result. I had seen quite a few "10.5 miles" values lately. Today, it was 10.9 miles. I
remember the same drop & rise pattern last year, following cold then warm. It's part of
the experience owning a plug-in vehicle. Winter reduces range. Consequently, the range
estimate will reflect it. As Spring arrives, I'll see the value climb into the 11's. Low 12's
will come later. I don't expect to see 13's, since I do so much HV driving. Those who
primarily drive EV will though. Some will see estimates even higher. Of course, that has
nothing to do with actual EV range. I routinely drove 13 & 14 mile distances with EV on
a single charge, despite the fact that the estimate was only in the 12's. That's just the way
it works. For that matter, it works the same way with traditional cars. You get "distance
to empty" value with them too and they are also just estimates. MPG varies. So does the
consumption of electricity. Fortunately, it improves as the weather improves. That's
always something to look forward to, even if it is just a guess when and how many
degrees.

3-14-2013

The Irony. I really get a kick out of how Volt enthusiasts use to sight the engine starting
up as a Prius PHV weakness. Now that it's emerging as a strength, they stop mentioning
it. That abrupt change to silence is clear confirmation they didn't have all the facts. Well,
better put would be saying they didn't listen to all the facts. We presented them over and
over again. But their outright dismissal prevented any consideration. Finding out that a
brief burst of power from the gas engine to help out the electric motor is actually a wise
design choice makes them sound hypocritical if they say anything. The nature of that
behavior actually being a feature to point out as a strength to those researching the
approach makes it ironic. Talking about a backfire. It's more efficient overall to save
electricity for cruising, to take advantage of the engine briefly. Prius makes that easy to
do to. Pressing on the pedal usually just results in EV driving. All you have to do is push
a little harder, to make the bar on the Eco-Meter jump into the power-zone. With the
engine already warm, it only runs for a few seconds. Having it shut off so quickly
impresses those taking test drives. What was supposedly a weakness is clearly proving
otherwise. Ha!

3-15-2013

Research Funding. The big news today was the plan to use revenue from federal leases
for offshore drilling to fund research for automotive batteries and biofuels. The
expectation is to provide $200 million per year for the next decade. Considering how
much we've spent on defending oil-reach nations, oil subsidies, and the automotive
bailout, that choice would seem to be rather trivial. It's a good investment in the future
and a rather small amount of money in comparison. Even so, there are still some
opponents. That's hard to believe considering those other reasons combined with the
price of gas. Why haven't we been doing that all along. Simply switching to domestic
drilling and creating a new pipeline from Canada makes no sense. There should be
something related to renewable energy sources too... and that's without even considering
the environmental benefits. Needless to say, there were plenty of comments about this
posted online. Long story short, it's a political issue... lots of finger-pointing and blame,
rather than actually trying to accomplish something. It's sad.
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3-15-2013

Market Share. The spin-doctors are at it again. They limit scope to give a false
impression. Stepping back to look at the big picture reveals they are up to the same old
nonsense again. Sadly, some simply thrive on the attention that gets them, which means
there's no solution. They'll just keep misleading. They don't care about greenwashing.
This was today's example: "From hybrid cars Toyota's market share is falling..." That
almost seems objective, until you look at who posted it and remember the replies the
previous times. I typically ignore those posts. But every now and then, it's better to
respond than to allow them to influence innocent newbies. I chimed in with: The larger
numbers get, the smaller the difference becomes. Also, it's called percentage spin when
the market as a whole is not taken into out. The competition is traditional vehicles, not
other hybrids. 892,519 Prius were purchased last year... which means fewer traditional
vehicles were sold. Remember, the purpose is to replace mainstream sales, not compete
within a niche.

3-16-2013

The Disconnect. We've been wondering when it would finally happen. Turns out, it's
right on schedule. 2 years is the limit. Something big must happen in the third year;
otherwise, new technology loses its "newness" and people simply move on. That was
overwhelmingly clear with Two-Mode. Sales the first & second year were so far under
expectations, attention shifted over to something else instead. Volt became the center of
attention. Enthusiasts were captivated by the potential. They didn't let realities of
business hold them back either. Cost and market need were carelessly disregarded. It was
the very same thing that happened with Two-Mode originally, back when it was going to
crush Prius. Later with Volt, it became a "vastly superior" campaign. Now that Volt has
faded away from having under delivered to such a huge degree, promises from the next
generation have become the focus. Now, we are seeing that same baseless hope emerge...
again. Anticipation of increased EV range and increased MPG after depletion with a total
absence of cost concern is dominating discussions. It's truly amazing to watch the very
same behavior repeat. They learned nothing from the past. There's a disconnect between
reality & hype they don't want to see.
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3-18-2013

Frustrated, part 1. We've been seeing the same thing over and over again. So, I climbed
up on the soapbox... Setting of expectations is incredibly difficult for any type of plug-in
vehicle. With a pure EV, some owners find out and accept the reality that the range
displayed is only an estimate and only delivers that value under certain circumstances.
It's a source of frustration, but they learn about the factors involved and adapt. In time,
many enjoy their vehicle again... but certainly didn't anticipate there would be such
complexities. The thought had never crossed their mind prior to purchase. When a gas
engine is introduced to the situation, matters become even more confusing and far more
incorrect assumptions are made, especially with Prius. Notice the pattern that has
emerged? Virtually even complaint about dropping EV estimates share the same thing in
common... no mention of MPG. Prius PHV is a plug-in hybrid. It's not an EV. The
purpose is to deliver a significant MPG boost, not electric-only driving. Owners become
transfixed on the EV range estimate. Some have driving routes that bring it way down.
Others simply drive in an inefficient manner, believing more EV is better. The forget
about the purpose of the design. They figure using the engine as infrequently as possible
is best. They end up seeking out help online. Some of those owners are receptive to the
information provided. Some just aren't interested and really only want to vent.
Unfortunately in this case, the owner stating "Either Toyota is mis-representing the
product, or there is something very wrong with my vehicle" doesn't give us much
opportunity to respond. It gives the impression that it's already too late to provide
feedback. Will the owner be receptive to switching focus to the purpose of increased
efficiency? Considering how many times the EV range was mentioned and the total
absence of MPG data, the feeling is, no.

3-18-2013

Frustrated, part 2. It's frustrating for all involved. As active forum participants, the
repetition of the same complaint is frustrating... despite the fact that most new owners
end up pleased with the responses. It's having to jump through the same hoops every
single time and the new owner not having taken the time to do some searches first. Oh
well, my first post was immediately proceeding with this: Thanks for unknowingly
allowing me to climb up on the soapbox. I hope we can help you out. Welcome.
Specifically for me, I've watched my EV value go down. Now, I'm watching it go up
again. In my circumstances, it's the result of seasonal change. Temperature fluctuation is
a major influence for me, up here in Minnesota. Long distance travel without the
opportunity to plug-in is another factor that will drop the value. In the case of a batterypack delivering roughly 2.7 kWh of usable electricity, it doesn't take much to qualify as
"long". Notice that you didn't tell us how many miles your daily drive is either.
Hopefully, you'll get past the frustration and begin to see how well thought out the design
actually is. There's much to appreciate after discovering how many factors were taken
into consideration. Simple things like the ECO button's benefit when it comes to heating
& cooling easily get overlooked. Give us more info and we'll do the best to try to help.
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3-18-2013

Frustrated, part 3. The discussions continue: Expectations depend heavily upon
audience. That's why the "Who?" question has been asked over and over again and
continues to be. Prius PHV is a plug-in hybrid. Toyota aimed squarely at middle-market
and you can clearly see what they are working to deliver. It's intended to become a highvolume business-sustaining vehicle for mainstream competition in the near future. That's
certainly not same as an EV. True, you do get the electric-only driving experience from
Prius, but that's not the purpose. Engine running is a normal part of operation. It will use
some gas. The point is, that combustion will be cleaner and the efficiency will be better.
All we can do is continue to share our own experiences. No matter what information EPA
or automakers or dealers provide, it's not going to convey anything more than a
generalized measure. Owners are the only ones that can exchange detail to make help
those making the purchase decision. They can relate, making sure "Who?" really
understands how the vehicle will function.

3-18-2013

Frustrated, part 4. The activity on that thread quickly died down. I got a few likes, then
people moved on. Only so many people can cry wolf before responses become refined
and attention wanes. My conclusion was to simply provide detail from my commute this
morning. The solution is often to just present real-world data. The original poster rarely
follows up with their own. And if they don't bother, most everyone else won't either.
Lack of detail usually indicates the person hadn't considered or wasn't aware of all the
factors involved. Simply raising awareness does the trick. Their complaint ends up being
satisfied without us ever finding out what the true situation actually was. That leaves you
hanging, but at least they end up being able to draw a conclusion. Here's that data from
me... 17.3 mile commute today. 55 mph maximum 36 minutes driving. 32°F outside.
Cabin-Heater set at 68°F. Heated-Seats off. Headlights & Foglights on. Driving through
fresh snow. 10.7 miles was the EV estimate upon leaving the driveway (video-camera
setup consumed 0.2 mile). Drive-Ratio reported: 9 EV and 7 HV. End result: 127 MPG.

3-18-2013

Expecting Miracles. The cycle has begun. Observing hope emerge from rumor is
disturbing. It feeds itself, setting people up to expect a miracle without anything to
actually support it. The belief is that somehow the engineers will deliver... despite
evidence showing that's an unreasonable assumption. Volt's past had that unfortunate
history. Enthusiasts got excited about a concept and talked about it so often, the "group
think" convinced them it could be true. That turned into a disaster. So many of the
original goals fell short, discussing purpose resulted in hostile responses. It's happening
again. They are repeating the very same hopeful assumptions. This example in particular
caught my eye: "If the Gen II Volt can step up to 45+ miles of EV range and 45+ MPG in
charge-sustaining mode, while cutting the price at the same time, that would be a game
changer." It seems cautiously optimistic... until you think about the detail. Even if battery
costs come down dramatically, there's no way to offset the entire tax-credit difference
and increase range... which would only retain the current price. To get it even lower and
also deliver an improved engine in just a few years would require divine intervention.
That simply is not realistic. Then of course, you encounter this: "Volt 50/50 – 50 miles all
electric – then 50 more per gallon of gas!" It's that same senseless cheerleading of the
past. That's how the over-promise situation gets out of hand. They clearly haven't learned
from the past. Ugh. There's only so much that can be accomplished in such a short
amount of time.
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3-19-2013

No Long Frustrated. That owner ended up going to the dealer and had his computer
reset. All it actually does is just revert the EV estimate value back to the default of 13.4
miles. His response to that was posting this: "I'll let everyone know if it starts to
deteriorate again." Sadly, that's a naive statement with total disregard for the information
we had provided. Some people just plain don't want to face facts; they just want their
original assumption to be proven correct. In disbelief to his attitude, quite curious what
his next post will say, I responded with: There's a 100% chance of that. The estimate is a
dynamic value, always adjusting based on your recent driving. My first long-distance
driving trip, the value plummeted since I couldn't plug in while on the road. When winter
changed to spring, I watched the estimate go up. From spring to summer, it went up even
more. In my fall, it dropped. In the winter, it dropped even further. Now that it's warming
up again, the value is going back up. That's what the estimate is supposed to do. It
reflects the conditions. What good would it be if it never changed?

3-19-2013

Dishonesty. That's the ultimate source of finality. The cries of superiority coming from
the Volt daily blog were truly amazing today. I called someone out on the claim that the
best Toyota could do was deliver 6 miles of EV. The response was a long post that went
on and on about the regular model Prius. It wasn't even relevant. There of course was
attacking of the messenger, nothing's complete without that. But the best was basing their
conclusion on a single owner's comments and some random observations from
undisclosed sources. The original claim was avoided entirely. There was nothing to
support it, nor was any acknowledgement given to the fact that the very same topic was
recently brought up and another member confirmed that was not correct. He just plain
didn't care. It's the same thing on this particular venue as there was on the big GM forum
late last year. It's was started the whole hope nonsense in the first place years ago. The
only way Volt could be made to look good was to misrepresent Prius. Things went
downhill from there. That's beginning to happen again. I'm intrigued by how it will play
out, especially since there isn't much of a need to participate there anymore. The
audience is so limited and so bias, what difference would it make? With so much realworld data available now too, readers can confirm on their own that the information in
the posts isn't honest.
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3-20-2013

So Familiar. Nothing constructive came out of those blog postings. It turned into an
opportunity to attack & insult Prius and proclaim superiority for Volt. Watching that
deterioration of attitude was spectacular. It was like witnessing a disaster. You cannot
believe the situation could get so bad so quickly. The outcome was so familiar, I was
beside myself. To watch someone who had in the past tried to be fair & balanced turn to
misrepresentation like that, you can't believe it. Greenwashing on that level goes beyond
dishonesty. He just plain didn't care anymore. It's the very same thing we've seen
elsewhere. Enthusiasts are not it any way interested in the well being of the masses.
Having a vehicle available for middle-market is meaningless. They can afford more and
are happy to pay for it. Even the idea of cost-reduction sickens them. You can tell how
deep their dislike for business goes. Any attempt to bring up the topic of high-volume
production or making profit makes them cringe. Volt is the vehicle they and GM wanted,
not what was needed. It must stand out as special. Becoming a common, everyday
vehicle for ordinary daily transportation without anything making it unique would sour
the appeal. Volt must not under any circumstances transform to a run of the mill
product... the very thing Prius is now. They see the compact, hatchback, and wagon
models of Prius everywhere. They know that success was achieved through careful
attention to cost... something GM clearly did not do with Volt. The tradeoff is not a
conciliation they are willing to accept, hence the responses growing hostile. They know
that inevitability can only be fought for so long... and are irrationally lashing out as a
result, exactly what we've seen before in other venues. Resistance is futile.

3-20-2013

What a Relief. Knowing the "third year" effect would play out in an abrupt fashion was
difficult to prepare for. When sales are bad 2 years in a row and the competition is rolling
out lots of alternatives, it's pretty obvious to expect rather intense fallout. On the big GM
forum, they don't even discuss Volt anymore. The explosive exchange of messages ended
in December. They gave up, betting the farm on ELR coming to the rescue. It was
suppose to be a mid-cycle upgrade, often referred to as the "1.5" generation. That didn't
happen. In fact, it was such a big disappointment, almost nothing was posted about it.
With some much built up and an instant death, there was nothing to support Volt
anymore. That's a major reason why Toyota is simply focusing on existing markets for
the plug-in Prius. The PHV model will establish itself in pockets around the country. In
the meantime, the thought is that Toyota will be able to reduce cost some. It may not be
reflected at all from a price perspective when national rollout finally takes place, but that
would definitely sweeten the appeal for dealers. It would give them the incentive to keep
more in stock. Salespeople would make more commission from each sale. That's
important for a vehicle intended to appeal to the mainstream, especially without a
dependency on tax-credits... quite unlike the situation Volt faces. All I can say now is,
what a relief. The disaster GM created for itself does not seem to be having a negative
effect on the efforts of Toyota. For that matter, it looks like Ford won't be harmed either.
Phew!
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3-20-2013

Ignoring Prius. We don't often here anything from the big Ford forum. Today, that
silence was broken with this: "Like the Roman Senate upon Julius Caesar, the Ford
Focus toppled the 10th generation Toyota Corolla in global sales in 2012 with 1,036,683
compared to less than 971,601 units." That was a declaration of victory, finally taking
away the leadership position Corolla has held for ages. But like many situations, the story
changes when you have all the facts. The reality that the c model of Prius took sales
directly away from Corolla was never mentioned. Nothing in the article nor any
comments ever considered that. Toyota's goal to replace traditional vehicles with hybrids
was conveniently absent. Excluding such vital information like that is greenwashing.
They don't care though. There's no place for facts when you seek bragging rights. All
they want is a number that's better than the opponent, regardless of what it actually
represents. Limited the scope of competition is what they thrive on. That's nothing new.
We've seen that with plug-in vehicles too. Enthusiasts don't want to consider the market
as a whole, just their own particular view. Ugh.

3-21-2013

Cold Pass. I got stuck behind someone who actually fit the land-yacht stereotype. It was
a beautiful end-of-winter day out, so I totally understood the draw. The driver was a man
who appeared to have been retired for a number of years and had one of those old-school
very, very long cars. He was clearly enjoying the drive. But when doing that, pull over if
traffic builds up behind you. Doing only 28 mph in a 40 isn't exactly contributing to a
smooth flow. Anywho, when we got to the small city along that country drive, he
increased speed to 30. What the heck! Through town, where he could have easily let me
pass by pulling over for a moment, he was now going faster than before. Geez!
Following that, it got worse. The speed limit changed to 50 mph, but the fastest he got up
to was 35. It was a test of my patience... and a golden opportunity. That entire drive was
in EV. I had a very, very cold engine. What would happen if I dropped the pedal? That
should result in a sudden surge of electricity to allow the engine to gracefully start with
the motor holding combustion at 1500 RPM for the cleanest possible warm-up. Merging
onto the highway, that's what I routinely see on the ramp. There's no need to drop the
pedal then, medium is enough. In this situation, I was about to request maximum, but
only would briefly. So, I did. It was finally time to pass him. That burst shot me from 35
to 57 mph. And sure enough, the engine did indeed hold at the warm-up level. It was
surprisingly smooth as a result. That made me enjoy the overall experience too, a nice
drive for the both of us.
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3-22-2013

Spring Arrived. Yeah! One of the undeniable signs of Spring having arrived is MPG
increasing. That's easy to see with a regular Prius, but difficult with the plug-in model
due to the normal variance being much larger. There is something else related to the plug
though. It's the EV estimate. That range increases as the temperature increases. It doesn't
have to be outside high temperatures climbing much either. In fact, it's been colder in that
respect lately. It's the thermal warming causes by the growing intensity of the sun.
Interior temperature is a pleasant warm now after sitting out in the bright afternoon
catching rays. That's quite a noticeable recent change. The extra warmth reduces
electrical resistance in the battery, which is what MPG ends up lower when there's still
snow on the ground. Li-Ion doesn't work as well when it's below freezing. The cabin
temperature of the Prius is well above that now. As a result, I'm seeing that estimate
climb. Today, it made it to 11.3 miles. That had been just a long ago memory. In the
early Winter, seeing 10's became the norm. Now, 11's are what I'll get for awhile.
Eventually, 12's will return. The actual EV distance will exceed that from time to time.
But the miles estimated doesn't fluctuate as much. Anywho, long story short, I have
officially sad goodbye to values starting with a 10. Yeah!

3-23-2013

Gone. It's pretty easy to confirm that closure has been achieved when seeing what I've
seen. Nothing! It's as if Volt doesn't even exist. Discussions on the big GM forum are
gone entirely. There is literally no mention anymore. That's exactly what happened in the
past with Two-Mode. Sales continued, but the outlook became so grim, nothing more
could be said. Constructive posts weren't possible at that point. The niche was pleased,
but there simply wasn't any way of expanding the market. There were no aspects of
appeal to reach to a larger audience. It became trapped as a specialty vehicle. Hope was
transferred to the next generation... which all these years later, still hasn't been delivered.
I suspect Volt will "die" the same way. When a competitive design actually is offered, it
won't bare any resemblance to the one currently available. Remember BAS, that first
assist hybrid GM offered? The next generation got renamed to eAssist to disassociate
from the past. Of course, it shared a number of the same shortcomings, so it didn't matter.
Some of Volt's fundamentals much change. Enthusiasts know they've become the barrier
now. The goals to achieve mainstream sales are not what they want to endorse. That
means focusing on what they like and disregarding everything else until later... the very
same approach that got them into this mess in the first place. Oh well. At these blogs
won't be packed with their spin anymore.

3-23-2013

Online. Sometimes, a bit of "did you know" is needed on the big Prius forum too. Some
people really don't. Fortunately, that audience is receptive to constructive rebuttals. But
reading this does stir temptation to interject more than is really necessary: "I find this to
be one of the most combative and self-righteous automotive-based on-line communities in
which I participate. Even the bilious vitriol in The Car Lounge pales in comparison to
some of the hit-and-run poo-flinging which goes on around here." Clearly, he hadn't been
exposed to the same things I've encountered. Curious to find out what comments would
follow, I posted: Haven't been on the GM forums or blogs, eh? Go there and bring up the
business success of Volt. You'll get attacked personally and relentlessly bombarded with
responses referring exclusively to performance & engineering. Being an enthusiast
venue, they just plain don't care about accounting/profit or products for the mainstream.
That bit of perspective helps with the understanding of posts here where the originalposter has basically already made a decision prior to starting a thread and doesn't respond
to feedback.
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3-23-2013

Failed. It would be nice for these to be closing thoughts, but odds are it will drag on a bit
still: "Enjoy the trophy. Some of us simply want a mainstream choice." What else could
be said when dealing with attitude like this: "Then Toyota, like an angry little child
dragging its feet, made an attempt at a plug in vehicle, and failed miserably. If you want
a target to throw your "price", "masses", etc stones at, look no further than the PiP.
What a joke of a car. A plug for single digit EV miles, why even bother. My question to
Toyota, is when will they release their Volt knock-off? It's only a matter of time, and I bet
the day that they do, you will praise them for developing a brand new "synergy" of
power-trains, that no one else could ever accomplish." Those are basically the words of
hate & blame, excuses rather than deal with actual need. I responded with: Based on what
goals? They delivered a plug upgrade for their popular hybrid without weight or cargo
compromise. They kept cost within the stated target. They achieved efficiency well above
traditional vehicles even after depletion. How is that a miserable failure? As for the "why
even bother" comment, that is pretty obvious for everyone to see. My annual average
went from 50 MPG to 77 MPG. The benefit of adding a plug & capacity is undeniable.
With respect to a Volt knock-off, what does that mean? Adding capacity is simple. The
early model Prius plug-in pointed out the ease of which sub-packs could be used.
Capacity can be doubled by just bridging in a second pack. Ford's C-Max Energi shows
how that could be implemented too; it's basically a matter of trading off weight & cargo
space. The degree to which GM is defended in the name of pride is troubling. All that's
been needed from the very beginning is something to replace traditional vehicles; instead,
we just get efforts to prove superiority. That want sacrifices well being of the automaker.
They still must pay workers & suppliers, as well as remain competitive. Joke all you
want. It's not a laughing matter though.

3-25-2013

What Really Matters. When the argument is lost, rather than accept and move on, the
topic is rapidly shifted over to something else. In this case, it was: "Let's see, how much
emissions are spurted out by every cold start/stops of the Prius engine?" The response to
that was pretty straight forward, just remind him of the topic at hand... as well as point
out what had just been attempted: That's exactly what I meant about misrepresentation.
No matter how many times details of the startup process are shared and the PZEV
emission rating pointed out, it's as if that never happened. As for sales, the goal is
replacement of traditional vehicles. It doesn't make any difference whether it's a vehicle
with a fuel-cell or a large battery-pack. If it remains just a trophy winner, what's the
point? Looking at the entire automaker production of cars, like GM with Volt, it’s quite a
daunting challenge. So, it's understandable about all the resentment toward Toyota for
having progressed to the degree they have with Prius. 892,519 last year is quite a sizeable
chunk of overall production. Keep using words like "pathetic" to describe that progress.
Meanwhile, we do have the genuine worry of how many Malibu, Impala, Cruze, Sonic,
and Spark that are still being purchased.
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3-25-2013

Constructive? Strangely, you do get someone proclaiming "superior" to actually listen.
Whether or not anything is heard or not is a different matter. But it sure beats not having
any dialog at all: GM had experience from EV, Two-Mode, and BAS prior to Volt. They
all contributed to engineering & production knowledge of motors & batteries, as well as
improved engines. Toyota had none of that when Prius was designed. As for the cherrypicking, excuses don’t change the reality that traditional vehicles are the true
competition. GM's own line-up is Volt's greatest enemy. Continuing to believe Prius is
the competitor causes harm, yet some still don't see it. Heck, those numbers posted made
it obvious. The plug-in Prius is only available in 15 states; yet, you repeatedly treated the
sales counts as if the entire US had access to them for purchase. Step back and look at the
resources GM is expending on traditional vehicles. Volt is hurting as a result of its own
enthusiast supporting it as a niche, rather than pushing for something that actually pushes
it into the mainstream. The downplay of numbers and calling this stage "infancy" rather
than acknowledging GM's own past is evidence of that. When the tax-credit expires, the
absence of that massive subsidy will make the situation even worse. We all know the
effort of getting cost down enough to offset the difference is a daunting challenge.
Getting down even lower to actually make it competitive with the increasingly popular
small cars GM offers would take a miracle. Making it a top-seller in the line-up anytime
within this decade, how would that be accomplished?

3-25-2013

Infancy. Imagine if Volt would have been promoted as the next generation of vehicle
now available today. Rather than all the downplay & excuses, they could show us that car
of the future everyone has been waiting decades for. It's that trophy-mentality holding
things back. For a technology to become commonplace, to be so ubiquitous that it is seen
everywhere, it cannot stand out. Enthusiasts want it to though. They are the barrier, the
very thing they tried so hard to prevent. It was a self-fulfilling destiny they were warned
about. Lessons of the past were shrugged off, dismissed as not relevant to the situation.
Now, they are stuck, still somewhat unaware of what transpired. Saying the technology is
in a state of "infancy" still is so counter-productive, it's hard to imagine anyone would
ever do it. Computers have been in a state of advancement for decades. Each new step for
them is called "progress" instead and that has worked remarkably well. Everyone sees
what is currently available and knows more is to come, but they purchase it anyway. It's
part of a natural cycle. Why are some in the automotive industry so dead-set against that
with vehicles? Why not increase capacity as it becomes affordable? Forcing people to
pay a very high premium to get more now makes no sense. That is certainly not what the
computer industry has done. They always offered a choice, featuring the lower capacity
as the option for the masses. Just think of how different things could have been. Instead
of following a well-proven formula for high-volume sales, the decision to intentionally
disassociate was made. Now the consequences are becoming evident.
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3-25-2013

Fireworks. It certainly was exciting watching them fly today. This is what started it:
"When he said this I explained to him Toyota Hybrid technology relies on a small electric
motor that is only capable of under 12 mph speeds and that the electric motor shuts down
and lets the gas engine take over completely over at speeds over 12 mph. He looked
shocked. It seems hybrid owners have their heads in the sand and are stuck on stupid."
That was both incorrect and insulting. Coming from a Volt owner on the forum dedicated
to Volt (where I am only a lurker), several other owners sounded off. Each polite attempt
to correct him was responded to with fierce resistance. It was quite clear his hate ran deep
and facts weren't going to get in the way of his slander. Reality is, Prius uses a 60 kWh
electric motor which operates at 650 volts. That offers a top electric-only speed of 46
mph for the regular model and 62 mph for the plug-in. Personally, I'm most impressed by
my climb out of the river valley at 55 mph using just electricity. That's far more power
than the 12 mph he claims. It's too bad someone didn't just refer to YouTube for a video
showing how the system actually operates. I'm flabbergasted that someone would be so
bold to think that such blatant dishonesty would go unchallenged.

3-26-2013

Goals & Success. Looking forward means learning from the past. That next step really
can't happen until you know which direction to take. It's been a major problem for Volt
and a complete non-issue for Prius. Toyota had a clear vision and set that course. A
friend of mine stated GM's path as this: "Priceless experience in developing cars that
don't sell. The Volt carries on a proud tradition." We honestly don't know what will
come next. It's a huge mystery with a growing sense of urgency. Cost must drop
significantly. The dependency on a large battery-pack compromises much. It's not like
Prius, where you know there's a high probably of increased capacity with the next. Volt is
already at the supposed end-state and somehow must rapidly make it affordable. I joined
in with this: They all had something in common. Unfortunately, every attempt to point
that out was met with fierce resistance. It was a simple matter of stating what the goals
were. Not being able to clearly define success was a sure sign of trouble was to come.
When you don't have understanding & agreement of what's trying to be accomplished
and by when, there's no way to achieve any type of finality. This is why there is so much
attention focused on the next generation now. It's also why there so much abhorrence for
the vehicle which had goals stated and did indeed achieve them.

3-27-2013

Something's Wrong, part 1. In disbelief, I posted: Wow! With so many videos available
and so many reports illustrating how far a kWh of electricity will allow the plug-in Prius
to travel, it blows the mind that someone would post false information anyway. That's
very encouraging. It shows there's worry about merit alone being enough. What other
reason could their be for such obvious misrepresentation? We all saw that original post
which clearly excluded 5 of the 11 miles of electricity available. So what if the engine
starts up and runs briefly at mile-marker 6. That doesn't mean the entire capacity of the
battery had already been consumed. It simply means a high-power demand was not
fulfilled by electricity alone. The engine shuts back off and another 5 miles of EV travel
occur. The spreadsheet omitted that fact. We all know it too. We see the concern the true
information causes. No one is fooled by the effort to distract & avoid. And attempts to
dismiss just show desperation. It's sad that the situation has come to this. But it's not like
we didn't see it coming. Remember how success had been defined prior to rollout?
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3-27-2013

Something's Wrong, part 2. Still amazing by such blatant greenwashing, I was left
wondering of something was actually wrong. Why would there be such intense responses
about a claim that is clearly not true? With Volt attention having diminished to virtually
nothing, was this attempt to draw back attention or what there a big picture issue that I
hadn't even noticed? I push hard on the hostile venues to find out, since they gladly
welcome that type of participation. The members there provide lots of feedback... some
of it quite valuable. But you really have to look for it... because they clearly aren't aware
of the issues. It's a matter of someone exposing a clue that ultimately informs us of what's
really going on. Anywho, this was my response: The battery-capacity listed by the EPA
is 11 miles. The window-sticker clearly shows that plug-supplied electricity is available
is for 11 miles. What the heck do you believe that 11 miles means? My guess is the
group-think here has convinced everyone that the 6 means something other than what it
actually does and no one bothered to actually look up what it really represents. That kind
of assumption makes sense too. It's a common trap to fall into and no one wants to admit
they made an error afterward.

3-27-2013

Something's Wrong, part 3. It finally hit me! What if those intense exchanges of words
were based on a misunderstand? That would explain a lot. We've seen that type of
passion before. When someone has incorrect information, they can unknowingly spread
it. In fact, that's the basis for greenwashing. You convince someone else that a situation is
different that it actually is and they end up passing along false beliefs. However,
sometimes it can be even more simple than that. To test my theory, I started posting
detail about the determination of Miles-Per-Gallon-Equivalency for the plug-in Prius:
(# EV miles + # HV miles) / ((# kWh / 33.7 kWh) + # gallons) = MPGe
(6 + 5) / ((3.19 / 33.7) + 0.022) = 94.3
0.2 gallons per 100 miles
11 miles = 0.022 gallons
29 kWh per 100 miles
11 miles = 3.19 kWh
Guess what? The immediate impression I got from that was that there were a few
individuals that seemed to be totally oblivious to what those numbers actually meant. It
was the clue I had long been looking to undercover. Yeah!
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3-27-2013

Something's Wrong, part 4. Continuing my new found quest, I interjected a dose of
reality... to find out what priorities really were. After all, it wasn't clear whether or not
this exchange was only just an opportunity for more bragging or if they somehow
actually did envision a clear plan for the future. My question was about product-line.
Rather than responding to their bait about Prius, I asked about GM's intent. Sadly, all
they did was echo back the same question with: "Damn that's a weak argument. Could
you please provide an analysis of PiP sales with that of Malibu, Impala and Cruze? After
you do that could you please explain your point?" Having already done that for the same
audience quite a few times in the past, I knew it was bragging. But why? Something still
seemed wrong. I asked: Replying back by simply replacing Volt with PiP makes it
overwhelming clear how unwilling supporters are to address the actual problem. As long
as they have a scapegoat available, they don't feel the need to face the reality of the
situation... Malibu, Impala, and Cruze are kicking Volt's butt in sales, despite the benefit
of a large tax incentive. No matter how much you flaunt the EV range of Volt, that
doesn't change. GM's only high-efficiency offering cannot compete with its own popular
cars. That makes the situation very, very different from Toyota, where Prius actually
does. Stay in denial all you want. Continuing to refuse to acknowledge the big picture
only makes the situation worse. Have you ever considered the reality of GM getting cold
feet, that Volt funding could get reduced due to low sales?

3-28-2013

Something's Wrong, part 5. It really was! I actually had figured out what was wrong.
Yeah! This was the comment which ultimately confirmed my suspicion: "And it clearly
states "All-Electric range = 6 miles". That's what's been said here all along..." It was
what I had been waiting to see. Ultimately, I responded with this "Belittling Prius won't
fix GM's product gap.", since the posting had degenerated to the senseless trophymentality we've been dealing with for years now. But I also too the time to be
constructive and make my point: Notice how everyone stops on that? Not looking at any
of the other information provided is the problem. They assume it means something it
doesn't.

3-29-2013

Something's Wrong, part 6. Assumptions are often the underlying source of problems.
Uncovering there are any is a major challenge though. In this case, I was dealing with an
audience who didn't understand how the numbers were derived. The measurement value
they kept quoting was one of many; however, all they saw was just the one. Not even
acknowledging there were other quantities to take into consideration was the
confirmation. In two of my previous posts, I included a link to a scan of the windowsticker itself. That showed all the numbers. They didn't address them though. They kept
getting dismissed. That's called cherry-picking. You cannot just select the data you like.
You must acknowledge all of it. When I provided the detail, showing the calculations and
explaining how each played a role in the final result, it was totally disregarded. Outright
avoidance is usually a clue that information isn't actually being understood.
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3-30-2013

Something's Wrong, part 7. It makes so much sense looking back at the situation now.
Not actually understanding how the Prius PHV works and believing it is trying to achieve
the same thing as Volt would contribute to an endless stream of debates. No matter how
many times we'd point out it was a plug-in hybrid, designed to deliver a MPG boost
through the blending of motor & engine, they would always respond with how poor of an
EV it was. You'd scratch your head wondering if any part of what you'd post was actually
being read. It would get to the point where you'd be truly amazed how misguided some of
the claims became. Why would they even make such statements, knowing they were
clearly not correct? Turns out, they had no idea they were spreading false information.
There actions were without consideration of all the facts. It was thoughtless reciting.
That's explains a lot! Not stating goals allowed the nonsense to ensue. Bragging
dominated threads because they weren't interested in detail. Fixated on just one particular
number prevented any type of constructive discussion. Of course, I got quite a bit out of
it. Knowing your audience is priceless. My effort to figure out who they really are made
quite a difference. You cannot take that next step without.

3-30-2013

Very Snowy Commute. 17.3 mile commute today. 55 mph maximum 36 minutes
driving. 32°F outside. Cabin-Heater set at 68°F. Heated-Seats off. Headlights &
Foglights on. Driving through fresh snow. 10.7 miles was the EV estimate upon leaving
the driveway (video-camera setup consumed 0.2 mile). Drive-Ratio reported: 9 EV and 7
HV. End result: 127 MPG. Watching that drive afterward brings back interesting
memories. Dealing with wet, lumpy, slippery roads isn't something everyone does. I've
done that countless times over the years though. With a Prius, the efficiency was always
a nice benefit from being forced to go slower. Having plug-supplied electricity to
augment the situation makes it even better. I removing a surprising amount of the stress
from the unpredictability and increased drive time. Video like this will come in handy
later, as people research the sale of a new vehicle. The consideration of winter commutes
raises lots of questions in forums & blogs. It will be nice to point back to this particular
one then. You can see it now... Very Snowy Commute (dashcam)
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3-31-2013

Questions. An attempt to be constructive emerged out of nowhere. I was intrigued by the
unknown poster, though disappointed since it was the same old approach. Notice how
they are forced into a particular perspective: "Why do you think that so many Volt owners
would buy another Volt, as was asked by CU Reports, and why are so many of them
previous Prius owners? Do you think that it is because they feel that the Volt is a
reeeeallly gooood car? Or have they just drunk the Volt kool aid?" It's the classic
problem of niche owners not understanding vehicles for the masses. It was an either/or
choice, no other viewpoint could be possible as far as they are concerned. I just shook my
head and replied with: Volt enthusiasts don't express interest in there being a product for
middle-market. So no matter how many times comparisons are made, they completely
miss the point of delivering a high-volume business-sustaining vehicle. It's that simple.
Enjoy your Volt, though recognize the fact that it is not configured for mainstream need.
It's a specialty vehicle. In that respect, it does a nice job of fulfilling that particular role...
which there's nothing wrong with. But to think that it in any way it can take on the true
competition of GM's own cars like Malibu, Impala, and Cruze, you're not addressing the
problem at hand. The purpose of Volt has changed; it has been recast to serve a different
purpose. The original vision transformed from what was actually rolled out. The reality
of cost & engineering proved much more of a disconnect with the market than GM
understood. That's why the question of "better" doesn't makes sense to even ask. It was
always this other question (to direct focus back to purpose) that irritated the heck out of
some: Who is the market for Volt?

3-31-2013

Expected Announcement. We know that sales of Volt have been flat... which is a really
bad sign for a vehicle in its third year... especially one so heavily hyped. With the
approach of Earth Day stirring interest in affordable clean & efficient vehicles, that puts
GM in a very uncomfortable position. Sales results for March will likely be released
today tomorrow too... which just happens to be April Fool's Day. That makes for an
interesting formula of circumstance. Based on previous history, that likely means some
type of announcement will be made. After all, anticipation has been a powerful tool in
the past. Of course, that has led to unrealistic expectations... ultimately contributing to
mindless hype. The reputation for "over promise, under deliver" was well earned.
Temptation was too great. Rather than keep quiet about innovation, anything related to
market advancement was carelessly flaunted... despite to basis to support it.
Consideration of things like cost were simply brushed aside. Having learned from the
past, it's quite reasonable for that cycle to repeat. We'll likely see the emergence of such a
situation soon... unfortunately. Someday a miracle will happen, right?
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4-01-2013

Really? It appears as though that prediction of how events would unfold was spot on... or
was it? Supposedly, there will be another model of Volt offered, one that actually
addresses cost to deliver an entry-level plug-in choice. Offering more seating room along
with more battery-capacity has been the magic solution that enthusiasts have long
dreamed of. Doing that for a much lower cost would be the miracle part. Of course, I'm
just reading the introductory portion of the blog posted today. Those are my initial
impressions, documented before continuing on to read the second half of the article. Sure
enough, upon reading further, there was nothing but wishes being fulfilled... a very good
reason to pause for consideration of facts. (Think about the upcoming Cadillac ELR for a
moment.) That's the very trap which happened in the past, taking a leap of faith without
looking. You get unsubstantiated comments leading to unsupported hope. With only
nuggets of info, each sounding too good to be true, you should question the situation.
Yet, no one is taking the time to ask how that will actually be achieved, no one even gets
a chance to ask for detail. Needless to say, the timing was likely taken advantage of.
Nonetheless, even being a cruel April Fool's joke, it does still bring up the issues of
concern. Why not start out the month with a sense of humor? Everyone having a good
laugh would be an effective way to move on. Somehow we have to overcome the past.

4-01-2013

Progress. It can be painfully slow. Reading a Detroit article today about the New York
Auto Show currently underway, it's like traveling back in time. Now that pretty much
every automaker has plans to rollout hybrids of their own, the same old comments from
years ago are being posted online again. They act as if there is something to prove still,
like Toyota's success is somehow in an entirely different category. That's actually true in
a way, since the technology itself must be different to avoid patent infringement. But the
expectation of them remaining a niche for many years to come is a stretch. The
misconceptions are gone. That was a major obstacle to overcome. We've successfully
done that. There is the genuine problem of the moving target though. Since traditional
vehicles continue to improve, it makes the introduction of a new hybrid difficult. Those
other automakers have to scramble to catch up. Only Toyota is far enough ahead for
hybrids to be seen as a common choice among their product line. Resistance is no
surprise. The reality of internal competition is a major challenge... as GM is currently
finding out the hard way. Fortunately, we have the example of Ford demonstrating how
to prevail over that. Progress is difficult. At least there is now a shared effort to deliver
something, rather than the past where some automakers simply didn't care.
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4-02-2013

Disappointed. Sales results were revealed today. Tesla & Leaf did pleasingly well. Volt
did so bad, enthusiasts we using "disappointed" as the adjective to describe their feelings.
That sentiment latest 11 hours... then they turned to their scapegoat. I couldn't believe
what had been posted. Someone listed monthly Prius sales from over a decade ago,
generation this response: "Wow, those number are really cool! Prius sales absolutely
plummeted in summer 2003. I am surprised Toyota didn't give it up at that point." That's
spin so desperate, it's hard to know how to even respond. Toyota was clearing out
inventory then. So much interest for next-generation model coming in the fall had already
been expressed, it was in everyone's best interest to ensure none of the older model
would be left by the time rollout began... hence the plummet. They excluded that
information though. It was presented as if Prius had become a market failure. To make
matters worse, they used quantity matching to justify such low sales of Volt... as if all
else was the same. Again though, a vital piece of information was withheld. In that case,
it was the fact that there wasn't a tax-credit available for Prius, only a $2,000 deduction
which amounted to about $300 to $400 for the typical person. That's a tiny fraction of the
$7,500 buyers of Volt get. Needless to say, the greenwashing made enthusiasts feel
better. Misrepresentation obviously doesn't matter to them. Any words of encouragement
will do at this point.

4-02-2013

The Real Issue. When a leading expert makes a comment like this, you should take
notice: "I think the research in the world is largely misdirected. What I mean by that is
that the conventional approach for battery research is:"Let's find the coolest chemistry.
And then we publish the paper and somebody else should figure out how to make this
device cheaper." That is most definitely the approach we've seen from a certain
automaker, though actually a bit worse... they rolled a vehicle out that way. There was no
regard for cost. There was just hope for a breakthru in the near future to eliminate
subsidies and make it competitive. In other words, rather than keeping design with
affordability in mind, a risk was taken that a miracle would vindicate the effort. That's
quite a gamble. It's unlikely to payoff. What of the odds of a technological discovery
happening soon? Implementation alone consumes a great deal of time & resources.
Reliability studies (very important when it comes to warranties) cannot be hurried either.
It's a recipe for disappointment. To make matters worse, reputation could be tarnished in
the meantime. Too bad the industry didn't invest heavily in the use of inexpensive
materials. Gambles like that would be unheard of then.
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4-03-2013

Downward. Yesterday's news of disappointing sales for Volt brought owner comments
to a new low. I understood the hostile replies to me directly in the past, since no matter
what I said all they ever heard was "Prius", even if that wasn't what I posted about. They
just assume you are somehow expressing brand loyalty, rather than actually stating a
point about automaker product-line and the basic need for sales & profit. Their disregard
for everything else is disturbing: "Let's see your prius do 143mpg! I think deep down he
knows the Volt is better than the prius and he just hates that he got the wrong car. Yes
priuses used to be the best for gas mileage but that was the early 2000's. There are so
many others out there now. I am really seeing now what people mean by how prius
people are. I lost a lot of respect for my uncle. Very sad. He can take his 50mpg, I'll take
my 143." Those were the feelings expressed online about a family encountered over the
holidays from a Volt owner about his uncle who had just purchased a Prius. Naturally,
none of the comments following that new thread in the Volt forum addressed the plug-in
model. They just reflected the same sentiment. It's all about MPG. Consideration of the
usual mainstream purchase priorities, like cost or seating, are simply ignored. I'm amazed
they don't see how smug those comments were. Attitude is trending downward.

4-03-2013

Sales Trend. When dealing with a group convinced you're trying to promote the
competition, it's best just to post data about their own automaker. Of course, even then,
they'll likely either spin the intent or just disregard the information entirely. We'll find out
soon enough what the reaction is to this: Consider the big picture, GM's car offering.
Notice the sales trend? 18,539 Malibu; 14,766 Impala; 23,260 Cruze; 1,478 Volt.
Thinking that resources are abundant and heavy investment in Volt (as we know it) will
continue, that it's just a matter of waiting, is not taking the situation seriously. Whether or
not the technology delivers has nothing to do with the market… something supporters
haven't been wanting to face. Now into the 3rd year of sales, it's pretty obvious the
competition from within GM itself poses a very real problem. Volt is not aligned with
what needs to be produced & sold. Consider what it means for dealers to sell only 1 per
month. Consumers are simply buying the other choices available instead. Those offerings
are far less expensive and much more in line with their priorities.

4-03-2013

Topic Change. Reaction to the sales counts was neither spin nor disregard. Instead, a
topic change was attempted. When all else fails for Volt, they fallback to enthusiast
appeal. The belief is the speed & handling will convince people the extra cost is well
worth it. That's obviously not the case. GM numbers for March clearly show preference
for traditional vehicles instead. Why can't they see that? Acknowledgement of fact
shouldn't be so difficult. It boggles the mind how deep the denial runs. Oh well. I just
abandoned the effort with this: So rather than address the issue, the choice is to change
the topic. That's constructive. No one has asked the question about MPG itself... How
much will result in high-volume sales? There is a point of diminishing returns. More isn't
necessarily better. Striking a balance between MPG and cost is required. Is the plan really
to just wait it out and hope for the best? What if cost isn't cut enough, for the sake of
keeping MPG higher than people are interested in paying for? Where is there any proof
that 200 MPG is better than 150 MPG? 125? 100? 75? Think about how people have
settled for vehicles that deliver MPG in the 30's, despite the fact that gas is sometimes $4
per gallon.
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4-05-2013

The Announcement, part 1. That inevitable distraction from disappointing sales results
arrived yesterday. GM had a press-release stating: "The typical Volt owner who regularly
charges the vehicle is going 900 miles between fill-ups of the gasoline engine that powers
the Volt's on-board generator. That avoids about $1,300 a year at the pump." Not a
single enthusiast or owner remembered GM's promotion from 2 years ago claiming 1,000
miles. None questioned how the $1,300 was determined either. What was Volt compared
to? How many miles per year? What was the price per gallon of gas? GM basically just
threw a number out there and they all accepted it at face value. That's scary. I drove
18,477 miles last year. My entire gas expense for that was $840. So, it certainly wasn't a
comparison to another plug-in hybrid. With a regular hybrid, at 50 MPG and $3.59 per
gallon, that same distance would have been $1,327. But that doesn't make sense, since
that distance would have meant the Volt drove roughly 5,000 miles using gas. At 37
MPG and $3.59 per gallon, that would have been $485. Needless to say, there are
countless of scenarios which could have been explored. They didn't bother though. It was
all about bragging rights.

4-05-2013

The Announcement, part 2. The reaction on that daily blog was quite predictable. On
the big GM forum, I was rather curious. Since my focus there was always automaker
success... sustainable high-volume profitable sales... they never liked me. The MPG
trophy was of no interest. Their fanboi taunting fell on deaf ears. I simply didn't care.
That's why they always tried to divert discussion to Prius, hoping to stir an emotional
outburst. That never happened, which frustrated them. Talking about accounting matters
and choices for everyday consumers had no place there. It just stirred anger. So, this
opportunity to gloat & taunt about MPG was too much for them to resist. Sure enough, I
personally got called out too. Fortunately, I don't play that game. It's a waste of time,
though reading the posts themselves can be constructive. These are my favorites quotes
from that particular thread: "Volt is pure awesomeness. I'd buy one, but they are out of
my price range." That's a common theme, much like autoshow desire where a person
likes the showcase vehicle but ends up buying the mainstream choice. This was
especially telling: "Volt is a great idea that was total blown in execution." Not much else
can be said about that. GM really messed up. Sales prove it. And this one summed the
situation up nicely, coming directly from an owner: "I love the Volt, but after a year I'd
say a Cruze Eco or Cruze Diesel would be a better fit for how I drive and the overall cost
ratio."
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4-05-2013

The Announcement, part 3. It sure would be nice to hear from the other automakers
more. Tesla is getting a lot of attention, but that's because it's the little company that
proved successful. GM thrives on the spotlight, so there will always be something from
them. But doing a quick check, news from them is mostly about their new next-gen fullsize trucks and the Camaro Z/28. Their ability for them to stir interest with efficiency
cars is almost non-existent now. Volt is too expensive. People clearly aren't interested.
Ford runs the same old C-Max television commercial endlessly, but sales of the Fusion
hybrid are actually just a little bit higher. So, that situation is a bit odd. We haven't heard
anything from Hyundai or Honda lately. Nissan does make a peep from time to time. But
ultimately, you've got the quiet giant called Toyota leading the pack by a very wide
margin... hence so much ill sentiment by others. Just finding out that Prius c is now
officially the top-selling vehicle in Japan and the regular model holding the second
position, there really isn't much to say. The hybrid technology is most definitely
mainstream and a primary part of the business now. That's poses a massive amount of
pressure on the other automakers. They cannot argue hypotheticals with such a solid
example success. That's why no matter what I post, they always twist it to somehow
apply to Prius.

4-06-2013

Recognizing Change. With such strong trophy-mentality clouding judgment, seeing
what's happening on the larger scale can be difficult. You get the impression of
overwhelming success. Focus on engineering alone will do that. They believe more is
better, regardless of cost. The idea of balance is a joke. Enthusiasts laugh at thoughts of
offering less, so more people will be able to afford it. That's an unacceptable tradeoff.
Strangely, they are adamantly opposed to the well-proven approach of improving
capacities over time, to keep the cost-prohibitive nature of newer technology from
becoming an issue. In other words, they just plain don't care about middle-market. In
their mind, any well designed vehicle will become mainstream... despite the reality of
that not being true and the fact that many ubiquitous products require a very, very long
time to take hold... even those with short service lives. Vehicle replacement will take
much longer than they care to admit, we're talking decades. Long story short, it's easy to
recognize change when goals aren't clear. Simply ask questions like "who" and "when"
and "how many". We witnessed the much hype Two-Mode fade into just a terrible
memory of misguided priorities... because the answers to those questions didn't address
ordinary consumers. The very same thing is happening with Volt. Its obsession with the
highest possible MPG closely resembles Two-Mode's obsession with power. More was
better, regardless of cost. Sacrifices made to achieve that soured its appeal. People ended
up buying other vehicles instead. Sound familiar? What happened to the "game changer"
we were promised?
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4-06-2013

Balance. That's what makes a vehicle mainstream. Common needs of the masses are
identified by high-volume purchases. If you need more that average power, you buy a
truck. If you want more than average performance, you buy a sports car. If smooth &
quiet is your thing, you buy a luxury car. It's not rocket science. The difference between
mainstream & enthusiast should be obvious. Of course, the concept of an online forum
not being a venue for die-hard supporters is a bit of a oxymoron. Somehow though, Prius
was able to overcome that. Offering balance of power, performance, smooth & quiet
while also delivering MPG well above average and emissions well below average
frustrates the competition. Reading posts on the big Prius forum for only a few minutes is
all it takes to confirm many of the participants there are not enthusiasts. They're just
ordinary people with an interest in something better than the traditional choice. Look at
buyers of other offerings. Is that true for them too? The imbalance is pretty obvious.
Being part of a niche is fun & rewarding, but misrepresenting others to conceal that fact
is harmful. Rather than pushing automakers to configure choices to match priorities, they
just endorse a one-size-fits-all solution that doesn't actually match need. Ugh.

4-06-2013

Now That It's Over. Resources spent documenting the transition were well worth it.
Many people find reading a relaxing pastime. So, it's not too far of a stretch to find out
some write for pleasure. Getting back to the "good old days" of writing about daily Prius
observations instead will be nice. The absurd nature of Volt craze was a unique moment
in history, a time we won't ever see again. How often does a new offering ever stand
alone like that? It was the only plug-in hybrid available and hype outweighed the hype
well beyond anyone's imagination. Rollout turned into a disaster with new spin all the
time. Keeping track of what happened when and how the claim was actually stated could
have been easily lost. Looking back, situations quickly get confusing. Having noted those
details as they were all unfolding was great. Witnessing plans & hopes fall apart made
you very curious what would happen next. It was a real-life drama... with a predictable
ending. We all knew Volt didn't match the needs of mainstream consumers. The effort to
make it different from Prius meant compromising purpose. Purchase priorities for
middle-market are quite particular. Convincing us that they would change so much,
especially without evidence to support it, was unreasonable. Adaptation on that scale is
painfully slow. There's decades of history clearly showing that. We can now look
forward to automakers rolling out more realistic offerings. Heck, maybe even GM will
join in. After all, there is a shared goal of increased efficiency and reduced emissions,
with the need to continue to be competitive and make profit.
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4-07-2013

Consequences. It's intriguing to watch Volt enthusiasts coming to grips with the
situation. Snippets like this were so vague, no one is even bothering to respond anymore:
"delivers what GM promised". We all know those supporting Volt prior to rollout were
so horribly vague about goals anything could have been delivered and they would have
praised it. The rest of us are well aware of what really happened. That's why a
consequence we're seeing now is silence from the outside world. From the inside, on the
big forum exclusively for enthusiasts, it's a different story. Reading responses to this
there tells an interesting story: "He called me a Bald Faced Liar." That vague nature of
replies is now coming back to haunt them. How many times do you have to warning
them to include detail? Enthusiasts became so smug with all those "vastly superior"
claims they simply didn't bother with anything else. When an owner said he'd be saving
about $2,000 per year on gas, the name-calling could have easily been avoided. They
didn't learn though, the advice was disregarded. That's happening now, finally. The
person hearing that automatically thought it was in comparison to other choices available
at the time of purchase... not his old Isuzu Trooper which only delivered 15 MPG. Well,
duh! Any new vehicle is better than that. But having excluded such a vital bit of
information, it was to surprise to get such a harsh emotional response in return. It's the
same thing GM is still doing. Their $1,300 claim wasn't explained at all. There was
nothing whatsoever stating what the comparison was to. Intentionally, that's considered
greenwashing. Unintentionally, there are still consequences.

4-08-2013

That Button. Mid 50's for MPG on the highway make using that HV/EV button a nobrainer for me, since I routinely drive well beyond battery-capacity. Saving electricity for
when it can be better used is a nice option. The fact that the engine consumes electricity
during warm-up to make it both cleaner and more efficient makes the replenishment of it
later using gas is pretty much a wash. Adding a plug to an already well thought out
system is what gives Toyota the edge over competitors. Makes you wonder when
everyone will figure out why that was such a sensible approach. And memories of
naysayers claiming there was no advantage of the hybrid components while cruising on
the highway are still so vivid. We'll never know if they didn't have a clue of what they
were talking about or were just lying to impede progress. Only now, as we start the
second year and still only have rollout to 15 states, are we seeing some interest building.
There's always first-year jitters anyway. Assumptions make it worse. There have been
efforts to misrepresent too. Watching that change is reassuring... especially since we've
seen other technologies stumble as time progresses. Long story short (guess I climbed up
on the soapbox there) is that you can't go wrong just giving it a try. Not pressing that
button, you'll still get great MPG. Pressing it, there's a chance of squeezing out even
higher overall efficiency.
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4-09-2013

Photos & Video. There's a collection of them I haven't had a chance to sort & organize
yet. Slowly, I'm getting a change to go through them and pick out favorites. A highlight
from Winter was a drive home after a pretty nasty snow storm. Travel was starting to
resume again, after basically everything shutting down entirely, but the going was slow.
That allowed the opportunity to take a few photos, capturing what some people never see
and we here in the north try to forget during the warm season. There's also two sets of
display screen photos. I use those to show detail of the drives captured on video. The
filming has become somewhat easier too. Catching the sun when it's low allows dashcam
(single camera) footage, rather than needing the complicated setup required when it's
really bright out. Anywho, here's those webpages showing what I now have available to
share... photo album 182 and video - winter phv

4-10-2013

When? Also having hybrid counterparts, the plug-in hybrids offered by Ford & Toyota
don't really include a question of when... since the choice is a package selection, a feature
rather than exclusive vehicle. There is far less at stake and far more opportunity. That's
only the case for them though, due to the push for high-volume production & sales. It's
different with other automakers. When is being asked. There was a lot of attention on
GM in the past. That was due to so much over promising of Volt. It ended up under
delivered... based on their own self-imposed measure. Those events are history now,
labeling the first generation rollout not achieving "game changer" status. Had it been
presented as a niche right from the very start, a top offering rather than something that
would "leapfrog" the success of Prius, things could have been different. We see that from
the approach Tesla took. Model S has become a very popular choice outside of the
mainstream. Fisker attempted the same. Results were different. Intent was the same
though. Nissan is unique among the EV offerings. The hope really is to make it a car for
middle-market. But unlike the others, pricing was given a very high priority and when
was immediate. With Fisker about to file bankruptcy, when with it is clear. Tesla is doing
fine as is, despite the high price. So, it has a "when" that really doesn't come into question
either. That's what sets Volt apart. It's quite a shift to go from unrealistic promises with a
firm rollout date to not saying anything anymore. The uncertainty could, if carefully
considered, provide a path of less resistance for the next generation. When though?

4-10-2013

Charging Stations. By the end of the month, there will be roughly 6,000 of them
available to the public nationwide. How many would be beneficial this year? How many
more next year? How much should it cost to use one? How long is appropriate time for
usage? How will goals be measured? How are we going to get answers to these
questions? Needless to say, there's no way of knowing. The situation will change over
time too. Right now, using them is for the most part a pleasant experience. There are
some instances where a non-plug vehicle will park in a spot. There have been a few
reports of EV owners being quite rude to plug-in hybrid owners too. Overall, it's been
nice though. Even the conflicts online about Volt don't carry over to real-world
encounters, since there's a huge difference between actual purchases and automaker
intent. Charging stations are an uncertain topic, coming from a third-party with interest in
gaining patronize by offering a plug. More seems to be a good idea.
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4-13-2013

52 MPG. No complaint about that. 176 miles of almost all highway driving and still
having 70% of the EV miles left, with 52 MPG as the result, is great. I wondered what
that weekend escape would bring, especially with it still very much Winter here still.
Tomorrow, a snow storm arrives. Today was a pleasant trip that confirmed the plug-in
Prius delivers outstanding efficiency even when you don't plug it in. What else can be
said? The naysayers claiming the extra weight of an unused battery (or in this case,
barely used) would result in a large penalty were wrong, very wrong. It feels good having
confirmation that the engineering we studied carefully delivers well in real-world
implementation. The greenwashing assumption attempts are dead. Yeah!

4-15-2013

Tax Day. Like many others, I filed my federal income tax and waited the credit return
from having purchased a plug-in vehicle. For Prius PHV, the maximum amount you can
collect is $2,500. Not everyone qualifies for the full amount though. Some are denied it
entirely… many by mistake... since the process is still new and there has been confusion
with expired credits. Some owners were finding out the money wasn't allowed for any
particular reason. That's why I waited. They ended up spending many hours on the phone
trying to get the error corrected. So, there may be a delay, if claims are flagged for review
to avoid mistakes. My e-file went just fine, but I may have caught the process on a good
day. A delay certainty is a test of patience… like many things related to Prius.
Fortunately, those waits are well worth it.

4-16-2013

Energi Sighting. The C-Max emblem caught my eye. There was something different
about it. Logic supports the belief that it was the plug-in model. Unfortunately, there
wasn't enough time to confirm. We were both turning corners in opposing directions. All
I got was just a quick glance, enough to notice and hope Ford is making some progress in
these parts. Rollout has been slow. Acceptance is expected to be mild initially anyway, so
no big deal. Near the end of this year, things should heat up. Until then, new market
penetration takes place. I look forward to that… especially since the choice of sacrificing
cargo area for the sake of increased capacity presents quite a bit of uncertainty.

4-17-2013

Engine size. Reading a thread on the dedicated Volt forum about engine size has been
intriguing. The majority of participants think smaller is better… despite the proof from
Prius that larger can actually be more efficiency. It's strange hearing some of the debate
points. Most fall apart due to a single fact, the reality of cost. How do you justify the
expense of development? Sharing a block & piston size with a traditional vehicle only
takes you so far and requires lots of time to optimize for hybrid use. The components
within, the valves, the timing. It gets complicated. The concern of "too little, too slowly"
are finally being seen. The lust for EV allowed HV to be neglected. Consequences no
longer need to be pointed out, they are quite obvious. Thankfully, the discussion was
fairly constructive. That's progress.
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4-18-2013

5 Million Sold. That's a lot of Prius. Toyota's goal to make it a mainstream vehicle, to the
extent of replacing sales of traditional vehicles is difficult to deny now. I'm so glad to see
this particular milestone being reached. Having to point out that purpose was maddening.
All those claims of Prius only being a "halo" vehicle and losing money on each one were
absurd, blatant denial that an automaker would ever take such a risk. Long term, it hardly
seemed a risk. That was simply the natural advancement of propulsion systems for
vehicles, when done proactively… prior to need. Waiting until gas prices get ugly to
begin is an entirely different matter. That reactionary approach is trouble… which is
exactly what we've been dealing with. Perspective & Timing making a huge difference,
as did the approach. Now, it should be obvious.

4-19-2013

$3.39 Per Gallon. We do anticipate the switch from Winter to Summer formula gas to
result in lower prices. But watching the price of a barrel of oil drop below $90 was quite
unexpected. Why that happened is a bit of a mystery. You can imagine what that does for
interest in hybrids. People now perceive that $3.39 as an improvement, better than
before. They become accustom to it, settling for the purchase of a smaller traditional
vehicle as a replacement for their guzzler instead of seeking out a hybrid. Perhaps that
shift is what's influencing oil. Slowness of change does bring stability. Sharp demand
pushes up prices. Seeing people settle for an adequate solution rather than embracing
change certainly won't stir up the market.

4-20-2013

291 miles. Watching that trip from Northern Minnesota back to south of the cities result
in an average of 59 MPG was great. We had to take the long way around too, since we
were picking up a car along the way. It was a cold Spring day, having just got lots of
snow 2 days before. Most people would still call that Winter, but it did make a scenic day
for travel. I hadn't anticipated efficiency to be so good. It sure was nice though. That was
my farthest single-day drive with this Prius, without having plugged in. The drive was
entirely engine-only. Of course, electricity from the wall really wouldn't provide a big
boost coming from only a 4.4 kWh battery-pack. So, it sure is nice having such an
efficient engine. Long story short, I enjoyed the trip.

4-21-2013

Trust. It pleasing to read posts from newbies on the big Prius forum. In the past, we've
read about people going to a Toyota dealer with the intent of purchasing one of their
traditional cars, then coming home with a Prius. Turns out, that’s their first encounter
with hybrids. Some simply never have the opportunity to see one up close. Now, the
reach has expanded. We are getting reports of people going to look at a regular Prius and
ending up with a plug-in. That's good news. It shows trust has been established. That's
really important in a world where there's lots of greenwashing & assumptions. The worst
is still the portrayal/belief that Prius PHV is a short-range EV. The large emblem on the
car itself stating that it’s a "PLUG-IN HYBRID" along with the information on the
window-sticker doesn’t get through to some people. Thankfully, the rest see the plug as
an enhancement to the regular Prius experience. The larger battery offers increased
electric power & range compared to the model without a plug. And since that results in
lower emissions and higher efficiency, mission accomplished… since that's what middlemarket has wanted all along. They trust that is what has been delivered. I trusted their
sensible purchase decision-making would triumph in the end, over the rhetoric claiming
EV was of paramount importance.
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4-21-2013

EV Importance. The sensible is often not the voice of the internet. More likely than not,
you will hear from an enthusiast instead. They deem different things of importance, most
notably EV. Keeping in mind they aren't representative of the masses, there's nothing
wrong with that. It is frustrating though when they don't realize their own statements
don’t match the mainstream. For example: "What Toyota doesn't seem to get is that a lot
of people like me are interested in the experience of driving EV mode, not so much the
efficiency. They should follow Ford's example with the C-Max and give an EV mode that
locks out the ICE for those who want it." Had he qualified what "like me" actually meant,
fine. After all, we do know that specialized configurations will be offered later. Prius
doesn’t seek out that audience though. So the "Toyota" reference is misrepresentative.
Toyota does in fact know that; just look at what they reveal at auto shows. None of those
plug-in vehicles carry the "Prius" label, but they do indeed entice the enthusiast.
Anywho, I replied with: Don't overlook the reality of capacity tradeoff. Toyota's effort to
reach an extremely wide base of consumers by sticking to a size that is both affordable
and doesn't intrude on storage is a very big deal. Appealing to the mainstream is far more
difficult than pleasing a niche. And with the price of gas is down to $3.39 per gallon,
demand for EV isn't going to be very low. There is of course the reality of battery life
too. Taking advantage of the engine during times of high demand doesn't please the
enthusiast, but it does ensure longevity.

4-22-2013

Road Trip. Yesterday was my longest no-charge (HV only) trip ever. The temperature
averaged 40°F. The driving was almost entirely highway (55 - 70 mph). I was thrilled
with the results... 291 miles, 59 MPG. That heavily supports the "Solid 50" goal
following depletion Toyota set to deliver. It proves Prius is very much still a remarkable
hybrid even when there isn't any plug-supplied electricity available. You can imagine just
how uncomfortable that makes the competition, especially when you consider the
affordability of a system with only a 4.4 kWh capacity. The plug-in feature can easily
become a simple as a package option.

4-22-2013

Redemption. When you argue with someone over and over again, stating their estimates
are missing vital points, it's reasonable to finally give up… hoping for the best. Well,
sure enough. It happened. Though, the situation is still a bit frustrating. A very stubborn
Volt enthusiast continuously posted his calculations, excluding important factors. But
whenever I called him on it, stating without the numbers were an ideal, he'd attack. His
assumption was that my intent was really a covert way of promoting Prius. Today, he
posted this: "Now that I own a Volt, I believe 55 EPA miles of AER would be more
appropriate, for many reasons: 1) Many trips are longer than I realized. 2) Cold weather
significantly lowers range. 3) My driving style also lowers range." How many times
should I have tried to make it clear that he wasn’t taking them into account? He kept
stating 40 miles of All-Electric-Range would be delivered under all circumstances. Now
he knows how wrong that actually was. But rather than post an "I told you so", I
refrained… even though I was quite entitled. There were plenty of links and quotes I
could have used to. Why bother. I simply replied with: Sounds familiar.
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4-22-2013

EV Estimate. Those posts continue to emerge. For example: "I, too, bought a PIP
several months ago and every time we plug it in and then get in to drive, the "total miles
charged" is less and less; starting at 11 and now down to 8.4. After reading all posts I
still don't get it??? WHY??????" We try to be constructive. This was my response: The
value starts at a default value. As you drive and conditions change (like outside
temperature), the value will become an estimate based upon your own particular
circumstances instead. It will adjust accordingly as time progresses. It will still only be an
estimate though. Primary purpose remains the same. That value simply gives you a rough
idea of how much electricity is available. Whether or not it is consumed for EV or to
boost HV remains an unknown and continuously different variable. MPG is still
improved nonetheless. New owners tend to obsess with the estimate, which is great...
since that is actually a secondary purpose. It draws you into the ownership experience,
stimulating a heightened awareness of how the system actually works. That's something
no manual or pamphlet could achieve. Heck, even the online exchange of "how it
operates" isn't as effective as firsthand observation. Enjoy your plug-in Prius. If you want
to learn even more, purchase an aftermarket gauge. Using it, you'll be able to see capacity
as a percentage rather than miles. That really adds to the understanding.

4-22-2013

Diesel Deception. It's so annoying to read an article with a title like this: "Diesel
Chevrolet Cruze to get 46 mpg, matching Toyota Prius C". As you would expect, it came
from a Detroit publication. Only disclosing the highway estimate is greenwashing. No
amount of spin will cover up such a blatant attempt to mislead. To make matters worse,
the combined value is only 33 MPG. That's so low, what's the point? In fact, that may
have been way the gas model of Cruze wasn't mentioned. With the price of diesel so
much more expensive, it's difficult to imagine the car selling well. But the opportunity to
spite the competition was too much to resist. The article itself seemed desperate. You got
the impression of being equal on all measures. Clearly, that's not the case. MPG for Prius
is far better. Prius emissions are cleaner too. It's really unfortunate. But on Earth Day,
that type of deception was to be expected.

4-22-2013

Freaky Old PHV. Think about the condition of the plug-in model gas-engine many
years from now. It will still have quite a bit of life remaining! We could see some freaky
old PHV, especially if the owner decides to replace the battery-pack after the warranty is
long past expired. Imagine how cheap 4.4 kWh would cost then. It would be a simple
effort. The brushless electric-motors continue to operate just like they were new. Aging
doesn't happen with those components. Only the combustion side suffers from reduced
performance from excessive use. The gas-engine isn't used hard or much. It has an easy
job and should be able to deliver for a very, very long time. Heck, there's no belts in the
system and the timing is controlled by a metal chain. The 0W-20 synthetic oil as a
lubricant will help minimize wear. It's a design that traditional vehicles simply cannot
compete with. Having a plug makes it an even better hybrid.
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4-23-2013

First Owner. The big Earth Day news for Volt ended up being an article which started
with: "In December 2010, retired airline pilot *** become the first Chevy Volt owner in
the world. Since then, *** has racked up a decent amount of miles. But it’s not the
mileage on his Volt’s odometer that’s the story here. Rather, it's that ***'s Volt is
averaging over 450 miles per gallon of gas consumed." I was in dismay by how blatantly
such vital information was just summarily omitted like that. Turns out, over the 2.5 years
of ownership, he only drove a total of 13,700 miles. That's quite the opposite of decent.
That's so far under the norm, it skews results heavily. Just think if I only drove 5,500 per
year like that. My resulting MPG would be amazing too. It's frustrating to see
misrepresentation. People cannot expect the same outcome. They get the impression that
it could happen for them though. Ugh.

4-23-2013

Buick Riviera. We got a strange concept vehicle from GM yesterday. The reveal was so
vague, it didn't actually tell us anything. The whole day I scratched my head wondering
why the supporters didn't ask questions. Supposedly, it's just the plug-in version of TwoMode again. That didn’t make any sense… since some supporters now contradict their
own original statements about Volt, saying it evolved from Two-Mode after all. Claims
of starting fresh have vanished. But with that being the case, what the heck was this? It
was a confusing mess. Of course, mixed messages is nothing new. No clear path is what
we've been dealing with for years. Anywho, I thought I'd make mention of the concept
here. It reminded me of the original announcements for Saturn hybrids. The story
changed so often, I had to refer back to my logs to figure out what was said and when.

4-24-2013

Spark EV. Rather than having to deal with a concept reveal, we got an actual new
vehicle rating from GM today. And with all the other automakers so quiet, this news got
the spotlight. The estimate officially from the EPA was the upcoming Spark EV would
deliver 82 miles of range. That's reasonable. Supposedly, price will be too. Of course,
this is a total contradiction to what we were told prior to Volt rollout. Remember all the
"range anxiety" marketing? They promoted the horrors of electric-only vehicles. Now,
they'll be selling one anyway. It's that mixed message problem. Each encounter, you get a
different interpretation of intent. Anywho, the rollout itself certainly will be interesting.
Spark EV doesn't address the product gap (no real hybrid), but it does expand choice and
further production of batteries.
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4-25-2013

That Never Happened. Someone asked about the HOLD button for Volt today on the
big Prius forum. I mentioned the history of resistance to it and how nice things are now
that we have finally moved on. Almost immediately, there was a claim saying that never
happened. My blogs are loaded with quotes from enthusiasts fighting against it, stating it
was unnecessary and there would be no benefit. Over and over again, I heard that even
mere mention of it was really an endorsement for Prius. It was relentless, repeating the
message that it was uncalled-for. But the more real-world need became understood, the
less the purity of EV from a vehicle with a gas engine available made sense. Why would
you intentionally waste electricity? Knowing the button would be offered in the European
market made the situation worse. The spin was that there were EPA regulatory concerns
preventing the button from being offered. Today, that same claim was made, complete
with a reference link. Of course, if you took the time to read that webpage, there was no
such information. It's a greenwashing trick, since very few people ever actually click to
check. Long story short, that button is now a standard feature for Volt and there wasn't
ever any reason not to offer it… other than the fact that the plug-in Prius was rolled out
with a HV/EV button, a feature very similar to HOLD. In the end, it still comes down to
pride. Being similar to Prius equates to failure as far as they are concerned.

4-25-2013

He's Back. The situation of actually deal with a genuine forum troll is rare. You'll see
brief attacks, when someone creates a new membership id, posts something to stir
trouble, then vanishes. That happens all the time. What doesn't is when someone comes
on openly & actively, but counters whatever you reply. The bait is simple, since the
discussion almost immediate wonders off-topic anyway. About a week ago, the biggest
problem the Prius community ever had to deal with returned. He was initially a hard-core
pusher of biodiesel. Post after post endorsed that and belittled Prius. Eventually, he gave
up and switched focus to Lupo, which is now known as a disaster vehicle for VW. But
back then, people weren't well enough informed to understand the problems and most of
the documentation & reviews weren't in English. We ended up overcoming his
greenwashing. He ended up purchasing an original model Insight… which is how he
introduced himself recently on the big Prius forum. He seemed to be Honda owner
looking for a replacement for his aging hybrid. I knew who he was. No one else did. But
I kept quiet, hoping for the best. Unfortunately, things got weird quickly. He started
calling Prius owners Honda haters. He wouldn't acknowledge replies to his posts either. It
was just one odd question after another. Then things really took a strange turn.
Supposedly, just yesterday his Insight just get rear-ended by a Prius. What are the odds of
that? Now people are starting to wonder. I still haven't pointed out his trolling history,
though I did search the old forum to have a few of his old posts handy for reference just
in case.
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4-25-2013

Spring Expectations? That question is far more complicated to answer than you ever
imagined, still fulfilling to learn about though. The fact that Prius PHV is a plug-in
hybrid means some plug-supplied electricity will also get used for HV driving, not just
EV. Seeing blended miles like that make interpreting the improvement associated with
warming weather extremely difficult to quantify. Fortunately, you will notice the change,
but getting detail from everyday observations is quite a challenge. The transition from
Winter to Spring to Summer is something I was privileged to document last year.
Looking at my daily driving graph, you can see the EV miles were all over the place.
There most definitely is not any pattern whatsoever. Electrical resistance & capacity
improve with warm temperatures. I've seen my continuous EV-miles distance (actual not
estimated) nearly double from 9 in the depths of Winter to a high of 17 on the nicest
Summer morning commute. Seasonal change is part of the ownership experience. MPG
improve & degrade for Prius even without a plug. It because a refreshing reset every
year, especially even when low the efficiency is still quite a bit better than traditional
vehicles. Having a plug enhances that. You find it even more rewarding.

4-25-2013

More Spark. Some detail of the Spark EV was released today. It's rated at 82 MILES
and 119 MPGe from the 21 kWh battery-pack. Finding that out marked the next chapter
in GM history moving away from Volt as a "game changer" vehicle. Between this and all
the attention Cruze Diesel got last week, the once heavily hyped plug-in hybrid has
almost totally vanished from online discussions. That competition-from-within reality has
become all too real. It's the "too little, too slowly" concern playing out right before our
eyes. Measure of success comes from looking at each automaker's own offerings. Their
own product-line speaks for itself. Diversity is great, but lack of direction is not.
Emphasis is not focused on anything in particular. Of course, as always, it comes down to
cost. Production simply won't be there if cost is too high. Mainstream volume requires
the vehicle to be affordable, making a profit without dependency on subsidies is vital. It's
what enthusiasts don't want to hear; they thrive on bragging rights, not accounting. From
my perspective, I'm intrigued about how this will stimulate the market as a whole for
plug-in vehicles. With so many "me too" and compliance rollouts, it's difficult to know
how mainstream consumers will actually react.

4-26-2013

Hooray! The commute to work this morning was wonderful. 201 MPG with 0.4 miles of
EV remaining from my usual route (just under 17 miles with half at 70 mph) was a
welcome improvement. The warmer temperature outside made a huge difference. It was
an amazing 57°F outside. That's 20 degrees warmer than it's been in months. Hooray for
spring! I still remember exceeding 400 MPG on the way to work. That seems so long
ago, I feel sharing those experiences requires me to start the story with: "Once upon a
time". Fortunately, the snow does eventually melt away. And even with having to deal
with the cold, having a plug clearly improved upon the great MPG already provided by
Prius. It did indeed raise the bar as a realistic solution for the masses.
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4-26-2013

Grille Blocking. Watching the temperature climb into the 60's today was amazing. We
haven't seen warmth that nice here in Minnesota since last Fall. It has been quite a long
Winter here. Spring will be incredibly short as a result. We will basically jump straight to
Summer. Anywho, the new high meant removing the grille-blocking from the Prius
before the commute home. Since all I do is use the squeeze method, just squishing form
pipe-insulation between the slots, it only took a minute. Done. Yeah! Doing that means
there's no need for extra heat-retention anymore. Engine warm-up will be rapid. Of
course, it's not like the blocking was a big deal. It only took 20 minutes and cost less than
$2. The dark gray among the black didn't even make it noticeable. The benefit was
though. With the low temperatures we get around here, that extra heat was nice.

4-26-2013

No Arguing, part 1. We're in the stating-the-facts stage. The time to reflect has arrived:
Debt & Obligations dismissed. Many problems self-inflicted. Little concern for the
future. 200 Million shares purchased by our government, then later than wanted sold
back at a loss. 300 Million shares still owned by our government, stock prices still under
the purchase price. All that makes accepting the consequences of the circumstances GM
is in now difficult. Volt was promoted as their flagship, the technology leader intended to
pave the way. 2.5 years after rollout, it's barely talked about anymore. S o many goals fell
short, the decision to explore other options is becoming obvious. We hear about eAssist,
diesel, and EV offerings instead. Meanwhile, the "Voltec" system continues to follow the
very same path as Two-Mode. There is no clear purpose or intent anymore. GM's own
production is competing with itself and there's a massive product gap, no high-efficiency
choice that's affordable for middle-market. What are we supposed to expect at this point?

4-26-2013

No Arguing, part 2. When a discussion focusing on bailout & sales emerges, you just
keep on providing information: A quick search of dealer inventory for new Volts
available provides a list of 8,543. That's a heck of a lot of unsold to worry about,
especially considering there are 285 used also listed. Just think what will happen when
those amazing 3-year leases begin to expire 6 months from now. It sure would be nice to
see Volt on the path to becoming a business-sustaining vehicle, providing profitable
high-volume sales like GM's other popular cars... Malibu, Impala, and Cruze. Heck, even
their Equinox has much greater demand, despite being a small SUV. The situation isn't
pretty and Volt owners are getting tangled in the mess. Sure, the technology works and
it's proving reliable, but cost makes it unreachable for the masses. They just end up
buying some other GM vehicle instead. That worse part is we saw this coming, but hope
clouded judgment. Now what?
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4-27-2013

Keeping It Simple. The current approach of restricting inventory to the initial rollout
markets is proving to be a wise choice. Reasoning for that should be obvious. Think
about how many times we see a new thread started here by a new owner absolutely
insisting something is wrong with their plug-in Prius because their EV-mile estimate
value has dropped. Those are from people who have firsthand experience driving one.
Think about the scores who are only just reading posts and stumbling across hearsay.
Imagine how busy that's been keeping service & training personnel. Misconceptions are
quite a challenge to deal with. Keeping them from spreading makes sense. After all,
Toyota has 2 major markets to deal with... the 15 states here and the sales over in Japan.
Working toward clarity prior to expanding makes a lot of sense. After all, the first owners
are only starting to report their first-year results now. It takes an entire annual cycle to
properly represent real-world driving. The collection of that data cannot be accelerated.
We must wait for it. But the reward is huge. Owner endorsements are far more influential
than automaker promotion.

4-27-2013

Discontinued? A strange new thread started yesterday. It asked whether the slow
progress of PHV rollout would cause it to be discontinued. That was an odd question,
since each new generation caused the prior to be discontinued. Curious what was actually
meant and the use of the word "solution" among the comments, I chimed in. After all, we
know there will be something with a plug offered and we know how Toyota strives to
keep Prius a product for middle-market. I posted: No one has said it was a solution. For
that matter, there's a 100% chance of it being discontinued. Each generation gets
progressively better. The next will offer a variety of improvements which may not
necessarily resemble the prior. Heck, think about how expensive lithium-based batteries
are still. Expecting better models with new or modified technology is quite realistic.
Consider the state of the market, the diversity of consumers, the cycle timing, and the
overall goals. What we currently have is on target. A few years from now, we'll see
advancement of the system bringing us closer. The automotive industry is mimicking the
computer industry now. There are on-going upgrades with changed priorities and
different approaches.

4-28-2013

10-Speed, Dual-Clutch. Offering variety through product diversity is usually an
excellent decision. In case one approach fails to catch on, you've got something else to
rely upon still. There's a catch though, cost. In the case of VW last week, they announced
their effort to offer a 10-speed, dual-clutch system for their diesel vehicles. How does
increasing complexity to that extreme make sense? Adding more gears adds cost up front
and warranty expenditures later. Some consumers have expressed displeasure when a
vehicle shifts often. With 10 gears, there’s clearly going to be more shifting. The
expectation is the new system will deliver a 15-percent improvement in efficiency. That
would equate to their latest 33 MPG combined estimate climbing to about 38 MPG…
which still doesn’t compete with a gas hybrid. Being competitive is important too.
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4-30-2013

Collision Avoidance. It was one of those mornings, things could go either way. The
highway merge was with a slow-poke just leaving the ramp and not a sole on the
highway itself from behind. So as I got on the ramp, my pushing of the HV/EV button
came with a thought. How fast could I accelerate while still within that first minute,
where you get a substantial amount of electricity from the battery? That temporary state
protects the engine from stress by limiting RPM. What the heck. I gave the system a
substantial amount of pedal. Not having floored it, my curiosity was peaked. RPM went
up to 1571. That's it. Speed jumped to 76 mph. Then, with the radio blasting and the front
windows open, I heard an alert. The radar had automatically (collision avoidance is
always active) detected danger and warned me of the approach. It saw the slow moving
vehicle, but had no idea I was going to just shoot into the next lane. That was cool. The
acceleration boost from the electricity was too.

4-30-2013

Restoring EV. I followed a thread on the big Prius forum for awhile. Some owners were
saying they didn't see a recovery of EV miles resulting from their push of the HV/EV
button. That electricity from the battery-pack used to ease engine warm-up is slowly
restored as you drive. I've seen it many times now… and have recently paid closer
attention to detail. That has indeed happened for me. In fact, the entire amount is
accounted for prior to exiting the highway. That means the recharging which comes from
the ramp is a bonus, making the charge-level a little higher than what I started with when
the button was pushed. My guess it the small loss some have been seeing is the result of
not driving far enough at a steady cruise, especially if the A/C is being used. It's nice
having the option of choosing when to draw heavily from the battery-pack. Getting 50
MPG on the highway makes it a no-brain saving the electricity for suburb driving later
instead.

5-01-2013

Wow! Today certainly got off to a wild start. I was beside myself when I read the daily
blog with this title: "2014 Chevy Volt: anticipation and mystery surrounds newest
model." It went on to say: "The array of speculation surrounding the newest Volt varies
from wild and imaginative rumor to more reasonable and realistic assumptions. The
combination of passionate fans along with the technological possibilities associated with
the car has created a platform for some interesting notions regarding the features and
specifications of the upcoming vehicle…" Funny thing is, not a peep has actually been
said about next year's model, nothing at all. No one has mentioned anything whatsoever
about a mid-cycle upgrade. In fact, it's been dead quiet ever since the disappointing
reveal of the Cadillac ELR which will be coming at the very same time. It just plain does
not make any sense… until you think about GM's approach of distracting sales results
with something that will stir lots of attention. This is what sets GM apart from the other
automakers. They stimulate hype. Substance can be totally absent, yet enthusiasts gobble
it up anyway. It's where the "over promise, under deliver" reputation came from.
Needless to say, the expectation is that Volt sales for April were well below that of GM's
other offerings.
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5-01-2013

It Finally Happened. Clearly, wanting to be constructive is no longer of any interest.
The enthusiasts are in damage-control mode now. That daily blog for Volt has now
officially become a venue for only posts that are cheerleading (positive) in nature.
Nothing casting a shadow on the future of Volt is allowed anymore. Posts like that are
rapidly deleted by the moderator. We wondered how long the status quo would last. It
was 2012 year-end for the big GM forum. The blog took longer, mostly because many
topics were no longer about Volt. Now, 2.5 years into sales, what else can be said?
Someone brought up sales, with this snippet: "undersold the Volt's credentials by quoting
sales". I was very curious how the numbers for last month, released just a few hours ago,
would be responded to. Finding out the following reaction would be deleted within
minutes was no surprise: Put in perspective, since automaker production & profit is very
important, consider sales: 23,260 Cruze; 18,539 Malibu; 14,766 Impala; 1,478 Volt.

5-01-2013

Debates. Pretty much any discussion about a Volt purchase turns into a debate. It doesn't
even matter where. Each venue ends up stirring plug-in attention. It's the unwillingness to
consider the big picture that gets me crazy. That usually comes about from
generalizations. On one particular thread today, it was: "Why do PiP advocates always
downrate the Volt and uprate the PiP in their assumptions." It didn't take long for
someone to sound off saying they don't. Naturally, I joined in too: I'm another who
doesn't. I use real-world data too, not assumptions. As for patterns, notice how Volt
advocates include the tax-credit without concern about what happens when it expires?
That's what sets the debates apart. There's the support in the here & now for an individual
purchase being treated the same way as business diversity & profitability on the highvolume scale. They are fundamentally different. Volt holds its own on the individual
level. On the business level, it has been a struggle with growing pressure.
Acknowledging that would be progress. It will relieve some of the pressure, paving the
way for GM to reconfigure Volt for it to appeal to the masses. Enthusiast admiration
doesn't pay the bills. Do you want a praised niche or a ubiquitous vehicle?

5-01-2013

Wearily Optimistic. That's how a GM supporter stated their feelings about Volt, based
on the comments made by the CEO yesterday. "We're losing money on every one." was a
key quote from the interview. It's confirmation that the expectation of the first generation
being profitable didn't happen... and vindication of the "too little, too slowly" concern
those well informed about Prius development & rollout had, as well as the automotive
task-force in charge of GM's bankruptcy recovery. We wondered how the heck that bold
claim from January 2010 could possibly be achieved with such a complex system
depending upon such a large battery. Now, the there's concern how this statement made
yesterday will be achieved: "This next generation, we think we can decrease the price on
the order of $7,000 to $10,000." For that to be realistic, Volt will have to transform in a
way some enthusiasts won't be too happy about. Becoming profitable is a very big deal. It
requires compromise, something certain people have stood firmly against. Delivering a
Volt that competes with GM's own inventory is required. That means it must take on
attributes associated with their high-volume selling cars... Malibu, Impala, and Cruze.
The longer it takes, the more difficult the challenge. MPG continues to improve for
traditional vehicles. Making Volt competitive with regard to MPG after depletion
increases cost. Then there's the issue of the tax-credit expiring. A reduction of $7,500
simply holds the price at the level it is now. To make matters worse, people are growing
use to paying more for gas. Time is very real problem.
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5-02-2013

Pinched Gasket, Oil Everywhere. I took my Prius in for a free oil-change & tirerotation. Last time, they overfilled. The oil was 1/2-inch over the maximum mark. That's
frustrating. I was obviously going to check this time. To my surprise, it was perfect, just a
little under maximum! Cool. All but the last 10 minutes of my driving that day was on
electricity. So, the engine had it pretty easy. But with the pouring rain coming down, I
didn't notice anything... until the next morning. The garage had slight oil smell. I wanted
to double-check the fill level anyway. The oil was at the minimum mark. Huh? I tried
again. Same thing. Oh! Oh! Sure enough, I backed out of the garage to discover a large
puddle of oil. Grrrrr. Fortunately, I wasn't stranded anywhere and the engine was just
fine. Within about 20 minutes of calling the dealer, they had a mechanic on his hands &
knees cleaning up the mess in my garage. We then jumped in the Prius and drove to the
dealer. Only needing electricity to get there made that part really easy. Needless to say,
they were extremely apologetic and very attentive. Gotta like that. I enjoyed getting to
chat with the mechanic for awhile too. Long story short, the gasket (that rubber o-ring
around the filter canister you replace each time) had been pinched. That allowed oil to
squirt out. I lost almost all of it in just a matter of minutes. Be attentive of this when
changing oil yourself. Also, be aware that the shop could mess up too. This is a very,
very good reason to check the level afterward. Mistakes happen.

5-02-2013

Product Gap. That's the ultimate source of the on-going conflict. Each month stirs the
same old thing… some focus solely at plug-in vehicles, others consider Prius as a whole.
We're lucky if a "limited availability" disclaimer is included. But then again, that's
horribly vague. For April, the total sales of the Prius family in the United States came to
19,889. That should be enough to warrant a closer look as to why. Instead, the number is
pushed aside and only PHV is discussed. It's overwhelming evident that the topic of cars
for the typical consumer isn't being addressed. That's the product gap. Toyota offers
something for the middle, those who want improved emissions & consumption but don’t
have a large budget to get that. Ford is striving to deliver the same thing. GM has a big
problem in that category; there's nothing for consumers with such priorities to purchase.
Fortunately, that's becoming rather obvious. The hope was the performance aspects of
Volt would make it a product to fill that gap. We now have confirmation that it isn't. The
choice of a model with a smaller battery-pack and/or one without a plug is clearly
needed.

5-02-2013

Sales? I liked answering this particular question: "You keep saying that but what do the
sales numbers tell you?" 158,069 Toyota division. 19,889 Prius family. 12.6 % of their
US sales in April were Prius. Demand remains steady and a decent chunk of traditional
production has been replaced by Prius. As for Volt, it desperately needs to diversify. The
current configuration falls well short of the mainstream minimum (5,000 per month). It
alone (no battery-size choice, no hybrid-only version, no midsize model, etc.) is clearly
not enough. Also, let's not overlook the reality that there are 8,612 new Volt listed as
dealer inventory right now. That's roughly a 6-month supply unsold. There's also 272
used Volt listed. Lastly, consider what will happen with the 3-year leases begin to expire
the end of this year. What does that tell you?
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5-03-2013

Who? Through all the spin, that question persists. It's very important. I restated the
significance with: When a technology matures, being capable of delivering high-volume
profitable sales, business calls it "mature". Enthusiasts label that very same situation
"obsolete". The usual trophy response is no surprise. We've dealt with it for years. They
see affordability as a low priority, an engineering effort that will come later. In the
meantime, they downplay that cost shortcoming and belittle the competition. Fortunately,
that approach has proven to fall apart about 2.5 years into the rollout. At that point, the
market begins to lose interest and moves on to something else... which is exactly what
we're seeing with Volt now. That's why audience is so important. For sales to grow, it
must appear to the masses. There's a disconnect between enthusiasts and middle-market.
Evidence of this come from the raising-doubt tactic, when sales don't meet expectations.
Looking at Prius, we see that the C and V models did not steal sales away from the
regular model... despite countless claims that would happen. Instead, they reached out to
a new variety of consumer. The plug-in model will do the same thing. The mature
technology enables that growth. Looking at Volt, we don't know what the heck to expect.
Hearing the next-generation goal of price $7,000 to $10,000 lower makes you wonder
how it will actually be configured and what that will do to new & used sales in the
meantime. Knowing that the tax-credit of $7,500 will expire by then, there's still the
question audience still remains. Who?

5-04-2013

Expanded Rollout. As nice as that sounds, there are some things to consider. So when I
encountered this, I gave it some deep thought to make sure all the most recent elements
were taken into account: "You want to boost PiP sales? Sell them across the country!"
Knowing that PHV is actually just an upgrade option, the economies-of-scale and realworld data benefits still apply even with rollout limited. I pointed out the situation with:
As much as I'd like to see more around here, that's not really a good idea yet. Just look at
how many "range" discussions there are still. Only within the last 2 weeks have we been
able to get a handle on effect winter has on capacity. Prior to that, there were only a
handful of us (literally) that had any real-world data to share, and that data was extremely
limited. Waiting for an entire annual cycle to pass is mandatory. There's no way to
accelerate that collection process. Then there's the act of actually spreading the word. It
means we couldn't realistically expect the next phase of rollout until Summer 2013,
which would complicated by end of model-year clearance. To further complicate matters,
we have Volt, Leaf, Tesla, along with the C-Max and Fusion plug-ins all sending their
own particular marketing messages to consumers. Sadly, waiting until Fall really is a
sensible choice. In the meantime, we can establish some clarity about what to expect
from a plug-in hybrid.
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5-04-2013

Sales Reaction. It was summed up with: "This does not bode well for the volt." I
contributed: Two-Mode followed the same path. It faded away at the 2.5 year mark,
when sales fell far below expectations and there was no clear next step. The technology
did actually work. But it was complicated, expensive, and wasn't as efficient as hoped. It
ended up being abandoned. Being told things are fine and we only need to be patient is
allowing that history to repeat. Rather than giving GM a kick in the right direction so it
stands a chance of meeting ordinary consumer needs, there's an effort to prevent
conclusions from ever being drawn in discussions. Wanting success (profitable highvolume sales) means being willing to adjust. Not making an effort to try to align with
market priorities is a red flag. Some simply didn't care. They preferred the gamble on
hope. Standing firm with the range & horsepower regardless of cost was a dead giveaway
of trouble to come. Now, sales are a struggle and there's no alternative available.

5-05-2013

Abandonment. Sometimes, there are a few who just don't get it: "The two-mode hasn't
been abandoned." It stems from all the polarization, resulting in a perspective of
absolutes. Not allowing for anything between success & failure contributes to all kinds of
problems. Imagine if that was the way children were graded in school. No more A, B, C,
or D. Either you did great or you did horrible. Seeking out opportunity to improve should
be obvious. Though, that does require taking what you learned and leaving the rest
behind... which is abandonment. Scary, eh? No. Anywho, this is how I replied: As for
Volt, it won't be abandoned either. What has been is the "game changer" motto. Volt
supporters commonly argue "failure" and "cancel" to distract from the goal of this
generation becoming a mainstream vehicle. They'll bring up Prius as a change of focus
and keep conclusions from being drawn. The purpose is to prevent the pattern from being
recognized. Reality is, Volt enthusiasts are going to be disappointed with the next
generation. GM will come to terms with what is actually needed and transform
accordingly. The required balance will finally happen. If it doesn't, Volt will be one of
those vehicles people admire, but rarely ever actually buy. 5,000 sales per month is quite
a challenge... and only the minimum criteria. To have a vehicle become a source for
business-sustaining profit, quite a few more must be purchased. Like Two-Mode, we now
see the current approach is not capable of achieving that. Sales at the 2.5 year mark make
that overwhelmingly clear.

5-05-2013

Diesel Desperation. When you don't have any data to support a claim, it's a bad sign.
When you make a generalization you know isn't true, that's desperation. It's amazing how
many times this same assertion comes up: "The diesel does well in the city and much
better than the hybrid on the highway. Don't go by EPA ratings as the hybrid ratings are
extremely optimistic and the diesel ratings are very pessimistic." Reading the forums, it's
easy to see that numbers are all over the place. What basis could you confirm findings
anyway? After all, what does "hybrid" actually refer to? Notice all the adjectives? How
do you quantify "well" and "better" and "extremely"? The complete lack of effort is a
dead giveaway the comment is emotional, not scientific. Fact is, I haven't encountered a
diesel able to do 50 MPG in both city & highway. Mine can, without plugged supplied
electricity. And of course, taking advantage of the battery-pack, there's no contest. My
overall average for last year was 77 MPG. The emission rating of PZEV is another fact to
consider. The diesel vehicle doesn't achieve that clean of a rating... not even close.
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5-06-2013

Priority Change, exposed. Remember the "Who is the market for Volt?" question? The
outcome to asking that question yet again (Google shows I already did 43 times on that
website) was a link clearly stating it is Leaf, Prius, Prius PHV, and Fusion hybrid. That
seemed rather odd. Normally, nothing of substance ever results. Checking the
publication-date, it was obvious what had happened. GM's strategy isn't the same
anymore. All that vague "game changer" spin had caused a new plan to finally emerge.
Originally, we were led to believe Volt was the future of the automotive industry, that the
first-generation model would take the market by storm... easily achieving the 60,000
annual sales rate by the end of the second year of sales. Since that obviously wasn't going
to happen, and apparently not even feeling confident about the 45,000 revision either,
focus was directed outwardly at the direct competition instead. Notice how shortsighted
that was. The plug-in hybrids from Ford weren't even mentioned. Tesla was outright
dismissed too. I got a kick out of how the new plan was exposed. It was intended as a
rebuttal. I used to confirm priorities changed.

5-06-2013

Priority Change, response. Hearing today that our government will finally be selling
back the remaining 300 million shares of GM stock (at a substantial loss), it was
worthwhile to poke the bear. I responded to this: "Why do you suppose these guys come
here and go through this schtick?" The Volt owner's distaste for Prius is blatant, referring
to it as the "P-word", that his effort to prevent discussions about it actually causes people
to do exactly the opposite. I used it as an opportunity to post: Since we answer that
question on a regular basis, why keep asking? Notice that the following has absolutely
nothing to do with the "P-word", yet it was treated as if it did: "Wasn't the market for
Volt those who would otherwise purchase a GM car like Malibu, Impala, or Cruze?" We
know the answer to that too. The first generation Volt was intended to become a
mainstream vehicle. That's why annual production capacity of 60,000 was discussed so
often and the ability to ramp up to 120,000 mentioned. Now well into year 3 of
production, that hope has been abandoned in favor of a second generation Volt
reconfigured to attract the buyers it intended to reach originally. Do we care that the "too
little, too slowly" concern came true? Not really, unless the next offering doesn't meet the
needs of middle-market either. Not understanding the reason why reinforces the posting,
until the true problem is finally acknowledged. GM is competing with itself. That should
be overwhelming clear at this point. Strong interest in their traditional offerings is
pushing Volt out of the minds of consumers. They see it at the dealer as a curiosity, then
end up buying a GM car instead.

5-06-2013

Priority Change, attention. The other reason GM is getting so much attention today is
that all of the eAssist cars built before December 2012 were just recalled. That's 38,197
of their second-generation BAS hybrid... a good reason to distract with talk of the
second-generation Volt instead. Oddly, if it puts the design on the right track and changes
priority to actually be something for the mainstream, that type of greenwashing is
acceptable. After all, no supporter wants to admit having made a fundamental escape.
Providing them with an avenue of escape is a sensible. They switch focus to the future by
allowing current problems to pass with argument. It does make you wonder how far the
system changes will go. GM is not afraid to rename a technology to make it appear to be
new. That's misleading, but most consumers only focus on details in present anyway. The
point is to get the automaker back on track. And though a terrible approach, it could still
work.
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5-06-2013

Priority Change, analogy. I really enjoyed reading: "This reminds me of the shop that
added toppings to their hamburgers at no cost. It still was a lousy hamburger! I prefer
steak, even if it cost more. Same for the Volt against the pip. Toyota added a plug to the
prius but it is still a lousy car!" References like that often backfire. In this case, it most
definitely did. All along, my point has been that mainstream consumers are ordinary
people who don't have the same purchase criteria as enthusiasts, who are willing to pay
much more for their vehicle. Of course, my drive to the coffeeshop today without any EV
available, delivered 62 MPG. On the way back, it was 64 MPG. My overall average for
the day, recharging at home at work and driving a total of 51 miles, was 114 MPG. I
could have pointed out how un-lousy all that was, but didn't bother. Instead, I responded
with this: Thanks for the analogy. It perfectly fits the situation. Most of GM customers
only buy hamburgers. They aren't going to purchase a steak, no matter how delicious it
is. Why Volt supporters still don't accept that is baffling. Fortunately, GM seems to have
recognized the priority difference and will be adjusting their menu accordingly. Enjoy
your steak. The rest of us will be eating hamburgers, with plenty of money left over for
fries, a frosty drink, and dessert.

5-07-2013

Priority Change, reality. It came crashing down yesterday. They didn't want to address
goals. They didn't want to discuss need. They didn't want to face reality. We're returning
back to the days of unsubstantiated hope, where being realistic wasn't required. GM will
somehow deliver a significantly less expensive Volt without any decontenting. As if by
magic, the current problems will be solved and the other automakers won't be able to
match. Bring up the fact that the competition was actually GM's own traditional vehicles
infuriated. Their anger was quite clear. The challenge of actual change was simply too
much; instead, they chose to stick with bragging rights. It's an unfortunate position.
Rather than supporting the automaker by making the tough decisions easier, they played
the smug card. Predicting how that will play out is trivial. We've seen this very same
situation unfold several times now. The signs are obvious. Yet, they don't see them.
Priority change is a sign of weakness, an admission of failure. The decision is to just
hope for the best.
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5-08-2013

Television Commercials. The advertising of C-Max is getting annoying. It's not the fact
that there's always a comparison to the v model of Prius. In fact, that's quite welcome.
Having Ford indirectly point out that Toyota has more than one Prius size available is
nice. The trouble comes from "47 MPG Combined" message. Knowing how much of a
stretch that is, the pending lawsuit, and the misleading EPA numbers in general, you'd
hope they wouldn't put emphasis that. Setting more realistic expectations is better for
everyone. Heck, they could even just safely claim the MPG is better than Prius v. But to
flaunt the value like that, it could do more harm than good. After all, such mismatches
are why the 2008 revisions were introduced in the first place. Unfortunately, the
measurement adjustments didn't go far enough. Besides the high-speed and stop & slow
driving conditions not matching real-world well, the fuel used for testing is pure gasoline.
Very few use that anymore. Almost everyone is using E10 now. So no matter what you
do, your results will always be lower. As a basis of comparison, the numbers still work.
But consumers are using them for that; they believe those big numbers represent an
expectation... even though the smaller numbers and the including explanation clearly
state they should not be. So, it's easy to imagine how little information is actually
conveyed from a 30-second television commercial. Of course, that is the nature of
promoting a product. Marketing doesn't usually have much educational value. It's used to
draw attention.

5-09-2013

Monthly Stir. This time, it was drawn out. Bad monthly sales results stir lots of online
debate. We got the usual flurry of excuses from Volt supporters attempting to draw
parallels to early Prius history. You know how it goes. They only sight the bits of history
they like and dismiss anything you attempt to remind them of. That keeps the posts flying
for awhile, then activity abruptly ends. The inclusion of what's now being referred to as
the "$10,000 price drop" got far more attention than it deserved. There was nothing of
any substance. It was just like in the past when claims of "nicely under $30,000" were
gleefully tossed around. Not having anything to support that goal actually being achieved
should be worrisome; instead, they celebrate. The hope for 50 MPG and a 40-mile range
were looked forward to the same way. It's the "over promise, under deliver" playing out
again, right before our eyes. Yet, they don't see it. They believe it's all quite realistic and
those saying otherwise are just attempting to undermine that success. Factors like cost are
simply dismissed. Examples of the past are considered unpatriotic. The attitude is quite
troubling. Lessons of prior shortcomings were clearly not learned. Rather than setting
reasonable expectations, it's the same old hype all over again. Unfortunately, the monthly
stir makes it even worse. Ahhh! Here we go again.
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5-10-2013

EV up & down, seasonal effect. How many threads have you encountered over the
WINTER complaining about EV range dropping? Only a handful of owners last year had
the opportunity to experience the climb SPRING brings. As a result, there was a lot of
frustration from many and very little real-world data to work with. To make matters
worse, Prius PHV is a plug-in hybrid, not an EV. So when we'd try to get MPG
information from a new owner absolutely convinced there was something wrong with
their car, they'd get defensive saying we weren't taking their range concerns seriously.
Now, we have the real-world data available. My own EV estimate & range has increased
as a result of the seasons changing. Winter literally ended just last week (bad snow
storms). Spring has sprung here. The last 3 days, the estimate has risen from 11.3 to 11.6
to 12.1 miles. The resulting range has increased as well. Not as consistently matched, but
range is well above the 9 miles of EV that I experienced during Winter. The previous
three days have been 14.7 and 14.2 and 14.1 miles. Spring has clearly ushered in much
better results. It makes me wonder how those who had complained will now respond.
Getting an endorsement from them would be great. We need owners who closely
observed the seasonal effect.

5-11-2013

Smug. Some never learn, holding firm with their perspective. As a result, the same
missteps are repeated over and over again. Thankfully, there are very few of such
individuals now. Here's one, who made this comment yesterday about Toyota: "Their
pathetic attempt at a PHEV, that only gets minuscule EV miles, is pointless." Calling the
choice of limiting battery-capacity to an affordable size that tells us the product-gap GM
has will continue to remain unfilled. This particular Volt owner simply doesn't care
though. Those adjectives make that overwhelmingly clear. You don't say "pathetic" and
"minuscule" and "pointless" without being smug. They are meant to insult & belittle.
Using them is no surprise. Car enthusiasts magazines wouldn't be caught dead endorsing
a family sedan back in the days when Prius was first rolled out. All of them, the entire
category, was looked upon with the same smug. They simply weren't interested in
middle-market vehicles. This is why Volt is so difficult to promote. They treat it as a
niche but want it to be mainstream. That's a direct conflict. Those enthusiasts are their
own worst enemy. Endorsements much come from ordinary vehicle buyers instead.
That's why I provide so much real-world data, complete with logs, photos, and video.
Seeing all that, people can decide for themselves if my driving resembles their own. They
can make judgment without any influencing adjectives. It's only those who are desperate
that choose to disparage in such a way.
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5-11-2013

Up To The Chore. Remember that saga a decade ago? There was a debate on a single
thread that went on and on and on. It was the status quo (anti-hybrid) fighting Prius,
attempting to prove it wasn't up to the chore. After nearly 2 years of failing to do so, the
moderator finally declared that it was. The same type of thing has been going on for Volt;
however, it's proving not to be. After years of excuses, the most important factor still
hasn't materialized. Sales are just stumbling along. Without consumer support, what's the
point? The goal of replacing traditional production with the new technology hasn't been
achieved. The annual quantities were not met. Volt is really the second-generation design
of Two-Mode. Looking closely at the system, it's pretty easy to see how GM took what
they learned from the first and implemented improvements. Admitting that was painful
for enthusiasts, since it meant confessing that the effort to compete has actually been
going on for a very long time. But now that details of the next Volt are emerging, it's
quite evident the design is really third-generation Two-Mode. In other words, there's
another redesign on the way. GM will take what this rollout taught and use it to deliver a
system better matched to market need. Volt wasn't up to the chore. This is why no matter
what is said about GM's own product-line and the gap they are attempting to address,
Prius is always brought up as a rebuttal by Volt enthusiasts. When nothing is even said
about Toyota, that success is mentioned anyway. It's quite an endorsement for having
reached the mainstream... overwhelming proof that subsequent versions from GM will be
aligned to middle-market priorities. The current attempt to entice & convince didn't
work. Too few were willing to pay the premium to satisfy want; instead, there will be a
shift to focus on need. It's about dang time.

5-12-2013

Facing Reality. Middle-Market consumers don't have money available to purchase a
Tesla. If they did, the automotive industry wouldn't face such a big struggle to make
high-efficiency technology affordable. This is why the example of Prius is so often
discussed. Toyota's effort to deliver a plug-in hybrid using only 4.4 kWh of battery met
the objective. Going from 35 to 75 MPG, driving the standard annual distance of 15,000
miles, you'd use 229 gallons less of gas. At $3.89 per gallon, that's $891. Using my own
real-world data, including recharging losses, that comes to about $206 worth of
electricity at 0.12 per kWh. The difference is roughly $685 per year. That easily covers
the goal making the system cost-competitive with traditional vehicles. As price drops for
lithium battery-packs and the price rises for gas, the appeal of 35 MPG fades. GM is now
painfully aware of how important that affordability aspect of a vehicle really is. They
thought the thrill of EV driving alone would compel mainstream buyers to spend more.
That didn't happen. The sacrifices made for range & power weren't enough. Even the
explanation of savings hasn't worked. There's quite a challenge being faced and we are
stuck waiting several more years for the next attempt to attract the masses. In the
meantime, people are just purchasing 35 MPG vehicles with the intent of driving them
for the next decade. This is what the "too little, too slowly" concern was all about. The
"we'll find a way to lower costs later" approach is clearly not working. The design must
address cost right from the start, initially rolling out with an affordable configuration,
leaving the opportunity for capacity increase later when prices drop.
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5-13-2013

What's Next, part 1? Reading that daily blog for Volt as a lurker now, rather than an
active participant, is interesting. Like on the big GM forum, discussion depends heavily
on enthusiast spin, due to lack of new content. They'd provoke those who supported
something other than the status quo to keep threads from dying out entirely. When that
begins to fail, they speculate about the future. Attempts in the past ended up stirring
unfounded hope, a sense of triumph without actually having accomplished anything there
even being support detail. That's what got me blogging about Volt so much in the first
place. Enthusiasts would bet the farm on a long-shot. Despite terrible odds, they'd pounce
on anyone who questioned their judgment. Needless to say, I certainly don't want to get
involved with that again... especially now, with so much real-world data available.
Though, I am curious what they have to say. Watching mistakes repeat is quite
educational.

5-13-2013

What's Next, part 2? Despite today's topic asking the question of what's next, no one
brought up Volt's own past. Having come short on so many goals, validating the
vaporware predication, learning from the past is pretty much taboo. It's simply not talked
about. They go to great lengths to avoid discussing it. We know that Volt came about
from Two-Mode having many shortcomings of its own. Ironically, the heavily promoted
"in transmission" design simplicity (intended to make adaptation into other vehicles easy)
ended up far more complex than ever imagined. So, GM decided to abandon the
approach. Rather than redesign, start fresh. It was a sensible move. Too bad cost wasn't a
priority. They ended up with an expensive system that was still inefficient. Needless to
say, GM is choosing to abandon again. That's great; however, enthusiasts are unwilling to
acknowledge the steps actually needed to achieve that. The reality that Volt will become
quite different isn't welcome news.

5-13-2013

What's Next, part 3? Watching Prius prevail yet another rollout cycle was obviously
rough for those who genuinely thought there was a chance of catching up. Unfortunately,
rather than wanting to participate as partners, they became combative competitors. We
knew that wouldn't end up well. Since the very beginning, it was made quite clear that
the actual competition was traditional vehicles. They didn't want to hear that though.
Finding out firsthand that was indeed the case turned out to be quite a painful lesson to be
learned. The Volt enthusiasts simply did not want to listen. The idea of GM competing
from within seemed too absurd. The advice was dismissed as attempts to promote Prius...
even though Prius was clearly at the forefront of the battle against traditional vehicles.
Now, they know. GM's own product-line, cars like Malibu, Impala, and Cruze, are
attracting consumers away from Volt. The evidence is overwhelming. The numbers
easily confirm it. Loyal buyers aren't interested in such an expensive plug-in hybrid.
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5-13-2013

What's Next, part 4? Having to wait very long times for Prius advances is always worth
it, but what happens in the meantime certainly is a test of patience. This Fall, rollout of
Prius PHV will proceed to the other states. That's what is next for Toyota. That's what so
many have been waiting for. Of course, those interested have also been waiting for data.
Getting that takes time. We all knew it would require an entire year of collecting. Each
season must be experienced... and posted about in great detail online. Only now are we
seeing the results of that. First anniversaries are being celebrated. Of course, even those
owners must wait until Spring concludes. You cannot judge midseason either. All 4 must
be consecutively observed in full. Then, proper conclusions can be made and stories
compared with others. There are so many variables involved, the 12-month minimum is a
necessity... which is why so much emphasis was placed on the second year for Volt. Now
being halfway through the third, results speak for themselves.

5-13-2013

What's Next, part 5? Basically, we see both GM and Volt enthusiasts stepping away
from the spotlight. Tesla is shining brighter than ever. It's quite remarkable how sales &
stock are so strong now. Heck, I have even seen the Model S twice recently. I see Nissan
Leaf on a regular basis too. To my surprise, even two C-Max Energi have caught my eye
already. When Prius PHV joins the mix, it will be a joyous occasion. It's been quite
lonely. But I certainly have enjoyed gathering so much real-world data in the meantime.
We'll see both the variety & quantity grow. Eventually, the Honda Accord plug-in should
make an appearance around here too. That's not expected until after the hybrid model
gets rolled out in early Summer. The outlook is definitely changing. With Volt having
reeked so much havoc, this new stage certainly is a welcome one. There was much worry
that the rhetoric would damage the market. Thankfully, not much harm seems to have
been done.

5-14-2013

Chaos. It's like watching a train wreck. You cannot help but to be fascinated with the
disaster GM created for itself. We already knew Volt was a mess, a collection of
misplaced priorities. Enthusiasts love it. Mainstream consumers aren't interested. The
next plug-in hybrid to be rolled out by GM will be the Cadillac ELR. Turns out though, it
won't be identified "Voltec" technology. In fact, there's already a marketing effort
underway to make it clear that ELR is not a variant of Volt. Talking about mixed
messages. What the heck is it then? Of course, with the CEO of GM having recently
confirmed that Volt is not profitable, what difference does it make? Knowing money is
lost on each one, it's a good bet that GM production won't grow. It was a declaration of
niche, a clear statement that the next generation will be quite different. Think about how
much will have to change for that $7,000 to $10,000 price drop to be achieved. The
change will actually have to be more, to rework cost from being a loss to profit.
Accomplishing so much, in so little time, without the expectation of the design or
configuration or operation being fundamentally altered would truly be a miracle. That's
not realistic... and the enthusiasts can no longer deny it... hence the chaos. That have no
clue what to endorse anymore. Today's daily blog was an amazing array of uncertainty.
This is why I lurk now. There's no need to post. Their failure to state goals has left
without a clear purpose. Conflicts from within is a big problem, exactly as they had been
warned about... but chose to dismiss.
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5-15-2013

$4.19 Per Gallon. One rather thought-provoking sign of the economy recovering is the
price of gas shooting up. That reason typically is stronger demand. Knowing that the
DOW has exceeded an all-time record high and continues to climb tends to support that
as well. I certainly wasn't expecting a spike like $4.19 though. It may very well be the
highest I've ever actually seen it. Since our oil comes from Canada and the ethanol is
produced local, prices are usually lower than just about everywhere else in the country.
Despite that, we still have a surprising number of Prius on the roads around here. Seeing
gas expensive now will add to it. I get people driving by giving me the thumbs-up sign
already. I can't imagine when more discover the plug-in model. It will be like back in the
good-old-days, when I'd get stopped in the parking lot to answer a fluffy of questions
from someone who was curious about Prius. PHV could end up proving to be timed
perfectly. Summer usually keeps the price of gas high. Building up demand for the
national rollout would be great.

5-16-2013

Much Ado. For awhile there, the most common response to addressing business need
was asking a rhetorical question. That's when you know they do actually see the problem
but simply don't what to acknowledge it. Studying the market worldwide, it becomes
easier to see. For example, Toyota won't release the plug-in model of Prius until 2016 in
Australia. That information to easy spin. Rather than point out how the market there has
always experienced a delay or pointing out that they are just waiting to rollout with the
next generation model, those hoping to mislead & undermine claim the wait is due to
sales elsewhere. Another example is looking at what purchase priorities are in other
countries. Here in the United States, there is still an obsession with speed & power. That
allows focus to dwell on average price, rather than middle-market price. There's a big
difference. They draw you into arguments. They claim all the huff is much ado about
nothing, that we just need to be patient and things will just naturally work out. Preventing
conclusions from being drawn is a big concern when things aren't going well. It's an
effort to stall. They know a business decisions must be made. The next step cannot be
based on just hope.

5-17-2013

$4.39 Per Gallon. Seeing the price of gas continue to rise was quite unexpected.
Fortunately, I'm focusing more on plug-in observations. Actual EV is holding up well.
14.6 miles yesterday and 14.7 miles today. Estimate EV has climbed to 12.6 miles. So far
with this tank, I'm at 532 miles with an average of 115 MPG. The driving-ratio is 53%
EV and 47% HV. That's good stuff. It excites me to see such great results from a small
battery-pack. Being able to squeeze out efficiency like that with 4.4 kWh from just
ordinary driving is very encouraging. It's easy to scale a system up. Adding more
capacity doesn't take much effort. The other way around doesn't work the same way. A
system like Volt is heavily dependent upon the battery being that much larger. That's
because it wasn't designed to blend well. Using its engine is much less efficient than with
Prius. That means reaching mainstream consumers is a much greater challenge. With an
abundance of time available, no big deal. With the price of gas already at $4.39 in an area
of the country where is it normally much less, that's a big problem. Think about how
much a gallon costs on the West Coast. Solutions that are both high-volume & profitable
are needed today, not years from now.
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5-18-2013

Desperate. A long article from a Texas publication concluded with this paragraph: "What
did we buy to replace the 2003 Prius? A new Honda Fit, Sport model. It doesn't get the
40-plus miles per gallon of a hybrid, but at $20,000 it cost about $10,000 less than most
hybrids. It's also fun to drive, has great visibility and very flexible seating/storage. We
figure the $10,000 difference will buy a lot of gasoline." Withholding vital information is
just plain wrong. I don't know how else to describe such blatant misleading. That type of
greenwashing is shameful. The base price of c model of Prius is $19,080. That's less than
his $20,000 choice and delivers better efficiency. The disturbing part though is it was
presented in a misleading way. This was the title: "Hybrid went the distance, and then
some". From that, you get the impression it was the sharing of a positive ownership
experience with along with an endorsement. Instead, it ended up being a recommendation
not to purchase a hybrid. Sadly, we're likely to see more of that type of desperation to
keep traditional owners from switching to hybrids. The price of gas is influencing what
people say and do.

5-18-2013

Arguments. Reading quotes like this fascinates: "There are two die-hard Prius owners
who frequent the home page main article section that will argue with anyone they can
that the Prius and the PiP are far better than the Volt. The rest of the world simply does
not agree with them." Knowing that isn't true, what is the appropriate response? They just
plain don't care. The actual arguments have been that GM must alter Volt to become
attract sales from ordinary people. Even when Prius is never mentioned, that's what they
hear anyway. The idea of offering a model of Volt with a smaller battery-pack and a
more efficient engine for blending horrifies them. It's the typical enthusiast reaction.
They fear what they cherish will vanish. The idea of diversification scares them. So, they
argue against those who appear to be fighting them... basically, lashing out at anything
they can to prevent change. Their perspective actually makes sense too. From their pointof-view, engineering is all that matters. They have no idea how big of a role economic or
accounting factors actually play.

5-19-2013

Drawing Conclusions. Now being 2.5 years into rollout, it is appropriate to draw some
conclusions. Too bad if it angers a few individuals. That next step won't be successful
unless you look back at the previous thoroughly. Buy patterns is the topic today. A
constructive look at the numbers isn't encouraging. Hopefully, we'll actually get some
decent discussion. Wanting to see the next step taken is a good reason to allow the past
be analyzed. No more pointless resistance would be great. I stated the situation this way:
Autotrader has 293 USED and 7,808 NEW listed. Cars has 259 USED and 9,294 NEW
listed. That's roughly a 5-month inventory of new and a reason for concern as used leases
begin to expire. Volt enthusiasts tell us to continue to be patient, wait for the next
generation... which should be offer system improvements and much lower cost. Doesn't
that tell us that new sales will be flat in the meantime and resale values will later
plummet? It's quite obvious that GM needs to diversify. The thought that power & speed
would stimulate strong sales clearly didn't work. Those traits didn't appeal to the
mainstream enough to justify the purchase. We hear from countless scores all saying
price must be lower. The best-case scenario has been stated as $10,000 less. Taking into
account the $7,500 tax-credit won't be available then, that isn't promising. Knowing
history, expecting best-case isn't realistic. Also, let's not forget the climbing price of gas
and the upcoming efficiency & emissions regulations. As automakers add more hybrid &
plug-in choices and pressure from traditional continues to grow, what should we expect?
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5-20-2013

Finally. Remember the IPO of GM way back in 2010? The government selling back
those remaining 300 millions shares of stock helped to push the market over that original
$33 price today. The news made headlines on quite a number of publications. Investors
liked hearing that. Good thing too. The uncertainty left people hesitant. There had been
much disappointment along the way too. That concern of "too little, too slowly" came
true. The money lost was officially considered a bailout. The automaker can finally move
on now though. We're all better off with it being over. Of course, there is still the mess of
what step to take next, but financial recovery is done. The struggle to remain competitive
will get proper attention now... at least we hope. This year will be pivotal. With other
automakers already leading the way, their "game changer" plan will obviously need to be
revised. It took far longer than many expected. We're glad some type of resolution
happened. Let's take a constructive look at 2014 now.

5-20-2013

Lithium Batteries. The other big news today, this morning before the stock-market
opened, was a reassertion that Toyota will be expanding their use of lithium based
batteries. That's a big deal. In my Prius PHV, even without plugging it in, efficiency is
higher compared to the regular model... despite the additional 123 pounds. That primarily
comes from the Li-Ion pack being able to capture & deliver more power. That means the
regular model will see an improvement by simply switching from the current NiMH
pack. The report today was that the production will soon be increased six-fold. That
translates to 200,000 units per year. It's hard to know exactly what that means in terms of
usage & availability, but any type of expansion is good. Currently, only the plug-in
model and the 7-seat model use lithium. What else will. Perhaps there will be a big PHV
push later. After all, economy-of-scale often results in cost reduction. Having a design
which doesn't compromise cargo area sets Prius apart from the other plug-in choices. A
drop in price would stir more interest. That's a good thing when reaching the mainstream
is a major priority.

5-21-2013

Best Tank. I've been watching the MPG climb. It's been around 120 for several days
now. That's fantastic! Of course, this morning's commute was somewhat unpleasant. The
temperature went from the upper-50's and lower-60's we had been enjoying lately to just
46°F. Fortunately, that didn't affect the average MPG much. With nearly 800 miles on
this current tank, I'm still going to see a jump in lifetime MPG anyway. Watching the
value drop over Winter was unpleasant. I know, complaining about efficiency at 75 MPG
is a bit on the absurd side. But then again, this could have been my best tank ever. Seeing
the efficiency that high without doing anything special is really exciting. I'm just driving
it. I even let the battery cold-soak before plugging in again. At work, that's minimum of 4
hours. At home, it's a wait of at least 1.5 hours. That allows the chemicals to rest, which
contributing to longevity. Anywho, I'll be filling up the end of the week. I'm looking
forward to it.
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5-22-2013

Coffee Talk. Once a year, I met with a friend from the West Coast. With his extensive
automotive background and my interest in Prius, we usually talk about that as the
coffeeshop. In the past, lots of it involved the drama known as GM. It was like watching
a train wreck. You're horrified that anything could be so bad. But now that the disaster
has long passed and there is no hope for current efforts, we simply talked about other
stuff instead. 2.5 years into Volt sales, it's quite clear executive decisions made a mess of
what could have been a contender. Consumers certainly haven't endorsed it as a "game
changer" and just 3 weeks ago the CEO stated each was losing money. Not being
profitable means not much will happen until the next-generation rollout. In the meantime,
I'm having a blast with my plug-in Prius and we're looking forward to availability in the
other 35 states coming this Fall.

5-23-2013

Range Anxiety. Nothing is being said about it anymore. At one point, GM was about to
bet the farm on "range anxiety", to the point of protecting the slogan with a trademark. It
was the fundamental selling-point for Volt. That's why there was no intention of selling
an EV in the United States. The idea of an electric-only vehicle was preposterous. Nissan
was laughed at. Since then, reality has set it. Not only has Volt lost the spotlight for GM,
it's to the point where pricing is competitive right from the start. Chevy Spark EV is
getting all the attention now. It will roughly $2,000 less than Leaf. Of course, it's a
smaller car. But at $28,305 before the $7,500 federal tax-credit, that's definitely going to
fall into the affordable category. Long story short, the philosophy & approach GM took
in the past has completely fallen apart. It's an effort to diversify and pave the way for a
realistic model of Volt later, not the trophy vehicle we currently have. Change is difficult.
But steps are now being taken.

5-24-2013

Next-Gen Prius. A spy photo surfaced on the internet today. It was just current model
with camouflage, but that didn't stop people from speculating what it concealed.
Realistically, testing out new design, operation, and features this early is to be expected.
That's not a big deal. All automakers take their prototypes out into real-world conditions
for detailed verification. Testing the major revisions is complete and they are now in the
tweaking stage. That sure exciting some people. Needless to say, on the big GM forum, it
provided an opportunity to slander Toyota. Nothing constructive whatsoever came out of
that. It was just a sad stream of insults. But now with Volt rarely being discussed there
anymore, that type of reaction was to be expected. Comments posted about this mule
sighting were quite sensible on the general automotive blogs, sprinkled with ugly
comments, of course. There's no getting around the "judging a book by its cover"
problem. Realistically, it doesn't matter. We still have another year before any
information will actually be revealed. The thought is the next generation Prius will be a
2015 model. So, waiting is still involved.
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5-25-2013

Too Small. Another Volt owner gave into the reality that the seating room in back is too
small. This one wouldn't be caught dead in a Prius, so naturally the switch was to a CMax instead. Oddly, it was just the regular model rather than the plug-in. But then again,
we do know that Volt leases will begin to expire later this year. Most of them were for
just $199 per month. Finding another deal that low isn't at all realistic. There is a growing
chorus of those considering the rear legroom and the lack of a middle seat a problem for
Volt. That's a very good sign. It shows a sense of acknowledgement that consumer
priorities are different from what GM delivered. Realigning to better match is a win for
everyone. It's really unfortunate it took so long. But then again, it should have been
obvious that a compact couldn't compete directly with midsize cars.

5-26-2013

Receiver Hitch. The strap-on bike-rack has worked great on my Iconic, 2010, and PHV
model Prius. Each functioned flawlessly on many long vacation trips with 3 bikes on that
high-adjustable plastic rack on back. There was never any concern about stability or
spoiler contact. The ability to easily disassemble it for in-car storage/transport could be
handy at some point too, especially since my group of biking friends is growing and we'll
need a second car. That being said, I just bought a 4-bike hitch-rack on Friday, to go with
the hitch I ordered on Thursday. Having that larger capacity with the ability to lock was a
nice upgrade. Back with my Classic Prius, I had a hitch rack. It was convenient, but the
rack itself was quite primitive compared to what's available nowadays, if willing to pay...
which should be a no-brainer for exercise/recreation equipment I'll have for the next
decade or two... especially with early-season discounts. It will be nice being able to easily
load the bikes & cargo at the same time, since the hatch can open & close with the hitch.
That's obviously not the case when it's physically resting on the bumper and pulled up
against the glass with the strap-on type. Transporting 4 people means lots of cargo to
carry inside. So, that's handy. I'm really excited about the increased opportunity a
receiver hitch offers.

5-27-2013

2014 Outlook. With the 2014 Car & Truck guide from GM now available and the size of
unsold 2013 Volt inventory roughly 5-months in quantity, the outlook isn't good. We
know the design isn't profitable and there are no changes coming for next year. Adding to
that the reality of leases expiring, causing a used inventory of low-mileage Volts to enter
the market without tax-credit assistance, there's nothing supporters can say anymore.
Enthusiasts still belittle & insult, but they aren't constructive and disagreement with
supporters is rather obvious. It's quite a mess… the very thing we had concerned about.
That "too little, too slowly" is overwhelmingly confirmed at this point. Just like with
Two-Mode, sales proved to be the ultimate decider of how success or failure. On the Volt
forum, the situation is described as a "fizzle". Rather than being a game-changer and
leading the industry, it is struggling to survive. On the big GM forum, the sentiment is
marketing made a terrible mistake with its push of Volt as an EV with a backup
generator. Publicity should have called it a "reinvented hybrid" instead. After all, having
an engine and blending at times very much makes Volt a hybrid. Needless to say, sales
are expected to remain well below the mainstream minimum of 5,000 per month.
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5-27-2013

Battery Longevity. The topic came up today. It's different with Prius PHV than electriconly vehicles. With them, there's no engine to protect the system and you want to utilize
maximum capacity. You won't see that from a plug-in hybrid. They have a design
capable of protecting & prolonging. It gets confusing those. Operation of electric-only
vehicles isn't well understood by most people. They make assumptions. That in itself is
difficult to deal with. Translating how that differs in a plug-in hybrid becomes quite a
challenge, especially when they aren't aware of what to look for. Highlighting the basics
is what we're attempting to do now.

5-27-2013

Battery Longevity, HEAT is the biggest enemy, as many have already sounded off
about. Obviously, parking in a situation that will cook the car should be avoided. I face
the windshield toward the sun and place a reflective insulated shade in the window.
Cracking the windows is also a sensible idea. While driving, take advantage of the A/C.
It's remarkably efficient. When you're comfortable, the battery will be too. Remember, it
uses cabin air to cool itself. Heat contributes to aging.

5-27-2013

Battery Longevity, DRAW RATE is another very helpful longevity suggestion pointed
out. That's good advice that's easy to overlook. You should keep the draw from the
battery low. Seeing the bar on the Eco-Meter higher means you're putting greater demand
on the battery. Speed doesn't matter either. 60 mph is no big deal if you're only using a
small amount of power. Acceleration from a stop is the heavy-hitter. Avoid that by taking
advantage of the engine. Don't be afraid to press the pedal hard. The engine will shut
back off surprisingly after it's been warmed up.

5-27-2013

Battery Longevity, COLD SOAK is something you can do to prolong battery-life as
well. A battery ages from stress of use, that includes the charging process, not just usage.
Toyota made this easy by providing a recharge timer. Many owners don't realize the
benefit the delay provides though. Allowing the chemicals within to cool & rest after use
is what "cold soak" refers to. If you will be plugging in immediately after use, use EV
upfront and finish off your driving in HV mode. That way, the battery is only used lightly
prior to recharging.

5-27-2013

Battery Longevity, CHARGE LEVEL is an aspect of battery-life you don't have to be
concerned about. 100% (the "FULL" level) is what most owners won't ever encounter.
Recharging automatically stops at 85% and that's all the higher the indicator shows. That
15% buffer at the top protects the battery. 23.5% (the "EMPTY" level) is when the plugsupplied electricity is fully depleted. That protect the battery at the bottom, preventing
deep-discharge from ever happening. So unless you routinely drive down mountains after
plugging or drive after having run out of gas, there's no reason for concern.
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5-28-2013

Each Month. The results of plug-in sales show how the market is taking shape.
Dedicated electric vehicles, like Tesla's Model S and Nissan's Leaf are doing well. Ford's
Focus and Honda's Fit are almost completely unheard of. That begs the question of how
GM's Spark EV will be accepted, especially knowing how small it is and how
competitively priced it will be. Both Ford's C-Max & Fusion plug-in hybrids (the
"Energi" models) seem to be off to a good start. But then again, there's always that initial
surge prevents determining actual demand accurately. We have Toyota's Prius PHV too
(obviously), but that is still only available in 15 states. The intentional rollout delay that
seems more and more sensible as time progresses. Rather than deal with all the mixed
messages being set now, continue to refine sales & support first. That should help avoid
some of the confusion currently taking place in the market. Understanding the 9-month is
easier. Each month brings increased clarity about market perception & reaction.

5-29-2013

Climate Change. Witnessing the outcome of that monstrous tornado in Oklahoma has
brought out the worst in some people. They still use "global warming" as greenwashing
proof, claiming that doesn't make any sense considering how cold Winter is still. They'll
even go as far as admitting Summer storms are more powerful and more frequent. All
they need is that "not warmer" information to dismiss everything. In reality, we know
that misnomer must be acknowledged. They don't want to though. Fear of change is
powerful. And now with the sales of Volt really becoming a struggle, there's yet another
excuse to not bother trying. It's amazing. It's like we've been transported back to a time
when people absolutely insisted the world was flat. Without 100% of the population
agreeing, they fell they can claim it's all just a shame. We're back to the "raising doubt"
situation. Reading recent comments online, it's easy to see the same old "environmental
hazard" rhetoric. But what's different this time is the number of Prius owners sounding
off about how many years of clean, efficient, trouble-free driving they've experienced.

5-30-2013

Tomorrow. Toyota has already pre-released sales information about Prius for May. No
specific quantity was actually disclosed, since there's still one day remaining for the
month. But it they did state was that results would be better than May last year, which
supports the strong demand we've been observing. That makes tomorrow a day of great
anticipation. Of course, we won't know details until the start of next week. But with the
inventory of Volt such a hot topic now, everyone is well aware that this is a turning point.
In fact, even GM's monthly distraction from sales confirms it. Today, their big news was
the first Cadillac ELR coming off the production line. Volt has vanished from the
spotlight; sales results have been well under expectation. Additional proof of that came
from the Spark EV price announcement. Honda immediately responded with a very
enticing lease offer for their Fit EV. Toyota's approach of heavy emphasis on cost is
clearly paying off. GM's decision to delay cost-reduction until the second generation is
not working out to be a wise choice.
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6-01-2013

Intentional Distraction. Sales of Volt falling well below the mainstream minimum of
5,000 per month has been making the path to profitability an extreme challenge. When
the tax-credit expires, then what? The efforts to reduce cost aren't expected to even cover
that difference. Without a hybrid counterpart, how will volume be achieved? Short
production runs make sales even more difficult. Needless to say, the situation is a mess.
To make matters worse, GM now faces a similar situation to what Toyota did years
ago… and they are well aware of grossly blown out of proportion that got. The dashboard
layout was setup with cosmetic appeal more of a factor than practicality. That resulted in
the placement of the power & mode buttons very close to each other. Pushing the power
button twice shuts off the vehicle. Guess what owners have inadvertently been doing
while attempting to change modes… shutting off while driving. That's dangerous. GM's
response has been to not acknowledge it and focus (intentionally distract) on their other
offerings instead. Hopefully, that means a fix will rapidly be deployed. We'll see. The
last thing they need is a stream of bad press from not addressing the issue. Knowing a
solution can be just a software change (and well aware that this suggestion is to make it
work like Prius does), I posted the following: Improving it shouldn't be a big deal either.
To force the power off on a computer, you hold the power button for a few seconds. Why
not update Volt to do the same thing?

6-03-2013

It Happened. The estimate value we've been using to determine how many months of
inventory there were remaining of Volt turned out to be almost exactly what the actual
sales were. That number was 1,600. The sales for the month of May were 1,607. The
amount available for sale was 9,100 still. That's not good. In fact, it is so far below the
needed 5,000 per month, all we can do is expect excuses and talk about the next
generation. This model is a disaster. To make the situation even worse, there's the
possibility that the Osborne effect may have been deliberate. That's a consequence of
focusing too much what comes next, killing the current product as a result. Oddly, that
would be a good way to restart Volt, just establish it all over again because the original
version faded away. Anywho, there's no chance of "game changer" hope anymore. That
particular dream is dead. There will be a mix of choices available from a variety of
automakers. Heck, even the "halo" effect won't apply. Too much emphasis on
engineering and almost total disregard for business spelled doom right from the start.
Lack of balance like that rarely ever turns out well. We said it would happen and it did.

6-03-2013

New Hitch & Rack. SI tried out my new receiver-hitch & bike-rack this evening. It's
quite solid and the hatch can still be opened, even with a bike on and its handlebar
sticking out. That setup should do well carrying 4 light to medium weight bikes. I really
don't care about a MPG penalty when it comes to recreation. Summer is way too short to
let opportunity slip away. I have a plug-in model Prius too, so efficiency is kind of wash.
Clearly there's going to be a big hit with 4 bikes on back, 4 people inside, and a bunch of
cargo. Today's drive was 24 miles with about 4.5 miles of suburb driving, the rest on the
highway. I also had 6 miles of EV available. The result of that one-way drive with a
single bike on back was 65 MPG. It's a nice alternative for those who want a handy 4bike lockable rack that doesn't make contact with the car. It's expensive though, about
three times the price of a 3-bike strap on rack.
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6-04-2013

Failure. No more spin or arguing. The horrible attitudes are gone too. Just like TwoMode 2.5 years after rollout began, it's easy to see how things went wrong and the lack of
demand. However, with Two-Mode, there was a profitable platform to leverage from.
That meant the high-efficiency purchase choice for consumers was a model option, not
an entirely unique vehicle. Prius uses that approach with PHV. The plug-in is just a
package variation. That provides lower risk and higher potential. It's a win-win. GM
certainly could use that now too. Sales of their Silverado pickup are amazing. 43,283
were purchased last month. Malibu does offer the package variant, with the eAssist
system. Sales of the regular model were 18,899 and the hybrid at 1,695. That alone puts
the situation with 1,607 into perspective. Looking at the rest... 23,055 for Cruze; 22,918
for Equinox; 16,061 for Sierra; 10,841 for Impala; 9,523 for Sonic; 9,243 for Tahoe;
7,929 for Camaro ...you can see the numbers for their variety of popular offerings are far
outselling Volt. The reality of GM competing with itself is quite clear now. Those smug
enthusiasts see that traditional vehicles are indeed the competition, just as some of us
have been saying for years. Their hostile attacks on Prius owners who understood what
the market needed are now an embarrassing part of an ugly past. It's too bad we had to
endure their lack of willingness to consider the big picture. Now, they cannot avoid it.

6-05-2013

Simple Statistics. I let that daily blog for Volt have it today. This is what set me off:
"Gasoline saved by the cars that are being tracked to date, Chevrolet says, is in excess of
10.42 million gallons." Compared to what? Put in perspective, there were 23,461 Volts
sold last year. It's extremely difficult to offset the 237,758 Cruze; 210,951 Malibu;
218,621 Equinox; and 169,351 Impala from the same year. Then when you take the
418,312 Silverado and 157,185 Sierra into account, the rosy picture painted looks rather
gloomy. Consider the impact the 81,247 Sonic made when it comes to saving gas.
Consumers obviously have. That's just traditional vehicle comparison. Take into account
the impact regular hybrids models contribution. The 147,503 Prius; 40,669 Prius V;
35,733 Prius C all obviously use less gas. Even without a plug they have a noticeable
influence compared to the industry MPG average that was used to calculate that 10.42
million gallons. Adding a plug contributes to greater saving, but diminishing returns and
cost required makes high-capacity unrealistic for the masses. There's pressure growing to
take that reality seriously. The first generation of Volt clearly did not address those
factors. It's becoming quite evident what the "too little, too slowly" concern pertained to
as well. There's a variety of growing competition now, resulting in missed opportunity
for GM. The situation can no longer be dealt with by stating a few simple statistics.
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6-06-2013

Simplistic Replies. That posted resulted in rather explosive reaction. Pressure had been
building up. It was a great way to wrap up the sales results for the previous month. My
favorite quote from the thread was: "A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single
step." Two people posted it. No one participating actually wanted to address it though;
instead, they use comments like that to dismiss your posts. I find their brutish refusal to
consider the big picture confirmation that there is desperation to hold on to the few bits of
what remains. Admitting that there were missteps is difficult. Facing the need for change
will inevitably include emotional outbursts. All that was expected. I'm thankful it's over.
Phew! They attempt to simplify the situation. I point out there are many other trees in the
forest. In this case, I did it like this: Haven't you noticed when I ask for details about that
journey, the request is evaded? That cliché makes the situation sound like there is no
competition and an abundance of time available. Reality is, there is no guarantee the
destination will be reached. How do you know it is the correct one to invest so many
resources into? After all, the need for diversification informs us that there is more than
just a single journey.

6-07-2013

Done. The effort yesterday, as the personal attacks were coming to a close, was to direct
all focus onto the next generation of Volt. Naturally, they wouldn't acknowledge any
advancement of Prius. It was exclusively about how GM will be making a superior
product. Taking place on both the big Prius forum and that daily blog for Volt, it was
quite intriguing to witness the same comments from the same people getting replied to in
two very different ways. The one was loaded with bragging & insults, nothing of any
constructive nature. The other, there were attempts have a true discussion. Sadly, the
hypocritical nature of certain responses and the rather obvious use of favorite
greenwashing techniques caused that to breakdown rather quickly. This morning, all that
came to an end though. On the blog, the fixes GM needs to do to make to improve Volt
were given "simple" labels were looked upon with the same type of hope that led to the
problems they have now. Strangely, that is actually a tiny step forward. At least they are
now acknowledging what we said prior to rollout. The blog stated the shortcomings this
way: "Price is too high" and "Interior room is too low". That's progress, even though we
had to wait for them to learn that the hard way. And of course, they won't admit it was
what we had been saying all along. Acceptance only comes from the enthusiasts feeling
they drew the conclusion about what needed to be done on their own. I find it quite a
relief. Distracting from problems which have become so obvious at this point wasn't
worth their effort. They see that now. So, we can call this decade's round of "up to the
chore" postings with a different conclusion... No.
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6-07-2013

Higher Sales. It's very much a mixed blessing not having PHV in the spotlight yet.
Collecting lots of real-world data prior to that is by far the preferred approach anyway.
But it's rather lonely with so few of us. But then again, those few become well versed in
how the system actually works in the meantime. With so many misconceptions still,
some being intentionally spread by those who want to undermine the greater spread of
batteries & motors, having that is rather important. Fortunately, word is slowly getting
out. My 17-mile commute includes 9 miles above the 100 km/h (62.1 mph) threshold.
People assume that the battery-pack is only used during the slower portion of the drive.
That certainly is not the case. You still get a substantial plug-in boost even at the faster
speeds. That's pretty easy to see too. My first 0.5 mile is EV. The following 9 miles is in
the 65 to 70 mph range, depending on traffic. Today, the screen displayed 119 MPG
when I finally slowed down where the highway changed to 55 mph and the engine
stopped. I ended up parking with the average having climbed up to 205 MPG. But the
assumption that EV is limited and MPG is low as a result isn't an easy belief to
overcome. Sales will climb as the people discover how PiP actually works. Higher is
better. Faster isn't necessarily a good thing though. The catch is what sells. For Prius, it's
simply the plug-in model of the existing generation. For a certain other plug-in, this
current generation isn't expected to see a sales increase. Much of the industry experts are
expecting numbers to remain flat. No growth is bad. As Prius PHV is rolled out to the 35
states this Fall that still don't have it yet, the hope for sales climbing even in the current
15 states is realistic. Meanwhile, this temporary lull while we wait for the first owners to
finally celebrate their first year of ownership is a test of patience.

6-07-2013

Scare Tactics. Here in Minnesota, I remember the fear most of the rest of the country
had when E10 was rolled out to other states. At that point, we had been using it for over a
decade. All the claims of engine problems to expect never had any merit. If they did, we
would have already encountered them. Instead, nothing. E10 worked fine. It reduced
emissions, but at the cost of a minor MPG drop. Studies showed the MPG difference
would plateau with higher blends. So as we moved to E15 and E20, there wouldn't be
that aspect of impact. That meant research could focus on the long-term effects of using
those higher blends. Turns out, there weren't any. Nothing ever emerged revealing
problems. Yet, the association representing Big Oil recently stated this: "E15 could leave
millions of consumers with broken-down cars and high repair bills. It could also put
motorists in harm's way when vehicles break down in the middle of a busy highway." I
was amazed to read that. What are they implying will happen to the engine? Not a shred
of detail has been provided. What could possibly be so bad increasing the blend by 5
percent? Why aren't the just presenting the evidence to support the claim? Convincing
people to fear something with showing them what to actually be afraid of isn't the
slightest bit constructive. It scares me that some people will actually believe them
without question. Accepting claims without knowing why is scary.
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6-08-2013

What Really Happened. The approach for high-efficiency vehicles using batteries with
more than just a tiny integrated motor was to develop a competitive hybrid, something
with a traction motor strong enough to propel the vehicle at suburb speeds. Toyota
figured out how early on. Ford took awhile, but then followed in similar fashion. Honda
is only now doing that, after having struggled for years. Then there's VW with a first
model that's actually worthwhile. We think Hyundai & Kia have potential in that regard
too. Nissan chose to go all EV instead, abandoning their plans. The only other
mainstream automaker is GM, who chose a very different path. They won't be offering
anything in the category without a plug. That's why there has been so much pressure
lately. That's also why the enthusiasts haven't cared about engine efficiency for Volt,
expecting no model to ever be available with anything less than a "40 mile" capacity is a
necessity. That's quite a gamble. But it does provide bragging rights so intense, MPG
results can drown out any attempt to reason. Concern for joe consumer simply isn't there.
They are the ones who never understood "too little, too slowly". The economic aspect still
doesn't matter. So, when discussion turned to what the other automakers were doing, the
posts became hostile. Fortunately now, there are nothing but pointless arguments. But 6
months ago, whoa! The reason is easy to see now too. Prior to that, Toyota was the only
player of consequence. Including Ford didn't make any difference. Then came C-Max
Energi, their first plug-in model of a hybrid. Mentioning that, just Ford alone excluding
Toyota entirely, invoked rage I hadn't ever encountered before. It was ferocious. Up until
that point, the supposed enemy was an automaker from Japan. Mocking them was easy
for GM supporters. But to have a fellow Detroit automaker make GM worry, that was a
very different matter. Now Ford offers another plug-in hybrid, Fusion Energi. That too is
attracting unwanted attention. That situation makes basically anything you say about GM
status not of a cheerleading nature a statement of hate. The Volt enthusiasts are baffled
why there isn't praise for their plug-in anyway. Rather than looking at the big picture,
taking into consideration business & consumer needs, they are truly amazed how anyone
could question the success of Volt. Of course, some are just simply looking for a fight.
Winning battles is much more important to them than ending the war itself. Fortunately,
there are far more quietly happy Volt owners who couldn't care less and welcome other
plug-in hybrid offerings. They see the real need. They recognize what must be done. To
them, I thank. Their support is appreciated. To the few who refuse to embrace change,
goodbye. Mainstream consumers are still waiting.
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6-10-2013

Endless Debates. They are a sign of change on the way. When the same old argument is
brought up again and again, even though clear evidence to the contrary is repeatedly
provided, you know the person is desperate to prevent conclusions from being draw.
Only a handful of such individuals remain anymore. Their persistence to challenge well
established principles would be admirable if their was something to support their claims.
But then they bring up the same old talking points and nothing else, you have to wonder
if they ever took the time to actually study the situation. Being guided by principle alone
doesn't work. They're learning that the hard way. The market is far more complex than
they ever imagined. It's what happens when you take a class like economics or
accounting. You have no idea how many factors are at play until being taught what to
look for. This is the very reason why venues, like online forums, are typically a poor
mechanism for sharing detail. They are great for research. You'll stumble across all kinds
of issues you'd never imagine otherwise. But the short nature of posts and the difficulty
to follow a topic presents a great challenge... and fuels the opportunity for endless debate.
Fortunately, one of the things you are taught to look for is that type of repetition. It's a
sign something isn't right.

6-11-2013

12.9 Estimate Miles. The EV estimate value was a hot topic up until recently. Those
miles kept dropping. New owners absolutely insisted something was wrong with their
new plug-in Prius. They wouldn't accept the fact that the number was only a generic
default. They wouldn't accept that the actual miles would change as the seasons changed
either. The refused to accept the fact that they purchased a vehicle that didn't deliver
consistent results. In other words, they came from the naive world of traditional vehicles
where owners believed MPG was consistent all year long. Not having a gauge in the
vehicle to display such detailed performance information is a totally new concept to
them. Now they know. Now they understand. Now they enjoy. But to see their panic &
frustration of the past, you'd never believe it was the same person. This change of heart
came from there now being a large enough set of owners to have experienced a full
annual cycle. They confirm what the few of us had been saying all along. We'd watch our
estimate values plummet in Winter. My dropped to less than 10 miles at the worst of the
extreme cold, here in Minnesota. Now, I'm seeing 12.9 estimate miles. The actual miles
are even further. For those who have the opportunity to live in warmer climates, they
routinely see estimate values as high as 17 miles. Batteries are sensitive to temperature,
just like combustion engines. Knowledge is power. Lack of it can lead to confusion &
anger. It's best to study. Research, rather than just complain. Fortunately now, there are
enough posts on the same topic to make that easy.
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6-12-2013

250,000 Sales. Just a few months ago, we were told the hope for a quarter-million sales
of Prius in the United States for 2013 didn't look realistic. Boy, have things changed.
Recent growing interest has put expectations back on track. That is now looking to be
quite doable. There's a new advertisement campaign starting and the confusion caused by
Volt is subsiding. To think of how much of a mess GM made of things... That situation is
why Toyota held back. It was frustrating. But then again, the delay allowed time for the
rewards of having real-world data readily available prior to nationwide rollout. After all,
that is exactly what the Volt enthusiasts insisted upon anyway. They were quite adamant
we wait a full year first. For Prius PHV, the extra 9 months is a bit annoying... but
benefits of not having got snarled in the GM mess should be obvious. Marketing a hybrid
as an EV was a big mistake. Even some of the once hostile supporters now acknowledge
the damage that choice caused. Seeing the success Ford has been having recently is what
made them come around. Admitting Toyota had anything to do with the outcome simply
isn't going to happen, ever. Mention of "Prius" still upsets. But with a family of them
demonstrating growth and the ability to sustain sales, that makes sense. That measure of
success is what true change is all about.

6-14-2013

30 Months. That duration marks judgment time for the success or failure of a rollout. We
watched the mighty Two-Mode evaporate at that point. Every argument and support
effort imaginable had been done to keep it relevant. Nothing worked. It was simply too
expensive. Cost was by far the biggest shortcoming. Having inventory piled up was
confirmation sales weren't able to meet expectations. How can a product not making a
profit and heavily dependent on tax-credits possibly become a regular offering? Needless
to say, it faded away to become just a page in history books. Volt faced that very same
trouble, and more. Beside the problem of cost, it came up short on seating room and
depleted efficiency. With an inventory of over 9,000 unsold, we knew something rather
drastic would have to happen. It did too. 3 days ago, GM slashed prices of 2013 models
by $4,000 and 2012 models by $5,000. That was an undeniable sign the hope to reach the
mainstream minimum of 5,000 per month isn't going to happen. What was shocking was
finding some 2012 models still available. Clearly, there are a few dealers simply aren't
interested. Why bother? Seriously. Everyone is abandoning this generation of Volt. Even
the die-hard supporters have given up. It certainly has been a shock to see those who had
been fiercely disagreeing with defending just last week become silent. GM produced a
vehicle they wanted to sell, not what they needed to sell. The evidence is overwhelming
now. Purchase priorities cannot be dismissed in favor of trophies. Reality can be cruel,
but it's not like warnings weren't abundantly provided.
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6-17-2013

Stopped Production. We all knew there were serious problems with Volt demand. The
large price reduction to deal with the massive build up of inventory overwhelmingly
confirmed that. Finding out that GM is no longer sharing production information takes us
to an entirely new low. It's amazing things could so bad. But witnessing the denial of the
situation certainly made it clear the issues were not being addressed. It started 3 years ago
with the design itself, when the direct-drive ability (HV mode) wasn't revealed until
someone inside accidently mentioned it and there was an immediate refusal to clarify.
Then came that absurd publicity event, where a Volt was driven 1,776 miles over the 4th
of July weekend. GM absolutely refused to reveal what the MPG was. That didn't make
any sense. Why in the world would they withhold information so vital to a highefficiency vehicle? We didn't find out the answer to that until just before rollout began.
The numbers showed a very heavy dependency on plugging in. Without that electricity,
Volt was just an ordinary car. That's why the idea of a smaller battery-pack was so
intensely fought against, despite the reality of cost being much too high for mainstream
consumers. Then came the plug-in Toyota Prius, the plug-in Ford C-Max, the Nissan
Leaf, and Tesla Model-S. Heck, maybe even the plug-in Honda Accord had an influence.
With the choices growing, each showing more market potential than Volt, the loss of
interest became an inevitable reality. It was only a matter of time before the supply issue
could no longer be explained. We were told every excuse imaginable. The hype is gone
though. There's nothing left to promote it as "vastly superior". The end has arrived. This
chapter is closed. Will GM be able to rollout a new Volt in a few years that actually
addresses middle-market need. Who knows? All we know now is that this was did not.

6-18-2013

Few Sales. The failure of Two-Mode to take the market by storm, despite years of hype,
was something that Volt enthusiasts staunchly evaded. That just plain did not want to
acknowledge their favored efficiency technology could have the same outcome... even
though it was clearly following the same path. The similarities were blatant. The biggest
match was the complete disregard for cost. Both systems were expensive, doomed to lose
money on each sale until the next generation was rolled out. That dependency on lower
cost without unambiguous means of how that would be achieved was a dead giveaway
the struggle to overcome such a shortcoming would bring intense pressure. But rather
than learn from the past, they chose to hope for the best instead. That failed miserably.
How could the same approach result in a different outcome? The belief was this market
would immediately embrace plug-in vehicles, to the point where consumers wouldn't
hesitate... even in the face of a high sticker price. They were wrong, very wrong. Not
having a non-plug model of the vehicle made that bad situation worse. Fighting against
the idea of second offering with a smaller capacity battery-pack for rapid cost-reduction
basically sealed its fate. The lack of enthusiast endorsement for such a simple rescue
effort was so ironic, I was beside myself. They chose the high-risk course, rather than
support automaker attempts to widen appeal. They claimed they had no influence on GM
decision-making, despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary. They demanded
patience instead. Don't react to the growing problems. Stay true to the original concept,
regardless of the benefit change could bring. As a result, few sales have caused a widearray of problems... without any suggestion of how to recover.
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6-18-2013

Looking Back. Put blatantly, Volt was a disaster. Sure, it worked. But sales fell far short
of expectations. Remember the assurances from GM that production capacity was able to
deliver up to 120,000 per year. That was assurance to keep people from worrying about
fallout from supply not being able to keep up with demand. Instead, quite the opposite
happened. Inventory piled up with any interest from mainstream consumers. That hope of
being a top-selling vehicle didn't materialize. It was a bad situation that continued to get
worse. There was an intense desire to appeal to middle-market without any support to
actually make it match priorities. In other words, the expectation was change on a very
unrealistic scale. The idea of taking smaller steps, rather than just one large one, didn't
have any backing. After all, being able to flaunt awards is much more rewarding than
seeing the parking lot at the grocery store filled with their vehicle... so common, it
wouldn't stir any praise or even recognition. They wanted the success of Prius but not the
standpoint being ubiquitous carries. That conflict of interest prevented progress. There
was no agreement upon goals. It was a situation with no next step available. Looking
back, that's easy to see now... so much so, few will admit to ever having contributed to
the problem. It's difficult to acknowledge you were actually the barrier to success. Of
course, it's not like they weren't warned. Those who don't understand history are doomed
to repeat it. You cannot overcome without addressing directly. Think that will finally
happen?

6-18-2013

Silent Schooling. I got out of work early today and to take advantage by stopping to get a
haircut. The barbershop is located in a strip-mall, next to an off-campus classroom for
local high school students. When done getting my hair cut, the Prius was surrounded.
None of the kids were paying close attention though. They simply stepped aside as they
saw me approach. I didn't say anything. I just got in the Prius and silently backed away.
Suddenly, one of them looked up with a bewildered look on his face. The lack of engine
sound replaced by the pedestrian warning had him captivated to the degree that others
stopped and looked too. Since I had the window open, I smiled and yelled out: "Yes, it's
electric!" They replied back with smiles. That was cool, an educational experience they
hadn't anticipated… which was ironic, since the class taught there was driver's education.

6-20-2013

Downtown Commute. I work in St. Paul, the smaller of the Twin Cities. I'm able to
sneak in from the south, avoiding most of the metro area traffic. That's really, really nice.
I'd despise having to deal with the nightmare conditions countless thousands of others
have to face routinely… which pales in comparison to other areas of the country. I
couldn't imagine long, frustrating drives like that. Anywho, today my girlfriend had a
concert performance clear on the other side. That meant punching straight through the
Minneapolis commute during the peak of rush-hour. I decided to delay my departure a
little. Turns out, that was a wise move. It took here and extra 30 minutes by leaving
earlier. Nonetheless, I had 2.5 miles of crawling through painfully slow, dense traffic. It
sure was nice doing that with only electricity. Funny part was, the relief of having cleared
the mess, I forgot to turn the engine back on (switch to HV mode). That left me cruising
along at 60 mph in smooooooth silence. It sure was a happy ending to a nasty experience.
The craziness of the constantly changing speeds and all the people coming & going
through lanes would be maddening on a regular basis.
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6-21-2013

EV Estimate. That value continues to climb as the temperature climbs. It is now up to
13.3 miles. That hasn't affected actual EV miles of travel though. That seems to have
leveled off at 14.6 miles for my morning commute. As for the drive home, I have no idea.
The afternoon high finally feels like Summer now. Temperatures in upper 80's to low
90's is becoming routine. It's about time. I've been looking forward to using the kayaks.
Anywho, that heat means using the A/C, which consumes electricity. It's important to
keep the battery-pack comfortable the same way you'd like to feel. They are cooled by
circulating cabin air through the case. So, I use the A/C when cruising out on the open
road. It's remarkably efficient too. Even when in HV mode, efficiency on the highway
still averages about 55 MPG. When using EV-BOOST mode at high-speeds, the MPG is
well over 100. That makes tracking the actual efficiency a challenge… not that detail
matters. The point of delivering a significant increase is clearly fulfilled. Long story
short, complaints from Winter have overwhelming been confirmed as unnecessary
concern. There really wasn't anything wrong. That truly is what's expected to happen
with each seasonal cycle.

6-21-2013

Hype. It's what Volt thrived on. That daily blog depended upon vague & exceptional
claims. The essential component of survival depended on people believing in the
unbelievable with no way of actually checking information… a situation doomed from
the start. The facts simply didn't match the hope. Disregard for need made those bad
circumstances even worse. How could so much be achieved in so little time at so little
cost with so little actual real-world experience to support it? Enthusiasts truly thought a
miracle would be delivered, an answer to their prayers. After all, the engineering itself
was sound. But with so little business backing to make the desire feasible, the expectation
of high-volume sales made no sense. It was mismatch of want & need to an extreme that
would require a true miracle to succeed. Risk was too great. That risk was taken away. It
turned into a disaster. What a mess. Now the price of used Volts is dropping. There was a
Detroit article today pointing out how quickly value has been lost. Depreciation at a rate
much faster than both traditional vehicles and hybrids is not what you want when
attempting to build a reputation for a new standard.

6-22-2013

Celebrate? I've made it overwhelmingly clear that I won't endorse any vehicle offering
improved efficiency. Improved emissions has always been the higher priority. That's why
I was against diesel from the very beginning. Lack of potential is another. That's why I
was against ASSIST hybrid from the very beginning. Both proved to be wise choices too.
The FULL hybrid has been cleaner and offers plug augmentation. It's been a winning
solution. Anywho, this comment was made today about the plug-in Accord hybrid: "In
my view, any car with fuel economy 2x above the national average should be celebrated."
Obviously, I couldn't resist interjecting some comment: With a base price over $4oK, we
should hold off on the celebrating. A certain other plug-in taught us how critical being
affordable is as a priority for the masses. Mainstream acceptance requires a businesssustaining cost. It cannot have a dependency on tax-credits either. The new approach to
hybrid design & efficiency obviously shows promise though.
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6-22-2013

Thoughtless Responses. There's nothing like hearing this at the gas station: "Hey, I
didn't think that car took gas." It was an experience a Prius owner recently had.
Encounters like that are sticky situations. You aren't sure how the person saying it will
actually react. More often than not, they'll blow off whatever you have to say. That can
be good if the message is still conveyed. All you need to do is just leave them with
something to think about, something they hadn't ever considered. Change is slow. You
have to start somewhere. I joined in the discussion with: Quotes like that come from
those who never bother to take even a moment to consider how Prius actually works.
They typically dismiss it as small & weak without any other thought. That's a huge
improvement over responses of the past. Back in the early days, over a decade ago, I
encountered some people who absolutely freaked out. They honestly believed the
government was going to force them to give up their monster-size SUV. It was a genuine
fear that resulted in anger and unwilling to listen. Of course, still to this day, detail isn't
being addressed. But at least the general message is getting through. That parting
comment of "it takes me 5 gallons to start this Tahoe up" may have made him laugh, but
the upset of his wife was confirmation that the choice to guzzle isn't acceptable as it was
in the past.

6-22-2013

Super Hybrid. I liked reading that description of PHV. It derived from this: "Avoid
much more than 40 mph during this stage, because then fuel consumption will spike for
relatively little gain in speed." The discussion was about modes & efficiency. I posted: In
most cases, that is indeed the case. However, there is the exception of a well-timed
switch from EV to HV mode. As already pointed out, the system strives to maximum use
of the battery-pack during cold engine warm-up. With the regular Prius, this is difficult to
quantify without having a tachometer available. With the plug-in Prius, the behavior is
quite pronounced. It's obvious. I've been taking advantage of this, waiting to push that
button until just prior to the approach a steep hill climb or highway entrance ramp. That
way, the engine speed is restricted to 1500 RPM, rather than exceeding the usual 3000
RPM that type of power demand would require. It's been working well. I can get up to
speed without the engine straining (high emissions & consumption) and still have reserve
power, just in case. I have dropped the pedal to the floor in those scenarios, to confirm
the system will override that green behavior. It does. Calling Prius PHV a "super hybrid"
seems a very effective way of conveying the design objective. You have a larger battery
and a plug, but the intent of the system is still very much one of delivering significant
improvement at an affordable price rather than calling it a short-range EV.

6-22-2013

Still Trying. When you read this, what are your thoughts: "'Volt combined economy of
37, Prius Plug in 50 .' Very misleading journalism. The PIP is using electricity blended
in to achieve this rating. If the Volt blended in the electricity it would be 65 mpg." That's
greenwashing, twisting information to make it seem like misleading so it will be
disregarded. Without plug-supplied electricity (regular HV mode), the plug-in Prius does
indeed deliver 50 MPG. With electricity and the engine running (we call that EV-BOOST
mode), the MPG is well over 100. As for Volt, where the heck did that 65 come from?
The reference is literally the first I've ever seen. Of course, we have absolutely no clue
what was actually meant by "blending" in this case. That's how greenwashing works.
They are excessively vague, hoping you'll make an incorrect assumption. Long story
short, certain Volt enthusiasts & owners are still trying.
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6-23-2013

Gone. Even that daily blog on the Volt website isn't about Volt anymore. The
discussions, debates, and arguments of the past are gone. This is exactly the way things
played out with the demise of Two-Mode. The pattern is so remarkably similar, even that
isn't talked about. The design approach didn't reach the masses. It did not reach
mainstream sales volume by the end of the second year. What we currently know as Volt
has become a vehicle for those interested in unique historical opportunities. There's no
doubt the next generation model will be quick different. What GM wanted to sell did not
match what consumers needed... for that matter, what GM needed. Thank goodness that
is over. Such a misalignment of priorities was a fiasco in the making. The best we could
hope for was a graceful conclusion. Let this model fade away into memory. So when the
remake is rolled out, it won't have this ghost from the past holding it back. In other
words, rather than being "vastly superior" as all the hype had endlessly proclaimed, this
new model will be a member on the team. The true opponent was traditional vehicles, not
other plug-in hybrids. Hopefully, that lesson is learned. Most likely, those enthusiasts of
the past will remain silent about failed goals & reputation and will simply focus on what
needs to be done instead. After all, letting pride dictate decisions again will only set them
down the same path again.

6-24-2013

Struggle. Without Volt being the headlines from GM anymore, we're seeing more
attention on the pickup market. In fact, Chevy is capitalizing on that by launching an
advertising campaign. The new Silverado is well timed with the recovering economy and
people's general loss of concern toward gas prices. With a towing-capacity of 11,500
pounds and the reality that fact that 43,283 of the older model were sold last month, it
seems as though there's a new breed of guzzler about to emerge. Reading through a "firstdrive" review of this next generation model, there's nothing but this single sentence
mentioning efficiency: "It is rated at 16 mpg city/23 mpg highway with rear-wheel drive
and 16/22 mpg with 4-wheel drive." Unlike most reviews, this did not include observed
MPG. It makes you wonder who will be purchasing the pickups and how they will
actually be used. Will we see these as daily commuters like we did with SUVs? It
certainly does present challenges for efficiency improvement, like Honda's effort to
rollout a new two-motor hybrid system. Fortunately, we do still see Prius PHV as well
positioned for those who are looking for an affordable package upgrade to Prius. But
Ford's attempt to do the same thing doesn't have the same advantage of there already
being a popular model to compare with. There is the reality of battery uncertainty too,
which naysayers will attempt to greenwash about for years still. Keep raising doubt. Tell
people there's plenty of oil still. Support the high-profit vehicles. It's a recipe for
continued struggle. Makes you wonder what the heck the Volt enthusiasts are thinking
about now.
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6-24-2013

Just 4.4 kWh. The importance of significantly reducing emissions & consumption in a
reliable & cost-effective manner was a lesson learned a long time ago. In fact, the first
hybrid rolled out in the United States suffered from not meeting those goals. Sure, the
Honda Insight delivered great MPG, but the smog-related emissions were no different
than traditional vehicles and the all-aluminum body & frame made the cost too high. It
was the "science experiment" the greenwashing always claimed the Classic Prius to be.
That wasn't actually what Toyota had delivered though. Prius was intended to compete
directly with traditional vehicles... which is indeed what ended up happening. GM didn't
do that. Volt clearly is a niche. In fact, it is still getting recognized that way. Just today,
the ranking from the Sierra Club put it at the top. No one is talking about it being part of
the mainstream anymore. All hope of that has been postponed, abandoned until the next
generation is rolled out. Meanwhile, there's Prius PHV. It actually is a mainstream
contender without any modifications. Toyota worked really hard to deliver a plug-in
hybrid using a very small battery-pack. They achieved their goal of 20 km using just 4.4
kWh. That means when the cost of lithium-based batteries finally drops to the industry
expectation for mass-market, Toyota will already have a well-proven system available.
Having real-world data already available from a wide array of owners is a very big deal.
There's nothing to change. They keep selling it, but with a lower price. That won't work
for Volt. The 16.5 kWh battery-pack is over 4 times more expensive. (Remember, it is
liquid-cooled instead of air. That makes it even more expensive.) A cost drop alone won't
be enough to make it competitive with traditional vehicles, especially with a hybrid
system (HV mode) not delivering MPG any better than one. Enthusiasts didn't want to
face that reality. They thought by now, they'd be looking forward to the rollout of the
first upgrade. Instead, they are witnessing clearance prices. In other words, they now
realize how vital is was for the design to have placed a much higher priority on cost... a
mistake they'll end up waiting years to be rectified.

6-25-2013

Carbon Emissions. For awhile now, I've been referring to the refusal to acknowledge the
obvious growing problem we have related to climate change as the "flat worlder"
perspective. The rather blatant rise in water-level in our oceans and the increase volume
of water being precipitated is a clue something has changed. Evidence of other aspects,
like storm frequency & magnitude is much more difficult to nail down. But with respect
to the water, we have gathered enough data to see a new pattern emerging. That in itself
should be enough to be taking the reduction of carbon emissions seriously. It isn't
necessary for dramatic change (yet). But the flat out dismissal that anything at all needs
to be done is absurd. Denial to that degree is a terrible thing to do to our children.
Imagine how ashamed they'll be when they find out we didn't bother, even though we had
the technology. To not is try is a horrible was to lead-by-example as well. How are
developing nations, like China & India, going to address climate change if we don't? If
we have already implemented & refined solutions, they are far more likely to begin using
them too. But to just say the world is flat... Needless to say, I was thrilled when President
Obama used the very same reference I've been using. We all know that cleaner electricity
is possible; however, the effort to clean emissions from coal consumption to generate
electricity has been faced with intense resistance. That's been part of the problem with
EV acceptance. Dirty electricity has a very negative impact on promoting them as green.
The same problem is being to get attention with respect to plug-in hybrids now too. It's a
situation we must finally deal with. The cost of reducing carbon emissions is far less than
the massive expense our children will face decades from now if we don't.
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6-26-2013

0.7 Miles. To my intrigue, I saw something quite unexpected today. When the SOC
(State Of Charge) level indicated 27 percent, the EV estimate distance displayed 0.7
miles. That seems perfectly normal, quite expected in fact. However, that only happens
when driving in EV mode prior to depletion. What happens when driving in HV mode
following depletion? Living in Minnesota and not having taken the PHV to any of the
extreme altitude changes from our remote river-valley cannons, I didn't know the answer.
My guess is after a few miles of decent, the regen would reflect a build of EV miles.
What happens in minor situations? In my case today, the engine had started up just prior
to a climb up my tiny valley. Though small by most people's standards, the climbing to
the summit is pretty nasty on a bike. Sunsets from up there are spectacular though.
Anywho, the act of warming up a cold engine, even on a climb, results in the generation
of electricity. That meant I reached the top of the hill with 8 bars for HV mode. Rolling
back down from there to my house, what would happen? Turns out, nothing. Even
though the SOC said 27 percent, no EV mile value was displayed. The system is
programmed to just present that as "full". Getting to confirm that today was nice. It keeps
the interface simple... and will raise the curiosity of owners new to the exploration phase
of ownership. Educational stimulation like that built into the design is sweet. There's just
enough to compel the curious to dig deeper to learn more about what's actually
happening. Gotta like that.

6-27-2013

E15 Fear. Were seeing more of it. Minnesota made the switch to E10 years earlier than
everyone else, so it was quite educational to read about the fears people from other states
would post. We already had evidence there wasn't anything to be concerned about.
Supposed horrors stories coming from the E10 rollout nationwide never actually
materialized. It turned out to be just fine. Seeing a label or warning about E15 is a simple
case of liability. If they tell you not to, there won't be any argument about later about
warranty coverage... which has uncertainties even there's no ethanol involved. Think of
the contaminants that come from air & oil already. For that matter, what about those
additives coming from gas-station brands? Why accept greater exposure when you don't
have to? What evidence is there that going from E10 to E15 represents a tipping point?
For that matter, what would actually happen? There isn't anything backing up the claims.
Reality is, ethanol can be derived from waste. Economies of scale will allow us to
transition from the current crop sources the majority still use. Some people are fighting
that change without evidence to support it. The effort is to spread fear to impede the
progress. That's really disappointing.
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6-27-2013

Compares. Responses to the automotive enthusiasts magazine reviews are annoying. I
thought that nonsense of the past was just an unpleasant distant memory... apparently,
not. It looks like we are seeing this history repeat again. Ugh. Though, it is actually a
good sign. Seeing that they cannot avoid including Prius in compares means their
obsession with speed & power is again being threatened. Normally, they wouldn't be
caught dead even mentioning a middle-market offering. Vehicles intended for the
mainstream are not what their audience ever cared about. They were the voice of niche.
Being uncommon was what they thrived (and profited) on. Prius most definitely does not
fit that mold. Yet, it's getting attention anyway. They feel threatened by change and left
out by not including to. Doing that increases circulation of their publication as well. So,
that's what we are seeing... again. This was my response to the content itself: The shortsighted compares are troubling. When has the one-size-fits-all approach ever worked?
Connect a battery with the capacity of Volt to a vehicle using the larger HSD
configuration. What happens? Reduce the capacity of Volt's battery to make it affordable
for the masses. What happens? What about the overall emissions? What about the reality
that Volt is smaller inside than Prius? There are so many problems with comparison, it
difficult not to address the reality of cherry-picking. What will replace traditional
vehicles? Isn't the point to become mainstream, not to win trophies?

6-27-2013

Next? It's really difficult to see what will happen next. The end of May, unsold new Volt
inventory available was about 9,100. As of this moment, it's shown to be 8,245. Based on
those numbers, it looks like even just matching May's sales of 1,600 will be a problem.
Despite the $4,000 price-drop, sales didn't increase. In fact, they did the opposite. GM's
decision to build what they wanted to sell rather than what was needed is clearly
backfiring. Sure, the system itself is winning awards, but what the heck is the point of
that? GM consumers are still buying their traditional vehicles instead. Mission not
accomplished. GM has a long-running "over promise, under deliver" reputation. How do
they avoid falling into that same trap again? With so much pressure to overcome the
shortcomings of this generation, telling people they will and false hope leading to
unsupported hype like it did last time is very easy. Being realistic about expectations
doesn't attract headlines. Dealing with lots of unsold inventory makes a bad situation
even worse. What's going to happen?

6-28-2013

Dead Giveaway. Some don't take defeat well. They attempt to alter goals & definitions
to make it look like they are still doing ok. We see that as desperate. I made that quite
clear when the question of "mainstream" was asked yet again: For over a decade, the
measure of "mainstream" has been a minimum of 60,000 per year (5,000 per month).
That is how the Iconic Prius was gauged. It met that volume criteria and enraged those
who attempted to label it as a "stop gap" solution. In fact, that is the very reason why GM
set the Volt goal of 60,000 for second year sales and stated production capacity of
120,000 would be available for the third year. Knowing that large automakers, like
Toyota, Ford, and GM, each sell a number of models of traditional vehicles easily
exceeding 5,000 per month, it only makes sense to measure hybrids the same way. After
all, the point is to replace those traditional vehicles with hybrids. The fact that this
information conveniently gets forgotten and re-asked on a very regular basis is a dead
giveaway there's an effort at play by some to undermine. We are being overwhelmingly
clear & concise: 5,000 per month.
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6-29-2013

Audience, dying. That question of "mainstream" stimulated constructive discussion.
That certainly was a welcome change. But then again, the staunch antagonist that had
been harassing (more than just trolling, personal attacks) those on the big Prius forum has
vanished. The assumption is that he was banned. Whatever the reason, not being there
anymore makes civil exchanges of thought & observations much easier. The first
example was this question: "Is the prius slowly dying?" It came about from seeing some
well known Prius owners trying out Volt and Tesla. Being well aware of how a mature
technology is often labeled as "obsolete" by competitor enthusiasts, I responded with
this: Knowing your audience is vital. Seeing some enthusiasts or supporters switch to
something with larger battery & motor doesn't represent anything with respect to
ordinary consumers. That's why there are different grades of vehicle. It's also why claims
of "shortcomings" don't actually make any difference. If you're simply looking for an
improvement over the regular Prius, the PHV undeniably delivers. It's not attempting to
be an EV, which is why direct comparisons to a plug-in like Volt don't make any sense...
they clearly aren't intended to appeal to the same audience. BTW, what speed is the
traditional vehicle dying?

6-29-2013

Audience, cues. This was posted as a follow-up to the discussion on that thread: "All this
means is that Toyota will have to take cues from their competitors and decide which way
they want to market their vehicles." I was happy to add: Hence the delay of the
nationwide rollout. Volt made it quite clear that high-capacity plug-in hybrids won't be
accepted by the masses anytime soon... low sales, even with tax-credit and price-slash
incentives. There's obviously a market for them, but that category is a niche for
enthusiasts rather than a solution for the mainstream. It's a long-term effort that leave a
massive product-gap in the meantime. Toyota is well positioned to fill in that gap. Prius
PHV is an augmentation of the existing platform. The under-utilized 60 kW traction
motor gladly gobbles up the extra electricity the bigger battery provides. It's not a
paradigm shift either. Consumers easily understand the capacity increase and plug pushes
MPG quite a bit. They'll enjoy the EV mode as they do now with Stealth mode... because
it's a Plug-In Hybrid. Much of the current struggle Volt is dealing with was self-inflicted.
That sounds like a harsh assessment, until you realize that also means there is an
opportunity for self-correction. GM will take cues from its own mistakes to reach the
audience it couldn't on this current attempt. The catch is, they must be clear about who
the vehicle is intended. The cue to us from supporters was the "Who is the market for
Volt?" question continuously being evaded. That unwillingness to answer was a dead
giveaway audience expectations were not being met.
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6-29-2013

Ranting. It's starting to get bad, not the slightest bit constructive and without any merit.
It's hard to tell what the intent actually is. But I thought I'd humor this particular rant that
included "isn't worth the money" and "if PPI was that great, why didn't Toyota". You
never really know what the person's motive is until attempting a discussion, so I tried
with: That's called anecdotal reasoning. Step back and look at the big picture. There is
currently no way to justify any plug-in vehicle. For that matter, even the "worth" of a
hybrid continues to be challenged. Sadly, part of that comes from giving no value to the
reduction of emissions and non-renewable resources in those "worth" analysis
calculations. Fortunately, purchase priorities are changing for some. Toyota took the
balance of battery & cargo sizes was taken quite seriously. As with the cost of gas,
battery cost will swing in favor of that configuration. Without any incentives, the
approach will be profitable and reach the masses. That's a very, very important aspect
typically dismissed by those only looking at the immediate present. The current effort is
to establish the existing rollout markets and to better spread the word about real-world
experiences. Introducing more new owners at dealers who are also new would be
counter-productive. Expansion prior to finishing up with the first batch of owners would
spread resources too thin, especially when dealing with an ever-changing mindset about
plugging in from the political arena.

6-30-2013

Bike Rack. 106 miles yesterday, my first long trip. 2 bikes on back were on back. Since I
have the plug-in and there was 5 miles of EV available, my resulting 51 MPG doesn't
directly apply to the regular model. But I can comment on how well the rack itself
performed. It's definitely the way to go for convenience. Being able to easily load and
lock the bikes while still having the option of opening the hatch is great. The rack
connected to the Prius via only the hitch mount works well. It's secure, doesn't impair
visibility much, and won't ever make contact with the car itself. It stashes away inside the
hatch well too, an unexpected benefit I can take advantage of. It is expensive though,
nearly triple the cost of a strap-on rack. But I consider it worthwhile if used often over
the course of many years. Long story short, I pleased with the choice.

6-30-2013

0.8 Miles. I finally got an opportunity for some serious regeneration observation. My
girlfriend and I went out on a biking trip. There was a plunge into the river valley. It was
spread across about 3 miles and dropped a few hundred feet. Starting in HV mode with
nothing left in the battery for EV, the decent began. When it got to that 0.7 miles of
mystery I encountered the other day, my attention was peaked. Sure enough, that next
tenth-of-a-mile increment did the trick. The indicator on the display switched over from
showing a full HV battery (8 individual bars) to a solid presentation stating 0.8 miles of
EV. That was cool. I still wasn't at the bottom yet either. It ended up recharging the pack
to 1.4 miles. The remainder of the drive to the parking area for that long, beautiful trail
out in the country along the river, shrouded by large trees, was all in EV as a result. The
drive back out later was too. That sure was nice. For those who actually live in areas will
rolling hills or mountains can actually do what has been coined as "stacking". Where
rather than using up that EV right away, they save it and continue regenerating. The
miles keep going up. That's something I'll never see around here, but I could simulate the
same by saving the regen that comes from braking. On a road trip, that could come in
handy. Around here though, I'll just plug in.
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7-01-2013

Change. We went from being "vastly superior" to direct comparisons of plug-in hybrid
with more seating & cargo room, greater efficiency following depletion, nearly a quarter
the battery-capacity, a third the tax-credit, and only available in a third the states. It
wasn't too long ago that a few outspoken Volt enthusiasts had described it as "pathetic".
Things have undeniably changed. Reality of business need has become difficult to avoid.
The mighty have fallen. We all know middle-market consumers don't have purchase
priorities that match what Volt has delivered but do match Prius PHV. That's an ugly fact
that caused some to insist we now wait for the next generation and hope for the best with
nothing but vague claims that cost will drop substantially and configuration will not be
compromised. How is such feat possible, especially without the competition also
achieving similar results? It doesn't add up. It's time to get serious. The rhetoric isn't
getting any traction anymore. Inventory piling up without a plan "B" available is putting
a lot of pressure on Volt. There isn't a smaller capacity or a non-plug model to offset. It's
a one-size-fits-all gamble that hasn't been paying off. Enthusiasts can argue that point all
they want, but it falls on deaf ears... since that only confirms what we had been saying
even before rollout began. GM must offer something for the masses that's profitable and
doesn't depend on tax-credits. It's essential those requirements are met. Good luck with
that next generation.

7-01-2013

Lithium-Sulfur. That was this month's distraction from upcoming sales numbers. The
release of those counts alway causes a stir. So, focusing on something else has become
the routine. There was actually a really well done write-up this time too. It was an article
detailing the potential of battery technology currently being researched. Lithium-Sulfur
was the type showing the best opportunity. With roughly 4 times the capacity of the
current Lithium-Ion, that would indeed be good news. Something like that is many, many
years away still. We won't see automotive-grade availability until long after the rollout
on small recharging portable devices first. They pave the way, since cost & longevity is
so much less of an issue for them. Like everything else, there's waiting involved. The
topic itself is more of a curiosity than anything. But it is compelling enough to be a
worthwhile distraction... which is what was wanted today.

7-01-2013

The Wait, tomorrow. Sales results get posted tomorrow. The mark the end of senseless
battling. With the "game changer" hope clearly not being fulfilled, it's over. The electriconly plug-in, Nissan Leaf, has kept in pace with the plug-in hybrid Chevy Volt. We
expect that to go unchanged, despite the heavy discounting. The market isn't ready.
Hybrids should do well, which is why Prius stands out. Adding the option of a larger
pack with a plug doesn't change the equation much. The formula for success (penetration
into the mainstream) doesn't require any major rework. Volt enthusiasts don't believe that
though. They're still hoping for a miracle... soon. With the production of the 2014 model
starting in just 2 weeks, the inventory listed online of over 8,000 still is a very real
problem. Needless to say, using scapegoats to keep discussions from drawing any
conclusions is the key for them. I simply responded to their undermining efforts with:
Regardless of what I post, it just ends up being twisted. The pattern is easy to see. I'm
done playing the game. It's overwhelming clear that Volt does not match consumer
needs. No effort to divert attention will change that.
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7-02-2013

The Wait, competition. Shortly after the numbers were revealed, it was clear there
would be major problems. Online arguments would get intense if we allow them to get
off-topic. After over 2.5 years, it is clear that waiting is the only option for Volt. That
means allowing the plug-in Prius to catch up in the meantime. And since its audience is
middle-market, rather than being for niche buyers, that's a very real problem. Awaiting a
sleeping giant isn't what the enthusiasts had in mind. It's their own fault. They always
considered Prius PHV the competition. Now they fear when it wakes. I responded with:
Traditional cars have always been the competition, not other automaker hybrids or plugins. Cruze, Malibu, and Impala continue to dominate. That's the reality of the situation.

7-02-2013

The Wait, wake up. Needless to say, they were angered. I simply added: So as long as
sales of Volt are better than Prius PHV, all is well? Wow! Some have definitely lost
touch with reality. Here's a wake-up call, other GM sales for June: 32,871 Cruze; 23,645
Equinox; 21,288 Malibu; 17,255 Impala; 43,259 Silverado. Attempts to divert attention
away from the cold hard fact that those profitable traditional vehicles are absolutely
crushing Volt won't change anything. They are just excuses to feel better about a really
bad situation. GM doesn't have an alternative available. Want to compare to Toyota?
How about acknowledging that they could easily follow Ford's approach of sacrificing
cargo room for more battery, which would increase both range & power. Then there's the
fact that Toyota already offers an HSD system which pairs a larger motor with a larger
engine. There is also the reality that the system is extremely efficient even without
plugging in, as well as profitable. Take all that and offer it in a body built as an
alternative configuration. What will GM do?

7-02-2013

The Wait, hotcakes. Ignoring the spin coming from Volt support, I shifted to the
problems by one particular new Prius owner. He was lied to by a salesperson. Being
misled about a purchase hurts. All that incorrect information steered him away from the
plug-in model. His lack of willingness to acknowledge how far off some numbers we
resulted in a series of posts with generalizations and emotional outburst... not exactly
what we call constructive. But considering his thread was titled "Plug-in Prius is a rip
off" there clearly has been some improvement. Fortunately, the moderators quickly took
down his thread, seeing how it lacked any effort to address facts. Rants aren't welcome.
Questions are though. He finally came around and posted: "There has to be a reason why
they are not selling like hotcakes." That's far more appropriate. We can be receptive to
that. Still, there is worry that the message will get through. Dealing with buyer's remorse
can be a problem as well. But at least there is now an attempt to exchange information. I
provided: There has been a major greenwashing effort to convince people that the plug-in
Prius is an EV with just a 6-mile range and the battery is useless at speeds faster than 62
mph. Seeing that and confirming consumers were misunderstanding how plug-in hybrids
operates, Toyota decided to slow down the rollout. Focus on initial markets has become
the priority now. Real-World data has always triumphed over efforts to mislead.
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The Wait, more is better. No more waiting. It's over. I was actually surprised how
quickly the Volt enthusiasts backed down. Their antagonistic efforts on the big Prius
forum seem to have been abandoned. Not getting what they had hoped for allowed the
constructive discussion to begin. I liked reading this: "Unfortunately, the original
question about what would cause the PiP sales to improve is still elusive." True, we did
provide information about that many, many times already. But finding it amongst the
rhetoric is tough. So, I was happy to restate it again. Of course, that too involves waiting:
Time is needed more than anything. The first-year jitters combined with simply not being
available are barriers that will overcome themselves. No redesign is needed. Prius PHV is
already configured to match middle-market purchase priorities. We knew the
misconceptions related to batteries would be a challenge to deal with. Fallout from the
first attempts was the uncertainty, hence the delay faced now. Fortunately, just the act of
taking that next step of national rollout will stimulate sales even in the markets already
established. Selling a car that will basically be thought of as an appliance will never make
an enthusiast happy. Acceptance of vehicles they consider dull & boring to achieve
business-sustaining sales isn't taken seriously. Arguing with them is a futile endeavor.
The only thing it actually accomplishes is to provide confirmation that priorities were
correct. As the dust settles, those who didn't understand what was needed will grow
silent. Dealing with that more-is-better nonsense is a pain, but it's nothing new. We've
been through it many times in the past.

7-03-2013

The Wait, rehashing. Today's discussion was pointless. It was just the same old
questions being asked again... the ones already answered in that very thread. They
literally don't have anything worthwhile to say anymore. The antagonists are aren't
stirring attention and those who want to help aren't accomplishing anything. It has all
come down to the need for real-world data from ordinary consumers. That means Volt
faces quite a challenge. Many of those owners take great pride in the fact that they are not
common. They have a special vehicle that they have consistency promoted as "well worth
it" for quite some time now. That contradicts the goal of being affordable. It's a selfdefeating effort which has finally been take in. At least the wait for that is over. As for
the rehashing of content we have covered countless times already, we're not going to
bother. It's pretty clear the time would be better spent on things like educating new
owners instead. They share experiences and request feedback. It's fun to fill in the blanks
for them too. They gobble up information from owners who have had their Prius longer,
especially when it comes to the plug-in model. Needless to say, that's what I'd rather
focus on anyway.
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3 million. That was the big number published today. It's how many Prius have been
purchased worldwide. I find the number and the timing thought provoking. Exactly 3
years ago, we were suffering from the extreme smug. Remember that "Freedom Drive"
publicity stunt for Volt? The hope that stirred was truly remarkable… but was filled with
red flags. We got little warnings during that event that things weren't quite right… but
were assured that 3 years from now, the "vastly superior" vehicle would triumph. Turns
out, the opposite happened. Prius is holding strong and Volt is just barely hanging on. It
never ceases to amaze me how evading priorities ends up costing supporters dearly in the
end. Sure enough, we watched that very thing unfold. They didn't want to address what
achieving middle-market acceptance would take. They were excited about a niche,
hoping it would somehow become a mainstream vehicle without having to change to
meet the priorities of those consumers. Prius was designed with "middle" audience in
mind. The 3 million sales confirm that goal of matching their needs was fulfilled.

7-05-2013

Disappointment. How do you respond to this: "My disappointment with Toyota is they
dragged their heels and let the other guys jump out ahead." The expectation was that
Toyota would have rolled out a plug-in hybrid that took the market by storm and
followed up with an equally impressive electric-only vehicle. To this particular
individual, cost didn't matter. He figures a worthwhile product will justify its price tag. I
strongly disagree with that, obviously. But he doesn't see the importance of directly
targeting middle-market. That doesn't leave to debate with. His perspective & goals are
simply too different. That meant reflecting back upon the tried & true instead. So, I
posted: How do you know? PHV is a mid-cycle release. It didn't make sense to go all out,
especially knowing there's lots of great feedback to leverage from by limiting the release.
After all, that approach worked extremely well with the Classic model. The next
generation isn't too far off when you consider when design finalization must be
completed.

7-07-2013

Reviews. They certainly stir a lot of attention. The addition of a plug to Prius is most
definitely doing that… especially since there is no standard whatsoever on how the
electricity usage is actually reported. They write whatever the heck they want, without
any detail, and just label it as an "observation". That's extremely misleading. But then
when you consider the lack of any standards when it comes to comparing MPG anyway,
the situation is understandable. Basically, the automotive reporters are still geared toward
appealing to emotion rather than focusing on being practical & affordable. This is the
quote that got a number of us riled up: "But in normal hybrid mode, fuel economy
dropped to 43 mpg, one less than the regular Prius." Needless to say, we didn't know
how that conclusion was being drawn. My response was: I just got back from a 425-mile
vacation, without ever plugging in. 270 of those miles were with 2 bikes on back, 2
people inside, and a bunch of cargo. The A/C was on the entire time. The other 155 miles
were driving around, sight-seeing and stuff. The A/C was on the entire time. 8.87 gallons
were used. 47.9 MPG was the end result. Even that extreme example delivered better fuel
economy. It's frustrating to read such reviews that mislead & confuse. They clearly don't
have an informative method of comparison established yet.
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Blocked Vent? The temperature was in the 90's. The Prius had been baking in the sun
while we enjoyed a long lunch. We jumped in, I fired up the A/C, then we headed out.
About a minute later, the dashboard lit up with warnings. Hmm. Was it that misleading
door-ajar message? I had only encountered that one time ever. It was so easily rectified, I
wasn't able to confirm either. I pulled over, asked everyone to open & close their door,
then restarted the Prius. That would have been a nice observational opportunity. But
unfortunately, I noticed the back passenger had also shifted position at the same time. I
asked if she had been leaning up against the door. Her response was "Maybe." I asked if
she was aware that the vent could have been blocked. Her response was "Want vent?"
Needless to say, the restart had already shown all was well at that point. So, there wasn't
anything else left to observe. My guess is the battery-pack had sensed it wasn't able to
breathe and sounded off a warning concerned that it wouldn't be able to cool itself later
as I drove. The lesson learned was to raise awareness of the vent adjacent to the back
seat. Mention of it in the past obviously wasn't enough.

7-08-2013

Silence. "It's interesting how tight-lipped GM has been on the 2014. Either there is
nothing to report, or they don't want to show their cards. Production starts next week,
you think we'd hear something." That quote posted by a die-hard enthusiast of Volt on
that daily blog sure caught the attention of some people. June sales were strong, due in
large part to the price-reduction, but that provides no indication of what to expect for
July. It could have easily been a surge, the opportunity some sitting on the fence had long
awaited for. After all, we know some PHV owners did the same thing. We know also
though that the effect is temporary. We know that won't result in a large quantity either.
GM won't be able to unload roughly 8,000 Volt still in inventory soon enough. Call me
anti-GM or anti-Volt for pointing out the facts, but don't disregard that in the process.
Toyota has the flexibility of just producing regular models instead. The ability to switch
battery-packs offers a big inventory protection (profit retention) approach GM simply
doesn't have with a plug-in only Volt. Prius doesn't have a one-size-fits-all risk like
that… which is why we hear anything but silence from it. This is an important time in
history. We truly don't know what will happen next… other than the inevitable spin that
will follow from those who will claim the choice was an obvious one. What will it be?
The silence makes us wonder. The outcome of what happens in the near future is very
important.

7-08-2013

Avalon Hybrid. I saw my first today. It was quite unexpected too. I was just walking
along the street and noticed that the car I approached was a new large Toyota sedan. I
looked close at the interior space and dashboard arrangement. It wasn't until I backed up
to look at the entire side of the vehicle that I noticed the hybrid emblem. Cool. I like
seeing the HSD system implemented on a larger vehicle so covertly. It provides Toyota
with lots of real-world production & support experience well ahead of the anticipated
demand. They can refine the system in the meantime, improving efficiency and reducing
cost with little to no attention. That's preparing for the future. Just think what that larger
system could offer when the price of battery capacity finally drops significantly. Having
something already well proven waiting for the upgrade is a good plan. It helps out a lot
with product-diversity too.
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Perspective. There certainly is a wide variety now. Much of it stems from goals. When
they differ, typically you'll find that the person isn't seeing needs the same way. The
influence of urgency never matches either. For example: "I just see Toyota's handling of
the iQ has evidence that they aren't taking a plug-in market seriously." That little
electric-only vehicle is a niche offering, not intended for the mainstream. True, the
audience is middle-market, but plan isn't for it to become a business-sustaining product.
Not all vehicles must be profitable and sold in high-volume. Volt gets a lot of fallout
because it was intended to be just that, but came up well short. That isn't the purpose of
iQ. It is the purpose of Prius though. This first implementation of PHV will not only
establish expectations, it will also pave the way for easy rollout of the next generation,
while at the same time deliver sales well in excess of iQ. Needless to say, I did respond,
but there really wasn't a whole lot to say: Compared to what other traditional automaker?
Nissan is basically alone. None of the others have made any dent in the market. We also
know that attacking middle-market head on rather than approaching via a niche pretty
much always gets the same assessment. So, it's somewhat of a red herring until the cost
drops enough to make either viable for high-volume.

7-10-2013

True Colors. It didn't take long for the owner who was supposedly making an effort to
be constructive to finally show his true colors: "I have nothing against the PPi or the
technology. Pay for your own car, losers." Calling out in an insulting way like that and
claiming we were stealing enraged those who had been patiently trying to discuss issues
with him. I posted: We've been through virtually every angle, to no avale. It started off
with a thread claiming the plug-in model was a "rip off" and got worse from there. When
you express no interest or value in our reduction of emissions & oil-dependency, that's
one thing. But then when it turns to flag-waving & insults, that's quite different. We all
see how much employment Toyota vehicles generate in the United States just with the
traditional & hybrid vehicles. Add to that the opportunities the plug introduces, it simply
makes no sense for such terrible attitude... especially when there was a very clear effort
to make the design match purchase priorities of the masses. At least there is this thread
now to voice opinion, rather than deal with off-topic interjections within other
discussions. The big question though is: Why? My guess is not having any background
information about how the market actually works. After all, many enthusiasts don't. That
experience with a dishonest salesperson made the situation certainly didn't help, but
lashing out at us doesn't either. To specifically address the "loser" comment, haven't you
noticed that no matter how much some of us have an issue with other automaker
offerings, we always make a sincere effort to treat owners nicely without stooping down
to name calling? Use ignore if you don't agree. Post information showing your stance
actually does address the needs of both business & country. Provide suggestions for
improvement. Just don't resort to vague generalizations, disregard for the big picture, or
remarks that clearly aren't constructive.
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Scapegoat. The follow-up to the "losers" insult was: "So basically, you guys are getting
someone else to pay for your expense to make this feature looks like it's a good buy." The
logic of considering the true cost of gas and the penalties of the resulting pollution fell on
deaf ears. He just plain did not care. He got mislead by a salesperson, missed out on the
discount opportunities, and now wanted to take out his frustration on us. He needed a
scapegoat to feel better. We weren't happy about his short-sightedness. But making it
personal took the "rip off" argument to a whole new level. I tried to remain constructive
though: The point of the tax-credit is to help rapidly establish the market. If used well, by
the time it expires, that cost differential will have been eliminated. In other words, the
$2,500 some of us get will be matched by a $2,500 drop in cost. The so-basically fails to
acknowledge that purpose... which is realistic for Prius PHV to fulfill. Enough, or should
we also point out oil is still heavily subsidized?

7-10-2013

Decontented Volt. Those few still left on what remains of that daily blog for Volt aren't
happy when someone else echoes the same message I've been conveying for years... The
current configuration of Volt isn't enough; another model must be offered. Of course,
whenever I expressed that, they'd spin it to mean GM should abandon the current model
entirely. Even though that most definitely not what I have said, that is what they hear.
After all, posts are always assumed to somehow be related to Prius, despite that never
have been mentioned. They don't want Volt to become common, since then it won't stand
out anymore. That loss of being special undermines all that they've worked so hard to
endorse. It's a losing battle. Becoming mainstream requires uniqueness to be forfeited.
That's too great of a penalty in their mind. So whenever an affordable model is
mentioned, they get very defensive. I finally chimed into the discussion with: This group
has been dead set against GM offering a second model of Volt for years. They know
something affordable & profitable for the masses to purchase is a necessity, but they'd
rather gamble on the next generation than address product diversity. Of course, the
current inventory situation and the topic at hand (upcoming 2014 models) will force
change anyway. So, it's a basically a moot point at this stage. The time for being
proactive has already expired.

7-11-2013

Fundamentals. How many times can the same comments be brought up? The purpose of
antagonist is to undermine, to prevent conclusions from being drawn. So, any kind of
doubt that can be raised or point that is no longer in context will be exploited for that
purpose. It would be quite maddening if you were willing to play that game. I do only for
milking out information that otherwise wouldn't be surrendered. They get desperate
sometimes, unwittingly revealing a weakness for the same of winning an argument.
Sacrificing the war for a battle never makes sense. But then again, their intent isn't
sensible anyway. My choice was to post: Still trying to buy time and completely
disregarding all the other excuses, we are finally down to the fundamentals. Prius was
configured to achieve profit without change, and it did. Volt most definitely was not, and
will not. Quite a bit of reconfiguring is needed still. That's a fundamental difference you
cannot just overlook or dismiss.
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EV Confusion. Sometimes, a bit of exposition is helpful: Prius PHV is a plug-in hybrid.
That means the engine shut off when it isn't needed. While in EV mode, you are telling
the system to draw as much electricity from the battery-pack as possible. While in HV
mode, you are telling the system to draw less. Switching modes changes tolerances, it
doesn't prevent. As some have pointed out, even while in HV mode, estimated EV range
will slowly drop. The system is seeking out efficiency opportunities and taken advantage
of them when they are found. That's what is supposed to happen. This is why there is still
an "EV" symbol even while in HV mode. When it illuminates, that informs you some
capacity which would otherwise be used for EV is being consumed. Technically, that
actually is EV mode, since the engine isn't running. To avoid confusion, as it is a feature
of HV mode available in both the plug-in and regular models of Prius, those of us
wanting to keep things straight call that STEALTH mode.

7-12-2013

Direct Confrontation. A new discussion thread was created to deal with the problems
we've been having with the "rip off" poster. His attacks on PHV quickly turned to lashing
out at individuals. We wanted to know more, but not at the expense of other threads. So,
a new one was created exclusively to address the issue. I joined in with: This thread has
turned out to be quite informative. I was scratching my head wondering what in the world
motive could be. The ardent nature of messages didn't match the words actually being
posted. Facts were being dismissed and ignored. It didn't make sense. Why lash out at
owners rather than just the technology itself? We ended up finding out there is a strong
resentment for those having received credits & rebates for their purchase. Since he didn't
have that opportunity, the reaction is understandable. It's not reasonable. There's simply
no place for insults like that. But having those feeling is though. Paying more for less
happens sometimes. It's frustrating. Being a victim of misleading makes the situation
even worse. There isn't much we can do to make things better. Life isn't fair. That sucks.
You have to focus on positives. Make the best of the situation. After all, having a regular
model Prius is still quite nice. Resale value stays high. MPG is well above traditional
vehicles and all the other hybrids without is plug. You are still contributing to reduced
emissions & consumption.
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Stuff happens. It's hard to believe some posts come to this: "But you are not entitled to
make up your own 'facts'." It's not surprising though. Some people make up their mind
and you are stuck with them unwilling to even consider anything else. A number of us
have had it. He has declared PHV a failure and that's that. I sounded off with: Rather than
just provide information, we get conclusions drawn for us and they presented as "facts".
Toyota hasn't even expanded rollout beyond the initial markets. Yet, we are told the
game is over already. The outright dismissal of purchase priorities, like helping
contribute to a better world by supporting the effort to reduce emissions & consumption,
there's nothing but arguing about financial return. That type of absolute isn't constructive.
Add to that the childish name-calling and complete disregard for consumer
understanding, it's basically a futile effort to attempt reason. This isn't anything new to
Prius. We've been through it many times in the past. What makes it different now is the
scale. Offering a plug-in model changes perception of the regular model. That's great for
the ordinary consumer driving a traditional vehicle still, but it puts those who considered
the purchase the plug-in and ended up getting the regular instead in a difficult position...
especially if their decision was heavily based on financial points and they now see their
original calculations in error and substantial rebates reducing price. Long story short, the
resulting spin is a manifestation of buyer's remorse we simply cannot do anything about
other than allow him to vent his frustration. Those "facts" will be drown out by the realworld data contradicting them. So, there really isn't much to be concerned about.

7-12-2013

Excluding Business. Sometimes it is rather pleasant to just deal with PHV outlashing.
The rhetoric with Volt is really getting old. Some just plain don't care about the business
aspect, so they exclude it entirely. It boggles the mind that anyone could intentionally be
so short-sighted. But here it is: "We (not you) are talking about the technology and
engineering here. This is what has leapfrogged the competition." It's that same definition
of success they've evaded all along. You ask for goals, they respond with praise for the
design. I've had it with this too. So, I posted: That trophy-mentality is what pushed Volt
in the wrong direction, encouraging GM to deliver a car enthusiasts will praise. The
consequence is a vehicle not drawing interest from the mainstream, piling up as unsold
inventory on dealer's lots. Had that "we" embraced the idea of GM diversification by
offering a second model of Volt, one much less expensive and configured to match
purchase-priorities of the masses, the situation currently being faced wouldn't' be so dire.
Focus on technology and engineering only has consequences. That blatant dismissal of
business need is now proving to be a poor choice. In the meantime, the competition is
striving to deliver what GM did not. The leapfrog opportunity was missed. We could see
GM join in with the next generation offering. But there won't be a trophy for that. They'll
be a partner in the effort to phase out production of traditional vehicles. To those who
that upsets, just do a search of 2013 models still available for purchase. The majority of
consumers, middle-market, simply aren't interested. Their needs & budget are quite
different from the "we" here. Those of us here referred to as "you" will continue to
remind about the realities of a business needing profit and what happens when the taxcredits expire. As for the frog, notice how hot the water is getting?
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"too little, too late" I couldn't let that particular summary slip by. Those defending GM
on the big Prius forum are basically just providing damage-control at this point; there's
nothing to actually hope for anymore. It's counter-productive not drawing conclusions at
this point anyway. But pride is a big barrier to overcome and anything we say to that
effect ends up making us sound smug. So, I tried to convey the situation with: "too little,
too slowly" was the concern expressed by the auto-taskforce when the bankruptcy
recovery was being planned and throughout the years that followed. We were assured
there was nothing to worry about. Now all we get is a stream of excuses without any
plan. Neither Two-Mode nor BAS/eAssist were able to reach beyond initial rollout. What
makes this effort with Volt different? We see small cars and diesel as the current push
from GM. How does a hybrid offering fit into the mix now? The clock is ticking. When
the $7,500 tax-credit expires, that difference must be made up for by GM... since even
with it, the main complaint is price is still too high and no profit is being made. Many
people, especially some participating on this thread, forget that traditional vehicles are
the true competition. GM is competing with itself.

7-13-2013

Absolutes. You gotta like this: "If the car is not capable of electric only max power then
there is NO all electric range. The EPA, CARB, etc, should see it this way. They should
only provide blended MPG and gas only MPG numbers." That effort to support purity is
still going nowhere. Being horribly vague, it won't. But that's what those pushing
generalizations do. They want you to think in terms of absolutes. The hybrid approach of
taking advantage of whatever the situation presents messes up that effort. Nonetheless, I
had to respond with something: Finally, something constructive to discuss. Thank you!
With everyone else -1 voting to make comments disappear rather than actually address
them, that is a welcome change. Unfortunately, the term "max power" doesn't actually
mean anything. For that matter, there is no "max speed" either. It's all quite vague and
differs amongst audience. No standard has ever emerged. The measure of maximum
doesn't reflect upon real-world results anyway. As for your suggestion, the "blended"
would need to be divided into 2 separate categories... before & after depletion. The latter
is what we currently have available from the EPA. They don't provide anything direct
with respect to MPG while plug-supplied electricity is being used. That's because you
wouldn't be taking into account all fuel consumption, only what the engine is doing...
hence the MPGe value. While blending with plug-supplied electricity, I see efficiency
averaging well over 100 MPG. What does that number tell the consumer wanting to
know more about how the system works?
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Blended & Purity. There are a handful of bitter & resentful Volt enthusiasts still. Having
lost the ultimate test of success, achieving mainstream sales, they seek out ways to vent
their frustration. You can tell their emotional distress runs deep too… which means
reasoning won't work. Logic is outright dismissed. They just want someone else to suffer
at this point. Having been proven incorrect is an uncomfortable place to be. But to attack
others makes the situation unacceptable. The way this has manifested itself is in the form
of misleading. Among Volt's strongest traits prior to the actual design having been
revealed was the belief of purity. The engine would only be used as an emergency
backup and would never provide power directly to the wheels. Well, that obviously fell
apart. It never had any substance to support it anyway, but hope is a mighty powerful
influence. Anywho, those few individuals still frustrated are lashing out at the plug-in
Prius by attempting to create a misconception about blending. Succeeding with that
would make Volt still stand out. They want you to believe blended operation causes an
extreme MPG drop. It doesn't. But making people assume there's a huge penalty is there
hope. I simply responded with: Think about what "blended" actually means. It's just an
indication of at least 1 injection of fuel was utilized. That's all. So even if the engine
shuts off just a few seconds later, the drive is no longer considered pure electric. What
about when the heater is needed? In other words, the EPA estimates don't tell us the
whole story. Notice how there isn't a usable-capacity listed?

7-14-2013

Unwatch. They did every possible thing they could think of to prevent conclusions from
being drawn. It didn't work, since my purpose was to draw conclusions. I wanted to know
who the troublemakers were. With the venue the big Prius forum, it was important to find
out who would keep trying to raise doubt and would ask the same questions over and
over again. They clearly didn't want to be constructive. They just wanted to level the
playing field, to undermine success to allow time for mistakes to be corrected. Well, too
bad. I now know who those Volt antagonists are and have put them on ignore. That's not
something I like to do. I want to have very good reason not to listen to what someone has
to say. But when there are so many others would genuinely want help and these particular
individuals are just wasting your time, it's ok. So, I did. They I draw a conclusion they
hadn't anticipated and could do nothing about. I simply ended a post with "unwatch".
There's no way for them to respond to that. They knew I had moved on. And since
virtually everyone else had already, there was no audience left. The thread came to a
screeching halt.

7-17-2013

Sick Week. I came down with something nasty and have been stuck at home the past few
days. My driving is for nothing but food, mostly runs to keep dehydration from becoming
a problem. The convenience of not having to leave your car to get a tasty drink sure is
nice, doing that using nothing but electricity is even better. Anything I desire is easily
within range of the battery-capacity. I'll be sick for a least a few more days. So, this week
is going to be really odd for the statistics. Getting out for some fresh air is a plus. Not
having to deal with the daily commute is too. Missing out on Summer activities due to
being sick sucks. The weather has finally taken a turn for the better, perfect for getting
out on the kayaks. Yet another thing I can do with only electricity, though I'd gladly use
some gas for the sake of recreation. Taking advantage of when the outdoor conditions are
beautiful and your health is good really will be important to me this year. In the
meantime, cough & sniffle. Blah.
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Battery Longevity. It's nice being able to switch over to answering newbie & research
questions. Today's was about battery longevity: The careful avoidance of both high &
low for battery-level is a major contributor to longevity that other rechargeable devices
just plain don't have. Using the timer, to take advantage of cold-soaks, is another. It could
take several years before even a small drop is noticed. I certainly haven't seen anything.
In fact, the consecutive EV miles from driving my morning commute with a cold engine
seems to have increased a little. I'd attribute that to break-in of the drive components. The
battery itself hasn't ever raised any concern. Of course, I never immediately recharge and
the interior of the car rarely ever gets super-heated from the sun. The system is designed
with long-term use in mind. Only recharging to 85% rather than 100% is obvious
confirmation of that. The same goes with the low-end, always starting the engine at
23.5% to ensure deep discharging never takes place. It's intended to deliver many, many
years of service without much degradation.

7-18-2013

After All. Hearing that GM has formed a committee to watch the competition is no
surprise. We already have confirmation that the huge price-slash on Volt resulted in a
surge of sales, nothing to show sustainability was achieved. Looking at the online
inventory, the purchase-rate has slowed to a crawl. GM clearly has reason to worry about
high-efficiency sales. On the traditional side, GM just announced the intent to
significantly increase production & sales of their vehicles like Cruze & Sonic. There was
also official word that the next-generation of Cruze would be delayed by a year to
capitalize on recent strong consumer demand for it. In other words, that question of
knowing your audience is coming back to haunt GM now. They didn't understand who
the consumers were and truly believed the "if you build it, they will buy it" approach
would do the trick. That obviously didn't work. This market isn't what they had
anticipated. Turns out, some of the naysayers really were contributing good advice after
all.

7-19-2013

Finally. All the nonsense coming from Volt is over. With inventory on dealer's lots still
high, despite deep discounts and high tax-credits, there's nothing to spin anymore. The
blind hope that was impairing the market is gone. Toyota intentionally steered clear of it.
Many misinterpreted that choice, which is why there was an endless stream of
comparisons with GM rather than evaluating each automaker's own product-line. Now, it
is confirmed as having been a wise move. I was truly amazed how misunderstood the
market was. So many enthusiasts didn't have a background in economics, all arguments
ended up focusing solely on engineering… which ultimately meant having to wait. The
world today clearly reveals what GM wanted to sell is not what GM needed to sell. Those
same enthusiasts who were horribly smug have stepped down, admitting that the "vastly
superior" approach didn't work. They see the next-generation of Volt as being quite
different. We are finally transitioning to constructive, far from the hype of the past.
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Tesla's Influence. There's a new thread on the big Prius forum stirring the pot in a new
way. This was the post I especially liked: "That article brings up no surprises at all. GM
is nervous with Tesla, plain and simple. Yeah, one could call Tesla a disruptor, so be it.
Innovations like Tesla is good for business and consumers." It made things clear the
mixed messages of the past are even more of a problem now. I chimed in with: That lack
of acknowledgement for the obvious is what has made Volt a topic which attracted so
much attention. Enthusiasts went to extremes to tell us Volt was not the same as the plugin Prius, then contradicted that very claim with direct comparisons. So, you'd ask who
Volt was intended for. They'd evade the question. Eventually, when sales faltering could
no longer be denied, focus on audience changed. We were led to believe the purpose of
this generation all along wasn't to reach the mainstream, it was to tap into a new
"electrified" market. That sounded reasonable... until Tesla's success became apparent.
WHO IS THE MARKET FOR VOLT? That's the question Volt supporters have come to
despise, since they truly don't know. The fear is that GM is completely reconfiguring the
next-generation, sacrificing certain design aspects enthusiasts praised for the sake of it
being able to appeal to middle-market. It's what should have happened originally. They
just didn't want to admit the disconnect in priorities, hoping circumstances were change
in the meantime. Seeing Nissan, Toyota, Ford, and Honda all taking the need for highvolume profitable sales seriously, while watching the success of Tesla, is far more of an
influence than any of our preventative advice prior to rollout. GM knows now. The
uncertainty of who is costing them quite a penalty. Forming that committee to observe
confirms the worry they should have had all along. Better late than never?
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Customers. There are only a handful of Volt defenders left now. The others have shifted
over to the how-can-we-change for-the-better side at this point. To those who insist they
know better, our posts are few and far between. Today's was started with: "When a
manufacturer launches a product, it is mandatory that the organization KNOWS and
UNDERSTAND its' customers. GM is struggling with this all along." I contributed: Prior
to rollout, Toyota established direct relationships with those hoping to become owners.
They'd provide detail about how the system operated, intended goals, and targeted
audience. We'd become the well-educated contacts to assist with the rollout process. It
was a win-win situation. We had the opportunity to ask both the lead executive and top
engineer of the Prius project questions. They worked surprisingly hard at being as
forthcoming as possible. Concepts very new to the industry, like in-motion startup of an
engine using a motor-generator and emission-cleansing to achieve the SULEV rating,
were carefully explained. I was delighted by the level of information they were willing to
share. It was fantastic... and a very different approach from what GM chose to take. The
relationship held strong throughout sales of the Classic model. When the Iconic model
was introduced, we still had an open communication line to ask questions and get
answers. By then, Toyota's own internal education program tapped into that owner
relationship to ensure everyone knows and understands. That proved to be extremely
effective too. Who did GM include in the committee they just formed? Will there be an
opportunity for consumer input? Or is this just another example of "only GM itself",
leaving those who don't work for GM but have helpful insight without any way to
provide input? A post this week from a die-hard Volt owner who previously owned a
Prius stated the situation this way: "We all know Volt's problem is price and
profitability." That type of candid feedback is long overdue, something Toyota went to
great efforts to avoid and successfully did. Cost was treated as a very high priority and
continues to be. The design was configured to be enhanced overtime, as pricing would
allow, rather than necessitating a new generation. Pointing out the risk taken and the lack
of flexibility doesn't achieve anything anymore, nor does identifying the product-gap. It
always boils down to knowing and understanding customers. Just look at how "want" and
"need" are defined to see the lack of clarity still. The struggle will continue until those
mixed messages cease.

7-21-2013

Cost of Gas. Here in Minnesota, we get are oil from Canada. That makes the "paying
terrorists" argument about oil dependency self-deprecating, immediately informing us
the arguer likely didn't actually research the situation. It's a handy credibility measure.
That's important, since here coal is quickly being replaced by natural gas and ethanol is
produced locally. We've been experimenting more with wind too. It makes the state more
accepting to change than others, which is clearly confirmed by the number of Prius on the
roads. Gotta like that. Anywho, the Keystone XL pipeline controversy has recently
revealed a new problem for us here to seriously consider. The purpose of that pipeline is
to provide a means for Canada to export their oil to other markets, like Europe and Latin
America. Doing that would open up demand, resulting in the discounting of supply close
to the source (like here in Minnesota) to come to an end. The price of gas would go up.
The prediction is somewhere between 20 to 40 cents per gallon. Seeing that happen could
easily result in even more of a boom in the effort to drill in North Dakota. This certainly
puts some perspective on the need for hybrids by the masses. Our obsession with oil isn't
a comforting thought. We're still not taking the cost of gas seriously.
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Diesel. He asked: "What is the future? I think it's still better than the plain old gasoline
engine. I live in the present and diesel works fine for me here." Knowing he was a diesel
owner, I could resist joining in this particular discussion: Diesel = Fine = C. Getting a
grade of just status quo isn't exactly a good sign for the future. We really need to strive
for a better tomorrow. Comparing to plain old gasoline isn't constructive. Some of us
have been driving hybrids for over a decade already. Hybrid = Very Good = B. Plug-In
Hybrid = Great = A. Let's not overlook how dirty diesel actually is either. Requiring a
urea system to cleanse emissions just to bring them to the level clean enough to meet
minimum allowable criteria is embarrassing. We shouldn't have to lower our standards
for diesel that much when SULEV & PZEV ratings are so easy to achieve with hybrids.
As far as the "Fossil-Fuel Mileage Champ" title of the article (for this discussion) goes,
excluding hybrids fueled only by gas is quite an omission... especially when the regular
Prius delivers greater efficiency in every category... not to mention that it offers a larger
interior than Cruze diesel too. And with such a massive difference between highway &
city efficiency, overall MPG is going to be far lower than the advertising will inevitably
lead people to expect. 46 highway. 27 city. Combined is only 33 MPG from the diesel.
That's dramatically lower than the 50 MPG combined from Prius. What makes diesel
compelling? The reality that it costs more per gallon than gas is a big deterrent (not to
mention refilling the urea tank, roughly 7.5 gallons every 15,000 miles, or the upfront
premium). That makes the fun-to-drive argument a wash when there's a gas version of the
same vehicle available.

7-21-2013

Ethanol. Even though I've driven each of my Prius over the past 13 years using nothing
but E10 for fuel, some people just plain don't like the idea of blending gas with any
ethanol at all. There's a fear it will somehow damage the vehicle (despite no evidence to
actually support that) and the frustration of losing about 3% of your MPG potential.
Fortunately, mixed in among the message a constructive question emerges. Today it was
asking why pure gas is still used for EPA estimates. That's a legitimate thing to consider.
Several of us replied back with information. This was mine: Listing the wide variety of
Ethanol blends would quickly become a nightmare, especially when E## only indicate an
up to value, not an exact quantity. It can differ from fill to fill. E15 and E20 testing has
been going on for years now, due to upcoming mandates. Including them next to the E0,
E10, and E85 values currently in play wouldn't really benefit anyone, nor would the extra
expense for the testing. The situation is confusing enough already anyway. Keep the
ultimate purpose in mind. The EPA estimates don't actually represent a MPG
expectation. They are really only provided as a standard basis for comparison.
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Wow! I recently compiled a list of posters simply not worth wasting time on anymore.
They'll end up on ignore. If something worthwhile comes from them, other members will
point it out. Then I'll join in; otherwise, it's clear their motive is to simply just keep
discussions from ending. Remember all those years ago, back when that wild "up to the
chore" debate captivated so many? That was their goal... preventing people from drawing
conclusions. Today, there was a fresh attempt with this: "I thought you said when prius
phv sales started gm sales would stop." It was a completely fictitious comment. I never
said any such thing. He knew it too, since the next post twisted the words with the hope
of getting me to respond... hence the term trolling. They just keep trying. I'm simply not
interested. There are so many newbies, those researching hybrids, and those deep into the
ownership experience that I'd enjoy responding to instead. It's exciting to be able to help
them out. Sadly, they too have to make an effort to ignore the rhetoric. That's why the
more experienced try to quickly squash their attempts to undermine. I must admit, today's
provoke was a good one. I was surprised anything so blatantly obvious would be tried.

7-23-2013

Short Trips. There was a strange new thread started recently. After a number of people
got frustrated with the new member's behavior toward replied, I joined in: It's always
fascinating to see someone attempt to bring about new discussion by presenting
something already well proven in a new way. Antagonists do that to raise doubt and
prevent conclusions from being drawn. They enjoy the ongoing exchanges, but their
polarized views and credibility attacks make it pretty easy to see intent. Newbies are a
different matter. You don't know if they are simply poorly informed, don't have the
background to follow technical detail, or just feel the need to prove something. We do
our best to get the facts out and hope for the best. In this case, the "short trip" problem
has always been the efficiency penalty caused by the first few minutes of driving, due to
the engine warming up. It meant a brief drive somewhere, like just a few blocks to the
local store, would result in really low MPG. The only way to avoid that was doing short
trips while the engine was still hot. Of course, with the availability of a plug-in model,
those nearby errands can be run with just electricity. In other words, there is no myth.

7-24-2013

Not Right. When you get the feeling something is wrong, how do you respond? "It isn't
something we could avoid no matter how far we drive on any given day. So my point was
why some people would give false impression that short trips are bad. Well, short trips
are bad, I agree to that but it is not something anyone could avoid." Reading that left
many frustrated, including me. It was as if the poster simply didn't car what you had to
say. Being that close-minded is really odd, especially in the forum venue. Owners try to
help each other out, not provoke each other without any clear purpose. Me, I ignored the
banter and attempted to draw focus back to the comment actually made with: That's the
rub... you can avoid them. We tell owners to run their errands while the engine is still
warm. That will result in less gas being used than driving later after the system has
cooled down. You plan to stop by the store on your way home or combine several trips
into one. Also, don't forget that the plug-in model provides a solution to the brief drive
penalty. So, there really is a difference that is being directly addressed by the upgrade.
The thing we can agree on is how poor of an efficiency measure MPG is. It doesn't
represent how much fuel is actually being consumed. It's just a end-result calculation
with no reference to distance traveled.
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Each Month. We know that is the ultimate goal for every vehicle; it's either niche or
mainstream. Each category has its own merits, but they are mutually exclusive. A niche
vehicle doesn't have to generate business-sustaining profit, but a mainstream vehicle
does. So, it's quite appropriate to treat them differently. A select group of individuals
introduced a new category, the "early adopter" phase. These are the particular individuals
who stir trouble every single month, which is really getting annoying. The rest of the
Volt supporters have acknowledged Volt is actually the second-generation design of
Two-Mode. Having seen that information in great detail, it wasn't be a be deal for them.
But the antagonists just plain don't like that, since it puts this stage into perspective.
Remember how different expectations were back in 2007? Remember how they changed
dramatically in 2010? Think about how much they've changed since then. How are they
going to convince the world the third will cost dramatically less without having
undergone a major transformation? Resistance to even the idea of a second model (a
smaller battery-pack and more blending) is quite intense. No matter what you say about
the importance of profit & choice, it just gets twisted into a series of excuses... each
month. We want that to end. Ignoring posts doesn't work though. They just attack Prius
PHV to stir attention. It's why this moment now is so important... prior to national
rollout, while Ford is beginning to gain traction, and GM is attempting to clear out old
inventory. The 2014 model years represent change. Unfortunately, this is how we have to
deal with the situation in the meantime: Volt is a polarizing topic. The suggestion of
offering a second model gets labeled as "hate" and is treated as if you are calling the
current model "failure". It's an absolute. There's no in between. You are either for or
against. Long story short, we will continue to see that until GM breaks out beyond the
one-size-fits-all approach. The need for diversity causes a lot of pressure. It's a normal
and quite predictable response by supporters & enthusiasts. Prius PHV is not like that. It
coexists with other models. The idea of altering battery-pack capacity is commonly
posted about. There aren't the avoidance issues as we see with Volt. There isn't worry that
all will be lost when differences are later introduced.
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Growing Pressure. I'm delighted to see Nissan Leafs popping up here all of a sudden. I
saw 3 today. One of them is now sharing the charging-stations at work. The others
sightings were just random on the road. I've seen a few others throughout the week too.
As you could imagine, that does contribute to the frustration Volt supporters are feeling.
That particular electric-only vehicle was supposed to have the "range anxiety"
shortcoming. Turns out, some consumers don't see that as a problem. Consumers
obviously don't see a problem with hybrids that don't even offer a plug either. That
growing pressure from both ends in the mainstream arena is becoming uncomfortable.
The question of "Who?" is being answered by them, with a response that contradicts their
arguments in favor of Volt. To make matters worse, that's a good endorsement for PHV
when it finally rolls out nationwide. The priorities of price & practically outweigh the
features Volt has won many trophies for. Engineering recognition doesn't necessarily
translate to business success. They're finding that out the hard way. Middle-Market
doesn't care much about awards, with the exception of reliability. They want a good buy,
a vehicle offering an all-around balance. Nissan's focus on that rather than offering
longer range is proving to have paid off. Toyota's focus on price, interior room, and
depleted efficiency should pay off as well. This is why there has been a continuous push
on GM to offer another model of Volt, one that strives to offer a balance instead. We
don't have to point that out anymore either. The piled up inventory combined with other
choices getting attention... like GM's own Cruze, which has been selling extremely well
lately... speaks volumes. We don't have to say much anymore. The pressure does all on
its own.

7-25-2013

Banned Troll. Remember the "rip off" poster? He was the new member, who
immediately upon joining the forum, attacked the plug-in Prius owners. Remember how
he called us out for "stealing" from others? It was quite bizarre. His abrupt disappearance
didn't come as much of a surprise. We figured him vanishing like that was the result of
being banned. I was thankful. Some who doesn't even try to be constructive is worth
wasting time on. Oddly, another type of attack started almost immediately after that other
ended. It was quite bizarre too. We never get back to back problems that way, which
made me wonder. This time though, the arguing was against Prius in general... that "short
trip" penalty, presented as a myth. It stirred the forum in an odd way. Why bring up
something already so well proven and call it incorrect? Valid points were being
presented, but they were all red herrings... not actually related to the topic. How could
anyone begin fighting everyone with nothing to gain by winning? It didn't feel right.
Then I noticed a familiar statement in the newest post. The myth topic suddenly shifted to
stealing. It included a nearly word-for-word sentence about PHV sales too. That's one
heck of a coincidence... or was it? Could that be the same person, back with a different
identity? After all, that's how trolls got around bans in the past.
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Dream Machine. It's hard to believe anyone would actually make a comment like this:
"Wouldn't the PIP Prius be everyone's dream machine if the electric range was extended
and the price was lowered 20%?" For well over a half century, some people have been
amazingly passionate about constant improvement. Each generation ushers in advances.
It's a never ending cycle. Better is the expectation. So, there really isn't ever an ideal. I
tried to convey that: Nope. The target is always moving. 13 years of Prius support make
that quite clear. The size, price, speed, power, emissions, and efficiency of the current
Prius is the dream machine compared to what I first purchased way back in 2000... and
that Classic was a clear improvement over the original. Improvement is on going. How
much can be delivered at a specific price-point is the constant.

7-25-2013

Move On. The poster of the dream machine comment followed up with: "I am anxiously
looking forward to seeing how much the "target" moves when the G4 is finally
introduced." But rather than entertain more ideas, he simple said it was time to move on.
That was bizarre. What would we move on to? Coming from a topic with 350 posts, what
else could be discussed? I posted: We all await that. After all, there is no way of knowing
how much of a MPG improvement for HV will come. But the market mentally is it must
be substantial, even though that isn't actually associated with any particular quantity.
They expect more for the same price... even if the rest of the vehicle is improved across
the board. Despite the reality of diminishing, people want to see a bigger number.
Targeting the middle is quite a challenge. Of course, playing the game isn't too difficult.
If you stick to balance, raising the bar later on things like capacity is way easier than
trying to squeeze out cost-reductions. After all, we've seen that approach successfully
used time after time in the computer industry. Sadly, stuff like faster warm-up speed will
go overlooked by most. The efficiency related to blending likely won't get squat for
attention either. But at least we do have things to look forward to. People simply don't
have a background. They don't understand how the system works. For me, I get excited
every time I see the reaction on people's faces when they discover that recharging is a
simple matter of plugging in the charger to an ordinary household outlet. That is
obviously a major misconception currently impeding growth progress. When I tell them
the resulting MPG, their first question of range becomes a non-issue.
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Pivotal Day. Sure enough, that same troll was back. He just plain didn't care either. His
goal was to undermine in any way he could. It made me think about the way I was
considered way back prior to Volt being rolled out. The catch was, my push was in the
other direction. I wanted more, sooner. That's quite the opposite of what happened today.
It was exciting to watch the revelation come from several people, all putting together the
puzzle at the same time. They knew who was attacking and why. The reason is
vindicating. Prius PHV is considered a threat... so much so, this was posted on the forum
dedicated to Volt: "What do you all think of the idea of GM keeping the existing Volt
pretty much as is, with a 40 mile range at $39,000, and also offering a Volt with a
smaller battery, say 20 mile range, at $27,500?" At this point, it has become
overwhelming clear that my push for a second more affordable offering was indeed an
effort to help, not to impede. Trouble is, they understand the consequences of that choice.
Fortunately, some are now willing to put pride aside in favor of mainstream appeal. See,
when capacity is reduced, so is the power available. A smaller battery would mean the
engine would be needed at times of high demand. They'd have to sacrifice the purity of
electric-only drive. None wanted any part of that in the past. Of course, some still feel
that way: "I would not give up range for anything............period!!" Reading that was
especially amusing. They can be their own worst enemy at times. The catch is, more are
learning that the augmentation of Prius did indeed deliver more power. Upgrading the
battery-pack increased the maximum draw from 27 kW to 38 kW. They didn't want to
believe claims to that effect. Heck, even one of the posts with that information got
removed in an attempt to conceal the truth. It didn't work. To make complicate matters,
they know that traction motor is capable of utilizing even more electricity... up to 60 kW.
Bigger means more power. Smaller means less. What makes today pivotal is the fact that
some are willing to finally talk about that. Open discussion is a true step forward. Actual
progress. Yeah!

7-26-2013

What If? Someone finally asked this question seriously: "What if it was Toyota that
made a car matching the Volt in all respects?" In the past, it was always in the form of a
rhetorical accusation, intended as a insult. That was frustrating. But knowing their
purpose was to bring down your credibility rather than actually listen, it was no surprise.
Anywho, this is how I answered: Reputation is factor not to be taken lightly; however,
the balance Toyota strived for with Prius has been a major sales draw. GM made
compromises with Volt which soured the appeal for everyday consumers. Watch how the
upcoming generation changes to draw middle-market interest. People have given Toyota
quite a bit of grief for the way Prius looks, but there's no denying the midsize hatch is
remarkably practical. Ordinary purchase priorities shouldn't be pushed aside in favor of
squeezing out range or power that really isn't necessary. That will result in enthusiast
sales. It isn't what you do when making a product for the mainstream, on that is expected
to deliver business-sustaining profit. Hopefully, GM learned its lesson and we can just
write off this attempt as a rough start. Watch what the other automakers do. Ford is
especially noteworthy; seeing how their Energi models catch on will tell us a lot about
potential market opportunity. Toyota will obviously be closely watching.
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No Charging. Today was one of those rare ones where I didn't have an opportunity to
plug in. No charging at all means ordinary hybrid efficiency... for a Prius, with a lithium
battery. I was quite pleased with the outcome. 35 miles of driving throughout the day.
The average was 68 MPG. That's fantastic! Fortunately, I had the camera available to
document details. It's nice having examples of what's possible. Variety of driving
circumstances takes awhile to collect to, so the photos help serve as a reminder of when
something happened. In this case, I was just doing weekend running around. I stopped at
my girlfriend's place and then went over to my sister's. It was pretty basic, the same kind
of driving countless others have done with their Prius... only they don't have a the plug-in
system, which is a little bit more efficient, even when you haven't plugged it. See... photo
album 183

7-28-2013

Product Gap. Each month has been ending with something entirely new to talk about, a
rather blatant distraction from Volt's struggling sales. This month, that topic is the
supposed discovery of a test mule. It appears to be a new hybrid from GM. How
convenient... and hypocritical. I had quite a few of the die-hard Volt enthusiasts outright
attack me with hostile posts whenever I brought up the product-gap. Now, they too are
saying the very same thing I did. For example: "The 2-mode is expensive and
complicated, but GM has a huge hole in their product line. They have e-assist and Voltec
and nothing in between." To have someone who had been previous fighting that very
comment now make it himself, there's some frustration. You know they'll deny it. There
will be some creative way of spinning the situation. Whatever. At least acknowledgement
about the product-gap is now happening. Long overdue is still better than not at all.

7-29-2013

The Spin. That product-gap quote from yesterday was posted on the forum dedicated to
Volt, where I don't participate. In fact, most non-owners don't. That's what the daily blog
is for. Anywho, the topic today for that blog is the product-gap. Of course, the spin is in
the form of: "Is Chevrolet abandoning Voltec, or preparing the next variant?" That
wording was carefully chosen to stir attention and draw participation. The need for
something similar to what Toyota & Ford offer is obvious. Thinking Volt will be
canceled isn't realistic, since it could easily survive as a niche. But the necessity for a
mainstream product is putting a lot of pressure on GM. Something must be delivered.
This is what the controversy has been about all along. They can no longer just hope for
the best. The risk is simply too high. There must be something offered for middle-market.
Only the choice of an expensive compact plug-in isn't enough for ordinary consumers.
With sales of Cruze so high, there's no argument anymore about what needs to be done.
No amount of brand-loyalty or flag-waving will hide the reality of GM having "nothing
in between". Filling that void is essential.
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Competition From Within, part 1. It got a bit absurd, back to the terribly misleading
tangent starting with: "So if we compare apples to apples..." I was amazed anyone would
still try that. At best, it is just an excuse for delay. So much for leap-frogging. Anywho, I
responded posting this: GM already had extensive experience with electric-motors &
battery-packs when Volt was rolled out. That most definitely wasn't the case when
Toyota rolled out Prius. It was all brand new back then. Gas was dirt cheap all those
years ago too. There wasn't concern about oil-dependency either. In fact, we were
encouraged to consume it and the topic of climate-change was considered a joke. Let's
not forget the government incentives either. Prius only got a $2,000 tax DEDUCTION,
which worked out to about $350 for most people. That's not even remotely close to the
$7,500 tax CREDIT offered for Volt purchases. And what about all the support for plugin vehicles now? There wasn't any type of cooperation like that back when Prius was
new. In fact, certain automakers launched anti-hybrid campaigns. There was an array of
misconceptions to deal with too. The circumstances are far more in the favor now than
they were back then. Each automaker is striving to deliver something highly efficiency &
clean. Even a new automaker selling nothing but plug-in vehicles has emerged. There are
manufacturers of charging-stations pushing mass-acceptance as well. Calling the
situation an apple-to-apple compare is not constructive.

7-29-2013

Competition From Within, part 2. I sometimes follow their red-herrings for an
opportunity to make it clear who the competition actually is. They lose focus very easily.
Unfortunately, some never even consider the fact that GM can be a contributor to its own
problems. That most definitely is the case with Volt. So all this nonsense about
comparing it to Prius of long ago makes no sense. They are trying to win a battle that
doesn't actually accomplish anything. Fortunately, it's becoming ridiculously easy to see.
The July sales results will emphasize that. Online inventory listings indicate June was
just a temporary surge. Toyota's plan to rollout PHV nationwide the end of the year
seems so wise of a decision at his point. Avoiding the mess GM created for itself should
pay off. We'll be able to have constructive discussions without the endless number of
distractions we're dealing with now. Anywho, this was my follow-up: Reality is, you
have some good points, but Volt is getting absolutely crushed by GM’s own offerings…
mostly notably Cruze. Competition from within is a major challenge to overcome. Focus
should be on that, not what happened over a decade ago with another automaker.

7-29-2013

ICE Violations. When a lot owner goes to the trouble of installing charging-stations for
patrons to use, they too get frustrated when an ICE (that's a regular Internal Combustion
Engine vehicle without a plug) parks in that spots. Those of us with a plug can't use it
then, even when we are willing to pay for the service. Whether the person cares or is
even aware is always a big unknown. Signs which make it clear there will be a penalty
for that along with painting of the spot green should make a big difference. The state of
Washington will soon be requiring that, to support the new law the legislature there just
passed. There will be a $124 fine for an ICE violation. That's great; however, it comes
with the same confusion we've seen in the past. What if your plug-in vehicle is
unplugged by someone else? You are then preventing the spot from being used by
someone else... which the law states is a violation. It also means the dual-spot locations
which do allow the opportunity to plug-share would become a problem. We understand
the intent of the new law, but it's clear the passing of it came from those who haven't
actually ever used charging-stations. Details of the situation have obviously been
overlooked.
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Improved Charging-Stations. I don't have a 240-volt charger at home yet. I've been
waiting for the next generation to arrive and can see myself moving in the next few years.
So, it's yet another one of those situations where waiting is required. Fortunately, the
standard 120-volt charger that comes with the Prius is quite nice. It's just not as fast.
Luckily, the public offerings won't have to wait. In fact, where I park there is an
expectation of 4 new charging-stations being installed next month. Improved ones are
available, one just announced today. Maybe it will be that kind? Anywho, the
manufacturer directly addressed all three of the big issues with charging-stations. The
biggest was installation cost. That's quite expensive. Now, there will be the option of
having one unit & circuit supply electricity for two vehicles at the same time, each
getting a 240-volt connection. That will be especially enticing for station owners. For
vehicle owners, the cord is retractable. No more having to deal with wrapping & hanging.
Lastly, the old-school illuminated text/number display will be replaced with an actual
graphic screen. That should make it more inviting for newbies. I bet the information
about the charging itself will be quite informative for us that have been recharging often
too. It's nice that the industry continues to push forward. Every little improvement helps.

7-30-2013

Extended Range. The concept behind Volt was to deliver an electric-only vehicle with a
gas-engine that would do nothing but generate electricity for those rare events when the
battery-capacity wasn't enough. That didn't work out. The 16 kWh fell well short of need
in Winter and the engine actually supplied power directly to the wheels at times. So,
enthusiasts changed the definition of "extended range" rather than being honest about the
situation. They pretty much had got away with that deception too... until now. BMW just
introduced the i3 REx. It does indeed deliver what Volt did not. With a 22 kWh batterypack and an engine that does nothing but generate electricity, it's what they had hoped
for. The vehicle is interesting, a 2-door compact weighing 2,900 pounds and coming with
just a 647 cc (34 hp) engine. Its tank holds just 9 liters (2.4 gallons) of gas, providing
roughly 87 miles following the anticipated 90-mile EPA electric-only rating. Price is
expected to be $45,200. Deliveries in Europe begin the end of this year. Here in the
United States, we won't see any until the second quarter next year.
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Normalization. I grew up hearing stories of the Japanese automakers catching Detroit
totally off-guard by a sudden surge in the price of oil. My firsthand introduction to the
resulting vehicles is what people now refer to as an "ecobox". Rather than actually
deliver a technologically superior vehicle, automakers simply found ways to significantly
reduce weight & cost. That resulted in a number of safety & reliability compromises. In
other words, the industry took a big step backward. There were attempts at genuine
efficiency improvement. The introduction of front-wheel-drive ended up a win later.
Eventually, fuel-injection became a benefit as well. But there are some notable failures.
Cylinder-Deactivation was a disaster. I know of one friend who ended up disabling the
ability; it just plain did not work. Another attempt was diesel. That was so bad, one
particular automaker became the blame for tarnishing the reputation for the entire
industry... yes, GM. That's why the entirely new approach to thinking about plug-in
vehicles put so much weight on the importance of Volt. GM was going to storm ahead of
all the other automakers, delivering on bold promises too good to be true. So, there was a
very real fear that GM would again wreck the opportunity for others. After all, the
disaster called "Two-Mode" was still very much on everyone's mind. Sure enough, Volt
ended up being a disaster too. It even had the fundamental problems of added weight &
cost... a big step backward. That's why Prius was relentlessly attacked along the way. It
didn't avoided that, but setting focus squarely on what middle-market needs today with
the opportunity to upgrade the design along the way. GM instead started at an end state,
hoping for major technology improvements quickly... risking reputation in the meantime.
That brings us to last month. 2.5 years after rollout, price was dramatically reduced.
There was a surge in sales as a result. This month, the online inventory states that sales
have slowed significantly... to less than what they had been prior to the price slash. The
hope had been steady monthly sales of around 5,000. Instead, sales had been around than
1,600. That's a major disappointment for a vehicle which has been praised as "game
changer" prior to rollout. Needless to say, many of us are glad the hype is over. We look
forward to normalization, where each automaker is offering something reasonably
competitive. Sales results for the month ending today will be available soon. With over
7,000 Volt still unsold inventory and production of the new model year about to confuse
the situation, we're all anxiously awaiting what comes next. This chapter in history is
over. They hoped for the best and the risk did not pay off. If we're lucky, there won't be
any big penalty. We'll find out as the plug-in offerings from the other automakers
progress forward.
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Perspective & Goals, Toyota. Slow and steady growth. A four models of Prius are
pushing deeper into their markets. The plug-in is still limited, but that concentrated focus
is informative. The antagonists just plain don't agree with that. They believe spreading
out availability as much as possible makes more sense... regardless of how thin that
stretches resources. How they think that's sensible is beyond me. But then again, I don't
focus on short-term gains like much of the active participants online do. I step back to
consider the big picture. In this case, it's with July sales. Put in perspective, the Liftback
(regular model) ranked 4th in Toyota's product-line here at 15,252 for the month. The top
3 were: 34,780 Camry; 24,462 Corolla; 19,538 Rav4. In other words, it's quite clear that
Prius is well established as one of the business-sustaining products. Profit with highvolume sales has been achieved. Selling less were the other models of Prius: 3,428 V;
3,797 C; 817 PHV. In Japan, C (known as "Aqua" there) is actually the top-seller. Then
it's the regular model. Camry & Corolla follow. Anywho, it's quite clear that Toyota will
continue to push to gain more Prius sales. That goal should be obvious at this point. I'm
looking forward to the national rollout of PHV. It will stimulate increased sale of pretty
much every Prius, even in the markets with heavy penetration. The current delay has
proven a wise move. Lots has been learned in the meantime. But patience is trying. The
wait will be worth it though. We've seen delay pay off in the past.

8-01-2013

Perspective & Goals, GM. The struggle with Volt continues to get worse. Despite the
huge discount ($4,000 price reduction) last month, sales growth was not achieved. It only
caused a temporary surge, then returned back to roughly the rate it was prior to that. July
results were well under what was hoped, especially considering the month started with
around 8,000 unsold still in inventory. Put in perspective, the position of Volt only
qualifies as a niche in GM's product-line, clearly not a significant part of the fleet: 42,080
Silverado; 25,447 Cruze; 18,507 Equinox; 16,582 Sierra; 12,915 Impala; 12,473 Malibu;
7,969 Camaro; 7,855 Terrain; 7,616 Traverse; 7,119 Tahoe; 6,181 Suburban; 6,055
Sonic; 5,569 Express; 4,963 Enclave; 3,847 Spark; 3,621 Verano; 3,446 LaCrosse; 3,176
Encore; 3,143 Yukon XL; 2,790 Yukon; 2,548 Captiva; 1,788 Volt. With such an
obvious indication of what the true competition is, there are obviously some priorities &
goals to reconsider. Traditional vehicles are a major portion of GM sales. How will they
break away from the mess they created? Some other choice must be offered. What will it
be?
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What Benefit? The topic of why Toyota didn't sell PHV sooner has become a hot one.
None of the people arguing take the cost of lithium batteries into account. They just
figure the more that are sold, the better off Toyota will be. Waiting for the affordable
price-point to be hit is a factor completely oblivious to some. That makes me crazy.
There are risks to selling at a loss. When those risks are unnecessary, why take them? I
don't see the problem waiting until the 2014 model year for national rollout. It's a
sensible business approach. Too bad those arguing online rarely, if ever, consider that
aspect of manufacturing. It's all about the engineering. That lack of balance should be
obvious. Clearly, it isn't. Anywho, this was my post about the timing: Looking at the big
picture, V & C have become well known in the meantime. Heck, the C model has been
the top-seller in Japan for awhile now. That established the acceptance of Prius variety.
While at the same time, work has been underway to prepare the market for the plug-in
model... in other words, educate consumers. Haven't you noticed one of the top
complaints about GM's approach with Volt has been the lack understanding, not having
taught consumers how it works? What benefit would there have been rolling out this
Spring as originally planned? Waiting until Fall doesn't appear to have been a loss. In
fact, the success of Tesla & Nissan in the meantime appears to be a gain. The growing
popularity of full EVs makes the decision to purchase a Prius with a plug easier. There's
no intimidation factor then. In other words, Toyota is positioning itself rather than having
just plunged in. That's a sound plan for reaching the mainstream.

8-01-2013

Advertising. There isn't much you can actually convey in a 30-second television
commercial. Yet, that is still what we learn much about our world from. That medium
tantalizes our short attention-span, giving us just enough to want to find out more. That
more part is where venues like online forums come into play. Some still don't see the
value in that though. Others feel empowered by the wealth of information so readily
available. That catch is, you have to be aware of those trying to mislead. After all, that is
a basic part of the advertising process. Online, it gets taken to a whole new level. So,
there's a very real disconnect. Fortunately, that is fairly well understood... which means
we can actually have some relatively constructive discussions about it. What information
do consumers really need to know? I got a kick out of this comment: "Toyota ads are
'normalizing' the Prius saying how it is 'for everyone'." Isn't that the point? Once a
vehicle achieves mainstream level sales, that's exactly the perspective you want. With all
intimidation eliminated, resources no longer need to be spent on special efforts. That
label of "normal" is the ultimate goal. Coincidentally, remember what I stated just
yesterday? Having choices of "something reasonably competitive" is what we should all
be striving for. Sadly though, that's not what gets much attention. The everyday type ads
blend into the noise of the daily routine... which is confirmation of it being normal. To
think that Prius has come so far, it no longer stirs. That's good. Owners have come from
be environmental extremists to just someone living on your street. Yeah!
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Warm-Up Costs. Each generation of Prius has delivered notable improvement.
Augmentation from the plug took it a step further. It's quite fascinating on my commute
home to climb out of the base of the river valley, in the on-ramp that turns into a trucklane due to the steepness, with a cold engine running at just 1500 RPM. I simply get up to
flow of traffic, about 60 mph, and merge in. It's this remarkably smooooooth climb.
Right before I reach the top, the boost runs out. RPM then ramps up to 2300. What a
difference that electricity makes. With the next generation, we are expecting more
mitigation. Increased thermal-efficiency should cut down on warm-up time. So when you
do have a cold engine start, there's even less of a penalty. Of course, even in that extreme
example I have, that initial warm-up efficiency is still over 50 MPG. Seeing that even
higher in the future will be great.

8-02-2013

Spin. No matter what happens, there's always a reason to justify it. We've been taught to
remain positive, regardless of the circumstances. That's a fundamental part of our culture.
Unfortunately, you end up with an endless stream of excuses as a result. In fact, it
becomes so bad, you get nothing but spin at some point... which is where we are today.
GM just slashed another $1,000 off the price of Volt. The market is saturated and there
isn't any other option available. GM bet the farm on an inflexible design. They lost.
Supporters are now in dismay. It's not like Ford or Toyota, who both have hybrid
platforms capable of delivering a variety of configurations. This is just like Two-Mode.
It's falling apart the same way. We all saw the warning signs. Some of us acknowledged
them. Others fed what ultimately became spin. Ironically, they will end up accusing you
of the very thing they are guilty of. It's quite fascinating. Long story short, Volt is no
longer a disruptive force. The barrier it once had been is gone. What a relief. Changing
the game was the goal. That didn't happen. It mostly just confused consumers. And it
turns out, the efforts of the other automakers the enthusiasts mocked are indeed what is
overcoming the true competition... traditional vehicles. No amount of spin can conceal
that anymore. Prius rollout can now proceed.

8-03-2013

Perspective. Much importance is put on learning from the past. If you don't, you are
likely to repeat the same mistakes and face even worse consequences. So about a year
ago when the denial about Volt goals grew intense, I was thankful for having the detail
available here to refer back to. The biggest issue was the claim that this generation of
Volt was only intended to be an "early adopter" model. That perspective seemed
reasonable too... if you were unaware of the past. Trouble is, the intentions of selling
60,000 in the second year were well documented as a goal with the production-capacity
of building up to 120,000 by the third. That nugget of information angered the
enthusiasts; it was a reminder of the struggle the shortcomings were giving them. Then
came the start of the third year, this previous January when GM was supposedly going to
reveal a collection of upgrades to be rolled out with ELR in the Fall. That didn't happen.
Instead, it was just a repackaged Volt with some alterations. 6 months laster, it doesn't
take much to imagine how enthusiasts are feeling with the sales remaining flat and the
variety of plug-in offerings from other automakers growing. Much opportunity was lost.
What's left is slipping away. On top of that, I'm getting what I wanted all along... an ally.
I looked to Volt as a player on the team, a vehicle to help out with the other plug-ins to
end the dominance of traditional offerings. The enthusiasts wanted a plug-in that was
"vastly superior" to all others. That didn't happen either. They are forced to play along.
Think about what they'll want a year from now. We know their perspective will be
changing. What will it be?
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Looking Forward. It will be very exciting to watch what happens to hybrid popularity as
their plug-in counterparts draw more attention. Currently, the plug-in hybrids are so rare,
most consumers aren't even aware what's actually available. Seeing charging-stations in
parking lots will go a long way toward promoting them. That raising of awareness will
instill a sense of normalness for the regular hybrids. Rather than being identified as
"green" or "alternative", they'll be looked upon as the obvious next step in automotive
standards... like the way we saw front-wheel drive become the norm. We're at that
tipping point where changing the mindset of the market won't take much effort. No one is
questioning business viability or technology reliability anymore. It's all well proven at
this point for the regular hybrids. With each automaker offering high-efficiency choices,
the tables will turn. Gas prices will continue to climb. Commutes will continue to get
slower and more crowded. It will become harder to justify the purchase of a non-hybrid.

8-05-2013

EV Distance. Morning commutes taking the river route are quite pleasant. The top speed
is 55 mph. So driving that way can easily be done using nothing but electricity... which is
exactly what I've been doing. After all, the 70 mph has been the route to avoid. With
heavy construction on it right now, the traffic is awful. The alternate route is a nice
steady flow. That flow stops at the highway entrance to cross the river. It involves a wait
at a merging light. That means some days require lots of stop & slow for that short
distance to use the bridge. Fortunately, the drive prior to that was only 13 miles. It leaves
the Prius with just enough EV range to get through that wait. Having that much further
along the way, I could be stuck motionless waiting for the engine to warm-up. Instead,
I'm just creeping along using only electricity. It makes that route the preferred...
especially since there isn't always a wait. Sometimes, I can just drive right through. For
the crossing itself, I fire up the engine. Spending only a minute on that 55 mph section of
highway and the following acceleration to merge onto the 50 mph road afterward is
perfect for warming. When done, the engine shuts back off and I resume more EV
driving. Think about how many don't have anywhere near that pleasant of a morning
commute. It works out really well for me.

8-05-2013

Profitable. The question finally got asked: "How profitable is the Volt now?" It's a very
important one. Sales don't mean much if the vehicle isn't profitable. Losing money on
each means volume will stay low. Automakers cannot afford that for long. But with such
an intense effort to downplay expectations, it's no surprise that being a "halo" became an
acceptable outcome. Becoming known for selling a premiere fuel-sipper, but selling
guzzlers instead, is a doomed plan. The business cannot remain competitive that way.
Fortunately, many are silently acknowledging that reality now. I commented: For some
perspective, take a look at the big GM forum. While those here have been persistently
pointing out reasons for being patient and waiting, members there have moved on. Volt
simply doesn't get attention anymore. The daily blog has gone the same way. Discussions
are now about other topics. Other plug-in choices, like Tesla, are stirring far more
interest... and are demonstrating the potential for sustained profitable sales. Transforming
engineering success to business success isn't going well for GM. The pressure of
economic realities are forcing choices to be made. What the outcome will be is anyone's
guess. The one thing we know for sure is that the market is rapidly expanding and the
clock is ticking. When the tax-credits expire, each plug-in must be able to support itself...
competing directly with traditional vehicles.
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New Owners. We routinely get them on the big Prius forum. A few join specifically for
the purpose of figuring out why their MPG is so seemingly low. It's pretty obvious too,
when a new name with only a single post starts a thread. You can tell, they didn't do
much (if any) research about the measure of efficiency prior to their purchase. So, we do
what we can to try to help. Here's my contribution to that this time: There are many
factors that prevent MPG from what people expect, based on the big numbers on the
window-sticker. New owners aren't aware of them until they start driving around with
their new Prius, which has a display and begins to point out those factors. Assumptions
don't make themselves known until they seek advice online. Efficiency has always been
that way. Most people have no idea though. In fact, they usually aren't even aware that
the window-sticker also contains small numbers too... specifying a range, trying to
highlight the reality that result will vary. Fortunately, even under the worst conditions,
Prius still does better than other vehicles at their best. It's too bad that new owners don't
have data prior to their purchase available for comparison. Their previous vehicle didn't
have a display. They had no idea things like temperature, short-trips, tire-pressure, or
winter-formula fuel could make such a difference. So, all we can really do is assure the
new owner their Prius is just fine and encourage them to explore the technology. Drive
something other than the daily routine. Watch the difference it can make. Also, give the
new car some time to break-in too.

8-06-2013

Price Drop. It certainly hit the fan today. Wow! There was flat out denial too. The
situation is beyond a disaster. GM announced the price of the 2014 Volt would be $5,000
lower, making it the same price as the clearance price of the 2013. That got those
claiming this was only an "early adopter" phase in quite a tizzy. They've done everything
possible to forget that GM had once projected sales of 60,000 for year #2 and would have
production-capacity of 120,000 by year #3. Seeing sales significantly lower than that
without any alternative approach available leaves nothing but the desperate act of selling
at a loss. Of course, there were even attempts to make us believe cost could have dropped
so dramatically, profit would actually be made. Reminding them that earlier this year the
CEO told us money was lost on each sale fell on deaf ears. Fortunately, words of wisdom
are emerging all over the place now. The forums have suddenly come to life after the
disappearance of Volt. This was my favorite summary of the predicament: "At least as
far as the bread and butter market is concerned, the Voltec solution seems to be dead in
the water, especially once the government no longer contributes $7,500 per car. There
have been plenty of 'moonshot' type of products that were technological marvels, but that
ultimately failed because what people were willing to pay for them didn't match what
they cost to make. The Volt may turn out to be one of those products." What else can be
said? Remember that price target GM set, then subsequently disregarded? Today was a
brutal reminder of why delivering that was so important.
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Nicely Under $30,000. The primary reason Volt was labeled as "vaporware" right from
the start was its price, range, and efficiency targets didn't make sense. How could so
much be delivered in so little time? Having a price of "nicely under $30,000" was absurd
for 2010. There's no way a battery that large could have a cost low enough. Then to also
deliver a 40-mile range even in Winter along with 50 MPG following depletion, it
sounded too good to be true. Some of us took that as a warning. Others celebrated a
victory soon to be achieved. Sure enough, it didn't end up being delivered. 2.5 years after
rollout, it still hasn't. Yet, there's more celebrating. This morning, I read: "That puts it
BELOW the average price paid for a Prius in the US!" It was from one of the most
troubling of troublemakers. He just plain doesn't care about production-cost or taxdependency. It's all about beating Prius. So what if GM losses money on each sale. So
what if selling the vehicle requires government assistance. Supporting a product that
sustains the automaker isn't his concern. He just wants bragging rights. That's amazing.
Think about how unlikely it is that $5,000 could have been dropped already. A cost
reduction like that without any visible or operational change to the vehicle, in such a
short amount of time, doesn't make sense.

8-08-2013

Settling Down. The usual undermining techniques aren't even working. Attempts, like
diverting focus, are failing to hold the discussions attention as they did in the past.
Antagonists can no longer prevent conclusions from being made. There's simple too
much evidence available now. That's good news. Being able to have a somewhat
constructive few posts is quite an improvement from just a week ago. It will be
interesting to see how things proceed. Here's the direction the discussion went this
evening: Supplier information has been provided over time for us to consider. And yes,
there is indeed a benefit from volume. However, we've seen there can be a penalty if you
want the increase right away. The extra work is usually welcomed, but overtime pay
comes with it. There are sometimes limited supplies of raw material too, requiring a
premium if you want more quickly. Long story short, the underlying effort to downplay
is going well. Some contribute unknowingly. Others do it quite intentionally. It even
comes from the automaker itself. Notice the doubt being raised? Meanwhile, the clock is
still ticking. We know progress is being made when goals are clearly being set &
achieved. For Toyota, it is clear. We know they are pushing for higher engine efficiency
and lower plug-in cost. Both criteria are based upon the models currently available and
the method being taken to deliver that has been spelled out. For GM, all we've been told
is a general order to reduce cost from $7,500 to $10,000 without any idea how that will
be accomplished. In other words, how is what's happening now different from the past?
Seriously. There's a lot more in common with the blind hope of the past than anyone
cares to admit. There isn't any accountability either. If very little is accomplished, oh
well. We have emissions & dependency issues to deal with still. What about those? How
long should we wait, for what, and for who?
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Change. Addressing this should be very interesting: "The GM haters need to get over the
fact that the Volt is not a complete flop, and that it is a more compelling car to the public
than the Prius plug in." My response was: They did get over it. That's old news.
Comments have since changed to it needing to be affordable. Back when Volt was rolled
out, the cost for the battery was between $800 and $1,000 per kWh, not including
controllers or liquid cooling. That puts the price of 16 kWh of capacity at a very
minimum of $12,000. Cost has since come down by then. How much? That's a big
unknown. Half would be remarkable. Volt is a hybrid with clutches. Adding the batterypack makes it a costly product. 3 years isn't much time for a significant reduction. But
consider that actually happening. The plug-in Prius only uses 4.4 kWh and doesn't use
liquid cooling. Cost of lithium batteries dropping will benefit it too... making it
compelling by becoming affordable, the very thing people have been asking for.
Mainstream consumers are looking for a plug-in option that doesn't require paying a large
premium. That's why GM set their "nicely under $30,000" target. That's why Toyota set
their $3,000 to $5,000 package-option target. What part of that doesn't make sense from
what we are seeing now?

8-09-2013

FUEL-CUT while in EV-BOOST. Since introduction of the plug-in model Prius, those
wanting to undermine its acceptance have been exploiting the misconception related to
the 100 km/h (62 mph) threshold. Unfortunately, we haven't had a good way to prove the
system doesn't actually work as they implied. When traveling at speeds faster than the
threshold, the engine RPM isn't 0. That gives the impression the engine is running. We
can point out how little horsepower is required to maintain travel at higher speeds, but
that message is difficult to convey when there isn't anything observable to support the
claim. Fortunately, I made an unexpected observation. My morning commute started with
an errand that needed to be run, rather than just jumping on the highway like I'd usually
do. That meant approaching from a different direction at a slower speed. Further altering
the routine, I got stuck behind a string of traffic slowed by a big truck. The end result was
cruising along with an engine not fully warmed up yet. Since my speed was 65 mph, I
was in EV-BOOST mode instead of EV. That means the engine was spinning, but not
necessarily consuming any fuel... the aspect of operation we've never really had a good
method of proving. Even though the RPM readout was 992, the temperature of the
coolant wasn't rising. In fact, it was dropping! That's basically impossible for a
combustion engine... since they are so terribly inefficient, losing most of their energy
from fuel as heat through the exhaust & cooling system. But there I was, watching the
coolant temperature drop. It was a new bit of evidence confirming the engine was in
FUEL-CUT mode... only spinning, without use of fuel. It takes very little energy for the
engine to spin without any compression. There's just unimpeded air passing through. The
power from the electric-motor and battery-pack were more than enough sustain travel.
Seeing the value go lower was great. I had enough electricity available to make the
observation twice too, once when the temperature started at 175°F and the other 181°F.
Both times I watched 7°F disappear one degree at a time before intentionally speeding up
to watch it switch from dropping to rising. It was pretty exciting to stumble across new
data like that.
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Diesel. This comment was quite to the point: "Wow, the hate is strong in this thread." It
was a worthwhile thing to say. After all, no one really knows what "hate" actually means
anymore, especially with so many polarizing topics lately. My comment back was: The
hate we see has some merit. That for misleading marketing is a good example. We've
seen focus solely on highway MPG often, which is clearly misrepresentative of what
someone with a mix of driving will experience. Ignoring emissions was be a big problem
in the past. Now, we've switched to the "clean" marketing. It gives the impression of
being greener than it actually is. You want to be honest about emissions, state the official
rating. Using a vague adjective instead allows for incorrect assumptions. There's also a
history of reviews & comparisons with intentional bias, where they attempt to make it
look fair, but we see how the data presented doesn't actually tell the whole story. In other
words, the benefit of doubt is no longer available. People have been fooled far too many
times to allow claims to be accepted as-is. Without the step back to look at all that was
claimed, we enable the efforts to undermine to flourish. Sadly though, that fact-checking
ends up getting the "hate" label. But what else can be done?

8-10-2013

Disassociation. It doesn't take much to see what's happening. We've seen the same thing
in the past. When a goal isn't fulfilled, those who supported it conveniently forget. Then
when someone like me brings it up, they're extremely quick to dismiss or belittle anyone
who would have believed such a promise. That looking backward after-the-fact makes
such attitude common. Not being observant while decisions are being made is how
people can be easily be misled. Delivery claims aren't seriously considered; they're just
accepted as if the outcome is already a given. Oddly, that's actually advantageous at this
stage with Volt. Knowing the first generation came up far short of expectations, they
simply move on to the second. That growing disassociation is exactly what's needed for
fundamental changes to be made. Those must-have traits of the past no longer apply.
New goals are created & accepted instead. It's as if none of the original nonsense ever
happened. Remember the "vaporware" criteria? They don't. Ironically, some of those
same goals will be revisited. But this time, it will be with a realistic understanding of
what can actually be achieved. In the past, hope outweighed logic. Now, there will be
recognition of some of the challenges the Prius owners stated from the very beginning.
They assumed we were simply defending Toyota. The thought of us actually trying to
help seemed an impossibility… but not anymore.

8-11-2013

Asked Questions. There's a charging-station by a nice lake and a walk across the park to
the zoo. It was an excellent location to spend a Sunday with the family. The weather was
great too, perfect for powering the solar-cells attached to the charging-station... making it
especially rewarding to plug in there. Anywho, as I was unplugging, a small group of
people stopped to watch. One asked the question: "How do you like it?" My answer was:
"My average so far this month is 147 MPG." Needless to say, they all took a step closer.
Their interest was peaked. I had a captive audience. So, I kept responding their variety of
inquiries. My ultimate goal is to sneak in the information about recharging not requiring
anything beyond an ordinary household outlet. Most people are taken aback when
discovering all that's needed is a regular 110-volt connection. They just assume some
type of special installation is necessary. I've noticed that pattern. It's an incorrect
assumption impeding the acceptance of plugging in at home. People simply don't realize
how easy it actually is to own a plug-in hybrid. Thankfully, overcoming that particular
barrier misconception isn't that big of a deal. We'll be able to tackle it fairly well... once
national availability begins in a few months.
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Ignoring Cost. There sure are a lot of online comparisons popping up now. They all
point out the discounts & incentives, all drawing the conclusion that Volt is a better buy
than the plug-in Prius... all ignoring cost. That's a recipe for trouble. How many vehicles
will an automaker produce & sell at a loss? With a niche, that's an acceptable practice.
The vehicle serves as a "halo" to draw in sales of their other choices. It's basically
spending advertisement money on brand rather than sales of that particular vehicle. So, it
is effective. But if the point is to sell lots of that actual vehicle, for it to be a source of
business-sustaining profit, that doesn't work with regard to the comparisons. Purchase
decisions made now are based entirely on the vehicle actually being available for
immediate purchase. With a loss-leader like that, only a limited amount are available...
falling well under the mainstream minimum of 60,000 per year. In other words, Volt is
have that identity crisis we warned about. We still don't know who the heck it is intended
for. For that matter, we really don't know the purpose anymore either. Pretty much
everything except the desired price is very much a mystery for the second generation.
Goals are non-existent. That's quite a bit worse than the vague we had in the past. What is
its purpose? Those currently ignoring cost certainly don't care. They just want to enjoy
the brief moment of victory caused by the price drop. It's more of that blind-hope playing
out again.

8-13-2013

Cold Climb. It's difficult to know how to respond to such a comment: "I also have a hill
just outside the driveway, but no other way, but uphill. If engine is cold, fast climb can
totally deplete the battery, as ICE refuses to help. There are 2 solutions to the problem..."
When a new owner doesn't include speed, distance, or state-of-charge, giving advice isn't
easy. They often don't realize how wide the variety of driving circumstances had be. And
of course, the tendency is to forget about ever-changing factors, like temperature.
Misinterpretation of intent is very easy. So, pointing out aspects of design can be very
tricky. I tried though: There is no problem. It's suppose to do that. The system will
intentionally protect the engine from strain. That's a fundamental part of the design. It
reduces emissions. Living near the bottom of a valley and having owned each of the
generations of Prius, I know the hill climb extremely well. In the dead of winter (very
cold here in Minnesota), the battery-assist is quite pronounced too. I start the Prius and
begin the climb. It has never been an issue. Now, I have the plug-in model. So, I'm even
more familiar how the system automatically goes out of its way to limit RPM initially.
Just drive it.
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Conspiracy. Even though just earlier this year, the CEO of GM stated the sale of each
Volt is at a loss, we are now suppose to believe the entire $5,000 price cut is the result of
the cost having dropped that much. That seems highly unlikely. Cost dropping is quite
realistic. That much in such a short amount of time is not though. But most people only
hear the first part. They also like to say Volt is following the identical path Prius did over
a decade ago, even though it did not experience such a large cost drop. It's a good
example of how spin comes about and how people disregard some facts... like the
inventory piling up. There are obviously some misconceptions about plug-in vehicles;
however, profit is lost when targets are set and not met. We're seeing that play out now.
Realignment of priorities is proving painful. There's backlash too. Seeing this published
recently was a surprise: "Chevy is slashing Volt prices because it has been selling a ton
of pickups and wants to keep doing so." The enthusiasts certainly didn't see that coming...
even though they were warned repeatedly. When sales don't meet expectations, it leaves
the vehicle vulnerable to things like conspiracy theory. That sounds absurd until you look
back at the Hummer comparisons to Prius. It boggled the mind that we suppose to believe
such nonsense. Yet, they tried anyway. Needless to say, there's a mess to deal with now.

8-14-2013

Colors. Based on Toyota's history, we've seen color play a role in demand. It makes you
wonder what other vehicles have the same type of connection. Think about the mid-cycle
refresh. Most of the time, the modifications are primarily cosmetic. Blizzard Pearl, Sea
Glass, Classic Silver, and Winter Gray are colors shared amongst the regular & plug-in
models of Prius. Clearwater Blue is the only unique to PHV. For the regular, people also
get the choice of Black, Barcelona Red, Nautical Blue... all of which are popular. Yet,
Toyota doesn't offer them with the plug. Having such a current selection that lacks a
standout option is a tactic we've seen in the past. They colors are all on the soft side,
nothing vibrant. Think the 2014 will? It makes sense that they'd save something for later.
After all, changing the technology itself sooner than each generation introduces all kinds
of issues. Holding back on colors initially is a safe bet. Had you considered that as a sales
influence? Most people never think of it.
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8-14-2013

Starting Over. The sense of change is becoming much easier to see now. I was
astonished to encounter this: "To those who bought early and now see lower prices:
welcome to technology and quit whining." It was from a Volt owner who wasn't pleased
with the topic on that daily blog... which finally addressed recent sales and the price drop.
Seeing that it took so long for the topic to even come up for discussion, it wasn't much of
a surprise. It's yet another piece of evidence that things are different now. Anywho, I
couldn't resist. It's been awhile since I posted there. The daily battles are now just a faint
memory. The war has been won. Some aren't pleased with the outcome... or my
reminder: The priorities originally set by GM were quite different from what ended up
being delivered. Ironically, those are what they are now striving for. There's a penalty
though for having diverted goals though. But who would have thought it would come at
the expense of owners turning on each other. That's quite a statement to make! There's
much to do still. Just because cost has come down does not mean the new price now
reflects a profit is bow being made. It simply means some progress has been achieved. At
some point, the tax-credit will expire too. The ability to sell the technology is highvolume is quite a challenge. Reality is, there will be changes. Basically, it will be as if
GM started over. The fact there's some isolationism taking place will actually make that
easier. With all the other choices emerging in the market, its not like there was going to
be a loud chorus from Volt owners anyway. Just look at how much division we've seen
over the idea of offering more than a single model. Long story short, Volt didn't end up
being the "game changer" enthusiasts had hoped for. Sales have been a struggle,
definitely not what had been expected. Those interested in taking the next step will
acknowledge production cost and accept what needs to be done to deliver a profitable
vehicle. For those still holding on to the "vastly superior" claim, take a look at automaker
sales... not just plug-in vehicles... the entire market.

8-15-2013

Misconceptions. I was pleased upon reading this: "Most people are amazed when I tell
them that I plug in to a regular wall socket." Coming from another plug-in Prius owner,
he knew all too well the very same reaction I've been witnessing. My reply was: I get the
same amazement reaction when I mentioned all that's needed is an ordinary household
outlet. It's emerging as the biggest misconception. Fortunately, we have the opportunity
to change that. This is much different from the "you have to plug it in" misconception we
dealt with when Prius was first rolled out. Once we figured out people didn't actually
understand how a hybrid worked, we'd take the initiative to point out what was most
important first. In this case, that would be to immediately mention "regular wall socket"
when a conversation is struck up about the car. I'd often get stopped in parking lots by
total strangers, since they noticed I was driving a Prius. That was the opportunity back
then. Now, it will be that they notice me plugging or unplugging at a public chargingstation. Before even answering their first question, I'll interject information to squash the
misconception. Someday when Toyota starts specifically advertising the plug-in model,
they'll include that information too. Until then, it's up to us to spread the word.
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Gutless. This morning, on the popular thread about Prius power, brought a story of a
wife complaining about the difference between here 258 horsepower SUV and the 134
horsepower in her husband's Prius. She thinks the lower horsepower "cars are just
dangerous because they can't get out of their own way". I couldn't resist joining in with:
That horsepower difference sounds exactly what some of us experienced in the early 80's.
Remember that shift from giant guzzlers to the eco boxes? That sure made people rethink
how they drove. Fortunately now, the power is an overkill situation, where nowhere near
that much is actually needed. So less isn't really losing anything. In fact, I routinely see
individuals driving the more powerful vehicles who casually pull out into traffic at a
much slower rate than you'd do in a Prius. They have it, but don't use it. As for the
planning ahead, I wish more people did that. You see some changing lanes without
seeing the slower moving car they just pulled in behind. It makes me wonder if there
action to advance is nothing but instinct, where they don't give it any thought before they
do it. That's like tailgating. In many cases, it doesn't accomplish anything. Prius raises
awareness in many regards. Just think about how people don't know the factors that
influence efficiency because their vehicle doesn't have a display showing MPG. For that
matter, consider how small & crude the speedometer is being behind a steering wheel
using close numbers and a large needle. The digital speedometer in Prius is a dramatic
improvement.

8-15-2013

$107.62 Per Barrel. Even though the price of gas is way down (just $3.35 per gallon
here), the price of oil is very high. Seeing diesel at $3.99 per gallon is a clue that
something is amiss. Looking into the reasons why, it is revealed that there is a gas
surplus. The supply is unexpectedly large due to people not consuming as much as had
been predicted. It's an unplanned glut which they are attempting to be resolve through
discounting. Will that work? Who knows. The economy is recovering nicely, but very
slowly. To complicate matters, purchases of more efficient vehicles continues to outpace
the new pickup craze. Many of those new pickup purchases are claimed to be for the
construction market too, which means they won't be used for daily commuting as they
had been in the past... back when guzzling was stated as being "good for the economy".
Things certainly have changed since then. The price of oil being so high is genuine
reason for concern though. When the surplus is gone, then what? How high will the price
of gas climb?
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11.5 Years. That's how long the average vehicle stays on the road now. It's quite a
improvement over the 9 years we saw when Prius was first rolled out here. Of course, it
also means guzzlers put on the road today will go on guzzling even longer... or does it?
Gas prices a decade from now combined with the popularity of hybrids could swing
traditional vehicles far out of favor, lowering their value significantly. Fortunately, that
means the current fleet will be getting replaced soon. That will stimulate the economy,
which is great news. Ironically, not having replaced them due to the economy being bad,
was counter-productive. But that situation is quite understandable. Unfortunately, not
everyone wanted to acknowledge that. It's the lost opportunity for Volt some of us tried
to point out for years. GM needed to be ready with an affordable offering that would
generate a profit. Instead, they have a loss-leader with at least 2 years of a wait before the
next generation will even be rolled out. Then there's the first-year apprehension they'll
have to deal with due to a number of fundamental changes needed to have been made.
Both Ford & Toyota will already be well positioned for that, since their next generation
will be incremental improvements. And of course, they are currently ready to offer highvolume with profit from the existing models. We are definitely at a tipping point.

8-15-2013

C-Max Rerate. That MPG rating from Ford reported as the official EPA values was big
news today. Did you know the EPA doesn't actually do the measurements? Did you know
there are two types of tests the automaker can use? Did you know the automaker can
transfer results from one vehicle to another? Most people don't. And in this case, more
than just those assumptions were made. The EPA itself assumed Ford knew what it was
doing. The major adjustments to the rating system revisions implemented in 2008 made
that easy. People went after Toyota for misleading about MPG, not realizing they had
nothing to with measurement criteria. Those updates allowed attention to waver. The
recent problem with Hyundai should have been a wake-up call. It obviously wasn't. Prius
had hoped Ford somehow improved their system to the degree that the outstanding MPG
was realistic. After all, that meant Toyota had potential to do the same. But looking at
engineering tradeoffs, it makes you wonder. Prius V (the larger wagon model) sacrificed
some MPG for the sake of delivering decent acceleration, despite its extra weight. Simple
changes, like a different size reduction-gear in this case, make tradeoffs like that easy.
Knowing C-Max delivers more power while delivering even better MPG was a headscratcher. How did Ford achieve that? Turns out, they didn't. The announcement today
was that the EPA value for combined will officially be lowered to 43 MPG. That's quite a
drop from 47 MPG. As as result of this, all those who purchase a C-Max will be issued a
check for $550. Interesting, eh? Thank goodness Prius real-world results actually match
those estimate values. Of course, will consumers know that. Hmm?
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Energi vs. PHV. There was a review published today, one comparing Ford's C-Max
plug-in to Toyota's Prius plug-in. With both being hybrids striving for optimum
efficiency, you'd think there would be mention someone in that article about efficiency.
Nope. There was nothing whatsoever about MPG. All it went pointed out was electriconly range & operation. Total absence of the ultimate outcome, the resulting overall
efficiency, is a terrible excuse for journalism. The fixation was entirely on "Electric
Range", which completely disregards the fact that those are plug-in hybrids. Their
purpose is to optimize, to squeeze out the highest possible MPG by blending electricity &
gas... which the writer clearly didn't understand. Heck, just a simple drive with the Prius
in HV mode will reveal that or EV mode at speeds above 100 km/h (62.1 mph). You can
clearly see that plug-supplied electricity is being used to achieve MPG clearly not
possible from the no-plug model. Yet, when you look at the display, it won't register any
of those miles as EV. They'll be counted as HV. Reviewers not bothering to carefully
observe will just report what's displayed, not even questioning why EV is so low. They
know a full-charge was available when they started. What the heck do they think
happened to it? Are how can they possibly not notice the MPG on that same display?
Needless to say, I wasn't pleased about what had been omitted. It was review written by
someone who didn't understand how the technology work or even what the purpose was.
That's very disappointing.

8-16-2013

That Misconception. This snippet was included in the comments of that comparison
review: "...and expense of installing the up-level chargers at home". People keep making
the assumption that more than an ordinary household outlet is needed. It was mentioned
the time each takes to recharge us a 120-Volt connection. Yet, some don't see it. Either
that or they are intentionally spreading that misconception. We've seen worse
greenwashing many times in the past, so there is no benefit of doubt anymore. Question
everything. I'm beginning to think this particular issue is a major influence on sales.
Spreading the word that just a standard socket is all you need could make quite a
difference. You plug the hybrid in the very same way you do with your phone in the
evening. Just connect the charger it came with to the wall. There's no expense. It's just a
basic charging device included with the purchase. True, you can install a faster charger at
home. But what's the point if you're just recharging overnight anyway? A full recharge
using the 120-volt only takes 2 hours and 20 minutes for me. For 80% capacity, it takes 1
hour 45 minutes. The recharging is no big deal. People assume it is.

8-17-2013

Leaf Cutoff. It isn't everyday you end up hitting the brakes and blasting the horn. To do
that to an electric-only vehicle, most people never have. Today, though, it was me doing
that. There was Nissan Leaf. He totally cut me off. The driver was so preoccupied with,
apparently the screen information inside, he didn't even notice I was next to him on the
turn in the adjacent lane. He pushed right into mine. Had I not been lagging behind a
little bit, I would have been hit. When I got on his side, he was still looking down. It was
frustrating to see such poor driving behavior. But sadly, that's what happens when a
technology catches on. Drivers of all types will buy it. Oh well. I seriously doubt that will
ever occur again. Makes you wonder what other stuff we'll see over time. Progress
includes a wide array of changes. This was one example of technology acceptance,
complete with a stumble along the way. Over time, it will become something we take for
granted. Some day.
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8-18-2013

Whoa! You knew someone would think this: "As with all technology, I knew that the
price would drop over time. However, I am furious that GM cut the price by $5K raising
the specter of value and marketability. GM marketing seems to remain a one trick pony
and short on long term strategy. For the record, I’ll be expecting my $5,000 rebate check
from GM – it is the right thing to do!" None of the enthusiasts using the new-technology
argument ever addressed the possibility of an overnight drop. It was always expressed as
a gradual process over a long span of time. With the abrupt change we all just witnessed,
it was a very real possibility someone would get screwed in the process. But to openly
vent their feelings, that's a big deal. Their analogies never covered this situation. It's bad
enough finding a markdown somewhere, at some unexpected location due to some
unique circumstance. This is actually clearance time, after all. But knowing the MSRP
for the new model was slashed across the entire nation and that new 2014 inventory is
now available... what should the response be?

8-19-2013

Bike Trip. I took advantage of having that new lockable hitch-mounted bike-rack again.
Being able to toss bikes on the back of the Prius while retaining access to the hatch from
both sides makes the convenience factor of spontaneous trips a dream come true. We
decided to escape up north for the weekend. It worked out great. Seeing MPG in the low
40's is a result with mixed feelings though. That's far lower than I usually see. Not being
able to plug in and driving over 225 miles with such a big aerodynamic disruption on
back sure brings down efficiency. Having the A/C run the entire drive hurts too. That's
still an improvement upon what other vehicles deliver at their very best. But I've grown
use to a higher standard. Easily getting over 50 MPG without plugged-supplied
electricity sure is nice. Getting over 100 MPG with the plug is even better. In the end,
Summer is too darn short. When you have the opportunity, take advantage of it. Enjoy.
Lifetime MPG isn't affected much by those escapes anyway.

8-21-2013

New Reviews. They are getting better for PHV. It's about time those writing articles for
publication about the plug-in model actually convey a decent understanding of how the
technology actually works. In this case, a writer expressed his findings starting with: "I
recently drove a 2013 Toyota Prius Hybrid Plug-In which is essentially just a Prius
whose nickel-metal hydride battery pack has been swapped for a far more potent lithiumion pack. The Plug-in Hybrid comes with an easy-to-use external charging cable and the
car’s batteries can be fully charged in three hours from a simple household 110-volt
outlet or an hour and a half from a 220-volt plug." That certainly got my attention. It was
correct & concise. How about that!?! Of course, it went bad from there, fast. It gave the
impression all benefit was lost as soon as you accelerated hard or beyond 62 mph. How
can someone writing a review drive the car and not report information about vehicle
operation or even MPG results? Leaving out such vital detail makes no sense. What's the
point if all you do is just mention vehicle specifications? That doesn't accomplish
anything. People already have that information available in abundance. Observations
from behind the wheel is what reviews are suppose to provide.
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Power Outage. I came home to a dark neighborhood. We had a mini-blackout. 30 of the
homes in the vicinity were without power. I went into my warming house (it had been a
very hot & humid day) to find the phone-number to contact the electric company. While
in there, I unplugged the recharger for the Prius... just in case. You never know if a surge
could potentially flow through the system in a situation like that. We virtually never lose
power, since all of the line are underground. Unfortunately, when the power was finally
restored, I forgot to plug it back in. So early in the morning, when recharging was set to
start, the timer failed. I got an email telling me that. It was a morning I just happened to
be up early on too. So, I heard the beep on my phone... but didn't bother to check. Ugh. I
so easily could have rectified that error. Bummer. I was right there, doing laundry in the
utility room next to the garage. Grrr. Needless to say, I was surprised when the engine
started as I was pulling out of the driveway later. No electricity was available.
Fortunately, my 25.4 mile drive over the course of 5 hours resulted in a 56 MPG average.
That's hardly anything to complain about, but having plug-supplied electricity would
have pushed MPG into the 100's. Oh well.

8-22-2013

Arguing Semantics. The same old problem resurfaced. We are again seeing certain
individuals rebuttal with definition quarrels in an effort to avoid facing facts. Today the
comment about Volt MPG not being "any better than similar-sized traditional vehicles"
erupted into a semantic argument. Rather than just acknowledge efficiency isn't even
close to that of the choices being offered by automakers as models much improved over
their standard product-line, they distract with non-constructive detail. Evading the point
is nothing new. We see it all the time. But in this instance, it didn't even make any sense
to argue. What would that achieve? So, I'll just change the way the information is stated,
as my post stated: I'm changing it to "doesn't deliver hybrid efficiency after depletion"
and now everyone will know why. Ford's plug-in hybrids are bigger, yet deliver 43 MPG.
How is that even close [to 37 MPG]? Toyota's plug-in hybrid is bigger too, and it delivers
50 MPG. Notice how many Volt supporters are also pushing for higher MPG with the
next generation? Clearly, the current isn't enough. Give the rest of us a break.

8-22-2013

Enough. This was the response to my post: "When is anything 'enough' ?" I was
surprised that was brought up, since that had been the mantra all along with the "40-mile"
range. But with the recent price debacle, it's realistic to expect pretty much any new angle
to be attempted. I followed with: It's when major sacrifices are made, abandoning goals
for the sake of drawing attention. Those types of tradeoffs are not worth it. The purpose
of achieving profitable high-volume sales is too important to simply postpone. Notice
how the computer industry has so successfully rolled out well-balanced devices that
could support capacity upgrades later, as the cost reductions would allow? They set pricepoints and stuck to them. There weren't dramatic & unexpected drops all at once without
an upgrade, as we've seen with Volt. With computers, mp3 players, and phones, they've
all offered increased memory & battery-capacity as that technology improved. The
"enough" approach was a carefully thought out and quite predictable process. And as
much as certain Volt owners grumble about it, that is indeed the approach Toyota has
taken with Prius. Capacity will increase as cost warrants, keeping price at the clearly
established "nicely under $30,000" target consumers have expressed as an important
purchase criteria. GM didn't stick to that very criteria they helped to establish; they didn't
recognize the "enough" tradeoff.
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Inevitable. You cannot post something in favor of Prius on the daily blog for Volt
without the expectation of an intense response worded to give the impression of being
constructive. It ended up being: "The PIP is so uncompetitive I wouldn't be surprised to
see Toyota abandon it. And if I'm Toyota I'd be very concerned that GM marketing will
actually get on the stick and the Volt will start eating Prius for lunch." There was also a
blatant greenwashing attempt, where the person intentionally tried to mislead about
range. But that isn't worth anything more than just pointing out the desperation. I
responded to the uncompetitive comment with: The choice of battery-capacity prevented
the sacrifice of seating & cargo room. It also positioned it to have a cost within the
typical range of upgrade options, what we normally see among model differences. We
know that Toyota is directly targeting mainstream consumers for profitable high-volume
sales with Prius. Adding the choice of a plug but keeping the size to 4.4 kWh keeps it
affordable. It also retained MPG, by keeping the influence of weight to a minimum. The
competition for Prius is ordinary traditional vehicles, buyers who would otherwise
purchase a car like Camry or Corolla. Who is the market for Volt? How many times must
that continue to be asked? What is its competition?

8-22-2013

Outcome. That poke on the blog, intended to serve as a reality-check, ended up just
drawing out the worst of the enthusiasts. Those wanting to move on pretty all have
already. The remaining cling on to bragging rights. It was a great opportunity to illustrate
how bad the situation has got. There is an undeniable divide between those who want
progress and those not interested in change. It's an outcome they seem content with. I see
that progress on a regular basis following threads on the big Prius forum. The effort to
establish that long-awaited partnership is becoming easier to see. They understand that
battery-capacity alone won't solve the many problems Volt is having toward the goal of
reaching everyday consumers. They know mainstream priorities are quite different from
those who purchased a Volt in the past. They see how important it is to allow the design
to be altered to achieve profitable high-volume sales. As for the others, they are being left
behind. I replied to the rhetoric this way: It never ceases to amaze me how smug some
responses are. Crush like a grape? Really? Since when does that superiority attitude
represent ordinary GM customers? Of course, just ignoring the problem enables it…
giving silent approval. So, that isn't good advice. Focusing on the goals of Gen2 would
be the appropriate response. Notice how some are making an effort to guide discussions
in that direction?

8-23-2013

Greenwashing. This particular comment yesterday provided a great feeling of
vindication: "The specially developed Goodyear Assurance FuelMax LLR tires are also
designed for performance per GM engineering specifications, and greatly contribute to a
fun driving experience." The hypocritical nature of certain Volt enthusiasts is quite
remarkable. They'll say one thing, then later say something else which totally contradicts
it. We see outright greenwashing too. A few are still attempting to mislead about EV
range, claiming the 6-mile value listed on the window-sticker is the official EPA
measure... even though the rating information included clearly states the overall value is
11 miles. They just hope you won't actually fact-check what they are saying. The
definition of "blend" is quite clear; it simply means the engine may run briefly. That lack
of purity is what they attempt to exploit... again, hoping you won't do any verification.
Fortunately, the data itself tells the story. In this case, it's a simple matter of checking. I
stated the situation yesterday this way: If those tires contribute so much to the driving
experience, we should point out that the plug-in Prius uses those very same tires.
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8-23-2013

Rear Seating. I had no idea just how limited the rear seat in Volt was until playing with
one at the State Fair today. On my previous in-person opportunity, I only looked at
legroom. Seeing Volt offered nearly 2 inches less room for knees (specifically 1.9")
quickly ended my check. I didn't bother to look at anything else. It was obviously smaller
than Prius. I should have continued with a detailed inspection. Looking at room for feet. I
noticed just how low the back of the front seats were in Volt, when adjusted for me. The
top of your feet get pressed against it. There's no extra as there is with Prius. That
discovery came as quite a surprise. I hadn't ever considered that particular comfort
measure. Another totally unexpected observation was noticing how low the top of the
door was. I'm just 5'8", an average size man. So, finding out I'm too tall is quite out of the
ordinary. There isn't a seat adjustment available for the back either. When I turned to
look out, all I could see was the roof of the car. To see out the window, I actually had to
duck down. That certainly isn't the situation in Prius. Last but not least, there's the lack of
a middle seat. Some families, especially those who children have friends, will find that
too much of a compromise. That extra seating comes in handy from time to time. Long
story short, the appeal to mainstream consumers is clearly in favor of the regular model
Prius (and the plug-in). Prius is a midsize car. Volt is compact. There's no contest which
one offers more rear seating room. It's strange how GM decided on a size which clearly
limited its appeal to the masses.

8-24-2013

Diminishing Returns. It's quite a twist when a Volt enthusiast asks a Prius owner: "Lets
be real, where is the real savings?" How did he expect me to answer? He certainly isn't.
The constant bragging about EV range and MPG doesn't tell the whole story. Sadly,
responses are vague and don't address the big picture. Constructive posts just plain don't
happen. Looking at the data, we see a situation the enthusiasts never want to discuss.
Whenever it's brought up, they evade. I expect the same outcome this time, from... Based
on the standard measure of 15,000 miles per year:
500 gallons = 30 MPG
375 gallons = 40 MPG >> 125 gallons less
300 gallons = 50 MPG >> 75 gallons less
250 gallons = 60 MPG >> 50 gallons less
214 gallons = 70 MPG >> 36 gallons less
188 gallons = 80 MPG >> 26 gallons less
167 gallons = 90 MPG >> 21 gallons less
150 gallons = 100 MPG >> 17 gallons less
136 gallons = 110 MPG >> 14 gallons less
125 gallons = 120 MPG >> 11 gallons less
115 gallons = 130 MPG >> 10 gallons less
107 gallons = 140 MPG >> 8 gallons less
100 gallons = 150 MPG >> 7 gallons less
The reality of diminishing returns is quite clear. The benefit of saving drops off
significantly. Even without a graph to illustrate, it's very easy to see beyond 70 MPG
doesn't accomplish much. Take a look at goals. Serious consideration need must be
made. Delivering a higher capacity sounds very appealing; however, being real means
acknowledging the tradeoff of expense, weight, and space. A balance of priorities cannot
include such large penalty. Without achieving a large gain, what's the point?
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8-25-2013

Overkill. More is not necessarily better. Some will attempt to convince you otherwise.
Some instead attempt to change the topic. Today's posting attempt was the latter. I was
rather frustrated by such obvious avoidance. But then again, that's great confirmation
you're focus is indeed correct. In this case, the topic was battery-pack cooling, Air verses
Liquid: I see the overkill statement was not understood... or intentionally diverted. The
discussion is about hybrids, not electric-only vehicles. Why does a plug-in hybrid that
also has a gas engine also need liquid cooling? The engine can reduce load from the
battery-pack significantly. Why put a heavy burden on electric draw during times of
heavy demand when it can so easily be prevented by briefly substituting low RPM
combustion instead? It makes no sense carrying around an engine and a transmission to
link it if the system goes out if its way to avoid using it. Hybrids achieve efficiency
through the sharing of power sources. That lack of balance, depending entirely on
electricity, doesn't make any sense. So what if the engine runs for a few seconds. Does
the addition of liquid cooling really justify all that extra expense, weight, and
complexity?

8-26-2013

Heat & Humidity. Record high temperatures here now are making things interesting.
This morning's commute was 82°F with the dewpoint at 73°F, which is an extreme for
Minnesota. I left work with the A/C running, something I never need that early in day.
That meant the expectation of lower MPG than usual. But having 9 miles of driving at 70
mph, following the initial 1/2 mile of suburb driving, I was quite surprised when reaching
my standard milestone (at the slowdown, just as the highway descends into the river
valley). On a good day, the average will read 150 MPG. Today at that point, it stated 172
MPG. There was more battery than usual still left too, despite being EV and EV-BOOST
that entire drive. But rather than running out of electricity shortly before arriving at work,
the remainder of the commute was entirely in EV. In fact, I had over a mile remaining.
232 MPG was the overall average. There is no doubt excessive heat & humidity
contributed to that unusually efficient morning commute.

8-26-2013

Approach & Outcome. I posted this today... figuring it would fall on deaf ears, but it
still never hurts to point out observations. Back when Prius was first rolled out here, there
was lots of arguing about need. People would claim their want was actually a necessity.
Now, looking back at the SUV craze, it's easy to imagine how absurd some of the posts
were. Remembering how those enthusiasts didn't take that situation seriously, the
approach was different with Volt. We instead asked what the goals were and who the
buyers would be. The answers changed over time. When referring back to that past, the
statements are simply denied or dismissed. They shoot the messenger too. It's hard to
believe they still don't take the situation seriously. History was allowed to repeat. Same
dance, only the song has changed. Nothing was learned. Such a waste of opportunity.
So.... what's next? Do we really just blindly hope for the best? Are we truly naive enough
to not even bother specifying any requirements?
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New Opportunity. It's nice watching the mania with Volt finally coming to a close. The
current clearing out of inventory is changing the mindset, taking enthusiasts in a direction
they fiercely resisted in the past. They recognize the realities of business and understand
what mainstream buyers actually buy. That's progress. It means we can focus on actual
goals instead. Hooray! That got me thinking about sharing more examples of what Prius
PHV is capable of. Today, it hit me how frequently I drive out to my girlfriend's home.
Sometimes, I have a fully charged battery available. Since I don't plug in there, I tend to
reserve some capacity for driving home later. The thought occurred to me, what if I
didn't? That's not the most efficient decision. Choosing to save is better. But with a
distance just beyond the range available and travel speeds at 70, 60, and 40 mph, it's
compelling to find out when to use the electricity. Do I use it primarily for EV or take
advantage of EV-BOOST instead? This time, my decision was observe boosting. (That's
when you travel faster than the EV threshold of 62 mph, using electricity to reduce
demand on the engine.) Since Prius is extremely efficient at 60 mph, traveling in HV at
that speed instead makes sense; it saves the electricity for later. That way, I get get over
100 MPG while traveling at 70 mph... which I did indeed. Boost is great! I'll have plenty
of observation opportunities. It's just a matter of choosing when to push that HV/EV
button. Details will follow. Stay tuned.

8-28-2013

Growing Concern, part 1. The rather blatant greenwashing about the "6 miles"
continued. I simply followed up with: Fear of blending is so high, the response is to
mislead people but how it actually works. Wow! Reality is, plug-supplied electricity is
used even when the engine is running. The result is much higher MPG than regular
hybrid driving. This morning's commute is a great example. 16.7 miles total. 9 of those
miles were on a 70 mph highway. The temperature was 79°F and it was very humid, that
meant running the A/C the entire drive. I arrived in my parking-spot at work with 0.4
miles of EV remaining. According to the computer, 7 miles were EV and 9 miles HV.
The final average was 196 MPG. So what if the engine ran. The result of that drive was
great and it confirms blending uses that electricity to boost efficiency. EPA is nothing but
a standardized measure, not an expectation.

8-28-2013

Growing Concern, part 2. I was flabbergasted by the level of desperation. The
antagonists have run out of ways to prevent rising interest in Prius PHV. They see the
appeal of an affordable plug-in which doesn't require compromise. It's basically just a
regular Prius with enhanced capacity & power. Still in a state of amazement, I replied to
the rhetoric with: The average Joe doesn't care about AER. They care about available
capacity. Their interest is higher MPG. The information on the window-sticker clearly
states 11 miles of blending is available from plug-supplied electricity. That means the
engine could potentially could sometime during that distance, but in no way indicates it
will or for how long. These continued attempts to mislead are quite vindicating; they
confirm the concern that people are learning what a PLUG-IN HYBRID has to offer is
compelling. They already like the idea of the engine shutting off when not needed with
the hybrid. MPG is boosted from the plug.
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8-28-2013

The Next Prius. We got our very first bit of information about it today. As anticipated,
MPG will be better. Thermal efficiency of the engine will be improved. That was one of
the goals Toyota stated. Another goal was battery improvement, which will also be
delivered. The entire propulsion system will be lighter too. As we had hoped, the chassis
will be improved to deliver greater handling & aerodynamics. Naturally, the cost will be
reduced as well. For the plug-in model, there were hints about increased range and
wireless charging. In other words, it's an all-around better Prius... as each of the previous
generations have been. The press release emphasized the overall goal of reaching 5
million total hybrid sales for the United States by the end of 2016. There's lots to look
forward too. It's good to see Toyota continuing to push, even when the rest of the
industry trails behind. They clearly are not resting on their laurels as some claim. The
goal of replacing traditional vehicles gets more and more realistic each step of the way.
Doubt is gone about whether or not that will happen. It's more a matter of when now.

8-29-2013

Planning Ahead, retrofit. We're getting bombarded from all sides now. Newbies are
attempting to assess the situation based on what they are learning now, without any prior
knowledge. It's like looking back at a major natural or political event afterward and
saying that outcome should have been obvious. You cannot. Unless you are participating
while the smaller events building up to the big one are unfolding, you are unaware of all
the elements at play. The outcome is anything but obvious. Anywho, the pot was stirred
with this today: "The current plug-in is really just a retrofit of a gen 3." And of course,
there was nothing provided to explain what would need to be different for it to have been
considered planned. Fortunately, I was indeed a participant. In fact, I've documented
those events in great detail. So, I rebutted with: It's easy to jump to that conclusion,
especially with the greenwashing effort pushing that very sentiment. Looking closer
though, you'll discover the current hybrid is a design under-utilized. Adding the capacity
& power fulfills the affordable efficiency boost Toyota had set out to deliver all along...
once battery density & cost finally dropped to a reasonable level... without having to
change much beyond just the pack itself. That planning ahead allows them to take
advantage of economies-of-scale while also minimizing risk in a very uncertain market.
It also provided a great opportunity to rollout the first model mid-cycle. They get to realworld prove implementation with the chance to upgrade sooner than any of the other
automakers staring at the beginning of a cycle. Think about all the different markets
Toyota gets to gather data from, lots of it too. With a system already so well refined, does
it even make sense to have the plug-in model profoundly different? Why not just switch
priorities instead? Let the 4th generation grow plug demand to the point where the 5th
can be offered with a plug standard and the choice of no-plug as an option. The
underlying effort is to shift purchases from traditional vehicles to hybrids. Doing that on
the scale of millions per year within just 2 generations takes lots of planning ahead,
delivering a design already prepped for future opportunities... even if it makes it appear
to be a retrofit.
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Planning Ahead, reach. Also, let's not forget how many consumers there are who
simply never consider the purchase of a "first" vehicle. They just plain are not interested
in something which could potentially lose value quickly or reveal itself to have problems.
Take a look a Volt for a very recent example. MSRP for the 2014 model got reduced by
$5,000. Just think what that did to resale value and the feeling it gave owners who just
purchased one for a lot more. With Toyota's rollout starting in just 15 states having
strong interest in high-efficiency vehicles and not expanding to nationwide until a
potential price-reduction, exposure was carefully limited. It's another example of
planning ahead. They can establish the plug-in hybrid market with lower risk to
reputation or disenchantment. Having started mid-cycle, it sets them up greater volume
right away with the next generation. The business of selling vehicles is extremely
complicated. Lots of smaller improvements on a mature platform is very appealing to
those who are unwilling to pay for much beyond the basics. That's the situation Toyota
has now with Prius. It's a great balance for selling a large number of them. That win-win
formula is how to reach middle-market, something antagonists expend a surprising
amount of effort attempting to prove false. Long story short, there's lots to look forward
to from the next generation.

8-29-2013

Planning Ahead, parallel. They spin everything you say. It would maddening at times,
if it wasn't for the fact that they deliberately ignore certain things. That cherry-picking is
a dead giveaway your information is in strong support of the situation; otherwise, they'd
provide reasoning (even if very weak) to eliminate it. No acknowledgement, just outright
disregard, is a good sign. I especially like the continued attempts to draw a parallel to
Prius development with Volt. Toyota's well planned steps have paid off. They want Volt
to appear the same way, even though the circumstances are immensely different. I was
happy to point out those circumstances: GM already had EV1, Two-Mode, and BAS
experience when Volt was being developed. That's quite a bit of real-world motor &
battery knowledge already obtained that cannot just arbitrarily be dismissed. When
Toyota developed Prius, there wasn't anything prior to leverage from. They started from
scratch. The situation differs greatly from Volt. And as it was so eloquently put (in this
thread): "Without that $7500, the Volt would be roadkill." That clearly adds to the point
of not being the same. So, why is there so much effort still to convince us of a parallel?
How does having an excuse help accomplish anything? How come focus isn't on what
needs to be delivered next instead?
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Planning Ahead, capacity. In a truly desperate act, the exploitation of the vague and
easily misunderstood EPA rating was brought up again. It was more cherry-picking.
Rather than look at everything the EPA numbers represent, they focus entirely on just
one... which leads to a false impression of performance... exactly what they want. That's
how greenwashing works. You reference something credible, but don't include
everything the person needs to know. That way, you aren't actually lying. The omission
often goes unnoticed too. So naturally, there's retaliation when someone points it out. On
that daily blog, they down-vote the post. Yes, they actually choose to dismiss a fact. Even
if it's nothing but information, void of any opinion, it still gets a negative. I find that so
vindicating. Their decision is to stick their head in the sand, hoping it will reach -10 so it
will disappear from view. That kind of denial is amazing. Anywho, the nonsense was
about the "6 mile" rating again. I routinely get more than double that. It's no big deal.
Heck, you can even do the math. Volt delivers 38 miles from the 16.5 kWh capacity
battery-pack. That works out to 2.3 miles per kWh. Using that same factor, the 4.4 kWh
battery-pack in Prius PHV should deliver 10.1 miles. Since Volt weighs 621 pounds
more, it's quite reasonable to add another 0.9 miles for Prius PHV. There's a very real
penalty for carrying that much extra weight. So when we look at the EPA rating, there
shouldn't be any issue. The 11-mile range makes sense, even with the blend potential
listing. In other words, they are taking full advantage of the measurement shortcoming.
But rather pointing out how misleading the label is, they hope you'll assume it's fine. I
still can't believe they try things so easy to disprove. Needless to say, I couldn't resist a
reply: Capacity is 11 miles, not 6. That 6 comes from a hard acceleration during the EPA
testing cycle. The engine quickly shuts off after that and drive continues for 5 more miles
using only electricity. 6 + 5 = 11
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Planning Ahead, more. There is a heavy dependency on battery-pack capacity for Volt.
In fact, that is the primary selling feature. So naturally, it makes sense that all
comparisons to it will be with respect to its perceived best attribute. This is why Prius
PHV is constantly being forced into an EV perspective. Rather than looking at it as the
PLUG-IN HYBRID it actually is, there's an intentional distortion & misrepresentation of
it being an electric-only vehicle with engine-backup instead. They just plain don't care.
That's because the engine efficiency is for Volt so low. Less capacity would result in a far
less efficient vehicle. To make matters worse, the recent reveal that the next generation
Prius will come with an even more efficient engine makes that bad situation even worse.
But coming from the "vastly superior" enthusiasts who strongly feel less is too extreme
of a sacrifice, they won't ever understand Toyota's planning ahead. In fact, after so many
years of stressing that point, it's basically futile attempting anymore. Today, the comment
to that affect which caught my eye was this summary: "So Toyota is tricking consumers
to save money and buy a Pip because it has a cheaper battery (smaller product). What
fools!" I found that amusing. Configuring a product to offer a balance is wrong? Wow!
Of course, they go out of their way to make sure battery-pack capacity remains the focus.
Allowing any of the features to be discussed is an act only a troll would ever do. Just try
mentioning how small the seating it back is for an example. Some responses are
downright hostile. I kept my reply simple, choosing to include a quote from another Prius
owner instead, one who I hold in high regard for all the research he does. I posted:
Ironically, the "more is better" approach has proven to be false many, many times. As a
friend so eloquently summed up the situation... PiP design was based on a smaller battery
having advantage due to lower cost, less environmental impact, higher efficiency, more
space, etc. The only downside was the inconvenience of multiple recharges. The wireless
charger would negate that - smart move.

9-01-2013

Planning Ahead, practical. How any automaker could make the decision to compromise
cargo area is a fundamentally important question. After all, the primary factor for rapid
attraction to the second generation of Prius wasn't the upgrade to the hybrid system. True,
that was a major endorsement to the technology. But when you look back at the offerings
of the time, you discover it was the only midsize hatchback offered. There was literally
no competition. All hatchbacks back then were compact. Nothing big enough to be
practical for a family left a huge void in the market... which Toyota happily filled...
which the antagonists worked hard to conceal. Eventually, Prius was vindicated. Now,
there are quite a few midsize hatchbacks available. Some automakers are even offering
wagons now too. So when you look at Volt, you wonder what the heck. There's a cargo
space under a hatch, but area itself isn't flat like the others. The seats don't fold down
flush with the rest. The floor has an uneven drop, preventing any tall or long cargo from
actually being transported. You get the impression of it being practical, but it really isn't.
The area is quite a bit smaller than Prius. Oddly, Ford made a practicality compromise as
well. The seats are flush either. The battery-pack for the plug-in model C-Max consumes
a surprising amount of vertical cargo space. Neither seems like a wise approach to
fulfilling the purpose of appealing to the masses.
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Planning Ahead, refinements. Reading comments recently made by those responsible
for the next-gen Prius, they say we can look forward to even better thermal-efficiency
from the engine, refined aerodynamics, a lower center-of-gravity, and even more interior
space. They also stated the higher system will be smaller and lighter weight. I have no
doubt GM will deliver a number of refinements with the next-gen Volt as well.
Unfortunately, that will lead to some disenchantment among current owners. Inevitably,
there will be some hypocritical responses as well. Fortunately, none of that rhetoric will
matter. GM customers will be better off. I went to the State Fair again yesterday. We
played with the interior of the Volt there, getting on-lookers involved. The response was
overwhelming negative about how small the rear seating was. When I pointed out how
low the door was, blocking my view out the window, some were amazed. They even
laughed when I pointed out where my head was when the hatch was opened. That's not
good coming from a man who is only 5'8" in a car intended to appeal to the masses. Prius
quite a bit larger with respect to several seating dimensions in back. Obviously, GM will
address that rather blatant shortcoming and it will be a total non-issue. But to get so much
denial in the meantime about such an obvious issue, what the heck? As countless Volt
owners have stressed, this generation of Volt is only an "early adopter" rollout. We all
know that wasn't the original plan. It was expected to hit minimum mainstream sales
volume by the end of the second year. Clearly, that didn't happen. Enough said. Let's
move on... which means enough with the "vastly superior" nonsense already. Geez! The
next Volt will be better. Why? It's because the current doesn't meet needs of middlemarket. We all need to get behind support for plug-in vehicles. That means constructively
& directly addressing why high-volume sales vehicles continue to dominate. You cannot
just hope for the best from the next generation. It's also a moving target and bragging
about aspects of design that aren't even a purchase priority for the typical
Camry/Malibu/Fusion and Corolla/Cruze/Focus buyer doesn't accomplish anything.
Eventually, those still arguing in favor of large battery-packs which compromise cargo
storage and require a substantial premium will finally notice how counter-productive that
is. Who do they honestly think that actually appeals to? The clock is ticking. Competition
is growing, which complicates matters by confusing consumers with so many choices.
Notice how post spin doesn't make any difference anymore? That's because decisions are
going back to the basics. That means comparing 100 MPG to 200 MPG is quickly
become a moot point. Things like purchase-price and interior-room will be getting much
more attention. That means automakers better be prepared for the paradigm shift.
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Planning Ahead, lemmings. How would you respond to this: "To me the PiP was a halfassed job. I swear a bunch of Toyota execs were just hanging out one day, and one said:
Hey guys, Nissan and GM are coming out with EVs….shouldn't we come out with one
too? I know! How about we just cram a Li-On into an existing Prius! The lemmings will
buy them on the Prius name alone, even though the electric range is tiny!" That kind of
perspective & attitude still amazes me, after all these years. Ironically, those making such
statements based on nothing but observations after-the-fact qualify as lemmings
themselves. Having seen what actually happened when it happened tells a very different
story. But knowing the poster simply didn't care, I replied with this instead: Do you have
any idea how easy it is for the perspective to be different? Honestly. Some call it "spin",
others call it "truth". The point is, it can be labeled as anything they want, since it always
comes down to sales in the end. Without high-volume and profit, the ultimate goal of the
automaker is not achieved. Investing in the future is great. We've needed the long-term
(planning ahead) approach for quite some time. Question is, how much should be
invested and how? Does selling a first-gen offering in low numbers and at a loss make
sense? What should the second offer? Who will be the target market? Think about how
simple of an argument it is claiming Volt has two separate propulsion systems. After all,
GM promotes it that way... electric, then gas. Problem is, dual power-sources was the
argument against Prius for nearly a decade, arguing you have to pay for twice as much. It
could even be said that GM crammed a large battery-pack and added a motor into their
existing platform, hoping the lemmings will by it. We all know that Toyota could have
offered greater capacity, since that is in fact what Ford did with their hybrid of similar
design. Instead, they chose to stick with the balanced approach, retaining cargo space and
package pricing. Noticed how they delivered the plug-in with a lithium battery instead of
NiMH? Notice how they increased EV speed from 46 to 62 mph? Notice how MPG is
boosted at speeds faster than 62 mph? Notice how they increased power from 27 to 38
kW? Notice how HV efficiency was increased 1 MPG despite the extra weight of the
larger battery? Notice how it was all delivered mid-cycle, rather than waiting until the
next generation?

9-02-2013

72.9 Percent. I was embarking on a vacation up north. There would be lots of
opportunity for EV driving. Wanting to save as much electricity as possible, I switched
over to HV mode after reversing out of the driveway. The estimated range, which started
at 13.6 miles, was now at 13.5 miles. Knowing the system uses EV-BOOST during
engine warm-up to reduce emissions, I was curious what the EV restore would be
following that. Usually, the system will replenish that boost capacity while you drive.
However, that won't happen for the sake of longevity above a certain threshold. This was
my opportunity to find out what the values actually were. I hadn't ever measured that
before. The "full" charge started at 85 percent. That is also for longevity. 100 shortens
battery life, especially in hot climates… as we've seen with Nissan Leaf… which is why
it offers a partial-charge option to specifically prevent reaching full capacity. That
reduced maximum helps and even lower is better. With Prius PHV, that "ideal" level
ends up being 72.9 percent. In terms of a distance estimate, with respect to my particular
driving circumstances, works out to 11.1 miles.
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PHV Sighting! During the drive up north, I saw something I've been dreaming about for
a very long time… another plug-in Prius approaching. It was the color of mine, exclusive
to the PHV model. Sure enough, my distant observation was confirmed up close. The
emblem was clearly the larger one, stating PLUG-IN HYBRID rather than just HYBRID.
Needless to say, I was thrilled. But there's more to the story. I was driving through rural
Wisconsin, a state no part of the initial rollout and far from any major cities. It was either
another vacationer or someone ambitious like me not wanting to wait for the upcoming
national rollout. It was very exciting.

9-02-2013

239 Miles. The trip was from the southern part of the Twin Cities in Minnesota to the
northern part of Wisconsin, specifically the Apostle Islands. Conditions for travel were
nearly perfect. It was a sunny day and so comfortable the A/C wasn't even needed. There
was a little bit of a wind from behind too. I was thrilled with the results. Despite all that
electricity still available (11.1 miles), the efficiency was outstanding. The overall average
for those 239 miles came to 59 MPG. That's remarkable for a plug-in hybrid that didn't
actually take advantage of plug-supplied electricity. This is why Prius is such a versatile
platform. People have a choice of the configuration to purchase and don't even have to
plug in still get efficiency well above traditional vehicles. The road-trip experience is
especially beneficial, having so much cargo area in back. That convenience is difficult to
put a value on though. You have to experience it to appreciate it. Fortunately, the MPG
speaks for itself.

9-03-2013

Prius, Persona Edition. This special edition has been elusive. I had been waiting a long
time for a close encounter. That day finally arrived. We were walking around town, just
sight-seeing. There is was! I had an abundance of time available and was carrying a
camera too. The special black-cherry (deep purple) color and the unique alloy chromed
wheels really made it stand out. The dark interior looked nicer than I had envisioned too.
I like the fact that Toyota offers limited models. They add to the choices while keeping
an aspect of being unique still. We'll never know how many of them are on the road. But
at least getting an up-close inspection of one was nice. Not everyone gets to. For that
matter, many Prius owners are even aware that variations like that even exist. It's what
happens as popularity grows. In fact, that's how the market expands reach beyond
mainstream buyers... something other hybrids won't even imagine for many years still.
Becoming diverse is that next step.

9-03-2013

Another PHV Sighting!! What the heck? There in the dark in front of me was another
Prius PHV, this one also that unique light blue. I was beside myself. To see another one,
roughly 125 miles from that other driving the other direction the day before, was
amazing. What caught my attention this time was the silver strip along the back. That's a
distinguishing feature unique to the plug-in models. Sure enough, when I walked around
the side, there was the PLUG-IN HYBRID emblem to confirm I wasn't seeing things.
What are the odds of such an amazing sense of timing? To not see another in roughly a
year, then 2 sighting in 2 days! Unfortunately, the owner was nowhere to be seen. Oh
well. I was in a tourist city anyway. So, the encounter would have likely been brief. Oh
well. At least I know for a fact there are others out there, coming from non-initial states.
This one was from Illinois. It makes me very excited to see there is demand-in-thewaiting. National rollout isn't only a few months away now.
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Industry Sales. Economic recovery combined with the timing of model-year clearance
couldn't have been better. The entire industry saw a major increase in sales for all types
of vehicles. Toyota's report of having sold 44,713 Camry last month gives a great
indication of the kind of growth witnessed. That's a great number. Of course, the Prius
family did something to make people notice. Monthly sales exceeded that of Corolla. It
wasn't by much, but the trend of both higher counts and stronger demand is difficult to
deny. That's a very big deal too, when you consider the fact that 40 million Corolla have
been produced since its beginning in 1966... which makes it the best-selling nameplate of
all time. The liftback (16,157) compact (5,478) and wagon (3,932) models of Prius did
well. My favorite, the plug-in model, saw a very pleasing 1,791. It was a very good
month. As for Volt, it still didn't reach the rate of 3,750 per month, which would have
placed it at the sales rate GM was hoping for over a year and a half ago. The 3,351 that
were sold were the result of $5,000 price reduction. And since there hasn't been any news
whatsoever about lithium battery costs having dropped, we have to wonder how much
below cost the vehicle is now. Of course, the supporters don't care. They have recently
taken the CEO's goal of reducing cost from $7,000 to $10,000 as a promise of $10,000.
The "over promise, under deliver" is fed by hope like that. It turns into unsupported hype
that no one questions. It's so harmful; yet, they do it anyway. We all know what unmet
expectations then lead to. Fortunately, we do have Ford pushing along. 621 for C-Max
and 600 for Fusion are decent numbers for the plug-in hybrids. As for all-electric cars,
Nissan did well. Leaf sales of 2,420 are making people to take notice. Tesla with Model
S is the other among those getting attention. The estimate of 1,700 is a big number for a
vehicle well out of the price-range of middle-market. Looking at the traditional sedan
offering a hybrid model, the Camry & Fusion continue to stand out. 4,729 and 3,694
(respectively) were purchased last month. Hyundai did fairly well with 2,303 from
Sonata too. Overall, the outlook hasn't changed. Overall, the industry is still struggling to
gain market-share. The progress is far slower than hope and a few sacrifices have been
made along the way. Now, I'm more excited than ever to watch what happens when PHV
rollout nationwide begins.

9-04-2013

Ferry Ride. My Prius PHV crossed a small section of Lake Superior today, without
using a bridge. Instead, it was with a boat. That was exciting to drive onto the Ferry...
since I still had an ample supply of electricity available. In fact, there would like be
enough for me to drive around on the island the entire morning using nothing but EV.
Sure enough, that is indeed what ended up happening. We left the boat & dock behind,
visiting the small town for provisions before setting off into the wilderness. It was
Madeline Island, the only established part of the Apostle Islands. Our intent was to drive
to the state park on the other side, then hike along the coast taking lots of photos and
having a picnic. The weather was perfect. The location was beautiful. Exploring what
nature has to offer while doing it with electricity added to the experience. We had a great
time! Even the wait & ride on the Ferry back was a good time. It was definitely a unique
day to remember.
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PHV Again!!! What are the odds? This was one that Sea Foam Green color. I drove right
by me slowly, allowing for solid confirmation that it wasn't just the regular model. But to
add to the already exhilarating situation… it drove right by the other PHV in town, which
I had only noticed again moments earlier. And since I was standing right in front of mine
at the time, it mean there were 3 plug-in Prius all within the same line-of-sight. Needless
to say, I absolutely could not believe what had just happened. Never in my wildest
dreams did I expect to see more PHV in such a remote location. But then again, walking
around town we had made remarks about how many Prius there were. They obviously
work well for long-distance travel. Adding a plug to the equation make the whole
situation even more fulfilling. Yeah!

9-05-2013

60 MPG and Added EV. This day of vacation included some driving around, getting
away from the tourist areas. We ended up traveling a total of 63 miles. Some of it got
rather hilly. The speed was a mix of city & highway. We used the A/C most of the time.
Despite all that and not having anywhere to plug-in, the average ended up being 60 MPG.
That kind of result from HV mode only is very, very pleasing. The fact that I started with
11.1 miles of EV and ended up with 11.4 miles makes it even better. Rather than a little
bit of depletion overall, there was actually addition. Who would have thought you'd get
that as an outcome? Instead of using up a little bit of electricity, there was a net gain.
That's sweet. I'm thankful for such a result too. Taking 450-mile trips each month is
dragging down my lifetime average. But then again, there's nothing more swaying to
potential buyers than data consisting of real-world experiences. Life is too short to miss
out on opportunities to play. So what if I cannot plug in during those vacations. The point
is those are vacations. They should be enjoyed. Today's drive was a great example. We
watched the sunset on a secluded Lake Superior beach. That was totally worth it.

9-06-2013

More PHV. Whoa! There it was again. I got to see the Sea Foam another time. Hope had
been that I run into it twice, just like the other PHV. But for it to actually happen…
Yippee! You don't expect things to work out so well. I felt quite fulfilled. National rollout
will be truly rewarding. The time spent observing & sharing experiences wanting others
to find those also interesting is well spent when you see them having purchased the same.
I cannot wait anymore. Seeing the plug-in model available for purchase locally will be a
big step forward. Having to purchase from a distant state, then drive back or hire a
delivery service, isn't exactly what you'd consider the usual approach. Being able to go to
the local dealer changes everything, making it far more likely to become a reality. With
all the real-world data now available, from all the other owners contributing their stories
too, there's lots of potential. And of course, there isn't the problem GM faces. Toyota
already has a profitable path. Drastic MSRP reductions won't be necessary. The usual
price, with some special sales from time to time, should do the trick.
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219 Miles. We weren't as lucky on the way home as the way there. It was hot this time.
The A/C was needed. That meant getting in and out several times for stops along the
way, into a humid outside. Blah. Efficiency wouldn't be as good either... or so we
thought. To my delight, the outcome ended up being an average for the 219 miles
traveled of 60 MPG. That's fantastic... but not the most interesting part. The up & down
driving in that area ended up regenerating 2.2 miles of electricity. That's more than I've
ever seen. It's an obvious benefit to efficiency too. The big thing though was the
discovery that came along with it. The response to that electricity was quite a surprise.
When the Prius came to a complete stop at the very bottom, the system automatically
switched over to EV mode. That hasn't ever happened before! What the heck? I had been
in HV mode since 2 days ago when running out of plug-supplied electricity. Seeing EV
suddenly invoke itself without having restarted the system certainly wasn't a behavior I
had predicted. Perhaps it thought there may be more opportunity for the large-scale
regenerating, so it was attempting to purge the current supply as quickly as possible. That
makes a lot of sense from a longevity standpoint. It's a simple way to protect the batterypack from over-charging. Anywho, that 60 MPG certainly was nice. Learning more about
the plug-in system was a nice bonus.

9-06-2013

Finally. That daily blog for Volt has been dying a slow, lingering, pointless death. Fewer
and fewer daily topics are actually about Volt anymore. Most are just reposts of general
news from the parent website. Ever since the founder sold it, the new owner (an online
automotive group) kept it going and was able to retain many of the original members.
Unfortunately, they are the same ones unwilling to embrace change. So, the transition to
this new reality of a cooperative culture of plug advocates hasn't gone well. They are still
fighting for superiority. Fortunately, that is finally shifting out of their favor. More and
more, their posts are countered by constructive content showing they are not taking the
situation seriously. Phew! That sure is a relief. Reaching middle-market won't happen
until they begin to address mainstream needs. The most recent topic titled "EV sales
report" certainly helped to do that. It pointed out detail about Tesla Model S and Nissan
Leaf, the 2 leaders in EV (electric-only) sales. Also highlighted were Chevy Spark EV,
Fiat 500E, Ford Focus EV, Honda Fit EV, Smart ForTwo EV, Toyota RAV4 EV, and
Mitsubishi i-MiEV. Remember how GM wouldn't be caught dead selling an EV, how
heavily they invested in campaigns promoting the benefit of a range-extender. Something
obviously happened. They get quite angry when you speculate what. They also refuse to
concede the fundamental difference this situation is compared to the original rollout of
Prius. Rather than misconceptions and automakers refusing to endorse, their are a variety
of choices from a variety of sources. Some are still desperately clinging to the hope of a
miracle shifting preference to Volt rather than it becoming a player among a team of
plug-in vehicles. I stated my observation of the situation with this simple series of
questions: Notice this topic? Wasn't the point of Volt to prevent EV range-anxiety? If so,
why is each automaker… including GM …offering EV anyway? What changed?
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Retribution. It almost feels like that. There's no intent for anything like revenge, despite
the obvious self-inflicted setbacks which easily could have been avoided. There's just this
sense of "Get Over It!" that really cannot be achieved without making that purpose clear.
So, it gives the impression of celebrating a victory at the expense of another. But then
again, it's not like the outcome is a surprise. How do you deal with change? What is the
appropriate approach? We're starting with stating the evidence: "What has changed is
that the old guard mindset of developing and maintenance of an automotive brand can
occur through a series of conversations and 'bright ideas' developed on a napkin are
dead. We will probably never know or see what business case underpinned the
development of the Volt and the Voltec platform but it is evident the initial business
outcomes did not occur as planned…" I liked reading that summary. My contribution
which followed was: GM didn't plan ahead. That was the very same mistake they did
with Two-Mode. Watching that history repeat was unpleasant. Constantly being attacked
when contributing constructive advice did help the situation either. You'd bring up
business need and end up getting negative votes along with accusations of attempting to
undermine. Focus was entirely on technical innovation, which GM does indeed do well.
That clouded judgment, allowing the hype to get out of control. The resulting poor
business decisions were supported until sales fell so far of expectations price had to be
dramatically dropped. All along, the message has been to tell management what to do.
All those posts telling us to just trust their choices was obviously bad advice. They didn't
deliver a vehicle for the masses, because enthusiasts enabled them to build the car they
wanted instead. It is disastrous outcome we need to acknowledge and prevent from
happening again. Hoping production cost-reductions alone will make it profitable &
competitive is yet another example of not being constructive. Those saying we should
just be patient and wait have lost touch with reality. We all know GM will need to make
sacrifices to get Volt back on track. The next-generation must become the vehicle it was
intended to be, which means matching the purchase priorities of ordinary consumers.
That requires change. Who here will continue to fight that, making "early adopter"
excuses and "vastly superior" claims rather than helping GM take the next step? Ending
that mindset is essential.
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The Question. It was nice to see this asked: "Can Volt hold this 3000 cars per month
sales rate going forward??" The expectation was enthusiasts wouldn't like any answer to
that. What will selling more accomplish? Establishing a reputation is great. But when all
that money from the government is cut, then what? When a tax-credit was offered for
Prius, it was only half that amount and sales were already triple that rate. The purpose
was different too; it was to expand the market. Needless to say, there's a very real
concern about cost being more than price. GM's original goal of targeting $30,000
shouldn't have been allowed to waiver, especially by so much. Now, they are stuck trying
to figure out how to achieve that... since it is revealing itself to be a very, very important
goal. The enthusiast claim that this generation was really only for "early adopters"
clashes with that question, since fewer would be better. You don't need 3,000 per month
to prove the technology. In other words, the situation is quite a mess and there is no
agreement upon what should happen next. In fact, asking for suggestions results in a wide
variety of responses. I chose to post the following: What about the question of should
they? Remember the problem of the past, where sales count was more important than
making profit? Getting more out on the road sounds like a great idea, but the reality of
selling at a loss and the inevitable end of the $7,500 tax-credit makes the topic of
production-cost a major concern. 3,000 per month is still a rate far short of the
mainstream minimum of 60,000 per year. For Volt to become a business-sustaining
source of profit it was intended to be, a top-seller among GM offerings, it needs to grow
to roughly 5 times that monthly rate. Notice the recent sales of Cruze, Equinox, Malibu,
Impala, and Sonic?

9-08-2013

Based On What? We see quite a few of these vague comments being made nowadays:
"A PIP would not work for me. I have to go faster than 62 mph and farther than 13
miles." But when you press for detail, they rarely ever provide any. They draw
conclusions with little to no actual data. Much is still based upon assumptions, just like
we saw all those years ago with regular hybrids. The few who did bother to explain their
reasoning often revealed misunderstandings and incorrect information. It's amazing we
ever got passed all that. So the issues with the plug-in model are only temporary. Easily
available real-world data will overcome that. Thank goodness the internet nowadays is so
much more accessible than it was a decade ago. Sadly though, we're starting pretty basic.
Until national rollout, there aren't even enough curious people to keep online dialog
following. It's still just random questions intermixed in unrelated threads at the moment.
Oh well. That's a good start. With respect to the quote above, I replied to it this way:
Those thresholds are don't actually equate to much. They are mostly just argument points
for enthusiasts. My commute is 17 miles, 9 of which are at 70 mph. Overall MPG
exceeds 150.
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Another PHV. Back home from vacation, I was just out doing ordinary shopping. It was
quite a surprise to pull into a parking spot and notice clear tail-lights on a mid-cycle
update current-generation Prius. Sure enough. When I got out of my PHV to investigate,
that was indeed what I saw. There was also the telltale silver strip confirming it was a
PHV. This one was white. I hadn't ever seen that color. So, I walked over and snapped a
quick photo of the PLUG-IN HYBRID emblem. I noted that it had Arizona plates too. I
guess other owners are discovering what a great long-distance travel vehicle it is too. To
think that I've encountered 4 different PHV within just 1 week. It's quite pleasing.
Waiting for the national rollout has been a test of patience. But then again, not having
collected enough real-world data prior to that would have hampered the effort once it
began. So, this preparation in the meantime is well spent. I can't wait for that progress to
occur. We're getting close to when the ramp I park at for work installs the new chargingstations. There's much to look forward to in the next few months. Today's encounter was
a good reinforcement of that.

9-09-2013

Who? On an unexpected new thread, this comment was interjected: "It should be
said/thought, that the Volt was not designed for people who drive 30k miles a year." The
topic was a new Prius owner having traded in 2013 Volt to get it. That's something
certain few particularly stubborn Volt enthusiasts said would never happen. It did. I was
intrigued. That comment provided the perfect opportunity to ask again, to a new audience
on the big Prius forum: Who is the market for Volt? That question has been asked
countless times over the years. The response was never clear. It still isn't either. What
about 20k per year? Heck, even 15k becomes uncertain when you consider the demands
of heating in the winter. What is the best balance of capacity & price? That should be the
question asked. Evidence that price was too high is overwhelming at this point. Capacity
was too much of a tradeoff, especially when you also factor in rear seating space. So, the
dilemma of what should be delivered for the next generation is still very much an issue.
Taking into the expiration of the tax-credit makes a challenging situation even worse.
The topic of "designed for" is a very big deal. Who?

9-09-2013

Definitions. I'm done playing that game. Today is my 13th Anniversary. Yup, 13 years
ago I bought my first Prius. The memory of that day, so long ago, is still quite vivid. It's
hard to believe so much time has passed since then. Those driving experiences have been
great. I especially enjoyed the discovery process that each Prius upgrade included. Some
of them really made an impression, reinforcing the belief in a better future. As you
imagine, the bickering about definitions still does continue. Thankfully, most of it dies
out quickly. That's a good sign. You never really squash beliefs. They just become easier
and easier to move beyond... which is what it's all about... taking the next step. I chose to
state the situation with: Way back when, the purpose of defining hybrid types was
overwhelmingly clear. Now, most people don't have a clue what the problems even were
that those terms alleviated. The ultimate point was make people aware that all hybrids
were not the same. Consumers today know that. Mission accomplished. Focus has since
shifted to other things, like HV efficiency and EV range.
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Priorities. There are some who still don't have a clue. That's why they are enthusiasts,
rather than supporters. The difference is one favors want and the other favors need.
Today's frustrating example of this was: "The Prius will never achieve the overall
mileage of a Volt if driven in the normal driving pattern for which the Volt was
designed." It's hard to believe that type of nonsense persists after all this time. Oh well.
I'll keep chiming it with doses of reality: The purpose of today's topic was to point out the
importance of aspects other than mileage bragging rights. Automakers need to sell lots of
vehicles at a profit. Volt supporters do everything they can to avoid addressing details of
that reality. Notice the attempts to distract & discredit? So far today, I've driven 35.1
miles with my Prius, starting with a full charge at home and then recharging at work.
25% of the capacity remains. I'll be heading out later. The average so far is 126 MPG.
That's a great result from a much smaller battery-pack, a size chosen specifically to keep
cost in check and not compromise interior space. Toyota made cost a high priority. GM's
decision to deliver a vehicle that clearly disregarded cost is now becoming a very real
problem. The abrupt drop in price clearly confirms it wasn't a good move. Cost should
never have been allowed to grow so much. They didn't take they own original goal
seriously. That mistake is unfortunate. What should GM do now for consumers, between
today and when the next generation gets delivered? That's a lot of time in a constantly
advancing market. Selling at a lower price and hoping for the best isn't much of a
strategy.

9-10-2013

EV-BOOST Rate. I've never actually looked into what it really is. After all, when you're
basing numbers off of just an estimate, the margin-of-error can be quite pronounced.
Anywho, I was curious. When driving around in only EV, that range estimate value is
somewhat realistic... as long as you don't waver too much from your driving routine. In
other words, if it says 13 miles, you're likely to get 13 miles. But when you enter EVBOOST mode (when the engine starts up to assist), there isn't necessarily a 1-to-1 ratio of
electricity. The rate is somewhat lower. But how much? To find out, I have to find a long
stretch of highway where I can drive a constant speed and still have a fairly full battery
available to work with. My first try was at 65 mph. According to the display, my EV
range estimate had dropped 5.8 miles. I had actually traveled 7.5 miles though. The
outcome was as I had expected... since I knew Toyota has improved the depletion over
the early model plug-in. In fact, that was the point of having done so much real-world
testing. Optimizing the system to get greater efficiency from less battery is a great
outcome. My second was even better. Traveling 3.7 miles based on the estimate, actual
travel was 5.4 miles. That distance is obviously just a small sample. But it serves as
confirmation of rate not being a simplistic as most people assume.
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13.9 Miles. That's the highest EV range estimate I've ever seen. My particular driving
pattern doesn't contribute to higher expectations. A few owners report seeing values over
17 miles. That would be interesting. For me, today's 13.9 miles was a record.
Unfortunately, I didn't take a photo either in the morning or in the afternoon. Having seen
it twice, I'm hoping it will happen again. Maybe I will. Maybe I won't. There's no way to
know. It doesn't influence outcome anyway. In fact, it's just the right set of
circumstances. With lots of driving while holding a non-depleted charge and the daytime
high-temperature falling, the variables aren't what I normally encounter. Most of the
time, the value displayed after having just unplugged is in the upper 12's. Seeing low 13's
is limited to good Summer conditions. Excessive heat causes a drop. Lots of driving
around without any EV available does too. But that's normal; patterns are not. RealWorld driving takes you randomly all over the place. After all, life is too short to miss
out on opportunity. That's why the estimate doesn't mean much. For that matter, the
resulting MPG from day to day doesn't either. It's still well above what a non-plug hybrid
can deliver... which is the point.

9-13-2013

Endless Rhetoric. The spinning of intent & definitions is never ending. It goes along
well with the moving of goal-posts. When something doesn't turn out well, they just
claim something else instead and deny claims of the past. Ugh. Today, it came in the
form of: "Just too bad they didn't capitalize on the opportunity to continue to innovate."
Coming from someone who obsesses with bragging rights, it was the opposite of being
astonished... same old rhetoric. That's why range is so important for Volt enthusiasts and
why such a comment would be made to disparage Toyota's effort. Targeting the masses
isn't important to them, which is why the endeavor to deliver a well-balance product isn't
appealing. In there mind, being "middle" is a failure. So, no matter what you say, not
being an extreme is unsuccessful. I put up with the self-deprecating attitude anyway.
Despite having an unreceptive audience, I responded with: Having worked hard to
deliver an affordable plug-in hybrid fits the definition of innovate quite well. Keeping
kWh size to a minimum, sacrificing seating or cargo space, and switching to lithium
certainly qualifies. And isn't the point of capitalizing to make money on each sale? It's
too bad the effort to deliver high-volume isn't considered being innovative.
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Safe Driving. An intriguing side-effect of having a vehicle with a display on the
dashboard, showing you how it achieves outstanding efficiency, is how it transforms your
driving. That heightened awareness sours appeal of exceeding the speed-limit and
aggressive maneuvers. You lose interest in favor of higher MPG results. Coincidentally,
that also equates to better safety. Unfortunately, not every aspect of safety is influenced.
I've never seen either of the following from a Prius driver, but someday it will probably
happen... Roundabouts are new here. Drivers who got their license years ago were never
trained how to use them. As a result, I'm seeing a lot of vehicles stopping completely
when they approach, rather than just yielding. That's a scary surprise when they halt like
that for no reason. Without anyone else is even in the roundabout, that unexpected stop
could easily cause an accident. The other problem which has an even greater accident
potential is left turns on a red. Now that there are flashing-yellow signals at some
locations, people are assuming the same allowance to turn is available for solid-red
elsewhere too. I'm guessing they think that stoplight simply hasn't been upgraded yet.
Whatever the case, I witnessed a driver getting honked at today for not turning on a red.
People were in the crosswalk at the time too. It was a blatant disregard for everyone's
safety. I couldn't believe what I had just seen. Sadly, that same intersection has those turn
violations on a regular basis. It's scary knowing some people just plain don't care. At least
there's some sensibility coming from Prius drivers. I especially like the fact that my
particular model includes collision-detect, a feature that triggers the brakes and sounds an
alarm when the radar system senses a stationary object directly in front of the vehicle.

9-15-2013

Realism. It sure is nice seeing the greenwash efforts fizzle. In the past, any victory was
considered a gain. Fighting for the sake of winning a battle, rather focusing on the overall
objective, isn't resulting in any progress anymore though. Looking at it another way, the
audience has changed. It was easy to get Volt to appeal to enthusiasts. Doing the same for
middle-market just plain hasn't been working. Mainstream buyers have very different
purchase priorities. They simply aren't interested in paying a premium. Balance is vital.
Prius offers that, hence the popularity it earned. As time progresses, it becomes easier
and easier to see that's exactly what the plug-in model also targeted. Reveals of next
generation intent confirm that. Toyota is striving to deliver a realistic high-volume &
profitable solution. That idea of realism frightens those still hoping for the best from GM.
The recent desperation of post content makes that obvious. As the market embraces that
idea of plugging in, we're all seeing Volt goals clearly didn't match and the next
generation will be quite different. Watch what happens with the 2014 model. How many
$5,000 discounted ones will actually be produced & sold? GM has been altering plans to
better align with what Toyota has been doing all along. That's a winning solution for
everyone... but that idea of change sure upsets the enthusiasts... until they consider how
well Cruze, Malibu, Impala, and Sonic are doing. They are the true competition. Reality
is crashing down. Business needs can only be disregarded for so long.
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Fall Approaching. It was 45°F degrees this morning. That's a sure sign it isn't Summer
anymore. Fortunately, that isn't cold enough to affect the battery-pack or electrical
resistance yet. I had the extra time to take the slower route to work today. It runs along
the river valley, which is quite scenic. So, it's the nicer choice even without the benefit of
not needing the engine. That provided a great opportunity to measure range. Just like
when my plug-in Prius was new, I made it all the way to the on-ramp for the highway
river crossing using only electricity. That's 13 miles. There was just a little under one
mile left still. Firing up the engine at that point works best, since the resulting power can
be taken advantage of prior to reaching the fully warmed temperature. Being able to
some EV for the remainder of the commute is nice too. The overall distance ended up
being 17.2 miles, driving directly to the charging-station, rather than hiding in the lower
level until the afternoon... since there is no need to worry about a super-heated interior
anymore. The car will stay comfortable with Fall approaching now. Anywho, the overall
efficiency came to 262 MPG. No complaints about that outcome. Though, I do miss
getting even better in the dead of Summer from the engine warming up faster. Seasons
change. Prius handles them well. This morning's drive was a good example of that.
Diversity. Watching discussion focus on new topics is quite refreshing. In the past,
bringing up the topic of a pure EV absolutely infuriated the Volt enthusiasts. Their entire
philosophy of the market revolved around "range anxiety" fear. So even when you
brought up the concept of diversity, they'd get angry. Pointing out how GM could so
easily reuse the same electric motor in Volt to deliver a vehicle depending on it entirely,
a system without an engine, stirred hostile responses. That was truly remarkable. Now,
they've embraced the idea. Talking about a dramatic change! Of course, sales of Volt
confirmed shortcomings. GM's announcement to deliver a 200-mile range EV pretty
much removed all doubt. So, the attitude adjustment isn't exactly a surprise. Their onesize-fits-all approach clearly didn't work. But then again, when I'd point out the larger
motors & engine in Camry hybrid they'd get very argumentative. They didn't like that
type of divergence either. In fact, any type of variety resulted in upset... especially the
thought of a smaller battery-pack. Now, things are quite different. Cost and the
desperation to retain attention has resulted in hypocritical posts. They're contradicting the
very things they held most dear. It's the ultimate confirmation of progress. Abandoning
their own principals (want) in acknowledgement of what the market actually needs is a
big step forward. Too bad that journey to get here had to be so painful; however, they did
bring that about themselves. After all, refusing to address the parallels to Two-Mode was
their own choice. They assumed it was impossible to fall into the same traps twice. They
were wrong. It happened.
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That Question. How many times did the "Who?" question have to be asked before it
became obvious that expectation didn't actually match reality? Today, it was enough. The
outcome could no longer be denied. It came as the result of this comment: "70% of Volt
trade-ins are from non-GM brands. In other words, most people who buy Volts are not
GM fans." When those loyal to GM don't upgrade, that's a very real problem. Isn't the
goal to replace traditional production? Last year in the United States, there were
2,082,504 purchases of Toyota vehicles. 327,413 of them were hybrids. Unfortunately,
there's no way to know what the trade-in percent was. But that replacement quantity is
genuine progress. We know that overall Prius sales grew and Corolla fell. And that's just
here. Over in Japan, the favor for Toyota hybrids is much higher. Remember the "too
little, too slowly" concern? It's why most of the GM fans have given up on Volt. A simple
look at recent posts on the big GM forum confirm that. It isn't discussed anymore.
Interest has shifted to competing with Tesla and Nissan with EV offerings. With the
government holding of GM stock down to 7.3% (a huge reduction from the original 61%)
and the bailout money just an ugly memory now, the idea of moving on is very
appealing. So, the new outlook makes sense. Nonetheless, a wake-up call to those still
hoping for the best got this: Offering a product that doesn't appeal to its own consumer
base should raise a red flag. In other words, people simply replacing their old traditional
GM cars with new traditional GM cars is reason for concern. Why aren't they switching
to Volt instead?

9-19-2013

Missed Opportunity. No amount of spin can cover up the reality that late 2010 was the
long-in-the-future targeted date to deliver something truly competitive. That effort
obviously failed. Fine. We move on from there. Right? Apparently not. Looking through
the dedicated Volt forum, I read a new thread from yesterday that went on for 5 pages
comparing MPG results to Prius. You'd think the plug-in. Nope. It was just the regular
model. They still absolutely refuse to even acknowledge PHV existence there. That's
unbelievable! The very idea they'd be so stuck in past is quite unexpected... or is it?
Getting back to the basics makes sense. They know the current design is heavily
dependent upon having a large battery-pack. Scaling back to reduce price & weight, as
well as improve interior space, is quite unrealistic with an HV mode so inefficient. They
may finally be hearing what some of us have been staying all along, since well before
rollout. All those years ago, we stressed the importance of delivering hybrid MPG
following depletion. Why? That should have been obvious. With such a design, the
system could be offered in a variety of configurations... at little expense. Not having that
flexibility means missed opportunity... which only now is finally getting realized. One
size does not fit all and the penalty for taking too much time stings. What a waste.
Hopefully, the lesson is learned. We'll see.
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Power Request. During engine warm-up in the plug-in model of Prius, the system runs
in EV-BOOST mode. This is when plug-supplied electricity is taken advantage of. The
engine is limited to 1500 RPM. The result is a reduced emissions, as well as less wear &
tear on the engine. It's a win-win situation... especially when you see that first minutesegment on the display close to 100 MPG. That's a heck of a warm-up improvement over
Prius models without a plug. The catch is, power is held back. It virtually all cases,
there's more than enough anyway. The only time you'd need more is for those surprise
situations on a highway ramp, like when someone is going quite a bit slower or faster
than expected. When that happens, you just drop the pedal. Just like any other vehicle, it's
a request for more power. For the plug-in, that tells the computer to override the regular
process. I did that today, since I hadn't in ages and wanted to witness the outcome. The
system exceeded the 1500, shooting RPM up to 3568. The Prius took off. Normally,
that'd be the end of the story. After all, the warm-up process only lasts just a little over 1
minute. But in this situation, it had only begun a few seconds earlier. The assumption had
always been the override cancelled warm-up from that point. Turns out, it actually
doesn't. As soon as I let up on the pedal, the 1500 RPM threshold resumed. I hadn't
expected that! The system was back to EV-BOOST again, despite being in HV mode...
which is how I started the engine in the first place, just as the Prius entered the ramp. The
behavior of that power request was quite impressive. It was more proof that Toyota really
gave a lot of thought to account for every situation a driver could potentially encounter.

9-20-2013

Spin. We've dealt with quite few outright lies about Prius over the years. The most recent
is that the plug-in model cannot climb hills without the engine starting. Yesterday, on the
way to lunch with a friend, I pointed out how it effortlessly did... using only electricity.
There were 2 large inclines for us to observe firsthand. One has a speed-limit of 30 mph
and the other 55 mph. Neither presented a challenge. The Prius flowed along with traffic
for both... never starting the engine. But no matter how often you provide examples like
that, they refuse to accept. So, we get post after post stating that isn't possible. Other
claims as more difficult to dispel, especially when their origin stems from a
misconception. Antagonists take advantage of that. They lead you to believe the system
works differently than it actually does, like when the plug-in model exceeds 62 mph.
They give the impression the electric portion is no longer available at faster speeds. It's a
pain dealing with the spreading of that intentional misinformation. But we manage
though, since facts supporting it aren't too hard to share. Online video makes that
relatively easy, at least for those who to watch them. Some people don't. The most
difficult to deal with still is the spin. That's when they alter something in a subtle way,
changing the topic just enough to confuse readers with the hope to discredit the poster.
For example: "The alleged higher efficiency of the PiP-ICE is merely intellectual. Real
world tells otherwise." No one ever made that claim. What was actually stated is that the
depleted efficiency is higher with the plug-in model than with the regular. That's well
proven too; we have lots of real-world data. His spin was to make you think it was the
efficiency of the engine exclusively. In reality, it's the entire hybrid system. Having
owned a 2010 and now driving a 2012 plug-in, I can tell you for a fact that higher
efficiency is true. That better battery delivers & captures more electricity and the engine
shuts off faster, both for warm-up and while driving. It's frustrating to read spin. But then
again, it's confirmation the antagonist is desperate. Resorting to such tactics is
confirmation nothing constructive worked. They realize what they support isn't as good
as they had hoped.
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Prius Hate. That thread on the big Prius forum lives on. There are constructive
exchanges of observations & experiences. Some find it hard to believe particular attitudes
& reactions still happen. For me, in a region highly receptive to change, our embracing of
hybrids is the norm. You don't encounter those extremes here. Other regions aren't so
fortunate. Low resistance doesn't necessarily translate to high-volume sales though. It just
means you won't encounter a backlash. Reaching those content with the status quo still
present quite a challenge. But at least the hate some report doesn't happen everywhere.
That's progress. The response which caught my attention started with this: "Who says that
stuff? To me the modern day Prius owner seems like a regular person just liking the
car..." It came from another Prius owner who also lives in Minnesota. So, I could
definitely relate. I chimed in with: That's the rub. Prius has become a regular car. I see
those saying that stuff also waving the flag, close-minded to anything not American...
even if their Detroit vehicle has parts from overseas and was assembled outside of the
United States, it's still better than what we drive. Neither vehicle price nor emissions
matter to them. It's all about bragging rights, size, power, etc. Someday we'll get past all
that. The next generation of Prius will help push that change along, reaching more and
more everyday consumers.

9-21-2013

EV verses EREV. We all know what an EV is. Those electric-only vehicles, like
Nissan's Leaf and the models from Tesla, certainly have garnished lots of attention lately.
EREV on the other hand, most people still don't have a clue what that is. The definition is
so vague, it overlaps with PHEV, those plug-in hybrids like Prius, C-Max, Fusion, and
Accord. In other words, Volt marketing has fallen apart. They backed themselves into a
corner so tight, there's no real category to support anymore. The actual differences to
other choices with an engine and a plug vary too much for that specific vehicle to justify
its own category. EV is still quite unique. Popularity of them is growing. As battery cost
drops, announcements of intent to deliver range above anything that would cause anxiety
are increasing. That concept of "range anxiety" depends heavily upon cost remaining
high. Too much of a reduction opens up opportunity for very affordable plug-in hybrids...
so much so, a configuration sacrificing interior space just to squeeze out more electric
miles becomes a questionable tradeoff. A popular Detroit newspaper published an article
today highlighting GM's new effort to deliver an affordable 200-mile range EV. This
recent focus change is drawing so much attention, the once much-anticipated Cadillac
ELR (a second, more luxurious model of Volt) now appears to be delayed. Rollout has
been pushed from late this year to early next year. Reading the online comments posted,
it's clear to see how low expectations are now. The negativity related to profit and
promises of the past haunt GM. This quote from that article vindicated those who stated
Volt wasn't making a profit yet: "We'll sell more (Chevrolet) Volts and lose less money
on the Volts than they’ll lose on the (Tesla) Model S." What else can be said? The lack of
diversity and the need to sustain the business is pushing GM to change. As for those
enthusiasts who claimed this wouldn't ever happen, they'll vanish. Progress means
recognizing successes & mistakes, then moving on.
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Losing Money Fallout. Reaction to the comment about Volt losing money sure is
bringing out the worst in some people. The dishonest defending is so blatant, it's difficult
to resist responding. The first was: "GM said from the start it will take at least two model
cycles to start churning out a profit." That just plain is not true. No statement was ever
made to that affect. In fact, the only mention ever about cycles came after rollout and it
claimed the next would be profitable. That's only one cycle. Of course, we were led to
believe profit would come when mainstream volume was achieved... which would have
been by the end of the second year, not cycle. Perhaps that's a misunderstanding. Perhaps
it's more spin. Who knows. Arguing isn't worth it. This statement falls into that category
too: "Folks have to remember that this is new technology and it will take years to
generate a real profit. It took until the Prius' ninth year on the U.S. market for it to
generate a profit for Toyota." We know that isn't true either. Profit was achieved by the
end of the first cycle, when the non-hybrid, detuned engine, substituted transmission
variant was rolled out to help achieve economy-of-scale cost reduction. Remember Echo?
To claim that the entire second cycle (generation) wasn't profitable is truly amazing. But
then again, it supports the previous claim. Defenders stick together. So what if it doesn't
even make sense. Logic is often dismissed when it comes to admitting mistakes anyway.
Fallout isn't pretty. It's painful to admit mistakes. That's why no arguing. It isn't
constructive. The already know all too well that expectations weren't met. Identify what
steps need to be taken at this point, then take them.
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Distorting History. The fallout is getting so bad, some are just making up their own
version of history to justify Volt's struggle. We're well past the downplay stage now. This
is what I was greeted with first thing in the morning: "People forget Toyota with the
Prius a far less ambitious car. It took 2 generations for it to appear outside Japan. And
the 1st model year sold all of 300..." That sure stirs the desire to get a coffee and starting
blogging. Prius was extremely aggressive. When the United States government refused to
accept Toyota into the PNGV (Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicle) program,
Toyota took matters into their own hands. It was a effort started in 1993 to advance the
industry, with a specific target of delivering 80 MPG vehicles. That was a very big deal.
Toyota's exclusion made it even bigger. By 1997, concepts were being revealed. There
was much excitement about the potential. Early prototypes were expected to follow.
Toyota astonished the world then. In October 1997, they revealed their own highefficiency vehicle. Only difference, it wasn't a prototype. It was a production model
ready for rollout, which would begin just 2 months from then. Detroit automakers were
absolutely blown away. Toyota was far more than ambitious than they ever imagined.
Sales of the first model year began December 1997. It was only that single month long.
Selling 300 of an entirely new type of vehicle in such a short amount of time was
absolutely amazing. Attempts to distort cannot alter that history... which was 16 years
ago! Remember how backward the industry was then? Gas was less than $1 per gallon
and the SUV craze had only just begun. As for the 2 generations claim, that's a blatant
lie. Dishonesty on that scale is troubling. Many people still don't consider the first
upgrade to Prius, back in 2000 for the rollout to the United States, a true generation. That
was the first change. It was only 2.5 years after the original rollout. August 2000,
deliveries of it began here in the United States. I got mine on September 9. In no way can
any of that quote above be considered constructive... and that's not even taking into
account the extensive history GM already had with motors & batteries prior to Volt
rollout which Toyota did not with Prius. There weren't tax-credit incentives available
either. Some are getting so desperate to prevent this version of Volt from fading away
into memory, they're willing to say anything. That's sad. But then again, we saw this
coming. Remember Two-Mode history? Notice the parallels?
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Electrification Approach. There are two fundamentally different ways to approach
electrification of vehicles. Toyota is clearly aiming squarely at the mainstream,
attempting to phase-out their traditional production with a wide variety of hybrids. That
means reasonably sized steps (affordable choices) offered in high-volume without having
to wait. The opposite extreme is delivering a small number of expensive vehicles, aiming
directly at enthusiasts instead. The latter considers those owners as early adopters. That
raises the question of how to reach middle-market consumers later on. It also makes you
wonder how long we'll have to wait in the meantime. After all, a new traditional vehicle
purchased today is very likely to still be guzzling gas a decade from now. That's a very
disturbing thought many Volt supporters absolutely refuse to acknowledge. They don't
see any problem with the large quantity of traditional vehicles still being sold each
month. They show little interest in business profit either. Incrementing battery-capacity
as energy-density and cost justifies is a concept they just plain don't want to accept. It's
bizarre. But then again, the poor efficiency following depletion forces them to accept the
reality of a small battery-pack being uncompetitive. In response, they like to throw out
theories like "innovator's dilemma" and "disruptive technology" as reasons for the
approach taken. Some factors involved make sense too. But typically, that falls into the
trap of cherry picking. Looking at the big picture (the automaker's entire production) tells
a very different story. 2014 will an interesting year. Details of next generation offerings
will be revealed. That will tell us much about approach. After all, the market is still quite
fickle. Things like fast-recharging and charging-station availability are far from well
established. Heck, even the idea of simply plugging a charger into an ordinary household
120-volt outlet is an option many consumers aren't even aware of.

9-23-2013

Trophy Mentality, post. That was the worry right from the start, all those years ago. It
was the new variant of smug. The enthusiasts didn't care either. Long story short,
bragging rights dwindled down to basically just EV range. Even that fell short of
expectations, but at least it was still more than the competition. And since cost wasn't a
priority, they'd remind you know of every chance possible. It's why the idea of a smaller
capacity battery as an affordable option always resulted in such harsh reaction. It was
attitude over sensibility. They'd appeal to emotion. Sadly, that sentiment still persists
with a few: "They went all in on just regular hybrid tech. Eventually they'll come around
to EV's. First they need to improve the EPA rated 6 mile electric range in their Plug-in
Prius. That's embarrassing....." Reading posts like that never ceases to amaze me. Not
only does it convey a terrible attitude, it also includes greenwashing. Continued efforts
to mislead about capacity is what I'd consider embarrassing. Why would any true
supporter allows such blatant efforts to misinform & confuse? We call those who do
exhibit that behavior antagonists. They don't contribute anything constructive. The
trophy clouds their judgment.
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Trophy Mentality, reply. This is how I ended up responding to that particular post,
which just happened to be on a general blog for all hybrids: We all know the 4.4 kWh
battery-pack delivers more than 6 miles, that there's 5 miles of capacity still available
after that brief moment the EPA test triggers the engine. Toyota is being honest by not
gaming the system to show that higher value. It's a PLUG-IN HYBRID, not an electriconly vehicle. That means the engine will run from time to time. While cruising at high
speed, the EV capacity is consumed as HV miles delivering over 100 MPG. You still get
that total of 11 miles worth of electricity, regardless of how it's consumed. With my
Prius PHV, here in Minnesota, I get 9 miles of EV in the dead of winter. During nice
days in the summer, I get 14 miles of EV. So, whenever someone refers to the 6 miles, it
is necessary to question if they understand the purpose of a plug-in hybrid. After 28,522
miles, my average is 77 MPG. It's quite clear to me: the electricity boosts efficiency.

9-23-2013

Trophy Mentality, calculation. Knowing his effort was an obvious attempt to mislead
& confuse, I followed up with the actual calculation. After all, who would dispute
facts? Naturally, an antagonist would... hence the label. Nonetheless, at least readers
would have some actual detail to consider rather than just vague claims. Doing that math
is simple. Too bad most people don't bother. Posting the numbers helps. Sadly though,
the antagonist will pretend that particular information was never provided. We've seen it
countless times already. I persist anyway. Like real-world data, eventually, people will
notice the greenwashing. Here's what I submitted, using Volt's own specification for
comparison: 16.5 kWh = 38 miles. That's works out to 2.3 miles per kWh of electricity,
which means 4.4 kWh = 10.1 miles. Then when you take into consideration Prius PHV
weight 621 pounds less than Volt, it's easy to see where the 11-mile EPA rating came
from. The capacity is clearly there.

9-23-2013

Trophy Mentality, worst. As expected, the calculation was simply ignored. They
cherry-pick, which is why the big picture is common disregarded. The response ended
up being more belittling: "It's the worst electric only range of any plug-in hybrid. That's
embarrassing from the hybrid world leader regardless." To witness such
behavior. That's embarrassing. No wonder many of the supporters abandoned the Volt
blogs. Now, the effort is to stir attention on the one for hybrids instead. Fortunately,
forum discussions are different. There's half a chance of something worthwhile
emerging. Most blogs only survive a day. Some last a few days. That's it
though. There's nothing like the history threads support. Blogs just abruptly
end. Participation vanishes. He kept trying there anyway. I even got a "LOL" when I
posted the following: Keeping size small enough to be affordable and not compromise
legroom or cargo space is embarrassing? Wow! Someone needs a priority check.
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Accord Hybrid. Details were revealed yesterday. There's obvious skepticism about
actual MPG verses the estimate, but the 2-motor system is clearly a big step forward over
the original ASSIST system. It's a little strange though, the actual operation is a little
vague. The plug-in model delivers. In fact, it outperforms Volt to the point where even
the Volt enthusiasts are scratching their heads. Whatever the case, the hybrid itself looks
nice. With a $29,155 base MSRP, it looks to be a reasonable competitor with the other
high-efficiency sedans currently being offered. Honda appears to have reinvested
well. It's unfortunate that took so long. But the market is relatively early
anyway. Toyota has pretty much dominated over the past decade. Honda is smaller too,
having to also deal with Ford directly. Ultimately, it should be a win for the market as a
whole. There's growing demand around here as the misconceptions of the past become
difficult to remember. Hybrids continue to improve. This is yet another example of
that. They are no longer viewed as a niche anymore. They are here to stay. Watch for
this renewed entry.

9-24-2013

0.1 EV Miles. After a year and a half of driving a Prius PHV, the act of estimating
becomes second nature. I've got to the point where I'm so familiar with roads & traffic
that I can watch the EV value drop to 0.1 miles and still make it home on electricity...
even though I still have 2 short blocks and a small hill to climb. The act of braking
regenerates enough electricity that I end up driving into the garage with only a tiny
distance of EV to spare. I've grown well aware of how much the battery-pack will be
replenish as I enter the valley and slow down leaving the highway. But after having
driven those routes that many times, it's no longer an act of guessing. The pattern is easy
to remember. I hadn't realized it would become so predictable. That make sense
though. Being able to plug in after having used the capacity to the fullest is a good use of
the battery. Why not? It's not like Toyota stresses it anyway. "Full" is actually only
85%. That helps to ensure longevity. "Empty" is 23.5% for the same reason. There's
still HV capacity available beyond that too. So, taking advantage of EV and the button to
choose when to use it works out really nice.

9-25-2013

2014 Corolla. I got to see one this evening. It is interesting to watch the non-hybrid side
of Toyota take another step forward. The introduction of CVT and LED is perplexing to
imagine from the perspective of having grown use to no shifting and better illumination
already. What will the typical consumer simply looking for an reliable & efficient
traditional vehicle think? Whatever the case, it's an undeniable move away from the
status quo. Time will tell. It shouldn't take long either... with the rollout of the plug-in
hybrid nationally so near. That pushes the regular hybrid even deeper into the
mainstream. I'm very excited about that. It's a rather subtle paradigm shift, easing
people into the mentality of expecting non-traditional improvements. Change is
definitely a good thing in this case. Like the slogan: moving forward.
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Porsche Panamera SE. At the final stoplight before reaching work, I stopped along side
an unfamiliar vehicle. It was so close, all I was actually looking at was the wheel... with
an unusually nice tire and brake. Hmm? When I look up and back, the shuffle of the
driver behind me caught my attention. He was scrambling to get his phone to take a
photo. Huh? I looked out to see what had caught his eye. Nothing. What the heck? It
hadn't crossed my mind it was the car. I simply looked over it... not realizing its
importance until after it began to drive away. The engine started. Hearing that
captivated me. What was I looking at? Could that be the plug-in hybrid Porsche was
planning to deliver? Sure enough, the nameplate matched. As it disappeared into the
distance while I turned, there weren't any other indications (like a port for plugging in)
that caught my eye. Though brief, that's an encounter I won't forget... since I don't expect
to see that many of them ever. The 85-horsepower traction-motor powered by a 9.4 kWh
battery-pack combined with a 3.0 liter supercharged engine output a net of 416
horsepower and delivers 0-60 in 5.2 seconds. A system like that isn't cheap. It's close to
$100,000... which explains the reaction the driver behind me had when he noticed it.

9-26-2013

New Charging-Stations. To my delight, the construction in the ramp right next to where
I park involved more than just replacement piping for the old drains. They were running
electric lines too. That meant the postponed-from-last-year charging-stations could
finally be installed. There were 4 new ones waiting there for me to rejoice about. What a
great way to the end the day! These were the newer type too, the kind that can deliver
two 240-volt connectors from a single line. More power to share at a lower cost is winwin for everyone. Gotta like that. Unfortunately, they won't actually get used all that
often yet. Sales of the plug-in Prius still haven't begun here in Minnesota. But there are
some EV owners who will take advantage of the connection from time to time, since the
ramp is for the entertainment venue across the street where there are lots of evening
events and seasonal hockey is about to begin. So far, I'm still the only daily plugger.

9-27-2013

Twisting History & Intent. It's worthwhile to wonder who actually believes post claims
without ever doing any research to validate. Nowadays, there's a wealth of information
available online, like real-world data. The reputable sources are becoming easier to find
too. Unfortunately, the propaganda is quite difficult to avoid. Fortunately, the warning
signs are noticeable. Whether or not casual readers choose to acknowledge those redflags is the question. I continue to post historical tidbits, hoping for the best... Toyota
strived to deliver an affordable, profitable, high-volume vehicle right from the very
start. The price of the 2001 model was $19,995 and there was only a tax deduction
available back then, which equated to less than $400 for many of us. Gas was just $1 per
gallon too. The resistance to that rollout of the technological improvement was intense;
chaotic attacks came from a wide array of sources fearing the status quo was
breaking. With overwhelming proof of an effort directly targeting-middle market so long
ago, comparisons to the situation now are disingenuous. It's very, very different. Just
look at how each automaker is attempting to deliver something. There most definitely
was not that spirit of cooperation back then. In fact, some automakers fought to retain
the past. It was sad. Read the blogs from over a decade ago. Looking back is not at all
the same as experiencing events as they unfold.
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Frustrated. That was what the "too little, too slowly" concern was all about was my
reply to this: "My biggest frustration is that GM should be getting these improvements in
the Volt sooner rather than later. 2016 is waaaay to late." We kept getting told, over
and over and over again, that Volt was going to leap-frog Prius. All the talk about
reaching mainstream sales volume by the end of the second year was quite
frustrating. How would that be achieved? The experts wanted to know. Those of use
well informed due to having participated in the initial rollout of Prius and the following
generations wanted to know too. It just plain didn't add up. For so much to be
accomplished so quickly, it would take a miracle. No amount of hope can overcome so
many barriers with virtually no support. That wasn't realistic. Now those very same
individuals are frustrated themselves... having finally learned what we had been telling
them all along. Rather than 2010, they are stuck waiting until 2016... for something that
isn't even certain. There's no guarantee all the modifications being made to Volt will
attract lots of middle-market buyers. It's still a gamble. Those troublemaking enthusiasts
are now in the position we were all those years ago. Remember way back then? They
now ask the same questions we asked. They too are concerned. Finally.

9-29-2013

100,000 Members. That official milestone was recently arrived at on the big Prius. It
was back in January of 2008 when it growth-rate had clearly exceeded that of the big GM
forum, with there was 35,599 members verses 33,301. For a single vehicle to exceed that
of an entire automaker, it gave reason to take notice. Remember that it was still before
the economic collapse, back when times were relatively good. The reality of bankruptcy
didn't come about until and entire year later. By June 2011, a full 2 years after the
bankruptcy filing and 6 months after the rollout of Volt, membership of the big GM
forum had climbed to 54,800. That simply couldn't compare though to the 77,333
members on the big Prius forum. The difference was massive. It contributed to the
growing rhetoric, the frustration of enthusiasts from their expectations not being
met. Checking out the membership there now, it's at 62,874. Clearly, far more attention
is on Prius... despite all the hype of how Volt would become a halo in addition to
achieving mainstream sales. The point was appealing to ordinary consumers. Attracting
middle-market has been far more difficult than imagined. Think about how little it costs
a person to participate on an online forum... no money, just time. Yet, even that isn't
happening. Reaching beyond just enthusiasts is absolutely vital. How will growth being
achieved? What will it take to attract interest? Who will make the effort to draw more
people in? It starts with interaction of people and online forums are a fantastic venue for
that.
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EREV Definition. It has always been horribly vague. In fact, when pressed, enthusiasts
would sometimes contradict what each other says. Everyone always knew it was an
arbitrary definition anyway. So, the topic got little attention. The problem became
obvious just prior to Volt rollout, since the definition itself changed. Creating a new
category called "EREV" fell apart. And now that both Ford's plug-in and Honda's plugin both fit the capricious criteria, continuing to make Volt appear to be different seems
like an act of desperation. They're all considered hybrids now. Why? It's because
upcoming offerings make identification clear. The industry is starting to see a vehicle
labeled as EREV as having an engine intended to be an emergency backup, something
only for the sake of dealing with an unexpected case of running out of electricity. In
other words, the size and accompanying fuel-tank should only fulfill minimum
criteria. That's what BMW is planning to deliver. It will have a tiny engine and will
carry just 2 gallons of gas. The system will be underpowered when depleted, but will
achieve the purpose of not leaving you stranded. Volt most definitely isn't like that. GM
decided to build a complete system instead, one that delivered full abilities for driving
after depletion... which is exactly what a plug-in hybrid does. Looking at it from another
perspective, the engine isn't suppose to deliver power to the wheels. It should only
generate electricity... which is what the Volt enthusiasts told us all those years before
rollout then abruptly altered the definition upon learning Volt wouldn't actually do
that. Understand the frustration & confusion? See why clarity is needed?

10-01-2013

Back To Normal. We knew the record sales last month were the result of model-year
clearance sales combined with a noticeable upturn in the economy. So, the expectation
for this month was getting back to something normal. That came as a shock to those
supporting Volt. They truly thought the lower MSRP would keep sales high, even
though there wasn't anything to actually support that belief. Price is a big deal, but it
doesn't change the fact that other aspects of the vehicle don't met middle-market purchase
priorities... like legroom in back. The good news for Prius is that its effort to deliver
balance appears to be contributing to sales growth. The plug-in model is up. Volt is
back to where is was before the crazy discounting. You can guess what that meant
online. Comments like this: "All I know is that this is rather disappointing. A $5000 drop
in the MSRP and the sales volume drops." quickly degenerated to: "The PiP will get
about 6 battery miles in actual use, 11 if you hypermile." Rather than stay focused on
Volt sales, they turned to greenwashing about Prius. I easily get 11 miles, without doing
anything other than follow traffic. The hope is people will believe what they claim and
not ever ask any questions. It never ceases to amaze me that some would stoop to such
lows, rather than just accept facts. Fortunately, sales results seem to be overcoming their
efforts to mislead.
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Unfavorable Conditions. With every possible excuse exhausted at this point, monthly
sales discussions seem to be taking on a new more cooperative tone. Fewer and fewer
Volt enthusiasts are holding onto that "vastly superior" attitude. In fact, we really only
got one horribly arrogant post. It called those buying a plug-in Prius "brain dead"
people. That insult didn't go over well either. Other Volt owners don't care to be
associated with such comments. There's hope. Change is slow though. I found the
following a good step in the right direction: "Volt 2.0 and the G4 Prius will be coming
onto the market under what I regard as unfavorable conditions – which is to say, gas
prices that don't really bother people." Of course, it came from a Prius owner. But at
least it was found acceptable on that daily blog for Volt. I joined in with: The "boil a
frog" situation has played out exactly as predicted. Volt faced and continues to face a
massive challenge, dealing with a market simply not interested in saving gas because
they have grown use to paying more for it. That's why the approach with Prius, starting
with a modest package option rather than a one-size-fits-all design, stands a better chance
of squeezing its way into the mainstream. How GM is going to pull off such a major
effort against such complacent consumer-base remains a mystery.

10-02-2013

EPA Wording. Notice how supporters of a particular vehicle are quick to dismiss their
EPA measurements but adhere to precise wording when referring to competitors? It's an
unfortunate reality, the spin we often encounter. The recent mess with Ford and earlier
trouble with Hyundai MPG estimates underscore that problem. Should you or shouldn't
you consider the EPA measurements an source for real-world expectations. Originally,
the purpose of the values published was to provide a standardized basis of
comparison. Reading the fine-print, you'd see actual results fall within a range. People
like to overly simplify though. So even with the heavy promotion of YMMV (Your
Mileage May Vary), it didn't matter. They didn't care. That's what makes promoting a
hybrid like Prius PHV so difficult. Antagonists go out of their way to make it even
harder too. But slowly, we can see progress being made. The EPA wording was used
heavily for greenwashing. Reputable websites know that and want to distance
themselves from it. The latest try I encountered said this: "11 miles, with only 6 miles
continuous". They are well aware that more than 6 miles is available and want to
emphasize the total of 11 miles. That approach may be effective. It makes people
wonder what happens at 6 miles. It also puts an end to the claims that more can only be
achieved by special means. That's good. Overcoming those wanting to undermine isn't
easy. But at least we can see signs of success.
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Plug-In Hybrids. The underlying problem with any attempt to deliver is the need to
make a profit. Lacking that, they cannot become a common choice. Automakers simply
won't bother producing any more than what compliance regulations require. They must
be mainstream; the design must be self-sustaining. That's why the "too little, too slowly"
concern has always been such a big deal. The tax-credits will only last so long. When
they run out, then what? Traditional vehicles competing against themselves is problem
enough. That's presented quite a challenge for the hybrids. Overcoming decades of costreduction and consumer-confidence is still an issue. Adding capacity and a plug makes it
even more difficult... or does it? Half of Ford's C-Max sales last month, when comparing
models, were the plug-in. The 758 verses 1,424 is a result to pay attention to. Fusion
wasn't as impressive, but the 750 isn't nothing to ignore. It's a larger difference with
2,265 in comparison. The very small amount of trunk space available makes those
particular sales stand out. The 1,152 for the plug-in model of Prius is still the biggest
curiosity though. Availability is still limited to just 15 states. That lack of accessibility is
keeping everyone wondering... especially with the major price-drop for Volt. That put it
below cost. Toyota has retained MSRP. The package option has always been enough to
indicate profit, though likely modest. That's still way better than losing money from
each. Next year certainly will be one for the history books. This year confirmed the
necessity of affordable price. 2014 will focus on profit, especially as the 2015 models
gain attention.

10-04-2013

Ordinary Questions. It sure is nice reading stuff like this now: "So, for those who have
the plug in BUT regularly drive beyond the extended EV range, how much better do these
"tweaks" in the plug-in version boost your overall MPG compared to those trying to
hypermile in a regular Prius?" With the rhetoric gone and the antagonists absent, we are
getting ordinary questions. In other words, the curious have taken their place. Yeah! I
joined into the discussion by asking: Having driven a 2010 Prius for about 56,000 miles
(3 years) and a 2012 Prius PHV for about 30,000 (1.5 years), I would say you're asking
an ineffective question. That's common, since few have enough exposure to even know
what's possible. The better, more informative thing to ask is how much of a difference
does the plug-supplied electricity makes for those of us who just drive it. For me,
lifetime average went from 50 to 75 MPG. That matches up with what we had predicted,
which is saying a lot considering the efficiency with EV-BOOST (when you drive faster
than the EV-ONLY threshold) is quite difficult to estimate. I recharge at work too, so
that makes a difference. But then again, my commute is beyond the range available and I
often drive somewhere in the evening. There are many, many variables at play. It gets
especially complicated when the effects of temperature are considered. Running the
Heater and A/C really take a toll on efficiency. There's the variety of scenarios affecting
warm-up too. In other words, the question could be: How much does the increase in
capacity & power improve overall efficiency?
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Surprise Encounter. We were up north, stopped in a shopping area going from store to
store. When I approached the Prius to put a recent purchase inside, a man stopped to ask
me about my bikes. He had noticed the empty receiver-hitch rack then was taken aback
upon seeing a 3-wheel recumbent bike inside when he walked up for a closer look. I
chatted with him about both the rack and the bike inside. Seeing how large that bike was
but the Prius still being able to offer seating for 3 people really impressed. He hadn't
ever tried anything like that before... in his Prius. I took me a bit of chatting before
discovering he was also an owner. It came in a very surprising way. In fact, the
encounter came as quite a shock for him. He innocently asked what MPG my Prius
delivered, thinking it would compare closely to his. When I responded saying, "I
averaged 109 MPG on my most recent tank.", his eyes almost popped out. Realizing the
golden opportunity for honest feedback, I remained silent, walked over to the front of the
car, and pointed at the PLUG-IN HYBRID emblem. That made his friend, who hadn't
said much up to that point, exclaim with a comment of delight. They were absolutely
flabbergasted that my Prius had a plug. Later when they left, he drove by very slowly to
get one last good full look. To add to the excitement, my family got to witness all
that. It sure provided a good memory. I can't wait for more encounters!

10-05-2013

Misleading Advice. I understood what he meant, but this was far to vague to be taken
the same way by everyone reading it: "If ya have a heavy foot and like jack rabbit starts,
don't buy a PIP." That could easily be thought to mean there's no benefit from the
plug. After all, there are some who have expended a great deal of effort to make people
believe the battery is useless once the engine starts. Those new to the forum often have
no idea how bad the greenwashing is, that certain people will intently mislead. It's a sad
reality. But then again, readers shouldn't be naive enough to believe everything that's
posted. Incorrect assumptions happens quite frequently. Anywho, I retorted off with: I
beg to differ. I experimented with that very premise in mine just last night to get some
real-world data. Now that temperatures are dropping (it was 46°F then), I specifically
wanted to find out what a drive normally all-electric would result in with engine warmup. It was just a 3.0 mile drive. The maximum speed was 45 mph. There were several
stoplights. About halfway into the one-way trip, I dropped the pedal hard to fire up the
cold engine. Coolant temperature reached 130°F about a block before reaching my
house, automatically shutting the engine off. The result from that drive which could have
been 999 MPG ended up being 101 MPG. No regular Prius can even remotely deliver
the same efficiency. So what if the engine started. During the first minute of warm-up,
the plug-supplied electricity is used to keep RPM under 1500. It makes quite a
difference.
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Greenwashing Sources. As time passes, frequent posters become established as
information authorities. That's why allowing the antagonists to mislead is such a bad
idea. No pushback enables them to continue undermining progress. People don't
challenge those who appear to know what they are talking about. In fact, those who do
question them end up getting the "troll" label. That was the reputation problem the big
GM forum faced. Their own popular members ended up hurting the forum's credibility
by spearing false claims. That's what greenwashing is all about. Sure enough, that very
same thing is emerging elsewhere, now that plug-ins are becoming a threat to the status
quo. My most recent encounter on a general blog for hybrids was this: "You only use
about 10.5 of the 16.5 KWH in the Volt. Probably 4 out of 4.4KWH in the Prius give or
take....." Then when confronted with design detail saying that actual usable capacity is
basically the same 62% as Volt (he's a major Volt supporter, as well as an owner), he
responded with: "PIP owners telling me they measure 3.2 to 3.4 going in, minus charging
losses you're technically looking at actually using about 3 out of 4.4 KWH. Not
much." Needless to say, there were two of us who got really upset from such blatantly
incorrect statements. None of that supports is original claim of 4 kWh. 62% calculates
2.75 kWh. He got caught making up facts. Quite irritated at that point, I posted: Who is
telling you that? It certainly hasn't been me. The most recent real-world recharge data
(fully depleted to 85% capacity) from my ChargePoint history states: 2.911, 2.656,
2.752, 2.755, 2.872, 2.723, 2.757, 2.627, 2.777, 2.678, 2.926, 2.799, 2.832, 2.716, 2.672,
2.760, 2.787, 2.999, 2.726, 2.819. That comes to an average of 2.777 kWh per recharge,
from an L2 connection including charging losses. 2.777 isn't even close to 3.2 to 3.4
kWh. Please use 2.75 from now on.

10-06-2013

Subaru Hybrid. It was inevitable that Subaru finally got into the game. What a
disappointment though. The system offers a 13.4 horsepower electric motor. That's so
small, what the heck do they expect to appeal to consumers? The unofficial efficiency
estimate is only 31 MPG combined. True, it delivers the same 8.7 inch clearance and allwheel drive as its traditional counterpart, the XV Crosstrek which delivers 28 MPG
combined. But with such a low value in the age of expensive gas, it doesn't make
sense. There's no upgrade opportunity either. It's just a simple ASSIST system. The
FULL hybrid type allows augmentation, provided the choice of a larger battery-pack due
to the under-utilized traction motor. With the case of Prius PHV, there's up to 80
horsepower available. That's a heck of a difference. Of course, what I found intriguing
was that the estimate implied no MPG improvement whatsoever for highway. Both the
traditional and hybrid deliver 33 MPG. The efficiency is only gained from city driving,
29 verses 25. There was no mention whatsoever of emissions. That's a bad sign. Smog
related emissions not being addressed by hybrid systems misses the point. Being green
must include the reduction of pollution to the air we breath. Carbon alone doesn't tell the
whole story. But with an efficiency of only 31 MPG, those aren't reduced either.
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10-06-2013

Talking Points. They are what the popular media thrives on. The big Prius forum
needed a reminder of that: "...and it is disappointing to see this talking point being
raised. Let's not get fooled here folks." Hopefully, the newbies understood those words
of wisdom that well-respected member contributed. I got to meet him in person a
number of years ago. That was a good experience. Smart guy. Anywho, I added: It was
"talking points" that held back the acceptance of hybrids. People didn't bother actually
doing any research. They'd take that hearsay as gospel and continue on with the status
quo. That attitude was quite frustrating. Thankfully, we had countless posts from new
Prius owners stating their perception of changed dramatically once they got behind the
wheel. The test-drive experience rapidly crushed misconceptions. Their assumptions
were immediately changed by observation. They realized the system didn't actually work
they way they had been told. With respect to the new rhetoric emerging that Toyota is
anti-EV, that doesn't make sense to those of us well informed about Prius. Toyota is
continuing to refine their motors, software, and battery. All of that technology can also
be used for electric-only vehicles. Improvements to cost & power apply anything using
electricity for propulsion. It doesn't need to be an EV. In fact, the diversity helps increase
volume. It's a win-win some people refuse to acknowledge. Unless Toyota is pushing
the envelope, claims are made that they've given up and are failing to compete. That
doesn't add up. How could large quantities of those vehicles be delivered without
addressing the need to be affordable & profitable while offering an array of choices?

10-07-2013

Timer Misconception. Oh! This hit me as a total surprise. I had no idea an owner
could interpret the charging options this way. Rather than seeing the START and the
FINISH times as 2 separate options, the belief was they were tied to each other. Having
to use them together never occurred to me. But looking back at the way VCR timers
were programmed, that perspective makes sense. You tell it how long to run. With a
plug-in hybrid, not wanting "full" seems a bit odd. Why stop short? Why would you
want less capacity? You certainly don't ever see that with other rechargeable devices,
like phones & tablets. My guess is the FINISH confuses some. They likely don't
recognize the convenience having that choice offers; they don't realize it's
optional. Rather than having to calculate in your head how much time it will take to
recharge, especially if the capacity isn't depleted entirely in the first place, you simply tell
it went you'd like the recharge to be complete. Requiring both seems a bit odd for the
well information. But for the newbie, it is a reasonable assumption. They jump to the
wrong conclusion and sadly it sometimes takes years to discover they were
incorrect. Imagine how inconvenient that would be. Instead of just pushing the button
once as you leave the vehicle, they go through a series of pushes each time. Eek! What a
waste. I sure hope this misconception doesn't take hold.
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10-08-2013

Very, Very Quiet. Normally, the time following sales announcements is filled with
spin. That rhetoric to defend the struggle was awful. Last year, I remember it dragging a
little into the third week. It later tapered back to two weeks. Then finally one by early
this Summer. Every excuse in the book had been exhausted. There was literally nothing
else left to say. That was the end. Price slashing resulted. With a massive pile up of
inventory, we all new Volt was in trouble. After all, Leaf was actually selling a little
better. That didn't make any sense for those who pledged their undying support for a
"range anxiety" solution. The plug-in Prius continued to defy logic too. Still only
available in 15 states, it was maintaining a modest sales rate... actually in excess of Volt
if you extrapolated quantity for all 50 states. Needless to say, as the 2014 models have
approached, the defense dwindled. This time, it only lasted two days. I was
shocked. Now a week later, nothing. There hasn't been a peep from either the
enthusiasts or the antagonists. It's very, very quiet. Volt has vanished from online
discussions. Remember how Two-Mode faded away?

10-09-2013

Journalist Integrity. The host of the daily blog for Volt certainly set the enthusiasts
their straight today. He's a journalist, paid to provide quality content for discussion. He
has repeatedly pointed out how the topics would cover a wide range of industry
happenings related to plug-in vehicles, that the subject matter was no longer devoted to
Volt alone. In other words, there is no daily blog for Volt anymore. Seeing the topics
first being posted on the parent website was the clue. They are now getting reposts on
what had once been a fanboy hangout. It has become a child website for sharing the
same content with a different audience. They don't like that. But the host didn't like their
attitude more. So, it was time to make it clear that things have changed. I'm
relieved. The nonsense was getting tiring. Downvoting facts was a clear indication they
weren't taking the topics seriously.

10-09-2013

Deterioration. Pretty much every owner goes through the "it's different now"
phase. That's what happens as awareness heightens. With the regular Prius, the reaction
typically comes from seasonal changes. With the plug-in model, it's less predicable. The
difference is unique for each owner. They usually notice EV estimates slowly
dropping. That because the default value is just a generic factory setting, typically a bit
on the high side. It settles as real-world driving data is collected. And since each driver
is different, there's no predictable outcome. It varies quite a bit from owner to
owner. Needless to say, the drop is usually interpreted as deterioration of the batterypack. In reality, the estimate value has no reflection on actual EV distance. But they
sometimes panic anyway. Here was my contribution to the latest discussion thread
started by a newbie on that very topic: 29,800 miles over the past 1.5 years is where my
observations come from. No deterioration. Actual range has remained the same, taking
into account seasonal variances of course. Estimate is all over the place. Fortunately, I
have finally noticed a pattern. After a vacation, where I went several days milking a
single charge with 100's of miles of HV driving. When you come back home and return
to routine charging, the estimate goes up. Last trip, the estimate climbed to 13.9
miles. That was the highest I had ever seen it. The trip last week pushed it up to a new
high this morning... 14.1 miles. That estimate is just that, a guess based on recent
data. It doesn't affect actual range at all. This morning's commute was 16.7 miles, taking
the fast route on the 70 mph highway. The result was the same as it always had been for
these temperatures, right around 200 MPG. In this case, it was 196 MPG.
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10-09-2013

Big News. Checking inventory listed online, we could see Toyota only had a little over
1-month supply of Prius PHV left. That's far fewer 2013 models to deal with than the 6month supply GM had with Volt. So, there wasn't much concern. For me, not a single
one of them was within 500 miles of where I live (Minnesota). There were still all
concentrated in select areas of the country. Rollout nationwide was indeed delayed until
the 2014 model. We saw that coming. It made good business sense. What also made
sense was not announcing the price-drops we had been hoping for until now. Let the dust
settle. After the other automakers respond to market pressure, then join in taking reaction
to their choice into consideration. What possible benefit would there be from
rushing? Anywho, that magic target of "nicely under $30,000" has been overwhelmingly
confirmed as a sensible price. We always saw the goal of offering the plug-in as a
package option to be realistic with the right price. And that's exactly what Toyota
announced today. The base model will have an MSRP of $29,990 without the loss of any
features. In fact, there's even a new feature added... heated seats for the cloth
fabric. That's no longer limited to just the synthetic leather on the advanced model. So,
even without the $2,500 tax-credit, the plug-in is more appealing. Hooray! National
rollout should go well. Having this lower price and a decent amount of real-world data
available online now will really help. The advanced model saw a drop too, its new
MRSP is $34,905. I'm excited about how things are shaping up.

10-09-2013

Smog Shutdown. Imagine airports & highways being shutdown for an entire week due
to smog. That's what actually happened in Beijing recnetly. The Chinese government
was desperate to reduce the air pollution. Our smog problems here are minor compared
to that. But we still have breathing warnings from time to time, days were the youngest
& oldest are urged to stay indoors and avoid strenuous activities. Fooling ourselves into
thinking alternative fuels are the solution puts us on a similar path. Plug-In vehicles
using electricity from dirty coal plants doesn't help. Sticking with traditional vehicles
using compressed natural-gas isn't enough either. We need engines delivering PZEV
emission-ratings and electricity from cleaner sources. Smog is a very real problem. The
growing population and increasing traffic congestion is making a bad situation even more
difficult to deal. What they buy now will remain on roads for many, many years to
come. That replacement delay will make the pollution problem even worse. This is why
delivering solutions for the masses in the near future is so important. The vehicles must
be practical & affordable. How much longer must we wait? How much tolerance do you
think those inconvenienced by this recent shutdown will have? After awhile, there will
be some type of ugly backlash. Cleaner is needed soon, very soon.
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10-10-2013

EV Technique. Some of the new owner questions make you wonder. They have bits &
pieces of correct information mixed with assumptions combined with confusing
descriptions of their observations. It takes awhile to figure out what they are attempting
to convey. Sometimes, you just have to interject another perspective to verify everyone
is talking about the same thing... because sometimes, they aren't. It's surprisingly easy to
get mixed up at times. Online posting has limitations. My contribution to one such
thread went this way: It isn't. It doesn't. It won't. Forget what the impression you got
and look at it this way: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE HV/EV BUTTON. The other
day, I had lots of running around to do and only a single charge to work with. 71 miles
was the total distance. I kept pushing that button. Whenever I was approaching a stop
and upon acceleration afterward. With the slowing in EV, it would regenerate more
electricity since the engine would shut off sooner. With the speeding up in HV, the
surplus energy from the energy would generate electricity since the system is designed to
run the engine at optimum power. The end result was 20 miles of EV display on the
drive-ratio screen. That's well beyond the battery's capacity. The charge-level never
exceeded the long-life threshold of 85% though. Using up EV when you can allows
space for extra electricity later. It's a win-win situation. In other words, this is the plug-in
version of hypermiling. You are taking advantage of a feature built into the design of the
system to achieve higher efficiency.

10-10-2013

eAssist Dropped. Rather than attempting to push this second-generation of BAS any
further, Malibu will no longer offer it. With a hybrid system offering so little, it never
made much sense anyway. Dropping it is a good move, but that puts even more pressure
on Volt... the only choice available that isn't traditional. There aren't any other highefficiency options in GM's product-line. That's a lot of pressure in an increasingly
competitive market. GM's on-going decision to focus heavily on a plug-in vehicle and
disregard the "50 MPG" goal so many other automakers have is bizarre. Diversity is a
fundamental of good business. Intentionally choosing not to compete in the highest
volume category is reason for concern. How exactly will profit be made? Do they really
think nothing more than a traditional vehicle with start-stop could continue to draw large
sales many years from now? What will people who want high-efficiency but not a plug
purchase? Watching Ford, Hyundai, and Honda all push their midsize sedans hybrids
hard enough to attempt to dethrone Toyota is great. Fusion, Sonata, Accord, and Camry
could all emerge as winners. Gas will continue to get more expensive. Climate change
will become even more of a concern. Our trouble with oil-dependency won't go
away. It's clear we need to change. Does this latest move by GM represent unspoken
acknowledgement of that?
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10-11-2013

Tarnished Reputation. That was the title of an article describing GM's current
situation, following their announcement of Cadillac ELR being rolled out with a price of
$75,995. With a such an expensive offering and the recent trouble with lack of demand
for Volt, you have to wonder what in the world GM is thinking. How could an
automaker repeatedly make so many mistakes? It's like they aren't even trying to target
middle-market. Where do they believe business-sustaining profit comes from? The
writer of the article also pointed out how press releases have been mentioning Volt less
and less as the government sells back the GM stock it had purchased as part of the
bankruptcy recovery. The money lost makes it officially a bailout (roughly $10 Billion),
something supporters quickly want to distance themselves from. GM itself has clearly
moved on too. There's an obvious re-emphasis on Pickups and SUVs. In other words,
the draw to high-profit vehicles is becoming a problem again. To make matters worse,
there's a stigma emerging in regard to Volt as a reminder of the difficult years. A return
to trucks dominating the mindset of buyer's pride in American values is the theme we're
seeing now. What is there to be said at this point? Hype resulted in disappoint. Demand
didn't emerge. Supply didn't match the purchase priorities of mainstream consumers...
which is what we all saw prior to rollout. Yet, hope persisted... even though there wasn't
a next step available. The design didn't offer flexibility. What the heck does that mean
for next year? 2014 promises an array of high-efficiency choices from other
automakers. Will GM even compete in that market? What about our dependency on oil
and climate change?

10-12-2013

What Advice? When a former plug-in Prius owner who changed over to a Volt says
this, you have to ask for more information: "That is advice that Toyota should heed as
well." With the high trade-in value for Prius PHV and the bargain clearance prices of
Volt, his switch was understandable. Though, I would like to hear about the that same
decision 2 years from now as the next generation models are rolled out. Everyone's
situation is different anyway, and my gripe is about the business not owners. What an
automaker will produce is quite different from individual purchase decisions in the here
& now. Someone had pointed out what GM could do to help Volt along. That quote was
his response. So, I asked for clarification: What isn't Toyota already doing that they
should? They've diversified the hybrid system in a variety of ways. Prius itself is
available in 3 different styles/sizes. HSD is available with different engines & motors as
well as AWD and RWD. There's also the plug-in option, which does an excellent job of
presenting the next step without requiring customers change much. Toyota also kept
cost-containment as a major priority... advice GM gave itself, then disregarded and is
now struggling to deal with. Remember all those years hearing about the importance of
$30,000 as a purchase price to achieve mainstream volume? That is now MSRP for the
base Prius PHV and reasonable with respect to cost & profit. What else is there at this
time and in this market?
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10-13-2013

What Else? That question wasn't answered. Instead, there were off-topic comments and
this: "GM has put much more effort into customer satisfaction for the Volt and Spark
than Toyota has for the PIP." That seemed worthy of a response. Maybe I could
actually get something constructive from it. So, I tried: That's an interesting
comment. What specifically does it refer to? As a computer programmer for over 20
years, I know extremely well how less can actually mean more. Not having user-calls to
respond to can be an indication that they are pleased with what you delivered. You don't
want the system to stand out. You want it to become ubiquitous, so common people just
use it without any thought. We all know that situation extremely well from experience
with the regular Prius. It is mature product, a system with all the kinks worked out
already. The majority of owners are rarely ever heard from. They simply drive their
Prius with content. They are satisfied. Consider it a job well done when it is used
without complaint. That's how success is defined. Again, what else is there?

10-13-2013

Not Get It? (part 1) I really enjoyed responding to this: "Do you really not get it? The
point is that Toyota's entire approach to the PiP has been reactive and
minimalistic." Having a strong background in business (it was my minor in college), the
accounting & economic factors that come into play are something I'm well aware of...
and know well that the typical person isn't. So, I rebutted with: What possible benefit
could come from being proactive and taking major risk? Observing other automaker
mistakes in the emerging plug-in market to avoid making them is a wise move. GM
claimed price didn't matter, people would be willing to pay for what they were
offering. They were wrong. Toyota avoided association with that mistake by restricting
availability, while gathering valuable real-world data from actual owners in the
meantime. Now, they're using that information to expand & improve. Ford rolled out
their plug-in hybrid late last year. That configuration seriously compromised cargo
space, but claimed the capacity tradeoff was well worth it. We still await results of
that. Based on sales so far, the impression is consumers don't agree. Toyota's choice
continues to show potential. The impression I get is you believe there's missed
opportunity. Having driven a Prius PHV for 1.5 years now in an area not even
supporting the EV beyond being just a curiosity, I can strongly disagree. The other
automakers misjudged the challenges of rolling out vehicles offering a plug. Toyota's
approach makes sense.

10-14-2013

Not Get It? (part 2) The next morning, after not getting a response, I replied to that
same statement again: Observing customer preference and being able to react to it has
always been a strength of Toyota. The system is designed with flexibility in mind, being
able to offer small improvements. That too is a strength. Why are you portraying those
traits as a bad thing? Look at well positioned Prius PHV is now for 2014. There's lots of
real-world data available now, enough to prevent the spread of misconceptions revealed
by the limited rollout. That's reacting to actual situations, rather than guessing what
could happen. A clear message is sent about expectations. We've also observed
consumer price preference. Toyota adjusted price accordingly, prior to entering new
markets. Delivering what matches expectations is a good thing. The build it and they'll
buy it hasn't proven successful, which is why Toyota isn't doing that. Notice how it
instead resembles the sidewalk wisdom? Laying sidewalks where the paths have already
been worn results in dramatically higher acceptance.
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10-14-2013

What They Wanted. On the big GM forum, there's a very long discussion thread about
Cadillac ELR. As a result, a few of those troublemakers I use to battle with have found
themselves struggling in defense of Volt. Things are falling apart for them. GM sold
what they wanted, not what they needed. This new offering reinforces that
mindset. Those vehicles are being regarded as indulgences for the rich. It supports what
I asked countless times, asking who. On what's left of that daily blog, there's post after
post attempting to draw a distinction between Volt and the other plug-in hybrids. The
new Accord doesn't have a power-split device. That ties the engine and traction-motor
together, not allowing for independent RPM. Either they are integrated or separated (via
a clutch), with no variability in between. That makes it more like Volt than it does
Prius. They don't like that... especially since it delivers much better depleted
efficiency. That also supports what I had said countless times. It other words, this is
quite vindicating. Of course, all I did was study history and the market, coming to the
same conclusions other well-informed individuals did. We all saw this problem
coming. With such an incredibly difficult industry, highly resistant to change, simply
hoping people would be easily convinced to embrace the new technology was
madness. Even the computer industry, where devices are far less expensive and have a
much shorter life, has a difficult time getting people to change. Warnings were
dismissed. Advice was disregarded. Messengers were shot. They let this happen.

10-14-2013

Planning Ahead. That happens a lot with Toyota, so much so, moves appears to be an
afterthought... since the design supports it so well already. In fact, that's what antagonists
have been trying to spin about the plug-in Prius. They want you to believe it came about
as a panic outcome from the competition catching Toyota off guard. Those of us who
were paying attention years ago know that is just plain not true. But how do you prove it
when threads are loaded with red-herrings and attempts to discredit? An example of
something they weren't able spin was the 2-speed design. The reason is most likely
because they didn't understand its importance. Toyota quietly rolled it out. Those of us
in the know carefully watched it in Camry-Hybrid. We saw the benefit and silently
rejoiced when the next Prius got the same upgrade. Having other platforms available to
real-world validate the value of alternate approaches is brilliant, especially when no one
is paying attention. A new example of this is liquid cooling. That's overkill for smaller
hybrid systems, even the plug-in model. But in the future, there may be a
benefit. Already having discreetly rolled that out in another vehicle allows for the much
more visible Prius platform to get the second generation... with very few people
knowing. Heck, that's how Prius was delivered to the United States. Virtually everyone
assumed it was first generation. Only those doing research discovered it was actually
second. Anywho, that battery-pack using liquid rather than air to keep cool is in the new
Lexus ES300h. The cells are actually just NiMH. But the system delivers a combined
(engine & motor) rating of 200 horsepower. So, we know the electric-draw is higher
than usual, a great opportunity to study thermal effects. Toyota is willing to push harder
with a platform where a more expensive design is perfectly acceptable. The experience
is priceless later, when important decisions need to be made. Planning ahead pays off.
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10-15-2013

PHV Sighting. My commute home from work offered quite a surprise today. I was
pleased with myself for having noticed a train coming, just before turning and
committing myself to that wait. On the alternate route which took me through some city
streets, I noticed 2 Prius parked along the road. Both were the same dark gray color and
likely the same year. I assumed while driving by them the view would be identical. To
my surprise, it wasn't! Always hoping to spot another PHV, my focus is aimed to see
side emblem. The first said the usual HYBRID. The second was 2 lines deep. Oh! That
caught my attention. Sure enough. As clear as day, it said PLUG-IN HYBRID on that
one. Sweet! The rear had the distinct clear taillights (as opposed to having the red strips)
and that special silver backing. It was my very first sighting in that color, as well as a
being a rare circumstance… since there still aren't any available for purchase within a
500-mile radius of here. Someday that won’t be the case, but it certainly is at the
moment.

10-15-2013

Final Argument. Remember all that rhetoric from the Volt enthusiasts. They attacked
Prius PHV every way imaginable. None of their efforts worked though. In the end, they
found out you couldn't belittle the plug-in hybrid by misrepresenting it. So, they
switched from offense to defense. That fell apart too. Nothing could withstand the
reality of slow sales… except, delay. The final argument is to convince people more
time is needed with respect to when Prius was first rolled out. They've even given up on
the "early adopter" claim now. The entire focus is direct comparison to what happened
over a decade ago. The catch is, their reasoning quickly falls apart. They hope you make
the assumption that all current conditions match what happened back then. That couldn't
be further from reality, but that's how greenwashing works. Even if you consider the
extensive history GM had with motors & batteries already, prior to Volt rollout, there's
no way to deny the market is different. Even when the second generation of Prius was
delivered, there was nothing that could be considered industry cooperation. In fact, most
of the automakers were against hybrids. GM and VW were campaigning hard to
undermine their progress. The push by Ford to dominate with SUV growth was an
obvious big move in the wrong direction. It was ugly. The only other automaker in
favor of hybrids was Honda, whose approach was quite different than Toyota. Knowing
that Toyota, Honda, Ford, Nissan, Mitsubishi, Smart, Fiat, and Tesla already offer plugin vehicles and other automakers have announced their intent to makes this a market
quite unlike what Prius faced. There is a clear spirit of cooperation at play that there
wasn't back then. Claiming otherwise is dishonest and not the slightest bit constructive.
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10-16-2013

Sales Increase. There are a surprising number of so-called news sources that don't
disclose the fact that Prius PHV is only available in 15 states. That paints an unrealistic
picture of demand when comparing it to sales of other plug-in vehicles available
nationwide. Yet, they do it anyway… even when asked to add a disclaimer. They
simply don't care. That same situation existed way back when Prius was first rolled out
here too. Even though Toyota set a strict quota and people were waiting up to 6 months
for delivery, those sources couldn't care less. They felt free to misrepresent anyway they
wanted. In fact, they felt no obligation to mention that Prius wasn’t new when it was
rolled out here either. They pretended the previous years in Japan never happened. It
makes you wonder what they'll say next year, when Prius PHV availability is finally
expanded. My guess is they'll be forced to acknowledge the reason for sales numbers
increasing and will pretend the limited rollout was always well known, so there was no
reason in the past to ever explicitly point it out... even though now, it's still a blatant
misrepresentation.

10-16-2013

Kicking Of The Can. We saw the effort of the Super Committee fall apart, resulting in
the Budget Sequester. That was suppose to have been the solution; instead, it became a
kick-the-can response with unfortunate consequences. It taught us that cooperation
presents significant challenge. So, it's hard to believe recent attempt the Republican
Party made to block change would result in a kicking of the can. Not only wasn't there a
final decision made, but it also resulted in additional expense... a particial government
shutdown. The cost to taxpayers was enormous. Just like with other delays, there's a
penalty for not responding when required. What a mess. Those supporting hybrids know
this all too well. We are quite familiar with the cost that comes from resistance. Fighting
progress doesn't make sense. Yet, it happens again and again. Why deal with it now
when we can address it later? They take advantage of the reality that people are forgetful
by nature. That allows this cycle of on-going reset. Cost is lower the sooner action is
taken. Yet, it doesn't happen. Delay is often the outcome. It's maddening. Thankfully,
not all automakers think the same way. Some are sensible enough to understand the "too
little, too late" problem and respond properly... despite criticism from those not
understanding situation. Don't let antagonists undermine. Don't like the can be kicked
again.

10-17-2013

5 Leafs. I'm seeing Nissan's electric-only vehicle on a regular basis now. But to spot 5
Leafs all in one day, that was quite vindicating. The fear of "range anxiety" doesn't seem
to actually be a problem. The hype didn't materialize into a feature anywhere near as
beneficial as hoped. Volt tradeoffs are still too much for mainstream appeal. Does that
mean Leaf will overcome the daunting barrier of middle-market need? We still don't
know. But the outright dislike for a plug-in offering only a battery for power isn't what
actually happened. In fact, the rare sightings of I have of Tesla vehicles offer reason for
pause. What is the tipping point? There's a balance of capacity & price for each
consumer group. The bread & butter crowd, where the business-sustaining profit comes
from, is the target. Prius PHV is designed to compete in that segment. Leaf is too. What
will happen in 2014, as the plug-in market advances forward with more choices, lower
prices, and increased awareness? I can't wait to find out!
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10-18-2013

PHV Again. Parked on the street, the closest spot next to the doors at work, there was
that Prius PHV again! I was quite surprised. Was that an amazing coincidence or will it
happen again from time to time? Seeing another PHV sure is refreshing. It was quite a
thrill, especially considering those routine Leaf sightings for me. Searching online, there
are none to be found within 500 miles of here. Toyota is obviously trying to clear out
existing inventory prior to taking the next step. That's quite a difference from the
approach GM took. That underscores their fundamentals of not being the
same. Expectations basically have nothing in common. Prius offers a variety of choices,
including a model with a plug. Diversity is necessary, especially when offering a
compact like Volt. Oddly, Nissan's decision to also limit rear legroom hasn't been as
much of an issue. Why is that? At least it took the priority of price seriously. Whatever
the case, it really does boil down to sales. When rollout happens here, making PHV
readily available, how will consumers respond? Properly setting expectations is of major
importance. We've seen what happened in the past when those expectations are
unrealistic. Will people understand what PLUG-IN HYBRID means, what it is intended
to deliver? Will see. Today's sighting provide a bit of encouragement. Real-World data
is the best way to stir interest.

10-18-2013

Lease Residual. The stories are beginning to trickle out. Residual value on leases is
determined at the time of signing, not when the vehicle is later returned. For Volt, that
situation is turning into a difficult problem to deal with for those who leased a
Volt. Those extremely low rates were very attractive, since payments would otherwise
have been to high. Purchase simply wasn't realistic then for some. Turns out, purchase
now problem too. The residual (price to purchase) of their current Volt is higher than
simply just buying a new one... which will have higher payments and none of the
previous payments would count. That means starting all over again, requiring an
additional cost they never imagined. To make matters worse, the banks which provided
those leases are now stuck with having to deal with that loss of value. MSRP dropping
$5,000 wasn't in the plan. They will be forced to sell those lease-returns at a
loss. Oops! It was a business approach that didn't make sense. It was too
risky. Consequences some of us eluded to years ago are now playing out. To add to that
mess, the vehicle itself isn't selling well either. What do you think will happen in the
used market as a result of all this?

10-19-2013

Hauling Trash. Today was a bit on the crazy side. Some reconstruction at mom's
finally began, stuff that hasn't been touched since dad's passing several years ago. It
resulted in 2 very full loads of trash getting hauled from there over to my place, where I'll
sort for reuse, recycle, and proper disposal. Loading so much dirty material into a car
isn't what most people would ever consider. But with a large tarp to protect, why
not? I've taken full advantage of the massive cargo areas several times in the past...
including the transport of wet leaves to the compost. There was a stack of leaky bags
loaded inside. It was no big deal. Properly packed, that large space in back has proven
very handy. I couldn't imagine what I would have done with a trunk? The haul included
2 glass shower doors and a large glass window. Imagine hauling that away unbroken
without a hatchback. There was a stack of wood with nails too. No big deal. It all fit
just fine. Of course, that mess is now at my house to deal with.
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Introduction Sales. That topic is what the media is focusing on now. I see this as a sign
that Volt's fade away has left the reporting industry without an poster-child, so they are
finding themselves having to be more creative about article subject matter. It isn't just
the writing about GM's latest fumble. That's progress! On a new discussion thread about
introduction sales, I posted: Comparing hybrid sales back then to plug-in sales now is
not constructive. When I took delivery of my Prius in September 2000, virtually no one
understood what a hybrid even was. Online discussions up to that point were with those
actively seeking out that education and struggling to get enough correct information. The
misconceptions were abundant. There was a major effort to undermine too. Then came
9/11, which ushered in the "good for the economy" campaign encouraging consumer to
purchase guzzlers. After all, gas was just $1 per gallon with no expectation of it going
up. Remember GM's push of Hummer and claim that hybrids could never be
profitable? At the same time, Ford had vowed to increase SUV fleet efficiency by
25%. Neither automaker was able to deliver though. Both were forced to
change. Meanwhile, Toyota triumphed. Proof of success was a simple matter of looking
around on streets and in parking lots. Prius were easy to spot by the completion of the
second year of sales for the second generation. As the third year was underway and highvolume already achieved, a tax-credit was introduced to push hybrids deeper into the
mainstream. That provided encouragement for the entire industry... 6.5 years after
introduction here. Looking at 2011 as the start of plug-in sales, there was basically only
Volt & Leaf. But by then, hybrids were already well-proven and gas was expensive. The
entire industry was planning to deliver high-efficiency choices. All automakers were in
agreement that battery & motor usage was the future. There was no disagreement about
taking that next step. There were generous tax-credits available too. That spirit of
cooperation, a very different market from hybrid introduction, is why comparing to plugin sales is not constructive.

10-20-2013

Heater & Snow. It has begun. Temperatures have been 30's in the evening and will be
dropping to the 20's starting tonight. We got what counts as the first snow today. It was
the round pellet type. That's not rain, so it's official. MPG has already dropped too. So,
I'll obviously be blocking the grille soon. Winter brings interesting change... especially
when you drive a plug-in model. Efficiency is outstanding, but you have to aware of
coolant temperature to make the most of it. When the coolant is toasty warm, you can be
generous with the heater and not have any concerns about the engine starting. Driving
EV doesn't work as well when the coolant is still icy cold. For short trips, the heatedseats do a great job of keeping you comfortable. You have to either run the blower on
LO or crack two windows to circulate outside air to prevent fogging of the glass
inside. That works great for short trips, a dramatic improvement over the regular
Prius. But for longer distances through the suburbs, it's best just to fire up the
engine. Grille-Blocking helps reduce warm-up time and extends engine-off
duration. So, that's not too bad. Toyota has does an excellent job of optimizing heat
utilization over the years; however, electrical resistance due to the cold reduces capacity
of the battery-pack. It a reality plug-in owners know all too well. That makes you look
forward to Spring coming again. In the meantime, here comes the snowy season.
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New Tires. The expectation of the factory tires lasting 35,000 mile is quite
realistic. Sadly though, seasonal demands here in Minnesota sometimes force you to get
new ones sooner. Sales promotions make timing even more of a challenge. As I type
this, my Prius is at the dealer getting its routine 30,000-mile service. There's a sale: "buy
3 tires, get the 4th for $1". That's a difficult opportunity to let slip by... especially
knowing the forecast for this week is evening temperatures below freezing... which
means any precipitation will be in the form of snow. We basically skip Fall some years,
going from Summer to Winter abruptly. That actually makes the choice of tire
replacement easy though. When you see a chance, take it. So, I decided to go with
Michelin Energy Saver A/S tires. They're popular choice among Prius owners. Others
must like them too, since they are often back-ordered. Online reviews provide a mix of
impressions. I'm not sure what to make of that. But then again, much depends upon
personal driving habits & conditions. I run tire-pressure close to the maximum too. So,
there will be lots of subjective observations over the next few months from me. Finding
those tires in stock and on sale while at the dealer anyway is a nice happenstance. My
interest in them is based on being LRR (Lower Rolling Resistance) for better efficiency
and the good experience I had with that brand in the past on my Iconic Prius. We'll see.

10-21-2013

Oil Change Follow-Up. 5 months later, I took the Prius in again for an oil change. With
the free changes used up, I would normally do it myself. But there was fallout from that
incident back in May... when the gasket was pinched and all the oil leaked out onto my
garage floor. The mechanic responsible did a great job of personally cleaning up that,
but the mess ended up being bigger than I had originally thought. It wasn't limited to the
garage. Oil had dripped down and got soaked up by the blotter on the plastic door under
the pan of the Prius itself. That caused the door to sag, exposing a breath-hole to catch
spray, which contributed to even more sagging. That reduced ground-clearance and
would clearly become an issue traveling through deep snow later. Needless to say, there
was an obvious problem the dealership had directly caused. To my pleasure, they
replaced the entire plastic section without question or charge. That was a nice follow-up
to a situation which could of had a very different outcome. I sure hope no one else ever
has to deal with the same thing. But at least they'll know there are some service
departments willing to acknowledge mistakes and do what they can to rectify them.
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Failure Confirmation. When goals are forgotten and definitions are changed, you have
your confirmation. Being well past the time-period when success should have been
achieved, the best response to that is simply ignoring it. So, that's what I did today. The
claim was made that he had stated a goal of "with at least 30 EPA miles all-electric
range" since the very beginning, way back in 2007. I know that was just plain not
true. His was one of those who pushed the "40-mile" mindset aggressively for Volt. I
remember that well. Whenever he mentioned it, I rebutted by asking what happens in
Winter. That frustrated him every time, often resulting in a hostile response... until he
finally figured out that heating consumes far more electricity than he ever imagined. His
belief was that real-world EV range didn't vary. Factors like speed & accessories weren't
considered. His goal changed from all-condition results to EPA estimate and from 40
miles to 30... with the hope no one would notice. I certainly did and take that as a big
confirmation of failure. The enthusiasts hate labels like that. But seeing a dramatic drop
in price 2.5 years after rollout with heavy dependency on tax-credits and lagging sales
still, what else can be said? It's time for that "Plan B" to be used. I always stated it
should have been a second model. They fought me to the bitter end, embracing the onesize-fits-all approach instead. Now what? Watching other automakers introduce their
plug-in choices means there are even more challenges to face. That opportunity to lead
the way has passed. Mission not accomplished.

10-22-2013

Wild Claims. There's always reason to be suspicious when a first-time poster comes on
the forum making wild claims. We've seen it so many times now, we are always on
guard. This time, it came with a story of health issues and death. That was a new
spin. The other part was quite familiar... a claim about advertised miles. We've seen that
in countless different ways. Each has the same thing in common though... no
detail. That new member will say something to anger people, then vanish. I was
especially amused with his closing comment: "I am currently planning to get rid of the
Prius and buy a 4x4." That simply didn't make any sense coming from a supposed plugin owner. Needless to say, the following day brought lots of posts... none from the
person who had started it though. It had already become apparent the purpose of that
thread was just an attack on the forum. Having such a harsh attitude, then showing no
activity whatsoever afterward indicates something is very wrong. The facts themselves
didn't add up either. I was the first to respond when that thread was first
posted. Immediately noticing the behavior, I pressed for detail right away: This is the
text on the TOYOTA.COM website about the PHV model: "EV Mode is great for those
shorter trips. Prius Plug-in has an EPA estimated driving range of 11 miles in EV Mode,
and you'll be able to cover them quickly since it's capable of traveling up to 62 mph on
electric power alone." The purpose of Prius PHV is to deliver a significant MPG
improvement. That benefit is delivered even when the engine runs and the electricity
being used isn't counted as EV miles. What were your MPG expectations and what did
you actually get?
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500 RPM. It hadn't hit me until today. When I take the back way home from work, the
climb out of the river valley is longer and steeper. Just before reaching the top, the initial
EV-BOOST runs out. That's when you get a very generous amount of electricity
provided to allow engine warm-up to be a more gentle process. RPM is held below
1500. That reduces strain, both for longevity and to help keep emissions lower. Just
before that boost ends, the RPM will gradually creep up. With at aftermarket gauge, you
can see it in the 1700's. Shortly before reaching 1800, the RPM abruptly speeds up past
2300. Especially due to that climb, you'd expect more than just a minor audio cue. After
all, traditional vehicle shifting is quite a normal event to feel. But with Prius PHV,
there's nothing in that respect. In fact, that 500 RPM jump is something I've never really
even acknowledge from the perspective of feeling anything. I've been so focused on the
quantity itself and when that happens, it hadn't occurred to me that the lack of sensation
is a benefit of the design. Things like that going unnoticed is what really endorses the
design. You wouldn't want a shift in operation to be noticeable. After all, lack of
behavior responses like that are what people purchase luxury vehicles for. They attribute
system aspects like that as a mark of quality. The smooooooothness of having a
planetary "transmission" rather than something with actual gears really makes a
difference.

10-24-2013

October Guesses. Reality has sunk in. The third year of sales is coming to a close for
Volt. That puts those who insisted on making comparisons to the early rollout of Prius in
a difficult position. They now know that history didn't match. Hope has been replaced
with dismay. Even the belief that price was high to help recover development expenses
has fizzled. They honestly don't understand what some of us had been saying for
awhile. Here's an example: "I guess I still don't understand the whole Volt loss debacle
either. They just dropped the MSRP by $5k stating that was attainable due to cost
reductions in batteries etc. So was their news release a blatant lie? If they're losing
money, and they don't really care how much they sell, why decrease the price at
all?" When that price drop took place, we pointed out how there was no evidence
supporting any claim of recent major advances for lithium battery production. We also
recited the words of GM's CEO stating just months earlier that each Volt sale was losing
money. Yet, they believed cost had been dramatically reduced anyway. For those of us
who have taken accounting classes, we knew it was the rate of cost-reduction that had
justified the lower price. In other words, if it could continue at that rate, the new price
would become profitable within a reasonable timeframe. There was nothing in any
statement saying that had happened already. Enthusiasts simply wanted it so bad already,
they convinced themselves that's what they actually heard. So now, with overwhelming
evidence that sales continue to just drag along at a level well below expectations, their
guesses for October reflect a sense of disillusionment. Consequences of their intense
focus on engineering and blatant disregard for business are revealing themselves. Too
bad some still don't understand why. Perhaps the guesses being made now by peers will
help them see the reasons.
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Dealer Inventory. Looking at new plug-in inventory for 2012 vehicles, we just plain
don't why some are still available. The numbers are so few, it gives the impression some
dealers simply held on to their older ones as showroom & demo models. That makes
sense. Why have to discount another when the existing serve the same purpose just
fine? Inventory of 2013 plug-in vehicles tells a different story though. Specifically
highlighting the end of the Volt verse Prius PHV clash, we see 1,885 Volt and 1,219
Prius PHV available. Volt can be purchased nationwide. Prius PHV continues to be
limited to those initial 15 rollout states. Of course, that does give the overall impression
of a somewhat level sales status. Both seem reasonable... until you look at 2014
inventory. For Volt, it's 1,753 available. For Prius PHV, it's 0. Zero tells us an
interesting story. Toyota has been holding out, an intentional delay to clear out existing
vehicles sitting on lots first. Why push out new ones? That doesn't appear to have been a
wise choice for GM. Even supporters haven't been able to spin that to a
positive. Waiting to rollout 2014 to the whole nation all within the same relative timespan is sensible. After all, dealers have a partnership with the automaker. Getting stuck
with old inventory isn't helpful in any respect. More than ever, I'm quite curious what
next year will bring. 2013 certainly shock beliefs to the core. Approaches have changed
as a result. What will that end up doing for sales?

10-26-2013

Good Combo. He summed up the situation this way: "Prius + Pure EV. Good
Combo." A friend of mine recently made that very same comment; however, this was
from someone quite different. Early this year, he had engaged in several intense battles
with me. He was a stanch Volt supported... heavily focused on engineering alone. He
felt the combination of engine, motor, and battery GM offered struck a good
balance. Cost wasn't a consideration. The business aspect was something quite
unfamiliar to him. It was mostly a matter of principle, an ideal. Since then, reality has
changed his view on priorities. The importance of other things, like sales growth &
profit, are sinking in. This comment yesterday helped to confirm that: "I think when my
lease runs out on my Volt I will switch to a pure EV: either a Spark EV or a Tesla. So I
think a good combo is a Prius for long trips and a Pure EV for around town." He, like
many, assumed my endorsement for Prius was nothing but brand loyalty. He couldn't see
past that old school mindset. He couldn't believe anyone interested in vehicle
electrification could fight against any plug-in vehicle offering a pure EV experience. He
didn't see the sacrifice GM made to deliver a plug-in with an engine. Now, he
does. Now, he understands the consequences of business decisions based on want rather
than need. It's very fulfilling for me to witness such an attitude change. Too bad the
struggle to get there was so intense.
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Hatred, part 1. Waiting for those incendiary enthusiasts to finally get that "vastly
superior" upset out of their systems was an exercise in patience. Some of them outright
lied. They simply didn't care. No matter how much real-world data you'd present, they'd
dismiss it and say anything they wanted. Others supported them too, enabling
greenwashing so blatant, you felt a bit of hatred. It made the wait even harder. But
knowing that profitable sales would become increasingly more difficult, it was just a
matter of time. A great example of this from 6 months ago emerged yesterday, serving as
a fantastic reminder of how bad the situation had actually become: "So if your gas tank
was empty, how far could you drive on the EPA test course? Answer = 6 miles." Over
and over and over again, it was stated that the capacity of the Prius PHV battery-pack
was rated at 11 miles and that 6-mile value was nothing but the hard-acceleration point
during the test. You don't have to accelerate that hard. In fact, people rarely actually
do. The test includes it to be thorough. The engine shuts off shortly afterward anyway,
allowing you to continue on driving with only electricity for another 5 miles. Capacity is
11, not 6. I even posted a video showing a 9-mile drive in EV with the temperature at 2°F. That's dramatically colder than EPA tests are performed, yet distance exceeded 6 by
quite a bit. Some absolutely refused to accept that reality, despite seeing it on video. My
commute to work taking the river route during the warm season routinely delivers 13
miles of EV. That's twice as far as the implied range... without using a single drop of
gas. Again, some just plain didn't care. It was very tempting to lash out, but refuting
with anything but cold-hard facts would mean stepping down to their level. I'm not
going to sacrifice my integrity to win a battle; instead, I wait. That approach has been
paying off recently too. The war is against traditional vehicles, not fellow plug-in
supporters... even those who intentionally lie and mislead... like that Volt enthusiast.

10-26-2013

Hatred, part 2. It obviously goes both directions. The belief that I was attempting to
undermine clearly stirred strong feelings. Worry about what that would mean later was
always present in the background. But then again, the same situation already played out
in the past. Two-Mode was bragged about for years. Despite all the warnings about
"over promise, under deliver", the enthusiasts kept talking big anyway. Their boasting
turning into hostility at times too. Back then, online behavior wasn't as well understood
either. Conduct wasn't as well controlled as a result. Moderators are much better
informed now about what to openly allow and what to keep a close eye on. Anywho, by
the time Two-Mode reached the end of its third year, the technology had basically been
abandoned. So few were interested in such an expensive system that didn't actually meet
the needs of consumers. Sound familiar? We have been witnessing similar
circumstances with Volt. What had been hoped for and what was actually delivered were
dramatically different. Seeing Toyota within reach of the goals consumers had
established for Prius PHV made that bad situation worse. Aftermarket augmentations,
countless surveys, and lots of research positioned Toyota well for reaching the
masses. GM didn't care. In fact, they weren't even interested. Volt's target wasn't
middle-market. Their wasn't any intention to deliver a mainstream configuration until the
second generation. The "too little, too late" concern wasn't taken seriously. Enthusiasts
now understand this. They see their hatred was misplaced. Seeing that is a good sign.
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Winter Ready. The lower grille is now blocked. I seal it entirely, using 1/2-inch thick
form pipe-insulation. By squeezing both sides together and pushing them into the slots
of the grille, they stay in place all Winter long. No glue or tape or fasteners are
needed. Even with several car-washes, they don't move. It's quite an inexpensive
solution to a problem we all face during the cold season... heat retention. It only cost me
$2 and 30 minutes. The result looks really nice too, if you take the time to slice out bits
for the vertical supports of the grille. That way, the foam appears completely flat along
the entire span. Of course, with the regular spray of sand & salt Winter brings, looking
good is somewhat of a non-issue. Regardless, the deed is done. MPG will be higher as a
result. Heat will last longer, which causes the engine to stay off longer. There's also a
small benefit when it comes to initial warm-up. Less air is allowed to pass through the
engine compartment. That's obviously a nice perk. Posts online are growing. New
owners stumble across information like this asking for more info. The experienced
owners happily reply. My biggest frustration is the definition of Winter itself. Those
living in places where the temperature might drop to freezing on a rare occasion have no
concept of how cold it gets here in Minnesota. Their perspective of "cold" is quite
different. So when we discuss grille blocking, results are often questioned... since they
don't have the same encounters. I leave my Prius parked outside while at work. We
routinely go weeks at a time without the temperature rising above freezing. We also
experience several days each Winter when the temperature doesn't even climb above
0°F. Brrrr! That's when grille blocking provides a huge improvement.

10-28-2013

Blocking Results. This morning's commute was at 37°F. Much colder temperatures are
on the way. Fortunately, the result of my 17-mile drive was 145 MPG. That certainly
isn't anything to complain about... but definitely isn't reminiscent of the 400's that I'd
routinely get in the Summer. The reality of Winter is setting in. Having something
simple to help retain precious heat is nice. I do find it a bit amusing though. 20 years
ago, seeing cardboard attached to the grilles of vehicles was a common sight. At least
now, this is cosmetically much better. Some vehicles are even beginning to offer
powered louvers. Prius doesn't, yet. Perhaps it will with the next generation. Until then,
it's much cheaper using $2 worth of foam each Winter. And with a cost so low, it easily
pays for itself... especially considering how long Winter is here in Minnesota... where a
few weeks from now 37°F will feel down right balmy in comparison.
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Leaf Contemplation. Since there weren't any declarations of superiority or wild claims
of anticipated strong demand, Nissan's Leaf has always been treated differently than
Volt. The smug & arrogance simply didn't exist for that way. Those interested just
quietly supported their plug-in choice, knowing there was much to prove initially. That's
what actually mimics Prius. They knew achieving mainstream volume would take years
of further refinement of the technology, but what they had already would indeed deliver
to the satisfaction of enthusiasts. So, they just drove. That's quite a contrast to what we
saw from GM and those who favored Volt, who pushed a trophy mentality to convince us
of obsolescence. It sure is nice that chapter in history is over. Such opposites really
make you wonder about market... hence always asking the "who" question. Thankfully,
we are now past that. Focus is now on regular priorities, the kind of things ordinary
consumers consider when purchasing a vehicle. A big one is passenger & cargo
space. By dumb luck, a Leaf was parked right next to a Prius today on our morning
coffee run this morning. I asked if we could stop for a closer look. I told my friends to
observe the interior of Leaf carefully, then look into the Prius. The legroom difference in
back was obvious. Leaf is a compact. Prius is a midsize. That works out to 2.7 inches
smaller in this case... very easy to see. The seats just happened to be down in back
too. That made the cargo comparison a no-brainer. Prius has a high roof. Leaf has a
short one with that dramatic low swoop. It was quite obvious the Prius offered
significantly more room for cargo. Feature differences like that are what helped keep
enthusiasts civil. The audience wasn't the same. Unlike Volt, the target for Leaf wasn't
that of Prius buyers. There was no fighting. We could actual contemplate ownership
situations is a sensible manner!

10-28-2013

Historical Spin. With the present so clear now, there isn't much else to do except paint a
rosy picture of the past: "GM pitched the Volt by saying: We will just make the battery
big enough to cover the daily driving distance of the average driver of 40
miles." Knowing that was spin on what actually was said and knowing that most people
won't have any way of validating that history, I was intrigued. Would that point be
fought if confronted? Turns out, the answer is no. That was good to find out. In the
past, arguments were made about everything. Being constructive wasn't a
priority. When enthusiast could get a red-herring to capture attention, they capitalized on
it. After all, that is part of the formula for hype. You do what you can increase
excitement, even if it there is no benefit to the topic of discussion. I've been
documenting details of each day of my Prius driving since that crazy 230 MPG claim
over 4 years ago. I knew the real-world data would reveal the lack of simplicity so many
of those back-of-napkin estimates claimed. The variance is enormous. People drive to
far more destinations than just back and forth to work with an occasional grocery
run. The proof now is overwhelming. As for the history, I posted: It was not "daily
driving" distance. The quote stated "commute" distance. That difference was a major
source of conflict in the early years. People drive elsewhere in the
evening. Disregarding that fact wasn't constructive. Another issue was range-drop due
to heater use being ignored, despite the topic being brought up over and over
again. Now, the resulting kWh consumption to stay comfortable at the sacrifice of
available EV distance is a matter known all too well by owners. Keep in mind that living
further from work often means living closer to other driving destinations. There's often a
tradeoff. Lastly, weekend travel isn't addressed either. It can vary significantly from
during-the-week driving. Friends & Family don't always live nearby. Other non-routine
destinations are further too.
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EV Symbol, part 1. The difference between this [EV] and this [ ] isn't obvious to some
Prius PHV owners. For unknown reasons, they don't seem to notice when the symbol
becomes hollow. Rather than saying "EV", it is blank at times. That's an indication of
the engine running, most likely for heat this time of year. But while driving at fast
speeds on the highway, the same thing happens. We're a bit mystified why that indicator
gets overlooked. You'd think the pattern would be recognized after awhile. Apparently,
it's quite a while for some. I provided the following information to one such owner in a
thread many owners happily contributed to: Though, the same thing happens while
traveling faster than 62 mph. The system switches from EV mode to EV-BOOST. That
means you're still getting the benefit of extra electricity from the plug, but it's obviously
going to be lower MPG than 999. Fortunately, it's quite a bit higher than what the nonplug efficiency can deliver during warm-up. As for offering electric heat, that gobbles up
electricity at such a fast rate, you'd be starting up the engine anyway. Between the
capacity available and the increased resistance due to the cold, the penalty is too
much. Also, keep in mind that heat-pumps don't work well in extreme low temperatures.

10-29-2013

EV Symbol, part 2. By the way, that same indicator is available with the newer models
of the regular Prius. The only difference is power & speed thresholds are much lower
than with the plug-in. It's yet another feature showing how the larger battery-pack and
plug offering is really just a package choice, that Toyota planned for the design to
support such enhancements all along. Being able to update software and select capacity
is the kind of flexibility needed to sustain business. You really don't know what the
consumer will actually purchase. Adjusting production along the way is a fundamental
benefit, a very important aspect of supply & demand. Some us understand that and really
appreciate the effort.

10-29-2013

Reliability. This was encouraging to stumble across: "I read an article on Consumer
Report website and it said Prius is very reliable but Prius Plug-in is not so I am
confused." Getting feedback of bewilderment rather than blind acceptance is
fantastic. What a great improvement over past encounters. Of course, knowing how to
respond to someone receptive to enlightenment information is someone uncertain
territory. That's new for us. In the past, those newbie posts were either outright attacks
or purchase regret. That response of confusion is a step up. There's hope! Even so, you
still need to be somewhat direct in reply. Being too passive may end up just contributing
to the confusion. Getting their attention is what I went for: Huh? The only "not
reliable" rating I could imagine would be due to lack of data, a blanket "don't know" yet
statement. My ownership observations would put it at higher reliability. Think about
how much less the engine is used. The warm-up process involves lower RPM and shorttrips sometimes don't use the engine at all.
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One Hit Wonders. It's been rather entertaining later. A well respected member of the
big Prius forum put it this way: "There have been numerous similar posts from one hit
wonders of late." I appreciated the way he stated the situation. Posts from those who
obviously thrive on stirring the pot come and go. The pattern is for their membership to
be brand new, for the thread topic they start to be somewhat controversial, and for their
participation to end abruptly afterward. It's a little bit frustrating to see how they sucker
naive members into worry. But then again, that's how they learn about the intent of some
being disingenuous. It's too easy to assume everyone is being honest. Anywho, this was
my insert into the conversation: The frequency of "one hit wonders" has been increasing
lately. (Thanks for coining that term.) They've become rather sloppy too. Claiming 27.4
MPG is quite extreme. Even with kayaks on top, I couldn't get efficiency that low. I
haven't even seen that in the dead of Winter here, during the worst of the snow-trapped
traffic. It simply isn't realistic of a claim. No follow-up is a dead giveaway something
isn't right. The owner facts listed don't add up either. Prius sales remaining strong,
despite the dropping of oil & gas prices, as well as certain other competition struggling is
good reason to keep an eye out for attempts to undermine. That wastes our time. Put
ultimately, it helps point out how resilient Prius actually is. Gotta like that.

10-31-2013

Winter Questions. I tend to really enjoy this time of year. It's when I get to share my
experience without being overbearing. In fact, people often encourage me to contribute
more. That provides incentive to collect more data. I'm looking forward to filming more
cold & snowy driving as a result. That's what really endorses the technology. The
driving outcome speaks for itself. Being able to conquer the roads here says a lot. And
since I have no choice but to drive in those conditions anyway, why not make the most of
it? So, I do. Today, it was with: This will be my 14th Winter driving a Prius in
Minnesota. I've experienced everything the cold season can dish out. So, I'm not sure
what to say at this point. In fact, it drives much better than my mom's 2004 Corolla on
snow & ice. So, there's really nothing to prove. It works fine. The key is to enjoy the
slower speeds required for safer driving. MPG shots up as a result. It's a win-win
situation. Heck, you'll look at commute congestion quite differently. That nightmare of
wasting gas is replaced by silent satisfaction.
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Stigma, blending. Sales results stirred up the rhetoric. That was expected. I joined in
with: Rollout of PHV has made sense. Like the Original model, only select markets
would get the opportunity to purchase. Like the Classic model, production was limited to
size small enough to cause dismay. Since the goal of Prius has been to reach wide &
deep into the mainstream, rushing the design that offers an option both affordable &
profitable wouldn't provide any benefit. Let the hatchback, compact, and wagon become
common first. Also, it should have been obvious that Toyota didn't want to get sucked
into the struggle GM was having. Volt sales have been neither affordable nor
profitable. Taking such a profoundly different approach was good reason to keep
distance and prevent association. After all, Volt goes out of its way to avoid using the
engine and Prius PHV takes advantage of it. That sacrifice of electricity for the sake of
purity is a fundamental difference which can easily contribute to consumer confusion... in
a market already filled with misconceptions. Seeing PHV sales exceed that of Volt,
despite only being in available in 15 states, suggests that rollout decision is
working. Knowing that only 1 of those states offers credit incentives beyond the federal
credit, since there are 9 others for Volt but not for PHV, further supports it. Also, don't
forget that the federal credit for Volt is triple that of Prius PHV. As more people
discover plug-in hybrids offer more than just an EV experience with an engine backup, it
will become easier to sell. A big part of that is simply having enough owners reporting
real-world data. It's ironic how there have been many attempts to stigmatize blending
over the years, none of which have been able to prevent the advancement of Prius. That
only slows it down... which is exactly what's needed for greater acceptance.

11-02-2013

Stigma, reactive. We have heard about the importance of being proactive so often, the
antagonists are taking advantage of that by attempting to convince people that being
reactive is bad. True, if you were caught totally off guard and took an extremely long
time to actually react, that would indeed be bad. But waiting to see what others do before
taking the next step yourself should be common sense. In the world of online forums
though, senseless arguing is what's common. That's really unfortunate. Oh well, we
have no choice but to deal with the nonsense each time it comes up: Remaining flexible
has always been a positive trait in the past. If your business cannot adjust to change, you
lose opportunity & money. Clearly, the greenwashing effort to stigmatize being reactive
has successfully entered the mindset of some. It's pretty obvious too. The definition of
change itself has changed. In the past, success was measured in terms of looking at
overall production. Nowadays, automakers aren't given credit for replacing their highvolume fleet. Focus is almost entirely on trophy vehicles instead. It's really unfortunate
that adapting to the market as you go isn't considered being innovative and that
conclusions are drawn without looking at the big picture.
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11-03-2013

Stigma, reasons. Sometimes, there is an element of disbelief which contributes to your
stamina to rebuttal, a backfire on the part of antagonists. This quote definitely fit that:
"The only reason Toyota had to adapt to the market is because the problems with the PPI
were ones they created." I was amazed anyone would try to make such a claim. When
has an absolute ever been the case? There are always multiple reasons. In this case,
there are many many many of them. We try our best though to listen to what others have
to say. After all, sometimes an antagonist will reveal what they actually feel... which is
what we are really after, since words are commonly a disconnect to what they are really
thinking. The key is to keep discussion brief and on-topic. Then, it defeats the effort to
antagonize and helps to retain some element of being constructive. I fired back
with: Only! Wow! This forum is loaded with other reasons. Haven't you been reading
comments owners and those researching purchase have been making? Assumptions,
misconceptions, and efforts to undermine are still a problem. Simply reducing price and
advertising would not have overcome that. Of course, we all know that focusing on what
could have been is a red-herring.

11-03-2013

Stigma, innovation. There are some who fall victim to the greenwashing efforts, totally
unaware that they're preventing the spread of progress. We see it originating from the
belief that innovation only comes one way. They think pushing range & power are key
indicators of success, followed by price. The thought that it can come in more than one
form or fashion isn't ever entertained. When an alternate method is suggested, it's just
outright dismissed. Even sales are disregarded. They don't see how altering a design to
target middle-market could result in any type of advancement. Factors like gas prices
being relatively low don't get acknowledged either. As far as they're concerned, fuel cost
doesn't even come into play. That is the result of so many years of effort from others to
downplay importance... mostly because consumers are purchasing Prius regardless of
what happens with the oil industry. Volt depended heavily upon the price of gas being
high... making its particular configuration more appealing. The small battery-pack with
respect to EV choices and the low MPG after depletion compared to Prius PHV made it
quite a gamble. Being perceived as innovative required circumstances that didn't
materialize. As a result, we now have a small army of supporters supporting an
inflexible design not matching the goals of mainstream consumers. So, they attempt to
stigmatize. That's just another technique to undermine. But lots of people are fooled into
believing the arguments without doing any research themselves.
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Good Observations & Questions. A owners noticed the drop of in charging rate that
happens after about an hour. He asked if interrupting it was ok then, since the bulk of the
battery-pack capacity had already been replenished. Several of us were delighted to
respond to that. I did with: That's normal for plug-in vehicles. It's why charge-to-80percent is so often quoted. That's the capacity which the highest speed charging can used
without sacrificing batter longevity. Above that level, it ramps down the rate at which
electricity is drawn to ease the burden on the chemicals within. Observant owners with
L1 chargers at home take advantage of that knowledge. Being aware that waiting for the
final part of recharging isn't required comes in handy. New owners assume the charging
rate is linear, having no idea a large portion of the capacity is replenished right away. So,
they wait the entire time. Good job on the observation, right away too. And it's more
difficult to notice that difference with a L2 charger. I'm sure there plenty of other owners
out there who won't make that same discovery for a very long time... or ever. You now
know the system is more dynamic than many realize. Sharing tips like this add to
ownership experience. Go ahead, unplug before recharging is complete.

11-03-2013

Took It To The Dealer. We cringe when we read that. It's often the first post from a
new member. You never really know what their intent is or how they will
respond. Today, it was the owner was unhappy with the estimate value having
dropped. Naturally, he made no reference to actual MPG results. It was solely a concern
about that much misunderstood range of electric miles they've come to expect but never
actually pay close attention too. Lots of assumptions makes responding a challenge,
especially if you cannot keep their attention for long. Some just need to vent. Some are
too frustrated to listen. Fortunately, some do end up enlightened and drawn more to the
technology as a result. We hope for the best. Maybe they'll be more receptive to our
posts than their visit to the dealer. I provided: There are countless threads about the
misconceptions of how EV range is estimated & delivered. At this point in the year,
maximum is no longer available for those seeing temperatures near freezing. That's how
batteries work. Capacity is reduced and electrical resistance increased. Of course, cold
affects engines too. So, the end of the warm season efficiency is nothing
new. Remember that Prius PHV isn't an electric-only vehicle. It's a PLUG-IN
HYBRID. So even when EV numbers goes down, you're still getting the benefit of the
plug-supplied electricity. Those miles are simply counted as HV instead. We call that
blending EV-BOOST mode. It's what normally happens when driving at speeds above
62 mph. But with the engine starting more often due to the cold temperatures, you'll see
it happen when going slower too. In short, stop focusing on the EV
number. Expectations should be on the resulting MPG. Notice that it's still well above
what a Prius without a plug could deliver.
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Interpretation. I liked reading this: "A very common conceptual mistake is to interpret
battery "EV miles available" as a fixed rational unit of measure, such as gallons or liters
are for volume, or miles or meters are for distance." I joined in by adding: That is an
excellent point. Back when Toyota was rolling out the early model of plug-in to ordinary
consumers for review, a common discussion was on how EV capacity should be
represented. Most with EV background stated range in terms of PERCENT was their
preference. That made sense too, since most addresses the most
misconception. However, it is still misleading. Driving fast. Accelerating often. Using
the Heater or A/C. They all have a big influence on outcome. Add to that the confusion
new models introduce. An increase in kWh would result in much more EV, but that
wouldn't be represented by a PERCENT value. It would contribute to problems in the
future. That's why Toyota chose to use MILES instead. The number still misrepresents,
but it gives a better idea of what you might get. It's too bad many people don't realize
MPG in their traditional vehicle fluctuates too. Have a display that provides on-going
detail about efficiency is a mixed blessing. The consumers who were used to just filling
up their tank with gas every 300 or so end up struggling to interpret the wealth of
information the regular Prius provides. Adding a plug complicates matters. The come
from a world filled with assumptions. We introduce them to new concepts. That takes
time & patience to get through. Some, like the poster who recently revived this old
thread, assumed there was something wrong and brought his Prius to the dealer feeling
lost and unhappy.

11-04-2013

The Engine. When it runs, those instances are noted. Patterns are observed after
awhile. Detail is often missing. Incorrect assumptions are made. Advice is provided
based on that. It turns into a mess. They don't understand a mistake had been made on
their part. The trap is easy to fall into too. We do our best to educate without being
pushy. Today, it was this that stirred the pot: "In addition if you want heat or of you need
some acceleration the engine comes on. Hope this helps." That sincere effort to assist
another owner should be respected. After all, the forum environment is often filled with
lots of people contributing thoughts. Hopefully this was worthwhile: Actually, you just
unknowingly contributed to the generalization misconception we've been struggling to
squash. Heat will indeed cause the engine to start, but it will shut back off too. People
jump to the conclusion and just assume it never does. To keep warm, all you need is not
engine coolant... which remains that way for awhile, even with the engine off. Years
ago, I remember getting stuck in a really bad snow-congested traffic jam with my
2010. was able to creep along with the other cars in EV, watching the engine remain off
for 8-minute cycles. Acceleration isn't cut & dry either. I certainly can't accelerate onto
a highway using only electricity, but turning onto the big 45 mph road through town in
EV is no big deal. Climbing the steep 40 mph hill by my house from a dead stop at the
bottom is no big deal in EV either. But even if the engine did fire up, when warm, it
shuts off immediately after the acceleration is complete... and you sometimes get a little
bit of electricity replenish from the engine at the same time. In other words, the system is
much more dynamic that people realize and we often don't realize our side comments
contribute to confusion about how it actually works.
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Party. Things sometimes fall apart. Certain individuals like to provide their own
"leveling" information. They want each automaker to be treated equally, regardless of
the situation. That's not constructive. In fact, it's quite annoying. This got me going:
"Toyota will be very late to the party." That was obviously someone coming out in
defense of GM and Volt. Thankfully, 2014 isn't too far away. That automatic resetting
of stance due to a new year starting really does help... because the doses of reality we
provide certainly don't for some: The goal hasn't ever been to party. It has always been
to change the norm, to break the status quo. There's a fundamental difference between
targeting early adopters and appealing to middle-market. Fortunately, even those who
has previously exclaimed "vastly superior" are finally accepting that reality. Selling in
high-volume and making a profit doing it, without the assistance of subsidies, is what
each automaker is striving for. None have achieved that yet. So, there is no concept of
late either. The rush some insisted upon and careless disregard for consumer needs
wasn't anything worthwhile to pursue. Seriously, what was there to lose by waiting? A
midyear rollout to new dealers may sound good on paper, but in practice it takes awhile
for salespeople to learn about the new vehicle. That takes time. Waiting until the 2014
model arrives instead makes sense. Step back to look at the big picture. Toyota has been
working hard to replace traditional vehicle production with hybrids. That's the
point. Expanding to offer a plug will draw in both PHV and more regular Prius
sales. We see how many misconceptions and how much pushback there is still. Look at
where the other automakers are with respective to replacement. Business is not a party.

11-05-2013

Japan Sales. Honda's Fit unseated Prius from the top-seller position in Japan. Last
month, 23,281 were purchased. (There, a hybrid model is also offered.) Sales for the
regular model Prius were 20,886. For the smaller model, known as Aqua, there were
19,984. So, kudos to being able to compete so effectively with Toyota. I get a kick out
of how much higher the numbers are there in Japan than what we see here. That wasn't
always the case. Hybrid sales in the United States were leading the industry. Japan's
economic recovery combined with the need to replace caused by the multiple disasters
the population faced sure changed things for the better. Someday, perhaps that will
happen here. Oh well. It's not like progress isn't being made. It's just slower here...
frustratingly slower. But that's still a step forward. In this case, it's a month at a time.

11-06-2013

Must Be Replaced. Sometimes, I need to vent. Certain individuals online thrive on
attention, so they'll intentionally cause trouble. They are what I refer to as
antagonists. They will do everything they can to prevent a discussion from
ending. Drawing a conclusion brings an end to their entertainment. They aren't actually
like trolls though, since there is an aspect of being thought-provoking. They don't just
contradict and argue for the sake of spite. They repost old talking points over and over
again. Fortunately, it gets old. Drawing focus back to purpose often ends a particular
debate effort. It gets tiring though... but there is an aspect of curiosity. Do they
care? Anywho, I posted this: That careless disregard for ordinary consumers never
ceases to amaze me. But then again, it isn't at all a surprise. Automotive enthusiast
interests weren't ever focused on middle-market needs. We all know how well
positioned Toyota is already for delivering an affordable & profitable plug-in
hybrid. That irritates to no end those who support niche efforts. The voices of the
mainstream keep pointing out what's truly important. Continue distracting all you
want. Pretending the big picture doesn't matter isn't constructive. It won't change the
reality of the situation. Traditional vehicle production must be replaced.
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History Repeating. It is somewhat bizarre when it happens so many times, you not only
recognize the pattern, you can also accurately point out what the antagonist will do
next. That's what we've seeing lately with the downfall of Volt. It is no longer
considered "vastly superior" by the enthusiasts. They've officially withdrawn from that
war... finally realizing surrender isn't necessary, that their conflict was artificially created
by them... that the true war is competition with traditional vehicles. With the plug-in
Prius matching sales, despite not having the federal or state credits like Volt, it was
reason enough for this attitude change. But seeing the steady rise of Ford was a very
good wake up call. I simply didn't make any sense waging battles against those trying to
win similar victories. Thankfully, that took us back to fundamentals. First was attacking
those who were correct all along by claiming their intent was something other than what
it actually was. After all, pride still influences actions. I've seen this before
firsthand. They'll imply you said something, but won't actually refer back to any quote...
despite your requests to see the supposed quote. It hard to know why they don't. Often,
emotion clouds memory... hence me writing blogs to preserve exact quotes. That makes
searches to find the original post simple. They don't do that. They make assumptions
instead, which contributes to incorrect associations. Self-Convincing is a powerful
healing mechanism. Second, they spin the difference between want and need. You can
clearly point out an example, like the need to be able to seat 4 people. It should be easy
to point out that more leg & head room is a want. But instead, they reply with the
introduction of something slightly off-topic. Today is was: "No one needs a prius, let
alone a prius phv." We all know there is a need for improved emissions &
efficiency. That's why Two-Mode became such a major controversy. 22 MPG wasn't
enough, period. They wanted a monster-size vehicle. But the necessity to improve the
traditional offering was blatantly obvious. Long story short, there are some who will do
everything they possibly can to prevent conclusions from being drawn. They are so
desperate to retain the status quo, they are willing to say just about anything. My advice
is to state facts and move on. Don't argue with them. I didn't this time. I wasn't willing
to repeat that.
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Evening Errands. Virtually all the discussions about plug-in vehicle use focus on
commuting. The drives you do after work are rarely addressed, even though those miles
can add up to quite a lot and the vehicle may not have much or any charge left at that
point. Of course, that would be the very reason why the topic isn't discussed with
Volt. Depleted mile means very low efficiency, MPG like a high-efficiency traditional
car... not even close to what Prius delivers. Anywho, that's why when the topic is
encountered, it's with respect to pure electric-only vehicles instead. I couldn't resist the
topic came up tonight. It was a well timed opportunity to share my recent
experience: Perfect for going to get groceries? That usage works fine for a small EV,
but not for what I did last night... Late in the evening, with my battery-pack fully
recharged, I headed out to the hardware store. There, I purchased brackets and two 8foot shelves. With the front seat lowered, the entire load was swallowed up by the
Prius. It's no big deal carrying cargo that large inside. The entire drive was with only
electricity too. That practical design of Prius is what has won over many owners. They
were drawn to Prius by the emission & efficiency improvements, but it was that ability to
haul lots of stuff that sealed the deal. Competitors tried to convince people that it was the
unique look, that it served as a smug declaration of being green. Those actually
purchasing a Prius knew that wasn't true. This is why Toyota placed such a high priority
on PHV design not interfering with existing interior space. Getting a plug wouldn't mean
having to sacrifice the ability to haul large objects.

11-09-2013

New Tire Update. We're seeing a lot of questions about Winter driving and tires
now. This is my latest contribution to the discussion: I've only had my set for 2.5 weeks
now, so there isn't much to report yet. The only snow we've got so far melted right
away. Reading online comments outside this forum, opinions were all over the
place. Since road conditions can differ dramatically, as well as the way people actually
drive, I went with the consensus here that they'd do well. After all, I tried the
HydroEdges way back when they were still quite new and had pleasing results on snow
& ice. And living in Minnesota, I'll certainly have lots of opportunity for Winter
driving. We got hit especially bad a few times last year, so I still have vivid memories of
the factory tires. Those tires only made it to 30,000 for me, since actually reaching
replacement wear-level would have been mid-Winter. I took advantage of Fall sale
prices and the fact that they were in stock. I've heard backorder waits are common for
them. The initial impression are these tires will get my recommendation too. Driving at
44/42 PSI, road noise was my first want-to-know. Thankfully, they were actually a little
quieter. For traction on dry & wet roads, they've been nice. They seem to take corners
fairly well. But the ultimate test hasn't come yet. Snow handling will tell us a lot. In the
end, like most owners, I want a tire offering a nice balance of traction & wear that
delivers great MPG for a reasonable price. Stay tuned for updates. Right now, I'm still
trying to enjoy the final days of Fall.
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Purity & Naysayers. There are a few that have an extremely difficult time looking
forward. Still wanting to win arguments lost long ago burns them up inside. You catch a
glimpse of their frustration every now and then: "Also note that a pure series design
would take a lot of the wind out of the sails for Volt naysayers. The fact that the engine
connects to the wheels in some driving modes seems to create a lot of negative image
issues for the Volt." Ask yourself who cares about that anymore; even most of the
enthusiasts have moved on. I pointed out: For years, Volt enthusiasts praised the purity
design. Then when it was discovered that wouldn't actually be delivered, there was a
huge uproar... by them, not the naysayers. The rest of us always knew about the benefits
of blending and were in dismay about how that approach had been shunned. The
negative image was self-inflicted and continues to be. Notice your own comment in this
thread: "Tesla feeds on the *more is better* mentality, but in the end there's really no
need to haul around..." That's another example of the same thing, image dominating
discussion. It eludes to the actual problem, but ends up missing it. Heck, even a
diminishing-return graph was included. The need is to improve overall efficiency. Using
more electricity doesn't necessarily accomplish that. It transfers consumption from one
fuel to another. The same lesser gain (diminishing return) comes from MPG. Yet, we
see that being flaunted as the indicator of success. Higher is promoted as better. RealWorld impact of factors like heater consumption and vehicle size aren't taken into
account with graph averages. Things like weekend errand-running and trips to see
friends & family aren't represented either. Everything must be improved. One size does
not fit all. In other words, the hope that a small battery-capacity increase can compensate
for an efficient engine isn't a real solution. With the price of oil currently at $94.60 per
barrel and gas no down to $2.89 per gallon for some regions, it should be a wake-up call
that selling high-efficiency vehicles will continue to be a major challenge.

11-10-2013

Always That Way. A sign of defeat is when they make that claim. Today, it came with
in an argument starting with this: "First off, EREV has always been a subset of the plug
in hybrid definition. Just like mild, assist, and full are subsets of the hybrid one." That
was astonishing to read. I was left flabbergasted. That isn't the slightest bit true. People
have selective memories though. That's why I blog. Being able to easily search the past
comes in quite handy. I chose to respond to that with: I have many, many quotes in my
blogs contradicting that claim. They were documented back then knowing attempts to
tell a different story would occur later. Enthusiasts had much different
expectations. What they hoped for is not what ended up being delivered. But guess
what, it doesn't matter anyway. The label continues to be vague and the official
organizations have simply moved on. CARB wants significant emission
reductions. "BEVx" is a good example. The new category is their push toward which:
The vehicle must have a rated all-electric range of at least 75 miles (higher than the 50
miles required of a zero-emission vehicle); The auxiliary power unit must provide range
less than, or at most equal to, that battery range; The APU must not be capable of
switching on until the battery charge has been depleted; The vehicle must meet "super
ultra low emission vehicle" (SULEV) requirements; The APU and all associated fuel
systems must comply with zero evaporative emissions requirements.
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Asking Questions. That's what ultimately brought the antagonist rhetoric to an
end. Everyone lost interest when they kept avoiding what was asked. Instead, they'd
accuse you of what they were guilty of. It's the pattern of behavior often attributed to the
end of chapter in history. In fact, you'll get accused of continuing to bring up the past
because they refuse to discuss the future. I find it all quite telling. Basically, you can
flush out which areas of concern they are most worried about by observing their
reactions. In this case, it's the fact that Volt is no longer thought of as distinct. It's
simply thought of now as a plug-in hybrid with a larger battery and a smaller body that
GM is struggling to sell. Since all of the posts are taking place on the big Prius forum,
you have to wonder who they think their audience is. They are supporting claims with
real-world data like I would do on the big GM forum or that daily blog for Volt. Posts
have been nothing but an effort to get people to not look forward... which makes sense,
when there's nothing to look forward to. Think about it. How will Volt compete in a
market rapidly filling up with other choices? All it has going for it is a large batterypack. Ford, Honda, and Toyota all offer higher efficiency following depletion and
mainstream consumers aren't interested in electric purity. We see Tesla & Nissan
dominating the EV market. The other choices, like Focus & Spark, are barely stirring
any interest. In the end, it boils down to what I had been saying all along. GM is
competing with itself. When Volt doesn't standout among the other automakers, those
loyal to GM will simply purchase another GM vehicle. That choice continues to be
another GM traditional offering. Malibu, Cruze, Equinox, and even Sonic are selling
much better. The other offerings, like GM brand: Camaro, Captiva, Corvette, Express,
Spark, and Buick brand: Enclave, Encore, LaCrosse, Verano, and Cadillac brand: ATS,
CTS, SRX. XTS are all selling better too. Then when you take a look at the trucks, like
Silverado, Suburban, Sierra, Acadia, Tahoe, Traverse, Terrain, and Yukon, it's quite
obvious Volt barely even gets noticed. That's why asking questions works so well. They
absolutely refuse to look at the big picture. By seeing that list, it's pretty obvious why.

11-12-2013

Intentional Misleading. Reading a post like this is maddening: "The EPA rates it as 6
electric miles, the 11 mile rating is the EPA rating that uses gas to get the 11 miles. I'm
not sure why most people think it's 11 miles. It says 6 miles right on the sticker albeit in a
smaller font..." I couldn't let that go, especially since it was a clear effort to reach out to a
new audience on a new blogging website. I knew who it was and what he was up
to: Not sure why? People keep bringing it up to confuse and raise doubt, to intentionally
undermine acceptance. That should be obvious by now. We keep pointing out that the
capacity is 11 miles and the fact that the EPA test breaks it from being continuous due to
a hard acceleration at the 6-mile mark. The engine shuts off afterward. You continue
driving along using only electricity for another 5 miles or so. On my commute taking the
river route (max 55 mph), I average 13 miles continuous. In the dead of Minnesota
winter, it drops to 9 miles. During the nicest days of summer, it climbs to 15 miles. So,
that 11 miles is quite realistic. But it really doesn't matter. The purpose of a plug-in
hybrid is to deliver a significant efficiency improvement. 1.5 years of driving mine
(31,323 miles), the overall average comes to 76.8 MPG. Clearly, the purpose of the
added battery capacity has been fulfilled.
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Moving On. The ironic nature of a person doing the most to hold back progress
complaining about others doing that very thing is fascinating. We see it all the time. Do
they? The contradiction should be obvious to spot. Yet, we still get this: "Yes, I would
like to move on and not continue to have past conversations." That stirs anger, since
bringing up the past is exactly what continues to happen... by him, not us. It's a not-sotypical example of a troll. The reasoning is simple too. Just ask yourself what his
purpose is, why is he there? No answer to that question indicates he actually thrives on
repeating conversations of the past... hence routinely bringing them back up... in defense
of Volt, of course. Nonetheless, I took a stab at it anyway: What would you like to
discuss? When I bring up the big picture, it becomes an all-out assault to change the
topic to something other than what to sell. The most hypocritical thing I hear on a
regular basis is the claim that Toyota has invested so heavily in the Prius design, they are
unwilling to invest in something else. Reading that never ceases to amaze me. GM sold
42,660 Silverado Pickups here last month. How can we possibly be taking the situation
seriously by ignoring that? That certainly looks like an extremely heavy investment. To
make matters worse, getting acknowledgement that need requires focus on replacing
high-volume traditional cars like Camry, Fusion, Malibu, Impala, Corolla, Focus, and
Cruze is basically impossible. That leaves us without an audience to discuss. It started
out reasonable having a profitable target being set at $30,000. That got abandoned
though. Things fell apart from there... leaving us with nothing to move on to. Past
conversations were attempts to find out what comes next, to move forward. What should
our expectations be for mainstream consumers, those middle-markets buyers who are
simply looking to purchase a practical & affordable choice that offers higher efficiency
and lower emissions?

11-13-2013

Pride & Money. We keep hearing about GM's desire to compete directly with
Tesla. That doesn't make sense without context. Supposedly, that means a 200-mile EV
for about $30,000. Who will the market be? Wasn't the goal of Volt to reach the very
same consumers or is this something that somehow still has range-anxiety? With all the
anti-EV campaigning of the past, it's really uncertain knowing what to actually expect...
which is the very problem Volt had in the early days of development. Remember how all
those vague & ambiguous statements led to false hope & disappointment? What about
all the hype in the meantime? Someone tried to be the voice of reason today, but an
example of Volt becoming a higher performance vehicle clouded judgment. It's history
repeating yet again! Remember all the excitement about 0-60 times? Ugh. Anywho,
this was the comment: "GM does not need a hotter Volt, it needs a cheaper Volt with one
more seat. Given the low sales, it’s hard to imagine GM putting a lot of resources into
Volt features that won’t enhance its mainstream appeal." I joined in with: GM's
resources will be focused on where the profit comes from. 42,660 sales of Silverado
pickups last month were purchased last month. That's what provides business-sustaining
revenue, which means it will continue to get the attention to maintain sales. How Volt
will compete with that is a mystery. Funding a low-volume seller is a very real
problem. It must change in some way to attract significantly more buyers; otherwise, it
will remain a niche offering. Like it or not, that’s the situation Volt faces now. Cheap
gas and a growing array of choices of other automakers is a sign of greater challenges to
come. The advice to just wait for the next generation to work out issues is very
risky. Time is working against Volt. Talk about an SS model is a step in the wrong
direction.
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Choices & Reality. Needless to say, my comments went nowhere. Certain people have
no problem dismissing facts and ignoring the big picture. That still amazes me, no matter
how many times I encounter it. Hope is great. But hope without consideration of the
situation is a recipe for failure. Oh well. I keep trying: Don't you see the
pattern? Seriously. It's played out several times now. Maybe that isn't obvious, but the
lack of any conclusion should be. It's a worldwide market which is actively
changing. Toyota's improvement goals cannot be achieved on paper. So no matter how
much you speculate, it just plain doesn't matter. That avenue has already been
exhausted. There's nothing left. Everything that could possibly be tested in a testing
environment already has been tested. Understand why Toyota's choices were
made? They selected the best approaches for each audience based on research
information collected and released each configuration into each region. It's real-world
data that will influence the next decisions. They will observe and adapt. No amount of
online posting will change that reality. The "best" arguments just plain don't work. With
all the driver, traffic, distance, temperature, and other differences, there's simply no other
way of finding out what's effective without actually trying. So, that's what they're
doing. See it now?

11-15-2013

Defensive Spin. The big GM forum is dead, there's no Volt discussion there at all
anymore. It's as if the vehicle never even existed. Considering the participants are strong
supporters of GM, that says a lot. They've clearly moved on. What had once been the
premiere source of information for Volt, as well as the biggest contributor to hype, has
grown very quiet lately. It's not silent, since content from the host website posts a copy
of articles there too. But the focus is on the industry in general. There is literally no
outlook anymore for Volt itself. This is why the antagonists only post on the big Prius
forum now. They've turned to defensive spin. Nothing constructive comes from them
anymore. At least in the past, there was some sense of direction. That's gone now. This
is why I pushed so hard for so long for goals. Even if they weren't met, at least they'd
have something to keep focused on. How do you promote a vehicle without a clear
purpose? All those mixed messages and stance changes wrecked any aspect of cohesion
they had built up. There isn't anything left. Starting from scratch next year should be
interesting. Wait for a new audience. Plant a new idea... because the seeds of doubt
certainly didn't make any difference. Prius remains strong. They didn't like how I
concluded that long exchange about purpose either: Goals were clearly stated. Goals
were clearly met.
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Final Spin. The rebuttals went no where. It's clearly over. I'm looking forward to next
year. Something tells me they are not. This is how I concluded the exchange: Reading
claims that the plug-in Prius had different goals is quite vindicating. It's easy to spin
now, long after the fact. But I documented what was said back then, in great detail. I
know how Volt was hype to deliver 50 MPG after depletion and a 40-mile range prior to
that... all for an affordable & profitable price. Instead, cost was much higher, range took
a massive hit in the winter, MPG afterward was much lower, and the engine didn't even
achieve a green emission rating. Seeing Prius hit much closer to the mark and also be a
larger vehicle makes it understandable why some would go to great lengths to preserve
reputation. We even knew the damage-control effort would be so thorough, some would
accuse Prius supporters of doing the very same thing. Fortunately, we know what
actually happened. We know what is happening now. There isn't even much to argue
with either. One of the complaints about the Volt design early on what it's lack of
flexibility. The platform took a one-size-fits-all approach. What business could thrive
with such lack of diversity? The topic here is sales. Toyota has deliver an array of
engine, motor, battery configurations. That variety of offerings has worked well to
confirm the HSD design. The next step as been taken by expanding battery choice and
including a plug. We see Ford striving to do the very same thing. Honda would like to
as well. That leaves GM in an awkward position without a clear direction of how to
proceed. Options are quite limited. That's why there is so much resistance to discussion
about 2014.

11-16-2013

New Spin. With all the usual venues exhausted, the only outlet for comments is on the
blogs for general audiences. With those, you get a very diverse set of participants. Like
usual, detail & follow-up are almost non-existence. Nonetheless, it is intriguing to read
what gets posted: "Ugh, Toyota, seriously... what is this, some kind of compliance car or
tax credit grabber... a 10 mile range is just barely useable, almost not even worth
plugging the car in for. I don't understand the rationale behind designing it this
way." That was in response to the CARB proposal to limit ZEV credits to vehicles able
to deliver full EV for a minimum distance. Since that approach doesn't take overall
emissions into account, there is obviously some opposition. Challenges to the proposal
are emerging, with Toyota being the loudest voice. Being well aware of design tradeoffs,
focusing on technology rather than outcome doesn't please. Setting clear criteria makes
sense, but at the cost of this isn't worth it. To be specific, the vehicle must
unconditionally deliver full EV for the first 10 miles. I wouldn't like having to sacrifice
capacity for that. It would be the loss of a "hold" button, increasing the speed threshold,
and requiring electric heating. Why would I want to give up the choice of starting the
engine sooner to save EV for later? It's with good intent. But the results would be a net
loss. I responded to the comment with: The rationale is simple. The plug improves
efficiency in an affordable way for the masses. I've been averaging 76 MPG with mine
over the past 1.5 years (33,000 miles). That's an undeniable improvement over the
regular model Prius, while still being able to carry large cargo in back. Efficiency after
depletion is improved a little too.
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Delay Excuses. The beginning of this year brought hope. Ford had just rolled out the
Energi option, their plug-in hybrid design. It introduced an unknown into the market. In
the past, Toyota had throttled back plans to allow friendly competition to get a foothold
first. That made sense. Why fight another vehicle with the same purpose? After all,
sharing goals is how industry changes. The catch is, delay cannot be too long. Waiting
until 2014 rollout for plug-in Prius nationwide availability made sense. Ford supporters
appreciated that. Volt supporters took every advantage to exploit & undermine
instead. The difference was striking. But with the next generation of Voltec planned for
rollout at the same time, they had reason for that smug. Then they found out it wasn't
actually going to be an upgrade (as they had coined it, the "1.5 version"). That news
caused a great deal of upset, resulting in retaliation... using Toyota as the scapegoat. It
was a sad display. To make matters worse, it meant increased competition. But later was
all they could hope for. So, we got a slew of delay excuses. In the end, it boiled down to
lack of diversity. GM decided to invest in a loss-leader, spending money on a lowvolume vehicle for "halo" benefit. Even the most staunch of Volt supporters knew how
bad that looked. GM was clearly not following the path of Toyota; the biggest delay
excuse they had been using was discredited. Oops! I summarized that disenchantment
with: Highlander & Camry were the variants that followed... both were middle-market
vehicles... in a format quite different from Prius. One was a SUV with AWD and the
other a top-selling family sedan. It's 3 years later. Rather than the next rollout being a
variation of Volt configured to reach the masses, we get Cadillac ELR. What the heck?

11-17-2013

Divided Support. Now that Volt enthusiasts basically no longer exist, having been
replaced by true supporters, it's easy to see there's a clear mindset divide. On one side,
you've got those who have went to great lengths to describe the design & operational
detail of the system. Complete with diagrams and even patent references, we have been
shown Voltec is the successor to Two-Mode. Having been told GM would eventually
reconfigure it for use in smaller vehicles, that makes sense. There's no conflict or
contrition. They accept that as natural progression of the technology. On the other side,
there are those who absolutely insist Volt is brand new, that nothing GM had done in the
past applies. Seen as a fresh start, they figure it should be given at least 5 to 6 years
before any mainstream expectations can be made. Separation, in their mind, provides an
excuse for delay. Promises of the past don't matter. It puts them directly at odds with
those other Volt supporters. As a result, the behavior is to not acknowledge their
existence. Instead, they claim any remarks made on their behalf are really just defenders
of Toyota and the plug-in Prius. I find that divide fascinating. It means there will be
arguments about approach & goals to come. Watching that play out, while Toyota
steadily penetrations into middle-market along with Ford and possibly Honda, will
solidify the best-of-both-worlds decision. Striking a balance, to take a decent step
forward without over doing it, is what's needed. Meanwhile, there will be Volt struggling
to send a message to consumers, who will get negating claims from divided
supporters. Ugh.
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Realistic Focus. Random comments like this make you wonder: "The Volt is becoming
more and more an attractive offer." Some people make assessments based solely upon
observation. They don't actually research. They assume what they encountered is a true
reflection of technology advancement. Being unaware of market influences is nothing
new. That's why expectations are so often a complete disconnect from reality. Of
course, some people have the perspective of an individual purchase and simply aren't
interested in what everyone else has to contend with. You never know. So, I responded
with a question: The current MSRP from GM isn't profitable yet though. So, don't
expect it to be an option for the masses... unlike with Toyota's approach. Volt is also
considerably smaller in back too. Legroom and head positioning simply cannot compete
with the larger interior Prius PHV offers. The ability to carry large cargo doesn't
compare either. As for the "AER" rating. People continue to overlook the actual kWh
capacity. That's what matters, not whether or not EPA testing criteria is perfectly
matched. In fact, people use to complain about automakers rigging their configuration to
deliver maximum EPA rating results. Kudos should be given to Toyota for not doing
that. The point is to use the electricity available most efficiently. Delivering a pureelectric experience under all driving conditions doesn't actually do that. Looking at realworld data, we see the overall benefit of blending... which sadly, the proposed ZEV
credit qualifications don't take into account. Setting a minimum sounds realistic. But is
it really worth it if the electricity isn't used effectively? Shouldn't we focus on best use
instead, especially configurations with high-volume sales potential?

11-18-2013

Basic Accounting. With the discussions of Volt pretty much dead now, it's nice getting
back to the basics. I was thrilled to finally see this emerge: "In terms of basic accounting
though, products that incorporate new technology or a novel concept generally aren't
profitable until the second generation." Of course, I don't expect much to actually
become of it. But at least the mind-numbing circular arguments aren't getting traction
anymore. It certainly would be nice to get thoughts on 2014 sales & promotion. But that
isn't realistic considering the lack of options available... and we know what blind hope
leads to. What should we expect? I'm seeing market preparation (education, attitude,
charging stations, etc.) swinging favor toward Prius PHV. The ordinary consumer is
looking for a plug-in option, one that's simple & affordable. I don't hear the claims of
greater capacity being a necessity from that audience. It's much like the enthusiasts of
the past. They don't understand how mainstream purchase priorities are different from
theirs. They lose touch with those who don't put a great deal of importance on their
vehicle. Transportation that's focuses on being well-balanced & practical is what sets
them apart from being enthusiasts. Why can't they see that? Anywho, I simply
responded with: The catch is, that wasn't the plan for Volt. GM had planned to hit
mainstream volume in the third year. They even stated a production capacity target of
120,000 with the hope of actually needing it. Falling well short of that with sales and the
drop in MSRP raises good reason to ask what the intent is with the remaining years of the
first generation.
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Dropping Temperatures. That stirs lots of participation online. New owners are
especially vocal. Some are quite intrigued and willing to purchase an aftermarket gauge
to learn more. This is the information I provided to one such individual today, who asked
specifically about coolant temperature: 195°F is the norm for full warm operation, the
usual sight for summer driving. Your observation of 190°F (88°C) is typical this time of
year here. (I'm in the Twin Cites, like you.) It may or may not get higher. That all
depends upon the conditions outside, travel speed, distance, stoplights, heater & defroster
use, etc. Having an aftermarket gauge showing coolant temperature allows you to know
what will happen when, allowing you to take advantage of heat that otherwise may have
been assumed was unavailable. Avoiding engine use causes some owners to make
unnecessary sacrifices. Watch what happens at 145°F in NORMAL mode with the
heater on. The engine will start when it dips below that. Simply by switching to ECO
mode, the engine shut back off. It's because that mode lowers the threshold to
114°F. Did you know that? Blocking the grille helps with heat retention. You'll
discover how valuable that is in 2 months, when the bottom drops out on the
thermometer. Fortunately, Prius still delivers great efficiency, despite low temperatures
outside. In fact, watching coolant on the gauge, you'll see that EV is available even
then. Add RPM values to display on the app. You'll find the MG1, MG2, and Engine
values quite informative. The system is much more dynamic than most people
realize. Those two motors interact with the engine in a variety of ways and their RPM
frequently changes. The system takes full advantage of having a power-splitdevice. Enjoy that new tool for learning more about what happens behind the scenes
while driving a Prius.

11-18-2013

Industry Resistance. What a great topic. Automakers fight change. We see that all the
time when it comes to regulations. They'll kick & scream even to do just the
minimum. Example are abundant too. It's sad. Ironically, Toyota has actually worked
that to their advantage with respect to Prius. Think about how unstoppable the
advancement of Prius has been. There's simply too many ordinary people that purchase
them. Those are the consumers who just plain don't care about the rhetoric. For that
matter, they don't even follow it. They're purchase decision primarily comes from
checking out the car for themselves. Stopping at the dealer for a close up inspection and
a test-drive convinces them to buy. It's a simple formula... deliver something practical &
affordable. The hype surrounding Volt was amazing. I kept asking the "Who" question
in dismay, wondering how that could possibly appeal to someone from middle-market. It
was a vehicle with characteristics which didn't match that of other mainstream
offerings. How could something so different attract enough sales? The efficiency and
green approach has drawn in many for closer looks. The midsize seating of Prius and
generous cargo area won them over. Adding a plug requiring nothing more than the
same knowledge & outlet required to recharge their phone as a package comparably
priced with other upgrades option positions it for mass appeal. Where's the resistance
going to come from with that? What good would it do for other automakers to resist
offering something similar? If they try to step it up by offering a system with larger
capacity, it would act as an endorsement for Prius... confirming the addition of a plug is
safe & reliable. Notice how the computer industry thrives on purchases of products with
well-balanced features? Only the dedicated purchase systems with large capacities
(storage & processor). The major just get something in the middle. How is the
automotive industry any different? Think about where production & profit are focused.
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Morning Commute Video, appdata. Prius uses a power-split-device to allow the
interaction of 2 electric motors and a gas engine. Each operates independently to take
advantage of efficiency opportunities. Some are quite brief, a few seconds. Others can
last much longer. Being able to adjust RPM is how the system achieves improved use of
the energy available. With the regular Prius, that means all energy is ultimately derived
from gas. Yet, much improved MPG is delivered anyway. Having the ability to quickly
adjust is the key. Adding a plug, like the PHV model of Prius offers, further expands
upon those opportunities. Most people have no what actually occurs when that
happens. This video will help to reveal what those motors and the engine actually do. At
times, you'll see the engine off while the MG2 (the large traction motor) provides
propulsion. Other times, you'll see the engine provide some power. That power is
directed to both the vehicles wheels and to MG1 (the smaller motor, which operates as a
generator). When coming to a stop, MG2 becomes a generator to capture the unneeded
kinetic energy. It's all an interesting dance of energy flow, continuously changing. It's
also important to keep in mind that the primary purpose of Prius is to deliver cleaner
emissions. The system will sacrifice some MPG for the sake of reducing pollutants from
the engine. This is achieved by cleansing, using heat. That's what makes knowing the
coolant temperature so important. Engine heat is used by the emission system. When it
is cold outside, engine heat captured by the coolant is what warms the interior of the
Prius too. SOC is the battery-pack's State of Charge. 85% represents "full" and 23.5%
represents "empty". Not actually recharging the battery-pack to 100% or ever depleted to
0% helps to prolong its life. Either extreme is stressful on the chemicals within. So, the
system goes out if its way to avoid that. Watch the video of my commute to work,
presented at 5 times normal speed. Note the outside temperature of 25°F, which marks
the early signs of Winter here in Minnesota. Parked in an unheated, but insolated, garage
overnight is why the coolant shows a little bit of warmth. The engine is still ice cold
when I enter the ramp for the highway. Fortunately, it warms up fairly quick. At the
end, you'll photos of the dashboard displays in the Prius. They show a summary of the
drive. In this case, the 16.8-mile trip resulted in an overall efficiency of 128 MPG. That
works out to about 0.13 gallons of gas and 3 kWh of electricity (including charging
losses). Note that the average-speed value measurement includes the time while the Prius
is stopped, waiting for a light to turn green. Lastly, that screen showing the on-going
data while I drive is video of an application running on my phone. It's connected to the
Prius ODB-II port using Bluetooth. I setup a camera to capture that information, then
just combined it with the video of the scenery from a second camera afterward...
video: Morning Commute (appdata)
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Stalled Interest. The blog has been dead, nothing seems to stir any movement... even a
provoke. No one knows where Volt stands anymore. It has befallen to silence. Today,
there was a new article about ELR, the Cadillac variant. The topic was it offering a
"smart-grid ready" feature. Being so far removed from want ordinary consumers seek, it
was no surprise this popped up in the discussion: "Too bad GM didn't give the ELR more
battery range than the Volt instead of all the stuff that doesn’t really matter. For the
price they want a bigger battery should have been part of the package." That peaked my
interest. Would responding result in anything constructive? That's unlikely, since the
blog is known for down-voting facts. Who knows how or even if anything will
come. Heck, even on the big Prius forum the discussions of Volt have stalled. Pretty
much everyone has given up. So, I posted: With such heavy promotion of the "40 mile"
range importance, offering more would undermine the technology. After all, there were
quite a few mixed messages and a serious lack of clarity in the past. The last thing GM
wants to do is contribute to that again. Put another way, they've backed themselves into a
corner with respect to perception of the technology. Advertised as an EV with engine
backup and falling short of the growing 50 MPG expectation, options are limited. So, we
are left waiting for the next generation, an uncertainty period which contributes to other
automakers building recognition of their own offerings in the meantime. Volt was a
rollout with lots of risk, depending upon a quick market shift to electric. That hope didn't
pan out. The concerns of cost & acceptance were proven to be factors which should have
been given much higher priority. GM is stuck having to backtrack and offer creaturecomforts while we wait.

11-21-2013

31.1 Million Shares. There was much celebrating today. First quarter next year was the
expectation for the final sale of the last remaining share of GM still in possession of the
federal government. No one really knew how long the selling process would actually
take. So, it was quite a surprise finding out there was only that many left and they would
be sold soon. Of course, put in perspective, that's still a lot... but no where near as much
as the 500 Million originally purchased. GM supporters hated the stigma those shares
caused. It was this dark storm cloud reminding everyone of their unfortunate past. I
didn't care for them either, but my perspective was that of a reminder to the desperate
measures the pursuit of profit caused. The bankruptcy was ugly. So, the shares were
necessary. Sadly, we are seeing some of the same problem emerge again. Heavy
emphasis on money from Pickup & SUV sales is the worry. It's a red-flag, a behavior
matching the past all too well. Lack of balance is the heart of the issue. Not offering a
diverse product-line should be concern for a major business. Being able to self-sustain
depends upon that; otherwise, it won't be protected from market shift. In this case, it's the
focus to fuel efficiency. What choices are available? GM has a massive gap between
their traditional vehicles and Volt. That continues to be a very real exposure. At least
the burden of being partially owned by the government is no longer an issue.
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Engine Use. When you first get a plug-in hybrid, you are overcome by the insistence too
avoid engine use. It's a natural response. The smooooooth silence of just gliding along
on electrons is quite fulfilling. But when the vehicle as has an engine and batterycapacity is limited, you know that gas will inevitably be used at some
point. Understanding when become a question frequently pondered. Eventually, you end
up making a comment just like this one in a post today: "My view, now, is that we spend
more energy than is deserved worrying about the ICE starting." I replied with: That
sums up the situation well. The point of being a PLUG-IN HYBRID is often lost to the
perception of EV being the ultimate goal. The point is to deliver the best balance of
features, not to maximize electricity use. My commute home this evening started with
7.7 miles of EV, despite the temperature only being 28°F outside. So what if the I was
able to climb to steep hills and drive along at 50 mph without the engine starting. That's
nice, but the entire trip was 17 miles long and I needed heat after awhile. So, I fired up
the engine on the 55 mph portion. When I got home, the average for the day (recharging
both at home and at work) was 118 MPG. What reason is there to be disappointed about
that? Heck, it was only 19°F on the commute to work this morning. What other vehicle
the same size & cost could deliver that under those conditions? Let's not forget about
overall emissions either. Engine heat is also used to cleanse what comes out of the
tailpipe.

11-23-2013

Expiring Leases. Many have wondered what would happen when those first drivers of
Volt had their leases expire. The 3-year option back then was a steal of a deal. GM
celebrated conquest sales, not taking into consideration what would happen
afterward. The gamble was the market would be so good and resale value so high, the
choice to purchase or lease again would be a no-brainer. They allowed sales opportunity
to slip away in favor of pushing that particular configuration. It didn't work out. Now
we are getting reports of some of them switching over to C-Max Energi. It works out to
a reasonable balance of power, range, efficiency, and size... which is why Ford has
always been considered an ally rather than a foe. They didn't make sacrifices as much as
GM. It's sad that extremes were used for promoting Volt. The cost of that is not making
itself apparent. Not being able to keep consumers from leaving is a very real
problem. Volt retention was assumed. The same is actually expected for the plug-in
Prius, but purchases were focused on instead and the timing is much better. After all,
national rollout hasn't begun yet and the next generation will be available prior to
expiration for those who actually do lease. Anywho, GM wasn't able to attract many who
were replacing an old GM vehicle. That hasn't been the case for Toyota. We've seen that
former Toyota owners switch over to Prius. That transition from traditional to hybrid is a
big deal. Offering a hybrid with a plug helps further the reach, reducing market size of
choices we want to phase out. I'm intrigued to read about more lease expiration
choices. Deciding what to get is a big deal. That's why consideration of more than just
the here & now has been an on-going theme. Whether enthusiasts like it or not, winning
battles doesn't mean you'll win the war.
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Rewriting History. Here is yet another attempt: "Notice how long it took the Prius to
catch on. Our resident Prius blabbers conveniently forget how long it took for hybrids to
be a common sight on our roads. It wasn't until the 2nd gen Prius ( 2004 ) that hybrids
took off in popularity." You have to wonder how much of that they now believe. After
all, if you repeat a lie often enough... Needless to say, I wasn't about to allow such
obvious greenwashing to take place... especially when it's just an effort to defend
struggling sales and falling short of several design goals. There's no excuse for
misrepresenting competition anyway. Doing it by rewriting history is pretty desperate
too. They only do that when nothing else works, when all other options have been
exhausted. My reply to that was: There's nothing to forget. That isn't what
happened. Toyota strictly limited availability. They only planned production of 15,000
in 2001 and 20,000 in 2002 for our market. There was never any intent to provide
more. The high-volume wouldn't come until the next generation. People ended up on
long lists waiting for delivery as a result. The 2004 model (delivered late 2003) was
quite different. Right from the very start, the plan was to remove the limitation and
deliver as many as the market demanded. There wasn't a generous tax-credit either. For
that matter, there wasn't even any competition. Gas was cheap too. Of course, knowing
the true history doesn't really matter. Claiming Volt will take off when the next
generation is delivered provides confirmation that the expectation in the meantime is
continued weak sales. It's by no means a guarantee of high-volume later either.

11-24-2013

Intentional Confusion. The level of greenwashing we witness at times is truly
remarkable: "By the way, there seems to be some confusion about the range of the Plugin Prius." That statement seems innocent enough. To the casual reader, they have no
clue it was an intentional effort to confuse. It's the same nonsense by the same few
individuals over and over again. No matter how much detail you provide as a rebuttal,
even video of an entire drive, they continue to flat out deny the information. Some just
plain don't care. This is nothing new. We've heard many, many, many stories over the
decades of salespeople saying whatever they want to prove a point. But online, there's
accountability. It's easy to reference and follow up. So, you'd think they'd be more
careful. They try, by being excessively vague. You know they got the message. You
know they've seen the facts, You know they decided not to accept them. The only
recourse is to posts a response. I did to that today: We've been through this countless
times already. By not explaining what is actually meant, posts just like that add to the
confusion. No definition of what "all-electric" or "blended" refer to makes the situation
worse. The plug-in Prius offers a battery-pack with capacity of 4.4 kWh. That allows
owners to drive around 11 miles total. Sometimes the engine starts. Sometime it
doesn't. You still get the benefit of the electricity regardless of whether or not those
miles are continuous. It amazes me to no end that no matter how many times onstructive
information is provided to end the confusion, the spreading of misleading content
persists. The plug improves emissions & efficiency. What the miles are labeled as
makes no difference. That goal is still achieved.
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Failure Fallout, summary. These are strange times. Volt, as it currently exists, is pretty
much dead. Niche purchases will continue, but expectations of mainstream acceptance
are long gone. Supporters are finding ways deal with the wait for the next
generation. Enthusiasts have basically vanished. The rest of the online community have
moved on. The auto show season has begun. Posts are on other offerings from other
automakers. ELR, the Cadillac enhancement of Chevy's Volt, is stirring nothing but
negative criticism. So, focus on that is unwelcome. Disappointment is
unanimous. Fortunately, that doesn't mean the idea of plugging in a hybrid has been
abandoned. It just means the expectations are growing more realistic. The timing works
out well for Toyota. Their decision to wait seems to be getting some vindication
now. GM took a risk and failed. There's nothing stopping them from trying again. But
next time, they'll need to join the rest of the industry rather than burning bridges...
again. I'm looking forward the changes 2014 brings.

11-26-2013

Failure Fallout, bad. Unfortunately, there is some hate still. That's happens when what
you devoted a great deal of effort toward ends up failing. Not everyone moves on as
quickly as others. Some people need more time. Some people need to say their
piece. Some just want to go down fighting. Some choose to outright lie, to spread
misinformation, to greenwash. This example makes that point all too well: "Either way
you compare, the Volt currently has about 6 times the range of the Plug-in Prius." I was
amazed that anyone would be so bold to post a claim so easy to disprove. But when you
are truly desperate and have nothing to lose, I suppose he figured what the heck. I posted
the following, then waited 2 days and followed up. Here's both: Adding that information
after I posted a response was quite a surprise to see. It's neither constructive nor
accurate. Volt offers about 62% usable capacity from its 16.5 kWh battery-pack. Prius
PHV offers the same, about 62%. But taking that value from the 4.4 kWh battery-pack is
not even close to 6 times. It's only 3.75 times... (16.5 * 0.62) / (4.4 * 0.62). 2 days later,
still no acknowledgement of the blatantly incorrect claim. That's unfortunate. But it
does serve as yet another example of the greenwashing we've had to deal with. Looking
at facts, things just plain don't add up. Comparing another way... (38 miles / 11 miles =
3.45) That isn't close to 6 times either.

11-26-2013

Failure Fallout, good. Thankfully, there is a bit of redemption. When one of the
biggest troublemakers ends up posting this, you can breath a sign of relief: "BTW, one
thing that irks me is that GM should have built the Volt on Epsilon II instead of
Delta. Had they done that they'd have easily convinced people the price was
acceptable. A car the size of a Regal or Malibu would more easily justify in everyone's
eyes the $40k price tag. And, it would have much more room. I doubt there'd have been
that big an impact on range, either." He has posted over and over again how the current
compact size was just fine. Clearly, there's been a major change of heart. Over and over
again I pushed the importance of appealing to the Malibu buyers... getting shunned &
ridiculed each time. Now, he acknowledges it was a good idea after all. Remember all
that concern about "too little, too slowly" we repeatedly warned about? Not
understanding audience until well after rollout is costly & unfortunate. It will end up
being an extra 7 years. Talking about lost opportunity. Oh well... better late, than
never. But then again, competition is increasing and tax-credits won't last forever.
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Failure Fallout, sensitive. There was a discussion today about the growing threat Ford
presents. Their plug-in hybrid delivers a top electric-only speed of 85 mph. That irritates
Volt owners to no end. They were able to easily dismiss Prius PHV simply by pointing
out the slower limit of 62 mph. But with C-Max Energi, the vague definition they used
to distinguish Volt has completely fallen apart. Now that some plug-in hybrids are
matching criteria or even exceeding which was only supposed to apply to EREV, they are
at a loss about how to respond. Rather than just striving to offer the best plug-in hybrid,
they wanted an entirely unique category. Each time the topic was brought up, they'd
immediately dismiss it. No comparisons, period. That's yet another self-inflicted wound,
something which could have easily been avoided. But when the goal is to achieve
bragging rights, getting blinded by things like that is easy. After all, a goal like highvolume sales would take away from any distinctiveness. Being common isn't what they
really ever wanted. So, any reference to mainstream stirred emotion. They yearned for
something above & beyond all else... but failed to get it. From that new thread, this
particular quote stood out: "I'm hyper sensitive to any comment implying the position that
the Volt is not superior to short range plug in..." That mindset of wanting to be vastly
superior obviously still persists.

11-29-2013

Failure Fallout, voices. Those few particular individuals I keep quoting have become
well established online spokespeople. The rest of the members are enablers, cheering
them on when they post misleading information and insult those attempting to provide
clarification. They are the voices for what Volt has evolved into. Nothing else stands out
anymore. Those mixed messages of the past prevented anything actually constructive
from getting a foothold. We have no idea what the heck the purpose is anymore. This
quote posted today from one of those individuals summed up the situation well: "If Volt
drivers are only getting 75% EV then the Volt battery needs another 5-10 miles of EV
range to bring more drivers under the bell curve." Notice how he used the word "If" to
lead the discussion, even though it is well proven that the actual percent is much
lower. The article clearly points out 62 percent from real-world data collection. That
means even greater EV range would be needed. Of course, the very realization that the
40-mile range didn't actually fulfill requirements for owners undermines the supposed
core goal of Volt. That number was hoped to be nearly 100%. Missing the mark by that
much, especially with early adopters, is quite disheartening. They had promoted the
"range extender" as an emergency backup... not a feature that would be used so
routinely. Then when it was confirmed that the MPG it provided was sub-standard for a
hybrid, they made even more of an effort to downplay the role of the gas engine... hence
those voices emerging. Now, 3 years after rollout began, real-world data is making them
look bad, really bad. And with a group holding pride with such high regard, that hurts,
really hurts.
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11-29-2013

Cold EV. Yesterday, the Prius sat outside unused for a little over 9 hours. Capacity
remaining was estimated at enough electricity remaining to travel 6.7 miles. It was 9:30
in the evening when I left. The condition outside was a blustery 18°F. Since I was
dressed well and was out in the garage working before having left, all that would be
needed was the seat-heater set to high. The drive consisted of several blocks of 30 mph
travel (roughly 1 miles), then a turn onto a 50 mph road. That became a long 45 mph
stretch with several stoplights, a few which caught be with red. 5 miles into the journey,
that electricity had all been used up. At no time while driving those 5 miles did the
engine start, despite the cold. That leaves me scratching my head wondering why some
owners state their experience is quite different. Their engine starting even with the heater
off and EV still available. The only thought that comes to mind is the battery-pack has a
short opportunity to warm up prior to needing a faster speed. (Note that I have the entire
lower section of the grille blocked, the top is entirely open.)

11-29-2013

On-Going Improvements. I certainly liked reading this today: "It does 36.4 km per litre
in the Japanese cycle, but the new Aqua will top that with 37 km/l, says Toyota. They
eked out an extra 1.6 km/l by reducing frictional resistance in the engine and improving
motor control." That information was the highlight of an article published about the new
model year of Prius Aqua (known as the "c" model here) now available in Japan. It's a
big deal since competition in Japan is so much higher with hybrids, where they strive to
squeeze out improvements at an on-going basis. We don't see that here. Our market
doesn't place as high of a value on engine efficiency; sadly, the bar for actual MPG is set
much lower too. So, we typically only get updates from the rollout of new
generations. This is what I posted on the discussion thread about the news: Minor
system enhancements along the way are always nice to see. It certainly is a welcome
change from the old school perception too. Remember the days when any revision to the
design following rollout was given the stigma of having been delivered with a
defect? The competition would spin any update as a shortcoming being fix. But now
with software updates on our phones becoming routine, the thought continuous
improvement is coming an expectation. Heck, even the idea of plugging in at night isn't
a big deal anymore.
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12-01-2013

Unbelievable. To think it would have come to this. That's unbelievable. Yet, it did
indeed happen. Being able to look back at the chapter now closed is great. But not
everyone sees it the same way: "From 2007-2010 many naysayers thought the Volt was
just vaporware. This was actually a very prevalent feeling back then. That's why GM
made some design decisions that were less than optimal to get it out on time. The result
is a fantastic car (I love my Volt), but its heavier, more costly, and less efficient than it
could be. That's why the Gen2 Volt design will probably be a very different. They now
have time to optimize things properly." The twisting of events is nothing new. People
have differing perspectives anyway. Some just don't want to see that. I'm happy to point
them out: Those supposed naysayers already knew the engineering was realistic. That
wasn't ever contested. It was the timeline that brought about the vaporware claims, not if
the technology itself was possible. Delivering all that had been promised by the end of
2010 was the argument. So much was expected in just a few years, they were in dismay
about the reckless attitude. There wasn't anything to support the ability to produce & sell
a high-volume plug-in for a profit. Hope blinded the faithful. Refusal to acknowledge
the mountain of evidence showing expectations were unrealistic for such a short amount
of time caused posts to turn into hype. Cheerleading drowned out the voice of
reason. Constructive discussion became impossible. Then when the end of 2010 arrived,
reality of the situation became overwhelmingly clear. Lessons of the past had not been
learned. It was yet another example of "over promise, under deliver". Those having
made the vaporware claims were vindicated. Damage control caused focus to rapidly
shift over to the next generation. The current would limited to enthusiasts. Mainstream
ambitions were delayed. 3 years later, attempts to distort that unfortunate history
continue. But at least expectations for the future have become realistic. The painful
experience of recognizing the difference between want and need is over. Fallout
consequences are being overcome. It is now understood what those vaporware
challenges actually were and what they still are. Hope has finally replaced hype.
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12-01-2013

Out Of Time. Reality has come crashing down to such an extreme, even those attacks
that come from the posting of disenchanting facts have vanished. Starting the 4th year of
sales for Volt has brought about the acknowledgement that it has not and will not achieve
mainstream acceptance in the next few years. That challenge has been overwhelmingly
transferred to the next generation, following initial rollout. Not only must it achieve the
goals set, it must also garnish accolades from owners... which takes time, a lot of
time. That's why this question was asked today about it taking so long even for just the
goals themselves to be confirmed: "How much time did GM need?" It really makes you
wonder how executive decisions were actually made. We know that the pursuit of profit
and the draw of praise can lead to trouble. But you'd think they'd learn from the mistakes
of others. Apparently, not. I chimed in to that question with: GM still hasn't decided
who the market for Volt actually is. Continued mixed messages about intent holds back
progress. How can the next step be taken if they don't even know which direction to
go? With BMW, we see clear intent. The i3 offers a small, minimum power engine with
a small, minimum range tank. Its purpose is for non-routine drives, when the owner goes
outside the usual distance traveled. There are obvious tradeoffs to that configuration, but
at least the audience is clear. With GM, we still don't know who the heck will be
targeted for the next generation model of Volt. The current ended up for enthusiasts
only, not reaching mainstream consumers as originally hoped. Some of that came from
not specifying purpose. It was always just a vague reference to electric-only
driving. What does that mean from the business perspective? Will the approach really
be to only offer a plug-in as the high-efficiency choice, without anything to compete
against regular hybrids? That lack of diversity should be a concern for those wishing to
see on-going profit. It means high-volume production & sales is required. It also means
having an outlet available is required. Why does GM still need more time? Who's
making decisions now? When will we get answers to questions that should have been
cleared up many years ago?

12-04-2013

November Sales. The entire industry did fairly well this month. Economic recovery is
undeniable from this aspect of revenue exchange; however, there were many warnings
about it not lasting. Truck sales are through the roof, very strong. Much of that is
claimed to be as a result of the construction industry finally making long postponed
purchases. New equipment, like pickups, are the kind of financial burden easily
delayed. But at some point, there comes a time. That time appears to be now. For the
automotive industry, that's good news. The vehicles are very, very high-profit. That puts
the spotlight on Ford & GM, leaving the hybrid cars to survive without any
attention. That's a challenge when some are being sold below cost, at a loss. Volt clearly
falls into that category. And to my surprise, not a single thing was said about it. This is
the first ever month totally silent. None of the antagonists said even a peep. That's quite
the confirmation of market. It's stuck as a niche until the next generation. Meanwhile, I
got a mass-email advertisement from my local dealer listing the hybrids they are
selling. The plug-in model Prius was listed. Hmm? Are they expecting delivery of their
first soon? That would be right on time for the arrival of the 2014. Needless to say, I'm
intrigued. There haven't been any available anywhere in the Midwest. They are still
limited to just the 15 initial rollout states. Anywho, there are some sales numbers for
November published now. This is what we are aware of so far: 9,801 Prius
liftback. 2,227 Prius v. 3,001 Prius c. 1,100 Prius PHV. 2,003 Leaf. 1,920 Volt. 2,398
C-Max. 941 C-Max Energi. 870 Fusion Energi. 68 Accord PHEV. 1,031 Civic Hybrid.
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12-04-2013

Remember October 1997? I really enjoyed posting this reminiscence of the
past: Toyota revealed Prius then. It was an amazing technological achievement, all done
in secrecy as a result of having been excluded from the PNGV program. They decided to
develop an high-efficiency design on their own... and passed the Detroit automakers in
the process. They had a fully functional vehicle already. That wasn't the shocking part
though. What amazed the world was the announcement that it would be available for
sales just 2 months later. Think about that when you consider what Toyota's next steps
may be. They have a diverse & profitable offering which continues to be
improved. That ultimate goal of replacing traditional production is growing more and
more realistic.

12-04-2013

Statistics. When discussions are led with stating percentages, be wary. There's reason to
be concerned. It's easy to mislead when the numbers to provide perspective aren't also
included. In this case, it was: "The Volt's November numbers represent a 26.4 percent
increase over 1,519 units sold in November 2012." Notice the complete absence of
scale. It's only a comparison to itself. No consideration for the market itself is
taken. Lack of context is a key of greenwashing. Anywho, I sounded off with: With a
$5,000 price drop, shouldn't growth have been quite a bit more than just an increase of
400? After all, the monthly sales expectation set 2 years ago was 3,750 per month...
which was under the mainstream minimum of 5,000 per month. 1,920 still falls well short
of either. If GM had a plan "B", some other method of advancing the platform, it
wouldn't be so bad. Suggestions of offering a model with a smaller capacity battery and
an engine tuned more for efficiency fell on deaf ears. GM chose to invest in ELR
instead, a much more expensive configuration trading off efficiency for luxury. Where
the heck is high-volume production that had been hoped for? 18,200 Cruze. 14,405
Malibu. 13,418 Impala. 5,068 Camaro. 4,712 Sonic. What does that tell us about the
new GM's priorities for cars? Forget about the trucks. Forget about the other
automakers. How much longer must we continue to wait for something that actually
competes with GM's own cars? Those traditional choices are absolutely crushing Volt.

12-05-2013

Change. Yeah! The charging-station count at the ramp I park at for work recently went
grew from 2 to 6. Today was the sweetest experience yet. There was a Leaf, Volt, and
Fusion Energi. It sure makes the 2014 outlook something to ponder. The crazy
superiority roars have succumb to sales reality. Phew! That being over is quite
nice. Perhaps now, the actual competition will get a recognized and the proper audience
addressed. It's hard to believe how far off track some got. We now have plug-in vehicles
leading the way. That will draw even more people in for the purchase of regular
hybrids. Misconceptions have been replaced with mainstream acceptance... at least for
Prius. Several other automakers are striving to reach middle-market consumers too, so
there's hope. It's always slower than you'd like. But at least we see growth potential for
some. I'm looking forward to the rollout of Prius PHV here. My dealer sent out a mass
email recently, which included mention of the plug-in model. That was a first. Online
listing of 2013 inventory seems to indicate the 2014 availability is realistic. So, that
might mean something. But then again, the temperature here right now is just 1°F...
which is far for ideal for a plug-in. Though, I did still manage 75 MPG from driving 46
miles with 2 recharges. Anywho, maybe they'll be a surge in sales for the plug-ins this
month from those wanting to take advantage of getting their tax-credit money in just a
few months rather than having to wait over a year.
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12-06-2013

Morning Commute Video, dashcam. With the temperature at -8°F and snow from the
day before, it was a great opportunity to try out my new video configuration. I wanted to
capture both the dashboard activity as well as what was happening in front of my plug-in
Prius as I drove. Those 2 very different lighting situations combined with the refresh
flicker of a display screen made it quite a challenge with just one camera. But I had
timed it just right with the morning commute. I took the back route, which is slower but
scenic. Starting the engine right away to warm the system was a must with it so cold
out. That directly affects the EV range estimate, lowering it with an approximation of
what that alternate use of battery power could have. In other words, the electricity is
consumed while the engine is running instead. So, the computer counts those miles as
HV instead. Ultimately, the measure of performance is determined by MPG, since the
amount of electricity consumed is always the same. My commute to work will always
use the entire plug-in capacity. That's roughly 2.75 kWh, including charging
losses. What varies is the amount of gas. The more the engine has to run to provide heat
for the cabin and emission cleansing, the lower the overall efficiency. On this particular
drive, the total 17.3 miles resulted in an average of 128 MPG. That's quite remarkable
considering the extreme conditions... video: Morning Commute (dashcam)

12-08-2013

Extreme Cold. When the daily high is well below 0°F, you get lots of opportunity to
make extreme cold observations. There's the usual watching of coolant temperature,
observing how much heat is available with the engine not running and how long that heat
lasts. In cases where the rest of the system has reached the full operating level, the
threshold is lower. Coolant temperature is allowed to drop all the way down to
87°F. Most owners are unaware of that on-the-fly alteration. In fact, some aren't even
aware of the usual 114°F tolerance. They are only familiar with the 130°F and 145°F
levels. It get confusing, even with an aftermarket gauge to help you see more
data. There are simply too many parameters to make those types of observations. But in
the type of Winter we are now having in Minnesota, I certainly get to. That's why I was
caught by surprise to discover that heater settings make a difference during initial warmup. Toggling between LO (that's outside air) and 65 (the lowest setting for heat), I
noticed the engine RPM changing. It went up by 200 when going from LO to 65 and
back down again to LO. I did that several times while sitting at an intersection waiting
for the light to turn green. The same thing happened when switching from LO to
DEFROST (the special button for window-only blowing). That actually impacted RPM
even more, by 300. The system response makes sense. Running the engine faster will
generate heat quicker... which is the very thing you are requesting by pushing those
buttons. But that isn't an obvious behavior. Most people simply wouldn't even realize
anything was different. But in the extreme cold, it's much easier.
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12-09-2013

It's Finally Over. The last share of stock has been sold. What a relief. No matter how
times we pointed out the importance of delivering a mainstream hybrid, something to
directly compete with high-volume traditional cars, the discussion would ultimately get
spun into it somehow really being about GM's financial struggle. It never was. The
problem remains. There still isn't a choice available for middle-market consumers. We
all see how the other automakers are targeting their own production, offering highefficiency vehicles similar to and the same as existing inventory. Had GM also done
that, while including Volt as a choice, the situation would be quite different. Instead, it's
the one-size-fits-all approach. Why isn't the market as a whole addressed? How come is
there continued refusal to acknowledge strong sales of traditional cars? Shouldn't that be
a concern? When will something actually competitive be offered? Needless to say, it's
nice that the government ownership excuse is gone. Having that used as a distraction
from the true problem got quite annoying. There's even time still available for something
able to achieve business-sustaining profits to be delivered. After all, isn't that the point?

12-10-2013

Constructive Attempts? Uncertainty is the situation now. That finality yesterday
brought big change today. A new CEO for GM was announced. It was a change people
from many different perspectives were happy to welcome. Focus was almost entirely on
proper business, how on-going profit could be made. The well-being of the business
certainly got the attention that has been lacking in the past. That obviously left Volt
supporters wondering what comes next. There was barely a mention of that struggling
platform. That realization of trophies not paying the bills has become a very real
concern. It's about dang time! So naturally, we seem to be getting a few attempts at
constructive discussion. It makes you wonder what the intent actually is though... since
nothing was suggested. Still refusing to state goals is the first red flag, a warning of
potential that the past could repeat again... since that's how it started before. Tired of
watching blind hope led people astray, not wanting it to happen all over again, and the
need to actually deliver, it's difficult to know how to respond. What's different this time
is how sales is getting far more attention. So, restating the original claim seemed worthy
of a next step: TOO LITTLE, TOO SLOWLY is very much on the topic of sales. The
distraction was claiming purpose wasn't that. Today's shake up at the top supports the
situation too. Not having any profitable high-efficiency vehicle to offer middle-market
and relying heavily on trucks instead is clear evidence of not having advanced
forward. In fact, it's basically a reset to where GM was prior to the financial
collapse. Selling something competitive is required. Status quo is not enough. How
much longer must we wait?
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12-11-2013

The Game. There is literally only one person left playing it. That shouldn't be much of
a surprise. No matter what I post, it's always somehow twisted to make it sound like I'm
declaring "vastly superior" for Prius PHV... which made those die-hard enthusiasts of
years past for Volt absolutely furious. Now, all but he has moved on. This was today's
example: "You can claim the prius phv is mainstream and the better selling volt is not,
but here you simply are making up your own flawed definition of mainstream, and of
course the topic is not mainstream or high efficiency." Pointing out that GM was
competing with itself, crushing Volt with its own offerings of Malibu, Impala, Cruze, and
Equinox, was information that simply never gets heard. No matter what, the discussion
would keep getting redirected back to "not the same" arguments in comparison with
Toyota. When Ford and other automakers are mentioned, they post gets ignored. He
wants to go down fighting. No one else even bothers to respond anymore. I'm getting
quite short with him myself. My response was: That's the game. I'm not taking the
bait. Thanks for the quote.

12-12-2013

Toyota Advancements. It's nice that the member posts on the big Prius forum related to
Volt are gone. The playing offense to keep attention didn't work. That one person would
drop bait and a few others would "like" it to show support. We still have webmaster
topics to deal with on the blogs, but at least that's a different venue. It means the way is
clear for those with constructive things to say to actually post them. Today, we got: "And
if Toyota fails to update their now essentially 10 year old drive train anytime soon there
are a lot of new hybrids coming out right now from other brands. So the competition is
good for us customers - we have other models and brands to choose from - no need to
wait for the Prius." That's good stuff, something we can actually chime it with a variety
of perspectives. The days of dealing with "vastly superior" are gone. Yeah! My post to
that was: That only applies to those in the market at the time. And it would be
fascinating to find something actually competitive with Prius. The choices so far have
taken different approaches. For that matter, HSD itself has too. The age doesn't
matter. Good thing, since the cars most people are still buying use much, much older
drive trains. 4th generation pretty much brings an end to the "new" perspective, that's
all. It means there's nothing left to prove. The time of speculation & doubt is
over. Everyone agrees the technology is clearly here to stay. Failure would be not
investing anymore, to allow Prius purpose to fade. Instead, we already know the next
will bring even greater engine efficiency. Having to wait a full product cycle leaves you
hanging, but ultimately, that is good business.
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12-13-2013

Much Cheaper, intent. When the purpose of a blog is to draw attention and stir
participation, expect things like the following: "Volt's 5-year ownership cost is much
cheaper than Prius". Upon inspection of the data itself, that situation clearly wasn't the
case. But controversy of ambiguity and contradiction is what venues like that thrive
on. So, it's quite intentional. My curiosity as to how that particular group (Volt
enthusiasts) would respond to the insurance aspect coxed me to response with: Since taxcredit availability is temporary and the analysis purpose is long-term, we should consider
the difference without. That leaves the difference with Volt at just $637. And since
Prius clearly offers more seating room in back and a larger cargo area, that in itself is
enough to make the difference a wash. What I find misleading though is the insurance
premium. Why the heck is Prius an average of $706 more per year (for a total difference
of $3,529) and who is paying such a high rate? Factoring in the price of gas really
changes things. The expectation of it going up is very realistic, again, since this is longterm. Going up changes the equation… hence the need to consider the plug-in
model. That raises the question of bringing region into the equation… since we all know
how winter really impacts outcome. Then of course, how many owners will choose to
purchase & install a L2 charger for their home. With a larger battery-pack, that's more
likely.

12-14-2013

Much Cheaper, response. It was the same old trouble resurfacing again. Rather than
simply state goals, it was cherry-picking. I especially liked how the reduction of gas
usage and carbon emissions was sighted as important, but no mention of electricity usage
or smog emissions. That reliance on the tax-credit stirs anger too. It continues to show
the expectation of low sales for several years still. No clear purpose and the lack of any
push for better, we end up with status quo. After all this time, why can't they see that? If
you don't strive to improve, it won't happen. This isn't rocket science. It's just basic
economics. To deliver a cost-competitive product, the business must work to deliver on
clearly stated priorities. Now into the 4th year of sales for Volt, you'd think that would
be obvious. Step away from that group of enthusiasts and those venues which cater to
them. Read the comments posted in other online sources. Doing that provides a great
eye-opening experience, a wake-up call for those who think all will be fine if they simply
just wait. The need to be proactive, for supporters to make a large effort to share
experiences and to educate others, should be overwhelmingly clear. Take a look at the
recent recall of the VW Jetta hybrid as an example. Confidence in the technology isn't
there. Reliability concerns dominate posts. Whether or not there was ever any problem
for a customer never gets addressed. They don't look at corrective steps to prevent
possible long-term issues as acceptable. The word "recall" of any sort has a negative
stigma. Sadly, aspects like "fun to drive" still get far more attention.
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12-14-2013

Coming Soon. National rollout appears to be coming soon. Here in Minnesota, there
has been a single 2014 delivered to a dealer. Hooray! Just 1 available is a whole lot
more than the none we've had. It's really encouraging to see some progress. Waiting
until the 2013 inventory was pretty much sold out prior to expanding required quite a bit
of patience. That opened up the opportunity for antagonist spin too, making a sensible
business decision sound like something had went terribly wrong instead. Where I park
for work, there are now 6 charging-stations available. I share them with a Leaf. Soon, a
Fusion Energi is expected to join us. The owner has plans to add more as demand
increases. That's quite encouraging... and quite a relief considering the rhetoric of the
past. By the time Winter's thaw arrives, some owners will be celebrating 2-year
anniversaries. That real-world data is priceless in the support of sales expansion. Next
year looks really encouraging.

12-14-2013

Winter Efficiency. This hot topic of cold subject matter is an endless source of
posts. Each year, it's the same thing. When will that finally change? This is the latest
post I decided to join in on: "Now, my other car, a conventional gasoline powered, small
AWD SUV, is not significantly impacted by these weather conditions, and my fuel
efficiency is almost the same, winter and summer." It's somewhat frustrating that the
actual MPG isn't included. That's common, but what are you going to do. It's the same
thing each Winter. I provided this: That always low under any conditions is an
interesting situation to consider. It amplifies & confuses the situation for those not aware
of influencing factors. We see it. But conveying that message is
problematic. Overcoming the 50 MPG barrier presents challenges. There's lots of finetuning required to take advantage of thermal dynamics. It can equate to cost &
complexity, something really only Toyota is in a position to address. They will too. We
can see the opportunity for Gen-4. Beyond that is a mystery. But then again, engine
optimization faces diminishing returns anyway. Delivering more than a solid 50 MPG
average with PZEV isn't really necessary. Shifting focus over to electric efficiency
makes sense at that point. After all, the measure of "kWh/mile" is rarely gets mentioned
currently. Think about how few people know what the vehicle they drive now actually
delivers for MPG. Sadly, your observation isn't common. Even worse, most still just
settle for low efficiency, not placing a high priority on using less gas.
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12-16-2013

What It Wasn't. For many years, we listened to claims from enthusiasts about how Volt
would be a game changer. Only problem, what they praised never actually got
delivered. It's now a classic example of moving goal-posts. They just altered the
definition rather than staying true to their cause. The hope was a vehicle that would
feature a small engine, just enough to allow the vehicle to continue to be used in the rare
event travel is still required after depletion. Primary power would come from a batterypack. All the propulsion, heating, and cooling would be electric. Range would be 40
miles under all conditions. Production would be high-volume. Cost would be
competitive & profitable. Things obviously didn't work out. Instead, the upcoming ELR
is contributing to a great deal of supporter arguments and the market is looking at BMW's
new i3 as the solution GM promised. To further confuse matters, there are some who
making up false history about Prius to justify the mess. We know what it wasn't. We
have no idea what it will become. We have a good understanding what the market
actually needs. Problem is, time is up. The opportunity to leap-frog has expired. The
early-adopter phase has passed. We're entering the second chapter now. Automakers are
striving to diversify, each making an effort to attract consumers seeking new
options. The choices are growing. Some will win. Some will lose. That need will
become more and more clear. Here comes 2014.

12-17-2013

Gas-Guzzling Horror. A new stir to the market came today in the form of an article
published stating the gas-consumption per-person in 128 countries. It brought to light the
extreme difference between the United States and the rest of the developed world. We
heavily subsidize oil and encourage waste. It's an embarrassing reality most here don't
want to admit, hence the stir. That's not the kind of attention those who guzzle want to
draw. That inconvenient truth really hurts. The kind of backlash this type of mention
will result in is quite uncertain. There was a massive number of comments posted online,
but things like that rarely actually change behavior. There's a disconnect between what
people say and what they actually do. So even if there is anything encouraging posted, it
likely won't amount to anything on dealer's lots. That's sad. Government invention must
continue to change. Automaker priorities must continue to change. Consumer mindsets
must continue to change. Progress is painfully slow and those purchasing now will be
stuck with those vehicles for the next decade. That's the real horror story. Even with
realistic solutions, it's too expensive to part with a guzzler that's still has a number of
reliable service years available. We're forced to deal with waste legacy. To make
matters worse, there are organizations dedicated to maintaining the status quo. It's a very
frustrating situation. Fortunately, we have efforts like this attempting to influence
change.
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12-18-2013

Optima Hybrid. My first ever sighting of this Kia offering was today. It was quite
subtle, very easy to overlook. But with sales over 1,000 every month, you'd think there
would be more. They rarely even get mentioned those. In a way, that's good. The
fallout from the Hyundai & Kia MPG labeling is good reason to lay low. Collecting realworld data and building reputation is better than drawing lots of attention for
misrepresentation. With gas at just $2.84 per gallon currently, there isn't much demand
anyway. I like seeing variety like that on the road. Each automaker must offer
something worthwhile and that is a genuine attempt to do exactly that. It takes time to
get it right too. Each consumer base is different. But whatever the business-sustaining
high-volume product is for that particular automaker, a hybrid version must be made
available. There's simply no way to survive in the upcoming market without. People
won't be willing to put up with guzzlers for too much longer. Pressure from upcoming
CAFE regulations will force the offering of a high-efficiency choice anyway. That
means each automaker must to something to remain competitive.

12-19-2013

Cadillac ELR. Watching another disastrous rollout is a interesting historical
perspective. It's about to happen and you know the outcome will be bad. Why? It's
because enthusiasts want the new Cadillac ELR to represent more than it was actually
intended. Setting expectations well beyond design is a recipe for disappointment. Sadly,
it opens up opportunity for those who just want to stop progress in any way possible to
label the effort overall as a failure. Why give them that? Intrigued by the new
discussion, I added: Seeing that new plug-in hybrid is an interesting topic. Rather than
attempting to reach ordinary consumers (which clearly didn't go well for either TwoMode or Volt), this time, GM intentionally created a niche vehicle. Sightings on the road
will be few and far between. Being a Cadillac, what will those visiting the dealer
think? Others cars available there, like ATS and CTS, have a far lower base price. It
seems that will be the "halo" vehicle Prius was claimed to be... the difference being lots
of people actually purchased Prius. GM's expectation for ELR is only 300 per
month. What would compel a salesperson to sell it? The sales pitch would somehow
have to address Tesla offerings. With an estimated range of 208 miles for $5,000 less,
what would you say? For $5,000 more, the estimated range increases to 265 miles. Why
bother with an engine when you can get kWh capacity like that for a similar price? It
makes you wonder what comes next.
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Fundamentals. It's always fascinating when the situation ends up coming down to the
basics: "Let's not forget that after 80 years of manufacturing, GM never set a goal for
efficiency in smaller sided autos." That statement from a well-respected Prius supporter
hit the automaker when it really hurts. Pointing out a fundamental issue hurts. That's
why pointing out the problems with Two-Mode stirred so much anger with Volt
enthusiasts. They could see the parallel, but hoped somehow the same choices would
result in a different outcome this time. Clearly, they hadn't learned lessons from the
past. I sounded off with: Squeezing more out of less has never been a real
priority. Bragging rights about engine displacement was a very big deal for over a half
century. Smaller was considered a sales hindrance to the business and a sacrifice to the
consumer. Sadly, some of that mindset persists. It's the root of some advancement
problems. That's why even just entertaining the idea of a smaller battery-pack stirs so
much emotion. Supporters fiercely resist the idea. The fact that Toyota worked so hard
to get so much irritates. Achieving 50 MPG from a 98 horsepower engine propelling a
midsize car really hurts pride. Gaining another roughly 25 MPG by switching to lithium
and adding just 3.15 kWh with a plug adds insult to injury. To make matters worse, a
common attitude shift in our society is to now say: "it is what it is". Rather than striving
overcome barriers, people are just settling for status quo. That's very
disappointing. What happened to our pride? We use to deliver amazing feats of
engineering. So many inventions. So many benefits to ordinary citizens. There are
excuses. Ugh. A fundamental change is required. Either it is proactively embraced or it
will come in a painful way. Emerging from the bankruptcy recovery with a heavy
dependency on profits from large vehicles and nothing competitive for high-efficiency is
a red flag, a warning of trouble to come.

12-22-2013

Will Still Eat. Thoughtful questions are always a nice change of pace: "With a full
charge from the wall and the ICE warmed up, the PiP will still eat through about 4 miles
of EV range while in HV mode. I can't figure out why... Has anyone else seen this?" I
posted this, which to my delight, generated a bunch of likes: Prius PHV is a plug-in
hybrid. That means it will use the electricity in the most efficient way possible. So...
you'll see EV consumption while in HV mode. It's a fundamental part of the design to
achieve high MPG and clean emissions. You'll also see the EV capacity reduced to a
lower level for longevity. In other words, the "full" level of 85% is not the ideal for
maximum battery life. It's in the low 70's. So, no matter how much you try to sustain a
capacity above that while driving, it will consume electricity to stay at that happy
place. Kudos to you for being so observant and asking questions. The system is well
thought out and there are many variables at play. Of course, when we provide more
information, it tends to open a can of worms. But understanding what goes on and why
certain approach decisions were made has to start somewhere. What I find most
interesting is how rapid the transition from engine to motor is when the system is warmed
up. You can take full advantage of gas to accelerate and immediate switch to electricity
the moment you let up on the pedal. Antagonists spin that as a shortcoming. But with a
such an efficient power-split design and a small battery capacity, forcing the system to
rely entirely on electricity doesn't make sense.
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Mercedes E400. That's the first ever non-GM hybrid using the Two-Mode system I've
ever seen. For that matter, it's the first non-truck too. The encounter today was very
frustrating... since the owner clearly didn't give a crap. There were only 2 plug-in
spots. It was parked in one of them... not plugged in, since that hybrid doesn't have a
plug. The ramp was busy with Christmas shoppers and the owner simply wanted
somewhere to park. The fact that there were signs clearly posted saying the spot was
only for plug-in vehicles didn't matter. The bright green paint marking the parking area
itself didn't either. I asked security if they had a policy to do anything, like leave a
note. They sent me to guest services. There at guest services, they sent me back to
security. That got me thinking. Why not pretend I am security? I could mark the
vehicle's window exactly like they would, using those same bright easy wipe-off
automotive markers. (They are just $2.) That way, everyone else would know what the
person had done and no harm would come to the vehicle. It would only hurt the owner's
pride. Of course, that's if you are polite. I'd simply write "parking violation" and include
the date. Asking online what others would write, the suggestions were far less
kind. That choice of action is tempting, let me tell you. When the ramp owner installs
charging-stations, the expectation is those spots will be used by patrons willing to pay for
the opportunity to recharge. That Mercedes owner obviously didn't care. Think about
how frustrated an EV owner would be encountering that same situation.

12-24-2013

Start/Stop Reality. The fact that GM abandoned the second attempt to deliver a mild
hybrid made everyone wonder what would come next. Had the reality of failure finally
caused a better step to be taken, for a genuine investment in something capable of being
competitive to be made? Short answer to that question is no. BAS resulted in such a
small return for the large cost, it required a rethink. eAssist came as a result; supposedly,
it was an improvement. Instead, that was the same "too little, too slowly" outcome. So
today, we got this from the GM marketing manager: "Mileage benefits of a hybrid
without the cost of a hybrid." It was the description of what the new start/stop system in
the 2014 Malibu would feature. How the heck is that beneficial? Most people go way
out of their way to avoid stops, in city driving. On the highway, they obviously don't
stop. When will such a design deliver anything competitive? Needless to say, even the
die-hard GM supporters are upset. Knowing that Volt wasn't able to attract mainstream
buyers, they've been putting hope in Malibu. This turns of events is yet another
disappointment. With Ford doing so well selling Fusion, both regular & hybrid, their
usual Camry insults aren't effective. They feel true pressure now. Online comments
didn't provide any encouragement either. With year-end sales results about to stir nextyear expectations, there really isn't much to look forward to. The warnings were not
heeded. Consequences of not being concerned about advancement for the masses will
soon become apparent. But in the meantime, executives will assure everyone all is well.
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New Attacks. A well known Prius antagonist showed up again. He's been attacking the
big Prius forum relentlessly, trying everything he can to post endorsements for Honda's
Insight and VW's diesel. It's the same old nonsense we've seen for over a decade
now. My guess is he returns as soon as his ban expires. You know, cause trouble until
getting kicked out, then wait for the next opportunity. Those acts of desperation are
absurd. It's especially bad when he starts new threads claiming something that just plain
isn't true. Trolls drop bait too, but never in such a blatant way. His purpose is different,
it's to fulfill a vendetta. That's harder to deal with. Even the troublemaker I dealt with
recent isn't that bad. He simply enjoys debate. This guy is seeking out a fight, wanting
to inflict harm. That's sad. I remember one if his attacks way back when. Nothing we
tried got him to stop. Finally, I tried a direct assault... challenging him by providing
encouragement. It caused panic. Some were shocked by the approach, fearing the worst
outcome. Instead, he ended up falling. The arguments had little substance. I took the
risk of assuming he wouldn't actually be able to support his claims. Sure enough, he got
burned by his own rhetoric. I wonder how it will play out this time.

12-27-2013

PHV Sighting. To my surprise, there was another Prius PHV... just like mine... same
color. That light warm blue is only available for the plug-in model. So, secondary
confirmation wasn't necessary. I did take a closer look that anyway. It was indeed a
PHV. Sadly, they still isn't available for purchase here in Minnesota. But then again,
purchasing one now would be rather disappointing. True, you'd get over 50 MPG... but
barely, due to the extreme cold. The sub-zero temperature results are still amazing when
you think about it. Being tough enough to deal with Winter is great too. Summer is so
much better in comparison though. I enjoy the seasonal change regardless. That cycle is
refreshing. Good thing too, since it's rather lonely. Someday there will be
more. Someday my PHV will be warm & clean. It always requires patience. At least I
got that surprise today to hold me over in the meantime.

12-28-2013

Signs of Change. The attacks continue. I've been amused by the acts of
desperation. They've been pretty bad. This is how I summed up the situation: When
outdated & obscure topics are posted, it's a good sign. The pattern fits. We've seen that
many times before. New threads like this one only appear when the competition has
failed to deliver. In fact, bringing up references to an old survey which referred to
"hybrids" in a extremely vague way is a perfect example. Adding to it by claiming
discontinued vehicles could deliver the same performance confirms the desperate
situation. Heck, my 1984 Omni could also deliver 50 MPG highway. But what's the
point? It was a small vehicle without any safety features, a high center-of-gravity, no
A/C, manual windows, manual brakes, and a manual transmission. We are now at a
turning point. With Prius so well proven and other automakers struggling to offer
something clean & efficient, the paradigm shift is happening. Vehicles which grossly
exceeded need have went from being a symbol of prestige to having a stigma of
waste. Attempts to stir discussion like this confirm the market change. It's just too bad
the choices available aren't competitive yet... hence references to the past rather than
looking forward. Think about how few people actually understand what a Prius with a
plug delivers. No old survey can reflect that.
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What To Expect. I found it amusing how a strength will be downplayed. For example:
"The ONLY silver lining is that I do see a day coming where a low-end PHEV shouldn't
be significantly more expensive than a regular hybrid is today. So vehicles like the PiP
should become standard." That emphasis on "only" gives the impression you should
expect more. But given serious thought, what else could there be? The entire point of
the battery/plug upgrade was exactly that. It was designed with affordability a major
priority... so lots of people will be able to purchase it. That quote came from a thread on
a forum dedicated to Volt, where the discussion of the next generation resulted in this
post: "Lets look at 2016, GM indicates they will release a car with 200 miles of battery
range and a backup gas engine for $30,000." It's amazing to see posts like that
appearing again. Hype in the past emerged the same way. Someone would hear about
something, not get all the details or ever follow up, then expect that to be a delivery
promise. In reality, that situation is quite different. GM was indeed hoping to deliver a
plug-in vehicle with a 200-mile range. But it wouldn't include a gas engine. That
assumption somehow came about. Probably a misunderstanding or inaccurate
hearsay. Whatever the case, not only is the engine part wrong, the range potential is
too. An advanced new battery technology won't be delivered. What was promised by
Envia for upcoming GM production ended up becoming a case of fraud & theft. It turned
out to be too good to be true. Unfortunately, that poster is completely oblivious to that
reality. Instead, it is believed an amazing improvement in high-efficiency vehicle
choices will be delivered in 2016. Knowing what to expect is important. Sadly, some
people aren't aware of what really happens and why or even how.

12-30-2013

Irony. It's an interesting reality, an aspect of life some don't notice until it's too
late. Today, I couldn't resist pointing it out in response to this: "I'm sick and tired of
people still talking about "smugness"......thanks to the a-holes @ South Park, it appears
this meme will never go away!" That's been a topic of much emotion & discussion over
the years. Now, we can interject a new twist... and unexpected outcome for
some: Ironically, that same footage is now having a positive effect. Most people haven't
noticed how effective of a barrier it has become. Rather than getting attempt after
attempt to insult & discredit, that single episode withstood the test of time. The
misunderstood attempt to educate at the expense of supporters was so entertaining and so
powerful of an opposition tool that it has prevented any other material from being
created. As the meme grows older and older, less and less can compete with it. That
leaves those hoping to mock hybrids with nothing but a single arrow in their
quiver. They cannot prevent progress with such a limited arsenal. It's a great example of
how a battle won early on can actually have the opposite effect in the long-run,
contributing to the loss of the war in the end.
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12-30-2013

Original Insight. This question was interesting: "Did Honda stop selling the original
Insight in 2006?" It came about as the result of a original owner throwing a fit from a
comment made way back then but from the eyes of today. That difference still doesn't
get recognized by some. They forget how much changes in over time. This was my
answer, hoping to keep the asker engaged and the owner at bay: I don't readily
recall. My blogs have that detail somewhere. Back then, things were different
anyway. It was more about proving the technology itself rather than focus on individual
models. People seem to forget how measures evolve over time. The difference between
ASSIST and FULL hybrids was a big deal through that first stage. The beginning of the
second was clearly marked by the start of 2006... when the tax-credits were
introduced. The purpose was to push acceptance deeper into the market. Emission rating
was always a challenge to get any attention at all. Honda wasn't even pushing it. The
manual transmission earned a ULEV and was the more desired model. That put the CVT
earning the SULEV rating in an awkward position. Meanwhile, Toyota was racing ahead
and Honda's focus was on making the hybrid Civic popular. Carbon emissions started to
gain attention then too, making the true green (smog reduction) an even greater
challenge. The end of 2006 brought the introduction of ULSD (Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel),
which was suppose to help with that. Instead, it came up short, not being as green as
hoped... hence calling it "clean" diesel rather than keeping focus on actual emission
ratings. MPG took a hit as a result too. Long story short, these look backs at history are
distorted at best. You cannot judge a time quite unlike now using current
standards. Expectations were different then. Gas was cheap. The economy was
thriving. People were still buying monster-size vehicles. New offerings weren't getting
much serious attention.

12-31-2013

Changing Times. When one of the troublemakers starts to post things like this, it's a
sign of change: "Enough range for 80% of the public in even the worst winter
temps. Right now the Volt drops to mid-20s in cold weather." This particular Volt owner
joined the big GM forum to combat me... since I was supposedly posting misleading
information about Volt. Ironically, he is now posting the vary same information I did
back then. But being hypocritical is progress, nonetheless. So, I won't hold any grudge
for needlessly being attacked. I will point out the situation though. That's how you
prevent history from repeating. Having learned from the experience is a good
outcome. There is finally clear acknowledge of the problem pointed out long ago. The
reduction of EV range caused by the heater is significant. Stating the drop would be into
the 20's resulted in a "troll" label. You were considered an enemy of Volt. Believing I
was being constructive with the intent of keeping expectations realistic was the last thing
they would ever consider... since it cast a distaste light on their vehicle of
praise. Thankfully, that is no more. The impact of Winter is well known now. That's
really encouraging, a definite change for the better.
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1-01-2014

Saw This Coming. When recently asked this question: "When did you decide that
electrification is the end game, rather than hydrogen or some other alternative fuel, in
terms of fuel-efficient vehicles?" It was no surprise to get this statement as an answer: "It
was a gradual turning point. I've always been receptive to new technology, but what
annoyed me in 2005/2006 was all of this credit that Toyota was getting for the
Prius. Only the Japanese, only Toyota could do this. General Motors had hybrids like
that running in 1968. We just never elected to produce them because it was a bad
business proposition. That was a mistake. But I continually said, we need to do
something to get GM’s reputation for advanced technology back." The heavy emphasis
on reputation and the lack of actually delivering something competitive was quite
predictable. With the third-year sales results for Volt about to revealed, we saw this
coming. Remember how the plan was to deliver a hydrogen vehicle to consumers by
2010, that hybrids were just a "stop-gap" solution? He was responsible for that antihybrid campaign as well as for Volt itself. He has since changed his mind. He was
wrong. The only thing gradual about it was acknowledgement of the mistake. As for the
credit, that was due to sales. Exceeding 100,000 per year in 2005 was a very big
deal. Meanwhile, GM's count was still a zero. Why shouldn't an automaker be given
praise for achieving mainstream volume?

1-02-2014

Insurance Rates. A new and very strong ally in the fight against climate change has
emerged. Whether or not there is scientific evidence to support efforts to deal with the
problem is becoming less and less important. Insurance companies are no longer willing
to take that risk. Their claim data is telling a compelling story of high exposure due to
our environment being altered. They don't care what the cause is. Business is hurt from
all the damage. As a result, insurance rates are going up. That means, even if you are a
obstinate denier, it will affect your wallet. Less money in your pocket is a strong
influence in opinion. Change came about due to gas prices going up. Cause didn't
matter. Filling the tank was more expensive. The outcome was modified behavior. How
is this any different? Choices will be altered as a result of having to pay more.

1-02-2014

0 High Temp. The new year has ushered in extreme cold. When the high doesn't climb
about zero (that's 0°F), don't expect pleasant driving experiences. Thankfully, they aren't
necessarily terrible either. In fact, on the drive home from celebrating New Year's, we
had to fire up the engine and wait about 4 minutes before driving. The inside of the
windshield had flash froze from us unloading the Prius, opening several doors right away
and leaving them opened for an extended duration. That real-world experiences
firsthand, the kind of data I thrive on observing. Anywho, on the drive home, I observed
the coolant temperature climbing to a high of 188°F. That was nice. It made the interior
quite comfortable. People worry about the engine frequently being off or run at a low
RPM causing a lack of heat. The interplay of electricity & gas is too complex to
explain. The switching of energy flow is too frequent to envision. The lack of
understanding how traditional vehicles actually operates contributes to
confusion. Thankfully, the results are easy to see. We were quite comfortable on the
drive home. I'm not really looking forward to these first two weeks of January. They
typically bring long periods of cold. At least MPG will be nice and there's no worry
whatsoever about engine starting. The hybrid system handles those conditions well.
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1-03-2014

Repeated. "If GM built a $75,000 Super-size EREV truck, it would have been just as
successful as their overpriced Super-size hybrid trucks were..." It's quite a feeling to read
former foes to now be saying what you said all along. It's too bad history had to
repeat. Rather than learning from the initial effort, they wanted to see if what would
happen. I recognized the pattern early on. But that was mostly due to having blogged
heavily. They didn't want to believe the same mistake could be made again. They now
see it though: "Lutz was spouting this exact same BS when they decided to build the 2mode pickups instead of a Prius fighter. Look where that got them. Tojo sold a
MILLION Prii and the 2-mode sank without a ripple. I almost got to the point where I
was starting to respect Bob Lutz, but this stuff isn’t helping me. He who ignores history
is doomed to repeat it." Ironically, there is little posted about how that gained knowledge
applies to Volt. Attention is still heavily focused on the largest vehicles. And since Volt
is a compact, rather than a midsize like Prius, it's difficult to get constructive discussion
going. Efforts to address high-volume profit-making vehicles still struggles for an
audience. As a result, that part of history could repeat again. On the bright side, the
online battles have ceased. That's progress.

1-03-2014

On Par. Sales results were released today. 2013 ended up being an equalizing
year. Leaf & Tesla plug-ins ended up selling just as well as Volt. Purchase preference
for the "vastly superior" didn't happen as hoped. There is now confirmation of what
some of us had been saying all along, including prior to rollout over 3 years ago. Thank
goodness that nonsense is over. The rhetoric slowed acceptance and worked against what
some of us had been reaching out for in the first place, an ally... because in the end, it
always comes down to competing directly with traditional vehicles. Fortunately, as
enough time passes, even dealing with shortcomings becomes easier. Those who
unrealistic expectations pretty much vanish. We saw that with the demise of TwoMode. That was a disaster from the beginning, a series of poor business decisions aimed
at far too small of a market. Volt suffered from the same problem. Enthusiasts didn't
understand how complex the situation was or how long it would actually take. They
disregarded warnings and focused on hype factors. What a mess. But now in the 4th
year of sales, all doubt has been eliminated. Like it or not, there's recognition of
mainstream-consumer purchase-priorities. The chance of a birdie is long gone and
course is clear. No more arguing. Yeah!
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Diesel Denial. It's absolutely hysterical when an article is published in favor of diesel
intentionally excludes Toyota hybrids. You have to shake your head in disbelief. How
can they ignore such an obvious competitor? Needless to say, one of my friends posted a
comment about that on the website, using the counts I provided. It quickly
disappeared. Deleting data is remarkable. They declare victory by posting only the
numbers showing their favor. How is that appropriate? Whatever the case, we know the
true story. No matter what story they spin, it can't totally conceal what's going on. We
know they post controversial articles to draw audiences too. Making money from such
actions is rather desperate. But some keep doing it anyway. It's a nice confirmation that
hybrids are winning the war too. Anywho, this was my response to that: Excluding
Toyota hybrids is quite amusing. Talking about denial. Geez! Using their same criteria,
by adding Toyota & Lexus like they did for VW & Audi, with counts through
November... Prius - 135,291; Prius C - 39,169; Camry - 41,722; Prius V 32,879; Avalon - 14,988; ES - 14,856; CT200h - 13,284; Prius PHV 11,169; RX400h/450h - 10,154; Highlander - 4,798; GS450h - 478; LS600h 109; HS250h - 5; ...the total comes to 318,902. More popular. No.

1-04-2014

Categories. Once established, they are extremely difficult to change. They become a
foundational part of thinking, a mindset without perspective. That's why comments like
this are such a challenge to address: "Luxury is not something that should be "affordable"
or easily acquired. Those who want and have the means to purchase a true luxury
vehicle will pay the price. If you can't afford it, don't buy it." Prius directly contradicts
that category. It is an affordable vehicle that's smooth & quiet. Why must we pay
more? It's the point of progress to continue to offer improvements? That simply pushes
the "luxury" choice to expand into new territory, exploring new creature-comforts and
drive-refinements. However, Prius is already doing that. Mine offers LED lighting,
HUD instruments, and dynamic-cruise with collision-detection. To the person making
who I quoted, that shouldn't be. A vehicle aimed directly at mainstream consumers
shouldn't provide such a choice. Those features should be limited to the elite. To that, I
say too bad. Change happens. By the way, the squirters for my headlights do a fantastic
job of washing away the Winter mess of sand & salt. The convenience of pushing a
button to clean while I drive is fantastic.
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1-05-2014

Mass Appeal. 2014 brings a repositioning for Volt. There's nothing left to prove
anymore. Plenty of real-world data is available at this point shows what owners wanted
to convey about efficiency & reliability while also confirming plug-in supporter concerns
about purchase priorities. Now that we're seeing leases expire and talk of the second
generation dominate discussions. The early stage is over. Volt is fading into the mix
with a variety of other plug-in offerings... where it should have been from the very
beginning. The superiority arguments have fizzled into the past. Market awareness has
finally become apparent. Hope that the draw to electric-drive will change buyer
preference is gone. Appealing to the masses, with they priorities they hold, has been
accepted. It was a wild journey... so many pointless fights... all leading back to where it
started in the first place. Some have to learn for themselves, regardless of how painful of
an experience it could be. Oh well. It comes down to the traits Prius has focused on all
along. They were very similar to other popular sellers Toyota offered. Enthusiasts for
GM found that distasteful. The thought of endorsing vehicles like Camry & Corolla was
a horrible thought. But in the end, that's what is still needed. That's what the masses
purchase. That's what they find appealing. Volt taking on aspects not "performance"
oriented was reason for all those online assaults. What a waste. Oh well. The damage is
done.

1-05-2014

Extreme Cold. There are quite a few posts recently discussing the extreme cold. These
are different from the past though. There are quite a number of owner who have
experienced Winter with more than one generation of Prius. Having that basis of
comparison available was rare in the past. For the online community, it's becoming
common. That's great. With the technology in Prius so well established, understanding
what a generational upgrade brings is new subject matter. The same is true for handheld
devices, such as phones & tablets. People simply never paid attention to detail like that
in the past. Now, they they seek out the information. Seeing who is yet another sign
confirming deep mainstream penetration. There's excitement from new forum members
with very little technical or automotive background. I joined in the active discussion
with: I've owned all 3 generations over the past 13 years. Even the 2010 couldn't
compete with what I experienced today with my 2012 Prius PHV. The high temperature
was under 0°F. Despite the extreme cold, which included spending over 3 hours parked
in a shopping lot, the drive back and forth to home with a side-stop along the way (23.5
miles total) resulted in an average of 49 MPG. That's amazing for such nasty
conditions. Being able to plug-in is great, even when the engine runs to provide
heat. Today was a perfect example of how well thought out the system is. Summer is
much nicer. Engine warm-up is rapid and the A/C runs using electricity. MPG is double
as a result. But with a lower temperature forecast of -26°F tonight, the warm season is a
long way off for me. Blah!
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1-06-2014

Patience. 14 years later, it's still required. Fortunately, we have examples from years
gone by to draw upon. They taught those who participated much. For those who joined
afterward and refused that wisdom, they were doomed to repeat some of the
failures. One such examples stings a bit still. But there's hope 2014 will quickly wash
that away... The problem with Volt was it being marketed as a wide-audience solution
even though it didn't match requirements of high-volume vehicles. So, even though the
technology worked, there's no way it could compete. That's made progress
difficult. New challenge emerge from the realization of it needing to be reconfigured for
the masses too. Fortunately, emerging beyond the so-called "early adopter" phase is
making it somewhat easier to understand the circumstances of what did and didn't draw
sales. Unfortunately, it's what those of us who have supported Prius for years recognized
prior to rollout. Enthusiasts simply didn't want to accept it. Toyota knew the situation
would get messy and there were be fallout of sorts, hence the delay rolling out their own
plug-in. It certainly would have been nice not having to wait for that choice. But
experience of the past made the benefit of patience clear. Mainstream acceptance means
the choice must be affordable, a reality GM only recently began to deal with. When this
crazy cold finally subsides (believe it or not, -15°F was the high temperature today), we'll
start to hear something about national availability for PHV. Expanding to southern states
right away would be nice, but inventory overall is low. That could indicate a promotion
campaign on the way. After all, that's worked well in the past for Earth Day
support. We'll see. But it nothing else, only using a 4.4 kWh battery-pack means being
affordable is far more realistic than others. Remember, that was a very big deal for
mainstream acceptance of regular hybrids. Adding a plug means that same criteria must
be adhered to... but not forever... hence the "too little, too slowly". Toyota can deliver
with this current generation.

1-07-2014

Debate. The effort to stir discussion has floundered. Those few who tried didn't have
any successful. Interest simply isn't there. We all see that hybrids are the goal, that their
purpose is to replace traditional vehicles. With every automaker striving for the same
thing, there's nothing to debate. The antagonists try to provoke with taunts of declining
sales due to increased competition, but that requires ignoring the market as a
whole. Success of another automaker will help stimulate interest with others. Low gas
prices will be an influence too. Staying relatively low stimulates diversity... which
ultimately erodes traditional offerings. Obviously, high gas prices will do the
same. That's a win-win situation either way. In other words, those nasty exchanges of
the past are a memory from the past... a reality some will deny ever got so extreme. They
at least understood what was at stake. And even with those failed intense endorsements,
that understanding lives on. Sadly though, their method drawing interest targets the
wrong audience. Appealing to the masses takes an entirely different approach.
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1-09-2014

-10°F Video. Preventing window reflection for the camera means covering the
dashboard with a black mat. Unfortunately, that covers the vents. To keep the windows
from fogging up as a result, I have to crack windows to circulate fresh air. Fortunately, I
have a heated seat and heavy clothing. It worked out... and I captured great data showing
what happens when you don't use the heater in extreme cold with a plug-in. The Prius
was parked overnight in my unheated but insulated garage. That allowed the drive to
start with the system at 28°F. Of course, it took me 14 minutes with the car running
outside to finally get all the filming equipment setup. That ended up consuming 2% of
the battery-pack capacity that was available. Oh well. At least I'm refining the quality of
the app-data capture coming from my smart-phone. Watch the coolant temperature in
relation to speed. You'll see the engine shut off (RPM of zero) a number of times while
HV driving (after the plug-in capacity has been depleted). The interplay of gas engine
and the 2 electric motors is quite dynamic, thanks to the power-split-device. That
flexibility is how high efficiency is achieved. 8.5 miles of EV was the outcome. Then,
the engine fired up with the remainder of the trip in HV. The end result from the 17.3
miles of driving with the contribution of 3.0 kWh of electricity (which includes charging
losses) was 96 MPG. That's great, see: Prius PHV - Along The River -10°F, No Heater (appdata)

1-11-2014

50 MPG. Lacking the opportunity to recharge, I only had 10% capacity from the
battery-pack available for EV. That's far from ideal on a day you know you will be
running around. Oh well. At least the temperature had risen to the 20's. That's a heck of
a lot better than the driving at -10°F just a few days a ago. 43 miles was the total
distance traveled for the day. The average worked out to 50 MPG. I was elated. That
was better than I had expected considering the circumstances. Just think what it could
have been if I was able to plug in. Looking at the extended forecast, the long extreme
cold is done for the season. We aren't even expected to get a brief cold snap. It looks
like an uneventful Winter for the rest of the season. That sure is a welcome change for
the better. As a result, I can look forward to pleasant driving. What a contrast to the
combat last year. Phew!
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Which Generation? It's interesting to read a thread started by someone researching the
purchase of a Prius asking that question. There was a variety of responses. His openness
to consider the variety of new & used choices available combined with the reality of a
just a commute 2 miles each way had me captivated. This is what I contributed to the
discussion: Your circumstances would make the PHV (plug-in model) a great choice to
consider. I fired up the engine on mine just a little bit ago, to provide a sampling of what
to expect even when those 2-mile drives aren't exclusively EV. Taking the suburb route,
to ensure getting hit by as many stops as possible, I ended up hitting 3 lights red and 1
stop sign. With the temperature at 36°F, the engine warmed up and shut off 1.9 miles
into the drive. The MPG then was 39. It increased to 40 at the 2-mile mark. That's a
pleasing outcome for a drive that would have been 999 MPG, had it not been for me
forcing the engine on. Back when I had my 2010, I clearly remember non-owners
arguing MPG was horrible on short trips and have proven them misleading with actual
data. The situation may be somewhat distorted with the online diversity now (wide
diversity of experience and observation levels), but the blogs from back then are
intact. Worse case with start-then-drive-away-immediately was around 30 MPG for short
trips. For longer trips, you'll do well with any model or generation Prius. I'm especially
pleased with PHV when plugging in isn't possible. Results are actually a little bit better
than the regular (non-plug) model... something many had insisted couldn't be done. They
claimed the "dead weight" after depletion would be a penalty. Toyota managed to reduce
the weight difference down to just 99 pounds. Combine that with the better performance
from Li-Ion batteries rather than the usual NiMH, you've got a winner. With my
particular drive sample today, I ended up traveling 7.3 miles to my destination. That
leaves 45% of the EV capacity available for the drive home later. The average, despite
the engine unnecessarily running, came to 120 MPG. No complaints about that.
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Cruze-Diesel verses Volt. A recent article from a Detroit publisher sure has caused
quite a stir. It was the typical attack from within, the same nonsense Toyota use to see on
a regular basis. This time though, it's GM... which is at a distinct
disadvantage. Comparing Prius to Corolla was relatively straight forward. The holes in
the argument were easy to reveal. But with this, there's a third vehicle involved... the gas
version of Cruze. Since that is so often misrepresented, it takes away from the credibility
of the diesel model. After all, they are considered competition of each other rather than
complimentary. Nonetheless, there's still lots of hybrid misleading. The most common,
though less obvious, is to exclude information about smog-related emissions. Clean was
entirely with respect to carbon. That's rather blatant greenwashing from the Prius
supporter perspective. Oddly with Volt, not so much. You'd think they'd sight that as an
advantage. Whatever. Next problem was the price. Stating $40,000 for Volt is just plain
wrong. True, we don't have any evidence whatsoever that GM is making a profit yet on
the significantly reduced price. But that's no reason to misrepresent by not stating current
MSRP. Following that came the MPG average stated. For Volt, it was an overall for
40,000 miles of driving. For the Cruze-Diesel, it was this extremely vague comment:
"Yes, diesel power too requires research on where you can fill up in the metro area. But
averaging 35 mpg with its big 15.6 gallon tank, my Cruze would travel more than 500
miles before refueling." Avoidance of detail and specific examples is nothing
new. Antagonists do it all the time. That's a common technique used to
undermine. Reading the comments posted, nothing stood out. They mostly just stated
the writer's math was faulty and GM was to blame for such poor marketing. With so
many mixed messages, compounded by changing goals, invited this situation. What a
mess.
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Snowy Night Commute. I was curious how well the camera mounted on the dashboard
could handle darker filming conditions. The sunset had already set on that overcast
day. So, the remaining light would fade quickly. It would go from gray to black during
the drive home, on my commute along the river route. Notice all the streetlights and
vehicle headlights are on right from the start, even though the outside appears day
like. Since fresh snow had fallen earlier and some was still falling, it was a great setting
to try to capture. Unfortunately, the amount of time it would take to drive in that slower
Winter traffic hadn't occurred to me until I was on my way. A few miles into the video,
you'll hear rustling and then see an abrupt camera clunk (just as I drive under the
bridge). That's me flubbing for the cord, then plugging in. The battery doesn't offer
enough capacity to record 1080p footage at 60 frames-per-second while also
broadcasting a live stream. Thankfully, it's just a simple USB connection. Anywho,
learned the camera does remarkably well. To my surprise, the brightness setting on the
dashboard didn't need to be up to avoid refreshing distortion from the screen. I ended up
turning it down as the sky grew dark anyway. So, that worked out nice. The commute
itself was uneventful. Roads weren't too bad and most people drive better this far into the
cold season. It was a fairly ordinary example of Minnesota conditions after a typical
snow. When I started the drive, statistics on the screen were from the morning's
commute in. So, you get to see exactly what I see routinely, rather than resetting before
filming. Showing the round-trip results is more informative. The driving came to a total
of 34.9 miles with an overall average of 74 MPG. For just the half on the way home, it
was 64 MPG. I'd consider that remarkable when you take into account the temperature
was -2°F. By the way, I really like how there was just enough snow on the windshield
that I could easily use the wipers to clear it. The effect at high speed (5X) is quite
amusing. Prius PHV - Snowy Night Commute (dashcam)

1-14-2014

Aluminum. The internet certainly was a buzz about Ford's announcement yesterday,
especially with comments from GM supporters. With focus shifted over to trucks and
consumer pickups specifically being the primary source of business-sustaining profit, it
was to be expected. The new F-150 having shed 700 pounds was a huge
announcement. That surprised many in the industry. They had no idea such a major
accomplishment would have been achieved. The big weight reduction was achieved by
switching from steal to aluminum... which is a more expensive metal and challenging to
weld. I was amused by the immediate response claiming aluminum corrosion would be a
problem, so GM had nothing to worry about. They didn't realize Prius has been using for
the hood & hatch since back in 2003 without any issue whatsoever. The strength &
durability Ford expects owners to experience has those on the other side of Detroit really
worried. How in the world will GM compete with that? It should result in a inarguably
better MPG. With fuel-efficiency such a concern for those large vehicles, this is a very
big deal.
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Abandoned. Remember all the hype? Enthusiasts of Volt declared it to be "vastly
superior". They claimed vehicles with only a plug, like Leaf & Tesla, were a terrible
idea that consumers wouldn't want anything to do with. For a mainstream vehicle
offering both plug and engine, Prius PHV, it was endlessly mocked. They would
stubborn & determined, quick to dismiss data they found unappealing. I clearly
remember the first winter-driving report. It was a whole year prior to rollout. You'd
think they would have an open mind, saying that experience was a work-inprogress. Instead, references to it were deemed efforts to undermine. They were wrong,
on many accounts. Rollout proved it. Sales were well below expectations. Then came
the first true competition, C-Max Energi. That particular plug-in hybrid wrecked their
own already ambiguous definition of EREV. But at that point, the hype was already
gone. They were in damage-control mode. Things continued to get worse when the
Fusion & Accord hybrids with a plug came along. The backlash emerged and rapidly
grew. The enthusiast market was exhausted and efforts to appeal to ordinary consumers
were failing. The "vastly superior" rhetoric was just a memory of the past. Inventory
was piling up, threatening to make a mess of the new model production & sales. The
price was dropped dramatically. That didn't make much of a difference. The one-sizefits-all approach continued to suffer. Finally, it was BMW's i3 that ultimately killed
it. This plug-in hybrid actually delivered by Volt originally promised. As a result, the
topic as well as the car itself has been abandoned. Looking on the big GM forum, that's
really easy to confirm. There aren't posts anymore... from premiere vehicle to easily
forgotten.

1-16-2014

6 Million. That's how many Toyota hybrids are now officially on the road around the
world. The most recent million only took 9 months to sell. That effort to replace
traditional vehicle production with hybrids is clearly making progress... which is good
news considering how low gas prices have been lately, in terms of both actual &
perception. People are paying less at the pump from having switched to a smaller
vehicle. That downsizing alone makes quite a difference. At the same time, they are
growing use to paying around $3.29 per gallon for gas. Reaching out to attract more
buyers is an ongoing challenge. It doesn't get easier as more are seen on the road due to
that moving target. Some people are simply content. Others don't want to deal with
change, even if there is some interest. Mixed messages from automakers don't have
either. They heavily promote their traditional vehicles, obscuring their intent with
hybrids. Fortunately, Toyota often includes Prius in their advertisements. Maybe that
makes more of a difference that we think. It's hard to tell. But with such limited
inventory from the others, the emphasis is definitely in favor of non-hybrid
vehicles. Thankfully, real-world data continues to reinforce the technology. That's
something which cannot be obtained by any other means. We must wait. It will really be
a great endorsement for the next-generation Prius. That should influence sales in a very
positive way.
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Change. What can I say about it? The difference is blatant. 2014 bares little in
resemblance to 2013. Remember the big news exactly one year ago? The expectation
was a major announcement from GM, an upgrade to their plug-in platform. Enthusiasts
were very excited about what they had coined as "Voltec 1.5" The reveal of Cadillac
ELR would provide detail. The system was hoped to be much improved; instead, it
turned into a marketing mess. The hype had no substance. It was a collection of vehicle
refinements. Nothing was really done to the engine, motor, or battery. There were only
adjustments to deliver a smoother, quieter, more powerful drive. The result was a
backfire. The very aspects Volt enthusiasts had praised were now looked upon as
less. All those remarks about being a top-class ride were suddenly usurped by GM
itself. Now, a full year later, they even want to talk about it. The field has finally been
leveled. That ally I looked for all those years ago is slowly becoming a reality. As a
Prius owner, they thought my effort to befriend was actually a clever scheme to make
Volt fail. They were blinded by fear and enchanted by hope. The result was learning the
lesson in a painful way. Thank goodness that is over. Change is obvious. Hooray!

1-18-2014

Obsessed? This quote made me pause: "Let's be honest here, most hybrid owners are a
little obsessive regarding mpg." There were many ways to respond. I chose: Have you
noticed how most of the rest of the population is totally disengaged, not even aware of
what MPG their vehicle actually delivers? From their perspective, it would indeed be
reasonable to use an "obsessive" label for our awareness. From our perspective, we show
a respective disappointment for their lack of concern. I am left in dismay seeing such a
large quantity of people simply not interested, claiming MPG in the 30's is good
progress. That makes it even more refreshing when new hybrid owners seek out
information, asking questions to learn about what actually affects fuel efficiency. That
active participation may be interpreted by some as being a little obsessed. We don't see it
that way. As for identifying "hybrid owners" based on some thread samples and perhaps
some random in-person encounters, think about how many their actually are. Of the
102,284 members on this forum, how many actually exhibit the obsession? Most are just
quiet owners reading posts. Toyota has sold over 6,000,000 hybrids. How many of
them?

1-18-2014

Dealing With The Mess, part 1. There aren't daily topics on the Volt blog about Volt
anymore. In fact, they are quite rare... few and far between. It's just industry news about
electrification at this point. The enthusiasts are speaking out, finally. Now into the 4th
year of availability, that's long overdue. This series of favorite quotes, in order as they
were posted by various discussion participants, provided a summary of the situation as
they see it: "GM sure seems to be sitting on its ass watching the competitors fly by in
terms of electrification." and "All I know is that the lease on my Volt is up in May and
GM has made only minor tweaks with nothing new available." and "I think that there is
no point in GM introducing a Volt 2 without a radically improved battery." and "After
seeing all the truck and muscle cars at the auto show, I do wonder if they have fallen off
the wagon and into their old ways again." and "I didn't overestimate the Volt, but I have
apparently overestimated GM." They never believed this situation could happen. They
thought engineering alone would triumph. They now know that isn't the case... and never
was.
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Dealing With The Mess, part 2. This was the ultimate find, that statement which
seemed an impossibility: "GM is sounding more and more like they are going to slowfoot the Voltec technology. Pity. I really like my Volt, but back in 2007 when this site
started up, there was a feeling that it was going to be so much more. Then the price went
up, followed by the lowered bar on the CS mpg, and finally they fell way short of 40 miles
of AER that they had predicted. Then they decided not to build as many cars as would be
needed to allow for sales to expand." He watched expectations evaporate. Posts which
seemed to disparage Volt turned out to be constructive criticism. The experience has
been a rude awaking for many of the enthusiasts. Hope was based on hype, not
supported by either engineering or history. It was the "moonshot" effort botched in
several respects. When leases expire, more and more just end up moving on to
something else instead. So many of them assumed Prius was the enemy. They learned
the hard way it wasn't.

1-18-2014

Dealing With The Mess, part 3. What happens next? The mess is bad, really
bad. Other automakers are pushing forward, with clear strategies. Supporters of GM
don't have a clue. The next generation of Volt is a complete mystery. No goal of any
sort has been set. It's a disheartening silence. Not having any idea, nothing whatsoever,
to even provide direction leads to abandonment... making us wonder who will deal with
the mess. We watched Two-Mode sink to an unimaginable low. Volt didn't do so bad,
but being unprofitable comes with consequences, which ultimately could lead to the same
outcome... especially with this highly competitive market now emerging. Designing to
be cost-effective is much different from the bragging-rights approach taken for the first
generation. Rollout proved that was an unwise choice. That makes designing the next
even more difficult. It's challenge enough to optimize. Changing direction at the same
time presents some very real problems. The new CEO has some serious decisions to
make, very quickly.

1-18-2014

Dealing With The Mess, part 4. The price of gas is considered affordable. Efficiency
in the low 30's is considered acceptable. Climate change is thought of as a political
game. How do you deal with that? Sighting the problems of Volt doesn't address those
bigger problems. The issue of how Prius sales will increase is a concern. Will people
care that the next generation delivers MPG in the 50's? Will they be drawn to
refinements the next plug-in model will offer? Will they become complacent as a result
of the economy having recovered? Just because a choice is affordable and proven
reliable does not mean it will be purchased in growing quantity. So even with taking
design into careful consideration, expending a great deal of effort trying to match
consumer priorities, success is not guaranteed. Increasing purchases is the
goal. Traditional vehicles must be replaced.
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Increased Capacity. That topic comes up often. There's a wide variety of opinions on
what Toyota should do next. I put it this way: Since a major priority of the design was
to keep PHV competitive with the true competition... tradition vehicles ...it's not realistic
to expect a major increase in battery-pack capacity. Too much would easily push the cost
out of reach for mainstream consumers. That would sacrifice both cargo-space and
depleted-efficiency too. Toyota could offer an additional model with higher
specifications, but that's clearly not what the masses have been asking for. I drive close
to 20,000 miles per year. Being able to recharge at work is nice. It doesn't cover my
entire day though, not even close. I also take frequent trips well out of that doubled
capacity's range. There isn't even a pattern. Each day is different, as my daily driving
graphs clearly show. Fortunately, the demands of real-world are well suited for the Prius
design. Lifetime MPG is above 75. That makes the benefits of the plug, despite lots of
miles per year, very easy to see. Toyota delivered a system available as an affordable
choice without having to give up the aspects of Prius which made it a popular. The next
generation will build upon that. We'll see improved engine efficiency and refinements to
EV mode. A modest capacity increase is realistic too. But don't forget about the
importance of keeping it competitive with the true competition.

1-19-2014

Third Time. I hadn't posted anything on that daily blog for ages. Content didn't have
anything to do with Volt anymore. All the rhetoric & spin are just a bad memory
now. In fact, I can't even remember the final attack. You know, when they down-voted a
fact because they didn't like the way it portrayed the situation at hand. Gotta like
that. So, I've moved on. Today though, it was ok to join in. After, many of the once diehard supporters are now speaking their mind on how to clean up the mess. I ended up
posting: After years of it being said, the concern is finally recognized &
understood. Strong beliefs in the engineering allowed business aspects to be
neglected. Now, consequences of that are playing out. Focus was misplaced. Hype got
out of control. Consumers lost interest. That can't be allowed to happen again. Those
countless posts of the past speak for themselves, confirming the required change of
priorities. Do they need to be reiterated or is it enough to just state "too little, too slowly"
one last time? At least there won't be arguments about goals anymore. The strategy tried
clearly didn't produce the results expected. Both Two-Mode and Voltec were heavily
promoted and neither was able to demonstrate sustainability after 3 years of sales. The
conclusion for both was that redesign would be required. Is third time a charm? Don't
allow history to repeat.
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Shopping. I went to the mall today. It's been awhile. In fact, I've been avoiding it since
the lead up to the gift-buying last year. Parking was still on the crazy side, even though
the holidays are long over. My guess is that this was the first nice weekend we've had for
awhile. That made it a good time to go out. Anywho, I took advantage of being able to
plug in again. That meant an hour and a half for me to roam around in the meantime. I
made the best of that, even though I didn't need to. The charging price is $0.49 per
kWh. There's no time restriction. I could stop whenever I wanted. I could stay as long
as I wanted to as well... but didn't want to. After all, there's only 2 spots in that ramp and
2 in the other. 4 for an entire mall makes them rather scarce. When I did leave, there
was a Leaf parked next to me charging up. I bet seeing a plug-in Prius in a state not
selling them yet took the owner by surprise. Whatever the case, the people watching me
unplug sure were surprised. My activity in the side-corner of the car obviously caught
their attention. Long story short, I enjoyed the experience, got the stuff in the mall I had
stopped there for and purchased $1.29 worth of electricity.

1-19-2014

70 Cents. The price of a barrel of oil has been in the 90's for quite a long time
now. That has settled the price of gas at $3.19 and diesel at $3.89 per gallon. With an
on-going difference of 70 cents, how do certain automakers expect their plans to
significantly increase the market-share of diesel passenger cars to succeed? Beside the
higher fuel cost, there is an obvious noise increase (the clutter from the engine) and fewer
refilling locations. Add to that the higher price of the vehicle itself, the numbers just
plain don't add up. No amount of spin will overcome that. It makes competing with the
gas counterparts a heck of a challenge and regular hybrids a source of endless
debate. Fortunately, it's basicall impossible for traditional diesel vehicles to compete in
any way against plug-in hybrids... and that's without even having to point out the need for
diesel emissions to be cleansed with urea. The on-going cost of refilling that reservoir
and the trunk space it consumes is a real issue to content with regardless of what the
competition is.

1-20-2014

Focus Energi. An interesting rumor emerged today. It was that Ford is actively working
to deliver a third plug-in hybrid option. That obviously really irritated the Volt
enthusiasts, who had fought the one-size-fits-all problem for years and was only made
worse by GM rolling out ELR. Offering several different size hybrids and some with
different size battery-packs is exactly what needs to happen for the business to be
viable. We see that happening with both Ford and Toyota. The benefits of a having the
goal to offer a diverse set of choices are undeniable. Yet, some still fight the idea. Ask
yourself: Why? The answer to that question should be easy to figure out at this
point. They hope the market won't accept anything less than what Volt offers. They
want that to be the minimum. They are learning the hard way that hasn't been a wise path
to follow. The realities of business simply don't support such a paradigm shift. Over and
over again we get examples confirming the differences between how the market works
and how some want it to work. Ugh.
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14 Minutes. My driving results were skewed somewhat. It was the first day of the
second half of winter. I started the cold season with the bottom grille blocked
entirely The top was open entirely, until yesterday... which I switched to 50%
blocked. The real-world results were compelling right away. To my surprise, there was
a quite noticeable improvement in heat retention. I had thought it would be modest. But
driving alone in EV with the heater still pulling warmth from the coolant, I could easily
tell it was lasting longer. I also got an opportunity to try the "wait" test. After leaving
the highway, with the engine toasty warm, there was a 1/2 mile drive that brought to a
restaurant. I arrived really early. So, I turned down the heater temp to 65 and the fan
down to the slowest setting, then sat there. The coolant temp dropped from 188°F to
123°F. I was kept warm for 14 minutes before the engine started.

1-23-2014

Understanding the Plug. Most people have no idea how the transmission works in their
own vehicle, the one they've been driving for years. So how do you answer a question
like this: "Does anyone know how the plugin transmission works?" Pointing out the
differences between a what they own and a hybrid system is quite difficult. You lose
attention and are open to misinterpretation if words aren't chosen carefully. Think about
how many problems understanding the difference between ASSIST and FULL along the
years. That was quite a challenge to deal with. And of course now, there's difference
between FULL hybrids with a plug and whatever the heck EREV supposedly
is. Remember, we have to deal with intentional misleading too. That makes the situation
quite a mess when you are genuinely trying to be helpful and guessing at what the
person's background may be. I gave it a shot today with: The lack of gears & shifting
prevents it from being called a "transmission" as most people know them. There are
power carriers permanently connected which transfer energy in a variety of ways. It
connects the gas engine and two electric motors to the wheels. They rotate at different
speeds & directions to optimize efficiency. The plug-in model takes advantage of that by
powering the traction motor more than with the regular model.

1-23-2014

New Topic. This was posted on the parent website: "Is the Chevy Volt Destined To
Remain GM's Niche Product?" That one is constructive and openly welcomes a diverse
group of posters. It's quite a contrast to the child website, the one specifically for Volt;
that daily blog. We've seen many topics start on the parent, then move to the child
later. The contrast in attitudes is stark. It's remarkable to see such differences. I'm
curious as ever what the other will bring. This is what I posted to start things out: "Who
is the market for Volt?" was the question asked countless times prior to and following the
rollout. It was quite clear the target audience was not mainstream consumers, those who
would otherwise purchase a popular GM vehicle... like Malibu, Impala or Cruze. "What
will the next Volt offer?" has become the new question. Goals of the first did not match
up with purchase criteria of the masses. Agreement of it remaining a niche until their are
major changes is easy to get now. Expectations are better now that there's an
understanding of the market. The key is being able to compete head on (be profitable &
high-volume), without the help of a tax-credit. That's been a fundamental strength of
Prius which has irritated GM for a very long time. Adding a plug complicates matters,
making sales growth an even greater challenge.
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The Other Website. That same topic got posted there today, on the child. The parent
didn't end up stirring much debate. It was mostly a collection of various opinions. There
were pros & cons mentioned. Participants were quite civil, no strong emotion in any
manner. The exchanges were constructive. There was a welcome tone. Either side of
the fence felt comfortable contributing. What a drastic difference the daily blog
brought. Right away, you could tell it was going to get hostile. And boy did it ever! To
my surprise, there was an outright lie posted: "There is a center seat area in the C-Max
Energi, but the leg room is the same as the Volt." Huh? I responded with the official
measurements: "C-Max Leg Room - Rear = 36.5 and Volt Leg Room - Rear =
34.1" That was my entire post. No opinion. No comment. Nothing else. Just
facts. They didn't like that at all. Whoa! Having sat in Volt and played with the seat
adjustments, I know being a compact competing with midsize vehicles is a sensitive
topic. But such blatant attempts to mislead lately has been a surprise. You'd think they'd
just move on to something else.

1-24-2014

Another Example. This was another example of unexpected blatant misleading. This
one came with an insult too: "The plug-in Prius only has 6 EPA miles all-electric
range. This is so pathetic..." How many times must the detail be posted before the
rhetoric ends? Even some of the Volt supporters are getting annoyed. I was happy to
provide more facts: Rather than mention the actual available capacity of the batterypack, the outcome of a specific test is stated. That's called cherry-picking, by
most. Some call that type of data omission greenwashing. Whatever the label, it's
misrepresentation. As for the adjective used, that's a sign of desperation. It's a 4.4 kWh
battery. Available capacity for EV mode is from 85% to 23.5%, which is 2.7
kWh. Knowing that EV driving typically consumes 27 kWh/100 miles, it's very easy to
confirm the distance is not 6 miles. In fact, you don't even need a calculator to see that
it's 10. And knowing that the battery-pack isn't actually empty at the depletion point, that
it's still "full" for HV mode (which offers EV driving), you can add another mile. That
comes to 11 miles, exactly what the detail on the window-sticker states.

1-24-2014

Outside Opinion. It's clearly not welcome there. No matter how constructive your
criticism, having shown acceptance of a competitor makes you an outsider and your
opinion an attempt to undermine. You'd think they'd be long over that by now, that
they'd recognize the need to realign to target middle-market. Clearly, that not
happening. The enthusiasts still think change isn't necessary. This comment from a
friend really got them riled up: "GM wasted a $billion chasing a market that does not
exist with a car that could not sell without heavy government assistance." Now into the
4th year of sales, well under expectations and far from being self-sustaining in any
respect, it's amazing to see such unwillingness to compromise. Anywho, this was my
follow up to his post: For all those who refused to answer the question "Who is the
market for Volt?" and chose to downvote instead, it is quite clear why that was
continually asked. Everyone now has confirmation that the assumed target audience was
far too small. GM should have been chasing their own Malibu, Impala, and Cruze
customers. Enticing them to purchase a plug-in rather than one of their traditional cars
should have been an obvious goal. Instead, focus was on trophies and praise. That means
Volt needs to be reinvented. Changing the configuration fundamentally to grow sales is
required, especially since the tax-credit won't last forever and the vehicle must be
profitable.
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Advocate. They still don't want any who doesn't own a Volt. That type of resistance is
amazing. Why? Heck, I park next to a Leaf everyday at work. Supposedly, there will be
a Fusion Energi joining us later too. What's the big deal? Despite my obvious
endorsement for both lithium batteries and plugging in, some feel compelled to attempt to
discredit anyway. That's bizarre. I'd gladly welcome a Volt owner to our little slice of
parking paradise. I don't have any personal gripes with purchases. It has always been the
misalignment of product and market. With GM selling what it wants rather than what it
needs, that disconnect should be obvious. Whatever. My effort to demonstrate plug-in
vehicles for mainstream consumers are realistic continues, regardless of what a select
group of enthusiasts believe. This was my sound off about the topic: Being a strong
advocate of affordable hybrids for the masses, especially after so many years, it's quite
common to see posts from some who make stuff up about me. It's hard to know if the
intent comes from frustration or simply not remembering correctly. But since they keep
inviting me to respond, I do. The delivery of a plug-in Prius which provides a significant
efficiency boost without sacrificing interior space or depleted MPG and achieving it at
lost cost pretty much makes anything I say sound like an endorsement for a specific
brand. It's not. It's an effort to promote the replacement of traditional vehicles. It's
unfortunately certain individuals still don't acknowledge that. Thankfully, it doesn't
matter. I'll keep driving and plugging to help demonstrate how realistic the technology
is, as well as how little it takes to purchase yourself. That's the key. Besides necessity to
be within reach of mainstream budgets, there's also an intimidation factor... another
reality not being acknowledged.

1-25-2014

Rewriting History. Attempts to pretend the vaporware claim was proven true
continue. That's nothing new. Why they continue to try to rewrite history is a mystery
though. What would that actually prove? I guess in the mind of an enthusiast, it supports
hope that the next generation will deliver as well. The catch is, the first didn't. Yet, the
claim keeps being made anyway: "GM did deliver on the Volt from concept in 2007 to
customers in Dec 2010." With this daily topic already getting way out of hand, what is
there to lose by posting so more facts, sprinkled with comments: The Volt revealed back
in January 2007 is not what was delivered in November 2010. Remember that car called
"Volt" we heard about initially? It would deliver 40 miles of EV under all conditions, 50
MPG after the battery was depleted, and be nicely under $30,000. It would accomplish
that without ever driving the wheels directly too. Remember all the bragging about it
being a "series" hybrid, about the purity of always being electric-only
propulsion? Needless to say, the "Volt" that was made available to consumers ended up
quite different. That's why there's such a silence about goals for the next. Being burned
so bad by the "over promise, under deliver" problem a second time (first was TwoMode), it's better just to improve the system quietly. The hype of unrealistic expectations
got way out of hand. It limited design opportunities too. The next "Volt" will bring
improvements to widen appeal. It will disenchant enthusiasts, but that's what happens
when a vehicle goes from niche to mainstream anyway. Just look at the top selling cars
for a dose of reality. Those choices being purchased profitably in high-volume better
match priorities of ordinary consumers. Look at GM's popular vehicles. Tell us what
traits Volt should share for its sales to grow.
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